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The Concordance Base material for  The Acts of The Apostles  Part 1 
           Issue:  24 June 2017  
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  ‘mystique and mystery’  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

 
The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  ‘wise’  and 
‘sophisticated’  supposedly not to require guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance  even more today! 
 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 
Some definitions of the words used to highlight textual information:- 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Luke makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/well-being  of a human. 

These become  bullet points  to  emphasise the content  within the associated verse(s)  to  provoke considered thought. 
It now becomes a requirement for theologians to specifically answer The Bullet Points and not to dismiss their existence! 
I felt a strong desire to create  The Prime Working Standard  for The World to use,  and it is deliberately written to 
provoke people,  to start personal reasoning upon The Subject Matter  –  to contest me,  because there are just so many 
charlatans mincing The Truth for their own self-indulgent reasons  (all under the pretence of  ‘glorifying God’). 
What I have constructed is to stand staunchly upon The Solid Foundation of The Bible in the storms of criticism that will 
be brought against me regarding this highly controversial material that counters:  'Pandering to self-indulgence'! 
But I just quite simply ask: “If any human on this planet can put together a more holistic,  righteous scenario than the one I 
present here,  and   then please do so! –  If not, then quite logically what I present stands and  all  some 37,000 deviant 
doctrines of  worldly Christianity  fail,  thus exposing their true nature of waywardness from Yahweh’s Desire!” 

So unashamed,  I put my head up above The Parapet  to explain what was in The Mind of the Scribe. 
I am most desirous for the world’s  very best  theologians of any  worldly  religion to contact me in defence of their errant  
exegesis/material,  so that I might publicly expose the righteous  limits and failings  of their reasoning on this website! 

This material shall provoke  “The 2nd Reformation”  of Christianity,  to then close The Gospel Age! 
 
 
The Acts of the Apostles:              Issue date:  23 June 2017 
 
Some shorthand used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,    JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body based upon something I do not know! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)      TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”  =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
 (see Glossary on all of these terms – where they are carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative -  meaning that it is  so precisely accurate  as to enable a near perfect translation 
back to the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern day translations,  many 
are mere interpretations   and thus loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more accessible high level  
(which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).  By consequence,  I was 
forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  together with exegesis in 
the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!   To combat corruption by charlatan 
Christian Leaders I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within God’s Word to expose what was in the scribe’s mind. 
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This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 
Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 

Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Old Testament citations used to corroborate Matthews’s teaching  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  
The full commentary explaining the verse is the      “Text in this font and colour” 

Thus I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original Word of God. 
It will cause much  ‘heart searching’  and  ‘consternation’  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this ‘new wine – or do we prefer the old?’  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  ‘Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?’  Matt.12v30. 
 

Important Note   Under The Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of The Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of personal man-hours gives freely to  The 
Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus  The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  is  (1) 
a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required  “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age 
closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus more applicable today,  (2) and the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
Please Note   This specific document will make for especially unpleasant reading for “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (= people whose income is 
derived from delivering “Religion”)  because there are so many references to them in the original  “Acts of the Apostles”. 
 
 
1st Comment – Luke is motivated to generate  “The Best Document”  describing  “The Rise in 1st Century Christianity”. 
1st Reasoning – Luke is inspired to bring his best friend to “The Knowledge” and ideally achieve The Goal of Anointing 
1st Instruction – We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but through 
“1st Century Christianity”  that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
1st Good News – Luke wrote this epistle for our benefit as my  inter-verse  commentaries illuminate. 
2nd Good News – JC  volunteered  to leave his safe position in the heavens and began  “1st Century Christianity”  by (1) 
teaching of “The Word of God” by both word and deed  (2) freely became The Ransom Sacrifice;  both for our edification.  
Acts.  1v1 og The  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  
Acts.  1v1 og (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (I) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced 
Acts.  1v1 og concerning/about  (of the) all/whole/every (things)   Oh (exclamation)  Theophilus  who/what/which/that  
Acts.  1v1 og (he) {precedence/commenced (in time)}/began (middle voice)  the  Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation} 
Acts.  1v1 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  both  also  (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train, 
Acts.  1v1 Oh Theophilus,   indeed  The Foremost Word  I produced  concerning  of all  the things  that the Jesus he personally began,   

both  (1) to produce  also  (2) to teach. 
 

Oh Theophilus  (= “friend of God”),  indeed I produce The Foremost Word   (= The Best  Manuscript/Document)   
concerning  of all the things that Jesus personally began,    
both  (1) to produce  (= being  “The Start of The Christian Nation”)  also  (2) to teach  (= “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

Luke is moved to write an exhaustive manuscript to his closest friend concerning  “The Beginnings of Christianity”  growing into The World by  the 
stupendous efforts  of both the first and second-generation apostles.  It should be noted that Luke would not desire to   Pull the wool over the eyes’  of 
his trusted friend  (as religious scholars infer in their twisted reasoning [of which I have read]),  but rather,  Luke is giving Theophilus an opportunity to 
become a  “(1st Century) Christian”  himself.    Because Luke  (converted by The Apostle, Paul)  having this newfound  “Knowledge”  of which he had 
personally witnessed and seen of its progression, then he recognised how this knowledge had been the source of great conviction as displayed within 
these apostles for them to truly behave in the manner they did,  (as explained by JC in his new teaching, Mark.1v22). 
Which is rather fortunate for us – that Luke felt sufficiently impassioned to write this incredible document down for us likewise,  to assimilate and then 
upon which to hearken  –  so that we too,  may equally fully copy these early apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1 Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.). 
Warning   It must be clearly understood that  “what”  JC and the apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  bears almost  zero resemblance  to what 
is taught today as  “Christianity”  throughout The World!   Paul warned of  “a New Jesus”  starting to be taught in his day within a couple of decades of 
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JC’s ministry  (2Cor.11v4  by the new  worldly Christian leaders  as new kids coming onto the block’ - 2Cor.11v13-15, 2Thes.2v3-12),  likewise John 
saw it mushrooming in his time at  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.  And Jude  (JC's half-brother)  at Jude.v4,  warned against people preaching that the  
“grace”  [gift/favour]  given by JC becomes an excuse for  licentiousness/{brazen conduct})  for example   “Doesn't matter what you do, JC covers you”  
becomes this   “New Jesus”  presently  pandemic  in Christendom.   Now,  after some 1900+ years,  our religious leaders have had plenty of time to  
fully morph  “1st Century Christianity”  into  “Religion”  of which we have operating today.  All of which is presently  wholly unrepresentative  of what 
Yahweh wants to be taught to ultimately yield His  “Early Adopters”  (= The 144000 TCs to  personally fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
[Rev.14v1-4]  that shall bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  [Rev.20v6, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.])! 

In the book of Revelations,  John tells us for the first time the  total  number of TCs is 144000,  and he repeats it twice at Rev.14v1, 3. 
Nowhere  in The Bible is an allegoric number repeated three times!   Therefore, I hardly think this should be any different and thus set a precedence not 
seen elsewhere!   But that is what our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  want to do  –  they want to  change  “the basic rules”  in The 
Bible  and invent their  own  rules,  supervene their own ideas,  so they  “bend The Bible”  (Rev.22v18-19)  to suit their  worldly  errant methodology that 
is fundamental to  “worldly Christian”  doctrine!   All this is contrary  to what we are taught in The Bible about allegories,  please see some examples at 
Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc. of which our leaders of Christian (worldly) theology seem to ignore when it suits them! 

Note by contrast the  unique  construction  of the verse at Rev.13v18  (as I explain in my local commentary)  that specifically tells us this is 
the  only  number in The Bible, of which is to be taken as an allegoric number  of symbolism.   Of which our religious leaders should know  (if 
they were worth their salt, Matt.5v13)  that if something is mentioned  “three times”  it means we must  “absolutely take note and hearken”  
(please see all accounts in The Bible to validate this attestation,  and later in Acts.10v1+). 

“Theophilus”  means  “Friend/Attractive  of God”.   
Whether this is a real name,  or a  “name attributed to a close friend”  of Luke,  I am not sure. 
However,  it is interesting that this account by Luke effectively becomes  an open invitation to  “Any Person”  who wants to be a  “Friend of God”,  to 
learn how to become like The Apostles by imitating them and sadly by warning of what will occur to people who imitate the apostles copying JC  
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
 
2nd Comment – JCg entrusted  “The Word of God”  with the Apostles having his mind,  of whom he had personally chosen 
2nd Instruction – JC continued faithfully to edify us until he returned to his Father in The Heavens. 
3rd Instruction – HS means  “having a  character/mind  that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
4th Instruction – Both JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
2nd Reasoning – Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
3rd Reasoning – Because of the above reasoning,  then the apostles took it upon themselves to continue JC’s work. 
1st ‘Allegory’ – “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Instruction – repeat - We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but 
through “1st Century Christianity” that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
1st Warning – The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
4th Reasoning – Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Acts.  1v2 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  who/what/which/that  (of the) day/{period of time}  
Acts.  1v2 og (the having) {to enjoin}/{(give)  charges/commands}   
Acts.  1v2 og to the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  through (reason of)   
Acts.  1v2 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  1v2 og (the) who/what/which/that  (he) {to select}/{made choice}/chose/elected (middle voice)   
Acts.  1v2 og (he was) {lifted up}/{received up}/{taken in/unto/up},   
Acts.  1v2 unto  that  day  he (= JC)  was  {lifted up}/{taken unto}   (the heavens to be physically with Yahweh) 

through reason of  the   holy/pure/blameless   spirit/personality/desires/traits   (created by  gaining/{operating to}   “Real Faith”) 
having given  commands/instructions   ([1] learn God's Word  [2] understand it  [3] correctly teach it to The World  -  freely) 
to the  apostles   (=  “appointed by Yahweh [and not by The World] to tell”)   that he  (= JC)   personally  elected/chosen. 

(all of which JC set in motion and taught)   unto that day he  (= JC)  was taken up  (into The Heavens, Acts.1v9-11)   
through reason of the holy spirit having given commands to the apostles that he (= JC)  personally selected,   
 

Luke states   JC had begun to collect his future 144000 TCs to become  “The Early Adopters”  elected  from out of The Growing Christian Nation  
(Matt.20v16, 22v14),  of which, Luke desires to  invite  Theophilus to become one of these  “Early Adopters” - like The Apostles,  by reasoned argument. 
Warning   It must be clearly understood,  this passage does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (as usual)! 
We must not to push this responsibility out onto another supposed entity’,  being a myth of the Trinity,  generated by  worldly Christendom,  of which I 
have perhaps  100’s  of citations  given in my  1000’s of  inter-verse  commentaries of  “The New Testament”.  All these examples explain the Trinity 
does  not  exist,  but it is unfortunately,  a Manmade fabrication,  to take our mind off what Yahweh  truly desires to occur in The Environment  for God’s 
Word to become “personalised within us  as individuals”!   These citations are clearly  ignored  by advocates of the Trinity having a spirit to    

“Refuse what The Bible teaches us”  by passing The Bible through The Mincer of  Rev.22v18-19,  driven by a  “strong delusion that they 
should be believe a lie”   (2Thes.2v11)  to what Yahweh  truly desires to occur within The Environment! 
They also.  have not reasoned through  “The Consequences”  of their thought processes,  that all leads to an  “Unrighteous Conclusion”. 

Let me explain what this verse really means! 
But the background first     
There is  “The Almighty God”  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”,  as  “The Master”  of The Universe),  and; 
there are  “Sons of God” (Job.1v6, 2v1  [ignore the NIV  translation/interpretation  given here,  it is  wholly wrong  to bolster a lie’]),  of which  “Jesus  
Christ/Anointed”  is the specific entity relative to The Earth  (together with the  contesting/adversarial  “Satan”  as  “The Despotic Son of God”). 

Yahweh sources  “The Intrinsically  Ideal/Good”  things into The Universe to make The Universe a wholesome place. 
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JC positively works with Yahweh to make this possible  -  being applicable to this planet Earth and all  “Life”  (= “Kosmos” StrongsTM 2889 
= “Adornment/Decoration”)  upon our planet. 

Yahweh sources  “The Methodology”  of which JC freely chooses to drive his mind yielding righteous works,  for JC to become  “The Wisdom of God”.    
Thus, JC  thinks/operates  in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh to make The Environment a better place. 

To  “think and reason in the  one/same  manner”  means to  “have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to achieve the  
one/same  objective”. 

This means that both Entities have - 
“Yahweh’s  holy/pure/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  to 
make  Yahweh’s  Intrinsically  Ideal/Good  Goals  to be manifest within The Environment.” 

That  “above”  is quite simply  the definition  of  “The Holy Spirit”  (= HS)!   Where we  personally  “actively make Yahweh’s Pure Desire 
manifest in The Environment”  in the very best means we are personally able.  Furthermore,  if we need external help,  then Yahweh will work 
with us to make this occur  (because we truly have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh)  as He did with The Prophets  (1Kings.18v36-39),  JC  
(Matt.9v2-6)  and then The Apostles  (Acts.5v18-21. John.14v20, 17v21-16),  examples of each out of so many  (and the counter’ given at 
James.1v6-8). 
Therefore,  again quite simply stated  

When  we personally learn,  inculcate  “The Word of God”  (to  know/understand  how  Yahweh  thinks/operates)  and then we  
personally  assay/test/prove  it  (within our mind)  to gain assurance  and finally operate with fidelity  (to what we  
know/understand)  then  we have  “Real Faith”.   

This is  not  the “blind faith”  of  “Religion”,  that has  zero  accurate/relevant  knowledge,  nor understanding,  nor 
practised fidelity to what is known.  

When and  only when  we have “Real Faith”,  then  (and  only  then)  we have  “the holy spirit operating within us”,  that has 
become  personalised within us.  This occurs  because we then  think/reason  in precisely the  one/same  manner as JC  and 
Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  because we are  not  two minded  (half for the world and half pretending to represent Yahweh,  
James.1v6-8  =  “a worldly Christian”)  and hence abiding by JC’s warning given at Matt.6v24 and 22v20-22. 

And by logical deduction,  Satan does  not  have the holy spirit  (to think and reason like Yahweh),  but he does have much knowledge and capability  to 
work the environment’  in what we may deem as  miracles’.  But these miracles  (to us)  certainly  cannot  be attributed to the HS;  else by implication, 
do our  charlatan Christian leaders suggest Satan has the HS because he can do miracles when compared with what humans can do  (and   By extension,  
what does it say about them?).   

Can the reader understand all this? 
It is in precisely the same manner that  charlatan Christian leaders can do  miracles’  by means of illusions and tricks to beguile their duped audience,  
lapping-up  the next fix’  of the drugs  “adrenalin and endorphins”  circulating within an  animalistic/carnal  mind  lusting after “The Immediacy”! 
This is  all an abomination  to Yahweh  –  and these  charlatan Christian leaders in perhaps their millions’ during The Gospel Age have joined Judas 
Iscariot by  betraying  what  “The Word of God”  really means  (to yield a perfect society into The Culmination).  By consequence have deliberately 
thrown away their protection from “death”,  and thus they shall  never  be resurrected,  because JC did  not  die twice for us,  but  only  “The Once”  
(Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 

So after explaining  “The Holy Spirit”  that becomes  “personalised within an entity who wholly hearkens to Yahweh’s Methodology”  -  that 
has been built upon  “The Word of God”  (= JC, Rev.19v13)  then what does this verse mean? 

JC personally selected these apostles after being guided by Yahweh through the HS,  inasmuch JC  “thought and reasoned”  like Yahweh,  and thus 
Yahweh freely chose to work through JC and selected these specific individuals to become Apostles.  Actually it was much more than this,  Yahweh knew 
specifically  “The Time”  within which to bring JC into The World so that these specific groups of people would come together at the correct time  (see 
my commentaries at Matt.3v13-15, 4v22, Luke.1v33-67, John.1v37-38, etc.)! 

Why? 
Because Yahweh knew beforehand,  these specific people would also gain the HS in due time,  when their mind was sufficiently educated upon  “The 
Word of God”.  When JC physically left the planet  (Matt.25v14,  Luke.19v12)  he left behind his  presence/parousia  in the form of  “The Word of God”,  
initially recorded in the minds of The Disciples.  These disciples then taught  “The Word of God”  to hearkening recipients  (like Luke,  the scribe to this 
Epistle)  which developed their talents  (Matt.25v19-23, Luke.19v16-19)  to yield  profit/interest  (as the form of “the next generation of True Christians” 
[= TCs]  for Yahweh  [as sons of God]  and for JC  [as The Bride, Matt.22v1-9, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v49, 21v2, 9]). 
These disciples  as slaves  gave  all  “The Yield”  to Yahweh and JC,  and took  not  “The Profit”  for  'ourselves'  as is done throughout Christendom,  
behind  “the painted façade”  (with  “hypocrisy”  lurking behind,  hence Paul’s comment at Acts.23v3,  repeating JC of Matt.23v27-28). 
Thus these  disciples/apostles  gained the HS because  “The Word of God”  developed their mind to  think/reason  like Yahweh  “To make Yahweh’s 
Pure Desire manifest within The Environment” (= “the HS”),  which is ultimately to yield “The Salvation of Mankind”  over its 2 part life (see glossary). 

As we start to understand this exegesis,  then we can understand why these  charlatan Christian leaders who claim to have  much HS’,  
actually have  zero  HS  (but only the  spirit/desires/personality/desires  of Satan – hence 2Cor.11v13-15,  that covers The World  Eph.2v2, 
1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.). 

The reason is - 
Their output does  not  yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over our 2 part life,  but only  fills their pockets during this part of our life’  in the  
one/same  manner as did Judas Iscariot  (John.12v6, Matt.26v12-14),  and hence betraying what  “The Word of God”  is to ultimately yield in 
The Culmination. 

Does the reader thoroughly understand this exegesis? 
If you do,  then you do well,  because it is wholly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  theologians and scholars! 

Our Christian scholars  (as “The Mature”, made so at seminaries, Matt.23v15)  are taught to  vainly contest  “The Word of God”  for paper doctorates,  
but by contrast  “The Babes” (Psm.8v2, Isa.3v4, Matt.11v25, 21v16, Luke.10v21)  personally drive themselves to  learn,  assay  “The Word of God”  and 
then operate with  fidelity  upon it.   It is in this manner “The Babes”  then  gain the HS and thus use it in the  one/same  manner,  as did The Apostles,  
noting the comments made concerning JC and the apostles at John.7v15, Acts.4v13.    
Hence this epistle by Luke freely given for our benefit,  becomes  “The Invitation”  to  “start being a TC”  during The Gospel Age  (Rev.3v20)! 
Again, I must ask    

Can the righteous exegesis given above  “to yield our Salvation”  be recognised within these writings? 
Then compare it with the  worldly things  taught in  worldly Christian sermons that only bolster “Religion” – as can be equally taught by imams, gurus, 
sadhus and extended even to atheists espousing how to be  “a good person”  for society  (the supposed subject of Christian sermons)!  
Of which I have perhaps a 1000 sermon transcripts to  publicly audit  when I have the time,  to show how Christian sermons wholly deviate from what JC 
and The Apostles precisely taught about what Yahweh required to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”!   Because that  “Knowledge”  is certainly  
not  present in these some 1000 sermon transcripts,  all of which have been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19 in the minds of their writers 
evidently  not  having the HS! 
 
3rd Good News – JC was resurrected as JCg by Yahweh and only showed to  “The Early Adopters”  what was possible. 
5th Instruction – JCg set  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”,  being what is possible for  “The Early Adopters”. 
4th Good News – JCg proved himself as having risen to  “The Early Adopters”  –  because  they were expectant. 
2nd Allegory – Forty = often used in The Bible with  “units”  to define boundaries of certain events. 
6th Instruction – JCg set  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”,  being what is possible for  “The Early Adopters”. 
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1st Prophecy – JCg would appear to  “The Early Adopters”  first  at  “The  1st  Resurrection”. 
7th Instruction – JCg taught  “The Early Adopters”  “The Things”  about  “The Millennium”  and of its Methodology. 
Acts.  1v3 og (To) whom/what/which  also   
Acts.  1v3 og (he) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented   
Acts.  1v3 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)   (the) living/existing   
Acts.  1v3 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts.  1v3 og the  {experiencing/feeling (usually pain)}/passion/vexing/suffering  (the) him   
Acts.  1v3 og in  (to the) many/much/plenteous  
Acts.  1v3 og (to the) {tokens (as defining a fact)}/{criterion of certainties}/{infallible proofs}  through (reason of)   
Acts.  1v3 og (of the) days/{periods of time}  (the) forty   
Acts.  1v3 og (the having been) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice)  {to them},   
Acts.  1v3 og also  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  the (things)  concerning/about  of the  kingdom/reign/realm   
Acts.  1v3 og of the  God. 
Acts.  1v3 also  to whom   (= The Disciples/Apostles)   he  (= JC)  exhibited/showed/presented  himself   living/existing  

after  {experiencing  pain/suffering}   (during his public execution) 
within  many/plenteous  {tokens defining his existence}/{infallibles proofs}    
through the  forty days   (= the time JC was with the disciples between his resurrection and ascension into The Heavens) 
having been  personally  {shown self}/appeared  to them   (= The Disciples/Apostles), 
also  stating/exclaiming  the things  concerning  the  kingdom/realm  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 

 

also to whom  (= the disciples/apostles)  he (= JC)  exhibited himself alive   (having conquered death,  as determined by Yahweh) 
after experiencing suffering   (that occurred at his public execution  -  for having done nothing wrong  [John.18v38, 19v6])  
within many infallible proofs   (exhibiting himself to many people  [e.g. 1Cor.15v8]  after his resurrection) 
through the forty days   (between his resurrection  [John.20v1-20]  and  when he  physically  left this planet  [Acts.1v9]) 
having personally shown self to them   (JC showed himself in his  new  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  after his resurrection) 
also exclaiming the things concerning the kingdom of the God  (= Yahweh) 
 

Luke would not waste his time writing  “The Gospel of Luke”  (= Good News of Mankind’s Future Prospects)  and  of this very lengthy epistle,  if he was 
not fully convinced himself by what he has seen.  He witnessed the fervour of intelligent,  articulate people -  for example  Paul,  Joseph of Arimathaea,  
Apollos, (and the original disciples)  humbling themselves to  “The Commission”  that  they placed upon themselves.  They were  not  pressed-ganged  
into what they did, – but were genuinely  self-motivated  to  put in The Effort  to become as  “The Scum of the Earth”  (1Cor.4v13).  This title is not given 
to describe the way they physically dressed,  but how people considered  “The Work”  that these apostles spiritually took upon themselves  for  no  
worldly return  except  abuse/persecution  made so by leaders of Religion”  of each respective generation! 

The Gospel  “Meant Something”  to these people! 
This  infection’  rubbed-off  onto Luke for him to be  self-motivated  to bring his friend into  “The Disclosing Truth”  by  “Strength of Argument”! 
Furthermore, this is what separates  “1st Century Christianity”  away from  “worldly Christianity”  (which itself,  is merely a schism of  “Religion”)! 
There is  no  “Strength of Argument”  in “Religion”,  but  useless  “Hearsay”  given by  'The Spiritually Blind to fool the spiritually blind'  (Luke.6v39)! 
JC taught  “1st Century Christianity”  solidly built upon The Tanakh,  where JC explained how The Tanakh was to be fulfilled  (hence Mark.1v22)  and it 
was only later The Disciples realised that  “The Doorway to The Future Reality”  of what JC taught,  could  only righteously occur  if he was murdered 
by  “The Established Leaders of Religion”  personally driven by Satan’s Methodology. 

Therefore,  JC (as God’s Word Part 2, Rev.19v13)  righteously answered  The Tanakh  (as God’s Word Part 1). 
What our religious leaders today  cannot  comprehend is this reality  (while having their mind buried in  “worldly methodology”)  as explained below - 

It was  not  specifically JC’s Physical Death that conquered Satan’s hold over us,  but rather -  
JC’s Mind driven by Yahweh’s Methodology  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) 

that  righteously conquered - 
Religious Leaders’ minds driven by Satan’s methodology  (= to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 

It was the “Two Opposing Methodologies”  that  became physically expressed  within The Environment,  –  where one was of a person freely 
giving himself to be murdered to save us  (1John.2v2),  that became The Fulfilment of The Religious Leaders’ own desires  (John.11v47-53). 

And that is why JC  was  able to bring forth  “The 2nd  (and thus New) Covenant”  that was based upon The Mind,  and  not  upon The Works  (where 
“The Law given by Moses”  was a judgment only on The Works  –  which could never succeed,  Rom.3v23).  The Law of Moses was only laid down to 
establish  “The Credentials”  for JC to  righteously inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  that becomes  a judgment based upon The Mind  (1Sam.16v7, 
noting its context for  future kingship)  that  can  enable us to succeed in achieving  “Yahweh’s Goal”  for us  (if we personally desire it,  and 
demonstrably make it happen within ourselves).   

That is  “The Stark Reality”  never  taught today! 
I explain all this in  very much more detail  elsewhere on  “FutureLife.Org”,  and specifically why our leaders of “Religion”  teach/behave  as they do.  
 
8th Instruction – JCg commanded his Disciples to wait in Jerusalem for the next 10 days. 
5th Reasoning – Because it will open up the door to  “The Early Adopters”  for the next some 2000 years,  these people 
shall be  The Wheat  first-fruits offered at The Temple 50 days  (Pentecost)  after  The Barley (= JCg)  was offered. 
3rd 'Allegory' – The Promise = is of several layers,  where  all layers together  righteously yields Mankind's Salvation. 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 

6th Reasoning – In this instance The Promise was that Yahweh will work with,  and empower The Disciples to  accurately 
teach  “The Word of God”  in the midst of very active  “Religious Opposition”.  Thus fulfilling  [1] and [3] above. 
Acts.  1v4 og Also  (the having) {to throng}/accumulated/convened/{assembled together}   
Acts.  1v4 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  them   
Acts.  1v4 og (he) {transmitted a message}/enjoined/{(gave in) charge}/declared  {to them}  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  1v4 og (the) Jerusalem  not  (to) {place space between}/depart/separate/disunite,   
Acts.  1v4 og but  (to) {to stay around}/await/{wait for}  the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Acts.  1v4 og of the  Father/Forebear,   
Acts.  1v4 og whom/what/which/that  (you) heard/listened/understood/responded  {of me}/I/me/mine/my, 
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Acts.  1v4 Also  having  assembled together with  them,   he  (= JCg before left for the last time at Acts.1v9)   
declared  to them  (= the disciples)   not  to  depart  from  Jerusalem   (being the centre of religious pilgrimage – ready for Pentecost) 
but  to  {stay around}/{wait for}  the  pledge/promise  of the  Father  (= Yahweh)   
(concerning)  which  you  heard  of  me   (= JC told them earlier,  Yahweh will work with,  and empower,  the disciples). 

 

Also having assembled them together,  he (= JCg)  declared to them  (= the disciples)  not to depart from Jerusalem, 
but to wait for the Father's  (= Yahweh's)  promise,  of which you heard from me   (JC had explained Yahweh will empower them). 
 

JC wanted the Disciples to stay in Jerusalem to fulfil  “The Allegoric Prophecy”  given at Lev.23v5-27,  where Pentecost occurred on the 50th day  after  
The Passover  (hence on The 50th Day,  after  seven weeks,  and thus called  “week of weeks” [7 times 7]).  Pentecost celebrated  “The First fruits of The 
Wheat”  (being what is first taken from out of The World  [see Matt.13v23 as The First-fruits and then v30 as The Main Harvest]).   
However this festival  followed,  JC as  “The First-fruit of The Barley”  presented unto The Temple  (Lev.23v5-25)  immediately after The Passover ,  
Nisan 16  (JC being The Passover Lamb who covers Mankind over  “The Great Sabbath Day of The Millennium”  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, John.19v31, 
20v1, Rev.21v9, etc.).   
Noting  (Jewish New day  begins 6 hours  before  European New day  [thus, the Jewish new day begins 18 00 hrs European time])   

Eve/Preparation of The Passover = Nisan/Abib 14  (Lamb is killed at about 15 00 hrs, European time [JC expired, Mark.15v42, John.19v31]) 
Passover = Nisan/Abib 15  (Darkness period of Jewish new day  [yet still Nisan 14 European time]),  This is  “The Enforced Sabbath Day”. 

(Lev.23v6-7, Beginning of The Unleavened Bread [matzo] Festival that lasts for seven days to Nisan/Abib 21, inclusive.) 
(It is also termed Holiday,  representing  “Day of Rest” [from The Working week under Satan] and thus The Millennium, Heb.4v4) 

First-fruit waving = Nisan/Abib 16  (First day of  “The New Week”  [enclosed by] Sabbaths,  also part of the week of  “Unleavened Bread”.) 

Thus  “The Prophetic Allegory”  being fulfilled is  
“The Start of the Ingathering of the Wheat First-fruits”  over The Gospel Age of some 2000 years,  where Yahweh is gathering the 144000 
First-fruits  (Rev.14v1-4,  like The Wheat  given second)  as  “The Early Adopters”  who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (where   JC 
is like The Barley  given first). 

It must be clearly understood   JC explained in his ministry of specifically  “the allegoric significances”  of each  “performed practice”  as handed down 
by Yahweh in The Tanakh,  to become “A Prophetic Picture”  of what was to come in The Gospel Age and completed in The Millennium. 

NONE  of this is explained today,  and thus by consequence,  leaders of Christendom make Yahweh look like any other  worthless  god’  of  
“Religion”!   That is why Revelations chapter 17 and 18 shall occur,  and  only  “1st Century Christianity”  will  survive into The Millennium. 

When we read what Christian theologians state  (who supposedly have the knowledge to repeat what The Tanakh states as might do a unschooled 
reporter),  then they stop  just before the  exciting bit –  being where all the allegoric prophecies link together to form the most righteous and holistic 
plan in a similar manner as the diamond  carbon–tetrahedral  structure links together.  It almost seems they are  too afraid  (too “ashamed”, Mark.8v38)  
to go one-step further by actually showing Yahweh’s  Infinite Majesty  in forming this  “Most Wonderful and Righteous Structure”  throughout  “Time”.   

Which if they could just go that one-step further,  then they could start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
By explaining The Interlacing Structure of The Bible as The Foundation to exhibit Yahweh’s Stature in generating this wonderful artefact,  then it could 
demolish “Religion”,  itself being  so weak and pathetic  in any form of  exegesis’  that it supposedly purports to have.  Yet,  our “Christian  
leaders/scholars/theologians  fall over themselves to make God’s Output become like  “Religion”  sourced by Satan!  How dangerously perverse is that! 

The fact that God’s Creation of Beauty is transformed into a piece of excrement through the  minds/hands  of our worldly Christian leaders! 
Precisely as JC taught us at Matt.15v15-18, noting also 12v43-45,  (please read my local commentaries that explain the link). 

“FutureLife.Org”  attempts to rigorously explain Yahweh’s Output in the  one/same  manner as did JC teach in his sermons. 
Some of these sermons lasted for 3 days to the  one/same  grouping of people (Mark.8v1-2),  and it was certainly not about his death that could be said in 
about 3 seconds  (being about  the only thing’  Christians know about JC)  and thus it must have been something different to what we are taught today!   

Yes!  JC did teach something  very different  to what we are taught today by Christendom;  -   it was  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Which I find so incredible when we have  all  The Material of what JC had, used and taught  -  being BOTH  The Old  and New Testament! 
 
4th Allegory – Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh. 
7th Reasoning – Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  and 
required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
5th Allegory – Baptise in spirit = Spiritual  growth  for a new mind to ideally become a future son of God. 
8th Reasoning – Baptism in spirit ideally becomes the new mind that precisely yields JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Instruction – repeat - Both JCg and the apostles thought in the same manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
2nd Prophecy – These TCs would soon start baptising in the spirit. 
9th Reasoning – These TCs would gain “Real Faith” = “accurate knowledge +assurance + fidelity”  after they had 
during the next few days:  Carefully reasoned through everything that JC had taught them within their minds,  and they 
would make this same route to gain  “Real Faith”  possible with as many recipients as possible to their teaching. 
Acts.  1v5 og because  (the) John  truly/indeed/{that one}  (he) {make overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised   
Acts.  1v5 og (to the) {water (as if splashing/rainy)}  {specifically yourselves}  and   
Acts.  1v5 og (yourselves will be) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised   
Acts.  1v5 og in  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  1v5 og no/not/none  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts.  1v5 og many/much/plenteous  these/those (specifically)  days/{periods of time}. 
Acts.  1v5 (JC stated:)  Because  indeed/{that one}  John  (the Baptist)  baptised  in the  water  specifically yourselves 

and  (yet)  yourselves  will be  baptised  within  the  personality/desires/traits   pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} 
not  after  many  of these specific  days  (being about 10 days before Pentecost starts). 

 

(JC stated to disciples before he left them )   Because indeed John  (the Baptist)  baptised in the water specifically yourselves  
and  (yet)  yourselves will be baptised within   (hence an internal thing  –  it  not  from outside,  as insinuated by  worldly Christian leaders) 
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the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character   
                 (= We learn  “The Word of God”  as did The Apostles  and then we  transform our mind to become like JC,  to be positioned to gain the HS) 
not after many of these specific days   (= soon you shall gain the HS within,  so that Yahweh can  then  work with you from the outside) 
 

Not quite the translation you will be given in most bibles,  –  but standard translations do  bend/twist  the translation in many places to  “dumb-down”  
the significance of what is  “personally required to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”.  That is precisely why I was forced to generate  the trustworthy  
“Prime Reference Standard”  to combat twisted  worldly  bible translations  (of which I duly expose in my respective  inter-verse  commentaries). 
Let me explain  (as I do much in John’s Gospel)  what this really means. 

Could it be what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 
If the reader has read many of my commentaries,  then  he/she  will realise   “It is absolutely  not  what they tell us!” 
The Crux of Bible teaching is The Following - 
             1.   Gain  accurate knowledge  by personally learning it first-hand directly from a Good Quality Bible  (I recommend pre 1950 CE translations). 
             2.   Thoroughly  assay/test/prove  The Knowledge  to gain  assurance  and confidence in what is known  (to ensure it makes “Righteous Sense”). 
             3.   Operate with  fidelity  to what is accurately known and rigorously tested  (for “Righteousness”)  within the mind. 
Do the above  three  operations to gain  “Real Faith”,  anything short of the given three prerequisites shall only yield  “blind faith”  which is sadly 
pandemic in “Religion”,  where leaders of  “Religion”  teach and practice  none  of the three above requirements,  as my commentaries explain. 
I explain  “Real Faith”  in my allegoric example of  “Gravity”  given in many places  –  and thus not repeat here,  –  else these commentaries become so 
long to read,  only made so,  to righteously  unpick  the faulty teaching given by our wholly delinquent  worldly Christian leaders. 
It must be clearly understood  The Disciples  at this time did  NOT  have  “Real Faith”  (a fact supported by them returning to Galilee to  lick their 
wounds’  not knowing what to do next  [John.21v1+])  -  so they certainly did  not  have  fidelity,  because they did  not  have  assurance,  (even though 
they knew JC was resurrected because of John.20v19). 

But  
The Disciples had  “accurate Knowledge”  being 3.5 years of JC’s relentless teaching of  “1st Century Christian”  and thus they were at least on  The 
1st Square’  for gaining  “Real Faith”.   Sadly, the vast majority of  “Christians”  today do not even get onto “The 1st Square”,  because their leaders 
effectively tell them   “It is not necessary!”   Contrary  to what The Bible  specifically teaches us  (for example 2Tim.3v15-17, Heb.5v12-14)! 
So The Disciples had  “The Head Knowledge”,  but they had not  (1) tested it  (to know what to do),  nor  (2) acted with fidelity  (when once knowing 
what to do)! 

Why? 
Because during that 3.5 years they could  hide behind JC! 

JC was their shield from  “The Leaders of Religion”! 
He took all the attack upon himself and spun around their attacks to defeat  “The Leaders of Religion”. 

Some examples given  (from memory)  at   Matt.9v13-15, 12v24-31, 22v15-46  (and I could give so many more). 
Thus the disciples had  no need to test what they had learnt  –  they just  tagged-along’  with Jesus  acting as a sponge’  -  but  untested  themselves! 
When JC was murdered and then resurrected,  he did not stay with them consistently for the 40 days,  but  “popped-in”  unannounced. 

Why does the reader think JCg did that? 
Because JCg,  like a mother,  was trying to wean The Disciples off him,  like a mother does to her suckling child! 
The Child must grow-up;  learn to stand on  his/her  own two feet! 

To  start personally applying   “The Head Knowledge”   themselves! 
To be in this position,  then the child must start to reason, test, assay, prove  “The Knowledge”  for himself  (or herself)  -  to become  personally  
strengthened with  assurance  to know how to  correctly apply  “The Knowledge”  with the utmost  fidelity. 

No one can do this for us  -  it must be  personally  done  from within! 
Yahweh is  only  seeking out  (during The Gospel Age)  those specific people who operate in  “Real Faith”  having passed through the 
required  three  steps,  given above!   (Hence Matt.7v7-8  ultimately yielding  20v16, 22v14)  

Therefore, we should ask The Question - 
Why is this  personal  and specifically why we cannot leave it up to our  “Leaders of Religion”? 

The answer operates at several levels in order of importance - 
             1.  Yahweh is seeking out  “The Early Adopters”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   

They must  publicly demonstrate  their credentials,  that they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return  (except  
“abuse/persecution”  made so by leaders of Religion,  John.16v1-4, etc.)  which requires us to be  personally  taking upon ourselves  
“Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”. 
We must demonstrably prove ourselves worthy of  “This Required Future Role”  Luke.19v16-19, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc. 
Yahweh cannot move forward to  the next stage  of  “His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  until  “The Prophesied Trigger 
Threshold”  is achieved,  which itself must occur  to fulfil  “The Word of God”  (Rev.14v1-4)  and hence Matt.24v14  (to close everything). 

            2.  Quite simply we  cannot  trust  “The Output”  from  “The Leaders of Religion”!     
Being  “professionals”  they must be paid by The World to deliver what The World wants to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4)!   They  cannot  be  
“objective”,  naturally  having a  “conflict of interests”  because they fall afoul of Matt.6v24, 22v20-22 – where   “The Person who pays The 
Piper –  calls the tune”,   noting how The World views JC (John.17v14-16, 1John.5v19).  It is a  well-known  fact that an auditor cannot audit  
his/her  own department!   Likewise,  when a police department is investigated,  then an  outside  police force  heads-up  the investigation.   
This is standard practice to uncover  “foul-play”! 
However it  never occurs in “Religion”,  because they are all in the same boat together’ - when in glass houses,  do not cast the first stone’! 

That is almost  “The Unwritten Rule”  within Religion   Never question a religious leader – because the same can be thrown back! 
       While leaders of Religion are an easy soft target,  TCs are impregnable;  –  they thoroughly know and understand their subject matter! 
My thousands of commentaries explain The New Testament,  to “bring to the fore”  (being a  'breath of fresh air')  as I thoroughly explain   “What 
Yahweh is  really  teaching us”.  Sadly,  none of this  “Disclosing Truth”  is taught by our  “Leaders of Religion”  in precisely the  one/same  manner as 
it was hidden by  “The Leaders of Religion”  in the day of JC,  which is exactly why they attacked him,  because their hypocrisy was exposed!    

Same mindset  throughout the generations  take these positions in “Religion”,  but just different  names/faces  fill those slots in  “The Worldly 
Religious Edifice”,  generation after generation! 

I explain all this in much more detail elsewhere in my commentaries. 
After that necessary distraction,  just returning to  tie-up  the loose ends. 

These Disciples had to  internally change  from  “Disciples (pupils learning)”  to become  “Apostles (appointed [by Yahweh] to tell)”. 
They had to  thoroughly understand  what they had been taught.  They did not keep saying   “It is a mystery; – we are not given to know!   Balderdash! 
When the eleven faithful disciples saw JC leave them for the last time  (being as the angel said at Acts.1v11 for 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, 
Rev.11v11-13, etc.),  then they really had to start  chewing-over’  within their mind what they knew,  together,  knowing that it was  they  who had to  
think/reason  against the attacks sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”.   Now  “The Responsibility”  had shifted from JC to  The Apostles,  for them to use  
“The Word of God”  as their metaphoric sword to cut through the machinations of “Religion”  (hence Rev.18v4),  being  “The Armour”  we can only 
gain from  “1st Century Christianity”  (Eph.6v11-17,  and absolutely  not  the  “worldly Christianity”  as taught today). 

Thus,  it was during these next 10 days unto Pentecost that the disciples huddled together and thoroughly went through  “Their Data Base”  
within  “The Collective”  of   eleven heads  containing  “The Knowledge”. 

They had to thoroughly reason together what all this knowledge meant  (to gain assurance)  and what they should do with it  (to act with fidelity)  and 
thus to gain  “Real Faith”  from out of which they presently had of  “Blind faith”  (of then only having “The Knowledge”)! 
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We now are primed for Acts chapter 2,  which is to occur in about 10 days of  Acts.1v11,  and once fortified after Acts. Chapter 2,  then they 
went onto The Offensive,  as we read in Acts. Chapter 3 and 4 onwards  (being confident and bold,  by  understanding  their subject matter). 

 
3rd Comment – Disciples ask:  Will you be establishing your kingdom when  ‘you’  (’soon’)  return? 
9th Instruction – Lord/Master  means just that!   We, as The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master. 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
6th Allegory – You = (1) JC spiritually as  “The Word of God”  to establish The Kingdom of Early Adopters  (Luke.17v21) 
(2) JCg physically collecting “The Early Adopters of The 1st Resurrection” ready for The Millennium 3.5 years later. 
10th Reasoning – JC comes in 10 days as  “The Word of God”  given out  by  The Apostles/TCs  during the next some. 
2000 year Gospel Age  (as The  Spiritual 2nd  Epoch Israel).  When Yahweh has His 144000 TCs,  then JCg  comes to 
collect  (as “his profit”,  Luke.19v16-19)  the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  for extra-terrestrial training and 
then 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12)  they return  (Rev.19v16-21)  to bring in The Millennium,  that becomes JCg’s 
physical return to establish  The  3rd  Epoch Israel  as “The Resurrected World”. 
Acts.  1v6 og The (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then   
Acts.  1v6 og (the) {convening/departing in company}/{associating with}/cohabiting/assembling  (the) him   
Acts.  1v6 og (the ones) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  1v6 og Lord/Master/Sir (vocative)  if  in  to the  {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts.  1v6 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  
Acts.  1v6 og (you) {off/from placing down}/{to reconstitute (in health/home/organisation)}/{restore (again)}   
Acts.  1v6 og the  kingdom/reign/realm  to the  Israel? 
Acts.  1v6 The  (people = disciples)   therefore  truly  convening in company  with  him  (= JCg)  exclaiming:- 

(It is important to understand this phraseology means:  Only  “The Eleven Original Disciple”  were with JCg,  to be asking this question …) 
Lord/Master  if  within  this same  time  you  restore again  the  kingdom  to  Israel?  
(= The disciples thinking in a worldly sense:   “Is this when you are going to kick The Romans out of Israel … !?”) 

 

The people  (= the 11 original disciples)  therefore truly convening in company with him  (= JCg)  exclaiming:- 
Lord/Master  if  (the HS comes to us,  then)  within this same time you  (shall come to)  restore again The Kingdom to Israel? 
 

We must fully understand  what  JC was teaching as  “1st Century Christianity”  (never taught today)  to then understand specifically  why  The Disciples 
had latched onto this theme,  but only  “in a worldly sense”!   Sadly, because  “1st Century Christianity”  is  never  taught today then we cannot even get 
into  “the educated position”  of The Disciples,  to even be asking this question!    
I ask - 

What  worldly Christian speaks about Jesus coming to  set-up  his base upon The Earth  (Rev.21v1-4)?  
But they only speak about  “going to heaven”  when they die  –  a myth promulgated by spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders  
“choosing not to know”  (“agnoeo”,  StrongsTM = 50)  their acclaimed subject matter!   That is the height of  “unprofessionalism”! 

Yet let me explain what  was  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and what JC meant by Prophecy,  that is being fulfilled  now and in the near future. 
The whole thrust of JC’s teaching was of Mankind’s Salvation requiring:  “The Early Adopters to lead The Transformation”. 
If I had an hour to write down perhaps a 100 citations – then I would do so, – but please read The Gospels to personally discover them,  
especially as explained in my  inter-verse  commentaries of  “The Four Gospels”  as freely given on  “FutureLife.Org”. 

JC was teaching of  (Mark.1v38),  and establishing  “The Criteria”  for  “The New World Order”  immediately around himself  (Luke.4v16-19)  as a 
“foretaste”  for what was to be possible for  all  humans in the future  (under  new leadership),  which shall ultimately be - 

1.   Mentally  equipped to personally yield a perfected society. 
2.   Physically  equipped within a perfected body to maximise our personal potential.  

“The Leaders of Religion”  quickly snuffed this out after 3.5 years because it was not what they wanted internally,  by virtue they preferred living on the 
backs of The Populace below them  (“moving The Mouth to Control People”  was  “easier than physical work”,  Luke.16v3).   Externally they practised 
hypocrisy  (Luke.12v1)  by pretending to represent Yahweh’s Interests  (which only operated through The Prophets)  as being  “The Righteous Means”  
to yield both  (1) and (2)  above.   Where to yield  (1) and (2)  requires  full and complete  repentance  away from  worldly methodology. 
Note   “Repentance”  does  not  mean what  “The World thinks it means”  (= I am sorry I got caught, there were mitigating circumstances … … … !’) 
“Repentance”  means  “a complete and utter repulsion of what has been done,  and  The Sincerest Promise  never  to do the act again!” 

Often the above also comes with a  “personal act of recompense to the person we had earlier hurt”. 
The reason for my excursion here is to  bring-in  John the Baptist,  “preparing The Path for JC’s ministry”  (Matt.3v1-3)  that was to yield this perfect 
society.  It is JC calling out  “The Invitation”  to become future  “Sons of God”,  where it is Yahweh Who then  “Elects”  His  future 144000 sons of God 
to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.3v20, Matt.20v16, 22v14, Luke.19v16-19, Rev.14v1-4, Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.). 
            Noting that The Reference given at Luke.10v2 is for  “The First Harvest”  (Rev.20v6)  to yield The First-fruits  to make all the described possible. 
It is of  “This Responsibility”  that  “The Early Adopters”  are to personally undertake,  that JC was exhorting us to personally become part thereof. 
            These people take upon themselves  “The Vista of The Millennium”  and make it a reality  (1. In themselves,  2. The Resurrected Future World)! 
It is of  “The Self-Indulgence”  that  “Leaders of Religion”  take upon themselves,  of which JC warned us in perhaps half of his  parables/allegories! 

These people take upon themselves “The Here and Now”  and perpetuate the present reality  (1. Indulge recipients’ ear for 2. Fleshly living)! 
Yahweh  requires  “The Completely Reformed Mind”  of which the initial  “wholly repentant mind”  becomes,  when  solely built  upon  “The Word of 
God”  (and thus  “The Kingdom of God”  – being  “its operational methodology”  internally drives The Individual to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  hence 
Luke.17v21).   This person lives according to The Standards Required in The New World Order  –  no  defrauding/cheating/lies/etc.,  to any body/thing. 
            It is these specific people who take upon themselves   “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility” for  “The Word of God”  themselves. 
Where for The Record - 
Accountability means   a Person wholly responsible for what they do or represent,  and must give a satisfactory reason as to why any departure away 
from  “The Ideal Solution”  has occurred. 
Ownership means   the right or state of a person possessing something and then ideally doing the very best with what they have to maximise its potential. 
Responsibility means   a position of having a job or duty to deal with something or having control over someone to make  “The Ideal Solution”  occur. 
The reason for this  excessively’  long preamble is to get completely beyond the  “hypocritical humbug”  of  “Religion”  that insinuates   “We are good 
enough as we are – provided we follow prescribed religious customs”.   This is absolute Bunkum  (Matt.23v23)  in  “The Grand Scheme of Things”! 

Yahweh requires a  complete change  away from  how we presently think and reason! 
He requires a complete rejection of what we take as  “The Norm”  in the society of today! 
He requires a complete rejection of  “Religion”  (Rev.18v4)  being of what it specifically teaches  -  of an  unreasoned  isolation mentality! 

“Religion”  covers The World today,  just as it did during JC’s ministry.   
In JC’s day,  “Religion”  comprised of  The Religious Leaders teaching principally Judaism,  and ostensibly,  The Romans who had their plethora of 
religious gods, then there were the Greek gods  (Acts.14v12-13)  and the thousands of gods in Hinduism which itself was then perhaps 500 years old. 
So The Disciples were asking - 
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“When is Your Teaching going to  bring-in  “The New World Order”  -   of which you have been teaching for the last 3.5 years?” 
Where locally,  the current  “Religion”  (expressed in its practices)  and  “Controlling Elite”  represented by The Romans working  hand in 
glove’  with The Compliant Israelite Leaders.  This enabled The Romans to have an easier time’ subjecting,  and The Leaders maintained 
their position to live off The Masses as perfectly described at John.11v47-53. 

Where by implication,  the disciples where asking when … - 
The World would be turned upside down  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21, etc.)  when  “they had Yahweh operating through them”  to express  
the “HS”  (= “Yahweh’s  Holy/Pure/Blameless  Spirit/Desire/Personality  made manifest within The Environment”). 

Moreover,  after this had occurred then - 
The disciples would be making  “The World a better and happier place”  (Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.),  noting how badly wrong they had 
interpreted  “what would be given to them”  (but then at the time,  as spiritually blind children)  at Luke.9v54. 

The disciples did not understand  “The Two Part Life”  situation that is to occur to each and every human on this planet of which  “FutureLife.Org”  
thoroughly teaches  (please see  “2 part life”  in glossary,  and copiously given in my teachings elsewhere)  made righteously possible by JC’s - 

(1) Ministry  (for The Mind)  and   
(2) Ransom Sacrifice  (for The Body)   

Of which when  both combined  together form  “The Soul”  (please see glossary,  my dissertations,  and my other inter-verse commentaries,  because as 
usual  “Soul”  does  not  mean what  “Religion”  teaches us  -   perpetuating  “The Lie”  given by Satan at Gen.3v4 in direct contradiction to what 
Yahweh stated at Gen.2v17,  noting what JC stated about Satan at John.8v44  [and of its local context]). 
However,  when  The Disciples became Apostles in the manner I explained in my earlier commentary,  then  they understood how Yahweh’s  “Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  operates  –  all as precisely explained on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
So quite simply The Disciples were reasoning - 

JC,  you are stating;  we shall be able to yield Yahweh’s Authority by expressing the HS very shortly. 
We shall be ruling,  wholly underwritten by Yahweh’s  Authority/Capability/Power  as He does thorough You  (JC). 
You will soon be permanently with us  (as you have taught)  to institute  “The New World Order”. 
The reference is to  “Israel”  because it becomes  “The  3rd Epoch  Israel”.  Please see my other extensive commentaries that explain this 
terminology,  for example in the middle of the commentary given at Acts.1v22. 

At the time they did not realise that it would be about 2000 years before this occurred  (being  “The Required Time Period”  for Yahweh to collect 
“demonstrably proven 144000 individuals who precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle”,  Rev.14v1-4).  However later,  they will understand this period 
is required  and of its length,  as my many  inter-verse  commentaries of John chapter 11 and Hebrews chapter 4 very carefully explain. 
Our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  understand  “none of this”,  but vainly think the disciples did not reason over time upon their vast 
knowledge base  (to change from thinking The Millennium would come immediately – to actually it being about 2000 years before it was instituted). 

Yes! – It will occur relatively very soon at the time of writing this commentary – 2017 CE,  hence my drive to write these commentaries to 
make this possible  -  evermore sooner!   To become as  “The 2nd Reformation”  and bring to  a close  The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14).  Amen. 

 
4th Comment – The Disciples only think of The Physical  (being of JC’s teaching for 3.5 years)  Millennium! 
11th Reasoning – The Disciples do not realise that 144000 rulers for this new kingdom are required first!   That is the 
disciples’ task to begin this selection process to yield the 144000 rulers over the next some 2000 years by “God's Word”. 
10th Instruction – Only Yahweh knows when “The 1st Resurrection”  occurs that initiates The Millennium 3.5 years later. 
5th Good News – The inference is that The New Israel will be established,  just that now,  we do not know when it occurs! 
Acts.  1v7 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  and  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them,   
Acts.  1v7 og no/not/none  {of yourselves}  (it) is  (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
Acts.  1v7 og {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  or/than/either/rather  times/seasons/occasions  
Acts.  1v7 og who/which/what/that  the  Father/Forebear 
Acts.  1v7 og (he) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed   
Acts.  1v7 og in  to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  
Acts.  1v7 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power. 
Acts.  1v7 And  he (= JC)  said  towards  them:   

It is  not  of yourselves  to  absolutely know  the times  or  the seasons 
     (= You do not specifically know when  “Prophecy has been fulfilled”)  

which  The Father  (= Yahweh)   appointed  within His own  competency/authority/power. 
            (= when Yahweh has finally  “Personally elected”  the 144000 TCs out of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years!) 

 

And he  (= JC)  said to them: 
   It is not of yourselves to absolutely know the times or the seasons   (= when Yahweh calls   “Time is up,  I have my 144000 TCs”) 
   which The Father  (= Yahweh)  appointed within his own Authority   (because of Matt.20v23,  then obviously Matt.24v36). 
 

The disciples ask  “The All Important Question”,  being principally of JC’s teaching for the last 3.5 years  (Mark.1v38). 
JC replies with a  semi-cryptic  answer. 

“Yahweh knows when it will occur,  but you presently do not know”. 
But we now know,  based upon what John’s Revelation tells us  -  being that  

JCg  answered this question  some 60 years later to his favoured disciple,  John  (John.21v20),  for us all to read  – if we are only interested!    
Inasmuch  “interested enough”  to  (1)  actively apply  for this position,  and personally  (2)  aim to fill  one of those 144000 places,  to bring forth 
precisely what The Disciples were then asking!   Of which there are still a few vacant places,  –  that is why  “The 1st Resurrection”  has not yet occurred  
(true at 2017 CE)!   Yahweh is patiently waiting for those places to be filled  and  then  He can righteously move to  “The Next Stage of His Plan”  =  
“The 1st Resurrection”  and then  “The Millennium”  some 3.5 years later,  all of which I meticulously explain elsewhere. 
The Crux of this piece is this - 

Do we  personally  want to make possible  -  being   “What Yahweh  Already Knows”? 
We must personally demonstrate this to The World  now  (by perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life  now  during the 1st part of our 
physical life)  –  else its members will correctly,  not personally accept our credentials to rule over them in the 2nd part of our physical life! 

We are told in a couple of the epistles and Gospels that,  Yahweh foreknew  who  would become part of The 144000 TCs  (to be  “The Early Adopters”  
of The Gospel Age and thus partake in  “The 1st Resurrection”)  before  “The Creation of Mankind”.  From this knowledge,  then by implication He was 
able to lay within place all “The Require Prophecies to then be fulfilled”   -  to  “close The Righteous Circle”   thereby  underwriting Yahweh’s  
Majesty/Omnipotence  into The Eternity. 
Thus, the question must be - 

What are  we  personally doing  about this,  to make this future become a reality  (not politically,  but  only  by  “imitating JC”;  noting 
specifically what JC thought of this present worldly system  John.6v15, 17v14-16, 18v36,  wholly ignored by  worldly leaders today)? 
Is this  “Future”  of significant interest to us  NOW,  to become  “an incentive”  for us to aim to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire now?  
Moreover, we should know that Yahweh’s Desire for The Gospel Age is    
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To gain Yahweh’s  “Early Adopters”  to become  “The Administrators”  for The Millennium! 
The teachings of JC and of The Apostles consistently instruct us that these  “Early Adopters”  are  very unlikely  to be  “professional leaders of 
Religion”,  which is precisely why  “The (professional) Religious Leaders”  detested JC and wanted to annihilate him  (John.11v47-53)! 

Yahweh will choose His specific  “Early Adopter”  of  “The Word of God”  -  inasmuch  he/she  imitates JC  –  as we are told at Matt.20v23. 
Because Yahweh makes  “The Decision”  then it is only He who knows when The End of the Gospel Age occurs as we are told at Matt.24v36. 

So I ask again - 
Does  “The Reader”  desire to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.)  to  “make Yahweh’s Pure Desire 
manifest within The Environment”,  and thus be  personally  expressing  “the HS”  as  “an  entity ourselves  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”? 

 
5th Comment – The Disciples begin  “The Selection Process”  for the next generations of  “Early Adopters”  by the HS. 
Instruction – repeat - Both JCg and the apostles thought in the same manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
2nd Warning – To become an  “Early Adopter”  requires spiritual martyrdom,  but often physical martyrdom will occur. 
11th Instruction – The Early Adopters are to  “make Yahweh’s pure desire manifest within The Environment”  (= HS 
driving them)  to yield the next generation of TCs,  this keeps occurring generation after generation throughout The World 
during The Gospel Age,  until Yahweh acquires His 144000 sons of God  (as only elected by Yahweh, Matt.20v23). 
12th Reasoning – Yahweh needs this prophesied number of future rulers  before  He can move to the next stage of His  
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  -  which is to bring on The Millennium – for the final selection within The 
Resurrected World  (having experienced both bad and good  lives/environment)  to make an educated choice.   
Why does Yahweh have to wait?   He prophesied 144000 TCs  (Rev .14v1-4)  that must be  righteously fulfilled first. 
Acts.  1v8 og But  (yourselves will) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive   
Acts.  1v8 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work},   
Acts.  1v8 og (of the) {coming in upon (to influence)}/supervening/arrival/influence   
Acts.  1v8 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  1v8 og over/upon/concerning  {specifically yourselves},   
Acts.  1v8 og also  (yourselves) {shall be}/{come to pass}  {to me}/mine  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}   
Acts.  1v8 og in  both  (the) Jerusalem  also  in  (to the) all/whole/every  to the  Judea  also  Samaria,   
Acts.  1v8 og also  until/{up to}/while  (of the) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost/last   
Acts.  1v8 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 
Acts.  1v8 But  yourselves   (= those very specific people who imitate Paul and Peter  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, John.6v68, 19v27, etc.) 

will  get hold of  the mighty work   (= therefore to continue from where JC had left off  –  to personally prove ourselves fit for  “The Task”), 
(having proved yourselves)   of the  influence  of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   
spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  upon/concerning  specifically yourselves   (who continue to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
also  yourselves   (who do continuously,  precisely imitate me, JC)   shall be  my  witnesses/{martyrs for The Cause} 
in both  Jerusalem  also  within the whole  of Judea,   also  Samaria   (= both being The Land of Israel in the day of JC) 
also  up to  the farthest  (parts)  of the  Earth/Region   (and whose work will ultimately cover The Whole World  -  Matt.24v14). 

 

But yourselves  (fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  will get hold of the mighty work   (= taking upon yourselves “The Responsibility” ...) 
(having proved yourselves worthy)  of the influence of the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
concerning specifically yourselves   (= having a mind to further The Ministry in an  forthright/accurate  fashion) 
also yourselves  (who continue to imitate me, JC)  shall be my  martyrs/{for The Cause}   (to  increment forward  “Mankind's Salvation”) 
in both  (1) Jerusalem,  also  (2) within  the whole of Judea,  also Samaria   (where (2) is  “Judea + Samaria” = “Israel”) 
also up to the farthest  (parts)  of the  Earth/Region   (being subsequent generations of  TCs/{Early Adopters}  continuing JC's ministry).  
 

JC speaks to these specific people who have  “The Whole Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  taught to them  -  perhaps at 10 hours per day,  365 days 
a year  -  for  3.5 years! 

How does this compare with our time spent in gaining  “Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”? 
Can we  clock-up  an equivalent amount of hours  (some 12,000+ hours)? 

Because it is  only then  –  as we are told here,  that it is possible to gain the HS to   “Further Yahweh's Desire into The Environment”! 
Now obviously  worldly Christian leaders would dispute this  –  quite  naturally  for them! 

But where is their evidence?   -   Other than just   'What they think … … … '! 
Just thinking,  “The World is flat”,  does not make the world flat,  when it is  spherical’  (as we are told at  Isa.40v22)! 

And my commentaries clearly show that  “what they profusely think”  is  (1) inherently wrong  and  (2) wholly unrighteous! 
“The Mighty Work”  is  “The Ministry Work”  to  educate  people so that they too know how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
All this is to be done  freely and simply  (for absolutely   no  worldly return,  Matt.10v8).    
“The Mighty Work”  is absolutely  not  feigned miracles (=  “illusions”  –  as that performed by professional magicians,  Acts.13v6,8)  given to deceive 
people out of their money and worldly goods!   These religious leaders are  charlatans  and have millions upon millions of deceived people flocking after 
them,  licking out of their hand for  the next trick’  (see Acts.8v9-23,  except these charlatans of today have no intention of Acts.8v24,  because they do 
not  “believe it”)!    All precisely as JC warned us at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23,  and Paul warned us at Acts.20v29, etc. 
What we must understand is  

Yahweh is  not  after a perfected body now  (because this will be given by de facto to  all  people [1John.2v2]  upon their resurrection in The 
Millennium). 
But rather,  Yahweh is desirous for a  purified mind  and this can only come from  internal personal work,  built upon  “The Word of God”  
accurately  given by someone  freely dispensing it  –  hence Rev.3v20,  not  given for The Body,  but for The Mind.  In this manner Yahweh  
can  achieve His  “Early Adopters”,  noting that Paul was not healed 2Cor.12v7-9  (and he was  “The Most Deserving”  of Yahweh's physical 
healing)! 
It must be recognised that while Yahweh can give us a perfect body,  he cannot give us a perfect mind -  because that would make us a 
different person and furthermore,  make us  “cloned automatons”,  this does not yield the beauty in “variety”!  

These  charlatan Christian leaders  are an abomination to Yahweh  (Matt.7v15)  and shall  never  be resurrected at the end of their present existence! 
Also,  all Christian leaders who remain quiet on this abomination committed by their peers,  shall be deemed as equally culpable by Yahweh,  because 
they are too ashamed to  speak-up  in defence of  “The Word of God”,  - and so shall JCg be ashamed of them  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
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We conclude  
The HS becomes  personalised within an individual  who has  built their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon  “The Word of God”,  so that we 
intrinsically  think/reason  precisely like JC without even having to think about it.   It becomes completely automatic,  very much like a reflex action  –  
instinctive without a second thought!   Then and only then’  do we have a mind like Yahweh  -  (to gain the HS,  by its definition). 
When  this occurs,  then  we operate with fidelity to  “The Assayed Knowledge”  to bring the next generation of TCs unto The Lord in  our  selfless 
sacrifice placed upon  The Altar (= our Local Environment)  in The Midst of Yahweh's  “Special/Greater 1st Judgement”  (James.3v1)  made upon all 
Christians during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years  (for their suitability of “Sonship”). 
 
6th Comment – It is crucial to understand this is the 40th day after JCg's resurrection. 
Allegory - repeat – Forty = often used in The Bible with  “units”  to define boundaries of certain events. 
7th Allegory – Cloud – The physical is used in The Bible as  ‘the metaphoric separator’  between humans and Yahweh. 
Acts.  1v9 og Also  these (things)   (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting  
Acts.  1v9 og (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed} (plural)  {of them}   
Acts.  1v9 og (he was)  {raised up}/{exulted self}/{poised (lift/take) up}   
Acts.  1v9 og also  (to the) cloud  
Acts.  1v9 og (it) {took from below}/{carried upwards}/{took up (continue a discourse/topic)}/assumed/received/supposed   
Acts.  1v9 og (the) him  off/away/separated/from  of the  eye/vision/sight  {of them}. 
Acts.  1v9 Also  (JC)  saying/speaking  these things,   them/they  beholding/looking  (upon JC) 

he was  {raised-up}  also  the  cloud  took  him  from below  off/from  of their  vision. 
 

Also  (after JC)  saying these things,  they beholding   (upon JC) 
he was raised up,  also the cloud took him from below,  from  (out)  of their vision. 
 

Does the reader think this is possible? 
The Name  “Yahweh”  does not passively mean   

“I am what I am”  as given in worldly Bible translations,  but it is much,  much stronger than that.   
The Translation is better given as - 

“I (make) become  who/what  I chose to become” 
This is perhaps  “The Most Powerful Statement”  of which any entity can make about themselves,  but yet   It is so simply stated! 
Thus we understand that all things are possible with Yahweh  (Matt.19v26, Mark.10v27, 14v36, Luke.1v37, etc.)  especially based upon  “The Structure 
of The Bible”  underwriting  “Yahweh’s Total Competence”  to organise and then to yield what has been prophesied with fidelity  (to generate  “Real 
faith”  [Heb.11v1]),  -  then I have no trouble in accepting what has been written here. 
Knowing that  “levitation”  (expressed as flying’)  is conceptually much easier to imagine,  than for a  “resurrection”  that requires  

Storing our  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  (presently held within billions of synapse connections)  when we are dead,  and then to  
down-load  them into a new physical body in a process as metaphorically described at Eze.37v1-20,  being the process given by JC at 
Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33  (please see my local commentaries). 

Where this is what occurred to JCg after his resurrection,  and then to be positioned here to  merely levitate’,  is to be repeated again some 2000 years 
later when JCg comes to collect his bride,  comprising of the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  to be like him. 
This shall occur to  “The Early Adopters”  at 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  at what I term the  
“1st 2nd C”  (= The 1st part of The 2nd Coming of JCg)  to be trained for 3.5 years off this planet before they return  (Rev.19v16-21).  JCg becomes “The 
Forthcoming Ruler”  over The Whole World to bring forth The Millennium,  in what I term the 2nd 2nd C  (= The 2nd part of The 2nd Coming of JCg,  
Rev.19v16-21,  some 3.5 years later). 
This is wholly  incomprehensible  and like a  foreign language  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  (being virtually  all  Christian 
leaders for the last some 1800+ years)  and they believe  none of it,  because quite simply they are not interested,  it is not an immediate meal-ticket’! 

“They just do  not  believe what The Bible  tells them”! 
Yet, they evidently claim to represent it  -  how hypocritical  and stupid  is that    

“To claim to be  an Authority’  for what you do not believe”! 
They much rather believe what their  spiritually ignorant  sages/gurus  of yesteryear  tell them  (falling afoul of what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12)  -  as 
demonstrated in their sermons  (Rom.1v16-32)! 

Who then represents what Paul was saying at that citation? 
I had an example of this when I was the lead interviewer for a person applying for a senior electronics design position at my company. 
When I audited the person on aspects of electronics,  it was so clear this person had falsified their CV! 
It came out in the answers given,  and our worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  are precisely like this person,  falsifying their credentials as 
regards to being a supposed representative of Yahweh!   It is scandalous,  if it was not  so very serious for them  with regard to Yahweh’s Audit of them!   
 
7th Comment – At  “key junctures”  in Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation there are always two entities who are able to 
become  “The Two Witnesses”,  to state at  “The Closure of Satan’s System”  (Rev.11v1-7)  what Yahweh has done.  For 
the reason as “witnesses”,  they are able to report with honesty what they have seen – as  “The Final Seal of 
Righteousness”,  before Satan is righteously removed! 
Acts.  1v10 og Also  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts.  1v10 og (the) {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}/staring/{fixing eyes upon} (plural)   
Acts.  1v10 og (they) were  into/unto  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky,   
Acts.  1v10 og (of the having) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)   (of the) him,  also  behold/lo/look/see!   
Acts.  1v10 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  dual/both/two  
Acts.  1v10 og (they) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented  
Acts.  1v10 og {to them}  in  (to the) clothing/dress/apparel/raiment/robe  (to the) {‘linen’ cloth}/apron/towel, 
Acts.  1v10 Also  as  they  (= the 11 disciples)   were  {gazing intently}/staring  into  the sky  of  him (= JCg)  having  traversed/departed, 

also  behold/look! 
Two men  {stood beside}/exhibited  to them  (= the 11 disciples)   within  linen/apron  clothing/dress. 

 

Also as they  (= the 11 disciples)  were gazing intently into the sky  (at)  his  (= JC’s)  having departed, 
Also behold! 
Two men within linen clothing stood beside them  (= the 11 disciples). 
 

Always at key events in The Bible there are two men mentioned  (Dan.12v5-7 [river also = flood],  Matt.17v3,  Luke.24v4,  Acts1v10)  for what reason? 
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These two men are  “Witnesses”  to  “The Prime Events in JC’s Life”  to personally state as  “A Witness”  these events occurred  –  and by consequence 
they are able to ask of us,  as recipients of their word -  

“Do you doubt my Word that these things occurred,  of which  I have personally seen?”   
And there we have it,  –  as Yahweh closes Satan’s 6000 year maladministration of this present evil system,  Yahweh is able to produce His  “Two 
Witnesses”  having proven themselves worthy to  “speak with fire”  (= consume the opposition’s vicious verbal attacks,  as was JC able at Matt.22v46). 
And this is precisely what we read,  given by prophecy at Rev.11v5,  within Rev.11v1-11,  speaking of  “The Two Witnesses”  (Deut.19v15,  noting the 
context)  who shall personally close  “The Number”  to be part of  “The 144000 TCs”  at their murder.  These two witnesses are Enoch and Elijah  (see 
my commentaries at Matt.17v3-8, Luke.9v29-33, 24v4),  one from each side of The Flood,  able to personally testify about The Events to close not only 
The Gospel Age,  but also Satan’s unwholesome tenure of 6000 years.  Also able to personally witness how Yahweh has extracted  “The Early Adopters”  
of  “The Word of God”  to become  “The Demonstrably Proven Rulers of The New Kingdom”  that begins at The Millennium.    

These  “Future World Leaders”  operating under Yahweh’s Methodology  (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  have  taken  “The 
Last/Least”  within  The World  during the first part of their life  (1Cor.4v13),  and Yahweh shall  give  them  “The First/Most”  within The 
World during the 2nd part of their life  that shall last an eternity. 

This is in  direct contrast  to - 
The  “Present World Leaders”  of  “The Present Worldly System”  of some 6000 years operating under Satan’s methodology  (= self-indulge 
to our neighbour’s hurt)  have  taken  “The First/Most”  within  The World  during the first part of their life.  And by recompense,  Yahweh 
shall  give  them  “The Last/least” within The World during the 2nd part of their life  (hence, Matt.8v12,  of which if they correctly choose) 
shall last an eternity. 

This is what JC stated at Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.   Please see all my local commentaries to the citations given in this writing. 
That is why  we know  “worldly”  Christian  “leaders”  do  not  “believe The Bible”  when they demonstrably take  “The First/Most”  now ,  else they 
would take careful note of what The Bible  gives by prophecy for their specific future prospects!   Their mind is shown by their actions  (Rom.1v16-32)! 
 
3rd Prophecy – JCg will return  (on two occasions).  (1) The 1st Resurrection  (2) 3.5 years later to clean-up The World. 
6th Good News – We are told that JCg will return!   Humans shall not be forgotten,  and left to  'stew in their own juice'! 
Acts.  1v11 og Who/What/Which/That  also  (they) said:  
Acts.  1v11 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  Galileans  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Acts.  1v11 og (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide   
Acts.  1v11 og (the) {looking on}/{observing fixedly}/{(absolutely) discerning clearly}/ 

/beholding/{gazing/staring upon} (plural)   
Acts.  1v11 og into/unto  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky?    
Acts.  1v11 og This/That (specifically)   (he will) accompany/appear/bring/come (middle voice)  who/what/which/that   
Acts.  1v11 og (the) {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way   
Acts.  1v11 og (you) {looked closely at}/perceived/visited/beheld/{looked upon}  (the) him  
Acts.  1v11 og (the) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)   
Acts.  1v11 og into/unto  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 
Acts.  1v11 Which  also  they said: 

Galilean  men  wherefore  you  stand staunchly  {observing fixedly}/{gazing upon}  into  the  sky? 
That specifically  (is)  the  {returning style}/manner  he will  personally  accompany/come    (note,  “parousia” is not the word used here)  
(in that manner as)  you  {looked closely at}/beheld  the him  personally   traversing/departing  into  the sky. 

Which also they  (= the two messengers)  said: 
  Galilean men!   Why are you  (= the 11 disciples)  standing staunchly gazing upon the sky? 
  That manner you beheld  him  (= JC)  personally departing into the sky,  he  (= JCg)  will personally come! 
                (= The Manner in which JCg will collect the 144000 TCs elected from out of the Christian Nation over the some 2000 year Gospel Age) 
 

As I explain earlier,  JCg shall collect The 144000 TCs in  one  event/occasion  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
This one event is also described at Matt.24v27, 40-44, 25v1-12,  1Thes.4v13-18,  1Cor.15v50-55,  Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, etc. 
This is  “The First Harvest”  of  “The First-fruits”  having been judged in Yahweh’s Special/Greater (1st) Judgement (James.3v1)  of  only  “Christians” 
for a position of Sonship to Yahweh.  The vast majority  of Christians of approx. 2000 year Gospel Age  will fail  this election process  (Matt.20v16, 
22v14)  and thus they shall be resurrected into The Millennium along with  absolutely all  (perhaps staggered over time Isa.65v20)  non- Christians,  to 
hone their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to precisely imitate JC’s deportment.  This is  “The 2nd Resurrection”  and all these people will be judged  
only  by JCg and the 144000 TCs  (not Yahweh)  as we are told in The Bible  (John.5v22, 27, 30, Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Therefore,  we understand - 

“The Early Adopters”  are judged during the 1st part of their life by Yahweh and resurrected to a  guaranteed  everlasting life as The Rulers. 
Thus judged righteous in the 1st part of their life –  and a resurrection follows  (no judgement required afterwards). 
Thus, these people have been judged righteous  before  their resurrection. 
These people are what The Bible calls  “The Heirs”. 

“The Late Adopters”  (= The Resurrected World)  are judged during the 2nd part of their life  by JCg  (and 144000 TCs)  after  their 
resurrection  to a  possible  everlasting life as  The People  being ruled  (= taught righteousness by those people in [1] above). 

Thus a judgement for righteousness  later  (= not an immediate judgement)  in the 2nd part of their life  after  their resurrection. 
Where, “The Late Adopters”  need The Reality of a Perfect World within which to carry out the necessary reform unto perfection. 
These people are what The Bible calls  “The Inheritance”. 

One group of people shall  never  be part of this above given future scenario. 
This grouping of people comprises of the  “charlatan  [hence “iniquitous”]  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age. 

These leaders in perhaps their  millions’  over The Gospel Age mince  “The Word of God”  (Rev.22v18-19)  in a manner to sound so marvellous and 
beguiling to the  millions upon millions  of Christian devotees who flock to them  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23,  in perhaps like mega churches’).  
They give a message of  “A New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  beloved by millions upon millions of devotes,  –  told that JC has done everything for them,  
thereby excusing any personal change away from The World,  and these leaders are described as such at 2Cor.11v13-15, and further at Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 
1Thes.2v3-6, 2Thes.2v3-12, Acts.20v29.   John saw precisely the same thing starting to occur likewise,  and warned of it at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.  
Jude.v4  spoke of this new philosophy presenting a  “Jesus to excuse us”,  being that we can do whatever we and be saved by JC’s blood -  provided we   
“Believe in Jesus”  (wholly ignoring what JC had to say on it at John.6v64  –  my commentary for this verse makes for  essential reading). 
We have had some 1700+ years for  “professional  (= paid by The World, for The World,  worldly)  Christian leaders”  to perfect’  “The  Art/Craft  of  
Deception”  and to  draw-in  those billions of Christian devotees away from precisely fulfilling  “The Word of God”  for the worldly goodies to be 
extracted from them  (Matt.7v15)! 
This website is written to be  “The Invitation”  to  wake-up  out of  “The Inane Stupor”  of which  “Religion”  brings to The World. 

It is  not  written to bring money to me from  “The Quantity”  that  “Religion”  draws unto itself within its huge nets of deceptive lures! 
It is written to bring the next generation of  “Real Christians” (= TCs)  as  “The Few”  to become “The Quality”  that Yahweh desires. 
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I can only take you to The Water  (of Knowledge),  I cannot force you to drink it!   It is given freely,  and it is your choice to take it!   (Eze.33v1-20)  and 
that is how the disciples where instructed to operate  (Matt.10v14,  Luke.10v11, Acts.13v51). 

This  is  what  “The Word of God”  really teaches us  of  The Gospel Age  (being only what JC taught us as  “1st Century Christianity”)! 
 
8th Comment – The Disciples follow instruction – obviously thoroughly discussing everything witnessed. 
Acts.  1v12 og then/{at the time}  (they) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts.  1v12 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain   
Acts.  1v12 og (of the being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (of the) {Olive orchard/grove}   
Acts.  1v12 og who/what/which/that  (it) is  squeeze/throttle/restrict/{near at hand}/ready  (the) Jerusalem 
Acts.  1v12 og (of the) Sabbath/{day of weekly repose from secular activity}  
Acts.  1v12 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) ways/journey/progress/mode/means. 
Acts.  1v12 Then  they  (= the 11 disciples)   {turned back}returned  unto  Jerusalem 

from  of the  mountain  being  called /announced  The Olive Grove 
which  it is  near  the  having/taking  a Sabbath day’s journey. 

 

Then they  (= the 11 disciples)  returned unto Jerusalem,    
which the journey is nearly taking a Sabbath’s Day  (in duration)  from Jerusalem. 
 

The Disciples follow instruction and wait in Jerusalem,  after this  awe-inspiring  event,  to  “contemplate upon what they know”  to ultimately give 
internal instruction on what to do next. 
 
9th Comment – The 11 disciples return to Jerusalem  (I strongly suggest this was The Upper Room for the last supper). 
Acts.  1v13 og Also  {at which too}/when  (they) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  
Acts.  1v13 og (they) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  into/unto   
Acts.  1v13 og the  {higher part (of the house)}/{room in the third storey}/{upper room}  {which/where so ever}  
Acts.  1v13 og (they) were  (the) {staying fully}/residing/abiding (plural),   
Acts.  1v13 og the both  Peter  also  (the) James  also  (the) John  also  (the) Andrew,  (the) Philip  also  (the) Thomas,  
Acts.  1v13 og (the) Bartholomew  also  (the) Matthew,  (the) James  (of the) Alpheus  also  (the) Simon  the  Zealot,   
Acts.  1v13 og also  (the) Judas  (of the) James. 
Acts.  1v13 Also  when  they (= the 11 disciples)  entered  into  (Jerusalem), 

they  {went up}/ascended  into  the  {upper room of the house}  where so ever   they were  residing/abiding, 
both  the Peter  also  the James,   also  the John,  also  the Andrew,   the Philp  also  the Thomas, 
the  Bartholomew,  also  the Matthew,  the James of Aplheus,   also  the Simon the Zealot,  also  the Judas  of  James. 

 

Also when they  (= the 11 disciples)  entered into  (Jerusalem), 
they ascended into the upper room where they were residing, 
both Peter also James,  also John,  also Andrew, Philp  also Thomas, 
Bartholomew,  also Matthew, James of Aplheus,  also Simon the Zealot,  also Judas of James. 
 

The eleven disciples came together to discuss the enormity of what had occurred and how they were to personally move forward with  “The 
Responsibility”  that had now been fully entrusted with them.  The Occasion started with prayer,  they asking Yahweh to give them direction. 
 
10th Comment – The Disciples began  “supplicating”. 
3rd Warning – “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders  vainly  teach and do! 
12th Instruction – “The Early Adopters”  prayed for help and guidance from Yahweh to aid them in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation”  of  “Early Adopters”  so that Yahweh can gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
13th Reasoning – We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do not 
teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
Acts.  1v14 og these/those (specifically)   (the) all/whole/every (persons)   (they) were  
Acts.  1v14 og (the) {earnestly toward}/persevering/{attending continuously}  (the) unanimously/{with one accord}  
Acts.  1v14 og to the  supplication/{earnest praying}  also  to the  petition/prayer/request/supplication,   
Acts.  1v14 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) women/wives   
Acts.  1v14 og also  (the) Mary  to the  mother  of the  Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation},   
Acts.  1v14 og also  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Acts.  1v14 og to the  {The Brethren}/Brothers  (of the) him. 
Acts.  1v14 All  these  (people)  were  {earnestly toward}/conscientiously  {with one accord}  in  supplication/{earnestly praying} 

also  in  petition/prayer/request,   {united as companions}/{in union with}  the  wives/women, 
also  Mary,  the mother  of Jesus  also  {united as companions}{in union with}  his  (= JC’s)   (half/step)  brothers. 

 

All these people  (= the 11 disciples)   were earnestly toward with one accord in supplication 
also in petition united as companions with the  wives/women, 
also Mary the mother of Jesus  also united as companions with his (= JC's)  brothers. 
 

It must be clearly understood these disciples were  not  praying in “The Manner”  as practised by  worldly Christians  (that reminds me of Luke.18v9-14,  
different subject matter,  but  same mindset),   especially those people in monasteries and nunneries.    

With what validity can I make this statement? 
Because we only need look at  what  “These Disciples”  as future apostles delivered into The Environment  (with the exhortation 1Cor.4v16, 
11v1).  Then only compare this  “Resultant”  to what  worldly Christian leaders deliver into The Environment today  (and what they teach   
We do not need to do anything – it was freely given’  [ignoring  the context  of Matt.10v8,  being  The Missionary Work  of these early 

disciples])! 
These Disciples were earnest in their desire to continue JC's teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  to Israel  (noting its imminent future extension).   
These Disciples were asking for  assistance/guidance  in how to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (which would be answered in about 10 days’ time,  
because they  “made it so”  -  inasmuch   “They put themselves into The Position”  for Acts 2v1+ to be able to physically occur). 
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By contrast,  worldly Christian leaders,  especially those in  monasteries/nunneries,  do  not  put themselves in the position to imitate JC's 
ministry/lifestyle,  but  hide away from doing it  -  perhaps too ashamed to do it  (Mark.6v38, Luke.9v26).   
Likewise,  these leaders do  not  exhort their devotees to - 
            1.  Learn “The Word of God”  so that anything of The Bible can be recalled  (as shown by Yahweh’s’ Representatives were able,  in The Bible) 
            2.  Rigorously  assay/test/prove  what is known to gain personal  assurance  and competence to accurately represent Yahweh through JC. 
            3.  Operate with  fidelity  to what is known and tested.  
Where (3) is what The Disciples wanted to do,  inasmuch they needed external guidance and direction to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Where (3) is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders do,  nor their devotees! 
And I repeat - 

With what validity can I make this statement? 
Because we only need look at  what  “These Disciples”  as the future apostles  delivered into The Environment and compare this  “Resultant”  
to what  worldly Christian leaders deliver into The Environment  (by both word and deed)!   See my commentaries to Matt.7v16-20. 

Can the reader see where I am going with this? 
Carefully consider the  full ramifications  of this at  all  levels  –  beyond  what I discuss here  (else these commentaries become so long)! 
 
11th Comment – During the 10 days before Pentecost,  Peter realised that he needed to bring the disciples (now cum 
Apostles)  back up to the full quota of 12 people again so that Israel may come around to  “1st Century Christianity”  as  
“an answer”  to all the prophecies that Judaism had left  “unanswered”. 
Acts.  1v15 og Also  in  to the  days/{periods of time}  these/those (specifically)   (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}   
Acts.  1v15 og (the) Peter  in  (to the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  of the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts.  1v15 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts.  1v15 og (it) was  both  (the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  
Acts.  1v15 og (of the) names/characters/authorities  over/upon/concerning  the  it   
Acts.  1v15 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) hundred  (the) twenty. 
Acts.  1v15 Also  within  these  specific  days   (= during the 10 days between JCg's Ascension and Pentecost) 

Peter  {standing up}/arising  within  the  middle/midst  of the  disciples   (being the  new  aspiring disciples) 
[The crowd  was  both  (1) of the  names  (2) concerning it (together)  in that manner  the one hundred and twenty  people] 
he  (= Peter)   said:-   

 

Also within these specific days   (during the 10 days between JCg's ascension and Pentecost) 
Peter standing up within the midst of the disciples   (these are new spiritual children,  learning how to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
[the crowd was numbered,  concerning its names in that manner of 120 people] 
he  (= Peter)  said: 
 

Peter was speaking to The Early Disciples here,  and he is determined to return The Number of Apostles back to 12 in number and gives his reasons in 
the next few verses to follow through with action to complete chapter 1. 
Thus, Peter is establishing the original quota of now  “The 12 Apostles”  ready for Pentecost that is to start in a few days’ time. 
So I may ask - 

I wonder if our  worldly Christian leaders would give a sermon as Peter is about to give to the Jewish people in Acts. chapter 2? 
But this speech that Peter shall give is even  more applicable  to our  worldly Christians following after their  charlatan  Christian leaders  “murdering 
The Word of God”  (= JC, Rev.19v13)  being what this terminology  truly means.  What Peter teaches is in direct contrast to  professional  leaders of 
“Religion”  teaching a form of  “Religion”  to make a  'worldly buck'  from out of the deluded devotees,  in precisely the  one/same  manner as did  “The 
Pharisees, Sadducees and scribes”.   All of which is  in direct contrast to what JC did  (both spiritually and physically)! 
But  most importantly  

See the contrasting heart condition between the grouping of people in  Acts chapter 2  and that of those people in  Acts chapter 4,  inasmuch - 
What was  “The Resultant”  of the accusation that Pater had made to these  two  different groupings of people? 

This group of people in Acts chapter 2 were the normal residents of Jerusalem who were  humble/contrite  and thus prepared to repent and reform. 
The group in Acts chapter 4 were the  (religious) leaders  of Jerusalem who went on the offensive and  not  prepared to repent and reform! 

Can someone please tell me    WHY  it should be any different  today? 
The same character of person  takes  these positions  throughout “Time”,  just different names and faces occupy these spaces!   Precisely as JC told us! 
But there is the odd Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathaea amongst their number who do reform  (in about the same ratios)  hence the reason for this 
website becoming “The Invitation”  (Rev.3v20)  for them to come to their senses and leave  “the sinking ship”  of  “Religion”  (Rev.18v4). 
 
12th Comment – It is necessary for The Scriptures to be fulfilled! 
13th Instruction – The Bible is based upon prophetic allegories that are to be answered by fulfilment with  “1st Century 
Christianity”  as given by JC.  This is why The Apostles first went to The Jews to show them “The Answer” that JC gave. 
Disciples follow instruction – obviously thoroughly discussing everything witnessed. 
14th Instruction – King David thought in the same manner as Yahweh  (like the TCs,  hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
14th Reasoning – Because King David thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if King David genuinely tried to think like Yahweh,  we 
understand that King David had the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
15th Instruction – That is why King David thought in the same manner as Yahweh (like TCs, hence John.14v20, 17v21-26) 
15th Reasoning – Because King David thought in the same manner as Yahweh then Yahweh operated within his mind to 
write down prophecy regarding what would occur to and around JC during his ministry and murder. 
1st Fulfilled Prophecy – A fellow member eating alongside me will betray me 
Acts.  1v16 og (The) men  {The Brethren}/brothers  (it) {was necessary}/behoved/should/ought/must  
Acts.  1v16 og (to be) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  (the) document/{holy writ}/scriptures   
Acts.  1v16 og this/that (specifically)  who/which/what/that   
Acts.  1v16 og (it) {said already/previously}/predicted/forewarned/{told before}   
Acts.  1v16 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Acts.  1v16 og through (reason of)   (of the) David  concerning/about  (the) Judas   
Acts.  1v16 og of the (one = person)   (having) {become to be}  (of the) guide/leader/conductor   
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Acts.  1v16 og to the (ones = persons)  clasping/seizing/arresting/conceiving/aiding/helping/taking   
Acts.  1v16 og the  Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}. 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.41v9, 55v12   
New Testament reference John.13v26, Matt.26v47-49. 

Acts.  1v16 Men,  brothers  it was  necessary  to be  fulfilled  the  {holy writ}/scriptures 
that  specifically  what  it  {said previously}/prophesied/{told before}    
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   
through reason of  the  (King)  David  concerning/about  of the  Judas  (Iscariot)   
having  become to be  the  guide/leader  to the  (persons)  clasping/arresting/seizing  the  Jesus. 

 

Men,  brethren it was necessary the scriptures to be fulfilled. 
Which specifically the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
prophesied through  (King)  David concerning Judas  (Iscariot)  having become to be the guide to the people arresting Jesus. 
             (It must be clearly understood  “no blame”  can be laid against a person’s  “holy spirit”!  -  How many people can say that of themselves?) 
 

The Scriptures stating by allegory that  “12 Heads”  (hence Rev.7v4-8)  were required for  “The New Nation of Heirs”  (1Pet.2v5-9)  to rule over Israel,  
and yet  “1 Head”  freely chose to rebel and lose  “The Opportunity”  to become part of  “The Heirs”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”   (as  “The 3rd 
Epoch Israel”,  all as I carefully explain elsewhere).  This “rebellious/iniquitous  Head”  that now comprises of  charlatan Christian leaders in their 
millions’ clambering over themselves to become part of this grouping  (that  only  leads to  “Annihilation”),  especially in the closing years of  “The 2nd 

Epoch Israel”  (= The Christian Nation,  as I equally,  carefully explain elsewhere)! 
Now for the next section  
“A holy spirit”  is just precisely that     

“Someone who thinks and reasons precisely like Yahweh”  to get His Will done in The Environment  -  hence John.14v20, 17v21-26. 
If we knew what King David was like  (by reading of his life in The Bible  [1Sam, 2Sam, 1Kings, 1Chron.]),  then we know that he was completely 
motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (“To get His Will done in The Environment”). 
He did make three recorded mistakes in his long life of 40 years of rule  (improper use the Ark of The Covenant,  Numbering Israel,  adultery,  for which 
he had to pay and he repented)  where human reasoning took the fore,  but for all the other times,  David had Yahweh’s Mind acting upon his life.  
Because King David was genuinely motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then he was able to represent Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human 
Salvation”  during his lifetime.  By consequence,  he showed himself to be a representative of JC,  who was to follow David about 1000 years later  (I 
explain all this,  later in Acts chapter 7).   

Moses  was   To lead Israel out of slavery in Egypt  (as JC leads with  “The Word of God”,  for Christians to leave worldly methodology)  
and  The Lawgiver  to inaugurate for Israel  “The Covenant given to Abraham”  (of which JC was to give  “The New  Law/Covenant”). 
King David  was a  Prophet  (to foretell and make possible The Future Expectation)  and  King  (of which JC was to become during his 1st 
Advent and 2nd Advent). 

Thus,  JC  took upon himself  to perfect  what these two predecessors brought into The World  (though for they – it was in a much inferior format). 
The point behind this is that King David gave many prophesies  –  because Yahweh  (1) choose him,  1Sam.16v7-13,  knowing that he had the correct 
mindset to represent Yahweh  and  (2) during his life he  sincerely tried  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and  wholly repented  when he did wrong. 

Please read 1 and 2 Samuel and also 1 Kings to understand what he did,  and  how he thought. 
Because David thought and acted like this,  then Yahweh was able to give prophecy through King David about his  (real)  successor  =  JC operating at a 
higher plane,  both spiritually and physically. 
 
8th Allegory – Judas = charlatan Christian leaders have the opportunity for The Inheritance,  – but throw it away. 
4th Warning – The charlatan Christian leaders outwardly look like apostles,  but they betray God's Word. 
16th Instruction – Yahweh requires us to be freely servicing the world with an accurate rendition of “The Word of God”,  
for which we chance upon  “The Future Inheritance”  (only if Yahweh considers us to be suitable candidates). 
4th Prophecy – People alongside will gain an inheritance while others alongside will lose their inheritance. 
Acts.  1v17 og because  (the being) {reckoned among}/{numbered with}  
Acts.  1v17 og (he) was  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to us}   
Acts.  1v17 og also  (he) {to lot}/determined/{received (by lot)}/{casted lots}/obtained/{future assignment}/portion   
Acts.  1v17 og the  {drawing bits together}/acquisition/patrimony/heritage/inheritance/lot   
Acts.  1v17 og of the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  {toward (or) of this}/{(the) same}/{(this) same}.   

Old Testament reference located at Psm.37v1-40  (discussing both sides). 
New Testament reference located at Matt.10v2,4,  Luke.6v12,16,  John.6v70-71 

Acts.  1v17 because   he  (= Judas Iscariot)   was  being  {reckoned amongst}/{numbered with}  
(and)  united as companions  to us   (= the other 11 disciples) 
also  he  {chanced upon}/{chose  his future}/determined  the  heritage/inheritance/lot   (being what was appropriate for his actions) 
{of this}/{the same}  ministry/{servicing in the world}   (as that given by “disciples”,  by contrast to that given by Judas). 
           (= Judas was able to receive the same as the 11 disciples,  but chose another option,  being that of  “annihilation”.)  

 

because he  (= Judas)  was being reckoned among   ( The World  sincerely thought  he represented Yahweh through  “The Word of God”) 
(and)  united as companions to us   ( The World  sincerely thought  Judas  was a disciple,  to be  [supposedly]  teaching  “The Word of God”) 
also He  (= Judas)  chanced upon the inheritance   (= JC gave the opportunity for Judas to become a future son of God) 
of this same servicing in the world   (= Judas  could  have received   “The Same Reward”  as will The Eleven by giving  “The Same Ministry”) 
                 (But the type of ministry Judas gave  [by betraying what God's Word  means internally],  warranted a future of  “annihilation”) 
                 (What is the difference between Judas and the  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders expressing themselves in The Gospel Age?) 
 

Not quite the translation you will get in our  “dumbed-down”  worldly translated bibles  (being Judas' possible “chanced upon the inheritance”)! 
It is important to understand that Judas  was a leader  (in the minds of the  uneducated  populace)! 
Judas had -  much head knowledge, -  but he ultimately chose to turn his back upon it for worldly return,  very much like Balaam of The Old Testament. 
That is precisely where many of the leaders of Christendom lay  -  they have so much head knowledge  (and appear thus to be justified leaders in the 
minds of their Christian devotees)  and yet they turn their back upon what it really means personally  (internally, Acts.8v21,  just as did their forebears 
Eze. Chapter 8 and 9),  and thus betray what  “The Word of God”  means to both themselves and to their deluded devotees!   Best they get out,  rather 
than hypocritically remain in something they poorly and fraudulently represent  (hence 1Tim.1v20). 

The devotees know no better – they just  lap-up  all the  sweet-nothings’  their leaders (1Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16)  cynically tell them  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
These leaders put the onus on “God” to make us better.  (“God help me to be this that or the other … ” as I paraphrase their many prayers). 

Absolute rubbish! 
“The onus”  is  on us  as individuals  –  to make ourselves   “Better people”’! 
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Yahweh and JC have  bent over backwards’  to  make us - better people’  and  we ignore  what They teach us in The Bible! 
So theoretically,  we could ask - 

If  we fail  (and most Christians shall fail*,  Matt.8v12)  –  then  are we at liberty to then state   Yahweh it is Your fault we are bad people?! 
Absolutely Not!   Never can this charge ever be made upon Yahweh,  –  but  only  upon ourselves! 

Very much, like the teaching Paul reasons through  (for our benefit)  why  “The Law”  was given to us at Rom. Chapter 2 and 3. 
*Note   Most Christians shall fail  “The Ideal Goal”  of becoming a future Son of God  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  It does not necessarily mean they shall not 
ultimately have access to everlasting life  (though many  [worldly beloved]  Christian leaders  shall  never  be resurrected  –  if  deemed by Yahweh to be 
“iniquitous”  [and thus deemed “charlatans”]  like Judas Iscariot). 
Thus,  Peter is stating here - 

Judas  (and the millions’ of  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age falling over themselves to get into  The Judas Tribe of Israel’),  
he had the opportunity to become a future son of God if he had a mindset to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  The Responsibility is to 
offer Yahweh the next generation of TCs in the sacrifice given by The Mature TC’s life  dying to give life’  Matt.16v25, Mark.8v35, 
Luke.9v24, 17v33. 

Being worldly salaried as a worldly professional leader of “Religion”  is  absolutely not  “dying to give life”,  but the opposite! 
Giving a worldly output for a worldly wage  (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22)  is  not  representing Yahweh’s Interests on this planet! 

However, Judas chose the  “worldly salary”  (John.12v6, Matt.26v14-16)  for  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  and because he thoroughly 
knew what he did was wrong,  –  but still went ahead to do it,  made him “iniquitous”!   Furthermore, because JC only died  “The Once”  
(Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.,)  then JC cannot cover an  iniquitous  person for a 2nd time,  but only  for  “The 1st part of our life”.  
This is logically extended for  all people  “absolutely rejecting”  what JC represented,  over The Millennium during their “Learning Process”  
–  while being under his covering in death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  [Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1, 2Pet.3v8])  but then removed! 

Do our leaders of Christendom really   “Get what I am saying here?” 
This prophetic warning  (as were about half of JC’s parables and allegoric illustrations)  was solely directed at   “The Future Leaders of Christendom”! 
JC was  not  “shutting the gate after the horse had bolted”,  but rather he was  giving warning  of the  “future responsibility”  –  so that Yahweh remains 
“Holy/Blameless/Innocent”  when He annihilates  millions’  of  charlatan Christian leaders.  Yahweh shall annihilate  charlatan Christian leaders at 
the end of their present existence,  by ignoring them at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  for future sons of God,  and  ignoring them at  “The 2nd 
Resurrection”  (possibly comprising of stages,  Isa.65v20)   for  “The Rest of The World”  to learn “Righteousness”  in The Millennium.   

There is  no  “3rd Resurrection”! 
An aside  
To counter the unrighteous reasoning I have heard certain supposed  'enlightened'  Christian  scholars/theologian  give to demonstrably show they do  
not  have a mind like Yahweh,  but only a worldly thinking mind that is apparently unable to understand their subject matter!  They errantly suggest that 
if JC was all knowledgeable and supposedly merciful,  then why did he allow Judas to behave in the manner he did,  and therefore it was unfair to Judas 
to entrap him in such a scheme  (at various levels,  all as I counter elsewhere)!   That is the unrighteous claim – let us now consider if it has any validity. 

1.  JC expressly gave Judas an opportunity to leave him,  but Judas freely choose to remain as I carefully explain at my commentary to 
John.6v62.   
2.  After this event,  Judas needed to  freely  prove himself  one way or another  when he had  “The Knowledge”.   

This is very much as everyone must ultimately do! 
Very much as do  (1) TCs,  (2) worldly Christian leaders and  (3) charlatan Christian leaders and finally  (4) ordinary (by definition of not 
being in the earlier three groups)  worldly Christians. 

If JC had repulsed Judas from a position of being a 12th disciple,  then it could be equally countered it was unfair for Judas to be rejected when he 
initially showed all keenness to be a most ardent disciple!   It was Judas' own responsibility to leave the 12 disciples long before he choose to betray JC 
in the same manner as Paul advises Timothy about two people at 1Tim.1v20,  rather than  be a hypocrite  and remain within the grouping.   
Can the reader see where I am going with my reasoning for the groupings of (2) and (3) above,  because of Luke.16v3 they remain,  please see my local 
commentaries to that illustration that expressly explains what our  worldly Christian leaders/scholars/theologians just “Do not get”,  because JC's 
parable is a finger pointing directly to them!   That is why they cannot understand it   (having “The Beam firmly blinding their eyes”, Matt.7v3.)! 

Note   I only write like this to shake their mind out of “Religious Stupor” for the sole purpose to save them from Satan’s methodology! 
Therefore, Judas had to make the decision himself which way he wanted to take his future existence  (as  do we all  when having The Knowledge, either 
in the 1st or 2nd part of our physical life)!   I explain all the references to Judas' decision making in my local commentaries appropriate to Judas,  and not 
wish to repeat verbatim my discussions here  –  else these commentaries become so long. 
My point here,  is that we must  wholly disregard  what comes out of the mouths of our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  speaking poison 
to our sensibilities,  because they  prove themselves delinquent  to be representing Yahweh,  when listening to them with  an educated mind! 

All this will be thoroughly explained to  “The Resurrected Masses”  in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  to vindicate Yahweh! 
 
5th Warning – Personal annihilation  (made so by one's own hands)  for  charlatan (thus iniquitous)  Christian leaders. 
9th Allegory – land from iniquity = resulting resting place for annihilation  (in this instance potter's field). 
10th Allegory – Potter's field = humans returning to  The  Clay/{Dust of the Earth}  (Matt.27v7-10 as linked to Gen.2v7). 
11th Allegory – inner bowels = human feelings of compassion – by inference,  having none by being cast out. 
17th Instruction – We must  not  become a  charlatan Christian leader  (of which there appear to be  'millions' today). 
16th Reasoning – A charlatan Christian leader publicly claiming to represent Yahweh having a most polished crafted 
exterior,  with a  “professional smile”  of an accomplished  conman/conwoman,  but having no real compassion for their  
millions  of scammed victims (Matt.7v15)  being led by the hand through  “The Wide Gate”. 
JC did not cover these leaders for the 2nd time – these iniquitous leaders have 'burnt their boats' (Heb.6v6, 10v26-28, etc.)! 
Acts.  1v18 og this/that (specifically)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  (he) acquired/obtained/possessed  
Acts.  1v18 og (the) {spot or plot of land}/field/land/{parcel of ground}/place/possession  {from/out of}   
Acts.  1v18 og of the  {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  of the  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity,   
Acts.  1v18 og also  (the) {leaning (falling) forward}/'prone'/{head foremost}/head-long  (the) {becoming to be}  
Acts.  1v18 og (he) {cracked open (from a fall)}/{burst open/asunder}  (the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst   
Acts.  1v18 og also  (it) {poured forth}/{gushed out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}  (the) all/whole/every   
Acts.  1v18 og the  intestines/{inward affections}/bowels/{tender mercy}  (of the) him. 

New Testament reference located at Matt.26v47-50. 
Acts.  1v18 Therefore  specifically  this  indeed  he  acquired  the  field/land   

from/out  of the  {pay for services}/wages  of  unrighteousness/iniquity, 
also  becoming to be  the  {leaning falling forward}/{head foremost}   
he  {cracked open}/{burst open}  (in)  the  middle/midst  (upon his fall his body opened up) 
also  all/whole  his  intestines/{inside organs}  {poured forth}/gushed out}. 

 

Therefore,  indeed he specifically acquired this field from out of the wages of  unrighteousness/iniquity, 
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also becoming to be falling forward,  he cracked open in the middle  also all his intestines poured forth. 
 

This concludes the first part of The Warning given to all of us who take upon ourselves  “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  with  “The 
Word of God”.  This warning becomes fulfilled  early  for  all  charlatan  leaders of Christendom  (during The Gospel Age)  by never being resurrected 
at the end of their present existence.   Then later at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15)  when,  after our resurrection,  we  all  have had the 
opportunity to take upon ourselves  “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  with  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  to  personally reform 
our minds  to become truly  Christ-like  when having been taught  “Righteousness”  by Yahweh’s future sons of God,  and we foolishly reject it! 

How does all this operate –  by prophetic allegory? 
It goes back to the three prophets   “Isaiah, Jeremiah and Zechariah”  giving prophetic warning of what Yahweh can do to us  -  humans. 
The allegory was  ignorantly  (being only an action of  convenience,  inasmuch  “there was a hole that needed to be filled”)  extended by the leaders of 
“Religion”  Matt.27v6-10,  taking a disused quarried field to bury strangers  (= people not accepting  “The Faith”  being its logical extension to what 
“FutureLife.Org” teaches)  in what could be likened to a mass grave.  The disused quarry was mined for potters’ clay  -  being the extension of the 
prophecies given by Isaiah and Zechariah  (Isa.64v8, Zec.11v13,  and further extended by Jeremiah at Jer.18v4-6, 19v1-11).  They explain by allegory,  
that we humans,  are as  pottery vessels’  having  come from clay’  (Gen.2v7)  shall return  to the Potter’s Field when broken and discarded by Yahweh  
-  not to have an esteemed future role,  if we refuse  “The Word of God”  to become wholly inculcated within our life  (to imitate JC). 
 
Warning – repeat - Personal annihilation  (personally made so)  for  charlatan (thus iniquitous)  Christian leaders. 
12th Allegory – Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
13th Allegory – Blood plot of land = originally from dust (Gen.2v7) God breathed into it life,  and at the end of our life we 
return to the  dust/clay  (as broken vessels).  In between there was “Life”. 
17th Reasoning – The crux of this piece is that there is no redemption,  inasmuch the allegories are so constructed in this 
verse to  forbid  a future existence,  where  (1) charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age enter  (2) and the rebellious 
people of The Millennium (Rev.20v12-15)  shall equally go  (having a mind as that of today's  charlatan Christians. 
Acts.  1v19 og also  (the) {well known}/{acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  (it) {became to be}  
Acts.  1v19 og (to the) all/whole/every (persons)  to the (ones = persons)   
Acts.  1v19 og {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  (the) Jerusalem,   
Acts.  1v19 og thus/{insomuch that}  (to be) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
Acts.  1v19 og the  {spot or plot of land}/field/land/{parcel of ground}/place/possession  {that one}   
Acts.  1v19 og to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  (to the) {(mode of) discourse}/'dialect'/language   
Acts.  1v19 og {of them},  Akeldama  {that is (to say)}  (it) is   
Acts.  1v19 og (the) {spot or plot of land}/field/land/{parcel of ground}/place/possession  (of the) blood. 
Acts.  1v19 Also  it  become to be  {well known}/notable  to all  the  people  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  at  Jerusalem 

insomuch that  to be  called/assigned   that one  {plot of land}/{parcel of ground}/field   
to  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  in  their  language:  Akeldama,  
that is to say,  it is  the  {plot of land}/{parcel of ground}/field  of the  blood. 

 

Also it became to be well known to all the people living at Jerusalem  insomuch that plot of land is called in their own language:   
   Akeldama,  that is to say:   
   It is  “The Blood plot of land”. 
 

This discarded potter’s plot of land becomes a  field of blood’,  because it contained what was  “The Essence of Life”  (initially,  and then discarded),  -  
and the iniquitous humans returned to the  dust/clay.  This occurs, because they personally refuse  “The Essence of Life”  that  JC  was/is  able to give to 
us  (John.14v6)  when we think,  reason and behave precisely like him to our neighbour  (hence Matt.25v.31-46.  We must realise this parable was an 
allegory for  “The Spiritual”  not  specifically  “The Physical” –  and thus becomes  explicitly directed  to  “leaders of Christendom”,  please see my 
local commentaries given that explain these points). 
Obviously the people of Jerusalem had absolutely no understanding of what all this meant,  but it was all starting to dawn upon The Apostles in their 
discussion groups in trying to learn from each other what JC as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  was teaching them by explaining The Scriptures  
(Mark.1v22, 38, etc.).  This I now fully explain in my commentaries to expose, publicise and thus magnify unto The World,  Yahweh’s Omnipotence as 
The Creator of all these allegories through  “Time”.    
All of which  cannot  be said of  “Religion”,  being a  complete waste of time  regarding Mankind’s Salvation! 
 
5th Prophecy – The person who has  “The Knowledge”  and yet has the mind preferring The Wasteland shall have no long 
term future  -  having died within this mental state of  “no future”. 
6th Prophecy – The person having rejected  “The Knowledge”  from operating within the mind has no place to be  “a 
future elder to administer rulership”  (= The Co-Heir)  over “ The Resurrected World” (= The Inheritance). 
14th Allegory – wilderness = away from human  involvement/interaction  (spiritually confined,  positive or negatively). 
15th Allegory – Office of elder given to another = Leaders of “Religion” claiming to be elders of their community,   they 
shall have this  “Office of being an Elder”  removed from them in The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  
and this responsibility given to  “The Early Adopters”  (as many of JC's parables tell us). 
18th Reasoning – “Office of elder given to another”  refers directly to  “Leaders of Religion”  removed from being elders 
over  “The Resurrected World”  (Luke.20v16)  having proved themselves wholly delinquent during the 1st part of their 
physical life  (Luke.12v46-48)  for this responsibility.  “The Early Adopters” (= The Prophets and 144000 TCs)  are given 
this role because they proved themselves faithful in small things during the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.19v16-19). 
6th Warning – Yahweh  will  reject  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders to be elders over “The Resurrected World” 
Those specific leaders of the present last generation are now  “On notice” -  they have no excuse:  “Not to know!” 
Acts.  1v20 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  For  in  (to the) {sheet/scroll/book of writing}  
Acts.  1v20 og (of the) {set pieces of music}/{sacred odes to music}/psalms,  
Acts.  1v20 og (let it) {become to be}  the  {hut over the head}/habitat/dwelling  (of the) him  
Acts.  1v20 og (the) lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness,  also  not  {let it/he/she be}/{let them be}   
Acts.  1v20 og the  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  in  it/same,    
Acts.  1v20 og also  the  {inspection (for relief) by superintendence}/{office of Elder}/overseership  (of the) him  
Acts.  1v20 og (let he/she/it) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  other/different/altered. 
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Old Testament reference located at Psm.69v25-28, Psm.109v5-8   
Acts.  1v20 For  it had been  written  within  the scroll  of  The Psalms, 

Let it  become to be  the  habitat  of  him/(her)   (= the person who has The Knowledge  -  but refuses to operate with fidelity to it) 
the  waste/desert   (= no future) 
also  not  let  him/(her)  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  in  it   (by having no existence within desolation) 
         (and thus from the next line,  by implication not having an existence within  paradise/park  during The Millennium) 
also  the  office of Elder  (as a Christian Leader forsaking “Sonship”,  hence Luke.20v16)   
let  another/different   (person)  get hold of   (this office of Leadership  [as a future “Son of God”]  in The Millennium) 

 

For it has been written within the scroll of The Psalms: 
   Let the wasteland become to be  his/(her)  habitat   (by implication   To have no future existence  -  because there is  “nothing”  in a wasteland) 
   also not let  him/(her)  be persistently dwelling in it   (and thus by consequence this  “iniquitous person”  is annihilated) 
   also the office of Elder   (and hence   Explicitly directed to “Christian Leaders” of The Gospel Age,  most of whom shall be rejected  [Luke.20v16]) 
   let another person get hold of   (“this position”  to teach people  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  [being the 144000 TCs, as Sons of God]). 
 

A warning to all of us, –  but specifically to Christian leaders, – please read James.3v1 – which is a very critical verse for  all of us. 
The warning operates at two levels - 

1.  Now  as a Christian leader. 
2.  In The Millennium  for  all  resurrected humans! 

It is a  very great responsibility  to represent Yahweh's Interests in  “The  Most Accurate  Manner”  -   else we shall be severely judged  (Luke.12v46-48  
and of James.3v1 telling us of a   “special/greater judgement”). 
If  we take the position of Christian leadership  -  then  we are proclaiming to The World that we are  (supposedly)  Yahweh's Mouthpiece. 

Effectively we become  “an Angel”  in its most strict definition of  “Messenger/{Bringer of Tidings}”   StrongsTM = 32 “aggelos” 
(Please see Matt.13v35, Acts.3v18, 21, 4v25, Rev.2v16, 9v17, 18, 19v21,  that readily come to my mind,  plus other examples.) 

Where,  we  can  become an  “angel of Yahweh” (ideally 1Tim.5v21 elected as a TC)  or  badly,  an  “angel of Satan”  (2Cor.11v13-15). 
Yahweh is making  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  (only)  “Christians”  during the 1st part of our life for possible future Sonship,  that 
becomes a reality at  “The 1st Resurrection”  only for 144000 TCs,  who at that point of time,  then enter the 2nd part of their physical life. 

This resurrection and translation into celestial bodies for the 144000 TCs  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13)  
occurs  before  any other person is resurrected  -  hence  “The First”  Resurrection  (Rev.20v6).   

This is true,  irrespective of  “the nonsense”  that  worldly Christian leaders teach us about  'going to heaven when we die  (and if good enough,  to 
become intercessors with people on Earth),  noting what Paul said by warning to Timothy at 2Tim.2v18)!    
I repeat   “This is bogus nonsense”!   These are wholly  unsupported  lies  (see my comprehensive commentary at Luke.23v43)! 

This is absolutely  NOT  what The Bible teaches us! 
I welcome  any  Bible Scholar to show me  “text in context”  to tell us otherwise! 

I know The Bible almost like  “The Back of my Hand”  after some 50,000+ hours of personal study of   -  Only  The Bible!  
And used  very little time  on the ruminations of man upon  “Religion”  –  after finding most of it to be  absolutely useless  “waffle”  when compared 
with  “The Assayed Knowledge”  generated within  “The Science Community”  -  it is  chalk and cheese’  in comparison!   
Moreover,  it should  not  be like this when  both  aspects come from  “The One/Same Authority” =  Yahweh,  and thus by implication,  “Religion”  in its 
generic term should  not  be  “absolutely useless”;  suitably described as    

“An insult to one’s intelligence”;   but by contrast it should be   “Meaningful and sensible”.   
 However our leaders of  “Religion”  do  not  care for  “sanity”,  but only  “insanity”  when we  reason through by assay  what they deceptively teach us  
-  only for their  short-term  self-interests,  to bolster “vanity”  to  “self-indulge  an animalistic mind”  –  just as Jude tells us at Jude.v4! 
 
7th Prophecy – By allegoric prophecy,  there will be The 12 Tribes of Israel.  12 tribes of Spiritual Israel  and  12 tribes of 
Fleshly Israel.  Peter is establishing The 12 Tribes of Spiritual Israel to ultimately yield The 12 Tribes of Fleshly Israel. 
19th Reasoning – Yahweh needs His  “Early Adopters” (= Spiritual Israel)  to yield  “The Late Adopters” (= Fleshly 
Israel)  in The Millennium  (occurring in The Millennium under Yahweh's prevailing Methodology).  Yahweh gains His  
“Early Adopters”  (elected from out of The 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel)  as  “The Spiritual Israel”  elected  (by Yahweh)  
from out of  “Fleshly Israel over its two epochs”  while being forced to presently live under Satan's prevailing 
methodology in the 1st part of their life.  This is true  “Righteousness”  never  taught in  “Religion”. 
20th Reasoning – For the above to occur then  “The Early Adopters”  must start  with  “The Word of God”.  And because 
JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  then by allegory Peter states  “The 12th Person”  must have been with JC from  
“The Beginning”.  Else in no manner can a person become an  “Early Adopter”. 
16th Allegory – From the beginning =  We must start with JC as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  before we can possibly 
become an  “Early Adopter”.   We cannot get  “The Word of God”  from professional leaders of “Religion” (Matt.6v24)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Acts.  1v21 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  therefore/then  of the (the ones = persons)   
Acts.  1v21 og (being) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled  {to us}  
Acts.  1v21 og (of the) men/husbands/fellows  in  (to the)  all/whole/every  
Acts.  1v21 og (to the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  in  who/what/which/that  
Acts.  1v21 og (he) entered/{arose into}/{went/came in}   
Acts.  1v21 og also  (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   
Acts.  1v21 og over/upon/concerning  us/our/we  the  lord/master/sir  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}. 
Acts.  1v21 Therefore  it is necessary  of the  persons  being  associated with  us 

of the  men  within  all  time  in which  the  lord/master  Jesus  entered/{came in}   (= to start his ministry)  
also  he  (= JC)   departed  (at his ascension)   concerning  us   (= being physically amongst us) 

 

Therefore it is necessary of the men being associated with us   (=  from out  of all the men who have imbued  “The Word of God”) 
within all the time in which the  lord/master  Jesus   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  is our master controlling our mind) 
entered in  (to start his ministry)  amongst us also he  (= JC)  departed   (at his ascension,  Acts.1v9). 
 

Peter begins a very important point  –   of which I expand by given explanation in my next commentary. 
Peter is about to state he needs to choose from out of all the people who have been  (an active)  part of JC’s ministry  (for example Luke.10v1, 17)  in 
helping and working alongside the original 12 disciples  -  a single person to return  “The Number”  to be back to  “12”. 
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Acts.  1v22 og (the) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/beginning (middle voice)  off/away/separated/from   
Acts.  1v22 og of the  {make overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptism  (of the) John  until/{up to}/while   
Acts.  1v22 og of the  day/{period of time}  who/what/which/that  (he was) {taken up}/{received up}/{taken in/unto}   
Acts.  1v22 og off/away/separated/from  {of/from us}  (the) witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}   
Acts.  1v22 og of the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  (of the) him  (to) {become to be}   
Acts.  1v22 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to us},   
Acts.  1v22 og one/singularly  {from/concerning these persons/things}. 
Acts.  1v22 beginning  from  of the  baptism of  John  (the Baptist)   (= when JC was baptised by John at Matt.3v14-17) 

until  of the  day  that  he  (= JCg)   was  {taken up/unto}  off/away  from  us  (= the followers of JC during his ministry) 
from  one  of these  persons  (= to be elected from out of the unofficial disciples, for example  Luke.10v1 and v17)    
the  witness/{for the cause}  of  his  (= JCg)   {standing up again}/resurrection   
to  become to be  {united as companions}  with us   (= to return  “The Number”  back to the 12 original apostles) 
                (= to replace the betrayer Judas,  by a person who has remained faithful from  'the beginning'  of JC's ministry) 

 

(To choose a man who was with us,)   beginning from the baptism of  (JC by)  John   (to begin his 3.5 year ministry,  Luke.3v21-23) 
until the day that he  (= JCg)  was taken up away from us   (“11 disciples”  at Acts.1v9). 
from one of these people   (who has equally been alongside with us,  learning from JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  e.g. Luke.10v1) 
the  witness/{for the cause}  of his  (= JCg)  resurrection   (and thus able to  personally teach  both of JC’s ministry and of his resurrection) 
to become to be united as companions with us   (to become considered as  “The [new] 12th Disciple”,  and thus supposedly replace Judas). 
 

We must ask The Question  
Why? 

Why  was it so important for Peter to think that he must  immediately  bring  “The Number”  back to  “12 Disciples”  -  where this  new  12th Disciple 
had been with them since the beginning of JC’s ministry? 

Why? 
The answer is very simple  –  especially when taken in conjunction with Acts.9v3-12,  where actually it was Paul who became  personally invited  by JCg 
(as were the  original  12 disciples)  to become  truly  “The 12th Disciple”  (in particular at 1Cor.15v8).  I explain this later at Acts.1v26. 
The reason for Peter’s insistence for this to be done within a few days of JC leaving   Is that JC  was teaching of  “The Millennium”  –  this being  The 
Thrust  of his teaching  (and absolutely  not  of his death as  erroneously  miss-taught  by  worldly Christian leaders today*  [see note at end]). 

Where  “The Thrust”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  was to gain  “The Early Adopters”  to enable Yahweh to then move to the next stage of 
His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  which  requires  The Millennium to achieve this future scenario! 

JC’s murder was  “The Righteous Means”  to make  “The Above”  equitably occur according to Yahweh’s Rules on  “Justice”. 
And by consequence,  leaders of Christendom miss  “The Most Important Part”  of what was taught in  “1st Century Christianity”  inasmuch that must 
come  first  -  before  The Millennium can righteously start!    
By implication,  “The Resultant” of what they do  (by missing “The Obvious”)  means  The Millennium can  never  start! 

How bad is that!    
Nevertheless,  Satan is very pleased,  because that means his nemesis of Rev.20v1-3  (and then Rev.20v10)  should not occur. 

Fortunately for Mankind,  Yahweh   Got His Numbers and Timing Correct’  from the beginning of Creation,   so that  [1] 144000 TCs prophecy  will  
occur  [with no help from leaders of “Religion”]  and  [2] before The World fills and  [3] then overleaps itself into personal annihilation (Matt.24v22)! 
Therefore,  we realise that JC’s teaching explained - 

Abraham  (means   “The Loving Father”)  to be representative of Yahweh. 
Isaac  (means  “laughter” hence “happy”  -  to be the  integral part  of Yahweh’s Plan)  to be representative of JC   
           (who was to head-up  “The New World Order”  starting with - … ) 
Jacob  (means  “heel grabber”  hence  “grabbing after The Birthright”)  to be representative  “The New Spiritual Israel  (Head)”. 
While for completeness “Esau”  (means  “hairy” and hence “wild one”)  to be representative of  “The New Fleshly Israel  (Body)”. 
Hence,  Mal.1v2-3 and Paul’s reuse of this prophecy at Rom.9v13,  to precisely represent this future for  “The Christian Nation”. 

Jacob and Esau become  “The Representative Heads of  Methodology”  metaphorically,  by prophetic allegory,  coming out of  JC’s loins. 
Because Jacob proved himself faithful  “To The Cause”  (which is  “The Birthright”  to  head-up  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human 
Salvation”),  inasmuch he yearned for  “The Birthright”  (being what his grandfather [Abraham] taught-him)  he bought it in a  legal transaction  as 
deemed by Yahweh  (Gen.25v29-34,  noting specifically  “The Transaction and Agreement”,  and further,  what Esau thought of  “The Birthright”). 
Nevertheless,  according to our  worldly Christian leaders they  “slanderously”  (= “devil”)  state   “Jacob stole The Birthright from his brother!” 
We realise from this falsehood of which they repeatedly state,  the following - 

1.  They do not read The Bible  (but only man’s ruminations – Gal.1v10-12). 
2.  They do not understand The Bible  (because they only read man’s ruminations). 
3.  They do not care to read nor understand The Bible – to address their  demonstrable ignorance  (because it is personally too painful). 
4.  From (1) to (3) we realise that they do not care for  “The Birthright”  either,  – hence the operative use of  “Esau”  of Rom.9v13! 
5.  Especially when they purport to represent Yahweh’s Thinking and yet they  only  oppose/satanic  His way of thinking! 
6.  How can they represent Yahweh  -  when they demonstrably only think and reason in a worldly manner? 
7.  I could extend this list almost to infinitum’, -  but it starts to become so tedious and depressing,  thinking about what they teach and do! 

Because Yahweh recognised  “The Conviction”  of which Jacob had for  “The Cause of the Birthright” (= To Administer [= be Heir]  to The 
Resurrected World [= to be The Inheritance])  then Yahweh choose to positively respond.   After about 21 years  (Jacob having proved himself further by 
many means –  see my dissertation  “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis”,  the content of which would have been taught by JC to The People)  Yahweh 
instructed Jacob to change his  name/character/authority  to be  “Israel”  (Gen.32v28). 
Note   The  faulty  translation given in many  worldly  bibles  “Wrestle with God”. 
“Israel” really means  

“Persevere with Subjector/God” 
Where we can either during  (the 1st part of)  our life - 

“Persevere  positively  with Subjector/God”  (to become  “The Early Adopter”  of  “The Word of God”)    -   or 
“Persevere  negatively  with Subjector/God”  (to become rejected for  not  adequately meeting “The Word of God”, hence Matt.21v42-44)  

There we have it -  “The Dichotomy”  within society  when we personally have access  to   “The Word of God”. 
And thus it becomes very much   “A Personal Decision”  -  no  other person can do it for us  -  it is  “The Responsibility”  of  “The Early Adopters”  to 
behave in the manner as Paul describes  1Cor.3v5-7  -  as metaphorically given at Rev.3v20. 
And thus while Esau and  Jacob/Israel  represent  The Two Contrasting Methodologies”  (Esau = “World”,  and Israel = “Yahweh”),  the actual people 
are represented by  “The Offspring”  from out of these two  people/methodologies. 

Now The Reason for this brief overview becomes clear - 
The Offspring  Heads  become  

The Twelve Tribes  (of 1st Epoch)  Israel  (Jews)  out of which yield  (1) The Spiritual Prophets  out of  (2) Fleshly Jews. 
The Twelve Tribes  (of 2nd Epoch)  Israel  (Christians)  out of which yields  (1) The Spiritual 144000 TCs  out of  (2) Fleshly Christians. 
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Furthermore, for completeness - 
The Twelve Tribes  (of 3rd Epoch)  Israel  (The Resurrected World)  from which yield  (1) reformed people  out of  (2) rejected people. 

(All as we are taught at Matt.19v28, John.5v22, 27, 30, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Where it should be noted that  “The Heads”  of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  are  grafted-in  from  “The Christian Nation” (Rom.11v15-25)  –  also 
please see my  very important  commentaries at Rev.7v8 and 14v1-4.    
These  “Heads of Israel”  become “The Heirs”  (sons of God as The Birthright,  hence Rom.8v17, 23, etc.)  over  “The Inheritance”  (= The Resurrected 
World).  Where we see  “The Final Israel”  covering The World in The Millennium  being The Spiritual half as  The Heirs  (= “Sons of God”  in  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical bodies)  and The Fleshly half as  The Inheritance  (= humans in perfected fleshly DNA bodies –  given  in trust).   
Effectively this future scenario becomes  

“The Spiritual Brain to lead the Fleshly Body”   (as per the common expression   “The body follows the mind”). 
This is very much a  condensed overview  (else these commentaries become so long),  but we can see from JC’s teaching of which The Apostles intimately 
knew  (but at this time  –  could not understand the full implications of what I have just explained).   This background caused Peter to  take The Stand’  
to bring-in  “The 12th Apostle”  to righteously  bring forth  “The Required Prophecies”  that must  (1) be fulfilled first,  thereby  (2) allowing Yahweh to 
move forward to The Next Stage  “according to Prophecy”  and thus ultimately  (3) be demonstrating Yahweh’s  “Absolute Omnificence”  into The 
Eternity.  All of which shall be demonstrably shown throughout all “Time”  and explained to us in The Millennium to underwrite Yahweh’s Omnificence 
within our minds,  therefore showing Yahweh is worthy of all praise. 

Is all this  “Not most wonderful”? 
Does that not give us a warm feeling to know that  if  we achieve The Ideal  –  then  we can be at peace in Yahweh’s Rest  (Heb. Chapter 4)? 
Knowing that He has  all  things under perfect control into The Culmination  (and we are,  but presently only in a transient blip of “Time”)! 

All this should be taught by our leaders of Christendom,  but they just   “Have NO care”  to show the enormity of what Yahweh has done,  is now doing 
and will be doing to righteously  (= without fault to any recipient human)  to bring forth our salvation.   
However,  they would much rather give  “The Gospel” of  “Religion”  consisting of  

Fancy words. 
Excuses. 
Flattery. 
Hype. 
Emotion. 
Etc. 

All to please the  animalistic/carnal  mind of humans  'loving'  the cravings for  “The Immediacy”.   An operation put together for the sole purpose  to 
keep the money  rolling-in  to The Leaders! 

With “God” and  “Jesus”  thrown-in,  for the express purpose to use these Entities as a Tool to facilitate all the above to occur! 
Some words+ to describe this situation for the last 2000 years   Appalling, Abomination, Disgusting, Reprobates, Betrayers,  and the such like! 

It is this appalling situation that motivates me to consume 50,000+ man-hours to readdress the balance! 
* Note:- 
The reason why JC’s “Death” takes prominence in  “worldly Christian teaching”  is of its history,  being of its specific adoption by The Roman Leader 
Constantine derived from his fascination for the early Christians being martyred for their faith.  This was something he could use to bolster the strength 
of his armies  -  “the solders dying for a cause”  – in the manner JC died for a cause.  Very much so as the leaders of  Isis (Muslim fighters)  teach its 
solders to die for the supposed  “Cause of God”  (being  “a cause”  fabricated  within the minds of its wholly corrupt leaders). 

There is  absolutely  NO  difference between the two situations.  
Likewise for all the time  in-between,  the leaders of  “Religion”  with  hand in glove’  to the leaders of politics throughout the ages,  all around The 
World,  use this  “Martyrdom”  supposedly  for God’,   but in reality it is a cause they can use to exercise power over both  (1) their enemies and  (2) 
their deluded devotees. 
It is all an abomination of the highest order and is precisely why these leaders  shall be rejected  for any position of authority in The Millennium  -  of 
which they never teach;  –  accept a supposed form of “paradise”  where physical gratification of an animalistic mind rules!    

So,  no different than today! 
Hardly a place the remainder of us want to go,  if these people operate   “Business as usual over us”  in the future! 

But  none  of this is  “The Millennium”  about which JC and the  “1st Century Christians”  (1) taught and  (2) died to make physically possible! 
Does the reader fully understand this? 

And specifically, why  “Death”  has become the foremost teaching today,  rather than  “Life”  which itself is to occur in The Millennium? 
Noting that it was Satan as  “The Father of the Lie” who brought in  “Death”  (John.8v44)  and it was JC who brought in  “Life”. 
Think very deeply  on the full ramifications of this  –  being  “The Bent Teaching”  after passing God’s Word through “The Mincer” of Rev.22v18-19! 

Where  “Religion”  glorifies “Death”  as taught by Satan,  rather than glorifying  “Life”!   
JC glorifies his Father in his ministry to yield  “Life”  (John.14v5-15)  as we are taught in John.17v1-2,  in the context of the method in 
John.17v3-4  (where  “believe” = “imitate”,  as explained by the contrasts given at John.6v64, and John.6v68, Matt.19v27, etc.)  and JC’s 
glorification is the resultant of his murder enabling him to return as  “The Son of God”  (= JCg)  in a  heavenly/celestial  body – as Paul 
explains at 1Cor.15v35-55,  to be glorified as  “The King of kings and Lord of lords”  (Rev.19v16). 

All  this is completely and wholly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders, theologians and scholars!   This explained  “Righteousness”  is a 
foreign  language to them,  because they demonstrably do  NOT  have a mind of Yahweh and JC as explained at John.14v20, 17v21-26  –  as we witness 
in their sermons and teaching,  of which I can  (and do)  use The Bible to blast gigantic holes in their utterly  useless  exegesis’  for  “The Salvation of 
Mankind”. 

Quite simply,  they operate in a  “Complete  lack of precision”  to what The Bible  really teaches us.  What they teach shows what is in their 
mind, -  being  “bent teaching”  to please the listener’s mind  (so that no change to imitate JC is apparently required)  and that is what makes 
them  “unfit to teach”  and thus “fraudsters”,  hence of their  “rejection to teach”  in The Millennium -  as  most  of JC’s parables tell us! 

Quite simply   “Their mind is wrong”  it  does  NOT  align with  “The Mind”  of Yahweh,  JC  or  “The Early Adopters”,  John.14v20, 17v21-26! 
 
13th Comment – Peter tries to fulfil what JC established and taught,  to maintain 12 heads of Spiritual Israel,  completely 
ignorant that Yahweh had His sights on someone completely different to these two nominees.   
21st Reasoning – Yahweh had Saul cum Paul lined up to become The 12th Head of Israel, as we are to read later and of his 
Epistles.   We know this because Paul was  personally invited  by JCg  (1Cor.15v8)  as were JC's original disciples. 
Matthias may have been a wonderful man,   but he was  never  personally invited by JC,  but selected  only by lots. 
14th Comment – Yahweh held nothing against Peter – for doing this.  Peter was driven by  “The Best of Motives”. 
Acts.  1v23 og Also  (they) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  dual/both/two   
Acts.  1v23 og Joseph  the (one = person)   (being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  Barsabas,   
Acts.  1v23 og who/which/what/that  (he was) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   
Acts.  1v23 og (the) Justus,  also  (the) Matthias. 
Acts.  1v23 Also  they  {stood staunchly}/{held up}  two   (people) 

Joseph  the person  being  called/named  Barsabas,  whom  he was  personally  called/named  the  Justus   (as the 1st candidate) 
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also  the Matthias   (as the 2nd candidate) 
 

Also they stood up two   (people)   
Joseph the person being called Barsabas,  whom he was personally named the Justus   (as the 1st candidate) 
also Matthias   (as the 2nd candidate). 
 

Two suitable candidates are nominated for possible election to fill Judas’ exited position. 
 
Comment – repeat - The Disciples began  “supplicating”. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders  vainly  teach and do! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  prayed for help and guidance from Yahweh to aid in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation”  of  “Early Adopters”  so that Yahweh can gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
17th Allegory – Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Reasoning – repeat - We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do 
not teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
Acts.  1v24 og Also  (the having) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly} (plural)   
Acts.  1v24 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted,  thou/you  lord/master (vocative)  
Acts.  1v24 og (the) heart-knower/{able to determine a person's motivation}  (of the) all/whole/every (people),  
Acts.  1v24 og (the) {intensely exhibit}/{demonstrably indicate}/appoint/{specifically shew}  {from/out of}  
Acts.  1v24 og {from/concerning these persons/things}  of the  dual/both/two   
Acts.  1v24 og who/what/which/that  one/singularly  (you) select/choose/elect.  
Acts.  1v24 Also  having  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}   they  said/spoke: 

Thou  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh),   the {heart-knower}/{able to determine a person’s motivation}   of  all  people, 
{intensely exhibit}/{specifically show}  from out of  concerning  these people   of the  two  (people put forward for nomination) 
which one  You  (= Yahweh)   select/elect. 

 

Also having supplicated  (for  external/divine  assistance from Yahweh)  they said:- 
Thou  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh),  The Heart-knower of all people   (= all humans on this planet,  1Sam.16v7), 
intensely exhibit from out of concerning these two people   (put forward for nomination) 
which one  (either Joseph or Matthias)  You  (= Yahweh)  select   (to take the 12th position of future Apostleship). 
 

Yahweh recognised their good intentions and accepted what they were doing as a  stop-gap’  measure  -  see later in this chapter. 
Acts.  1v25 og (To) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive   
Acts.  1v25 og the  {drawing bits together}/acquisition/patrimony/heritage/inheritance/lot   
Acts.  1v25 og of the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  this/that (specifically)   
Acts.  1v25 og also  (of the) commission/apostleship/apostolate/{appointment to tell},   
Acts.  1v25 og {from/out of}  who/which/what/that   
Acts.  1v25 og (he) {alongside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}  (the) Judas  
Acts.  1v25 og (to) traverse/travel/depart/journeying (middle voice)   
Acts.  1v25 og into/unto  the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room   
Acts.  1v25 og the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately. 
Acts.  1v25 To  get hold of  the  acquisition/inheritance/lot   of the  ministry/{servicing in the world}  this specifically, 

also  of the  commission/apostleship  from out of  which   
Judas  {alongside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}   (the ministry/apostleship), 
to  personally  journey  unto  the  {pertaining to himself}/{one’s own}  {position of occupancy}/location. 

 

To get hold of this specific  acquisition/inheritance   (given to us in the 2nd part of our physical life  to be  an “Heir”, Rom.8v17, 23, etc.) 
(that  only  comes from)  of the  ministry/servicing  also of the  commission/apostleship   (done during the 1st part of our physical life) 
from out of which   (= being what  was/is  possible if we precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of our physical life)  
Judas  {alongside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}   (= teaching what seems correct,  but is fundamentally wrong) 
             (This means the outside observer must be  very well educated  in  “The Subject Matter”  to recognise  “The Deviancy”  taught!) 
(and thus by consequence)  to personally journey unto his own position of occupancy   (= annihilation,  never  to be resurrected) 
             (Judas became  The First/Head  of  “The Iniquitous Tribe of Israel”  into which  'millions'  of charlatan Christian leaders rush,  for annihilation) 
 

The word  “parabaino”  is so very interesting,  because it is used by the scribes in certain places of their writings to specifically mean - 
“{alongside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”   

Sadly,  this word is  always  “dumbed-down”  by our translators  (paid by their pay-masters to do so)  to mean something like  “fell in some form of 
transgression”,  so that we,  as the readers,  remain ignorant as not to recognise this practice of  “teaching  alongside   (= something different to)  The 
Word of God”.  Our leaders of “Religion”  persistently perpetrate this practice of “deception”,  and this is a classic example!  

Therefore,  we realise  “a professional cover-up”  is occurring! 
This word  precisely describes  what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do in their ministry with  “The Word of God”! 

Therefore,  they  like  Judas   “Betray what The Word of God is supposed to mean in our life”! 
They teach  “alongside contrary”  to  “The Word of God”  to  endorse our present worldly condition  (for a worldly return,  2Tim.4v3-4). 

Yahweh desires a  complete and absolute regime change  to occur in ourselves  (Luke.17v21)  as  “The Early Adopters”. 
And this  will be  “The Requirement”   for  ALL  people in The Millennium  -  if  they are to survive into The Eternity. 

It must be very clearly understood    
What is  “The accepted Norm of  today”  will be -   
“Completely and absolutely different  in  The Millennium”! 

Thus, we are told  
Judas had a wonderful future prospect that  could  have resulted in becoming a future  “Son of God”. 

If Judas backed out  –  which he  could  have done when JC asked him to leave  (John.6v67,  thereby from Judas’  own  decision,  making JC  wholly 
innocent  over Judas' future)  then he could have left The Ministry and become a worldly member.  He could have taking up a secular occupation to  live-
out  the 1st part of his physical life and become resurrected into The Millennium  (hence Paul’s comment at 1Tim.1v20).  This reasoning is  wholly 
ignored  by our  completely spiritually blind  theologians concocting a ridiculous arrangement between JC and Judas that  supposedly went wrong’  
(and supposedly other scenarios have been offered,  by  likeminded  adversarial/satanic  people)!  
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However,  Judas freely choose to be part of what JC claimed to represent,  but Judas had  no  long-term interest in The Millennium. 
Judas wanted to become a  charlatan Christian leader  (of which we appear to have  'millions'  today),  because he wanted  (and they enjoy) 
what  “The Word of God”  delivers in a  worldly  sense  -  money/fame/honour/prestige/leverage/pension/glory  (noting Luke.16v3)  from out 
of their millions upon millions of deceived and deluded devotees  (Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23, etc.). 
The future now becomes  mapped-out  unless they take heed of  “The Request”  given by JC at Luke chapter 15,  else  it  is  annihilation  if 
“personal repentance”  does not occur  (before their  “present conscious existence”  [= “soul”]  expires at their forthcoming death). 

However,  charlatan Christian leaders   “Believe  none  of this!” -  They are  only  interested in  “The Here and Now!” -  
They do  not  care about The Future;  else, they would not behave in the manner they demonstrably show to us today!    Nevertheless,  they give a most 
polished sales spiel for The Money to keep coming in to fatten their bank balance to their devotees' hurt  (at both levels, financially and Matt.23v13)! 

But  personally,  analyse  what they say and do,  and then compare it with what The Bible  precisely tells us  to explain what Yahweh  really 
requires  throughout all the various levels to  righteously  bring forth Mankind's Salvation,  and then everything becomes so very crystal clear 
and obvious about their  wholly fraudulent  operations! 

JC gave us such a wonderful tool to get inside their mind! 
It is given at Matt.7v16-20 and states    

Examine  “The Fruit”  to determine the quality of  “The Tree”! 
“The Fruit”  are  “the congregational members”  and  “The Tree”  is  “The Leader”. 

Where,  JC was  “The Original Seed”  to yield  “The Apostles”   and  “The Apostles”  should yield people who are  “True to The Original Seed”  to  
precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Of which they did  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 1Pet.2v21, 1Thes.1v6, Gal.4v12, etc.)! 
Then  worldly Christian leaders  Got in The Way’  during the last 1700+ years and evolved a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  of which we have today. 
Sadly, the vast majority of  “Congregational members”  follow  “The New Jesus”  of  “The Local Tree”  rather than going back to  “The Original Word 
of God”  as contained in a good quality (= trustworthy)  translation.  Virtually  all  bible translations younger than 1950 CE are  untrustworthy! 

Always fall back upon the KJV,  because at least it is a  sincere  translation, with a few errors at  “not very important places”. 
Unfortunately, modern translations  spin  the translation into  errant worldly  interpretations  at important places  and are thus  utterly useless for 
analytical work  (to get into Yahweh’s Mind)   –  and by consequence of this practice,  they are not much better than a  “fairy story”  in their content! 
In addition, to continue my rant’ on their useless teaching,  they teach that  “The Tree is the leader”  and  “the fruit is the type of works they do”.   

Utter nonsense!   
The whole thrust of The Bible are  “The Works”  to yield  “The Required Fruitage”  that Yahweh desires,  which ideally is to be of the same spiritual 
DNA of JC as  “The Word of God”  that yields  “The Early Adopters”  to fill the  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  so that Yahweh can 
bring forth The Millennium.   But as I state ad-nausea,  “all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders”  -  because presently,  they cannot 
make  The Grade  themselves and hence wholly rejected by Yahweh as to be representing Him and of His interests.  These 'millions' of individuals only 
represent Satan's interests to oppose and resist Yahweh  (2Cor.11v13-15)  from achieving 144000 TCs  and hence  Anti-“christs”  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-
3, etc.)  being  anti-“The Anointing”  of the 144000 TCs to be alongside JC in The Millennium  (Matt.20v23)! 

It is all  very easy  to understand! 
 
15th Comment – Lots were drawn,  to yield Matthias as  “The 12th (temporary) Disciple”  to replace the disgraced former 
disciple Judus Iscariot who personally betrayed  “The Word of God”,  being what JC  meant within The Mind. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh had Saul cum Paul lined up to become The 12th Head of Israel,  as we are to read later and 
of his Epistles.   We know this because Paul was  personally invited  by JCg  (1Cor.15v8)  as were JC's original disciples. 
Matthias may have been a wonderful man,   but he was  never  personally invited by JC,  but selected  only by lots. 
16th Comment – I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  “God's 
Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for “The Early 
Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  1v26 og Also  (they) gave/bestowed/granted  
Acts.  1v26 og (the) {drawing bits together}/acquisitions/patrimony/heritages/inheritances/lots  {of them},  
Acts.  1v26 og also  (it) alighted/{gently fell down}   
Acts.  1v26 og the  {drawing bits together}/acquisition/patrimony/heritage/inheritance/lot  
Acts.  1v26 og over/upon/concerning  (the) Matthias,   
Acts.  1v26 og also  (he was) {counted down in company with}/{enrolled among}/{numbered with}   
Acts.  1v26 og of the  eleven  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}. 
Acts.  1v26 Also  they  (= the two nominees)   gave  their  lots, 

also  the  inheritance/lot  fell down  upon/concerning  Matthias, 
also  he  (= Matthias)   was  {enrolled among}/{numbered with}   of the  eleven  apostles/{appointees [by Yahweh] to tell}. 

 

Also they  (= Joseph and Matthias)  gave their lots    (thus  “chance”  with presumed Divine intervention) 
               (based in similitude to  The Urim and The Thummim  as used by The High Priest to decide upon very weighty matters) 
also the  inheritance/lot  fell down upon Matthias   (therefore it was  humanly deemed  for Mathias to become the replacement apostle) 
also he  (= Matthias)  was enrolled among the eleven apostles   (“appointed by Yahweh  [and not The World]  to tell”). 
 

The eleven apostles in  “good faith”  did their very best to continue JC’s teaching for  “The 12 Tribes of Israel”  to head-up  The New Spiritual Israel. 
But they were wholly oblivious that Yahweh was  working in parallel  to them,  to deliver a worthier ambassador,  and for JCg to  personally invite  The 
12th Apostle a few years later  (rather than by lots now)  as we are to read later at Acts.9v1-12  (and retold at Acts.22v3-15 and likewise in Acts.26, also  
most importantly   personally said at Cor.15v8). 
It must be thoroughly understood that while Matthias would have been learning  “The Word of God”  from JC’s ministry  (at the start of his Baptism),  
the real 12th Apostle  “Saul cum Paul”  was  already  learning  “The Word of God”  in  parallel  to JC,  being of similar age  (Luke.2v46-50 and 
Acts.22v3, 26v4-7).  By comparison,  while JC knew and understood  “The Word of God”  as given within The Tanakh in a  “Godly Sense”  (self-taught, 
John.7v15),  Paul only knew and understood  “The Word of God”  as given within The Tanakh in a  “Worldly Sense”  (being an  understanding’  as 
taught at a seminar,  noting JC’s appropriate words at Matt.23v15).  Of which we are told at Acts.26v3 and his misguided  (but sincere)  actions at  
Gal.1v13-14. 

Paul had  all the  same  knowledge  as JC,  but Paul did  not  understand it in a  “Godly Sense”  (but only in a worldly sense). 
The Crux of all this is that Paul needed to come to The Apostles to  straighten out his understanding’  of  “The Word of God”  from a wholly bent 
worldly format of  “Judaism”  (as equally is  “Christianity”  bent today)  to The Format as described by  “1st Century Christianity”  first taught by JC. 
Paul had all the correct gifts,  drive,  passion,  good memory,  an accomplished  orator/debater,  and  fluent in many languages  (hence 1Cor.14v18)  that 
helped him to become  “The Perfect Vessel” in “The Service of Yahweh”  (and  not  in “The Service of himself”  [pandemic in  “Religion”  today]). 
Consequently   When he had his mind straighten out from originally believing in “Religion”,  he fulfilled Rev.18v4  to enter  “1st Century Christianity”,  
where   “1st Century Christianity”  shall be  “The Only Methodology”  covering The Earth in The Millennium during the 2nd part of our life!   Amen! 
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17th Comment – It is crucial to understand this is the 50th day after JCg's resurrection. 
22nd Reasoning – Peter is back with 12 (inclusive) apostles and over the last 10 days they had all thoroughly discussed 
“The Word of God”  and how it applied to what they must do for the rest of their life.  They had now gained  “assurance”  
and were about to operate in  “fidelity”   to gain “Real Faith”.  At which point they were poised to gain the HS. 
7th Warning – Our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  choose not to understand what the HS means.  They 
state the HS came to them at this point  (which infers the apostles did not have it earlier),  but do not understand  why  The 
Apostles were able to gain the HS.   As I regularly state:  The apostles gained the HS,  because they gained “Real Faith” 
comprising of its three important component parts:  (1) Accurate Knowledge  (2) Assurance  (3) Fidelity. 
23rd Reasoning – The apostles had  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (being 3.5 years with JC),  during the last 10 days they 
had gained “assurance”  by thoroughly assaying what they knew and how it should be applied.  Today at Acts.2v1+ being 
of the  one/same  mind they were operating with “fidelity” bringing together all these people seeking answers to questions 
18th Instruction – We must go through the required  three  stages to gain “Real Faith”  before  we can obtain the HS. 
Naturally this is all contrary to what our professional leaders of  “Religion”  teach us, –  but demonstrably:   

“What do they know that is worthwhile for our future survival?”   Nothing! 
Acts.  2v1 og Also  in   
Acts.  2v1 og to the  {replenished completely}/{to swamp (a boat)}/{completed}/{wholly filled up}/{fully come}   
Acts.  2v1 og of the  day/{period of time}  of the  Pentecost,   
Acts.  2v1 og (they) were  {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)}   (the) unanimously/{with one accord}   
Acts.  2v1 og over/upon/concerning  the  it/same. 
Acts.  2v1 Also  within  the  {wholly filled up}/{fully come over}/completed  of the  day of the  Pentecost  

They were  {absolutely all}/{every person}   unanimously/{with one accord}  upon/concerning  the same  (place/mind). 
 

Also  (when)  The Day of Pentecost  (had)  fully come,   
they  (= the 12 apostles)  were absolutely all unanimous concerning of the same   (place/mind  [see commentary]). 
 

The Day of Pentecost was a major Jewish festival being the time of The Celebration of  “The First-fruit Wheat”  (some 50 days after that of The Barley).  
The prophetic allegory of Lev.23v5-27 giving  “The Physical works”  under  “The Old Covenant”  (= The Law of Moses of The Works)  teaches us of  
“The Spiritual mind”  under The New Covenant  (= The Law of JC of The Mind).   JC was  “The Barley”  presented to The Temple on The Day 
immediately following  “The Enforced Sabbath”  of   “The Passover Day”  (reference Jewish time).   
The Confusion of  “Passover Day” is that it is  not  a “day”,  but  actually  “Passover Night”  that  straddles both  European time and Jewish time. 
Where  “Passover Night”  is still Nisan 14 European time but Nisan 15 Jewish time!   That is  The Universal Confusion  regarding  “The Passover”! 

JC was  murdered  on  the eve   (Nisan 14)  of  “The Passover”    (The “Passover”  is called  “Pesach”  by The Jews). 
 (JC as The Passover Lamb to save  “The 1st Born”  enabling us of The Gospel Age to leave Worldly Methodology). 

JC  covered  “The Enforced Sabbath”  (Nisan 15)  in his death.   
(= JC covering The Millennium enabling  “The Resurrected World”  to learn  “Righteousness”). 

JC was  resurrected  as JCg on  “The Next Day”  (Nisan 16), “The Same Day”  that  “The Barley First-fruit”  was presented to The Temple. 
JCg  heads-up  as  “The Lead”  of what is to follow  (as “The Early Adopters”)  into The Temple of The Millennium. 

“The Wheat First-fruit”  was presented to The Temple on The 50th Day (Pentecost) after The Enforced Sabbath following The Passover Day. 
(“The Feast of Weeks”  “7 times 7”  = 49 days between “The Enforced Sabbath” and “Pentecost”.) 

This represents The Start of the 144000 TCs as  “The 1st Born”  being collected out of the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age. 
The 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  become  “The 1st Born”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as  The  Heirs/{Sons of God}. 

         And it is from “The 1st Born”  that the rest of  Israel’  is released from Egypt (= worldly methodology, now and into The Millennium). 
Where   “The Temple”  is  “The Means”  of  “The Resurrected World”  coming to learn about Yahweh and how to fulfil His Desire. 

(I explain all this in much more detail within my several hundred commentaries to The Hebrew's Epistle). 
Consequently,  The Apostles were together,  fully expectant that Yahweh would do something on this important Jewish Day,  -  but quite what  –  they did 
not know.   However,  during the 10 days they had thoroughly discussed The Scriptures and what JC had taught them  –  so they were of  one/same  mind 
of how they should proceed to  

“Continue the Ministry of the Word of God”  -  in the  one/same  manner as that started by JC. 
It is interesting to note the lack of a noun after the word  “same”.     
Our  worldly translators knowing no better,  blithely invent  “place”  and slap this into their translation because it seems right  (with the disciples being 
all together  [in one “place”]  for this next section)! 

But no!    That is too obvious and thus no point in writing it into The Text. 
The reason  why  they are  “all together”  must be understood  -  being  “The Real Point”  behind Acts.2v1+. 

Therefore,  let us first  understand  “The Context”  (often ignored by  “You know who!”)  being that they had - 
1. Worked hard together during these last 10 days to try and understand what is required of them.   Thoroughly discussed what JC had 

taught to them and what they must do next.  From this they had gained “assurance”  and deciding how to move forward with “fidelity”. 
2. Just brought Matthias into their group and getting him  “up to speed”  with what being a future apostle means. 

Now after 10 days of very comprehensive discussion and preparation  –  we have this verse where it states - 
“ … they were absolutely all of the same  xxx!”   

So we should ask ourselves - 
What naturally fits in for  “xxx”? 

“Place”  as given by our very  worldly  thinking translators? 
 Or - 
“Mind”  as given by  “FutureLife.Org”? 

Clearly our translators have  “lazy minds”  choosing not to read deep into The Context of what is being taught by The Scribes of these writings! 
As  “The Bible”  states of them and of their peers within  “Christendom”     

“Agnoeo”  (StrongsTM = 50  =  “preferring not to know”,  “choosing to be ignorant”)   because of the repercussions if  “having to know”! 
They are  “wholly useless”  at fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   And this occurs again,  and again,  and again,  etc.  Throughout their bible translations! 

They really   “Do not get it!” 
Fortunately,  “The Transparent Translation”  as given on  “FutureLife.Org”  to become  “The Primary Reference Standard”  for The World to use,  
wholly discloses these instances of corrupted translation and discusses all occurrences in its given commentaries to produce a faithful rendition to  “The 
Word of God”  broadcast to The World at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”   (Matt.24v14). 
    In this manner,  Yahweh can righteously state    It was all there before The Millennium came,  – you only had to look for it  (Matt.7v7-8)! 
 
18th Comment – Yahweh makes His presence felt to the onlookers coming to the apostles and be asking about JC. 
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He makes a large wind come around the area to arouse the minds of the recipients – that He is in Control. 
24th Reasoning – Yahweh is putting His “Stamp of Approval” on The Proceedings,  for these questioners to  “Take Note!” 
Acts.  2v2 og Also  (it) {became to be}  unawares/expectantly/suddenly  {from/out of}   
Acts.  2v2 og of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  (the) {make (a loud) noise}/reverberate/roar/sound   
Acts.  2v2 og {just as}/{exactly like}  (the being) endured/{borne/carried}/{gone on}/upheld/led/moved/reached/brought   
Acts.  2v2 og (the) respiration/breeze/breath/wind  (the) violent/mighty,   
Acts.  2v2 og also  (it) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout   
Acts.  2v2 og the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  {which/where so ever}  
Acts.  2v2 og (they) were  {sitting down}/remaining/residing/dwelling.   
Acts.  2v2 Also  it  suddenly  became to be  from out of  the  heaven/sky  the  sound 

exactly like  the  mighty/violent  breeze/wind  being  borne/endured/moved   
also  it  imbued/{filled up}  completely/throughout  the  dwelling/building  where so ever  they were  {sitting down}/residing. 

 

Also it suddenly occurred from out of the sky exactly like the violent wind being moved  (around about them), 
also it  (this wind)  completely filled up the building whereabouts they were residing. 
 

This was Yahweh giving a precursor supernatural sign to indicate that  He was in control of The Proceedings  to make this and the following occur. 
This event was a physical expression to all those people who had come to the 12 Apostles   Yahweh will speak through His  “Declared Representatives”. 
 
8th Warning – This does not mean what certain  deceptive/scamming  worldly Christian leaders tell us!  -   “Obviously!” 
“Obvious” because what they teach does  (1) not make contextual sense,  (2) is not righteous,  (3) nor Yahweh’s character 
25th Reasoning – These people have come from many lands (v9-11)  for Pentecost feast and speak many different  “mother 
tongue”  languages  -  and while they are here for Pentecost they have heard of some very strange happenings. 
They have recently heard of JC’s murder and of a possible “resurrection”  -  they have come to ask JC’s known Disciples 
directly about  “The Matter!”   “Is JC dead or alive  -  what has happened to him?” 
26th Reasoning – Yahweh has  “Stamped His Authority”  on The Proceedings,  now listen to My Representatives  in your 
own language  to show that these  are  My Representatives and you hearken to them,  when they answer your questions! 
18th Allegory – Fire = “To consume”.  In The Bible, its usage is to “overthrow” or “exposure”, Rev.11v5, 1Cor.3v13, etc. 
27th Reasoning – The words in the language of the recipients  (being the whole point of this event)  had so much power in 
convincing The Recipients to their immediate questions.  Peter would start from The Beginning, as we are to read soon. 
19th Instruction – It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from  worldly (worse,  charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Acts.  2v3 og Also  (they) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice)  {to them}  
Acts.  2v3 og (the being) {to partition thoroughly}/{distribute/dissemination}/cloven/divide/part   
Acts.  2v3 og (the) tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages}  {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}  
Acts.  2v3 og (of the) lightening/power/energy/fire  (it) {seated down}/settled/tarried/contemplated   
Acts.  2v3 og both  over/upon/concerning  one/singularly  (the) each/any/every (person)  {of them}. 
Acts.  2v3 Also  to them  (= the 12 Apostles)   they  personally  {showed themselves}/{spectacularly appeared}  

the being  {partitioned between}/{distributed about}/{divided amongst}  the  {naturally acquired languages} 
as if  the  power/energy/fire   had  {seated down}/settled  upon/concerning   both   (1)  singularly  (and)  (2) each person of them. 

 

Also to them  (= the 12 Apostles,  in  The Front  of all the other people  milling around’  these 12 Apostles)   
they  (= the 12 Apostles)  spectacularly appeared,  the being distributed about  (themselves)  the naturally acquired languages 
as if the  power/energy  (sourced by Yahweh, as demonstrated at  Gen.11v6-7)  had settled upon singularly and  (to)  each person of them. 
            (= all 12 apostles had the  power/capability  to speak in different languages as appropriate to whom they were to speak  in groupings) 
 

Why is the word  “both”  (“te”)  used and not the word  “and”  (“de”)  as badly given in our  worldly translated bibles? 
Because Luke is trying to tell us something special,  inasmuch there are  two  separations to be identified here  (covered-up  in  worldly translations). 
He is telling us that  (1) each apostle had the ability to speak a language,  also  (2) between them they could perhaps speak up to 12 languages as 
'appropriate to the occasion'  in a co-ordinated manner  (in groupings of the same language)  to accurately and actively  bring forth  “The Salvation of 
Mankind”.  

Is this important? 
Clearly it is,  else Luke would not have used the word  “both”  to then be errantly translated as  “and”  in our  'dumbed-down'  bibles! 
I am belabouring this point to combat  charlatan Christian leaders  of today  (and of the last some 100 years since this dangerous nonsense started)  
falsely claiming that The Bible supports their  “gibberish”  and often use this recorded incident to add  'supposed credence'  to their claim. 
As I repeatedly explain,  these Apostles truly had the HS  because their mind had gone through the required 3 stages to yield  “Real faith”,  by contrast,  
the people speaking  “gibberish”  have  not  even got to   “The 1st Stage”  to gain  “accurate knowledge”,  else they would know better  NOT to do it!    
Let alone,  to  assay/test/prove  what they know  (and again they would  not do it -  if  they had gone through  “The 2nd Stage”).    
And finally,  “The 3rd Stage”  is to operate with fidelity to what  “The Word of God” “ distinctly teaches us  (would mean that it is  madness  to speak 
gibberish amongst their own congregational members, read 1Cor. 14v23).  As I carefully explain in my  many  inter-verse  commentaries within 
1Cor.chapters 12 to 14,  Paul is speaking to The Corinthians who were living in the centre of all  “The Trade Routes”  in The Mediterranean and most 
were multilingual  (very much as the Dutch are today,  often speaking four languages   Dutch, English, French and German).   

That is why Paul was explaining they should be using their multilingual skills in  teaching/preaching  “The Word of God”  to the many sailors 
and guests coming to their town from around  'The World'! 

Our leaders of “Religion”  are hardly likely to give this  important background  behind the two epistles to The Corinthians,  when they can keep their 
congregational members ignorant and  delude them with lies  about what Paul was really teaching.  Solely done for the worldly return these religious 
leaders can swindle out of the deluded devotees by enthralling their minds with hype and mystique to keep  'the addicts coming for their weekly fix'! 

Prophecies and speaking in tongues  in The Bible  were  given/done  to further Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Prophecies and speaking in tongues  given/done  today  is to  self-indulge  the participants to further  worldly  methodology. 

That is how we  know  The Former is from Yahweh,  and The Latter is from Satan to oppose Yahweh's Desire to yield   “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
After getting that off my chest then let me continue. 
As we are to read,  some 500 or so people from many different countries were within the vicinity of The Apostles to celebrate The Pentecost Feast. 
Now clearly these people were of the correct mind to worship Yahweh,  to be here in the first instance!   So, they were  receptive  people to what The 12 
Apostles were about to teach them in their  own  language.   In their  “own language”  so that the recipients would  not  require an interpreter! 
This was  not  a chaotic scene speaking  “gibberish”,  because as we are to read,  these recipients   “Heard the Words in their  own  language”! 
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Please note in context what Paul had to say about this occurring today at 1Cor.14v23  (that everyone seems to ignore  [Rev.22v18-19])! 
Yes!   Paul states,  “it is madness”  to  speak in tongues’  within your own community  (this is why JC  never  spoke in tongues  to The Jews)! 

Why? 
Because as we are to be told here  

Yahweh only desires us to speak in different languages to teach The Word of God to  strangers  in their  own  language! 
Charlatan Christian leaders promoting this heathen practice of  speaking in tongues’  (as were “The Oracles/Sibyls” of the ancient world and is equally 
done in “Religion” today)  are wholly condemned by Yahweh!   Moreover,  any Christian leader who does not speak out against this abhorrent practice  
(in the manner it is falsely portrayed to be a  worldly spectacle’)  are  equally condemned  by Yahweh as culpable in this heinous activity! 

Why abhorrent and heinous? 
Because it  twists the mind  (being  “The Reasoning Processes”)  within the deluded devotees  not  to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  when they  clearly’  
think they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  and that is “Satanic”!   It is also  “blaspheming against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)  when,  
and  only when  we understand what  “HS”  means  -  which again is absolutely  not  what  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us! 

Do they get anything correct? 
Virtually  nothing  as regards to the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC! 
But they are so  very good  at teaching  “Religion”  in all its heathen forms! 

Quite simply,  they do  not  care to improve the situation!   Else they would personally  do something about it! 
Hence,  perhaps the  hundreds’ of warnings  written in The New Testament specifically against  “leaders of Religion”! 

And finally,  the Greek word used is  “pur” (StrongsTM = 4442 to mean  “fire/energy/power”  especially “lightening”)  and is far more common than  
“pura”  (StrongsTM = 4443  which means  “fire”  as in  “flame”).   So, we understand what we are taught here is  not  “flames” as in” fire”  (as we read 
in worldly translations and amplified by  charlatan Christian leaders for The Hype this generates),  -  but rather it means  the energy to consume  (being 
the  one/same  word used for 1Cor.3v13 and Rev.11v5).   
Thus, we understand what was occurring here.   

It is Yahweh's Power to consume  “doubt and opposition”  by the verbal output from the mouths of the 12 apostles explaining  “The Word of 
God”  in many  “mother tongues”  for the recipients to hear and understand about JC  (as we are to read).    

This is a million miles away from the  out of context’  spiritually dangerous  nonsense  we are taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian 
leaders having  no  real interest in understanding  “The Word of God”  and  neither  to be applying it correctly!” 

They really have so  very much  personal explaining to do  if  fortunate to be resurrected into The Millennium! 
Finally,  as an interesting aside  

I ask the reader to search on the internet for a lady named  “Aimee Semple McPherson”,  because she and her husband,  were the founder 
leaders of  “The Charismatic Church”  in America about 100 years ago.    

The reader will discover quite startling information about her life,  where just about  EVERY  thing that she did both publicly and privately was exactly  
the opposite  to how Yahweh would want a TC to behave in  his/her  life  (noting for our warning James.3v11-12)!    And their worldly concoction to  
“please the emotions”  of an unreasoning  animalistic/carnal  mind has ruled ever since within that schism and covered much of The Planet,  because 
that is  what worldly people want,  “the emotion and spectacle”  that these circus shows are designed to provide and people are prepared to pay for it!    

These leaders see  “The Need”  and provide  “The Service”  for  worldly return! 
However,  that is  not  what Yahweh wants in His future World Leaders!   He wants people like JC, Peter, Paul, etc. 

Now that is a salutary thought upon which to end this commentary! 
 
20th Instruction – The HS is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
19th ‘Allegory’ – “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
28th Reasoning – A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has a 
mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
9th Warning – The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them has any HS,  even though they profess to have so much  (because words are cheap)! 
Instruction – repeat - It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders. 
21st Instruction – Yahweh used His infinite power to work through His True Representatives. 
29th Reasoning – Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted to  
accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
22nd Instruction – The HS operating within and around these apostles  “spoke clearly”/”enunciated with clarity”  in the  
“mother tongues”  of the recipients  so that the recipients  “could understand”  in their  own language! 
10th Warning – This is  the exact opposite  to the “nonsense gibberish”  that comes out of the mouths of people pretending 
to have the HS done in their own assemblies requiring a supposed ‘interpreter’  of  “garbled noise”  in direct opposition 
to what Paul stated at 1Cor.14v23 -  written specifically for these people passing God’s Word through  Rev.22v18-19! 
30th Reasoning – Ask yourself:  Why should Yahweh want this to occur?  And;  How does this advance The Salvation of 
Mankind if only done inside the congregations?   However, if done outside to speak  “The Word of God”  to strangers 
from distant lands,  then that is precisely what The Apostles were doing to  accurately  spread God’s Word to people of  
different  counties so that Yahweh can gain the next generation of TCs to gain the Prophesied 144000 Trigger Threshold.   
Let ask the question:  Who is  putting-in  the effort to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire:   (1) self-indulging a  carnal/animalistic  
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mind in a warm room amongst hyped-up friends with a full belly,  or  (2) facing the extreme cold or heat amongst enemies 
trying to kill you while hungry for months on end  (2Cor.11v24-28)?    
11th Warning – It is a heinous crime to spin God’s Word to  (1) blacken what Yahweh represents to  sane/reasoning minds 
of the atheists,  and  (2) mislead their devotees so that they cannot have a mind that truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire (and 
hence missing “Sonship to Yahweh”).  That is why they have zero HS,  but much pretended HS in a convincing sales spiel! 
12th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders practising this will never to be resurrected after their forthcoming death! 
23rd Instruction – Yahweh has  a purpose  to communicate  “knowledge”.   Where,  this  “Knowledge”  is used to educate 
The Recipient to fully learn  everything  concerning JC  (as the Word of God)  directly without any intermediator -  by  
two-way communication! 
Acts.  2v4 og Also  (they were) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/full/furnished   
Acts.  2v4 og {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)}  
Acts.  2v4 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},   
Acts.  2v4 og also  (they) {preceded/commenced (in time)}/began (middle voice)   (to) speak/utter/say  
Acts.  2v4 og (to the) other/different/altered  (to the) tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages}   
Acts.  2v4 og just/as/that/how/when  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (it) gave/bestowed/granted  {to them}  
Acts.  2v4 og (to) {enunciate clearly}/{speak out with clarity} (middle voice).  
Acts.  2v4 Also  they (= the 12 Apostles)  were  absolutely  filled/furnished  (with) 

of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   spirit/personality/desire/traits/character   
also  they  personally  commenced/began  to  speak/utter  to the  other/different  naturally acquired  languages 
just/as  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  gave/bestowed  to them  to  personally  {enunciate clearly}/{speak out with clarity}. 

 

Also they  (= The 12 Apostles)  were absolutely  imbued/accomplished  (with) 
of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   spirit/personality/desires/traits/character   
               (= The Apostles had  “Real Faith”  [of the prerequisite 3 stages]  enabling Yahweh to work within,  and without [=outside]  them) 
also they personally began to speak in the different naturally acquired languages 
               (Why?   So they could further Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  which is to start gathering the 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age) 
just/as  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character   (= Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest within The Environment in  compliant  people) 
gave to them to personally  {enunciate clearly}/{speak out with clarity} 
             (Notice the words  “enunciate clearly”  and  “speak out with clarity”. 
 

What does all this mean? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 

Obviously not  -  to their  infinite’  shame! 
The first Greek word  “laleo”  StrongsTM 2980  is commonly used in The Greek Scriptures,  but the second word at the end of the verse  
“apophtheggomai”  StrongsTM 669  is  very rarely  used in The New Testament. 

So  why  would Luke switch over the Greek words for “speak”,  and why do our translators  ignore  this  important  differentiation? 
So, I may then ask - 

In what manner does this verse add any support to the practice of  “speaking in tongues”? 
But when analysed we realise that this verse actually  condemns  the most deviant practice of  “speaking in tongues”  performed today! 

How so? 
1. The Greek Word specifically means  “enunciate clearly”  and  “speak out with clarity”.    This word does  not  describe   “gibberish”! 

“Gibberish”  is the  exact opposite  (and thus satanic)  to  “enunciate clearly”  and  “speak with clarity”! 
The Apostles,  as we are to read here and later,  spoke clearly  “The Word of God”  to people who were not able to readily understand 
Aramaic or perhaps Greek. 
So there was a specific reason as to why The Apostles spoke as described here and succeeding verses   –  because   They then had  no  
need of  “interpreters”  to  get in the way’  of teaching  “The Word of God”,  thereby enabling a  “Two-way”  intercourse for  greater 
knowledge transfer  through  bidirectional  question/answer. 

2. And for what reason was this  “speaking with clarity  in other languages”  given by Yahweh?  
To actively promote  “The Word of God”  to bring forth the next generation of TCs,  so that these new people would understand how 
Yahweh intends to  righteously bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  and they can  become an active part  of making this future 
possible! 

Now we only need examine what fraudulently occurs in certain charismatic groupings around The World today! 
“Fraudulently”  because it does  not  accurately represent  what Yahweh is working out to achieve in The Environment. 
We only need examine  “The Fruits”  (= The Resultant)  of this  “fraudulent activity”  to determine whether it is sourced by  “Yahweh”  (being of His 
Methodology  [to edify our neighbour to our hurt]),  or from  “Man”  (= Satan’s methodology  [to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt]). 
What we observe - 

1.  A person irrationally (uncontrolled) generates “gibberish”  and then an interpreter is required to supposedly translate this “gibberish”. 
2.  The supposed translation gives a  self-indulgent  message’  to pamper the congregation’s  (worldly)  spirit  (Eph.2v2). 

Now I ask the reader to rationalise upon these observations  (in the manner that  Yahweh would look upon them). 
1.   Yahweh desires  “order”  (1Cor.14v33)  and  “respect”  during these occasions  (1Cor.14v40),  where the context is for these activities  
      to be done  “solemnly”  to  edify one another  (1Cor.14v26),  with a sane mind  (Tit.2v2-8).  Please read all my cited local commentaries. 

We must understand,  that to  “edify someone”  is defined as being of Yahweh’s Understanding and  not  of a worldly understanding. 
The very  “best edifying”  for the recipient of our ministry is to become one of the 144000 TCs to participate in  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
The very worst thing is to edify The Mind in a worldly sense  -  to reinforce  self-indulgent  activity  (that cannot fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
       We must instil in The Recipient of our teaching a sense of  “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  in  “The Word of God” 
This means we  must personally,  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (noting 1Pet.2v18-24)  for  every minute  of our life. 
       Do the people subject to this fraudulent activity really  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  (as defined at 1Pet.2v18-24)? 

Only  144000 people during The Gospel Age ultimately learn to  “precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  every minute  of their life”. 
This should become our goal,  and  when  we achieve this  -  then  Yahweh shall work through us in  “The Most Wonderful Manner”. 

Why? 
Because we  can  be trusted – having demonstrated our responsibility  over many years beforehand  of  precisely imitating JC  (James.1v6-8). 

This is what The Bible teaches us  (see also my commentaries to Acts chapter 10).   
This is  not  what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us! 
They only teach  “Religion”  and are  very good  at teaching “Religion”,  and  useless  in teaching  “1st Century Christianity”! 

2.   Yahweh desires a truly repentant  (= a behaviour and attitude completely divorced from our previous existence)  and educated  (= wholly  
      knows  “The Word of God”  that has  not  been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  mind that when completely reformed and  
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      educated will  bring-in  other people to be precisely like them  (Matt.7v16-20)  as the next generation of TCs  (Fruit of The Good Tree). 
When I examine the people,  who call themselves as  the most ardent of Christians’  supposedly  “Children of God”,  what I see is 
plenty of verbal hype and yet zero behaviour that precisely imitates JC,  demonstrating a worldly reasoning mind that is not reformed!    
With the supposed mitigating excuse   “We are only human”!   And  that is precisely  “The Problem”  -  “They are  only  human”  
(being of Adam) ,  and that is specifically why they are  not  “Children of God”  (being of JC)! 

What could be far worse than the above? 
The  very worst offenders   are  “The Leaders of Christendom”  nurturing this wholly delinquent attitude! 

They say all the nice things to puff the recipient's vanity,  -  and are always  “excusing”  worldly behaviour! 
The reason is that they need their  following of devotees’,  in order to live off their devotees’ backs  (like parasites)! 
It must be understood that the  real  “Children of God”  being the 144000 TCs elected from out of the Christian Nation are in a ratio of 
about   1  in  30,000  Christians  today   -  So our leaders are not going to become very fat off that ratio  -  are they?! 

This ratio for an  order of magnitude only,  is calculated in the following manner based upon the following assumptions - 
144000  given at  Rev.14v1-4. 
2 Billion Christians today  (where The Gospel Age is to close at some time in The 21st Century CE.  (2Pet.3v10-13, Rev.19v16-21). 
Half the TCs are alive today in  “The Last Generation”  of The Gospel Age. 
144000 * (1/2)     2,160,000,000    =   1  30,000 

So, it is in  “The Worldly Interests”  for a leader of Christendom  to pander in a worldly sense  for the 29,999  non  “Children of God”. 
And I could give perhaps a hundred scriptural citations to support this statement from The Bible,  some of which that drop out of mind without any 
thought would be 2Tim.3v5, 4v3-4, Titus.1v16, 1Thes.2v3-6, 1John.2v18-19, Matt.6v24, 22v20-22, Luke.12v46-48, Mark.11v12-14, 20-21, and  most  of 
JC’s Parables! 
Please see my local commentaries,  especially the one I give at Rev.7v8 regarding what  “144000”  really means,  – it is absolutely  NOT  the various  
unsubstantiated  machinations  dreamt-up  by our leaders of Christendom  -  to  “excuse away”  Yahweh’s Requirement for The Millennium! 

Thus being “Satanic”  (resist/oppose/adversarial)  to what Yahweh requires  to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
They have  so much for which to answer  in The Millennium  (Matt.8v12, etc.)  if  they are fortunate enough to be resurrected  (and thus not deemed to be 
charlatan Christians leaders by Yahweh),  and I would not like to be in their shoes! 
To be fair,  most Christian leaders ignorantly have  no  idea what they are supposed to be doing  -  “The Blind leading the blind  (Matt.15v14, 
Luke.6v39),  but my condemnation  (as that of Yahweh’s)  is aimed towards  “The Charlatan Christian Leaders”  beloved by  millions upon millions  of 
deluded devotees.  These leaders are  deliberately  scamming  in  “The Most Fraudulent Manner”  off their bewitched congregational members! 

Yahweh shall  never  resurrect these  Charlatan Christian leaders  (after they have died),  because they reasoned exactly like Judas Iscariot!    
They become  “Annihilated”  at the end of their present existence,  -  but they do  not  care,  they only live for   “The Here and Now”! 

That is why Yahweh rejects them for a resurrection for The Future Millennium  -  because with all their knowledge,  they had  no  interest in it! 
(Hence Paul’s comment at Rom.9v13,  see my local commentary.) 

Nevertheless,  charlatan Christian leaders use God's Word for  “filthy lucre”. 
 
19th Comment – We are told:  (1) Jews from Jerusalem were here and  (2) “people from every nation under the sky”. 
31st Reasoning – What does this tell us about  the reason why  The Apostles were able to:  “speak in tongues”? 
The answer:  Because there were  “people from every nation under the sky”  (asking about JC)  and they needed to be 
told  (1) what has happened to JC,  and  (2) how this fulfilled The Prophecies given in The Tanakh. 
13th Warning – Now we know of The Reason,  we can compare that Reason with  “the output”  from what our  charlatan 
Christian leaders encourage of their unreasoning devotees to perform/practice,  being none of the above except self-vanity 
Warning – repeat - This is  the exact opposite  to the  “nonsense gibberish”  spoken by people pretending to have the HS 
done in their own assemblies requiring a supposed ‘interpreter’  of  “garbled noise”  in direct opposition to what Paul 
stated at 1Cor.14v23 -  written specifically for these people passing God’s Word through  Rev.22v18-19! 
Reasoning – repeat – Ask yourself:  Why should Yahweh want this to occur?  And;  How does this advance The Salvation 
of Mankind if only done inside the congregations?   However, if done outside to speak  “The Word of God”  to strangers 
from distant lands,  then that is precisely what The Apostles were doing to  accurately  spread God’s Word to people of  
different  counties so that Yahweh can gain the next generation of TCs to gain the Prophesied 144000 Trigger Threshold.   
Ask:  Who is putting in the effort to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (1) self-indulging a  carnal/animalistic  mind in a warm room 
amongst hyped-up friends with a full belly,  or  (2) facing the extreme cold or heat amongst enemies trying to kill you 
while hungry for months on end (2Cor.11v24-28)?   The answer is obvious and have no need to write it here! 
Warning – repeat - It is a heinous crime to spin God’s Word to  (1) blacken what Yahweh represents to  sane/reasoning  
minds of the atheists,  and  (2) mislead their devotees so that they cannot have a mind that truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire 
(and hence missing  “Sonship to Yahweh”).   They have zero HS,  but much pretended HS in a convincing sales spiel! 
Warning – repeat-  Charlatan Christian leaders practising this will never to be resurrected after their forthcoming death! 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh purposes to communicate  “knowledge”.  Where, this “Knowledge”  is used to educate The 
Recipient to fully learn about JC  (as the Word of God)  directly without any intermediator – by  two-way communication! 
Acts.  2v5 og (they) were  And  in  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts.  2v5 og (the) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling} (plural)   (the) Jews,  
Acts.  2v5 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts.  2v5 og (the) {taking hold of wellness (carefully/warily/cautious)}/{circumspect (religiously pious)}/devout   
Acts.  2v5 og off/away/separated/from  (of the]) all/whole/every  Gentile/nation/heathen/people   
Acts.  2v5 og of the (ones = nations)  under/through/inferior/below/by  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 
Acts.  2v5 And  they were  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  in  Jerusalem,   Jews 

the  {religiously circumspect}/devout  men/husbands  away/from  every  nation  of the  (nations)  under the heaven/sky. 
 

And the Jews were persistently dwelling in Jerusalem   (as visitors for  The Feast of Pentecost)   
the  {religiously circumspect}/devout  men from every nation of the nations under the sky. 
 

Luke is making clear these specific Jews had come,  and  stayed in Jerusalem  as  “The Centre of Operations”  for  “The Feast of Pentecost”. 
This does not mean these Jews naturally lived in Jerusalem,  but rather  they lived in Jerusalem  while  “The Feast of Pentecost”  was occurring. 
This is explained by these Jews having the need  to hear in their own language,  –  else it would be the natural language of those people born in 
Jerusalem,  and The Apostles would not be required to  “clearly articulate”  in their overseas  (= foreign)  language of birth. 
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20th Comment – We are told that The Recipients  (1) were astounded  (2) “could understand in their  own  language”. 
32nd Reasoning – There was  no  need for  “Interpreters” because  “they could understand in their own language”! 
This flies in the face of the dangerous and unreasoned practices of  “speaking in tongues”  done in charismatic Christian 
assemblies of whom Yahweh has abandoned,  as soon as they left His  requirements/commandments  (Rom.1v16-32). 
Reasoning – repeat - What does this tell us about  the reason why  The Apostles were able to:  “speak in tongues”? 
The answer:  Because there were  “people from every nation under the sky”  (asking about JC)  and they needed to be 
told  (1) what has happened to JC,  and  (2) how this fulfilled The Prophecies given in The Tanakh. 
Warning – repeat - Now we know of The Reason,  we can compare that Reason with the output from what our  charlatan 
Christian leaders encourage of their unreasoning devotees to practice,  being none of the above except  self-vanity! 
Acts.  2v6 og (the) {becoming to be}  And  of the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  this/that (specifically)   
Acts.  2v6 og (it) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled   
Acts.  2v6 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  also  
Acts.  2v6 og (it was) {poured together}/{commingled (promiscuously)}/{thrown (an assembly) into disorder}/ 

/{perplexed (the mind)}/confounded/confused/{stirred up}/{be in an uproar}   
Acts.  2v6 og because  (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  into/unto  (the) each/any/every (person)   
Acts.  2v6 og to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  (to the) {(mode of) discourse}/'dialect'/language  
Acts.  2v6 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying  {of them}. 
Acts.  2v6 And  the  becoming to be  of  this specific  disclosure/address/noise    

the  {convened in company}/assembled  populace/multitude  also  was  {thrown into disorder}/confounded/{stirred up} 
because  unto  every person  they  heard/understood  them (= the apostles)  speaking/uttering  in  their  own  dialect/language. 

 

And when this specific  disclosure/address/noise  occurred, 
the assembled multitude  (of devout Jews from all over The World)  was also  confounded/{stirred up}   
because,  for every person  heard/understood  them  (= The Apostles)  speaking in their own language. 
 

Still continuing  “To the Jews first and then the Gentiles”  Rom.1v16,  until the baptism of Corneous some 3.5 years later  (Acts. chapter 10),  when  
“The Word of God”  is to be given to The Gentiles as  “The Grafted-in Branch”  (Rom.11v15-25).  This is the reason why Manasseh replaces Dan in 
Rev.7v6,  being  “The Offspring”  of Joseph and Asenath  (Gen.41v45)  where I explain the deeper meanings of all this in my commentary given at 
Rev.7v8. 
Clearly,  these devout Jews from all over the world would have heard about JC and of his 12 Disciples,  which is perhaps why they came to see these 
apostles in the first instance to discover for themselves what had occurred to JC  (being that of his public execution and of  a supposed resurrection’). 

Was this possible?  -   They would have asked themselves. 
Hence,  their  meeting-up  with the 12 Apostles to  find-out  directly from the people involved! 

The Word had gone far abroad  -  hence the some 500+ people meeting up together to discover for themselves  “The Truth”  first-hand  from 
The Apostles about what had happened to JC! 

Acts.  2v7 og (they were) {to put out of wits}/astound/insane/amazed/bewitched/wonder  And  
Acts.  2v7 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  also  (they) wondered/{had in admiration}/marvelled  
Acts.  2v7 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming (plural)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  2v7 og {one another}/mutual/together,   
Acts.  2v7 og no/not/none  behold/lo/look/see  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  these/those (specifically)   
Acts.  2v7 og (they) are  the (ones = persons)  speaking/uttering/saying  (the) Galileans? 
Acts.  2v7 And  they  (= the international devout Jews)  were  astounded/amazed   

also  all  the people  wondered/marvelled  exclaiming  towards  {one another}/together: 
Not  see  all  these people  are  the Galileans  speaking/uttering? 

 

And they  (= the international devout Jews)  were astounded    (at seeing Galileans speaking foreign languages) 
also all the people marvelled  (at this spectacle),  exclaiming towards one another: 
  Not  (you)  all see these are Galileans speaking   (because  nothing’  “international”  comes out of provincial Galilee  [John.1v46, 7v52, etc.]!) 
 

This expression underwrites my claim that these devout Jews came to see for themselves this   “Jesus of Nazareth - Matter”. 
They knew about Jesus and of his disciples teaching of the previous years when JC and The Disciples came to Jerusalem and teach in The Temple. 
Many of these international Jews would have  personally known  about these disciples because they would have met them in previous years. 
Exactly like The Scribes and Pharisees of which we are to read in subsequent chapters  -  the difference between the two groupings is  “heart condition”! 
We realise this was  not  a chance meeting,  but rather,  these international Jews had come  (secondly)  see the Disciples  (but primarily for the Feast of 
Pentecost)  and to understand what had happened to Jesus Christ,  because  “he was murdered”  and there were rumours that  “he had risen”. 

So, where was he? 
They were  primed to listen and to then understand  (when taught by The Apostles in the recipients’  own language  [and  not  in senseless “gibberish”])! 
(Do Charismatic devotees actually  “get this”?   Or do they prefer The Old Wine,  Luke.5v37-38  poured out to them by charlatan’ Christian leaders?) 

Have they really thought about what they have been doing for years,  and where it is taking them? 
 
Comment – repeat - We are told:  (1) Jews from Jerusalem were here and  (2) “people from every nation under the sky”. 
33rd Reasoning – Because all these people had come  “from every nation”  to understand what had occurred to JC and 
hearing he had arisen,  then they  “needed to have their questions answered”  in their own language to “be in know”!  
Else they could not have their questions answered and remain ignorant   It is all very obvious,  but hidden by scam artists! 
Acts.  2v8 og Also  {in what manner}/how  {we ourselves}  hear/listen/understand/respond  
Acts.  2v8 og (the) each/any/every (person)  to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  
Acts.  2v8 og (to the) {(mode of) discourse}/'dialect'/language  {of/from us}  in  who/which/what/that  
Acts.  2v8 og (we were) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten/conceived? 
Acts.  2v8 Also  how  we ourselves  hear/understand  every person  (= of the 12 Apostles)   in  our  own  dialect/language 

in  which  we were  procreated/begotten/generated? 
 

Also how  (do)  we ourselves  (as international devote Jews)  hear/understand  every person   (of the 12 Apostles) 
in our own language in which we were begotten   (= the language from our country of birth)? 
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This could be considered as  a killer verse’  for those sufficiently deluded people,  thinking they are  supposedly  gifted’  to be  speaking in tongues’! 
These recipient people could hear and understand  “The Language  of their Birthplace”  -  without the need of interpreters! 

The one statement says  it all!   –   Do I really need to add more to this commentary? 
It completely explodes the  myth/lie  of which our  charlatan Christian leaders use to  supposedly  underwrite their bewitching ministries of  “tongues”! 

Let us now list all these people  (listening in their own tongue)  from so  many different  lands  outside  Israel in the next  three  verses - 
Acts.  2v9 og (the) Parthians (persons)   also  (the) Medes (persons)  also  (the) Elamites (persons),   
Acts.  2v9 og also  the (ones = persons)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}   
Acts.  2v9 og the  Mesopotamia,  (the) Judea,  both  also  (the) Cappadocia,  (the) Pontus  also  the  Asia, 
Acts.  2v9 The Parthians (people)  also  the Medes (people)  also  the Elamites (people), 

also  the persons  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (in)  the Mesopotamia,  Judea,   
both  Cappadocia  also  Pontus  also  the Asia, 

 

The Parthians   (people from old Persia located in north eastern Iran)   
also the Medes   (people from old Persia in north western Iran) 
also the Elamites   (people from area of south western Iran and part of Khuzestan) 
also the persons persistently dwelling in The Mesopotamia   (ancient Assyria now covering area of Syria and Iraq) 
Judea   (Israel and the western part of Jordan) 
both Cappadocia   (region in Central Anatolia in the middle of Turkey) 
also Pontus   (Land mass south of The Black Sea of Greek inhabitants) 
also the Asia   (Asia Minor,  the lands to the north of The Mediterranean Sea) 
 

These people had come from a huge area around Israel for both  The Feast of Pentecost  and  at the same time,  to see  The Disciples  to discover if the 
rumours were true that JC had risen from The Dead.  And having come from many different countries,  then these people would speak in the tongues of 
their  natural birthplace  (being many  different  tongues,  hence the reason why The Disciples were required to speak different languages for all these 
people of  different nationalities  attending this meeting of  “discovery”  [regarding JC’s disappearance]  for themselves)! 
Acts.  2v10 og (the) Phrygia  both  also  (the) Pamphilia,  (the) Egypt   
Acts.  2v10 og also  the  apportions/divisions/sections/shares/pieces/parts  of the  Libya   
Acts.  2v10 og of the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) Cyrene,   
Acts.  2v10 og also  the (ones = persons)  {to make oneself at home}/{to reside (in a foreign land)}/{dwell as a stranger}  
Acts.  2v10 og (the) Romans,  both   (the) Jews  also  (the) proselytes/{religious converts}. 
Acts.  2v10 Both  the  Phrygia  also  the Pamphilia,  the Egypt 

also  the  apportions/parts  of the  Libya  of the  (land)  against  (next/abutting)  to  the Cyrene 
also  the  Romans  residing/{dwelling as strangers}  (in Judea), 
both  the  Jews   also  the  religious converts . 

 

both the Phrygia   (part of Asia Minor,  region of western central Anatolia,  now Turkey) 
also the Pamphilia   (southern region of Asia Minor,  southern Anatolia bordering on The Mediterranean Sea) 
also parts  of the Libya   (part of northern Africa,  adjacent to Egypt) 
of the  (land mass)  against to the Cyrene   (small land mass projecting into The Mediterranean Sea in eastern Libya)  
also the Romans residing   (in Judea), 
both the Jews also the religious converts  
 

Thus continuing from the previous verses,  a huge diversity of people had come here to celebrate The Feast of Pentecost,  but also to speak specifically to 
The Disciples about  “1st Century Christianity”   (and absolutely  not  “worldly Christianity”  as universally taught today over the whole world). 
Acts.  2v11 og (the) Cretes (persons)  also  (the) Arabians (persons)   
Acts.  2v11 og (we) hear/listen/understand/respond  (the) speaking/uttering/saying  {of them}  to the (languages)   
Acts.  2v11 og {our/my (possessive)}/{your (by a different reading)}  (to the) tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages}   
Acts.  2v11 og the  magnificent/{conspicuous (favour)}/perfection/{great things}/{wonderful works}  of the  God. 
Acts.  2v11 The  Cretes,   also  the Arabians   

We  (international people)   hear/understand  them  (= the 12 apostles)  speaking/saying   in  {our own}  naturally acquired languages 
(of)  the  {magnificent/wonderful  works}  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

the Cretes   (people from the large island in the middle of The Mediterranean Sea) 
also the Arabians   (the tribal nomadic peoples living to the east and south of Israel) 
we  (as international devout Jews)  hear/understand  them   (= the 12 apostles)  
speaking in our own naturally acquired languages   (as have we learnt in our birth place  [it is  not   “gibberish”,  -  but natural languages]) 
the wonderful works of the God  (= Yahweh)  
 

All these people have converged to meet and speak with the 12 Apostles about the rumours circulating of JC’s execution and supposed resurrection. 
They state two things for us - 

1.   They can clearly understand what is being said in their  own  natural language  (= their mother tongue’). 
2.   They are being taught about  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  to move forward Yahweh’s  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

These people are  not  hearing  
(i).   “Gibberish”  requiring an  interpreter’  to excite an  “animalistic/carnal  mind”  lusting for  “The Immediacy”  where what is given pleases 
       the mind of a  drug addict’  lusting after  his/her  next fix! 

However,  these people are hearing  
(ii).   How Yahweh is to move forward His Plan for Human Salvation”,  by first gaining the 144000 TCs imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

People of (i) are  not  the type of people Yahweh desires to  lead  (as  “The Heirs/Rulers”  over)  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium!    
But  only  people who take upon themselves    

“Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God” (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4)  to  precisely imitate  JC’s deportment! 
Let me repeat - 
(Do Charismatic devotees actually  “get this”?   Or do they prefer The Old Wine,  Luke.5v37-38  poured out to them by charlatan’ Christian leaders?) 

Have they really thought about what they have been doing for years,  and where it is taking them? 
 
21st Comment – Yahweh has put them under notice:  “Hearken  (= listen and then do)  to My Representatives!”. 
Acts.  2v12 og (they were) {to put out of wits}/astounded/insane/amazed/bewitched/wondering  And  
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Acts.  2v12 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  also   
Acts.  2v12 og (they were) {through having no way out}/{thoroughly nonplussed}/perplexed/ 

/{doubting what is seen}/puzzled,  
Acts.  2v12 og (the) else/different/more/other  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) else/different/more/other  
Acts.  2v12 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming (plural)    
Acts.  2v12 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  wish/suppose  
Acts.  2v12 og (yourselves) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  that/this/there/here  {to be/exist}? 
Acts.  2v12 And  they were  astounded/amazed  all  the people,  also  they were  perplexed/puzzled, 

the different  (persons)  stating  towards  the other  (people): 
What  suppose  yourselves  this  (occurrence)  to be? 

 

And all the people were  astounded/amazed,  also they were  perplexed/puzzled   (at what was being witnessed), 
the different persons stating towards the other people:   (= People were asking one another this question  …) 
  What suppose yourselves this  (happening)  to be   (= What do you think this all means?) 
 

Peter and the other apostles started to address the present respective groupings in their appropriate languages,  to confirm   “Yes   JC had risen”! 
Being addressed in all applicable languages,  means this Gospel is open to all people of The World  (through The Jews,  having come to celebrate The 
Feast of Pentecost). 
 
22nd Comment – Some guests mocked the twelve hosts! 
34th Reasoning – These were people who could not understand in their own language  -  and thus sounded like gibberish. 
It would be like people from one country hearing different Apostles speaking in the language for people of other countries.  
It would have made no sense to them,  and with it occurring simultaneously with perhaps six different languages,  then it 
could sound like pandemonium!   Think of a noisy party where twelve hosts were introducing themselves in six different 
languages at the same time to  all  their guests of some 3000 people!   That is why we do  not  speak “gibberish”  to 
communicate  “knowledge”  (about  “The Most Important Subject”  of:  “Mankind's Salvation”)! 
Acts.  2v13 og (the) other/different/altered (persons)  And  
Acts.  2v13 og (the) {to throw out the lip}/{jeering at}/ridiculing/mocking/{making fun of} (plural)   
Acts.  2v13 og (they) stated/exclaimed  because  (of the) {sweet wine (of fresh mixed juice)}/{(highly inebriating) fermented wine}   
Acts.  2v13 og (the having been) replenished/intoxicated/filled  (they) are. 
Acts.  2v13 And  the  other/different  (persons)  ridiculing/mocking  stated:- 

Because  they are  having been  filled/intoxicated  of the  {sweet wine}/{fermented wine} 
 

And the different people   (not  recognising some of the languages,  falsely assumed  these  other  apostles to be speaking  “gibberish”) 
mockingly stated   (of the apostles,  of whom they could  not  understand in their  own  mother language … ): 
   (It is)  Because they  (= some of the  unintelligible’  Apostles)  are  intoxicated/filled  with sweet fermented wine!    
 

This confirms what Paul states at 1Cor.14v23  about outsider people assessing what is done internally  -  when the  heathen practice  of  “speaking in 
tongues”  occurs between congregational members!    No useful information is imparted to The Outsider,  and they  sensibly  walk away. 
This is the  exact  opposite  to what is occurring here!   The Outsiders recognise  their own  language and receive  “Knowledge”  being the specific point 
of communicating in a  universally known language!   Yahweh has absolutely  no  interest in making  “A Spectacle”  as  “a Circus Act”  to please an 
animalistic mind  (paying/'donating'  money for the experience),  but He is  only  interested in distributing  “Accurate Knowledge”  to a hearkening and 
repentant recipient that shall lead to   “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
So, let me repeat this again - 
(Do Charismatic devotees actually  “get this”?   Or do they prefer The Old Wine,  Luke.5v37-38  poured out to them by charlatan’ Christian leaders?) 

Have they really thought about what they have been doing for years, and where it is taking them? 
Let me ask a very  pertinent question’  of the charismatic follower at the end of their life - 

Look back over all those years of speaking gibberish,  how many new TCs who exactly imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  did this activity yield? 
And by extension - 

What was The Fruit of that activity,  except to vainly support a  self-indulgent  time  –  that brought  no  useful resultant for Humanity? 
By consequence of this activity,  then I ask the charismatic follower at the end of their life more pointedly - 

How did  YOU  usefully employ your time in producing the fruit of  “People who could usefully rule The Resurrected World”? 
Because quite simply stated,  these  are  the type of people Yahweh wants now  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)!  -  What part did you have to play within it? 

Moreover,  if the answer is “nothing”,  then likewise you too have become like the 1 talent steward  (Matt.25v20-23, Luke.19v20-21). 
I realise  these words are hard and who can do them’   (John.6v60),  but ultimately 144000 TCs  are  able  “to do them”! 
Then we are back full circle about  “the adversary”  taught by  charlatan Christian leaders against this goal that Yahweh desires to occur today. 
They hide this requirement and just provide entertainment for a price  (being a price much costlier than money,  but the  loss of Sonship to Yahweh)! 
So,  I must ask  (in an imploring manner)  in a language that you  can  understand  

Can  YOU  understand this righteous logic? 
 
23rd Comment – Peter takes The Lead  (being The Rock – Matt.16v18). 
24th Instruction – We are to  “speak clearly”  and  not  in  “gibberish”  when  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”. 
25th Instruction – Genuine recipients  will respectively hearken  to the  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”. 
26th Instruction – This does not happen in most Christian Congregations for two reasons:- 
          1.  Not personally disciplined to  “Respectively  Hearken”,  having not been taught  “how to truly revere”  Yahweh! 
          2.  “The Word of God”  is  not  accurately  taught by their leaders  (so that the devotees remain spiritually blind)! 
35th Reasoning – Peter  “speaks clearly”  so that all people can understand The Topic.    The Topic is:  “About JC”.   
The Topic is absolutely  not  presupposed miraculous events occurring at  'The Close'  of The Gospel Age! 
Peter is to speak about  (1) prophecies  concerning JC  and  (2) fulfilled prophecies  concerning JC! 
This is the whole point of this gathering  (and not to have the emotions of  sef-vanity  titivated)! 
14th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders spinning  “The Topic”  away from JC  unto themselves  in the  
one/same   manner that JC warned us in Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.  about  false christs! 
Acts.  2v14 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  And  
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Acts.  2v14 og (the) Peter  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  eleven, 
Acts.  2v14 og (he) {raised up}/{exulted self}/{poised (lift/take) up}   
Acts.  2v14 og the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (of the) him,   
Acts.  2v14 og also  (he) {enunciated clearly}/{spoke with clarity} (middle voice)  {to them}:   
Acts.  2v14 og (the) Men/Husbands/Fellows  (the) Judeans/Jews  also  
Acts.  2v14 og the (ones = persons)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  (the) Jerusalem   
Acts.  2v14 og (the) all/whole/every (persons),   
Acts.  2v14 og that/this/there/here  {to yourselves}  (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable   
Acts.  2v14 og {let it be}/{let them be}  also  (yourselves) {take in one's ear}/{attentively listen}/hearken   
Acts.  2v14 og the  utterances/topics/narration/words  {of me}/I/me/mine/my. 
Acts.  2v14 And  the  Peter  standing staunch  {united as companions}/{in union}  with  the  eleven  (apostles,  [Matthias replaced Judas]), 

he  raised up  his  disclosure/voice   also  he  personally  {enunciated clearly}/{spoke with clarity}  to them: 
The men  of Judea  also  all  the persons  {housed permanently}/{ persistently dwelling}  (in)  Jerusalem, 
let this be  {well known}/notable  to yourselves, 
also  yourselves  {attentively listen}/hearken  to  my  utterances/narration.  

 

And Peter standing staunch united as companions with the eleven   (apostles,   with Matthias having replaced Judas) 
he raised up his voice also he personally   {enunciated clearly}/{spoke with clarity}  to them:   (= the assembled devout Jews) 
   The men of Judea,  also all persons persistently dwelling  (in)  Jerusalem   (coming to us to hear about what has occurred to JC … ) 
   let this  (of what I am about to state about JC)  be well known to yourselves   
   also yourselves hearken  (= take in and then do it)  to my utterances. 
 

Thus, we have definitely The Jews here,  but I understand many of them to be guests living in Jerusalem for the celebratory feasts and then they would 
return to their home lands and speak in their  “naturally acquired language”.   These devout Jews  (all of them)  specifically came to this location to 
hear Peter speak about what he knew concerning JC,  being of his execution and of his  rumoured resurrection. 
It is interesting that Peter uses the word  “hearken”. 
This word means;  “Absorb everything that is said and then do it with fidelity”. 
It does  not  mean    “Only listen to the things  I’  want to hear,  and ignore the things  I’  do not want to do! 

“The Word of God”  is  not  “a pick and mix shop”! 
Yahweh is judging  all  “Christians”  upon  (1)  taking in everything and  (2) precisely fulfilling what He states through JC and The Apostles. 
Remember what JC said   If you agapao (= edifying love)  me then  you will do what I command of you.  John.14v15, 21,  15v10, etc. 

Notice it is the  “agapao”  which means  “to build up JC”  - which means  “to build up The Word of God”  in The World. 
This is absolutely  not  what most Christian leaders do,  they defame  “God's Word”  and make it look  ridiculous  in a  “sane/reasoning  mind”! 
All as my many commentaries carefully explain by example of quotations given by our leaders of Christendom. 
We must be very astute to carefully analyse everything,  because virtually everything they state is  against  what Yahweh desires for The Eternity. 
Sadly,  they cannot even get  “The Definition”  (as defined by Yahweh)  for  “Love”  correct  -  even though they claim’ to have the monopoly on it! 
“Christians”  are taught by their leaders to  “pick and mix”  within  “The Word of God”  ignoring the warnings given at  Rev.22v18-19. 
And this is what my commentaries expose,  for example my long commentaries of Rev. chapter 2 and 3 exhibit perhaps 50 examples of wholly  “deviant 
(= twisted)  Christian teaching”  given out by our leaders  -  they being spiritually blind to what Yahweh is truly desiring  “for and from”  Mankind! 

As we are to read  –  these specific  “hearkening”  and truly  “devout”  Jews have taken  time out in their lives’  to come to Peter and 
therefore have the  correct  mental attitude to  truly reform  upon what Peter is about to teach them  (likewise Acts.10v24). 

By contrast,  we are soon to read in the next chapters of  other people  -  being the supposed  “devout”  “Leaders of Religion”  who we shall see    
Do  not  have the correct heart condition to truly  “hearken”  to what Peter has to say,  but instead,  use instruments of The State to silence  “The Word 
of God”  being taught to The Public  -  precisely as was done to  “William Tyndale”  and  “Lefevre d'Etaples”  some 1500 years later by our 
professional leaders of  “Religion”! 

What does this tell you about the things  occurring  today  (behind the  public charm’  facade)? 
Always     The same minded people take  the same positions  within “Religion”  generation after generation  -  with  no  change at the top! 

 
24th Comment – Peter dispels their concerns. 
Acts.  2v15 og no/not/none  For  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {specifically yourselves}   
Acts.  2v15 og {to take from below}/{carry upwards}/{take up (continue a discourse/topic)}/assume/receive/suppose   
Acts.  2v15 og these/those (specifically)   (they are) tipsy/sot/drunkard,  
Acts.  2v15 og (it) is  for  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  (the) {third (in time/place/rank)}thirdly/3rd   
Acts.  2v15 og of the  day/{period of time}.   
Acts.  2v15 For not  {specifically yourselves}  in that manner  assume/suppose  these specific  (persons = apostles)  are  drunk/tipsy, 

for  it is  {the portion of time  (hour of the day)}   the third  of the  day. 
 

(Peter continues … ) 
For not yourselves presuppose these people  (= the apostles introducing themselves in other languages)  are drunk, 
for it is  (only)  the third hour of the day   (based upon Jewish time,  then this would be between 20-21 00 hrs  [European time]  in the evening). 
 

Peter is making the point that people would not be heavily drunk at this relatively early point in the evening. 
 
25th Comment – Peter begins with The Prophecy given by The Prophet Joel  speaking about JC. 
Acts.  2v16 og but  that/this/there/here  (it) is  the (prophecy)   
Acts.  2v16 og (the having been) said/uttered/spoken  through (reason of)  of the  prophet  Joel: 
Acts.  2v16 But  that  it is  the  (prophecy)   having been said/uttered  through reason of the  prophet  Joel:  
 

But that it is  (= the beginning of fulfilment of)  the  (prophecy)  having been said through the prophet Joel: 
 

Peter obviously knows his Tanakh  –  having learnt off JC over  many  years  (even  before JC’s ministry,  see my commentary to Matt.4v22). 
JCg would have stated this would occur when he left them  (John.14v26, etc.),  being the assistance of Yahweh operating through His faithful slaves 
personally incrementing forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”  through their own efforts in  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”. 
Obviously,  this is counter to what  worldly Christian leaders would state,  but then,  they are  not  doing what Yahweh demands of them! 
 
26th Comment – Joel speaks in Prophecy  about JC  coming onto The Scene,  and what this will ultimately yield. 
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36th Reasoning – Joel is speaking by prophecy at  two  levels:- 
          1.  The last days of  “The 1st Covenant”  brought about by JC  bringing-in  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
          2.  The Last 2 (metaphoric) Days of The Gospel Age of 2000 years as Yahweh works in it within His 144000 TCs. 
               (Where  “plural”  often means “two”,  and  “The Day of The Lord is as a 1000 years”,  2Pet.3v8). 
20th ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
37th Reasoning – There is Yahweh as “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  being  “The Almighty God”. 
38th Reasoning – There is JCg as “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation),  being The Premier Son of Almighty God 
15th Warning – Peter is absolutely  not  speaking about  “the last days”  yielding The Charismatic worldly Christian Sect! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders spinning  “The Topic”  away from JC  unto themselves  in the  
one/same   manner that JC warned us in Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.  about  false christs! 
Instruction – repeat - The HS is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and, charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Instruction – repeat - It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh used His infinite power to work through His True Representatives. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith” -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
39th Reasoning – Yahweh's Pure Desire shall operate on fleshly people – being  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 
Respective Epochs of Israel”  (First to The Jews and then to The Gentiles,  Rom.1v16, etc.).  Which is always:  To 
increment forward His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  of which these  “Early Adopters”  fulfil. 
16th Warning – Yahweh's Pure Desire does not operate in charismatic congregational members, self-indulging themselves 
This is  not  the type of person Yahweh is seeking to rule The Resurrected World  (= The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire). 
8th Prophecy – The  sons/daughters  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  will speak under divine inspiration.  This will follow 
through into The 2nd Epoch Israel. 
40th Reasoning – Yahweh' will speak through His  “Early Adopters”  for example:  Simeon and Anna  (Luke.2v25-38)  
and  later through His apostles as we are to read in The Epistles. 
17th Warning – Yahweh does  not  speak through charismatic leaders – because they do  not  have His Character!   We 
only need to read through The Bible to see that  non - charismatic/{self-assuming}  people represent Yahweh's Interests. 
9th Prophecy – The young men of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  will be seeing visions  (= The Apostles as we read in The Bible). 
10th Prophecy – The Elders of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  will see visions in dreams  (= John for Revelations). 
Acts.  2v17 og also  (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  in  to the  farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost/last   
Acts.  2v17 og days/{periods of time}  (he) states/exclaims  the  {specific god},  
Acts.  2v17 og (I will) {pour forth}/{gush out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}  off/away/separated/from   
Acts.  2v17 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of me  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  2v17 og (the) all/whole/every  flesh/{carnal/animalistic  minded}   
Acts.  2v17 og also  (they will) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophesy  the  sons  {of yourselves}   
Acts.  2v17 og also  the  daughters  (of yourselves},  also  the  {youths (under forty)}/{young men}  {of yourselves}  
Acts.  2v17 og (the) {(from the) acts of gazing}/{(external) aspects}/{(internal) inspired appearances}/{see visions}  
Acts.  2v17 og (they will) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice),   
Acts.  2v17 og also  the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  {of yourselves}  
Acts.  2v17 og (they will) {(seeing) in spiritual stupors}/{things seen while asleep}/{visions in dreams}/dreamer (mid. voice),   

Old Testament reference located at Joel.3v15. 
Acts.  2v17 Also  it shall be  within the  final/last  days/{periods of time}  states  The  {Specific God}: 

I  will  {pour forth}/{gush out}  off/from  My  spirit/personality/desires/traits over/upon  all   flesh/{animalistic minded}  (people), 
also  your  sons and daughters  will   {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration} 
also  your  {young men}  will  personally  {gaze wide eyed upon}  the  {seeing of visions}, 
also  your  elders of the ecclesia  will personally  {see visions in dreams}, 

 

(Peter continues … ) 
Also  it shall occur  within  the  last/final  days/{periods of time}  states  ‘The Specific God’  (= Yahweh): 
I  will  pour forth  from  My  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (= Yahweh will give out from  “His Desire to make something occur”  … ) 
upon  all  flesh/{animalistic minded}  (people)    (= Yahweh’s  Pure Desire  [=HS]  will be expressed upon Mankind  through compliant slaves … ) 
also  your  sons and daughters   (= people in  later generations  [it absolutely does  not  specifically mean  “young people”])   
will  speak under divine inspiration   (these people are  “The Apostles”  –  heading up the 144000 TCs in later generations of The Gospel Age) 
also  your  young men   (and these Apostles were all under forty years old  [as defined by internationally renowned “StrongsTM” = 3495]) 
will personally  gaze wide eyed upon  the seeing  of visions   (and certainly these apostles did when living with JC,  e.g. Matt.17v3-7, Acts.10v11) 
also  your  elders of the ecclesia  (= The Apostles)   will personally see visions in dreams   (as did John writing his   “Revelations”). 
 

Obviously the above will not be what our Charismatic leaders teach,  –  but then   What do they know?!”  (With regard to what Yahweh desires taught!) 
Why  would they want to teach what I explain The Scriptures  truly mean? 
Where  is their support documentation?   When I,  using The Bible correctly explained,  destroy their unreasoned  'support'! 

They want to teach  “hype”  –  for the worldly returns. 
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I want to teach  “sanity”,  being what Peter was bringing to  “The Proceedings”   within  educated  sane/reasoning  minds. 
Let me state - 
“Yahweh”  is a  “Sane and Rational Thinking Entity”,  and has absolutely  no  intention  to operate in a mysterious and mystical manner. 

He gives us  “The Knowledge and Understanding”  as JC told us at Matt.7v7-8, 13v11-13, John.8v33-36,  etc. [given from memory].   
Yahweh wants us to gain His Mind,  as JC told us,  he is The Exemplar for us to imitate,  to reach Yahweh,  John.14v5-15. 
He  was/is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and we are to gain all this knowledge and carefully reason upon it by assay! 

These citations do  not  yield   “Mystery and Mystique”  (yielding “confusion”, 1Cor.14v33)! 
Sadly,  leaders of “Religion”  portray a  “mysterious and mystical”  frontage  (often of “variance”)  “to fraudulently captivate the minds”  of their 
deluded devotees upon hype so that these  “charlatan Christian leaders”  can  “gain worldly return”  (Matt.7v15)  over a beguiled and thus stupefied 
mind  (contrary to Titus.2v2-8, etc.)! 
This is an utter abomination and detestation to Yahweh,  being the  very opposite  to what He Desires to operate in the minds of His representatives! 
That is why these specific Christian leaders are “Satanic”  to  “Oppose”  (2Cor.11v13-15)  and thus be  “Opposite”  to Yahweh.. 

Yahweh is seeking out 144000  “future world leaders”  for The Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4),  not  “stupefied minds”! 
Surely, we do not want to be ruled by stupefied minds operating upon mystique and hype in The Millennium?! 

We want to be ruled by people like JC  (hence 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 1Pet.2v21, etc.)  who exhibited the  absolutely opposite  “frame of mind”! 
He was  not  a  “fraudster”  (as are  charlatan Christian leaders)  to  “The Word of God”  expressed within him to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
Neither did he have a weak and beguiled mind,  but a mind wholly built upon The Tanakh as  “The Word of God”  expressed by him in words and deed! 
Hence,  any opposition wilted before his expressed knowledge  (Matt.22v46).   We are to be like this  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)! 

Can the reader see where I am going with this? 
It is in exactly the  opposite  direction (= satanic)  to what leaders of Christendom give out to their culled  (in the mind)  devotees! 

It must be clearly understood as far as Yahweh and JC is concerned  “the last days”  represents  “The Gospel Age”  that  closes  Satan’s hold and grip 
upon Mankind of its total of  six days’ (= 6000 years, based upon 2Pet,3v8, Heb.4v3-4) ,  both of its flesh  (= physical death  [hence The Ransom 
Sacrifice])  and of its mind  (= spiritual death [hence “The Word of God”])! 
This is specifically why JC stated what he did at Luke.10v18,  because he could visualise “The 1st Harvest” starting to be gathered over The Gospel Age. 
Inasmuch  “singular heaven”  means  “The Authority over The Earth”,  hence with JC as  “The Physical Manifestation”  of  “The Word of God”  
(“Bread of life” [= deportment]),  replaces  “the worldly authority”  within a hearkening and repentant mind.   This was  “The Reason”  for John the 
Baptist  “preparing The Way”  of  “Repentance”  in our minds ready for JC to enter as  “The Word of God”)  so that Luke.17v21 can occur  locally  
within us as individuals.  When  this does occur within us,  then  we personally become conditioned as  “The Leaders”  for The Millennium having 
precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of our physical life  –  by purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life   (see also my detailed 
commentary at Rev.6v2 that explores both possibilities). 
Thus, we realise that it is  not  what our Charismatic leaders tell us,  being supposedly  “the last days of The Gospel Age”  which has been at least a 100 
years of their fraudulent activity in misrepresenting what Yahweh truly desires – which is  not  to have  “drunken minds”  (appropriate given the context, 
also see Titus.2v2-8, etc.).  Because Paul is quoting for  “his time”  being at  “The Beginning of The Gospel Age”  and thus it is obviously  not  “the last 
days”  as they fraudulent claim, but was a term conveniently used when this practice started,  to  get the scam going’). 
We realise that in Yahweh’s Plan  –  it is  “The Last Days”  of Satan’s tenure  (more later)  expressed through The Apostles specifically speaking about  
themselves  when encountering JC  –  hence  “The Context”  of what Peter is about to teach! 

Can the reader understand this? 
And,  also recognise how  charlatan Christian leaders over the last 100 years have  spun/twisted  everything around,  that would greatly 
impress political  spin doctors’  over  the  hype/froth’  that has been created within the minds of the deluded devotees knowing no better! 

Yet worse is to come,  the deluded devotees are deliberately taught   “NOT  to know better”!   How bad is that!    
Keep them ignorant’  as  farmed corralled cattle’  so they can be milked by the religious leaders  (Matt.7v15). 

Let me make clear an observation within the scriptures. 
“Days”  is given in  “plural”. 

So what?   You may ask! 
The Bible does make things that are plural,  to actually mean  “two”  of something. 
The classic example  (when expressed in prophecy)  is  “time, times and half a time”  (Rev.12v14)  being  1+ 2 + 0.5 = 3.5 years. 
Thus, using this  “prophecy”  referenced upon JC’s ministry  to yield  “The Early Adopters”  (starting with the 12 Apostles),  then we can apply 2Pet.3v8  
(being that we are now speaking in units of  “The Lord’s Day”)  rationalise that it is The Gospel Age of  “2 Day units of The Lord’s Time”. 
Two units of The Lord's Day is  “2000 years” (as a first approximation),  and thus the point of this  (in its context of  “Pentecost”)     

Yahweh is drawing out of The Gospel Age,  of some 2000 years duration,  His 144000 TCs to participate within  “The 1st Harvest”  as  “The 
Waved Wheat”.   These people have personally built their mind upon  “The Word of God”,  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and 
thus be  personally part of this prophecy given by Joel.  Joel is speaking about  what JC was to sow  as  “The Word of God”  (Matt.13v18-23,  
please also see my commentaries of to John. Chapter 11).   All this is further substantiated by Paul at Heb.4v4 and context  (please see all my 
local commentaries). 

Can the reader see how all this knowledge  binds together in holistic exegesis ? 
It is  not  the wishful,  unsubstantiated fragmented imaginations  as promulgated by Charismatic leaders milking  “The Moment”! 

I invite an intelligent response from their leaders to dispute what I claim  –  if they dare!     They need to be exposed by reasoned argument! 
I suggest they read my commentaries of The New Testament  (of some 3,000,000+ words constructed over 50,000+ man hours)  before they try! 
 
11th Prophecy – Yahweh will pour His HS into His male slaves  (eg. John the Baptist)  and female slaves  (e.g. Mary) 
27th Instruction – “Slave”  means just what it says:  “Wholly obedient to what The Master Commands”. 
It does not mean:  “Self-indulge  oneself at The Master's expense  (covered by vain words)!” 
Instruction – repeat - The HS is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has a 
mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Instruction – repeat - It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh used His infinite power to work through His True Representatives. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
Acts.  2v18 og also  (emphasis/qualification)/besides/doubtless/{at least}/yet  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  2v18 og the  (male) slaves/{bond servants}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts.  2v18 og also  over/upon/concerning  the  (female) slaves/{hand-maidens}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts.  2v18 og in  to the  days/{periods of times}  those  
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Acts.  2v18 og (I will) {pour forth}/{gush out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  2v18 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of me,   
Acts.  2v18 og also  (they will) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophesy. 
Acts.  2v18 Also  doubtless/certainly  concerning  My  (= Yahweh’s)   male slaves  also  My female slaves 

within  those  days  I  (Yahweh)  will  {pour forth}/{gush out}  off/from  My  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
also  they  will  speak under divine inspiration. 

 

Also certainly concerning My male slaves  (e.g. John the Baptist)  and My female slaves  (e.g. Mary, JC’s mother)  
             (Note   A  “slave”  is just that  -   A person who  precisely fulfils  “The Desire”  of their Master.   This is  not  what we see in Christendom!) 
within those days   (= during The Gospel Age,  chiefly starting with JC and then The Apostles) 
I  (= Yahweh)  will pour forth from My  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (= Yahweh will give out from  “His Desire to make something occur”) 
also they will speak under divine inspiration   (e.g. Simeon and Anna at Luke.2v25-38,  to further Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation). 
 

I have filled in by parenthesis what Peter means when he speaks in this manner. 
I do this to counter the hogwash spoken by  charlatan Christian leaders bending The Scriptures into a  heathen cesspit’  given only to please animalistic 
minds lusting for  “The Immediacy”  because they are taught to know  no  better  (hence their leaders shall be most severely condemned Luke.12v46-48). 
 
12th Prophecy – “Yahweh shall make  prodigies/omens  within the  heaven/sky”. 
21st ‘Allegory’ – heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators seem 
to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
13th Prophecy – “Yahweh shall make  indication/signs  upon the Earth under  (the heaven/sky)”. 
22nd Allegory – Earth =  the  systems/protocols/procedures  that support Mankind  (as does the physical Earth to Man). 
41st Reasoning – JC's ministry and lifestyle shall shake the heaven (singular)  of Satan's hold of Mankind  (starting with 
“The Early Adopters”)  hence JC's comment at Luke.10v18.  By consequence, the  systems/protocols/procedures  have no 
hold over  “The Early Adopters”  having moulded their mind upon  “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
42nd Reasoning – JC's ransom sacrifice makes possible the 2nd part of our physical life to remove Satan's curse over us. 
23rd Allegory – Power = The Capability to reform an initial recalcitrant mind away from worldly methodology to Yahweh. 
43rd Reasoning – JC as  “The Word of God”  when fully known and understood  (but is absolutely  not  as taught in 
Christendom)  will wholly reform a  repentant/hearkening  mind unto Yahweh's Methodology. 
24th Allegory – Mist = “Uncertainty of Knowledge”  being  “The Clarity of Provenance is not possible”. 
44th Reasoning – “Mist” comprises of water.  “Water” always means “knowledge”,  and “Mist” as a physical state 
means “lack of clarity”.  Thus at the time of JC's ministry there was a lack of clarity in “The Knowledge” in The World 
JC's ministry of  “The Word of God”  will dismiss  “The Fog”  of  “knowledge”  within  “The Early Adopters”  and later 
within The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”  of  “The Resurrected World”. 
25th Allegory – Smoke = “Destruction”  and by extension  “Industry”   (being the burning of fossil fuels). 
45th Reasoning – In this context by extension it becomes the destruction of Satan’s methodology by JC's ministry of  “The 
Word of God”  that yields Yahweh’s Methodology operating within receptive hearkening minds.  This first begins in  “The 
Early Adopters”  and then finishes in  “The Late Adopters”  within The Millennium  (living under “The Early Adopters”). 
Acts.  2v19 og also  (I will) give/bestow/grant  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders   
Acts.  2v19 og in  to the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  upward/{on the top}/above/brim/high/up,   
Acts.  2v19 og also  (the) {indications (ceremonial or supernatural)}/miracles/signs/tokens/wonders  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  2v19 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  downwards/beneath/bottom/down/under,  
Acts.  2v19 og (the) blood  also  (the) lightening/power/energy/fire  also  (the) mist/vapour  (of the) smoke, 
Acts.  2v19 Also  I will  give/bestow  prodigies/omens/wonders  within  the  heaven/sky  above   

also  the  indications/signs/tokens  over/upon  of the  Earth/land  under  
the  blood  also  the  power/energy/fire  also   the  mist/vapour  of the  smoke 

 

Also I  (Yahweh)  will give  prodigies/omens  within the sky above   (= Yahweh  will intervene  within Satan's authority over The Earth). 
                 (= Yahweh will operate  through JC  [in miracles]  to  disturb/disrupt  Satan's authority over The Earth,  hence Luke.10v18) 
also the  indications/signs  upon the  Earth/land  under   (Satan's authority  [as an allegory of the sky]) 
                 (= JC as  “The Word of God ”  being  The Power to cause  reform of  “The Hearkening Mind”  to yield The Apostles) 
                 (“Earth” in prophecy  always means  “systems/protocols/procedures”;  that JC changes which first operated within  “The Early Adopters”) 
the blood   (of JC's Ransom Sacrifice for us to  righteously  have a resurrection)   
also the  power/energy   (of JC's Ministry to  reform The Mind  so that we personally can achieve everlasting life  [provided we imitate JC]) 
also the  mist/vapour   (= the allegory  “covering the Earth”  as does  cloud/{water vapour})    
of the smoke   (the allegory always signifies  “destruction”) 
               (= JC's Ministry to yield the TCs ultimately  causes the described destruction  to Satan's present methodology)   
 

Peter starts his ministry to these attentive,  hearkening individuals by quoting The Prophet Joel  speaking of JC  as  “The Stone”  not cut by human hand,  
which is to bring down world regimes and create The Mountain comprising of 144000 stones over The Gospel Age  (Dan.2v35-45)  ready for The 
Millennium  (to be The New Temple 1Pet.2v5, 1Cor.3v16). 

That is  precisely why  Peter is using this prophecy  to begin his teaching  about what JC was to introduce to The World. 
This  was/is   “The Word of God”  overthrowing Satan's methodology within The Minds of  “The Early Adopters”  (hence Luke.10v18)  through whom 
Yahweh can work great things within The Environment to gain His 144000 TCs elected from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age  
(Matt.20v16, 22v14).  The remainder of the commentary is covered within my parenthesis above.   

“Mist” comprises of two allegories  (1) “Water” being “knowledge” and  (2) its physical state as a “fog”  means “lack of clarity”.   
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Thus the  “composite allegory”  given by  “Mist”  means that there is much  “confusing knowledge”  within The World,  of which JC as  “The Word of 
God”  shall clear “confusion”  first in  “The Early Adopters”  and then finally within  “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium,  very much as similarly 
described in prophecy by Daniel at 2v35 and 45.   
“Smoke”  by allegory, always means  “destruction”  and by extension  ”industry”  (being the destruction’ of fuel  [by burning]  to yield products).   
Thus  “Smoke”  means  “the destruction of Satan’s present methodology”  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2)  that yields what  Mankind  has/uses  through its  
systems/protocols/procedures  and  “The Resultant”  of Industry – which itself yields destruction  (for instance Weapons, War Machines, pollution,  etc.). 

As usual,  it absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us,  -  “obviously”  (based upon their past performance)! 
Perhaps one day in The Millennium this  “Knowledge”  will dawn upon them and  “Personal Reasoning”  shall crush their present methodology! 
It is only  when  we gain the mind of Peter  (being the  one/same  mind as that of JC)  are we  then  able to understand what he is teaching us,  but sadly 
we demonstrably have operating around us,  Christian leaders who at one extreme - 

1.   Fraudulently applying what we read here to  justify’  their  scamming off   millions upon millions  of beguiled devotees  (Gal.3v1)! 
2.   And at the other,  wholly ignoring this verse,  and never teaching what it really means to us living within The Gospel Age! 

With virtually nothing good in between  (except for a  few good  leaders as  “the scum of the earth”  1Cor.4v13,  being  The Last/Least  within society)! 
Can the reader fully understand my wholly righteous anger against these  millions’ of representatives  falsely claiming to represent Yahweh? 
It was this  “righteous anger”  that drives me to write  “FutureLife.Org”  to expose  pandemic  fraudulent teaching and behaviour! 

Being that of  “Excuses” (we are only human)   and  supposed “Love” (sadly of Eros and  not  Agapao)  distorted to mean  “all things to all men”! 
The sermons and prayers I hear  lack any form of precision  to what Yahweh desires to hear,  –  but bent,  only given  to please the ears of man! 

I write in absolute frustration to what I hear transmitted to The World today,  given  by fraudsters  in their  'millions'  defrauding billions! 
 
14th Prophecy – Two-part  prophecy regarding “Sun”:- 

1.  Sun will become darkened (for 3 hours)  at JC’s murder by  “The Religious Leaders”. 
2.  Sun  (as Yahweh)  will become a 1/3 covered  (at the end of The Gospel Age)  by Christendom covering 1/3 of  
     the World  (see my commentaries at Rev.8v12). 

26th Allegory – Sun = physically gives life on this planet,  and by metaphoric extension represents Yahweh giving “Life”. 
27th Allegory – darkened =  unable to clearly see how to correctly deport ourselves. 
“People operating in darkness” are persons who like to hide their private life from public scrutiny. 
15th Prophecy – Two-part  prophecy regarding “moon”:- 

1.  Moon becomes blood  (= JC’s physical ransom sacrifice)  a murder committed by religious leaders. 
2.  Moon will become 1/3 covered  (at the end of The Gospel Age)  by Christendom murdering what JC really did 
     for us  -  being a  “New Jesus”  taught  (2Cor.11v4)  that  ‘excuses an unrepentant mind’  (Jude.v4). 

28th Allegory – Moon = Reflects the light of The Sun,  and by metaphoric extension represents JC as “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
16th Prophecy – All the above will occur before  The Day  (Millennium)  of  The  Lord/Master  (= JCg [Rev.19v16]). 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
46th Reasoning – The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
29th Allegory – Day/{period of Time} = predominantly this means  “The Millennium”  (being for 99.9+ % of humans)  
based upon the explanation given at 2Pet.3v8 in context.  However, by extension it means  “period of Time”  being The 
Gospel Age for “The Early Adopters”  becoming the 144000 TCs elected by Yahweh for Sonship at “The 1st Resurrection” 
Where,  JC as  “The Word of God”,  rules their mind to become  “The Kingdom of God within them”  (Luke.17v21). 
30th Allegory – Great = As  “The Differentiator”  from a  “normal day”  and thus points directly to  “The Millennium”  
where JCg is  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  that  “was made for  (to purify)  Mankind”  Mark.2v27-28. 
47th Reasoning – Thus Joel’s two-part prophecy being  “The Physical”  to yield  “The Spiritual”  was directed to  “The 
Prime/Chief  Agent”  of Mankind’s Redemption,  being that of  “JC,  becoming JCg again”  to take his rightful position. 
The  humble/contrite  Sacrificial Lamb  (not complaining)  becoming  “The Lord of lords and The King of kings”  
Acts.  2v20 og the  {light ray}/sun  (it will be) {turned across}/transmuted/turned/corrupted/perverted/converted   
Acts.  2v20 og into/unto  (the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness   
Acts.  2v20 og also  the  {brilliancy/attractiveness}/{the moon}  into/unto  (the) blood,   
Acts.  2v20 og prior/sooner/before  or/than/either/rather  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  the  day/{period of time}   
Acts.  2v20 og (of the) lord/master  the  big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  also  (the) conspicuous/memorable/notable. 
Acts.  2v20 The  sun  will be  {turned across}/transmuted/converted  unto  the darkness/shadiness 

also  the  moon  unto  blood 
prior/before  than  to  appear/come   the  day/{period of time}   of the  lord/master  
also  the  big/mighty/great   conspicuous/memorable/notable. 

 

The sun will be converted into darkness   (please see my commentary) 
also the moon unto blood   (please see my commentary) 
before The Great also The Notable Day of The Lord/Master  (is)  then to come.  (please see my commentary) 
 

As with many prophecies given in The Old Testament  (as I clearly show in my commentaries)  this verse has a  two part  fulfilment  to demonstrate the 
two layers  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  wholly unknown  by our leaders of “Religion”.  Wholly unknown to them,  
because they  demonstrably  do not  represent His Interests upon this planet  (2Cor.11v13-15),  but solely their  own  interests  (hence exhibiting  
“worldly methodology”  Rom.1v16-32) 
Here the prophet Joel gave this prophecy to specifically teach us about  what JC was to do for us  -  and Peter understood exactly what Joel prophesied.  
This is precisely why Peter started to answer  “The Questions about JC”  from these hearkening people  by quoting The Scriptures  to explain  how  
prophecies  were fulfilled by JC   (and  absolutely  not  fraudulent activity by supposed charismatics of the last some 100 years of The Gospel Age)! 
These hearkening people heard that JC was murdered, also he was supposedly “awakened/roused” (mentally)  and  “risen/resurrected”  (physically)  
and Peter was specifically answering their questions by Joel's prophecy to underwrite Yahweh’s Omnipotent Hand within these matters. 
However,  Peter only recognised  “The 1st Level”  as described below - 
First level  of The Prophecy by Joel:- 
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At JC’s Death  The Sun  would be covered for 3 hours  (Luke.23v44)  of which many of these hearkening people would have heard by rumour 
occurred just before  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (noting Mark.2v27-28.  Where JC as  “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”  covers The 
Millennium,  thereby enabling humans to become purified – because  “The Sabbath  [The Millennium]  was made for  [to purify]  men”). 
At JC’s Death  The Moon  (always represents “JC” in prophecy as “The Reflection of Yahweh’s Majesty”) “became as blood” inasmuch JC 
became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to righteously enable Yahweh to resurrect us into The Millennium as pictorially described in Eze.37v1-20. 
These things had to occur to enable JC to become  “The Means”  for us to enter the 2nd part of our now  [after JC’s actions]  “2 part life”  (2 
part spiritual and 2 part physical).  JC proved himself perfect and thus righteously established himself to be The Lord of what will become 
“His (Sabbath) Day”  of  “The Millennium”  (2Pet.3v8)  to bring salvation to all people within Mankind who ultimately reform to precisely 
imitate him in The Millennium.   

This is all yet to come for the vast majority of Mankind  (99.99+%)  existing throughout  “The 6000 Years of Mankind”  (being  “The Super Humanoid 
Species”,  that  “thinks and reasons like God”,  Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35,  unlike  the humanoid framed  animal’  living for some 100,000 years 
beforehand,  I explain all this elsewhere).    However,  there are  “The Early Adopters”  during this 6000 year time who prove themselves worthy by 
imbuing  “The Word of God”  and wholly reforming their mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Heb.11v38-40)  before JC’s 1st Advent.   And secondly,  the 
144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  after  JC’s 1st Advent,  who  personally make possible  JCg’s 2nd Advent  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
It is by this means they together,  become  “The Prophesied Required Trigger Threshold”  to enable Yahweh  (Matt.20v23 and hence 24v36)  to 
righteously instruct JCg to  move-in  and remove Satan  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3)  and start The Millennium  -  being   “The Lord’s Great  
[Sabbath/Millennial]  Day”  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, Heb.4v1-10, John.19v31, 20v1, etc.).  Apologies for the long sentence,  –  but it is all conditional. 
Second level  of The Prophecy by Joel:- 

Almost  at the close  of The Gospel Age  (we are there  now  [within a few decades]  because it  will  occur  before  the 21st Century closes)    
The Sun  (representing Yahweh as  “The Giver of Life”)  would have a third covered  (Rev.8v12)  which,  as I very carefully explain within 
my commentaries,  the whole  of Revelations Chapter 8 is specifically,  and  only  written about  “The Christian Nation”  covering The Planet 
by being about a 1/3 of all Mankind at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”.  And thus,  as we presently witness over the whole world   
Christendom  through its leaders  blackens  Yahweh’s Name”  (and the devotees knowing no better)  wholly misrepresent  “His  Character 
and Authority”  to the rest of The World  (being the 2/3 of Mankind wanting to be in the light of The Sun  [but not knowing how,  because of 
the shenanigans committed by  worldly  Christian leaders]).   
The Moon  (always represents JC in prophecy)  is likewise third part covered  (Rev.8v12)  for exactly the same reason as described above for 
The Sun.  Christendom claims to represent JC’s Name,  but in  no manner  does it represent  “his  Character and Authority” (1Pet.2v18-24). 
And thus, by consequence,  its members  “murder JC”  (just as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel” Acts.2v36, 3v13-15, 4v10, 13v27-28, etc.),  being 
what his  “character and authority”  should mean by operating within us  (because most generally we remain  “worldly”  within,  behind an 
external shell of a supposed  name’  of JC)! 

Thus, we are to understand,  Yahweh was speaking through Joel to  give by warning  of what must occur within The Environment at  key pivotal moments  
in Mankind’s history where  JC makes  significant incremental changes  within The Environment. 
Ultimately,  it becomes  “The Millennium”  (never taught by our worldly Christian Leaders  [because they do  not  believe what The Bible tells them])  
that becomes  “The Specific Great Day of The Lord”.  Where  “a day of The Lord is as a 1000 years”  (said twice in the same verse so that we cannot 
claim to be ignorant  -  and yet our  worldly Christian leaders  must be ignorant  [actually “agnoeo”]).  It is during this period that JC becomes  “The 
Lord of The Sabbath”  Day  (being The Day of Yahweh’s Rest Heb.4v4+)  and where  “The Sabbath (= The Millennium)  was made for Mankind”  to 
purify Mankind  (Mark.23v27-28). 
As I state to  ad-nausea,  we will  never  be taught this by the leaders of Christendom,  because it is  not  in their worldly focussed interests to do so! 
In fact,  our Christian Scholars foolishly and errantly claim  

These words have no significance,  –  and that JC got things mixed up  (reference to a suite of TV programs called  “Bible Secrets”)! 
They are so very  “worldly wise”  and yet so very  “Godly ignorant”.  This is precisely what The Bible tells us they will be like this  –  being the very 
thing they purport to know everything about  (thereby supposedly qualifying them  to rule in seminaries’, Matt.23v15),  when The Thing they purport to 
know,  much of it is  actually speaking in condemnation about  “THEM”! 
But they are so  “stiff-necked”  as to choose  “ignorance”,  because  “to recognise The Knowledge in The Bible”  is  too personally painful! 

But  if  and when  they  start teaching correctly,  then  we  will know their attitude to Yahweh has changed! 
 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
17th Prophecy – If any person may personally call upon  The  Name/Character/Authority  of  The  Lord/Master  then  
he/she  shall be  healed/saved/preserved. 
27th Comment – What does this really mean? 
48th Reasoning – Any person can call upon the  “name”  of someone  -  and quite likely  “he/she  will be ignored”! 

Because quite simply  he/she  does not know how to ask correctly  (James.4v3-5)! 
However, once we have  “The Character”  and start behaving with  “The Authority”  of   “The  Lord/Master”  then  The  
Lord/Master  will be most interested in positively responding to our call for assistance -  to yield healing and salvation! 
18th Warning – Ignore what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders supposedly teach about “Jesus”,  
because they ignore  “The Original Jesus”  and  only  speak of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  with a  different  
“Character and Authority”  to “The Original Jesus”  of  “1st Century Christianity”.  Thus  “The Original Jesus”  being  
“The Real Jesus”  will ignore us because we do  not  ask for  healing/salvation  in his  character or authority! 
49th Reasoning – Why do  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders only speak of a  “New Jesus”? 
Because quite simply they cannot make  money/leverage  from  “The Original Jesus”  out of their devotees! 
50th Reasoning – The Crux behind this is that Salvation is  Guaranteed  to  “The Early Adopters”  and is only  
“Conditional”  to  “The Resurrected World”  consisting of about 99.9+ % of The World during Satan's tenure over 6000 
years,  provided they learn to take upon themselves JC's  “character and authority”  during The Millennium!   Which for 
most Christians will mean  unlearning  what they had been taught by word and deed through their professional religious 
leaders during The Gospel Age  (being a  “Gospel of Excuses”  Jude.v4)! 
Acts.  2v21 og also  (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  (the) all/whole/every (person)  who/what/which/that  wish/suppose   
Acts.  2v21 og (he/she may)  entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} (middle voice)  the  name/character/authority   
Acts.  2v21 og (of the) lord/master  (he/she will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved. 
Acts.  2v21 also  it  shall be  every person  who  wish/suppose   may  personally  call upon  

The  name/character/authority  of the  Lord/Master   
he/she  will be  delivered/saved/protected/healed/preserved. 

 

also it shall come to pass every person who wishes   (= a completely free choice,  we are not cajoled into doing this,  Yahweh wants  a free mind) 
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may personally call upon   (and thus it is completely a “personal activity” - no other person  [or any other entity]  can do it for us,  it is internal … ) 
The  Name/Character/Authority  of The  Lord/Master   (“Master”  means  “his methodology  wholly controls  the way we think and operate”) 
              (Name/Character/Authority  =  means just that  -  we must learn of The Character,  before we gain Authority and then finally acquire The Name) 
             (Christian leaders find it easy only to do  “The Last Bit”  first,  and wholly ignore the Character,  and thus have no Authority  [Mark.1v22]!) 
he/she  (who precisely imitates JC)  will be  delivered/saved/persevered  (into the eternity). 
 

I would like to go through an illustration to explain what this verse really means,  and then expand upon it afterwards. 
In medieval times in England  “The Lord over his serfs”  built a Castle for his name and home,  and the serfs would fund it.  It became their insurance 
policy against an invading enemy.  When the enemy came,  the serfs would be allowed in –  because during normal times they took upon themselves the 
name,  character and authority  of whom they represented,  and for that reason during external  (physical) attack,  The Lord shall allow them safety in 
his name and castle that they had given succour during normal times.  Why?  Because The Lord (and his representatives)  recognised the specific 
individuals'  name,  character and authority  having been matched to that of The Lord.  They were trusted and were not possible infiltrators of a different 
mind  (2Sam.1v2-15). 

The point of this illustration is of    How  “Christians”  should behave today. 
During The Good Times,  Christians should be working at imbuing  all  “The Knowledge”  from The Bible,  and having a deportment of metaphorically 
building  'The Name and Castle'  for  The Lord/Master  during our lifetime as  an unpaid duty  (Luke.17v7-10),  so that during  “The Bad Times”  
Yahweh through JC allows us  “deliverance”  to be  “saved”  from external  (spiritual)  attack. 
The problem with  “Christians”  is that during  “The Good Times”  they reject learning The Bible  (and by consequence do not take upon themselves the 
character and authority)  and then irrationally expect  (egged-on  by their religious leaders)  to demand  “unconditional”  deliverance and salvation! 

Now what I am explaining here is  completely opposite  to what  worldly Christian leaders naturally teach,  because sadly,  they do  not  
righteously  understand what JC  precisely did for us. 

I explain all this in my detailed dissertation entitled  “What is the difference between being Saved and Everlasting Life” 
Yes – JC did unconditionally save us from  “The 1st Death”,  but whether we are saved from  “The 2nd Death” (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  is entirely 
dependent  upon ourselves as individuals! 

Our professional  worldly Christian leaders teach absolutely  none  of this  (but  'the opposite')  because - 
1. They do not understand  (actually “choose not to understand”  [agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50])  the word   “Righteousness”  and - 
2. If they taught it,  then they would have a mass exodus of  paying  clientele  (funding the leaders’ nests)! 

This is precisely  why  we need The Millennium  (and hence Luke.20v16)! 
But I explain all this elsewhere,  many,  many times over and will not repeat it all here else these commentaries become so long! 

What we must understand is that to be  “eternally saved”,  means that we must gain  “Real Faith”  as again,  I explain in many,  many places;  and 
moreover,  we must throw away  “blind faith”  (which is the  only  faith’  that operates within  “Religion”).    
“Real Faith”  is the simple equation - 

“Real faith”  =  “Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity” 
And with any one or more terms missing on the  right-hand side will  only  yield  “blind faith”. 

Again,  this is  never  taught in “Religion”  because everything the leaders give is based upon unsubstantiated and unreasoned  “hearsay”! 
Of which the supposed  evidence’  would immediately be thrown out of a  “Court of Law” or laughed at,  within  “The Science Community”! 

Yahweh is not like that,  nor gives that type of evidence  -  and He should  never  be contaminated by  “Religion”  or its myths! 
Again,  I am trying to get The Reader to  think as an individual,  and utterly reject  The Nonsense  exegesis’  given by leaders of “Religion”  (Rev.18v4). 
So,  regarding this verse - 

Is it what our leaders of Christendom teach us by both word and deed? 
 “No!” –  “It is absolutely  not  what our leaders of Christendom teach by both word and deed!” 
And their devotees trot along behind them  -  bereft of any knowledge on how to   “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”! 

I only write like this  –  not to scold,  but only to  “wake up our thought processes”  -  to  jump-start  our mind into  personal action! 
This is precisely how Paul wrote in some of his epistles  to shake the mind’ and galvanise into action  the sleepy Christians’  to become like him! 

Yahweh wants His 144000 TCs  -  and that can  only  come from  “personal effort to precisely imitate JC”! 
If we do not action this,  then it  only delays  “The Onset of The Millennium”  because Yahweh must  wait longer  for 144000 TCs! 

So, what does this last quotation from Joel,  used by Peter to start his teaching about JC to these hearkening people,  really mean? 
I have pretty much answered the question in the immediate few lines before the posed question! 
Quite simply - 

When  “we precisely imitate JC”,  then  “we shall be preserved for an eternity”! 
Only  “The 144000 Early Adopters”  do this in the 1st part of their physical life during The Gospel Age and are thus resurrected unto  guaranteed  
everlasting life as future sons of God in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (Rev.20v6, etc.).   Everyone else will need to prove themselves in the 2nd part 
of their physical life during The Millennium in perfected DNA fleshly bodies given in trust.  This is  precisely what  The Bible tells us  (1Cor.15v35-55). 

It is  never  taught by our professional leaders of “Religion”  because they do  not  (want to)  believe what The Bible  tells them! 
It is all about  “The Mind” –  and this is what  “The Word of God”  is to reform  -  for our everlasting salvation! 

 
2nd Fulfilled Prophecy – Peter gave The Prophecy by Joel and showed it was fulfilled by JC (and later by “The Apostles”) 
Warning – repeat - Peter is  not  speaking about  “the last days”  yielding The Charismatic worldly Christian Sect! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders spinning  “The Topic”  away from JC  unto themselves  in the  
one/same   manner that JC warned us in Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.  about  false christs! 
Warning – repeat - Yahweh's Desire does  not  operate in charismatic congregational members, self-indulging themselves 
This is  not  the type of person Yahweh is seeking to rule The Resurrected World  (= The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire). 
28th Instruction – JC demonstrated  “genuine miracles”  and  not  fake illusions as is done today by  charlatan Christian 
leaders  and/or  be using stooges as stage props to scam off their audiences having come for “entertainment”  to please an  
animalistic/carnal  mind for  “The Immediacy”  (rather than for  “The Long Term Gain for Humanity”)! 
51st Reasoning – JC demonstrated by  “the nearness”  of The Millennium in what he taught and physically showed,  where 
we shall be both spiritually and physically healed in The Millennium  (during the 2nd part of our physical life). 
29th Instruction – Peter affirms to these people:  “Yes -  this is what you saw  -  confirmation of prophecy given by Joel!”    
And you know this,  this is why you have come to us to ask what has happened to JC,  which I shall now explain! 
Acts.  2v22 og (the) Men/Husbands/Fellows  (the) Israelites,  
Acts.  2v22 og (you) hear/listen/understand/respond  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  these,   
Acts.  2v22 og Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}  the  Nazarene   (the) man  off/away/separated/from  of the  God  
Acts.  2v22 og (the having been) {shown off}/exhibited/demonstrated/accredited/approved/{set forth}  into/unto   
Acts.  2v22 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Acts.  2v22 og also  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders  also  (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders,    
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Acts.  2v22 og {of whom/which}  (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  through (reason of)   
Acts.  2v22 og (of the) him  the  {specific god}  in  (to the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of yourselves}   
Acts.  2v22 og just/as/that/how/when  also  they  (yourselves) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive. 
Acts.  2v22 Men,  the Israelites,   you  hear/listen/understand  (to)  these  words/sayings/topics/reasoning, 

Jesus  the  Nazarene  the man  off/from  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
the having been  exhibited/shown/demonstrated   into/unto  specifically yourselves  
the  mighty work  also  the  prodigies/omens/wonders  also  the  indications/signs/tokens 
of which  He  (= Yahweh)   did/produced /performed  through reason of  him  (= JC)  
in  the  middle/midst/amongst  of yourselves  just/as  also  yourselves   know/understand/see. 

 

Men,  the Israelites,  you  hear/listen  (to)  these  words/sayings/reasonings   (as prophesied by Joel  about JC's  ministry/lifestyle) 
              (These words have absolutely nothing to do with the fraudulent behaviour of the  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders) 
Jesus the Nazarene the man  off/from  of the God  (= Yahweh) 
(Jesus)  the having been  exhibited/demonstrated  unto specifically yourselves   (as yourselves witnessed in Israel for 3.5 years) 
the mighty work   (to reform The Mind of hearkening recipients,  being ideally  “us”) 
also the  prodigies/omens   (= JC's abilities  lifestyle/deportment  as a demonstrable example  for us to imitate)  
also the  indications/signs   (= JC showing what The Millennium will be like  –  no physical  disease/deformities  etc.) 
of which He  (= Yahweh)  did/performed  through reason of him   (= JC  teaching us  “How to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire”) 
in the  middle/amongst  of yourselves just as yourselves  know/understand/see  (during his ministry). 
 

Peter is now explaining The Prophecy Joel  gave about JC. 
As the reader can realise  -  this has absolutely  nothing  to do with the twisted words taught by  charlatan Christian leaders  (of the charismatic and 
some of the evangelical fringe)  to vainly give some presumed credence to their  fraudulent  teaching  (of half-truths)  and  (excused)  behaviour! 

Joel is giving prophecy  about JC  (in answer to his audience’s questioning)  coming and bringing reform to our life,  both physically and 
more importantly,  mentally,  because  if  we (collectively)  get our mind correct  then  the perfect society shall follow! 

Following on from this perfect example shall come  “The 144000 Early Adopters”  who  only  Yahweh chooses  (Matt.20v23)  over an approx. 2000 year 
Gospel Age  to become  “The New World Leaders”  upon their  awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
Paul now states to The Devout,  International Jews  (asking about JC’s murder and rumoured resurrection) - 

You know JC did this,  right in front of yourselves  to fulfil this prophecy! 
As the reader can now appreciate, thas absolutely nothing to do with what Charismatic and some Evangelical leaders falsely claim today! 
 
30th Instruction – Peter makes  “The Statement”  in answer to their question:  “What has happened to JC?” 
It was pre-planned by Yahweh that JC would freely offer himself to The Unlawful Hand of The Jews (= religious leaders). 
Collectively  “The Jews”  have been assigned as having murdered JC. 
31st Allegory – “Unlawful hand”  =  the works done,  of which cannot be righteously justified. 
19th Warning – This does not let The Leaders of Christendom  'off the hook'  because they wholesale murder  “The Word 
of God”  in their teaching and are thus  doubly worse  than The Jews!   Why?   Because  (1) they have The Example of The 
Jews showing what not to do,  and  (2) they profess to represent Jesus,  and yet it is a  different “Jesus”  they really 
represent!   That is true hypocrisy on a grand scale  (hence Luke.12v46-48 and 20v16, etc.)! 
Acts.  2v23 og (of the) this (specific)   (person = JC) 
Acts.  2v23 og to the  {to mark (out or) bound}/’horizon’/{to appoint/decree/specify}/declaration/determine/limit/ordain  
Acts.  2v23 og (to the) volition/advice/purpose/counsel  also  (to the) forethought/foreknowledge  of the  God  
Acts.  2v23 og (the) {given out/over}/{surrendered up}/{delivered over},  
Acts.  2v23 og (the having been) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received (plural)  through (reason of)  
Acts.  2v23 og (of the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (the) lawlessly/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawfully  
Acts.  2v23 og (the having been) {towards to fix/peg}/fastened/impaled  
Acts.  2v23 og (yourselves) {took up again}/adopted/{took away (violently) abolish/murder}/slayed. 
Acts.  2v23 of this  (man = JC)   the  {given/delivered over}/{surrendered up}           (for the sake of Mankind's ultimate salvation) 

to the  appointment/declaration/determination/limit  to the  advice/purpose/will   
also  to the  forethought/foreknowledge  of the  God   (= Yahweh) 
yourselves   the having  {got hold of}/{took up}  through  the  unlawful/{without reason}   hand   
the having  fastened/impaled  (him),   (yourselves)  {violently took away}/murdered/slayed  (this man JC) 

 

of this man  (Jesus)  surrendered up  (himself)    (for the sake of those people who ultimately reform over their 2 part life) 
(all done)  in the  appointment/requirement  to the  advice/purpose   (= to become  “The Righteous Means”  for  “Salvation to occur”) 
               (thereby enabling Yahweh to  righteously  use His infinite capability to bring forth a resurrection for us,  “Humans”) 
also  to the  forethought/{previously planned}  of the  God   (= Yahweh had already planned this necessity with JCg,  They both agreed to it) 
yourselves  (as Jews, having God's Word – and rejected it)  having got hold of  (him)   (and)  through the  unlawful/{without reason}  hand  
the having  fastened/impaled  (him on a wooden post),   (yourselves)  {violently took away}/murdered  (this man JC). 
 

What an announcement of  “The Facts”  to this audience  -  Peter is stating   You Jews murdered this man   Jesus! 
This man who fulfilled prophecy by doing the most wonderful things  -  you murdered! 

But this was  pre-planned  by Yahweh,  having discussed this eventuality with JCg  before  Mankind was created  (as Adam/Eve). 
Yahweh knew how leaders of “Religion”  would behave with  “The True Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and warned JC that this would be the only route 
for  “The Remnants of JCg's Creation”  (being The 3 Remnants out of The 3 Epochs of Israel,  Isa10v20-22)  to exist within a perfect society into The 
Culmination  (after The Millennium). 

And what is different today,  when we analyse  the nation(s)  of Christendom  (behind its hypocritical face of “love”)? 
Most importantly - 

It must be absolutely recognised that generally  “The Populace want JC”  as  “The Word of God”,  it was  not  they who murdered him! 
Likewise,  here as we are to discover,  these people as devout Jews did not want to murder JC as  “The Word of God”. 
Likewise,  today,  The General Populace does not want to murder JC as  “The Word of God”. 

As we are to read in the next few chapters of Acts,  it was  “The Leaders of Religion”  (behind their sweet smile)  who want to murder JC as  “The Word 
of God”.   This was done  “under the cover of darkness”  (both physically and metaphorically,  mentally/[= spiritually])  -  “Because they were afraid of 
the public's reaction”  if done openly  (Matt.21v46, Mark.12v12, Luke.20v19, 22v2, etc.).  It had to be performed surgically and quickly  before The 
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Public could organise a revolt against  “The Leaders of Religion”  (which is effectively what JC's ministry was establishing  [for The Mind/[= 
spiritually]],  which they recognised at John.11v47-53). 

Again today,  it is  “The Leaders of Religion”  who murder JC as  “The Word of God”  -  because    'He cramps their style'! 
It is  “The Hypocrisy”  (Luke.12v1)  behind  “The Facade of Love”  that murders  “The Word of God”  (within the Mind),  where  “Agapao”  is  never  
explained.  Because  “agapao”  is never explained  (and effectively written-out of worldly bibles)  means people can read whatever they like into it,  -  
and they  “do  read  whatever they like”  into the word  “love”  (being “Eros”,  not sexually,  but actually  “indulging The Self”  in all its forms)! 

JC explains all this in The Four Gospels,  faithfully reproduced by The Scribes  (Matt. chapter 23 is a good place to start). 
And likewise,  our  'intellectual'  Christian Scholars try to murder JC as  “The Word of God”  by ridiculously stating that the scribes did not write the 
Gospels!  -  But what do these  worldly scholars know?   Only what interests them,  being  “the machinations of man”  and not  “The Word of God”! 
They do  not want to believe  in  “The Almighty God”  which by definition means that He will  ensure  throughout  “Time”  that His Word  is  
maintained at  “The Important Parts”  and shows  “the weakness of Man”  at the  unimportant parts  (being the Copyists' Additions” of fabrication)!   
They just cannot get their mind around that Truism,  because they do not want to!   They want to maintain their status over Man,  and not subject 
themselves to Yahweh  –  this is what  “academia”  does to many people! 

Enough of my rant to expose the  dangerous nonsense  fabricated by the representatives of Man's  'wisdom'! 
My point is this   “Birds of a feather, flock together”  generation after generation  -  it seems they just cannot help themselves! 
It is their driving methodology that takes them to these places physically and mentally,  they do not have the correct repentant mindset to become  “The 
Early Adopters”  now,  and thus they  personally prove themselves  NOT  to be worthy  Leaders of The Millennium  -  their mind is just  “not correct”  
(1Sam.16v7,  noting specifically of its context).   This is  “The Thrust”  of what JC was teaching us in The Gospels,  but obviously this will be hidden by 
our  “Leaders of Religion”  (practicing Rev.22v18-19)  because it becomes  an indictment against themselves  (Matt.21v42-44, etc. for almost infinitum). 
 
7th Good News – Because JC was  “unlawfully murdered”  (he had not failed “The Law of Moses”)  then Yahweh was 
“righteously forced”  to resurrect JC. 
8th Good News – Moreover,  because JC was  “unlawfully murdered”  then he is able to offer a free pass to every human 
having lived on this planet for the last some 6000 years   (1John.2v2)  a 2 part physical life to balance The Sin of which we 
have all done at some point in our life  (Rom.3v23). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
52nd Reasoning – Importantly because JC was baptised, hence the cryptic comment at Matt.3v15,  then JC had no need to 
return in a fleshly body because he had spiritually cast that away at his baptism,  then Yahweh was freely able to resurrect 
him into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55)  as that which JC inhabited  before  his fleshly existence. 
53rd Reasoning – JC is able to righteously cover each person at an individual level in The Midst of Yahweh Decree on Sin 
by stating:  I have  volunteered my existence  to cover  “by balance”  this individual person's sinful  past  (not future)  and 
thus You,  Yahweh,  can  righteously  resurrect  him/her  based upon what I did.   Then JCg can effectively move to the 
next person and state the same thing to Yahweh,  this can be repeated some  '18'  billion times as required  (to cover  all  
humans over the last some 6000 years  [but he  cannot  “righteously cover”  charlatan Christian leaders]). 
31st Instruction – JCg was resurrected from out of a fleshly body to be:-  

The  (1) First,  (2) Chief,  (3) Only  Begotten Son of God  within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
54th Reasoning – JC resurrected by Yahweh to become JCg is named:- 

(1) The First of a future 144000 sons of God  (to occur at “The 1st Resurrection”). 
(2) The Chief over the future 144000 sons of God  (being The Bridegroom to his bride, Rev.21v2, 9, etc.). 
(3) The Only son of God  (at the time of writing The Epistles)  from a  fleshly to celestial  physical body. 

All the above being specifically what  “The Invitation”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  gives to us  'accepting the offer'! 
Acts.  2v24 og whom/which/that  the  {specific god}  (he/it) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}  
Acts.  2v24 og (the having) loosened/{broken-up}/dissolved/{put-off}/unwrapped/undone   
Acts.  2v24 og the  pangs/throes/pains/sorrows/travails  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality,  
Acts.  2v24 og {according to which certain thing}/{as far}/inasmuch/{according, forasmuch}/because   
Acts.  2v24 og no/not/none  (it) was  powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  
Acts.  2v24 og (to be) {using strength to seize/retain/obtain}  (the) him  under/through/inferior/below/by  his/it. 
Acts.  2v24 Whom  The  'Specific God'  (he)  {stood up}/arose  the having  loosened/{broken up}/dissolved/undone 

the  pangs/pains/sorrows/travails  of the  death/fatality, 
{according to which certain things}/inasmuch  not  it was  powerful/capable/mighty  
to be  {using strength to seize/retain}  him   under it. 

 

Whom  (= JCg)  The Specific God  (= Yahweh)  {stood up}/arose  (= resurrected) 
the having  loosened/{broken up}  the  pangs/sorrows  of the  death/fatality  (of which  “The Curse of Satan”  brings to Mankind) 
inasmuch it  (= “death”  sourced by Satan)  was not  powerful/capable  to be using strength to retain him  (= JC)  under it  (= death). 
 

We must ask ourselves     
Was Yahweh infinitely powerful to resurrect JC from death  (as The First-fruit “Barley”)  as we are told here? 

Actually,  the real answer is    Yes  and No! 
Yes!  –  Because Yahweh is  infinitely able and capable  to raise  any  person/entity  from  “Death”. 

But - 
No!  –  Because Yahweh is  wholly “Righteous”  and therefore  freely chooses to operate to  The Law that He Perfectly Defines. 

Why?  
To ensure The Universe  operates to known and established standards -  and Yahweh  sets  “The Standard”  to achieve  “Perfection”,  and 
freely chooses to  “Personally abide by The Laws”  that He establishes into The Universe  to  become  “The Standard”  (so that we feel 
secure knowing that  “The One Law for us”  is  “The  One/Same  Law for Yahweh”).    

Yahweh thus proves Himself  perfect and righteous  to His  own Law. 
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Yahweh demonstrably proves Himself  not  to be a hypocrite  (unlike  most  members of Mankind,  especially  “Religious People”)! 
Therefore, we must ask - 

What does all this really mean? 
The point of all this operates at  two  levels - 
Level 1.  JC as The Example. 

JC proved himself  “Righteous”,  thereby allowing Yahweh to righteously resurrect JC as JCg to become  “First/Chief/Only  Begotten”  Son 
of God being resurrected from   a  fleshly  body unto a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  being what The Bible  really means  on this 
subject.  It absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders state about  “Begotten”  with regard to JC  (please see my 
commentary at Rev.1v5) 

Yahweh set  “The Required Standard”  to yield a perfected society  -  being our  physical  intercourse with our neighbour. 
The (Physical) Required Standard was given to  “The First Israelite Nation”  by Moses under  “The First Covenant”  in The Laws of Moses. 
No human  (whose mind operates upon worldly methodology = “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”)  can pass this  “Law given by Moses”,  
we  all  fail  (Rom.3v23)  and hence  “righteously deserve”  “Death = Annihilation”. 

But JC proved himself  “Righteous”  to these  “Laws of Moses”  and did  not  “righteously deserve”  “Death = Annihilation”. 
Therefore, we should ask - 

How was JC able to  pass  “The Laws of Moses”  and the members of Mankind were  not  able to pass? 
The answer is so very simple - 

It is in The Mind,  because The Body giving  “works”  (in our social intercourse)  follows The Mind.   
JC's Mind operated upon  “Yahweh's Methodology  =  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
Because of this,  JC only produced works that   “edified his neighbour (= us) to his hurt”  and by virtue of this,  JC passed The Law of Moses. 

JC continued in this manner until his existence was terminated by  “Leaders of Religion”  (because they  resented  God's Word).   
Thus, JC proved himself perfect to  “The Law on Works”  and thus Yahweh was righteously able to resurrect JC  –   else JC would have been  
“righteously annihilated”,  and ultimately,  so would all of Mankind after the next  2000+  years  (Matt.24v22)!  

JC set  “The New Standard”  of  “The Mind”  that is to be judged by Yahweh for  “The Early Adopters”. 
Because of this   JC inaugurated  “The 2nd Covenant”  being Yahweh's Judgment of  “The Mind.” 

I explain all this in so very much more detail throughout my other commentaries of The New Testament. 
Level 2.  Humans are ideally to learn from  “The Example of JC”. 

Because JC proved himself  “Righteous”  and was  “Unrighteously”  murdered by  “Leaders of Religion”  (as they do to Yahweh's Word 
today),   then JCg can  “stand-in”  for each person  in turn  on an  individual  basis,  one after another,  in the midst of Yahweh and state - 

“Resurrect  this specific person  because of what I universally did for Mankind.” 
JC is righteously able to state this  on a personal basis  (one-to-one)  for  every  person who has existed since Adam and Eve,  
while living under The Choice that Adam and Eve made for their lineage. 
Where,  JC becomes The New Adam  (and Eve comprising of the 144000 TCs, Rev.21v2,9)  as The Seed for his new lineage in The 
Millennium,  “The Early Adopters” (as lineage of Abraham/Yahweh)   in The Gospel Age  (become JCg’s bride, Rev.21v2,9, etc.)  
this is what Paul was explaining at Eph.5v30-32, Rom.5v12-21, 1Cor.15v22-45  (please see all my cited commentaries). 

Thus,  JC can give  “The Word of God”  in a perfected Environment to  all  resurrected  people in The Millennium for them to have a 
personal opportunity to change their mind away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology.  In this manner they  personally 
avoid  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (because JC did  not  cover us for a 3rd existence,  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2-18-22, etc.).  JC  
only  covers us over The Millennium period  –  it  “Righteously”  stops  at the end of The Millennium  (John.19v31 and John.20v1)  -  hence 
Rev.20v12-15.  Please see  all  my cited commentaries. 

Level 2 therefore righteously yields  “The Early Adopters”  and  “The Late Adopters”  -  all as I thoroughly explain elsewhere. 
All this is alien to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach  –  quite  “naturally”  (operating to “worldly methodology”),  and thus what we must expect 
from them  not  understanding their subject matter -  because I quote them   “It is a mystery – we are not given to know!”  (Noting Matt.13v11-13). 

If you want  “Answers”  then go to someone who  knows  “The Answers”,  and do  not  go to people who personally find it  “a mystery”! 
If,  however you like your ears  tickled/pleased,  then go to people who teach in mysteries and myths,  as taught wholesale in  “Religion”! 

Final note on the use of  “ho theos”  =  “The Specific God”  of the context.   
The Context is  “Jesus Christ”  and thus  “The Specific God”  of JC  is Yahweh.    

Yahweh is  always  “The Specific God” of  (1) JC and  (2) “The Early Adopters”  (= “prophets and 144000 TCs”).    
But JC is  always  “the specific god”  of The World requiring  “The Intercessor”  (= JC)  for us to come to Yahweh  (Gal.3v20, etc.).   

This is true for  every existence  of  “ho theos”  in The New Testament as my very detailed dissertation   “What is The Trinity?”  carefully explains. 
An interesting note  
Reference Col.1v15-17.   May seem to undermine what I state here – however, I invite the reader to read my robust  inter-verse  commentaries given at 
the cited location.  What our  worldly Christian leaders seem  incapable  of understanding is that The Bible is written  for us  = The Human Species. 
The Bible was  not  written for a species living on a planet orbiting,  for an  arbitrary example,  the planet orbiting Proxima-Centuri  (part of a triple star 
system)  being the closest to us  –  of some 4.3 light years away!   If there was an intelligent species on a possible planet orbiting that star system, then 
they would have their  own  Bible referenced to  their  situation and circumstances. 
(Another example would be Trappist-1 system consisting of seven planets around a cool red dwarf star).  

I hope that the reader can see where I am going with this logically reasoned and righteous argument. 
The contents within any specific Bible given to any species within The Universe is pertinent to  the specific species to whom it is written. 
And that is specifically The Case with The Bible for The Human Species,  where we know The Earth is of some 4.5 billion years old and The Universe is 
some 13.7 billion years,  all of which is a  'blink of an eye lid'  when compared to  “everlasting life”,  being what is offered by Yahweh to us through JC. 
My point is this  

The Bible is referenced to  (1) us and  (2) The Planet Earth. 
JCg existed  before  the existence of The Planet Earth  (and hence obviously before “us”,   John.8v49-59, 1v1-4, etc.). 
Therefore,  JCg was  chief/first/before   all things  “pertaining to this planet Earth”. 
It does  not  mean that JCg was the first of all things  “in The Universe”. 

If  humans really choose to make JCg the first of all things in The Universe,  then they are  adding  words to The Bible,  contrary to the instruction given 
at Rev.22v18-19.  However,  if  the reader reads  “Begotten”  in my glossary, where it is thoroughly explained,   then  they will realise the word  
“Begotten”  is  not  used in the manner as our  worldly Christian leaders errantly choose  it to mean!   But  rather,  this word is used as  “The Goal”  for  
“us”  humans,   “To aim for This Goal”  of which JC achieved by becoming JCg again upon his resurrection =  as  “Son of God”,  made so, by Yahweh. 
Because our worldly Christian leaders are demonstrably so confused,  then we realise again,  that our  worldly Christian leaders are  adversarial/satanic  
to “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”  (for 144000 TCs)!   By inductive logic,  they become  “Antichrist”  if they  persistently bend  God’s Word,  as they 
do equally here by insinuating JCg was The First of Yahweh’s Creation  (of The Universe)  rather than in actuality of The Context. 
JCg is Yahweh’s First Creation  from out of a human freshly body  to be a  “Son of God”  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body!     

Our worldly Christian leaders really   “Just do  not  get it!” 
Again, repeating what I state elsewhere - 
JC at his resurrection became the - 
      1.  First – of a further 144000 future sons of God to follow through  “The Begotten Process”  of  “Fleshly Body to  Heavenly/Celestial  Body”. 
      2.  Only – at the time of writing the epistles,  JCg the Son of God having been transformed by  “The Begotten Process”  (explained above). 
      3.  Chief – of the future 144000 sons of God,  becoming his bride to ultimately yield the spiritual children from out of The Millennium. 
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I explain all this in much detail elsewhere. 
Can the reader see how all this logically and righteously knits together to holistically explain Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human 
Salvation”?   There are  zero  inconsistencies in what I teach,  but by contrast,  what our leaders of Christendom  (scholars/theologians)  give 
in their  unrighteous  (to just about everything written in The Bible)  explanation is full of holes like a colander! 

I welcome  intelligent  reasoning to the depth of which I give,  and cited Bible text to supposedly counter what FutureLife.Org teaches,  else,  if no 
Christian theologian is prepared to do so,  then what  they  teach  is  “intrinsically worthless”  when compared to what The Bible really teaches  –  as 
righteously explained by FutureLife.Org.  “Truth”  is based upon  “strength of argument” with  supportive documentation.   “Religion” has none of this! 

We must do what The Bible instructs of us at Rev.18v4  –  and fully inculcate  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC! 
 
28th Comment – Peter quotes by allegoric prophecy what King David said some 1000 years earlier,  being what drove 
him,  and likewise what drove JC who was to follow later in a wholly perfect form  (in the mind, to yield perfect works). 
32nd Allegory – King David in waiting  =  JC to be a king in waiting  (for his Bride of 144000 TCs). 
33rd Allegory – At my right hand side  =  Taking the prominent position,  and then to lead forward. 
32nd Instruction – The  Lord/Master  of  JC and of  “The Early Adopters”  is Yahweh. 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
33rd Instruction – We personally are likewise to become “Early Adopters”.   We must have Yahweh at our right hand side. 
Inasmuch it must become  only  Yahweh driving our thoughts -  as Yahweh drove King David's and Jesus' thoughts. 

This is  only  possible –  if  we make this personally so – by wholly imbuing  “The Word of God”  and doing it! 
55th Reasoning – We understand from this that these two individuals  (and  “The Early Adopters”)  have  The Confidence 
and Assurance  to follow through with Fidelity in what they do,  only  because they have Yahweh  controlling their mind. 
They have Yahweh  “controlling their mind”  because they are  humble/contrite and hearkening  to  “The Word of God”  -  
this is  not  true for “professional leaders of Religion”  by definition  (falling afoul of Matt.6v24),  finding every excuse in 
their book to become a supposed reason as  not  to  “truly believe”,  and by consequence do  not  have  “Real Faith”. 
9th Good News – King David tells us that fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire gives us ultimate confidence in what we do. 
Acts.  2v25 og David  For  (he) states/exclaims  into/unto  (the) him;   
Acts.  2v25 og (I) {beheld in advance}/{to notice (another) previously}/ 

/{to keep in (one's own) view (middle voice)}/foreseen/{seen before}   
Acts.  2v25 og the  lord/master  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts.  2v25 og through (reason of)   (of the) all/whole/every (things),   
Acts.  2v25 og because  {from/out of}  (of the) {right (hand side)}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (he) is,   
Acts.  2v25 og that/{so as}  not  (I) waver/agitate/disturb/rocking/shake/{stir up}, 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.16v8-11. 
Acts.  2v25 For  (King)  David  states  unto  the Him    (=  “ho theos”  =  “the specific god”  of the context) 

I  {beheld in advance}/{seen before}  my  lord/master  through  all  things,                 (that occur to me during my life) 
because  he is  from out  of my  right-hand side               (= “Yahweh leads The Way”  as  “The Capability to make something occur”) 
so as   not   I  waver/agitate/shake.           (in my deportment of precisely fulfilling Yahweh's Desire) 

 

For  (King)  David states unto Him   (= “The Specific God”  of the context) 
I   (= David  [metaphoric to JC]  as a person fulfilling  Your  [= Yahweh's]  desire) 
beheld in advance   (= “fully understand  what is required”  to fulfil  “The Specific God's”  requirements) 
my  Lord/Master   (= “The Specific God”  fully controls The Mind of The Recipient of  “The Word of God”) 
through all things   (= everything that has intercourse with us in our deportment) 
because He   (= “The Specific God”  of the context)   
is from out of my right hand side   (= Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  specifically directs how  David is  [= us are]  to behave) 
so as not I  waver/agitate/falter   (David  [= us who  hearken  as did king David]  fulfil Yahweh's Desire in our deportment) 
 

King David lived about 1000 years before JC's 1st Advent and was anointed by Yahweh  (1Sam.16v7-13)  to become a  “king in waiting”  (as is JCg 
presently).  David was a prophet  (in many things,  an example given here)  and would later become king over Israel  (all exactly like JC).   
Please see  “King David”  in my glossary,  which gives at least 10 prophetic allegories that David yields for JC  (also the listing is given at Acts.7v45). 
King David  (to be The Prophetic Allegory for JC)  states to his  “Specific God”  (= Yahweh,  because David is an  “Early Adopter”  of  “The Word of 
God”)  that Yahweh will always guide his thoughts  (even though David made  three  recorded errors and thus broke The Laws of Moses).  And yet JC 
never failed  “The Law of Moses”  (through three tests, Matt.4v1-12, see my commentaries, understanding these tests to be far subtler than explained by  
“You know who!”)  because JC was more righteous  (to The Requirements)  than was King David,  by virtue that JC  wholly and completely  had  “The 
Word of God”  driving his mind to become  “The Wisdom of God”  (= JC “correctly applied his head knowledge”)  thereby having Yahweh to The Right 
Hand side of him to go forth and lead JC in his deportment. 
JC fully trusted upon that,  and thus he did not  “waver/falter”  in his ministry and deportment unto death.  Always knowing that if  he (= JC)  upheld his 
end of  “The  Agreement/Covenant/Promise”  (for The Birthright)  then,  so would Yahweh  righteously  reciprocate by a resurrection for JC to become   
“The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God”  raised from out of a previously fleshly DNA body.  Where JCg  was/is  The First-fruit  Barley  of a 
following 144000 “First-fruits”  Wheat  during The Gospel Age,  who shall themselves become  “Second/Submissive/Alongside  Begotten sons of God”,  
Matt.20v23. 

Can the reader see how all this righteously operates throughout all  “Time”,  unlike any/everything  taught in  “Religion”?! 
 

34th Instruction – King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  are fearless in what they must do,  because they know that 
Yahweh is operating at their right hand side  (only because they  truly  have  “the  one/same  mind as Yahweh”). 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
56th Reasoning – King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  are cheerful at what may be thrown at them,  because they 
personally know they have done everything correctly and honourably to their neighbour  -  knowing that they are thus 
fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and this will ultimately be rewarded in The Millennium. 
34th Allegory – Expectation  =  To be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire now,  but more importantly in The Millennium. 
Acts.  2v26 og through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (it was) {put/become in good frame of mind}/{be glad/merry}   
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Acts.  2v26 og the  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts.  2v26 og also  (it) {jumps for joy}/exults/{is exceedingly glad}/{rejoices greatly} (middle voice)   
Acts.  2v26 og the  tongue/{naturally acquired tongue/language}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  yet/still/more  and  
Acts.  2v26 og also  the  flesh/{carnal minded}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts.  2v26 og (it will) {to camp down}/haunt/{to remain/lodge/rest}  into/unto  
Acts.  2v26 og (to the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence, 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.16v8-11. 
Acts.  2v26 Through  reason of  this          (= knowing of this symbiotic relationship between Yahweh and myself as described above) 

my  heart/{seat of motivation}  was  {put in good frame of mind}/glad/merry  (knowing of an ensuing profitable future) 
also  my  tongue  personally  {jumps for joy}/{is exceedingly glad}/{greatly rejoices}          (in accurately telling people of this relationship) 
and yet,  also  my  flesh/{carnal mind}  will  {camp down}/remain/lodge  unto  the  anticipation/expectation.        (Of a wonderful future) 

 

Through reason of this   (symbiotic relationship  -  “a meeting of two minds”  [Yahweh with {David, JC, 144000 TCs}]  working closely together) 
my  (= King David,  then JC and the 144000 TCs)  heart/{seat of motivation}  was  glad/merry   (even during  [religious]  persecution) 
also my tongue personally  {jumps for joy}/{greatly rejoices}   (in publicly and accurately communicating what I know) 
and yet,  also my flesh  (= present existence)  will  remain/lodge  unto The Expectation   (of resurrection unto Yahweh’s  Rest/Abode). 
 

I have no need to amplify my parenthesis as given above  (noting that JC expressed this collaboration at  John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 
Except to restate that  “Yahweh's Rest”  is  “The Millennium”,  which for  “The Early Adopters”,  means  guaranteed life ruling The Resurrected World. 

And why   “The Expectation”? 
Quite simply   “The Early Adopters”  personally work  during the 1st part of their physical life  to make The Millennium occur  later in their 2 part life! 
As JC taught us at John.14v10-12 leading onto the extension given at John.4v35-38 throughout the generations of TCs. 
It is  not  a vain  “hope”  to them (TCs),  as it is to  worldly Christian leaders  not  working  “to make The Millennium become a physical reality”! 
 
18th Prophecy – King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  are able to make The Declaration that Yahweh shall never 
forsake their “Conscious Existence”  when dead  (= termination of the 1st part of their physical life = “asleep”). 
10th Good News – King David tells us that:  Yahweh shall never forsake  “The Early Adopters”. 
57th Reasoning – Because  King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  are of the  one/same  mind as Yahweh inasmuch 
being righteous to Yahweh’s Requirements of them,  then  they are able to state this with confidence.  However, charlatan 
Christian leaders following after their exemplar  “Judas”  are unable to truly make this statement with any confidence,  
because their mind is not  the  one/same  as that of Yahweh  (though to keep ‘The Show on The Road’,  they say anything)! 
35th ‘Allegory’ – “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  very 
necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by people who claim to know, –  yet obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
19th Prophecy – King David, JC and “The Early Adopters” being truly “sacred people” are able to make The Declaration 
that they shall never see corruption  (this cannot be said for professional  “Leaders of Religion” – by definition). 
11th Good News – King David tells us that  “The Early Adopters”  shall never see corruption. 
58th Reasoning – Because  King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  are constantly trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of 
them,  then they are always personally driving their mind and actions to be in the  one/same  manner that Yahweh wants  
“His Pure Desire to be fulfilled in The Environment”  (= the “HS”).  Therefore, why should  (1) these people ever 
spiritually see corruption  and  (2) Yahweh allow these people to experience physical corruption  (= “annihilation”) 
36th Allegory – Corruption = generally this means  “the body rotting away to nothing” = “Death”  and by extension,  in 
the present context it means “annihilation”.   However further,  because the context is speaking about King David, JC and 
“The Early Adopters”  then these people have honed their mind upon  “The Word of God”  so they are spiritually pure. 
Acts.  2v27 og because  no/not/none  (you will) {leave behind}/{remained over}/desert/forsake   
Acts.  2v27 og the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts.  2v27 og into/unto  (of the) Hades/unseen/covered/{hole in the ground}/grave,   
Acts.  2v27 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (you will) give/bestow/grant   
Acts.  2v27 og the  {right/correctness/proper (by intrinsic or divine character)}/pious/sacred (person)   (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  2v27 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) decay/rot/corruption. 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.16v8-11. 
Acts.  2v27 because  You  (= Yahweh)  will  not  {leave behind}/forsake   

my  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  into  of the  Hades/{hole in the ground}/grave, 
neither  You (= Yahweh)  will  give/bestow   Your  pious/sacred  person  to   know/understand/see  decay/rot/corruption. 

 

Because You  (= Yahweh)  will not forsake my  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  in the grave, 
neither will You  (= Yahweh)  bestow Your sacred  (= separate from this world of sin)  person to  know/understand  decay/rot. 
 

Let me categorically state - 
“Soul”  absolutely does  not  mean what our leaders of  “Religion”  tell us! 

They simply propagate  “The Lie”  that  their spiritual Father  of  “The Lie”  (John.8v44)  begun at Gen.3v4 in direct contrast to what God told us at 
Gen.2v17.  I cover all this in very much more detail elsewhere,  for example my dissertation entitled   “Why Yahweh detests Leaders of Christendom.” 
But quite simply it means  “Conscious existence”  (consisting of  both  The Spiritual  [desires/traits/character/thoughts]  mind operating within a 
Physical body [to keep the brain alive]).  So when  “The Physical Body”  dies,  then  “The Thoughts”  become non-existent, –  but at death,  Yahweh 
captures  “The Synapse Construction Mapping”   (Matt.27v50, Luke.23v46, John.19v30)  as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  to  
retain  our “personality”  while we are  unconsciously dead  having  zero consciousness!   Please see what metaphorically occurs at our resurrection 
Eze.37v1-20 speaking of  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  noting the split in the first two Epochs at “The 1st Resurrection”.  After we regain consciousness 
when the captured  (at death)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is returned by Yahweh in a new  physical  body  (created by Yahweh)  upon our 
resurrection to  regain our  “soul”.   
After briefly explaining what  “Soul”  means then let us understand the following  
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A person who wholly fulfils Yahweh's Desire as  did/do  “The Early Adopters”,  -  but most importantly JC  (being the reason for Peter's speech)  and 
hence Matt.3v15, 17v3,   then these persons will  (1) certainly be resurrected to  guaranteed  life and  (2) (A) have a mind that desires  not  to be 
contaminated and thus  (B) their body follows The Mind.   

All this shows that in Yahweh’s Judgment,  he recognises their purified mind and delivers their body accordingly for guaranteed  “Life”! 
“The Early Adopters”  receive a commensurate physical body to their perfected mind  having demonstrably proven to have precisely imitated JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  to receive the same  as did he upon his resurrection. 
By contrast,  about 99.99% of The Human Population of the last some 6000 years shall receive the same as Adam and Eve received upon their creation,  
a perfect DNA fleshly body that most importantly has been  “given  in trust”  to personally learn how to  “Perfect the Mind”  when living in  a perfected 
environment  in The Millennium.  This is  “The Last Opportunity”  to  “Get our Life Correct”  while  being covered by JC  over  “The Great Sabbath 
Day”  (Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1)  to  “perfect our mind”  so that we  “learn to live like our saviour”,  JC. 

Now your religious leaders will not teach you any of this commentary in the  “charity/agape”  I have just given! 
Therefore   “Do they  really  “love/agapao”  you?”     

(Noting what  “agapao”  really means,  =  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  [please see my glossary].) 
Perhaps they  “Eros”  love you,  in the  “self-indulgent love”  to sequestrate off you,  by getting between you and Yahweh  (Matt.23v13),  pretending to 
be the supposed conduit to Yahweh,  and be  taxing/tithing  you on the way  (because of Luke.16v3)! 
 
20th Prophecy – King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  can categorically state:  Yahweh through His instruction is 
able to show what we must do to attain an everlasting existence. 
12th Good News – King David tells us that it is only Yahweh who can successfully guide our future. 
59th Reasoning – It is only by building a mind upon The Instruction as given by Yahweh,  that King David,  JC and  “The 
Early Adopters”  can make this statement:  What they do in their existence will yield everlasting existence’.  It is because 
these people  (and we aiming to be like them)  have this constantly driving their  mind/works  then they (and we)  are filled 
with joy  because  of this  “future existence”  starting in The Millennium  (outside Satan’s present worldly control). 
37th Allegory – amid Yahweh’s face = Yahweh’s Judgement of  King David, JC and  “The Early Adopters”  during The 1st 
part of their physical life that becomes  “The 1st Judgement”   and a  guaranteed  successful “Judgement”. 
60th Reasoning – It was this that drives King David,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  through their trials and tribulations 
brought about by their enemies  (mainly  “Leaders of Religion”  having The Driver to oppose)  with a mind driven by  
worldly methodology made so by the present god of this world = Satan  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2, John.8v44, 15v18-19, etc.). 
13th Good News – King David tells us that Yahweh will give all  “The Early Adopters”  a successful Judgement,  because 
they have demonstrably shown The World that they have purified their mind. 
Acts.  2v28 og (you) {made known}/declared/publicised/{gave to understand}  {to me}  
Acts.  2v28 og (the) ways/journey/progress/mode/means  (of the) life/existence,  
Acts.  2v28 og (you will) {make replete}/imbue/{fill up}/fulfil/accomplish  I/me/my  
Acts.  2v28 og (of the) joyfulness/gladness/happiness  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts.  2v28 og of the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of) thee/thy/thou/you. 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.16v8-11. 
Acts.  2v28 You (= Yahweh)   {made known}/declared  {to me}                   (through Your  “Word of God”) 

the  ways/progress/means  of the  life/existence       ([1] purified mind yields  [2] perfected works resulting in a  [3] wonderful society) 
You (= Yahweh)  will  {make replete}/imbue/fulfil  my  joyfulness/happiness   (= a mutual relationship – both parties reciprocate ) 
amid/within  Your (= Yahweh)   {frontal visage}/aspect/face.         (= in Yahweh's  assay/judgement  of  “The Early Adopters”) 

 

You  (= Yahweh)  declared to me   (through Your  “Word of God”  that gives  wholesome instruction to edify the recipient) 
the  ways/means  of the  life/existence   (Yahweh's Instruction  if hearkened upon  will yield  “everlasting life”  to the recipient) 
You  (= Yahweh)  will fulfil my joyfulness   (having The Security of understanding Yahweh's righteous faithfulness to His slaves) 
within Your  (= Yahweh's)  face.   (= The Assessment and Judgement upon our Mind delivering our Deportment)  
 

Again,  all is explained within my parenthesis given alongside. 
The crux of this section is that - 

This Prophecy is really being used by Peter  to point directly to JC  -  being how JC viewed Yahweh's  “righteous faithfulness”. 
But the obvious extension is for the 144000 TCs who likewise precisely  think/reason  like JC  (1Pet.2v18-24)  and deliver an equivalent deportment. 
Peter is absolutely  not  speaking about the  millions’  of  worldly Christian leaders,  -  because JC already speaks much about them in a most 
unfavourable manner within many of his parables and prophetic allegories  (for example   Mark.11v12-14, v20-21).   Please read my most exhaustive  
inter-verse  commentaries to The Four Gospels. 
 
29th Comment – Peter speaks about King David presently remaining within The Grave. 
61st Reasoning – The point being that:  While King David could speak confidently about his future,  he has not yet had it 
personally fulfilled by Yahweh,  and thus he was speaking in prophecy  (by having the  one/same  mind as Yahweh)  about 
another person  (= JC)  who was able to show this  was possible  -  following through in his loins  (= lineage). 
Acts.  2v29 og (the) Men/Husbands/Fellows  {The Brethren}/brothers  (the) {it being publicly correct}/lawful  
Acts.  2v29 og (to) say/utter/speak/command/grant  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts.  2v29 og (the) toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  2v29 og of the  progenitor/patriarch  David  because   
Acts.  2v29 og also  (he) {finished life}/expired/demised/deceased/died   
Acts.  2v29 og also  (he was) {celebrated funeral rites}/buried/entombed,   
Acts.  2v29 og also  the  {a memorial}/{sepulchral monument}/{burial place}/grave/tomb/sepulchre  (of the) him  
Acts.  2v29 og (it) is  in  {to us}  {up to}/{as far as}/until  of the  day/{period of time}  this/that (specifically). 
Acts.  2v29 Men,  (spiritual)  brothers   {it is publicly correct}/lawful  to speak  together/with   

towards  specifically yourselves   concerning  of the   patriarch   (King)  David   
because  also  he   {finished life}/expired/died ,  also  he was  buried/entomb, 
also  his  {burial place}/tomb  - it is   in  to  (= with)   us   {up to}/until  this  specific  day/{period of time}. 

 

Men,  (and spiritual)  brothers it is publicly correct to speak together towards specifically yourselves concerning  (King)  David 
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                (= It is correct for me to use this example about king David in relation to what I am teaching about JC … ) 
because also he died,  also he was buried,  also his tomb is with us until this specific day. 
 

What does this verse  (and following verses)  tell us about what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 
Quite simply it exposes  “the unrighteous nonsense and humbug”  of their teaching! 
They state   When a person dies,  they will be in heaven,  to be with the angels and looking down at us! 
Further they state   They can intercede on our behalf  (especially if good enough as supposed saints’)  to help us! 

All this is  absolute bunkum  not  written in The Bible anywhere,  and many verses directly counter it  (for example,  this verse)! 
And thus,  what they teach  is   “Unrighteous nonsense and humbug”! 
Let me explain why - 

1.  Here,  Peter is making the point of using David as an example, who thought like JC and had an expectation of being resurrected, 
      and yet he is  not  resurrected,  because his grave is here  –  still filled with his body  (at 33 CE)! 
2.  Peter will move on to speak about JC,  inasmuch David was prophetically speaking about how JC would equally feel about his future, 
     and yet he was resurrected because  (unlike David)  JC wholly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.3v15, 17v5, etc.). 

And we are further taught - 
1.  Paul warns Timothy   Some people already teach of the resurrection,  –  but they lie   (2Tim.2v18). 
2.  “This is the 1st Resurrection”  of humans (Rev.20v6)  and thus no resurrection earlier to enter the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium. 

Therefore, I ask - 
Can  worldly Christian leaders cite Biblical scripture to defend their most  errant  stance? 

I suggest they read my  inter-verse  commentaries of The New Testament before they propose using any  –  for example Rev.6v9, Luke.23v43. 
Virtually everything that comes out of their mouth  is wrong  when it comes to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles! 

And yet they claim to be  “professional”  representatives of Yahweh!  -   This is utter nonsense! 
They are fraudsters  when compared with  “Real Professionals”  of  “The Science Community”,  who justify what they think  with tested evidence! 
Likewise,  in a  “Court of Law”  “The Evidence must be wholesome and Substantiated”  –  else it is  “untested hearsay”. 

This is why  “Christianity”  is  “on the slide”  in the last 100 years because of the leaders’  useless representation  (hence as righteously 
prophesied in Rev. chapters 17 and 18,  please see all my local commentaries,  as Paul said it would be at 2Thes.2v3, etc.)! 
It is like a bubble ready to burst,  because like  “Religion”  being full of  'hot air',  it has no reasoned  sub-structure  (but is only “hearsay”)! 

 
21st Prophecy – Peter speaks about King David having been told by Yahweh that a person (= JC)  would come after him to 
rule indefinitely  (= The Millennium,  and thereafter). 
62nd Reasoning – King David was told by Yahweh that he would have within his genes a successor who would have the 
throne indefinitely,  which means a resurrection must occur – because humans only live for about 70 years during the 1st 
part of their physical life.  And the point of this is that JC knew this prophecy and further,  knew it applied to him – thereby 
enabling him to steadfastly move forward as  “The Willing Lamb”  (roughly treated by the shearer [= religious leaders])  
in his sacrifice to attain The Future Throne  (indefinitely). 
'Allegory' – repeat - The Promise = is of several layers,  where all layers together righteously yields Mankind's Salvation 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 

63rd Reasoning – In this instance The Promise was that Yahweh will work with David and through his loins,  yield the 
means of Mankind's Salvation.  Thus fulfilling (1), (2)  and (3) above. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
38th Allegory – throne = To Rule in The Millennium  (= The Judgement/Crisis Day [Krisis = StrongsTM = 2920])  over  
“The Resurrected World”  and to make judgement over it  (John.5v22, 27, 30,  Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Acts.  2v30 og (the) prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  therefore/then  
Acts.  2v30 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving   
Acts.  2v30 og also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   
Acts.  2v30 og because  (to the) {a fence}/limit/{(sacred) restraint}/oath  (he) swore/{took/declared an oath}  (to the) him   
Acts.  2v30 og the  {specific god}  {from/out of}  (of the) fruit  of the  {the loins/hips}/{procreative power}  (of the) him   
Acts.  2v30 og the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  
Acts.  2v30 og (to) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  the Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Acts.  2v30 og (to) {sit down}/settle/tarry/contemplate  over/upon/concerning  of the  {stately seat}/throne  (of the) him, 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.132v11. 
Acts.  2v30 Therefore/then   the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  (= king David)    

{beginning under}/{coming into existence}   also  knowing/perceiving    
Because  The  Specific God  (= Yahweh)   He  {declared an oath}/swore   {sacred restraint}/oath/promise   to  him  (= David) 
{from out of}  the  fruit  of his  loins/{procreative powers}  according  to the  flesh   (= originally living in a fleshly body)    
The  Christ/Anointed  (would)  to  {stand up}/{rise up}  to  {sit down}/settle  over/upon  his  {stately seat}/throne. 

 

Therefore,  coming into existence as the prophet  (= King David)  also  knowing/perceiving; 
Because  ‘The Specific God’   (= Yahweh in the context to The Prophet,  king David as an  “Early Adopter”)   
He had sworn an oath to him  (= king David)  according to the flesh from out of the fruit of his loins   (= in his  genes/lineage) 
The Anointed  (would)  to stand up  (= become resurrected)  to settle upon his throne   (= to rule in The Millennium,  Rev.19v16). 
 

Peter explains that King David confidently foreknew to write down in his psalms that he would produce from his loins a future ruler that must become 
resurrected to be positioned to rule forever over what shall then become  “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium. 
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30th Comment – Peter explains  The Christ/Anointed  was not abandoned in The Grave,  nor that  The Christ/Anointed  
saw corruption  (spiritually or physically)  in answer to The Prophecy given by King David some 1000 years earlier. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat -“soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition because of the foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  yet obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
39th ‘Allegory’ – “Christ/Anointed” = by extension this becomes “The Goal” of “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age  
being the 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  that Yahweh  elects/chooses  as being equivalently worthy to JC  (Matt.20v16, 22v14) 
Acts.  2v31 og (of the) foreseeing/{seeing before}  (he) spoke/uttered/said  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  2v31 og of the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  because   
Acts.  2v31 og no/not/none  (it was) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{have remained}   
Acts.  2v31 og the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  (of the) him  into/unto  
Acts.  2v31 og (of the) Hades/unseen/covered/{hole in the ground}/grave,   
Acts.  2v31 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  flesh/{carnal minded}  (of the) him  
Acts.  2v31 og (it) knew/understood/{be aware}/saw/perceived  (the) decay/rot/corruption,   

Old Testament reference located at Psm.16v10. 
Acts.  2v31 He  (= king David)  foreseeing/{seeing before}   spoke/uttered   

concerning  of the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  Christ/Anointed    
because  his  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  was  not  {left down}/abandoned/remained  into  the  {hole in the ground}/grave   
neither  his  flesh/mind  knew/saw   decay/rot/corruption. 

 

He  (= King David)  foreseeing  (what would occur about 1000 years later)  spoke   
concerning of the resurrection of the  Christ/Anointed   (= [1] JC to become JCg,   [2] the 144000 TCs some 2000 years later [Rev.20v6]) 
because his  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  was not abandoned in the grave, 
neither his flesh  (nor mind)  knew/saw  decay/rot/corruption.   (= JC’s mind was not polluted,  hence Yahweh ensured JC’s flesh would not rot) 
 

Several points should be raised here. 
1.   There are many instances in The Epistles where  “Jesus”  is  not  used alongside  “Christ/Anointed”,   and when examining the context,  it becomes 
blatantly clear there is The Extension within The Text to include the 144000 TCs to be part of “The Anointing”,  thereby fulfilling what we are taught at 
Matt.20v23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.20v6, etc.   While here I think Peter is concentrating upon  “(Jesus) Anointed”  in his speech,  it is really Yahweh 
intervening by expressing His HS to  write more into this  –  being an extension  for us to aim for this objective! 
2.  Again   “soul” =  “Conscious existence”  requiring  (as the context here tells us is)  a two-part assembly of  (1) spirit  and  (2) physical body   within 
which the spirit can operate.  I liken this in my commentaries by allegory to  (1) computer  operating system  as 1’s and 0’s loaded on a disc  (= “The 
Spirit”)  and  (2) the  physical hardware  upon which the s/w operating system functions  (= “The Physical body”).  One without the other does not 
produce an operating and thus  thinking’  (= able to make decisions upon input stimuli)  computer. 
3.  Because JC’s mind was perfect,  inasmuch it operated wholly  (and thus not deviated from)  “The Word of God”  then his body followed his mind,  to 
yield  real  Charity  (and not the  feigned  charity rampant today  [given out of  “excess”],  noting the instruction at Matt.6v1-6).  Because of this then 
importantly,  JC was given a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  which shall  never  rot/decay  because it is  not  fabricated upon fleshly DNA.  Which is 
precisely why JC’s fleshly body  (within which his “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  occupied,  the combination of which = “soul”)  it was removed 
from existence by Yahweh  after  his resurrection   (it was no longer required)  hence Luke.24v3,  John.20v5-8,  but importantly John. 20v17. 
 
31st Comment – Peter now wraps all this up in answer to The Questions these Jews had been asking: 
    All these miracles, signs and prophecies were  specifically about JC who has arisen,  and we  (12)  have witnessed it! 
3rd Fulfilled Prophecy – JC has arisen as JCg  (= a son of God within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body). 
14th Good News – Both JC and Yahweh have upheld each side of The Agreement  (John.17v1-2). 
15th Good News – Now The Door becomes opened for King David and of us to follow in The Path laid down by JC! 
20th Warning – Once having the correct understanding,  it becomes crystal clear that what we are being taught here by 
Pater has absolutely  nothing  to do with the very false interpretation put out by our  charlatan Christian leaders using 
these scriptures in an  illegal  attempt to justify  “their wrong doing”. 
Warning – repeat - This is  the exact opposite  to the  “nonsense gibberish”  that comes out of the mouths of people 
pretending to have the HS done in their own assemblies requiring a supposed ‘interpreter’  of  “garbled noise”  in direct 
opposition to what Paul stated at 1Cor.14v23 -  written for these people passing God’s Word through  Rev.22v18-19! 
Warning – repeat - It is a heinous crime to spin God’s Word to  (1) blacken what Yahweh represents to  sane/reasoning  
minds of the atheists,  and  (2) mislead their devotees so that they cannot have a mind that truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire 
(and hence missing  “Sonship to Yahweh”).   That is why they have zero HS,  but much pretended HS in a sales spiel! 
Warning – repeat - Charlatan Christian leaders practising this will never to be resurrected after their forthcoming death! 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Instruction – repeat - It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh used His infinite power to work through His True Representatives. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
Acts.  2v32 og (of the) this (specific)  the  Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}  (he) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}   
Acts.  2v32 og the  {specific god}  {of whom/which}  (the) all/whole/every (persons)   
Acts.  2v32 og {we ourselves}  are  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}   
Acts.  2v32 Of  this  specific  one  (being the subject of so much prophecy in The Tanakh)    The Jesus, 

The Specific God  (= Yahweh)   {stood up}/arose   (Jesus from out of The Grave,  as prophesised by king David) 
of whom  we  (ourselves,  as the apostles standing here before you)  all  are  the  witnesses/{martyrs for The Cause}, 

 

Of this Jesus   (as  “The Subject”  of much prophecy  [some as stated above]) 
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The Specific God  (= Yahweh)   (He has)  raised up,  of whom we  (12 apostles)  are all witnesses  (= the martyrs for The Cause), 
 

“The Point”  of Peter’s speech is now made  
It is about  “The Fulfilment of Prophecies”  regarding  “The Resurrection of JC”,  about whom these recipients had come to form this 
meeting and ask   “Is it true that JC has been resurrected?” 

We now realise  
This speech given by Paul has  absolutely nothing  to do with what  charlatan Christian leaders  vainly teach  (quoting Acts.2v17-19)  to 
fraudulently  substantiate’  their feigned miracles  (of staged illusions,  as may  any  stage magician perform).  These leaders having a 
worldly mind to beguile the deluded devotees  out of their money  (on the back of God’s Word,  being fraudulently used as a tool to 
sequestrate worldly gain by  scamming their devotees)! 

Their activities are  an abomination to Yahweh  and what  “He represents  within The Mind”  –  these  charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be 
resurrected unless they sincerely repent before they die.  And any Christian leader who is silent on such fraudulent activity are likewise condemned by 
Yahweh for being too ashamed to speak up about JC as  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26  -  hence of their rejection,  Luke.20v16, etc.). 
 
32nd Comment – Peter continues: 
    JCg is now alongside Yahweh  -  “a king in waiting”  having received The Promise to have The Throne forever. 
    JCg demonstrably has the HS with a mind being the  one/same  as that, which operates within Yahweh to achieve this. 
    JCg made all this possible,  thereby yielding what you see now  -  being that we can speak to you all. 
    (That is:  “Speak to you all in your own mother tongue”  [and most certainly not in unreasoned gibberish]). 
64th Reasoning – JC fulfilled the prophecies made of him,  because his mind was the  one/same  as Yahweh’s Mind,  and 
thus positioned to pass this on to  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age who likewise have the  one/same  mind as 
Yahweh.  Yahweh chooses to give them the  one/same  physical body as that given to JC to become JCg  where  “The 
Perfected Body”  unable to be corrupted,  is commensurate to  “The Proven Perfect Mind”.   All wholly righteous! 
4th Fulfilled Prophecy – JC has risen as JCg to be at The Right Hand side of Yahweh regarding The Future of This World 
5th Fulfilled Prophecy – JC has proven to The World that he is of the  one/same  mind as his Father,  Yahweh. 
6th Fulfilled Prophecy – JC has proven to The World that he  had/s  the HS. 
16th Good News – JCg has achieved what he set out to do =  his mission to redeem his Creation from certain annihilation. 
17th Good News – JCg has received The Promise made to him by Yahweh!  (Which is:  To Rule “The Resurrected World”) 
Instruction – repeat - The HS is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has a 
mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
35th Instruction – You recipients:  “Take heed”  (= take careful mental note,  assay it,  and then  act correctly)! 
Acts.  2v33 og the  both  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Acts.  2v33 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  2v33 og (of the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Acts.  2v33 og of the  Father/Forebear,  
Acts.  2v33 og (he) {poured forth}/{gushed out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}  that/this/there/here   
Acts.  2v33 og who/which/that  now/present/immediate  {specifically yourselves}  behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}   
Acts.  2v33 og also  (yourselves) hear/listen/understand/respond. 
Acts.  2v33 Therefore/then  (the Jesus)  being  exalted/{lifted up}   to the  right-hand  of the  God  (= Yahweh), 

and  {getting hold of}/receiving  both  the  pledge/promise   
also  of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (= character) 
near/with/alongside   of the  Father  (= Yahweh),   
he (= JC)   {poured forth}/gushed  this   (both  of  The Promise  [of first-fruit]   and  of the  HS,  all of which is sourced by Yahweh) 
which  now  {specifically yourselves}  (as hearkening recipients)   behold/see/{take heed}  also  yourselves  hear/understand. 

 

Therefore  (the Jesus)  being  exalted/{lifted up}  to the right-hand  (= chief administrator)  of the God  (= Yahweh) 
and  (he = JCg)  getting hold of both the promise   (of Resurrection for  “The First-fruits”  to  “The Birthright”  as  “The Heirs”) 
also of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
with/alongside  the Father  (inasmuch both  [birthright and HS]  are made available by Yahweh  -  and both being sourced by Him), 
he  (= JCg as The Intercessor)  poured forth this  (= made possible for us  [1] “to imitate him”  to  only then  [2] “receive the same benefits”) 
which is now specifically yourselves  see/{take heed}  also  hear/understand   (= you now witnessing it occurring through us) 
               (=  Because the 12 Apostles  [to begin the 144000 TCs]  are  imitating JC,  then  they are displaying and receiving the same as JC) 
 

The Crux of this piece is that - 
1.  JC as The First of The First-fruits fulfilled prophecy throughout his life,  then he was able to receive The Benefits that come from this. 
2.  Because the Apostles have learnt  “The Word of God”  and  operated with fidelity  to what  “The Word of God”  means within their life,  
(noting John.6v68, Matt.19v27, 1Cor.4v13, 2Cor.11v24-28, etc.),  then these specific individuals are able to receive both of  The Promise and 
also the HS to be operating within and without (= outside)  them.  All of which is  to push forward  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”,  
else quite simply they would  not  have the HS  (by definition) 
Where all this is done  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  =  “agapao”! 
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(1) Edify Yahweh,  being what He means with in the recipient’s mind  (when given our accurate teaching)  and   
(2) Edify Society,  because all members learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (by precisely imitating JC). 

This whole section absolutely does not mean what we hear taught in charismatic and the such-like groupings, regarding both The Promise and of the HS. 
I cover all this in many other commentaries and will thus not repeat my condemnation here again. 
 
33rd Comment – Peter continues to quote King David writing in prophecy about the future  Heir/King  of The World. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
22nd Prophecy – Yahweh shall say to JCg:  You sit at My Right Hand  (to rule The Resurrected World in The Millennium) 
65th Reasoning – Peter is making The Point that:  King David is still “Dead”  and yet this prophecy is partly fulfilled, 
inasmuch JCg is alongside Yahweh and  will  move to establish his Authority  when  Yahweh has His 144000 TCs. 
40th Allegory – 1st Lord/Master = Yahweh being  “The Overseer of All Righteousness”  within The Universe. 
41st Allegory – 2nd  lord/master = JCg as “The Word of God”  controlling King David’s Mind  (and all “Early Adopters”) 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Allegory – repeat - At my right hand side  =  Taking the prominent position,  and then to lead forward. 
36th Instruction – At the time of Acts was written:  King David had not been resurrected,  nor has any person until “The 
1st Resurrection” (sometime in the 21st Century)  noting Paul’s warning given to Timothy some 20 years later 2Tim.2v18. 
21st Warning – Contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders say,  no  human has been resurrected to be in a conscious 
state to intercede or be ‘looking down on us from heaven’.  This is a  wholly deceptive lie,  2.Tim.2v18. 
Just about everything that comes out of their mouth,  regarding  “1st Century Christianity”  is wrong! 
Acts.  2v34 og no/not/none  For  David  (he) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  into/unto   
Acts.  2v34 og the  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens  (he) states/exclaims  
Acts.  2v34 og but  he  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted   
Acts.  2v34 og the  lord/master  to the  lord/master  {of me}/I/me/mine/my;   
Acts.  2v34 og (you) {sit down}/sit/remain/reside/dwell (middle voice)  {from/out of}   
Acts.  2v34 og (of the) {right (hand side)}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my, 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.110v1. 
Acts.  2v34 For  (King) David  not  he  {went up}/ascended  into/unto  the  heavens   (plural = the Universe) 

but  he (specifically)   said/commanded/granted:- 
The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   to  my  lord/master  (= JCg)  
You  (= JCg)   personally  {sit down}/reside/dwell  {from out of}  My  (= Yahweh’s)   right-hand side. 

 

For  (King)  David not he ascended into the heavens   (= to directly make this conversation,  and thus he was speaking in prophecy) 
But he  (specifically)  commanded/granted   (by speaking in prophetic allegory of what   Yahweh would state to JCg … ): 
   The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  to my  lord/master  (= JCg) 
   you  (= JCg)  personally  {sit down}/reside  from out of My  (= Yahweh’s)  right-hand side. 
 

Yahweh speaks through His prophet King David  about what is to occur by allegory between Yahweh and JCg over a 2 part fulfilment. 
The first part is to become righteously positioned to be   “The King in waiting”   (hence Luke.19v14-15)  for some 2000 years. 
The second part shall become a physical reality over  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium. 
Now for the usual observation - 

Notice the  all-important  “Two” Entities,  one Entity speaking to the other,  -  being the more subordinate entity! 
In addition,  notice there is no other “Entity” in the discussion! 

So, I should ask the very important question - 
What does this verse teach us about The Trinity myth? 

Precisely that it  is  a myth generated by Satan to confuse Mankind about Yahweh’s Objective! 
Let me explain myself - 

The Trinity myth is designed to take our mind off  “The Real Ball”  in the air! 
“The Real Ball”  is Yahweh’s  (1) 1st part objective required now,  for Him then to  (2) complete His future whole objective! 
The problem is that our leaders of Christendom have not the faintest idea about any of this  (because demonstrably they  never  teach it)! 

(1) Yahweh’s objective now,  is to gain His 144000 TCs  (who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/deportment). 
(2) Yahweh’s whole objective is  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over its members’  “2 part life”. 

So,  I ask - 
When have you the reader heard items  (1) and (2)  comprehensibly explained? 

The answer is   “Never!” 
One of the major problems is the Trinity myth is taught as  “fact”  when in reality it is a  “myth”,  hence it is “fiction”  (= does not exist)! 

How does this fiction  oppose  Yahweh’s Desire? 
This insidiously works at several levels! 
        1.  It hides how we are to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  (see my commentaries elsewhere that precisely explain this). 
        2.  It hides The Method in which we are to  personally gain  “the HS”  (being how it becomes  personalised within us). 
        3.  It becomes an  excuse  for leaders of “Religion” to waste billions of  man-hours  in a talking shop’  (and not be doing anything useful).  
        4.  And worst of all –  it  distances  us from attaining The Goal of which JC showed us  “how to achieve”  (inasmuch being separate from sin). 
Because of the above,  then it  actively  delays  Yahweh from achieving His two  “Goals”  and thus it opposes His Desire,  to be  “Satanic”,  because 
Satan the Devil does not want Rev.20v1-3 to occur,  being the beginning of his nemesis that shall occur some 1000 years later at Rev.20v10. 
Now our  worldly Christian leaders believe  none  of the above,  being  “only  what The Bible teaches us”   (showing us they have  no  HS) -  and that is 
why they do  not  teach it!   It is for this reason,  that Yahweh shall  completely  reject  their services in The Millennium  -  all as JC’s many parables and 
prophecies teach  (of which our worldly Christian leaders equally ignore)!   Please read all my commentaries to The Four Gospels that exactly explain 
what JC was really teaching us! 
Let me explain the four levels a little more. 
        1.  “The Mystery of God”  is  “how something created can become like its maker”  (I fully explain this in much more detail elsewhere). 
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        2.  “The Method”  is to wholly inculcate  “The Word of God”  and build our mind to  think/reason  precisely like JC,  and  then  we gain the HS. 
        3.  “A waste of time”  because it stops us from  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to new recipients  (so they can become possible TCs). 
        4.  It stops us from truly fulfilling what JC said of all 144000 TCs at John.14v20, 17v21-26  because we have not done  (1) to (2)  above. 
So I passionately ask  

Can you understand this? 
It is so important to  push our mind past the barriers  that  worldly Christian leaders present of  “passivity”  to Yahweh’s Goal for  each one of us! 
I explain all these concepts in much more detail elsewhere  –  I could write a book on explaining just the four items above. 
For the record  -  please see the definition of HS as given in my commentary to v38  (it is absolutely  not  as we are taught by   “You know who”)! 

It is essential to throw away from out of our minds what leaders of “Religion” teach us  –  it is mostly hogwash and bogus nonsense! 
 
Comment – repeat - Peter continues to quote King David writing in prophecy about the future  Heir/King  of The World. 
23rd Prophecy – Yahweh shall exercise His Authority through JCg to remove all opposition in The Millennium. 
66th Reasoning – The Opposition will mainly comprise of  “Religious Leaders” in The Millennium having to relearn their 
ways,  to become truly  “humble/contrite/hearkening”  rather than hide behind the present camouflage they currently use. 
Obviously there will be atheists and agnostics in the same position,  but predominantly because most people claim to be 
religious then this becomes an accurate statement  (those who proclaim most strongly,  tend to be the most hypocritical)! 
42nd Allegory – footstool of the feet = people are made  (by Yahweh's Capability)  to become wholly subjugated to JCg. 
Acts.  2v35 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  wish/suppose  (I) place/ordain/settle/{sink/lay down}/purpose/appoint   
Acts.  2v35 og the  hateful/hostiles/adversaries/opposers/enemies (persons)  {of you}  
Acts.  2v35 og (the) {under the feet}/{foot rest}/footstool  of the  feet  {of you}. 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.110v1. 
Acts.  2v35 until/{as long as}  wish/suppose  I (= Yahweh)   place/settle/purpose   your  (= JC)   hostiles/opposers/enemies 

the  {under the feet}/{foot rest}  of  your  (= JCg's)   feet. 
 

(JCg will be at the right hand of Yahweh,  ready to assume charge over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium … ) 
until suppose  I  (= Yahweh)  place/purpose   your  (= JCg)  opposers/enemies   (to  the implementation  of  “The Word of God”) 
(to become)  the foot rest of your  (= JCg)  feet. 
 

Satan sources The Methodology to oppose Yahweh,  then as we read throughout The Bible it is  generally - 
1.  “The Professional leaders of Religion”  who oppose  “The Word of God”. 
2.  But by contrast,  it is  “The Populace”  who want to come to  “The Word of God.”  

Therefore, we may ask - 
So,  of whom does this verse generally refer? 

And we therefore realise that it is generally  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  who will be placed at the feet of JCg,  which means they must learn 
to conform under JCg's methodology,  where it is JC as  “The True Representative”  of Yahweh's Methodology. 
This will occur when Yahweh has elected His 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age,  rescuing them from the clutches of  “The Professional Leaders of 
Religion” during The Gospel Age!   Where, Yahweh shall then give  “The Go Ahead” and “Authority”  for JCg to express Yahweh's HS  (Rev.19v16-21). 
During this period and beyond,  JCg shall be exercising all required Authority to suppress any opposition as we are told by metaphor,  that he shall be 
“ruling with a rod of iron”  -  where  “rod/staff”  means  “Authority”  and  “iron”  means  “hard/strong”   (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 
This verse became a prophecy that JC used to confound his religious opponents  (who just could not grasp what all this meant),  please see my 
commentaries given at Matt.22v44, Mark.12v36, Luke.20v43). 
 
34th Comment – Peter now makes the statement to his listeners: 
37th Instruction – You people of Israel  (noting its two-level allegory)  absolutely know  (because of what JC has done)  
Yahweh has made JCg   “The  Lord/Master”  (as  “The Word of God”  over hearkening minds)  and  The  Christ/Anointed  
to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (in The Millennium). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
35th Comment – Then Peter states to the Jews:  “You Jews murdered that JCg upon a stake!” 
43rd Allegory – “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= The Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= The Christians). 
36th Comment – JCg will state to the Christians in The Millennium:  “You Christians murdered The Word of God!” 
67th Reasoning – The two statements at the respective times are made in a general sense to both of these two populations,  
knowing that in reality,  the thrust is against the professional Religious Leaders of both epochs of Israel. 
Acts.  2v36 og (of the) securely/assuredly/safely  therefore/then  
Acts.  2v36 og (let he/she/it) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  (the) all/whole/every (people)    
Acts.  2v36 og (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) Israel,   
Acts.  2v36 og because  also  (the) lord/master  also  (the)  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (the) him  the {specific god}  
Acts.  2v36 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  (of the) this (specific)   
Acts.  2v36 og the  Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}  whom/which/that  {specifically yourselves}   
Acts.  2v36 og (you) {impaled upon a stake/post/pole}/{public executed}. 
Acts.  2v36 Therefore/then  let  all  the  household  of Israel  securely/assuredly  {absolutely know}    

because  also  The Specific God  (= Yahweh)   made/produced  the him  (= JCg)   the  lord/master  also  the  Christ/Anointed    
this  specific  (one = person)   the  Jesus   whom  specifically yourselves   {impaled upon a  stake/post}. 

 

Therefore,  let all the household of Israel   (= everyone who has  “The Word of God”,  ultimately over  “3 Epochs  of Israel”) 
assuredly absolutely know   (= being specifically what  “The Word of God”  tells us) 
because also  The Specific God   (= Yahweh,  because the context = JCg)   
made the him  (= JCg)  the  lord/master   (JCg controls The Mind of a hearkening slave precisely fulfilling  “The Word of God”) 
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also the  Christ/Anointed   (as The First-fruit  husband [Barley]  of a further 144000 first-fruits  wife [Wheat]) 
this specific  (person)   (is)  The Jesus whom specifically yourselves impaled upon a  stake/post. 
 

Peter now gives  'it straight'  to them. 
Yahweh has resurrected JC into this specific position as  “The Lord and Master”,  to be  “Anointed”  as  “The Ruler”  over  “The Resurrected World”. 
Before then,  JCg as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Ruler within The Mind”  of  “The Early Adopters”  (= the 144000 TCs),  hence Luke.17v21. 
These are devout international Jews staying over in Jerusalem  –  together with the resident Jews,  Peter  'tars them with the same brush'  by then stating 
to them - 

“It was yourselves who impaled JC on the  stake/post!” 
We read  from the next verse that this grouping of people was  sincerely humbled  by this knowledge and vowed to reform! 
By contrast  in Acts chapter 4 we read of a different grouping of people who  were told exactly the same thing,  but they had  no  intention of repenting 
and instead,  they rebelled against this teaching,  using instruments of  “The Worldly Law”  to silence  “The Word of God”  being taught! 
This second rebellious grouping of people  were/are  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  having no intention of repenting  (Matt.3v7-10)  and hence 
my appropriate commentary of the previous verse at v35 in context.    

What would be different today?    
There is absolutely  no  difference throughout  all time!   Precisely as The Bible  tells us  within its pages! 
And it is pandemic today at The Close of The Gospel Age  -  all precisely as The Bible tells us,  and I acutely explain in my  inter-verse  commentaries! 
 
37th Comment – These recipients were truly hurt from within and wanted to know how they could make amends. 
68th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood by the reader.   These recipients were  not  strictly guilty of this crime,  but 
only by  “group association”.  They were hearkening people who internally wanted to reform and take upon themselves 
the  “group guilt”  and thus are most desirous to make recompense. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
22nd Warning – By contrast,  we shall meet the  guilty  people responsible for this crime in chapter 4.   
Interestingly they have absolutely  no  interest in making amends for their crime,  but are only interested in silencing  
“The Whistle Blowers”  making public  'them to be the criminals'.   Quite natural really – in a worldly sense!   
These criminals  (in Yahweh's Judgement)  are professional people  paid by The World  to be  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
Acts.  2v37 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded (plural)  And  
Acts.  2v37 og (they were) {pierced thoroughly}/{agitated (violently)}/{stung to the quick}/pierced   
Acts.  2v37 og to the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted   
Acts.  2v37 og both  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Peter  also  the  {remaining ones}/residues/rest   
Acts.  2v37 og (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell},   
Acts.  2v37 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether (things)   
Acts.  2v37 og (we may) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  (the) men/husbands/fellows   
Acts.  2v37 og {The Brethren}/brothers?   
Acts.  2v37 And  the having  heard/understood   (these words from Peter) 

they  (= the Jews)   were  {pierced thoroughly}/{violently agitated}  in the  heart/{seat of motivation}   
they  said/uttered   both  towards  the Peter  also  (to)  the remaining  apostles/{appointees to tell}: 
Men  also  (spiritual)  brothers,   wherefore/what  (things)   we may  do/perform/practice? 

 

And the  (international Jews,  and some being residents of Jerusalem)  having  heard/understood   (the words from Peter) 
they were thoroughly pierced in the  heart/{seat of motivation} 
they said towards both  (1) Peter also  (2) the remaining  (eleven)  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh and not The World)  to tell}: 
   Men also  (spiritual)  brothers  (= the 12 apostles),  what  (things) we may  do/perform/practice? 
r 
These specific Jews who had  voluntarily come  to The Apostles to discover The Truth about JC,  were of the  correct repentant mind  to do something 
about their former existence,  they wanted to change their life around,  and asked the Apostles how this should be  personally  done. 
 
38th Comment – Peter knew these people were not directly guilty,  and they were truly saddened over what had occurred 
to JC and wholly repentant on behalf of what the collective nation did;  so Peter then made known his thoughts to them: 
38th Instruction – Yourselves repent  (these people already had,  by demeanour),  let yourselves be baptised concerning  
the  name/character/authority  of JC  (as “The Word of God” to wholly control our mind)  by this means your sins will be 
forgiven and yourselves  (may)  gain the sacrificial gift of the HS  (provided yourselves gain  “Real Faith”  through its  
required 3 stages). 
69th Reasoning – “Repent” means wholly remorseful over what has been done and vow never to do it again.  And because 
The Mind is truly saddened,  then the culprit will make amends,  provide restitution to the victim(s).  These some 3000 
people had already done this  -  they were collectively taking upon themselves  “The Guilt”  of their religious leaders. 
70th Reasoning – These people had already come to know about the present whereabouts of JC,  because they already 
knew about him  from previous years -  some had been perhaps former disciples – so they already knew about God’s Word 
and were thus ready to be baptised. 
71st Reasoning – The character and authority of JC means just that! 

1.  We must learn everything we can about JC – thoughts/actions/works. 
2.  We must be internally motivated to have deportment precisely like JC  (1Pet.2v18-24). 
3.   When we act with fidelity in the one/same manner as JC,  then  we gain The Authority of JC (by on-lookers). 

When the all three of the above occur,  only then shall we justifiably be called  by other people  he/she comes in the name 
of JC.  We do  not  personally call ourselves  “in the name of JC”  the other way around – as is done in Christendom! 
39th Instruction – We only gain the sacrificial gift of the HS (not only from JC), but by ourselves becoming sacrificial gifts 
to Yahweh so that  (1) we gain a mind like Yahweh,   (2) Yahweh then chooses to operate in and around us with the HS. 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
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“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
23rd Warning – Much of the above is all contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us by both word and deed. 
Just about everything that comes out of their mouth regarding  “1st Century Christianity”  is wrong! 
Acts.  2v38 og (the) Peter  and  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said   
Acts.  2v38 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them;  
Acts.  2v38 og (Yourselves) {think  differently/afterwards}/{reconsider (feel remorse/compunction)}/repent   
Acts.  2v38 og also  (let he/she be) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  each/any/every (person)  {of yourselves}   
Acts.  2v38 og over/upon/concerning  to the  name/character/authority  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}   
Acts.  2v38 og (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  into/unto  
Acts.  2v38 og (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission  (of the) sins/faults/offences,   
Acts.  2v38 og also  (you will) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}   
Acts.  2v38 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  2v38 And  the Peter  {made known his thoughts}  towards them   (= the repentant Jews) 

Yourselves  {think differently}/repent  also  let  each  person  of yourselves   be  {fully wetted}/baptised  
concerning/upon  the  name/character/authority   of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed    
unto  the  freedom/pardon/deliverance/remission   of the  sins/faults/offences, 
also  you will  {get hold of}/{take up/away}  the  gratuity/{sacrificial gift} 
of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

And Peter made known his thoughts towards them   (= the wholly repentant devout Jews): 
   Yourselves repent   (wholly reform away from your old worldly lifestyle)   
   also let each person of yourselves be baptised   (= thus it is a wholly personal issue  –  no one can do it for us) 
   concerning the  name/character/authority  of the Jesus Anointed   
                (= people must take upon themselves the  name/character/authority  of  Jesus Anointed to be positioned as  “a future son of God”) 
   unto the  pardon/deliverance/remission  of the  sins/faults/offences  
                (= A complete reform of The Mind to be like JC will deliver us from our sins  beyond  JC's Covering over The Millennium) 
   also you will get hold of the sacrificial gift  
                (= the HS becomes available  after  we personally obtain the  sacrificial gift  -  see commentary) 
   of the  holy (= pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   spirit (= personality/desires/traits/character)   
 

There is much in this verse that must  not  be  'glossed over'  as is done  throughout all  of Christendom. 
            1.   Must repent. – This means we must absolutely turn away from our previous self  (not in the hypocritical manner at James.1v22-24),   
where we must reject what is normal occurring around us.  This is “The Required 1st Stage”  –  hence John the Baptist's cry for “Repentance”  before  
“The Word of God”  [= JC, Rev.19v13]  can have any influence within our life. 
            2.   Let each person – this is a personal issue,  we cannot  fob-it-off  onto another person by just  “going to church”.   
We must take the lead with ourselves to drive ourselves in our personal reform away from our old former self. 
           3.   The  name/character/authority  -  any person can claim to come in the name of anybody or company.  
But does the person take upon the self  “The Character” and “The Authority”  of whom they claim to represent?   “Character”  means  imitate their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (1Pet.2v18-24).  “Authority”  means  learn everything we can about the  person/company  we claim to represent and  
talk/act/behave  with authority in the midst of other people. 
           4.   The pardon for our sins only occurs over the 1st part of our physical life and while we are covered during The Millennium,   
Sins (= deliberate offence)  after we have taken upon ourselves  “The Word of God”  shall make us  “iniquitous”  and thus  “ultimately  not  to be 
forgiven”.  This is true irrespective of the unrighteous nonsense taught by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders,  for which they have so 
much to answer  (and hence  not  of  [3]  above)! 
           5.   We by response,  offer ourselves in a sacrificial gift to Yahweh,  where our local environment becomes The Altar upon which we place 
 ourselves,  in precise imitation of what JC did by ministry and sacrifice  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.).  It is by this method 
that  we then show to The World   We truly have the  one/same  mind as that of JC and of Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
           6.   When we have attained  [3] to achieve  “Real Faith”  through the required 3 stages of Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  then,  
and only then,  shall we receive what  “The Sacrificial Gift”  ultimately yields into the Culmination through  [1] of The Ministry and  [2] The Ransom 
Sacrifice  freely given to us by JC. 
Absolutely all contrary  to what our  worldly Christian leaders state  (ignoring James.1v6-8)  we shall  not  have the HS  (being what it truly means) 
unless we have  “Real Faith”;  and  “Real faith”  is  non-existent  within “Religion”  which itself only comprises of  “blind faith”  based on “hearsay”! 
Nothing  is tested for “Righteousness”  for all members of Mankind either today,  or for the last some 6000 years.  

“Life”  in The Millennium will be  completely  different  to what  “Life”  is like today,  where  The (most) Good'  person of today under 
Satan’s ruling methodology,  is  the absolutely  minimum  required standard  to be successful in The Millennium operating under Yahweh’s 
Methodology!   
Where  “hypocrisy”  that occurs many billions of times  per day  -  today,  will be a thing of the past,  when we are in The Millennium. 
This means a  “complete culture change”  from what occurs today,  to what is required to be ultimately successful in The Millennium.  

For the record,  the HS means  
1. Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desire/traits/character  that is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} 
2. Yahweh's Desire  (of the above)  made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

All of which becomes  “personalised within an entity”  who gains  “The Word of God”  and acts upon it to build internal  “Real Faith”. 
This is a righteous and virtuous circle. 

As the reader will see,  the HS is  not  the  unrighteous nonsense  as taught by our leaders of Christendom! 
We therefore ask   What do they know of any significant relevance and merit to what JC specifically taught us? 

Very, very little,  as my commentaries of The New Testament expose! 
I invite  “intelligent dialogue”  rather than knowing  'what I shall receive from them'  -  as proven throughout all  “Time”! 

That is why I have generated  “The Prime Reference Standard”  lodged on The Internet  for The World  (Matt.24v14)  to counter their output! 
This becomes  “The Record”,  “The Milestone”,  “The Legal Document”,  “The Prima Facia Evidence”  against our professional leaders of 
“Religion”  at  “The Close of the Gospel Age”  of  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”!  The Evidence given in very much the  one/same  manner as did John the 
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Baptist  “Prepare The Way for The Lord”  to close  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  within a decade of his teaching!   “The Writing is on The Wall”  for them  
(Dan.5v25-27). 

We must bypass them  (Matt.7v7-8),  they just  “get in the way”,  “become a blockage”  for us accessing Yahweh  (Matt.23v13)! 
I only write like this to cause The Reader to  (1) wake-up  unto The Reality of The Millennium,  and  (2) open The Mind to “Reason”! 
 
40th Instruction –  If  we go through the required stages to gain “Real Faith”  then  we have The Promise made:  We 
shall gain the HS which brings on  “The Promise of Heirship”  being  “The Birthright”  for all  “The Early Adopters”  to 
teach righteousness over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
'Allegory' – repeat - The Promise = is of several layers,  where all layers together righteously yields Mankind's Salvation 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 

72nd Reasoning –  “The Promise” = is of  “The Birthright”  (over The Inheritance).   To become Heirs  (= sons of God)  
over “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium.  This is “The Goal of Anointing” (of which JC led The Way forward). 
18th Good News –  Yahweh remains faithful to  “The Early Adopters”  -  in the  one/same  manner that JC showed The 
Way for us,  precisely as he told his Disciples at John.14v5-15  (of which we are to  precisely imitate). 
19th Good News –  This offer of becoming Heirs over The Inheritance is available to all people around The World,  to all 
succeeding generations until Yahweh achieves The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4).  Then ‘The 
Brakes are off”,  JCg will come at “The 1st Resurrection” to collect his bride and then 3.5 years later,  to return and 
cleanse The Earth through a great tribulation  (principally to worldly leaders throughout all society around The World). 
41st Instruction –  It is all conditional  -  “whosoever may”.   “The Invitation”  goes out to all people to aim for  “The 
Goal of Sonship to Yahweh”  (1) first by becoming Christians and then  (2) precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
73rd Reasoning –  It is so simply stated,  -  but:  How many Christians over The Gospel Age of about 2000 years’ duration 
are able to successfully complete the second part:  “To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”?       
It is likewise simply stated:  “144000 people are able to do it”. – Being precisely what The Bible tells us  (Rev.14v1-4). 
However,  it is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us,  being  anything other  than what The Bible tells us! 
They are so expertly capable to operating  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19  upon “God’s Word”  (Luke.6v39, etc.)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
Acts.  2v39 og {to yourselves}  for  (it) is  the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Acts.  2v39 og also  to the  children/daughters/sons  {of yourselves},   
Acts.  2v39 og also  (to the) all/whole/every (persons)  to the (ones = persons)  into/unto   
Acts.  2v39 og (the) {from a distance/afar}/{afar off}/{from far},   
Acts.  2v39 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  wish/suppose   
Acts.  2v39 og  (he/she may) {call towards oneself}/summon/invite/{call (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   
Acts.  2v39 og the  lord/master  the  {specific god}  {of/from us}. 
Acts.  2v39 For  it is  the  pledge/promise  to yourselves,  also  to your  children     

also  to all  persons  unto  {afar off}/{from a distance} 
whosoever  wish/suppose  he/she  may  personally  summon/invite  the  lord/master  our  'Specific God', 

 

For it is the  pledge/promise  to yourselves,   (of  “Guaranteed Life”  as a future  “Son of God”  if  achieving  “The Birthright”) 
also to your children,  also to all people unto afar off   (and  thus open to  ALL  people  [1] throughout The Gospel Age  [2] around The World) 
whosoever wish  he/she  may personally  summon/invite  the  lord/master  our  'Specific God'   (=  Yahweh,  context is The Apostles) 
 

It must be clearly understood  “The Promise”  is of  “The Birthright”  originally given to Abraham  (as “The Loving Father”,  metaphorically = 
Yahweh)  and  passed-on  through Isaac (metaphorically JC)  and through Jacob  (metaphorically The Methodology to yield the 12 Tribes of Israel).  It 
was Jacob who personally  “grabbed after the heel “ for  “The  Birthright”  from off his elder twin brother  (please see my commentary at Rom.9v13). 
This “Birthright”  has been grabbed by all people throughout The Generations in  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  (= [Jews pre JC] then [Christians post JC])  
to yield  “The Early Adopters”  (= The prophets and 144000 TCs)  of  “The Word of God”. 

“This Promise”  can  only  come  through  “The Word of God”  –  hence Rev.3v20,  upon which we must personally respond  (if we are 
ultimately desirous to fulfil  “The Word of God”  over our 2 part physical life,  provided we are  not  charlatan Christian leaders,  else we 
will be annihilated at the end of our present existence). 

It is of this promise,  together with the  thousands  of supporting allegoric prophecies located in The Tanakh to underwrite  “The Promise”  of which JC 
taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  (Mark.1v22)  which is  never  taught today,  being  -  “The Promise”  of  “The Birthright”  as  “The Main Prop”  
of  “Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”.  Because “1st Century Christianity”  is not taught today,  then people are  not  externally  encouraged to aim 
for The Goal.   Hence it then becomes  “internally driven”  (hence Yahweh's Judgement of The Mind,  1Sam.16v7),  and why it is to these specific people,  
Yahweh is electing as  “The First-fruits”  (from out of The Christian Nation,  Matt.20v16, 22v14)  who themselves make possible  “The Incrementing  of 
The Millennium”  to  “become The Reality”,  and thus become  “The Perfect People”  (1Pet.2v2-9)  to be its new rulers! 

There we are  -  simply explained at the high level,  and yet I have some 3,000,000+ words to  underwrite  this simple paragraph! 
 
39th Comment – Peter continued to explain The Scriptures to these 3000 people before he then made the exhortation: 

“Take yourselves out  (by being spiritually healed)  from this present warped  generation/nation/age.” 
42nd Instruction – the Greek word means  “generation, nation or age”  all  are equally applicable  today  for Christians! 
Just as it was applicable to The Jews when Peter said it to them  (he equally being a Jew)! 
Acts.  2v40 og (to the) other/different/altered  both  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  (the) more/greater/many  
Acts.  2v40 og (he) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemnly affirmation/charge}/{protested earnestly}/hortatively   
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Acts.  2v40 og also   
Acts.  2v40 og (he) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts.  2v40 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  2v40 og (Yourselves be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  2v40 og of the  generation/{an age}/nation/time  of the  warped/winding/perverse/crooked/untoward   
Acts.  2v40 og this/that (specifically). 
Acts.  2v40 both   to (= in)   the  other/different  many  words/sayings/reasonings   

(1) he (= Peter)  {through witnessing}/hortatively  also   (2) he  {invoked by imploring}/exhorted/urged  the  stating/exclaiming:- 
You  be  delivered/healed/preserved  of  this specific  warped/perverse/crooked   generation/nation/age 

 

both in the many different  words/sayings/reasonings   (by thoroughly explaining The Scriptures – in the manner as JC taught) 
(1) he  (= Peter)  {through witnessing}/hortatively  also  (2) he (= Peter)  {invoked by imploring}/exhorted  the  stating:- 
   Yourselves  (= these some 3000 people, v41)  be  delivered/healed/persevered   (= spiritually rescued  from  out  of  “Religion”) 
   of this specific   (spiritually)   warped/twisted  generation/nation/age   (being a product of “Religion”  through the  generations/nations/age). 
               (“generation/nation/age”  specific to  “The Time”  of  “The Word of God”  operating within  “Israel”  [1] Jews,  and then  [2] Christians) 
 

Peter explained Yahweh's Plan through The Tanakh and how JC was  “The Key Stone”  within it  (Psm.118v22, Isa.28v16, Zech.10v4, Matt.21v42, 
Mark.12v10, Luke.20v17)  –  to become  “The Enabler”  to  righteously  make Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan”  come to fruition,  requiring  “The 
Early Adopters”  (Psm.45v14-17, Psm.144.12),  and hence Peter's exhortation to  “Make this a Reality”  to gain the 144000 TCs as quickly as possible.   
We,  having hindsight of The Epistles and Revelations written afterwards,  know it shall take about 2000 years for Yahweh to achieve this  “Prophesied 
Trigger Threshold “  (see Heb. Chapter 4)  for  “The Next Stage”  by incrementing  “The Plan”  forward with  (1) “The 1st Resurrection”  and then 3.5 
years later  (Dan.12v11-12)  with  (2) The Millennium.   Amen. 
 
40th Comment – These people were already primed to take up Peter’s invitation of “baptism”. 
43rd Instruction – It is very important to understand these were  not  random people ‘picked up off the streets’!   These 
people had studied The Tanakh (as devout Jews).  They had also heard what JC taught for the previous some 3 years and 
further,  were personally motivated to seek out The Disciples to learn of The Whereabouts of JC,  of whom they knew was 
murdered,  but there were rumours:  “He had arisen!”   They wanted to discover The Truth for themselves. 

These people were exhibiting:  “Real faith”! 
74th Reasoning – Peter knew all this,  and was in the educated position to state that these people were worthy candidates 
for The Life Changing Event of Baptism, not just in water,  but they could become baptised with the HS if they imitated JC 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
Acts.  2v41 og The (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  {with pleasure}/gladly  
Acts.  2v41 og (the) {to take fully}/{welcome (people)}/{approve (things)}/accept/{receive gladly} (plural)   
Acts.  2v41 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) him  (they were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised,   
Acts.  2v41 og also  
Acts.  2v41 og (they were) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annexed/repeated/{given more}/ 

/increased/proceeded/furthered   
Acts.  2v41 og to the  day/{period of time}  {that one}/those  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}   
Acts.  2v41 og (it) {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}  {three thousand}. 
Acts.  2v41 Therefore/then  the  persons  (at this gathering)   truly/indeed    

{accepted fully}/welcomed  his  (= Peter's)   words/sayings/reasonings  {with pleasure}/gladly  they were  baptised  
also  to  (= in)   that one  day  there as if it were  three thousand  lives/souls/{conscious existences}   (= living humans) 
{placed additionally}/{laid beside}   (the apostles).  

 

Then the persons   (= the devout Jews having previously come to The Apostles to  learn/understand  what had occurred to JC)    
truly accepted fully his  (= Peter's)  words/sayings/reasonings  gladly  (and)  they were baptised 
also in that one day there were as if three thousand  souls/{conscious existences}  placed additionally  (to The Apostles). 
 

These devout Jews from  (1) around The World and  (2) locally at Jerusalem were convinced by Peter's detailed exegesis from The Tanakh explaining the 
prophecies about JC and of his lifestyle to be wholly converted away from  “Religion”.  Which is interesting,  because Christianity has become to be in 
the same  “state of demise”  as was Judaism at JC’s 1st Advent,  thereby showing both are a subset of  “Religion”,  and hence both are  wholly detested  
by Yahweh,  being what  the religious leaders have made  those two ideologies). 

We read of many people desiring to become part of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by The Apostles here. 
Out of these 3000 people,  perhaps  only 1 or 2 would become TCs (= “The Early Adopters”  to be future sons of God)  a much better ratio than today of 
perhaps 30000  1,  but that is because they had  much  better  teachers  during  “The 1st Century”! 
Please see my commentaries at Acts.2v27, 31 that accurately explain  “soul”  and becomes equally applicable in its usage here. 
 
44th Instruction – These people were earnest about what had been taught – because The Apostles taught  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that made  “righteous sense”  to what The Tanakh had taught about JC and of The Millennium. 
24th Warning – What  worldly Christian leaders teach makes  “unrighteous sense”  because they ignore the teachings of 
The Tanakh,  the contents of which underwrites what JC taught and thus magnifies Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority. 
44th Allegory – partnership = having  The One/Same  mind over  all  matters  (this does  not  occur in Christendom). 
45th Allegory – breaking of bread = sharing of JC’s lifestyle/deportment  (= they all imitated JC’s lifestyle). 
‘Allegory’ – supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
25th Warning – All the above must be unknown by our  worldly Christian leaders,  because of what they teach and do! 
Acts.  2v42 og (they) were  and  (the) {earnestly toward}/persevered/{attended continuously} (plural)   
Acts.  2v42 og to the  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}   
Acts.  2v42 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
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Acts.  2v42 og also  to the  partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse/fellowship,   
Acts.  2v42 og also  to the  {fracture (the act)}/breaking  of the  bread/loaf  also  to the  supplications/{earnest prayers}. 
Acts.  2v42 And   they  (= former devout Jews)   were   {earnestly toward}/{attended continuously}   

to the  instruction/doctrine  of the  Apostles/{appointees [by Yahweh and not by The World] to tell} 
also  to the  partnership/intercourse/fellowship, 
also  to the  breaking  of the  bread  also  to the  supplications. 

 

And they were earnest toward the  instruction/doctrine  of the apostles   (= “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  “worldly Christianity”) 
also to the partnership   (= they all had the  one/same  mind together   [not  as we have today  –  being an  infinite number of minds’]) 
also to the breaking of the bread   (this term is always allegoric to   “The Sharing of The Lifestyle of JC”)  
also to the supplications   (this word always means   Asking for external assistance in  the  accurate  publicising  of  “The Word of God”) 
 

My parenthesis has no need for additional words of explanation here. 
 
41st Comment – The recipients were very impressed Peter's teaching,  and more so that what was taught by the apostles 
was underwritten by  prodigies/omens  and  signs/wonders. 
45th Instruction – It must be clearly understood these were  not  supernatural miracles  (this was to come later,  next 
chapter),  but wonderful deportment and competence in  “teaching capability”  that resulted in  fully committed devotees. 
26th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders  'milking'  verses like this for worldly gain, by spinning the words 
around to insinuate these are the same things as the illusions created by  charlatan Christian leaders to enthral their 
deluded/bewitched  devotees  lapping-up  'the moment'!    These are absolutely  not  the type of people Yahweh wants to 
rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (where both sides are being wholly self-indulgent and delusional)! 
75th Reasoning – The recipients of  “1st Century Christianity”  (that is  never  taught today)  thoroughly knew The Tanakh 
and had The Foundation to understand what The Apostles taught about Yahweh's Plan for The Millennium.  These people 
were trained to become leaders taking upon themselves  ownership/accountability/responsibility  with “The Word of God” 
as we are taught in the epistles written by Paul to Timothy and Titus. 
27th Warning – Worldly and worse charlatan Christian leaders will teach  none  of the above,  because they are  not  
interested,  but only what The World can give them for a worldly service  –  by titivating the ears  (2Tim.4v3-4). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
Acts.  2v43 og (he/she/it) {became to be} (middle voice)  And  (to the) all/whole/every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}   
Acts.  2v43 og (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence,  
Acts.  2v43 og (the) many/much/plenteous  both  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders  
Acts.  2v43 og also  (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  through (reason of)   
Acts.  2v43 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (it) {became to be}. 
Acts.  2v43 And  the  alarm/fear/awe   personally  became to be  to  all/every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence} 

both  many/plenteous  prodigies/omens/wonders  also  the  indications/signs/miracles  became to be  
through reason  of the  apostles/{appointees  [by Yahweh and not by The World]  to tell} 

 

And the  alarm/awe  personally became to be to every  life/soul/{conscious existence}  (= “living conscious/reasoning humans” = “soul”) 
both many  (1) prodigies/omens/wonders   also  (2) indications/signs/miracles   became to be 
through reason of the apostles   (having Yahweh working through His  true  representatives) 
 

These Apostles did not work these prodigies and signs for public acclaim and monetary return as we see all around The World today by  charlatans! 
By contrast,  these works would have been done discretely and this activity would only be spread by report. 
That is how we  can  tell the  difference between  “The Methodology”  that operates within The Apostles,  and of the type of methodology that operates 
within  charlatan Christian leaders of today  (note JC’s useful diagnostic tool at Matt.7v16-20 to peer deeply into the leaders’ minds). 
 
42nd Comment – These recipients of  “1st Century Christianity”  had gained  “Real Faith”  and then behaved in The 
Manner as that which shall occur in The Millennium. 
43rd Comment – Committed/Entrusting  occurs when people have gained  “Real Faith”.  It absolutely does not mean what 
worldly Christian leaders teach us  (being a complete devaluation of what  “Believe”  really means,  Matt.19v17)! 
46th Instruction – These recipients are only required to share between spiritual likeminded people.  There is zero 
instruction to do general acts of  physical charity  (please see my commentary at Luke.10v30-37),  but  much  instruction 
to give  spiritual charity  in  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  to any person willing to listen. 
This means we must thoroughly know and understand our subject matter  (absolutely  not  like leaders of Christendom). 
47th Instruction – We must gain a mind like JC,  for us to be successful in The Millennium,  and the sooner we do this,  
then the better for us as individuals and of our neighbour  -  also for society in general  (witnessing this improvement). 
48th Instruction – If we have something that can be used to help our spiritual  brother/sister  then we must share. 
20th Good News– This verse teaches us of what it will be like in The Millennium  –  where all of us in the 2nd part of our 
life shall be metaphoric brothers and sisters  (with zero neighbours,  and certainly no enemies).  Hurtful people will be 
suppressed by JCg and the 144000 TCs with  infinite  capability and power to exercise  all  authority over society. 
Acts.  2v44 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  and  the (persons)  committing/believing/entrusting (plural)   
Acts.  2v44 og (they) were  over/upon/concerning  the  it   
Acts.  2v44 og also  (they) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)}   
Acts.  2v44 og (the) {commonly shared}/{belonging equally to several}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy, 
Acts.  2v44 And  all  the  committing/believing/entrusting   persons    

they were  over/concerning  the it          (= they were of  one/same  mind  -  committed to the  one/same  thing) 
also  they had  {absolutely all}  (things)   {commonly shared}/{belonging equally to several people} 
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And all the  committed/entrusting  people   (= these people had gained  “Real Faith”  through the required 3 stages) 
they were concerning the  it/same   (= they were all of  one/same  mind,  being of   one/same  “Real Faith”,  taught correctly by The Apostles) 
also they had absolutely all  things  {equally shared amongst themselves}.   (= Shared everything  -  as it will be in The Millennium.) 
 

As stated  -  this verse describes how  “Life”  will be in The Millennium,  driven by  The  One/Same  Methodology as sourced by Yahweh through JCg. 
It should be noted that all people in The Millennium shall be physically fit and mentally capable  (this is what JC's ministry and deportment 
demonstrated).  Thus  all  people shall be able to feed themselves by earning a respectable living,  and  not  disproportionate amounts as that which 
presently occurs during Satan's some 6000 year tenure.  People who shirk work at one end of the spectrum,  or at the other end,  people who live on the 
backs of other peoples' efforts shall be  re-educated  not  to take these polar positions within society,  but work together harmoniously and fairly. 

“Objections”  to this new protocol shall  not  be accepted by the then ruling JCg and the 144000 TCs  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 
 
Comment – repeat - These recipients of  “1st Century Christianity”  had gained  “Real Faith”  and then behaved in The 
Manner as that which shall occur in The Millennium. 
49th Instruction – It must be clearly understood that in The Millennium,  there will be no rich people,  nor poor people. 
However,  we will all be expected to work at what we are best at,  and not  loaf-around  living off other people.  As we 
read in The Bible,  both Old and New Testaments teach us:   If  people do not work,  then  they should not expect to eat! 
Acts.  2v45 og also  the  acquirement/estate/possession/goods  (they) trafficked/{sold as a slave/merchandise},   
Acts.  2v45 og also  (they) {partitioned thoroughly}/{distributed/disseminated}/cloven/divided/parted (middle voice)   
Acts.  2v45 og them  (to the) all/whole/every,   
Acts.  2v45 og {according to which certain thing}/{as far}/inasmuch/{according, forasmuch}/because   
Acts.  2v45 og wish/supposed  {some/any person}  affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want   
Acts.  2v45 og (he/she) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had.  
Acts.  2v45 Also  they  {sold as merchandise}  the  possessions/goods, 

also   they  personally  {partitioned thoroughly}/distributed/divided   to  all  of them, 
{according to which  certain thing}  wish/suppose   {some/any person}   he/she  had  need/requirement/want. 

 

Also they sold the  possessions/goods    
also they personally  distributed/divided   to all of them   
according to which  some/any  person wish  he/she  had  need/want. 
 

As stated  -  this verse describes how  “Life”  will be in The Millennium,  driven by  The  One/Same  Methodology as sourced by Yahweh through JCg. 
It must be clearly understood that in The Millennium,  there will be  no  “rich people”,  nor  “poor people”.  However,  we shall all be within perfect 
DNA fleshly bodies,  and thus  all  people shall be expected to work at what we are best able to further  “The Good of Society”,  and not  loaf-around  
living off other people’s efforts.   
As we are quite able to read in The Bible,  within both The Old and New Testaments,  the scribes teach us     

If  people do not work,  then  they should not expect to eat!      
“They will go hungry!” 

 
44th Comment – Luke writes of the continued commitment exercised by these 3000 converted people in their families. 
45th Comment – These people went to the temple to teach and supplicate (not to learn anything from the religious leaders) 
46th Comment – These people broke bread in their houses  (to mean:  an act to validate their deportment to be like JC). 
47th Comment – These people shared food with each other  (= within spiritual families – not with families outside). 
48th Comment – These people did not perform a deed to be expecting a  'payment-in-kind'  later! 
Comment – repeat - These recipients of  “1st Century Christianity”  had gained  “Real Faith”  and then behaved in The 
Manner as that which shall occur in The Millennium. 
Acts.  2v46 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) day/{period of time}  both  
Acts.  2v46 og (the) {earnestly toward}/persevering/{attending continuously}/{continually steadfastly}  
Acts.  2v46 og (the) unanimously/{with one accord}  in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},   
Acts.  2v46 og breaking  both  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family   
Acts.  2v46 og (the) bread/loaf,  
Acts.  2v46 og (they) {got hold of together}/participate/{accepted and used}/{be a partaker}   
Acts.  2v46 og (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food  in  (to the) exultation/welcome/gladness/{(exceeding) joy}   
Acts.  2v46 og also  (to the) smoothness/simplicity/singleness/{no strings attached to what is done}  
Acts.  2v46 og (of the) heart/{seat of motivation}, 
Acts.  2v46 The  {attending continuously}/{continuously steadfastly}   

both   intensely  day/{period of time}                 (= both  day/{period of time}  to  day/{period of time}) 
unanimously/{with one accord}  (= to be of the same mind)   within  the  {sacred place}/temple, 
breaking  the  bread  both  house/family  to  house/family   
they  {got hold of together}/shared/{be partaker}  of the  nourishment/food  within  exultation/gladness 
also  in the  simplicity/singleness/{no strings attached}  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

 

(These  “1st Century Christians”  were … ) 
The attending continuously both day to day   
being of the  one/same  mind within the sacred place   (the sacred place could be temple,  but actually for TCs it would be one's own home) 
breaking the bread  both  house/family  to  house/family  
they  shared/partook  of the food within gladness  
also in the  simplicity/singleness   (= no strings attached to what is done to our neighbour  [not as leverage, to be pulled later for worldly return]) 
of the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (= internally driven to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but we must first know   “What is Yahweh's Desire”!) 
 

These former devout Jews,  after  “understanding The Tanakh”  through Peter’s explanations,  they wholly reformed unto  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Jews of today would have the common sense  not  to convert to  worldly Christianity,  being that both are subsets of appalling  “Religion”!    
Effectively they would be   “Jumping out of the frying pan into the fire”! 
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But rather,  both groupings  should convert to  “1st Century Christianity”  when given  “The Real Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  
before  it passed through their leaders’ minds  (of  “The Mincer”  as explained at Rev.22v18-19)  of both these now very worldly religions! 

 
49th Comment – Why are these people  (in a truly heartfelt manner)  praising Yahweh  (by imitating JC)? 
50th Instruction – These people had been taught  “1st Century Christianity”  (never taught today)  that answers the 
allegoric prophecies given within The Tanakh,  in the  one/same  manner that JC had taught earlier,  hence Mark.1v22. 
76th Reasoning – Quite simply Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (never taught today)  has been 
very carefully explained to them by Peter.  The utter nonsense of  “Religion”  has been entirely removed from their mind 
and they can see The Vista mapped out before them  (to yield the Millennium)! 
50th Comment – These people had  gifts/favours/benefits  towards all people;  – what does this mean? 
77th Reasoning – It is what makes Early Adopters different to The World.  “The Word of God”  had rewired their synapse 
construction  (= changed their personality and thinking)  so that they worked together to edify each other.  Nothing was 
done to hurt their neighbour  (scamming, defrauding, stealing, hurtful comments, finding excuses not to help, gossip, etc.). 
21st Good News – Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  that 
requires all three attributes,  else it becomes merely a  self-indulgent  ego trip – and the ‘gifts’  are merely vanity. 
46th ‘Allegory’ - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
51st Instruction – These new  “1st Century Christians”  went out to teach new people about  “The Word of God”  as 
accurately explained by Peter,  which brought new people into  The {Calling Out}/Ecclesia. 
52nd Instruction – These people becoming  “1st Century Christians”  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  and 
keep strengthening this commitment will gain  deliverance/salvation. 
22nd Good News – “1st Century Christianity”  will create new people rescued from  worldly  methodology/”Religion”. 
23rd Good News – “1st Century Christianity”  will create a perfected society  (presently only amongst The Brethren 
actively aiming to become TCs). 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  2v47 og (the) {praising (by story)}/{giving laudation (by events)/(account of actions)} (plural)  the  God   
Acts.  2v47 og also  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Acts.  2v47 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout   
Acts.  2v47 og the  populace/{grouping of people}  the  and  lord/master  
Acts.  2v47 og (he/she) {to place additionally}/{lay beside}/annex/repeat/{give more}/increase/proceed/further   
Acts.  2v47 og the (ones = persons)   (the having been) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
Acts.  2v47 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  day/{period of time}   
Acts.  2v47 og to the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church. 
Acts.  2v47 (They)  The  praising/{giving laudation}  the  God  (= Yahweh) 

also  holding/having  the  gifts/favours/benefit  towards  completely/all/throughout  the  populace/{grouping of people} 
and  the  lord/master  {placed additionally}/{added alongside}  to  the   {calling out}/ecclesia   {day to day}/daily 
the  people  having been  delivered/saved/preserved   (away from being trapped within the methodology sourced by killer  “Religion”) 

 

(These  “1st Century Christians”  were … ) 
The  praising/{giving laudation to}  the God  (= Yahweh) 
also having  gifts/favours/benefit  towards completely all the grouping of people   (Yahweh worked through these people to edify The Mind) 
and the  lord/master  added to the  {calling out}/ecclesia  daily   (The Apostles  and new assistants  were  publicising “1st Century Christianity”) 
the people having been  delivered/saved/preserved   (away from worldly methodology practised throughout all of  “Religion”.) 
 

When God's Word is  correctly taught  as  “1st Century Christianity”  (as it was by JC and yet  never  taught today)   then  it becomes  “The Power”  to 
cause internal reform to billions of people.  But we must wait until The Millennium before this wonderful occasion occurs world-wide -  under the 
leadership of JCg and the 144000 TCs who themselves  truly care to edify  The World into a righteous environment for  all  its members. 

Fortunately for all of Mankind,  this  “step-change”  event  will  occur  within  “The 21st Century”  CE.   Amen! 
 
 
51st Comment – It should be noted this is a fairly regular thing – I would also suggest this was a Sabbath day. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
Acts.  3v1 og over/upon/concerning  the  it/same  And  (the) Peter  also  (the) John  
Acts.  3v1 og (they were) {going up}/arising/ascending/climbing  into/unto  
Acts.  3v1 og the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  3v1 og the  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  of the  supplication/{earnest praying}  the  ninth. 
Acts.  3v1 And  concerning  the it  (being “the occasion”  of the ninth hour) 

the  Peter  also  John,  they were  {going up}/ascending  into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple   
the  ninth  {portion of time (hour of the day)}  of  the  supplication/{earnest praying}. 

 

The Peter also John,  they were going up into the temple   
concerning the hour of the  supplication/{earnest prayer}  (being)  the ninth  (hour). 
This means  Peter and John  were imitating JC,  by going to the Temple to pray for  doors to be opened’  (both as a physical metaphor and spiritually 
with the recipient’s mind).  These Apostles were importantly,  to teach devout people who attended The Temple after this prayer of supplication,  knowing 
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that Yahweh would have answered the prayers by  “working in the background to introduce”  new converts to  “1st Century Christianity”  (being the 
whole process of 1Cor.3v6).  
The Jews by tradition would pray three times a Sabbath day  (Dan.6v10)  morning, noon and evening  (Psm.55v17),  suggesting this to be The Sabbath 
Day.  The prayer separations would go accordingly  (as recorded by Luke)   

1.   The morning was the 3rd hour to be 09 00 hrs (European time)  as shown in Acts.2v15. 
2.   The prayer at noon was the 6th hour to be 12 00 hrs (European time)  as shown in Acts.10v9. 
3.   The evening prayer was the 9th hour to be 15 00 hrs (European time)  as show here at Acts.3v1. 

The reader should realise that  “The Jewish New Day”  begins 18 00 hrs (European Time)  and thus The Morning Prayer was of the  third  part of the 
day.  While the fourth part of the day would be called  “The Prayer of  “Minchah”   (= The Prayer of the Evening)  split into  “The Great Minchah”  
from the sixth and half hour and  “The Lesser Minchah”  is from ninth and half hour to the end of the Jewish Day  (when The Sun sets). 
Thus, The Jewish Day begins in The Evening and the first 12 hours of  “The Jewish New Day”  is during the night time, and  “Day Time”  occurs over 
the last 12 hours of  “The Jewish Day”.  Thus the third, sixth and ninth hours are actually during  “The Last 12 hours”  of “Day Light Time”.  
I hope that clarifies things. 
As an aside. 
I generally think it was set-up like this,  because Yahweh by instruction is teaching us through allegory of what our life is like  

We humans begin our spiritual life as   “The 1st part of our Spiritual Life”  in  “The Darkness of Satan's Night” (of worldly methodology),  
and then in  “The 2nd part of our Spiritual Life”  (by imbuing “The Word of God”)  we enter  “The Light of Yahweh's Day”. 

 
52nd Comment – It should be noted this man was  “lame from birth”  (he was no stooge)  and everyone knew of his ills. 
Acts.  3v2 og also  {some/any/certain person}  (the) halt/limping/cripple/lame  {from/out of}  
Acts.  3v2 og (the) {(Chest) cavity}/{(figurative) organs}/{heart/kidneys/womb/belly}  (of the) {from mother}/womb  
Acts.  3v2 og (of the) his  (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave, 
Acts.  3v2 og (he was being) {(idea of) removal}/taken up}/bared/lifted/endured/sustained  whom/which/that  
Acts.  3v2 og (they) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  
Acts.  3v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) day/{period of time}  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Acts.  3v2 og the  door/portal/entrance/gate  of the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}   
Acts.  3v2 og the (one = door)   (being) stated/exclaimed  (the) {belonging to the time}/beauteous/flourishing/beautiful,   
Acts.  3v2 og of the (one = lame man)   (to) ask/beg/crave/desire/require  
Acts.  3v2 og (the) {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms   
Acts.  3v2 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  of the (ones = persons)  
Acts.  3v2 og (the) {into/unto the entrance}/{coming/going into}/entering  into/unto   
Acts.  3v2 og the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}. 
Acts.  3v2 Also  (during this occasion)  {some/any/certain person}  the  lame  {for life}  (since)  from/out  of  his  mother’s womb 

he was being  {taken up}/lifted,   whom  they  placed/settled/appointed  {day to day}/daily  
towards  the  door/gate  of the  {sacred place}/temple  being  stated/called  The  {Belonging to The Time}/Flourishing/Beautiful, 
(for)  of the  (one = lame man)  to  ask/beg   beneficence/alms  beside/alongside  the persons   entering  into  the  {sacred place}/temple 

 

Also  (while Peter and John entered the temple)  a  certain person of  life-long  lameness from out of his mother’s womb, 
he was being lifted  (into position),  whom they  (= his friends)  placed/settled  (him)  daily 
towards the gate of the temple being called The Beautiful, 
(for)  the man to beg alms beside the persons  (= general populace)  entering into the temple. 
 

This verse is setting the scene for a miracle  from Yahweh  to occur through His  true representatives. 
Interesting to note that this will be The First Instance where Yahweh works a miracle through Peter  (please see my commentaries at Acts.14v8-14,  
which is an almost  “like for like”  scenario for Paul  –  with the same outcome  –  and  same reasons as to why Yahweh operated in this manner).  
 
53rd Comment – A natural request  -  this was the whole point of him being here! 
Acts.  3v3 og who/which/that  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  Peter  also  (the) John   
Acts.  3v3 og (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  {to enter}/{enter (go) into}   
Acts.  3v3 og into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts.  3v3 og (he) {interrogated by request}/asked/beseeched/entreated/urged  
Acts.  3v3 og (the) {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms. 
Acts.  3v3 Who  seeing  Peter  also  John  being  {to occur}/{about to}  enter  into  the  {sacred place}/temple 

he  (= the lame man)   beseeched/urged   beneficence/alms. 
 

(This lame man)  who seeing Peter also John about to enter into the temple 
he beseeched  (for)  alms  (from Peter and John) 
 

A natural and genuine request!   
However,  we should ask the questions  

Specifically, why was this person chosen from out of the many infirmed there? 
And why had Peter and John not seen him earlier -  in previous  days/months/years   when coming to The Temple? 

Or for that matter - 
Why had not JC seen him on his way to The Temple to cure him in earlier years? 

Please see my commentaries at Acts.9v33,  and equally 14v9, 11, 20 and 22 that fully discuss all the implications of these questions. 
 
53rd Instruction – Both Peter and John were of the  one/same  mind for what was about to occur. 
78th Reasoning – This tells us that Yahweh had communicated to  both  of them  beforehand,  about what was to occur. 
54th Comment – The lame man was in for a great surprise – gaining something far better than merely money! 
Acts.  3v4 og (the) {gazed intently}/{beheld earnestly}/stared/{fixed eyes upon}  And  (the) Peter  into/unto  (the) him    
Acts.  3v4 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the (= with)   John  
Acts.  3v4 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  3v4 og Behold/See/Look/Beware/{Take heed}  into/unto  us/our/we! 
Acts.  3v4 And  the Peter  {gazed intently}/{fixed eyes upon}  unto  him 
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{united as companions}/{in union}  with  John   (= being of the  one/same  mind to do something for this lame man) 
he  (Peter)  said/commanded:   Behold/{Take heed}  unto  us! 

 

And Peter gazed intently unto him  (the lame man) 
(and Peter being)  united as companions with John   (this means   Both Peter and John were of the  one/same  mind  to cure this man) 
He  (Peter)  said/commanded:    
   Behold unto us! 
 

Both Peter and John had empathy with each other,  being that Yahweh was working in both of their minds to involve Yahweh and not money unto this 
occasion.   This means that both Apostles had  internal notification  that Yahweh would Personally intervene to bring forth a  genuine  miracle. 
Acts.  3v5 og the (one = lame man)  And  
Acts.  3v5 og (he) {held upon}/retained/detained/{paid attention to}/{gave/take heed to}/{held forth}  {to them}  
Acts.  3v5 og (of the) {watching toward}/{anticipating (in thought/hope/fear)}/{to await}/{looking forwards}  
Acts.  3v5 og {some/any thing}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of them}  
Acts.  3v5 og (to) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive. 
Acts.  3v5 And  the  (person = lame man)  {paid attention}/{gave heed}  to them  (= the apostles) 

of the  {watching toward}/anticipating/{eagerly expecting}  to  {get hold of}/receive   {some/any thing}  near/beside  of them. 
 

And the person  (= lame man)  gave heed to them  (= Peter and John) 
watching toward near to them to get hold of something   (= the lame man was expecting to gain a donation of money). 
 

This lame man was in for an incredible shock! 
(1) Not money and  (2) something far better than money could ever bring to him! 

Acts.  3v6 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  and  (the) Peter;  
Acts.  3v6 og (the) silvery/{cash (drachma or shekel)}/money/{piece of silver}   
Acts.  3v6 og also  (the) {golden article (plating/ornament/coin)}/{with gold}  no/not/none  
Acts.  3v6 og (it) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave  {to me},   
Acts.  3v6 og who/which/that  and  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,  
Acts.  3v6 og that/this/there/here  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy.   
Acts.  3v6 og In  to the  name/character/authority  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Acts.  3v6 og of the  Nazarene,  (you) {collect the senses}/awaken/rouse/{rise up}   
Acts.  3v6 og also  (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life} (middle voice). 
 
54th Instruction – Both Peter and John were not motivated by money  (unlike charlatan Christian leaders) 
28th Warning – By contrast our  ‘millions’  of  charlatan Christian leaders  are  motivated by money  (fame and glory)  
and instead of freely giving it away,  they sequestrate off The Lord as quickly as possible by scamming their devotees! 
55th Instruction – Both Peter and John foreknew knew this cure would occur because they were instructed by Yahweh 
beforehand to become  “The Front Persons”  for Yahweh’s miraculous intervention. 
29th Warning – By contrast our  ‘millions’  of  charlatan Christian leaders   (1) feign cures by using stooges placed within 
the excited audiences  paying for entertainment  or  (2) blame the recipient for having no faith if a cure is not evident! 
Instruction – Yahweh does not operate within,  and has long ago rejected  charlatan Christian leaders beloved by 
‘billions’  of deluded and bewitched Christian devotees having an  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for “The Immediacy”. 
79th Reasoning – Yahweh underwrites Peter’s Authority with a  physical  miracle for the following reasons.   
    1.  A jubilant cured man  -  whose praise started The Apostles' teaching  (as we read later). 
    2.  Some 5000 other people became won over by strength of argument  (of The Apostles' Authority). 
    3.  Exposed the unrepentant nature of professional leaders of “Religion”. 
    4.  Emboldened Peter and John  (and the other 10 apostles). 
    5.  Invigorated more  “1st Century Christians”  to greater heights of  self-determination  to copy JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
55th Comment – Peter issues  “The Instruction”  with absolute confidence  (because  he is  only  following orders)! 
56th Instruction – Peter and John operate with the  “character and authority”  of JC inasmuch they precisely imitate his 
ministry/lifestyle,  and because of what JC laid down  (being access to The Millennium),  then this man is able to walk. 
Reasoning – repeat - Any person can call upon the  “name”  of someone  -  and quite likely  “he/she  will be ignored”! 

Because quite simply  he/she  does not know how to ask correctly  (James.4v3-5)! 
However, once we have  “The Character”  and start behaving with  “The Authority”  of  “The  Lord/Master”  then  The  
Lord/Master  will be most interested in positively responding to our call for assistance -  to yield healing and salvation! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Warning – repeat - Ignore what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders supposedly teach about “Jesus”,  
because they ignore  “The Original Jesus”  and  only  speak of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  with a  different  
“Character and Authority”  to “The Original Jesus”  of  “1st Century Christianity”.  Thus  “The Original Jesus”  being  
“The Real Jesus”  will ignore us because we do  not  ask for  healing/salvation  in his  character or authority! 
49th Reasoning – Why do  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders only speak of a  “New Jesus”? 
Reasoning – repeat - Why do  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders only speak of a “New Jesus”? 
Because quite simply they cannot make  money/leverage  from  “The Original Jesus”  out of their devotees! 
Acts.  3v6 And  the Peter  said/commanded:   Silver  also  gold  not  {come into existence}  to me, 

and  that/which  I  have/possess  this  (I give)  to thee/you. 
Within  the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Nazarene, 
You  (lame man)   {collect your senses}/awaken,   
also  you  personally  {tread all about}/walk/{deport yourselves} 
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And Peter  said/commanded: 
   Silver also gold not belongs to me   (= Peter has no interest in money) 
   and that which I have  (I give)  to you. 
   Within the  name/character/authority  of the Nazarene:   Jesus the  Christ/Anointed,  
   You  (lame man)  {collect your senses}/awaken/resuscitate, 
   also you personally  {tread all about}/walk. 
 

Peter has no interest in money,  because  “money”  does not bring  “happiness”  nor  “life”,  but  only  “opportunity”;  where the operation of worldly 
methodology ultimately only yields  “selfishness,  pain and death”  from the  incorrect  use of  “money”  that does  not  perfect The Mind. 
However,  Peter knows Yahweh's Methodology  “perfects The Mind”,  that ultimately brings both  “happiness”  and  “life”  to yield a perfected society. 
It is important to recognise in the miracles performed by Yahweh  through  His 1st Century CE Agents  (= JC and the Apostles)  are often accompanied 
by  (your sins are forgiven  [as The Clue]  given by JC)  followed by  {collect your senses}/awaken/resuscitate.   This terminology should direct our 
attention  away from  “The Physical”  and  towards  “The Spiritual”  (= “The Mind”),  inasmuch it is  “The Internal Mind”  that  requires curing first  
(by awakening to  “The Word of God”  and rejecting worldly methodology)   before  “The External Physical Event”,  inasmuch these very specific events 
recorded for us in this manner are telling much more than  “The Physical”.    
It is almost that Yahweh  picks-out  these specific individuals from out of  “the many”  because they were prepared to  repent/reform  The Mind  first 
which then becomes evident by the external physical cure.    

This absolutely does  not  mean what  charlatan Christian leaders will state!    
Inasmuch these fraudsters will state,  the reason the cure does not occur,  is that the recipient does not have enough “faith”! 

Absolutely nothing of the sort! 
The Crux being is that  Yahweh makes The Decision  to select The Recipient  beforehand  (and communicates this to His faithful representatives),  
because He foreknows that the recipient will mentally repent and hence the cure operates throughout  –  both  “spiritual and physical”  (please see my 
many commentaries at specifically Luke.8v43-47  and also at  Mark.5v25-32).   

The Success Rate is 100 %  for all recipients that  Yahweh selects  (through His faithful representatives)!  
Hence any failures  (of these charlatans)  can only demonstrate that these  charlatan Christian leaders who blame the recipient,  are fraudsters,  because 
Yahweh does not make mistakes or failures operating through  His  Representatives! 

Our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  (and the deluded devotees)  appear to be oblivious to this  “Righteous Logic”! 
Acts.  3v7 og Also  (the) {squeezing}/seizing/arresting/capturing/apprehending/catching/{laying hand upon}/taking   
Acts.  3v7 og  the) him  of the  {right (hand side)}  {hollowness for grasping}/hand 
Acts.  3v7 og (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/{raised up}   
Acts.  3v7 og {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon   
Acts.  3v7 og and  (they were) solidify/confirm/establish/{receive strength}/{made strong}  (of the) him   
Acts.  3v7 og the  {(to walk) a pace}/'basis'/feet  also  the  {ankle-bones}. 
Acts.  3v7 Also  the  squeezing/{lay hand upon}/taking   his  right  hand 

he  instantly/immediately  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused   
and  his  feet  also  the  ankle-bones  were  solidified/established/{made strong}. 

 

Also  (Peter)  squeezing/taking  his  (lame man's)  right hand 
he  (= the lame man)  immediately  {collecting the senses}/awakened   (= his mind would repent and become  “solidified”  in God's Word) 
and his feet also the  ankle-bones  were  solidified/{made strong}. 
 

It was Yahweh Who made this miracle occur,   not  Peter. 
Neither did Peter select this lame man for the cure.    

It was Yahweh Who put This Cure into the minds of both Peter and John  (see verse 4),  because Yahweh was to make more out of this 
physical cure within  “The Spiritual Mind”  of the recipient. 

Peter and John were  only  “The Front Men”  (fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  of Yahweh's Activity within The World  (both spiritually and physically). 
The supposed  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders operating today are  not  Yahweh's Front Men,  either spiritually or physically! 

The reasons for this cure are discussed in my commentary to Acts.4v24. 
 
24th Good News – The Lame Man walks –  “a first”  in all the time of his long life. 
80th Reasoning – Apart from the five immediate reasons given in previous bullet points,  this event shows what will be 
possible for  all  people in The Millennium during the 2nd part of our physical life  -  made possible by Yahweh through JC. 
57th Instruction – This person directs his praise to the correct “Source”,  Peter and John as slaves, accept  zero adoration 
25th Good News – Peter, John and the cured man go into The Temple to thank Yahweh for His miraculous intervention. 
Acts.  3v8 og Also  (he) {from/out of jumping}/{springing forth}/{jumping up}/{leaping up} (middle voice)  
Acts.  3v8 og (he) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided   
Acts.  3v8 og also  (he) {trod all about}/{walked around}/{deported oneself}/{as once occupied one’s life}  
Acts.  3v8 og (he) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to them}   
Acts.  3v8 og into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts.  3v8 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{as once occupying one’s life}   
Acts.  3v8 og also  (the) {jumping}/{gushing/springing up}/leaping (middle voice)   
Acts.  3v8 og also  (the) {praising [by story]}/{giving laudation [by events]/[account of actions]}  the  God. 
Acts.  3v8 Also  he  (= the cured man)  personally  {springing forth}/{jumping/leaping up}   

he  {stood staunchly}/established  also  he  {trod all about}/{walked around}, 
he  entered/{went in}  {united as companions}/{in union with}  them  into  the  {sacred place}/temple, 
the  {treading all about}/{walking around}  also  personally  jumping/leaping   
also  the  {praising by story}/{giving laudation by account of actions}  the God  (= Yahweh) 

 

Also he  (= the cured man)  personally leaping up he stood up also walked about, 
he  (= the cured man)  entered united as companions with them  (= Peter and John)  into the temple, 
the walking about also personally jumping  
also praising  (by giving account of the cure)  the God  (= Yahweh).  
 

This man was genuinely reformed inside based upon the obvious physical cure outside  (see an analogy at Matt.9v2-6). 
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26th Good News – This Lame Man becomes a witness that Yahweh operates through His representatives,  because they  
truly  have the  one/same  mind as JC  to yield his  “character and authority”  in their  ministry/deportment,  and then by 
consequence truly  “come in his name”  (as recognised by outside observers,  and  not  personally said in vain words).  
Acts.  3v9 og Also  (they) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  (the) him  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts.  3v9 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life}   
Acts.  3v9 og also  (the) {praising [by story]}/{giving laudation [by events]/[account of actions]}  the  God. 
Acts.  3v9 Also  all persons  knew/understood/saw  the  him  the  {treading all about}/{walking around}   

also  the  {praising by story}/{giving laudation by account of actions}  the God  (= Yahweh) 
 

Also all persons  knew/saw  him  (= the cured man)  walking about 
also praising  (by giving account of the cure)  the God  (= Yahweh).  
 

This cured man made very public,  of this cure performed by Yahweh through His Representatives! 
 
56th Comment – The public recognised this healed person as being formally  “The Lame Man”  regularly seen begging! 
57th Comment – The public was dumbfounded at seeing this cured man! 
Reason – The public knew  (1) this man to be truly lame,  and thus not a stooge,   (2) he had not walked for years! 
Acts.  3v10 og (they) {knew upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquainted}/acknowledged/perceived  Both  
Acts.  3v10 og (the) him  because  this/that (specifically)   (he) was  the (one = person)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  3v10 og the  {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms  
Acts.  3v10 og (the having) {sat down}/remained/resided/dwelt  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  3v10 og to the  {belonging to the time}/beauteous/flourishing/beautiful  gate/{(folding construction at an) entrance}   
Acts.  3v10 og of the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},   
Acts.  3v10 og also  (they were) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfiled/accomplished/full/furnished  
Acts.  3v10 og (of the) dumbfounded/{stupefied (by surprise)}/astonishment/amazement/wonderment   
Acts.  3v10 og also  (of the) {displacement (of the mind)}/bewilderment/'ecstasy'/trance  over/upon/concerning  to the (thing)    
Acts.  3v10 og (having) {walked/transpired together}/concurred/{taken place}{happened unto}  (to the) him. 
Acts.  3v10 They  {knew upon some mark}/recognised  both  (things)  the  him  (= the cured lame man) 

because  this specifically  he was  (1) the person  having  {sat down}/remained/resided  towards  the  beneficence/alms   
(2) upon/concerning  to the  beautiful/flourishing  gate/entrance, 
also  they were  filled/imbued/furnished  of the  dumbfounded/stupefied/astonishment   
also  of the  {displacement of the mind}/bewilderment   
upon/concerning  to the  things  having  {transpired together}/{taken place}  to the  him  (= the cured lame man). 

 

They recognised both  (things regarding)  him  (= the cured lame man), 
because he was specifically  (1) the person having sat down towards  (= for)  alms   
(2)  concerning  (= located next)  to the  beautiful/flourishing  gate. 
also they were filled of astonishment also of  bewilderment concerning the things transpired together to him. 
 

The public recognised this man as having sat at  “The Beautiful Gate”  for many years begging for alms  (in the same regular attire). 
And yet,  now this man was jumping and leaping around praising Yahweh for the wonderful thing that has occurred to him! 
They were completely stupefied,  because only JC had done this in earlier years  –  and he had been  publicly murdered  by  “The Religious Leaders”! 

So what  obvious  miracle had occurred to cause this person to  get-up  and walk?    
Because this man was no stooge as that which occurs today in the Christian  circus’  acts solely performed to illicit money  (filthy lucre)! 

 
58th Comment – After the initial exuberance,  this formally Lame Man stays very close to Yahweh’s two interfaces. 
27th Good News – Many people come rushing over to see the results of this miracle! 
Reason – He is not used to being  “The Centre of Attention”,  while Peter and John had three years with JC in front of 
thousands of people at a time!   So he is staying with them for the protection against public notoriety  – if nothing else! 
Acts.  3v11 og (of the) {using strength to seize/retain/obtain}  And  of the  cured/healed/{made whole} (middle voice)   
Acts.  3v11 og (of the) halt/limping/cripple/lame (person)  the  Peter  also  (the) John,  
Acts.  3v11 og (it) {rushed together}/{hastily assembled}/{ran headlong}/{ran together/with}   
Acts.  3v11 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the  populace/{grouping of people}   
Acts.  3v11 og over/upon/concerning  to the  colonnade/{interior piazza}/porch  to the 
Acts.  3v11 og (being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (of the) Solomon's  
Acts.  3v11 og (the) {from/out of dumbfounded}/{utterly astounded}/{greatly wondering} (plural). 
Acts.  3v11 And  (as)  the  personally  cured/healed  cripple/lame  person  {using strength to hold/retain}  the  Peter  also  John, 

the  all/whole  the  populace/{grouping of people}  {rushed together}/{ran together}  towards  them  (= the three men) 
upon/concerning  to the  colonnade/porch  being  called/named  Solomon’s,    
the  (people)  {utterly astounded}/{greatly wondering}. 

 

And  (as)  the personally cured person using strength to hold Peter also John, 
all the people ran together towards them   (= Peter, John and the cured lame man) 
upon the porch being called Solomon’s, 
the  (people)  greatly wondering   (as to how this  true  miracle had occurred). 
 

Quite clearly,  after the commotion generated by the jumping and leaping lame man praising Yahweh,  the onlookers wanted to know how this known 
cripple  (requiring a support staff to move him)  was now like an unrestrained athlete! 
 
59th Comment – Peter seizes the opportunity to explain publicly what has occurred. 
81st Reasoning – TCs will never  pass-up  an opportunity to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to interested people. 
60th Comment – Peter asks the question: 
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Why do you marvel over this,  presupposing that this has come from us? 
82nd Reasoning – Peter separates himself from  charlatan  Religious leaders presumptuously suggesting they are needed 
to be part of this miraculous cure! 
30th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders boldly suggest that they are needed to be part of any supposed miracle they 
claim to perform  -  obviously under the pretence it is sourced by Yahweh.  But the crux of this reasoning is that people go 
to these events to see miracles supposedly performed  -  and the advertisements are that the supposed miracles only occur 
with  'The Circus Ring-Masters'  in residence!   Thus by inference,  sequestrating what belongs to Yahweh! 
58th Instruction – TCs will never advertise any presupposed qualities they may have,  but only to be held in public scorn,  
as we are taught by Paul at 1Cor.4v9-13.  In this manner:  No praise is directed to The Slave,  but only to The Master! 
This is how we can differentiate between Yahweh’s  “True Slaves”  and those people who  pretend to be ‘slaves’! 
Acts.  3v12 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  (the) Peter  
Acts.  3v12 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered (middle voice)   
Acts.  3v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  populace/{grouping of people}:  
Acts.  3v12 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) Israelites,  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts.  3v12 og (yourselves) {to wonder}/{have in admiration}/marvel  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  3v12 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same},  or/than/either/rather  {to us}   who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Acts.  3v12 og (yourselves) {gaze intently}/{behold earnestly}/stare/{fix eyes upon}   
Acts.  3v12 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (to the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  
Acts.  3v12 og (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  or/than/either/rather  
Acts.  3v12 og (to the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness  
Acts.  3v12 og (to the having) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts.  3v12 og of the  (to) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}  (the) him? 
Acts.  3v12 The Peter  knowing/understanding/seeing    (this intense interest in what had just occurred)    

personally  answered  towards  the  populace/{grouping of people}: 
The men,  the  Israelites,  wherefore  yourselves  wonder/marvel  upon/concerning  with this,   
or why  yourselves  {gaze intently}/{fix eyes upon}/stare  to us   
in that manner as   to the (= by)   {pertaining the self}/{one’s own}  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}   
or  godliness/holiness   having  did/made/performed  him  to  {tread all about}/walk? 

 

The Peter seeing  (this great interest)  personally answered towards the grouping of people: 
   Israelite men,  wherefore yourselves marvel concerning this   (real  miracle cure)? 
   Or why yourselves gaze intently to us   (apostles) 
   as  (if this cure was)  by our own miraculous power or holiness having made him to walk? 
 

Peter was not going to behave in the snide manner as do our  charlatan Christian leaders behave! 
Inasmuch pretending to represent Yahweh,  but only in a manner  to sequestrate  what belongs to The Master! 
Peter will take no glory that rightfully belongs to Yahweh! 

How do we know this? 
Because he expects  zero donations  for this event,  unlike the  begging bowls’  today passed around for the explicit function of  “payment”! 
That is how we can determine  the true driver  behind what is done,  noting the teaching at Matt.6v24 and much elsewhere on this subject. 
 
61st Comment – Peter starts with The Source of The Cure,  and then introduces JC as The Means,  who was then murdered 
by “The Leaders of Religion”,  even though  “the heathen leader”,  Pilate,  wanted to set JC free! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
47th Allegory – Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
48th Allegory – Isaac  =  Laughter (= Joy),  always  represents  “Jesus”  in prophecy. 
49th Allegory – Jacob  =  Heel-grabber  (for “The Birthright”)  =  The Methodology that drives The 144000 TCs elected 
from out of The Gospel Age  (where the 144000 TCs are represented by The 12 Tribes of Israel, Rev.7v4-8). 
50th Allegory – boy slave  = JC who perfectly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (to make Mankind’s Salvation possible). 
28th Good News – magnified  = Because JC was perfect,  then Yahweh was able to resurrect JC to return him back to his 
former glory as JCg to sit alongside Yahweh – with regard to this planet’s future. 
Comment – repeat - Peter states to the Jews:  “You Jews murdered that JCg upon a stake!”. 
Allegory – repeat- “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= Christians). 
Comment – repeat - JCg will state to the Christians in The Millennium:  “You Christians murdered The Word of God!” 
Reasoning – repeat - The two statements at the respective times are made in a general sense to both of these two 
populations,  knowing that in reality,  the thrust is against the professional Religious Leaders of both epochs of Israel. 
Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood by the reader.   These recipients were  not  strictly guilty of this crime,  
but only by  “group association”.  They were hearkening people who internally wanted to reform and take upon 
themselves the  “group guilt”  and thus are most desirous to make recompense. 
Warning – repeat - By contrast,  we shall meet the guilty people responsible for this crime later in chapter 4.   
Interestingly they have absolutely no interest in making amends for their crime,  but are only interested in silencing  “The 
Whistle Blowers”  making public them to be the criminals.   Quite natural really – in a worldly sense!   
These criminals  (in Yahweh's Judgement)  are professional people  paid by The World  to be  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
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59th Instruction – It was a Pagan leader  “Pontius Pilate”  who recognised JC’s Innocence. 
60th Instruction – It was The Religious Leaders who rejected JC’s Innocence and made him to be a supposed criminal. 
31st Warning – We must be very careful about the nonsense Religious Leaders teach us -  especially  “The Professionals”,  
knowing that it was  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  who murdered JC;  JC coming as  “The Word of God”. 
And continue to do so today – they just cannot help themselves  -  by their  persistent  misrepresentation  of The Truth! 
The very best thing is to  wholly ignore  what they state – they will become just a  “by-word”  in The Millennium. 
Acts.  3v13 og The  {specific god}  (the) Abraham/{The Loving Father}  also  (the) Isaac/Laughter   
Acts.  3v13 og also  (the) Jacob/{heel grabber},  the  {specific god}  of the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us},  
Acts.  3v13 og (he) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  the  {boy in servitude}/slave/servant  
Acts.  3v13 og (of the) him,  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh is salvation}  whom/which/that  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts.  3v13 og {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over},   
Acts.  3v13 og also  (yourselves) contradicted/disavowed/rejected/abnegated/denied/refused (middle voice)   (the) him,   
Acts.  3v13 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts.  3v13 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of the) Pilate  
Acts.  3v13 og (the having) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  {that one}  
Acts.  3v13 og (to) {free fully}/relieve/release/dismiss/divorce/{set at liberty}.   

Old Testament reference located at Ex3v15. 
Acts.  3v13 The  ‘Specific God’  (of)  the Abraham/{loving Father}  also  the  Isaac/laughter  also  the  Jacob/{heel grabber}, 

The  ‘Specific God’ (= Yahweh)  of  our  fathers, 
He  (= Yahweh)   {rendered glorious}/magnified  His  {boy in servitude}/{child slave},  Jesus  
whom  specifically yourselves  {yielded up}/{cast over}  (to be publicly executed), 
also  yourselves  personally  contradicted/rejected/refused  him  (= JC)   against  the  {frontal visage}/appearance  of  Pilate,  
having  {mentally decided}/judged  that one  (= JC)   to  {free fully}/release/{set at liberty}. 

 

The  ‘Specific God’  (= Yahweh)   (of)  the Abraham also the Isaac also the Jacob. 
The  ‘Specific God’  (= Yahweh)  of our fathers,  He rendered glorious His child slave Jesus  
whom specifically yourselves cast over   (to be publicly executed), 
also yourselves personally  rejected/refused  him  (= JC)  against the frontal visage of Pilate, 
(he = Pilate)  having mentally decided to set at liberty that one  (= JC). 
 

Quite an indictment! 
Having great poignancy,  because The Decision for this whole process to occur was made here,  in The Temple  (back rooms,  John.11v47-53,  hence 
JC’s cryptic and yet so devastating comment made at John.18v20,  please see all my cited local commentaries).  
Peter is deliberately saying the same words as he had said in chapter 2,  but to a  differently thinking  audience! 
While the immediate grouping of people would have been fairly neutral  (just Jewish worshippers),  the religious leaders stalking roundabout would 
already be sending in  spies’  to overhear what was being said,  and to report back to  “The Religious Bosses”  so that some  containment plan’  could 
be organised  -  as we are to read in Chapter 4. 
On several occasions,  Pilate wanted to set JC free 

1. John.18v31.  The Religious Leaders had already decided JC would die – hence  “It is not lawful for us to put any man to death!”    
Important to note this was in  the backrooms’  out of public scrutiny,  to make it look as if The Romans killed JC,  and not the real instigators,  
“The Leaders of Religion”  rejecting  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)! 

2. John.18v38.  “What is Truth?”   Pilate is surrounded by various leaders operating in lies and deceit,  and Pilate is trying to make the correct 
decision  (which ultimately becomes a decision built upon “politics”,  rather than “righteousness”).  The point being that Pilate did not 
conclude JC to be innocent in the 15 to 30 minutes at this point in time,  but rather during the 3.5 years of JC’s ministry.  Every leader will 
ensure that  he/she  knows what is occurring within  rebel groups’  by having infiltrators as spies amongst them to report what was being 
said.  Pilate had exactly the same spies within JC’s following,  and he knew that JC was absolutely no threat to The Romans in any manner,  
but the very converse  (the events at  Luke.13v1-5, Matt.8v5-13  would have been reported to Pilate). 

3. John.18v39.  Pilate uses a worldly Jewish custom  (not sourced by Yahweh [directly, but see later])  as an aid to help in JC’s release.  But 
“The Leaders of Religion”  could see through this rouse and would have none of it,  –  they wanted JC  (as “The Word of God”)  dead!   To 
facilitate this,  they incited  “rent a mob”  (a mixture of their own cronies)  to shout out for Barabbas’ release,  a murderer and revolutionary. 
Interestingly  (as I explain in my local commentaries to John),  Yahweh deliberately  allowed  this custom to materialise within Jewish history 
to expose  “the hypocrisy”  rampant within  “Leaders of Religion”,  inasmuch they preferred to release a worldly murderer and revolutionary 
rather than JC a heavenly murderer  (by killing “Death”)  and revolutionary  (bring Yahweh’s Methodology into The World). 

4. John.19v4, 6.  Pilate tries again to release JC,  but  “Leaders of Religion”  will ensure that JC is to be murdered! 
5. John.19v12.  Again Pilate tries to release JC,  and then comes  “The Touchstone”  of what could become Pilate’s political future.  The Threat 

conceived by “Leaders of Religion”   “What if Caesar discovered that you had released a revolutionary who claims to be king!   Surely that 
makes you no friend of Caesar?”   That was the deciding blow –  an underhand threat,  “truth spun into fiction”  to facilitate what  “The 
Leaders of Religion”  desired on The Planet!    To Annihilate  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)! 

Therefore, I ask the question - 
Regarding  “Leaders of Religion”  and  “The Word of God”  -  What is different now  –  today? 
Where  “The Truth is spun into underhand and deceptive lies  (for personal worldly gain – John.11v47-53). 
Same-minded people take the respective positions within The Religious Hierarchy today,  as they did then  -  irrespective of the religion! 

It is interesting that on 10th April 2017 (Prayer for the Day on Radio4)  a professor of The New Testament (St Andrews)  stated    
“The king  (= JC)  killed by the pagans outside his own capital city”.    

Yet - it was  The Religious Leaders  who forced through JC’s death by  'putting a gun’  to Pilate’s head’! 
So  how  can this man be a  

“Professor of The New Testament”  if he  cannot  even state correctly what The Gospel of John teaches us,  –  but only  a lie! 
We have  “This Problem”  with professional leaders of Christendom  

They are so  useless  with  “The Truth”,  that they would not know  “The Truth”,  even if it slapped them in the face! 
To be fair,  “leaders of Religion”  (especially those of  worldly Christianity)  are  considered by Yahweh to be   “Pagans”! 
It is  only when we become educated in any specific subject matter, can we  then differentiate between truth and lies that operate within vestige interests! 
That is what this website aims to do  

Educate The World through The Internet  (Matt.24v14)  to bypass  “Religion”,  and then The Millennium will start!   Amen! 
Note the allegoric representations of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob likewise given by JC at Matt.8v11, 22v32, Mark.12v26, Luke.13v28, 20v37 to mean 
respectively    “Yahweh”,  “JC” and  “The Methodology driving The Early Adopters”  who shall be  “The Rulers over The Resurrected World”  in The 
Millennium  -  please see all my commentaries at the above citations given in this commentary. 
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62nd Comment – Peter states by collective association of  “The Nation of Israel”  (noting its two terms): 

You murdered  “The  Pure/Innocent  JC” as  “The Word of God”  
You choose a proven murderer and rebel leader “Barabbas” instead. 

Allegory – repeat - “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= Christians). 
29th Good News – JC was proven perfect, pure, innocent, blameless  and  equitable, righteous  to Yahweh’s Requirements. 
51st Allegory – Barabbas – represents The Methodology of rebellion and consequential murder  (driving his mind). 
32nd Warning – “Professional Leaders of Religion”  freely choose a methodology of rebellion and consequential murder! 
83rd Reasoning – It is interesting to note, while all the above is true; JC was himself a leader of rebellion and a murderer: 

1.  JC leads The Rebellion with Yahweh’s Methodology against Worldly Methodology. 
2.  JC murders “Death” and it becomes no more (Rev.20v14, 21v4)  for all people adopting Yahweh’s Methodology. 

63rd Comment – Can the reader understand what separates “1st Century Christianity”  from worthless  “Religion”? 
Being that Yahweh is The Author of all Righteousness – inasmuch:  How everything  pans-out  throughout history? 
Acts.  3v14 og {specifically yourselves}  And  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Acts.  3v14 og also  (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just  
Acts.  3v14 og (yourselves) contradicted/disavowed/rejected/abnegated/denied/refused (middle voice)   
Acts.  3v14 og also  (yourselves) asked/begged/craved/desired/required  (the) man  (the) murderer/homicide  
Acts.  3v14 og (to be) {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness/forgiven/pardoned/rescued}  (middle voice)  
Acts.  3v14 og {to yourselves}. 
Acts.  3v14 And  specifically yourselves  personally  rejected/refused   

the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  also  the  equitable/righteous/just  (person  = JC), 
also  yourselves  personally  begged/craved   
the man  murderer  to be  {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously forgiven}  to yourselves. 

 

And specifically yourselves   (being devout Jews’  –  coming to The Temple to pray to Yahweh)   
personally  rejected/refused  the holy   (= pure/blameless/innocent/{Separate from this world of sin})   
also the  equitable/righteous/just  (person = JC)    (= JC was righteous  to  “The Word of God”  as contained within  “The Laws of Moses”), 
also yourselves personally  begged/craved  the man murderer to be gratuitously forgiven  (for)  yourselves. 
                   (Yes!   The Leaders of Religion”  listening closely in the temple,  preferred to be governed by what Barabbas represented!) 
 

Clearly many of the people here,  who rushed over to see Peter, John and this cured man did not  “Make The Decision”   to specifically murder JC,  and 
perhaps many of them followed JC in a very passive manner during his ministry. 
The point behind this speech by Peter was several fold - 

1. He wanted to defend the actions of JC – inasmuch JC did not deserve to be murdered! 
2. These people should  wake-up  to The Fact that JC represented Yahweh for a new future system,  of which  “The Word of God”  yields. 
3. Start thinking and reasoning about “The Information”,  to then gain  “The Knowledge”  on how to make The Millennium a reality! 
4. To be an explosion within  “The Stronghold of Religion”,  whose leaders had wholly defamed what Yahweh represented here!  

Peter was  completely fearless,  and openly speaking up against  “The Leaders of Religion”  who were by now encircling like wolves on the outer 
reaches of this impromptu gathering! 
Moreover,  the obvious allegory is this  (being precisely why Yahweh established this worldly custom [within the mind of an earlier political leader]) - 
          “The Leaders of Religion”  preferred Satan  (being of his practiced methodology)  where  

Satan is  The Murderer  of Humans  (John.8v44)  having brought  “The Curse of Death”  upon us  (through his practiced methodology). 
Satan led  The Rebellion  against Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule our mind”  (Gen.3v1-5). 

Yahweh wanted to show The World how  “The Mind of a professional religious leader operates”  in direct contrast to that within  “The Early Adopters”. 
It must be clearly understood Yahweh is seeking out His  “Early Adopters”  as The Leaders for The Millennium,  and by consequence is showing us the 
reason why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  rejected themselves from this position (Rom.1v16-32)  –  as likewise many of JC’s parables teach us. 

I find it very interesting in how leaders of Christendom are so   “Very good at  hiding  The Truth”  in their sermons and prayers!  -   
Being  “The Truth”  of what The Bible  really  teaches us,  when much of The New Testament is a  finger directly pointing at them  in both warning and 
condemnation!   They seem to competently skirt around  “The Core”  of what is being taught and seem so very adept at pointing the finger of guilt to 
anyone and anywhere;  except to themselves!   They are really  craft-masters  of  “Deception”  (John.8v44, and most of Matt. chapter 23). 
 
64th Comment – It was The Chief Leader of  “Life”  that you  “Nation of Israel”  murdered  (noting its two Epochs)! 
Allegory – repeat - “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= Christians). 
Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood by the reader.   These recipients were  not  strictly guilty of this crime,  
but only by  “group association”.  They were hearkening people who internally wanted to reform and take upon 
themselves the  “group guilt”  and thus are most desirous to make recompense. 
Warning – repeat - By contrast,  we shall meet the guilty people responsible for this crime later in chapter 4.   
Interestingly they have absolutely no interest in making amends for their crime,  but are only interested in silencing  “The 
Whistle Blowers”  making public them to be the criminals.   Quite natural really – in a worldly sense!   
These criminals  (in Yahweh's Judgement)  are professional people  paid by The World  to be  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat- There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
84th Reasoning – We are told that Yahweh resurrected JC from out of the dead persons.  We are also told that Yahweh has 
neither a beginning or end,  thus Yahweh and JC are  “separate Entities”  linked only by  “Common Thought”,  where  
“The Lesser”  (= JCg)  freely chooses to fulfil The Desire  of  “The Greater”  (= Yahweh),  hence Matt.26v39, 42! 
30th Good News – JC  (dead = non-existent)  was resurrected as JCg by his Father Yahweh  (Who was alive  all the time)! 
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61st Instruction – We are duty bound to become  “The Witnesses/Martyrs for The Cause”  to  accurately  teach  “The 
Word of God”  in the midst of  so much corruption  (= lack of precision)  given out by  “professional leaders of Religion”! 
Acts.  3v15 og the  And  {chief leader}/author/captain/prince  of the  life/existence  
Acts.  3v15 og (yourselves) killed/{put to death}/slayed (intention to destroy)    
Acts.  3v15 og whom/which/that  the  {specific god} (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/{raised up}   
Acts.  3v15 og {from/out of}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers   
Acts.  3v15 og {of whom/which}  {we ourselves}  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  (we) are. 
Acts.  3v15 And  the  {chief leader}/captain  (= JC)   of the  life/existence  yourselves  killed/slayed 

whom  (= JC)   The ‘Specific God’  (= Yahweh)  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused 
from out  of the  {dead persons}/corpses    
of  whom  (= JCg)   we ourselves  are  the  witnesses/martyrs/{for The Cause}. 

 

(JC to be resurrected as JCg … ) 
And the chief leader  (= JC)  of life   (= The  Means/Route  for us to achieve  guaranteed  “Life”  with no  “Death”  to follow,  Rev.20v14) 
yourselves killed   (a person or methodology  is killed  [relative to us]  if we do not personally endorse in our life what they represent) 
whom  (= JC)  The  ‘Specific God’  (= Yahweh)  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused  (JC)  from out of the dead persons,    
of whom  (= JC)  we ourselves   (= “The Early Adopters”  precisely imitating JC)    
are the  witness/martyrs   (for The Cause of  “1st Century Christianity”  as exemplified by JC by both word and deed) 
 

My parenthesis explains what is in Peter’s mind. 
It does raise  (excuse the pun)  “The Question”    

If Yahweh and JC are  One’  then how can - 
1.  Yahweh and JC be   the  one/same  Entity – if one is dead and one alive? 
2.  We are told that Yahweh has neither a Beginning nor an End -  so how can He die? 

This shows the nonsense taught as the Trinity and Oneness myths  (both sourced by Satan through his leaders of Religion”  designed to confuse)! 
Let me explain “The Truth”  that is almost non-existent in “Religion”  

Yahweh is The Father of all  “intrinsically good/ideal”  things into The Universe. 
JCg and Satan are  “Sons of God”  (amongst other “sons of God” – Job.1v6-12, 2v1+). 
The dichotomy of both  thought/action  between these two entities (JCg and Satan)  show that  “Free Choice”  is available. 

JCg  fulfils  Yahweh’s Desire and has the HS,  and  Satan chooses to  rebel  against Yahweh's Desire and has  no  HS. 
JCg as a freethinking entity  aligns his thoughts  to be  “The One/Same”  as that of Yahweh  -  hence  “faithful boy-slave”. 
Thus JCg freely  choose to  volunteer  “his existence”  for the future existence of  his  own creation  (hence “the specific god” of  us  as sinful humans).   
It is Yahweh who becomes  “The Specific God”  of all entities who freely choose to fully inculcate  “The Word of God”  to have a mind that  is  “The 
One/Same”  as that which operates within Yahweh.   

If  we become an  “Early Adopter”  during The Gospel Age  then  we personally solve  “The Mystery of God”. 
Which is quite simply stated - 

How is it possible for  “a creation” (= the members of Mankind)  become like its Creator (= JCg)”. 
And,  it is quite simply answered - 

“By precisely imitating its Creator!” 
Where it is  “The Third Party Assessor”  (=  Yahweh =  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  makes  “The Judgement”  of whom,  during 
The Gospel Age,  is to become a future son of God  like  “The Creator” (= JCg,  hence the god of his creation – being precisely why “ho theos” is used).    

See also my commentary to Acts.3v20 that further expands on what actually occurred in the heavens. 
It is all  so  very simple  to understand  and  precisely what The Bible tells us  throughout its pages,  as my many 1000’s of commentaries clearly explain. 
Further,  it becomes obvious as to why leaders of “Religion”  find  “The Mystery of God”  “a mystery”  themselves - 

Because   “They choose  not  to imitate their creator (= JCg)!” 
That is specifically where the last line comes into its own - 

“We ourselves  are  The Witnesses/Martyrs of The Cause”   (by what we both teach and do)! 
Therefore    It  is  these “Early Adopters”  who become  “The Future Sons of God”  –  because  they precisely imitate JC. 

It is all so very logical,  righteous and  so simple to understand -  and yet has been lost for the last some 1700+ years amongst our professional leaders! 
All because of  “agnoeo”  (StrongsTM = 50  = “choose not to know”,  “preferring to be ignorant”)! 
They do  not  want to change their lifestyle and precisely imitate JC,  because their life is too nice,  now  (with no interest in The Millennium)! 

From this process,  The World in its pain and suffering is forced to wait  ever-longer  for  “The 144000 TC Trigger Threshold”  to be achieved! 
Therefore,  we reason  

The  ONLY  thing that  will  remove the pain and suffering  (of which they crow about for great public applause)  is the very they completely 
renege over,  by blocking the 144000 TCs being achieved,  because they do not want to be them,  nor should their devotees  (Matt.23v13)! 

Now that is   “Grand Hypocrisy”! 
 
62nd Instruction – “Real Faith”  =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
Without  all  of the three terms on the right hand side,  then it becomes only  “blind faith”  pandemic in “Religion”  based 
solely on  “hearsay”  that would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which we are all under “Yahweh’s Judgement”)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Prophecy – repeat - If any person may personally call upon  The  Name/Character/Authority  of  The  Lord/Master  then  
he/she  shall be  healed/saved/preserved. 
Comment – repeat - What does this really mean? 
Reasoning – repeat - Any person can call upon the  “name”  of someone  -  and quite likely  “he/she  will be ignored”! 

Because quite simply  he/she  does not know how to ask correctly  (James.4v3-5)! 
However, once we have  “The Character”  and start behaving with  “The Authority”  of   “The  Lord/Master”  then  The  
Lord/Master  will be most interested in positively responding to our call for assistance -  to yield healing and salvation! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
85th Reasoning – Yahweh foreknew this lame man had something within him -  that would help  “1st Century Christianity”  
grow,  and therefore Yahweh notified Peter and John to become Yahweh’s ambassadors for this healing process. 
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That is why this specific lame man was selected by Yahweh now for healing to occur.   Most importantly it would have 
started with repentance for this man to become responsive to healing  -  first in The Head and then in The Body. 
63rd Instruction – It was because The Apostles had  “Real Faith”  that Yahweh chose to work through them as His faithful 
front persons.  If  they had a mind like  worldly Christian leaders,  then  Yahweh would  not  work through them! 
86th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood that without JC behaving as he did  (ministry/lifestyle/{ransom sacrifice})  
then Yahweh could not righteously operate within The Manner shown to this man through Peter and John. 
31st Good News – This physical healing event shows what it will be like in The Millennium.   All humans will be 
resurrected  (and thus regain consciousness)  in perfected physical bodies  -  no more physical ailments will be evident. 
Acts.  3v16 og Also  over/upon/concerning  to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Acts.  3v16 og of the  name/character/authority  (of the) him  (of the) this (specific)  whom/which/that  
Acts.  3v16 og (yourselves) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive  
Acts.  3v16 og also  (yourselves may) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  
Acts.  3v16 og (he/she/it  was) solidified/confirmed/established/{received strength}/{made strong}   
Acts.  3v16 og the  name/character/authority  (of the) him  also  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Acts.  3v16 og the (faith)   through (reason of)   (of the) him  (it) gave/bestowed/granted  (to the) him  
Acts.  3v16 og (the) integrity/wholeness/{perfect soundness}  this/that (specifically)   
Acts.  3v16 og {from in front}/opposite/before/midst/{in the presence of}  (of the) all/whole/every  {of yourselves}. 
Acts.  3v16 Also  upon/concerning  to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}                   (built  only  upon  accurate  “Knowledge”) 

of  his (= JC’s)   name/character/authority                (only when we have “Real Faith” yielding Character/Authority,  can we have his Name) 
this  specific  person   (= the former lame man)               (having something that Yahweh recognised,  hence communicated to Peter and John) 
whom  yourselves   {are spectators}/experienced/{looked upon}                  (when daily going to the temple) 
also  yourselves  may  know/understand/perceive                   (= yourselves recognised this lame man to be physically afflicted) 
he (= the former lame man)  was  solidified/established/{made strong}   (by)   his  (= JC's)   name/character/authority    
also   (by)   the   faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (within JC). 
The  (faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity})   through  him`  (= JC)   it  gave/granted  to him             (= the cured lame man) 
this specific  integrity/{perfect soundness}   {from the front}/{in the presence of}   all/whole  of  yourselves. 

 

Also upon the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (that operates  only within TCs  [= Peter and John  stated here]) 
of his  (= JC's)  name/character/authority   (= these apostles precisely  think/reason  and act in the  one/same  manner as JC) 
                 (because these apostles precisely operate like JC,  then Yahweh will operate through them by virtue they are  not  people of James.1v6-8) 
this specific person   (= the healed lame man)    
whom yourselves  {are spectators}/{looked upon}   (as  “the lame man sitting outside the temple”  every day for years) 
also yourselves may  know/understand  him   (= you also  may  know/understand  what he is like both physically and spiritually) 
he  (= the healed lame man)  was  solidified/{made strong}  (by)  his  (= JC's)  name/character/authority  
               (operating within the minds of  “The Early Adopters”  [as above]) 
also the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity   [that now operates within  “The Early Adopters”]). 
The  {real faith [operating within us,  TCs as emissaries of Yahweh through JC,  is shown]}  through him  (= JC as  “The Word of God”) 
gave to him  (= the cured lame man)  this specific perfect soundness  (of body function)  in the presence of all yourselves. 
 

I have tried to clarify what Peter is saying to the crowd of people. 
In most Bibles it is unclear as to whom  “Real Faith”  is attributed,  and thus make a nonsense of what Peter is saying in context of Bible Teaching. 
Just to clarify. 

Peter is attributing everything to what JC  (as The Intercessor to Yahweh's Requirements)  has laid down  for us to imitate. 
Peter is stating   He and John operate in  “Real Faith”  because they  operate  in JC's character and authority  (and thus come in his name) 
By virtue of these apostles  (as “The Early Adopters”)  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  then Yahweh operates through them. 
Yahweh operates in the  one/same  manner as He operated through JC,  to cure the lame man. 

It must be clearly understood - 
“Yahweh”  (whose Name means   “I make become who/what I choose to become”)  actually performs  “The Cure”. 
“JC”  becomes  “The Means”  for Yahweh to be  righteously positioned  to help us in the manner  “FutureLife.Org”  carefully explains. 
Because without  “JC”  as  “The Intercessor”,  then Yahweh could  only  righteously abandon us to become an  “annihilated species”! 

The above  “righteous logic”  is completely  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  -  they having  zero  interest in  “Righteousness”  and thus 
they demonstrably do  not  come in JC's character and authority,  irrespective of how much they may shout about coming in his name!   
Their complete  “lack of precision”  is utterly astounding in what they supposedly teach regarding “1st Century Christianity”,  and if people in scientific 
disciplines behaved like  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  then they would be publicly called “fraudsters”!   That is why Yahweh has long since 
rejected them for any future role in The Millennium  (Matt.22v11-13, Mark.11v13-21, Luke.19v20-22, 20v16, etc.)!   They are  utterly useless  in 
representing Yahweh! 

What is my authority to state this?    
I have consumed well over 50,000 hours in  only  studying The New Testament – and support documents of The Old Testament,  and most certainly  not  
man’s ruminations as is apparently only done in seminaries based upon their output  (Gal.1v10-12, Matt.23v15, noting John.7v15, Acts.4v13,  and what 
The Bible states about “babes”)! 
 
65th Comment – Peter states to these Jewish people  (of 1st Epoch of Israel”):   

You are habitually ignorant  -  just like your leaders of “Religion”! 
Allegory – repeat - “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= Christians). 
87th Reasoning – Precisely the same thing  will be said to Christian people  (of 2nd Epoch Israel)  at the Gospel Age close. 
64th Instruction – We must spend  much time  in  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”  -  else we remain ignorant! 
We must ardently  “seek to find”  (Matt.7v7-8).  Just going to leaders of “Religion”  is  not  “seeking”  except it means 
personal  “self-condemnation”  because we will not get any righteous sense from out of them!   We must personally work 
at  “Seeking to Find”  -  it means analysing and of careful consideration in the absolute depths of God’s Word! 
33rd Warning – Professional leaders of Religion are habitually ignorant  -  “to specifically what Yahweh requires”. 
All precisely as JC taught us at Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39.   But they are all very good at teaching “Religion”! 
Acts.  3v17 og Also  now/present/immediate  {The Brethren}/brothers  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
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Acts.  3v17 og because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts.  3v17 og (the) ignorance  (yourselves) {habitual practice}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executed},  
Acts.  3v17 og {just as}/{exactly like}  also  the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers  {of yourselves}. 
Acts.  3v17 Also  now/presently  brothers   I (Peter)   know/understand   

because   (this was)   down/according  to   your  {habitually practiced}/{regularly executed}   ignorance             (preferring to be passive) 
also  exactly like   your  {first in rank}/leaders                 (who are supposed to set The Correct Standard,  but choose not to) 

 

Also now  (as invited)  brothers  I  (Peter)  know/understand 
because  (the murder of JC was)  according to your habitual practiced ignorance   (= never  having an interest in  “The  real  Word of God”) 
also exactly like your leaders   (being specifically  “The Religious Leaders”  who  personally organised JC's murder). 
 

It dawns on Peter,  how ignorant are  “humans”  generally.   
They are taught by their leaders to  “know no better”.   Keep  the minions’  ignorant of  “The Real Facts”,  give only on a  need to know’  basis! 
Where  “The Need”  is determined by The Leaders taking a worldly position on what is to be known  (true within both Politics and Religion)! 
It is almost impossible to  'slide a blade of grass'  between the ethos of the Leaders of Politics and Religion,  both want to   “control people”  for gain! 
But JC as  “The Word of God”  wants to  change all that within society,  so that  all  people become educated upon what Yahweh desires to ultimately 
yield,  to become a perfected society that  can  righteously exist into The Eternity.   

That can only occur if we  “humans”  have a  “2 part life”,  -  both 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual. 
I explain all this in much detail throughout my commentaries  (also in my glossary)  and thus have no need to repeat its  righteous  operation here. 
As I state elsewhere,  people do not realise how ignorant they are in any specific subject matter unless they thoroughly research through all matters and 
aspects pertaining to any specific topic.  This may take  many, many years of concentrated effort  to do so.  It is only when we look back upon all that 
effort in  “seeking and searching to find  (Matt.7v7-8),  do we then realise how ignorant we initially were!   Sadly, many people are not prepared to put 
in this effort and yet they boldly  (and,  also “ignorantly”)  think they know so much about the subject  -  and prepared to give their opinions on it! 

Reminds me of “Religion”  -  which is all  “hearsay”,  comprises of  “zero exegesis”  and has  “no righteous logic”! 
And yet,   The Worst Culprits are  “Leaders of Christendom”!   When I hear their representatives give their  spiel/talks/sermons  to much  “worldly 
applause”,  my insides are curling up in frustrated  “Righteous Anger” -  that they wholly debase what Yahweh represents in a  sane/reasoning  mind!    
I long for The Millennium where these people of Christendom are  completely replaced  by the 144000 TC who are able to give a Truthful Sermon that  
“Yahweh would applaud”! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
65th Instruction – Yahweh gave prophecies through His Faithful Early Adopters of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” of which JC 
was able to answer by fulfilment,  to underwrite Yahweh’s Omnificence  -  hence JC glorified Yahweh,  and by return 
Yahweh was able to glorify JC  (John.17v1-2)  with a resurrection into a celestial body fit for a  “son of God”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Christ/Anointed” = by extension this becomes  “The Goal”  of  “The Early Adopters”  of The 
Gospel Age to be the 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1,4) that Yahweh elects as being equivalently worthy to JC (Matt.20v16, 22v14) 
32nd Good News – JC proved himself wholly faithful to The Prophecies given by unpaid  “Early Adopters”  (= The 
Prophets) even when subject to humiliation and of his murder brought about solely by professional  leaders of “Religion”! 
Acts.  3v18 og the  And  {specific god}  who/which/that  
Acts.  3v18 og (he) {called forth to oneself}/predicted/promised/foretold/{had notice}/{showed before} (mid. voice)   
Acts.  3v18 og through (reason of)   (of the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (plural?)  
Acts.  3v18 og (of the) all/whole/every  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  (of the) him  
Acts.  3v18 og (to) {experience/feel (usually pain)}/passion/vex/suffer  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  
Acts.  3v18 og (he) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished   
Acts.  3v18 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so. 

Old Testament reference located at Ex.12v46, Psm.22v18, 34v20, 69v21, Zech.12v10, etc. 
Acts.  3v18 And  the  {Specific God}  (= Yahweh)   Personally  predicted/foretold/{showed before} 

through  reason of  the mouth  of His  prophets/{inspired teachers}    
the  Christ/Anointed  (= JC)        (and by inference,  likewise  “The Early Adopters”  be persecuted by leaders of “Religion”, John.16v1-4) 
to  {experience pain}/suffer  (of which)   he (= JC)  likewise  fulfilled/accomplished       (these prophecies) 

 

And the  ‘Specific God’  (= Yahweh)  Personally foretold through the mouth of His prophets   (as stated within The Tanakh) 
The  Christ/Anointed   (to be resurrected as a future son of God,  as The First of a further 144000 TCs) 
(is)  to  experience pain  (of which)  he  (= JC)  likewise fulfilled   (these prophecies). 
 

JC fulfilled many prophecies of which some of the following are - 
Ex.12v46 
Psm.22v18 
Psm.34v20 
Psm.69v21 
Zech.12v10 

These prophecies were concerning his death perpetrated by leaders of “Religion”. 
 
66th Instruction – We must repent away from our old mind that has been built upon worldly methodology since our birth. 
This shall be a painful process,  but must be done to be ultimately successful.  Let us start now! 
88th Reasoning – All forms of being  ‘underhand’,  deception, misleading, vice, gossip, intrigue, etc.  being  any  form of  
“impurity”  must be wholly removed out of our mind,  else we will  not  be successful in The Millennium. 
This means “personal annihilation”  irrespective of how much we may  ‘pray to God’  and say most  ‘wonderful’  things! 
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33rd Good News –  If  we make a  “complete mind change”  away from how we presently think and behave,  then  we will 
gain a metaphoric  “breath of fresh air”  from  “The Word of God”  that JC brings to us within our mind. 
34th Warning – Beware of the dangerous lies that  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us about  
“believing in JC”  inasmuch they practice Jude.v4  for ‘lucre’!   “Believing”  does  not  mean  “I accept JC lived and that 
he died for me – so I will live”!   “Believing”  means a complete  “change of mind”  to  precisely imitate  JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (see my many commentaries at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, James.2v19, John.6v60-68). 
52nd ‘Allegory’ – lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Acts.  3v19 og (yourselves) {think  differently/afterwards}/{reconsider (feel remorse/compunction)}/repent  therefore/then   
Acts.  3v19 og also  (yourselves be) reverted/{coming/going  again}/converted/{re/turned  around}  into/unto   
Acts.  3v19 og the  {smearing out}/obliterating/{pardoning sin}/{blotting out}/{wiping away}/erasing  {of yourselves}   
Acts.  3v19 og the  sins/faults/offences,   
Acts.  3v19 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  wish/suppose  (they may) accompany/appear/bring/come   
Acts.  3v19 og (the) times/seasons/occasions  (of the) {recovery of breath}/revival/{breath of fresh air}   
Acts.  3v19 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
Acts.  3v19 og of the  lord/master, 
Acts.  3v19 Therefore/then  yourselves  {think differently}/repent   (away from practicing worldly methodology) 

also  yourselves  be  reverted/{turned around}  unto the  {smearing out}/wiping away}/erasing  of  your  sins/offences, 
so that  wish/suppose  the  times/occasions  may  appear/come  of the  {recovery of breath}/revival/{breath of fresh air} 
off/from  the  {frontal visage}/face  of the  lord/master. 

 

Therefore,  you all repent   (= throw away worldly methodology sourced by “Religion”) 
also yourselves be turned around unto the erasing of your  sins/offences   (this means   “We must  not  sin afterwards”) 
so that suppose the times may come of the recovery of breath from the frontal visage of the  lord/master. 
 

We must ask if this instruction given by Peter - 
Is this what we are told by leaders of “Religion”? 

Yes and no,  depending at what level – we are taught by them! 
Yes  -  at a very superficial level  -  where we can then excuse ourselves  –  because   “We are only human,  and God 'loves' humans”! 
No  -  inasmuch we are not taught how serious is The Instruction   “Not to sin”! 

So again,  I should ask on your behalf - 
What do I mean? 

We are taught that JC died for our sins.  Leaders of “Religion”  only  teach this with  real gusto,  because that is easy for us,  we  (and specifically the 
leaders – who are paid for saying this)  have no need to do anything!    Then they teach we are to “Repent”,  with  very much less gusto,  because 
suddenly this implies “Change”!   And,  humans do not like  “change”,  especially when those people with power over the environment can enjoy  self-
indulging  themselves to their neighbour’s hurt!   
So  “Repent”  is reduced to be much weaker,  to be only  “I am sorry that I got caught”!   Yet no real commitment  NEVER  to repeat the action again. 
Further,  to give recompense to any person hurt due to our former actions. 
Then we have the critical line  (of which our leaders of Christendom completely twist out of context) - 

You all are to turn away from unto the erasing of our sin! 
The Instruction is  not - 

We look to JC to  “always”  cover our future sin  -  because  “we are only human”  - being  their  implied teaching,  but rather - 
The Instruction is - 

We look to ourselves to ensure that we  never  commit premediated sin again  -  because of what JC taught,  and of his example to us! 
Now the reader can see  “the  twisted  scam”  our leaders of Christendom perpetuate within innocent minds unable to differentiate  “fact from fiction”!  

Yahweh does not want people who are  “only human”,  being  “no change”  from before the time they came unto  “The Word of God”! 
Yahweh wants a  new  type of people  (1Pet.2v9-10)  who are  NOT  “human”,  but imitate JC as “The Word of God”  (1Pet.2v18-22, etc.)! 

The differentiation is this - 
“Leaders of Religion”  want  “Quantity”  out of whom they can milk a worldly return. 
“Yahweh”  wants  “Quality”  out of whom  (as the new leaders)  He can bring forth  a purified society  in The Millennium! 

That is where the last line of this verse comes into play. 
It is actually a two level fulfilment,  depending upon  The Lord/Master  in very much the same manner as  “ho theos”  is discerned. 

JC:  as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Intercessor”  between us and Yahweh  (being “The Source”  of  “The Word of God”). 
Thus  “we”  as  “humans”  (operating to worldly methodology [= the 1st part of our spiritual life])  look to JC as  “the lord/master”  to  
control  our minds,  and thus reform our minds away from worldly methodology unto  Yahweh’s Methodology,  we therefore become Christ-
like  if,  and only if,  we gain  “Real Faith”  through  “The Required Three Stages”. 
Yahweh:  as  “The Source of the Word of God”  (and  “The Source”  of all  “intrinsically  ideal/good  things”  that come into The Universe)  
becomes  “The Lord/Master”  of all entities that have  “The Word of God”  demonstrably fully operating within their minds.  This occurs in 
the manner  as deemed by Yahweh  (to gain the HS)  and  not  as vainly proclaimed by our  faithless  leaders of “Religion”! 

“FutureLife.Org”  teaches and explains  “The Word of God”  with full integrity and differentiation,  to ultimately yield a perfected society. 
Why?   Because  “The Motive”  is to give Yahweh  “The Next Generation of TCs”  for His  “Heavenly pleasure”  (hence Matt.3v17, 17v5)! 

Leaders of “Religion”  spin  “God’s Word”  around in a poisonous soup of indifference – to mean   Anything to all men’,  as a large alluring net! 
(We witness “The Divide and Rule”  principle to deliver the 37,000+ schisms of  “worldly Christianity”  to endorse what I state above!) 

Why?   Because  “The Motive”  is to gain  worldly return  (of whatever)  from deluded devotees for the leaders’  “worldly pleasure”! 
How can I be so strident in my assessment? 

Because we only need examine  “The Fruitage”   (Matt.7v16-20, 12v32-36)  and compare it with what The Bible  specifically teaches us! 
For us to be positioned   “To make an Accurate Assessment of The Fruitage”,  then we  must   “Personally  wholly digest  The Bible”! 

Moreover,  the reason why leaders of “Religion”  teach anything other than   “Wholly Read The Bible”  (thereby ignoring Rev.22v18-19)  is,  they want 
their devotees  to be ignorant!   And thus  not  to be in the educated position to  “differentiate between the lies and hypocrisy”  as committed by leaders 
of “Religion”  when compared with what  “The Word of God”  specifically instructs of us  if we are to personally achieve  “The Ideal Goal”  during The 
Gospel Age of  “Sonship to Yahweh”.    This is a  “ONCE  only”  “in a lifetime opportunity”,  we must grasp for The Prize  now  in the 1st part of our 
physical life,  else we shall always be grieving for what we had  “tossed away without a care”  (Matt.8v12, 22v13,  etc.).  
 
67th Instruction – Yahweh “set apart”  (not “sent”)  JCg to become JC as  “The Word of God”  to instruct us on how to 
personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  as a fulfilment of prophecies given by “The Early Adopters” of “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 
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Reason – This underwrites Yahweh’s  (1) “Omnificence”  [to show that He has all things under control]  and  (2) 
“Righteousness”  [to give us warning,  and then time to repent,  before the execution of His judgments upon us]. 
Sadly, this is all incomprehensible to our  worldly Christian leaders  - because they  never  teach of it in their sermons! 
35th Warning – Our worldly Christian leaders  never  teach of  “The Full Significance”  of all the instruction and 
illustrations that Yahweh has so carefully recorded in The Tanakh for us “not to be ignorant”  of His most Righteous Plan 
Because quite simply:  They are not interested,  it is just a job for  'money from people'  and  'control over people'! 
Acts.  3v20 og also  (he may) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned   
Acts.  3v20 og the (one = person)  {before herald}/{prior proclaimed}/{preached in advance}  {to yourselves}  
Acts.  3v20 og (the) Jesus   (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Acts.  3v20 Also   He (= Yahweh)   may  {set apart}/{put forth}   

the  Jesus Christ  {proclaimed before}/{preached in advance}  to  yourselves                (through the prophets) 
 

Also He  (= Yahweh)  may  {set apart}/{put forth}  the Jesus Christ    
{proclaimed before}/{preached in advance}  to yourselves   (through the prophets). 
 

The prophets spoke of JC coming,  being they ardently looked forward to  see/know,  but they did not receive  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10). 
JC answered these prophecies by both of what he did and equally importantly by what he taught by word  (Mark.1v22).  Thus JC  answered  The Tanakh 
by giving meaning to what Yahweh had written down for us in The Tanakh being how Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation was  meticulously unfolding  
through him and forward through The Gospel Age and then into The Millennium.  This was all outlined in The Tanakh  (of which our Christian scholars 
seem to try and find any excuse to rubbish’ – because they   “Criticise God’s Word to condemn,  rather than Criticise God’s Word to learn”,  all of 
which shows  the type  of  “unrepentant mind”  they have  [musing in their  ivory tower’  of academia,  behind a very  worldly  religious doctorate]). 
The Tanakh lays down  “The Foundations”  to show Yahweh’s Omnificence through  “Time”,  so that in The Culmination after The Millennium,  all 
successful people shall look back at what occurred in the past,  to make steadfast their confidence in Yahweh  -  knowing that He has all things in perfect 
control,  and thus our future looks bright into The Eternity!   Amen! 
After that,  now I would like to state for The Record - 

I  intensely detest  what Christian leaders state  (amongst many other things),  namely -   “Yahweh  sent  Jesus to save us!”    
The actual Greek word is  “apostello”  (StrongsTM = 649)  which directly translated is  “set apart”  (= to facilitate). 

Our worldly bible translations  always  very  badly  translate this word to be  “sent”  (thereby having the  wrong  connotation). 
Jesus Christ was absolutely  NOT  “sent”  by Yahweh  (insinuating Jesus does Yahweh's  'dirty work'  for Him). 

This suggestion by Christian leaders is  an abomination  to what  really occurred  within the heavens! 
It also clearly shows they absolutely do  not  understand  “their subject matter”! 

(Hardly professionals’ in a qualified manner [by Yahweh],   but only  “professional”  in charging for what they output  for a fleshly living!) 
“The Righteous Truth”  is the following discussion that occurred in The Heavens - 

Yahweh forewarned JCg that if he created  “The Super Human Species”  that could live for an eternity reasoning like gods (Gen.1v26, 
John.10v34-35),  then they would fail and need to be rescued from annihilation. 
Yahweh stated to JCg    

Are you prepared to rescue those individuals who ultimately over their 2 part life will precisely imitate you? 
If  you are prepared to do this and remain perfect to  “The Law on Works”,  then  I will resurrect you and give all your creation a pardon,  
and a  “2 part life”  so that they can experience both  (1) bad (now)  and  (2) good (in The Millennium) societies.   Now having experienced 
both societies,  all the resurrected people can make an  “educated decision”  as to their personal future into The Culmination of The Eternity  
(either  “annihilation” or “life”).    
JCg said   “I am prepared to do this”  -  and thus I will create Adam and Eve to start   “The Super Human Species”  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-4). 

Therefore,  JCg was  never  “sent”,  but he  “volunteered”  himself for this  pre-known  rescue mission unto us  “humans”,  to save us from personal 
annihilation. 

Is this significant? 
What does the reader think  (before I explain it)? 

It is very significant  -  in several areas! 
Firstly,  it explains  “The Mystery of God”   -  which  is  “a mystery”  to our Christian leaders for stark reasons! 

(I explain this in many places elsewhere in my commentaries  -  thus not repeat it again here). 
Secondly,  it explains  “the plural”  in Gen.1v26 and John.1v1-4  (please see my local cited commentaries). 
Thirdly,  it shows  Yahweh and JCg to be  separate  reasoning Entities  (supported by Matt.26v39, 42,  and many, many other locations could be used). 
Fourthly,  we can understand JCg's sincere affection for his personal creation  generally -  and volunteered to rescue those specific individuals who over 
their 2 part life reform to imitate their deliverer and saviour  (and thus righteously deserve to live for an eternity as originally planned with Adam/Eve). 

Now after that justified announcement then we can consider this verse - 
Interestingly this verse could be used to support  “Two separate reasoning Entities”  (please see my other commentaries that wholly expand this). 
Peter will in the next few verses give examples given by the prophets,  but he could have used many more examples. 
Thus  “Righteous”  Yahweh,  as always  

(1) Gives instruction,  (2) warns,  (3) then gives humans time for us to personally repent  and then  (4) acts upon what was prophesied. 
This is true with JC's relationship to us.   

Yahweh  (first gave instruction about all the trees,  and then)  warns that we will die if we sin  (Gen.2v17). 
We sin in the 1st part of our physical life and learn of the fallout of our actions when operating under  “worldly methodology”. 
Then JCg offers us salvation  provided we ultimately learn to imitate our saviour's deportment over our 2 part life. 
Yahweh  will  ultimately annihilate  any  human who knows “The Word of God” and  refuses to precisely imitate  JC as  “The Word of God”. 
All the above is underwritten by the following verses  v25-26. 

This is what our religious leaders  fail  to teach us! 
They erroneously state  (wholly  not  understanding John chapter 3 and 5,  if we are  “Christians”  then we are  (supposedly,  eternally)  saved.    

This is  unrighteous nonsense!    But what do they know?   Not much of anything useful for  our  future Salvation! 
Because quite simply   They do  not  understand it  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  but pretend to  -  for a worldly return  (so unprofessional’)! 

The more people they can lure into “Christianity”  by whatever means,  then the more  money/glory/honour  they can draw out of the deluded devotees! 
Where  “whatever means”  is certainly  not  “The Absolute Truth”  as originally sourced by Yahweh! 

 
68th Instruction – Yahweh will establish JCg’s Authority over The Earth at  “The Restoration of all things”  that shall 
occur at “The Start of The Millennium”  (at some time during the 21st Century CE). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
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All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators seem 
to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
24th Prophecy – Yahweh will establish JCg’s Authority over The Earth in a global  restoration/reset  state. 
All resurrected people will be instructed how to be righteous to one another,  else personal annihilation will ensue. 
69th Instruction – It was these matters that JC was teaching for some 3 years,  and absolutely  not  about his death! 
70th Instruction – Ideally we should imbue all this knowledge and practice it now with fidelity to be anointed as  The Early 
Adopters  and thus sit with authority alongside JC  (Matt.20v23) -  this fulfils Yahweh’s Desire for us of The Gospel Age. 
Acts.  3v21 og whom/which/that  (it) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts.  3v21 og (the) {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky (singular)   truly/indeed/{that one}  
Acts.  3v21 og (to) receive/accept/take/welcome (middle voice)  {up to}/{as far as}/until  
Acts.  3v21 og (of the) {unspecified spaces of time}/opportunities/delays/whiles/times  
Acts.  3v21 og (of the) reconstitution/restoration/{renovation (of a new and better era)}  (of the) all/whole/every (things)   
Acts.  3v21 og {of whom/which}  (he) spoke/uttered/said  the  {specific god}  through (reason of)   
Acts.  3v21 og (of the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (of the) all/whole/every  
Acts.  3v21 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (of the) him  
Acts.  3v21 og (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  3v21 og (of the) age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}. 
Acts.  3v21 Whom  {that one}   (= JC)   the  heaven/sky  {is necessary}/must   to  personally  receive/welcome   

{up to]/until  the  opportunities/times  of the  reconstitution/restoration/renovation  of  all/whole  things 
of which  The  {Specific God}  spoke/said  through  (reason of)  the  mouth  
of  His  holy/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  prophets/{inspired teachers}  from/off  the age  (before JC's advent). 

 

Whom that one  (= JC)  the  heaven/sky   (“singular heaven”  in prophecy  always  =  the  “local authority over The Earth”) 
is necessary to personally receive   (thus JC will receive  “This Authority”  in due time,  and then for him to infinitely retain it) 
until the times of the  reconstitution/restoration/renovation  of all things   (= “The Millennium”  and then into The Eternity) 
of which  The ‘Specific God’   (= Yahweh,  relative in context to The Prophets speaking about JC)    
spoke through the mouth of His holy   (= pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   
prophets from of the age   (= prior to JC’s 1st Advent to give his  [1] ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice for us who  ultimately hearken). 
 

It is not quite as we are led to believe in our  worldly translated bibles,  because  “receive/welcome” is “infinitive”  and thus should have  “to”  before it 
Does this make any difference? 

Yes,  because it closes  “The Righteous Circle”  when linked in with the definition given by  “FutureLife.Org”  of singular “heaven”,  and by contrast 
makes  no  righteous sense when taking the implied worldly understanding  -  perpetrated by leaders of “Religion”! 
Again for  “The Record”  regarding prophecy,  “FutureLife.Org”  states - 

Singular heaven  is The Zone above The Planet Earth  -  and  always  represents  “The Local Authority”  over The Earth. 
Plural heavens  is The Universe  -  and represents  “The Universal Authority”  and  always  refers to Yahweh  (and His Fulfilled Authority). 

Thus  “must to receive”   (correct translation)  states JC  is to  attain all authority over The Earth when The Time is correct for The Restitution to occur. 
And  “must  hold/receive”  (incorrect translation)  implies JC already has authority over The Earth  (incorrect,  because Satan is that at the moment). 

Hence the logical understanding of Yahweh through JC  only  becomes  “The Local Authority”  within The Minds  of  “The Early Adopters”  
(Luke.17v21),   but  not  The World  (John.17v14-16, John.18v36, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, Eph.2v2). 

Thus,  Peter is telling these people - 
The Authority over The Earth being restored to JCg occurs over  two  phases - 
            1.   Ideally to be a TC  -  JC as “The Word of God”  controls  “The Local Authority of their mind”  (and is thus their singular heaven) 

and therefore becomes  “The Lord/Master of the TC”  –  having conquered them  (Rev.6v2,  to yield what follows in Revelations 
[being  the whole point  of  “Revelations”]  please see my long local commentary that discusses both issues of its content). 

            2.   “Acceptable Reform”  to The World in The Millennium when  “JCg truly rules The World”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 
This is when JCg restrains Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  to become  “The  Authority/Heaven  over The World”. 

When  (2) occurs,  then  the present pain and suffering of The World  (Rom.8v22)  shall cease  (Rev.21v1-4).   Amen. 
Finally  

“Restoration of all things”  occurs at two levels  -  part 1 and part 2 must occur  in the correct righteous sequence. 
Part 1. 

JC must  Spiritually  reset The Balance for Man’s Sin  (being The Methodology that drives us,  as the  “Heaven” [singular] in prophecy) 
This occurred at JC's 1st Advent some 2000 years ago. 

Part 2. 
JC will  Physically  reset  “The World’s operations/systems/protocols”    (being termed  “Earth”  in prophecy). 
This will occur at The Millennium start  (Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-13)  at his 2nd Advent occurring over two occasions separated by 3.5 years. 

The above is wholly  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  -  (they  never  accurately teach any of this). 
Thus  “the spiritual reset”  comes first  before  “the physical reset”  occurs,  it  cannot  righteously come the other way around. 
This  “Truth”  is underwritten by Yahweh first giving The Physical in Works  (of The 1st Covenant,  which showed Man failed – Rom.3v23)  only so that 
JC was able to show that he did surpass The Works  (because of his purified mind),  that he may righteously inaugurate The Spiritual  (of The 2nd 
Covenant),  being that of The Mind.   

To show The World that it must be the reform of The Mind  first  to lead to righteous works,  it  cannot  operate the other way around. 
All of which shows to be a  heinous lie  put out by  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders stating   “God loves you, but not your works!” 
I thoroughly explain this  lie  spoken  (exposed at Jude.v4)  in several of my other commentaries,  and thus have no need to go through it again here. 
 
7th Fulfilled Prophecy – Moses  “The Law Giver”  over Works,  was archetypical of JC to become  “The Law Giver”  
over The Mind.  This is what JC became at his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago. 
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25th Prophecy – This will be further fulfilled in The Millennium after JCg’s 2nd Advent,  to be teaching “Righteousness”. 
89th Reasoning – It is The Instruction for The Mind we must hearken unto for two reasons:- 

1.  It is our last opportunity to reform – JC only died The Once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 
2.  If we get our mind correct,  then correct works will follow through! 

And the spin out from this is this:  If we accidentally fail in works while driven by  “agapao”  (= edify our neighbour to 
our own hurt),  then we are  not  judged on works,  but only that we were trying to help our neighbour! 
71st Instruction – It is in our best interests to hearken to whatever JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  may wish to tell us. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Acts.  3v22 og (the) Moses  truly/indeed/{that one}  For  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  fathers/forebears  
Acts.  3v22 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted,   
Acts.  3v22 og because  (the) prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  {to yourselves}  (he will) {stand up}/raise/{rise up}   
Acts.  3v22 og the  lord/master  the  {specific god}  {of yourselves}  {from/out of}  of the  {The Brethren}/brothers   
Acts.  3v22 og {of yourselves}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  I/me/myself  (of the) him  
Acts.  3v22 og (yourselves will) hear/listen/understand/respond  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts.  3v22 og (to the) all/whole/every (things)  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  wish/suppose  
Acts.  3v22 og (he/she may) speak/utter/say  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 

Old Testament reference located at Deut.18v15-19 
Acts.  3v22 For  truly/indeed  the  Moses   said/spoke/commanded   towards  the  fathers:          (of The Israelite Nation) 

Because  The Lord/Master  your  “Specific God”   
He will  {stand/raise  up}  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  (= JC)   from/out  of  your  brothers,    
him  (= JC)   like  myself  (= Moses). 
Yourselves  will  hear/listen/respond  intensely/accordingly  to  all  things   (as  “The Word of God”) 
whatsoever  wish/suppose  he (= JC)   may  speak/say  towards  specifically yourselves. 

 

For  truly/indeed  the Moses  spoke/commanded  towards the fathers   (= the earlier generations of The Israelite Nation): 
   Because The  Lord/Master  your  ‘Specific God’   (= Yahweh,  context is referenced to JC) 
   He  (= Yahweh)  will stand up  (= become prominent/{out spoken})  the prophet  (= JC)  from out of your brothers   (= fellow generation) 
   he (= JC)   (will be)  like myself  (= Moses). 
   Yourselves  (= Members of Israel – over its mandatory 3 Epochs)  will  intensely/accordingly  hear/respond  to all things   (spoken by JC) 
   Whatsoever  wish/suppose  he  (= JC as “The Word of God”)  may speak towards specifically yourselves   (as members of “Israel”) 
 

Peter continues to explain    
The Prophets spoke for The Almighty God  “Yahweh”,  being  “The Specific God”  of The Prophets having invited The Jews to  lead-in  
“World Reform”  before JC came to give his ministry  (that responsibility has  now been transferred  to The Christian Nation during The 
Gospel Age).   

It is  “The People”  who specifically hearken to  “The Word of God”  during Satan’s tenure of The World  for some 6000 years who become  “The Early 
Adopters”  and the leaders of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.    Then it becomes  “The Personal Responsibility”  of  all  members of  
“The Resurrected World”  to then become  “The Late Adopters”  by intensely listening  (= hearkening)   to JCg as  “The Word of God” during the 2nd 
part of our physical life in The Millennium.  During this education period we  all  must learn and practice  “The Word of God”,  so that we  personally  
become  “The Wisdom of God”  (= “accurately apply what is known,  upon The Knowledge sourced by Yahweh”).   
In this manner,  we shall then  (and  only  then)  personally have eternal life in a perfected DNA  (genome)  body. 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
26th Prophecy – Every person in the 2nd part of their spiritual life who refuses to wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  
(being that given by The Prophet,  JC)  to imitate JC,  shall ultimately be annihilated. 
72nd Instruction –  All  people  (for 4000 years)  up to JC's  murder/resurrection  (and non-Christians of the Gospel Age)  
shall be resurrected to learn  “Righteousness” (= imitate JC),  Christians however have a  three  way split of possibilities! 

1. Future  “son of God”  for 144000 individual people. 
2. Resurrected with  all  non-Christians to learn how to imitate JC  (this is the future for most Christians). 
3. Never be resurrected and thus be annihilated  (a future for all  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age) 

90th Reasoning –  We must “believe in JC to live”  -  where:  “Believe”  means  “imitate what you claim to know”. 
People before JC's 1st Advent and  all  non-Christians subsequently,  these people need The Millennium within which to 
“Believe in JC”  in a perfected Environment – this is true “Righteousness”.   The rest is obvious regarding the  three  way 
split for Christians  (if not,  then please see “2 part life” in glossary and explanation in my many other commentaries). 
Acts.  3v23 og (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  And  (the) all/whole/every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}   
Acts.  3v23 og whosoever/whatsoever  wish/suppose  not  (he/she may) hear/listen/understand/respond   
Acts.  3v23 og of the  prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller   
Acts.  3v23 og {that one}/those   (he/she will be) {give forth spoil}/{from slay}/destroyed/annihilated   
Acts.  3v23 og {from/out of}  of the  populace/{grouping of people}. 
Acts.  3v23 And  it  shall be  every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence} 

whosoever  wish/suppose  not  he/she  hear/listen/respond  to the  prophet/{inspired teacher}   
that one  he/she  will be  destroyed/annihilated   from/out  of the  populace/{grouping of people}. 

 

And it shall be every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}   (= a “functioning entity”  =  an “operating mind within a physical body”) 
whosoever  wish/suppose  not  he/she  hear/respond  (= not hearken, but rebels)  to the prophet   (= JC as “The Word of God”) 
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that one  he/she  will be annihilated from out of the populace   (= “Israel”  of its 2nd and 3rd Epoch,  righteously  not  The 1st Epoch) 
 

JC gave all humans  prior and subsequent  to his  ministry/{ransom sacrifice}  “a 2 part existence”,  both  2 part spiritual and 2 part physical. 
This is  universal  “salvation”  only  to  “The 1st Death”  (being now termed  “asleep” John.11v11-15  at the end of our present existence,  hence the use 
of  “resuscitation/awaken”  for the resurrection [of our spiritual half]),  but JC did  not  cover us for  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

“The 2nd Death”  becomes our  “personal annihilation”,  and that is on the horizon for each,  and every one of us,  as individuals! 
Therefore,  “The Advice”  is  

Wholly repent  (= “never commit [premeditated] sin again”)  and ideally do it now in the 1st part of our physical life to become an  “Early 
Adopter”,   because  most certainly  it will be an absolute necessity in the 2nd part of our physical life  –  else we shall be personally 
annihilated at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v12-15)! 

In addition,  if we are a  charlatan Christian leader  (in their supposed millions’ today)  
Then it is essential to repent  TODAY  (NOW, as you read this)  and wholly change The Mind,  to become like JC,  else quite simply,  this is 
the only existence  charlatan Christian leaders shall have.  They know who they are  (equally,  so do,  I when I audit their output). 

For reference - 
1st Epoch Israel = The Jews  that yielded The Prophets who  gave  prophecy to yield JC  (for his 1st Advent,  of  ministry/{ransom sacrifice}. 
2nd Epoch Israel = The Christians  that yielded the 144000 TCs who  fulfilled  prophecy to yield JCg  (at “The 1st Resurrection”). 
3rd Epoch Israel = The Resurrected World  to yield  The Remnant that returns to The Lord’  (Isa.10v20-22)  in The Millennium. 

All  people  (without distinction)  in The World (BCE)  not  having JC as  “The Word of God”  prior to His Ministry  (shall be resurrected,  de facto). 
As above equally for CE,   except  charlatan Christian leaders who shall  never  be resurrected  (having as stated at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v32-33). 
Those people who reject JCg as  “The Word of God”  shall be annihilated at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v12-15).  

The whole content of this commentary is  wholly unknown  to our  worldly Christian scholars and theologians  (true up to 2017+CE). 
It is  completely unintelligible  to them  (personally  “choosing to be ignorant”,  “agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50,  [so perfectly describes them]). 

Else,  they become  doubly culpable  (Ez.33v1-20)  if  [1] they know and  [2] remain silent on Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
What is stated here is truly  “The Word of God”  and is  not  the nonsense that comes out of our Religious Leaders’ mouths regarding our future! 
 
8th Fulfilled Prophecy – JC fulfilled all the prophecies made about him by the prophets subsequent to Samuel. 
9th Fulfilled Prophecy – Further prophecy is being steadily fulfilled by The 144000 TCs and Christian Nation,  imitating 
precisely what their religious forebears did in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (throughout the respective layers). 
27th Prophecy – The Millennium becomes The Restoration for all humans,  as did The Jews returning to Israel. 
Acts.  3v24 og also  (the) all/whole/every (persons = prophets)  And  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   
Acts.  3v24 og off/away/separated/from  (the) Samuel  also   
Acts.  3v24 og of the (ones = prophets)  thereafter/consecutively/{subsequent (person or time)}/{by (in) order}   
Acts.  3v24 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (they) spoke/uttered/said,  
Acts.  3v24 og also  (they) {called forth to oneself}/predicted/promised/foretold/{had notice}/{showed before} (mid. voice)   
Acts.  3v24 og the  days/{periods of time}  {toward (or) of this}/{(the) same}/{(this) same}. 
Acts.  3v24 And  also  all  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}  off/from  the Samuel  

also  of the  (ones = prophets)   thereafter/subsequently  whatsoever  they  spoke/said   
also  they  personally  {called forth to themselves}/predicted/foretold   towards  these  same  days   

 

And also all the prophets from  (the time of)  Samuel   (the  [rare]  good High Priest of Israel who replaced Eli) 
also of the prophets subsequently whatsoever they spoke   (= they spoke in prophecies concerning the coming JC  … ) 
also they personally  predicted/foretold  towards   (the events that occurred to JC)   
these same days   (of which yourselves have just witnessed over the last 3 years,  culminating in his murder and subsequent resurrection). 
 

No need to expand on the content within my parenthesis. 
However,  I should give a basic overview regarding Samuel and The Prophets 
Samuel was  “The First High Priest”  of regard  (during The Israelite Period),  living around 1000 years before JC's 1st Advent.  

Firstly, he was promised to Yahweh by his mother. 
Secondly, he turned out to be a most faithful High Priest. 
Thirdly, he anointed the first two kings of Israel  (Saul and then David). 

Now for The Prophets,  and those more pertinent to this verse are listed below - 
There was a cluster of prophets between 850 and 700 BCE during Israel's and Judah's  (by allegory, “Christians”) grave departure from Yahweh's Ways  

Amos warns of Yahweh's judgment against the gentiles, but specifically against Israel,  of its punishment and restoration. 
Hosea spoke by allegory about Israel's faithlessness and of her redemption.  
Joel speaks of The Nearness of Yahweh's Day, Israel invited to join Yahweh and the Gentiles judged on the plain of Jehoshaphat. 
Isaiah principally prophesied about JC and equally of The New Israel  (actually of The Millennium). 
Micah condemned Israel's wrongdoing and of a future reconciliation. 

The next cluster of prophets was between 630 and 550 BCE at Israel's capture and subjection under The Babylonians. 
Jeremiah prophesied about Jerusalem's imminent physical overthrow by allegory and then about its rebuilding  (and suffers because of it). 
Ezekiel warned about Judea's and Jerusalem's unfaithfulness and of the gentiles' transient joy,  then of its restoration. 
Zephaniah gives notice of Yahweh's Judgment Day on Israel, punishment to Israel's neighbours and the restoration of The Remnant. 
Malachi condemns The Priests for despising Yahweh,  Yahweh will judge His people,  then The Lord's Great Day shall occur (Millennium). 
Obadiah condemns Edom for rejoicing over Jerusalem's captivity and prophesied of Jacob's house being restored. 
Daniel gives many prophecies about leaders and of future events. 
Micah condemned Israel's wrongdoing and of a future reconciliation. 

The last cluster of prophets occurred from about 550 to 500 BCE at Israel's release from captivity by Cyrus and return to the homeland. 
Ezra begins The Rebuilding of The Temple  (noting this represents The 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age ready for The Millennium). 
Haggai says put The Temple first and not comfortable lifestyles,  and when built,  Yahweh will rock The World  (from Satan to JCg). 
Zechariah speaks of The Sprout (= JC),  Yahweh's Judgment and Restitution of God's People  (in The Millennium). 

All the above is  archetypical of The Millennium  being built from the waste generated by Satan's 6000 years  (approx.)  of misrule. 
Substitute  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  in for  ALL  the things stated above for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and then  “The Vista is Beautiful”! 
I  slid-in  the odd pointers above,  –  but many more could be placed if the lines were long enough! 

But sadly,  all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian scholars and theologians  -  it does not even register on their  'radar screens',  
they having  deliberately smashed  the  'radar screens'  with a hammer,  years earlier  (within their seminaries,  Matt.23v15)! 

 
73rd Instruction – “You”  become the spiritual  (metaphoric DNA)  sons of these Prophets  (= “The Early Adopters”). 
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91st Reasoning – We  only  become spiritual sons  (= “The Early Adopters” of “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  by gaining  “Real 
Faith”  through the  required  3 stages of gaining  “accurate Knowledge + assurance + fidelity”  which is shown by 
precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (not in the manner as shown by  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders). 
53rd 'Allegory' – Contract/agreement = “The Two-way Covenant”  for  “The Birthright”  to become  “Heirs”  over  “The 
Resurrected World”  in  The Millennium. 
74th Instruction – We are ideally instructed to take part within  “The Invitation”  for  “The Birthright”. 
92nd Reasoning – The Best is offered to  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  which is to follow through  
“The Rent Veil into The Most Holy Place”  (see my commentary of Luke.23v45)  following after The High Priest of what 
JC established for us to ideally become one of the 144000 TCs  (as future sons of God,  Rev.14v1-4). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
54th Allegory – Seed = “descendants”, - but in particular  “spiritual DNA children”  =  “The Early Adopters”  within the 
first two epochs of Israel  (Jews and then Christians). 
55th Allegory – Families of The Earth = “The Resurrected World”  within The Millennium.   
56th Allegory – “Be blessed” = “To become Christ-like” (context, members within “The Resurrected World” who reform) 
93rd Reasoning – The Whole Drive of The Bible is to:  “Purify Mankind through The Most Righteous Process possible”. 
Yahweh requires His demonstrably proven  “Early Adopters”  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  to purify  “The 
Resurrected World”  (= some 99.9+% of all people of approx. 6000 years under Satan's misrule)  in The Millennium. 
It is  “The Early Adopters”  who take up  “The Invitation”  and succeed  to achieve  “The Birthright”. 
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father = Yahweh. 
34th Good News – All people who  are  able to become reformed within  “The Resurrected World”  shall become blessed. 
28th Prophecy – People being part of  “The Resurrected World”  shall become blessed. 
Acts.  3v25 og {specifically you}  are  (the) sons  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers,   
Acts.  3v25 og also  of the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  {of whom/which}  
Acts.  3v25 og (he) {through  place/purpose}/{to put apart}/ 

/{disposed (by assignment/compact/bequest)}/appointed/made/covenanted/testatored  (middle voice)   
Acts.  3v25 og the  {specific god}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  fathers/forebears  {of us}  
Acts.  3v25 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) Abraham:   
Acts.  3v25 og Also  to the  seed/offspring/issue  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (they shall be) {confer benefit upon}/{be blessed}   
Acts.  3v25 og (the) all/whole/every  the  {paternal descents}/families/{(whole) races/nations}/lineages   
Acts.  3v25 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 

Old Testament reference located at Gen.22v18. 
Acts.  3v25 Specifically you  are  the sons  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}, 

also  of the  contract/covenant/agreement  {of which}  The  {Specific God}  Personally  {through purpose}/appointed/covenanted   
towards  our  fathers/forebears,   the  stating/exclaiming  towards  Abraham: 
Also  in your  seed/offspring  all  the   families/nations/lineages  of the  Earth/land  they shall be  blessed/{receive benefit}. 

 

Specifically you are the sons of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}   (therefore you become part of their  spiritual  DNA) 
                 (Inasmuch you have  “The Knowledge”  of The Tanakh,  then  use  that knowledge to underwrite  “1st Century Christianity”) 
also of the  contract/agreement   (= bilateral covenant  of  “The Birthright”  for  “The Early Adopters” to  “inherit”  The World) 
of which   “The Specific God”   (= Yahweh,  context is Abraham and prophets)   
Personally  purposed/covenanted  towards our fathers   (= of earlier generations),   
(Yahweh)  the stating towards Abraham: 
  Also in your  seed/offspring  all the  families/nations  of the  Earth/land  they shall be  blessed/{receive benefit}. 
 

The first question we must ask ourselves,  as with most verses in The Bible is - 
Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us?  

And as usual,  the resounding answer is  never   “Yes”,  but either an emphatic  “No”,  or a hazy mix of  “Yes and No”!    
They all  (in the usage of JC speaking about them)  having a  comprehensive lack of precision  in virtually everything they teach - hardly “professional”! 
Therefore,  yielding “utter confusion”  in whatever form of  exegesis’  they try to present  (in a vain attempt to justify  [badly]  their position over us)! 

So what does this verse really mean? 
Yes!  -  It is a direct reference to JC becoming  “The Means”  to make Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  to  righteously  operate. 
And this is at least something I can agree with our  worldly Christian leaders  (else if they did not,  then they would have no subject matter to extract 
money and favours out of their clientele,  –  so we reason their approach is certainly not altruistic  [Matt.6v1-6, 10v8, etc.,  hence,  6v24]!) 
But No!  -  Inasmuch  “The First Line”  to this verse gives  “The Clue”  to what The Gospel really means! 
It is  “The Invitation”  (by JC as “The Word of God”  through a TC,  Rev.3v20)  which is for  “The  Birthright”! 
This  “Invitation”  is given to an  educated/reasoning  mind that is  prepared to hearken  to  “The Content and Spirit” (= personality/desires/traits)  and 
become an  “Early Adopter”,   for them to then become  “The Seed of The Birthright”  to  “Inherit The Earth”  as  “The Future Heirs and Sons of God”.  
And it is they who become  “The Metaphoric Wife”  of JCg  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  hence Paul’s warning at 1Cor.6v16),  and it is from this perfect 
union that delivers  “The (spiritual) Children”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 
It is  “The Children”  as  “The Nations of The Earth”  who become blessed by Yahweh,  when  and only when,  the individuals succeed through  “The 
Final Assay”  at the end of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v12-15).   And in this manner they bless JCg and  “The Early Adopters”  who have 
come out of  “The (spiritual) Loins of Abraham”  (while under Satan's duress,  through his religious [and political] representatives). 

Does the reader understand this? 
Because it is  totally incomprehensible  (for obvious reasons)  to our  worldly Christian leaders  (“agnoeo”  [= choosing to be ignorant])! 
I am quite justified in making this claim,  because they demonstrably  never  teach  “The Real Gospel”,  but  only  “The Gospel  of themselves”  after 
“The Real Gospel”  has been pushed through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19,  hence their wholesale rejection by Yahweh,  Luke.20v16, etc. 

My exhortation is the same as Peter’s,  and that of Paul later,  is  “The Exhortation”  that this is  “Personal”  -  no one can do it for us! 
Absolutely not  our  worldly Christian leaders  (noting JC’s teaching on  [professional] leaders of  “Religion”,  – see all of Matt. chapter 23). 
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Certainly  never  pay leaders of “Religion”  anything,  noting Paul’s example at Acts.18v1-3 and teaching 2The.3v6-12, etc. 
It is  “The Lay-Preachers”  (freely  offering their services)  that Yahweh looks upon most favourably  (because what else is their driver?)! 
The Lay-Preachers give out  “of their means” (freely),  but  professional leaders of “Religion”  give’  out  “of their excess” (charge)! 
Then we return to the allegoric illustration of The Widow and Rich Men giving at The Temple (Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3). 

 
75th Instruction – “Firstly to yourselves”  are  “The Early Adopters”  being  “The Invitation”  to them and us to partake 
within what JC laid down for us to imitate  -  so that we too,  could receive  “The Same”  as did JC to become JCg. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
76th Instruction – We too are to become  “a boy in servitude”  which means  we must take a humble and lowly position 
relative to what The Master Desires.  This means does  not  become like professional leaders of “Religion”,  because they 
tend to gain a  wrong  mindset,  being a mind that is  the opposite  to a  “boy in servitude”. 
77th Instruction – Yahweh physically  “set apart”  JCg from alongside Yahweh,  and placed JC's 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a physical fleshly body to set  “The Required Standard for Salvation”. 
94th Reasoning – JCg was required to become a human within a fleshly body for two specific reasons: 

1.  To physically explain  “The Word of God”  by  “word of mouth”  =  “Teaching the Mind”  of the recipient. 
2.  To physically put into practice what he taught – ultimately by “The Ransom Sacrifice”  (for a perfected body). 

The above proved JC was  not  a hypocrite  -  his actions verified what he taught for “Salvation”,  of which he received. 
Allegory – repeat - “Be blessed” =  “To become Christ-like”  (context = the demonstrably reformed “Early Adopters”). 
78th Instruction – “The Word of God”  causes reform away from worldly methodology – provided we want to change.  We 
need to change our mind to achieve ultimate salvation,  else it  is  “annihilation”  at the end of The Millennium. 
Reasoning – repeat - The Whole Drive of The Bible is to  “Purify Mankind through The Most Righteous Process possible” 
Yahweh requires His demonstrably proven  “Early Adopters”  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  to purify  “The 
Resurrected World”  (= some 99.9+% of all people of approx. 6000 years under Satan's misrule)  in The Millennium. 
It is  “The Early Adopters”  who take up  “The Invitation”  and succeed  to achieve  “The Birthright”. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  3v26 og {to yourselves}  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  the  {specific god}  
Acts.  3v26 og (the having) {stood up}/arisen/{raised up}  the  {boy in servitude}/slave/servant  (of the) him  (the) Jesus  
Acts.  3v26 og (he) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  him  
Acts.  3v26 og (the) {speaking well of}/blessing/praising  {specifically yourselves},   
Acts.  3v26 og in  to the   {turning away/back}/{bringing again}/restoring  (the) each/any/every (person)   
Acts.  3v26 og off/away/separated/from  of the  depravities/malice/plots/sins/iniquities/wickedness  {of yourselves}. 
Acts.  3v26 Firstly  to yourselves   The  “Specific God” 

having  {stood/raised  up}  His   {boy in servitude}/servant   Jesus,    
He (= Yahweh)   {set apart}/{put forth}/commissioned  him (= JC)  the  {speaking well of}/blessing  specifically yourselves, 
within  the  {turning back}/restoring  each/every  person  away/from  of your  depravities/malice/plots/sins/wickedness. 

 

Firstly to yourselves   (= The Jewish Nation,  Matt.10v5, Rom.1v16, etc.)  
The  ‘Specific God’  having stood up  (= forthright teaching)  His boy in servitude,  Jesus, 
He (= Yahweh)  set him apart   (= JC,  physically left Yahweh’s side to become a human)   
(to become  “The Means”  for)   the blessing of specifically yourselves   (who become  “The Early Adopters”  of God’s Word) 
within the  restoring/renovating  of every person  away/from  your  depravities/malice/plots/sins/wickedness. 
                (Basically    “The Way we think”  according to worldly methodology  must change  unto Yahweh’s Methodology over our 2 part life) 
 

Peter states   The Culmination of The Prophets’  prophecies is that Yahweh would commission  “The Means”  to bring about universal salvation from 
what would have been our  guaranteed personal  annihilation.  We all now  “Get a second bite  ( at the cherry’)” 

We all have the ability to come to  “The Word of God”  and wholly imbue it to completely take us away from how we think and reason 
according to the existing worldly methodology.  This righteously occurs through our 2 part life. 

JC made all this possible,  and Peter is exhorting these people  (of the general populace)  having come to the temple  (and thus must be devout Jews)  
thereby being a greater propensity of receptive individuals for the next stage of their development. 
Therefore  “The Exhortation”  is - 

Build upon their knowledge of The Tanakh,  of what JC taught to become  “The Change”  within our mind, which shall then yield good works. 
Then they could  run with’  “1st Century Christianity”  as  “The Early Adopters”  and bring forth  Rev.14v1-4  more quickly. 

It must be clearly understood it is  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  that brings internal  “personal reform”  to break down  “the synapse 
construction”  within our brain and  reroute new pathways  -  this is most painful  (it is called  “learning”  and then  “doing”). 
JC became  “The Means”  to make this possible,  but  “The Onus”  is upon us,  as individuals,  to make this change. 
JC can only take us to  “The Water of Knowledge”  (John.4v13-15),  but it is  our  own responsibility to drink and imbue what it means within us. 
This is  “The Exhortation”  of The Apostles to become like them  (1Cor.4v16,  11v1)  to freely give The Knowledge to The World and then Matt.24v14. 

But our  worldly Christian leaders will teach  none  of this! 
It does not suit their myopic short-term personal objective! 

 
 
66th Comment – Here come  “The Spoilers”  operating against Yahweh  =  “the professional leaders of Religion”! 
36th Warning – As JC taught us:  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  and thus oppose exposure! 
95th Reasoning – “Professional leaders of Religion”  within their seminaries are taught to:  “Contest The Word of God”  
and  not  to  truly  “Submit to The Word of God”,  this establishes a rebellious mind and  not  a contrite hearkening mind! 
This forms  “The Foundations of Hypocrisy”  exemplified within leaders of “Religion”,  hence rejected by Yahweh! 
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37th Warning – Religious leaders are only qualified by The World to teach “for The World”,  not  by The Almighty God! 
Acts.  4v1 og (of the) speaking/uttering/saying (plural)  And  {of them}/their  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  4v1 og the  populace/{grouping of people},  
Acts.  4v1 og (they) {stood upon}/{be present}/{thrust onto}/{came upon}/{at hand}/imminent/insistent/urgent   
Acts.  4v1 og {to them}  the  priests  also   
Acts.  4v1 og the  general/{(military) governor}/{chief of (Levitical) temple warden}/captain/magistrate   
Acts.  4v1 og of the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  also  of the  Sadducees,   
Acts.  4v1 And  (as)  they  (= Peter and John,  were)   speaking/saying  towards  the  populace/{grouping of people} 

the priests  also  the  governor/captain/magistrate  of the  {sacred place}/temple  also  the Sadducees 
{stood upon}/{thrust onto}   {to them}  (= Peter, John and the lame man  [and the crowd]). 

 

And  (as)  they  (= Peter and John,  were)  speaking towards the grouping of people   (= the interested devout Jews), 
(then)  the priests,  also the captain of the  temple,  also the Sadducees   
thrust onto them   (= these professional leaders of “Religion”  made their presence felt,  to stop  “The Word of God”  being taught!) 
 

Paradoxically,  the  very  last  thing   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  want taught is   “The Word of God”! 
Anything  “sourced by man”  is perfectly acceptable  (Matt.23v23),  but absolutely  nothing  sourced by Yahweh must be taught to  The Masses’! 
This is absolutely true throughout all time of Satan's tenue over this planet of some 6000 years. 

Moreover,  here we had chapter 3 describing Peter explaining  “The Word of God”  to these eager recipients  (of The Public). 
As far as leaders of  “Religion”  (including those of “Christendom”)  are concerned   “This activity  must stop!” 

We are now to read  -  they forcibly  stepped-in  to stop God’s Word from being  accurately  taught  (Matt.23v13, 15, etc.). 
Note:  It must be clearly understood a  “distorted/twisted  Word of God”  is sourced by man,  wrapped up in  a sugar coating’  to make it look as though 
it is sourced from Yahweh!   Thereby hoodwinking  The Public  into thinking its members are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  when clearly they are not  
(only discernible if we  fully  know and then understand  Yahweh’s  Aims and Objectives  for Mankind). 
 
67th Comment – Professional leaders of Religion were greatly distressed that “1st Century Christianity” was being taught! 
96th Reasoning – “The Resurrection”   of JC was only a  tiny part  of what Peter and John would be teaching,  because 
they spent much time teaching  (1) the fundamentals of the support foundation behind the reason why JC had to be 
resurrected and  (2) what the implications of this would mean for all of us into The Future! 
68th Comment – At this point in history,  The Sadducees  (teaching there was no resurrection, Act.28v3)  were in 
ascendancy over The Pharisees,  and to be having these people teaching that JC had risen from out of the dead people 
directly countered what they taught  - exposing them to be fraudsters  (a common problem with leaders of “Religion”). 
Acts.  4v2 og (the being) {to toil through}/{be worried/grieved}/{greatly distressed}  through (reason of)   
Acts.  4v2 og the  (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train  {of them}  the  populace/{grouping of people},   
Acts.  4v2 og also  (to) proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach  in  to the  (of the) Jesus   
Acts.  4v2 og the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  the  {from/out of}  
Acts.  4v2 og (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers.   
Acts.  4v2 (These professional religious leaders)   being  {greatly distressed}/{very worried}   

through reason  of  them  (= Peter and John)   to  {cause to learn}/teach  the  grouping of people, 
also  to  proclaim/preach  within  (= about)   the  Jesus  {standing up again}/resurrection  from out  of the  {dead people}/corpses. 

 

(The encircling religious leaders)  being greatly distressed 
through reason of them  (= Peter and John)  to teach the grouping of people   (having witnessed this lame man be cured) 
also to  proclaim/preach  about the Jesus  standing-up  again from out of the dead people  (a particularly distressing subject to The Sadducees) 
 

Just put yourself in the positon of these religious leaders! 
They had just spent the last 2 to 3 years  trying to eradicate JC’  and when they finally thought they had annihilated JC out of people’s minds 
by murdering JC through a public execution  (so all people are to know what happens to trouble makers’),  then this happens! 

His followers started this  rumour’  that JC had been resurrected by The Almighty God  “Yahweh”,  being a rumour that was starting to run around all 
of Jerusalem  (having been prophesied earlier,  hence the Matt.27v62-66)! 

They could not have a Martyr on their hands supposedly  defying  “death”  (noting Luke.12v3-5). 
Thus for worldly expediency,  they had to  step-in  quickly and quash this rumour before it became established in the populace’s mind. 
Especially when we consider at the time of JC’s ministry,  the Sadducees had both the political and religious muscle  (over The Pharisees)  and  the 
main plank’  within their form of Judaism was  “No Resurrection”,  so it is understandable to The Reader why these leaders had to quash this message of 
JC’s Physical Resurrection!   Because it destroyed  “The Fundamental Principle”  of what they taught  (Acts.23v8)  believing in supposedly  the 
immortality of the soul’  (pretty much what many  worldly Christians  errantly  believe today,  along with many other religions  [all sourced by Satan – to 
confuse Mankind through his cohorts,  2Cor.11v13-15])! 
 
79th Instruction – Though not said,  it was The Leaders who commanded the apostles to be thrown into Jail.  Their only 
crime was teaching  “The Word of God”  as only now given by:  “1st Century Christianity”! 
97th Reasoning – It was The Apostles teaching “1st Century Christianity”  that answered the allegoric prophecies in The 
Tanakh of which JC fulfilled,  and he was therefore entitled to be resurrected.   It was this  “knowledge”  taught by the 
apostles which thoroughly exposed the hypocrisy of  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
38th Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  will  persecute any person who teaches  “1st Century Christianity”  (in this 
instance it would be arrest and thrown into jail).  By contrast,  any person teaching  “worldly Christianity”  will  not  be 
persecuted by leaders of “Religion”,  but may certainly be arrested by secular authorities for breaking  “Secular Law”! 
This is a very important differentiator between the two groupings! 
Acts.  4v3 og Also  (they) {threw upon}/{cast on}/fall/{laid/think on}/{stretched forth}  {to them}   
Acts.  4v3 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  
Acts.  4v3 og (they were) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed (middle voice)  into/unto  
Acts.  4v3 og (the) watching/observance/prison/{held by}/guard/fulfil  into/unto   
Acts.  4v3 og the  {fresh breeze of new day}/{next day}/tomorrow   
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Acts.  4v3 og (it) was  for  (the) evening  {even now}/already/{by this time}   
Acts.  4v3 Also  they  (= The Religious Leaders)   {cast/laid on}/{stretched forth}  hands  to them   (= Peter and John) 

they (= Peter and John)   were  personally  placed/settled/put  into  the  prison/jail   
unto  the  {next day}/tomorrow,   for  it was  the evening   (when they were arrested). 

 

Also they  (= The Professional leaders of “Religion”)  laid hands on them  (= Peter and John) 
they  (= Peter and John)  were personally put into the prison unto the next day,  for it was the evening  (of their arrest). 
  

This was quite a natural response,  because  professional leaders of “Religion”  do  not  like hearing  “The Word of God”  being taught to The Public! 
We only need look through many events of recorded history for example   Of victims like William Tyndale and Lefevre d'Etaples  (and many others). 
This was predicted by JC as a future certainty at John.16v1-4,  and Paul likewise said at 2Tim.3v11-13,  as recognised by John at 1John.2v18-19,  to 
become  “The Antichrist”  of Methodology  (= Christendom,  1John.4v1-3)  being a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  replacing  “1st Century Christianity”  as 
originally taught by JC,  as Paul warned at 2Thes.2v3-11, etc.).   

Where  “Christendom”  argues against  “The Anointing/Christ”  of the 144000 TCs  to become  “The Heirs”   (hence these leaders are 
blaspheming against the HS,  of which there is no forgiveness  [based on the  correct  definition of HS]  Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v32-33, etc.). 

What is my evidence? 
I ask the reader  

When was  he/she  last taught about  “Our  Personal Responsibility”  to  “Aim for The Goal”  to  “precisely imitate  JC's  ministry/lifestyle”  
to fulfil prophecy  by personally becoming one of the 144000 TCs so that Yahweh can then bring forth The Millennium? 
Of which once achieved,  shall  enable/begin  “The Resurrection of The World”,  over which these proven 144000 TCs as The Heirs,  are to 
teach righteousness and transform the minds of sinful humans to imitate JC for their own ultimate salvation? 

Our professional leaders of “Religion”  teach  “anything other”  than what is stated in the above paragraph!    
Hence,  they  are  “Satanic/Adversarial”  to  “Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within The Environment!”  (= “against the HS”)! 
 

69th Comment – When the populace at The Temple heard of  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught,  it was like a  
'breath of fresh air'  and some 5000 men committed to what had been taught by the apostles. 
98th Reasoning – “1st Century Christianity”  is completely different to “Religion”.  When the recipient can unhook 
“Religion” from out of their brain,  having been  prised-out  by an  accurate  rendering of  “1st Century Christianity”  
then it becomes  a great release  from  “a burden of nonsense”  (John.8v33-36)! 
Acts.  4v4 og (the) many/much/plenteous  and  of the (ones = persons)  hearing/listening/understanding/responding   
Acts.  4v4 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (they) committed/believed/entrusted   
Acts.  4v4 og also  (it) {became to be}  the  summed/number  of the  men/husbands/fellows   
Acts.  4v4 og {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}  thousands  five. 
Acts.  4v4 And  many  of the  persons   hearing/listening  the  word/sayings/reasoning   (= Peter's sermon) 

they  (= the 'lowly' devout Jews having come to worship at the temple)   committed/entrusted   (unto what Peter taught to them) 
also  the  number  of the  men  became to be  as if  five thousand. 

 

And many of the persons  hearing/listening  the  word/sayings/reasoning   (given within Peter's sermon) 
they  (= honest devout Jews having come to worship Yahweh at the temple)  committed/entrusted   (in God's Word as taught by Peter) 
also the number of the men became to be as if five thousand. 
 

It is interesting to contrast the response between  'The Common People'  and  “The Leaders”  to  “The Genuine Word of God”. 
When  “1st Century Christianity”  is  correctly  taught  (as it will be in The Millennium)  then there is great interest and  genuine uptake  within  'The 
Common People'   in stark contrast with  “The Leaders of Society”  who promote a public air of complacent interest. 
But underneath,  “The Mentality”  within a worldly leader  (to  “control people”  [for greater worldly return]  is  not  conducive to being  “submissive”  
(ultimately to Yahweh),   hence the religious facade,  being so very hollow within  -  hence Matt.23v27-32,  and thus they rebel  “in Darkness”  (= 
undercover,  so that the public is not aware of what is occurring around about). 

This occurs throughout  all  time  (under Satan’s [miss] Management of The World, John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.). 
The only difference as we are taught in The Bible about The Closing of The Gospel Age  (within a few decades now of 2017 CE)  is that  “atheism”  now 
becomes acceptable,  because  “Religion”  as taught is  so ridiculous,  and an  insult  to an intelligent,  reasoning mind! 
In the old days,  “Religion” could be used as a stepping-stone for career advancement,  but now when “Religion” is shown to be ridiculous,  then this is 
no longer the case,  and it is possible to succeed as a leader more so by being an atheist!  In fact,  it seems to be a liberation and of a matter of 
intellectual sophistication to be an atheist to advance one's career!   Hence atheism is  'out of the closet'  ready for the middle chapters of Revelations. 
Please read my commentaries of Revelations that precisely explains what JCg was teaching us by prophecy of that which is to occur -  NOW! 

Yet this has only been made so because of what Leaders of Christendom have taught for the last 1700+ years! 
 
70th Comment – The Leaders were collecting together to decide how best to deal with these  'trouble makers'! 
It is interesting how seriously they took this matter,  being able to gather all these people together on the next day! 
Acts.  4v5 og (it) {became to be} (middle voice)  And  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  4v5 og the  {fresh breeze of new day}/{next day}/tomorrow  
Acts.  4v5 og (to be) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  {of them}  
Acts.  4v5 og the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers  also  (the) {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the society)}   
Acts.  4v5 og also  (the) writers/scribes/secretaries/{town clerks}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem, 
Acts.  4v5 And  it  became to be  upon/concerning  the  next day 

their  (= Peter and John)   magistrates/leaders  also   elders  (of society)    
also  the scribes  to be  convened/gathered  into  Jerusalem, 

 

And it became to be upon the next day their leaders  also the elders  also the scribes convened into Jerusalem, 
 

Everyone with Religious Power was interested in quashing God's Word from being taught,  hence they came together in the centre of supposed  'religious 
excellence'  to discuss how to effectively   “Oppose  Yahweh's Pure Desire being made manifest in The Environment”  (= blaspheme against  the HS). 
The Decisions on this topic were always made in Jerusalem hence JC's outburst of feeling at Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34,  even though many of the prophets 
would have been  physically  murdered outside Jerusalem.   The  spiritual  decision was  always  made in Jerusalem  –  as it was for JC.  
Finally we must consider how quickly  “to convene”  where these  'important'  people  of  “Israel”  (all having previously filled itineraries for the next 
day,  of which had to be cancelled).  They must have been very worried about the mushrooming of  “1st Century Christianity”  within Jerusalem and be 
exposing their fraudulent behaviour. 
Acts.  4v6 og also  Annas  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},  also  Caiaphas,  also  John,  also  Alexander,    
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Acts.  4v6 og also  (the) {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (they) were  {from/out of}  
Acts.  4v6 og (of the) kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock  (of the) {high priestly}. 
Acts.  4v6 also  Annas  the  High Priest,  also  Caiaphas,  also  John,  also  Alexander 

also  they were   the  many  from/out  of  the  high priestly  kin/countrymen. 
 

Also Annas the High Priest  also Caiaphas  also John  also Alexander 
also they were as many  (people)  from out of the high priestly  kin/countrymen. 
 

Annas was the  father-in-law  to Caiaphas  (Matt.26v3, Luke.3v2)  and both were Sadducees ,  whose lineage was from the Tribe of Levi,  and at the time 
the Sadducees had more political power than did The Pharisees,  –  thus rather a sore point,  and I suppose The Pharisees hypocritically took  The 
Moral High-Ground’  within regard to  “Religion”  (inasmuch they had nowhere else to go!). 
The Sadducees did not believe in The Resurrection,  so the resurrection of Lazarus  (John.11v44)  by JC,  and of Peter's teaching about JC being 
resurrected would have  completely undermined  their religion  (hence the anger of both Annas and Caiaphas against people who exposed these high 
priests  to be liars  and their  religion’  demonstrably shown to fundamentally flawed). 
We have recorded here that it was not only  The  'Two'  High Priests  (when there should have only been one),   but their whole entourage of priests and 
support staff,  were all interested in suppressing  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  being taught to The World!    What is different today? 
This was a  large gathering  of  “The Highest Religious Power”  within the land of “Israel”  (symbolising “Christianity” today),  milling around these 
two apostles having a  wolf  pack-like  mentality  (Luke.10v3, Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)  to  menacingly intimidate  these two spokespersons of Yahweh into 
worldly submission1 
 
71st Comment – An  “Imposition of authority”  over these two apostles by the leaders of society,  all these leaders brought 
together by the leaders of “Religion”  specifically to stop the preaching  “1st Century Christianity”  from occurring. 
72nd Comment – The religious leaders automatically ask:  In whose  name/{character/authority}  are these things done? 
39th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will slyly gain whatever evidence they can to bring forth a conviction. 
They have absolutely  zero  interest in learning about  “1st Century Christianity” -  because it affects their future! 
99th Reasoning – Leaders of “Religion”  have only a future interest in  what they can gain out of their devotees,  and  zero  
interest in The Millennium because they do  not  believe it shall occur  (a  'mind change'  is too personally painful)! 
Acts.  4v7 og Also  (the having) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  them   
Acts.  4v7 og in  to the  middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  
Acts.  4v7 og (they) {ascertained (by enquiry)}/{learned by question}/asked/enquired (middle voice).   
Acts.  4v7 og In  (to the) {characterising of type}/{what sort of}/{what manner of}  
Acts.  4v7 og (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  or/than/either/rather   
Acts.  4v7 og in  (to the) {characterising of type}/{what sort of}/{what manner of}  (to the) name/character/authority   
Acts.  4v7 og (yourselves) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  that/this/there/here  
Acts.  4v7 og {specifically yourselves}? 
Acts.  4v7 Also  having  {stood staunchly}/{held up}   them   (= Peter and John) 

within  the  middle/midst     (of these highest  [worldly]  religious leaders of The Land) 
they  (= The Religious Leaders)   personally  {learned by question}/enquired   
within  what  sort/manner  of  {miraculous strength}/{mighty work}   
or/rather   within  what  sort/manner  of  name/character/authority 
specifically yourselves  do/make/produce/practice  this? 

 

Also  (the religious leaders)  having them  (= Peter and John)  stood staunchly within the middle   (of these religious leaders), 
they  (= The leaders of “Religion”)  personally enquired: 
   By what manner of miraculous work or by what manner of name   (and most certainly   character/authority) 
   specially yourselves  do/produce/practice  this   (real  miracle of curing the lame man)? 
 

Now a spiritually naive person would think these leaders had a genuine interest to learn about what Peter and John were promoting! 
Hence the questioning!     Note    I do find  “John.9v27”  so very amusing  (please see my local commentaries). 
However, a spiritually mature person knowing how The World operates  (and has done so for the last 6000 years)  will immediately realise that these 
leaders of “Religion”  were gathering  “The Material”  within which to annihilate the existence of these two individuals truly representing Yahweh's 
interests. 
 
73rd Comment – Peter knew that he had  “The Greatest Authority”  (= Yahweh)  backing him,  and these leaders  (of 
Religion)  were as nothing to him  –  they had  zero  authority to stop him from teaching  “The Word of God”. 
74th Comment – All TCs are fearless regarding worldly leaders trying to stop  “The Word of God”  from being taught. 
100th Reasoning – All TCs are betrothed to JC  (as “The Word of God”)  knowing:  “The Almighty Yahweh”  underwrites 
their future success in  The Millennium,  thus the present 1st part of our physical life is merely transient in the pursuit of 
fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  always knowing  “The Greater Goal”  is yet to come in the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Acts.  4v8 og then/{at the time}  (the) Peter  
Acts.  4v8 og (the) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/full/furnished  
Acts.  4v8 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  4v8 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them,  
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Acts.  4v8 og (the) {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers  of the  populace/{grouping of people}   
Acts.  4v8 og also  (the) {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the society)}  of the  Israel: 
Acts.  4v8 Then  the Peter  filled/imbued/furnished   

of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
he  said/commanded  towards them               (= The Religious Authorities,  being the most affected by JC's teaching,  John 11v47-53) 
the  {first in rank}/rulers  of the  populace  also  the  Elders  of the  Israel: 

 

Then Peter  full/imbued   
of the  holy (= pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
                 (= having a mind to be the  one/same  as that of  “Yahweh to make His Desire manifest in The Environment”,  John.14v20, 17v21-26) 
he  said/commanded  towards them  (= The leaders of “Religion”)  the leaders of the populace also to the elders of Israel:   
                 (Just consider how potentially intimidating this would be to a  'normal person'  pushed into that position!) 
 

Essentially,  Peter is here as a true martyr  -  and fearless of  “The Immediate Environment”,  his vista and rational  is beyond  “The Immediate”  
These type of people are impossible to control by worldly authorities  –  their mind operates  outside  “The Norms”  of  “The Authorities”. 

Yahweh's Martyrs operate with  “Extra-terrestrial Norms”  being outside  “worldly norms”,  because their vista is of The Millennium and 
motivated to  personally bring  that future reality  ever closer!    
That is why Yahweh's Martyrs as  “The Early Adopters”  move forward with  so much  internally driven  passion  to become  “The Heirs”  by  
“Grasping upon The Heel”  (“Jacob”)  for  “The Birthright”  (Gen.25v26)  as originally promised to Abraham  (= The Loving Father). 

But to professional leaders of “Religion”  'career climbing'  within  “The Norms”  of this present world,  then this is all so very incomprehensible,  their 
heart condition  (seat of motivation)  is just not set correctly  (Matt.6v24)  to operate in the manner that Yahweh Desires for  His  future World leaders!   
Hence true repentance unto  abject humility  within The Mind  (not a feigned 'outside')  in the midst of Yahweh,  then Yahweh can start to work with us! 
This state of mind for  “a leader of The Millennium”  is  NOT possible  within a worldly  “leader of today”  -  the difference is like chalk and cheese! 
 
75th Comment – Peter makes the bold statement:   

If you are questioning us about  “The Healing of this sick man”  then let it be known … … : 
Acts.  4v9 og If  {we ourselves}  (the) {on the/this day or the/this night just passed}/now/present/hitherto  
Acts.  4v9 og (we are being) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/questioned/examined   
Acts.  4v9 og over/upon/concerning  (the) beneficence/benefit/{good deed done}/{virtuous service}  
Acts.  4v9 og (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man  (of the) {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak,   
Acts.  4v9 og in  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  this/that (specifically)  (person)   
Acts.  4v9 og (he has been) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved, 
Acts.  4v9 If  presently  we ourselves   (as Yahweh's  true  representatives)    

are being  scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/examined  upon/concerning   the  {good deed done}/{virtuous service} 
of the  impotent/sick/weak  man  in which  this specific  (person)  he has been  delivered/healed/{made whole}/preserved, 

 

If we ourselves are being presently  scrutinised/examined  concerning the virtuous service 
of this specific  sick/weak  man in which he has been  delivered/healed/{made whole}, 
 

Peter defines  “The Charge”  made against him by  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
Peter almost presents this action in the same manner,  as did JC to The Pharisees at Luke.13v14-17. 
 
80th Instruction – It was in  “The  Name/Character/Authority” of JC that this man was healed. 
40th Warning – While charlatan Christian leaders certainly claim to do things in  “The Name of JC”;  they most certainly 
do  not  perform these things in  “The Character/Authority” of JC  (because they have ulterior  [worldly]  motives). 
101st Reasoning – JC and the Apostles were  instructed to do these things by Yahweh  (performing The Cure)  to show 
what it will be like in The Millennium.  By contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders have absolutely no interest in explaining 
what The Millennium really means,  but only have interest in their immediate worldly return from their deluded devotees 
through these staged illusions and tricks!   (Stage magicians  are truthful  by making no claims of it being supernatural!) 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
Comment – repeat - Peter now makes the statement to his listeners: 
Instruction – repeat - You people of Israel  (noting its two level allegory)  absolutely know  (because of what JC has done)  
Yahweh has made JCg   “The  Lord/Master”  (as  “The Word of God”  over hearkening minds)  and  The  Christ/Anointed  
to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (in The Millennium). 
76th Comment – Then Peter states to these Jewish leaders:  “You Jews murdered that JCg upon a stake!” 
Allegory – repeat - “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= Christians). 
Comment – repeat - JCg will state to the Christians in The Millennium:  “You Christians murdered The Word of God!” 
Reasoning – repeat - The two statements at the respective times are made in a general sense to both of these two 
populations,  knowing that in reality,  the thrust is against the professional Religious Leaders of both epochs of Israel. 
Warning – repeat - By contrast,  we shall meet the guilty people responsible for this crime in chapter 4.   
Interestingly they have absolutely no interest in making amends for their crime,  but are only interested in silencing  “The 
Whistle Blowers”  making public them to be the criminals.   Quite natural really – in a worldly sense!   
These criminals  (in Yahweh's Judgement)  are professional people  paid by The World  to be  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
102nd Reasoning – This man was cured because The Actions of which JC laid down by his ministry/lifestyle. These actions 
resulted in The Apostles continuing in JC’s  “character/authority”  after JC’s resurrection to become JCg.  Therefore, 
Yahweh chose to work His Desire through these proven competent apostles of which I explain in my local commentaries. 
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41st Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders make ardent claims about what they do in  “the name of JC”,  but Yahweh 
refuses to work through them because they do  not  have  “The Character nor Authority of JC”. 
But what do their deluded devotees know, or care?   They pay for “entertainment”,  and are only too pleased to receive it! 
Acts.  4v10 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  {let it be}/{let them be}  
Acts.  4v10 og (to the) all/whole/every  {to yourselves}   
Acts.  4v10 og also  (to the) all/whole/every  to the  populace/{grouping of people}  (the) Israel,   
Acts.  4v10 og because  in  to the  name/character/authority  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  
Acts.  4v10 og of the  Nazarene  whom/which/that  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts.  4v10 og {impaled upon a stake/post/pole}/{publicly executed}  whom/which/that  the  {specific god}  
Acts.  4v10 og (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of}  
Acts.  4v10 og (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  this/that (specifically)  (one)   
Acts.  4v10 og (he) {stands beside}/exhibits/proffers/substantiates/provides/yields/commends/shows/presents  
Acts.  4v10 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  {of yourselves}  
Acts.  4v10 og (the) healthy/{well (in body)}/true (in doctrine)}/sound/whole.   
Acts.  4v10 (then)   Let it be  {well known}/notable  to the  all/whole   yourselves                      (as the leaders of “Religion”) 

also  to the  all/whole  populace/{grouping of people}  (of)  Israel,  
because  within the  name/character/authority  of the  Nazarene:  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  
whom  (= JC)   specifically yourselves  {impaled upon a post}/{publicly executed}   
whom  (= JC)   The  “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)   {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated  from/out  of the  dead persons. 
(It is)  In  this/same  (name/character/authority  of JC) 
this specific  (one = cured lame man)  he  {stands beside}/substantiates/commends/presents   
healthy/sound/whole  {in the face/sight/midst of}  yourselves. 

 

(then)  let it be  well known  to all yourselves   (as the leaders of “Religion”) 
also to all the Israelite population, 
because  (it was)  within the  name/character/authority  of the Nazarene:   Jesus the  Christ/Anointed 
whom  (= JC)  specifically yourselves  (= leaders of “Religion”)  impaled upon a post  (= publicly executed) 
whom  (= JC)  The  “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  {collected the senses}/resuscitated  (JC)  from/out  of the dead people. 
(It is)  In  this/same  (name/character/authority  of JC,  being The Mind delivering The Deportment) 
this specific person  (= the cured lame man) {stands beside}/substantiates/presents  health/soundness  in the midst of yourselves. 
 

Peter unequivocally states for The Record - 
1.  You leaders of  “Religion”  murdered JC  (as  “The Word of God”,  and have done so ever since)! 
2.  The man JC of Nazareth  (being supposedly  “where nothing useful comes from that region”  [John.1v46],  a generally held belief). 
3.  The man JC whom Yahweh resuscitated from out of the dead people,  has become JCg as  “the specific god”  of us in the 1st part of our life 
4.  It was through the  “Character and Authority”  (of which JC displayed)  that this sick man was healed  (not by a worthless 'name'). 
5.  This is what you can see for yourselves!   You have  no excuse  for  “choosing to be ignorant”  (“agnoeo”). 

It is most important to understand this did not occur in  'the name'  of JC as  vainly taught  today throughout  all  of Christendom”. 
Rather it occurred in  “The Character and Authority”  of JC  -  of a genuineness  that is specifically  not  taught in Christendom! 

It is so  easy  to come in  'the name of JC',  because  any  person can come in  'the name of  anything'   (words are just so  easy/cheap  to say)! 
It is  incredibly difficult  to come in  “The Character and Authority”  of JC,  and so very few people are able to do it, - but  only 144000 TCs. 

For absolute certainty,  professional leaders of “Religion”  do  not  come in  “The Character and Authority”  of JC,  but 'millions' come in his “Name”! 
What does this really mean at its two levels? 

Level 1. 
Character:  We can only gain  “The Character”  of something,  if we as individuals,  learn absolutely everything about the subject matter 
from an accurate source.  For example,  it is not possible to  “precisely imitate JC”  if we prefer to learn everything we can about Mohammed 
or Krishna!   Thus, we sensibly ignore Mohammed and Krishna,  and learn everything we can about JC.  Just accepting  'JC is our leader'  
and we are 'Christians'  is absolutely  not  good enough  (John.6v64)!   That is equivalent to the  “English”  Prime Minister being a 
Conservative,  implies all English people are  “conservatives”  in the way we think,  even though we may be members of the Labour party!  

Can the reader understand what this  “Character”  definition truly means  (noting 1Pet.2v18-24)? 
We must then express what we have learnt for The Mind,  within our deportment,  being our intercourse with The World,  else our visible  
public  character  (for the “worldly return”)  does not match our internal character  (actually both do  in private   –  as any valet or family 
member knows). 
Authority   Likewise,  we can only gain  “The Authority”  of our subject matter,  if we as individuals,  learn absolutely everything about the 
subject matter upon which we purport to represent.  For example,  it is not possible to be an authority of airplanes if we only study cars! 
External people only respect our  “knowledge”  about a subject matter  if  our report is  “accurate”. 
Seems obvious,  but sadly  “Religion”  behind the  fake  image,  is almost the  polar opposite  to what Yahweh Desires,  and yet no one has an 
accurate source  (except The Bible – and  not  professional leaders of “Religion”)  upon  which to judge “Religion”,  because its leaders 
maintain this moribund situation!   Its participants are being  completely starved  (unto  spiritual death)  of any worthwhile sustenance by its 
leaders,  hence of its  terminal  decline at the close of The Gospel Age  (all as prophesied in Rev. chapter 17 and 18). 
Because JC absolutely knew his subject matter gained from a reliable source (= The Old Testament)  then he exuded Authority  (Mark.1v22). 

Level 2. 
How is level (1)  applied in this situation? 

Is it in the manner as our  worldly Christian leaders state and do? 
Obviously not  - because they do  not  have  “The Character nor Authority  of JC”! 
They only have  “The Character and Authority of The World”  to be  personally loved by The World  (to gain a worldly return)! 

(Please note the  very many  examples of JC's teaching on this subject.) 
But we  only  know this,  if  we read The Bible  (and  not  listen to what comes out of the mouths of our religious leaders)! 

Our  charlatan Christian leaders regularly proclaim   “In the name of JC”  because it is so easy to do,  and receive much devotee acclaim! 
But Yahweh  detests  these  'millions'  of leaders,  deemed as  abominations  to what He  “Truly Represents”  -  and this is the beginning of the 
answer in this level 2.  They absolutely do  not  imitate JC  (even though outwardly,  they fervently pretend to copy him for a financial return)  
because quite simply their  “character and authority”  is  not  the  one/same  as that of JC  (hence it is of a  “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4).  Their 
motive  (being what Yahweh sees,  1Sam.16v7-13 for future king/Sonship)  is wholly worldly  and  not  for Yahweh's Future World.   Because 
of this,  then Yahweh will  not  work through these people  (James.1v6-8),  but in the meantime,  they draw  'billions'  of deceived devotees 
from around the world to themselves  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)  through  “The Wide Gate”  (Matt.7v12-14,  with v15 being 
themselves). 
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Here Yahweh saw something in this lame man,  and knew that He would use this example to move forward His “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
   1.  The man would respond positively to The Cure,  by praising Yahweh in The Temple. 
   2.  This  'handshake'  (instruction accurately followed, then by the cure)  between Yahweh and His representatives would embolden them. 
   3.  The action would help  kick-start  the beginnings of The Christian Nation  - 5000 people here. 
   4.  The religious leaders would not be able to help themselves, – but be drawn in to demonstrate their real motives regarding God's Word. 
   5.  The encounter as we are to read,  and subsequent actions,  would embolden these two apostles even more  (to become worthy Sons)! 

That is what we gain from the above  -  which is   “All to further Yahweh's  Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
And yet,  none  of this would have been possible without JC  first showing  “The Way”  forward  (in  ministry/deportment  and ransom 
sacrifice)  of his  “Character and Authority”  being demonstrated to motivate  “The Early Adopters”  to  honestly operate. 

Otherwise,  Yahweh could  not  righteously  intervene. 
JC was truly motivated to  “Bring Salvation unto Mankind”,  and demonstrated his Character accordingly to make this occur. 
Leaders of Religion have absolutely  no  interest in   “The Righteous Means for The Salvation of Mankind”  and thus behave in a worldly manner,  they 
therefore have the  “Character”  of The World  (hence  John.17v14-16)  to  “Perpetuate The World”  and  not  to bring forth  The Millennium! 
We are also told that JC absolutely knew his subject matter,  because he  only  studied The Old Testament and understood how Yahweh's Plan through 
its allegoric prophecies panned out to righteously bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”.   He thus gained  “The Authority”  to teach  (Mark.1v22). 
Conversely  “leaders of Religion”  do not intelligently read The Bible  (as demonstrated by their output),  but are instructed to read all manner of things 
sourced by  “Man”  'Sages/Gurus' in their seminaries,  and thus they do  not  have  “The Authority to teach”  (from Yahweh).  However they are so very 
keen to seek their authority from  “Man”  in  worthless  paper qualifications of Divinity  (hence John.7v15)  and likewise  for true apostles  (“appointed 
[by Yahweh] to tell”)  as we are to read a little later at v13. 
Thus,  we understand The Apostles become the True  “Children of God”   as appointed by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23). 
And deluded devotees are told they are  “Children of God”  as appointed by  worthless  leaders ignoring The Bible's many instructions on   “Judging”! 

Can the reader start to deconvolute  “The Signal”  from out of  “The Noise”  generated by  all  “leaders of Religion”? 
If  other professions  (of The Science and Engineering Community)  generated as much rubbish as do those supposed  professionals’  within  “Religion”  
with their fraud and general malpractice,  then  it would be so easy to spot delinquency within The Ranks  (The Resultant,  being testable in our life). 
But “Religion”  is so amorphous and intangible  (and deliberately made so,  so that it cannot be tested)  as to make it  worthless and unquantifiable,  
aimless and without direction  -   except to feed all the participants'  self-vanity.   

We must  not  be personally  lukewarm  and apathetic  to what we are told ,  but go and  personally seek  (Rev.3v15-18, Matt.7v7-8)! 
After that,  we then go out and  accurately  tell The World  -  freely,  thereby truly representing Yahweh's Aims and Interests! 

If God's Word is  not  freely given in  “Character and Authority”  as that which operated within JC,  then we have a  “conflict of interests”,  unable to be 
objective  (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22),  having placed ourselves in  “The Compromising Position”.  A situation created only  because we have succumbed to 
the standard worldly drivers of  money/fame/leverage/honour/glory/sex/pension/{debilitating habits}  all of which disgraces our output. 

Remember     Yahweh is Judging The Mind  (of genuineness within  unpaid  lay-preachers),  and not our Works  (of pretence and hypocrisy 
pandemic in Religion)  all of which will be exposed  (Luke.12v2-3)  in The Millennium to justify Yahweh's Decision on the TCs' election. 

 
57th Allegory – Stone (always) =  everlasting  (and immovable/resolute/steadfast)  entity. 
58th Allegory – Builders =  “leaders of Religion” creating  their own  religious/worldly  edifice. 
59th Allegory – Corner Head = “The Building is built around this prime stone” = JCg becomes The Foundation to “The 
New Spiritual Temple” (= 144000 TCs) of The Millennium,  that itself will teach “The Resurrected World”  Righteousness 
103rd Reasoning – JC is considered “contemptable” to the professional leaders of “Religion”  inasmuch they do not want 
to build their mind around  “The Principles”  as laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  out of which these people  could  
have become part of  “The New Temple”  in The Millennium  (if they had only imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
104th Reasoning – It is only “The Babes” (Psm.8v2, Isa.3v4, Matt.11v25, 21v16, Luke.10v21)  as  non-academic  religious 
leaders who find JC  “not contemptable”  because they truly reform their mind to be  humble/contrite  and hearken. 
“The Babes”  have no  “conflict of interests” (Matt.6v24)  and are completely dedicated to imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
Acts.  4v11 og this/that (specifically)  (he/it) is  the  stone   
Acts.  4v11 og the  contemptible/despised/{least esteemed}/scorned/{counted worthless}  
Acts.  4v11 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of yourselves}   
Acts.  4v11 og of the  builders/constructors/confirmers/emboldeners/edifiers  
Acts.  4v11 og the (one)   (he has) {become to be}  into/unto  (the) head  (of the) {an angle}/corner/quarter. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psm.118v22, Isa.28v16, Zech.10v4. 
New Testament reference located at  Matt.21v42, Mark.12v10, Luke.20v17. 

Acts.  4v11 This  specific  (person  = JC)  is  The  Contemptable/Despised/Scorned  Stone   
by   your  builders/constructors                      (being all the leaders of “Religion”  taking their positions to build their  own edifice) 
(but)  the  (one = person = JC)   he has  become to be  unto  the corner head                     (The Millennium will be built around JC) 

 

This specific person  (= JC)  is The  Contemptable/Scorned  Stone  (= externally looks wonderful,  'as long as it is not part of our own building'!) 
by your  builders   (= the leaders of Religion”  and their acolytes  building their  own  religious constructions from  worthless  worldly stones’/wood) 
(but)  the person  (= JC)  he has become to be unto the corner head   (JC will become  “The Lord/Master”  of  “The New Spiritual Temple”) 
 

“Stone”  by prophetic allegory  always means  “everlasting and steadfast”  being  “The Goal”  as laid down by JC's ministry/lifestyle,  that we too are 
to imitate,  if we stand any chance of succeeding in the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire,  which is to righteously bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
Just ignore the humbug and nonsense of  “customs”  and  “myths”  within “Religion”  (Matt.23v23)  that supposedly brings “salvation”, -  they do  not! 
Only  a mind that is the  one/same  as that within JC will bring personal salvation, -  and that is wholly our  “own responsibility”  over our 2 part life! 
JC  as  “The Exemplar”  of Yahweh's Methodology becomes  “The Corner Stone”  for  “The New (spiritual) Temple”  constructed out of 144000 white 
(= purified)  stones  (= everlasting and steadfast)  (1Pet.2v5-9 from John.2v19)  carefully reserved by Yahweh during The Gospel Age of some 2000 
years ready for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  that  closes  The Gospel Age 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12). 
 
81st Instruction – No human or entity on,  or off,  this planet can provide  our  salvation/rescue  except by what JC did for 
his creation,  to give  his creation  a  “2 part life”  in  “The Midst of Yahweh’s Decree on Sin”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators seem 
to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
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82nd Instruction – JC gave to  “us”  (“his creation”, Gen.1v26, John.1v1-4, etc.)  two things:- 
1.  “The Ministry”  for us to personally reform  the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
2.  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for Yahweh to be righteously enabled to freely give us  a 2 part physical life. 

42nd Warning – The above is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  because they teach none of the above 
correctly,  but they are so  ‘competently’  able to teach the bit that has no impact upon our personal reform! 
43rd Warning – Our worldly Christian leaders are absolutely useless in  accurately  representing Yahweh’s Interests! 
However, at “The Close of the Gospel Age” they have now been given notice: “To Reform”,  and are thus without excuse! 
105th Reasoning – JC has shown us The Way unto reform;  for us to achieve “Salvation”  then we  must  ultimately:  
“precisely imitate him”,  else be personally annihilated over what has now become our  “2 part life”. 
Acts.  4v12 og also  no/not/none  (it) is  in  (to the) else/different/more/other  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts.  4v12 og the  rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety,  
Acts.  4v12 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  for  (the) name/character/authority  (it) is  other/different/altered   
Acts.  4v12 og under/through/inferior/below/by  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  
Acts.  4v12 og the  (having been) given/bestowed/granted  in  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
Acts.  4v12 og in  {to whom/which}  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts.  4v12 og (be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  us/our/we. 
Acts.  4v12 Also  there  is  not  the  rescue/salvation/safety  not even one  within  different/other  (person) 

for  neither  there is  other/different  name/character/authority  under  the  heaven/sky   
the   having been  given/granted  within  the  men   within  which  we  must  be  delivered/saved/healed. 

 

Also there is no  rescue/salvation,  not even one within the  different/other   (person) 
for neither is there  other/different  name/character/authority  under the  heaven/sky  (= the  local  authority over The Earth) 
the having been given  (by JC,  living)  within men within which we must be delivered   (else we are personally annihilated). 
 

Peter makes the categorical statement - 
There is no  rescue/salvation,  certainly not even one  rescue/salvation  within any other person. 
There is no other  Name/Character/Authority  under the present local authority over the Earth. 
Except The Salvation given by JC who lived amongst us humans,  through whom  (= JC's actions)  we are saved. 

It is absolutely essential  not  to stop here  -  as do our  worldly Christian leaders in their most  unrighteous  sermons  (of which I have 100’s of 
transcripts collected almost daily,  which I shall audit  line by line  when I have time,  to expose  half-truths of  basic  incompetence  to the job’)! 
Because our ultimate salvation does  not  stop there! 
JC has done two most valuable things - 

1,  Gave on our behalf   The Ransom Sacrifice to get us into the 2nd part of our  physical  life  -  that is   into The Millennium. 
2.  Gave us The Ministry of God's Word  to get us into the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life  –  either now  (as possibly  “The Early Adopters”)  or 
within The Millennium  (as “The Late Adopters”)   

If we  'do not get it'  (= learn how to imitate and then practise JC's deportment)  by the end of The Millennium,  then we are personally annihilated! 
So there is  “The Responsibility”  upon ourselves  to ultimately imitate our saviour for our  ultimate salvation. 

JC's very painful ransom sacrifice  'only'  gets us into the 2nd part of our physical life by making our immediate  “death” to be “asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  
and thus termed  “The 1st Death”,  then after our resurrection,  it becomes  wholly dependent upon  ourselves as individuals  for our  own  salvation into 
The Eternity, 
For I simply ask - 

How many times do  unrepentant  “Christians”  want JC to die for them? 
Noting what the apostles tell us at  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22,  etc. 
Therefore,  they bring what JC did into shame  -  because they cannot be bothered to change their life around  –  ideally  now! 

But our wholly delinquent  worldly Christian leaders will teach  none  of this  -  because it sounds like  'too much hard work'  for worldly people to  
“edify their neighbour to the givers own hurt”,  as oppose to be  “self-indulging  to their neighbour's hurt”! 

That is  why  our professional  worldly Christian are wholly rejected from holding a position of office in The Millennium! 
It would not be righteous for Yahweh to put them into that position of responsibility – when they proved themselves as reprobates! 

 
77th Comment – This was a comeuppance to these leaders of “Religion”!   
106th Reasoning – These leaders of “Religion”  had up to now,  other people bowing and running to their beck and call!   
This statement by Peter was a stinging attack to their position  –  their  ‘ivory tower’  had been blasted away from under 
them,  they had been exposed as hypocrites!   A fearless man had publicly condemned them! 

Most importantly – it was  “The Truth”!   They could not provide any defensive evidence! 
78th Comment – Education via academia gives  “authority to speak”  inasmuch  “This person  should  speak accurately”! 
By contrast these uneducated men (Peter and John):  “Spoke with Authority”  having mastery over their subject matter! 
44th Warning – “Religion”  is an interesting  ‘discipline’  inasmuch  unlike  other academic disciplines,  it has no need to 
substantiate  “absolute accuracy”  but only  “hearsay accuracy”  inasmuch any person can read and memorise ‘data’  for 
later recall  and then be classed as an “academic”.   But the data as learnt and repeated is  “untestable”  -  just hearsay! 
107th Reasoning – Thus we can reason “Religion”  is potentially worthless to  “The Improvement of Mankind”  because it 
is unsubstantiated and untested.   However, that cannot be said of “1st Century Christianity”  which is never taught today! 
“1st Century Christianity”  is built upon The Tanakh and  righteously answers  everything that Yahweh laid down within 
The Tanakh specifically to substantiate His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.   A  ‘hand in glove’  fitting! 
79th Comment – An interesting comment  “They recognised both of these people were united with JC”!   
This comment does not mean what it says at face value!    See below:- 
108th Reasoning – The leaders knew both of these men were from JC – that is why they had  arrested/imprisoned  them! 
The point of this comment is that these two apostles had the  one/same  mind  to  speak-out  fearlessly – as did JC. 
Acts.  4v13 og (the) {( be a) spectator of}/discerning/experiencing/beholding/considering/{looking on}/perceiving (plural) 
Acts.  4v13 og And  the   of the  Peter   (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly   
Acts.  4v13 og also  (of the) John  also  (the having) {taken eagerly}/seized/apprehended/grabbed/grasped (mid. voice,  plural) 
Acts.  4v13 og because  (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  (the) unlettered/illiterate/unlearned  (they) are   
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Acts.  4v13 og also  (the) {private (person)}/ignoramus/idiot/rude/unlearned/unskilled,  
Acts.  4v13 og (they) wondered/{had in admiration}/marvelled. 
Acts.  4v13 og (they) {knew upon some mark}/recognised/{full acquaintance}/acknowledged/perceived  both   
Acts.  4v13 og them  because  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  (of the) Jesus  (they) were. 
Acts.  4v13 And  the  {spectating of}/beholding/{looking on} (plural)   of the  Peter  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldly/clearly   

also  of the  John,   
also  because  having  personally  apprehended/grasped  (plural)  they  are  unlettered/unlearned  also  private/unskilled  men, 
they  (= the religious leaders)  wondered/marvelled. 
Because  they  {knew upon some mark}/recognised  both  of them  were  {united as companions}/{in union with}  the  Jesus. 

 

And they (= the religious leaders)   beholding the Peter  also the John speaking  boldly/frankly,  
also because they (= the religious leaders)  having  (mentally)  grasped they (= Peter and John)  are unlettered also unskilled men, 
they  (= the religious leaders)  marvelled   (at the  competence/knowledge  of these apostles). 
Because they (= the religious leaders)  recognised both of them (= Peter and John)  were united as companions with Jesus. 
                 (= The Religious Leaders recognised from  the strength of argument given,  that these two people were JC's original disciples.) 
 

These religious  bullies/leaders  started by imposing themselves  (in their splendid surroundings)  upon these apostles with the sole aim to  'shut them up', 
to  'close down their operations'! 
These leaders began with  “the leading question” - 

Upon whose authority do you operate in the manner demonstrated? 
The apostles had fearlessly accused  these specific leaders  of murdering JC! 
JC had done absolutely nothing wrong,  – but only  “edified his neighbour to JC's own hurt”! 

It was in  this  “character and authority”  of which this lame man was cured. 
There is no other human entity operating under the constraints of the present worldly authority who can offer  “salvation”. 

(By implication,  no  religious leader can give any human “salvation”,  and thus exposes The Lie of -  'Belong to our group to be saved'!) 
By now,  “The Dawn of Realisation”  occurred within the minds of these leaders of “Religion” that   “They had a problem on their hands”! 

It would appear after the supposed  'beast'  had been decapitated,  it had grown  two more  heads! 
'The Beast'  was starting to multiply!   

The leader JC was the undisputed spokesperson for  “1st Century Christianity”  of which these religious leaders had just murdered,  and his disciples 
were known at the time to be diminutive,  but now they had become very vocal,  taking upon themselves the  personal responsibility  of replacing JC! 

This is  “The Goal”  for  all  “Christians”  as  demanded  by Yahweh,  if  we as individuals are to be deemed future  “Sons of God”. 
Finally,  the last comment -  “The leaders recognised these men were united with JC”.    

This does  not  mean   “The leaders recognised these men were JC’s disciples”! 
The leaders knew these two men were the apostles of JC  -  that is why the leaders arrested and imprisoned them! 

No!   It means   “These two men had the  one/same  mind as JC to speak out fearlessly against the professional leaders of Religion”! 
(= Leaders who used weapons of The State  [and other underhand means, see later]  to murder Yahweh's representatives.) 

It means   “Peter and John  had the  one/same  character and authority  to speak in the  one/same  manner as did JC speak”! 
 
80th Comment – The leaders of “Religion”  were  ‘in a cleft stick’  position here! 
109th Reasoning – They had the two apostles teaching JC had arisen – being an anathema to them,  and yet The Evidence 
for the  extra-terrestrial  healing was publicly known – resulting in perhaps 5,000 converts who would riot if these two 
apostles were murdered,  by the  self-same  people as by whom their leader JC was murdered! 
110th Reasoning – Importantly these two apostles had done no wrong,  no secular charge could be levelled against them,  
and this is what protected their life.  A charge could not be fabricated for  “only doing good”! 
This is what separates TCs from  worldly Christians!   As Yahweh shall make clear in The Millennium  (Luke.12v3)! 
Acts.  4v14 og the  And  countenance/{human-being}/man  (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed}   
Acts.  4v14 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to them}  
Acts.  4v14 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  the (one = cured man))   
Acts.  4v14 og (having been) {waiting upon menially}/{adoring (God)}/{to relieve (of disease)}/cure/heal/worship  
Acts.  4v14 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (they) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  
Acts.  4v14 og (to) {contradict speech}/refute/deny/gainsay/{say against}. 
Acts.  4v14 And  (they)   beholding/seeing  the  man  {united as companions}/{in union with}  them        (= the Apostles) 

the  one  (= cured man)   {standing staunch}/{holding up}  having been  {waiting upon menially}/{adoring God}    (in the temple) 
they  (= leaders of religion)  had/possessed  nothing  to  {contradict speech}/{say against}  (the Apostles). 

 

And they  (= the religious leaders)  beholding the  (cured lame)  man united as companions with them   (= Peter and John) 
the one  (= publicly recognised cured lame man)  standing staunchly having been adoring God   (very publicly  in the temple)   
they  (= the religious leaders)  had nothing to say against   (Peter and John)! 
 

The public deeds of the apostles could not condemn them! 
What had these apostles done wrong? 

The leaders of “Religion”  were now on  “The Horns of a dilemma!” 
They had just killed  one  Jesus. 
And now,  they had  two Jesus’ on their hands  (noting Acts.9v22,  Gal.4v14 regarding the future Paul,  because  he knew his subject matter)! 

The leaders had a  terrible’  problem in front of them - 
1.  JC was being taught as  “having arisen”  -  a complete anathema  in what they claimed  to believe. 
2.  It was through JC’s  character and authority  that this man had been cured,  being  The Evidence  walking around! 

They wanted to kill these two apostles  and  The Evidence  (= the cured man,  as equally they wanted at John.12v10),  but if they had fulfilled their desire,  
then there would be a riot on their hands from approx. 5,000 new converts of the previous day’s teaching! 

What could they do? 
The apostles had broken  no  secular laws,  and had  only  done public  “good”!    

What charge could be levelled against them? 
It was only by abiding to secular law that protected these TCs from The Authorities  -  no charge could be found  (hence “holy”),  and we are strongly 
advised to learn from this example.   Then demonstrably showing  (as explained in The Millennium thereby showing  “The Valid Credentials”  of the 
144000 TCs)   “persecution”  only  comes from  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  and  not  from secular authorities.  Sadly  worldly Christians  
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(egged-on by their religious leaders)  involve themselves in worldly matters,  and often instruct them to rebel against  “Authority”  counter to what JC 
and Paul taught at Luke.13v1-5, Rom.1-7  (for example citing Dietrich Bonhoeffer as a martyr and thus by inference someone we should copy!).    
No!   That is absolutely  not  what we must do! 

But what do our professional leaders of “Religion”  know?    
“Nothing”  as regards to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   But only  “Their worldly  (and thus corrupt)  Desire”! 
Just about everything that comes out of their mouth, regarding  “1st Century Christianity”  is wrong -  having passed God’s Word through Rev.22v18-19! 
 
81st Comment – The accused apostles were hustled out of the courtroom,  thereby allowing the delegates to confer. 
Acts.  4v15 og (the) {to urge on}/'hail'/{to incite (by word)}/order /command (plural)   And  them   
Acts.  4v15 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  of the  Sanhedrin  
Acts.  4v15 og (to) {go off}/depart/{be apart}/follow/{come/go away}  
Acts.  4v15 og (the) {throw into union}/{(speaking) combined/conversed/conferred/consulted}/ 

             /{(mental) considered/aided}/{(personally) joined/attacked/encountered/helped/made/met/pondered}   
Acts.  4v15 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {one another}/mutual/together. 
Acts.  4v15 And  they  {urged on}/ordered/commanded  them   

outside/{away from}  of the  Sanhedrin  to  {go off/away}/depart 
the  conversed/conferred/considered (plural)   towards  {one another}/together. 

 

And they  (= the religious leaders)  commanded them  (= Peter and John) 
to depart outside the Sanhedrin  (while)  they  (= the religious leaders)  conversed/considered  towards one another. 
 

“The Sanhedrin”  was  “The Jewish High Court”  located within  “The Chamber of Hewn Stones”  inside The Temple Complex,  comprising of 71  
'Sages of The Community',  of which The High Priest would be one of these constitutional members. 
There would be the members of high religious order,  heads of the 12 tribes,  scribes,  Pharisees,  Sadducees  and men well versed in Jewish Law. 
The seating arrangement would be like a horseshoe so they all could see each other,  and defendants hauled up before The Sanhedrin would be required 
to stand in the front of them and suffer the entire stare and questioning from the 71 highest leaders of The Land! 

Moreover, this matter about  “JC and of his apostles”  would be at the top of their agenda! 
The religious leaders had to discuss how they were going to suppress  “The Word of God”  being taught to the public! 

A  common problem  as  discussed by all professional leaders of “Religion”  in their position throughout The Ages! 
 
82nd Comment – The Evidence was out in The Public!   The Evidence was claimed to be based upon The Resurrected JCg. 
The Evidence could not be covered over,  and by inference  (based upon the apostles’ teaching)  JCg must have been 
resurrected!    What could these leaders do to nullify the situation? 
Acts.  4v16 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts.  4v16 og (we may) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  to the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts.  4v16 og {to these  (persons/things)},  
Acts.  4v16 og because  truly/indeed/{that one}  for  (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  
Acts.  4v16 og (the) indication/sign/miracle/token/wonder  (it has) {become to be}  through (reason of)   {of them}  
Acts.  4v16 og (to the) all/whole/every  to the (ones)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}   
Acts.  4v16 og (the) Jerusalem,  also  no/not/none  (we are) able/possible/capable  
Acts.  4v16 og (to) contradict/disavow/reject/abnegate/deny/refuse (middle voice). 
Acts.  4v16 The  stating/exclaiming (plural):   What   we may  do/perform   to  these  specific  men   

for  truly/indeed   because   the  indication/sign/wonder  has  become to be  through reason  of them  
to  all  the  (ones = persons)   {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (in)  Jerusalem, 
also  we are  not able  to  personally  contradict/deny/refuse. 

 

They  (= the religious leaders)  stating:  
   What may we  (= religious leaders)  do/perform  to these specific men  (= Peter and John)  
   for truly,  because through reason of them  (= Peter and John) 
   the  sign/wonder  (of the cured lame man)  has become to be  (evident)  to all the people persistently dwelling in Jerusalem, 
   also we  (= religious leaders)  are not able to personally  contradict/deny/refuse   (this publicly performed  [real]  miracle). 
 

After just murdering JC,  they could not murder Peter and John;  else, it will be so publicly obvious that The Religious Leaders  were against Yahweh! 
Thus they had to seek other means  -  typically underhand persecution to try and quash the internal  zeal/passion  from out of these  new  spokespersons 
for  “1st Century Christianity”  who seem to have gone on the offensive  (rather than being quashed by their master's recent murder)! 
 
83rd Comment – The Evidence was out in The Public!   The Evidence was claimed to be based upon The Resurrected JCg. 
Acts.  4v17 og But  that/{so as}  not  over/upon/concerning  (the) more/greater/many  
Acts.  4v17 og (it be) {through parcelling out}/distributed/disseminated/spread/{rumoured about}  into/unto  
Acts.  4v17 og the  populace/{grouping of people},  
Acts.  4v17 og (to the) menace/threat  (let us) menace/forbid/threaten  {to them}  
Acts.  4v17 og {no longer/further}/{not anymore}  (to) speak/utter/say  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  4v17 og to the  name/character/authority  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  
Acts.  4v17 og (to the) {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even} (person)   (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men. 
Acts.  4v17 But  that  concerning  (this event is)   not   it be  more  distributed/{rumoured about}  into  the  populace, 

let us  menace/threaten  to them   to the  ( = with a)   menace/threat   {no further}/{not anymore}    
to  speak/say  upon/concerning  to  this/same   name/character/authority  (of JC) 
to  not even  one person  of  the  men 

 

But that concerning  (this miracle of healing)  not it be(come)  more rumoured about into the populace, 
let us  (= religious leaders)  forbid/threaten  them  (= Peter and John)  with  menace/threat  not to speak anymore  
concerning this same  name/character/authority  (of JC),  not even  (to)  one person of  (all) men. 
 

The religious leaders start by applying external pressure upon the apostles who were  only    Accurately teaching  “The Word of God”. 
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This is The Mindset,  which is  shown throughout  all  time  under the  “singular heaven”  of Satan for the last some 6000 years. 
It persistently occurred  before JC,  persistently occurred  during JC's ministry,  and sadly,  persistently occurs  after JC's ministry. 
All precisely as The Bible tells us. 

What is different now  -  today? 
Can someone please explain why it should be different,  when The Same Leader rules their mind,  because Rev.20v1-3 has not yet occurred?! 

 
84th Comment – The two apostles were recalled and instructed not to proclaim/teach in “The Character/Authority” of JC 
45th Warning – Professional Leaders of “Religion”  have absolutely  no  desire for any person to  proclaim/teach  in “The 
Character/Authority”  of JC,  even though millions will espouse to represent JC’s “Name”! 
111th Reasoning – It exposes their hypocrisy!    Also JC had truly altruistic reasons in the way he behaved – to righteously 
bring forth The Millennium,  professional Leaders of “Religion”  by contrast,  are only interested in  “the here and now”! 
And for that reason they have no interest in The Millennium – to be teaching of it!   Hence of their demonstrable silence! 
112th Reasoning – Likewise the two apostles had  “the  one/same  character/authority  of JC”  and that is why  other  
people are able to accurately state of these apostles: “They come in the name of JC”. 
83rd Instruction – Yahweh is seeking likewise people who truly come in the  character/authority  of JC,  so that He too 
may state of them that:  “They came in the name of JC”  when He resurrects them at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Acts.  4v18 og Also  (the) calling/biding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning (plural)   them  
Acts.  4v18 og (they) {transmitted a message}/enjoined/{(given in) charge}/declared  {to them}  
Acts.  4v18 og the  {against the whole}/entirely/{at all}  
Acts.  4v18 og not  (to) {clearly/enlighten  thinking}/{utter a clear sound}/proclaim (middle voice)   
Acts.  4v18 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train/educate  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  4v18 og to the  name/authority/character  of the  Jesus. 
Acts.  4v18 Also  they  calling/bidding  them  (= the apostles) 

they  charged/enjoined/declared  to them  (= the apostles)    
not  to  personally  {enlighten thinking}/{clearly proclaim}  {against the whole}/{at all}  
nor  to  teach/train/educate  upon/concerning  to the  name/authority/character  of the  Jesus. 

 

Also they  (= the religious leaders)  calling/bidding  them  (= Peter and John) 
they  (= the religious leaders)  charged/declared  to them  (= Peter and John)   
not to personally  {enlighten thinking}/{clearly proclaim}  at all  (= must  not  enlighten any person to  “The Word of God'”) 
nor to  teach/educate  concerning the  name/authority/character  of the Jesus   (= must  not  teach what  “Christ/Anointed”  really means). 
 

The Religious Leaders decided to rely upon their prestigious position to impose their dictate upon these supposedly   'ignorant'  people  (Acts.4v13). 
“The Dictate”  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  then  (and now)  was  (is)  this - 

These two apostles  (and by implication,  all 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age)  must  stop  teaching  “The Word of God”. 
These  “Early Adopters”  are commanded by Religious Leaders  not  to give  “The Word of God”  to any person within any given population. 

This demonstrably  shows    
“Leaders of Religion”  are  frightened  of   “Reasoned Argument”,  which shows just how flawed is their  spiritual  message,  that they feel 
inspired to  actively  supress  “The Knowledge”  by exerting  physical  pain and suffering upon people who disagree with them!   

 
85th Comment – “The Obvious Question”  and  “The Obvious Response”! 
86th Comment – “What does Yahweh want?”  And  “We,  as His slaves,  must fulfil His Desire”  (Eccl.12v13-14)! 
84th Instruction – We must  thoroughly learn  “The Word of God”  from an accurate source,  assay it,  and then do it! 
85th Instruction – We must  not  listen and respond to professional leaders of “Religion”. 
46th Warning – Contrary to what seems obvious,  we absolutely must  not  listen to professional leaders of “Religion”! 
The Bible  consistently warns  us that professional leaders of “Religion” are not good for our relationship with Yahweh! 
113th Reasoning – They are riding two horses (and both badly),  serving two masters (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22),  they are 
seeking a fleshly existence based upon what they know – and they only know “Religion”  as taught by their peers.  The 
Bible tells us that  “Religion” is very bad for our future,  and:  ‘We must leave it’  Rev.18v4. 
47th Warning – While worldly Judaism was bad (then),  worldly Christianity (now) is so very much worse!  The Bible tells 
by interpretation,  of  worldly Christianity being  “The Great Harlot”  (amongst two lesser harlots  [Judaism and Islam]).   
87th Comment – We are all to make  “The Decision”  for ourselves on what we freely choose to believe! 
Yahweh then makes  “The Decision of our future”  based upon:  “How we personally demonstrate what we believe”! 
Acts.  4v19 og the  And  Peter  also  John  (the) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering   
Acts.  4v19 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them  (he) said:  
Acts.  4v19 og If/whether  (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just  (it) is  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  
Acts.  4v19 og of the  God   {specifically yourselves}  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  
Acts.  4v19 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  or/than/either/rather  of the  God  
Acts.  4v19 og (yourselves) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge. 
Acts.  4v19 And  responding/answering  towards  them,   the  Peter  also  John  said: 

Whether  it is  equitable/righteous  {in the  face/sight/midst  of}  of the  God 
to  listen/respond  to yourselves,  or/better/rather  more than  of the  God. 
Yourselves   {mentally decide}/conclude/judge. 

 

And answering towards them  (= leaders of Religion”),   the Peter also John said: 
   Whether it is  equitable/righteous  in the midst of the God  (= Yahweh)    (= as judged by Yahweh for us … ) 
   to  listen/respond  to yourselves,  rather more than   (to listen/respond unto)  of the God  (= Yahweh)   
   (You)  judge/conclude  for yourselves. 
 

The Apostles spin the argument around,  to place  “The Onus of Responsibility”  back onto the leaders of “Religion”. 
They now place  “Yahweh's Condemnation of Action”  firmly upon  “The Leaders of Religion”. 

Now  if  “The Leaders of Religion”  truly cared  about Yahweh,  then  they  would  take note. 
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Yet true to form,  professional leaders of  “Religion”  have absolutely  no  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire because they do not even believe He 
exists,  when we audit their works!   Perhaps those leaders having been through academia,  have an apparent  misguided  superiority  
sophistication/complex’  over  “The Knowledge”,  but by suggesting  “Big Daddy”  is apparently behind them becomes a convenient manipulative 
complot to extract an  easy  worldly living with the  minimum  of physical effort!   (Luke.16v3). 
 
86th Instruction – We aiming to become apostles ourselves,  must speak what we know and also what we have heard! 
87th Instruction – We must hearken to  “The Word of God”  as only sourced by  a reliable  Bible translation. 
48th Warning – Professional leaders of “Religion”  are most  certainly not  reliable sources of Bible understanding 
because they have been taught  not  to  “think like Yahweh”  in their seminaries  (Matt.23v15)! 
114th Reasoning – Many of these leaders operating  without  Yahweh’s Inspiration may be able to repeat much text from 
their mind,  but they comprehensibly do  not  understand it with Yahweh’s Mind,  but only with a  twisted worldly mind. 
49th Warning – Most bibles have systematic and systemic twisted translations at  key doctrinal areas!   -  Beware! 
115th Reasoning – The translators are paid to deliver what their paymasters want to receive!  They give a twisted worldly 
reasoning – because that sells more copies!   More copies,  means more money!  This is the Worldly Driver (Matt.6v24). 
116th Reasoning – That is why  only  (in the same usage as given by JC)  lay-preachers  receiving  zero  worldly return for 
their efforts are more likely to give an honest representation of what Yahweh Desires.  Because what else is their driver? 
88th Instruction – TCs must give an  honest/truthful  representation of Yahweh that must be reflected in their deportment! 
Acts.  4v20 og no/not/none  (we are) able/possible/capable (middle voice)  For  {we ourselves}  whom/which/that  
Acts.  4v20 og (we) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  also  (we) heard/listened/understood/responded  
Acts.  4v20 og not  (to) speak/utter/say. 
Acts.  4v20 For we ourselves   are  not  able/capable  -    

not  to  speak   that/which  we  knew/understood   also  we  heard/responded. 
 

For we ourselves   (as  “The Early Adopters”)  are not able,  not to speak what we knew  also we heard. 
 

However,  Peter and John are  honest to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire  -  and stated what is  obvious to themselves! 
They state - 

If we see and understand something,  then we speak about it! 
No one shall shut us up! 

“We only speak what Yahweh desires to hear!” 
 
50th Warning – Exposed leaders of “Religion”  resort to physical force when having lost  “The Spiritual Argument”. 
35th Good News – TCs are protected by imitating JC’s deportment (1Pet.2v18-24)  and thus become released. 
117th Reasoning – Secular laws are made against criminals – TCs are  not  secular criminals,  but are construed to be  
‘religious criminals’  by means of  trumped-up  charges generated by real religious criminals  (as judged by Yahweh)! 
36th Good News – The People recognised the enormity of The Healing and praised Yahweh for His intervention. 
88th Comment – Leaders of “Religion” are so quick to recognise  “Popular Opinion”  and respond accordingly  (with 
worldly motives uppermost),  and yet in this instance it was directly the opposite to what the leaders desired! 
118th Reasoning – Leaders of “Religion”  are intelligent people and know where this kind of popular support would lead!  
“Personal repentance”  is  not  on their agenda and thus desired  (1) to stop the teaching and  (2) start a cover-up! 
Acts.  4v21 og the (ones = leaders)  And  (the having) {toward threaten}/{threatened again}  
Acts.  4v21 og (they) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  them,  
Acts.  4v21 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (the) finding/obtaining/seeing/perceiving  the    
Acts.  4v21 og {in what manner}/how   
Acts.  4v21 og (they may) {(derived from dwarf)}/{to curtail/coerce}/{to chastise (or reserve for infliction)}/punish  them   
Acts.  4v21 og through (reason of)  the  populace/{grouping of people},   
Acts.  4v21 og because  (the) all/whole/every (persons)   (the) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  
Acts.  4v21 og the God  over/upon/concerning  to the  (one = person healed)  {becoming to be}. 
Acts.  4v21 And  the  (leaders)   having  {toward threaten}/{threatened again}   

they  {freed fully}/released/{set at liberty}  them   (= Peter and John), 
the  finding/obtaining  nothing  how  they may  curtail/chastise/punish  them  
through  reason of  the  populace/{grouping of people}, 
because  all the  people  {rendered glorious}/magnified  the  God  (= Yahweh) 
over/concerning  to the  person  (= cured man)   becoming to be  (healed). 

 

And the  (Religious)  leaders having threatened again   (the two  apostles/TCs/{Early Adopters}) 
they  (= the religious leaders)  released them  (= Peter and John)  
finding nothing  (in)  how they  (= the religious leaders)   may  punished  them  (= Peter and John)  
through reason of the populace   (recognising The Act had occurred,  and thus these apostles must truly represent Yahweh) 
because all the people magnified the God  (= Yahweh) 
concerning to the  (lame)  person becoming to be   (healed). 
 

After Peter's answer demonstrating his true motivation,   honest servitude to Yahweh,  exposes  the professional leaders of “Religion”  motivation,  when 
they again threaten and menace  “The Early Adopters”  and future sons of God  (in a vain attempt to stop  “The Word of God”  from being taught). 
As before with JC  

We see the dichotomy forming between  “The Professional leaders of Religion”  and  “The General Populace”. 
“The professional leaders of Religion”  detest  “The Word of God”  (John.11v47-53). 
“The populace”  want to come to  “The Word of God”  (Mark.12v37, Luke.19v48) 

Hence,  the  JCs comment at Matt.23v13  because of 23v15  (within the seminaries,  moulding their pupils' minds to be  “adversarial to Yahweh”). 
And because of this exposure in his teaching,  the religious leaders moved to murder JC  (as they do to  “The Word of God”  during the last 2000 years)  
and likewise here,  again they feared  “The Populace”  rebelling against them  Matt.26v5, Mark.11v32, 12v12, 14v2, Luke.20v19, etc. 
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89th Comment – The Evidence showed this  “Healing”  could only be sourced by Yahweh! 
119th Reasoning – The Man was more than 40 years old and lame from birth  -  thus beyond any  ‘natural’  cure. 
Also he had been seen as being lame by The Public for years– he was no stooge  (as used today by charlatan Christians). 
89th Instruction – Nothing is impossible for Yahweh!   He sources all  intrinsically ideal/good  things into The Universe. 
Acts.  4v22 og (of the) years  For  (he/it) was  (of the) more/greater/many  forty  the  countenance/{human-being}/man   
Acts.  4v22 og over/upon/concerning  whom/which/that  (it had) {become to be}  
Acts.  4v22 og the  indication/sign/miracle/token/wonder  that/this/there/here  of the  {(the act of) curing}/healing. 
Acts.  4v22 For  the  man  he was  more/greater   (than)   forty years  (of age) 

concerning  whom  it had  become to be  this  sign/wonder  of the  curing/healing. 
 

For the man concerning whom had become to be this sign of healing,  he was more  (than) forty years  (of age). 
 

This says several things to us - 
1.  This lameness was so significant that it would not  self-cure   (The “lameness” would remain without external assistance). 
2.  He would have been begging within Jerusalem for many years,  and this lame man would be well known to The Populace. 

These two things somewhat  'tied the hands'  of The Religious Leaders  -  they could not - 
1.  Deny the event did not occur  (The Evidence was  freely walking  around Jerusalem praising Yahweh )! 
2.  Deny the man had recently hurt himself and self-cured  (he had been lame for more than  forty years  –  from birth)! 
3.  Deny he was a stooge  (The populace had seen him begging and  being carried by friends for many years). 

These leaders were really  'boxed-in to a corner'  about what they could do next. 
They claimed to represent Yahweh  for The Worldly return  from their 'minions',  but these Apostles obviously had Yahweh working for them  
–  which The Populace could personally witness.    
Therefore,   How could they publicly attack these apostles,  without smearing themselves  (and thus hurting their revenue income stream)? 

They really were,  “Between a rock and a hard place!” 
Yet  all the time,  they were refusing to repent and imbue  “The Word of God”  to become like JC  (as we have witnessed throughout all The Ages)! 
 
37th Good News – The leaders of “Religion”  could not rightfully hold in custody these TCs. 
90th Comment – Peter and John relayed what had occurred to them to their spiritual brothers. 
Acts.  4v23 og (the being) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  And  
Acts.  4v23 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came/went (middle voice)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  4v23 og the (plural)  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  (plural),  
Acts.  4v23 og also  (they) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  
Acts.  4v23 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them  
Acts.  4v23 og the  {the High Priests}/{Chiefs of all priests}  also  the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the society)}  
Acts.  4v23 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted. 
Acts.  4v23 And  being  {freed fully}/released/{set at liberty}   

they  personally  appeared/went  towards  the persons   (of)  their own 
also  they  announced/reported/told  whatsoever  the High Priests  also  the Elders  (of society)   
they  said/commanded  towards  them. 

 

And  (Peter and John)  being released   (away from custody imposed upon them by the leaders of “Religion”) 
they  (= Peter and John)  went towards their own people  (= fellow  “1st Century Christians”)   
also they  (= Peter and John)  reported whatsoever the high priests  also the Elders  (of society)     
they  (= the religious leaders)  commanded towards them  (= Peter and John). 
 

The leaders of  “Religion”  had nothing upon which to hold The Apostles,  but could only use physical threats to frighten them into possible submission! 
That tactic will  not  work on people who  “think and reason”  as  “martyrs”! 
It only makes a  “martyr”  evermore determined  to persevere unto The Conclusion  -  come what may in between! 

Peter and John would have related the events from  (1) the time of healing,  (2) teaching some 5000 people at The Temple,  (3) imprisonment overnight,  
(4) interrogation by the leaders of “Religion”,  and  (5) The Command/Instruction  from leaders of  “Religion”  never  to teach  “The Word of God”  
again to The Public! 

What affect is this to have on martyrs,  who in this instance have  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  demonstrably  fighting their cause? 
“The Command”  from  Man  will be  wholly ignored! 
 
91st Comment – These spiritual brethren were not hyped up through music or  sensationalistic/repetitive  rhetoric,  but 
rather calmly listened to  “The Evidence”  and spontaneously praised Yahweh when Peter had finished his  witness/report 
51st Warning – Beware of  “modern day witness”  given at charismatic churches that bares  zero resemblance  to The 
Witness given by Peter based upon what he had done  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27),  where these people today bring problems 
onto themselves by their own  “worldly practiced stupidity”,  something that Peter did not do! 
38th Good News – These spiritual brethren  sanely  recognised the impact of what Yahweh had done to embolden His  
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to steadily bring forth The Millennium – ever closer. 
92nd Comment – With  “sound knowledge”  underwriting their worship  (= not vain words)  these brethren aiming to be 
TCs were able to truly magnify Yahweh’s  “Name/Character/Authority”  over The Universe  (by watching entities).  
90th Instruction – While these brethren aiming to be TCs spoke at the immediate physical level –  we must  not  ignore the 
allegoric prophetic meaning of these three words:- 
Allegory – Heaven (singular) =  The Authority over The World (in this instance Yahweh originally established how we 
should think and behave – before Satan usurped Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule”  within our weak human minds). 
Allegory – repeat - Earth =  the  systems/protocols/procedures  that support Mankind  (as does the physical Earth to Man) 
Allegory – Sea (always) =  Mankind generally (and by extension,  “fish” means “individual types of humans”). 
120th Reasoning – When Yahweh originally established all these things  -  “He saw it was good” (Gen.1v10-25).  Satan 
then ‘got in the way’  and made it all bad.  But via Yahweh’s Most Righteous Redemption Plan it is becoming “Good”. 
Acts.  4v24 og The (ones = new Christians)  And  (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded (plural)  
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Acts.  4v24 og unanimously/{with one accord}  (they) {lifted/took  up/away}/carried/took  
Acts.  4v24 og (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the God,  
Acts.  4v24 og also  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  {absolute ruler}/lord/master  thou/you  
Acts.  4v24 og the  {specific god}  (the) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts.  4v24 og the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  also  the  Earth/land/province/country/region  also  the  sea   
Acts.  4v24 og also  (the) all/whole/every (things)  the (things)  in  {to them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.20v11. 
Acts.  4v24 And  the  (ones = new Christians)   having  heard/listened, 

they  unanimously  {lifted up}/carried  their  voice/address   towards  the  God  (= Yahweh), 
also  the  said/uttered/spoke: 
{Absolute Ruler}/{Almighty Master}   You  (are)  The  {Specific God}   
(You Who)  made/produced  the  heaven/sky  also  the  Earth/Land  also  the  sea 
also  all/whole  things  within  them. 

 

And the people  (= new  “1st Century Christians”)  having heard   (The Report from Peter and John,  on how Yahweh worked with them) 
they unanimously lifted up their voice  (in praise)  towards the God  (= Yahweh) 
also they  said/spoke: 
   Absolute Ruler,   You are The ‘Specific God’  (of us as “The Early Adopters”  -  alongside JCg) 
   (You Who)  made the sky  also the Earth  also the sea   
   also all the things within them. 
 

Yahweh's Actions  (because  Peter and John truly have the  one/same  [name]  “Character and Authority”  as that which operated within JC 
demonstrated through the cured lame man)  yielded - 

1.  A jubilant cured man  -  whose praise started The Apostles' teaching. 
2.  Some 5000 other people became,  won over by  “The Strength of Argument”  (of The Apostles' Authority). 
3.  Exposed the unrepentant nature of professional leaders of “Religion”. 
4.  Emboldened Peter and John  (and the other 10 apostles). 
5. Invigorated more  “1st Century Christians”  to greater heights of  self-determination  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

Reaffirming   What was Yahweh's Goal to instigate  His direct intervention? 
To further His Desire which is   “To bring forth The Salvation of Mankind”  over its members' 2 part life! 
It was  not  to vainly titivate the mind of  self-indulgent  and unreasoning  minded humans,  as we have witnessed over the last 2000 years,  peaking in the 
last 100 years”  within the Charismatic and certain Evangelical movements! 
This is what we read here. 

A genuine   heart-felt  response to the above proceedings. 
A grouping of people  not  speaking in prophecy  (hence the nouns are not allegories),  but giving thanks to what has occurred. 

I must state with clarity - 
While JCg created DNA  (= “Life”)  on this planet over some 3 billion years  (of the planet’s 4.5 billion year existence),  Yahweh created  
“The Building Blocks”  of The Universe,  and thus  all  “intrinsically good/ideal  things”  are attributed to Him,  because without Yahweh 
then  “Nothing”  would exist.   

While these individuals were referring back to The Origins of what Yahweh had established and Who is now beginning to renew back to its original state 
through The Means  (= JC/JCg)  to take the reformed resultant back to its former state,  we must not forget the prophetic allegories of these three 
important words,  being - 

(1) What was initially correct,  (2) forced into failure by Satan,  and  (3) redeemed by JC/JCg to make it all  “Good”  for the future. 
Heaven (singular) =  The Authority over The World  (in this instance Yahweh originally established how we should think and 
behave – before Satan usurped Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule”  within our weak human minds  [choosing Satan over Yahweh]). 
Earth =  the  systems/protocols/procedures  that support Mankind  (as does the physical Earth to Man). 
Sea (always) =  Mankind generally  (and by extension,  “fish”  means  “individual types of humans”). 

I explain all these allegories in my many other commentaries. 
 
29th Prophecy – Yahweh told us through the  “boy slave”  David:- 

1.  The leaders of “Religion”  will  rage  (against  “The Early Adopters”  of both Epochs of Israel). 
2.  The populaces of both Epochs of Israel will be taught worthless things regarding Yahweh (Matt.23v23). 

10th Fulfilled Prophecy – This was fulfilled in “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  and almost complete in “The 2nd Epoch of 
Israel” 

1.  The leaders of “Religion”  will  rage  (against  “The Early Adopters”  of both Epochs of Israel). 
2.  The populaces of both Epochs of Israel will be taught worthless things regarding Yahweh (Matt.23v23). 

30th Prophecy – All will be made clear to  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (= “The Resurrected World”)  in The Millennium. 
121st Reasoning – Most people do  not  consider what they know – that is to say  “assay knowledge,  to test its validity”! 
The leaders do not care – only interested in what they can make out of their deluded devotees!   Every farmer knows that 
an  intelligent/educated  animal is a dangerous animal – so keep them stupid,  much easier to farm and corral!   
52nd Warning – The leaders of “Religion”  pretend to represent “Big Daddy”,  but Yahweh is nowhere near them,  having 
forsaken them – because they had initially forsaken Yahweh’s Methodology to be practised from within. 
Acts.  4v25 og The (one)  through (reason of)   (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (the) David   
Acts.  4v25 og of the  {boy in servitude}/slave/servant  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  4v25 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  4v25 og {for what reason}/why  (they){snort (as a spirited horse)}/{make a tumult}/rage  
Acts.  4v25 og also  (the) populaces/{groupings of people}  (they) {took care of}/{revolved within the mind}/meditated   
Acts.  4v25 og (the) empty/worthless/vain (things)? 

Old Testament reference located at  Psm.2v1. 
Acts.  4v25 The  (One = Yahweh)   through  reason of  the mouth  of  Your  {boy in servitude}   (pre-King)  David  he  said/spoke : 

For what reason  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  {make a tumult}/rage 
also  the  populaces  they  meditated  empty/worthless  things   (as taught by leaders of “Religion”) 
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The One  (= Yahweh)  through the mouth of  Your boy in servitude  (pre-King)  David he spoke  (by prophecy): 
   For what reason they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  make a tumult   (by causing disruption and discordance within recipients' minds) 
   also the populaces meditated  empty/worthless  things   (because they are taught to know no better by the leaders of “Religion”,  Matt.23v23) 
 

Again, we see the dichotomy of  miss-used  responsibility  (over other people and of the self) - 
1.  The professional leaders of  “Religion”  cause the tumult in society  (and thus rage against  “The Word of God”). 
2.  The members of society do not  test/assay  what they are taught by their leaders and thus meditate on the trash out of the mouths of (1). 

Hence,  this prophecy recalled here,  and appropriate for every generation since! 
 
31st Prophecy – Yahweh told us through the  “boy slave”  David:- 

1.  The leaders over the people will convene against  The Lord/Master  (= Yahweh). 
2.  The leaders over the people will convene against  JC  (= “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13). 

11th Fulfilled Prophecy – This was fulfilled in “The 1st Epoch of Israel” and almost complete in “The 2nd Epoch of Israel” 
1.  The leaders over the people will convene against what Yahweh Represents  (being His Methodology). 
2.  The leaders over the people will convene against “The Word of God”  (that leads to our salvation). 

Warning – repeat - Leaders over The People will always call on “Big Daddy” as a supposed Ally, but Yahweh is nowhere 
near them,  having forsaken them – because they had initially forsaken Yahweh’s Methodology to be practised from within 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Christ/Anointed” = by extension this is  “The Goal”  of  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age,  
being the 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4) that Yahweh  elects/chooses  as being equivalently worthy to JC  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Acts.  4v26 og (they) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend/show/present  
Acts.  4v26 og the  {foundations of power}/sovereigns/kings  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Acts.  4v26 og also  the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers  
Acts.  4v26 og (they were) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  4v26 og the  it/same  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  lord/master  
Acts.  4v26 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (of the) him, 

Old Testament reference located at  Psm.2v2. 
Acts.  4v26 The  {foundations of power}/sovereigns/kings  of the  Earth/land  they  {stand beside}/exhibit, 

also  the  {first in rank}/magistrates/rulers  they were  {led together}/convened/gathered  
(at)  the same  (time)   against  The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   also  against  His  Christ/Anointed   (= JCg  [and 144000 TCs]) 

 

(King David continues musing in his Psalm …) 
   The  {foundations of power}/kings  of the  Earth/Land  they stand beside   (each other) 
   also the  {first in rank}/magistrates  they were  {led together}/convened   
   (at)  the  same  (time)  against  The Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  also against  His  Christ/Anointed   (= JCg  [and the 144000 TCs]). 
 

As per the last line of my previous commentary - 
Hence, this prophecy recalled here,  and appropriate for every generation since! 

It must be clearly understood - 
Worldly leaders operate  for themselves - 

1.  Feather thy own nest. 
2.  Feather the nest of my supporters. 
3.  If and whenever there is time remaining – make myself popular by giving society  “goodies”  to keep them satisfied for “The Immediacy”! 

In exactly the same manner as do leaders of politics think and reason - both groupings want to  “Control People”,  that is why they take those positions! 
This  is  worldly methodology  (as sourced by Satan) 
It is  not  “The Character and Authority”  as sourced by Yahweh through JC! 

Where - 
JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13). 
JC is  “The Wisdom of God”  because he  “accurately applied his knowledge base”  which is only sourced by Yahweh.  

It is all stating  “The Obvious”   but unfortunately professional leaders of “Religion”  spin all this around into an unrighteous mess  (hence v25). 
As I state elsewhere,  when  “Jesus”  is omitted from the text and only  “Christ/Anointed”  is used in the epistles,  then the implication is  an extension  to 
include  all  144000 TCs who follow through approx. 2000 year Gospel Age for their future  “anointing”  unto Sonship as  “The Heirs”  over  “The 
Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”.   This fulfils  “The Birthright”  as promised by Yahweh to Abraham through  “the seed of his loins”. 
Repeating,  when we read of  “Christ/Anointed”  in isolation to  “Jesus”  this always means an extended representation of the 144000 TCs  (having 
Yahweh’s Methodology driving their mind,  Luke.17v21)  drawn out by election to become the future sons of God.  It is these TCs persistently persecuted 
by  “The Powers of The World”  (principally “Religion” pulling the strings),  because TCs always remember Luke.13v1-5 and Rom.13v1-7 to be their 
guide regarding secular matters  (specifically wholly neutral in absolutely all political matters)!   Hence, TCs are  demonstrably model citizens  beloved 
by The State and Public alike.  It is  only  leaders of  “Religion”  who detest and persecute the TCs of The Gospel Age as did their spiritual fathers  
(Sadducees/Pharisees)  whose ultimate spiritual leader is Satan  (John.8v44,  because of their controlling methodology)  likewise as they did to The TC’s 
spiritual leader  (= JC,  as The Master [Word of God] controlling their mind, John,  14v21, 15v10, etc.). 
 
93rd Comment – The Religious and Political Leaders joined together to oppose Yahweh’s Methodology represented by the 
pure/innocent  “boy-slave”  JC,  whom Yahweh appointed as The King  (in waiting, as was David)  over The World. 
122nd Reasoning – These Religious and Political Pillars of Society, (having the common goal to “Control People”  
thereby driven by worldly methodology)  naturally oppose  Yahweh’s Methodology,  which is to:  “Edify People”.   
JC represented Yahweh’s Methodology  (as “The Word of God”)  and this naturally ran counter to worldly leaders! 
53rd Warning – ‘All’  (in the same usage as given by JC)  Religious,  Political Leaders and the nation of Israel  (of both 
Epochs)  refused  to become  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology as given in both word and deed by JC. 
123rd Reasoning – These cited people through the societies of both Epochs of Israel did not fully embrace what Yahweh’s 
Methodology really means within  “The Inner-self”;  always reverting back to worldly methodology as  “the back-stop”! 
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By contrast  “The Back-Stop”  for  “The Early Adopters”  is always Yahweh’s Methodology,  JC controls their mind! 
Acts.  4v27 og (they were) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  For   over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  4v27 og (the) truth/verity  over/upon/concerning  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  4v27 og (the) {boy in servitude}/slave/servant  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (the) Jesus,   
Acts.  4v27 og whom/which/that  (you) {(idea of) contact/smear/rub (with oil)}/consecrated/anointed,  
Acts.  4v27 og (the) Herod  both  also  (the) Pontius  (the) Pilate,  
Acts.  4v27 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts.  4v27 og also  (to the) populaces/{groupings of people}  (the) Israel, 
Acts.  4v27 For  they  were  {led together}/convened   (to oppose)   upon/concerning  the  truth   (of “The Word of God”) 

upon/concerning  Your   holy/pure/blameless//innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   boy in servitude  the  Jesus  
whom  You  consecrated/anointed. 
Both  the  Herod  also  the  Pontius Pilate,    
{united  as companions}/{in union with}  the  gentiles/heathens  also   to the  Israelite  {groupings of people}/populaces , 

 

For they were led together  (by common worldly methodology  to oppose)  concerning The Truth   (about JC as “The Word of God”) 
concerning  Your  (= Yahweh's)  holy  (= pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from the world of sin})  boy in servitude the Jesus 
whom  You  (= Yahweh)  consecrated/anointed   (upon his  awakening/resurrection  [on “The 3rd Day”]). 
Both the  Herod also the Pontius Pilate in union with the Israelite groupings of people  also the gentiles, 
 

This is not quite the translation our bible interpretations give to us,  perhaps because our translators do not accept JC is  “The Truth”! 
Nonetheless,  I prefer my understanding of what Luke is conveying to us  -  it has more strength and bite! 
Where I state   These leaders convened together  -  only because of  “The Truth”  JC had publicly exposed about them! 
I propose it is  not  as our inferior bible translations give,  that Luke must substantiate what is written by effectively stating   “This is The Truth … ” 

“Being The Truth about JC being Yahweh's faithful subordinate child!” 
Who Yahweh could do no other than righteously anoint to be  “a king in waiting”  (like David). 
Also like David to have his band of  “Early Adopters”  working within him already in allegiance  (hence Luke.17v21 for TCs). 

The leaders were in union with worldly methodology  –  hence  “heathen”. 
The Israelite Nation should have worked it out for themselves,  – but The Leaders had culled their reasoning mind  (v25 in context). 
Actually not strictly correct,  hence  the plural  of  “Israelite people”,  where Luke is telling us that  not  all of The Jewish Nation was against JC,  but 
certain sections  (= groupings)  of The Nation were against JC as  “The Word of God”,  and we know who were in these groupings  

1. Generally, The Leaders who did not like to hear of God’s Word impacting on their position -  noting their pretence  (hence  Luke.13v32) 
2. Any members of the public whose income was affected  (for example Idol makers, servants to those people of [1] coerced to oppose). 

It is important to understand regarding this verse  
I give  “The Original Greek”  and an alternative translation,  to make everything  transparent to The Reader,  so that The Reader can make 
his/her  own choice as to what to believe. 

I do  not  “hide and twist things”  into  “a nonsense and mystery”  as do our leaders of “Religion”  persistently practise  (they just cannot help 
themselves,  it comes so naturally to them,  having many years of experience and training in seminaries  [Matt.23v15]  -  they must  “Unlearn”  this 
naturalness to become acceptable to Yahweh)!     My advice to any person   Never  trust a person who comes with a big smile and charming words – 
because they have learnt this is the way to manipulate people  (= “control people”)  to do their own bidding.   

This is an anathema to Yahweh,  we learn to do Yahweh’s Bidding,  and not our own  (by means of controlling people)! 
Yahweh does not what these  “charmers with a big smile”  ruling in The Millennium,  because they have  the  wrong  mindset! 

 
32nd Prophecy – The Religious and Political Leaders will do whatever they wish,  which coincides with what  “You 
(Yahweh)”  ‘knew how they will behave’,  before  they were even born!  
124th Reasoning – In this manner “You (Yahweh)”  plan beforehand how to set things in motion around them,  enabling 
them to freely express their own reckless desires upon The World,  “You (Yahweh)”  are an infinite number of steps ahead 
of them  (in both thought and action)! 
Acts.  4v28 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  
Acts.  4v28 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  4v28 og also  the  volition/advice/purpose/counsel  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  4v28 og {limited in advance}/predetermined/ordained/foreknew  (to) {become to be} (middle voice). 
Acts.  4v28 (they)  to  do/perform/practice  whatsoever   of  Your  hand   

also  of  Your  purpose/counsel   predetermined/ordained/foreknew  to  become to be. 
 

(these leaders)  to  do/perform/practice  whatsoever of  Your Hand   (allows them to do) 
also of  Your Purpose predetermined to become to be. 
              (= You  [Yahweh]  knew beforehand precisely how leaders of Mankind would behave,  and thus wholly prepared to counter whatever they do!) 
 

Yahweh knew before  “The Creation of Mankind”  by JCg,  precisely how these characters in history  (and of today, hence John.16v1-4)  would operate 
and by consequence adjusted His actions accordingly for one reason only - 

To support His son JC's aim – which  was/is  to righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  (= JCg's creation). 
It is absolutely not - 

To support  self-indulgent  vanity  (pandemic in “Religion”,  particularly in Christendom peaking within Charismatics!) 
Yahweh Desires a purified society that precisely imitates His son JC  -  who  (1) personally created,  and then  (2) personally saved Mankind. 
Yahweh does not want to perpetuate a species of    Unrepentant,  self-excusing  (“we are only human”)  spoilt brats! 

Can I state it any more clearly than that? 
“The successful mind of The Millennium”  – will be  absolutely and completely  different  to  “the mind of the present age”,  and we personally need to 
get from  here  to  there!   That is what  “1st Century Christianity”  successfully and righteously explains! 
 
33rd Prophecy – The Religious and Political Leaders will threaten “The Early Adopters”  and yet “The Early Adopters”  
are fearless in the midst of this opposition,  and will  boldly/courageously  speak God’s Word to a spiritually blind World 
39th Good News – “The Early Adopters” are fearless to worldly opposition and continue to accurately teach God’s Word 
91st Instruction – People aiming to become “The Early Adopters”  (= TCs)  will speak out fearlessly,  thoroughly knowing 
their subject matter gives them to speak with authority upon their subject matter,  always knowing that Yahweh supports 
this activity to magnify His  Majesty/Glory  within The World of  “sane minded  and to  become educated  people”! 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
‘Allegory’ – slave = fulfils The Master’s Desire without reward  (not actually an “allegory”,  but a  required definition). 
125th Reasoning – “Slave”  means just as given above,  “when and where”  The Master Desires,  and  not  “when and 
where” The Slave desires!   Christians seem to ignore what all this truly means, a practice that started some 1900+  years 
ago as Jude comments at Jude.v4.   But: “The Early Adopters”  comprising of 144000 TCs practice a  “slave mentality” 
92nd Instruction – This is how we are able to differentiate between a  (1) TC  and  (2) worldly (and worse, charlatan) 
Christian leaders!  (1) TCs behave as  “true slaves”,  but by contrast  (2) worldly/charlatan Christian leaders behave as 
“self-assuming slaves”  presumptuously sequestrating off their supposed ‘master’!   Hence Matt.7v16-20. 
126th Reasoning – “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  the prophecies and prophetic allegories laid down by 
Yahweh within The Tanakh to holistically “Establish His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
54th Warning – “Religion” (and its schism worldly Christianity [as only told today])  righteously answers  “Nothing”  
regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”!   “Religion” is only based upon  unsubstantiated and worthless  “hearsay”! 
All of which would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which all humans are presently within  [for “Sonship”]). 
Acts.  4v29 og Also  the (ones, plural)   now/present/immediate  lord/master (vocative)   
Acts.  4v29 og (you) {upon regard (favourably or otherwise)}/{look upon/over}  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  4v29 og the  menacing/threatening (plural)  {of them},  
Acts.  4v29 og also  (you) give/bestow/grant    to the  slaves/{bond servants}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  4v29 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts.  4v29 og (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly  (of the) all/whole/every  
Acts.  4v29 og (to) speak/utter/say  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of) thee/thy/thou/you. 
Acts.  4v29 Also  the  (threatenings),     

now   Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   You  regard/{look upon}  over/concerning  their  menacings/threatenings, 
also  You  give/grant  to  Your  slaves/{bond servants}   
with  all  the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/{clearly spoken}   to   speak/say  Your  word/sayings/reasoning. 

 

Also now,  Lord/Master  You look upon concerning their threatenings   (to Yahweh's  genuine  slaves) 
also You give to Your  (genuine)  slaves   (with Your support) 
with all the  frank/bold  all out speaking  (as true apostles)  to speak Your  word/sayings/reasoning   (of  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

True Christians (= TCs)  recognise they cannot physically change how the present world operates  (and hence  patiently  waiting for Rev.19v16-21),  in 
the manner our  worldly leaders presumptuously think they can.  But rather,  we who are aiming to become TCs are to use  “Strength of Argument”  now  
to change  “The Repentant/Demure Mind”  (that is demonstrably  not  present within most leaders  successful’  in today’s age  [1John.5v19]),  so that 
Yahweh  can  gain His future sons of God to make Rev.19v16-21 occur  (please read all my cited commentaries).    
Apostles/ TCs  do  not  use charm or a fake smile to present God’s Word;  they tell it,  as it is (Gal.1v10-12), -  and the recipient  takes or leaves it  (while 
TCs move on to other more interested people,  Luke.10v11, Acts.13v51,  but by contrast,  worldly leaders like to  “build up a local power base”,  by 
means of  “people control”).    
It must be clearly understood    

TCs do  NOT  want to control  any  person’s mind,  nor gain any worldly return  (and TCs would run away if that were at all implied).   
They  ONLY  want to freely give knowledge to  NEW  people,  so that  JCg controls people’s mind,  being how JCg thinks and operates! 

Yahweh is  only  desirous of  repentant minds  that wholly reform away from the 1st part of our spiritual life unto the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
Yahweh is seeking out  “Specific People”  who are  personally worthy  to become  “The Next World Leaders”   (not  this World's leaders). 

This World’s leaders have completely the  wrong mindset – established to temporally succeed within this present world,  -  but  not  in The Millennium! 
How clearly and forcibly do I need to state this? 

 
93rd Instruction – Yahweh sources  “The Healing”.     All  “intrinsically ideal/good  things”  are sourced by Yahweh. 
127th Reasoning – Yahweh will however operate through His demonstrable “Early Adopters”,  who most certainly are  
not  the Public Leaders we see today  -  else quite simply they would have removed themselves from this position earlier! 
It is impossible for us  ‘to wear two hats’  within this world,  being of split minds  (James.1v6-8). 
94th Instruction – However we  must  take upon ourselves  “Ownership/Accountability/Responsibility”  within our secular 
work to show that we do  not  become like our leaders within our secular occupation. 
95th Instruction – If JC failed  (= took upon himself worldly methodology)  then Yahweh could not operate on this planet,  
we would ultimately become annihilated,  as a species! 
128th Reasoning – Yahweh would have lost His Means  (= JC )  to righteously involve Himself in our future.  Because JC 
perfectly passed The Requirement (hence “righteous”)  then Yahweh can still freely operate within The Environment to 
bring forth The Millennium  -  which becomes  “The Route for Salvation”  of some 99.9+ % of the Human Species! 
Now whether these resurrected people take upon themselves  “Salvation”  is now righteously placed upon themselves! 
96th Instruction – JC proved his character to be  pure/innocent/blameless  against  “The Law of Moses”. 
40th Good News – JC proved himself to be  pure/innocent/blameless  according to  “The Law of Moses”. 
129th Reasoning – JC proved he was  pure/innocent/blameless  because his mind was driven by Yahweh's Methodology 
Allegory – repeat - boy slave  = JC who perfectly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (to make Mankind’s Salvation possible). 
Acts.  4v30 og in  to the  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  4v30 og (to) {to stretch}/extend/{cast/put/stretch forth}  thee/thy/thou  into/unto  (the) {(the act of) curing}/healing,   
Acts.  4v30 og also  (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  (to) {become to be}  through (reason of)   
Acts.  4v30 og of the  name/character/authority  of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  4v30 og (the) {boy in servitude}/slave/servant  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (of the) Jesus. 
Acts.  4v30 You (= Yahweh)   to  {stretch/extend  forth}  within  Your  Hand  unto  the  curing/healing,   
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also   the  signs/miracles/wonders  to  become to be  through  reason of   
of the  name/character/authority  of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} 
of  Your  {boy in servitude}  of the  Jesus. 

 

You  (= Yahweh)  to stretch forth within Your Hand unto the healing   (both the  “physical”,  but more importantly  “spiritual”), 
also the  signs/miracles/wonders  to become to be through reason   (our salvation  physical/spiritual  can  only  come through JC) 
                (being what it means to have the  one/same  mind  as that  which operates in JC  as we are to read in the next line) 
of the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   name/character/authority    
of  Your  (= Yahweh)  boy in servitude  -  the Jesus. 
 

The text specifically tells us  “The Healing”  is directly attributed to  “Yahweh”,  and absolutely to no other Entity. 
True Christians cry out for  “The Real Healing”  both  the physical  and  most importantly  the spiritual  that can only be  sourced  by Yahweh,  but can 
only come  through  JC as  “The Word of God”  so that we can gain  “The Mind of Yahweh”  –  through our intercessor (JC)  giving us  his mind first! 
We can only gain this if we have  “The Correct Mind” (hence John the Baptist  “preparing The Way”  through personal repentance)  –  that first wants 
to think and reason  away from  the 1st part of our spiritual life  (controlled by worldly methodology [= to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt]). 

Then,  and  only then,  our ideal cure can start to occur,  importantly the  spiritual  first,  and  then  the physical. 
JC wholly fulfilled his Father's Desire and became The Means for his  (= JCg's)  Creation to be saved from its  self-imposed  wretchedness. 
I would like to publicise an observation here  (as I do at all suchlike verses). 
Firstly,  the epistles were written  after  The Event  (of JC's resurrection as JCg)  where JCg is now alongside his Father,  Yahweh. 
Therefore,  let us examine The Text  after  this event has occurred. 

We read of  two separate  Entities,  Each with the ability to think and reason  “separately”. 
Secondly,  I also do  not  read of the HS being an entity here,  even when the HS has supposedly more significance to us than JC  (Mark.3v27-28, 
Matt.12v31-32). 
Therefore,  I ask the simple question  

Where is the support of the Trinity myth? 
I cover the reasoning behind this extensively elsewhere and do not feel moved to go through it all again,  but only give notification of yet another  'nail in 
the coffin'  of the Trinity myth and that of  “Oneness”  generated by  spiritually blind  sages/gurus  of yesteryear demonstrably  not  understanding their 
subject matter! 
All as JC told us at Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39,  “not given to know”  Matt.11v11-13  (only because they are  not  really interested to discover The Truth). 
 
97th Instruction – We are to personally  “beg by binding ourselves to the commitment made”  to Yahweh. 
130th Reasoning – Because these people had truly bonded their mind,  by commitment to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (= 
to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle),  then Yahweh responded positively with  the/His  HS demonstrably operating 
around them as a sign of His endorsement to their commitment made  to/within  Him. 
Instruction – repeat - The HS is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has a 
mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
131st Reasoning –  If  we gain “Real Faith” through  “the required 3 stages”  then  Yahweh will reciprocate by placing 
His  presence/parousia  within us  (via JC as “The Word of God”  which has modified a wholly humble mind). 
132nd Reasoning –  People who wholly understand “The Word of God”  (when having demonstrable “Real Faith”)  are  
able to speak boldly (with Authority)  about their subject matter (as shown by JC at Mark.1v22, and apostles at Acts.4v13) 
55th Warning –  Worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders deliberately keep their devotees ignorant so they can 
remain supposedly  'knowledgeable'  (by repeating learned chapter and verse,  like a mindless recorder in playback mode)  
and can therefore continue  to hide their incompetence!   Only people who thoroughly know  and understand  their subject 
matter can recognise their total delinquency and  wolf-like  behaviour  living-off  their devotees  (Matt.7v15)! 
94th Comment –  This is why their devotees  cannot  speak boldly  (with “Authority”)  about their subject matter,  and that 
is why they are  not  in the position as illustrated by these people within this verse,  to receive the HS! 
Acts.  4v31 og Also  (of the having) {begged, as binding oneself}/petitioned/beseeched/prayed/{made request} (middle voice)   
Acts.  4v31 og {of them}/their  (it was) wavered/agitated/disturbed/rocking/shaken/{stirred up}  
Acts.  4v31 og the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  in  {to whom/which}  
Acts.  4v31 og (they) were  (they) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered,  
Acts.  4v31 og also  (they were) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/furnished  
Acts.  4v31 og (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)} (persons)   (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  4v31 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  
Acts.  4v31 og also  (they) spoke/uttered/said  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  
Acts.  4v31 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts.  4v31 og (of the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly   
Acts.  4v31 Also  the  having  personally  {begged as binding oneself}/{petitioned/beseeched with commitment} (plural),  

their  place/room/location  was  wavered/disturbed/{stirred up}  within  which  they were  {led together}/convened/gathered, 
also  the  {absolutely all}/{every one}  persons   were  filled/imbued/influenced/furnished  
of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
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also  they  spoke/said  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  with  of the  {frank/bold all out speaking}. 
 

Also the having personally {begged as a binding oneself in commitment}  (plural),            (important to really understand this terminology) 
their  place/location  was  wavered/disturbed/{stirred up} within which they were  convened/gathered, 
also absolutely all persons were  filled/imbued/influenced 
of the  holy (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit (= personality/desires/traits = character), 
also they spoke the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the God (= Yahweh)  with  {frank/bold/clear  all out speaking}. 
 

It is important to understand The Original Greek word is not as poorly translated in our  dumb-down’  bibles as  “prayed”. 
It means  much more than this.  It means as I have correctly translated above,  where we can see it is a  “begging supplication with a commitment”! 
These people offered themselves as  “slaves to Yahweh”  to fully commit themselves into His service! 
Hardly the prayers we hear today in Christendom – that wholly remind me of The Pharisee of which JC gives by illustration in Luke.18v10-12.  

And it is because of these peoples’ mental attitude that  is  demonstrably  correctly aligned  to Yahweh’s Pleasure,  then Yahweh feels 
motivated to  reciprocate  (noting by illustration,  the converse at James.1v6-8, 4v2-4). 

And because they do have  “The Humble/Penitent Mind”  with  “The Word of God”  (as The Character and Authority of JC operating within them as 
The  Lord/Master  controlling their mind)  then,  and  only then,  do they have the HS operating  within  them,  so that Yahweh freely chooses to operate  
externally  around them!   Where these individuals truly desire to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (by  both  word and deed)  to their neighbour. 
These people choose  not  to teach  hocus-pocus  unrighteous nonsense to their neighbour as that which occurs in Christendom today  (hence Rev.18v4). 
 
95th Comment – The Greek suggests this was the first time these people made  “The Jump”  from  “human thinking”  to 
“Yahweh's Thinking”  -  made possible by  “The Full Experience”  that Peter and John had just relayed to them! 
Comment – repeat - Committed/Entrusting  occurs when people have gained “Real Faith”.  It absolutely does not mean 
what  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (being a complete devaluation of what “Believe” truly means)! 
133rd Reasoning – These people had  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and had assayed it,  but they had 
become culled into thinking JC had gone,  and Yahweh had forsaken humans  (now The Leader [JC] has gone), The World 
would return back to how it was before JC's ministry.   But Peter's report of the miracle and subsequent release had shown 
that Yahweh was still continuingly working with humans through His now ordained apostles. 
This had awakened and galvanised their resolve to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle – hence Yahweh's response here. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
34th Prophecy – In The Millennium all goods and property shall be shared between all people,  no person shall be without. 
98th Instruction – While all things shall be shared out equally in The Millennium,  all people then in perfected physical 
bodies shall be expected to equally work for their sustenance.  The Bible is very explicit in stating that:  If we do not work 
then we shall not eat!   All  people shall be expected to work for their equally shared sustenance.  Skivers, shirkers and 
slackers not pulling their weight to aid society shall not be tolerated in The Millennium  (and will starve in fleshly bodies)! 
Acts.  4v32 og of the  And  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  
Acts.  4v32 og of the (ones = persons)  committed/believed/entrusted  (it) was/were  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  
Acts.  4v32 og also  the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  first/certain/one,  
Acts.  4v32 og also  not  one/singularly  {some/any thing}  of the  properties/possessions/goods/substances  (to the) him  
Acts.  4v32 og (he/she) stated/exclaimed  (the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  {to be/exist},  
Acts.  4v32 og but   (they) were   {to them}  (the) all/whole/every (things)  
Acts.  4v32 og {commonly shared}/{belonging equally to several}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy. 
Acts.  4v32 And  of the  throng/company/multitude  of the  (ones = persons)  committed/believed/entrusted   

the  heart/{seat of motivation  also  the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}   were  first/one,   
also  not  one/singularly  {some/any  thing}  of the  his/(her)  properties/possessions/goods    
he/she  stated/exclaimed  to be/exist  {pertaining to the self}/{one's own}, 
but  the  all  things   were  {commonly shared}/{belonging equally}  to themselves. 

 

And  (members)  of the  throng/multitude  they  committed/believed/entrusted   
their  heart/{seat of motivation}  also  life/soul/{conscious existence}  were  first/one. 
              (= The Greek suggests this is the  first  time this had occurred because of Peter and John's experience  -  hence the account of v31) 
also not  he/she  stated any  one/singularly  (thing)  of  his/(her)  goods/possessions  to be one's own, 
but all the things were commonly shared to themselves. 
 

Again our  dumb-down’  bible translations loose the significance in  word swap’  within the verses  (likewise with  “agapao”  and  “agape”  in John’s 
Gospel,  unknown  to our  worldly Christian leaders)  and equally here with the word  “one”  (if fortunate enough to have a translation that even has 
“one”  [1] put in the correct places or [2] in the plural)! 
However my most transparent and faithful translation  (1) correctly places  “one”  and  (2) differentiates between the two to show  the subtleties  within 
the script being conveyed to us by Luke. 

The first  “one”  is the rarer form of  “one”  which means  “a  first/specific  one”  and the second  “one”  is more the  “numerical one”. 
Please also see the very important  universal translation  error  of which I wholly discuss in my commentary to John.10v16. 

Just covering the subtle difference between  'one and one'  given in the verse,  and then I expand the  “First”  “One”  later! 
The  “First/One”  by context suggests that this was the  “FIRST”  time they became to be a “one mind of solidarity”! 
The second  “One/Singular”  simply refers to an object within an individual's possession. 

That explains the subtleties between the two words that you will  'never'  see in standard  “dumb-down”  bible translations. 
I only emphasis this  by example  to show that I am most desirous for “Absolute Accuracy”  to delve right into The Scribes' minds,  by 
contrast with our most worldly translators who just do not care for  “The Integrity of Yahweh's Word”!   This is true for  all  my translations. 

Thus we can read into the  “first/specific  one”  based within its context of what has occurred to Peter and John,  becomes  “The Lead”  for verse 23 -31 
to occur.  Yahweh knew this would occur and most certainly desired it to occur for the reasons I outlined in my earlier commentaries. 
Inasmuch these hearkening “1st Century Christians”  would not be   “with one heart and soul”  if  Peter and John had not  (1) been of the same 
character and authority as JC,  and (2) the cure to have occurred,  (3)  subsequent teaching and conversion of some 5000 people,  (4) their arrest and 
subsequent release  (by the leaders of “Religion”).   It was because of  “The Cause and Effect”  of this sequence of things occurring by virtue of  The 
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Character/Authority  of Peter and John that internally moved these people to be of  “one mind”  as that of JC  controlling their mind,  which then yielded 
the HS upon them for the  “first time”  throughout the congregation. 

Hardly what we witness in Christendom! 
No that is not true!   They are all of  “one mind”!   Being  anything other  than  “The Character and Authority”  of JC! 

Made so  by their religious leaders  -  to  “divide and rule”  their  own  flocks  (hence Luke.10v1-8)  robbing off what they can from JC’s flock  (and thus 
1John.2v18-19, Gal.3v1, 2Thes.2v3-10,  starting within 30 years of JC’s ministry,  and so much worse now having some 1900 years to  “Perfect The Art 
of Deviancy”  and that of subtle,  but so very dangerous “ corruption”)! 
As I state,  what is taught today is so devious  (carefully twisted)  so that the recipient must  thoroughly know their subject matter  to understand  “the 
twists and turns of deviancy” ,  to  “untangle fact from fiction”.  Sadly,  virtually  no-one  on this planet is capable of deciphering  “fact from fiction” 
within  “Religion”  occurring everywhere,  because even the spiritual gurus are so  mentally twisted  themselves  (and give such a poor lead themselves, 
Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)!    
And thus it all becomes a universal  Big Joke’  (precisely as Satan desires),  -   but actually it is should  not  be this  -  it is most serious  -  it is about  

(1) our personal and  (2) Mankind’s  “everlasting existence” !  
What  can be  more serious  than that? 

That is The Judgement Yahweh is using to draw out His  “Early Adopters”  who personally consider this to be   “A Most Serious Matter”! 
Requiring  “a serious mind”  (Titus.2v2-8)  and  not  an unreasoning mind drugged on froth, hype and emotion – as witnessed at charismatic sessions! 
A  carnal/animalistic  mind lusting for the emotions of The Immediacy is  not  a mind beloved by Yahweh  to fulfil His Plan for Human Salvation!  
 
60th ‘Allegory’ – Miraculous work = “Accurately teaching The Word of God to reform The Mind”.  It absolutely does  not  
mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders fraudulently teach by word and  feigned deed. 
134th Reasoning – Yahweh is after The Reformed Mind  (that can last into The Eternity)  and absolutely not a transient  
(in the 1st part of our physical life)  supposedly healed fleshly body that shall decay in a few years resulting in death   (and 
thus a finality)!   “The Miraculous Work”  is  “The Power of The Word of God”  to  transform  a former  
recalcitrant/{stiff-necked}  mind away from worldly thinking unto Yahweh’s Way of Thinking  that shall last an eternity! 
56th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders twisting what Yahweh truly requires  (by suggesting this 
terminology means ‘physical miracles’),  because what they do actually fulfils Satan’s Desire! 
135th Reasoning – Yahweh is after The Reformed Mind to gain His 144000 TCs who think and reason precisely like JC  
(hence 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs  then  He can bring forth The Millennium.  If leaders twist 
what Yahweh wants from The Spiritual to The Physical,  then they have twisted what  “The 2nd Covenant”  is to yield! 
They have put The Focus upon The Physical rather than The Spiritual,  and done nothing to further Yahweh’s  “Plan for 
Human Salvation”  which requires The Millennium.  Can the reader now understand The Subtlety and why  charlatan 
Christian leaders beloved by millions of Christian devotees fulfil Satan’s desire to oppose Yahweh’s Desire? 
41st Good News - JC had arisen to become JCg now as a  “king in waiting”  (for his bride of 144000 TCs to occur). 
Comment – repeat - These people had  gifts/favours/benefits  towards all people;  – what does this mean? 
Reasoning – repeat - This makes Early Adopters different to The World.  “The Word of God”  had rewired their synapse 
construction  (= changed their personality and thinking)  so that they worked together to edify each other.  Nothing was 
done to hurt their neighbour  (scamming, defrauding, stealing, hurtful comments, finding excuses not to help, gossip, etc.). 
Good News – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  
that requires all three attributes,  else it becomes merely a self-indulgent ego trip – and the ‘gifts’  are merely vanity. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
Instruction – repeat - These new  “1st Century Christians”  went out to teach new people about  “The Word of God”  as 
accurately explained by Peter,  which brought new people into  The {Calling Out}/Ecclesia. 
Instruction – repeat - These people becoming  “1st Century Christians”  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  and 
keep strengthening this commitment will gain  deliverance/salvation. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Good News – repeat - “1st Century Christianity”  will create new people rescued from  worldly  methodology/”Religion”. 
Good News – repeat - “1st Century Christianity”  will create a perfected society  (presently only amongst The Brethren 
actively aiming to become TCs). 
Acts.  4v33 og Also  (to the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts.  4v33 og (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  
Acts.  4v33 og (they) {gave away}/recompensed/rendered/requited/returned/rewarded  
Acts.  4v33 og the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}  
Acts.  4v33 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  4v33 og of the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus,  
Acts.  4v33 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  both  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great 
Acts.  4v33 og (it) was  over/upon/concerning  (the) all/whole/every (people)  them. 
Acts.  4v33 Also   (to the) (= with)   large/great  {miraculous strength}/{mighty work}   

the  apostles/{appointees to tell}   (freely)  {gave away}/rendered  the   evidence/proof/corroboration   
of the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  lord/master  Jesus, 
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both  the  gifts/favours/benefit   (also)   large/great  was  upon/concerning  all  of  them. 
 

Also with great miraculous work the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  (freely)  gave away the evidence   
of the resurrection of the  lord/master  Jesus,   (= they operated with the  one/same   mind as that which operated in JC to give his sacrifice) 
both the  gifts/benefits  (also being)  the great was upon all of them   (= these gifts hurt them,  as did JC’s gift hurt him). 
 

The  “Miraculous Work”  is  absolutely not  what our  charlatan Charismatic leaders vainly state to us  (to increase the size of their coffers)  
Being for  “the physical”  as stage illusions in the form of a  “circus act”  for the  paying clientele! 

Absolutely not! 
The  “Miraculous Work”  given through  “The Work of The Apostles”  is  “The Power  of The Word of God”  that operates  within an individual  to 
radically change  “the synapse construction”  within The Mind,  being  freely done.  To change a  hardened/recalcitrant  mind  previously wired to 
operate according to worldly methodology,  unto a new mind and personality  (being our  “new clothes”  [as Paul describes]  metaphoric to how people 
see our character and deportment)  that is  only  built upon Yahweh’s Methodology.   In addition,  that process is very difficult and thus needs  “Real 
Power”  that can  only  come from God's Word  (wholly imbued through the three-stage process to gain “Real Faith”)! 
Where Yahweh’s Methodology is given to us by both word and deed through JC,  so that we think and reason  also act and behave within our deportment 
in precisely the  one/same  manner as did JC  (1Pet.2v18-22 is a useful reference).   In this manner JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes our  master/lord  
(as “the specific god” of us)  so that when we have JC operating within us.   This spiritual metamorphism becomes the reason for Yahweh to choose us 
as being worthy TCs, that  then  enables  Yahweh to become our  Master/Lord  (as “The Specific God” of us)  because JC is wholly  operating within us  
as  “The Word of God”  (as a  presence/parousia). 

Can the reader understand how all this operates  (as a most  righteous/virtuous  circle having zero mysteries)? 
Because it is,  light years’  away from what our  charlatan Charismatic leaders teach by both word and deed! 

Inasmuch these people have  refused  “The Power of The Word of God”  to reform their  own  mind  away  from worldly methodology! 
That is  precisely why  they  are  operating with worldly methodology to  scam-off  their deluded devotees! 

So their devotees are  “kept ignorant”  by their leaders tossing out  religious lures’  and an  “endearing environment”  because the devotees become a 
worldly income stream  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
The Bible warns throughout its pages about these sort of people  coming as wolves in sheep’s clothing’  to maul the flocks of their worldly possessions! 

The point of this commentary is to  wake-up  the reader to understand how Yahweh views  “Miraculous Work”,  which is in a wholly different 
manner as to how worldly people see  “miraculous work”  -  preferring to see with the eyes,  rather than with the mind! 

Yahweh is  after  The Mind,  He does  NOT  want The Body,  because He will  give  us a new  perfected  body in The Millennium,  because of JC's  (1) 
pure ransom sacrifice in giving us his body to cover us,  while  (2) his ministry is to  purify our mind to become exactly like his mind! 

Worldly Christian leaders  only  teach  (1) because that requires no work for us,  but wholly  ignore  (2) because that means work for us! 
Yahweh cannot give us a new mind in the manner of a robot or zombie,  but it must freely transform upon  “The Word of God”  -  hence JC’s Ministry. 
I explain this in much more detail elsewhere in my commentaries. 

Can the reader start to examine within their  own  mind what is really occurring on this planet between the  two opposing  sides? 
Where one side pretends to work for the other  -  for worldly goodies on the back of God’s Word,  being used as a tool to sequestrate what belongs to The 
Master  (noting my commentaries at Luke.16v4-12)!   Therefore,  we should use JC’s most wonderful tool to get into the mind of  “The Charismatic 
Leader”  (“Conman” springs to mind),   –  please read my commentaries at Matt.7v16-20. 
When we understand what  “miraculous Work”  really means,  then we can understand  why  Yahweh is able to offer  gifts/benefits  to these people based 
upon their now  purified mind  wholly built upon  “The Word of God”.    

Because some people in society can outwardly have the most perfect body,  and yet have a filthy of mind! 
So what use is it to Yahweh to  perfect’  The Body  in this world,  when people still have a filthy mind? 

Yahweh wants perfected minds  now,  so that He can give them perfect  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The 
Millennium,  being  “The Goal”  of  “The Birthright”  grabbed-at  by  Jacob/[Israel]  as  “The Methodology”  of whom we should imitate! 

Can the reader start to now reason through the shenanigans as given by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders? 
They really do  not  agapao  us for our long term gain,  but  eros  us as a means to extract a worldly return for  “The Immediacy”! 

Acts.  4v34 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  For  (the) {in bonds (of poverty)}/lacking/deficient/needy   
Acts.  4v34 og {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {began under}/{came into existence}/after/live/behave  in  {to them}  
Acts.  4v34 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  For  (the) owners/possessors   
Acts.  4v34 og (of the) {spots or plots of land}/fields/lands/{parcels of ground}/places/possessions  
Acts.  4v34 og or/than/either/rather  (of the) residences/houses/households/families  
Acts.  4v34 og {began under}/{came into existence}/after/live/behave,  
Acts.  4v34 og (the having) busied/traded/{bartered as pedlar}/sold (plural) 
Acts.  4v34 og (they) endured/{borne/carried}/{gone on}/upheld/led/moved/reached/brought  
Acts.  4v34 og the  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity/price  of the (ones = things)  
Acts.  4v34 og (being) trafficked/{sold as a slave/merchandise}. 
Acts.  4v34 For  neither  {some/any person}  he/she  {began under}/{came into existence}  {in bonds}/deficient/needy   within them   

for  whosoever  {began under}/{came into existence}  the  owners/possessors  of the  lands/places/possessions  or  houses, 
the  having  traded/sold  (their possessions)  they  carried/brought  the  value/price  of the  things  being  trafficked/sold. 

 

For neither any person  he/she  became  deficient/needy  within them   (because) 
for whosoever became the  owners/possessors  lands/places/possessions  or houses, 
the having been sold  (their possessions)  they brought the value of the things being sold   (= money given to the apostles to share out). 
 

This is what it will be like in The Millennium! 
Interestingly in the UK,  England,  our politicians from 2000 to 2008 CE  promised to dramatically reduce poverty!   Then we had the financial crash, 
followed by the scandal of politicians’ personal expenses, - and guess who had to pay out of their pockets to cover the two events?    

The Public (comprising of “The Poor”)! 
That is real hypocrisy! 

Moreover,  The Leader of The Labour Party at the time claiming  “to represent The Poor”  and  “to reduce poverty”  has filled his pockets in the most 
lucrative of personal deals ever since!     Now that is gross hypocrisy! 
In addition,  as I write this commentary at 2016/7/8 CE,  it is reported that the gap between  “the haves”  and  “the have-nots”  is increasing evermore!  
Social mobility  (= the ability to improve one’s life through “merit”)  being steadily reduced  -  and  terrible financial burdens  being placed upon our 
disadvantaged children,  that were never imparted upon the children of the earlier generations   (whose members of the earlier generations are being   
“Oh so hypocritical now”)! 

All this is an abomination!    
Made so by leaders of society  (politics and commerce)  and  endorsed by leaders of Religion   “Fiddling while Rome burns”! 
Nevertheless,  these leaders of The Worldly  “Three Legged Stool”  are perpetually operating in hypocrisy  (Luke.12v1)  of  supposedly 
showing concern’  (but in the worldliest of manner)! 
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The leaders of “Religion”  should    
“Get out of The World  (as bedfellows of Politics/Commerce),  and start teaching of The Millennium”! 

If  they did this,  then  they would step onto the road that begins with the teaching of   “1st Century Christianity”! 
My point is that during the 1st part of our physical life it will  never  become better  (society is in its death throes, 1Thes.5v3),  but sadly much worse over 
the next few decades until Yahweh physically  steps-in  (Matt.24v22)  through JCg and the 144000 TCs as described at Rev.19v16-21.   Amen! 

Then  Society  will be  headed-up  by  new world leaders,  “Very Worthy”  New World Leaders  as judged by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)   Amen! 
But this can  only  occur  when  Yahweh has His  demonstrable  144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  who  personally  fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” 
so that Yahweh  can  righteously move forward  “according to fulfilled prophecy”  (Rev.14v1-4)  of  “His Word”  through JCg  (Rev.19v13)! 

Why not you personally aim to become part of this grouping of 144000 TCs,  to  personally  bring forward The Millennium ever closer? 
This is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  NEVER   taught by Christendom today  (as their sermon transcripts testify)! 

They are  wholly condemned  by Yahweh as being  completely delinquent  (Luke.12v46-48,  and hence to be ejected from office,  Luke.20v16). 
They are classed  by Yahweh  as being  “Bastards”  (Heb.12v8)  by fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh,  as His  offspring/children! 

Acts.  4v35 og also  (they) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  
Acts.  4v35 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  feet  
Acts.  4v35 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  4v35 og (it was) {given throughout a crowd}/{dealt/divided out}/{delivered over (as to a successor)}/ 

/{(made) distribution}   
Acts.  4v35 og and  (to the) each/any/every (person)  
Acts.  4v35 og {according to which certain thing}/{as far}/inasmuch/{according, forasmuch}/because  
Acts.  4v35 og wish/suppose  {some/any person}  (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  
Acts.  4v35 og (he/she) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had. 
Acts.  4v35 Also  they  placed/settled/{laid down}  near/beside  the feet  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}    

and  it was  {given throughout a crowd}/{divided out}/{apportioned out}  to   every  person    
{according to which certain thing}/forasmuch  wish/suppose  {some/any person}  he/she  had/possessed  the  need/want. 

 

Also they placed  (the money)  beside the feet of the apostles 
and it was  {given throughout}  to every person  {according to which}  wish/suppose  any person  he/she  had the need. 
 

“The Methodology of The Millennium”  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  by JC as  “The Word of God”  had  “an effect”  on these people. 
The Brethren in the ecclesia  of like mind all wanted to share amongst themselves  “to support each other”! 

Likewise,  this teaching had  “an enormous effect”  on the leaders of society  (especially The Religious Leaders)! 
These leaders of society  (especially “Religious Leaders”)  wanted  “to kill them”! 

So I ask again - 
Can the reader start to understand why this should be The Case? 

Most importantly - 
Why  should it be any different today? 
Especially when we look around at what we can all see  (behind all the hypocritical rhetoric of supposed  'concern')?! 

It will  not  change while 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4  presently exists! 
That is specifically  why  we must wait until Rev.20v1-3 occurs,  before  “hypocrisy”  is removed out of society! 
And that scenario can  ONLY  occur  when  Yahweh has His 144000 TCs and  then  Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-13  shall occur! 

That last line of the above becomes our  personal  responsibility!   
Do we delay,  or with fervour increment forward this wonderful future? 

Please see all my commentaries at the given citations.   This is my exhortation  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
When the above does occur,  and it  shall  before The 21st Century ends,  then Rev.21v1-4  (perhaps the most beautiful words in The Bible)  will occur! 
 
96th Comment – Joses (= Joseph)  was named by The Brethren to be  “Barnabas”.   This means “Son of Comfort”. 
97th Comment – Barnabas being a Levite was entitled to be an assistant to the Priests of The Temple and of its upkeep,   
also further,  if a first-born then he could have been a priest of The Temple  (beware of half-truths ignorantly given in 
many supposed explanations of what all this means on The Internet)! 
98th Comment – I believe Luke added this information  (not done for other people)  because  “Barnabas”  was  worthy to 
become a  “Priest to Yahweh”,  but Luke was emphasising this to be the required characteristics of The World’s Future 
Leaders in The Millennium.    
Acts.  4v36 og (the) Joses  And  the (one)  entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)  
Acts.  4v36 og Barnabas  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
Acts.  4v36 og who/which/that  (he/it) is  (the having been) {explained over}/translated/{interpreted (interpretation)}  
Acts.  4v36 og (the) son  (of the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty  (the) Levite,  
Acts.  4v36 og (the) Cypriot  to the  (= by)  kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock, 
Acts.  4v36 And  the  Joses,   the  (one = person)   personally  entitled/{called upon}  Barnabas  by  the  apostles/{appointees to tell} 

who  is   translated/interpreted  the  Son  of  Consolation/Comfort,   the Levite,  the  Cypriot   by  kin/nation/race. 
 

And the Joses  (= Joseph),  the person who is  surnamed/{renamed}  by the apostles:   “Barnabas”,  
having been translated:   “Son of Comfort”   (named from a  “demonstrated trait”  which operated within Joses  [this showed in his demeanour]) 
a Levite,  a Cypriot by kin. 
 

This is the first mention of  “Joses”  cum  “Barnabas”  in the epistles  -  he is of great spiritual stature and assists Paul in his ministry,  as we are to read 
later in  “The Acts of The Apostles”  and other epistles of The New Testament  (1Cor.9v6, Gal.2v1, 9, 13,  Col.4v10). 
I think his character thoroughly complemented Paul’s Character,  Paul was strident and resolute,  Barnabas calmer and more peaceful,  they knew the 
strengths and weaknesses of the other and worked well together as a team. 
Being a Levite then he was entitled to be an assistant to The Priests and,  he to partake in the upkeep of The Furniture and Fittings of The Temple.   
Importantly,  even further,  if he was a first-born Levite then he was entitled to be a priest of The Temple  (because Yahweh stated   “Sanctify unto Me all 
the first born ...”  (Ex.13v2).   
What all this means is that  “The New Tribe of Judah”  (headed up by JC)  as explained by Paul in Heb.8v8-13  (noting also Jer.33v14-17)  represents 
The Christian Nation.  It is  “The First Born”  (for “The Birthright”,  physically at “The 1st Resurrection”)  as selected by Yahweh from out of The 
Christian Nation who become  “The New Peculiar Nation”  comprising of 144000 TCs  (1Pet2v5-9 – correctly interpreted, but by contrast we have …). 
Beware,  and I quote the website  “Thyword istruth.com” -  “Moreover,  under The New Covenant all Christians are priests (1Pet.2v5-9)”   
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That is an  outright lie!    
Being a  complete  lack of precision,  made by a supposed learned scholar who has twisted The Analogy  because he does NOT understand The Allegory  
as I have stated above  (and thus ignored Matt.20v23,  also Matt.20v16, 22v14, and many other citations could be given)!    
But while being an  “outright lie”,   showing a stupendous ignorance of what Yahweh is truly doing;  it is an example of so many “half-truths”  that  
“please the ear”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  of the listeners,  being of  “A New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4),  being a “Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4)  to  “remain human”! 
The Crux of The Analogy is this  

All  people of the Christian Nation are  invited  to become priests,  and therefore they are allowed to participate in The Temple upkeep and to 
assist The TCs (= The Real Priests  as selected by Yahweh  to become the 144000 priests as  “The Bride of Christ”). 
Where it is  only  the 144000 TCs who  are  the  “The Selected Christians”  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  who personally become  “The 
Physical First Born”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  because they proved themselves  “The Spiritual First Born”  as  “The Early Adopters”  
during the 1st part of their physical life by  precisely imitating  JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1).  And it is specifically these individuals who pass 
through the torn veil between The Holy and The Most Holy Place  (Luke.23v45)  to be with JCg as  The/His  Bride  (Matt.22v1-9,  Rev.19v4-9, 
21v2, 9, John.3v28-29, Eph.5v30-32, [hence warning at 1Cor.6v16], etc.  please see all my very important cited commentaries). 

It is by  understanding  “The True Nature”  of what The Bible Teaches us  –  that enables us to differentiate between the  billions’  of  half-truths,  an 
example of which I have just quoted,  that are repeatedly circulated throughout Christendom  to dumb-down what  Yahweh truly desires! 
This  “Dumbing-Down”  of  “The Requirement”  only  fulfils Satan’s desire,  because it  impedes  Yahweh’s Desire. 

It impedes Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs – because  “The Prophesied Target”  has been removed out of our mind!    
By consequence,   these representatives of Christendom as shown in this website example  (of perhaps millions,  perhaps sincerely motivated,  but  
ignorant  of  “The Real Truth”  as contained within The Bible)  actually fulfils Satan’s Desire! 
They fulfil Stan’s Desire  – because they  actively  inhibit  Yahweh from achieving His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to achieve 144000 TCs  that 
then starts  the wheels moving’  to deliver  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then The Millennium which is to follow through about 3.5 years later.  Where,  
we require The Millennium  (= The Lord’s Day,  “The Sabbath made for Man”  [Mark.2v27-28])  that can righteously bring forth  “The Salvation of 
Mankind”  – covered during this period of 1000 years by JC’s death of The Lord’s Day,  2Pet.3v8, John.19v31, 20v1.   
This then becomes The Sabbath of Sabbaths (= 7x7 = 49)  to close The Millennium,  that starts  “The New Era of The Culmination”  which becomes  
“The Jubilee Year”  for Mankind into The Eternity. 
All this is wholly  unintelligible  to our  worldly  Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians! 

Because I ask The Reader   When has  he/she  ever heard of this detail being taught by our  worldly  Christian leaders? 
“A little knowledge is dangerous”  seems so very applicable to our “Religious Leaders”! 

They are able to pick out little snippets of truth and then completely  fall-over  themselves when they try to stitch it all together with a worldly 
mind,  for a worldly gain! 

Nevertheless,  this is absolutely  “The Key”  to Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”!  -  All of which shows they do  not  understand it 
if they do  not  teach  the most important thing  expected of us  as individuals  -  else how do we know where we are supposed to be going in our travels to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!? 

Because fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire is  not  the singing of worthless songs or the praises of vain words within an ambience of emotional hype  
(Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, James.3v6-10, etc.)  -  if  most importantly,  we are  not  able to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”!     

The former in this above paragraph is what a worldly human leader wants to hear,  -  but Yahweh Desires the latter! 
Think very carefully and deeply on the above statement  (of which I thoroughly explain within my other commentaries)! 

Sadly,  Christendom only teaches   “A Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4),  being that of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  by its leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15). 
As a complete aside  (regarding “Israel’s  Jubilee Year”)  

I always accurately state that  “Israel”  has moved on as regards to Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”.   Moreover, it has! 
Having moved from The Fleshly Israel  (Jews)  to The Spiritual Israel  (Christians). 

Where  “The Christians”  are doubly condemned,  more so than The Jews  (of which I thoroughly explain elsewhere)  by Yahweh. 
Where,  Christians today intensely watch worldly things occurring to fleshly Israel (Jews). 

I just wonder if they have noticed the important things occurring today? 
Yahweh in His absolute Omnificence moves in The Environment to make His Plan Real,  and in this instance to act as a  “Count-down timer”  for The 
Watching World on  physical events  that are  “OPERATING IN PARALLEL”  to the  spiritual events  (= collecting the 144000 TCs as The New 
Spiritual Israel).   Where The Spiritual Israel has been elected by Yahweh from out of  The [fleshly] Christian Nation  over 2000 years and has almost 
reached  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  (Rev.14v1-4)  hence The External Physical “Count-Down Timer”. 
It must be clearly understood  

Yahweh  ONLY  “sows the seed”  in the mind   (and does no more)  for key political people to do something presuming it is their idea! 
These recipients become  “Motivated as Personal Drivers to make something occur”  for their  own  supposed glory! 

That is  “The Background”,  now let me explain what Yahweh is physically doing  
The Balfour Agreement was enabled in 1917 to establish in the future,  “The Land Israel”   Thereby allowing Jews to later have Jerusalem.  
The Six Day War in 1967  (with Yahweh obviously intervening,  because of combatant ratios)  enabled The Jews to surround Jerusalem. 
In 2017,  Jerusalem is beginning to be internationally recognised as The Capital of Israel. 

What do the dates 1917, 1967, and 2017 have in common? 
They are all  “Jubilee Years for Israel”,  which become  KEY MARKERS  in time,  where  RESETTING  occurs. 

This truly is  “The End Times” of The Gospel Age  occurring,  where Yahweh almost has His prophesied quota of 144000 TCs for The Next Stage of His 
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
But,  our very  worldly Christian  Leaders/Scholars/Theologians maintaining their position for the  money/fame/honour/leverage/etc.  just  pull the hat 
further down over their eyes’,  and  push their fingers ever harder into their ears’  and keep muttering to themselves  

“This is not happening,  this is not happening”  Yahweh does not’ exist;  Yahweh does not’ exist!   
What fools they are – by ignoring  “The Evidence”! 

 
99th Comment – Barnabas was internally driven to sell some property and disclosed everything when he gave the total 
amount to The Apostles to share amongst the needy. 
136th Reasoning – Barnabas showed his true open character – having no hidden agenda,  but only to help and serve other 
people for  no  worldly return.   All this is counter to what we witness within  worldly Christianity of today! 
Prophecy – repeat - In The Millennium all goods and property shall be shared to all people,  no person shall be without. 
Instruction – repeat - While all things shall be shared out equally in The Millennium, all people then in perfected physical 
bodies shall be expected to equally work for their sustenance.  The Bible is very explicit in stating that:  If we do not work 
then we shall not eat!   All  people shall be expected to work for their equally shared sustenance.  Skivers, shirkers and 
slackers not pulling their weight to aid society shall not be tolerated in The Millennium  (and will starve in fleshly bodies)! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  4v37 og (the) {began under}/{came into existence}/after/live/behave  (to the) him  
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Acts.  4v37 og (of the) field/farm/hamlet/{country farm}/{piece of ground}  
Acts.  4v37 og (the having) {been busy}/traded/{bartered as pedlar}/sold  
Acts.  4v37 og (he) endured/{borne/carried}/{gone on}/upheld/led/moved/reached/brought  
Acts.  4v37 og the  {(something) useful or needed}/wealth/price/riches/money  
Acts.  4v37 og also  (he) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  
Acts.  4v37 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  feet  
Acts.  4v37 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}. 
Acts.  4v37 The  field/land  became  to  him  (= Joses/Barnabas)   having been  traded/sold 

he  carried/brought  the  money/riches  also  he  placed/{laid down}  near/beside  the  feet  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}. 
 

The field became to him  (= Joses/Barnabas)  having been sold   
he brought the money also he placed  (the money)  beside the feet of the apostles. 
 

A truly selfless act. 
The most important thing to understand  (especially in relation to the next incident recorded in Acts)  is that Barnabas may not necessarily have sold 
everything he had  (being a universal presumption),  but rather,  he declared  everything  that he sold  and gave  all  the proceeds from the notified sale 
to The Apostles.    He may have said   I have these other things,  which I declare to you,  but I do not wish to sell these. 

That is quite acceptable to Yahweh  -  because it is  “publicly open”  and not  “hypocritically hidden”  by underhand sequestration. 
Remember   Yahweh is seeking out  “The Open and Non-Hypocritical Mind”  for His 144000 future sons of God. 

They must be wholly  blameless/innocent  in everything they do now   (while completing the 1st part of their  physical  life)! 
(This means  “They are Holy”  having purified the 2nd part of their  spiritual  life,  only built upon “The Word of God”.) 

Showing by deliberate contrast,  the next account is of Ananias and his wife,  Sapphira,  -  who both chose  not  to behave as did Barnabas. 
They decided to keep something back  -  hidden from public disclosure  (noting Luke.12v2-3)  -  this is hypocritical,  and an example of a most common 
occurrence today,  especially  within “Religion”   (in particular with those people peddling  “The Word of God”)!  This is precisely how Judas Iscariot 
behaved (John.12v6) and it is my understanding that during the last year of JC’s ministry he was engineering a take-over bid that went a bit further than 
planned – please see my detailed commentary to Matt.27v4,  and at Matt.20v24. 
That is why leaders of “Religion”  are  rejected from position of  “future Sonship”,  hence their response at Matt.8v12, etc. -   if fortunate enough to be 
resurrected and thus positioned to meditate upon  “the reason of their rejection”  (inasmuch they had  “Sonship” in the palm of their hand,  and yet they 
cast this  once only opportunity  away without a care)! 
 
 
100th Comment – We now have an illustration of what occurs today in Christendom!   The main culprits are those people 
who actually sequestrate off  “The Word of God” -  which is far more serious than the crime of which we are now to read! 
Acts.  5v1 og (the) man/husband/fellow  And  {some/any/certain person}  (the) Ananias  
Acts.  5v1 og (to the) name/character/authority,  
Acts.  5v1 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (the) Sapphira  to the  woman/wife  (of the) him  
Acts.  5v1 og (he) busied/traded/{bartered as pedlar}/sold  (the) {an acquirement}/estate/possession/goods. 
Acts.  5v1 And  (a)  certain person  the man  named  Ananias,  united as companions  with  his wife  Sapphira   

traded/sold  possessions/goods. 
 

And a certain man named Ananias united as companions with his wife Sapphira sold possessions. 
 

It is interesting that when the words  “united as companions”  are used in The New Testament,  then this phraseology has the connotation of not just  
“physically”,  but more importantly  “spiritually”,  and thus this account is suggesting that they were both accomplices  (see v2)  within this  
venture/scam. 

Incidentally,  the name  “Ananias”  means,  “Yahweh has shown favour”   and   “Sapphira”  means  “Beautiful”. 
 
101st Comment – These people sequestrated from the selling price and pretended to offer the full price.  
137th Reasoning – Luke wrote this as a warning to future people presenting a false face!  The obvious extension is directly 
applicable to “The Word of God” being distributed to the recipients.  Sadly  'millions'  of  worldly  (and worse, charlatan) 
Christian Leaders throughout The Gospel Age have done precisely what Ananias and Sapphira have done in this account! 
57th Warning – What Ananias and Sapphira did was only to possessions.  What these specific Christian leaders have,  and 
are  doing,  is far worse!   They are sequestrating directly from  “The Word of God”  by taking  money/glory/leverage! 
All of which is effectively taken from Yahweh  within the mind  of  The Recipient! 
Acts.  5v2 og Also  (he/she) {sequestrated (for oneself)}/embezzled/{kept back}/purloined (middle voice)   
Acts.  5v2 og off/away/separated/from  of the  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity/price  
Acts.  5v2 og (of the) {seen completely}/understood/{became aware}/{informed of}  also  of the  woman/wife  
Acts.  5v2 og (of the) him  also  (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  {some/any thing}  
Acts.  5v2 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  feet  
Acts.  5v2 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  5v2 og (he/she) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed. 
Acts.  5v2 Also  he/she  personally  sequestrated/embezzled  away/from  of the  value/price  

also  his  wife  {became aware}/informed  (of this embezzlement) 
also  he  placed/{laid down}  his  apportion/part  (of)  {some/any thing}  beside/alongside  the feet  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}. 

 

Also he personally sequestrated from of the price   (he received from the sale of goods) 
also his wife became aware   (of this embezzlement of funds away from the sale of the goods) 
also he placed his part  (of)  something beside the feet of the  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh [and not The World])  to tell}. 
 

There is much more behind this than normally taught by   “You know who”! 
Else,  it becomes a little  “too close for their comfort”! 

The most important thing to understand is  not  “The Act Committed”! 
“The Act Committed”  was only the  tip of the iceberg’  (where 90% is unseen under the water). 

This was  not  operating at the  innocent’  level of - 
“I do not think it is correct that I should give everything away,  I do need a little in reserve for my pension!” 
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Absolutely not;  –  it was  much deeper  than this,  of which I shall now explain! 
This was  “The Beginnings”  of what we now see throughout Christendom  (and noted by John much later at 1John.2v18-19, 3John.v9-10)! 

In addition,  Peter instinctively knew what was really in their mind   (having witnessed it with Judas Iscariot making a take-over bid by splitting the 
disciples into two groupings of those within  [1] JC’s family and  [2] those outside),  -  hence the later interrogation. 
The minds of Ananias and Sapphira operated together to hatch up this deception,  operating in precisely the  one/same  manner as does  any  future 
worldly leader chose to operate.   

“Ambition” 
It was  “Worldly Ambition”  following the same mindset of Satan  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  where,  incentives of  feigned  charity to  win 
over a certain grouping of people’  to  one’s own way of thinking,  thereby  through stealth  alongside  (2Pet.2v1)  enabling the leader to ultimately,  
personally gain out of the  manipulated  environment.  
Thus,  their driver was to have  control over  this grouping of Christians  (following the same mindset of Simon over The Populace, Acts.8v9-10, 18-19). 

“The Taught Driver”  in The Bible is  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”,  so the recipient also knows how to precisely imitate JC. 
That is it!    

“Money”  just  gets in the way’  (1Tim.6v10,  for the unscrupulous people  -  who have The Mind of a Leader,  hence Matt.6v24)! 
These  may  have been very wealthy people and had far more possessions than all the other people within that grouping,  and thus they thought if we just  
over-top  our competition’  in the gifts offered by winning favour,  then we shall be deemed worthy to  head-up  this grouping when Peter is not here! 

Afterwards we can further manipulate the environment to ultimately receive more than we originally put in  (as an exothermic reaction)! 
(See the 3rd Epistle from John of what was occurring at a later date in another ecclesia  -  3John.v9-10.   It is rampant  [another at Gal.3v1].) 

This may seem an exaggerated scenario,  but I am of 60+ years,  and been a  “Man of The World”.  By consequence of my experience in human 
intercourse then I can instantly  sniff-out  these things much earlier than perhaps the untrained novice  (operating on innocent good-will’)  to The World 
and of its machinations,  and I can therefore instinctively read people’s minds in these matters. 

Likewise,  so could Peter  –  as we are to read next! 
 
102nd Comment – Peter having The Mind of Yahweh – knows precisely what Ananias has done! 
61st 'Allegory' – Satan = Adversary/Opposer/Resister   (being  “The Source”  of  “worldly methodology”). 
138th Reasoning – “worldly methodology”  means  “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  and this is precisely what was 
driving the actions of Ananias  (and his wife, Sapphira).   
99th Instruction – We must not lie,  deceive or defraud our neighbour  (especially in the giving of God's Word)! 
58th Warning – Worldly (or worse, charlatan) Christian leaders “lie, deceive and defraud” their congregational members 
Worldly Christian leaders are  genuinely ignorant,  by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders are  deliberate fraudsters! 
Worldly Christian leaders will have a resurrection.   Charlatan  Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected! 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Acts.  5v3 og (he) said  And  (the) Peter:   Ananias  {through what cause}/wherefore/why  
Acts.  5v3 og (he) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  the  Satan/Resister/Opposer/Adversary  
Acts.  5v3 og the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  5v3 og (to) {deceive by falsehood}/{utter an untruth}/lie (middle voice)  thee/thy/thou  
Acts.  5v3 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  5v3 og also  (to) {sequestrate (for oneself)}/embezzle/{keep back}/purloin (middle voice)  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  5v3 og of the  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity/price  
Acts.  5v3 og of the  {spot or plot of land}/field/land/{parcel of ground}/place/possession? 
Acts.  5v3 And  the Peter  said: 

Ananias  why  (has)  Satan/Opposer/Adversary  imbued/{filled-up}  your  heart/{seat of motivation} 
(for)   you  to  personally  {deceive by falsehood}/lie  (to) 
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
also  to  personally  sequestrate/embezzle  away/from  the  value/price  of the  land/possession? 

 

And Peter said: 
   Ananias wherefore  Satan/Opposer/Adversary  filled up your  heart/{seat of motivation} 
   (for)  you to personally  {deceive by falsehood}/lie  
   (to)  the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
   also to personally  sequestrate/embezzle  away/from  the  value/price  of the  land/possession? 
 

It must be clearly understood    
It was  not  “The Act”  that condemned Ananias,  but rather  “The Driver”  behind  “The Act”  that condemned Ananias. 

That is precisely why we have  “The Terminology”   “holy spirit”   with the supportive terms I give in parentheses alongside to understand this. 
Therefore,  the usual question that  always  goes through my mind     

Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 
And,  the usual answer comes back    

No,  it is absolutely  not  what they tell us! 
Because  virtually everything  that comes out of their mouth regarding what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  is wrong! 

Being demonstrably   “Unrighteous”!    And thus,  cannot  be sourced by  “The Righteous Yahweh”! 
My  lead-in  to this verse by my earlier commentaries explains precisely what was  “The Driver”  in Ananias’ mind  -  and Peter knew this. 
Peter could see from the earlier signs of weeks before,  that Ananias was not genuine,  and had ulterior motives  (in any supposed acts of  charity’).  
Paul had been hurt earlier by the way Judas Iscariot had tried to fragment the 12 disciples into two groupings  (in the last year of JC’s fleshly life),  for 
Judas to take over the grouping,  –  and thus Paul was ready for something like this to occur again in a fledgling grouping! 
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Ananias was therefore operating in  “hypocrisy”.  “Hypocrisy”  is  not  tolerated by Yahweh   (not even a sniff of it’)! 
We can see a similar practice of  “hypocrisy”  occurring today. 
Certain leaders seem to attach themselves like leaches to  “The Genuine Good Work”  initiated by a member of The Public,  so that “The Good Work”  
can be associated in some manner to  “The Leader”  (of whatever),  for the leader to then gain credit  out of someone else’s effort! 

Peter recognised this and had to  step-in  to expose Ananias’ true credentials. 
He could not allow Ananias  get away with it’  for the following reasons - 

1.  It would harm Ananias,   he would become a  charlatan Christian leader  (of which we seem to have millions’ today). 
         (Consequence would be that he should  never  be resurrected,  but at least he will not suffer that – see later) 
2.  It would hurt The Congregational Members by not learning to purify their mind to become The True Fruit of The Tree of JC.   
         (And ultimately,  they would  not  become members of The 144000 TCs). 
3.  The outcome of both (1) and (2) means that Yahweh could obtain “zero” number of TCs for the target of 144000 out of The Gospel Age! 
         (The Result would be that The Millennium could  never  start,  and humans would eradicate themselves as a species off this planet!) 
4.  Exposure now is best  (to nip opposition in the bud)  as an example to other people that deeds will always be discovered  (Luke.12v3). 
        (People should  learn now to be honest  [and thus reform away from being a hypocrite]  rather than wait to The Millennium   
        [and could have a much harder time reforming later]  see my commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13). 
5.  The expression used helps us to understand precisely what HS means,  rather than  the nonsense  taught since   Nicea at 325 CE. 
         (I shall now explain why!) 

As I profusely state elsewhere to combat our  charlatan Christian leaders within Christendom  milking’  the proceeds from their deluded devotees,  the 
HS has this composite definition - 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

         Where  “Yahweh”  uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to   “Make become  who/what  He chooses to become”. 
And there we have it – very simply explained. 
I now ask the reader to  plug-in’  that composite definition for the HS into  EVERY  occasion we read  “HS”  in The New Testament and the  true sense  
of what is being taught in context of  every location  becomes readily understood! 
Moreover,  we then understand from this accurate definition the following    

The  “HS”  only  becomes personalised within  a truly receptive individual  who has wholly built  his/her  mind upon  “The Word of God”  (= 
JC, Rev.19v13)  so that  he/she  has the  one/same  mind  that  “thinks and reasons precisely like JC”  (effectively to have JC as the  
lord/master  of their  “soul/{conscious existence}”).  Upon which,  then to have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  so 
that Yahweh will feel inclined to work within and around us to   “Make His Desire manifest within The Environment”. 

All this is so easy to conceptually understand! 
But it is the very  last  thing our leaders of  “Religion”  want taught! 

They like to  duck and dive’  in  “mysticism”  to have some  apparent hold over their deluded devotees’  “lusting for the hype”  created by  charlatan  
Christian leaders,  many of whom operate within the Charismatic and certain Evangelical fringes of Christendom!   And further,  while they fervently  
pretend  to have the HS supposedly oozing out of every orifice of their body,  in reality they have  zero  “holy spirit”  and very much a “worldly spirit”  
(Eph.2v2) operating within their mind,  behaving exactly as Ananias and Sapphira  wanted to do,  using this  gift’  to gain so much more return in a 
worldly sense! 
By consequence,  we  sensibly rationalise  

A person who does not have  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (= “To make manifest The Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”),  but are furthering  
his/her  own desire for satisfying the  self-indulgent  lust of  “The Immediacy”  (being different for different people)  are  opposing the HS,  
because they are - 
1.   Opposing  (= satanic)  a  “pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”   “personality/desires/traits/character”. 
2.   Opposing  (= satanic)  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire being made manifest within the environment”. 
And as such,  there is no forgiveness  “to the above”  over our 2 part life,  hence  “annihilation”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32). 

And concluding    
Any  Christian leader who remains quiet on the above,  regarding what is erroneously taught about the HS,  are complicit in this  deception  
“to delude”  and equally do not have a mind that operates according to the HS  (as per the composite definition given above).  Yahweh thus 
deems these leaders as  equally comparable  in their guilt of being too ashamed of JC as  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v 26). 

We realise the above explanation exposes  the fraudulent definition  that Christendom publicises and then spins to make worldly capital out of it! 
We also realise that to push the HS off away from us as a supposed 3rd person infers we have no real need to wholly imbue God’s Word (JC)  within us to 
then gain the HS,  which then becomes personalised within us.   Only when the HS becomes  personalised within us,  because we  have  purified our 
mind wholly upon  “The Word of God”  (so we henceforth  are  educated to personally know how to  truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  as stated above)  then  
we  can  start to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire because we have  “Real faith”  based upon  “accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity”.  

Can the reader see the virtuous nature of this,  and  precisely why Christendom’s definition is  adversarial/satanic  to what Yahweh Desires? 
Finally,  I ask the reader to do this one thing for me  -  being to carry out some personal research on The Bible. 

Read through The New Testament and mark where you see Yahweh and JC mentioned,  and then see if you can find HS  anywhere  alongside! 
Is the HS alongside as an equal’  personage? 

I have already done this  -  and there is  no  occasion -  which seems very strange if the HS is greater than JC as a personage,  inasmuch  “we 
can blaspheme against JC and it is forgiven,  but if it is again the HS,  then it is not forgiven”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.). 

But then put in my composite definition for the HS into these places,  and then it becomes crystal clear what is meant! 
Please see all my cited commentaries given above  (also my commentary to v4 below). 

It becomes so obvious to us;  our leaders of Christendom do  not  represent Yahweh if they cannot even get the  most basic  of things correct! 
Therefore, we ask   How do they have the HS  – when evaluating what its true composite definition means? 
Especially if they cannot even get the basic definition,  correct! 

I do welcome an  intelligent response  with suitable Bible citations,  -  but I suggest the theologians generating adversarial comment should read  all  my 
commentaries to The Whole of The New Testament created over some 50,000+ personal man hours of work of  ONLY  studying The Bible  (rather than 
man’s  worthless  ruminations, Gal.1v10-12)  before they contact me.   So that they may prepare themselves for my damning response to their output! 
 
100th Instruction – We can freely choose to give or not to give,  and there is no condemnation in either option.  However, 
if we publicly claim to give our all,  and yet choose to secretly retain a portion of what we are supposed by claim to give  -  
then we are fraudsters to what we publicly claim! 
139th Reasoning – We  must  give  “The Word of God”  without any strings attached  (glory/money/leverage/etc.), thereby 
having zero ulterior motives behind what we do,  except only to edify our neighbour (often to our own hurt)  for no return.  
59th Warning – People having a  “fraudulent mentality”  cannot  be allowed to rule in The Millennium! 
Warning – repeat - Worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders  “lie, deceive and defraud”  their congregational members. 
Worldly Christian leaders are  genuinely ignorant;  by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders are  deliberate fraudsters! 
Worldly Christian leaders will have a resurrection.   Charlatan  Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected! 
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Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
60th Warning – While it may be easy to hoodwink humans,  We can hide nothing from Yahweh!   He knows us,  as 
individuals,  better than we know ourselves,  especially specific humans who may need to be kick started to become TCs  
(Rev.3v20, 1Tim.1v16) 
Acts.  5v4 og {not indeed}/{did not}  (the) staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing  
Acts.  5v4 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (it) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue  
Acts.  5v4 og also  (it) trafficked/{sold as a slave/merchandise}  
Acts.  5v4 og in  to the  (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  
Acts.  5v4 og (it) {began under}/{came into existence}/after/live/behave?  
Acts.  5v4 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  because  
Acts.  5v4 og (you) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed (middle voice)  
Acts.  5v4 og in  to the  heart/{seat of motivation}  thine/your/thy  the  affair/deed/business/matter/thing  
Acts.  5v4 og that/this/there/here?  
Acts.  5v4 og Not  (you) {deceived by falsehood}/{uttered an untruth}/lied (middle voice)  
Acts.  5v4 og (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men,   but  to the  God. 
Acts.  5v4 {Did not}  it  the  staying/remaining  dwell/abide/belong  {to you}? 

Also  (did not)  it  {began under}/{came into existence}  (to be)  trafficked/{sold as merchandise}  within  (your)  freedom/power? 
Because  wherefore  you  personally  placed/{laid down}/ordained  within  your  heart/{seat of motivation}  this  deed/matter? 
Not  you  personally  {deceived by falsehood}/lied  to the  men,   but  to the  God (= Yahweh) 

 

Did not it  (= Ananias’ possessions)  remaining,  belong to you?    (= You owned your possessions in the beginning.) 
Also  (did not)  it began to be sold within  (your)  power?    (= You freely choose to sell this possession.) 
Because  (= Then)  why you personally  ordained/purposed  within your  heart/{seat of motivation}  this deed? 
            (= Pretending to sell so much, publicly  [for The Cause],  but  chose not to wholly endorse what was publicly claimed  [pandemic in “Religion”]) 
Not you personally deceived by falsehood to the men,  but to the God (= Yahweh). 
             (= While you can deceive men by your actions,  you cannot deceive Yahweh in His Judgement of you  [for Sonship]) 
 

Because Peter had the  one/same  mind as Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”,  then Peter could see right through Ananias’ actions. 
I must repeat - 

It was  not  The Specific Deed  of retaining some money from the sale. 
Ananias was at perfect liberty to withhold some of the sale money – because it was  his  property  (including The Money  after  The Sale). 
He was at liberty  not  to give  any  money from the sale! 
And he would  not  have been condemned if he had  not  given any money to the apostles from the sale of certain property! 

But - 
I can get right into Ananias’ mind,  just as Peter was able to do,  as I explained in my earlier commentaries. 

Ananias and his wife wanted to exercise control over this fledgling Christian grouping  (to “Control People” as worldly leaders). 
They had painted a wonderful story beforehand about the wonderful asset being handed completely to The Christian grouping.* 
But had planned to be deceitful and retain a portion of the sale,  so that what was offered  topped everyone else’s’ offerings,  and 
ensured that Ananias and Sapphira had only minimal  short-term  loss/outlay  -  before  they worldly gained in the long term! 

This is  not  the mind that Yahweh wants to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium! 
Ananias and Sapphira could have kept whatever proportion they wanted out of the sale,  provided  they were open and honest in the dealings! 

* My Note - 
Very much,  like world governments who give wonderful pronouncements about how much money will be given for disaster relief under 
humanitarian reasons,  but then renege completely away from what they promised by perhaps only giving about 10% of what was promised 
when audited some years later!   They had  absolutely no  intention at the time on following through with what was promised,  -  but it sounds 
good to recipients’ ears  (Matt.21v28-32)! 
Another example would be in government pronouncements that a large figure of money would be made available for a certain department  
(for example “Health”)  spread over the next few years.   But when the detail is analysed,  it becomes evident that it is  not  “new”  money as 
pretended,  but only  “old”  money already budgeted upon previous years for  the same period  (perhaps operating under a previous scam)! 

“Deceit and Hypocrisy”  -  specifically designed to  “confuse the recipient”. 
This is  not  the mind that Yahweh wants to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium! 

That is  specially why  “World Leaders”  of this mindset  CANNOT  become future sons of God in The Millennium! 
They are  wholly rejected  by Yahweh  -  just as are leaders of “Religion”  who are very much worse! 
(1) Pretending to be what they are not,  and  (2) for a worldly income by sequestrating off what belongs to Yahweh! 

Moving on. 
We see  “The Reasoning Entities”  (noting Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35)  of  (1) “men”  and  (2) “God”  mentioned,  –  but  no  HS! 

Surely,  this discontinuity must ring alarm bells in the minds of people still beholden to the Trinity myth! 
But do they really care,  “choosing to remain ignorant”  (“agnoeo”)  by not Matt.7v7-8 and then carefully reasoning upon what  The Evidence from The 
Bible  teaches us,  rather than listening to what  worthless’  and spiritually blind  sages/gurus  “of old”  generated from out of  worldly  ruminations! 
Now let us read this in conjunction with my commentary to The Previous Verse and we realise that - 

1.  Ananias  lied  to what the HS was supposed to mean  (as to its operation)  within  Ananias (v3). 
2.  Ananias  lied  to the  external  entities of  (not specifically to)  Man,  but principally to  God/Yahweh  reading the mind (v4). 
     (Inasmuch it was not an obvious lie to men  [not recognising that it was a lie]  but an obvious lie to Yahweh  [1Sam.16v7]). 

Where,  Peter recognised it was a lie to  both  men and God  (Peter having the  one/same  mind as Yahweh)! 
Where we are to first gain (1) above,  inside ourselves,  so that we become (2)  faithful representatives of Yahweh as we teach Men  (because of [1]). 

Can the reader understand the righteous logic behind this? 
And specifically,  why Peter spoke as he did  –  putting the  supposed  more important’  HS first  (noting Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)? 

I realise it is very difficult to understand  new concepts  (being “1st Century Christianity”  as  originally taught by JC and the apostles),  but when people  
over millennia  are taught  not  “to think, reason and question”,  to become effectively  mindless zombies’  bewitched  (Gal.3v1)  under the spell of their 
religious leaders living off their backs (Matt.7v15),  then it is very difficult.   It is like  “learning a new language”,  -  but  “practice makes perfect”!   

Start reading The Bible with new eyes and insight that comes from reading “FutureLife.Org”,  and by doing so   “Get into Yahweh’s Mind!” 
 
103rd Comment – Ananias would have had a heart attack;  the shock of exposure caused a seizure. 
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140th Reasoning – For this to occur,  then it must have been much more than what has been written,  because righteous 
Yahweh  never  executes without prior warning.  Neither would Peter,  a TC,  be directly involved in Ananias' murder.   
Peter only publicised  “hypocrisy”  to the ecclesia. 
Thus, the underlying motive was more insidious,  being that of  “to control people”  by means of outward favours! 
This is a typical route used by people trying to acquire influence over other people in a clandestine manner! 
61st Warning – Public exposure of  “hypocrisy”  is painful!   Christian leaders should beware  (Luke.12v3, James.3v1)! 
104th Comment – It was not just that Ananias had died that caused alarm to the onlookers,  but importantly this alarm 
occurred when Peter had explained how Ananias had been operating in the background. 
Acts.  5v5 og (of the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  and  the  Ananias  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts.  5v5 og (of) {such these} (things),  
Acts.  5v5 og (the) alighting/{gently fell down}  (he) {from/out of breath/spirit}/expired/{gave up the spirt/breath},  
Acts.  5v5 og also  (it) {became to be}  alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts.  5v5 og over/upon/concerning  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts.  5v5 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  these (things). 
Acts.  5v5 And  the  Ananias  hearing/listening  of  such these  words/sayings/reasoning, 

{gently fell down}  (and)  he  expired/{gave up the  spirit/breath}, 
also  it  became to be  great/large  alarm/fear/awe  over/concerning  all  the people hearing/listening  these things. 

 

And Ananias hearing of these such words gently fell down and he  expired/died   (likely to be from a heart attack) 
                  (The shock of his scheme for leadership over this  “1st Century Christian”  congregation had been discovered and caused his heart attack.) 
Also it became to be great  alarm/fear/awe  over all the people hearing these things. 
                  ([1] The shock of his death  [2] Peter later explaining the machinations of this  outwardly  endearing/lovely  God-fearing  couple’.) 
 

Yes,  it would have been a heart attack,  brought about by the exposure of Ananias and Sapphira’s subtle and very carefully laid plans for their  take-
over bid’  of these people,  and the early  “1st Century Christian community”  (see likewise 3John.v9-10,  1Thes.2v3-6, etc.)! 

Peter did not kill Ananias,  TCs never behave in this manner and  neither did Yahweh.  It is  not  in  “The Character”  of  “Righteous 
Yahweh”  to execute a person without giving a prior warning,  thereby allowing personal repentance first!   
      So, we can accurately reason that Ananias' death  was  a result of  something more malevolent occurring  that drove his actions! 

Peter was only bringing to Ananias’ attention that while he could hide his machinations away from the congregational members,  he could not hide his 
thoughts and schemes from Yahweh.  I would have expected Peter to have recognised the traits of this person without external assistance,  but to confirm 
Peter’s suspicions then Yahweh communicated by perhaps a dream or such-like.  

And Yes    
Ananias would outwardly appear to be the most  wonderful’ God-fearing’  person,  supposedly  just right’  for leading the fledgling congregation! 
Ananias and his  supportive  wife would be pulling all the correct strings for a leadership bid!    

And what would be different today? 
A novice to worldly affairs would state  

How can I read so much into this?    
Where is my evidence? 

My evidence is my 60+ years of experience,  where this occurs time,  and time,  and time,  and time again around me,  generation,  after generation,  
after generation.  This is the  “Modus Operandi”  of people,  whose aim is to  “Control People”,  win them over by favours – before going in for the kill! 
“Leaders of The World”  (in politics, commerce and  [worst of all]  religion)  operate in this  one/same  manner,  they  just cannot help themselves,  
because they have absolutely  no  interest in Yahweh’s Methodology  (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  but are entirely  “self-seeking”  by 
operating to  “worldly methodology”  for  “worldly gain”.   

That is why  they  are  leaders and  we are  not  leaders,  because we do  not  think in the same manner as they think! 
Moreover,  the  general  (but not all)  members of  “The Public”  being normally  “sincere people”  will think that all other people are sincere like us 
and give leaders the benefit of the doubt’.     

However, I repeat   They are  not  like us,  – that is why they  are   “Leaders”  (and we are  not)!    
In addition,  that is precisely how a conman operates,  by turning our  nice side’  against us! 

The saying   “Takes one to recognise one”  works both ways! 
Now someone can always throw up an exception,  being a person who is  unique’,  but that is a person  not yet exiting  the other side of the  
sausage machine’  (being  “The Worldly Edifice”  that moulds its  employees’  into an  acceptable’  homogeneous condition! 

Else, quite simply  “The Edifice”  bears down upon mavericks and either  (1) crushes [to conform]  or  (2) expels them! 
All this is what will be explained in The Millennium  (by example, Luke.12v2-3)  where  The New Edifice  (Dan.2v35, 45)  of Yahweh’s New Spiritual 
Temple shall  (1) mould receptive people and  (2) crush [to conform] rebellious people to  “The Word of God”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).  This means the 
transformation of our minds  away from  worldly methodology  (= “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”)  unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (= “edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt”). 
I must repeat again - 

Yahweh does  NOT  want people who desire to  “control other people”  (as  “The First/Most”,  being leaders of today,  noting Jer.10v23)!   
He wants future leaders who become like  true slaves,  firstly to Yahweh and to His Mentality  (as “The Last/Least”  [= not  leaders today]). 
These future leaders of The Millennium will  not want to “control people”,  but only to be slaves to what Yahweh specifically tells them to do! 
(1Cor.4v9-13, etc.  these people are  NOT  today’s leaders  [of politics, Religion or Commerce]!) 

These future leaders become The Spokespersons for Yahweh,  in precisely the  one/same  manner as JC,  because they have JC’s mind,  which was built 
upon JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  and thus truly becomes the  lord/master  of their  (and ideally our)  mind,  worthy of this future positon. 

Therefore,  JC taught of  Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.  please see all my cited local commentaries. 
Does the reader understand  all  of this? 

And understand specifically  why  “leaders of Religion”  cannot  understand this  (else they would  not  take these positions now)?! 
 
105th Comment – What else could they do? 
Acts.  5v6 og (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  And  the  new/fresh/regenerated/young (persons = men)  
Acts.  5v6 og (they) {sent/drew together}/enwrapped/{contracted interval}/shorted/{wound up}  (the) him,  
Acts.  5v6 og also  (the) {celebrated funeral rites}/buried/entombed (him). 
Acts.  5v6 And  the  {standing/rising up}  young  (persons),    

they  {drew together}/wrapped  him  also  buried/entombed  (him). 
 

And the young people  (men)  rising up,  wrapped also buried him (Ananias). 
 

What else could they do?! 
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This text tells us that Ananias  “definitely died”! 
It should be noted that Ananias shall be resurrected in The Millennium because he had  not  proved himself to be  charlatan Christian leader! 
Quite simply   He had died too early  -  which is of some mercy to him!   He shall be resurrected with all the mass of other people to learn the error of his 
ways and be positioned to repent and ideally to reform.  His future at  The End of The Millennium shall be entirely in his own hands! 
 
106th Comment – Now conspirator  “Number 2”  appears on the scene! 
Acts.  5v7 og (it) {became to be}  And  (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  
Acts.  5v7 og (the) three  interval/{space (of time)}/afterwards  also  the  wife/woman  (of the) him  
Acts.  5v7 og not  knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  the  {becoming to be}  
Acts.  5v7 og (she) entered/{arose into}/{went/came in}. 
Acts.  5v7 And  it  became to be  the  {portion of time (= “hour of the day”, or “day of the week”)} 

the  third  interval/{space of time}  also  his  wife  entered/{came in} 
not knowing/understanding  the  becoming to be  (= of her husband’s death)    

 

And it became to be the portion of time  (hour,  or watch,  or day),   the third interval 
also his  (= Ananias’)  wife  (Sapphira)  entered,  not knowing the  (husband's death)  becoming to be. 
 

She probably came in and asked    “Have you seen my husband,  he seems to have disappeared?!” 
 
107th Comment – Peter gives Sapphira an opportunity to redeem herself  -  but she refuses to grasp the opportunity! 
62nd Warning – Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders should take note  -  before their enforced exposure! 
Acts.  5v8 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  her  the  Peter:  
Acts.  5v8 og (You) say/utter/speak/command/grant/tell  {to me}/mine,  
Acts.  5v8 og if  (of the)  {so vast as this}/{such a large/great}/{these many}/{by so much}  
Acts.  5v8 og the  {spot or plot of land}/field/land/{parcel of ground}/place/possession  
Acts.  5v8 og (you) {give away}/recompense/rendered/requite/return/reward? 
Acts.  5v8 og the (Sapphira)  And  (she) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  5v8 og Yes,  (of the) {so vast as this}/{such a large/great}/{these many}/{by so much}. 
Acts.  5v8 The Peter  {began to speak}/answered  her  (Sapphira): 

You  say/tell  to me  if  you  {gave away}/requite/recompensed  the  land/possession  {completely this amount}/{by so much}? 
And  the  (lady = Sophia)   said/uttered:   Yes  of  {completely this amount}/{by so much}! 

 

The Peter answered her  (Sapphira): 
  You tell me if you recompensed  (= sold)  the  land/possession  (for)  {completely this amount}? 
And she  (Sapphira)  said:    
  Yes of  {completely this amount}! 
 

Peter kindly gives Sapphira an opportunity to save herself from embarrassment and scandal  -  to freely confess! 
But she,  with hardened heart and  stiff-neck  is resolute not to grasp this opportunity to repent! 
Sapphira ensures she keeps  the story straight’  to outside observers! 
Obviously having worked on this scheme to win favour over all the congregational members,  before he and she made their move for a leadership bid! 
She sticks by her story,  showing her mind is equal to that of her husband’s  (when he was alive). 

She has now condemned herself – out of her own mouth,  after Paul had given her a route to escape this treachery to the HS  (see next verse)! 
Being what the HS  truly means  as defined by “FutureLife.Org”,  and absolutely  not  what Christendom  unrighteously  teaches us! 

 
108th Comment – Peter having The Mind of Yahweh – knows precisely what Sapphira has done! 
109th Comment – Peter asks:  Why did you and your husband connived together to test what the HS represents. 
Being what the HS is supposed to represent within us who are truly aiming to become TCs to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Instruction – repeat - We must not lie,  deceive or defraud our neighbour  (especially in the giving of God's Word)! 
Warning – repeat - Worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders  “lie, deceive and defraud”  their congregational members. 
Worldly Christian leaders are  genuinely ignorant,  by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders are  deliberate fraudsters! 
Worldly Christian leaders will have a resurrection.   Charlatan  Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected! 
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat- The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and 
action),  (2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd 
party,  and by thus  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
141st Reasoning – To  “test/assay  the HS”,  absolutely does not mean what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  
Christian leaders tell us  (as usual with most things on this subject that come out of their mouth).  We ideally gain the HS 
by one route only which is:  Wholly imbue and inculcate  “The Word of God”  to gain  accurate knowledge  and then 
personally thoroughly/rigorously  assay/test  this knowledge to gain  assurance  and then finally accurately operate with 
fidelity  to what we know and have tested.   We then gain  “The Mind of Yahweh”.   It is now we become positioned to  
test/assay  the HS which is  supposed to be working within and around us as individuals.   It is absolutely not an external 
3rd personage,  because we personally become  “The 3rd Person”  that should be behaving as did JC,  being The Image of 
Yahweh,  precisely as we are told at John.14v20, 17v21-26  (noting there is no mention of the HS because it is implicit in 
the three Entities  (1) Yahweh,  (2) JC and  (3) the 144000 TCs). 
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63rd Warning – The reason why  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do  not  accurately teach what the HS 
really means,  is because they have refused to travel the  only  route that enables us all,  to personally gain the HS! 
110th Comment – Peter knew Sapphira was thickly involved in the scam and the shock of exposure would lead to death. 
Now whether it would be immediate,  or not  -  Peter was not specific,  but it turned out to be immediate! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Acts.  5v9 og the And  Peter  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  her:  
Acts.  5v9 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts.  5v9 og (it was) {to be harmonious}/{to accord (suitable/concur)}/{stipulate (by compact)}/{agree (together)}  
Acts.  5v9 og {to yourselves}  (to) test/endeavour/scrutinise/assay/examine/prove/tempt  
Acts.  5v9 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  lord/master?  
Acts.  5v9 og Behold/Lo/Look/See!  
Acts.  5v9 og The feet  of the (persons)  {celebrating funeral rites}/burying/entombing  of the (persons)   
Acts.  5v9 og the  man/husband/fellow  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  over/upon/concerning  to the  door/portal/entrance/gate,  
Acts.  5v9 og and  (they will) {to bear out}/{bring forth}{carry out}  thee/thy/thou. 
Acts.  5v9 And  the  Peter said/said/commanded  towards  her: 

Whether/How  it was  harmonious/{agree together}  to yourselves   (as husband and wife) 
to  test/assay/prove  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  lord/master? 
Behold/Look! 
The feet  of the  people  burying/entombing  your  husband  upon/concerning  to the  door/gate  and  they will  {bear/carry out}  you ! 

 

And Peter said towards her   (= Sapphira): 
   How was it  harmonious/{agree together}  with yourselves   (as husband and wife,  in this dastardly plot of yours … )  
   to  test/assay  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character)  of the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  to control our minds) 
                 (It must be understood in their present condition,  Yahweh could  not  be their  Lord/Master,  because they had  no  “Real Faith”) 
   Behold! 
   The feet of the people burying your husband  (are)  upon the door  (having returned)  and they will carry you out! 
 

Peter knew how closely involved she was   (as the saying goes -  Behind any male leader, there is a strong woman)!   Perhaps she even suggested that he 
should make  “The Bid for Leadership”  (please see my commentaries at  1Tim.2v11-12,  and the  incorrect  general Bible  mistranslation  between 
“woman” and “wife”)  and thus becomes a significant impact equally to her upon their exposed hypocrisy.    

“Exposed hypocrisy”  is perhaps one of the worst forms of personal mental anguish,  that generally forces retaliatory retribution! 
Let me move to one of my regular subjects - 

Returning to  “HS”  where in this instance Luke states it being  “the spirit of the  lord/master”. 
Again,  as I stated earlier,  this must ring alarm bells within the minds of people hearkening to the Trinity myth to this  “change in nomenclature” ! 

But do they care? 
No,  they just ignore it  -  by pushing The Bible through  “The Mincer”  of  Rev.22v18-19  within their minds! 
Which shows they are  not  truly  “seeking to find”  Matt.7v7-8  (because quite simply   They do not care,  else they would do something about it!) 

Let me precisely explain it without equivocation! 
The Rules  (for us to achieve “Sonship to Yahweh” – 2Tim.2v5) - 

1.  We  must  gain  all  “The Word of God”  as  “The First Step”  on our quest for  “Salvation”  (which comes by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire). 
2.  We  must  go through  “The Required  Three  Stages”  to gain “Real faith”  (= Accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
3.  Then,  and  only  then,  do we have JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  controlling our mind as  our  master/lord. 
4.  When (3) occurs,  then we can look to Yahweh as our  Lord/Master  because JC as our intercessor (as God’s Word) operates  in our mind! 

   (At which stage we then have the HS operating within us,  and Yahweh operating around us  –  because we fulfil His Desire.) 
All obvious and very logical righteous steps! 
Except our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders ignore  (1), (2) and (3),  and falsely assume they are at (4)  -  and teach likewise! 

Obviously, they are  not  at (4),  having not even stepped on the first square of gaining  “accurate knowledge”  in their mind! 
I state  “obviously”  because it is demonstrably exposed within their teaching  (of which I have transcripts of 100’s of their sermons)  –  when 
virtually everything that comes out of their mouth is adversarial to  “The Spirit”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (choosing my words very 
carefully)!   But they are so  very good  at teaching  “Religion”! 

And this observation becomes  “The Lead”  to explain what this verse means! 
Our  “Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  (= our character)  must become  moulded/built  upon  (JC as)  “The Word of God”. 
Our mind controls our output in works,  we must precisely imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle/deportment  in  everything  we do,  not  “24/7”,  but   
60/60/24/365/70   (seconds/minutes/hours/days/years/{for our life}  referenced to 1Pet.2v18-24).   Do we really do this?    

144000 TCs demonstrably do this to us  (to prove themselves worthy to The World)!    
And Yahweh knew who they shall be  –  long before  they  were/are  born! 

If  we do the above of  (1) to (4),  then  we are  not  internally  testing  what JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  in  “A Process of Reform”  -  because we are 
already there,  having reached our destination of  “imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”.  All of which means   Our thinking process has truly been reformed  
away from  worldly methodology,  and therefore yielding  our  “own  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  that shall be the  one/same  as that operating 
within Yahweh,  having built our mind upon JC as  “The Word of God”.   Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
In this manner by fulfilling,  what I have stated above,  ensures that we do not - 

Test/assay  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits (= character)  of JC as that which should be our target for our own reasoning processes. 
Moreover,  because Ananias and Sapphira had  resisted  Peter’s teaching to bring their mind to be  the  one/same  as that which operates in JC then - 
They were - 

Testing/assaying  the thought processes  which should be operating within their mind  if  they were imitating JC’s thought processes! 
There - 

I have  removed  “The Corrupting Mystique”  that our leaders of “Religion”  wallow within  –  to hoodwink the mind of their devotees,  
thereby enabling them to make future capital gain at their devotees’ expense  (operating as  conmen/conwomen  for their own personal gain)! 

So,  who today has  “the mind”  of Ananias and Sapphira? 
That should be quite easy to answer! 
I can only give you,  the reader,  “wholesome clean water”  through  “carefully reasoned argument”,  I cannot  (and shall not)  make you drink it! 
Because I do  not  wish to  “control people”  –  see earlier commentary at v5,  ultimately it is  your choice  in  “The Midst of Yahweh”,  not mine! 
But it  is  my responsibility to  accurately  tell you;   and how you react afterwards,  then becomes  your  responsibility  (Eze.33v1-20). 
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Again,  how do these statements compare with what some of our leaders of “Religion”  teach/do  to their captivated audience? 
In conclusion    

Yahweh is after The Mind now,  and  not  the physical body,  where  “The Body follows The Mind”  (Eccl.12v13-14)! 
 
111th Comment – The shock of  “exposed hypocrisy”  caused heart failure in the same manner as it did to her husband. 
And likewise,  she followed her husband to the grave! 
Reasoning – repeat - For this to occur then there is more than what is written,  righteous Yahweh  never  executes without 
prior warning.  Neither would Peter,  a TC,  be directly involved in Ananias' murder.   Peter only publicised “hypocrisy”. 
Thus the underlying motive was more insidious,  being that of  “to control people”  by means of outward favours! 
This is a typical route used by people trying to acquire influence over other people in a clandestine manner! 
Warning – repeat – Publicly exposed  “hypocrisy”  is painful!  Christian leaders should beware  (Luke.12v3, James.3v1)! 
Comment – repeat - It was not just that Sapphira had died that caused alarm to the onlookers,  but importantly this alarm 
occurred when Peter had explained how Sapphira had been operating in the background. 
Acts.  5v10 og (she) alighted/{gently fell down}  And  
Acts.  5v10 og {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon  
Acts.  5v10 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  feet  (of the) him,  
Acts.  5v10 og also  (she) {from/out of breath/spirit}/expired/{gave up the  spirit/breath},  
Acts.  5v10 og (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  And  the  {youths (under forty)}/{young men}  
Acts.  5v10 og (they) found/obtained/saw/perceived  her  (the) dead/corpse/mortified/cadaver,  
Acts.  5v10 og also  (the) {bearing out}/{bringing forth}{carrying out}  (they) {celebrated funeral rites}/buried/entombed  
Acts.  5v10 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  man/husband/fellow  (of the) her. 
Acts.  5v10 And  she  instantly/immediately  {gently fell down}  near/beside  the  feet  of him   (= Peter), 

also  she  expired/{gave up the spirit/breath}   (= died [from a heart attack]). 
And  the  youths/{young men}  entering/{going in}  they  found/saw  her  {dead body}/corpse/cadaver, 
also  {bearing out}/{bringing forth}  they  buried/entombed  towards/near  her  man/husband. 

 

And she  (= Sapphira)  immediately gently fell down near his  (= Peter’s)  feet, 
also she  expired/died   (from a heart attack,  due to her emotions running high,  knowing their plot had been discovered). 
And the young men entering  (from the door, v9)  they saw her corpse, 
also carrying out,  they buried her near to  (her)  husband. 
 

Her mind driving her body could not take the mental anguish of discovery! 
This was a serious plot to undermine this  “1st Century Christian”  community in Jerusalem  -  and the two ringleaders had been discovered  early! 
Which was good for their own long-term sake  -  they can be resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (see below). 
Nevertheless,  we are obliged to reason  on this - 

These two individuals must have had have  some regard for Yahweh and of His representative,  Peter,  to realise  the magnitude  of what 
they had done in the midst of  Yahweh’s  Expectation  upon them! 
They obviously  had  “a conscience”  of  “self-guilt”  that resulted in their heart attack! 

Now contrast this with our  “charlatan leaders”  of Christendom who regularly behave in the  one/same  manner as did this pair! 
They do  not  have  heart-attacks,  but  relish their fraudulent position,  by  lording it’  over their devotees through  fraudulent scam! 
Thinking they have a  “God-given-right”  to behave in the manner they do,  because they apparently receive no retribution  (in the short term 
of their present existence)  and thus continue irreverently against what Yahweh truly desires from His Faithful Representatives! 

This is of what the apostles warn at 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, 1John.2v18-19, 1Thes.2v3-6,  2Thes.2v3-10, Rom.1v16-32, etc.  
But there  IS  a difference between this pair of individuals and our  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age! 

This pair  (Ananias/Sapphira)   shall  be resurrected into The Millennium and  may  personally reform themselves  to have external life. 
Our  charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected because  they have no conscience and sequestrated everything from The Master! 

Please read my other commentaries that thoroughly explain the difference  (also 1Tim.1v20, etc.). 
 
112th Comment – The close-knit community of brethren aiming to be TCs would have been most shocked at the exposure 
and then outcome of the scam's participants. 
Acts.  5v11 og Also  (it) {became to be}  (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence  
Acts.  5v11 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  over/upon/concerning  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  
Acts.  5v11 og the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
Acts.  5v11 og also  over/upon/concerning  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts.  5v11 og the  hearing/listening/understanding/responding  these (things). 
Acts.  5v11 Also  it  became to be  the  great/mighty  alarm/fear/awe  upon  throughout/all  the  {calling out}/ecclesia, 

also  upon  all  the  persons  hearing/listening  (to)  these  things. 
 

Also it became to be the great  alarm/fear  upon all the  ecclesia/{calling out}, 
also upon all the people  hearing/listening  (to)  these things. 
 

People living  then  had a true regard for Yahweh’s Word  (not  that Yahweh killed them;  because Ananias and Sapphira  killed themselves by  heart-
attack  from their  own conscience).  Yes!  Perhaps because Yahweh was more open to  “Kick-Start”  “The New Israel” of  “Christianity”  (in precisely  
The One/Same  manner as He did to extract The Israelites out of Egypt  [= “The World” for “Christians” as  The 2nd Epoch Israel]).  But He then  lays 
back’  to  draw out  His  “Early Adopters”  who  actively and ardently search to find Him  (Matt.7v7-8, Rev.3v20)  within The Gospel Age,  because it is 
they who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Then  Yahweh  works with them  AFTER  they demonstrated themselves faithful  (see all the examples 
in Heb. Chapter 11,  noting the antithetical at James.1v6-8.)   
Yahweh absolutely does  not  operate within Charismatic groupings,  because Yahweh does not edify an  animalistic mind lusting after The Immediacy! 
Yahweh edifies The People who lust after The Millennium by incrementing it forward as best they can for  Yahweh to gain His 144000 TCs  in the  
one/same  manner  as did JC  -  being  “The Perfect Tree”  to yield  “perfect fruitage”  (Matt.7v16-19,  John.15v1-6 – see my local commentaries). 
Yahweh wants  “wholesome Respectable and Responsible”  “Future World Leaders”  who take upon themselves  “Accountability and Ownership”! 

This categorically does  not  occur within  worldly Christian congregations,  when  we closely examine  “the fruitage”  (of their private life)! 
We must look  behind  the showy façade  -  and  get into The Mind  (1Sam.16v7)  for “Judgement”  (James.3v1). 

That now closes the incident with the local ecclesia within Jerusalem  -  where the Apostles have established their credentials over the ecclesia. 
The next section now  moves-on  to the local Jewish populace, –  being how the Apostles  (with the supporting Ecclesia)  move out to grow the Ecclesia. 
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113th Comment – The Apostles now move out into The Public to grow The Ecclesia within Jerusalem. 
101st Instruction – We are to imitate The Apostles.  To go out and  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The Public. 
102nd Instruction – The apostles only put their hands on people,  who had made a commitment to change their life around. 
142nd Reasoning – When we  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  then the recipients are able to truly transform 
themselves away from worldly thinking people,  to heavenly thinking people who actively start to  behave like JC.   
In this manner prodigies (= new TCs)  and  “signs of change”  are beginning to occur within The Public domain. 
64th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word for the entertainment of the recipient's 
animalistic/carnal  mind lusting after  “The Immediacy”  rather than producing  “The Required Internal Reform”  to 
become entirely Christ-like in our future deportment! 
143rd Reasoning – Yahweh wants the next generation of TCs who  think/reason/behave  like JC,  to learn and then  
accurately teach  “The Word of God”  to new people  (Heb.5v12-14,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.).  This will not occur by 
leaders scamming off their deluded devotees and keep them ignorant of what Yahweh is truly seeking for The Millennium! 
62nd 'Allegory' – Prodigies/wonders = The new people taking upon themselves  “The Reform/Commitment”  required to 
change their life around to become entirely Christ-like by hearkening to what is taught. 
63rd 'Allegory' – Indications/signs = Yahweh's Methodology is taking hold over The Community signalling that a new era 
is occurring to replace worldly methodology operating within these newly minded people. 
103rd Instruction – laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it is 
a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
65th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word to  'gain a following'  of  captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
66th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders  'playing the game'  entitled  “Defrauding Devotees”! 
Pretending every week to be giving HS to their deluded devotees in the created mass of euphoric hype.  This is an 
abomination and a fraudulent practice detested by Yahweh.  These  charlatan Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected 
at their forthcoming death unless they wholly and completely repent from their evil ways of  “scamming their devotees”. 
144th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:   The Bible teaches us that the laying on of hands  only  occurs when The 
Individual is about to undertake a life changing event.  It was not done in a frivolous manner as it is done today! 
42nd Good News – There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught by becoming TCs. 
Acts.  5v12 og through (reason of)  And  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  
Acts.  5v12 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
Acts.  5v12 og (it) {became to be}  (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  also  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders  
Acts.  5v12 og in  to the  populace/{grouping of people}  (the) many/much/plenteous,  
Acts.  5v12 og also  (they) were  unanimously/{with one accord}  (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)} (persons)  
Acts.  5v12 og in  to the  colonnade/{interior piazza}/porch  (of the) Solomon. 
Acts.  5v12 And  through reason of   the  apostles’/{appointees to tell}   hands   

it  became to be  the  many/plenteous  indications/signs/tokens   also  the  prodigies/omens/wonders 
within  the  populace/{grouping of people},   
also  everyone/{absolutely all}  people  were  {with one accord}  within  the  colonnade/porch  of the  Solomon. 

 

And it became to be many  indications/signs  also the  prodigies/omens  within the populace   
through reason of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  hands, 
also absolutely all people were with one accord within Solomon’s colonnade  
 

The most important thing to understand is that the apostles  principal aim  is to  accurately teach  God's Word  (and what it personally means,  [1] to 
bring forth  “The 144000 TCs”  so that  [2] Yahweh can increment forward The Millennium,  [3] purify The Resurrected World)  which is - 

1.  Explaining how The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament)  was fulfilled through JC. 
2.  Explaining how The Tanakh teaches of The Millennium. 
3.  Explaining how JC becomes  “The Means”  to yield The Millennium. 
4.  Explaining how we fulfil Yahweh's Desire now,  by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle/deportment (1Pet.2v18-22, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1) 

We are then taught in The Bible that  “the laying on of hands”  (being what is taught here)  means - 
The public  acceptance/recognition  of a new start    

“For a future commitment or undertaking to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”. 
(Please see Bible teaching on this and examples at 1Tim.4v14, 5v22, Heb.6v2, Acts,13v3, noting Acts.8v17 and subsequent warning,  also  see 
my local cited commentaries,  and of the local context of each citation,  to understand what was  really occurring  at these occasions). 
It is absolutely  not  as we witness within charismatic assemblies who devalue this action within the ambience of mass hysteria! 

Our  worldly Christian leaders  (being the  vast majority of all  Christian leaders)  ignore  (1) to (4)  above and teach  all manner  of  other things. 
These things being all the things those leaders of other religions teach to  like-minded  people  -  while atheists at least talk with some sense! 
In the process of teaching about what things will be like in The Millennium,   then  the original apostles  showed by physical example through the curing 
of people from their mental ills through  “The Word of God”  changing their minds  (and together with the specifically documented physical cures).    
People of The Millennium will have none of the spiritual and physical ills that we have today  (in particular;  Depression,  leading to suicide). 

How do we know that Christian leaders  (of the Charismatic/Evangelical fringe)  are fraudsters  when presenting illusions of miracles’? 
Because quite simply   They do  not  teach of  (1) to (4)  above  (but only what atheists and other religious leaders teach  [with “God” and “Jesus” 
thrown in])  and thus Yahweh will  not  work through them  (to underwrite what The Millennium will be like  -  because they do  not  teach it)! 

Sadly, deluded devotees are ignorant of  (1) to (4), and when ignorant,  then  (supposed)  'truth'  only appears to be  “truth to what is known”. 
And if  “The Absolute Truth”  is  not  known,  then we become  ignorant  to  “The Absolute Truth”  as sourced by Yahweh through The Bible. 

As I correctly state  
Because the apostles  correctly  taught  “The Word of God”  then Yahweh supports specifically what they taught  (and how to be successful,  in The 
Millennium)  with  physical  (for the body)  and  spiritual  (for the mind)  miracles. 

Moving-on  to speak of this meeting place. 
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According to Josephus  (writing Jewish Antiquities)  “The Colonnade of Solomon”  was built by Solomon on the Eastern side of The Temple,   but this 
would have been pulled down by The Babylonians,  and then later rebuilt,  together with The New Stone Temple,  by Herod the Great just before JC was 
born.  From the accounts in The Bible,  it appears this would have been a common meeting place for the Jewish inhabitants to comingle and discuss 
religious matters  John.10v33, Acts.3v11 and of this reference at 5v12. 
 
114th Comment – A conflict of interests occurred within  certain  members of The Public – leading to a separation! 
145th Reasoning – The Apostles'  “Strength of Argument”  was very convincing,  thereby causing people to  “Believe”. 
But:  “The Point of the Teaching”  was:  “They were to become like The Apostles”,  which they chose  not  to imitate,  
because  “The Commitment”  would have been too great,  especially with  “The Leaders of Religion”  'breathing down the 
necks of The Apostles'  making it very clear that people should  not  become  “apostles”  or else … … ! 
Where: “Becoming an Apostle”  was  “The Goal”  of  “1st Century Christian Teaching”  (= to precisely imitate JC). 
67th Warning – We can now understand the flawed teaching methods of  charlatan Christian leaders whose output is  not  
to generate “apostles”,  but to generate  “money”  from a captivated audience paying to have their mind titivated! 
We now comprehend,  why their teaching  is  detested by Yahweh – because they and their audience are  not  achieving the 
required  “Ownership/Accountability/Responsibility”  that  “The Word of God”  places upon us to become TCs. 
Acts.  5v13 og of the  And  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts.  5v13 og (he/she) dared/confidently/boldly/courageously  (to be) stuck/glued/cleaved/adhered/bonded/joined  
Acts.  5v13 og {to them},  
Acts.  5v13 og but  (it/he/she) {made/declare great}/increased/extolled/enlarged/magnified/{shown great}  them  
Acts.  5v13 og the  populace/{grouping of people}, 
Acts.  5v13 And  of the  {remaining ones}/residue  (of people)   {not even one}/none  (person)   

he/she  dared/confidently/boldly  to be  bonded/joined   to them   (= the apostles) 
but  the  populace/{grouping of people}  {declared great}/extolled/magnified  them   (= the apostles), 

 

And of the remaining people,  not even one person,  he/she  dared/confidently/boldly  bonded/joined  to them  (= the apostles) 
but the populace  {declared great}/magnified  them  (= the apostles). 
 

What does this verse  precisely  mean? 
It means there was  “a conflict of interests” - 

1.  “The Strength of Argument”  presented by The Apostles was very convincing. 
2.  “The Fear”  deliberately generated by  “Leaders of Religion”  to suppress  “1st Century Christianity”.   

That was The Balance - 
“Strength of Argument”  within  The Mind  conflicting with  “The Fear”  against  The Body  (noting Luke.12v4-5). 

These people were novices to  “1st Century Christianity”  that had knocked upon their door, Rev.3v20,  but they had  not  yet supped with  “The Word of 
God”  to gain  “Real Faith”  through  the required 3 stages  of  “Accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity”. 
They had gained  accurate knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  (never  taught today),  but they had  not  tested/assayed  it within their own mind to 
gain  assurance  upon  “The Subject Matter”.  The Apostles having been with JC to gain The Knowledge,  and after JC's ascension  (Acts.1v9)  they had 
time to personally,  carefully  assay/test/prove  “The Accurate Knowledge”  and gained assurance to  speak/teach  boldly.  These apostles then with  
fidelity  to  “The Assayed  Knowledge”  by  “being fearless”  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  in the midst of  “Religious Persecution”  as 
practised by  “Leaders of Religion”. 
Thus, explaining this verse  

The people were wholly convinced about  “The Validity”  of what was taught by The Apostles. 
The people  not  having assurance could not  (at the time)  become Apostles themselves,  having  no  assurance or fidelity to The Knowledge. 

(Consequently they had  no  “Real Faith”  but only  “Blind Faith”.) 
These people were in the same position as were The Apostles  (as disciples themselves)  some 3 years earlier! 
 
115th Comment – Out of those people who did  commit/entrust  to try and imitate the apostles,  then many of them became  
“1st Century Christians”  out of whom Yahweh  could  elect/choose  His future sons of God,  thereby allowing Yahweh to 
righteously increment  “The 144000 TC Counter” to ultimately reach its prophesied trigger threshold in some 2000 years. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
104th Instruction – Both men and women can become  “sons of God”,  it is only terminology;  –  we shall  all  be 
resurrected as  neuters  in The Millennium  (Matt.22v30, 13v32, Luke.20v36,  see my local commentaries). 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “God's Word”  accurately  taught by becoming TCs. 
Acts.  5v14 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  and  
Acts.  5v14 og (they were) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annexed/repeated/ 

/{gave more}/increased/proceeded/furthered/added  
Acts.  5v14 og (the) committing/believing/entrusting  to the  lord/master  
Acts.  5v14 og (the) {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  (of the) men/husbands/fellows  both  
Acts.  5v14 og also  (of the) women/wives,  
Acts.  5v14 And  the  {greater degree}/{the more}/better  they were  {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/added 

the  committing/entrusting/believing  (people)  to the  lord/master   
the  {large number}/throng/multitude  both  of the  (1) men/husbands  also  of the  (2) women/wives, 

 

And the  committing/entrusting  people the more were added to the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  entering their mind)  
the multitude both of the  (1) men/husbands  also  (2) women/wives, 
 

“The Strength of Argument”  swayed the  open and enquiring mind,  being a mind that  “operates like a child”.   
That absolutely does not mean  'we think and reason'  like children as  falsely  taught by leaders of Christendom  (who will immediately  back-peddle  
after reading “FutureLife.Org”,  having their ridiculous suggestions exposed). 
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“To come to JC”  (as “The Word of God”)  means that we  “absorb and thoroughly question”  by asking   “Why”,  “Why”  and “Why”  until we 
thoroughly understand everything,  and  nothing  remains a  “mystery”  because  “we are given to know”  (Matt.11v11-13)! 

This however,  behind their falseness,  is actually the  very last  thing  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders want to occur! 
Because when what  'we'  teach is full of holes like a colander,   then  'we'  do  not  want people to question it! 
And more importantly,  because  'we'  do  not  “believe in what we teach”,  then  'we'  will be discovered as fraudsters! 

That is  “Christendom”  all over,  being precisely the nonsense that The Pharisees and Sadducees  equally taught  as  “Religion”! 
             Which is specifically why they detested  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught,  in the same manner as do religious leaders of The Gospel Age! 
Asking the obvious question  

Why do I confidently state  “lord/master”  is  “JC”  and  not  “Yahweh”? 
Because quite simply,  their  lord/master  is JC as  “The Word of God”  that must fully operate within their mind  -  which it yet did not,  because of v13. 
Now they  may  think  (like virtually all people of Christendom)  their “lord/master”  is  “Yahweh”,  but  their actions clearly demonstrate otherwise! 
They only have  “a little bit”  of  “The Word of God”  ('kept ignorantly so'  by their leaders of “Religion”)  and certainly they have  not enough  to fully  
assay/test,  because  what they do test,  leads to conflictions  (as I  always  hear within Christendom).  This only occurs when a person in  ANY  
discipline has such a  small  “knowledge base”  upon which to call,  even more so in  “Religion”  having so many loose ends!    But if we have  “The 
Complete Unadulterated Knowledge Base”  untainted by the nonsense taught within today’s religious seminaries,  then there is  zero  “mystery and 
confliction”  in God's Word,  everything sweetly flows like a serene river within my mind. 

You can be like that with some 50,000+ hours studying and vigorously reasoning  solely upon  The Bible. 
And yet,  I have done all that for you!  -  Just read  “FutureLife.Org”  and  all  shall become so very clear in  so much less time  than I have consumed in 
generating the material for  “FutureLife.Org”  over the latter part of my life. 
But remember   “The  Very First  and  Most Important  Rule”  regarding our future existence - 

Remove  out  of your mind  EVERYTHING  that leaders of  “Religion”  tell you,  and start with  a clean sheet of paper  (just as did I)! 
Virtually everything  sourced by their mind  is  wrong/confused  when it comes to specifically what  “1st Century Christianity”  taught! 
That is why everything is such  “a mystery”  to them  -  as they seem,  only too proud to declare to us! 

My advice is    Do  not  go to people who  “operate in mysteries”  for them to give  “accurate answers”! 
These people are inwardly  very fearful of detailed and probing questions,  because it  exposes their fraudulence! 

Only go to people who give clean,  wholesome and righteous answers to your questions! 
These people  welcome  the most  detailed and probing questions,  because they want to  pass-on  “The Righteous Knowledge”! 

Obvious logic,  is it not? 
 
116th Comment – The Apostles were making serious inroads into the minds of the people with  “1st Century Christianity”. 
117th Comment – The Populace was bringing out the feeble and sick people for Yahweh to cure through Peter. 
105th Instruction – It must be understood the only things cured would be  influencer, colds,  and mentally related things 
for example  “Chronic Fatigue Syndrome”, depression, etc.   Physical cures are normally recorded as  specific miracles,  
that are then used to make a specific impact in The Environment  (to expose the observers  and how they think). 
64th 'Allegory' – “Unclean spirits” =  “Anti-social  personality/habits”.   
68th Warning – “Unclean spirits”  does  not  mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders tell us.  They teach such 
nonsense because they want to create hype and sensationalism amongst their deluded devotees -  to control their thinking. 
Why should there be more demons (supposed 'unclean spirits') per head of population within a grouping of physical Israel 
than there is today?   Obviously, there was not!   Thus,  “unclean spirits”  is different  to what we are errantly taught! 
106th Instruction – “The Word of God”  accurately taught calms the mind and removes all the problems described above. 
146th Reasoning – “The Word of God”  gives direction and expectation to take our mind away from the problems of The 
World knowing that Yahweh has a Righteous Plan that is steadily unfolding,  and He is inviting us to take part within it! 
This gives us active participation in making Yahweh's Plan a physical reality to become an “Expectation”.    
69th Warning – “Religion”  cannot  do any of this!   It is all “hearsay” yielding a vain baseless  'Hope'  and thus spiritual 
depression,  which is  precisely why  these people  were in this state,  before Peter came to explain The Good News! 
Acts.  5v15 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts.  5v15 og the  {wide ‘plat’/’place’}/{open squares}/streets  (to) {bear out}/{bring forth}{carry out}  
Acts.  5v15 og the  {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak,  
Acts.  5v15 og also  (to) place/ordain/settle/{sink/lay down}/purpose/appoint  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  5v15 og (of the) couches/beds  also  (of the) mattresses/beds  
Acts.  5v15 og that  (of the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)   
Acts.  5v15 og (of the) Peter  {and if}/even/yet/{at the least}/though  the  shade/shadow/adumbration  
Acts.  5v15 og (it may) {over shadow}/{shade upon}/{(by analogy) to envelope in a haze of brilliancy}/ 

/{invest with preternatural influence}  
Acts.  5v15 og {some/any/certain  persons}  {of them} 
Acts.  5v15 Inasmuch that  accordingly/intensely  the  {open squares}/streets      (= “inasmuch that from street to street”) 

to  {bear out}/{bring forth}  the  feeble/sick/weak, 
also  to  place/settle/{lay down}  over/upon  of the  beds  also  of the  mattresses  that  the  Peter  personally  accompanying/coming,    
{and if}/even/{at the least}  the  shade/shadow  it may  {over shadow}/{shade upon}  some/certain  people  of them. 

 

Inasmuch that  {from  streets/squares  to  streets/squares}  to bring forth the  sick/weak  (people), 
also to place upon the couches  also the beds  also the mattresses  
that  (suppose)  Peter personally coming and if the shade  (of his presence)  may overshadow certain people of them. 
 

It was a problem for JC and  “The 1st Century Christian Apostles”. 
The Primary Aim was  (and still is,)  for Yahweh to attain His 144000 future sons of God to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 

For this to occur,  requires a wholly reformed mind that  consistently  thinks, reasons and acts  in precisely The  One/Same  Manner as Yahweh. 
It must be an absolutely  pure  mind that does  not  operate in a worldly manner  (as judged by Yahweh – 1Sam.16v7  for future kingship). 
It must  NOT  be a worldly operating mind  'excused as being acceptable'  by “Religion”  if you follow our customs and myths  (Matt.23v23). 
The World says of JC (and his followers)   We piped and not you danced, we mourned for you and not you lamented (Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32)! 
Yahweh does not want  “deluded humans”  reasoning as  “humans”  to rule The Millennium,  but  a  worthy  bride for JCg  (Eph.5v30-32). 

Now it is obvious that members of Mankind do not want to do this!    
All members have been taught from a baby that for a supposed  easier/pleasant  life  of  “The Immediacy”  is to act in a  self-indulgent  manner  (always 
ultimately  “to the hurt of our neighbour”). 
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This  MUST  change  for both  (1) The Individual and  (2) Society to be successful in The Millennium! 
Yahweh is  actively seeking  “The Early Adopters”  who make this  transition/transformation  internally possible  (Luke.17v21). 

Sadly,  long before this  “ideal”  occurs,  humans only think about their body,  and what immediately pains  (or gratifies)  it. 
Humans really have not much interest in  “healing their mind”  -  it is too close to us!   (Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v42-43,  because it  is  “us”!) 

Thus, they present themselves to  “The Doctor of The Body”,  rather than  The Physician of The Mind  (Matt.9v12, Luke.5v31)  (JC,  not  psychologists)! 
However,  JC and these Apostles in trying to generate 144000 TCs for Yahweh in their  self-sacrifice  could not ignore people in genuine pain. 

They had by necessity,  to show what it would be physically and spiritually like in The Millennium  -  else their message for The Mind would 
be so very hollow! 
Consequently,  physical healing for the body was  always a secondary  function to  the primary healing of the mind  (Mark.1v38) 

Because if Yahweh does  not  obtain His 144000 TCs,  then The Millennium  cannot  begin! 
And if Yahweh can  never  obtain 144000 TCs,  then The Millennium  (as given in “The Real Gospel of JC”)  can  never  start! 

Does the Reader understand this  simple righteous and inductive logic? 
Yahweh requires  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  to be fulfilled  before  He can  righteously  to  “His Prophesied Word”,  move to 
the next stage of His Plan to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  all as precisely  “FutureLife.Org”  so very clearly explains.  

Again,  does The Reader understand this? 
Apologies for sounding so  “intense”,  but this  “Key Gospel Message”  is  never  taught,  because quite simply our  worldly Christian leaders have  
absolutely  no  interest  in being part of the 144000 TCs (Matt.23v13),  else surely The Millennium would already be with us!   And yet,  clearly it is not! 
That is why they do  not  imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.)  to teach  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Again,  can the reader understand this? 
Except they teach the  very opposite,  inasmuch we do not need to do this because  “JC did it all for us”  (in their  very twisted  teaching,  as we are 
warned of what was starting to occur then at 2Cor.11v4, Jude.v4, etc.)! 

What a cop-out!   
And being  “The Opposite” to what Yahweh Desires,  then what leaders of Christendom teach is   “Satanic”  (hence anti-christ 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)! 
Apologies to repeat this, but - 

Do you fully understand this? 
Because that is precisely how Satan operates Gen.3v4-5, Matt.4v1-12, etc.,  he spins  “The Whole Truth”  into  “a part-lie”,  so that unless we are very 
educated in our subject matter,  then we cannot differentiate between what is a lie and what is truth!   
There is so  very little  precision  in what  worldly Christian leaders teach,  and that is why Yahweh determines them to be fraudsters! 

This is equally how  worldly leaders operate and thus demonstrably exhibit that Satan controls their mind with his methodology! 
Consequently,  this becomes  “The Darkness”  generated by worldly Leaders to  cover over  their  “hypocrisy”  Luke.12v1)! 

Acts.  5v16 og (it/he/she) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled (middle voice)  And  
Acts.  5v16 og also  the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  
Acts.  5v16 og of the  {all around}/circumjacent/{round about}  (of the) {towns large/or with walls}/cities  into/unto  
Acts.  5v16 og (the) Jerusalem,  
Acts.  5v16 og (the) enduring/bearing/carrying/{going on}/upholding/leading/moving/reaching/bringing  
Acts.  5v16 og (the) {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak  also  (the being) {to mob}/harassed/vexed/tormented  
Acts.  5v16 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) impure/unclean/foul  
Acts.  5v16 og who/which (persons)   
Acts.  5v16 og (they were) {waited upon menially}/{adored (God)}/{relieved (of disease)}/cured/healed/worshipped  
Acts.  5v16 og (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)} (people). 
Acts.  5v16 And  it  personally  {convened in company}/{associated with}/assembled   (together with many people) 

also  the  {large number}/throng/multitude  of the  {all around}/{round about}  of the  towns/cities  into/unto  Jerusalem, 
the  bearing/carrying/bringing  the  (persons)  {without strength}/sick/weak    
also  the  (persons)  harassed/vexed   through/by  impure/unclean  spirits/personalities/desires/traits   
which  they were  {waited upon menially}/{relieved  of affliction}  everyone/{absolutely all}  (people)   

 

And the multitude  (of people from)  of the towns all around   (Jerusalem)    
also it  (= the crowd)  personally convened in company into Jerusalem, 
the carrying the  sick/weak  (people),  also the harassed  (people)  by impure  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  (= “character”)  
which absolutely all  (people)  they were relieved of affliction   (by Yahweh through  His valid representative,  Peter). 
 

Let us begin this commentary by stating for The Record    
“impure spirits”  would be  “Anti-social habits”  (that normal people would find strange or offensive). 
Where it is  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught  to be changing our mind,  that  brings relief from these social problems. 

These cases would  not  be demons as spoken by certain  “spiritual twisted”  charismatic and certain evangelical Christian leaders,  for the  “mystic 
hype”  they create for the sensationalism that ultimately yields money into their pockets,  given by their duped devotees in their  millions upon millions! 

This is an  abomination  of the highest order to  misrepresent  Yahweh's Word for these leaders to make worldly gain! 
That shows they have  not  “The Mind”   that Yahweh Requires  –  as discussed in my previous commentary. 

Yes,  there were some  (very few)  demonic influences,  as specifically stated in The Gospels,  –  but  not  all the time at these occasions! 
And sadly, amplified to such an extent that in some African countries  fraudulent  exorcisms’  occur in  the pretence  of removing something that does  
not  exist within the recipients,  resulting in persecution and sometimes their death!   This again,  is an abomination committed by  charlatan Christian 
leaders twisting  “The Word”  of God for their own selfish aims  (because an  “honest day’s living”  is too much work for them,  Luke.16v3)! 

These specific Christian leaders are  wholly cursed  by Yahweh,  to be  misrepresenting  His  Name/Character/Authority! 
I ask the reader to consider upon this reasoned conundrum  

Why would there be so many more  'demons'  roaming Israel per head of people then,  than roaming around Israel today? 
In addition,  “Israel” equally extended to mean  “The Christian Nation”  -  today per head of people?     
Or for that matter,  to include The World  -  today per head of people? 

The answer is   “Obviously not!”   –  Because nothing has changed! 
Actually, because the population is at least 1000 times larger now,  than in The World then,  then the ratio of  'demon to human'  would be 
reduced by 1000 times and certainly not to have increased in the last 100 years as fraudulently suggested by our charlatan Christian leaders! 

However,  there are many,  many social  (spiritual)  ills today,  just as there were then,  per set of people,  and so this would equally  increase now!    
This reasoning untangles what was occurring then,  and exposes  “The Fraudulent Teaching”  of our  charlatan Christian leaders today! 

“Truth spun into a Lie”,  so that these  fraudsters  can profit out of their deluded devotees  (by stealing their mind)!    
What an abomination!   That is why they shall  never  be resurrected at the end of their present existence  =  personal annihilation! 

 
Comment – repeat – Here come  “The Spoilers”  operating against Yahweh  =  “the professional leaders of Religion”! 
Warning – repeat - As JC taught us:  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  and thus oppose exposure! 
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Reasoning – repeat - “Professional leaders of Religion”  in their seminaries are taught to:  “Contest The Word of God”  
and  not  to  truly  “Submit to The Word of God”,  this establishes a rebellious mind and not a contrite hearkening mind! 
This forms  “The Foundations of Hypocrisy”  exemplified within leaders of “Religion”,  hence rejected by Yahweh! 
Warning – repeat - Religious leaders are only  qualified by The World to teach “for The World”,  not  by Almighty God! 
118th Comment – This was the second time Peter was arrested by  “The Religious Leaders”  for teaching  “The Word of 
God” - because professional  “Religious Leaders”  do  not  like  “The Word of God”  being taught! 
147th Reasoning – Professional leaders of “Religion”  only like  their  word being taught,  having been sourced by man,  
passing God's Word through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19,  enabling these leaders to make worldly return out of it! 
70th Warning – It is absolutely  impossible  to trust what comes out of the mouth of professional leaders of “Religion”,  a 
mixture of truth and lies!   Therefore, the recipient must be highly skilled and educated to separate fact from fiction,  sadly 
virtually all recipients to their output are  not  able to separate  'fact from the fantasy of their muses'!    
However,  I can,  -  that is precisely why I am writing this,  so you can be equally skilled and educated  (and warned)! 
Acts.  5v17 og (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  And  the  {the High Priests}/{Chiefs of all priests}  
Acts.  5v17 og also  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts.  5v17 og the (ones = persons)  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him  
Acts.  5v17 og [the  being/have  {choice (of parties)}/disunion/heresy/sect/schism  of the  Sadducees],  
Acts.  5v17 og (they were) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/furnished  
Acts.  5v17 og (of the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation. 
Acts.  5v17 And  the  {High Priests}  also  all  the  persons   (within the echelons  of “Religion”) 

{united as companions}/{in union together}  to him  (= Caiaphas and Annas) 
[being  the  sect/schism  of the  Sadducees], 
they were  filled/imbued/furnished  of  zeal/passion/motivation    (to  eradicate/annihilate  “1st Century Christianity”)! 

 

And the high priests  also all the people   (within the echelons of “Religion”) 
united as companions with him   (= Caiaphas  and/or  Annas  acting in this court session) 
[being the  sect/schism  of the Sadducees], 
they were  filled/imbued  of  zeal/passion/motivation   (to wholly  eradicate/annihilate  “1st Century Christianity”,  as do all leaders of Religion) 
 

This  “Healing and Curing of People”  was very,  very  “Bad News”  to  “The Leaders of Religion”! 
This was exactly what the leaders of “Religion”  did not  (privately)  want to occur  (because it undermined their position)!  
Nevertheless,  obviously they would be  (publicly)  very pleased’  that a person was  “healed and cured”  (for personal public support)! 

They really cannot help themselves to be operating within  “hypocrisy”  (Luke.12v1)! 
Because quite simply   Their Mind is wrong,  it is  self-seeking  for themselves,  and  not  for  Yahweh’s Millennium! 

That is why they  never  teach about  “The Millennium”! 
They just do  not  believe it!   
They do  not  believe in  “The Primary Thing”  of which JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”! 

At the time it just happened to be  “The Sadducees”, –  but it could have been  “The Leaders”  of  any  sect of  “Religion”  having this desire to  
eradicate/annihilate/destroy/exterminate  “1st Century Christianity”  by whatever means possible  (as we have witnessed throughout the last some 2000 
years of The Gospel Age)!     

Because I ask   When was  “1st Century Christianity”  last taught to us by our religious leaders of the last some 1900 years? 
Never! 

 
Acts.  5v18 og also  (they) {threw upon}/{cast on}/fell/{laid/think on}/{stretched forth}  
Acts.  5v18 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  {of them}  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  5v18 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  5v18 og also  (they) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  them  
Acts.  5v18 og in  (to the) watching/observance/prison/{held by}/guard/custody  (to the) {in public}/common/openly. 
Acts.  5v18 also  they  (= religious leaders)   {threw upon}/{cast/laid on}  their  hands  upon  the  apostles/{appointees to tell} 

also  they  (= religious leaders)   placed/settled/{laid down}  them  (= the apostles)  within  the  common  prison/guard/custody.   
 

also they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  cast their hands upon the apostles   (= appointed by Yahweh [and not The World] to tell) 
also they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  placed/settled  them  (= the apostles)  within the common  (= standard/public)  prison/jail. 
 

“Leaders of Religion”  being  'true to nature'  cage TCs in an attempt to cull their teaching of God's Word to The Public! 
Now the vast majority of people who call themselves “Christians”  are  not  “caged”  because they do  not  teach  “God's Word”. 

And other Christians are  justifiably  persecuted because  they behave in a manner that inflames a situation  (see Matt.10v16 as given below)  as could 
the apostles have done at v26,  if driven by a worldly mind,  because  worldly Christians ignore Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-7. 

By consequence,  a TC must walk a  very fine line  to minimise  “abuse”  from several different quarters. 
But  

TCs  'invite'  persecution from leaders of “Religion”  because of their teaching of God's Word,  and yet by being  “cautious as serpents”  and  
“innocent as doves”  (Matt.10v16)  about secular matters,  then the TCs of The Gospel Age minimise their personal worldly trouble. 

The reason for this is that in  “The Fullness of Time”  Rom.1v16-32  exhibits itself.    (1) leaders of “Religion”  condemned themselves when Luke.12v2-3 
occurs in The Millennium,  inasmuch they opposed the TCs'  “occupational efforts”  and yet,  by contrast  (2) these TCs demonstrate themselves entirely 
worthy to be  “The Future Sons of God”   as  “The Heirs”  (over  “The Inheritance”)  by  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”. 

It is this distinction between the two groupings that sends the first back to  “learning class”,  and the second to be their “teachers”! 
 
119th Comment – Yahweh would not allow impotent professional leaders of “Religion” to thwart His Plans! 
65th ‘Allegory’ – Angel = messenger – either of celestial or terrestrial source  (both physically and spiritually). 
120th Comment – Yahweh uses His front-entity,  a celestial entity to physically guide Peter unto freedom.  It must be 
clearly understood,  the angel is not performing the miracles,  but Yahweh is pulling the strings behind His ambassador. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
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To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Acts.  5v19 og (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  And  (of the) lord/master  through (reason of)  of the  night  
Acts.  5v19 og (he) {opened up}  the  doors/portals/entrances/gates  of the  {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch  
Acts.  5v19 og (the) {leading forth}/{bringing forth (out)}/{fetching (lead) out}  both  them  
Acts.  5v19 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted: 
Acts.  5v19 And  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   through reason  of the  night   

he (= angel, with Yahweh’s Authority)   opened up  the  doors/gates  of the  prison/jail   
both  (1) the  {leading forth}/{fetching out}  them  (= the apostles),   (2) he  said/commanded:- 

 

And the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  Lord/Master   (relative to the angel points to “Yahweh”) 
through reason of the night   (= the angel came in the middle of the night because there would be fewer people around) 
he  (= the angel,  exercising Yahweh’s Authority/Instruction)  opened up the  doors/gates  of the  prison/jail, 
both  (1) the leading them  (= apostles)  forth  (and)  (2)  he commanded: 
 

Yahweh could give temporary  'blindness to reality'  within the minds of the guards  (as equally through JC to certain disciples at Luke.24v16),  or by 
putting the guards into a comatose state.   “The Locks”  to the doors would provide no  'stopping power'  and be unlocked by Yahweh,  and certainly  
relocked again  after the escape to  wholly demonstrate His Omnificence over The Environment  to the leaders of “Religion”,  themselves vainly trying to 
thwart Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

The angel would only be a  figurehead  through whom Yahweh operated,  to instruct and guide the apostles  at a human level. 
 
121st Comment – The apostles were instructed to teach in The Temple – making it their temple for Yahweh.  Explaining 
how humans are to precisely imitate JC's deportment driven by a likewise mind  -  this shall yield our salvation. 
148th Reasoning – It is by understanding  “The Word of God”  and importantly,  then doing it,  shall bring our salvation. 
“Religion”  shall bring  “zero salvation”  because:  “It does not teach us to precisely imitate JC”  –  our saviour! 
Acts.  5v20 og (Yourselves) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)   
Acts.  5v20 og also  (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  (yourselves) speak/utter/say   
Acts.  5v20 og in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}   
Acts.  5v20 og to the  populace/{grouping of people}  (the) all/whole/every  the  utterances/topics/narrations/words  
Acts.  5v20 og of the  life/existence  (the) {toward (or) of this}/{(the) same}/{(this) same}   
Acts.  5v20 Yourselves  personally  traverse/travel/journey  also  {standing staunch}/abiding  within the  {sacred place}/temple 

yourselves  speak/say  to the  populace/{grouping of people}  all/whole  the  utterances/topics/words 
{toward this}/same   of the  life/existence   (= How to be successful in The Millennium)! 

 

Yourselves personally travel,  also standing staunch within the temple   (= stand at the centre where  the  devout public  members  go) 
yourselves speak to the populace all the words towards this  life/existence   (that Yahweh taught us through JC about The Millennium). 
 

Yahweh really pushes hard His Omnificence into  “The Face”  of  “The Leaders of Religion”  to show how  stiff-necked  and obstinate they are! 
Releases the apostles from physical restraint and human guard  -  in a manner which cannot be humanly explained  (hence v24)! 
Then puts the apostles right back into  The Heart of The Serpent’  presently defaming God's Word  (through the Jewish religious leaders).   
These Apostles spiritually cleanse Yahweh's Temple temporally by their presence to gain the captive and receptive Public to God's Word. 

Just think of the incredulous surprise of The Sadducees and Pharisees to see the  “unashamed apostles”  teaching in  “The Hot Seat”! 
These TCs were teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  which taught how  (1) to bring forward and  (2) to be successful in The Millennium. 
 
122nd Comment – In one part of The Temple,  the apostles were teaching  “The Word of God”;  and by contrast,  the 
professional leaders of “Religion”  were in another part of the Temple conspiring to stop God's Word from being taught! 
Acts.  5v21 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  (they) entered/{arose into}/{went in}   
Acts.  5v21 og under/through/inferior/below/by  the  {the first streak of dawn}/{the early dawn}  into/unto   
Acts.  5v21 og the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}   
Acts.  5v21 og also  (they) {caused to learn}/taught/trained.   
Acts.  5v21 og (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come (middle voice)   Also   
Acts.  5v21 og the  {the High Priests}/{Chiefs of all priests}   
Acts.  5v21 og also  the (ones = persons)  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him,  
Acts.  5v21 og (they) {called together}/convoked   
Acts.  5v21 And  having  heard/listened/responded  they  (= the apostles)   entered/{went in} 

through/by  the  {first streak of dawn}/{early dawn}  into  the  {sacred place}/temple  also  they  taught/trained  (the populace). 
Also  the  High priests  personally  {having become near}/approached/arrived      (to the temple  [much later]  in the day) 
also  the persons  {united as companions} /{in union with}  to him  (= the high priest)   they  called together 

 

And  (the apostles)  having heard  (this instruction),  they went into the temple by early dawn,   
also they taught   (the populace there from early morning). 
Also  (later)  the High Priests arrived   (at the temple later in the day,  unto a  different area  to where the apostles were teaching) 
also they  (= chief priests)  called together the persons  (= the temple staff)  in union with him  (= the high priest)   
 

A very interesting situation now arose! 
The apostles entered the temple in the early morning and were continuously teaching God's Word to the people in  “The Common Areas”. 
Perhaps 4 to 5 hours later The Religious Leaders would  roll-in,  into their secluded palatial apartments within The Temple Complex. 

Moreover  
While the apostles knew, The Religious Leaders would come into The Temple Complex later in the day  (and  had no fear of them). 
The Religious Leaders had absolutely  no idea  the apostles would be in The Temple perhaps 200 m away teaching God's Word! 

Where - 
The apostles were  actively fulfilling  Yahweh's Desire to be made manifest within The Environment by teaching  “The Truth”. 

Further,  by contrast  
The Religious Leaders were  actively meeting to thwart  Yahweh's Pure Desire to be made manifest within The Environment  (Mark.3v28-29). 

Both occurring at  the same time  within The Temple dedicated to Yahweh! 
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123rd Comment – A shock for the Temple officials doing the dirty work for their worldly religious leaders!   They found the 
prison empty of its principal detainees!   These officials were forced to return empty-handed to their religious leaders! 
Acts.  5v22 og the  And  {under oarsmen}/subordinates (assistants/sextons/constable)} minsters/officers/servants  
Acts.  5v22 og (the having) {become near}/approach/arrived/{appear publicly}/come (plural, middle voice)  no/not/none  
Acts.  5v22 og (they) find/obtain/see/perceive  them  in  to the  {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch  
Acts.  5v22 og (the having) overturned/returned/{busied one’s self}/behaved/conversed/conducted/deportment   
Acts.  5v22 og and  (they) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told   
Acts.  5v22 And  the  {subordinate assistants}/ministers/officers   (= the religious temple staff) 

having  personally  {become near}/approached/arrived   (at the prison) 
they  (= the religious temple staff)    not  finding/seeing  them  (= the apostles)   within  the  prison/jail 
and  the having  overturned/returned   (from the prison inspection)   they  announced/declared/told  (the religious leaders in the temple): 

 

And the  {subordinate assistants}/officers  (= the temple staff)  having personally arrived   (at the prison to collect the disciples) 
they  (= the temple staff)  not finding them  (= the apostles)  within the prison 
and having returned  (from the prison to supposedly collect the apostles for interrogation)  they announced   (to the religious leaders): 
 

These cohorts of  “The Religious Leaders”  were completely surprised upon their arrival to collect the apostles for their interrogation before The 
Sanhedrin  (akin to the UK Parliament, USA Senate) ,  The Highest Jewish  Court/Council  within Israel  (located within The Temple Complex). 

The Locked Cells behind The Stationed Guards were empty! 
The prison cells originally containing apostles had no people within them,  being completely empty! 

Think of their astonishment! 
Yahweh would ensure that the locks would have been returned to their locked position after the apostles had left with the  angel/messenger. 
Further,  the guards who supposedly had been awake all night outside the cells,  saw nothing! 

Now that would be an impressive stunt for an escape artist to pull off! 
Obviously, they would have enquired around as to where these apostles were,  -  and nobody would know anything! 
These couriers  for  “The Religious Leaders”  must have been completely nonplussed and wondered what they would say to their worldly masters upon 
their return with   “The News”! 
 
124th Comment – The Temple officials explained the apostles were missing,  even though the cells were locked and guards 
still stationed outside on supposed guard duty!  -  Guarding empty cells! 
Acts.  5v23 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming (plural)   
Acts.  5v23 og because  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) {place of bondage}/dungeon/prison   
Acts.  5v23 og (we) found/obtained/seen/perceived  (the having been) {to close}/{shut (up)}  
Acts.  5v23 og in  to the  all/whole/every  (to the) security/certainty/safety   
Acts.  5v23 og also  the  watchers/sentries/keepers/guards  outside/{away from}/without/outward  
Acts.  5v23 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding (plural)   
Acts.  5v23 og fore/{in front of}/prior/before  of the  doors/portals/entrances/gates,  
Acts.  5v23 og (the) {opening up}  and  {from inside}/inner  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts.  5v23 og (we) found/obtained/seen/perceived. 
Acts.  5v23 They  (= religious temple staff)   stating/exclaiming:  Because  truly/indeed  the  {place of bondage}/dungeon/prison 

we  (= religious temple staff)   found/seen  the  having been  closed/{shut up}   within  all/every   security/certainty 
also  the  sentries/keepers/guards  outside/{from without}  {standing staunchly}/abiding  {in front of}/before   the  doors/gates   
and  (upon)  the  {opening up}   the  {from inside}/inner  we  found/seen  not even one  (person) 

 

They  (= the religious temple staff)  stating   (to their religious masters):- 
we found the  (prison)  having been shut up with all security   (= there was no possible means of escape for the inmates) 
also the guards outside standing staunchly before the doors   (on sentry duty for all the time) 
and  (upon)  opening up the inside   (= looking in the cells that supposedly contained the apostles overnight) 
we  (= the religious temple staff)  found no one   (inside the cells,  –  they were empty)! 
 

I can just imagine what must have gone through the mind of these “Religious Leaders”   -  Complete and utter confusion. 
Also feeling so  very humanly weak and inadequate  against something they could  not  understand,  nor control. 

Moreover,  internally very fearful of  Something’  that appears to have  'The Upper Hand'! 
 
125th Comment – The professional leaders of “Religion”  were perplexed as to what occurred,  and of future implications. 
Acts.  5v24 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  
Acts.  5v24 og the  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  {such these}  the  both  priests   
Acts.  5v24 og also  the  general/{(military) governor}/{chief of (Levitical) temple warden}/captain/magistrate  
Acts.  5v24 og of the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts.  5v24 og also  the  {High Priests}/{Chiefs of all priests},   
Acts.  5v24 og (they were) {through having no way out}/{to be thoroughly nonplussed}/ 

/perplexed/{doubting what is seen}/puzzled   
Acts.  5v24 og concerning/about  {of them},   who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Acts.  5v24 og wish/suppose  (it) {became to be} (middle voice)   that/this/there/here. 
Acts.  5v24 And  likewise  they  heard/listened   these  such  words/sayings   (from) 

both   (1) the priests   also  (2) the  general/{chief of temple wardens}  of the  temple. 
also  the  high priests           (having organised this  'witch hunt'  of the apostles) 
they were   {thoroughly nonplussed}/{completely puzzled}                        (as to how the cells under heavy guard were empty!) 
concerning  them                 (= the apostles) 
wherefore  wish/suppose  this   became to be.        (= How on Earth did the apostles manage to escape,  and what will they do next?) 

 

And likewise,  they  (= the high priests)  heard these such words   (telling of the missing apostles) 
(from)  both  (1) the priests  also  (2) the  general/{chief of temple wardens}  of the temple, 
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also the high priests were completely puzzled   (as to how the apostles physically escaped out of locked and guarded cells!) 
concerning them  (= the apostles)  supposing wherefore this  (matter)  became to be.   (= How could these apostles have disappeared?) 
 

These religious leaders were in for  'a very rude awakening'   –   as we are now to read,  the apostles were  “publicly”  teaching  God's Word  next door  
within The Temple Complex,  about 200 m away from this meeting,  whose members were conspiring in a temple  “back room”  to  actively suppress  the 
teaching of God's Word!   Noting the similarly themed statement JC accusingly gave by reply to The High Priest at John.18v20. 
 
126th Comment – A person then comes running into this meeting stating:   
“These apostles are teaching in The Temple”  about '200' metres from you  (and of your meeting to stop them)! 
43rd Good News – The apostles were fearless in teaching  “The Word of God”  in The Temple  (to edify recipients)! 
149th Reasoning – This would yield great fear in the minds of the professional leaders of “Religion”. These apostles were 
unstoppable and resolute to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  in contrast to the dribble given by religious leaders. 
Acts.  5v25 og (the having) {become near}/approach/arrived/{appear publicly}/come  And  {some/any/certain person}   
Acts.  5v25 og (he/she)  announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  {to them}# 
Acts.  5v25 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:    
Acts.  5v25 og Because  Behold/Lo/Look/See  the   men/husbands/fellows  whom/which/that  
Acts.  5v25 og (you) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  
Acts.  5v25 og in  to the  guarding/cage/hold/prison/watch  {they are/be}  
Acts.  5v25 og in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts.  5v25 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  
Acts.  5v25 og also  (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training  the  populace/{grouping of people}. 
Acts.  5v25 And  some/certain  person  having  approached/arrived 

he/she   announced/declared/reported  to them   (= the whole assembly of religious leaders and support staff)   stating: 
Because:     Behold/Look/See ! 
The  men/fellows   (= the apostles)   whom  you  (= the  religious leaders)   placed/settled  within  the  prison/jail   
they be  within the  {sacred place}/temple  {standing staunch}/establishing  also  teaching  the  populace   (= the temple worshippers)! 

 

And some person having arrived   (within this  closed-door  meeting) 
he/she  announced/reported  to them   (= The Religious Leaders and their temple support staff)   stating: 
   Because:   Behold/Look! 
   The men  (= the apostles)  whom you  (= the religious leaders)  placed within the prison   (on the previous day) 
   they be within the temple standing staunch,  also teaching the populace   (= the devout Jewish people,  who would hearken) 
 

This is a staggering verse! 
Think of the reaction of these  “Leaders of Religion”! 
This was   “The Very Last Thing”   they wanted to hear! 

Some words and thoughts spring to mind - 
Shock, insolence, effrontery, brazen, disregard, impertinence, etc.! 
The apostles  'having the nerve'  to come and  take-over  The Priests' Patch’  and be exposing the leaders'  “religious hypocrisy”!  
Especially after,  they were put in jail for doing  precisely the same thing  on  the previous day! 

These apostles were fearless – and had absolutely no regard to  'The Command'  issued from  “The Religious Leaders”! 
These Religious Leaders would inwardly be  very worried  (and scared)  about these insuppressibly brazen apostles. 

They publicly murdered JC as a  “National Warning”  to all people,  for them  not  to copy JC by  accurately  teaching God's Word. 
Now they had twelve  (including Matthias)  other people imitating JC and bringing thousands of more people into their congregation. 
It was like an avalanche sliding down the mountain to cover  “The Religious Leaders”  at the bottom! 

 
Comment – repeat - Here come  “The Spoilers”  operating against Yahweh  =  “the professional leaders of Religion”! 
Warning – repeat - As JC taught us:  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  and thus oppose exposure! 
Reasoning – repeat - “Professional leaders of Religion”  in their seminaries are taught to:  “Contest The Word of God”  
and  not  to  truly  “Submit to The Word of God”,  this establishes a rebellious mind and not a contrite hearkening mind! 
This forms  “The Foundation of Hypocrisy”  exemplified within leaders of “Religion”,  hence rejected by Yahweh! 
127th Comment – This was the third time Peter was arrested by  “The Religious Leaders”  for teaching  “The Word of 
God” -  because professional  “Religious Leaders”  do  not  like  “The Word of God”  being  accurately  taught! 
128th Comment – These apostles caused no trouble during their arrest – they could have quite easily stopped their arrest 
by calling for The Public to protect them  -  The Public was quite prepared to:  “Stone the officials”! 
107th Instruction – We who are aiming to be TCs must be wholly  law-abiding  and respect  “The Authority of Officials”. 
150th Reasoning – Three very important reasons:- 

1.  Society would otherwise enter chaos – and this would hurt everyone  (against Yahweh's Desire for society). 
2.  It teaches us to have a subordinate mind,  trained to be well suited for our relationship with Yahweh. 
3.  In The Millennium:  How can we ask people to respect us,  if we could not respect authority,  when like them! 

This is true,  irrespective how objectionable is The Authority! 
71st Warning – Beware of what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us,  especially when they 
teach:  It is acceptable to  demonstrate/rebel  against  “The Authority”  that we feel is wrong  (e.g. Dietrich Bonhoeffer)! 
129th Comment – Clearly these apostles had instructed The Public not to rebel,  and thus to allow them to be arrested. 
Acts.  5v26 og then/{at the time}  (the) {going off}/departing/{be parting}/following/{coming/going away}  
Acts.  5v26 og the  general/{(military) governor}/{chief of (Levitical) temple wardens}/captain/magistrate  
Acts.  5v26 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts.  5v26 og the  {under  workers/servants}/subordinates/deputies, 
Acts.  5v26 og (they) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced    them 
Acts.  5v26 og no/not/none  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  {vital activity}/force/violence,  
Acts.  5v26 og (they) frightened/alarmed/awed/revered/afraid/feared/respected/deferred  for  
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Acts.  5v26 og the  populace/{grouping of people},  that  not  (they be) lapidated/stoned. 
Acts.  5v26 Then  {going off}/departing    

the  general/{chief of the temple wardens}  {united as companions}/{in union with}  the  subordinates/deputies 
they   {led away}/brought/induced  them   (= the apostles  away from teaching to The Temple worshippers) 
together/with  no/none   force/violence   
for  they  (= the religious temple staff)   feared/afraid  the   populace/{grouping of people}   (who respected the apostles as prophets) 
that  not  they  (= the religious temple staff)    be  lapidated/stoned   (by the people protecting The Apostles). 

 

                (Upon hearing this information … ) 
Then departing,  the  general/{chief of temple wardens}  in union with the deputies  
they  (= the temple staff)  led them  (= apostles)  away   (= they stopped the apostles from teaching God's Word to The People)   
(the temple staff carried out this arrest)  with no  force/violence   
                 (This is a reflection on the way The Apostles behaved –  because the apostles could have amplified the situation, – but would  never  do it) 
for they  (= the temple staff)  feared the populace   (who greatly respected the apostles to be prophets directly sourced by Yahweh) 
that not they  (= the temple staff)  be stoned   (by the people protecting Yahweh's  “Demonstrable Spokespersons”). 
 

The most important thing to understand from this verse is that The Apostles behaved  “calmly,  peaceably and respectably”  upon their arrest. 
The behaved as  “Peacemakers”  (Matt.5v9 – please see my local commentary to understand what  “Peacemaker”  really means). 

They  could  have behaved as worldly people in this situation! 
What do I mean? 

They could have quite easily incited a riot,  because The People  were prepared  to protect  these apostles. 
The Apostles  only  had to give  “The Word”  and these people would have responded and  attacked  the Temple staff! 

But  No! 
The apostles  truly  had  “The Word of God”  operating within their mind  (Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-7). 

Then we only need to look at people declaring themselves to be  “Christians”  when they interact with The Law! 
When they interact with the police,  or on TV reality programs like  “Judge Judy” and “Judge Rinder”! 
These  so-called  self-declared  “Christians”  are wholly disrespectful to what Yahweh  should  represent within these people's mind. 
They insult what Yahweh means within their mind,  when  after  the  court-case  these obviously guilty defendants state phrases like    

“The Lord knows I am right …”  or  “The Lord will repay them  (= the plaintiff)  for what they did … “ 
That attitude is  an abomination  to how  “The Word of God”  should be operating within these peoples’ mind! 

They  “just do not get it!”  -  And they are taught to be like this by their religious leaders  –  to be  excusing their worldly behaviour’! 
I quote   “God loves you as you are!”  

This is absolutely  NOT  true! 
Yahweh absolutely does  NOT  “Love us as we are!”  -  That is  why  we required JC as our Intercessor and The Millennium! 

(I delineate all this elsewhere through  very carefully explained detailed exegesis,  to expose Christendom’s  Lie  masquerading as  truth’  
when I expand  “love”  into its  four  Greek high-level definitions). 

And likewise,  certain Christian cults taking The Law on themselves -  is wholly wrong  -  we  must  be  “subject to The Law”,  else how can we be  
“subject to Yahweh”  and to be accurately representing His Interests,  both now,  and later,  in The Millennium? 
The most important thing to recognise is that The Apostles and following 143988 TCs shall  never  bring a charge of worldly action against them,  so that  
no reason  can be found to be arrested by The Authorities,  except  by  trumped-up  charges from leaders of “Religion”  throughout  The Gospel Age.  

This must be personally demonstrated to The World  -   to underwrite The Authority that these TCs shall have in The Millennium. 
 
130th Comment – The Apostles freely went to the Sanhedrin located perhaps about 200 m away in The Temple complex. 
72nd Warning – Professional leaders of Religion will be  adversarial/satanic  to  “The Word of God”  being accurately 
taught,  because The Truth taught,  exposes their inadequacy in accurately representing Yahweh's Interests.  Worldly 
Christian leaders  lack all precision in what they teach,  but they are so very good at teaching  “half-truths”  and  “spin”! 
151st Reasoning – Quite simply:  They do  not  understand their subject matter.   They do  not  understand The Bible that 
simply explains Yahweh's “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”!  They only senselessly muse in a  worldly manner 
Acts.  5v27 og (the) {leading away}/bringing/driving/going/inducing  And  them  
Acts.  5v27 og (they) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  in  to the  Sanhedrin  
Acts.  5v27 og also  (he) inquired/sought/demanded/desired/questioned  them  
Acts.  5v27 og the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}, 
Acts.  5v27 And  the  (temple staff)   {leading away}/driving/inducing  them  (= the apostles) 

they  (= the apostles)    stood staunchly   within the  Sanhedrin 
also  the  high priest   inquired/demanded/questioned   them  (= the apostles).   

 

And leading them  (= the apostles)  away   (from the public area within the temple) 
they  (= the apostles)  stood staunchly within the Sanhedrin   (akin to the UK Parliament, USA Senate) 
also the high priest  inquired/questioned  them   (= the apostles). 
 

The apostles were now  hauled-up  in front of The Sanhedrin  consisting of some 71 people representing the highest  (worldly)  positions of Israel. 
 
131st Comment – Professional leaders of “Religion”  will insist that TCs must stop teaching  “The Word of God”! 
152nd Reasoning –This is done because the professional leaders of “Religion”  do  not have  “The Character/Authority  of 
JC”,  and by contrast the 144000 TCs demonstrably show themselves  to have  “The Character/Authority  of JC”. 
73rd Warning – Professional leaders of “Religion”  will insist that TCs must stop teaching “The Word of God”  while 
these leaders are so very good at teaching “Religion”!   The problem is that virtually all recipients to their teaching 
cannot differentiate between  “Religion”  and  “1st Century Christianity”,  because the latter is  never  taught today! 
108th Instruction – TCs wholly ignore what  “Man”  sources and only respond to what Yahweh insists that we must do! 
Where,  we aim to become TCs ardently trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is:-   (1) to gain the 144000 TCs,   (2) to 
teach of The Millennium  and  (3) explain how Yahweh’s Plan is righteously unfolding over the last 6000 years. 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = the physical essence of life within a body. 
74th Warning – Professional leaders of “Religion”  will bring the condemnation of Yahweh upon them for killing  “The 
Essence of Life”  that  “The Word of God”  brings to Mankind. 
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35th Prophecy – Because professional leaders of “Religion”  kill “the Word of God”  within their muses and subsequent 
teachings,  then as JC  (= The Word of God)  tells us:  They shall be comprehensibly rejected to rule in The Millennium. 
132nd Comment – Quite simply:  “They just do not get it!” 
Acts.  5v28 og (the)  {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  no/not/none  (to the) mandate/charge/command/injunction  
Acts.  5v28 og (we) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare  {to yourselves}  
Acts.  5v28 og not  to {cause to learn}/teach/train  over/upon/concerning  to the  name/character/authority  
Acts.  5v28 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}?   
Acts.  5v28 og Also  Behold/Lo/Look/See  (yourselves have) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  
Acts.  5v28 og the  Jerusalem  of the  {causing to learn}/teaching/training  {of yourselves}  
Acts.  5v28 og also  yourselves  {willing/dispose}/minded/intend/purpose  
Acts.  5v28 og (to) {upon inducing/leading}/superinduce/{inflict (an evil)}/{charge (a crime)}/{bring upon}   
Acts.  5v28 og over/upon/concerning  us/our/we  the  blood  of the  countenance/{human-being}/man   
Acts.  5v28 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout. 
Acts.  5v28 The  stating/exclaiming: 

(Did)  We  not  enjoin/declare  to the  mandate/command  to yourselves   
not  to  teach/train   upon/concerning   {in this  same}   name/character/authority  (of JC)? 
Also  behold/look  yourselves  imbued/{filled up}  the  Jerusalem  of your  teaching/training 
also  yourselves   intend/purpose  to  inflict/charge/{bring upon}   the  blood  of man  upon/concerning  us  {from concerning this}? 

 

(The High Priest)   exclaiming: 
  (Did)  We  (leaders of “Religion”)  not declare to yourselves by the command;   
  not to teach concerning in this same  name/character/authority   (of the JC)? 
  Also behold!   Yourselves  (have)  filled up Jerusalem of your teaching   (about JC,  and  of  The Millennium's Requirements) 
  also yourselves intend to inflict upon us concerning this man’s  (= JC's)  blood?   (How ironic!) 
                  (This sounds like  “desperation”  on the part of these leaders of “Religion”  imploring the apostles to   “keep quiet”!) 
 

The reader must clearly understand. 
These  “Most Powerful People of Israel”  were internally  very worried  about something they could  not control! 
These people were used to  “controlling people”,  and people running around at their disposal  (just like today)! 

But  
These apostles were unabashed,  and they were obviously continuing from where  “Their Master”  (JC controlling their mind)  had physically 
left off  (and now operating as a  presence/parousia  within them as “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13)! 

These apostles were  “not suppressible”  and perceived to be  very dangerous  to  “The Political Standing”  of these leaders of “Religion”! 
Therefore,  these religious leaders had been presented with a very big problem - 

These apostles were demonstrably  “inoffensive”  and they  only  (1) helped  The Public  and  (2) took nothing  away from The Public 
Unlike the leaders of  “Religion”  (then  [and today]). 

By being  “inoffensive”  and wholly  “law abiding”  gives the TCs  as  “The Early Adopters of The Word of God”  Massive Protection! 
“Leaders of Religion”  must work  really hard  to remove them! 

In fact,  their  whole psyche’  becomes warped,  as by night and day,  the topic of removing these irritants becomes uppermost within their mind. 
Instead of succumbing to “The Power” of “The Word of God”  to bring internal reform,  these leaders of “Religion”  actively  fought it! 

This is what we witness  throughout  The Gospel Age and much more shall be told in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3). 
But because leaders of “Religion”  do not  (1) care,  nor  (2) teach of The Millennium,  then they do  not  believe Luke.12v2-3 will occur! 
Hence,  they continue in their worldly manner  (Rom.1v16-32)  to   “Oppose The Word of God becoming manifest within The Environment”! 

And hide this fact behind the most hypocritical façade,  of supposed  love and peace towards all men’!   
When  

It is  ONLY  The Millennium that can bring this reality upon The Earth  (when  Yahweh  has attained  His proven 144000 TCs)! 
And leaders of “Religion”  do absolutely  nothing  to bring this about! 
But instead,  demonstrably,  actively fight against  this future necessity from becoming a reality! 
But their mind is so warped in  “Religion”  that they cannot understand what I am saying! 

Can the reader understand  “The Hypocrisy”  of their  “double lifestyle”?  
Now for the last line! 

How ironic is that! 
Especially in the context of what the  self-same  person said before the event  he organised  at John.11v50  (see my local commentary). 

But that describes leaders of “Religion”  through and through! 
Obviously, he was very deeply concerned about his political future –  and this undertone came out in his words,  -  here! 
This shows he internally recognises his  “very weak position”  –  even though outwardly it was a show of defiance and of supposed mastery! 

He internally knows he has  no  control over these Apostles  (= the first TCs)  and  anything  unexpected may  pop out of the box’! 
He also knows some very mysterious and unexplained events had occurred over the last couple of months  outside  his control! 

This all makes him  (as  “The High Priest in the midst of all Israel”)  very uneasy! 
Especially when he knows,  he  is  a fraudster,  and thus Yahweh was working outside what The Supposed High Priest publicly represents! 
This all makes for his internal unrest – knowing he must continue this farce outwardly representing  “Something”  that has rejected him! 

Clearly Caiaphas  (being worldly)  was only concerned about  “The Immediacy”  of his own political future when he spoke these words. 
But the irony is that actually,  he was speaking for  new  leaders of “Religion”  being  “The Esau”  (Rom.9v13)  from out of  Isaac/JC  of The Christian 
Nation.  We must understand,  that even though Caiaphas was not part of The Christian Nation,  he  (with  “The Word of God”  thrust upon him here)  
was operating at  The Transition  between The Jew’s handover of  “Israel”  to “The Christians”  (Rom.1v16)  as  Yahweh viewed The Situation  (and  
not  as The World views “The Situation”  through its worldly reasoning).   
Where;  when  “Israel”  was with The Jews,  then the gentile slaves could be grafted in;  now “Israel” is with The Christians,  then it is the Jews who can 
be grafted into The Christian Nation  (noting the two-way analogy given at Rom.11v15-25)  to continue for The Birthright  of becoming  “The Heirs”  
over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  This is when The Jewish Messiah comes for the  grafted-in  Jews to Christianity at JC’s 2nd Advent 
of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  to collect  “The First-fruit”  “Early Harvest”! 

This is  “The Real Gospel Message”  NEVER  taught within  “The  Worldly Religion  of Christendom”. 
Christendom’s representatives  (choose to)  understand  nothing  of this greater level  operating around them! 

Now for the last part of the verse - 
“… also you intend to inflict upon us concerning this man’s blood?” 

Let me refer the reader back to the  self-same  person  (confidently then)  stating a similar thing before JC’s murder  (John.11v50) - 
“Nor consider it expedient for us,  that one man should die for the people,  and that the whole nation perishes not!” 

This was Caiaphas stating it was much better for JC to die  (= murdered  by “The Religious Leaders”)  than the whole nation of Israel perishes! 
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Let me quote a section in my cited commentary  
“It is not possible in absolutely  all  “The World of human writings”  to combine  Prophecy/Cynicism/Expediency/Irony/Malice/Poignancy  in 
such few words as those contained  within this  one  verse.”  

Caiaphas behaving with the cunning of any professional leader of “Religion”  (exercising significant intelligence)  manipulates words to throw the 
attention away from him and his peers,  to that of  “The Israelite Nation”  in a feigned concern for The People!   Actually, they have absolutely  zero  
interest in edifying The Populace,  but only ensuring they have  “no loss of control”  over  The Income  (money/power/glory/leverage/etc.)  derived from 
“Controlling The People”! 
The obvious irony behind this statement is that  

JC does die for  “The Nation of Israelites”,  but it is for  “The 2nd (= Early Adopters elected out of Christians)  and 3rd  (= The Resurrected 
World)  Epochs of Israel”,  of which the failing people of  “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  become part of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= 
“The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium). 

Now we understand - 
1.  What Caiaphas meant   (= to kill JC,  so that he could continue to gain out of the people – uninterrupted,  “business as usual”). 
2.  Yahweh using Caiaphas' words  (of 1 above)  against him to righteously provide Mankind's Salvation over the next 2 Epochs of  “Israel”. 

Then we can understand why Caiaphas said what he did now in this verse - 
“… also you intend to inflict upon us concerning this man’s blood?” 

The point being is that Caiaphas  (a  professional leader of Religion)  fully knows his guilt to JC  (as “The Word of God”),  and what he dreads is the 
TCs to be stirring up The Public's Mind over  “history”;  –  because he wants the matter   'Dead and buried'   (Matt.27v62-66)!   

All pretty much as that which occurs today regarding  “The Word of God”  as thoroughly explained in  “1st Century Christianity! 
Professional leaders of “Religion”  throughout The Gospel Age want  “1st Century Christianity”   “Dead and buried”!    

That is precisely why they  hide  it from The Public's Mind  (for the last some 1800+ years)! 
Caiaphas speaks of  “JC's blood is being on the professional leaders of Religion”  where  “blood”  always means  “The Essence of life”.   
So – “Yes!”   

It was the professional leaders of  “Religion”  who murdered the existence of  “The Word of God”  (= JC),  as they equally do  today   where 
it is  “The Word of God”,  when given as  “1st Century Christianity”  is  able to give  “life”  to Mankind! 
That is precisely why they  are  rejected from any teaching responsibility in The Millennium  (Matt.22v10-13, Luke.20v16, etc.). 

Therefore professional leaders of “Religion”  attack TCs throughout The Gospel Age  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.)  because it  is  the TCs who 
bring to The Public’s Mind  the reality of these professional religious leaders killing  “The Word of God”  in their ministry of  words/deportment. 
 
109th Instruction – All TCs by definition (elected by Yahweh),  follow the  instruction/commandments  given by Yahweh. 
75th Warning – Professional leaders of “Religion”  (as generalised by JC's word)  do  not  follow Yahweh’s Instruction. 
They follow their  own  “worldly instruction” –  as  ‘learnt to perfect’  at their seminaries  (Matt.23v15). 
153rd Reasoning – Quite simply,  professional leaders are  “bogged down in the world”,  they feign an outward allegiance 
to ‘Almighty God’,  but in reality they are only good at reciting  “on rote”  with  zero  understanding of what they are 
saying.  I would suggest the following:- 

Go on the offensive with three layers of:  “Why”,  and their answers collapse,  based on  “Unrighteousness”! 
By contrast, a TC can now answer any question posed relating to Yahweh’s Plan with simplicity and clarity (no mysteries) 
Acts.  5v29 og (the) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering  And  (the) Peter  
Acts.  5v29 og also  the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  5v29 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  5v29 og (To) {be persuaded by a ruler}/{submit to authority}/{conform to advice}/hearken/obey  
Acts.  5v29 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  (to the) God  {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
Acts.  5v29 og or/than/either/rather  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men. 
Acts.  5v29 And  the Peter  responding/answering  also  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  they  said: 

{It is necessary}/behoves/must  to  {be persuaded by a ruler}/{submit to authority}/hearken  to the  God 
{greater degree}/{more than}  or/rather  to the  {human beings}/men.  

 

And Peter also the apostles answering,  they said:   (with one accord): 
   It is necessary to submit to the authority  (that belongs)  to the God   (= Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”) 
   more than rather to  (the authority of)  the men   (= as represented by professional  “Leaders of Religion”) 
 

1.      Is there a confliction here? 
2.      Especially when we witness what some Christian organisations state and do! 

Quite simply the answers are - 
1.      No. 
2.      They do not  “read  The Bible to understand it”,  but only use  “The Bible as a tool to suit their own aims”  (hence “worldly”)! 

The answer is simply stated in The Bible - 
We obey man’s worldly laws and instruction,   when  (and  only when)  these laws do  not  conflict what Yahweh instructs of us! 

But to be in this  “educated position” - 
We  must  personally  read  “The Whole Bible”  and  NOT  listen to what leaders of “Religion”  tell us what the Bible supposedly means! 

Because quite simply    
“It is  not  in their  worldly interests  to  accurately teach  us  -  what The Bible  tells us!” 

But they only teach  “selective bits”  (of  “Religion”)  having passed The Bible through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19. 
Professional leaders of “Religion”  have a  conflict of interests’ (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22)  and  cannot be objective’  to what Yahweh instructs 
of us,  as  “humans”! 
“The person who pays the piper,  calls the tune”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  so they are  naturally forced’  to pretend to represent God  (2Tim.3v5, 
Titus.1v16)  for a worldly living  –  which means  “physically living within this world”  and  not  for  “spiritually living within The 
Millennium”   (Luke.17v21,  especially when they  never  teach of it). 

It is all so blindingly obvious! 
Moreover,  it is  precisely what The Bible tells us,   

but it is  not  what leaders of “Religion”  tell us for obvious reasons,  and the wheel goes around again! 
The problem is that our head is so deeply buried within  “The Norms of The World today”,  that it is incredibly,  so very difficult to  unbury’  ourselves. 

It is like being buried under a snow avalanche! 
It really takes enormous mental agility to  think outside  “The Norms of present-day existence”  that encompass our whole life today  (Eph.2v2),  
because  “The Norms of The Millennium”  will be  “Infinitely”  different  to  “The Norms of Today”.   Amen. 

Leaders of “Religion”  will absolutely  not  teach of  “This Requirement”  because they do  not  want their  “bread and butter”  walking out 
of the door’  and never to return,  again!   So, they all  only  teach   “Religion”  which does not  “save”,  but only  “devours”  its devotees! 
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As practiced by its professional leaders  (by definition of  “professional”  feeding off its  services’,  hence Matt.7v15, Acts.20v19)! 
I really cannot state  “The Obvious”  more clearly than I have done in this commentary! 
That is why Yahweh looks to “lay-preachers”  (Matt.6v1-6, 10v8, Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.  noting my commentaries at  1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18). 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
133rd Comment – As I keep stating elsewhere at the time of writing (2012 CE)  this is just like a  foreign language  to our 
worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  hankering after what The World can deliver by paper qualifications! 
Presently they are utterly rejected by Yahweh,  because quite simply they do not represent His Name/Character/Authority! 
134th Comment – The Bible tells us that:   “The Conscious Almighty God”   resurrected  “The Dead JC”! 
154th Reasoning –  “Conscious”  Yahweh resurrects a  “dead”  JC.   This means  TWO  “separate Entities”!    
It really is not that difficult to understand!   So  why make it difficult,  and  not what The Bible tells us  (hence “satanic”)! 
Warning – repeat - As JC taught us:  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  and thus oppose exposure! 
Reasoning – repeat - “Professional leaders of Religion”  in their seminaries are taught to:  “Contest The Word of God”  
and  not  to  truly  “Submit to The Word of God”,  this establishes a rebellious mind and not a contrite hearkening mind! 
This forms  “The Foundations of Hypocrisy”  exemplified within leaders of “Religion”,  hence rejected by Yahweh! 
110th Instruction – Professional leaders of “Religion” murder JC (as “The Word of God”).  Then it was Caiaphas and his 
cronies murdering The Physical JC,  and now ever since,  they have murdered The Spiritual JC (= “The Word of God”). 
44th Good News – Yahweh resurrected His Son JC after his murder committed by professional leaders of “Religion”. 
Acts.  5v30 og the  {specific god}  of the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  
Acts.  5v30 og (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/{raised up}  (the) Jesus,   
Acts.  5v30 og whom/which/that  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts.  5v30 og {through hands}/{handle thoroughly}/{laid violent hands upon}/{(and by consequence to) killed/slayed}  
Acts.  5v30 og (the) hanging  over/upon/concerning  (of the) timber/stick/club/tree/stocks/wood/post. 
Acts.  5v30 The  'Specific God'  of our  fathers  He  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused  the Jesus, 

whom  specifically yourselves   {laid violent hands upon}/killed/slayed  hanging  upon  the  tree/timber/wood/post. 
 

The  'Specific God'  of our fathers   (in specifically the context of    The Prophets and The Ancient Worthies)    
He  (= Yahweh)  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused   the Jesus   (from “asleep”  [= death,  John.11v11-15])   
whom  (= JC,  as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13)  specifically yourselves   (= leaders of “Religion”) 
killed/slayed  (by)  hanging  (JC)  upon the  wood/post   
                (= Leaders of “Religion”  kill/slay  “The Word of God”  during The Gospel Age  -  being what it truly means within us) 
 

Yahweh is our spiritual Father if  (and  only if)  we become  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”,   for Yahweh to then work through us. 
The Prophets  (as  “The Word of God”  within “Israel”  before JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  gave  “The Knowledge”  of which JC was to fulfil. 

Because JC fulfilled The Prophecies,  then  righteously  he could inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  that truly yields  “salvation”. 
“The 1st Covenant” was only given through Moses   “To prove JC perfect”,  because  all  humans (except JC in a fleshly body)  failed  (Rom.3v23). 
That is why humans need  “The 2nd Covenant” because  “The 1st Covenant”  was not  fit for purpose’  for humans  –  see Rom. chapters 2 to 4. 
JC brought in  “The 2nd Covenant”  because we  can  pass it  -  if  (and  only if)  our mind becomes as  one/same  with JC  over what now becomes our 2 
part life,  because of what JC gave to  all  of us at its two levels (physical + spiritual)  for both Christian and non-Christian  (1John.2v2  to make 
righteously possible John.3v15-17). 

Does the reader understand this? 
It is wholly  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  through reason they presently cannot personally make the transition between the 
two states,  by reason they are too firmly  bedded-in  with The World and  what it presently yields for them  (Matt.6v24). 
All given in the context of what this verse precisely means! 

It is  only  when  we  spiritually  “slay ourselves upon the post of public execution”,  do we  then  truly become like JC  by imitating him. 
And  if  we do this,  then  Yahweh shall resurrect us as part of  “The Early Harvest”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 

What more exhortation do we need   (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)? 
This is true  “1st Century Christianity”  and precisely why there  were  so many martyrs during that time of  1st Century CE,  before it was  
changed/corrupted  into  “worldly Christianity”   (that itself has spread over the planet during the last some 1800+ years  to become part of 
The Plague called   “Religion”  in its every manifestation on this planet]). 

Now for my regular comment regarding the Trinity myth! 
It is  “regular”  because there are so many  (= hundreds)  instances in The Bible that  destroy the Trinity myth,  and this is another of them! 
When we are dead –  then we are as nothing  (Ecc.9v4-5, etc.)  so JC was  “as nothing”  for just  over  a Day of perhaps plus about 3 hours either side. 
JC was wholly incapacitated for about 30 hours = “DEAD”.   He was in “Hell” (Acts.2v27, 31)  being a hole in the ground where the body rots away! 
Yahweh had collected JC’s  “synapse construction mapping”  at  JC’s death  (Matt.27v50, Mark.15v37, Luke.23v46, John.19v30)  from the now defunct 
physical  “DNA body”  and reloaded an  equivalent  “synapse construction mapping”  at JCg’s resurrection into a new and perfect physical  
“heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body”  (as Paul explains at 1Cor.15v35-55)  that is  guaranteed  an  “everlasting existence”. 
Now it seems very logical that for this to occur,  then there must be  (1) A Conscious Entity  and  (2) an unconscious Entity;  and thus “Two Entities”  

(1) “Conscious Yahweh”  and   (2) “Unconscious JC”! 
This obvious deduction is beyond the wit of our Trinitarians lost in a stupor of their own confusion!   It is time to  wake-up! 

I really do encourage them to write to me at the email address given,  so that I may have more material with which to  “publicly expose the absolute 
error of their thinking”,  theirs being wholly  adversarial/satanic  to what we are profusely taught in The Bible! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
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Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
111th Instruction – Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  of JC  automatically teaching us of:  “Two separate  Entities”! 
Evidence was out in The Public!   “The Evidence”  was claimed to be  based upon  “The Resurrected JCg”. 
112th Instruction – JC is resurrected as JCg to become  “The Leader”  of  (1) “The Early Adopters”  and then  (2) “The 
Reformed People”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 
113th Instruction – JC is resurrected as JCg to become  “The Saviour”  of all those hearkening people with  
humble/contrite  minds who ultimately invite and then inculcate  “The Word of God”,  driven to imitate their saviour  (JC) 
114th Instruction – Yahweh has elevated JCg to become at His right-hand side with regard to This Planet  (Rev.19v16). 
155th Reasoning – JC did two things:- 

1.  The Ransom Sacrifice covers the 1st part of our physical life, Yahweh gives us the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2.  The Ministry to reform our mind and thus for us to personally purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 

76th Warning – The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
66th ‘Allegory’ – Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the  three  epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  5v31 og (of the) this (specific)  (one = person = JC)   the  {specific god}  (the) {chief leader}/author/captain/prince  
Acts.  5v31 og also  (the) deliverer/saviour  (he) elevated/exalted/{lifted up}  to the  {right (hand side)}   (of the) him,  
Acts.  5v31 og (to) give/bestow/grant  (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  
Acts.  5v31 og to the  Israel  also  (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission  
Acts.  5v31 og (of the) sins/faults/offences. 
Acts.  5v31 The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh)   of this specific  one  (= JC)   

(JC)  the  {chief leader}/captain  also  the  deliverer/saviour   (of his creation) 
He  (= Yahweh)   elevated/exalted/{lifted up}   (JCg)   to the  right-hand side  of the  Him  (= Yahweh) 
(JC)  to  give/bestow/grant  the  reformation/repentance  to the  Israel   (over its Three Epochs) 
also  the  pardon/deliverance/remission  of the  sins/faults/offences. 

 

The  'Specific God'   (= Yahweh,  context is relative to JC) 
of this specific one   (= JC,  as  “The Word of God”,  whom  “The Leaders of Religion”  murdered  [during The Gospel Age]) 
(JC)  the chief leader  also the  deliverer/saviour   (of his creation,  hence  “{the specific god}  of us”,  Gen.1v26, John.1v1-4) 
He  (= Yahweh)  elevated/exalted   (“JCg”,  as  “the specific god of us”  -  “us”  of  “The World”  [“kosmos” 2889 = “adornment/decoration”])   
to His  (= Yahweh's)  right-hand side   (with respect to this planet,  Rev.19v16) 
(JC)  to  give/bestow  the reformation to the Israel   (over its  3  Epochs,  as  'The Remnant that returns to The Lord',  Isa.10v20-22) 
also the   pardon/remission   of the   sins/offences   (during the 1st part of our life). 
 

The text precisely supports what I teach about “ho theos”  and yet is completely unknown  to our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  for the last 
some 1800 years,  when they  dreamt-up  the Trinity myth!   They then “mindlessly” continue to errantly support this myth because it is the supposed 
done thing’,  choosing  not  to personally reason upon what The Bible actually teaches us,  of which I demonstrate through hundreds of Bible verses that 

destroy the Trinity myth  (all of which,  are wholly ignored by our  “Professionals”)! 
But what do they care?   
Certainly,  it is  not  for The Millennium  -  else they would do something about what they profess! 

1.   Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  of JCg  (in spiritual/heavenly body),  being the JC  (in fleshly body)  who rescued  his  Creation from 
      guaranteed  annihilation to get us all into the 2nd part of our life. 
2.   And  if  we precisely imitate JC as our saviour,  then  the 2nd part of our life shall extend into an eternity  (and  not  be terminated at 
      The End  of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v12-15),  when JC’s cover is righteously removed. 

We reason thus - 
Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  is  “The Master of  The Universe”. 
JCg as a  “Son of God”,  is  “The Master of  The World”  (Rev.19v16). 

Yahweh chooses to assign The Planet and all its dealings to JCg,  because JCg is  demonstrably worthy of its administration. 
This  shall occur,  but presently we are in  “The Transition Stage”  where Yahweh gathers an  additional  future 144000  “sons of God”  to be ruling 
alongside JCg in The Millennium.  All precisely, as The Bible  so very clearly teaches us  in  many places  and all as I fully clarify within my thousands of 
commentaries to  all  of The New Testament. 

All this is precisely what our professional leaders of “Religion”  will  not  tell us! 
Because they do  not  want it to occur  (else,  surely  “they would teach us”  -  to support what Yahweh  demands to be taught)? 

Or have I missed something in my reasoning upon their demonstrable mentality? 
Perhaps they could explain their reasoning to me by email addressed to  “FutureLife.Org”! 

Repeating what I teach elsewhere  (so frequently) - 
JC becomes  “The Master”  (of the mind)  within  hearkening/humble/compliant  people as  “The Early Adopters”  to  “The Word of God”. 

(Deemed thus, while these people are operating under Satan’s Heaven of the last some 6000 years, Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19.) 
JCg becomes  “The Master”  (of The Physical World)  over all people both humble and rebellious  to extract “The Late Adopters”. 

(Being all resurrected people operating under JCg’s Heaven of The Millennium and thereafter Rev.20v6-15.) 
Those two very simple statements,  being exactly what The Bible teaches us are  never  taught by leaders of “Religion”  and thus  none  of them 
represent Yahweh’s Interests!   By consequence these leaders only represent Satan’s Interests because Satan does  not  want the above to occur  (which 
leads to Rev.20v1-3, 10),  hence his cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  remain silent on the above  (driven by his methodology),  –  by  their definition’! 

The transcripts of  their  sermons  (of which I have hundreds,  to audit against specifically what The Bible teaches)  condemn  them! 
Thus, as this verse teaches us - 

JCg has redeemed his creation from  guaranteed  annihilation,  for its members to then  possibly  receive  personal  everlasting life. 
JCg has done this by  {cancelling out},  {covering over},  {blotting out}  the 1st part of our  “spiritual life”  where we automatically became 
subject to Yahweh’s  “Requirement for Life”  –  being the operation of  “Truly Good Works”  required under  “The 1st Covenant”  (which we 
all failed,  Rom.3v23).  But now we become subject to  “The New Law of The Mind”  of  “The 2nd Covenant”  built upon JC’s ministry and 
lifestyle that allows us to enter  “the 2nd part”  of our spiritual life.   Now we have an opportunity  “to perfect”  the 2nd part of our spiritual 
life during  the 1st part of our physical life  (to become an  “Early Adopter”),  or  we leave this requirement until the 2nd part of our physical 
life in The Millennium  (to become a “Late Adopter”).    
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         In both instances,  “The Requirement”  is   “To learn how to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  driven by an  educated  mind. 
JCg sits at  “The Right Hand of God”  (regarding all matters on this planet)  now,  where - 

1.   JC  spiritually  rules the minds of  “The Early Adopters”  (as a  presence/parousia)  as they  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2.   JCg both  physically  and spiritually  rules The Millennium and forever afterwards  (as having  come/parousia). 

All the above is wholly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  -  because they  never  teach it  (and it is  core  “1st Century Christianity”)! 
As I state elsewhere  “Israel”  consists of  “The 3 Epoch Israel”. 

1st Epoch = Jews  (pre JC’s 1st Advent) 
2nd Epoch = Christians  (post JC’s 1st Advent, pre JCg’s 2nd Advent) 
3rd Epoch = The Resurrected World  (The Millennium,  post JCg’s 2nd Advent). 

Where  “Israel”  is a grouping of people with  “The Word of God”  and the members freely choose to become part of a grouping that either - 
“Perseveres  (positively)  with  subjector/God”  and become part of  “The Remnant of Israel  that returns to The Lord”  Isa.10v20-22). 
“Perseveres  (negatively)  with  subjector/God”  and become rebellious and rejected by Yahweh. 

JC’s ransom sacrifice is offered to  all  humans  without distinction  (being The Super Human Species of the  last  6000 years  that can  think and reason 
like gods’, Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35 and thus separating  “us”  from  “animals” [= sub-humans’ of the last 100,000 years). 
This Perfect Sacrifice (= a “Resultant” produced by a “Perfect Mind”)   has enabled us to enter into the 2nd part to our physical life,  irrespective of 
what we have done  during the 1st part of our life.   I explain elsewhere specifically why  charlatan  Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected,  of 
which there seems to be  millions’  today at the close of The Gospel Age,  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 
Again,  the usual topic surfaces at these places  -  the Trinity myth! 
I let the reader to go through the analysis in the same manner as I did of the previous verse. 

I see  two separate  “Entities” and I ask the reader   What do they see? 
Do they clearly read  “two separate Entities”,  or through the  perverted  mind of our professional leaders of  “Religion”   “One Entity”? 

 
115th Instruction – Each of the 144000 TCs become The Witness of  “The Word of God”  (= “JC”, Rev.19v13). 
156th Reasoning – Each TC has  “The  Character/Authority  of JC”  that is to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  which 
firstly is to:  “Bring forth The Next Generation of TCs”,  until Yahweh attains His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”. 
77th Warning – From the above we understand that professional leaders of “Religion”  are  not  TCs! 
They just frustrate and oppose Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (by  hiding  “The Goal”, Matt.23v13). 
116th Instruction – TCs speak about  “The Things”  to explain  “The Word of God”  to hearkening recipients. 
157th Reasoning – Each TC has  “The  Character/Authority  of JC”  that is to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that 
the recipients  likewise  gain  “The One/Same Mind  (= Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits)  as that of JC”  so that Yahweh  
can  gain His 144000 future sons of God, having minds that are  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
158th Reasoning – Because quite simply they do  not  have  “The One/Same  Mind as JC”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
159th Reasoning – It is JC as  “The Word of God”  who/that  operates a  presence/parousia  within The Minds of contrite 
and hearkening people enabling them to become TCs  (to imitate JC)  and thus hearken to Yahweh  (as did JC). 
Acts.  5v32 og Also  {we ourselves}  {we are/being}  (of the) him  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  
Acts.  5v32 og of the  utterances/topics/narrations/words  {from/concerning these persons/things},  
Acts.  5v32 og also  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  5v32 og who/which/that  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  (the) {specific god}  to the (ones = persons)   
Acts.  5v32 og {being persuaded by a ruler}/{submitting to authority}/{conforming to advice}/hearkening/obeying  
Acts.  5v32 og (to the) him. 
Acts.  5v32 Also  {we ourselves}  {we are/being}  his  (= JC's)   witnesses/martyrs/{for the  record/cause} 

of the  utterances/topics/words  {from/concerning these things}   (given to us by JC's ministry/lifestyle), 
also  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   and  the   holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
that  The  {Specific God}  gave/granted/bestowed    
to the  (ones = persons)   {being persuaded by a ruler}/{submitting to authority}/hearkening  to the  Him. 

 

Also we  (= TCs)  ourselves are his  (= JC's)  witnesses/martyrs   (= people who  put their life on the line’  for “The  Record/Cause”) 
of the utterances from concerning these things   (=  [1] ministry of “The Word of God”,  [2] 2 part life by JC's Ransom Sacrifice)  
also the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character)  and the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}) 
                (Note   The separation between  “spirit”  and the  “holy”  where  “the”  is in  “The Neuter”  and  not  masculine to indicate personage) 
that The  'Specific God'   gave/granted  to the persons  (= apostles and TCs)  {submitting to authority}/hearkening  to Him   (= Yahweh). 
                (JC is “the specific god”  for worldly people,  Yahweh is “The Specific God”  to the people hearkening to His Word  [= apostles/TCs]) 
 

This verse is  absolutely  NOT  speaking about  “Christians”. 
This verse is  only  speaking about  “TCs”  (= True Christians”)  who  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now,  and thus are people who are 
personally persecuted by leaders of “Religion”  (or by The State having be pressured to cull the TCs,  John.19v12). 
“Normal Christians”  being some 99.9+%  of Christendom are  not  TCs inasmuch they do  not  precisely imitate JC to become  “spiritual martyrs”. 

Why?    
Because their  spiritual masters’  (worldly Christian leaders)  do  not  exhort their flock to  “precisely imitate JC”,  but only to be  “good people”  
(being what all atheists and members of  all  other religions  are taught to do,  to be a  “Good Citizen”).   
This is in direct opposition to what Paul and Peter taught us at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Pet.2v21, etc.  which is so much more than   “Just being a 
good citizen”   (as judged from the outside [noting 1Sam.16v7]  see my commentaries at Rom.4v1-5 explaining what made Abraham  “righteous”  rather 
than just being  “good”)! 
Quite simply  

There is  no  distinction between  “worldly Christianity”  and  “Religion”.  Yahweh wants  “The Fundamental Distinction”  to be taught. 
This does not mean  merely’  stating  “Jesus died for us”,  because that actually makes us “hypocrites”  as I thoroughly explain elsewhere! 
Yahweh wants  “The Whole Package”  taught,  not  just the bits enabling a worldly return for the  worldly Christian leaders in their position! 
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Think very deeply on the full ramifications of all these statements! 
Sadly,  because the TCs’ teaching and lifestyle exposes the rampant hypocrisy throughout all of “Religion”,  then the leaders of “Religion”  feel duty-
bound  (John.16v1-4)  to make these  “spiritual martyrs”  become  “physical martyrs”.  This is what  “The Record”  of The Gospel Age teaches us! 

All this will be exposed in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3)  to underwrite  “The Worthiness”  of  “The 144000 TCs”  to be our rulers! 
All this will be exposed in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3)  to underwrite  “The Unworthiness”  of  “Religious Leaders”  not  to be our rulers! 

Now again we come to another verse of hundreds that exposes the Trinity myth! 
The Greek has masculine,  feminine and neuter genders for the word  “The”. 
When the subject is about personages,  then generally The Masculine form is used,  unless the subject specifically refers to a female. 
While the neuter form is used for  “inanimate things”   being merely physical  “objects” 
Obviously,  from the above when  “The”  is used for references to Yahweh and JC then the masculine form of  “The”  is used. 

Guess what! 
Here where it refers to  “the HS”,  then the  neuter  form of  “The” is used  -  which somewhat tells us that the HS is  not  a personage! 
This is  not  an isolated case,  but occurs in many places within  The New Testament,  where our  unprofessional translators  bend  the translation into a 
“him”  when the correct translation should be  “it” - a  systematic error  built into the translation to perpetuate “myth” and  not  remain faithful to fact! 

This is most  unprofessional,  and therefore these translators expose themselves to be  fraudsters  to what they claim about themselves! 
However,  as I state elsewhere  
When a thinking, reasoning entity imbues  “The Word of God”  and operates precisely as  “The Word of God”  instructs within us,  then we gain the HS 
(because our mind  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh – sourcing the HS)  and then the HS becomes  personalised within us  who hearken to “The Word of 
God”. 

It is all quite simple, really!   No  “mystery”  and fully supports what we are taught  throughout all The Bible. 
Please will Trinitarians contact this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to explain  “the indefensible”,  naturally using Bible citations  in the original language,  
but please first read my commentaries given for these citations,  that explain what these verses  really mean  to  further undermine  the Trinity myth when  
correctly reasoned! 
As the last line of this verse states  

“The HS operates within those people who hearken unto Him  (= Yahweh sourcing “The Word of God”)”. 
Being precisely what I stated above - 

When  a thinking, reasoning entity imbues  “The Word of God”  and operates precisely as  “The Word of God”  instructs  within  us,  then  we gain the 
HS  (because our mind  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh – sourcing the HS)  after which,  the HS becomes personalised within us who wholly hearken to “The 
Word of God”.  
Again,  I repeat  

It is all quite simple, really!   No  “mystery”  and fully supports what we are taught  throughout all The Bible. 
It is our religious leaders who  “screw it all up”  into an unrighteous mess! 

 
Comment – repeat - Here come  “The Spoilers”  operating against Yahweh  =  “the professional leaders of Religion”! 
Warning – repeat - As JC taught us:  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  and thus oppose exposure! 
Reasoning – repeat - “Professional leaders of Religion”  in their seminaries are taught to:  “Contest The Word of God”  
and  not  to  truly  “Submit to The Word of God”,  this establishes a rebellious mind and not a contrite hearkening mind! 
This forms  “The Foundations of Hypocrisy”  exemplified within leaders of “Religion”,  hence rejected by Yahweh! 
Comment – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion”  will insist that TCs must stop teaching “The Word of God”! 
Reasoning – repeat - This is done because the professional leaders of “Religion”  do not have  “The Character/Authority 
of JC”,  and by contrast, the 144000 TCs demonstrably show themselves  to have  “The Character/Authority of JC”. 
Warning – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion”  will insist that TCs must stop teaching “The Word of God”  while 
these leaders are so very good at teaching “Religion”!   The problem is that virtually all recipients to their teaching 
cannot differentiate between  “Religion”  and  “1st Century Christianity”,  because the latter is  never  taught today! 
135th Comment – True to form,  professional leaders of “Religion”  will remove  “Opposition”  to their thinking! 
78th Warning –  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  inasmuch they give an outward show of welcoming 
free speech  (of supposed “enlightenment”),  but as soon as that free speech exposes their delinquency  (given for their 
improvement)  –  then they devise any means to remove  “the messenger”  of God's Word. 
136th Comment – This is precisely what they did to JC and The Prophets before him  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34). 
And this is what they have done during The Gospel Age,  to include events occurring today  (be bold,  but attack,  if bold)! 
Acts.  5v33 og the (persons)  And   
Acts.  5v33 og hearing/listening/understanding/responding  (they were) {through sawn asunder}/ 

/{cut to the heart}/exasperated   
Acts.  5v33 og also  (they) {took advise}/deliberated/resolved/consultated/determined/purposed/councelled  
Acts.  5v33 og (to) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay   them. 
Acts.  5v33 And  the  persons  (= leaders of “Religion”)   hearing/listening   

they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   were  {through sawn asunder}/{cut to the heart}/exasperated                (= beside themselves with hate) 
also  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   deliberated/consulted/purposed/counselled   
to  {take up again}/{take away violently abolish/murder}/slay  them  (= the apostles). 

 

And the persons  (= the religious leaders)  hearing   (these things spoken by Yahweh’s Apostles) 
they  (= the religious leaders)  were  {cut to the heart}/exasperated   (the leaders of “Religion”  detested  “The Word of God”  being taught) 
also they  (= the religious leaders)  deliberated/consulted/purposed   (amongst themselves) 
to take away violently to murder them   (the apostles;  because they  truly taught  “The Word of God”) 
                (The apostles exposed  the hypocrisy  of  “The Religious Leaders”  [of any Religion]  fraudulently claiming to represent  “The Almighty God”) 
 

What is new today? 
This occurred  before  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
It occurred  during  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
It occurred  after  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
And therefore, we correctly  reason  (because  each  generation produces the  same  minded people  taking their respective positions) - 

It occurs  TODAY! 
And it shall  keep  occurring  until  “The 1st Resurrection”  becomes to be  -  and that will happen in the very near future  (ref 2017 CE). 
Being that a  “couple of decades”  or so,  is a very short period with respect to  “2000 years”  (near to about “1%”). 
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137th Comment – A wise old man and practised superb debater,  Gamaliel,  made  “The Observation”:    
Every generation has an  'upstart'  and a subsequent following. 

If from Man,  then the methodology ultimately dies away,  but if from Yahweh,  then it shall remain! 
If it is from Yahweh – then who can contest Him and succeed? 

160th Reasoning – The point behind this observation is that:  “Give the methodology time to find its natural future!” 
138th Comment – Gamaliel,  a Pharisee teacher,  may have had several ulterior reasons for his outburst:- 

1.  Insurance policy to  “The Almighty God”,  -  'at least he  spoke-up  for The Apostles'! 
2.  It was a sidekick  (of JC's possible resurrection)  to the philosophy of the controlling Sadducees. 
3.  Personal concern of his future position if there was a wide scale civil riot! 

I suggest Yahweh slid these drivers within Gamaliel's mind to save The Apostles from being murdered by: You know who! 
Acts.  5v34 og (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  and  {some/any/certain person}  in  to the  Sanhedrin  
Acts.  5v34 og (the) Pharisee,  
Acts.  5v34 og (to the) name/character/authority  Gamaliel   (the) {expounder of the religious law}/{religious teacher},   
Acts.  5v34 og (the) valued/esteemed/honoured/precious/dignified  (to the) all/whole/every  
Acts.  5v34 og to the  populace/{grouping of people},  
Acts.  5v34 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  outside/{away from}/without/outward  
Acts.  5v34 og (the) {short (of time/place/quantity/number)}/{few words}/{little (space/while)}  {some/any  thing}  
Acts.  5v34 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  5v34 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
Acts.  5v34 And  a certain  Pharisee  {standing up}/arising  within  the  Sanhedrin, 

named  Gamaliel,  the  valued/honoured  {religious teacher}  to  all  the populace  (within and without the Sanhedrin) 
he  {urged on}/incited  to  make/produce  outside/{away from}  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  the  some  short/little  (time). 

 

And a certain Pharisee standing up within the Sanhedrin 
named Gamaliel   (he personally taught  “Saul cum Paul”  [from a child to adulthood]  at  the most  prestigious Rabbinic school in Jerusalem), 
the  valued/honoured  religious  teacher/scholar  to all the populace   (both of the Sanhedrin and within Israel) 
he  (Gamaliel)  urged on to make outside  (= put out of The Chamber)  the apostles the some  short/little  (time). 
 

Gamaliel asked for the apostles to be removed from the chamber while he gave his advice to the council. 
Gamaliel was an astute elderly man  -  and may have had some regard for the teaching from the apostles  (and been respectful of JC’s righteous doctrine 
and of JC’s sharp,  stinging and yet,  very accurate attacks upon the religious leaders).  Furthermore,  he knew there were some very  weird happenings’  
occurring within Israel over the last few months,  during and subsequent to JC’s death  –  so he was playing for  “The Middle Ground”  here. 

Perhaps he was thinking  at least this is a defensive measure’  in the midst of Yahweh’s possible Judgment,  if Yahweh is fighting for the TCs!  
Perhaps it could be considered as a  “bonus point”  for consideration. 

Also,  from a worldly point of view  -  he,  as a Pharisee,  can blast the ball into the goalmouth of The Sadducees  (being the then ruling religious elite,  
having fornicated their religious principles with The Controlling Romans)!   Especially with JC apparently being  “resurrected”,  adding support to  
his’  “Religion”  and undermines the Sadducees' “Religion”  (not believing in “The Resurrection”,  Acts.23v8). 

Finally,  Gamaliel was perhaps genuinely worried.  If these apostles were murdered by the authorities so soon after JC's murder,  this could lead to a 
real public uprising,  where intelligent leaders know they can only push their  minions’  so far,  and if any further,  then riots would ensue with the 
leaders bereft of control   (and thus  personally  lose  all worldly return  -  so  self-interest  'must'  dominate). 

We might consider again,  how this reasoning differentiates between how The Public and Leaders view  “God’s Word”  (then as JC)! 
Acts.  5v35 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  both  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them,  
Acts.  5v35 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) Israelites,  
Acts.  5v35 og (yourselves) {to hold the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply oneself}/{have regard}  (to the) yourselves   
Acts.  5v35 og over/upon/concerning  to the  countenances/{human-beings}/men   
Acts.  5v35 og {to these  (persons/things)}   who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts.  5v35 og (yourselves) {to occur}/expect/intend/necessity/go/come  
Acts.  5v35 og (to) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}.   
Acts.  5v35 He (= Gamaliel)   said/commanded  towards  them: 

The  Israelite  men  both  (1) {pay attention}/{have regard}  to  yourselves   
(2) what  yourselves  expect/intend  to  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}  upon/concerning  to these  men  (= the apostles). 

 

He  (= Gamaliel)   said/commanded  towards them:   (= the Sanhedrin council comprising of some 71 leaders) 
  The men of Israel both  (1) pay attention to yourselves,   (= consider carefully what you do) 
  (2) what you  (= The Religious Leaders)  intend to habitually practice concerning to these men  (= The Apostles of JC) 
 

Gamaliel was obviously a cautious man with  'a very old head'  on his shoulders! 
He had seen it all before,  generation after generation  in precisely the  one/same  manner that I have during my life and can speak likewise. 
He is giving wise council for the younger  'hot heads'  on the Sanhedrin upon which to carefully listen. 
Notice the Greek word  “habitually practice”  showing to us that all the Sanhedrin members recognised the leaders of “Religion”  were  persistently  
persecuting the apostles whenever the opportunity presented itself! 
Acts.  5v36 og fore/{in front of}/prior/before  for  {from/concerning these persons/things}  
Acts.  5v36 og of the  days/{periods of time}  (he) {stood up}/arose/{rise up}  (the) Theudas,  
Acts.  5v36 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  {to be}  (the) someone  (the) himself  {to whom/which}  
Acts.  5v36 og (it was) {glued to}/adhered/cleaved/{joined (self)}  (the) summed/number  (of the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts.  5v36 og {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}  {four hundred},  
Acts.  5v36 og who/which/that  (he was) {taken up again}/adopted/{taken away (violently) abolished/murdered}/slain,  
Acts.  5v36 og also  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  
Acts.  5v36 og (they) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  (to the) him  
Acts.  5v36 og (they were) {through loosened}/{dissolved utterly}/dispersed  
Acts.  5v36 og also  (they) {became to be}  into/unto  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
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Acts.  5v36 For  prior/before  {concerning of these}  days/{periods of time}           (= before the apostles were teaching “The Word of God”) 
The  Theudas  {stood up}/arose                        (amongst the people as a rebel) 
the  stating/exclaiming  himself  to be  someone                     (of note and worthiness to lead the people) 
to  whom  was  {glued to}/adhered/joined  {as if}/{like as}  the  summed/number  four hundred  men/fellows,  
who  he was  {taken away violently murdered}/slayed   
also  all  persons  {as many}/whosoever  they  agreed/trusted/obeyed  to the  him  (= Theudas) 
they were  {thoroughly loosened}/dissipated/dispersed,   
also  they  {become to be}  unto  nothing. 

 

For before the concerning of these days   (of JC and the apostles teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to The Public) 
The Theudas arose   (as a leader amongst the people)  exclaiming himself to be someone   (of worthiness for public acclaim) 
to whom was joined as if the  summed/number  of four hundred men, 
who  (= Theudas)  he was  murdered/slayed, 
also all persons whosoever they  trusted/obeyed  to the him  (= Theudas) 
they  (= his followers)  were  dissipated/dispersed,  also they became to be unto nothing   (= Theudas' methodology died out). 
 

Gamaliel gives an example of a movement under the leadership of one man,  which dissipated when its leader was  murdered/killed. 
Proposing that JC's movement  (if worldly)  will soon dissipate because JC has only been dead for a few weeks,  just give it time to find its own way! 
Interestingly some 2000 years later it  (in a modified state of “Religion”)  covers The World within one third of its population of some 6+ billion people! 
Because  “The People”  genuinely want it  (but  were/are  stopped by their leaders ,  Matt.23v13)  and are presently like lost sheep without shepherds! 
And moreover,  in The Millennium original  “1st Century Christianity”  will  wholly replace  all  “Religion”  and cover  all  “The Resurrected World”! 
Acts.  5v37 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (of the) this (specific)   (he) {stood up}/arose/{rise up}  
Acts.  5v37 og (the) Judas  the  Galilean  in  to the  days/{periods of time}  
Acts.  5v37 og of the  enrolment/assessment/taxing/registration,  
Acts.  5v37 og also  (he) removed/{instigated (a revolt)}/desisted/deserted/departed/withdrew/{drew away}  
Acts.  5v37 og (the) populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts.  5v37 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient  
Acts.  5v37 og {go to the back}/{aback (in time/place)}/backward/{got behind}/followed/after  (of the) him,  
Acts.  5v37 og (the) {likewise that/those}/{even he/them also}  (he) lost/perished/destroyed/annihilation/(= The 2nd Death),   
Acts.  5v37 og also  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  
Acts.  5v37 og (they) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  (the) him  
Acts.  5v37 og (they were) {through penetration}/dissipated/{routed/separated}/winnowed/squandered/ 

/dispersed/scattered (abroad)}/strewn. 
Acts.  5v37 After  of  this specific  man  (= Theudas of the previous example) 

The Judas  the  Galilean  he  {stood up}/arose  within  the  days/{periods of time}  of the  enrolment/taxation/registration, 
also  he  (= Judas)   removed/{instigated a revolt}/{drew away}  the  populace/{grouping of people}   
the  great/many  (people)  {got behind}/followed/after  of the  him, 
the  {likewise that}/{even he also}  he  lost/perished/destroyed   
also  all  the  people  {as much}/whosoever  they  agreed/trusted/obeyed  to the  him  (= Judas the Galilean) 
they were  {through penetration}/dissipated/dispersed/scattered   

After this specific man   (= Theudas of the previous example) 
the Judas the Galilean he arose within the days of the  enrolment/taxation/registration, 
also he  (= Judas)  {instigated a revolt}/{drew away}  the grouping people  
the  great/many  (people)  followed/after   him  (= Judas), 
likewise he also perished,  also all the people whosoever they  trusted/obeyed  to the him  (= Judas) 
they were  dispersed/scattered. 
 

Gamaliel gives another example of an uprising behind a single worldly leader,  that dissipated upon his death. 
Then he comes to an obvious,  and yet stark conclusion in the next few verses. 
Acts.  5v38 og Also  the  now/present/immediate  (I) state/exclaim  {to yourselves},  
Acts.  5v38 og (yourselves) {to remove}/{instigate (a revolt)}/desist/desert/depart/withdraw/{draw away}  
Acts.  5v38 og off/away/separated/from  of the  countenances/{human-beings}/men   
Acts.  5v38 og {from/concerning these persons/things},  
Acts.  5v38 og also  (yourselves) {let be}/permit/{leave alone}/commit/allow  them,  
Acts.  5v38 og because  if/whenever  might/may/can/should/be  {from/out of}  countenances/{human-beings}/men 
Acts.  5v38 og the  volition/advice/purpose/counsel  this/that (specifically)  
Acts.  5v38 og or/than/either/rather  the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  that/this/there/here, 
Acts.  5v38 og (it will be) {loosened down}/disintegrated/demolished/{over thrown}/undone.   
Acts.  5v38 Also  the   now/presently  I  exclaim  to yourselves, 

Yourselves  depart/withdraw/{draw away}  away/from  {concerning of these}  men, 
also  yourselves  {let be}/permit/{leave along}/allow  them  (= the apostles) 
because  if  this  specifically  the  advice/purpose/council   
or  this  {occupational effort}/work/deed  may/can/be  {from/out of}  men 
it will be   {loosened down}/disintegrated/demolished/{over thrown}/undone. 

 

Also now  I  (Gamaliel)  exclaim to yourselves   (= religious leaders); 
yourselves draw away  away/from  concerning of these men   (= JC's most faithful apostles), 
also yourselves  {let be}/{leave alone}  them   (= allow the apostles  to go their own way) 
because if this   (“1st Century Christianity”)    
is specifically the  advice/council  or this  {occupational effort}   (= public teaching)    
be  from/out  of men   (= “Religion”,  ultimately sourced by Satan) 
it  (as “Religion”)   will be  disintegrated/demolished/{over thrown}.  
 

This is an interesting statement when we  (with hindsight)  analyse what has occurred over the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
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There were true  “Martyrs for The Cause”  when  “1st Century Christianity”  remained relatively pure under the avid guidance of 1st and 2nd generation 
apostles,  but then rapidly disintegrated when  worldly religious leaders  'got hold of it'  and  mauled it  into something that they could make worldly gain 
from out of it by fraudulently  scamming-off  the devotees! 
But periodically through approx. 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  martyrs  (as “The Whistle Blowers”)  truly driven by  “The Word of God”  in its pure 
and unadulterated state  personally  increment forward Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

They  personally  confirmed the validity  of Yahweh previously placing their name onto  “The Short List”  in genuine  self-sacrifice,  for 
Yahweh to then righteously  elect/select  them for Sonship,  to become part of the 144000 TCs written upon  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  
Life”  (Rev.5v1-10).  

It is through this process  “1st Century Christianity”  in it most pure form  (of self-sacrifice to edify our neighbour so that they too may  know/understand  
how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  continues until Yahweh achieves  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs. 
Then  and  only then   “The 1st Resurrection”  shall occur (Rev.20v6),  and 3.5 years later The Millennium will start  (Dan.12v11-12).   Amen! 
It is during  “The Collapsing Phase”  (which is presently occurring)  of  “worldly Christianity”  that presently covers the world today,  that it shall be 
shown  “to be from of men”  as stated here,  because it will be replaced by  “1st Century Christianity”  within The Millennium,  and then continue as  “1st 
Century Christianity”  into The Eternity! 
It must be clearly understood  

“Worldly Christianity”  (as was “Judaism” before JC’s 1st Advent)   is  only a continuum   (allowed as such by Yahweh to continue)  from 
out of which Yahweh is  righteously able to extract His  “Early Adopters  (for the next phase of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”). 

It is these specific individual people who have proved themselves  pure/innocent/blameless  (and thus “holy)  as regards to “Yahweh’s Requirements”   
in direct contrast  to  “worldly Christianity”  that itself becomes  “The Judgment upon  worldly Christianity”.   In like manner as that which was done by  
“The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  at Dan.1v11-19   (in an equally multi-religious society,  “Babylon”  as  “The Mother of Religion”  as 
fully delineated in  “The Book of Revelations”)! 

Does the reader fully understand what Yahweh is righteously doing here  (within The World  today)? 
Acts.  5v39 og if  And  {from/out of}  (of the) God  (it) is  no/not/none  (yourselves will be) able/possible/capable   
Acts.  5v39 og (to) {loosen down}/disintegrate/demolish/{over throw}/undo  it/same,   
Acts.  5v39 og {may sometime/ever}/{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}  
Acts.  5v39 og also  (the) {warriors towards God}/{fighters of Divinity}/{quarrelling/striving  against deity}  
Acts.  5v39 og (yourselves will be) found/obtained/seen/perceived, 
Acts.  5v39 And  if  it/same  (= advice/works)   is  {from/out of}  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 

No/not/none  yourselves  will be  able/capable  to  {loosen down}/disintegrate/demolish/{over throw}/undo. 
{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}  also  yourselves  will be  found/seen  (as)  the  {warriors towards God}/{fighters against Deity}, 

And if it  (= advice/works  given by these apostles)  is  from/out  of the God  (= Yahweh) 
none of yourselves will be  able/capable  to  disintegrate/demolish/{over throw}   (“The Word of God”  operating within 144000 TCs), 
if perchance   (the  teaching and works  of these apostles  are  truly being driven by  “The Word of God”,  then … ) 
also yourselves   (as leaders of “Religion”)  will be seen to be fighters against God  (= Yahweh) 
 

Precisely so! 
But Satan's agents  (= driven by his methodology  = self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  within this world,  made manifest within its leaders in the 
appropriate sectors of society  (Politics, Commerce,  and the worst  [most hypocritical]  Religion)  use a most effective tool  to pollute God's Word and 
pull it down into The Mire.   

In precisely the  one/same  manner as Balaam advised the heathen around  “The Young Israel”  in The Old Testament! 
“Encourage the Israelite men to marry the women of The Heathen from around about!” 

That is exactly what  worldly Christian leaders have done  since  “The 2nd Century” CE and later enforced as doctrine in Nicea 325 CE. 
They have taken The Pure  “Word of God”  as contained within The Original Greek and twisted it through their teachings and translations! 

They have married God's Word into The Heathen Ideas of The World that presently encircle God's Word. 
Foreign festivals,  myths,  concepts  wholly clutter, contaminate and have ultimately entirely suppressed  “1st Century Christianity”!   
And in the process interjected themselves as  “The (supposed) Purveyors”  of  'all good things'  –  for The Worldly Return this brings to them! 

This is an  abomination  of The Highest Order  -  and shows no real humility and contriteness of  The Mind or Heart! 
This is  “The Hypocrisy”  of which JC saw within leaders of “Religion”  purporting to represent The Almighty God! 
And has occurred ever since,  -  while Satan is  “The Pretend Prince”  of  “The Present World”  operating under  his  heaven (singular). 

But  when  Yahweh has His 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 23, 22v14,  Rev.14v1-4)  then  “The 1st Resurrection”  shall 
occur  (Matt.24v36, 40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.)  and some 3.5 years later,  the Millennium will start  
(Dan.12v11-12,  2Pet.3v10-13, Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3, etc.)  at which point in time,  “1st Century Christianity”  shall cover The World .  Amen. 

This is  “The Real Gospel”  and  not  what is taught today in Christendom.  Please read all my cited commentaries. 
And it is precisely this,  of which  “The Leaders of Religion”  are doing their utmost to  frustrate/oppose/resist  (hence they are of Satan)! 
        I welcome their comments to vainly justify their actions!   However,  I would much rather they repent and imbue what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches! 
 
139th Comment – Yahweh allows Gamaliel to have his day,  by unconsciously representing Yahweh's Interests. 
The professional leaders of “Religion”  hearken to Gamaliel's words of advice  (not recognising Yahweh's intervention). 
Comment – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion”  will insist that TCs must stop teaching “The Word of God”! 
Reasoning – repeat - This is done because the professional leaders of “Religion”  do not have  “The Character/Authority 
of JC”,  and by contrast the 144000 TCs demonstrably show themselves  to have  “The Character/Authority of JC”. 
Warning – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion”  will insist that TCs must stop teaching “The Word of God”  while 
these leaders are so very good at teaching “Religion”!   The problem is that not virtually all recipients to their teaching 
can differentiate between “Religion” and “1st Century Christianity”,  because the latter is never taught today! 
Warning – repeat - Exposed leaders of “Religion”  resort to physical force when having lost  “The Spiritual Argument”. 
Acts.  5v40 og (they) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  And  (to the) him. 
Acts.  5v40 og Also  (the having) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)  
Acts.  5v40 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}, 
Acts.  5v40 og (the having) flayed/scourged/thrashed/smite/beaten  
Acts.  5v40 og (the having) {transmitted a message}/enjoined/{(gave in) charge}/declared  
Acts.  5v40 og not  (to) speak/utter/say  over/upon/concerning  to the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus,  
Acts.  5v40 og also  (they) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  them. 
Acts.  5v40 And  they (= the leaders)  pacified/agreed/persuaded  to the (= with)  him  (= Gamaliel). 

Also  the having  personally  {called to oneself}/summoned/invited   the  apostles/{appointees to tell} 
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(and)  the  having  flayed/scourged/thrashed/beaten   
(they)  the having  enjoined/declared  not  to speak/say  concerning  to the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus, 
also  they  (= the religious leaders)   released/dismissed/{set at liberty}  them  (= the apostles). 

 

And they  (= the [religious] leaders of Society)  agreed with him  (= Gamaliel). 
Also the having  personally  {called to themselves}/summoned  the  apostles/{appointees (by Yahweh [and not The World]) to tell} 
                 (therefore, recalling the apostles from an antechamber – so they could not hear of Gamaliel’s reasoning,  then the religious leaders … ) 
(and then)  having  flayed/thrashed   (the apostles) 
(they,   the leaders of “Religion”)  having declared  (to the apostles)  not to speak concerning the  name/character/authority  of Jesus, 
also they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  released/{set at liberty}  them   (= the apostles). 
 

Gamaliel had his personal reasons for making this intelligent announcement as I outlined earlier in my commentary to v34,  and fortunately the other 
leaders listened to this sensible advice,  but I recognise that Yahweh  'sowed the seed'  within Gamaliel's mind for this specific outcome to occur. 
“Leaders of Religion”  (consistently fulfilling John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13)  start by inflicting physical pain and suffering to outwardly impose their own 
desire  upon the  martyrs,  because  “strength of argument”  contained in  “Religion”  is  non-existent!    Thus,  TCs having  “The Word of God”  
controlling their mind become like  “Whistle Blowers”,  whose  “conscience of mind”  always leads them into trouble with Religious Leaders! 
By contrast,  because  “Leaders of Religion”  cannot use  “Strength of Argument”  to win over devotees  (because they have no  rational/righteous  
“Strength of Argument”),  then they must use another technique for their deluded devotees,  which is to bewitch the minds of their devotees by  
tickling/pleasing  their ears’, 1Tim.4v3-4  with worldly indulgence.  The consequence of which means their devotees are unlikely to be sufficiently 

reasoned to ask awkward questions,  and thus keeps them from becoming “martyrs” speaking up for “Truth”.  Therefore,  they gaily come to their 
masters and feed them,  just to be told they are saved by “Belonging to The Master’s Grouping”  -  I find this hypocrisy committed by these  “Spiritual 
Paedophiles”  so very repugnant and distressing,  and is what drives me to write as I do to publicly expose them! 
I really want to open the spiritual mind of these hapless people  in their billions  locked into  “Religion”  who merely become  “Yes Men/Women”  to 
their leaders' actions not reasoning deeply into what they are taught by their “Rogue Traders”! 
Thus as we read here concerning TCs who  “Rock the boat called  Religion”  when  “Leaders of “Religion”  cannot use  “Strength of argument”  to 
support their  “demonstrable unrighteousness for The Salvation of Mankind”  to turn the mind of TCs away from Yahweh - 

Then the verbal threat to be associated with the physical pain is all leaders of  “Religion”  could offer to support their position! 
How would this affect the apostles internally driven to be spiritual  “Martyrs for The Cause”? 

We are to read of this later in  “The Acts of The Apostles”. 
 
140th Comment – The Apostles were released after a physical beating ordered by the professional leaders of “Religion”. 
141st Comment – TCs are not masochistic in working to invite persecution,  but by nature of their work  to actively yield  
“The Salvation of Mankind”,  sadly brings forth opposition from professional leaders of  “Religion”  living-off  their 
faulty and  self-indulgent  teaching,  that  cannot  bring any form  “Salvation to Mankind”! 
161st Reasoning – The TCs of  The Gospel Age  are internally motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and recognise this will 
bring forth persecution from people being publicly exposed as fraudsters  by the TCs actively and accurately  teaching The 
Word of God .  However, this needs to be done because it enables Yahweh to ultimately gain His 144000 TCs,  that then 
brings forth The Millennium.  Yahweh requires this to occur and TCs are only too pleased to be an active part of this. 
162nd Reasoning – In this manner the TCs of The Gospel Age are being internally motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire, and 
therefore operate according to JC's  “Character and Authority”,  recognised by outsiders to be speaking in JC's “Name” 
79th Warning – Beware of people who are quick to state:  “We come in JC's Name”,  where, by necessity,  they must state 
this because they do not  come in his  “Character and Authority”  (their fruit shows them to be fraudsters,  Matt.7v16-20). 
Acts.  5v41 og The (ones = apostles)  indeed/truly/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts.  5v41 og (they) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)  
Acts.  5v41 og (the) cheerfully/{calmly happy}/{being well (salutation)}/rejoicing/greeting  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  5v41 og (of the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion/presence  of the  Sanhedrin,  
Acts.  5v41 og because  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  name/character/authority,  
Acts.  5v41 og (of the) him  (they were) {deemed entirely worthy}/{counted intensely worthy}  
Acts.  5v41 og (to be) {rendered infamous}/contemned/maltreated/despised/dishonoured/ 

/{suffered shame}/{entreated shamefully}. 
Acts.  5v41 Then  truly/indeed  the  (ones = apostles)    

they  personally  travelled/journeyed  away/from  of the  {frontal visage}/aspect/presence  of the  Sanhedrin, 
cheerfully/happily/joyfully  because  {for the sake/behalf of}  of  his  (= JC's)   name/character/authority   
they  were  {deemed entirely worthy}  to be  {rendered infamously}/{entreated shamefully}. 

 

Then indeed they  (= the apostles)  personally journeyed  away/from  the  {frontal visage}  of the Sanhedrin, 
cheerfully because they were deemed entirely worthy   (= because they  had  truly imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus deemed, “Worthy”) 
                   (Importantly   It is specifically  by  imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle  that caused  “Leaders of Religion”  to respond  so  negatively) 
to be rendered infamous   (= to be  publicly known  for  “precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle”  and  “received punishment”  for doing this) 
for the sake of his  (= JC's)  name/character/authority  (they  only  imitated JC's  “character and authority”,  and thus publicly gained his “name”). 
 

My deliberately added parenthesis explains what this verse really means,   and is not to be glibly read and dismissed as is done by our leaders of 
Christendom within their sermons of supposed instruction to their  “kept ignorant”  their deluded devotees! 

“The Charge”  Yahweh makes against  “the devotees”  is minimal,  only that they are not  self-motivated  to educate themselves. 
“The Charge”  Yahweh makes against  “the leaders”  is great,  keeping their devotees ignorant to what Yahweh truly desires. 

This is what JC teaches us at Luke.12v46-48. 
I expand the parenthesis elsewhere within my commentaries and choose not repeat it here;  else these commentaries become so long and repetitive. 

(Yet internally I am bursting to repeat here what I teach elsewhere,  but must confine it specifically to the context of the verse.) 
 
117th Instruction – The Apostles imitating JC  (Mark.1v38,  1Cor.4v16. 11v1, etc.)  went to both the temple and from 
house to house teaching   “1st Century Christianity”.  They did  not  teach  “worldly Christianity”  as is taught today! 
142nd Comment – Nothing could stop the Apostles imitating JC,  certainly not the professional leaders of “Religion”. 
118th Instruction – “The Good News of JC”  is  not  that he  'just'  “died for us”  -  because  many  people die for other 
people!   But rather it is  “The Whole of Yahweh's Plan”  from start to finish  of which JC is  “The Key Player”  within 
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“The Whole Plan”,  the background substantiates JC's position within it!   It is by having this knowledge that gives us  
“Real Faith”  to then precisely imitate JC and The Apostles.  It is  not  the  “blind faith”  of “Religion”  (that includes 
“worldly Christianity”)  which has  no  substructure and is  only  based upon  useless unsubstantiated  “hearsay”! 
45th Good News – The Apostles truly imitated JC by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  gained  real  disciples! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  5v42 og (the) all/whole/every  both  (the) day/{period of time}  
Acts.  5v42 og in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts.  5v42 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family,  
Acts.  5v42 og no/not/none  (they) paused/restrained/quit/desisted/left/refrained/ceased/stopped  
Acts.  5v42 og (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training  
Acts.  5v42 og also  (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)  
Acts.  5v42 og (the) Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Acts.  5v42 Every  day  both  within  the  {sacred place}/temple  also  (“intensely/against” =)  house/family  to the   house/family, 

no/not  they  paused/restrained/ceased/stopped  the  teaching/training   
also  the  personally  {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural)   the   Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Every day,  both  (1) within the temple  also  (2) house to house, 
               (How many “Christians” today - FREELY do the above,  day after day?  Only  144000 TCs do this  “FREELY/simply” during The Gospel Age) 
               (The  same  conditions exist today    “1st Century Christianity”  is  unknown  today,  having been replaced by  worldly Christian “Religion”) 
not they  (= “The Early Adopter”  TCs)    
paused/ceased  the teaching   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  to replace  “Religion”  already operating around them) 
also they personally preaching The Good News of Jesus  Christ/Anointed   (= being  “The Goal”  for us to personally achieve). 
              (= Teaching of JC  [1] getting us all into The Millennium,  and  [2] we must precisely imitate him to be successful within The Millennium.) 
 

It must be clearly understood   The apostles - 
Were  ABSOLUTELY NOT  teaching what is taught today in our  worldly Christian sermons. 

They taught what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  to underwrite Yahweh's Sovereignty as having everything meticulously under control! 
They did  not  teach of  worldly Christianity that wholly covers The Planet today in the manner I explained in my commentary to verse 39. 
Where  worldly Christianity  (has morphed to become  “Religion”  for a worldly return of whatever the religious leaders personally desire) - 

1.  Reduces Yahweh's Majesty  (by ignoring The Tanakh that  righteously setup  The Gospel Age and Millennium)   
2.  Reduces what JC really means in  “answer to The Tanakh”,  to become  'merely'  that  “he died for us”. 
3.  So that we are  'let off the hook'  and …  
4.  We can  'continue our lifestyle as we are,  for ever and a day'  without any form of retribution  (Jude.v4)! 
5.  With all the above supposedly supported by wholly  useless  worldly customs and myths  (Matt.23v23)! 

This is an abomination on a grand scale as presently taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders. 
Moreover,  to top it all,  they expect us to pay  (by whatever means they deem)  for such rubbish and wholly unrighteous  teaching’! 
That is why Yahweh  WILL  dismiss them from office,  as much of JC's teaching warns us,  -  but they wholly ignore it  (hence by contrast of 
JC's teaching at Luke.16v4-10,  see my local commentaries),  vainly applying this to everyone else around them,  having an unrepentant mind 
choosing  not  to recognise  “The Finger”  is pointing  directly to themselves! 

This is to  ALL  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  LESS  the 144000 TCs.     
Now   “How real is that!”    Very Real! 

Christian leaders  only  teach  “Religion”   (and are thus   Despised by Yahweh). 
So after that condemnation then - 

What did JC and The Apostles teach? 
Being what our leaders of Christendom do  not  teach! 

As an overview - 
Firstly,  they would teach what I have written in my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”. 
Then they would expand this through to what occurred in Sinai over the 40 years of their travelling in The Wilderness  (see my commentary to chapter 7),  
linking it through to what is to occur in The Gospel Age and then extended into The Millennium.   They would also explain why Yahweh behaved as He 
did to The Judges over Israel and why Saul, David and Solomon all behaved as they did and why Yahweh reacted as He did.  Then The Prophets of The 
Tanakh would be included to explain what they were teaching about the things that were occur to Israel and  by extension  what all this meant for The 
Gospel Age and on into The Millennium. 
They would explain of  “The New Israel”  being of  “The Spiritual Israel”  (= the 144000 TCs)  that Yahweh requires to bring forth The Millennium. 
Moreover,  for Yahweh to achieve these 144000 TCs then we must personally aim to precisely imitate JC's ministry  (with a wholly reformed mind)  so 
that we too can become part of this very special grouping of people who have taken upon themselves  “The  Ownership,  Accountability and 
Responsibility”  of  “The Word of God”.    
All of which means    

We have JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind  (Rev.19v13, Luke.17v21)  that becomes our  “Fundamental Philosophy”. 
Then we have all The Epistles to guide The Readers how to precisely imitate JC,  so that the readers personally know to  “where they are 
supposed to aim”,  to ideally become part of the 144000 TCs  (to bring forward Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”). 
Inasmuch we will be taught that it is a personal  “Job Specification”  given as  “The Invitation”  to be alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23). 

In this manner, the recipients learn how to - 
1.  Magnify Yahweh within The Mind  (of both the TCs and to the recipients of their teaching). 
2.  Understand precisely what was driving JC's mind. 
3.  Learning how we too can and shall imitate JC. 
4.  To do this,  we wholly learn The Bible and understand why Yahweh behaved as He did,  and shall do in The Future. 
5.  We become very educated and operate with fidelity to what God's Word teaches us,  so that we teach other people  freely/simply. 

Our  worldly Christian leaders do  NONE  of the above  - because they do  not  even believe The Bible is  “The Word of God”,  but authored by men! 
So they just  vainly  teach all  the nice things’  that all people of  “Religion”  and  “general atheism”  teach with  “God and Jesus”  thrown in for  'good 
measure'  to supposedly  (1) validate what they say as being  (2) different to other religions on the premise of  “Divide and Rule”! 

They  ignore  the vast majority of  “The New Testament”  and  virtually everything  of  “The Old Testament”  (bar a few words). 
They understand virtually  nothing  of what  “The Word of God”  teaches us  (except only to spin it around  in a worldly manner  to give a vain 
semblance of credibility within the worldly minds of their deluded devotees  'innocently'  knowing no better). 

That is my charge of them, which is spelt out below    
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Wholly delinquent reprobates,  and have  zero  authority to be called  “professionals”  (as deemed by Yahweh). 
That is why they shall not be paid at the end of their work in The Vineyard (Matt.20v1-12),  but booted out  (Luke.20v16)! 

Yet,  they have the audacity to expect payment by one means or another for such a  substandard  and  fraudulent  service! 
After my charge made of them,  they need to explain themselves and demonstrate  “Ownership/Accountability/Responsibility”  of what they purport to 
represent,  because my  thousands  of  inter-verse  commentaries of  “The New Testament”  expose them to be  fraudsters! 

This is precisely what JC's parables and allegoric examples teach us! 
What is  my authority  to state this? 
I can only state this because of some personal 50,000+ hours of  only  studying The Bible  (outside my secular work).  Most of that time being  “The New 
Testament”,  reading it at least 40 times so that I  thoroughly understand  what Yahweh is teaching us with  zero  “mystery”.  From this background,  
then it is  my responsibility  to publicise this “Knowledge”  to  all  people  to close  The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14),  else I too shall be delinquent in my 
duty  (Eze.33v1-20)  as a qualified auditor  (by Yahweh)  and I shall be subject to Luke.12v4-5.     

I  fear  Yahweh  infinitely  more than I do of men,  especially at my age now of 60+ years! 
So we may ask,  by contrast,   What is their  “Authority”  to represent Yahweh. 
 
 
143rd Comment – Human nature operating within immature Christians shows itself! 
163rd Reasoning – Problem:  There were Grecian Jews and Judean Jews.  The Apostles were all Judean Jews and they 
had to juggle their ministry work with their secular care for the widows.  The problem is that  “One's Attention”  is 
automatically drawn to close relatives rather than strangers!   The overloaded apostles were directing any spare time 
from their ministry to the widows of their own kith and kin to the exclusion of the Grecian widows.   
This was noticed by the Grecian Jews,  who then complained about what they witnessed  (as being unfair)! 
Acts.  6v1 og in  And  the  days/{periods of time}  these/those (specifically)  
Acts.  6v1 og (of the being) increased/multiplied/abounded  of the  learners/pupils/disciples   
Acts.  6v1 og (it) {became to be}  the  grumbling/grudging/murmuring   
Acts.  6v1 og of the  {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking person (especially non-Jew)}/Gentile/Greek    
Acts.  6v1 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Hebrews,  
Acts.  6v1 og because  (they were being) {near spectator}/overlooked/disregarded/neglected 
Acts.  6v1 og in  to the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  to the  {against the day}/daily/{day by day}  
Acts.  6v1 og the  widows  {of them}. 
Acts.  6v1 And  in  these specific  days/{periods of time}  of the  pupils/disciples  being  increased/multiplied 

it  became to be  the  grumbling/murmuring  of the  Hellenists/Grecians  towards  the  Hebrews,   
because  they were being  overlooked/disregarded/neglected   
within  the  attendance/{servicing in the world}  of their  widows  in the  daily/{day by day}. 

 

And in these specific days of the disciples being increased   
it became to be the grumbling of the Hellenists  (= Greek Christian disciples)  towards the Hebrews  (= Christian disciples), 
because they  (= the Hellenists,  as a grouping)  were being neglected  
within the daily attendance of their widows.   (= The Hellenist’s'  widows were being daily neglected by the Hebrew Christians) 
 

This was not deliberate,  but natural behaviour by  overworked  people. 
The primary aim of  The Twelve Apostles  was to teach  “The Word of God”,  but by nature of  “The Word”  operating within these  sincere  individuals,  
then The Twelve took it upon themselves to also administer the food for The Widows  (being  “True Widows”  noting Paul’s strict definition given at 
1Tim.5v4-9).  Obviously when humans are under stress,  they can only concentrate on what is  “Immediate family”  which is also taught in The Bible,  
and being that The Twelve Disciples were Hebrew,  then The Hebrew widows would have naturally been of first concern.  When  “The Priority”  of  
“The Daily Ministry”  came in,  then The Twelve Disciples had to attend to that requirement,  and naturally people outside one’s immediate  family/race  
become neglected,  not by intent,  but by circumstances when   Being pulled from pillar to post’! 

This was observed by an  outsider. 
Notably an outsider   Not being under the same stressed circumstance as were these twelve apostles,  and furthermore it could be asked,  why 
were the Hellenist Jews not administering to their own widows and only relying on The Original 12 Disciples to do all the work! 

It suggest to me,  that there was one person behaving as a troublemaker and starting to cause a bit of friction within the groupings,  rather than 
personally volunteering to take upon themselves some of the work of the Hebrew Jews! 
 
144th Comment – The Apostles realised this situation could not continue,  and thus called a meeting. 
119th Instruction – The Apostles' priority is for feeding The Mind and  not  to be feeding The Body. 
164th Reasoning – The Crux of this instruction is that ideally  all  pupils/disciples  should be aiming to become “Apostles”  
so that more people can have their mind fed  -  to become the required chain reaction to yield the 144000 TCs. 
120th Instruction – The Disciples learning in contriteness how to feed The Body while mentally learning how to feed The 
Mind,  so that when fully trained in  both  respects,  they then are fit to  accurately  feed The Mind for no physical return. 
121st Instruction – This is what we  all  should be aiming to achieve -  start at the bottom and work our way up! 
This is  “The Thrust”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  -  but is this taught today  (especially The Tanakh bedrock)? 
Acts.  6v2 og (the having) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   And  
Acts.  6v2 og the  twelve  the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  
Acts.  6v2 og of the  learners/pupils/disciples,  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  6v2 og No/Not/None  (the) agreeable/fitting/{(things that) please}/reasonable  (it) is  us/our/we  
Acts.  6v2 og (the having) {leave down/behind}/abandon/reserve/{have remaining}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts.  6v2 og of the  God  (to) {wait upon menially}/{assist as a servant}/minister  (the) tables (for business). 
Acts.  6v2 And  the twelve                           (most  senior/mature  disciples/apostles)   

having  personally  summoned/invited  the  company/multitude  of the  pupils/disciples  (of the less mature Christians) 
they  (= the senior apostles)   said/commanded: 
It is  not  agreeable/fitting/reasonable          (to Yahweh's Plan)   
we  (senior/mature  apostles)  {leave behind}/abandon  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God 
to  {wait upon menially}/{assist as a servant}  the  tables. 
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And the twelve   (mature apostles)   
having personally summoned the company of the  (less mature)  disciples   
they  (= senior apostles)  commanded: 
   It is not  agreeable/reasonable   (to what  “Yahweh Desires to be made manifest within The Environment”  =  the “HS”) 
   we  (senior apostles)  abandon the  word/sayings/topics/reasonings  of the God   (= being what God's Word specifically  instructs of us) 
   to assist as a servant the tables   (= our first requirement is to use our time  “feeding The Mind” of other people,  and  not “feeding The Body”). 
 

This is precisely what JC taught us at Mark.1v38 and further at Matt.24v14, 
This is  “The Primary Aim”  for  “The Apostles”  (= “The Appointed  [by Yahweh {and not by worldly religious leaders}]  to Tell”). 

Obviously from Yahweh’s point of view  (and it is  only  His view that has  any  importance/legitimacy  to us)  
“Apostles”  are  not  appointed by The World,  because they  only  teach    “What  Yahweh  wants to hear”  (Gal.1v10-12). 
Yet,  leaders of “Religion”  are appointed by The World to teach    “What  The World  wants to hear”  (2Tim.4v3-4). 
And become paid by The World for this service! 

Warning: 
It is essential to understand - 
Any supposed representative of  “God”  who touts for  “monetary donations”  IS  a  “Fraudster”  to what Yahweh represents! 

There is  NO  exception to this rule! 
The definition of  “touting”  is the following - 

1.   Provide  buckets/envelopes  (= any form of “vessel”)  for humans to  conveniently  put money within! 
2.   Provide any manner of instruction within their literature to give donations by  any  form of electronic means. 

Get away  from these  “Fraudsters”! 
They are  “wolves in sheep’s clothing”  giving the most wonderful smile,  warm handshake and pleasing rendition of supposed 
God’s Word,  while they  “knife you in the back”  as regards to what Yahweh  truly desires  to occur within The Environment.  

These words sound so horrible,  yet The Bible has numerous references to endorse precisely what I state here of which I consolidate in that one sentence 
above.  Does the reader know where these references are located,  if not,  then why not?    

Why do you think that you do not know where these locations are within The Bible?    
Have these kindly given warnings been passed through Rev.22v19 and thus edited out of the sermons given unto you? 
Why do you think this would have occurred? 
(Please  also  read my commentaries given at 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18 regarding the support of teachers claiming to represent Yahweh). 

I can spot a  charlatan Christian leader  before  he/she  even opens  'the mouth',  by observing their deportment and local environment,  and within 30 
seconds of the mouth being opened,  he/she  confirms what I initially determined. 
But I am in this educated position only because I  thoroughly know  The New Testament like  'the back of my hand',  but moreover,  I fully understand  
everything  within it  (of which I explain in my 1000s of exhaustive commentaries of  The Whole  of The New Testament)   -  having  zero  inconsistences 
within its instruction.  Moreover,  you too could be like that,  when gaining  “The Knowledge”! 

“FutureLife.Org”  provides  absolutely everything  for you  “to know and understand”,  enabling you to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
And more importantly  -  it is all  free   -  because I desire  NOTHING  from you,  but only to prepare you for The Millennium! 
It  only  costs your  “time”  to read it!     And whose responsibility is that? 

Is that really too bad for us to do  –  for our  own  long-term gain into The Eternity? 
 
145th Comment – Note:  It is people who can be trusted – having proved themselves in smaller things of starting to learn  
“The Word of God”  and practise it with fidelity in their life. 
146th Comment – This then allows for the more mature people in “God’s Word”  to do what Yahweh ultimately requires 
for each one of us  (according to our abilities)  which is to  accurately  teach  (by both word and deed)  “The Word of 
God”  to recipients,  and therefore  (1) magnify Yahweh  and  (2) edify humans so that  (3) society is ultimately improved. 
80th Warning – “Teaching The Word of God”  does  not  mean:  “Teach in the manner as do our  millions  of  worldly 
(and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders supposedly teach  The Word of God”! 
I could write  hundreds  of pages here,  explaining how  badly  they teach “The Word of God”,  -  but please see my 
commentaries and many dissertations on this subject,  including their sermons of which I audit and give  “corrective 
action requests”  for their edification and improvement!   Sadly:  “They just do not get it!”   (Because of Matt.23v15). 
Acts.  6v3 og (Yourselves)  {inspect over}/select/{go to see/relieve}/{look out}/visit (middle voice)  therefore/then  
Acts.  6v3 og {The Brethren}/brothers,  (the) men/husbands/fellows  {from/out of}  {of yourselves}  
Acts.  6v3 og (the having been) witnessing/reporting (= the person giving the evidence)   
Acts.  6v3 og (the) seven  (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  
Acts.  6v3 [of holy spirit and  =  CA and thus ignore] 
Acts.  6v3 og (of the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  whom/which/that  
Acts.  6v3 og (we will) {to place down (permanently)}/designate/constitute/convey/appoint/make/ordain/set   
Acts.  6v3 og over/upon/concerning  of the  affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  this/that (specifically), 
Acts.  6v3 Therefore  brothers   yourselves  personally  {inspect over}/{go to see/relieve}/{look out}   

seven  men/fellows  from/out  of yourselves  the having  been  witnessing/reporting                  (of God's Word  to the  people) 
complete/full  of the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
whom  we will  designate/appoint/ordain   over/concerning  this specific  affair/need/necessity, 

 

Therefore brothers,  yourselves personally  {inspect over}/select  seven men  from/out  of yourselves   
the having been  witnessing/reporting   (of God's Word  to the people – by imitating the apostles) 
full of the wisdom   (= accurate application of wisdom,  God's Word is applied with fidelity to one's neighbour)    
(the seven men)  whom we  (= mature apostles)  will  appoint/ordain  this specific  affair/necessity   (of administration to the widows). 
 

These men would have been chosen from out of the same pool of people a month or so earlier at Acts.1v26,  having been with JC since the beginning of 
his ministry  (Luke.10v1, 17)  who would become the next generation of apostles,  first learning how to be humble by serving their neighbour. 
Acts.  6v4 og us/our/we  And  to the  supplication/{earnest praying}  
Acts.  6v4 og also  to the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts.  6v4 og (we will) {earnestly toward}/persevere/{attend continuously}/{continual steadfastly}. 
Acts.  6v4 And  we  (as the mature apostles)  will  {earnestly toward}/{attend continuously} 

in  the  supplications/{earnest praying} 
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also  in the  attendance/{servicing in the world}  of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
 

And we  (as mature apostles)  will  {earnestly toward}/{attend continuously}   (= “The Primary Requirement”  for mature Christians) 
in the supplications   (= praying for external help from Yahweh to further His Desire within The Environment  [to make possible Mankind’s Salvation]) 
also in the  attendance/{servicing in the world}   (= going out into the world and  spiritually feeding  the mind of our neighbours) 
of the  word/sayings/topics/reasonings   (= being what  “The Word of God”  teaches us of what is to occur within The Millennium) 
 

The usual question - 
Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (by both word and deed)? 

And the  usual  refrain comes back - 
Absolutely not! 

My answer is contained within my parenthesis. 
Now compare my answer to what occurs throughout Christendom. 

This is what occurs in Christendom - 
We,  as  “professional leaders”,  will provide  “The Entertainment”,  

and by return  
You,  congregational members,  can   “Pay us”! 

That is about the sum total of  “The Matter”! 
“Yahweh's Desire to be made manifest in the environment”  (= the “HS”)  is  non-existent  within this suggested local environment! 

What more can be said? 
Except,  please read my dissertation entitled,  “Why do we pray?” 
 
147th Comment – Interestingly,  the “Seven”  comes-up  again for  “complete” and “perfect” according to an oath. 
Steven was mentioned first -  because of what is to follow in the subsequent chapter,  fills Luke’s mind. 
Acts.  6v5 og Also  (it was) {exciting emotion}/agreeable/pleasing  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts.  6v5 og (the) {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) all/whole/every  
Acts.  6v5 og of the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude,  
Acts.  6v5 og also  (they) selected/chose/elected  (the) Stephen  (the) man/husband/fellow  
Acts.  6v5 og (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Acts.  6v5 og also  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},   
Acts.  6v5 og also  (the) Philip,  also  (the) Prochorus,  also  (the) Nicanor,  also  (the) Timon,  also  (the) Parmenas,  
Acts.  6v5 og also  (the) Nicolas  (the) proselyte  (the) Antioch,   
Acts.  6v5 And  the  word/sayings  was  agreeable/pleasing  in the  midst/sight  of   all  the  company/multitude   (of immature disciples) 

also  they  selected/chose  Steven  the  man/fellow  complete/full  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} 
also  of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
also  the Philip,  also  the Prohorus,  also  the Nicanor,  also  the Timon,  also  the Parmenas,   
also  the Nicolas,  the  Antioch proselyte. 

 

And the word   (=  “The Suggestion”  from the 12  senior/mature  apostles to separate  “spiritual teaching”  from  “physical feeding”) 
was  pleasing/agreeable  in the  midst/sight  of all the company   (of immature Christian disciples) 
also they selected Steven the man full of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge  + assurance + fidelity   [from “1st Century Christianity”]) 
also of the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character), 
also Philip,  also Prohorus,  also Nicanor,  also Timon,  also Parmenas,  also Nicolas an Antioch proselyte. 
 

These seven individuals would have proved themselves worthy during JC's ministry  (Luke.10v1, 17)  hence their selection for administration at a humble 
level,  and importantly,  this would serve them well for The Ministry themselves,  as future Apostles. 
It should be noted;  history records of some 16 different Antiochs throughout The Roman Empire,  but only two are mentioned in The New Testament. 
Acts.  6v6 og whom/which/that  (they) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  
Acts.  6v6 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  
Acts.  6v6 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts.  6v6 og also  (the having) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly}  (they) {placed upon}/imposed/laid  {to them}  
Acts.  6v6 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands. 
Acts.  6v6 whom  (= these 7 men)   they  {stood staunchly}/established    

in the   midst/sight  of  the  apostles/{appointees to tell} 
also   (the apostles)   having  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}    
(then)  they  (= the apostles)   placed upon  {to them}  (= the 7 men appointed for new service)   the hands. 

 

whom  (= the seven men)  they stood staunchly in the  midst/sight  of the  apostles/{appointees (by Yahweh [and not The World]) to tell)} 
also  (the apostles)  having supplicated   (= asked Yahweh to actively assist and work through these  new  appointees) 
(then)  they  (= the apostles)  placed their hands upon them   (= the seven new appointees for their new appointment). 
 

This only occurs  the once  for the recipient of this action that begins an  important transition  in their life. 
It must  not  be done in a frivolous manner  (as that which regularly occurs in Charismatic congregations  [to feed an animalistic mind]). 

Please read my commentaries given at 1Tim.4v14, 5v22, Heb.6v2, Acts.13v3   noting that 1Tim.5v22 is specifically significant and instructive. 
Then compare what we have read in The Bible at these citations given,   with the practice that occurs within many Christian congregations and just ask 
yourself   (1) Why was it done in the manner as described in The Bible and  (2) why it is done in the manner that it is done today?  

If we reason like that,  then the answer between the two becomes so very obvious! 
Do I really need to write the answer down here  (if so,  then please read again the previous commentary)? 

 
122nd Instruction – We are to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  that shall yield a great number of  educated  
people who shall then become personally motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Presently everyone is spiritually blind by 
the  useless efforts  of our  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders  (adversarial to Yahweh's Desire)! 
148th Comment – Even present day  worldly Christian leaders could become personal converts to  1st Century Christianity  
if  given direction and the required education to explain what is  “1st Century Christianity”  (see my dissertations). 
165th Reasoning – Why does  “1st Century Christianity”  wholly replace  “Religion”  (and  “Atheism”)? 
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Because quite simply:  It is built upon  “Sound Reasoning”  and  “Righteous Logic”!   
But it requires to thoroughly know The Tanakh first,  hence  “To The Jews first and then to The Gentiles  (Rom.1v16, etc.)! 
Acts.  6v7 og Also  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  (it) grew/enlarged/{give increase},  
Acts.  6v7 og also  (it was) increased/multiplied/abounded  the  summed/number  of the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts.  6v7 og in  (the) Jerusalem  violently/vehemently/{in a high degree}/much/exceedingly/greatly/sore/severe,  
Acts.  6v7 og (the) many/much/plenteous  both  
Acts.  6v7 og (the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  of the  priests  
Acts.  6v7 og (the) {attentively hearkened}/complied/obeyed/submitted  to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Acts.  6v7 Also  the  words/sayings/reasonings  of the  God  it  grew/{gave increase}             (within active recipients) 

both  (1) the  summed/number  of the  pupils/disciples  was  violently/greatly  increased/multiplied  in  the  Jerusalem 
also  (2) the  many/plenteous  {throng borne}/crowd  of the  priests   
{attentively hearkened}/obeyed  to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} 

 

Also the  words/sayings  of the God   (= “1st Century Christianity”  explaining the Tanakh  to yield Yahweh's future Millennium) 
both  (1) the number of the disciples was greatly increased in the Jerusalem 
also  (2) the crowd of many priests attentively hearkened to the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
 

“The Word of God”  being  “1st Century Christianity”  was  accurately  taught,  and  “The Strength of Argument”  swayed The Jews  away 
from  their former religion of Judaism,  because  “1st Century Christianity”  was  based upon The Tanakh! 

And because of this then also - 
The priests of Judaism  were  also  convinced by  “1st Century Christianity”!     

(Because it  moved-on  what Yahweh was doing within The World,  and these  young  Jewish priests  could understand this.) 
That is a  very important observation  within this verse,  which is just overlooked  (assumed to have zero significance)! 

However,  it must be clearly understood - 
These would be  young  priests with a keen young mind  (as babes,  asking questions)  actively seeking  “The Truth”,  and absolutely  not  the 
older  establishment hardened’  priests with a  callous bent worldly’  mind having personally exited  'the sausage machine'  (= “The 
Prevailing Religious Establishment  supplying all their immediate fleshly needs based upon  religious nonsense  [ignoring The Millennium]”). 

The teaching would have been built upon The Tanakh and linked forward to explain what Yahweh wanted from out of  “The New Israel”  (Christians)  of 
The Gospel Age commencing through the efforts of these  “Early Adopter”  pioneers teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  NEVER  taught today,  nor 
for the last some 1700+ years within Christendom.    
It must be clearly understood    

“1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “The Tanakh” (= The Old Testament).   
“The Tanakh”  forms  The Bedrock  to  “1st Century Christianity”! 
All of which  greatly magnifies Yahweh's Omnificence  within a  sane/reasoning  mind  (to bring this person forward as a TC unto Yahweh,  
noting what this truly means  -  being what is then expected by Yahweh from a TC  -  all as outlined on  “FutureLife.Org”). 
This is what JC taught  for his ministry  (to glorify Yahweh, establishing this)  –  hence Mark.1v22 during his mission of Mark.1v38. 
Noting he taught for 3 days  to the same people  Mark.8v2, Matt.15v32,  - so what was he teaching for all that time? 

NONE  of which is taught today!    
Many Christians Leaders state God was a different God between the Old and New Testament,  this is a nonsense statement,  have they read 
Mal.3v6 and James.1v17.  They state this dangerous nonsense because they do not understand The Bible and Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”,  and yet they call themselves  “Representatives of God”,  but I would ask,  of which one  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)!  

This reality condemns our leaders of “Religion”  today,  and has done for the last some 1700+ years! 
Yahweh judges them as complete reprobates and while barely deserving a resurrection,  charlatans  shall  never  be resurrected! 

See likewise,  John the Baptist’s  similar comments to the  self-same  people  at Matt.3v7-10.   Same-minded  person every generation,  take these places. 
 
149th Comment – Steven was able to successfully fulfil Yahweh’s Desire because his mind was wholly penitent and 
hearkened to  “The Word of God”  so that his  character/authority  was the  one/same  as that of JC  (and like Yahweh). 
Reasoning – repeat - When we  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  then the recipients are able to truly transform 
themselves away from worldly thinking people,  to heavenly thinking people who actively start to behave like JC.   
In this manner prodigies and signs of change are beginning to occur within The Public domain. 
67th Allegory – mighty work (always) = “The Word of God”  accurately  taught  “to transform a worldly recalcitrant mind”  
of the recipient away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology to start imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word for the entertainment of the recipient's 
animalistic/carnal  mind lusting after  “The Immediacy”  rather than producing  “The Required Internal Reform”  to 
become entirely  Christ-like  in our future deportment! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh wants the next generation of TCs who  think/reason/behave  like JC,  to learn and then  
accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to new people  (Heb.5v12-14,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.).  This will not occur by 
leaders scamming off their deluded devotees and keep them ignorant of what Yahweh is truly seeking for The Millennium! 
'Allegory' – repeat - Prodigies/wonders = The new people taking upon themselves  “The Reform/Commitment”  required 
to change their life around to become entirely  Christ-like  by hearkening to what is taught. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Indications/signs = Yahweh's Methodology is taking hold over The Community signalling that a new 
era is occurring to replace worldly methodology operating within these newly minded people. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of charlatan Christian leaders twisting God's Word to  'gain a following'  of captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to become TCs. 
Acts.  6v8 og (the) Stephen  And  (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  
Acts.  6v8 [faith = CA and thus ignore] 
Acts.  6v8 og (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  
Acts.  6v8 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders  
Acts.  6v8 og also  (the) {indications (ceremonial or supernatural)}/miracles/signs/tokens/wonders  
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Acts.  6v8 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  in  to the  populace/{grouping of people}. 
Acts.  6v8 And  the Stephen  the  complete/full   

of the  {miraculous force}/{mighty work}  he  did/yielded/produced  big/mighty/great 
the  prodigies/omens  also  the  indications/signs   within  the  populace/{grouping of people}. 

 

And the Stephen full of the miraculous work   (which he did to edify the recipients of his teaching) 
he  did/produced  big/great  prodigies/omens  also  indications/signs  within the populace. 
 

Yahweh faithfully operated through Stephen,  because Stephen  accurately  taught  “The Word of God”. 
Stephen had  no  need to  feign  'miracles'  to bring him a worldly income through teaching a  “bogus Christianity”  of  “a new JC” 
(2Cor.11v4)  as sadly,  is  comprehensibly and exhaustively done today  throughout the vast majority of churches  of/in  The World! 

Stephen would have been constantly accessed by The 11 Original Apostles to ensure that he was not a charlatan  (and obviously,  he was not). 
Stephen  correctly represented Yahweh,  and Yahweh reciprocated,  endorsed his teaching with true endorsements to  genuinely  help his neighbour for 
absolutely   no  worldly return. 
Sadly,  we need  no real qualifications to become  “professional Christian leaders”,  and those people who have formal worldly qualifications,  are  
equally useless  in  accurately  representing Yahweh's Interests.  By consequence,  there are  no  competent  “professional auditors”  today of  
“Religion”  having the calibre of  “The 1st Century Apostles” (as examples of their  action/teaching  at Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, 3John.v9-10, etc.). 
Therefore today,  these  conmen/conwomen  are allowed to fully express themselves  without interruption and censure  (hence Rom.1v16-32),  except now 
that  “FutureLife.Org”  has given  “The Tools to the Layperson”  -  so they too,  can  now become  “proficient auditors”  like me,  to  competently audit  
their religious leaders!   If they are that interested,  and all this becomes part of Yahweh's Judgment process of  “Selection” (Matt.29v16, 22v14)! 
 
150th Comment – These would be freed Roman slaves from various countries taking upon themselves “Judaism”. 
Clearly the form of Judaism they were taught had degenerated into “Religion” - as shown during JC's ministry. 
81st Warning – Religious people  close their mind to “Reason”,  too frightened to listen to: “Something that is sensible”! 
166th Reasoning – This occurs for two reasons:- 

1.  Religious leaders instruct their deluded devotees not to look elsewhere for fear of losing their own income! 
2.  The deluded devotees have such  “weak/blind  faith” – they are fearful they may lose it! 

167th Reasoning – By contrast,  a TC can speak with intelligence and education in  any  religion,  enabling 
communication at the recipient's level and bring them around to “1st Century Christianity”  (1Cor.9v19-23).   The reason 
is that the TC has solid  “Real Faith”  that  cannot  be conquered by anything,  but yet can conquer many people  (see 
previous verse). 
Acts.  6v9 og (they) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}  And  {some/any/certain persons}  of the (ones = persons)  
Acts.  6v9 og {from/out of}  of the  synagogue  of the (one)   (being) stated/exclaimed  (of the) Libertines/Freedmen,  
Acts.  6v9 og also  (of the) Cyrenians,  also  (of the) Alexandrians,  
Acts.  6v9 og also  of the (ones = persons)  off/away/separated/from  (the) Cilicia  also  (the) Asia,  
Acts.  6v9 og (the) {seeking (negatively) together}/{investigating jointly}/disputing/discussing/ 

/controverting/enquiring/discussing  
Acts.  6v9 og to the  Stephen. 
Acts.  6v9 And  some/certain  persons  from/out  of the  synagogue  being  stated   Libertines  they  {stood up}/arose, 

also  of the  Cyrenians,  also  of the  Alexandrians,  also  of the  (persons)  away/from  the  Cilicia  also  the  Asia, 
{seeking negatively together}/{investigating jointly}/disputing  to the  (= with)  Stephen. 

 

And certain people  from/out  of the synagogue being called Libertines,  they stood up, 
also the Cyrenians,  also the Alexandrians,  also people from the Cilicia  also the Asia, 
{seeking negatively together}/disputing  with Stephen. 
 

Who are these people? 
The synagogue of the Libertines would be Roman Freedmen,  hence slaves who had won their freedom and then converted to Judaism. 
The Cyrenians would have originated from Cyrene located in the most northern part of Libya,  that juts out into The Mediterranean Sea.  There was a 
significant population of Cyrenaians within Jerusalem for them to establish their synagogue. 
The Alexandrians were Jews having come to Jerusalem from Alexandria,  being the capital city of Egypt named after Alexandra who instructed of its 
build in 332 BCE.  There was a considerable population of Jews in Alexandria,  and it was here that the first translation of The Hebrew Scriptures 
occurred to become known as  “The Greek Septuagint”.  
Cilicia was the piece of land located around the farthest north-eastern coast of The Mediterranean Sea,  now part of southern Turkey. 
Asia  (Minor)  would have been the south-western part of Turkey and not what it means today as The Continent  “Asia”. 
Certain Jews from all these places around The Mediterranean Sea had come to Jerusalem for their Jewish observances,  and had rejected the  “1st 
Century Christianity”  because they freely  chose  not to understand it,  having personally refused to imbue  “The Evidence”. 
They argued with  “Closed Mind”,  as do the vast majority of  'die-hard'  (worldly) Christians when I speak to them! 
I attempt to explain the depth and majesty of how Yahweh operates within The Environment and yet  self-indulgently  without thought,  these people 
personally state     

Jesus died for those people who believe in him!” 
“And because  'I'  believe in him,  then  'I'  shall live forever,  and all other people not like  'me'  will suffer torment in hell!” 

You can see their mind  “shutting the door”  when I try to explain  “Logical Exegesis”. 
That is about the sum total of their thinking,  taught  to  (ignorantly)  think like that by their religious leaders  (defrauding off them)! 
Clearly,  these Jews had similar thought processes operating within their mind  (having been taught likewise by their fraudulent religious leaders)! 
 
151st Comment – TCs  thoroughly, also accurately,  know their subject matter  and can debate  to wholly  suppress  
“Religion”  by  “strength of reasoned argument”! 
123rd Instruction – The Bible often teaches us that we must  thoroughly know our subject matter  before we can accurately 
represent Yahweh's Interests.  However,  that is  only  the 1st stage of the  required  3 stages  (of assurance and fidelity). 
46th Good News – Stephen had  “Real Faith”  (of the required 3 stages)  and thus able to conquer  “Religion”. 
82nd Warning – Worldly Christian leaders barely  (if at all)  get to the 1st stage,  and yet while  worldly Christian scholars 
can get onto the 1st stage,  they have  zero  understanding of it,  because they do  not  have  “a mind of Yahweh”! 
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They should start reading  “FutureLife.Org”  to  begin  understanding  'their'  subject matter,  to repair  what was 
devastatingly taught in their seminaries  (when having pliable minds [bent unto senselessness])! 
Acts.  6v10 og Also  no/not/none  (they) {had/exercise force}/{be able}/{could do}/{be of strength}  
Acts.  6v10 og (to) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer  
Acts.  6v10 og to the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  
Acts.  6v10 og also  to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {to whom/which}  (he) spoke/uttered/said. 
Acts.  6v10 Also  not  they  {had force}/{be able}/{could do}   to  {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure 

to the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
also  to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)    
to (= by)  which  he  spoke/said. 

 

Also they had no  force/capability  to hold themselves up against   (= these objectors had  “baseless reasoning”  against God's Word) 
to the wisdom   (= the accurate application of knowledge = God's Word thoroughly known and personally applied with fidelity) 
also to the spirit   (= personality/desires/traits  which  “The Word of God”  created within a  humble/contrite  hearkening mind) 
by which he  (= Stephen)  spoke   (= no fault could be laid against the exegesis of  “1st Century Christianity”  of which Stephen spoke). 
 

Because Stephen knew Judaism  (since birth)  then he is like a virus and can attack from  'within the cell'  that  “Judaism”  had then become. 
By virtue that  “1st Century Christianity”  had come from Judaism and actually  righteously  answers  Judaism,  then Stephen is able to robustly answer 
and reason by  “Strength of Reasoned Argument”  and  drop-dead  any opposition.  He knew precisely what probing questions to ask,  that exposed the 
hollowness within  “Judaism”  as then taught by The Pharisees,  together with all the unanswered questions  (that cannot be answered without JC).   
And positioned like Stephen,  I have come from out of  worldly Christianity,  by personally discovering what The New Testament  really  teaches us  (and 
is yet  never  taught by our present day Christian leaders).  Because I have been in this position,  then I too can ask those very difficult probing questions 
that equally  drop-dead  worldly Christians today,  and accurately reason against what worthless and bogus  exegesis’  may be used against me.  

I state this  not  to boast,  but only to state that  you too  can  become like me  by reading my exegesis contained in  “FutureLife.Org”  with an 
open mind devoid of the  “nonsense clutter”  pandemic in  modern-day  (worldly)  “Christianity”. 

 
152nd Comment – The defeated  “by strength of argument”  devotees of  “Religion”  resort to  “The Back Stop”  and  
“The Hallmark of Religion”  which is:  “Lies/Distortion  and physical violence!   This is what The World witnesses! 
153rd Comment – Obviously when things  “go according to plan” - being  ‘the plan’  of The Religious Leaders  “to live off 
the backs of their devotees”  then they produce  ‘the most marvellously fronted  face’,   but get behind it – by exposing the 
hypocrisy of which JC spoke -  then that face becomes  “a face of persecution”  for  “The Whistle Blower” (John.16v1-4)! 
154th Comment – What were the blasphemous words Stephen spoke about Moses and God?   None!   But let me explain: 
124th Instruction – JC replaced  “The Law of Works”  with  “The Law of Mind”,  inasmuch  “Judgement”  will be based 
upon “The Driver”  rather than  “The Resultant”.   (This is unintelligible to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians). 
125th Instruction – JC is  “the specific god of The World”  and Yahweh is  “The Specific God of The Early Adopters”.    
(Again,  this is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians). 
83rd Warning – Because the above is unintelligible to our religious leaders  (and has been so, for the last some 1800+ 
years in Christendom)  then they equally have,  and do behave exactly like these  supposed  “Liberated slaves”  operating 
according to what  “Religion”  teaches us!   Precisely as Yahweh will show when He rolls-out The Records (Luke.12v3). 
84th Warning – Leaders of Christendom throughout The Ages vilify what JC and Yahweh respectively mean in their 
sermons,  precisely as my exhaustive commentaries and dissertations testify!   Exactly as explained here by allegory! 
85th Warning – Beware of Leaders of Christendom twisting and bending “The Word of God”.  I find it  so easy  to spot an 
error  in what they say – because I know,  and moreover,  precisely understand The New Testament.  However,  for new 
people  it is so easy to fall victim and become as prey  to their  “professional”  subtlety of speech and behaviour.  Yahweh 
wants His 144000 TCs  (elected over some 2000 years from out of The Christian Nation)  and these people will certainly  
not  be  worldly Christian leaders,  or their millions upon millions of devotees,  Matt.7v12-14, 20v16, 22v14, etc.! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of charlatan Christian leaders twisting God's Word to  'gain a following'  of captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Acts.  6v11 og then/{at the time}  (they) {under threw}/{cast in stealthily}/{introduced by collusion}/stubborn  
Acts.  6v11 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  6v11 og Because  (we have) heard/listened/understood/responded  (of the) him  (the) speaking/uttering/saying  
Acts.  6v11 og (the) utterances/topics/narrations/words  
Acts.  6v11 og (the) vilifying/{speaking impiously}/{injurious speech}/blasphemous  into/unto  (the) Moses  
Acts.  6v11 og also  the God 
Acts.  6v11 Then  the men  (= these rebellious objectors)   they  {cast in stealthily}/{introduced by collusion}   stating/exclaiming: 

Because  we  have  heard/listened  of the  him  (= Stephen)  speaking/uttering   
the  utterances/words  vilifying/{injurious speech}  unto   the Moses  also  the  God (= Yahweh) 

 

Then the men   (= the rebellious objectors to  “The Word of God”  being accurately taught) 
they introduced by collusion stating: 
Because we have heard him  (= Stephen)  speaking the words vilifying unto Moses also the God  (= Yahweh) 
 

This is a classic  “objection technique”,  to  “bend”  what is taught,  to become  “a half-truth”,  so that unless the recipient is  well educated  in  “The 
Subject Matter”  then  he/she  is unable to separate  “fact from fiction”.    That is why  worldly Christian leaders want their devotees  kept ignorant! 
Secondly,  this becomes a tool to enable us to understand precisely what is being taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and why  worldly Christian 
leaders   “Just do  not  get it!”   
In precisely the  one/same  manner as objectors stated about JC destroying the temple and rebuilding it in 3 days  (Matt.26v61). 
We must read  between the lines  of the  half-truth  that comes out of the objectors' mouths to understand  “The Real Truth”  originally taught. 

So how could the  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by Stephen be misconstrued by objectors to vilify both Moses and Yahweh? 
1.      Teaching about  “The Old Covenant”  given by Moses regarding judgement upon  “The Works”  being replaced by  “The New Covenant”  
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         inaugurated by Jesus that becomes a judgement of  “The Mind”  (the classic example is Matt.5v27-28,  that fully underlines this). 
2.      Teaching of JC being  “the specific god of us”  as the  interface/intercessor  to  Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  of His adopted sons of God. 

I fully explain those terms elsewhere in my commentaries and will not make this specific commentary several pages long repeating what I state 
elsewhere.   

But the crux of this is that our  worldly Christians leaders absolutely do  not  teach of this  “1st Century Christianity”  today. 
So how do they  further spin  The Truth of  “1st Century Christianity”  into an  unrighteous lie  (cloaked as a  half-truth)? 

In the following manner - 
1.  Teach  nothing  about The Reason  why  Moses introduced  “The 1st Covenant”  and specifically  why  it was given to The Jews to form   
    “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to righteously yield JC for all of us. 
     And further,  they ignore  “The Reform of Works”  is required  (Matt.5v17-18),  and ignore what  Real Faith  and  Real Belief   
     really means  (being that James.2v16-26 is  never  taught within these assemblies). 
2.  Unrighteously misrepresent who JC is,  by teaching the Trinity myth and thus undermine Yahweh's Righteousness to The Universe. 
    Add complete confusion into the mix,  as to how JC is able to  righteously  rescue us,  and to what  “The Mystery of God”  really means! 

Again I explain all this within my many, many other commentaries. 
The point being is that - 
    Objectors to  “The Word of God” spin “The Truth”  into an  unrighteous lie to mislead  the gullible and uneducated,  for  self-indulgent worldly gain! 
This is an abomination to what Yahweh represents as  “The Word of God”  and  “blasphemes against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32),  noting 
what the HS  really  means as I very carefully explain elsewhere  (being another thing that  “worldly Christianity”  as taught,   spins it into something 
that is completely  alien  to what The Bible  really  teaches us about the HS). 

Can our  worldly Christian leaders get anything correct about what they are supposed to teach? 
Namely,  the primary things that they are supposed to teach to underwrite  “The Validity of Yahweh's Operations”. 

When it comes to what Yahweh and JCg desire to be taught,  then very, very little is correct,  most  of it is  very wrong! 
But they are so very good at teaching and practising   “Religion”   (like their peers in the  'millions'  of schisms present in “Religion”)! 

 
86th Warning – Spin  “The Truth”  into  “a Lie”  -  so proficiently done within The World to gain  ‘mastery’! 
168th Reasoning – People who have not had their mind transformed on  “The Word of God”,  but are still  bogged-down  
in “Religion”  have a mind that still operates upon worldly methodology  -  and behave to gain:  “(temporary) mastery”! 
“The  animalistic/carnal  mind”  lusts for “The Immediacy” of the  “temporary mastery”  within this world and its norms! 
Basically:  People want to get their own way over certain matters,  and pull whatever strings are necessary to do so! 
47th Good News – Out of this mauling,  Stephen is gaining  “eternal mastery”  to become a future son of God,  because 
Stephen is keeping his mind  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (and hence “holy”). 
155th Comment – The Sanhedrin consisting of 71 highest leaders of The Land was held in an antechamber of The Temple. 
Acts.  6v12 og (they) {extended/scattered (by) stirring/moving}/{moved together}/ 

/{excited (as a mass to sedition)}/{stirred up (emotions in people)}  
Acts.  6v12 og both  the  populace/{grouping of people}  also  the {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the society)}   
Acts.  6v12 og also   the  writers/scribes/secretaries/{town clerks},  also  
Acts.  6v12 og (the) {standing upon}/{being present}/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}/ 

/{being at hand}/imminently/insistently/urgently  
Acts.  6v12 og (they) {snatch together}/{jointly seize}  (the) him,  
Acts.  6v12 og also  (they) {led away}/brought/drove/went/induced  into/unto  the  Sanhedrin.   
Acts.  6v12 They  (= the objectors)   {scattered by stirring}/{excited to mass sedition}  

both   (1)  the  populace/{grouping of people}  also  the  {elders of society} 
also  the  writers/scribes/{town clerks}  
also  (2)  the  {standing upon}/{thrusting onto}/urgently  they  {snatch together}/{jointly seized}  him, 
also  they  {led away}/drove  (him)  into  the  Sanhedrin. 

 

They  (= the religious objectors)  excited to mass sedition both: 
(1) the people,  also the elders of society,  also the writers   (= educated scribes  [thus leaders’]) 
(2) also  {thrusting onto}/urgently  they jointly seized  him  (= Stephen),  also they led him away into the Sanhedrin. 
 

As always when people lose  “The Argument”,  then they resort to  “force”  to impose Their Will,  rather than questioning what is known to enable a 
personal iteration unto  “The Absolute Truth”. 
Unintelligently these people seem to ignore the fact that  “The Almighty God” (“Yahweh”)  is both Logical and Righteous,  therefore He only respects 
Logical and Righteous  “Reasoning” -  unto which He holds Himself as  “The Righteous Leader”,  and His true representatives operate likewise.   

So why do objectors to  “1st Century Christianity”  ignore this reasoning? 
Because quite simply   They do  not  “reason like Yahweh”,  and by consequence do  not  “represent His Attributes”  (and thus have  not  the HS)! 
These people are actually  self-seeking;  –  else they would be humble and carefully reason through what they presently know! 

And  if  they do not know  (or assay what they know to be unrighteous),  then  they  should  come as children to   “Ask and learn”! 
(This is what Nicodemus did,  John.3v1-16). 

Rather than killing The Teacher!   What a height of stupidity! 
But that is what political leaders do in certain countries  (as history has shown,  and even more so today in other countries,  if the leaders could get away 
with it  [or lock them up and  throw away the key’])  –  suppress  “The Educated People”  because they are  perceived as a threat’! 

Likewise,  leaders of “Religion”  do  exactly the same thing  to people who are truly motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
(Sadly,  in my discipline of science,  the same thing has occurred to scientists with revolutionary ideas,  that are now proven to be correct.) 
Precisely as The Bible tells us throughout its pages on this specific subject. 

Actually,  “The Height of their Hypocrisy”  is regularly exhibited thus  (in their sermons and prayers)  as I give below   
          Leaders of Christendom teach    

We should be  “courageous and bold for God”  (actually they do  not  explain  how  to be courageous and bold,  except by inference,  it is to 
stand up against secular leaders,  an inference that is totally  against  what The Bible teaches)  –  thus “fault 1”. 
But when someone  is  “courageous and bold”  by standing up for  “The Word of God”  in the manner of an apostle,  then these leaders 
orchestrate a persecution campaign to  stop  these  “courageous and bold”  TCs from  accurately  teaching God's Word – thus  “fault 2”. 

So I ask - 
Can the reader see where I am going with this observation? 
Do I really need to explain it any further? 

 
Warning – repeat - Spin  “The Truth”  into  “a Lie”  -  so proficiently done within The World to gain  ‘mastery’! 
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Reasoning – repeat - People who have not had their mind transformed on  “The Word of God”,  but still  bogged-down  in 
“Religion”  have a mind that still operates upon worldly methodology  -  and behave to gain:  “(temporary) mastery”! 
“The  animalistic/carnal  mind”  lusts for “The Immediacy” of the  “temporary mastery”  within this world and its norms! 
Basically:  People want to get their own way over certain matters,  and pull whatever strings are necessary to do so! 
Good News – repeat - Out of this mauling,  Stephen is gaining  “eternal mastery”  to become a future son of God,  
because Stephen is keeping his mind  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (and hence “holy”). 
Comment – repeat - The Sanhedrin consisting of 71 highest leaders of The Land was held in a chamber of The Temple. 
156th Comment – The Accusation was:  Blasphemy against  (1) The Temple and  (2) concerning The Law! 
126th Instruction – JC spoke about The Spiritual Temple of which Yahweh’s Methodology was to create The 2nd Covenant. 
87th Warning – Religious people twist The Spiritual into The Physical – because they do  not  understand The Spiritual. 
127th Instruction – repeat - JC replaced  “The Law of Works”  with  “The Law of Mind”,  where:  “Judgement”  will be 
based upon “The Driver” rather than “The Resultant”.   (This is unintelligible to worldly Christian  leaders/theologians) 
Warning – repeat - Religious people twist The Spiritual into The Physical – because they do not understand The Spiritual. 
169th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood the average  “Religious Member”  of The Public is fairly innocent,  
because they ignorantly listen to what their religious leaders tell them!   The  “Real Blame”  is against The Religious 
Leaders themselves  (Luke.12v46-48)  because they stir up religious ferment within the deluded devotees! 
170th Reasoning – However the average  “Religious Member”  of The Public is not wholly excused,   and thus culpable in 
religious problems,  for the sole reason is that they do  not  “thoroughly question”  what their religious leaders tell them!   
That is why Peter lumped both  (1) the members of The Public with  (2) the leaders in the earlier sections of Acts. 
Acts.  6v13 og (they) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  Both  
Acts.  6v13 og (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  
Acts.  6v13 og (the) {(from) untrue}/erroneous/deceitful/wicked/false/liar (plural)   (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts.  6v13 og The  countenance/{human-being}/man  this/that (specifically)  no/not/none  
Acts.  6v13 og (he) pauses/restrains/quits/desists/leaves/refrains/ceases/stops (middle voice)   
Acts.  6v13 og (the) utterances/topics/narrations/words  
Acts.  6v13 og (the) vilifying/{speaking impiously}/{injurious speech}/blasphemous  
Acts.  6v13 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts.  6v13 og of the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  
Acts.  6v13 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  6v13 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts.  6v13 og also  of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law. 
Acts.  6v13 The  erroneous/deceitful  witnesses/{martyrs for the cause}          (The Cause to inhibit God's Word being accurately taught) 

both  they  {stood staunchly}/appointed  stating/exclaiming: 
This  specific  man  not  he  personally  pauses/desists/ceases  speaking/saying   
vilifying/{injurious speaking}   utterances/words  against  concerning this  'holy/pure'  place/location/room 
also  of the  principle/law. 

 

The  erroneous/deceitful  witnesses they both   (The Law required  two or more  witnesses to bring a charge,  Deut.19v15, 1Tim.5v19) 
stood staunchly exclaiming: 
   This specific man  (= Stephen)  not he ceases saying vilifying words   
   against concerning this  'holy/pure'  place/location   (= The Temple and of its complex,  including the Sanhedrin) 
 

This is where  “The Bent Truth”  becomes  “half the truth”  and suitably twisted to become an  “outrageous lie”! 
What is different today? 
The same occurs throughout  politics,  commerce,  and the very worst   “Religion”  because they are  all driven by the same methodology. 
That is how leaders operate,  who  “Climb to The Top”  to  “Control People”  -  “feed distortions”  (= hence lies)  for popularity! 

The point being,  “Leaders of Religion”  who claim to represent  “The Almighty God”  (Who, Himself  only  operates in  “Absolute Truth”)  should instil 
this  “Truth”  by their actions,  into the mind of the leaders of politics and commerce.   But by contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  fall over themselves to  
get into bed’  with politics and commerce  (see my commentaries at Rev. chapters 17 and 18)  and thus make themselves  doubly culpable! 

In addition,  this has occurred  every second  (in time)  within The World  throughout the last 6000 years! 
That is specifically why Yahweh is seeking out demonstrably proven  (to The World)  “Early Adopters”  who do  not  behave in this manner,  and  only  
operate  in  “Truth”,  because they have  absolute  zero  desire to  “Control People”  for the worldly gain that this worldly practice yields! 

I explain the subtleties of the two accusations in my following commentary. 
Acts.  6v14 og (we have) heard/listened/understood/responded  For  (of the) him  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  6v14 og Because  (the) Jesus  the  Nazarene  this/that (specifically)  (one = JC)   
Acts.  6v14 og (he will) {loosen down}/disintegrate/demolish/{over throw}/undo  
Acts.  6v14 og the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  (of the) this (specific)  
Acts.  6v14 og also  (he will) {make a change}/{force something different}/changed  
Acts.  6v14 og the  {usages (prescribed by habit/law)}/customs/manners  who/which/that  
Acts.  6v14 og (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  {to us}  (the) Moses. 
Acts.  6v14 For  we have  heard/listened  him  (= Stephen)   stating/exclaiming: 

Because  this specific  Jesus the Nazarene 
he will  {loosen down}/disintegrate/{over throw}  this specific  place/location  (= the temple) 
also  he will  {make a change}/{force something different}   
the  {usages prescribed by law}/customs  which  the Moses  {yielded up}/delivered  {to us}. 

 

For we  (as erroneous witnesses)   have heard him  (= Stephen)  exclaiming: 
   Because this specific Jesus the Nazarene   
   he will  {loosen down}/{over throw}  this specific  place/location   (= The Temple,  containing The Sanhedrin within its complex) 
                 (= JC through his  [1] ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice  has become  The  Gateway/Interface  between us and Yahweh) 
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   also he  (= JC)  will force something different   (a judgement of  “The Mind”  as opposed to a judgment of  “The Works”) 
   the customs which the Moses delivered to us.    (The Physical Customs were a foreshadow of The Spiritual Requirements of The New Israel) 
 

Let me explain   “The Twisted Truth”  (= a lie)  presented by these  “religious witnesses”! 
First Part: 
“Temple”  means   “A place to come to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”. 
It absolutely does  not  mean   “A place to  self-indulge  one’s  animalistic (= carnal)  emotions and fantasies!”   As we witness today in churches! 
We are told   JC  “taught in The Temple”  (Luke.19v47),  we are instructed to become temples of God  (1Cor.3v16)  and personally become a stone of 
The New Spiritual Temple of Revelations (1Pet.2v5-9).  

Sadly,  religious people are taught  absolutely nothing  of worthwhile at  The Temple’ (= 'Church')  today  (that could not be learnt outside). 
They are only taught to  self-indulge  themselves,  presumptuously thinking they are doing something worthwhile  (Luke.18v10-13)! 

Religious leaders perpetuating this fraudulent activity are doubly culpable  (Luke.12v46-48)  and thus  will be  rejected from religious office in The 
Millennium,  of which many of JC’s parables and allegories clearly tell us  (Luke.20v16, Mark.11v12-14, 20-21 are two of which readily spring to mind). 
Therefore,  we are to learn  “The Word of God”  by coming to  “The High Priest”,  “JC”  (Heb.9v11, etc.)  as “Yahweh’s Mouthpiece”  (hence “Chief  
Messenger/Angel”)  so that we  can  then teach other people about Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (none  of which is taught 
today in Christendom,  except simple words   “JC saved us”  which is  another  simplistic “half-truth”  as it stands  [and thus as presented by our 
leaders,  it  is a lie]!).  We are to explain the  thousands  of Prophetic Allegories in The Old and New Testament that  underwrite Yahweh’s Majesty  and  
destroys Satan’s Pomposity  presently expressed in “Religion”  being only  based upon hearsay  and has  zero depth  to substantiate its supposed 
veracity’! 

When  this is done,  then  people will understand  why  they should become like JC,  being that there  is  a  “Reason to behave like him”. 
Therefore,  being  internally driven  –  rather than put on an  external hypocritical show  (Luke.12v1)! 

Presently  “Religion”  underwrites Satan and his methodology,  where Christendom  'third shades the sun and turns third of the moon red' 
(Rev.8v12).  Please read my cited commentary that explains what this terminology really means  [an explanation  never  to have seen  the 
light of day’  before  “FutureLife.Org”  came into existence to explain all these  'loose ends'  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”]). 

Thus,  JC as  “The High Priest”  during his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago)  offered himself as  “The Perfect Sacrifice “ (Heb.9v9-12)  to become  “The 
Corner Stone”  (Psm.118v22, Isa.28v16, Matt.21v42, Acts.4v11, Eph.2v20, 1Pet.2v6)  of The New Temple spoken in Revelations.  To be  The Beginnings 
of  “The New Spiritual Temple”  comprising of 144000  white  (= purified)  stones  (= everlasting and unmoveable)  of construction through The Gospel 
Age (Dan.2v35, 45).  Please read my exhaustive commentary to Hebrews of some 361,000 words that thoroughly explains everything taught by allegory. 
Second Part: 
This is a natural  follow-on  from the first section,  where,  we are taught that a new covenant was brought to us  (Jer.31v31-34, Heb.7v11-13, 8v7-10)  to 
replace  “The 1st Covenant”  given to The Jews through Moses.   

It must be clearly understood that  “a covenant”  is a  “TWO WAY  agreement”  between  two  parties  -  it is  NOT  a  one-way  contract. 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders errantly teach it to be a  'one-way contract',  where by excuse;  humans can renege on their part! 

“The Law of Moses”  was given for several reasons - 
1.   To be  “The Required Standard”  as to how society is to  physically  survive into The Eternity through  “The Works”. 
2.   For JC to  (1) publicly exhibit his perfection,  thereby enabling him  (2) to inaugurate  “The New Law/Covenant”  of  “The Mind”. 

It must be noted - 
             1.   All humans failed The Law (Rom.3v32)  because their mind was  not  perfected.  

“The Body followed The Mind”,  where - 
1.1  The works could be evidently evil. 
1.2  The works could masquerade as being nice  (Ananias and Sapphira)  for an ulterior motive of greater long-term  worldly  gain. 

            2.   For JC to publicly exhibit his perfection,  thereby enabling him to inaugurate  “The New Law/Covenant”  of  “The Mind” 
“The Body followed The Mind”,  where - 
2.1  The works would be evidently good. 
2.2  The works of  genuine  error (being driven by a good mind)  could be excused when being  only  judged upon The Mind. 

The above is  wholly unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders when they spout the nonsense - 
“God loves you,  but not your works!” 

That is the  most preposterous and unrighteous  lie  imaginable,  as I thoroughly explain elsewhere!   Being a classic   “Half-truth”  (= a lie  to deceive)! 
This is precisely how Satan behaved at Gen.3v1-5, and Matt.4v1-10,  giving a half truth and letting it seed within the mind, 
It clearly shows they do  not  understand their subject matter,  nor what  “love”  means,  and thus become witnesses for Satan  (2Cor.11v13-15). 

Because that sort of attitude  (Jude.v4)  will  not  increment forward Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
We notice these witnesses,  as quoted in this verse,  are very much like leaders of Religion”,  only stating a  “half-truth”  because they ignored what JC 
stated at Matt.5v17-18,  where  “The Law of Moses”  will  not  be removed,  but rather it is that The Judgement specifically to yield  “The Early 
Adopters”. 
All of which is required to make Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”  possible  will be judged upon  “The Mind  and  The Works”  (but  positive  works  
[as was JC judged,  John.13v31, 15v8,17v4,  hence Matt.17v5]  driven by a  purified  mind). 

This is a  million miles’  away from what leaders of Christendom teach us,  as my audits of their sermons testify! 
Do they get anything correct? 

Very, very little when it comes to teaching  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Moreover,  the higher up in  “The Organisation”,  then generally  the worse  they become,  as judged by Yahweh! 

However, by direct contrast,  outwardly they are  “most beloved”  by  The World  the higher they climb! 
(Noting what JC said at John.17v14-16, 18v36 etc.) 

I explain these concepts raised within this verse in much greater detail within my 3,000,000+ word translation and commentaries of original thought,  
given on  “FutureLife.Org”  that truly becomes  The One-Stop Shop’  that  freely gives  “The Disclosing Truth”  to The World,  to  wholly bypass  
leaders of Religion”  and their much nonsense! 
Because who needs  “Leaders of Religion”  when - 

1.   JC gave us both  (1) The Ministry to purify our minds and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2.   For our ultimate Salvation,  then we must  personally  purify our own minds  to become the  one/same  as JC over our 2 part life. 

So I ask - 
Can you see the words  “Religious Leader”  in the above two statements that lead to our  “Salvation”? 

That is specifically why JC said Matt.23v13,  and everything else in chapter 23 is equally applicable today! 
However,  we should be like The Apostles as stated at 1Cor.3v5-6, 4v16, 11v1,  Heb.5v12-14, etc.  in  “The Service”  of Yahweh and  not  of ourselves! 

This becomes our personal sacrifice on The Altar of Yahweh! 
I explain all these terms elsewhere. 
 
157th Comment – Does this next verse mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us?    As usual:  No! 
Warning – repeat - Religious people twist The Spiritual into The Physical – because they do not understand The Spiritual. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Angel = messenger – either of celestial or terrestrial source  (both physically and spiritually). 
171st Reasoning – This verse does  not  mean Stephen’s face shone-up like a light bulb! 
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“Stephen’s countenance was like a messenger”  means  “Stephen was internally:  So intensely focused on what he was 
about to teach these leaders  that he commanded The Stage”.  He held them  captivated/spellbound  in his stance. 
He was about to give them a  ‘message of their life’  and yet they made it  “Stephen’s Life”  -  “Shoot The Messenger!” 
Warning – repeat - Religious people twist The Spiritual into The Physical – because they do not understand The Spiritual. 
Good News – repeat - Out of this mauling,  Stephen is gaining  “eternal mastery”  to become a future son of God,  
because Stephen is keeping his mind  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (and hence “holy”). 
128th Instruction – Ideally we are to imitate Stephen to the very best of our ability, come what may from: ‘You know who!’ 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  6v15 og Also  (the) {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  into/unto  (the) him  
Acts.  6v15 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the (ones = persons)   (the having) {sat down}{been seated}  
Acts.  6v15 og in  to the  Sanhedrin  (they) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  
Acts.  6v15 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of the) him  
Acts.  6v15 og {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}  
Acts.  6v15 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  
Acts.  6v15 og (of the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel. 
Acts.  6v15 Also  all  the persons  (= the 71 leaders of Israel)   having  sat down  within the  Sanhedrin 

the  {gazing intently}/staring  unto  him  (= Stephen) 
saw/perceived  the  {frontal visage}/aspect  of the  him   
{as if}/{like as}  the  {frontal visage}/aspect  of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger. 

 

Also all the persons  (= the 71 leaders of Israel)  having sat down within the Sanhedrin  
the gazing intently unto him  (= Stephen) 
saw the frontal visage of him as if the frontal visage of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger. 
 

Quite an important statement regarding Stephen - 
Being what Stephen is about to deliver  –  as   “The Messenger”  of God. 

Just throw away  “The Nonsense”  taught by leaders of “Religion”  as to what  “angels”  are supposed to mean,  because  “The Reality”  is that  
“angels”  in their strictest definition are  also  very much closer to home!   

We are  personally  to become  “angels of God”! 
We should be driving ourselves to become  “Apostles of Yahweh! 

“Appointed to tell”  as a  “messenger” 
Moreover,  to do this,  then we must  thoroughly know our subject matter  as The Bible specifically tells us  (2Tim.3v15-17, etc.)  

Does the reader understand this? 
It is specifically what we are    “Instructed to become”   -  if  we are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is to attain   “The Early Adopters”! 

It is absolutely  not  as we are taught by leaders of  “Religion”  that we are    
“To acquiesce to their incompetence”  and pay them a gratuity for the supposed  privilege’! 

It is their responsibility to  exhort us to replace them  (if they were doing their job properly). 
Actually, this will not occur because - 

1. They do not want to lose their patch to a competitor  (as does any market stall hawker). 
2. They do not want to see their  bread and butter’  walk out of the door! 
3. Yahweh would not want us to be like them,  by imitating them  (they are  not  a good example to copy for success in The Millennium)! 

 
 
158th Comment – The Religious Leader demanded: “Does he  (= Stephen)  agree with this charge?” 
172nd Reasoning – This Religious Leader did not use  “you”,  but “he”  and was thus only addressing The Sanhedrin. 
We realise from this  single  word  “he”  that Stephen was already sentenced to death! 
Acts.  7v1 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}:  
Acts.  7v1 og If  {(interrogation to which a negative answer is assumed) therefore} (= Are)   these (things)   
Acts.  7v1 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has? 
Acts.  7v1 And  the  High Priest  said/commanded: 

{If therefore}  he  (= Stephen)   holds/has  in this manner  these things?                    (= Does he hold true to what is claimed?) 
 

And the High Priest commanded: 
   Does he  (= Stephen)  retain/{hold to}  these things in this manner   (as claimed by these two witnesses)? 
 

We should take note how The High Priest does not address Stephen directly  (as implied within standard Bible translations),  but rather he addresses the 
70 other members of The Sanhedrin  (as he did at John.11v47),  as though Stephen here is  a nothing’.   The use of the word  “he”  (in the 3rd person,  
rather than the 2nd person of  “you”)  tells us that this Religious Leader had already sentenced Stephen to death  –  irrespective of what Stephen said! 
The High Priest is attempting to  stamp-out  the loss of their authority  –  the public message must be   “Copy JC and you know that you will die!” 

By means of Reply,  then what is the point of Stephen’s now long speech? 
Also,  specifically why is  'Jewish History'  from The Tanakh now recorded for us  “Christians”  to read and to ideally hearken? 

(As I explain much later in Acts,  Saul cum Paul would have recited this to Luke in about 18 years’ time.) 
Is all this relevant for us today? 

Quite simply - 
He explains  “1st Century Christianity”  based upon The Tanakh  (which is  never  taught today within Christendom). 
I show within my associate commentaries how it overlaps like  'hand in glove'  to what Yahweh has planned for  “2nd and 3rd Epoch Israel”! 
Thereby showing Yahweh’s Omnificence and  “Righteousness”  in how He operates unto Mankind  (so its members have no excuse).   

(= “[1] He instructs,  [2] He warns,  [3] He gives time for us to repent and  [4] then He acts”.) 
Furthermore,  this piece shows - 

It is the  specific individuals  operating as  “The Early Adopters”  'outside The World'  who  personally  fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire. 
Generally,  it is the  “professional religious leaders”  of  “The Establishment”  who  directly oppose  the fulfilment  of Yahweh’s Desire. 

Because quite simply - 
It is those specific people who choose to climb in The World for worldly leadership have  “The Wrong Mindset”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Very much in the same way the very often-misquoted phrase of Paul to Timothy warns of us  (1Tim.6v10)  
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“The Affection”  for money is The Route of all evil. 
With professional religious leaders it is  “the affection”  for  position  and  what it yields  that skews their mental reasoning  (as we witness in their 
works behind their hypocritical public facade,  that is why they spiritually prefer  “darkness”  to cover themselves,  and not the  “light”   of exposure)! 
 
159th Comment – Stephen “made known his thoughts”  -  not  “said”  as we read in  substandard  Bible translations! 
129th Instruction – It must be clearly understood:  Stephen's witness is  recorded  for  “us” of  “The Gospel Age”,  to be 
The Core of  “1st Century Christianity”  which is  never  taught today.  I explain throughout all of chapter 7 of Acts what it 
means to us of today  to close  The Gospel Age,  so that Yahweh's Omnificence is wholly recognised by The World today. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
160th Comment – Yahweh foreknew Abraham  (and his lineage [physical and crucially: spiritual])  would fulfil His Desire 
This is why Yahweh would introduce a covenant with him – while Abraham was many miles away from  Canaan/Israel. 
Acts.  7v2 og the (one = Stephen)  And  showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said:   
Acts.  7v2 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  (the) brothers  also  (the) fathers/forebears  
Acts.  7v2 og (yourselves) hear/listen/understand/respond  the {specific god}  of the  glory/honour/dignity/worship  
Acts.  7v2 og (he) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice)  to the  father/forebear  {of/from us}  
Acts.  7v2 og (the) Abraham  being/have  in  to the  Mesopotamia,  
Acts.  7v2 og prior/sooner/before  or/than/either/rather  (to) {house permanently}/{firmly inhabit}/{persistently dwell}   
Acts.  7v2 og (the) him  in  (the)  Charrhan/Haran, 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.11v31. 
Acts.  7v2 And  the one (= Stephen)  {exposed his mind}/{made known his thoughts}: 

The  men,  brothers,  also  fathers  (= all people within their respective positions of  “Israel”) 
Yourselves  hear/listen/understand/respond. 
The “Specific God”  of the  glory/honour/dignity   
He personally  {showed self}/appeared   to our father  Abraham  being  within the  Mesopotamia   
before  than  him  to  {permanently live}/{persistently dwell}  in  the  Charran/Haran, 

 

And the one  (= Stephen)  made known his thoughts: 
   Men,  brothers,  also fathers   (= all you people of Israel listen to what Yahweh has given and represents to  “Israel”  [of its 3 Epochs]). 
   Yourselves  listen/understand/respond   (= take note of what I am about to say,  as Yahweh's  “Appointed Messenger”). 
   The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh referred to Abraham and an Ancient Worthy)  of  glory/honour/dignity   (= by what Yahweh has  exhibited/done) 
   He personally showed self to our father Abraham being within the Mesopotamia   (= Iraq of today) 
   before he then to permanently dwell in the Haran  (for about 5 years  [located in southern Turkey,  at the middle northern Syrian border]). 
 

Stephen  “made known his thoughts”  and it is not  “said”  as we read in our  substandard  worldly bible translations! 
Is this important? 

Very much so – because any person can  “say”  anything  -  and much  is  said without any conviction. 
However,  Stephen is  most sincere  in what he is to give by witness in his defence,  that is  why  he has the countenance of an  angel/messenger!  
But you will never get that understanding from our  dumbed-down  bible translations that obscenely proliferate around The World today,  where we 
cannot trust the finer points within the text  -  all  'painted-out'  by our professionally  incompetent  translators  (especially at key doctrinal points which 
are  heavily skewed in  systemic error). 

After this important start,  then let me continue with explaining Stephen's  “witness/testimony”. 
Stephen starts with  “The Beginning of The Promise”,  being how Yahweh means to  “Righteously”  extract Mankind from out of its  inevitable  
“Annihilation”  of which  would occur  without the  required  extra-terrestrial  intervention over  “The 2 Epoch Israel”.  The two “Israels” comprising 
of the Jews and then Christian nations with  JC(g)  as  “The Central Figure”  at the conclusion of each Israel being  righteously brought forth  by means 
of  “The Early Adopters”  from  each epoch  of  “Israel”  (under the present heaven [singular] of Satan). 

That single statement is  wholly unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (2017 CE),  and yet forms  “The Basis”  of 
Yahweh’s  “Most  Righteous  Plan for Human Salvation”! 

I explain all the significant unique prophetic allegories  (of perhaps at least 100+)  regarding Abraham and his offspring,  places and accounts in my 
dissertation entitled   “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis” of some 80 pages,  and I strongly suggest The Reader to read this,  being precisely what JC 
would have taught to the people over periods of three days  (Mark.8v2, Matt.15v32).  All this demonstrates  “The Omnificence”  of Yahweh,  and thus 
magnifies Yahweh  within the minds  of The Recipients to this  “Knowledge”,  hence the comment at Mark.1v22,  but yet,  all this  critical information  is  
kept suppressed  by our professional leaders of “Religion”  (because they cannot make a worldly living out of it)! 

Abraham  (was originally “Abram”)  before Yahweh changed his name at The Covenant formed,  –  to mean   “The Loving Father”. 
Abram was about 70 + 5 years old before he was  “Invited”  by Yahweh to become  “The Head”  of Yahweh’s Means for our Salvation. 
Abram was married to his half-sister,  Sara who was 10 years his junior. 

I explain all the many prophetic allegories in those three statements alone,  elsewhere. 
 
161st Comment – Yahweh issued an instruction to Abraham to leave his homeland.  Abraham obediently obeyed. 
36th Prophecy – Yahweh would instruct Abraham to journey to The Country that his seed would inherit. 
130th Instruction – Like Abraham,  we must  “follow instruction”  for  “The Expectation”. 
173rd Reasoning – JC as  “The Word of God”  gives instruction on how we  (from the spiritual Loins of Abraham)  can 
achieve  “The Anointing/Christ”  for  “The Expectation”  of  “The Birthright”  to become  “The Heirs of The World”. 
162nd Comment – This is what Stephen is about to show us,  through his witness for JC as God's Word. 
Acts.  7v3 og also  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him:  
Acts.  7v3 og (You) issue/{come/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  {from/out of}  
Acts.  7v3 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  whom/which/that  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
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Acts.  7v3 og also  {from/out of}  of the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen/{country-man}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts.  7v3 og also  {(imperative) here/hither/hitherto}/{come hither}  into/unto  the  Earth/land/province/country/region   
Acts.  7v3 og whom/which/that  wish/suppose  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (I will) {to show}/present. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v1. 
Acts.  7v3 Also  He (= Yahweh)   said/commanded   towards  the him  (= Abraham): 

You  (Abraham)   {issue forth}/depart  {from/out of}  of the  land/region   which  (is)  of  thee/you  (Abraham) 
also  {from/out of}  of the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen  of  thee/you, 
also  come hither  into  the  land/region  which  wish/suppose   I (Yahweh)  will  show/present  {to thee/you}. 

 

Also He  (= Yahweh)  commanded towards him   (= Abram to be later renamed by Yahweh   Abraham]): 
You  (Abram [Abraham])  issue forth  from/out  of the region which  (is)  of you   (Abram [Abraham]) 
also  from/out  of your kinsmen   (= leave your family home and relatives) 
also come hither into the land  (= Canaan/Israel)  which  wish/suppose  I  (Yahweh)  will show to you. 
 

At the age of 70 years old,  being a time where most people would settle down to retirement,  Abram was in 5 years’ time to begin a most interesting and 
strenuous adventure.  He was to leave his home and relatives embark upon a nomad’s existence,  suffering famine,  being possibly killed by an Egyptian 
Pharaoh,  having to wage war on four foreign kings to rescue his nephew Lot.  And then,  and after all this,  at a ripe age of 100 years  (having proved 
himself faithful to Yahweh for 5 + 25 years)  he would receive a son Isaac  (= “Laughter/Joy”)  through Sara (Sarah)  to become  “The Means of 
Salvation”  (representing JC)  of Mankind. 

Abram leaves The World of his relatives  (and what they prophetically represent by allegory). 
Abram in a  “Bilateral Covenant”  remains faithful to Yahweh’s Requirements for  25 years as a nomad  in Canaan. 

(Where  “Canaan”  is to become  “The Promised Land”.) 
During which time,  he constantly lives for  “The Expectation”  of Heirship through his loins. 
He lives within The Land,  which becomes  “The Inheritance”  for The World  (over its  2 part  fulfilment). 
He has various encounters with  “The Heathen”  that form  righteous allegories  for The Christian Nation following The Jews. 

This was all in expectation to   “Righteously increment Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”. 
It was  not  done and recorded as such,  in the manner as we witness within today’s  Charismatic Christian  “circus performances”! 
What Abraham did,  and those people following through within his  (ultimately “spiritual”)  loins were  not  driven by  “worldly sentiments”,  but had a 
mind that was truly motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Most Comprehensive Desire,  and  not  driven by  “the vain lust of personal immediacy”! 
 
163rd Comment – When Abraham's father died,  Yahweh through His Word  (as “The Word of God”)  instructed Abraham 
to become a nomad in The Land of his future Heirs. 
68th Allegory – Canaan (of Abraham's time) = The Earth during The Gospel Age. 
69th Allegory – Israel (of/after King David) = The Earth during The Millennium. 
174th Reasoning – Yahweh speaking through JC  (as “The Word of God”)  guides  “The Hearkening Early Adopters”  of 
The Gospel Age – these are the 144000 TCs behaving as nomads  (guided by Yahweh's Spiritual Methodology [via JC]) 
within a world  (of Canaanites)  representing the worldly methodology operating around him  (Abraham/TCs).   
37th Prophecy – Yahweh's Sons (of God),  as spiritual sons of Abraham,  prove themselves wholly faithful during The 
Gospel Age to become the 144000  new  “Sons of God”   (as sons of Abraham)  in The Millennium. 
164th Comment – Leaders of Religion place themselves in this position to become possible future heirs,  but they wholly 
reject what has been offered to them!   Like Esau,  they demonstrably reject The Birthright,  for The Immediacy of today. 
175th Reasoning – The way Stephen said it directly to The Leaders and not to The Public,  specifically tells us that it is to 
leaders of Religion  (and not the public)  who are in this privileged position.   The specific point behind all this is that 
these leaders are at the changeover of  “Israel”,  being that actually  The Pointer  is to  worldly Christian leaders  who 
are rejecting  “The Birthright”  as did these leaders to JC  (represented by “Isaac” some 1900 years earlier). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v4 og then/{at the time}  (the) issuing/{coming forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  
Acts.  7v4 og {from/out of}  (the)  Earth/land/province/country/region  (of the) Chaldea  
Acts.  7v4 og (he) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabited}/{persistently dwelt}  in  (the)  Charran/Haran.   
Acts.  7v4 og {Likewise from that place/time}/{And afterward}/{Thence also}   
Acts.  7v4 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  (to) die/{experience death}/{be slain}   
Acts.  7v4 og the  father/forebear  (of the) him,  
Acts.  7v4 og (he) {transferred (as a) settler (or) captive}/{colonised (or) exile}/{carried away}/{removed into}  (the) him   
Acts.  7v4 og into/unto  the  Earth/land/province/country/region  this/that (specifically)  into/unto  whom/which/that   
Acts.  7v4 og {specifically yourselves}  now/present/immediate   
Acts.  7v4 og {yourselves are}  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.11v31-32. 
Acts.  7v4 Then  (Abram [Abraham])  the  {coming forth}/departing  {from/out of}  land/region  of the  Chaldea 

he  (= Abram)  {permanently lived}/{persistently dwelt}  in  the  Charran/Haran. 
{Likewise from that time}/And afterwards}  after  his  father  died, 
He (= Yahweh)  {transferred as a settler}/{colonised into}  the  him  (= Abram)   
into  this specific  land/region  into which  {specifically yourselves}  (= these leaders'  forefathers and of their offspring) 
now  {yourselves are}  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling} 

 

Then  (Abram)  coming forth  from/out  of the region of Chaldea   (= present day  “Iraq”). 
he  (= Abram)  permanently lived in the  Charran/Haran   (= on Turkey's South-Eastern boarder,  for 5 years). 
And afterwards,  after his father  (= Terah)  died, 
(then)  He  (= Yahweh)  transferred as a settler the him   (= Abram)    (= Yahweh instructed Abraham to become a nomad in Canaan) 
into this specific land into which specifically yourselves   (as the leaders  [listening to Stephen’s witness]  presently inhabit and rule)  
you all are now persistently dwelling   (within this land given by Yahweh through reason of Abram's character and deportment). 
 

Charran is recognised as being the ruined city presently located in south-eastern Turkey just north of present day Syria. 
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He lived with his father for 5 years.  Then his father died and Yahweh invited Abraham,  now 75 years of age,  to become a nomad in the land of his 
future inheritance that would occur through his loins.  His home would be a tent,  and he would travel wholly around his future inheritance in  “Real 
Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  before  he received recognition from Yahweh by the birth of Isaac to his half-sister Sarah  (all  
very important prophetic allegories  for us  –  of which I explain elsewhere in my commentaries to Hebrews and Galatians;  and also my dissertations). 
It must be clearly understood;  Abraham wanted Yahweh to be driving his mind.  By consequence, Yahweh’s Methodology was like  “a spiritual 
tabernacle”  that controlled his output into The Environment of what his inheritance would ultimately own,  being  “The Early Adopters”  (of Abraham’s  
spiritual DNA)  out of the  two  future epochs of “Israel”  (= to the Jews first and then to the  Christians,  Rom.1v16, etc.).   It is these two groups of  
“The Early Adopters”  (= The Prophets and then The 144000 TCs)  elected from out of the  two  Epochs of  “Israel”  who then as  “The Heirs”  rule  
“The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”)  in The Millennium that shall then become  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 

All this exegesis is  wholly unknown  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  (true at 2017 CE). 
Because if they do know and remain silent,  then they are doubly accountable to Yahweh  (Eze.33v1-20),  for remaining silent! 

Nevertheless,  this is  specifically what The Bible teaches us  throughout its pages from Genesis to Revelations inclusive! 
Our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  need to now prove that it does not,  and provide an alternative solution that expresses Yahweh’s  “Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”!   If they cannot,  then The Best Hypothesis stands  (as given on “FutureLife.Org”),  as is The Practice used in the 
science domain that has infinitely more credibility than does “Religion”! 
 
165th Comment – Yahweh gave nothing of The Land to Abraham,  but The Inheritance was only given to Abraham's Heirs.  
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
176th Reasoning – The 144000 TCs having the spiritual DNA of Abraham do  not  make their spiritual home within 
worldly methodology during The Gospel Age  -  they have  no  part within The World  (being all the things [politics, 
religion and commerce]  that concern worldly people of today,  comprising of about 99.9+%  of The Population).   
177th Reasoning – Abraham  (= Yahweh)  gives  “The World”  to his Heirs  (= the 144000 TCs)  in The Millennium. 
38th Prophecy – The Promise of  “The Birthright”  was given through Abraham's  lineage/seed. 
'Allegory' – repeat - The Promise = is of several layers,  where all layers together righteously yields Mankind's Salvation 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 

166th Comment – When Yahweh made The Promise,  Abraham had no son to make this prophecy a reality. 
178th Reasoning – When Yahweh made that promise of future heirs,  JC had not yet made a showing to The World,  
because it is only through JC  (to lead The Way, John.14v5-15)  can any of the 144000 TCs become future sons of God. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v5 og Also  no/not/none  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  (to the) him  
Acts.  7v5 og (the) heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance  in  {to her/(it/same)},  
Acts.  7v5 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (the) rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  (of the) foot,   
Acts.  7v5 og also  (he) {announced upon}/{engaged (to do something)}/ 

/{asserted (something respecting oneself)}/pledged/professed/{(made) promise} (middle voice)  
Acts.  7v5 og (to the) him  (to) give/bestow/grant  into/unto  (the) {holding down}/occupancy/property  her/(it/same),   
Acts.  7v5 og also  to the  seed/offspring/issue  (of the) him  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts.  7v5 og (the) him,   no/not/none  (the) being/having  (to the) him  (of the) child/daughter/son. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v1  (and then fulfilled some 25 years later, Gen.21v2-3) 
Acts.  7v5 Also  not  He  (= Yahweh)   gave/bestowed  to the  him  (= Abram) 

the  heirship/inheritance  within  it              (= the new land of Canaan  [present day Israel]) 
{and not}/{not even}  the  rostrum/{placement over}  of the  foot, 
also  He (= Yahweh)  Personally  {announced upon}/pledged/{made promise}  to the  him  (= Abram) 
to  give/bestow   into/unto  the  occupancy/property  of  it  
also  to the  seed/offspring  of the  him  after  the  him,    
not  the him  having  the child.           (“Isaac”  would be born 25 years later) 

 

Also not He  (= Yahweh)  gave to him   (= Abram) 
the inheritance within it   (= Yahweh  at the time  gave  zero  prospect for Abram to have an inheritance of this new country) 
                 (Importantly   Abraham had to demonstrate his  Real Faith  for  25  years  before  he had a legitimate heir of this country  Canaan/Israel) 
and not even  (enough for)  the placement over of the foot   (= not even enough land to be covered by Abraham's foot), 
also He  (= Yahweh)  Personally {announced upon}/{made promise}  to him  (= Abram)  
(when)  he  (= Abram)  not having a child,  
to give of its  (= this new land, Canaan/Israel)  occupancy  also unto his  seed/offspring  after him  (= Abram). 
 

Yahweh through Abraham held back by 5+25  years  (in Haran + Canaan)  (as equally did Yahweh through JC for 30 years)  before  “The Fulfilment of 
Prophecy”  to become  “The Means of our Salvation”,   where Isaac by prophecy mirrors JC. 
Isaac came into existence to become  “The Means of our Salvation”  after  “The Announcement”  was originally made by Yahweh. 
Likewise,  JC actively came into existence  (originally under the radar’)  to become  “The Means of our Salvation”  through his  MINISTRY. 

It is  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  wholly  operating in our mind that  ultimately  becomes our salvation. 
JC’s ransom sacrifice  only’  gives us a  “2 part life”  (not  guaranteed eternal salvation  [unless we are a  proven  “Early Adopter”]). 

Those two statements are  wholly incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  scholars and theologians!    They do  not  “understand”! 
As we witness within their teachings,  given by public sermon and in the privacy of seminaries  (Matt.23v15)! 

From the above observation and reasoning,  then I would not be surprised if as a baby,  JC was in Egypt  (= outside Israel,  as was Abraham in Haran)  
for perhaps 3 to 5 years before his parents took him to Nazareth  (as stated within Matt.2v13-15).  Likewise,  to be a nomad in The Future Land of Israel 
before he takes control through his ministry! 
I would not be surprised,  because this  is  how Yahweh operates to  demonstrate His Omnificence  in due time,  so that as we go forward into The 
Culmination,  we comfortably know that Yahweh has Proved Himself  wholly righteous and competent  to be  “Perfect”  and  “All-knowing”.   

This gives us confidence that never again shall another Satan be let loose upon us during The Eternity in the 2nd part of our life! 
I explain all this,  and how all this righteous operates elsewhere within my many commentaries and dissertations. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
131st Instruction – The birth of Isaac starts the 430 year countdown  (representative of JC's birth). 
132nd Instruction – The test of Isaac starts the 400 year countdown  (representative of JC's  murder/resurrection). 
133rd Instruction – For completion,  The Journey of 3.5 days taken by Abraham and Isaac to Mount Moriah is allegoric 
for JC's ministry and subsequent sacrifice  -  the decision being made in this self-same spot as it was for JC,  now Stephen. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
134th Instruction – Ishmael was from a union between Abraham and an Egyptian hand-maiden, Hagar.  While by contrast 
Isaac was from a union between Abraham and his half-sister wife  (of the same [spiritual] DNA),  Sara  (like Mary). 
135th Instruction – The birth of Isaac alongside his  worldly brother Ishmael  (of 14 years Isaac's senior)  starts  “the 
subjection alongside”,  all of which  'comes to a head'  when Isaac reaches 5 years old,  and Ishmael is 19 years old. 
179th Reasoning – This is what makes Isaac (JC) become part of The (spiritual) Birthright,  while by contrast,  it makes 
Ishmael (The World)  who/(that)  oppresses  Isaac (JC as The Word of God)  before  being saved by  “The Water”  
sourced by Yahweh,  given as “The Word of God”  (in the desert)  which occurs in The Millennium. 
167th Comment – The reason why this is recorded for us in Acts is that Yahweh is telling us in prophecy of what has,  and 
is  to occur during The Gospel Age and on into The Millennium.  And it is “The Spoilers”  coming in the form of  “The 
Leaders of Religion”  (being representatives of The World)  who like Ishmael try to  enslave/subject  JC as  “The Word of 
God”  under their own  “worldly methodology”.  But God's Word ultimately succeeds in The Millennium. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
168th Comment – Obviously this is unintelligible,  because they are The Subject of Stephen's speech, being  The Opposers! 
Acts.  7v6 og (he) spoke/uttered/said  And  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  the {specific god},  
Acts.  7v6 og because  (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  the  seed/offspring/issue  (of the) him  
Acts.  7v6 og (the) {alongside dwelling}/{home near}/{alien resident}/sojourn/tenant  
Acts.  7v6 og in  (to the) Earth/land/province/country/region  (to the) another/foreigner/{not akin}/hostile,   
Acts.  7v6 og also (they will) {enslave}/{enter bondage}  it/same   
Acts.  7v6 og also  (they will) injure/exasperate/{entreat evil}/harm/hurt/vex  (the) years {four hundred}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.15v13, 17v8 
Old Testament reference located at  Exodus.1v1-12 

Acts.  7v6 And  The  “Specific God”  spoke/said  {in this manner}/likewise 
because  it  {shall be}/{come to pass}  the  seed/issue/offspring  of the  him  (= Abram)   the  {alongside dwelling}/sojourn 
within  land/region  in the  another/foreigner/{not akin}, 
also  it  (= the foreign land)  they  (= the inhabitants)   will  enslave/{enter bondage} 
also  they  will  injure/harm/hurt  the  four hundred  (years). 

 

And  The  'Specific God'  spoke in this manner: 
Because his  (= Abram's)  offspring shall be dwelling alongside   (other people)   
within another land   (= Egypt  for about 240 years as slaves) 
also they  (= the Egyptian people)  will enslave it   (=  Abram's offspring = The Israelites) 
also they  (= the Egyptian people)  will  injure/harm  (it)  four hundred   (years)   (since the prophecy began to be applied). 
 

Scholars argue over 210, 220 years and 400 years as being the supposed time of The Israelites being in Egypt,  the respective stances taken are entirely 
dependent upon  “The Reference Starting Point in Time”  of this prophecy. 

However,  the assumed positions  are  all  wrong,  actually I deem it to be 240 years as I now explain. 
Please also see a link that gives various arguments for 210, 220 and 400  years  

http://www biblearchaeology org/post/2012/01/05/The-Duration-of-the-Israelite-Sojourn-In-Egypt aspx  
Originally,  I did not give much thought to this,  and simply assumed 430 years (Gal.3v17)  was the time Joseph first entered Egypt and 30 years later the 
Egyptians turned upon The Israelites,  a generation later.  Having occurred because humans have short memories about the help they receive from other 
people  –  hence the slavery some 400 years after these 30 years  (being the 400 years here,  and 430 years at Gal.3v17). 
However,  I read the cited article and it caused me to think  very carefully  over many things that I would like to publicly elucidate. 
I would like to suggest a  fourth  option for consideration which is between the long and the short term of Egyptian residence.  My understanding of the 
Bible is that we should  specifically use The Bible to  validate itself  (if it is “The Word of God”)  else we are all wasting our time.  Thus, presumed 
differences are  errors located within Man’s interpretation  –  because ultimately  “The Correct Interpretation”  will be holistic to explain Yahweh’s  
“Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

The Explanation comes in two parts. 
Part One: 

As I keep repeating almost as ad-nausea,  “1st Century Christianity” is never taught today,  so the allegories of The Old Testament are never 
taught that underwrite Yahweh's Omnificence to Mankind throughout the millennia.  I shall now do this,  showing  one example  out of many 
hundreds to demonstrate how these linkages operate.  

We must  first  get inside The Heads of  (1) Stephen speaking,  and  (2) Paul writing these two different times of 400 and 430 years. 
But importantly,  we must understand Yahweh's Mind,  being The Entity overseeing that all things righteously align by prophetic allegory,  to show 
Yahweh's Omnificence is evident into The Culmination  (to underwrite our personal faith within Yahweh's Competence to administer all things). 

When  we do this,  then we get the correct answer from what The Bible  specifically tells us! 
Yahweh's Mind is to achieve The Following:- 

“The Salvation of Mankind”  through  “The Most Righteous Method”  possible! 
From this declaration, we deduce  

1. Yahweh is shown to be Holy (= Pure/Blameless/Innocent),  so that zero charges can be made in The Culmination that He had been 
unrighteous in any of His dealings with  any specific human  who has ever existed on this planet. 
2. Yahweh is shown to be wholly Omnificent in every manner within whatsoever He operates. 
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From the above statements,  we conclude Yahweh would have set in motion throughout approx. 6000 years of  (super species)  human history 
the placement of  all the sign-posts  (allegoric prophecies)  to righteously draw out His  “Early Adopters”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  
in The Millennium.  This being the 7th block of 1000 years = “The Great Sabbath Day”  righteously covered  by JC's death,  John.19v31, 
20v1, Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8 Heb.4v4+, etc.. 

Paul's Mind is to achieve The Following:- 
“Explain how The Tanakh laid down The Prophetic Allegories which are fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age to then yield The Millennium.”   
Paul was thoroughly educated on The Tanakh and sincerely defended it,  until JCg intervened by explaining to Paul  how  The Tanakh given 
to The Jews  (= 1st Epoch Israel)  was  “The Basis”  upon which  The Gospel Age would be built,  being  BOTH  “The Old and New 
Testaments”  given to The Christians  (= 2nd Epoch Israel).  In this manner  “The Early Adopters”  are righteously generated as  “The Two 
Remnants that Return to The Lord”  from their  respective  “Israel”  (Isa.10v20-22)  so they both may  then  extract  “The 3rd Remnant that 
returns to The Lord”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (please see my commentaries at 2Cor.12v1-3). 

JC was  The Fulfilment  of The Old Testament Prophesies that occurred  upon his birth. 
Stephen's Mind is to achieve The Following:- 

“Explain how JC had so recently incremented forward Yahweh's Plan,  who these religious leaders had just killed him.” 
Hence the final statements by Stephen at Acts.7v51-54   

“You did not listen to JC,  being like your spiritual fathers,  who killed The Prophets and not listen to them”! 
(And that has occurred generation after generation throughout “Christendom”  ever since!) 

This was foremost on Stephen's Mind   To justify his personal stance  in teaching  “1st Century Christianity”. 
JC  Taught  “1st Century Christianity”  in his ministry – being when JC  started his ministry. 
And these professional leaders of “Religion”  did not listen to JC  (= correctly hearken = precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)! 

Stephen and his six brethren (Acts.6v5)  would have been selected from  the same pool  as Joseph and Matthias at Acts 1v25-28,  and we were 
told   “Been with us since  the  beginning  (of JC's ministry)”  Acts.1v21. 

I righteously explain all the above in some 3,000,000 words generated over some 25 years of original work given on “FutureLife.Org”. 
So how do we mould the above statements together decipher the length of the Israelite period in Egypt? 

Simply stated - 
1. Yahweh gives The Allegoric Prophecies as Signposts to show His Omnificence into The Culmination. 
2. Paul has The Fixation    JC fulfilled The Prophecies given by Yahweh  when he was born. 
3. Stephen has The Fixation    JC has  taught him The Knowledge,  being a ministry that was terminated by these leaders! 

Paul's mind is dominated to  The Beginning of  JC's Term  (= birth)  on this planet. 
Stephen's mind is dominated to  The Beginning of  JC's Ministry  and termination on this planet. 

Now we know what is relevant to these two individuals  -  speaking in allegories as taught in  “1st Century Christianity”  (but never taught today). 
We can use their thought processes to explain the second stage. 
Part Two: 
We are now positioned to explain this period of 240 years in Egypt,  and not the other suggested periods of time,   based upon how Stephen and Paul  
personally  viewed “prophecy”.   
Restating again with the allegoric link  (of which I afterwards justify),  was  standard teaching  in “1st Century Christianity”  

Paul viewed Isaac's Birth as being the standard allegory of JC's birth  (see later). 
Stephen viewed Isaac's Journey with Abraham of 3.5 days,  for then his Premeditated Sacrifice,  as representative of JC's ministry/sacrifice. 

Paul was a supreme scholar of the Tanakh  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, etc.)  and other manuscripts of which he,  and Jesus Christ,  used as  reference/cited  
material  (now lost – perhaps at 70 CE,  during the destruction of Jerusalem and of The Temple).  Thus we must not gloss over what Paul stated at 
Gal.3v17,  nor must we lose sight of what he was teaching us in the context of the two chapters,  one either side of the given citation. 
Humans have  made an  errant  assumption  about what Paul said,  and  not  what he  precisely  said,  and there is a  huge  difference between the two.  
Paul did not say   430 years from when the promise was given,  as we have seen in the discussions at my internet citation,  but rather he said  (quoting 
my amplified translation of The New Testament available on The Internet)   

Gal.     3v17 og that/this/there/here  and  (I) state/exclaim:   
Gal.     3v17 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   
Gal.     3v17 og (the having been) {ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/validated   
Gal.     3v17 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God  [in Christ = CA and thus ignore]   
Gal.     3v17 og the  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative  or “infinitive)}  
Gal.     3v17 og (the) years  four hundred  also  thirty  {became to be}  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     3v17 og no/not/none  {to invalidate}/disannul/{make of none effect},   
Gal.     3v17 og into/unto  the  (to) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify   
Gal.     3v17 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise. 

The important thing to understand is that Paul said    
“{ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/validated” (StrongsTM 4300)  and  not  “when it was given”.   

The Bible tells us   Abraham was given The Promise on  four  separate occasions spread  over a 25 year period  (Gen.12v2-4 [initial move at 75 years 
old],  15v4-18 [noting 400 years,  and four generations {from Isaac's birth}],  17v1-7 [noting “will establish”],  18v11-14 [announcement of Isaac]).   
The Promise was  never  “{ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/validated”  by reciprocation from Yahweh  until  (1) The 'impossible' Birth of Isaac  
[Gen.21v2-6],  or  (2) The Test of both Abraham and Isaac on The Mount of Moriah  [Gen.22v1, 8-18]  some 25+ years later to become very specific 
occasions when Yahweh  physically  intervened  “to make  The Promise an incremental  physical reality”.   
And it is this last event of which,  while I cannot date precisely,  I would not be surprised if this test was about 30 years after the birth of Isaac  (see later 
explanation).  When in particular,  we realise the decision for JC’s death was made in the same place about  '1870'  years later  (John.11v47-53)  in The 
Temple on The Mount of Moriah  ([chief] part of  'The Mountain Range'  upon which Jerusalem is built). 

That is why I think that we should use The Context of Gal.3v17 to decide as to which time period Paul is speaking.   
We all should know the simple allegories of Abraham = Yahweh;  Isaac = Jesus Christ    Jacob/Israel = Yahweh’s Methodology in attaining The 
BirthRight.  Where his two sons of Esau twined with Jacob = both bad and good Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  “twinned together”  (under the 
supposed  one/same’  methodology of JC),  and so would Paul understand this,  when he wrote as he did in Galatians and his other epistles  (Rom.9v13, 
quoting Mal.1v23). 
Putting things in to context    

Assuming Abraham was born 2000 BCE with a +/- tolerance of about 100 years  (depending upon calculation,  the  “absolute time”  is 
irrelevant,  we are only interested in  “relative time”  for this discussion). 

We know the following - 
Abraham was 100 years old when Isaac was born  (Gen.21v5)  [1900 BCE]. 
Isaac was 60 years old when Esau and Jacob were born  (Gen.25v26)  [1840 BCE]. 
Jacob/Israel  was 130 years old when he entered Egypt  (Gen.47v9)  [1710 BCE]. 

And we are told by Paul - 
“The Covenant was  {previously ratified}” - 

Thus  endorsed/validated  by Yahweh)  by a  physical return  =  “Isaac’s birth”. 
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We conclude for something to be  {previously ratified}/validated  as specifically stated by Paul means    This must be the specific point in time when 
Paul’s 430 year period starts counting,  and  NOT  when Abraham was given The Promise at  four  different  occasions over a  25 year period.    
The birth of Isaac,  by allegory,  represents the birth of JC and the 30 years’ difference (between 430 and 400)  becomes the time when JC starts his 
ministry  –  being specifically what interests Stephen,  and also later see my reasoned link about  “The Test”  of which  both  (Isaac and JC)  must face,  
together with Abraham and Yahweh. 
Thus,  I maintain the 430 year period starts at  the single point in time  being Isaac’s birth to  'start the clock'.   

This is  “The Most Significant Event”  to all parties involved  (and should equally be to us). 
The 2nd is   “The Start of his Ministry”,  and  The 3rd is   “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 

Now let us combine all this together in our reasoning of The Events that befall Isaac  (= the prophetic allegory for JC). 
We realise that  Jacob/Israel  enters 190 years  (60 +130)  later into Egypt and equally cuts 190 years into the 430 year quoted period = 240 years left 
remaining  before  The Law is given as few months later in The Wilderness to the Israelites in their Exodus. 
Let us now consider two references at Gen.15v13  (cited above),  and to be repeated by Stephen at Acts.7v6,  must therefore mean   This is all significant 
and should  not  be ignored,  but to be  logically explained. 

So why is 400 years  also  stated,  and not 430 years to be repeated?   So, why the difference? 
If we work backwards from the giving of The Law by 400 years,  then we enter the period of time between Isaac’s birth, then read later of his marriage to 
Rebekah,  and his mother dying at the age of 127 years.  Where,  she gave birth to Isaac at 90 years  (Gen.17v17 telling us 100 years for Abraham and 
90 years for Sarah = 10 year age gap).  From this we can calculate,  Isaac was 37 years old when his mother died. 
However,  a very important event occurred at some time between his birth and his mother’s death,  which is equally pertinent to what occurred to JC.  
It was  “The Test”  of  both  Abraham and of Isaac – where,  as a man in his late 20s or early 30s,  Isaac freely allowed  his father to tie him up and was 
about to sacrifice him!   Most sons would have run away,  thinking their father had gone mad! 

But  both  of these individuals were showing their  absolute trust  upon Yahweh to provide  a righteous solution. 
So where am I going with this? 

Based upon the previous reasoning,  then 430 - 400 tells us that Isaac was 30 years old at the  beginning  of  The Account. 
In Gen.22v1 we are told that Abraham and Isaac travelled together  (always allegoric of Yahweh and Jesus)  for 3 days and then they espy Mount 
Moriah  in the distance.  They ultimately reach Moriah (presumably) halfway through the next day and then start preparations to present Isaac as an 
offering for The Nations  (being  The Reason  for  “The Original Promise”). 

So what is this account  really  telling us  (noting that virtually  all  these things are allegoric for The Gospel Age in context)? 
We start by noting a  'coincidence'  of this recorded event is the  one and ONLY  account in Genesis in which the number of days is given for a journey 
that  also  neatly coincides in duration with another  very important journey in the future.  This other important journey being of JC's future ministry  
(with Isaac  always  being allegoric for JC  and  for this to be the  only  time period for a journey to be given in Genesis)! 

In prophecy  (of which this account is),  -  then what does a  “day”  really mean? 
“A day for a year”  (for example Num.14v34, also in weeks of years Dan.9v24, etc.).   
So we read of three and a half  “Days of Years”,  Jesus walks with Yahweh as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and then freely offers himself as a 
sacrifice –  so those persons  being of his seed  of The Gospel Age become residents in an alien World.  Where it is these very specific and fervent 
individuals who became spiritual  (and many physical)  martyrs by serving the residents of The World.   
This analogy represents the  spiritual  descendants of Esau and Jacob of The Gospel Age  (Mal.1v2-3 cited by Paul at Rom.9v13,  and thus Gen.15v13 –  
being  “The Spiritual Extension”  of  “The Physical Reality”  of what was to occur during The Gospel Age). 
That is specifically why in context  (being The Culmination of The Speech)  Steven repeated the 400 years with its hidden allegory within the message 
given by Yahweh and recorded for us upon which  to reason  

It being the point in time JC  started  his ministry  that had  invited  Stephen to become a Christian  as his witness for JC before these people 
who had just murdered him! 

After that required digression,  the time The Israelites sojourned in Egypt was 240 years, and not 210, 215 or 430 years. 
I show in my numerous dissertations the many things written in The Tanakh are  precise allegoric representations  of what is to occur in The Gospel Age 
rolling out into The Millennium  (hence Paul's comment at 2Tim.3v15-17).  This becomes  “The Word/Seed of God”  which is precisely what Jesus taught 
in his ministry to explain   “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Mark.1v22, Luke.4v19).    
“The Acceptable Year of The Lord” means  “Not having seed (in winter),  and then The Planting of seed (in spring), Growth to a plant (in summer)  and 
Harvest of grain (in  autumn) of a human growing upon The Word of God”  over  “a 2 part life”.   Which is  “Acceptable”  because it is  “Righteous”,  
a term appropriate to  “The Righteous”  Yahweh)  over the  THREE  separate Epochs of 'Israel'  (Jews, Christians and The Resurrected World)  to draw 
out  “The Remnant”  (Isa.10v20-22)  from each grouping within the three epochs. 
Thus going through the figures again  (being referenced upon “The Birth”  of Isaac,  allegoric to the birth of Jesus) - 

(Prophecy period)  –  (Age of Isaac when Jacob was born  +  Jacobs' Age when moving into Egypt)  
  = remaining time while Israelites were in Egypt. 
430 – (60 + 130)  =  240  years. 

Where the prophecy period was referenced upon - 
            1.   The time when Yahweh  Ratified/Verified  by Return  to  “Endorse The Promise”  by  “The Birth of Isaac”. 

(A) Isaac is always allegoric to JC.   (B)  Birth of Isaac and JC were  both  impossible’  births! 
Hence  the involvement of Yahweh  to make  both  possible.  Gen.17v17, Luke.2v34-35. 

           2.   The account of Isaac journeying with Abraham on  “The Test”  for both 3.5 days to Mount Moriah  (as sacrifice). 
           3.   The account in The Gospels of JC journeying with Yahweh for The Test of 3.5 years to his murder  (as sacrifice). 
           4.    Stephen mentioning The Period to be 400 years being  The Point in time when JC started his ministry. 

Being what was relevant to Stephen  (who was with JC from the start of his ministry. 
All the above is just a little more than just  “coincidence”! 
Especially when we consider how The Old Testament is built upon prophetic allegories  (for their future fulfilment)!  

Now let me illustrate how the Israelite nation could multiply in 240 years from a few people to become a large nation through the appropriate 
generations. 
Keeping the mathematics simple,  I make some basic assumptions - 

Each generation is 24 years and the women start bearing children at the age of 18. 
A child is born every 2 years and stop bearing children at 30 years = 6 children being born. 
I do not include twins  (even though Terah’s genes seem to regularly yield twins)! 
Assume 50% are females = 3 females per generation. 

240 / 24 = 10 reproductive generations, even though the 3rd and 4th generation could still leave after the 240 years servitude,  with their great, great 
grandchildren,  especially when we realise that the DNA of Abraham yielded life spans around 130 years. 

Generation layer   Reproductive women 
1             3 
2             9 
3           27 
4           81 
5          243 
6          729 
7        2187 
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8        6561 
9      19683 
10      59049 

These are based upon reproductive women, thus double it to include the disregarded’ men.  We are told about the number of  men  with Jacob being 
over 40,  then with each having a wife would multiply the above number to be about 2,5 million people at The Exodus from Egypt some 240 years later.   
Thus it  is  possible to grow quite significantly based upon the assumptions given,   and we know that it was not that large a postulated number as we are 
to read in Num.1v46 = 603,550  fighting men  (likewise similarly stated at Num.2v32, Exod.38v26).     

However,  in saying all the above,  then all the above can  (as an alternative rendering)  be quite  significantly  modified! 
The Hebrew word for  “thousand”  originally was  “aleph” StrongsTM = 503  “to make a thousand-fold”,  “to bring forth thousands”,  but then later 
became modified to “eleph” StrongsTM = 504/5 to be “thousand”.  “Eleph”  was originally  “to yoke (an ox)”,  to mean  “a family tie” or  “a tied  
unit/{grouping}  of people”,  “clan”,  and thus the Hebrew could be read  not  as units of  “thousands”,  but in units of  “individual groupings”/”{family 
clans}”  and thus equally interpreted in the following manner - 

Num.1v21,  46,500  be read as 46 groupings/clans,   totalling 500 men 
Num.1v23,  59,300  be read as 59 groupings/clans,   totalling 300 men 
Num.1v25,  45,650  be read as 45 groupings/clans,   totalling 650 men 
Num.1v27,  74,600  be read as 74 groupings/clans,   totalling 600 men 
Num.1v29,  54,400  be read as 54 groupings/clans,   totalling 400 men 
Num.1v31,  57,400  be read as 57 groupings/clans,   totalling 400 men 
Num.1v33,  40,500  be read as 40 groupings/clans,   totalling 500 men 
Num.1v35,  32,200  be read as 32 groupings/clans,   totalling 200 men 
Num.1v37,  35,400  be read as 35 groupings/clans,   totalling 400 men 
Num.1v39,  62,700  be read as 62 groupings/clans,   totalling 700 men 
Num.1v41,  41,500  be read as 41 groupings/clans,   totalling 500 men 
Num.1v43,  53,400  be read as 53 groupings/clans,   totalling 400 men 

Yielding a total number of fighting men =  5950 men. 
This is a much smaller number of people,  which does not decry from The Fact that Yahweh would work with these people to ensure that their fighting 
fitness would be increased a hundredfold  (see Judg.7v6-16). 

With suitable multiples,  then the total number of Israelite people leaving Egypt could be up to some 25,000 people  (many being old people)  
which seems more reasonable number to cross through the parting of the  “Reed/Red Sea”  and not 2,500,000 people. 

I only present both arguments and do not choose to pick either one,  – but just show God's Word is consistent for both scenarios. 
I have departed from the context of this verse,  but it is a useful consideration on what we shall read a little later in Stephen's witness for Yahweh. 
It should be noted;  that the fourth generation from Isaac  (Gen.15v16)  could still return to Canaan because they were very long lived.  
However, another rendering of these words could be interpreted the other way around,  to mean  'up to'  the fourth generation were taken back to 
Canaan to be buried alongside Abraham  (Gen.50v25,  as part of the 3rd generation down from Isaac,  or 4th generation when referenced to Abraham to 
whom The Promise was first given). 
And finally,  it is very important to understand  “The 430 year Affliction”  (Gen.15v13)  started at Isaac's birth,  but came to a head at his 5th birthday,  
by Ishmael  (14 years his senior)  as a child descendent of an  Egyptian  (Gen.21v9). 
Hence, everything ties neatly together to underwrite this analysis,  to demonstrate Yahweh’s Omnificence  in  (1) predicting this,  (2) ensuring it occurred 
as He predicted and most importantly,  (3) it all remained faithfully recorded for us over many millennia. 
All contrary to the vain reasoning of our  scholars’  trying to find  any  excuse as  “not to believe”,  that reminds me of what Stephen has said about 
professional leaders of “Religion” refusing to listen to  “The Word of God”,  as we are to read later)! 

The wheel goes around again,  generation after generation;  the  same-minded  people take those respective places within Mankind! 
 
169th Comment – The Israelites serving The Egyptians  –  I  (Yahweh)  will Judge The Outcome. 
170th Comment – They (= The Judged persons from of the above)  will offer divine service to Yahweh in this place. 
70th Allegory – Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
71st 'Allegory' – Yahweh's Judgement (always) =  The election of “The Early Adopters” to rule “The Resurrected World”. 
72nd 'Allegory' – Devine service (always) =  “The Early Adopters” fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (in both parts of their life). 
73rd 'Allegory' – This Place =  (1) Israel pre JC's ministry,  (2) The World post JC's Ministry  (includes The Millennium). 
178th Reasoning – The Israelites (= Jews/Christians of the 2 Epochs of Israel)  presently serving  The Egyptians (= The 
World, pre and post JC's ministry)  are being Judged by Yahweh for  their competence  to then rule  The World in The 
Millennium.  It is  only  “The Early Adopters” who succeed in Yahweh's Judgement as being  “truly faithful”. 
179th Reasoning – “This place”  for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (= Jews)  was Israel,  but for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= 
Christians)  is  The World,  so that from  both  Epochs Yahweh gains  (1) The Prophets and then  (2) The 144000 TCs to 
serve Yahweh  (as The Heirs)  by teaching  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
171st Comment – It must be clearly understood  “The Early Adopters”  are  NOT  the professional leaders of “Religion”,  
that is why everything in Stephen's witness is unintelligible to them  (as The Fullness was to the people plotting his death)! 
Acts.  7v7 og Also  the  gentile/nation/heathen/people,  {to whom/which}  if/whenever  
Acts.  7v7 og (they may) serve/{in bondage}/slave  (I will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge   
Acts.  7v7 og (emphatic) I/me  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  the  {specific god}.  
Acts.  7v7 og Also  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  these (things)   
Acts.  7v7 og (they will) issue/{come forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed   
Acts.  7v7 og also  (they will) {a hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worship/{divine service}/{rendered homage}  
Acts.  7v7 og {to me}/mine  in  to the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  
Acts.  7v7 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.15v14,  Exodus.3v12 
Acts.  7v7 Also  the  gentile/heathen  (people = the Egyptians) 

to whom  if  they may  serve/slave  I  (= Yahweh)  will  {mentally decide}/judge  (accordingly). 
(Emphatic)  I  The 'Specific God'  (= Yahweh)   said/commanded. 

Also  after these things  they  (= The Israelites + and -)   will  {come forth}/proceed   
also  they  (= “The Early Adopters”)   will  {minister to God}/{give divine service}/{render homage}  to Me 
within  this same  {place of occupancy}/location. 
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Also the  gentile/heathen   (people = the Egyptians) 
to whom if they  (= Israelites)  may  serve/slave  I  (= Yahweh)  will  {mentally decide}/judge   (accordingly) 
                (this operates at several levels  –  please see my commentary) 
(Emphatic)  I   The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh)  said/commanded. 
Also they  (= “The Early Adopters”  of each  “Epoch of Israel”)  will give divine service to Me  (= Yahweh) 
within this same place of occupancy   (as  “The New Temple”  [spiritual]  over  “The Land of Israel”  [fleshly]). 
 

It must be clearly understood - 
These statements recorded for us  are   “Allegoric Prophecy”. 

That is  specifically why  Yahweh ensured that  “The Early Adopters”  as required,  spoke and recorded them for  our  benefit. 
They were not giving these accounts to  shut the door after the horse had bolted’,  Yahweh ensured they were recorded for  “us”  to learn and take note! 
All given to ultimately demonstrate  “The Omnificence of Yahweh”  (orchestrating all this)  into The Culmination  (going through into The Eternity). 

So how do we reason? 
If  our leaders of Christendom freely choose to remain silent upon these allegoric prophecies,  then  we must reason these leaders have absolutely  no  
interest in  truly magnifying  Yahweh  to us  (as recipients to their noise)  of Yahweh’s Demonstrable Omnificence within The Environment over Time. 
Importantly to  separate  “Yahweh”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  away  from the  “God/gods”  of  Man-made  baseless/fabricated  “Religion”. 

Where these practitioners try to find  any excuse  (= inventing excuses)  as to be  reasons’  “Not believe”. 
I give two examples they propose    

(1) a few copyist additions means we cannot trust any of it  (ignoring the fact that the copyist additions  [except 2 off]  make absolutely  no  
difference on what The Bible holistically teaches)!     
(2) The Books of The Bible were not written by their acclaimed scribes  (ignoring the fact that,  what is taught holistically aligns to generate 
Yahweh’s most “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  wholly validates what The Scribes wrote)!   

We are therefore able to accurately reason  
Our Christian  Theologians/Scholars  “choose to be ignorant”  (“agnoeo”)  because they  want an excuse  “Not to believe”!    
That is why Yahweh  rejects  them,  but The World  listens  to them!   It is just so obvious! 

In addition,  Christian leaders are quite able to speak as leaders of “Religion”,  giving hollow and worthless noise about  “God”  in their prattling. 
How does the reader conclude about what  truly motivates  these leaders? 

If  they were  truly interested  in Yahweh’s Magnificence,  then  they would  seek to find,  and receive’  (Matt.7v7-8)! 
The fact that they have  demonstrably  “not  received”  (Matt.11v11-13,  exhibited in what they publicise),  shows their true inner intentions! 

(Of  not  wanting to receive!) 
Nevertheless,  as  “professionals”,  they give to The World,  what  they are  paid  by The World  to give!   (2Tim.4v3-4). 
That is why Yahweh will  not  give them a position of responsibility in The Millennium  (as JC’s  many  parables tell us). 

Because their mind  is  demonstrably  wrong! 
“The Power of The Word of God”  has been  personally rejected  (irrespective of how much they publicly talk to the contrary)! 

So after my  “wake-up rant”,   (1) what does this verse truly mean and  (2) why has it been recorded for us  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age? 
Inasmuch Yahweh was  not  “Shutting The Gate after The Horse had bolted”! 
But rather,  He speaks  through  Stephen,  by instruction  to us  of The Gospel Age who  (1) listen,  (2) reason and then  (3) hearken  (to then  
gain  “Real Faith”). 

The Very Crux of this reasoning is  
Yahweh’s  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  is constantly marching forward  (to bring forth The Millennium  [very soon]). 

Yahweh works with His  “Early Adopters”  to increment this plan forward,  because they have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh and JC  (John.14v20, 
17v21-26),  which is  “To make Yahweh's  pure/holy  desire manifest in The Environment”  = the “HS”. 
Everything they do is built upon  “The Word of God”  so they personally gain the HS that operates within and without (= outside)  them in their local 
environment,  because they have personally made this  “just so”.  Hence their life becomes their personal sacrifice in their local environment  (that is 
effectively Yahweh’s Altar relative to these individuals,  hence 1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-9). 

So how does this verse  tie-in  with what I have just stated? 
As I very clearly explain in my many commentaries to Galatians and Hebrews - 

“Ishmael”  represents  “The World following after Satan’s methodology that ultimately leads to death”. 
“Isaac”  represents  “Yahweh’s Means to extract humans out of The World  (and become part of Yahweh’s Saving Methodology)”. 

Note   It must be clearly understood   The above representation is only  symbolic  (to explain how Yahweh’s Plan operates)   and not actual!   
All people in the linage of  “Ishmael”  (and for completeness,  “Esau”)  will be given a second opportunity in The Millennium,  because JC has covered  
all  people of The World  (1John.2v2, etc.)  as my  inter-verse  commentaries of The New Testament so very clearly explain.   
However,  the point is this  

Isaac  (from his mother, Sarah, is sharing Abraham's DNA,  hence Jacob marrying into Rebekah's family side)  becomes  “The Route”  for  
“The Early Adopters”  to come out of  “The Spiritual Loins of Abraham’s Methodology”.  “This Family”  is therefore driven by,  and thus it 
represents Yahweh’s Methodology,  from out of  “The Two Epochs of Israel”  (comprising of The Jews first and then The Christian Nation of 
The Gentiles,  Rom.1v16, Rom.11v15-25, etc.  noting The Jews are invited to become Christians and could become TCs  [as previously,  The 
Gentiles were invited to become Jews  before  JC’s ministry]).  

It is critically important to recognise that  both  groupings of  “The Early Adopters”  have chosen Yahweh's Methodology while under The World's Local 
Heaven (singular),  being  “the authority”  of Satan  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  operating through The World's Present Leaders  (throughout all levels of 
society, John.17v14-16, 18v36)  and hence Rom.8v22  -  this is what proves  “The Early Adopters”  righteous to Yahweh's Requirements. 

Can the reader understand this? 
This crucial exegesis must be  thoroughly understood  to see how Yahweh’s Plan meticulously executes  most righteously  for  all humans! 

Just as “Ismael”  represented The World and abused what “Isaac”  represented,  then likewise this has occurred throughout Yahweh’s  selection process  
for “The Early Adopters”  who  “Grasp at the Heel”  (Jacob cum Israel, Gen.24v26, 32v28)  of  “The Birthright”  because it means so much to them  
(Gen.25v31-34).   “The Birthright”  to become  “The Heirs”  (=kings/priests)  over  “The Inheritance”  (= The Resurrected World in The Millennium). 
Because Ishmael as The Older  (coming into The World first,  and  “The Early Adopters”  have to come out of it later),  the elder oppressed The 
Younger,  then Yahweh judges them and removes these abusers from out of the vicinity of  “The Birthright”.    
This resultant does not mean  “devoid of a future existence”,  but these people become a great nation  (Gen.21v18 as  “The Resurrected World”  in The 
Millennium).  Underwritten at that citation   Being given  “a drink of Water in The Wilderness”  as  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  for their 
ultimate salvation in what was a parched land originally devoid of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.18v4),  being The Planet during the last some 6000 years. 

I explain all this more thoroughly in my exhaustive  inter-verse  commentaries to Galatians and Hebrews. 
Thus,  we understand this verse becomes a  THREE  PART  prophecy,  where  “Israel”  comes into play  at  three  levels. 
          1.   Israel (as The Jews)  takes over this  patch of land’  pre-JC  and produces The Prophets who  by prophecy  yield JC’s 1st Advent. 
          2.   Israel (as The Christians) a patch of the Earth’  post-JC and produces The 144000 TCs who  by fulfilment of prophecy  yield JCg’s 2nd Advent 
          3.   Israel (as The Resurrected World)  over  the whole Earth  produces  The Late Adopters  from JCg and the two groups of Early Adopters. 
               Where  “The Early Adopters”  elected by Yahweh out of  (1) + (2)  teach “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium  under Yahweh’s Heaven. 
That is why Paul speaks of  “The 3rd Heaven (singular)”  as being part of  “The Authority”  over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (2Cor.12v1-3).  

Can the reader start to understand how all this righteously operates? 
All as predicted by allegoric prophecy over the last four millennia!    
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In addition,  this knowledge is faithfully  recorded/maintained  as such to  further endorse  Yahweh’s Omnificence over The Environment! 
Sadly,  to complete The Prophetic Analogies,  I include Esau  (Rom.9v13, where Paul repeats Mal.1v2-3  as  The Warning for The Christian Nation). 
Esau as  “The Head”  of having  “Rejected The Birthright”;  when Christian leaders have  “Sonship”  in the palm of their collective hands’  (hence 
Matt.8v12, 22v13),  but sell it for The World,  being what could feed the flesh  (Gen.24v31-34).  This represents  worldly Christian leaders,  being those 
people who reject  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh,  by preferring what The World can yield  money/leverage/power/glory/etc.  to feed an  
animalistic/carnal  mind  (Matt.6v24). 

How many  worldly Christian leaders are to be  rejected  by Yahweh? 
A very, very large number  =  {All Christian leaders}   less   {144000 TCs}  less  {charlatan Christian leaders}. 

Where -   
The 144000 TCs shall be resurrected as sons of God to become  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  in The Millennium. 
The charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected  (= annihilated,  as was Judas Iscariot). 
While the remaining Christian Leaders (being The Bulk),  they shall be resurrected in The Millennium  without office  (Matt.22v11-13, 
Luke.15v1-8, 20v16, etc.),  but to learn where they went wrong –  hence Matt.8v12, 22v13, etc.  (These are The Worldly Christian leaders in 
their 'millions'  over the last 2000 years). 

Moreover,  the variables in the above equation are  only  determined by Yahweh! 
Those  few  lines given in this commentary are  Very Specifically  “The Gospel”  that is  NEVER  taught  -  being a reflection on how large are The Two 
Groupings  rejected!  

However,  we do not finish  “The Allegory”. 
We are told in Genesis that Esau and  Jacob/Israel  come together again as friendly brothers;  and like so in The Millennium,  when those people of Esau 
reflect upon their life  (of trying to kill  Jacob/Israel [= The Early Adopters])  and then learn  “Righteousness”,  they shall come together  (Gen.33v4)  
and then in The Midst of  Isaac  (as JCg,  Rev.19v16).   Where,  by fulfilment of original prophecy, “The Spiritual Nation”  out of Abrahams loins  (= the 
Early Adopters”)  “shall be blessed”  by  “The Resurrected World,  to be ruling as proven worthy  kings/priests  over them”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, 
Rev.1v6).  Amen. 

This  IS  The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  (never  taught today,  because our leaders do  not  believe,  nor recognise all this exists)! 
Yet,  this is,  but  a TINY fraction  of all the allegoric prophecies in The Old Testament relating to The Gospel Age and to The Millennium! 

Now that really does start to make you think about Yahweh's Omnificence and  separate  “1st Century Christianity”  from “Religion”,  sourced by Satan! 
Could anything in  “Religion”  generate anything like the exegesis given in  just this one commentary?  Yet I give thousands for The New Testament to 
truly magnify Yahweh’s Omnificence and Majesty within our hearkening minds!   This is what Yahweh is actually doing around us,  and yet we are so 
stubbornly ignorant as not to recognise His Infinite Capability and Authority to do all this! 
 
Instruction – repeat - It must be clearly understood:  Stephen's witness is  recorded  for  “us” of “The Gospel Age”  to be 
The Core of  “1st Century Christianity”  which is  never  taught today.  I explain throughout all of chapter 7 of Acts what it 
means to us of today  to close  The Gospel Age,  so that Yahweh's Omnificence is wholly recognised by The World today. 
136th Instruction – A  Covenant/Agreement/Undertaking  is  “bilateral”.  It is  not  “unilateral”! 
Both parties to The Covenant must be binding to  “The Two Way Agreement”  to achieve the agreed outcome. 
88th Warning – Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders effectively teach it is only “unilateral”,  hence Jude.v4 
180th Reasoning – Abraham  (representing Yahweh)  showed himself to  think/reason  like Yahweh and hence operated 
with fidelity for 25 years  before  he received The Means to achieve The Fulfilment of The Promise made by Covenant. 
Exactly like Abraham,  the TCs having the  one/same  mind  equally operate with fidelity to what  “The Word of God”  
means  (as JC)  to be operating within them before they receive The Recognition of what they have done,  and thus do  not  
behave like  worldly Christians as described in Jude.v4  pretending to have recognition from Yahweh! 
74th Allegory – Physical circumcision of the physical reproductive organ =  spiritual circumcision of the  heart/motivation 
to spiritually bring forth the next generation of TCs (of Gospel Age) and later, The Remnant out of The Resurrected World 
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
Allegory – repeat - Isaac  =  Laughter (= Joy),  always  represents  “Jesus”  in prophecy. 
Allegory – repeat - Jacob  =  Heel-grabber  (for “The Birthright”)  =  The Methodology that drives The 144000 TCs 
elected from out of The Gospel Age  (where the 144000 TCs are represented by The 12 Tribes of Israel, Rev.7v4-8). 
181st Reasoning – Yahweh reciprocated Abraham's  “Real Faith” by yielding Isaac.  Yahweh reciprocated  The Prophets'  
“Real Faith”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  by yielding JC at his 1st Advent as a fulfilment of their prophecies in the midst of 
persecution inflicted upon them by The Religious Leaders  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34,  over their '25' year life). 
182nd Reasoning – Yahweh reciprocated Abraham's  “Real Faith” by yielding Isaac.  Yahweh reciprocated  The 144000 
TCs'  “Real Faith”  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  by yielding JCg at his 2nd Advent as a fulfilment of their work in the midst of 
persecution inflicted upon them by The Religious Leaders  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v5, 11-13, 1Titus.1v16, etc.). 
75th Allegory – 12 Patriarchs = “The Heads of Yahweh's Word”  that becomes  “Yahweh's Methodology”  operating 
within “The Early Adopters”  of each two “Epochs of Israel”  (to  [1] The Jew's first and then to  [2] The Gentles second) 
183rd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood The Allegory operates at  two  levels within  each  Epoch of Israel where 
“headship over Israel”  represents:  “The Claim of Appointment to speak for Yahweh” – hence  “The 12 Heads”! 
But the  two  levels are  (1) “fleshly”  and  (2) “spiritual”. 
Where,  under Satan’s  authority/heaven (singular)  11 heads operate in a fleshly manner  (likened to Esau)  and the 1 
head (= Joseph, as The First Born to The Favoured Wife)  operate in a spiritual manner  (likened to Jacob/Israel). 
76th Allegory – 8th day = “The Covenant ratified”  for  “The Purified World”  at  “The 8th Millennia of Mankind”  
following  (1) 6000 years under Satan,  (2) 1000 years under JCg  and finally into the 8000th year of “The Jubilee” into 
eternity.  Where,  “The Jubilee Year”  is a  “week of Sabbaths”  (7 times 7 = 49 and The Jubilee Year is on the 50th Year). 
Hence the reason why the Jewish custom to circumcise a Jewish boy of The 8th Day,  “Ratification of The Covenant”. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
137th Instruction – This is what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and truly glorifies Yahweh’s Position within The 
Universe over us – being His Omnificence  underwritten.  It is  not  done by  useless vain  words as given in Christendom! 
“Christendom” being a subset of “Religion”  based solely on unsubstantiated hearsay (much of which is wrong, anyway!) 
Acts.  7v8 og Also  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  (to the) him  (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  
Acts.  7v8 og (of the) circumcision;  also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
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Acts.  7v8 og (he) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  the  Isaac,  
Acts.  7v8 og also  (he) {cut around}/circumcised  (the) him  to the  day/{period of time}  to the  eighth.  
Acts.  7v8 og Also  the  Isaac,   the  Jacob,  also  the  Jacob  the  twelve  progenitors/patriarchs. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.17v5, 9-11,  21v3-4,  25v26,  Chapters 29, 30, 35v18. 
Acts.  7v8 Also  He  (= Yahweh)   gave/bestowed  to the  him   (= Abram renamed Abraham) 

the  contract/covenant/agreement  of the  circumcision   
also  in this manner  (of faithfully keeping to the covenant)    
he  (= Abraham)  procreated/generated/beget  the  Isaac, 
also  he  (= Abraham)   circumcised  the him  (= Isaac)   in the  eighth day. 
Also  the Isaac  (beget)  the Jacob,  also  the Jacob  (beget)  the  twelve  patriarchs. 

 

Also  He  (= Yahweh)  gave to the him   (= Abram renamed Abraham) 
the  contract/covenant/agreement  of the circumcision   
also in this manner   (of Abraham remaining faithful to his side of The Agreement,  then Yahweh remained faithful to His side) 
he  (= Abraham)  procreated/beget  the Isaac   (some 25 years  after  The Original Promise from Yahweh to Abram) 
also he  (= Abraham)  circumcised him  (= Isaac)  in the eighth day. 
Also the Isaac  (beget)  the Jacob,  also the Jacob  (beget)  the twelve patriarchs   (= to become “The Heads”  of  “The 12 Tribes of Israel”). 
 

What does this mean – for us,  being the reason as to why all of Stephen’s Witness is recorded for us? 
I must repeat   A  Covenant/Contract/Agreement  is  Bilateral. 
Two  parties must agree to do something respective to themselves for  “The Contract  to be binding”. 

When any single member  reneges  on the agreement,  then  “The Contract  becomes broken”. 
Sadly, our  worldly Christian leaders having  personally broken  The Contract  then do  not  explain this to their congregational members! 

Thus, let us understand  “The Contract”  between Yahweh and Abraham,  to then comprehend how it applies to us. 
Some 25 years earlier Yahweh invited Abram  (cum Abraham)  to  become part of The Promise. 

Nevertheless,  for this promise to be fulfilled then Abraham must perform certain tasks in a righteous manner  (Rom.4v1-5, Heb.11v8-19). 
We read about some of these tasks through chapters 12 to 20  over a period of 25 years. 

Yahweh kept reminding Abraham of this promise that  would be  ratified  by an heir  (perhaps when Abraham was feeling low and dispirited,  because as 
he effectively tells us   Time must be running out,  for my heir to come through Sara because her womb is now unable to become fertile.’    
However,  when everything was going against him,  being the problems that beset him  (for example the Egyptian king and then Lot being captured)  
Yahweh intervened and gave strength to continue,  while Abraham still lived on  “Anticipation/Expectation”  based upon what Yahweh had done for him. 
This  bilateral  operation yielded within Abraham  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  as Paul explains in Heb.11v1+  and 
importantly at Rom.4v1-5,  about what  specifically made  “Abraham righteous to Yahweh”. 
After all these things had occurred to yield  “Real Faith”  in The Expectation of  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  would 
make possible what He declared,  then Yahweh  “Formalised  The Bilateral Contract”.  This was performed by the physical act of circumcision to make 
apparent to The World that  “A contract had been formalised”  which shall then later yield  “The Return”  to  both  parties  having made and then 
formalised the original agreement. 
Now we have explained what has occurred in this  first agreement  between an individual and Yahweh,  let us understand what was agreed - 

Yahweh promised through Abraham’s loins  (1) A nation would inherit this land,  (2) his seed shall be blessed by all nations. 
Abraham then agreed to this contract and formalised it by  “circumcision”. 

After this was done,  then Yahweh gave  “The Return to Abraham”  a year or so later,   to then - 
“Begin  The Return back to Yahweh”. 

Where  “The Return back to Yahweh”  is two-fold,  both  (1) spiritual and  (2) fleshly over a period of 4000 years.  Spiritual for “The Early 
Adopters”  from out of the 2 Epochs of Israel  (Jews and then Christians)  plus  1000 years  (fleshly for  “The Late Adopters”  from out of 
“The Resurrected World”)  in “ The Most Righteous Manner”  possible,  never  taught by our Christian leaders for the last some 1700+ 
years  (because they   “Just do not get it!”   Actually,  they do  not  want to  “Get it”  which is why Yahweh rejects them to be future leaders!) 

Where  (by means of further explanation)  Yahweh is bringing to Himself the following - 
           1.   “The Birthright”  is  “The Means”  to bring to Yahweh the Spiritual  “Sons of God”  as  “The Heirs”  (hence Rom.2v25-29, 8v17-23). 
These are people from the loins of Abraham’s  spiritual DNA  to become  “The Early Adopters”  of  “the spiritual Israel”  (driven internally  by The 
Head within The Mind)  behaving precisely as did Abraham while living  “Not in his Land”.  This becomes those people having  “The Kingdom of God” 
(Luke.17v21)  operating inside them,  while The World outside is  “not their land”,  being the universal methodology of the  (local)  heaven of Satan’s 
methodology  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4). 
            2.   It is only the  Spiritual “Sons of God”, as The Heirs,  who are first qualified and then become The Means to bring unto Yahweh the   
Fleshly “sons of god” as “The Inheritance”.  These are people from out of Abraham’s fleshly DNA to become  “the fleshly Israel”  (driven externally 
by The Head as an appendage)  who ultimately learn how to behave like Abraham when living in what becomes  “a new land”  of The Millennium,  
where Yahweh’s Methodology operating through JCg and the 144000 TCs rule to teach righteousness  (2Tim.4v6-8,  1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, 19v16, etc.). 
Where,  Fleshly Israel’  of The Millennium is to ideally become  “sons of god (JCg)”,  and the  “grandsons of Yahweh”. 
(Please note,  as always,  “sons” is just terminology,  all  of us will be resurrected as neuters,  Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35). 
The above pretty much explains the  second agreement  being applicable to specifically  us  “Christians”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”! 

Yahweh needs His 144000 TCs first,  before  He can proceed to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
These 144000 TCs elected from out of The Christian Nation  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  over approx. 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
They fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  thereby righteously bringing forth JCg's  “1st 2nd C”  at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  by means of reciprocation. 

The Gospel given as  “1st Century Christianity”  is actually  2 fold   (never  taught as by our  worldly Christian leaders,  but  only  against it  –  hence  
“anti-christ”  [1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3],  being  “anti-anointing”  unto Heirship”  (where “heirship” is to ultimately  “be like JCg”). 
                    1.   Most importantly it is for Yahweh to achieve  a  NEW  grouping  of 144000  “Sons of God”  to come into The Universe  (through JC[g])   
as a creation of Yahweh  ([1] spiritually during the 1st part of their physical life,  and then [2] physically at “The 1st Resurrection”). 
This elucidates  “The Mystery of God”  which I fully delineate elsewhere. 
                    2.   To explain  “The Goal”  of what Yahweh is doing  “To yield a perfected society and environment”  into The Eternity. 
This is what JC principally taught as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and what The Apostles taught became  “The Guidance Notes”  (as a “Job 
Specification”)   on how to make  (1) and (2)  given above a physical reality,  and between the lines within these guidance notes written down in the 
epistles,  we glimpse at  “The 1st Century Christianity”  exposed within their teaching.  
I explain all this in some of my dissertations entitled   “What did JC and The Apostles really teach?”, “What does Yahweh really want?”, “What is 1st 
Century Christianity?”,  “What does God really want from us?”  All to be found on  “FutureLife.Org”  and some others also make for useful reading. 
So it is with us declaring ourselves  “Christians”,  we partake in  “The  Covenant/Contract/Agreement”  with Yahweh through JC  (being what JC laid 
down as  “The Role Model”,  unto whom we  precisely imitate  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.). 
We are invited to undertake the following - 

1.   Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to gain exactly what he achieved in truly glorifying God  (= Yahweh)  given at John.17v1-2. 
      Do this,  in the same manner as did Abraham,  and we shall be rewarded by Yahweh  (with [spiritual] children,  in The Millennium). 
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2.   If we are not able to precisely imitate JC now (for whatever reason)  then we still know that Yahweh has “The Most Righteous Plan” for 
      our salvation into The Eternity provided we  ultimately  learn to imitate JC over what becomes our 2 part life in a perfected environment.  

That is, it!  –   ALL  Very Simple,  and yet a million miles away from the  hocus-pocus  we are taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian 
leaders  who seem to find  every excuse imaginable  to exclude them  and  their devotees from precisely subscribing to  (1) and (2)  above  (Matt.23v13)! 
However,  “The Invitation”  which is freely given,  is conditional  to  “The Terms of The Contract”! 
“The Contract”  is simply stated - 

Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle/deportment  (Mark.1v38, 1Pet.2v18-24, etc.)  and you shall become a  “Son of God”. 
If you are  not  able to fulfil your part of The Agreement,  then Yahweh shall  not  make you a future  “Son of God”. 

Where “Son of God”  means - 
A neuter entity existing in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial physical body with a guaranteed everlasting existence to rule The Resurrected World. 

We officially enter into this agreement with Yahweh at our Baptism.   
Baptism means   We symbolically die away from our old-self,  being our old  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)  and build our new self upon  
“The Word of God”.  Where   “The Word of God”  is similar to  “spiritual RNA”   (ribonucleic acid = the  instruction messenger/angel’  to synthesise a 
new entity),  where we build our own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon the  “spiritual RNA”  of  “The Word of God”  to gain a mind that  “thinks 
and reasons like JCg and Yahweh”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

In this manner,  JCg becomes personalised within us as a  presence/parousia,  and it is  only then,  that we gain the HS,  which then becomes 
personalised within us. 

And  if  we prove ourselves  (through our positive works  [exhibited for The World, and not for Yahweh])  as having wholly operated like JC,  by being 
driven by the  one/same  mind as that of JC and of Yahweh,  then  we have fulfilled our part of The Agreement and Yahweh shall positively reciprocate. 
I hope that the above untangles the utter nonsense that comes out of the mouths of our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders,  who really 
have not much idea on how to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire that is to be made manifest with in The Environment”  (and thus have  zero “HS” themselves). 
       I invite them to explain this topic as succinctly, logically and righteously as I have done,  and let The Reader determine who represents Yahweh! 
We notice  “The Undertaking”  of  “The Birthright Contractual Requirements”  followed throughout  The Generations after Abraham,  representing 
ourselves,  as we by our actions  (works and teaching)  personally invite the next generation of TCs into  “The Bilateral Contract”  with Yahweh,  so that 
Yahweh shall ultimately achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of  “144000” (Rev.14v1-4)  to then yield  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
Hopefully this commentary explains  “The Depth”  of what is being taught by Stephen to us,  and what we are required to do,  as did Stephen show to us! 
       This is why Yahweh ensured Stephen's witness was recorded for our benefit  (provided we hearken,  and do not close our eyes to this information). 
 
Allegory – repeat - 12 Patriarchs = “The Heads of Yahweh's Word”  that becomes  “Yahweh's Methodology”  operating 
in  “The Early Adopters”  of each two  “Epochs of Israel”  (to  [1] The Jew's first and then to  [2] The Gentles second). 
Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood The Allegory operates at  two  levels within  each  Epoch of Israel 
where “headship over Israel”  represents:  “The Claim of Appointment to speak for Yahweh” – hence  “The 12 Heads”! 
But the  two  levels are  (1) “fleshly”  and  (2) “spiritual”. 
Where,  under Satan’s  authority/heaven (singular)  11 heads operate in a fleshly manner  (likened to Esau)  and 1 head 
(= Joseph, as The First Born to The Favoured Wife)  operate in a spiritual manner  (likened to  Jacob/Israel). 
138th Instruction – The 11 Patriarchs represent the majority of Religious leaders (operating at a fleshly level)  within both 
Epochs of Israel.  The 1 Patriarch represents “The Early Adopters” (operating at a spiritual level).   Where, “Fleshly” 
means operating for “The Lusts of the Immediacy”  driven by worldly methodology and  “Spiritual” means operating for 
“The long term good of Mankind”  driven by Yahweh’s Methodology. 
139th Instruction – “Spiritual”  only means  “Thoughts that  drive/{operate in}  The Mind”.  Leaders of “Religion” have 
confused everything and I am forced to run on their terminology else things just become too difficult for the reader to 
interpret  (very much as there is universal confusion in weight, between lb and kg [one is weight while the other is mass]).   
Thus for this very necessary clarification:  

Spiritual = A mind that that is ideally driven by Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour). 
Fleshly = A mind that is driven by Satan’s methodology  (to self-indulge, invariably to our neighbour’s hurt). 

172nd Comment – The 11 heads sent 1 head as a slave to Egypt. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
184th Reasoning – This represents a two level allegoric prophecy in its two stage fulfilment. 

1. Religious leaders of both Epochs of Israel slander “The Early Adopters”  as being  not  from Yahweh. 
2. “The Early Adopters”  truly serve as slaves to The World at large,  accurately representing Yahweh’s Interests 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
185th Reasoning – Yahweh works with Joseph  (= The Early Adopters)  because he has the  one/same  mind as Yahweh. 
Acts.  7v9 og Also  the  progenitors/patriarchs  
Acts.  7v9 og (the being) {have warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  the  Joseph  
Acts.  7v9 og (they) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward (middle voice)   into/unto  (the) Egypt,  
Acts.  7v9 og also  (he) was  the  {specific god}  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (of the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.37v3-4, 19-20,  27-28,  Gen.39v3, 21-23,  Gen.41v16, 38-39, 51-52 
Acts.  7v9 Also  the  patriarchs  (= the other 11 brothers  [= the sons of  Jacob/Israel]) 

being  jealous/zealous/fervent  (to their brother Joseph) 
they  personally  {gave away}/recompense  the  Joseph  into the  Egypt 
also   He  (= Yahweh)   was  The  “Specific God”  together/with  of the  him  (= Joseph). 

 

Also the patriarchs   (= the 11 brothers to Joseph)   (to be the 12  sons/tribes  of  Jacob/Israel) 
being jealous   (of the father Isaac's affection to his first born son from his beloved wife who later died in childbirth with Benjamin, Gen.35v18) 
they  (= the 11 siblings)  personally gave away the Joseph into the Egypt. 
Also  He  (= Yahweh)  was  The  “Specific God”  together/with  him  (= Joseph).  
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I will need to go into a deep explanation of what is occurring else some scholarly critics will start  'theorising to object'  without understanding the full 
significance of everything within this section of The Bible. 
To explain how all this operates,  then we will need to go all the way back to Jacob  (cum Israel),  being how he obtained his wives  (being specifically 
why Yahweh operated in the manner He did with Laban and the reproductive capacity of Jacob’s wives). 

The number of allegories relating  directly to us,  are absolutely astounding in this account  (I will only identify the  more important ones). 
Jacob was sent off by Rebekah  (Jacob’s mother)  to her brother (Laban),  to marry within The Family  (under The Genes of Terah),  of whom Abraham 
as  “The Loving Father”  (always allegoric to “Yahweh”)  was Family related.  Because  “Jacob was refined”  (and thus not part of The World within 
his thinking  [unlike  Esau = {worldly Christian leaders})  then Rebekah wanted him to produce a family from the Genes of her side of  “The Family”. 
Jacob duly went,  and the first person he saw at a watering hole near his destination,  was to be  “The Real Love”  of his life – Rachel.  She was his 
cousin once removed  (in generation,  because Abraham and Sarah effectively missed a generation when giving a very late birth to Isaac),  precisely the 
person to whom he was to wed  “in the family”. 
However Laban requested Jacob to work for Rachel’s hand in marriage for 7 years  (where   “7” always symbolises  “complete/perfect by oath”,  based 
upon The Hebrew  “Shaba/Sheba”  StrongsTM = 7650/1). 
This is what Jacob did,  and Laban put together the marriage,  and substituted Rachel with Leah  (Rachael’s older sister)  heavily hidden by a veil. 

After the marriage service,  Jacob obviously discovered  “the switch”  soon afterwards and complained to Laban! 
Laban insisted that is how it must be,  older sister is married first,  and if Jacob wanted Rachel,  then he would need to work for another 7 years. 
Jacob agreed to this change in the contract,  and a week later, he also married Rachel and continued to work for Laban for another 7 years. 

I wonder how many young people would do that today? 
That is perhaps why on average,  marriages only last for about 5 to 10  years today,  rather than 80+ years in those days! 

The reader may be asking  
Get to the point! 

If the reader reads my dissertation entitled “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis”,  by now almost  twenty prophetic allegories  would have been 
identified in the piece I have covered above,  that  directly relate  to us  of The Gospel Age. 
Let me continue. 
Leah and Rachael had a maidservant each and they too came with the marriage,  and from these four women were to come  “The 12 Tribes of Israel”. 
Reuben as the First-Born of Leah  (Terah's bloodline)  and Joseph was The First-Born of Rachel  (Terah's bloodline). 
Where,  most importantly in this allegory  

Leah was The Older and not loved so much,  and Rachel was The Younger and loved greatly. 
Because of Reuben’s actions by taking what he should not  (Gen.35v21-22)  proved himself as being as  “unstable water”  (Gen.49v3-4)  meant He was 
forfeited from The Birthright  (= rejected what it meant).  Thus  The Birthright was transferred to Joseph  (1Chron.5v2)  the eleventh born son,  and  
naturally  bypassed the sons of the two maid-servants,  both being  outside  The Gene-Pool of  “The Family”  (of Terah  [Abraham’s Father]).    

Joseph was to prove himself most thoroughly to The World  (all of which we can read in Genesis,  and I thoroughly explain the prophetic 
allegories that relate  directly  to us  of The Gospel Age,  in my dissertation   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Geneses”). 

Again there are so many prophetic allegories here upon which I expand within my cited dissertation of some 80 pages,  that overlap  hand in glove’  
what  was/is  to occur in  “The Respective Epochs of Israel”  over  “Israel’s Three Eras”.  All of which demonstrate Yahweh’s Omnificence,  and 
underwrite  “1st Century Christianity”  as being sourced by  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe  (something that  cannot  be said of “Religion”)! 
Thus  

“The 11th Born Son of  Jacob/Israel  becomes  Israel’s Spiritual leader,  being  “The Characteristics of Yahweh”  displayed in his deportment  
(= works). 

This deportment and importantly,  The Mind that drove Joseph’s deportment,  can be read in Gen.37 to 45. 
The reason for this is that  “Joseph”  becomes  “The Model”  unto which we must strive   (hence 1Chron.5v1)  and if we know nothing about him,  for us 
to then accurately copy,  then whose fault is that? 

Is it - 
1.   Our religious leaders? 
2.   Us,  as individuals? 

Actually it is  both,  and what makes us’  “The Early Adopters”  is that we do  not  rely upon being led  (by delinquents, Luke.12v46-48),  but rather we 
take upon ourselves  “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  to behave in  The One/Same  Manner as did Joseph. 
And Yahweh when viewing this over many years  (as He did with  “The Ancient Worthies”),  then  He will work with us -  because we  have  proved 
ourselves to be like  “Stable White Stones”  over  very many years  (noting all the allegories here,  and the counter warning given at James.1v6-8).   
It must be clearly and comprehensibly understood    
Yahweh does  NOT  operate in The Manner as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  and that is why they find Him to be  “A Mystery”,  because 
their mind demonstrably  (in their sermons)  does  NOT  operate like His Mind  (they having  not  truly imbued  “The Word of God”). 

They therefore demonstrate themselves as to be working for  “The Opposition” (2Cor.11v13-15)  by teaching of a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4)! 
Just  a few  quick prophetic allegories pertinent to where I am going with this are the following - 

Seven = complete/perfect (period of time)  
Years = units of time for an Era to be  completed/perfected 
Leah wedded first = To yield The Prophets of The Jews  (= 1st Epoch of Israel). 
Not liked so much = The Prophets cannot become “Sons of God” (Matt.11v11, 13v17, 1Pet.1v10,  but Princes over The World,  Psm.45v16) 
Rachel wedded second = To yield The 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age (= 2nd Epoch of Israel). 
Loved greatly =  The 144000 TCs become future “Sons of God”  (hence The Daughter in marriage at Psm.45v12+, Rev.19v4-6, etc.) 
The Week of days = The Handover from 3.5 years of JC’s Ministry + 3.5 years before Cornelius is baptised to start The Christian Nation. 

And so on…  I give very many more allegories that are prophetic in my cited dissertation. 
The Crux of this verse given by Stephen is to teach us of the following - 

1.  We must aim specifically at The Target  (as did Joseph  to fulfil Yahweh’s requirements,  thereby representing the 144000 TCs).   
        For us,  it is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle/deportment  for The Birthright  (of being anointed by Yahweh as a future Heir). 
2.  For this,  our  worldly brothers (= worldly Christians)  will be very jealous of us as individuals  (aiming for The Birthright). 
        Because we personally expose their inadequacies,  (being that their deportment does  not  precisely imitate that of JC’s). 
3.  And because of (2)  then we  (aiming to become  “The Early Adopters”)  shall be persecuted, as was Joseph by his brothers. 
        “The Early Adopters”  will be persecuted by  worldly Christians,  precisely as was William Tyndale  (for an example). 
4.  “The Early Adopters”  lead,  as did Joseph   (over his brothers [= Christians]  and Egypt [= The World]). 
        (Yahweh works through them to increment forward His Plan for Human Salvation). 
5.  We shall learn  (from Stephen citing history)  that  “The Early Adopters”  do not hold this persecution against their brothers. 
        In The Millennium,  “The Early Adopters”  as The Leaders will gladly bring The Food/Water of Salvation to  worldly Christian leaders. 

(Also  feed/water  all  Christians,  being the metaphoric spiritual descendants to these 11 brothers  [hence The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel].) 
All this is just a quick overview of what Yahweh is doing in The Environment to express His Omnificence throughout millennia. 

 
173rd Comment – Yahweh rescues Joseph from  “The Clutches of the World”  to rule over its  feeding/nourishment. 
140th Instruction – Joseph proves himself faithful in small things for many years,  and thus Yahweh gives Joseph 
responsibility over  “The Feeding of Egypt”.     
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Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
77th Allegory – Feeding Egypt = The Early Adopters like Joseph teach “Righteousness” at two levels: 

1.  “The Present World”  during the 1st part of their physical life  (to be proved faithful 5 and 2 talent stewards). 
2.  “The Resurrected World”  during the 2nd part of their physical life  (and given  more  responsibility). 

174th Comment – It is very important to recognise:  The Bible teaches by The Physical to then yield The Spiritual.  This 
teaching by analogy is what makes Yahweh “Righteous”  and thus “Holy”  throughout His interaction with Mankind. 
Comment – repeat - These people had  gifts/favours/benefits  towards all people;  – what does this mean? 
Reasoning – repeat - This makes Early Adopters different to The World.  “The Word of God”  had rewired their synapse 
construction  (= changed their personality and thinking)  so that they worked together to edify each other.  Nothing was 
done to hurt their neighbour  (scamming, defrauding, stealing, hurtful comments, finding excuses not to help, gossip, etc.). 
Good News – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  
that requires all three attributes,  else it becomes merely a self-indulgent ego trip – and the ‘gifts’  are merely vanity. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
78th Allegory – Pharaoh = The leaders of both The Political and Religious World  (both  in a worldly sense). 
The Pharaoh was always considered both  (1) The Political Leader and  (2) a god  (hence leader of The Religious World).  
79th Allegory – Joseph = “The Early Adopters”  accurately  (in fidelity)  giving Yahweh’s Word within a heathen world. 
175th Comment – Yahweh rules through “The Word of God”  (= “JC” for Christians)  the mind of  “The Early Adopters” 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v10 og Also  (he) {tore out}/selected/released/delivered/rescued/{plucked out} (middle voice)  (the) him  
Acts.  7v10 og {from/out of}   (of the) all/whole/every  (of the) afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions  (of the) him,  
Acts.  7v10 og also  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  (to the) him  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  
Acts.  7v10 og also  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  {in the presence (view) of}/before/midst  
Acts.  7v10 og (to the) Pharaoh  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (of the) Egypt,   
Acts.  7v10 og also  (he) {placed down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set  
Acts.  7v10 og (the) him  (to be) leading/commanding/deeming/considering/accounting/{ruling over}/thinking (mid. voice)   

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.39v4-5, 21-22,  Gen.41v14-15, 40-43. 
Acts.  7v10 Also  He (= Yahweh)   Personally  {tore/plucked out}/removed  the him  (= Joseph) 

{from/out of}  of  all  the  afflictions/burdens/persecutions  of the  him  (= Joseph), 
also  He  (= Yahweh)   gave/bestowed   to the  him  (= Joseph)   gifts/favours/benefit 
also  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  {in the presence/view of}/midst   
to The  Pharaoh  the  sovereign/king  of the  Egypt, 
also  He  (= Yahweh)  to be  leading/commanding/{ruling over}/thinking  the  him  (= Joseph). 

 

Also He  (= Yahweh)  Personally  {plucked out}/removed   him  (= Joseph) 
from/out  of all his  (= Joseph's)  afflictions/burdens/persecutions   (generated by external worldly reasoning individuals), 
also He  (= Yahweh)  gave to him  (= Joseph)   gifts/favours/benefit   (= the ability to interpret  “The Dreams  placed there by Yahweh”) 
also the wisdom   (= accurate application of knowledge)   in the  presence/midst  of The Pharaoh the king of the Egypt, 
also He  (= Yahweh)  to be  leading/{ruling over}  him  (= Joseph)    (=  Joseph's mind chose to have Yahweh ruling it,  and thus not worldly). 
 

Thus continuing from my previous commentary we understand  -  how Stephen is outlining in his testimony what is specifically pertinent for  “us”. 
It is  “The Responsibility”  of our  worldly Christian leaders to  actively make all this known  to their congregational members! 
The problem is that they are paid by The World to give a “Worldly Service”,  and that is why Yahweh  cannot  'pay them'  to become future Sons of God. 
This is what The Bible,  both Old and New Testaments keep teaching almost on 'every' page of The Bible  (of allegories and direct teaching to this effect). 
It is only the people  (giving “what Yahweh wants to hear”)  and  not  paid by The World  (being very much a minority),  who are actually elected by 
Yahweh   (Matt.20v16, 22v14,  hence Matt.7v12-14)   for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium  (Matt.25v17-20, Luke.19v16-19, etc.). 
Because quite simply   What else is their driver  (other than to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  if they are  (1) not being paid (by whatever)  and  (2) being 
persecuted for  only fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire?! 

It really is very simple reasoned logic! 
Thus, we read in this verse  

Yahweh rescued Joseph   (because  over  many years  previously,  he had  FIRST  demonstrably fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire!). 
It is absolutely  not  as we are taught in charismatic assemblies that Yahweh comes,  and is used by  'us'  like  a puppet on a string’  (Matt.4v7)! 

That is  “self-delusion”  of the highest order  –  and absolute does  not  reflect Yahweh’s Nature and Feelings. 
Yahweh deems  some/many  of those leaders to these assemblies as being    

“Charlatans to what He Represents”  (in Character and Authority)  within The Environment  (being of The Goal which is to righteously bring 
“Salvation to Mankind”  through His “Early Adopters”,  of which JCg leads as “The Chief”). 

They  shall be annihilated  at  the end of their present existence,  behaving,  as did Judas to what “The Word of God” truly means in The Environment.  
Inasmuch these leaders  “Endorse The Present World Order”  within their minds  (being their internal driver),  and have thus rejected  “The New World 
Order”  of The Millennium  (being what it should mean within our minds as individuals,   hence Luke.17v21)!   
They have  “Blasphemed against the HS”  and thus cannot be forgiven  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32). 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Thus because Joseph proved himself  (1) “stable of mind”,  that  (2) was  “concordant to Yahweh’s Methodology”,  then  Yahweh worked within him to 
further increment His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  as we are to read in the next few verses. 
Yahweh ensured that Joseph would become  “Second in Command of Egypt”  with many more prophetic allegories that keep rolling out over this period 
of time as I show in my dissertation of  “Yahweh’s Plan as shown in Genesis”  (being only  a tiny part  of what JC taught over his 3.5 year ministry).  Of 
which we must understand   Pharaoh ruled both as a worldly  Political  and  Religious  leader  (to cover  both legs of the stool’ today),  but by contrast,  
Joseph ruled over the land administrating  “The Food”  (metaphorically  “Feeding The Mind”  for a  “complete  period of time”  [of  “seven years”]). 
 
176th Comment – Both Egypt and Canaan  (as The Future Land/Rest)  became subjected to a physical famine. 
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Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
80th Allegory – Canaan (always) =  (1) The Goal (of salvation) during Satan’s rule.  (2) The World in JCg’s millennia rule. 
81st Allegory – (physical) famine (always)  =  (spiritual) famine. 
177th Comment – The Famine came before The Law  (of its required 2 parts)  was given. 
186th Reasoning – This is allegoric reference to  “The Respective Epochs of Time”  as Yahweh,  by necessity,  step-wise  
unfolds His Plan  for Human Salvation.  The three stages of:   (1) Without Law  (2) Law of Moses  (3) Law of JC;  being  
the required incremental steps  that truly shows Yahweh’s Omnificence in His  “Right to Rule our mind”  (when we badly 
chose Satan’s ‘right to rule our mind’;  and generation after generation have followed through thereafter wards. 
Acts.  7v11 og (it) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  And  (the) destitution/{scarcity of food}/dearth/famine/hunger   
Acts.  7v11 og over/upon/concerning  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Acts.  7v11 og (of the) Egypt  also  (the) Canaan,   
Acts.  7v11 og also  (the) affliction/pressurised/burden/persecution  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,  
Acts.  7v11 og also  no/not/none  (they) found/obtained/seen/perceived  (the) forage/food/sustenance  
Acts.  7v11 og the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.41v54-55, 57. 
Acts.  7v11 And  the  destitution/dearth/famine   

over/upon/concerning  completely/throughout  the  land/region  of the  Egypt  also  the  Canaan, 
also  the  large/great  affliction/burden/persecution    
also   not  our  fathers/forebears  found/obtained   the  forage/food/sustenance.  

 

And the  dearth/famine  completely/throughout  over/upon  the  land/region  of Egypt,  also Canaan, 
also the great  affliction/burden  also not our fathers  found/obtained  the  food/sustenance. 
 

Yahweh did not want His Embryonic Family that shall ultimately yield Mankind’s Salvation to starve in Canaan.  Therefore Yahweh used  The Negative 
Side  of The Brethren  (= worldly Christian leaders)  to  righteously  generate  “The Saviour of Them”  in the future  (the prophetic allegories just keep 
coming,  as I explain elsewhere).  While there is famine  (spiritual now during The Gospel Age),  Yahweh had  hand-picked  (by election)  these  “Early 
Adopters”  to  “lead The Way”  (as represented by  “Joseph”),  thereby enabling Him to  righteously increment  forward His Plan  (by virtue of being 
absolutely “Holy”.  Yahweh is  blameless/innocent  of all charge,  because  we  “humans”  as “individuals”  freely choose our actions,  and He simply  
greases the wheels’  (within The Environment)  for those very specific individuals who  previously  demonstrated themselves  “worthy to lead”). 

One can see the prophetic allegories here relating to The Christian Nation,  JC,  and of the wholesale spiritual famine in The World today,  and should 
have no need to expand further in this commentary. 
Interestingly  by means of contrast,  the 11 worldly brothers recognise their  physical  starvation and go to Joseph.  But by contrast,  our  worldly 
Christian leaders  presently  do not recognise themselves to be  spiritually  starving and are thus rejecting JCg  (as  “The Word of God”  for their 
salvation).  All of which shows,  why they need The Millennium  to learn The Truth and embrace Joseph  (Gen.45v15)  (at the second meeting = the 2nd 
part of our life, see later)  as did the generation earlier with  “Esau coming to Jacob and embracing each other”  (Gen.33v4). 

This shows  how bad  they are internally  today,  behind the public smile and endearing words given to feed off their victims  (Matt.7v15). 
 
178th Comment – Jacob hears of food in Egypt,  he sends his starving sons to obtain food  (being dispensed). 
Allegory – repeat - Jacob  =  Heel-grabber  (for “The Birthright”)  =  The Methodology that drives The 144000 TCs 
elected from out of The Gospel Age  (where the 144000 TCs are represented by The 12 Tribes of Israel, Rev.7v4-8). 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Allegory – repeat - (physical) famine (always)  =  (spiritual) famine. 
82nd Allegory – grain (wheat) (always)  =  growth in The Word of God  (to yield a deportment (= bread) exactly like JC). 
187th Reasoning – Jacob (as The Methodology)  hears of food  (The Word of God)  in Egypt (given within The World by 
Joseph [Early Adopters]),  he  (as The Methodology)  sends his  (spiritually) starving sons  (worldly Christian leaders)  to 
gain food  (as The Word of God)  being dispensed within Egypt  (as The World)  by Joseph  (as The 144000 TCs).  This 
works for  both  Epochs of Israel,  but written for  “us”  of The Gospel Age  (being of its immediate relevance to us). 
Acts.  7v12 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  Jacob  (the) being/having  (the) grain/wheat  
Acts.  7v12 og in   (to the) Egypt  (he) {off/from/out  set apart}/{sent forth (on mission)}/dispatched  the  fathers/forebears   
Acts.  7v12 og {from/of us}  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.42v1-4. 
Acts.  7v12 And  the Jacob  having  heard/understood  the  being  grain/wheat  within  the  Egypt 

he  (= Jacob/Israel)   firstly/{at the beginning}  {set apart}/{sent forth}/dispatched  our   fathers/forebears 
 

And the Jacob having heard there being grain within the Egypt 
he  (= Jacob cum Israel)  firstly  {set apart}/dispatched  our fathers   (= 10 of the 12 sons/tribes  of  Jacob/Israel). 
 

Jacob  (representing Yahweh’s Methodology [having directly come from Isaac/JC])  of his starving sons  (= worldly Christian leaders)  hears of the 
stored food  (= Yahweh’s Knowledge)  being in Egypt  (= in The World of The Gospel Age)  under  The Administration of Joseph  (representing  “The 
144000 TCs”  giving out  “The Word of God”  as  “The Goal of JC”).   Joseph having displayed JC’s characteristics of having the  one/same  mind as 
Yahweh  -  hence John.14v20, 17v21-26,  all of which is operating through The 144000 TCs,  they being as  “The Angels of Yahweh”. 
Yahweh’s Methodology does instruct  worldly Christian leaders to come to  “The Word of God”  to be nourished,  so they know where to go,  and do go;  
but sadly,  they do  not  recognise “The Word of God”  in  “The 1st part of their life”  as  “The 1st Meeting with Joseph”  (heading-up God's Word  
within  the 144000 TCs)  during The Gospel Age. 
In the context of the next verse - 

It is only when Joseph   as “The 144000 TCs” having given  “The Word of God”  personally  tells them at  “The 1st Resurrection”  of their 
physical  existence  (alongside JCg  as  “The Word of God”  1Thes.4v17),   that they recognise him  (hence Rev.11v13-15). 

I cover this in much more detail in my very many exhaustive commentaries of The New Testament  (in its entirety). 
 
179th Comment – Joseph only made himself known the 2nd time to his relations. 
Allegory – repeat - Joseph = “The Early Adopters”  accurately  (in fidelity)  giving Yahweh’s Word in a heathen world. 
Allegory – repeat - Pharaoh = The leaders of both The Political and Religious World  (both in a worldly sense). 
The Pharaoh was always considered both  (1) The Political Leader and  (2) a god  (hence leader of The Religious World).  
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141st Instruction –“The Early Adopters”  only fully made known to worldly Christians at the 2nd time of their physical 
meeting,  being representative of  “The 1st Resurrection”  when they are physically reborn in  heavenly/celestial  bodies. 
At the same time,  “The 1st Resurrection”  becomes evidential to The World  (principally  political/religious  leaders).   
188th Reasoning –“The Early Adopters”  declare to The World,  themselves righteous  (as only determined by Yahweh)  
by their  “1st Resurrection”  because before that time they were  “not recognised”  as being  “The Dispensers of God’s 
Word” into The World  (operating under Satan’s  [worldly]  methodology). 
83rd Allegory – Joseph’s relatives = “Worldly Christian leaders”  having a  common source  to that of TCs. 
Where  “Isaac/JC”  yields  “Jacob/Israel  as The Methodology”  that is supposed to operate within  “The 12 Heads”. 
Acts.  7v13 og Also  in  to the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  
Acts.  7v13 og (he/it was) {repeatedly made known}/{imposed knowledge}  Joseph  to the  brothers  (of the) him,  
Acts.  7v13 og also  (the) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}/evidently  (it) {became to be} (middle voice)  
Acts.  7v13 og to the  Pharaoh  the  kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock  of the  Joseph. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.43v1-4,  Gen.45v1-5, 18-20 
Acts.  7v13 Also  within  the  second/afterward  he was  {repeatedly made known}/{imposed knowledge}  Joseph  to  his  brothers 

also  it  personally  became to be  {shiningly obvious/known}/evident   to the  Pharaoh 
of the  Joseph's  kin/countrymen/relatives. 

 

Also  within/during  the second   (visit for food bought from Egypt)    
Joseph made known  (of his parentage)  to his brothers   
also it personally became to be  {shiningly obvious}  to the Pharaoh of Joseph's relatives. 
 

It  only  becomes  “obviously known”  to  “The World”  (as represented by The Leaders through Pharaoh)  after Joseph  (= 144000 TCs representing the 
qualities of JCg)  has personally informed them at his  presence/parousia/coming  of  “The 1st Resurrection”.   This is JCg at “The Second Visit/Advent”  
exposing  “The Family Traits”,  where it is Joseph  (as The 144000 TCs)  makes himself known at the  second  meeting with his brothers.   
This is when The 144000 TCs  (as humans having accurately copied Joseph and are thus of  the  one/same  mind  [of The Family Trait])  are collected by 
JCg  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v13, 19v4-9, etc.)  ready for their immediate training  (at The Father’s Table, Matt.8v11 
and Luke.13v28  [in the context of  worldly Christian leaders being  rejected  from this position,  Matt.22v10-12])  for 3.5 years  (Dan.12v11-12). 
Then,  by return at Rev.19v16-21,  they come to give  (spiritual)  food to The World  in the Millennium as physically represented here by Egypt. 
It also  becomes recognised by The World  (as represented by The Pharaoh of its  Political/Religious Leaders)  at this specific time  (Rev.11v11-13)  of  
“The 1st Resurrection”  that  worldly Christian leaders truly failed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire because they were  ignored  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
All as explained in Rev. chapters 17 and 18,  by  not  having  “The Qualities of Joseph”  (= 144000 TCs having the  one/same  mind as JC  [as “The 
Family Trait”]). 
Can the reader begin to understand  why - 

1.  Stephen is saying these specific things. 
2.  Yahweh  ensured  this was recorded in The New Testament for  us  to read and  understand  its application  specifically for us?! 
3.  How it shows Yahweh is “holy”  =  “innocent/blameless”  of all charges – because He has made all this known beforehand 
     so that when people  are  annihilated  (imminently our  charlatan Christian leaders)  no charge can be made against Him,   
     because He  (1) instructed,  (2) forewarned,  (3) gave time to repent  (4) before He acted upon the unrepentant (hence iniquitous)  people! 
Furthermore,  worldly Christian Leaders have no excuse!   They are forewarned of rejection here and in most of JC’s Parables! 

Hence the statement - 
Does this whole process over millennia not demonstrate  “The Righteousness”  of  “The Most Righteous”  Yahweh? 
Being  “The Most Righteous Yahweh”  that our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  decry/defame  in their extreme  worldly  musings! 
That is why they  ARE  wholly rejected  from being  “anointed”  unto  “The Position of Sonship”  in The Millennium! 

They just   “Do not get it!”   Being what is so very  “Obvious”! 
They have  “The knowledge”  in the palm of their hand,  – but toss it away without a care  (hence Matt.8v12, 22v13, etc.)! 

Sadly,  instead of thanking me for this pre-emptive warning,  so they have time to reform,  they will instead  attack/decry  the contents on this website!  
I have invented nothing,  just made very clear the hundreds of hundreds of prophetic allegories kindly given for our warning,  the wise person would take 
note,  the foolish person would ignore personal reform! 
Clearly if one, two, or perhaps three things occur in the form of allegoric prophesies,   then yes  -  it could be dismissed as pure coincidence! 
However,  when thousands upon thousands’  of prophecies  are  fulfilled as my writings consistently show,  then it is rather  stupid  to state  “The 
Proven Righteous Plan”  is  nothing’  and everything that has occurred is simply  coincidence’! 

If it walks, flies, quacks, lays an egg, has a beak, wings, head, neck, tail,  swims on water,  then it is a duck,   not  a tree! 
 
Allegory – repeat - Joseph =  “The Early Adopters”  accurately  (in fidelity)  giving Yahweh’s Word in a heathen world. 
Instruction – repeat - The 11 Patriarchs represent the majority of Religious leaders (operating at a fleshly level)  within 
both Epochs of Israel.  The 1 Patriarch represents “The Early Adopters” (operating at a spiritual level).   Where, 
“Fleshly” means operating for “The Lusts of the Immediacy”  driven by worldly methodology and  “Spiritual” means 
operating for “The long term good of Mankind”  driven by Yahweh’s Methodology. 
Allegory – repeat - Jacob  =  Heel-grabber  (for “The Birthright”)  =  The Methodology that drives The 144000 TCs 
elected from out of The Gospel Age  (where the 144000 TCs are represented by The 12 Tribes of Israel, Rev.7v4-8). 
84th Allegory – nameless relatives =  Christian congregational members of the various  worldly Christian leaders. 
Allegory – repeat - grain (wheat) (always)  = growth in The Word of God  (to yield a deportment [= bread] exactly like JC) 
Allegory – repeat - Feeding Egypt = The Early Adopters like Joseph teach “Righteousness” at two levels: 

1.  “The Present World”  during the 1st part of their physical life  (as proven 5 and 2 talent stewards). 
2.  “The Resurrected World”  during the 2nd part of their physical life  (and given  more  responsibility). 

Comment – repeat - It is very important to recognise:  The Bible teaches by The Physical to then yield The Spiritual.  This 
teaching by analogy is what makes Yahweh “Righteous”  and thus “Holy”  throughout His interaction with Mankind. 
189th Reasoning – By allegory “Christians”  are invited to come to  “The Early Adopters”  to gain an  accurate  rendition 
of “The Word of God”.  But while they are able to gain God's Word,  they do nothing with it – hence no further mention. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
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Acts.  7v14 og (the having) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  And  Joseph  
Acts.  7v14 og (he) {called  amid/elsewhere}/summoned/{come hither}  the  father/forebear  (of the) him  Jacob,   
Acts.  7v14 og also  (the) all/whole/every  the  {family relationship}/kindred  (of the) him,  
Acts.  7v14 og in  (to the) breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  seventy  five. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.45v25-28,  Gen.46v1-7 
Acts.  7v14 And  Joseph  the having  {set apart}/dispatched  (his brothers) 

he  (= Joseph)   {called amid}/summoned/{come hither}  Jacob   his (= Joseph's)   father, 
also  all  his (= Joseph's)   kindred/relatives,  within  (all persons)   seventy five  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}. 

 

And Joseph having set apart   (his brothers to collect  his/their  father) 
he  (= Joseph)  summoned Jacob  (= “Israel”)  his  (= Joseph's)  father, 
also within all his  (= Joseph's)  relatives,  seventy-five  lives/souls/{conscious existences}.   (= a spirit/personality within a physical body) 
 

There is no discrepancy between this number of 75  people as opposed to the stated number of 66 at Gen.46v26. 
Gen.46v26   'All those from Jacob who went into Egypt with him,  aside from the wives of Jacob's sons, were 66',  can be explained by including the 
husbands to Jacob's daughters  Gen.37v35,   where it is only the males who are numerically counted. 
The metaphoric representation for The Gospel Age has been explained in my previous commentary. 
 
180th Comment – Jacob and his sons entered Egypt;  and they eventually died. 
Allegory – repeat - Jacob  =  Heel-grabber  (for “The Birthright”)  =  The Methodology that drives The 144000 TCs 
elected from out of The Gospel Age  (where the 144000 TCs are represented by The 12 Tribes of Israel, Rev.7v4-8). 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Allegory – repeat - Joseph’s relatives = “Worldly Christian leaders”  having a  common source  to that of TCs. 
190th Reasoning – This section closes the allegory of the two Epochs of Israel operating under Satan's methodology. 
“The Methodology”  (Jacob)  truly operating within  “The Early Adopters”  (Joseph)  and by pretence within  worldly 
Christian leaders (the 11 other brothers),  dies when these people die at the end of the 1st part of their physical life. 
Acts.  7v15 og (he) descended/{went down}/fell  And  Jacob  into  (the) Egypt,   
Acts.  7v15 og also  (he) {finished life}/expired/demised/deceased/died  he,  also  the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.46v1-7,   Gen.48v21,  Exod.1v6. 
Acts.  7v15 And  Jacob  (= Israel)  he  descended/{went down}  into  the  Egypt, 

also  he  (= Jacob/Israel)   {finished life}/expired/died, 
also  our  fathers  (= the 12  sons/tribes  of  Jacob/Israel)   (they died). 

 

And Jacob  (= Israel)  went down into Egypt, 
also he  (= Jacob cum Israel)  expired/died, 
also our fathers   (= the 12 sons of Jacob also died within Egypt). 
 

Their fleshly death closes the analogy of  “The Coming Millennium”,  where  “The Early Adopters”  died during The Gospel Age  (= being all those 
specific persons  not  of the last generation of the 144000 TCs, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.). 
 
181st Comment – The Patriarchs were carried from Egypt into Sychem. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
85th Allegory – Sychem =  The Millennium Period  (for both  “The Heirs”  and  “The Inheritance”). 
Comment – repeat - It is very important to recognise:  The Bible teaches by The Physical to then yield The Spiritual.  This 
teaching by analogy is what makes Yahweh “Righteous”  and thus “Holy”  throughout His interaction with Mankind. 
191st Reasoning – The Patriarchs are  guaranteed  a Resurrection in The Millennium,  either as The Heirs or as part of 
The Inheritance   (while  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age have  no  such possibility). 
89th Warning – By extension,  charlatan Christian leaders of The 13th Tribe of Israel have no place within The Inheritance 
They are not carried into Sychem and thus are not present in The Millennium,  -  they are to be annihilated in their  
'millions'  by being  ignored  by Yahweh at  both  the 1st and 2nd Resurrections  (and there is no 3rd Resurrection)! 
Acts.  7v16 og also  
Acts.  7v16 og (they were) {transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{changed sides}/translated/turned/{carried over}  
Acts.  7v16 og into/unto  Shechem  also  (they were) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  
Acts.  7v16 og in  to the  {a memorial}/{sepulchral monument}/{burial place}/grave/tomb/sepulchre  who/which/that  
Acts.  7v16 og (he) {sum or price (middle voice)}/purchased/buy/bought  (the) Abraham  
Acts.  7v16 og (of the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity/price  
Acts.  7v16 og (of the) silvery/{cash (drachma or shekel)}/money/{piece of silver}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts.  7v16 og of the  sons  (the) Hamor  of the  Sychem/Shechem. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.47v30-31,   Gen.50v24-25,  Gen.33v19. 
Acts.  7v16 Also  they were  {transferred places}/transported/{carried over}  into  Sychem/Shechem, 

also  they  (as embalmed corpses)   were   placed/settled/{laid down}   within  the   {burial place}/grave/tomb   
which  the  Abraham  purchased/bought  of the  value/price  of  (100)  {silvery money}/{piece of silver}   
beside/against/alongside  the sons  of  Hamor  of  Sychem/Shechem.  

 

Also they  (as embalmed corpses)  were transported into Sychem, 
also they were  placed/{laid down}  within the  {burial place}/tomb 
which Abraham bought of the price of  (100)  pieces of silver 
beside/against  the sons of Hamor of Sychem. 
 

This reinforces the truth behind The Analogy of The Gospel Age. 
Not merely that these specific people lusted for  “The Birthright of  The Inheritance”,  but importantly Stephen felt motivated to include it in his witness 
to these leaders of “Religion”! 
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Why? 
Because he understood  “The 1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC during his ministry  (being that Stephen was with him  'from the beginning'). 

Can the reader see how all this righteously revolves together like a wheel? 
JC taught that    
       Just as The Jews returned to Canaan to form “Israel”,  then likewise Yahweh will be returning  “The New (2nd) Epoch Israel” unto Him. 
       Where  “The New (spiritual) Israel”  will rule The World in The Millennium.   (“The Early Adopters”  return to Yahweh's Rest,  Heb. chapter 3, 4). 
JC taught through himself as  “The Word of God”  (explaining The Tanakh – hence Mark.1v22)  that Yahweh is inviting all people to become part of this  
“New (2nd Epoch) Israel”.  The New Israel comprises of  “Christians” over some 2000 years,  that splits into  spiritual  (144000 TCs)  and  fleshly  
(some 3 billion)  by The Means as instructed in The Epistles  (as a repetition of JC's teaching for The Mind)  to ideally achieve this position of  
“Responsibility”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
Thus, we reason by prophetic allegory - 

Jacob represents The Methodology (= “1st Century Christianity”)  operating in The Millennium  (through JCg as “The Word of God”). 
Joseph represents “The Early Adopters”  ruling as  The Heirs  within The Millennium  (as “The Bride of Christ”). 
Joseph's brothers represent “worldly Christian leaders”  having no leadership position in The Millennium,  but along with all of The 
Resurrected World  (as The Inheritance),  they  shall be required to learn  “righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their physical life  (while being 
covered by JC's Ransom Sacrifice  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of 1000 years  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, John.19v31, 20v1). 

Notice there was  only  “The 12 Tribes of Israel”  within  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  of whom all reached  “The Rest of Sychem”  (= Canaan/Millennium). 
By prophetic extension,  this now gives warning of what is occurring during The Gospel Age! 

The fact there was  created  a  “13th Tribe of Israel”  whose members are  not  covered by this future scenario is  an important consideration. 
This 13th Tribe  never existed  in The 1st Epoch Israel and thus has no existence or record of being placed in  “Yahweh's Rest” (Heb. chapt. 4). 
This New Tribe of Israel is headed-up by “Judas Iscariot” (Matt.26v24)  and represents   “Charlatan Christian Leaders”  of The Gospel Age 

Charlatan Christian leaders have  no future  'in  Sychem'   meaning they shall  never  be resurrected and thus become annihilated 
at the end of their present existence  (being better that they too  “had not been conceived”  (Matt.26v24)  to betray what  “The 
Word of God”  of  internal personal Reform  means within our very existence  (to give us future existence).   
Charlatan Christian take upon themselves  The Pretence  of being like  “Christ”  (supposedly “Anointed”  by Yahweh to represent 
Yahweh)  as warned by JC and Paul  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.)  yet inwardly they behave like 
Judas  (John.12v6, Matt.26v14-16)  swindling both their  (1) congregational members and  (2) from Yahweh!   They have rejected 
what JC really means  inside  and thus taken themselves outside The Cover given by JC  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 

I see their numbers growing into perhaps the  'millions',  -  their operations being pandemic today! 
They have  “Now been warned”,  and so have their  millions upon millions  of duped devotees fawning over them  (missing Sonship to Yahweh)! 
Interestingly,  however evil a  non-Christian may be  (during The Gospel Age)  and  all  people  before JC's ministry/sacrifice,  they  will  be resurrected 
into The Millennium.  It is  ONLY  charlatan Christian leaders  beloved by millions upon millions of duped devotees  who shall  never  be resurrected! 
 
182nd Comment – Stephen now speaks about  “The Growth of The Israelites”  (by extension over its  two  Epochs). 
192nd Reasoning – This resets The Prophetic Allegory,  back to  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  and by natural extension  
(being The Whole Point of Stephen's speech)  extends to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= The Christian Nation)  growing in 
The World. 
'Allegory' – repeat - The Promise = is of several layers,  where all layers together righteously yields Mankind's Salvation 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Acts.  7v17 og just/as/that/how/when  And  (it) {made near}/approached/{drew close}/{was neigh}  
Acts.  7v17 og the  {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts.  7v17 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  {of whom/which}  
Acts.  7v17 og (he) swore/{took/declared an oath}  the  {specific god}  to the  Abraham  
Acts.  7v17 og (he/it) {to grow}/enlarged/{gave increase}/increased  the  populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts.  7v17 og also  (he/it) {to increase}/multiplied/abounded  in  (to the) Egypt.  

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.17v2-7,   Exod.1v8-10, 20-21. 
Acts.  7v17 And  just/as  the  opportunity/while/time  approached/{drew close} 

of the  pledge/promise  of which  The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  He  swore/{took an oath}  to the  Abraham, 
the  populace/{grouping of people}  enlarged/increased  
also  it  multiplied/abounded  within  the  Egypt. 

 

And  just/as  the  opportunity/time  drew close   (to the fulfilment of Yahweh's prophecy) 
of the promise of which The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh)  He swore to Abraham, 
the populace  (of Israelites, as the slaves)  increased,  also it multiplied within Egypt. 
 

The analogy opens up again as  another  “time frame”  (very much as does  “Revelations”  in its explanation of The Future). 
This new time frame of The Gospel Age starting to  be filled  with  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (= Christians),  where they exist in The World  (as a 
spiritual methodology allegory),  in the  one/same  manner as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  consisting of The Jews as described here. 

How can I be so adamant that this is a new  “time frame”? 
Quite simply because JCg told us that upon our resurrection we shall be like angels not given to marriage  (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v34-35),  
and the whole point of  “marriage”  is Yahweh's means for  “stable family relationships”  to be fruitful and multiply  (Gen.1v28, 9v1).  In The 
Millennium,  The Earth will be full and by consequence,  we have no need to  “multiply”  and thus we shall be resurrected as  “neuters”. 
Hence,  because this verse speaks of people reproducing must mean we reset ourselves back to The Beginning of The Gospel Age,  inasmuch it is during 
this time that Yahweh wants His 144000 TCs so that they can  “personally trigger”  “The Prophesied Threshold”  to yield JCg’s Advent to bring forth 
“The 1st Resurrection”.  From which point in time,  The Millennium will start 3.5 years later.  
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This is what The Gospel Age is all about! 
 
183rd Comment – The Israelites (of 2 Epochs) grew in numbers and a new  (World) ruler  took  his/its  place. 
184th Comment – This new (World) ruler did not  know (= fully understand)  Joseph (= being “what Joseph represented”) 
Allegory – repeat - Pharaoh = The leaders of both The Political and Religious World  (both in a worldly sense). 
The Pharaoh was always considered both  (1) The Political Leader and  (2) a god  (hence leader of The Religious World).  
86th 'Allegory' – “know” = “fully understand” (being what made Joseph operate in the manner that he did) 
Allegory – repeat - Joseph = “The Early Adopters”  accurately  (in fidelity)  giving Yahweh’s Word in a heathen world. 
193rd Reasoning – The new worldly leader did  not  have  “The Mind”  of Joseph.  Thus  'Joseph'  was an irrelevance. 
We understand  “The Methodology promulgated by Joseph”  (dispensing “The Word of God”)  had no relevance within 
The Mind of The World Leader.  This World leader had wholly reverted back to worldly methodology.  But had power over 
“Israel”  (being what this terminology of  “Israel”  truly means to Yahweh). 
39th Prophecy – By allegoric extension a powerful world leader (actually an organisation)  will rule The World,  and 
allowed to rule over The World  (given power to rule).  Please see my commentaries at Rev.17v2 and of its context. 
Acts.  7v18 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  {of whom/which}  (he) {stood up}/arose/{rise up}  
Acts.  7v18 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  other/different/altered,  
Acts.  7v18 og who/which/that  no/not/none  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  the  Joseph. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.1v8. 
Acts.  7v18 Until  of which  (time)  another/different  sovereign/king  {stood up}/arose, 

who  not  he  knew/understood/saw  the  Joseph. 
 

                 (The Israelite nation greatly increased in size … ) 
Until of which  (time)  another king stood up   (= took power over Egypt) 
who not  knew/understood  Joseph   (of some 200+ years earlier,  being The Methodology that drove Joseph). 
 

The analogy continues  (as does Revelations chapters 6 and onwards)  to the point in time at  “The Close”  of The Gospel Age,  as described by 
Revelations chapter 17 and 18   (and in parallel off this planet, chapter 19,  please see all my local commentaries that thoroughly explain Revelations). 
Where we are told of the  healed/last/seventh  head  (being that of  “The UN Security Council” [supported by  “10 kings for a short while”  being on the 
2 year rolling representation], Rev.17v12)  having healed itself from WW2  (formally as  “The League of Nations”).  It is this  “seventh/healed head”  (= 
political power  invited  to rule over the earth,  as opposed to the previous six that  imposed  themselves)  that closes The Gospel Age)  knows nothing 
about The Methodology of which operated within The Mind of Joseph and replicated within the 144000 TCs. 
These worldly leaders may hypocritically  'profess to know',  but in no manner do they accede to what The Methodology demands within our minds. 
 
185th Comment – This Pharaoh  having  “dealt with great cunning”  to  The Israelites  (= Jews). 
Often this terminology is associated with  “broken promises”  perhaps offering a  'promised'  future release,  provided 
they just completed the present stint of slavery.  A promise to be repeatedly broken. 
40th Prophecy – This  “World Organisation”  will  “deal with great cunning”  to  The Israelites  (= Christians).  
Supposedly offering  “peace and security” (1Thes.5v3)  over the nations of The World with the one hand,  and yet with the 
other,  creating war machines that it  sells/uses!  I explain all this in my hundreds of commentaries to John's Revelation. 
194th Reasoning –  “Deal with great cunning” can cover a  'million'  of differing modes of operation,  depending upon the 
worldly necessity of the deemed worldly requirement!   This is how worldly leaders operate to gain over their neighbour. 
We realise:  Just as The Pharaoh would offer vain words,  then likewise all leaders will give vain words throughout time.  
But in this instance it becomes of significance at  “The Closing of the Gospel Age”  when Yahweh directly intervenes 
within The Israelite Nation  (noting of its two Epochs,  and  “The 2nd Israel”  consists of 1 in 3 people)  and The World. 
186th Comment – This Pharaoh gives instruction for the Israelite's babes to be killed. 
41st Prophecy – By allegoric prophecy this “World Organisation”  will  instruct Christian (and non-Christian) babes to be 
killed.  This we see as The Fallout in the various rulings occurring in The UN Security Council  (as “collateral damage”). 
Acts.  7v19 og this/that (specifically)   
Acts.  7v19 og (the having) {intense sophism/[plausible error]}/{great cunning}/{craftily against}/ 

/circumvent/{dealt subtly/slyly with}  
Acts.  7v19 og the  kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock  {of/from us}  
Acts.  7v19 og (he) injured/exasperated/{entreated evil}/harmed/hurt/vexed  the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us},  
Acts.  7v19 og of the  (ones = fathers)   (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  
Acts.  7v19 og {put out}/{exposed (to perish)}/{cast out}  the  infants/babes/children  {of them},  
Acts.  7v19 og into/unto  the  not  (the being) {engendered alive}/{rescued, (passively) saved from death}/{kept alive}.   

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.1v16. 
Acts.  7v19 This  specific  (one = king/pharaoh) 

having  {intense sophism/[plausible error]}/{craftily against}/{dealt subtly with}  our  kin/countrymen/nation, 
he  (= the pharaoh)  injured/harmed/hurt  our  fathers 
of the  (ones = fathers)  to  make/perform  {put/cast out}/{exposed to perish}  their   infants/babes 
unto  the  not  being  {saved from death}/{kept alive}. 

 

This specific one  (= the Pharaoh/king)   having dealt subtly with our  kin/nation,  
he  (= the Pharaoh/king)   injured/hurt  our fathers,   
of these ones  (= fathers/midwives)  to make their babies be exposed to perish   
unto the not being kept alive   (= to ensure that these babies died). 
 

“The Pharaoh”  by prophetic allegory always represents  “The Head” (in whatever guise)  of  “The World”  in The Gospel Age. 
The Pharaoh was  both  The Political Head  and  The Religious Head,  precisely as that,  of which The UN Security Council takes upon its members,  
especially with the leaders of these countries taking upon themselves a  feigned  support to Religion.  Even President Putin of Russia bowed down in 
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worship to a relic of Saint Nicolas  25th May 2017 in  “The Cathedral of The Saviour”  - (all for “show” only),  as did Constantine 325 CE to  “marry 
Religion with Politics”  for the sole aim to gain mastery over the minds of The Duped Populace!    

“World Leaders”  just cannot help themselves to be,  but  “worldly”! 
And thus,  by extension,  the allegory can represent and is almost the  'like for like'  description of  “The  Last/Seventh  Head of The Beast”  as described 
through its operations to specifically close The Gospel Age,  representative of  “a regime change”  occurring towards  “The Israel”  of The Time.  
Where supposedly  “beating the swords into ploughshares”  (Isa.2v4, as quoted outside The UN Building)  “The Five Permanent Members”  are The 
World's most avid arms makers and sellers!    

Now that  is  “hypocrisy”  on a grand scale! 
This  “Last Head”  (as principally instituted by The Christian Nations of both  “The 1st and 2nd World Wars”)  claims to represent what JC means to The 
World and yet they  (as “The Head of Beast”  being  “The Five Permanent Members”)  hurt what  “The 12 Apostles Represented”  (with Christian 
minds).  Likewise with UN’s Security Council, and rolling 2 year  (= “for a short while”)  10 kings’ support it  (Rev.17v12 [horns = kings/leaders])  
hypocritical practiced methodology certainly kills many innocents within The World  ([1] by WTO's allocation of tariffs,  [2] sanctions,  [3] propping up 
despotic regimes,  and ultimately by  [4] Wars)  all done under the guise of  'helping people'!    What a very sad joke for Humanity! 
(I explain all this in much greater detail in Revelations chapter 13). 

Again,  I repeat    Now that is  real  hypocrisy  on a  grand scale! 
At this point in time (Moses at birth),  this specific Pharaoh could represent  “The League of Nations”  (1920 CE),  then 40 + 40 years were to pass as 
we are to read later  (thus 2000+ CE);  within which time a  “new Pharaoh”  would be in power.  In a similar fashion as that of  “The UN” following 
through  (after “The League of Nations”)  like  “The Healed Last Head”  as we are told at Rev.13v3, 12  (the old Pharaoh dying and a  new  Pharaoh 
arising in his place). 

Can the reader understand how these prophecies just fall just so neatly into place at  The Closing Stages  of The Gospel Age? 
We really are a  momentous time  in Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  –  and yet The World ignores these things! 

Why? 
Because  (1) The World does not know,  and  (2) Christian Leaders do not care! 

Worldly Christian Leaders in their apparent millions,  have no care to truly magnify Yahweh’s Name, Character and Authority when having a unique 
opportunity  (to separate  “Real Knowledge”  from fictitious  “Religion”  sourced by Satan to oppose what Yahweh is doing),  and yet they will magnify 
“Religion”  for a worldly pay packet  (Matt.6v24)!    

They really have so much for which to answer,  but they do not care!   This world is “Great” to them! 
They ignore what Paul thinks at Rom.8v22.   Pauls was trying to do something about it,  our  “Leaders of Religion”  prolong the pain and suffering! 
 
187th Comment – It was during the reign of this earlier Pharaoh that Moses was born. 
87th Allegory – handsome = a mind that  is/{shall be}  attuned to Yahweh's way of thinking  (Yahweh knows of  “The Early 
Adopters”  before their birth,  they just need to prove themselves to  “The Feckless World”,  else some members of  “The 
Resurrected World”  will try to find excuses to defame them!). 
188th Comment – Moses was 3 months old when The Edict was given to kill the Israelite babes. 
Acts.  7v20 og In  {to whom/which}  time/season/occasion  
Acts.  7v20 og (he/it was) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  (the) Moses   
Acts.  7v20 og also  (he) was  (the) urbane/handsome/fair  to the  God,   
Acts.  7v20 og who/which/that  (he was) {repeatedly stiffened/fattened}/nourished/reared/{brought up}  months  three  
Acts.  7v20 og in  to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  of the  father/forebear  (of the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v1-2. 
Acts.  7v20 Within  which  time/season  the Moses  was  procreated/generated/beget 

also  he was  urbane/handsome/fair (= bright)  to the  God, 
who  he was  nourished/reared   three months  
within  the  dwelling/household/family  of his  father.   

 

Within which time  (as foreknown by Yahweh)  the Moses was  procreated/beget   
also he was  handsome/bright  to the God   (normally a good attribute as determined by Yahweh is always   “Spiritually related”) 
who was nourished within his father's household   (both parents were of the tribe Levi). 
 

Moses  always  represents JC,  he was - 
            1.   The Law Giver,  provided “The Laws of Moses”  (for “The Works”;  while JC gave “The Laws of JC”  leading spiritually for  “The Mind”). 
            2.   He was to lead  “Israel”  out of Egypt  (physically;  -  and JC leads us spiritually to Yahweh's Methodology out of worldly methodology). 
We read here of the beginnings of Moses entering into this world,  presented by Stephen in this manner to show the similarity of what occurred to JC. 
Let us make a comment on the interpretation to be   “urbane”  or  “handsome”. 

I accept both,  (1) physically urbane ,  but also  (2) the spiritual aspect of being  “Handsome”  (“bright”)  to what Yahweh Desires. 
Yahweh  (before The Creation of Mankind)  foreknew specifically who would become  “The Early Adopters”  and thus set in place  “The Required 
Prophecies”  which when fulfilled,  shall show  His Omnificence into The Culmination  -  therefore righteously positioned to rule by His Methodology 
operating within all those humble,   receptive , and thus hearkening entities within  The/His  Universe. 
Moses and JC were  “handsome”  to Yahweh  inasmuch,  Moses was  “the meekest of men” (Num.12v3),  and JC being  “beloved by Yahweh”  
(Matt.3v15, 17v5)  and both were nourished,  Moses for The Body and JC for The Mind  (noting of his family's background and hence Luke.2v46-50). 
Interesting note   
Moses was the  great-grandson  of Levi,  and he also had an elder brother by 3 years called Aaron  (Exod.2v1-4, 7v7)  who being more eloquent than 
Moses would become the intermediary between Moses and Egypt's rulers  (Exod.7v1, 7). 
 
189th Comment – Moses' mother hid him in the reeds of the local river,  where the Pharaoh's daughter espied the babe 
Moses and adopted him as her son to be nourished in the palace. 
Acts.  7v21 og (the being) {from/out of  place/purpose/advise}/exposed/declared/expounded/{cast out}  And  (the) him,  
Acts.  7v21 og (she) {took up again}/adopted/{taken away (violently) abolished/murdered}/slayed (middle voice) 
Acts.  7v21 og the  {female child}/descendant/daughter  (of the) Pharaoh,  
Acts.  7v21 og also  (she) {repeated stiffened/fattened}/nourished/reared/{brought up} (middle voice)   
Acts.  7v21 og (the) him  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= herself)   into/unto  (the) son. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v5-10. 
Acts.  7v21 And  the  him   (= Moses,  as a 3 month old baby)   being  {from/out  of place}/exposed/{cast out} 

the  {female child}/daughter  of the   Pharaoh  she  personally  {took up again}/adopted   
also  she  personally  nourished/reared  the him  herself  unto  the son. 
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And he  (= Moses)  being  {cast out}/exposed   (within the river reed bed) 
the Pharaoh's daughter personally adopted,  also she personally  nourished/reared  him  (= Moses)  for a son herself   
 

Aaron being three years older than Moses escaped the Pharaoh's Decree for all baby boys to be murdered,  but for the baby Moses,  his parents were 
forced to hide him in the reeds of the  near-by  river during the day so that Pharaoh's soldiers would not discover and then murder him. 
Yahweh ensured of the princess to be passing that part of the river to espy Moses and adopt him as a son. 
Moses' real mother was hiding nearby and offered her services later as a  wet-nurse  under the pretence that her child had died a day or so earlier. 
 
190th Comment – Moses was educated in The Egyptian ways.  He was very capable in word and deed to become a leader. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
195th Reasoning – Moses was being trained to be a skilled worldly leader. 
Acts.  7v22 og Also  (he was) {trained up a child}/educated/disciplined/chastened/instructed/taught  (the) Moses  
Acts.  7v22 og (to the)  (= in)  all/whole/every  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (of the) Egyptians,  
Acts.  7v22 og (he) was  and  (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  in  (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts.  7v22 og also  in  (to the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed. 
Acts.  7v22 Also  the  Moses   was  educated/instructed/taught  in  all  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  Egyptians, 

and  he was  powerful/capable/mighty  within  word/sayings/reasoning  also  within  {occupational effort}/labour/deed. 

  
Also the Moses was educated in all wisdom   (= “accurate application of  [worldly]  knowledge”  [yielding faulty works]) 
of the Egyptians,   (“Egypt”  is  always  a prophetic allegory to mean  “The World”  during The Gospel Age) 
and he was  powerful/capability/mighty  within  words/sayings/reasonings  also within  {occupational effort}/labour/deed. 
 

It is important to understand that while Moses was trained in all the Egyptian ways to ultimately become a leader,  he remained true to his inner 
character of meekness and humility  (and had  no  interest to  “control people”  to their ultimate hurt). 
As did JC when  “living within The World”  (by allegory,  as did Moses live in Egypt),  he could have taken upon himself its attributes,  but he likewise 
remained meek and faithful to what Yahweh required of him. 
 
191st Comment – Moses reaches the age of 40 years and he then chooses to  personally  inspect the sons of Israel. 
88th Allegory – 40 units of time = often used in The Bible to set defined boundaries between certain events. 
89th Allegory – Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
90th Allegory – Moses physically inspecting his brothers = representative of JC spiritually inspecting The Jews. 
91st Allegory – physical DNA brother = ideally a person able to be spiritually “of like mind”. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Instruction – repeat - “Spiritual” only means “Thoughts that  drive/{operate in}  The Mind”.  Leaders of “Religion” have 
confused everything, and I am forced to run on their terminology else things just become too difficult for the reader to 
interpret  (very much as there is universal confusion in weight, between lb and kg [one is weight while the other is mass]).   
Thus, for this very necessary clarification:  

Spiritual = A mind that that is ideally driven by Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour). 
Fleshly = A mind that is driven by Satan’s methodology  (to self-indulge, invariably to our neighbour’s hurt). 

196th Reasoning – “To the Jew first and then the Gentile” (Rom.1v16, etc.)  JC came to inspect The Jews,  but generally 
they rejected him by not becoming “Christians”,  that is why  “The Invitation”  was extended to The Gentiles. 
Acts.  7v23 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (he/it was) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  
Acts.  7v23 og (to the) (= in/with)  him  (of the) forty years  (the) time,  
Acts.  7v23 og (it) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  over/upon/concern  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of the) him  
Acts.  7v23 og (to) {inspect over}/select/{go to see/relieve}/{look out}/visit (middle voice)   
Acts.  7v23 og the  brothers  (of the) him  the  sons  (of the) Israel. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v11. 
Acts.  7v23 And  {in that manner}/as  the  time  fulfilled/accomplished  forty years  in  him, 

concern  arose/arose   (in)  his  heart/{seat of motivation}   
to  personally  {inspect over}/{look out}/visit  his  brothers,  the sons  of Israel. 

 

And as the time accomplished forty years in him,   (= when Moses became 40 years old) 
concern arose in his  heart/{seat of motivation}  
to  personally  inspect over his brothers,  the sons of Israel. 
 

“Forty units”  is an interesting period of time in The Bible. 
If the reader checks through the citations given below,  the examples seem to exhibit  “a distinct period of time”  (= a start to finish)  of either  (1) favour 
or  (2) displeasure to Yahweh that became of significant importance to Israel's history  (noting its various epochs). 
We have Moses reaching 40 years of age as recorded here,  and then another 40 years was to pass before Yahweh instructed him to lead The Israelites 
from out of Egypt and then became the time period for the Jews to be  in The Wilderness after having left Egypt (Exod.16v35, Num.14v33-34).   
During the Flood it rained for 40 days (Gen.7v4),  Isaac was 40 years old when he married Rebekah (25v20).  Moses on the mount Sinai for 40 
days/nights  while he received The Law (Exod.24v18, Deut.9v9-11), men to spy out the land for 40 days  (Num.13v25),  Caleb was 40 years when he was 
instructed by Moses to spy out Canaan  (Jos.14v7),  when Yahweh overshadowed Othniel the grandson of Caleb then Israel was in peace for 40 years 
(Judg.3v10-11).  When the Israelites were bad then they became beholden to the Philistines for 40 years   (Judg.13v1),  the high priest Eli judged Israel 
for 40 years  (1Sam.4v18),  Goliath taunted the Israelites for 40 days (1Sam.17v16),   
The kings   Saul  (Acts.13v18,  David  (2Sam.5v4, 1Kings.2v11)  and Solomon  (1Kings.11v42, 2Chron.9v30),  all reigned for 40 years each. 
Ezekiel laying on his side for 40 day, a day for a year for Judah (Eze.4v6),  Displacing certain Egyptians for 40 years (Eze.29v11-13),  warning to 
Nineveh that they must repent within forty days else be overthrown (Jonah.3v4),  JC in the wilderness for 40 days (Matt.4v2, Luke.4v2),  JC on the Earth 
40 days after his resurrection (Acts.1v3). 
Yahweh now wanted Moses to finish the 1st part of his life,  and enter into the 2nd part of his life,  before the  all-important  3rd part which was to lead 
“Israel”  out of Egypt.  All allegoric to JC as “The Word of God”  spiritually leading The Christian Nation out of The World  (being of its methodology). 
Yahweh therefore put it into Moses' mind to come out at this specific point in time to be part of the encounter as described in the nest verse. 
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192nd Comment – Moses saw his brother  (Israel of its 2 Epochs)  being attacked by an Egyptian  (The World)  master. 
And Moses protected his abused brother and he struck the Egyptian. 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Allegory – repeat - physical DNA brother = ideally a person able to be spiritually “of like mind”. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
197th Reasoning – By allegory we understand that Moses represents JC as The Law Giver to oppose Satan's methodology 
(freely operating as a master in the present World)  that is killing Mankind,  whose members could become spiritual 
brothers to JC if,  and only if,  we recognise JC to be our saviour  (= imitate JC in our mind and deportment). 
Acts.  7v24 og Also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  {some/any/certain person}  
Acts.  7v24 og (the being) unjust/wronged/offended/hurt/suffered,  (he) {warded off}/defended/protected (middle voice),  
Acts.  7v24 og also  (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  (the) vindication/retribution/revenge  
Acts.  7v24 og to the  (having) {laboured down}/{worked against}/{worn down with toil}/harassed/oppressed/vexed  
Acts.  7v24 og (the) {knocking (gently or with a weapon or fatally)}/smiting/striking  the  Egyptian. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v12. 
Acts.  7v24 Also  the  knowing/seeing  some person  being  wronged/offended/hurt 

he  personally  {warded off}/defended/protected  (this same person) 
also  he  did/made/yielded  the  vindication/retribution/revenge 
to the  (one = slave)   having  {laboured down}/{worked against},   the  smiting/striking  the  Egyptian. 

 

Also seeing some person being  wronged/hurt   (= an Israelite slave being beaten by an Egyptian master) 
he  (= Moses)  personally  defended/protected   (this Israelite slave) 
also he  (= Moses)  did revenge to  (= for)  the one  (= Israelite slave)  having worked against,   (= beaten) 
(by)  smiting/striking  the Egyptian   (slave master).  
 

The conscience of Moses  'got the better of him',  he had to intervene and stop this abuse of power to  “control people”  unto the recipient's hurt. 
Now Moses  (being a very meek man,  Num.12v3)  had absolutely no intention to kill the Egyptian aggressor when he went in to stop the beating,  but the 
situation escalated,  and maybe to defend himself through the use of a tool,  the Egyptian died  (perhaps only from a heart attack and not any severe blow 
from Moses).   Nevertheless,  the Egyptian had died,  and the message soon spread throughout the community,  as we are to read in the next few verses! 
 
193rd Comment – Through this action Moses thought his brothers could understand that  “the specific god”  could rescue 
The Israelites  (of its 3 Epochs)  - but they could not understand. 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Allegory – repeat - physical DNA brother = ideally a person able to be spiritually “of like mind”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
198th Reasoning – JC as The Law Giver came to save our minds from worldly methodology,  and with purified minds we 
have a right to then physically exist in Yahweh's Universe within perfected physical bodies.  This saving for Mankind 
occurs over two stages,  either its members become (1) “The Early Adopters”  or  can become (2) “The Late Adopters” 
over what becomes  “3 Epochs of Israel”  which are  (1) Jews,  (2) Christians,  (3) The Resurrected World. 
42nd Prophecy – Yahweh provides salvation through both Moses and JC (Moses had to come first to prove JC perfect). 
199th Reasoning – JC proved himself perfect to The Law of Moses – hence able to righteously inaugurate The Law of JC. 
43rd Prophecy – Only  “The Early Adopters”  in Satan's World  recognise Yahweh's Salvation through Moses and JC. 
48th Good News – “The Late Adopters”  in Yahweh's World  (of The Millennium)  shall recognise Yahweh's Salvation 
through The Law Givers of Moses (of Works)  and JC (of The Mind). 
90th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age shall never recognise  “The Law Givers”  as saving them! 
44th Prophecy – Rebellious people of The Millennium shall never recognise  “The Law Givers”  as saving them! 
200th Reasoning – Because these two groups of people do  not  have a  humble/contrite/repentant/hearkening  mind! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v25 og (he/it) accustomed/deemed/regarded/supposed/considered/thought  And  
Acts.  7v25 og (to) {put together}/{mentally configure}/comprehend/understand  the  brothers  (of the) him  
Acts.  7v25 og because  the  {specific god}  through (reason of)  (of the) him  (he) give/bestow/grant  {to them}  
Acts.  7v25 og (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety  the (ones = persons = Israelites)  and  no/not/none  
Acts.  7v25 og (they) {to put together}/{mentally configured}/comprehended/understood. 
Acts.  7v25 And  he  (= Moses)   deemed/supposed/thought  his  brothers   to  {mentally configure}/comprehend/understand   

because  through reason  of him  (= Moses)   The  “Specific God”  give/bestow  to them   (= the brother Israelites)    
the  rescue/salvation/safety,  and  (yet)  the ones  (= Israelites)   not  they  {mentally configured}/comprehended/understood. 

 

And he  (= Moses)  deemed/thought  his brothers  (= the Israelite nation)  to  comprehend/understand   
because through reason of him  (= Moses)  The  'Specific God'  (would)  give  rescue/salvation  to them   (= the Israelite nation), 
and  (yet)  the ones  (= Israelite nation)   not they  comprehended/understood. 
 

In this one action,  Moses thought his Israelite fellow citizens would recognise  (1) Moses sympathised with their plight and  (2) would realise he 
sincerely wanted to rescue them in whatever manner he could from their present situation. 
Yet these people would not recognise what he had done,  being a sign of Yahweh working through him to bring about their salvation. 
And very simply stated - 

Precisely the  one/same  attitude prevails throughout  all  the Christian nation  (during The Gospel Age)! 
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“Christians”  claim to have a saviour in the form of JC,  and yet they have  not  the faintest idea how Yahweh's Plan  righteously  operates through JC. 
Interestingly,  when I speak to them to explain precisely how Yahweh's Plan operates,  they just do  not  want to listen.   

Their mind is completely and firmly shut  (Luke.5v35-39)! 
They have closed their mind to possible  “Sonship”  because their religious leaders do not teach “The Righteous Method”  as given through JC by either 
word or deed,  because their religious leaders have taught of a  new  Jesus  (2Cor.11v4)  being a  “new Jesus”  that people come to have their ears 
tickled/pleasured  (2Tim.4v3-4)  from their leaders who have  a form of godliness,  but they have not been internally reformed  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

Why? 
Because  “The Real Jesus”  as  “The Word of God”  is  a  “Hard/Harsh  and  Demanding  Man”  (Matt.25v24, Luke.19v21). 

What does this  really  mean,  especially when JC says   “His  yoke/burden  is  light/easy”   (Matt.11.29-30)? 
The Crux of all this is   “Our personal mental condition”, 

(1)  God's Word is harsh to any person who wants  “to  self-indulge  to their neighbour's hurt”  (= worldly methodology). 
(By consequence,  actively fight against personally changing our mind,  because we prefer worldly methodology.) 

(2)  God's Word is light and easy to any person who wants  “to edify their neighbour  (that may hurt the giver)”  (= Yahweh's methodology). 
(By submitting to the rewarding gain that  “The Word of God”  brings to a reformed mind.) 

The fall-out from (1)  is ultimately;  personally hurtful,  self-indulging ourselves leads to our harm from many sources. 
Yet from (2)  means we lead a pain-free life,  because we have no enemies  (except religious leaders having their hypocrisy exposed). 
This,  amongst much else as taught within The Bible,  is wholly incomprehensible to the vast majority of Christians living to worldly methodology. 
And that is why Yahweh wanted  (1) Stephen to state this and  (2) for it to be recorded for us of The Gospel Age  as a warning  and thus  (3) to become an 
instruction for  us  to positively respond by  our  hearkening to  “The Word of God”  (so that Yahweh may achieve His  “Early Adopters”). 

Thus,  kill our mind to worldly methodology and then  “The Word of God”  becomes so very  “easy upon us”! 
 
194th Comment – Moses now has concern for his brethren,  he goes out the next day to protect them from The Egyptians! 
But now he sees his brethren are fighting each other!   He asks them to become reconciled to one another! 
201st Reasoning – Moses and JC as  “The Law Givers”  instruct us to hearken to them for our own edification!   
Acts.  7v26 og to the  And  {over/upon  to go}/supervening/ensuing/following  day/{period of time}  
Acts.  7v26 og (he) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appeared (middle voice)   {to them}  
Acts.  7v26 og (the) flogging/whipping/scourging/smacking,  
Acts.  7v26 og also  (he) {to drive together}/{exhorted (to reconciliation)}/{to be at one again}  them  
Acts.  7v26 og into/unto  peace/prosperity/rest,   (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:   
Acts.  7v26 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  (the) brothers  {you are/belong}  {specifically yourselves},  
Acts.  7v26 og {for what reason}/why  (yourselves) {be unjust}/wronged/offender/hurt/suffer  
Acts.  7v26 og {one another}/mutual/together? 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v13. 
Acts.  7v26 And  to the  supervening/following  day/{period of time} 

he  personally  {showed self}/appeared  to them   (while they were)   the  flogging/whipping/smacking   (each other), 
also  he  (= Moses)   {exhorted to reconciliation}/{to be at one again}  them  into/unto  peace/rest,   the  saying/commanding: 
Men,  {specifically yourselves}  {you are}  the brothers.   
Why  yourselves  {be unjust}/hurt  one another? 

 

And in the following day he  (= Moses)  personally appeared to them  (= the Israelite slaves)  smacking  (each other), 
also he  (= Moses)  exhorted them  (= the Israelite slaves)  to reconciliation unto  peace/rest,  the saying: 
  Men specifically yourselves  are/being  brothers,  why yourselves hurt one another? 
 

Now Moses has concern for his brethren,  and he comes out  on the very next day  to ensure that they are not beaten by The Egyptians, but - 
On a following day,  then the very worst thing Moses witnesses is two of his fellow citizens fighting one another! 

Moses is demonstrating Yahweh's Methodology by suggesting that both being fellow citizens,  as Israelites,  they should    
Reconcile unto a peaceful solution. 

Moreover,  precisely the same can be said during The Gospel Age of - 
Likewise,  within Christendom within and between  'Christian'  nations. 

And we may ask - 
What is the response of the people within Christendom? 

That is given in the next verse! 
 
195th Comment – The brethren  having mastery  over the other brother rejected Moses as The Law Giver by stating:- 
   Who designated you  (Moses/JC)  the Ruler and Judge over us  (Israelites of the 3 Epochs)? 
   Are you going to murder us (Israelites)  in the same manner you murdered the Egyptian (= Satan's World)? 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Allegory – repeat - physical DNA brother = ideally a person able to be spiritually “of like mind”. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Reasoning – repeat - By allegory we understand that Moses represents JC as The Law Giver to oppose Satan's 
methodology (freely operating as a master in the present World)  that is killing Mankind,  whose members could become 
spiritual brothers to JC if,  and only if,  we recognise JC to be our saviour  (= imitate JC in our mind and deportment). 
45th Prophecy – JC will murder Satan's methodology that is presently pandemic in its operation throughout The World! 
142nd Instruction – Yahweh appoints Moses and JC to be our Ruler and Judge of The Respective Laws.  No entity appoints 
Yahweh – because there is no entity in The Universe with that “Authority”  (Heb.6v13-16, 7v21). 
143rd Instruction – There are 3 Epochs of Israel who become subject to The Two Law Givers (representing Yahweh). 
Reasoning – repeat - JC as The Law Giver came to save our minds from worldly methodology,  and with purified minds 
we have a right to then physically exist in Yahweh's Universe within perfected physical bodies.  This saving for Mankind 
occurs over two stages,  either its members become  (1) “The Early Adopters”  or  can become  (2) “The Late Adopters” 
over what becomes  “3 Epochs of Israel”  which are  (1) Jews,  (2) Christians,  (3) The Resurrected World. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v27 og the  (one = person)  And  (the) {being unjust}/wronging/offending/hurting/suffering  
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Acts.  7v27 og the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman  (he) {shoved/pushed off}/{thrust away}/rejected  
Acts.  7v27 og (the) him  (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:   
Acts.  7v27 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  7v27 og (he/it) {to place down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set  
Acts.  7v27 og (the) {first in rank}/magistrate/prince/ruler  also  (the) judge/magistrate  over/upon/concerning  us/our/we? 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v14. 
Acts.  7v27 And  the  one  (= Israelite slave)   {being unjust}/wronging/offending/hurting  the  neighbour/countryman   

he  (= the aggressor)   {thrust away}/rejected   the  him  (= Moses)   the  saying/commanding: 
Who  designated/constituted/appointed  thou/you  the  prince/ruler,  also  judge/magistrate  over/upon  us  (Israelites)?  

 

And the one  (= the aggressive Israelite slave)  {being unjust}/hurting  the  neighbour/countryman   (= recipient slave) 
he  (= the aggressor)  rejected the him  (= Moses)  the  saying/commanding: 
   Who  designated/appointed  you  (Moses)  the  prince/ruler,  also the  judge/magistrate  over us   (Israelites)? 
 

The Aggressor responds by saying - 
Who appointed you,  Moses   (= JC and the following 144000 TCs, John.5v22, 27, 30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)   
to be the ruler,  also the judge over us  (= Israelites over their two epochs   [1] Jews  and then  [2] Christians)   

Yahweh appointed  “The Early Adopters”  (Prophets + 144000 TCs)  to rule over  “The  (3rd Epoch)  Israelite Nation”   (= “The Resurrected World”). 
Where  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  is under  “The 3rd Heaven/Authority”  in The Millennium  (please read all my commentaries at the above citations). 
Acts.  7v28 og Not  (to) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay  I/me/my  
Acts.  7v28 og thou/you  determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  whom/which/that  
Acts.  7v28 og (the) {turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way  
Acts.  7v28 og (you) {took up again}/adopted/{took away (violently) abolished/murdered}/slayed  
Acts.  7v28 og (the) yesterday/{time past}/hitherto  the  Egyptian? 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v14. 
Acts.  7v28 Not  thou/you  to  {take away again}/murder/slay  me    

(in)  that  manner/means/way  you  {took away again}/murdered/slayed  the  Egyptian  yesterday/{time past}? 
 

Are you to murder me  (in)  that manner you murdered the Egyptian yesterday? 
 

Then the aggressor  (to Yahweh's Methodology)  continues - 
Are you,  Moses  (= JC as  “The Word of God”),  to murder me as you did The Egyptian  (= The World's methodology)  previously? 

I hope the reader is  starting to understand the allegories  aimed  specifically at  “us”  of The Gospel Age  that are coming out of Stephen's witness. 
We are being taught by Stephen to leave worldly methodology;  else,  it will condemn us to death! 

JC so kindly gave us a  “2 part life”,  during which time we are to become like him when we are judged by him  (John.5v22-30)! 
JC did  not  give us a  “3 part life”  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  he  only  died  “The Once”  for access into our 2nd part,   
and JC's  personal cover  ENDS  at  “The End of The Millennium”  (Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1, 2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v12-15). 

After the Millennium,  only  those people thinking and reasoning  precisely like JC   are to be the people surviving into The Eternity. 
All other people will be personally annihilated,  because righteously they are unable to survive in Yahweh's Environment afterwards  (Gen.2v17). 
The crux of this verse is - 

Reject   worldly methodology  NOW! 
Wholly imbue   Yahweh's Methodology  NOW! 

Do it now and  perhaps/maybe  you could personally become a future Son of God and be responsible for incrementing forward The Millennium! 
 
196th Comment – Moses physically left the Israelites for 40 years,  and went into The Wilderness. 
Allegory – repeat - wilderness = away from human  involvement/interaction  (spiritually confined,  positive or negatively). 
Allegory – repeat - 40 units of time = often used in The Bible to set defined boundaries between certain events. 
Allegory – repeat - Lawgiver Moses  (of Works)  =  Lawgiver JC  (of the Mind). 
202nd Reasoning – Just as Moses showed himself to rescue The Israelites and they  (= Jews)  rejected what he represented 
– so he  physically  left them,  then likewise JC showed himself to rescue The Israelites and they  (= Christians)  rejected 
what he represented – so he  physically  left them  (Acts.1v9). 
92nd Allegory – 2 sons (of the lawgiver) = The two groups of  “The Early Adopters” as The Remnant of each Epoch of 
Israel: 

1.  The Prophets  (under The Law of Moses)  giving notice  of JC by prophecy. 
2.  The 144000 TCs  (under The Law of JC)  fulfilling prophecy  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

Where,  these two groupings had  “The Word of God”  (= JC, as The Link, Rev.19v13)  controlling their mind. 
Else, why should Stephen mention this specific point and Yahweh ensure that it was recorded for us? 
Unless it has direct meaning in the manner I give at  “The Close”  of The Gospel Age! 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Comment – repeat - It must be understood “The Early Adopters” are  NOT  the professional leaders of “Religion”,  that 
is why everything in Stephen's witness is unintelligible to them  (as The Fullness was to those people plotting his death)! 
Acts.  7v29 og (he) {ran away}/shunned/vanished/escaped/fled  (the) Moses  in  to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts.  7v29 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same},  
Acts.  7v29 og also  (he) {became to be}  (the) {alongside dwelling}/{home near}/{alien resident}/sojourn/tenant  
Acts.  7v29 og in  (the) Earth/land/province/country/region  (the) Midian  {of whom/which}  
Acts.  7v29 og (he) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  (the) sons  dual/both/two. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v15-22. 
Acts.  7v29 Within  this same   word/saying   the  Moses  {ran away}/fled, 

also  he  became to be  {alongside dwelling}/{alien resident}/sojourning  in the  land/region  Midian 
of which  (= where)   he  procreated/generated/beget   two  sons. 

 

Within this same  word/saying  the Moses fled   (= Moses fled when he heard these words) 
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also he became to be  {alien resident}/sojourning  in the  land/region  Midian 
where he  procreated/beget  two sons. 
 

Moses is frightened from the possible repercussions of this statement,  so he left The Israelites. 
Moses was only thinking with an  immature  spiritual mind,  but he gave the physical example of what was to follow with JC and the 144000 TCs. 

JC and the 144000 TCs would in turn,  leave  “The Christian Nation”  before it is to be rescued in The Millennium upon its resurrection into 
“The 3rd Epoch Israel”   (Acts.1v9, Matt,25v14, 24v40-44, 1The.4v13-18, 1Cor,15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9  and return  Rev.19v16-21). 

Where  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  shall comprise of both  “fleshly”  1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel,  whose members failed to become  “The Early Adopters”,  
and  righteously,  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  also automatically includes  all  humans  pre JC's Ministry and  all  non-Christians  post JC's Ministry.  
The mention at this juncture of allegoric prophecy of Moses  (representing Yahweh's Methodology operating within The Environment)  yielding  two  
sons  while Moses  (Exod.18v3, 6, noting specifically their names)  becomes allegoric for JC being away  (from Egypt allegoric for The World). 
Where all this strongly suggests in my mind that by prophetic allegory,  these two sons represent  “The Metaphoric Heads”  of  “The Two Groups”  of  
“The Early Adopters”  (= [1] The Prophets and then  [2] The 144000 TCs)  who are to come out of  “The Two Covenants”  laid upon  “The Two Future 
Epochs of Israel”.  See my eleven commentaries for Revelations chapter 4 that explains all this.    I only mention this to show Yahweh’s Omnificence 
operating within the background  (that shall only be recognised at  “The Close”  of  “The Respective Epochs of Israel”). 
 
197th Comment – After Moses had lived for 40 years in Midian then Yahweh's Messenger visited Moses. 
Allegory – repeat - 40 units of time = often used in The Bible to set defined boundaries between certain events. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Angel = messenger – either of celestial or terrestrial source  (both physically and spiritually). 
198th Comment – Yahweh's Messenger sourcing an energy of flashing brilliance commands attention from Moses. 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Acts.  7v30 og Also  (the having been) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  years  forty,   
Acts.  7v30 og (he) {gaze wide eyed}/{showed self}/appeared (middle voice)   (to the) him  
Acts.  7v30 og in  to the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness  of the  {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain  
Acts.  7v30 og Sinai   (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (of the) lord/master  
Acts.  7v30 og in  (to the) {to flash}/flame/blazing/brilliance  (of the) lightening/power/energy/fire 
Acts.  7v30 og (of the) brier/bush/shrub/bramble. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.3v2. 
Acts.  7v30 Also  the having been  fulfilled/accomplished  forty years   (= “forty years later”,  and thus Moses is now 80 years old) 

the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of the  lord/master  {showed self}/appeared  to the  him  (= Moses)    
within  the  brier/bush/shrub  of the  {flashing blaze/brilliance}  of the  power/energy/fire. 

 

Also having been fulfilled forty years   (after fleeing Egypt,  and therefore this means Moses is now 80 years old). 
The  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  appeared to him  (= Moses) 
within the  bush/shrub  of the  flashing brilliance  of  power/energy/power. 
 

Yahweh makes a physical statement. 
Give Attention to Me! 
I have a mission for you! 

This becomes the beginning of Yahweh's instruction for Moses  (= JCg)  to return and rescue  “Israel”  noting what this term really means - 
“Persevere  (positively  or  negatively)  with  Yahweh/Subjector”. 

Over what is to become  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  each of which is to yield  “The Respective Remnant”  that returns to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22). 
All of which I thoroughly explain elsewhere within my commentaries. 
 
199th Comment – Moses marvelled at The Spectacle,  and he moved closer to examine what he saw. 
Yahweh made a disclosure through His representative – The Messenger. 
Acts.  7v31 og the  And  Moses   (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  
Acts.  7v31 og (he) wondered/{had in admiration}/marvelled  
Acts.  7v31 og the  {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)},  
Acts.  7v31 og (the having) {toward threaten}/{threatened again}  and  (of the) him   
Acts.  7v31 og (to) {observe fully}/behold/consider/discover/perceive,  
Acts.  7v31 og (it) {became to be}  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (of the) Lord/Master   
Acts.  7v31 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.3v3. 
Acts.  7v31 And  the  Moses   knowing/seeing   (this happening in front of him) 

he  wondered/marvelled  the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}  
and  of  him  (= Moses)   having  {threatened again}/{moved forward again}  to  {fully observe}/behold/discover, 
it  became to be  the  disclosure/address/voice  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  towards  the  him  (= Moses). 

 

And the Moses seeing   (this event occurring in his midst) 
he  wondered/marvelled  the  {supernatural spectacle}   
and he  (= Moses)  having  {moved forward again}  to  {fully observe}, 
it became to be the  disclosure/address  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  towards the him  (= Moses). 
 

Yahweh interjected with Moses in a spectacular manner because He needed to make an impact on Moses' sensibilities – there and then,  to underwrite 
“The Mission”  Yahweh had planned for Moses to complete  “The 3rd part of his life”. 

Moses had to understand    This was Yahweh speaking to him through a  messenger/{bringer of tidings}. 
Where by a certain prophetic analogy - 

Moses was leading The Whole of Israel from out of The World of what becomes  “The 3rd Part of his life”  after being away for the middle 
part of his life,  having left Egypt  (= The World)  in  The 1st Part  of his life  (Exod.2v15, Acts.7v29  and that of Paul given at 2Cor.12v1-3). 

Link this directly to JC and  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  of The Millennium  
JCg is to lead The Whole of  “The Resurrected World”  from out of worldly methodology of what becomes the 3rd Part of his life,  noting the 
specific reference at Rev.1v5,  being begotten  from out of a fleshly body  as a human  (this does not include of his existence  before  Mankind 
existed,  John.8v55-56). Where JCg is away for the middle part of his life  (Matt.25v14-15,  Luke.19v12,15)  having left The World  (Acts.1v9) 
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That is why Yahweh uses  “forty”  as  “distinct  stage/transitional  allegoric  markers”,  for certain people who are to fulfil His “Plan for Human 
Salvation”. 
These supernatural events used by Yahweh are  not  circus acts given to titivate vain minds lusting after  “The Immediacy of self-indulgence”  (as is done 
in Charismatic and some Evangelical assemblies),  whose participants do absolutely  nothing  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire!   Except by  external audit  of 
their demonstrable shenanigans,  they all try to  delay/thwart  Yahweh’s Desire from occurring   (when we understand what  truly is  Yahweh's Desire  
[noting the observation made by JC at Matt.22v24]  of its two requirements)! 

Does the reader understand  “The Distinction”  between the two scenarios outlined above? 
And specifically,  why Yahweh detests as an abomination the latter examples  (because  “The Internal Driver”  of both parties is wrong). 

It is interesting to note that in Yahweh's Omnificence He can use an allegory overlay to teach at two levels. 
I have given above,  the link  Physically  that operates over 1st, 2nd and 3rd parts of Moses'  life representing JCg's interaction with The World 
over his 1st, 2nd and 3rd parts of JCg's life. 

However,  the more common analogy  is  “The Spiritual Allegory”  of  “The Law”  which I very regularly use within my commentaries. 
Where I briefly repeat it here.   

The 1st Covenant of Yahweh to 1st Epoch Israel was enacted by Moses to spiritually lead Israel out of The World by  “The Law of Moses”. 
(Led by  “The Word of God”  initially through Moses,  but then through The Prophets,  based upon “The Works”) 

Becomes replaced by  
The 2nd Covenant of Yahweh to 2nd Epoch Israel was enacted by JC to spiritually lead Israel out of The World by  “The Law of JC”. 

(Led by  “The Word of God”  initially through JC,  but then through the 144000 TCs,  based upon  “The Mind”) 
I will not expand any further,  because I cover it elsewhere,  I only mention it here to show the two levels   (1) Physical  and  (2) Spiritual. 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
Allegory – repeat - Isaac  =  Laughter (= Joy),  always  represents  “Jesus”  in prophecy. 
Allegory – repeat - Jacob  =  Heel-grabber  (for “The Birthright”)  =  The Methodology that drives The 144000 TCs 
elected from out of The Gospel Age  (where the 144000 TCs are represented by The 12 Tribes of Israel, Rev.7v4-8). 
200th Comment – Moses now shaking with fear,  proceeds no further. 
Acts.  7v32 og (emphatic) I/me  the {specific god}  of the  fathers/forebears  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts.  7v32 og the {specific god}  (the) Abraham  also  the {specific god}  (the) Isaac  also  the {specific god}  (the) Jacob  
Acts.  7v32 og (the) {trembling in place}/quaking/{shaking with fear}/{in tremor}  and  
Acts.  7v32 og (the) {becoming to be}  (the) Moses  no/not/none  (he) dare/confidently/boldly/courageously  
Acts.  7v32 og (to) {observe fully}/behold/consider/discover/perceive. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.3v6, 15. 
Acts.  7v32 (Emphatic)  I   The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)   of you  (Moses),   

The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  (of)  the  Abraham   
also  The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  (of)  the  Isaac 
also  The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  (of)  the  Jacob 
and  the  Moses  becoming to be  the  quaking/{shaking with fear}/trembling   
not  he  dare/boldly  to  {observe fully}/behold/discover. 

 

(Emphatic)  I  The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh,  context is Moses as an  “Early Adopter”)  of you  (Moses) 
The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh,  context is Abraham as an  “Early Adopter”)  of  Abraham   (always  represents Yahweh) 
also  The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh,  context is Isaac as an  “Early Adopter”)  of  Isaac   (always  represents JC) 
also  The  'Specific God'  (= Yahweh,  context is Jacob as an  “Early Adopter”)  of  Jacob   (always  represents  “Yahweh's Methodology”) 
                 (And for completeness,  “Esau”  always  represents  “Christendom operating according to  worldly methodology”,  Rom.9v13)  
 

A typical verse where our  worldly Christian scholars and theologians   “Just do not get it”  (and  never  have done for the last some 1700+ years)!  
The question of  “ho theos”  and of its use thereof in The Scriptures always seems to throw their reasoning and their supposed exegesis into question! 
Let me explain this terminology  correctly  –  that opens the 2D text of The Bible into a 3D vista   (all  unknown  to our  scholars/theologians). 
There are four cases of “theos”,  Nominative, Dative, Genitive and Accusative  (of which they do know,  but what they do  not  know is) - 

Dative, Genitive and Accusative are  always  “Absolute Pointers”  to Yahweh. 
However, Nominative is different  (I write it as  “the specific god” in my translations),  it is a  “Relative Pointer”  specifically  dependent upon context. 
When The Context is - 

JC or  “The Early Adopters”  (of both Epochs of Israel)  then  “The Specific God”  is Yahweh  (as The Father  [of their like-thinking mind]). 
The World  (including fleshly  Jews/Christians  of both Epochs of Israel)  then  “the specific god”  is JCg  (as The Interface/Mediator). 

Take this interpretation of  “theos”  within our mind,  and then  “The Righteous Understanding”  of The Bible just drops out so easily,  and absolutely 
destroys the Trinity myth  dreamt-up  by  spiritually blind  leaders of Christendom  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  over the last two millennia,  who 
demonstrably do  not  understand their subject matter  (Matt.11v11-13). 

My parenthesis explains the usage of  “ho theos”  which in this instance  “relatively points”  to Yahweh. 
 
201st Comment – Yahweh via His messenger commands Moses to remove his shoes because: “You stand on holy land”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
93rd Allegory – Remove shoes operates at four levels:- 

1.  Israel is  widowed  – Moses is to take care of her. 
2.  Moses (= JC)  is  disgusted  with  Egypt (= The World). 
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3.  Moses'  task  was to take Israel out of Egypt (= The World) 
4. Moses becomes Yahweh's  empowered slave  to fulfil The Requirement. 

94th Allegory – Land is holy =  Systems/Protocols/Procedures  that is to be instituted  by Yahweh in The Law of Moses,  
being what shall be operational in  “The Future  Canaan/Israel/{The World of The Millennium}”  (Works/Mind). 
This is The Specific Task that shall be carried out by The Loyal and Faithful Slave,  Moses. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v33 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  and  (to the) him  the  Lord/Master:  
Acts.  7v33 og (The) loosen/{break-up}/dissolve/{put-off}/unwrap/undo  the  {bound under foot}/sandal/shoe  
Acts.  7v33 og of the  feet  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts.  7v33 og the  for  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  in  {to whom/which}  
Acts.  7v33 og (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  (the) Earth/land/province/country/region   
Acts.  7v33 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  (it) is. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.3v5. 
Acts.  7v33 And  the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  said/commanded  to the  him:  (= Moses) 

Loosen/undo  the   sandal/shoe  of  your  feet, 
for  the  spot/location/place  within  which  you  {stand staunch}/abide   
the  land/ground  is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 

 

And the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  commanded to the him  (= Moses): 
   Undo the sandal of your feet, 
   for the location within which you stand staunch,  the ground is holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}). 
 

The removing the sandal had several figurative meanings. 
1.    The widow would take the sandal off a  brother-in-law  who refused to marry her and give her future security (Deut.25v8-10),   
        where the handing over of the sandal represented the transfer of property or to  buy-back  something. 
2.    The throwing of a sandal is an expression of  displeasure/contempt  and thus to take over the control of something  (Psm.6-v8, 108v9). 
3.    Putting-on  the sandals,  means a  task or some business must be undertaken  (Acts.12v8, Eph.6v14, 15). 
4.    Untie one's sandal laces or to carry them is a  task given to a slave  (to show an inferiority Matt.3v11, Mark.1v7). 

Applying  all  these figurative meanings to this event shows specifically why Yahweh stated    
“Remove your sandals because where you stand is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}.” 

We understand Yahweh had an important task to move forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”.    
This task upon which Moses  was to undertake,  Yahweh declared    “Holy/Pure/Innocent/Blameless/{Separate from this world of sin}” 

Therefore,  let us comprehensively apply the above allegoric definitions - 
         1.    Israel  (widowed)  had no one to look after her and Moses was to become The Route back for future security. 
         2.    Yahweh would indicatively be throwing Moses' shoes to The World  (being what was occurring in Egypt)  in contempt. 
         3.    Moses would need to put his sandals back onto his feet and go to take Israel out of The World. 
         4.    Moses (as a meek person) would become Yahweh's empowered  slave  to fulfil “The Requirement”  to lead Israel from Egypt  (The World). 
The ground is  “The Earth”  which  always  means in prophecy    

“Systems/procedures/mechanisms/protocols”  that support Mankind,  the allegory is based upon  “The Earth physically supports Mankind”. 
Where  “The Systems”  are put into position by humans operating under Satan’s methodology  (being Satan’s  authority/heaven  [singular]  
over The World – hence why  “The Old Heaven and Old Earth”  are to be no more in The Millennium,  Luke.21v33, 2Pet.3v13, Rev.21v1). 

Thus,  by extension,  we understand by prophecy - 
Yahweh's  “Systems/procedures/mechanisms/protocols”  which are to be applied through  “Moses”  to Israel  (as ultimately The Laws of 
Moses) are  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}.  And ultimately by allegory   “JC”  (as I explain later). 

That completes the explanation to this verse,  and quite naturally leads into the next verse. 
 
144th Instruction – Yahweh,  as The Almighty God,  knows all things! 
202nd Comment – Yahweh has observed the ill-treatment of His people and now He shall operate to release them. 
Moses is to become Yahweh's Ambassador and commissioned to Egypt. 
203rd Reasoning – “Yahweh's People” only means  “a grouping of people that Yahweh uses as an example to The World”  
It does not specifically mean they are  “indefinitely favoured”,  but they serve Yahweh's specific purpose at The Time. 
Yahweh chooses to work with these people,  or  not  to work with them,  -  according to specific circumstances. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
204th Reasoning – Just as Moses is to physically rescue the (1st Epoch) Israelites out of Egypt,  likewise JC is to spiritually 
rescue the  (2nd Epoch)  Israelites out of The World – both epochs are to yield  “The Early Adopters”! 
145th Instruction – Yahweh,  as The Almighty God,  Personally expresses His infinite capability within The Environment 
to increment forward His Master Plan to righteously yield Mankind's Salvation.  He does  not  involve Himself in the self-
indulgent whims of people who  vainly  think they are  'His people'  (of both 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel)! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v34 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  
Acts.  7v34 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/saw/perceive  the  maltreatment/oppression/affliction  
Acts.  7v34 og of the  populace/{grouping of people}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  of the  in  (to the) Egypt,  
Acts.  7v34 og also  of the  sighing/grief/murmuring/groaning  {of them}  (I have) heard/listened/understood/responded   
Acts.  7v34 og also  (I) descend/{go/come down}/fall  
Acts.  7v34 og (to) {tear out}/{to select}/release/deliver/rescue/{pluck out} (middle voice)  them.   
Acts.  7v34 og Also  now/present/immediate  {(imperative) here/hither/hitherto}/{come hither},  
Acts.  7v34 og (I will) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatch/commission  thee/thy/thou  into/unto  (the) Egypt. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.3v7-8. 
Acts.  7v34 The  (One = Yahweh)  knowing/{being aware}/seeing   (all things) 

I  (Yahweh)   know/{be aware}/seen  the  maltreatment/oppression   of  My  populace   (= Israelites  unto whom The Promise is directed) 
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of the  (one = population)   within  the  Egypt, 
also  of their  grief/groaning  I have  heard/listened   
also  I  (Yahweh)   descend/{come down}  to  Personally  {tear/pluck out}/release/rescue  them. 
Also  now/presently  hitherto  I will   {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatch/commission  thee/you   into  the Egypt. 

The  (One = Yahweh)  knowing/seeing   (all things) 
I  (Yahweh)  know/seen  the  maltreatment/oppression  of My Populace   (= The 1st  of  3 “Epochs of Israel”  to progress through “Time”) 
of the  (one = population = Israelites)  within Egypt   (“Egypt” in prophetic allegory  always  =  “The World”  during The Gospel Age) 
also I  (Yahweh)  have heard of their  grief/groaning 
also I  (Yahweh)  descend  (= Personally intervene)  to Personally  {tear out}/rescue  them   (= Israelites from  Egypt/{The World}). 
Also now hitherto  I  (Yahweh)  will  {set apart}/dispatch  you  (Moses)  into Egypt. 
 

Yahweh knows -   
“All Things”  throughout  “All Time”  within  “All Places”. 

Therefore,  Yahweh knowing of  “Israel's plight”  (ultimately over its 3 Epochs)  will intervene when  “The Prophetic Occasion”  arises. 
Yahweh now instructs  (through His Celestial Angel  'of The Bush')  Moses to become the  human  angel/(messenger/{bringer of tidings})  to Israel. 

Yahweh will now rescue  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  through  Moses  to yield  “The Early Adopters”  (= The Prophets). 
Yahweh will rescue  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  through  JC  to yield  “The Early Adopters”  (= The 144000 TCs). 
Yahweh will rescue  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  through  JCg  and  “The Early Adopters”  to yield  “The 3rd Remnant that returns to The Lord”. 
           (Where,  this last grouping shall be “The Late Adopters”  to  “The Word of God”   [= to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle/deportment].) 

All precisely as The Bible  tells us  (as I fully explain in my local  inter-verse  commentaries throughout  all  The New Testament of some 3,000,000+ 
words generated over 50,000+  man-hours of study and work  [outside my secular employment]). 
 
146th Instruction – Yahweh underwrites His true representatives with the appropriate assurance for The Task in hand.   
203rd Comment – Yahweh states:  Those people who contradict your position and sarcastically ask:  

Who designated you,  Moses,  as  Ruler and Judge? 
147th Instruction – Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  designating you,  Moses,  as Ruler and Judge over Israel. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Reasoning – repeat - Just as Moses is to physically rescue the (1st Epoch) Israelites out of Egypt,  likewise JC is to 
spiritually rescue the  (2nd Epoch)  Israelites out of The World – both epochs are to yield  “The Early Adopters”! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Angel = messenger – either of celestial or terrestrial source  (both physically and spiritually). 
Acts.  7v35 og (of the) this (specific)  (one)   the  Moses  whom/which/that  
Acts.  7v35 og (they) contradicted/disavowed/rejected/abnegated/denied/refused (middle voice)  
Acts.  7v35 og (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:  
Acts.  7v35 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  thee/thy/thou  
Acts.  7v35 og (he/it) {to place down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set  
Acts.  7v35 og (the) {first in rank}/magistrate/prince/ruler  also  (the) judge/magistrate?   
Acts.  7v35 og (of the) this (specific)  (one)   the  {specific god}  (the) {first in rank}/magistrate/prince/ruler  also   
Acts.  7v35 og (the) redeemer/ransomed/deliverer  (he had) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned   
Acts.  7v35 og in  to the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   
Acts.  7v35 og of the  {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appeared (middle voice)   (to the) him  
Acts.  7v35 og in  to the  brier/bush/shrub/bramble. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v14,   Num.12v7. 
Acts.  7v35 This  specific  one,  Moses  whom  they  personally  contradicted/denied/refused,  the  saying/commanding: 

Who  designated/appointed/ordained  thou/you  the  prince/ruler  also  the  judge/magistrate? 
This  specific  one  (Moses)   The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)   
He  (= Yahweh)   had  {set apart}/{put forth}  the  prince/ruler  also  the  redeemer/deliverer   (of Israel) 
within  the  hand  of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   
personally  {shown self}/appeared   to him  within  the  bush/shrub. 

 

This specific one,  Moses whom they  (Israelites)  personally  contradicted/denied/refuse,  the  saying/commanding: 
   “Who  designated/appointed/ordained  you the  prince/ruler  also the  judge/magistrate?” 
This specific one  (Moses)  The  'Specific God'   (= Yahweh)   
He had  {set apart}  the  prince/ruler  also the  redeemer/deliverer   (of Israel over its respective  3  Epochs) 
within the hand of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  personally  {shown self}  to him within the bush. 
 

Yahweh now quotes what  unreformed  fleshly  Israel states about its saviour! 
By contrast,  reformed  spiritually  minded Israel shall imbue and hearkened to what The Saviour states! 

This shall occur through  all  3 Epochs of Israel  ([1] Jews,  [2] Christians,  [3] {Resurrected World}). 
Yahweh directly appoints His True Slaves who have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh   (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
In this instance  (while under Satan's prevailing heaven [singular]  Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19) - 

Moses shall become The Ruler and Judge  (as “The Word of God”)  of  “The Israelites  (Jews)”  as they are led out of Egypt. 
JC shall become The Ruler and Judge  (as “The Word of God”)  of  “The Israelites (Christians)”  as they are led out of worldly methodology 
in The Gospel Age. 

Noting that  “The Word of God”  sets  “The Standard”  upon which  “The Judgment”  is made. 
Then under Yahweh's heavens (plural)  operating through JCg,  so that Yahweh's Methodology becomes the heaven (singular)  to The World then - 
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JCg and  “The Early Adopters”  shall become the judges and saviours of  The Resurrected World  (John.5v30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
(The people who  truly reform  in  “The Resurrected World”  shall become  “The Late Adopters”  of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”.) 

It is so important to understand the righteous nature of how Yahweh operates within The Environment throughout  “Time”. 
Understanding this underwrites  “1st Century Christianity”  and  destroys  “Religion”  in  all  its forms  (hence the instruction at Rev.18v4). 

 
204th Comment – Moses operating as Yahweh's Messenger physically led The Israelites (Jews)  out of the physical Egypt. 
46th Prophecy – By allegory,  JC operating as Yahweh's Messenger spiritually leads The Israelites (Christians)  out of the 
spiritual world  (being Satan's methodology)  in The Gospel Age. 
205th Comment – Moses operating as Yahweh's Messenger physically led The Israelites (Jews) through the  Reed/Red  Sea 
47th Prophecy – By allegory,  JC operating as Yahweh's Messenger spiritually leads The Israelites (Christians) through 
the sea of Mankind in The Gospel Age. 
206th Comment – Moses operating as Yahweh's Messenger physically led The Israelites (Jews) physically having nothing  
(when having irritants undermining him,  Num.12v1-15, 16v1-49, etc.). 
48th Prophecy – By allegory,  JC operating as Yahweh's Messenger spiritually leads The Israelites (Christians) spiritually 
having nothing  (when being led by worldly religious leaders,  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39, Luke.16v1-4,  etc.). 
Allegory – repeat - wilderness = away from human  involvement/interaction  (spiritually confined,  positive or negatively). 
Allegory – repeat - 40 units of time = often used in The Bible to set defined boundaries between certain events. 
Acts.  7v36 og this/that (specifically)  (one)   (he) {led forth}/{brought forth (out)}/{fetched (lead) out}  them  
Acts.  7v36 og (the having) done/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders  
Acts.  7v36 og also  (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  in  to the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Acts.  7v36 og (of the) Egypt,  also  in  (the) Reed/Red  (to the) sea,  
Acts.  7v36 og also  in  to the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness  years  forty. 
Acts.  7v36 This  specific  one,   he  (= Moses)   {led forth}/{brought/fetched forth/out}  them  (= Israelites) 

the having  done/made/performed  the  prodigies/omens  also  the  indications/signs  within  the  land/region  of the  Egypt, 
also  in  the  Reed/Red  sea,  also  within  the  waste/desert/wilderness  forty years. 

 

This specific one,  he  (= Moses [JC])  led them forth   (Jews physically  [Christians spiritually]) 
the having  done/performed  the  prodigies/omens  also the  indications/signs  within the land of Egypt  (= [world]) 
                 (Moses within Egypt to  physically  get the Jews out,  JC within The World to  spiritually  get the Christians out) 
also in the  Reed/Red  sea,   (parting of physical sea,   [parting of spiritual Mankind]   [“sea” is always metaphoric for “Mankind”]) 
also within the  waste/wilderness   (Jews then  physically  with nothing ,  [Christians presently  spiritually  with nothing]) 
(for)  forty years.   (Always allegoric for  “a specific defined period of time”  before something  “New occurs”) 
 

Stephen acknowledges how Yahweh worked through  “The Faithful Slave, Moses”  to save Israel from Egypt  (representative of The World). 
His explanation is the prophetic allegory for us  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age,  as I give in my parenthesis alongside. 
This is specifically why  (1) Yahweh chose Stephen to be His Angel (Acts.6v15) and  (2) for it to be recorded for  us  of The Gospel Age in The Bible. 

Yahweh through Stephen was  marking  “The Transition”  between  “The Two Epochs of Israel”  to these leaders of The Sanhedrin. 
For  “The Sceptic”  questioning how this could have been recorded,  because Luke was not there,  then I explain  with the evidence later. 
Noting that,  Saul cum Paul was there  (personally responsible for Stephen’s arrest and witnessed against him)  which he then recited to Luke in 
Caesarea during his two-year period of house arrest  (some 18+ years later).   We will read of this later in Acts. 
 
207th Comment – Stephen specifically makes The Link between Moses and JC  (as I have shown earlier). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the three epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
49th Prophecy – Yahweh shall  stand-up  “The 2nd Law Giver”  from out of “Israel”  (this is fulfilled by JC). 
50th Prophecy –  “The 144000 Early Adopters”  of  “The Christian Nation”  will listen to JC,  just as  “The Early 
Adopters” (= Prophets)  of  “The Jewish Nation”  will listen to Yahweh. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v37 og this/that (specifically)  (one)   (he) is  the  Moses  the  saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting  
Acts.  7v37 og to the  sons  (the) Israel,  
Acts.  7v37 og (the) prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  {to yourselves}  (he will) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  
Acts.  7v37 og (the) Lord/Master  the {specific god}  {of yourselves}  {from/out of}  of the  {The Brethren}/brothers   
Acts.  7v37 og {of yourselves}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  I/me/myself  (of the) him  
Acts.  7v37 og (yourselves will) hear/listen/understand/respond. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.18v15. 
Acts.  7v37 This  specific  (one)   he is  the Moses  the  saying/commanding   to the  sons  of Israel: 
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The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   The  “Specific God”  of yourselves   (speaking through “The Early Adopters”) 
He  (= Yahweh)   will  {stand/rise  up}  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  {from/out of}  of your  brothers 
In that manner as  myself,  yourselves  will  hear/listen  of him. 

 

This specific one,  He is the Moses  saying/commanding  to the sons of Israel: 
The  Lord/Master   (= Yahweh,  context is based upon  Moses/JC)   
The 'Specific God'  of yourselves   (Yahweh is speaking through  “The Early Adopters”  of Israel,  being what God's Word yields within them) 
He  (= Yahweh)  will  stand/rise up  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  (= JC)  from/out  of your brothers 
in that manner as myself,  yourselves will hear him. 
 

Underwriting all the links I made earlier between Moses and JC within my commentaries,  as specifically taught in  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Stephen speaks of  “The Link”  between  Yahweh's  two  most important  Angels/Messengers/{Bringers of Tidings} - 

“Moses”  who became  The Means  to  righteously  yield  “JC”  and what he  was/will  to ultimately yield for Mankind.   
Stephen is telling us  (through “The 1st Epoch of Israel”),  while living  in  The (very beginning  of) Gospel Age  (of “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  

JC  (= God's Word)  will present himself to his  'supposed'  people  (to The Jews first and then The Gentiles,  Rom.1v16)  and then v39+ ! 
“The Early Adopters”  (= the 144000 TCs of “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  will listen to JC,  in the  one/same  manner as  “The Early Adopters”  (= the 
Prophets of “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  listen to Yahweh.   It must be clearly understood that people who are  not  “The Early Adopters”  of either the 1st or 
2nd Epoch Israel,  do  NOT  listen to Yahweh or JC!   Even though they  (Jews and then Christians)  may vehemently protest,  they do listen to Yahweh or 
JC respectively  (and  pray/praise  in the most fervent manner to these Entities,  noting Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, etc.)! 

“Not Listen”  actually means   Not Hearken”.   (They may “hear”,  but most certainly  not  “do”). 
 
208th Comment – Moses becomes the  ruler/judge  within the assembly  (of Israel)  in the wilderness. 
Allegory – repeat - wilderness = away from human  involvement/interaction  (spiritually confined,  positive or negatively). 
95th Allegory – mountain (always) = Authority  (generally:  singular = Yahweh’s Authority,  plural = worldly authority). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Angel = messenger – either of celestial or terrestrial source  (both physically and spiritually). 
205th Reasoning – Yahweh’s Interface is an  Angel/Messenger  to communicate Yahweh’s Desire to us, humans.  Where 
Moses a faithful interface became an  angel/messenger  to Israel.   Likewise,  JC as “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  
becomes  “The Chief Interface”  between Yahweh and ourselves  (1Tim.2v5, Heb.8v6, etc.)  and thus  “The Chief Angel”  
between Yahweh and Mankind.  This is “The Link”  Stephen is establishing by allegory  to us and to leaders of “Religion” 
148th Instruction – Yahweh gives instruction to “Israel”  through His messengers.  The 1st Epoch Israel had Moses giving 
The Law on Works.  The 2nd Epoch Israel has JC giving The Law of The Mind  (that strives to produce good  [unfeigned] 
works).  This is what Stephen is establishing to these leaders of “Religion”. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v38 og this/that (specifically)   (he/it) is  the (one)   (having) {become to be}  
Acts.  7v38 og in  to the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
Acts.  7v38 og in  to the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness  
Acts.  7v38 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  
Acts.  7v38 og of the  speaking/uttering/saying  (to the) him  in  to the  {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain  Sinai  
Acts.  7v38 og also   to the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us},   
Acts.  7v38 og who/which/that  (he) received/accepted/took/welcomed (middle voice)   (the) {utterances of God}/oracles   
Acts.  7v38 og (the) living/existing  (to) give/bestow/grant  {to us}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.19v3-25, chapters 20-31, etc. 
Acts.  7v38 This  specific  (one = Moses)   

he  (= Moses)   is  the one  (= ruler/judge)   having  {become to be}  within  the  {calling out}/ecclesia/assembly 
within  the  waste/desert/wilderness  together/with  of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger 
of the  speaking/saying  to the  him  (= Moses)   within  the  mountain  Sinai  also  to our  fathers, 
who  he  personally  received/took  the  living/existing  {utterances of God}/oracles  to  give/bestow  to us. 

 

This specific one  (= Moses)  he is the one  (= ruler/judge)  having become to be within the  {calling out}/ecclesia  
within the  waste/desert/wilderness  together/with  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger 
of the speaking to the him  (= Moses)  within the mountain Sinai  (located in the bottom third of Sinai)  also to our fathers, 
who he personally received the  living/existing  {utterances of God},  to  (then)  give to us. 
 

This specific one,  Moses being representative of what would come (= JC)  is  “The  Ruler/Judge  over  Israel”  of its various Epochs. 
The link to this is Stephen's  deliberate use of  “ecclesia”  (for The Nation “Israel” extended into its 2nd Epoch)  in his witness by  prophetic allegory  to 
what was to  spiritually  come as The Christian Nation  (based upon what was physically done previously  [as The Jewish Nation]).  

The Mount Sinai was where Moses was given the 10 Commandments.  
Where  “The Wilderness”  of Sinai Peninsula within which  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  physically  wandered after having been given The Laws of Moses,  
metaphorically represents  “worldly methodology”  within which  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  spiritually  wanders during The Gospel Age after having been 
given The Laws of JC  (Mark.12v30-31),  by ministry and deportment. 

JC was in The Wilderness for 40 days in communion with Yahweh furthering his knowledge for  “The Task in hand”. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  becomes  “The Presence/Parousia  that operates within  “The Early Adopters”. 

“Mountain”  in prophetic prophecy  always  means  “Authority”,  singular means  “Yahweh's Authority”,  while plural means  “worldly authority”. 
Notice it is always  “physical”  first,  followed by  “spiritual”;  just as Moses was for  The Works,  followed by JC for  The Mind. 

The reader can now reconstruct this verse for  him/herself  as to what it means  to us,  from the prophetic allegories given and explained. 
 
209th Comment – Stephen continues:  The Israelites led by their leaders refused to listen to Yahweh’s Messenger (Moses). 
91st Warning – By prophetic allegory:  The Israelites led by their leaders refused to listen to Yahweh’s Messenger (JC). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the three epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

210th Comment – The Israelites (Jews) led by their leaders rejected Yahweh’s Messenger (Moses). 
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92nd Warning – By prophetic allegory:  The Israelites (Christians) led by their leaders rejected Yahweh’s Messenger (JC). 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
211th Comment – The Israelites (Jews) led by their leaders wanted to return back to Egypt. 
93rd Warning – By prophetic allegory:  The Israelites (Christians)  led by their leaders wanted to return to worldly 
methodology because it seemed better for  “The Immediacy”  (rather than be yearning for  Canaan/Millennium). 
Acts.  7v39 og {to whom/which}  no/not/none  (they) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}  
Acts.  7v39 og (the) {attentive listening}/submissive/obedient (plural)  
Acts.  7v39 og (to) {become to be}   (the) fathers/forebears  {of/from us},  
Acts.  7v39 og but  (they) {shoved/pushed off}/{thrust away}/rejected (middle voice),  
Acts.  7v39 og also  (they) {(strengthened form of) twist}/{turned (quite around)}/ 

/{(completely) reversed}/converted/{turned (again/back/self/about)}  
Acts.  7v39 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them}  into/unto  the Egypt. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.16v2-3,  32v1-35,  Num.14v2-4. 
Acts.  7v39 To whom  (= Moses)   our  fathers   (= Israelite nation) 

not  they  determined/desired/{be pleased}  to  {become to be}  {attentive listening}/obedient/hearkening, 
but  they  personally  {pushed off}/{thrust away}/rejected, 
also  they  {turned quite around}/{completely reversed}  their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  unto  the  Egypt. 

 

To whom  (= Moses [JC])  our fathers   (= the Israelite nation  [the Christian nation of The Gospel Age]) 
not they  determined/desired  to become to be  {attentive listening}/obedient/hearkening, 
but they  (= the Israelite nation  [= the Christian nation of The Gospel Age])  rejected   (the utterances of God through  Moses  [JC])   
also they  (= the Israelite nation  [= the Christian nation of The Gospel Age])   
completely reversed  their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  unto  the Egypt   (= wanted to return to  Egypt  [The World,  being of its methodology])   
 

Just as the above applied directly to The Israelites  (= Jews)  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 
Then through Stephen's witness,  Yahweh is speaking  directly to “us”  of The Gospel Age,  hence of its necessary recording in The Bible. 
It becomes a prophecy directly aimed to The Israelites  (= Christians)  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  for its warning  (to those individuals who hearken). 
Within the second month of their exodus,  the Israelites were moaning Ex.16v2-3, 17v3-4 and wanting to return to Egypt  (= “Worldly methodology”  for 
Christians)  and attacked both Moses and Yahweh  (noting  precisely the same  occurs with Christians blaming Yahweh with  “Acts of God”  and 
rejecting what JC  really means  within our life.  All of which is to exactly imitate his  ministry/lifestyle,  hence Matt.21v44, Luke.20v18, etc.) 
It is to people like Joshua and Caleb  (Num.13v25, 30),  who become  “The Early Adopters”  to what  “Canaan”  is to represent  (Num.14v10, 24, 30),  
are like the Apostles,  and people like William Tyndale of The Gospel Age who hearken to  “The Parousia/Presence”  of  “The Word of God”  (= JC)  
operating within them.   These individuals  truly hearkening  to  “The Word of God”  gain the  one/same  mind as that which operates within JCg. 

I ask the reader to think very deeply on what Stephen is directly teaching  to us  by his witness,  hence of its recording for us in Acts! 
We must hearken,  and thus look through  “The Deceit of Christendom”  and to find  “1st Century Christianity”  again;  as originally taught by JC. 
We must  not  return to back to The World through  “worldly Christianity”  (as did the faithless 10 members [= worldly Christian leaders] but keep 
looking forward to  “The Canaan”  of  “The Millennium”  precisely as did Joshua and Caleb  (representative of the 144000 TCs). 

This  is  “The Word of God”  that is screaming out of The Scriptures  (hidden  by our inept and spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders). 
Because I simply ask - 

When were you,  the reader,  last taught these things in Christendom? 
Surely,  that speaks volumes upon which I am publicising! 

 
212th Comment – The Israelites (= Jews)  induce their religious leader(s)  to make gods who will guide them,  because 
their proven leader  (Moses)  having guided them out of Egypt is not physically with them! 
96th Allegory – gods = mythical concepts to please the minds of the devotees. 
Allegory – repeat - Law giver Moses  (of Works)  =  Law giver JC  (of the Mind) 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
94th Warning – By prophetic allegory,  The Israelites (= Christians)  of The Gospel Age induce their religious leaders to 
make mythical concepts to please their minds,  because their proven leader  (JC as “The Word of God”)  having guided 
them from worldly methodology is not physically with them  (Luke.19v12, Acts.1v9)! 
Acts.  7v40 og (The) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting (plural)  to the  Aaron:  
Acts.  7v40 og (The) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  {to us}  gods  who/which/that  
Acts.  7v40 og (they will) {prior traverse}/{walk in front}/{go before}/{proceed (as a guide/herald)} (middle voice)  
Acts.  7v40 og {of/from us},   the  for  Moses  this/that (specifically),  
Acts.  7v40 og who/which/that  (he) {led forth}/{brought forth (out)}/{fetched (lead) out}  us/our/we  {from/out of}  
Acts.  7v40 og of the  Egypt,   
Acts.  7v40 og no/not/none  (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts.  7v40 og (he/it has) {become to be}  (to the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.32v1-35. 
Acts.  7v40 The  saying/commanding  (plural)   to the  Aaron: 

The  make/produce/provide  to us  gods  who  will  personally  {walk in front}/{go before}/{proceed as a guide}  of us, 
for  the  Moses,   
this  specific one  (as our supposed ruler/judge)  who  he  {led/brought forth}/{fetched out}  us  {from/out of}  of the  Egypt, 
not  we  know/understand  what/wherefore   has  {become to be}  to the  him  (= Moses). 

 

They  saying/commanding  to the Aaron   (= the High Priest   [represents Leaders of Christendom]): 
(You)  Make/Produce  to us gods  (= [worldly myths])  who will  {proceed as a guide}  of us   (= [myths to instruct Christians]) 
for the Moses  (= [JC]), 
this specific one  (as our supposed  ruler/judge,  Moses  [JC])  who led forth us  (Jews, [Christians])  from/out  of Egypt   (= [The World]) 
not we  (Jews,  [Christians])  know/understand  what has become to be to the him   (= Moses physically,  [= JC spiritually]). 
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The parenthesis I have given alongside explains what Yahweh is telling us through Stephen  by means of our warning  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23). 
The People state   “When is Moses [JC]  coming” (Exod.32v1, [2Pet.3v3-4]),  – are  not  atheists,  but it is  “Israel”  stating this very thing! 
We realise that this becomes a statement by allegory,  to be pointing directly to  “The Leaders of Christendom”  (who are the rogue housemasters,  
Luke.12v46-48)  asserting their position over JC  (by substituting a New Jesus,  a  New “Word of God” (2Cor.11v4, Rev.22v18-19)  enjoying their 
supposed authority over their  minions/flocks  taken from JC’s flock  (John.10v2-7).  Please see all my cited local commentaries,  because it is so 
important to understand -. 

Yahweh is  seeking out  His  “Early Adopters”  to prove themselves to The World! 
Yahweh  wants  His  “Early Adopters”  to personally bring forth  the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

These  “Early Adopters”  must be  “firmly resolute”  (allegoric,  as a “stone”)  in  “The Word of God”  to  personally  take upon themselves - 
“Ownership,  Accountability and Responsibility”  to what  “The Word of God”  is to ultimately yield within The Environment. 

It is essential for  “The Early Adopters”  in their specific and unique roles  (1Cor.12v12-22)  to  personally  increment forward  “Yahweh's Plan”. 
And to understand what activity is specifically applicable to us to increment Yahweh's Plan,  then we must  get into  “The Mind of Yahweh”  by fully 
understanding  “The Word of God”  (which  cannot  be obtained through our  worldly Christian leaders,  or the  'millions'  of wholly  substandard  
commentaries that they write for a worldly income  [2Tim.4v3-4])!    We must go back to  “The Word of God”,  from a  reliable translation  of The Bible.  
The NIV is an  abomination of a translation’  being a  “worldly  interpretation”  (with all its errors of man's ruminations),  and thus best  'burnt or 
composted out of existence'.   I recommend the use of the KJV which is at least a sincere translation,  with a few minor errors  (and the significant 
Copyist Additions within The New Testament,  I fully cover in my translation on  “FutureLife.Org”). 
It is best to use  “The Most Accurate and Transparent New Testament Translation”  which is the one available on  “FutureLife.Org”  being the  only  
English translation  on this planet  that is entirely commutative  (= The Greek can be derived from my English translation),  that surely is  “The Best 
Test”  for  “The Most Accurate,  Reliable and Transparent Translation”!    But in the end  “The Choice is Yours”,  and  Yahweh is judging your choice! 
As an aside     
It must be clearly recognised,  Joshua and Caleb representing  “The Early Adopters”  would be taking absolutely no part of this uprising!   
They would be dismissed and left on the side-lines,  profusely protesting that this is  not  “The Way to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire”  (but as  “The Early 
Adopters”  being part of Yahweh's “Spiritual Israel”,  they would be wholesale rejected by  “Fleshly Israel”). 

Can the Reader see all these prophetic allegories just stepping out of The Page  to us  (so kindly given to us by Yahweh for our edification)? 
 
213th Comment – The Israelites (Jews)  make an image of a calf and sacrifice to it,  being pleased in what they have done 
214th Comment – Interesting that the cow is sacred to Hindu Religion having started some 500 years before this event,  a 
religion that equally has The Triune God concept. 
95th Warning – By prophetic allegory,  The Israelites (= Christians) of The Gospel Age make an image of  “a cross”  and 
this becomes fore within their mind  (and sacrifice their intellect to this image),  being very emotionally pleased with what 
they have done.   All being specifically against what The Bible teaches us about idols!   But they do not care! 
96th Warning – By prophetic allegory,  The Israelites (= Christians) of The Gospel Age take upon themselves The Triune 
God concept when there is absolutely nothing in The Bible to suggest this,  in fact 100’s of places to suggest there are only 
two relevant and separate Entities (Yahweh and JC)  and  “the third”  becomes ourselves  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v41 og Also  (they) {made a calf}  in  to the  days/{periods of time}  (to) those,  
Acts.  7v41 og (they) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched  (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}  
Acts.  7v41 og to the  {an image for worship}/idol,  
Acts.  7v41 og also  (they) {put/became in good frame of mind}/{be glad/merry}  
Acts.  7v41 og in  to the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   
Acts.  7v41 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  {of them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.32v1-35. 
Acts.  7v41 Also  they  {made a calf}  within  those  days/{period of time}  

they  {led up}/{brought out}/launched  the  {sacrifice act}  to the  {image for worship}/idol  (= the calf), 
also  they  {became in good frame of mind}/{be glad/merry}  within  the  {occupational efforts}/doings/deeds  of their  hand. 

 

Also they  (Jews, [Christians])  {made a calf}  ([= Trinity {and other} myths])  within those days   (outside Egypt [supposedly the World]),  
they  {led up}/{brought out}  the  {sacrificial act}  to the  {image for worship}/idol   (the calf  [= Trinity myth {and likewise}]) 
also they  (Jews, [Christians])  be  glad/merry   (= Jews were very happy  self-indulging  themselves  [= Christians within their myths])    
within the  {occupational efforts}/doings/deeds  of their hands   (= [being what their leaders of “Religion”  give/teach  to them]). 
 

It is interesting to consider why they should use a calf as an effigy of a god. 
I simply understand it to be  the cross tainting  of the Hindu religion  (started about 2000 BCE,  some 500 years  before  this incident)  where the cow is a  
'holy symbol'  within it,   having  “The Trinmurti”  of - 

Bramha  (The Creator),  Vishnu  (The Saviour/Preserver),  and  Shiva  (The Destroyer/Transformer). 
Which seems to me like  “The Trinity”  myth of Christendom - 

Yahweh  (The Creator),  JC  (The Saviour/Preserver),  and  the HS  (The Destroyer/Transformer, Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32). 
A precise corollary!  
“Christians”  should really  “Wise-up”  on what is occurring around them! 

But to do this,  then we  must  personally  gain  accurate  knowledge! 
It is my responsibility to give  “accurate knowledge”  in a spiritually  dry/parched  wilderness during The Gospel Age,  else I am held accountable by 
Yahweh for remaining silent  (Eze.33.v1-20),  and JC will be ashamed of me  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 

You are  unable  to gain this knowledge from  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they  demonstrably  suppress  it  (Matt.23v13)! 
Therefore    Who  truly  represents Yahweh? 

When Yahweh exhorts us to  “Seek and Find”  (Matt.7v7-8),   
And  not  to hide God’s Word under a bushel  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33)! 

Paul repeats the sentiments of this verse at 2Tim.4v3-4,  because  (worldly)  humans always go to   “What pleases the  (worldly)  mind”. 
And the conmen  (and conwomen)  of The World  “see The Need”  (being humans wanting to come to “God”)  and these  fraudsters  position themselves 
to  “fill The Need”,  and because humans  knowing no better’,  then  billions  of these people  (subscribing to “Religion”)  “fall over themselves”   to 
get to these  “fraudsters”,  precisely as JC warned  (Matt.7v12-15, 24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23). 
Let this be a warning to  charlatan Christian leaders    

“They shall  never  be resurrected upon their forthcoming death”  (hence JC's imploring first at Luke chapter 15 and subsequent warnings in 
chapter 16)! 

For their future safety they must now listen  (= hearken)  to this  pre-audit  before  Yahweh's  main  “Life/Annihilation  Audit”  as given for Judas! 
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JC kindly gave us a tool to recognise these  “fraudsters”  at Matt.7v16-20  noting the  all-important  context either side of this citation. 
Please read all my cited commentaries given in this whole commentary. 

 
215th Comment – “The Specific God”  leaves  The Israelites (= Jews)  to their own devices – to reap the rewards of their 
own freely chosen misadventure! 
97th Warning – By prophetic allegory,  “The S/specific G/god”  leaves  The Israelites (= Christians)  of The Gospel Age to 
their own devices – to reap the rewards of their own freely chosen misadventure  (Rom.1v16-32). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the  prophets),  being The Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god” of the world  (his creation),  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators seem 
to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
216th Comment – The Specific God cast over  The Israelites (= Jews)  to worship Satan’s local authority. 
98th Warning – By prophetic allegory,  The Specific God cast over  The Israelites (= Christians)  of The Gospel Age to 
worship Satan’s local authority. 
51st Prophecy – Throughout the two Epochs of Israel it has been prophesied that The Israelites (Jews and then Christians) 
shall choose things of The World (sourced by worldly methodology “to self-indulge [ultimately] to our neighbour’s hurt”)  
and forsake the things of Yahweh  (as generated by Yahweh’s Methodology “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”). 
The Reason for this is for Yahweh to draw out by election His Proven  “Early Adopters”  to rule in The Millennium. 
97th ‘Allegory’ – Victims of sacrifice = we are to give something that personally hurts us! 
98th ‘Allegory’ – Sacrificial act = We edify the recipient to our own hurt! 
206th Reasoning – This simply means:  We as Christians of The Gospel Age must precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Allegory – repeat - 40 units of time = often used in The Bible to set defined boundaries between certain events. 
Allegory – repeat - wilderness = away from human  involvement/interaction  (spiritually confined,  positive or negatively). 
207th Reasoning – By prophetic allegory,  Christians of The Gospel Age between the boundaries of JC’s 1st and then 2nd 
Coming,  we  (as led by our leaders)  have chosen  (just as did the Jews – by being fearful of The Future Canaan)  to 
wander in the spiritual wilderness of Satan’s methodology  (“to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the three epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v42 og (he) {(strengthened form of) twist}/{turn (quite around)}/{(completely) reverse}/convert/{turn (again/back/self/about)}  
Acts.  7v42 og And  the {specific god},  
Acts.  7v42 og also  (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  them  
Acts.  7v42 og (to) {minister (to God)}/worship/{divine service}/{rendered homage}  
Acts.  7v42 og to the  {army (from encampment)}/{camp-likeness}/{celestial host}  
Acts.  7v42 og of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky,   
Acts.  7v42 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  in  (to the) {sheet/scroll/book of writing}   
Acts.  7v42 og of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers.   
Acts.  7v42 og Not  (the) {victims (in sacrifice)}/{slain beasts}  also  (the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)}  
Acts.  7v42 og (you) {bear toward}/{led to}/{tendered/given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/ 

/do/{offered (unto/up)}/{presented unto}/{put to}/brought  
Acts.  7v42 og {to me}  years  forty  in  to the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness,  
Acts.  7v42 og (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (the) Israel? 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.8v2 and then 9v12-18. 
Acts.  7v42 And  The “Specific God”  (= Yahweh)   {turned quite around}/{completely reversed}   

also   He  {yielded up}/surrendered/{cast over}  them  to  worship/{render homage} 
to the  army/{camp-likeness}   of the  heaven/sky  (= under the authority of The World  [= Satan's methodology]), 
just/as  it has been  written  within  the  scroll/{book of writing}  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}. 
Not  the  {victims of sacrifice}/{slain beasts}  also  the  {sacrificial acts}   
you  {bear toward}/{offered up}/{presented unto}  to Me  forty years  within  the  waste/desert/wilderness, 
the  household/family  the Israel? 

 

And  “The Specific God”  {turned quite around}   (= Yahweh turned His 'back' upon the  “Jews” [= “Christians” of The Gospel Age]) 
also He  (= Yahweh)  {yielded up}/{cast over}  (= freely allowed)  them  (= Jews, [Christians])    
worship/{render homage}  (= offer  time/money/attention  to an  idea/cause/myth)  
to the  army/{camp-likeness}   (= all things clustered together behind a leader) 
of the  heaven/sky   (= everything under  “the authority”  of  “Worldly methodology”,  Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19) 
just/as  it has been written within the scroll of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}: 
   Not the  {victims of sacrifice}  (= [Christians supposedly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle])  
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   also the  {sacrificial acts}   (= [Christians in their supposed deportment to Yahweh]) 
   you  (Jews,  [Christians])  {bear toward}/{presented unto}  to Me  (= Yahweh) 
   forty years  (= by prophetic allegory,  always  “a defined period of time before a change occurs”  with regard to Yahweh's Plan) 
   within the  waste/wilderness  (Jews not yet reaching Canaan,  [= Christians not yet reaching The Millennium]  of Yahweh's Rest,  Heb. chapter 4) 
   the Israelite family  (“Jews”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  [= “Christians”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”]). 
 

Recorded to become  “The Warning”  for us  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age. 
Does the reader  really think  Yahweh is listening to the  self-indulgent  prayers,  weekly made within  worldly Christian Churches? 

Only based upon the  hearsay  of  rejected  (by Yahweh)  worldly Christian leaders all around The World who fraudulently tell the congregational 
members that Yahweh  does listen to their prayers’  (for the worldly prestige,  honour  and worldly income this error brings to these leaders)! 

Upon  what basis  can these leaders fraudulently claim to represent Yahweh? 
Personally  test  them! 
Personally  audit  them against  specifically what The Bible tells us,  rather than   What  they tell  us The Bible means’! 
Noting that what comes out of their mouths has passed through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19  (within their minds). 

But to do this,  then you  must  personally read and understand The Bible  to recognise their  hypocrisy! 
Because   “Birds of a feather,  flock together”  under the leader of their choice! 

This will be painful to hear,  but Yahweh is searching out for  “The Early Adopters”.   It should be recognised that  “The Whistle Blowers”  will be  
persecuted  (and are  always  persecuted by the mainstream of public opinion,  orchestrated by The Leaders),  –  a persecution  always led  by The 
Fraudsters having something to hide  (= the leaders  drawing-in  the filthy lucre)  exposed by the actions of genuinely concerned,  motivated individuals  
(= The Whistle Blowers]).  

This has  always  occurred  throughout  all  of history,  “The Whistle Blowers”  are  ALWAYS  persecuted by Mankind  (led by its leaders). 
But it is to  “The Whistle Blowers”  that  “The Righteous Yahweh”  binds Himself unto,  into The Eternity  (because these individuals truly 
have a conscience  and  are  sincerely motivated  for  “righteousness”  in their local environment,  whatever it may be). 

Sadly,  as we will read at the end of this chapter,  these leaders  fraudulently  supporting’  society,  they will murder  “The Whistle Blower”  Stephen!  
However,  Stephen shall be in  “The Envious Position”  of having proved himself worthy to The World,  for his name to have been written by Yahweh  in 
“The First Position”  upon  “The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life”.  This scroll containing in total some 144000 Names that JCg begins to open at Rev.5v1-
10 onwards,  so that at Rev.19v4-9,  they are resuscitated at  “The 1st Resurrection”  Rev.20v6,   to become his bride  Rev.21v2, 9, etc. 

I can write like this,  because I  am  outside “Religion”  (having responded to Rev.18v4)  and gain  zero  worldly return by writing this 
(except the inevitable abuse this will bring to me from certain quarters,  John.16v1-4). 
So unabashed,  I am unbiased,  and have nothing worldly to lose!   I do  not  have two masters  (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22)  to control how I think 
and write  (but also not ignorant to what occurs to  “whistle blowers”),  knowing that I fear Yahweh far more than Man (Luke.12v4-5),  and 
at an age of 60 years as I write this,  then what hold do they have over me now?   “Absolutely Nothing”! 

It is interesting to note that  “The Auditor”  of an institution or department  is  “The Official Whistle Blower”   invited  to Audit  by higher authority. 
People who operate according to  “The Official Procedures”  welcome  “The Audit Report”! 
People who operate to their  own  procedures alien to  “The Official Procedures”  detest and are hostile  to  “The Audit Report”! 
And people who oppose  “The Procedures”  are  always  finding  “Excuses”  (to  “Blame or Deny”)! 

Yahweh gives us  “The Official Procedures”  in The Bible,  Stephen here is Yahweh’s Auditor on the actions of these leaders,  and they will murder him! 
Stephen as an  “Early Adopter”  took upon himself  “Ownership,  Accountability and Responsibility”   for  “The Word of God”. 
Murdering  “Whistle Blowers”  occurred - 

Before  JC’s ministry  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34),  
During  JC’s ministry  (John.11v47-53, etc.). 
JC warned it would occur  after  his ministry  (John.16v1-4)  and Paul likewise  (2Tim.3v11-13). 
After  JC’s ministry  (Acts.7v58-60, 12v2-3, etc.)  and later,  the murder of William Tyndale and people like him. 

It occurs  NOW   -   TODAY   throughout The World! 
It will  only  “STOP”  when  Yahweh  attains  His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  (Rev.14v1-4)  to be elected out of The World during 
The Gospel Age;   then  Yahweh  can  bring forward The Millennium  (noting Rev.21v1-4,  perhaps the  most beautiful  promise given in The Bible). 
So, I ask - 

For what  initiative/incentive/instruction  are  YOU  waiting to personally move forward in this  (Matt.24v14)  … … … ? 
How much more do I need write to exhort  YOU  into personal action,  to aim for  “The Goal”  that JC so kindly laid down for us? 

He is being,  directly our  (1) Creator,  (2) Saviour  and  (3) the most agapao  King/Lord  (Rev.19v16). 
I exhort  YOU  to completely leave  “Religion” (Rev.18v4)  and wholly imbue  “1st Century Christianity”  that will continue into The Eternity! 

What more can I say or do,  for  YOU  to follow what JC implores of us,   to do as I have explained above? 
                In this manner then  YOU  can bring forth more quickly The Millennium,  by becoming a TC and ideally part of the 144000 future Sons of God! 
 
99th Allegory – Tent/Tabernacle = “Mobile covering”,  means the  “Spiritual (Knowledge) covering over our mind”,  as 
an umbrella covering on how we think, reason and behave in our lives within society.  This becomes the “Controlling 
Methodology”  that  “covers our life”  and what we do within it. 
100th ‘Allegory’ – Moloch = reign as king. 
101st Allegory – Star = guiding teaching  (knowledge for the mind to show us the way forward).  There can be good stars 
and evil stars,  thus representing Yahweh’s representatives (= TCs)  or Satan’s representatives (leaders of “Religion”). 
102nd ‘Allegory’ – Remphan = heathen god  (taking on whatever forms the devotees assign to this concept). 
208th Reasoning – The Israelites (= Jews)  took upon themselves a heathen god to reign as king over them,  being the self-
indulgence that their religious leaders gave in their  ‘guiding teaching’  to their deluded devotees. 
99th Warning – The Israelites (= Christians)  took/take  upon themselves a heathen god  (that becomes  “a new Jesus”  
2Cor.11v4, allowing us “to be [remaining] human” Jude.v4)  to reign as king over them.  This representing the self-
indulgence that their religious leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15)  gave in their  ‘guiding teaching’  to their deluded devotees  
(hence the very many warnings that JC and the apostles gave throughout their ministries). 
103rd Allegory – Babylon =  The Source of World  “Religion”  (the word sources  “confusion”  and  “gateway to god”) 
217th Comment – The Israelites (= Jews)  took upon themselves worldly reasoning which carried the people away on 
falsehoods, confusion and “mysteries”   that  “Religion”  of  “Balal”  brings,  in the religious leaders’ feigned attempt to 
bring us to  “God”  through the  “Babilu” of their erroneous teaching. 
100th Warning – The Israelites (= Christians)  took/take  upon themselves worldly reasoning which carried the people 
away on falsehoods, confusion and “mysteries”   that  “Religion”  of  “Balal”  brings,  in the religious leaders’ feigned 
attempt to bring us to  “God”  through the  “Babilu” of their erroneous teaching  (hence Matt.23v13, etc.). 
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209th Reasoning – Both groupings of Israelites  (= Jews and Christians)  go  “beyond Babylon”,  because they having  
“The Knowledge”  from Yahweh actually reject  “The Knowledge”  kindly given,  and thus make themselves  worse  than 
“The Heathen”  ignorantly knowing nothing of  “The Knowledge”  sourced by Yahweh! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v43 og Also  (yourselves) {took up}/{received up}/{took in/unto/up}  the  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  
Acts.  7v43 og of the  Moloch,  also  the  {(from) constellation}/{(single) star}  of the  god  {of yourselves}  Remphan,   
Acts.  7v43 og the  stamps/patterns/dies/moulds/forms/types/figures  whom/which/that  
Acts.  7v43 og (yourselves) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts.  7v43 og (to) {kiss (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawn/crouch/{prostrate in homage}/ 

/{reverence to}/adore/worship   
Acts.  7v43 og {to them},   
Acts.  7v43 og also  (I will) {transfer (as a) settler (or) captive}/{colonise (or) exile}/{carry away}/{remove into}  
Acts.  7v43 og {specifically yourselves}  {upon those (parts of)}/{on the further side of}/beyond  (the) Babylon. 

Old Testament reference located at  1Kings..11v7, Jer.25v11, Amos.5v25-27. 
Acts.  7v43 Also  yourselves   {took/received up}/{took unto}   the  tent/{cloth hut}/tabernacle  of the  Moloch, 

also  the  star  of your  god  Remphan,   
the  patterns/forms/types  which  yourselves  did/made/performed  fawn/worship  to them  (= false gods) 
also  I will  {transfer as a settler}/colonise/{carry away}  specifically yourselves  {on the further side}beyond  the  Babylon. 

 

Also yourselves took up the tent  (= portable covering methodology [over ourselves])  of the Moloch 
also the star  (= guiding teaching)  of your god  (= absolute “god”  hence  replaced  Yahweh within their mind)  Remphan, 
the  patterns/types  which yourselves performed worship to them   (= these false gods) 
also  I  (= Yahweh)  will  {carry away}  specifically yourselves beyond the Babylon   (= false “Religion”). 
 

This is a reference to The Israelites subjecting themselves to false heathen gods,  one of which is  “Kaiwan”  that the Greek translators of the Septuagint   
translated to be  “Rhaiphan”  or  “Remphan/Rephan”  where  “Repha”  was a name given to the Egyptian  “Saturn” (Seb),  a paraphrase of  F.J.A. 
Hort's  commentary of this section. 
“Molech”  means  “reign as king”  and thus becomes a title of what  “Baal”  was to The Israelites  (even though Moloch was a deity of The Ammonites),  
being something of which the Israelites would return some 600+ years later in the sacrifice of children  (2Kings.17v16-18, Eze.23v4, 36-39). 
“Baal”  during these times in Jewish History took upon the role of  “Owner or Husband”  of The Family  (then as the Israelite nation),  Isa.54v5, 
Hos.2v9-17,  but had the connotation of  “Shame”,  when The Israelite Family tainted what Yahweh was to them with worldly methodology and the 
worldly practices that carried them.   This became an abomination to Yahweh and He condemned them,  1Kings. chapters 16 to 18 inclusive. 
But later during Roman times,  “Baal” became a bisexual god taking on the opposite sex as appropriate to the occasion created by men in the act of 
cross-dressing. 
It is important to note regarding these practices that occurred then by  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 
These practises would be  repeated  again in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= The Christian Nation)  because the  very same minded  people take  the same 
slots  within the hierarchy of  “Religion”  to gain,  by twisting and distorting what Yahweh means to The People within “Israel”.  -  They capture The 
Minds with  twisted and unsubstantiated  information’,  being merely  “hearsay”  for the leaders' immediate worldly  self-indulgent  gain.   

And  “The Result”  of what our leaders of  “Religion”  generate?  
“Babylon”  (comes from “Balal” = “confusion”,   and also “Babilu”  the supposed  “gateway to god”)  which was  “The Source of World Religion”  
taken all around The World  (Gen.11v3-9).   This is what we have today,  and every generation after generation,  new leaders of  “Religion”  to gain 
worldly return  (= “professional”)  perpetuate false myths,  and generate new myths based  only on  unsubstantiated  “hearsay”. 
Ultimately Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  will take us beyond what men generate while presently living in Satan's world today,  being a planet 
presently under Satan’s heaven (singular,  hence 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  but soon to be removed some 3.5 years  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  at  “The 
Institution of The Millennium”.  Amen! 
 
Allegory – repeat - (physical) Tent = “Mobile covering”,  means the  “Spiritual (Knowledge) covering over our mind”,  
as an umbrella covering on how we think, reason and act within our lives. 
149th Instruction – Yahweh instructed Moses to create a physical object,  whose constituents would be allegoric 
representations of what Yahweh means to The Israelites (= Jews).  (But yet,  become The Spiritual for Christians.) 
210th Reasoning – To counter where The Israelites went wrong in requiring a “physical object”  to keep them focused,  
being they needed a physical manifestation of what Yahweh represented in their lives.  Yahweh constructed  “a physical 
representation of The Required Guidance”  in the form of physical allegories direct a fleshly mind in the correct direction. 
150th Instruction – Yahweh instructed JC to give us  “God’s Word”  both  (1) in ministry,  but also in  (2) Physical Works  
of which we are to precisely imitate of both  (1) and (2).  We are instructed that we need no physical icons, by the fact that 
both JC and the apostles taught that we need nothing but only  “The Word of God”  to reform our minds that becomes The 
Testament of our physical reform  (being outward manifestation of a spiritually purified mind). 
101st Warning –The Israelites (= Christians)  went wrong in requiring  “physical objects”  icons, relics, pictures, because  
“The Word of God”  has been so badly distorted by The Religious Leaders of Christendom that The Mind cannot be 
reformed on the  poisonous garbage  having been processed through Rev.22v18-19  (on a  twisted  form of  “Love”). 
52nd Prophecy – By allegory,  JC becomes  “The Tent for the TCs”,  inasmuch  “The Word of God”  reforms  “The 
Penitent/Hearkening Mind”  and TCs  (as “The Early Adopters”)  require no icons hanging off them,  because their 
works, behaviour and speech become The Icons of what JC as  “The Word of God”  has done within their minds. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v44 og the  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  of the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}   
Acts.  7v44 og (it) was  to the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  
Acts.  7v44 og in  to the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness  just/as/that/how/when  
Acts.  7v44 og (He) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded (middle voice)  
Acts.  7v44 og the (One = Yahweh)  speaking/uttering/saying  to the  Moses,   
Acts.  7v44 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  it/same  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
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Acts.  7v44 og the  stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type/figure  who/which/that  
Acts.  7v44 og (he had) {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/beheld/perceived/seen/{taken heed}. 
Acts.  7v44 The  tent/{cloth hut}/tabernacle  of  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}   

was  to  our  fathers  within   the  waste/desert/wilderness   
just/as  He  (= Yahweh)  Personally  {arranged thoroughly}/ordained/commanded   
the One  (= Yahweh)  speaking/saying  to the  Moses, 
to  do/make/produce  it  (= The Tabernacle)  accordingly  to  the  pattern/form/type  which  he had  {stared at}/{discerned clearly}. 

 

The  tent/{cloth hut}/tabernacle   (representative of Yahweh physically with Jews,   [JC as Yahweh's Methodology spiritually with Christians]) 
of the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}  (tabernacle physically  “present” with Jews,  [JC spiritually  “operating in the mind” with Christians]) 
was to our  fathers within the wilderness   (during the time  before  achieving  “Yahweh's Rest”  both  Jews and then Christians) 
just/as  He  (= Yahweh)   Personally  ordained/commanded,  The One  (= Yahweh)  speaking  to Moses  (= JC), 
to  do/make/produce  it  (= The Tabernacle)  according to the  pattern/form  which he  (= Moses)  {stared at}/{discerned clearly}. 
 

We must understand that Yahweh knew The Israelites were weak  (just as are Christians – who are  doubly  culpable)  and thus He instructed a physical 
representation should be constructed that was to have  numerous prophetic allegoric representations for The Gospel Age  (which I explain in my 
dissertation entitled  “The Tabernacle was a picture for The Future”). 
The Israelites required a physical  place/item  where The High Priest could carry out figurative procedures at  “The Physical Level”  (for their spiritual 
edification and metaphoric of what was to occur throughout The Gospel Age  at  “The Spiritual Level”,  I thoroughly explain the allegoric significance 
elsewhere]).   This is required because  “humans”  seem to require  Physical  procedures/customs  to teach and hone  “The Mind”  (= Spiritually).   
A very basic overview - 

The Israelites needed  “The Laws on the Tablets”  physically in  “The Ark of The Covenant”,  physically within The Tabernacle which itself 
was physically within The Midst of The Israelites because they knew of nothing else,  -  but what was physical to The Works done. 

But we,  as Christians,  are in a much superior position,  having so much more knowledge and yet  we  screw-it-up  in such a diabolical manner! 
We should have The Law of  “The Word of God”  not on stone tablets  (2Cor.3v3),  but firmly spiritually written in our mind,  where our mind 
is in a  spiritual binding covenant with Yahweh,  which becomes as a spiritual covering of our thoughts.  This spiritual covering moves around 
with us wherever we may walk to have social intercourse with our neighbour,  and this becomes spiritually registered within our mind,  from 
which our mind then yields good works to imitate JC  (because he as  “The Word of God”  becomes The Tabernacle  [as Yahweh’s 
Methodology]  spiritually covering  [= driving]  the  thoughts/reasoning  within our head). 

All this becomes a metaphoric allegory of  The Clothing’  that people see us wear  (being our interaction with them – teaches them  “how to behave”)! 
Why are we  “Christians”  doubly  culpable over anything that The Jews may have done? 
            1.   We have The Exemplar  “JC”  who showed us precisely how to behave  (if  we read The New Testament). 
            2.   We can learn from both the  (1) mistakes and  (2) good works,  The Jews had made in their lives  (if  we read The Old Testament). 
            3.   JC  answered  The Old Testament,  and because we have  both halves  then we can fully understand Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan”. 
There is a problem! 

Christians do  not  analytically  read The Bible  (if any of it)  and thus are  unable  to satisfactorily fulfil  (1) to (3)  above! 
That is why  “Christians”  are  condemned so much more in Yahweh's Judgement than were The Jews  -  The Jews had none of this! 
Yet our leaders falsely state  (amongst  'millions'  of other  falsities)   “We are children of God”.   This is a heinous lie  –  only Yahweh makes this 
decision  (Matt.20v23),  and I trust  the 1st Generation of Apostles to make this statement  to specific individuals,  -  but  absolutely not  our  charlatan 
Christian leaders  “in for a quick buck”  off deluded devotees  (like sheep being  rounded-up  by  [the most beguiling]  wolves,  Acts.20v29)! 
Please read my commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 that explains JC's comment to the inhabitants to Chorazin. 
And specifically,  my commentary of Luke.12v46-48  explaining JC's warning given solely to our  millions’  of  worldly Christian leaders! 

“Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin”  (Dan.5v24-27). 
In saying the above,  according to  “The Gaussian Distribution”,  there shall be a very good Christian leaders throughout The Gospel Age,  but they are  
absolutely not  operating in the same manner as are our  “leaders of Christendom”.   These very good Christian leaders become TCs,  who personally 
take  “The  Last/Least”  (position/materials)  within The World,  become active in  The Market Places’,  'knocking at the doors of homes'  to be  
accurately  (but FREELY)  teaching  “The Word of God”. 
I do not publicly make The Judgement who are to be TCs,  worldly Christian leaders or  charlatan Christian leaders,  only  Yahweh does that in His  
“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  all  Christians  (Jame.3v1)  in the 1st part of their physical life. 
But   It  is  my responsibility to report  (Eze.33v1-12),  else I am not performing my work  as a qualified auditor for Yahweh  in this warning  pre-audit’  
assessment,  and I by necessity,  would be correctly disciplined! 

Yahweh shall  always  be shown to be  “Righteous”  in what we do  (either it be positive or negative). 
 
218th Comment – The Israelites (= Jews)  were led by Joshua into The Promised Land. 
53rd Prophecy – The Israelites (= Christians)  are led by JC into The Millennium. 
211th Reasoning – Does this mean that only “Christians”  go into The Millennium as The Resurrected World  (as errantly 
taught by some schisms of Christendom)?   Absolutely Not  -  because they have wholly misinterpreted what occurred! 
Only Joshua and Caleb entered the Promised Land as  The Leaders (= “The Early Adopters”)  not the Israelites (= Jews) 
because they died in The Wilderness,  as did all the gentiles in The World around about.  Therefore,  because JC died for 
all humans  (1John.2v2)  then all people are resurrected as  “The Inheritance”  under the leadership  of  “The Heirs”. 
219th Comment – The Specific God expelled the gentiles from out of Canaan under The Tent  (of what Yahweh means). 
54th Prophecy – The S/specific G/god expelled worldly methodology under The Tent  (of what Yahweh means). 
212th Reasoning – Where it is  “The Early Adopters”  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire having The Tent  (of what Yahweh 
means)  controlling their mind to administer (according to Yahweh’s Desire)  The Fleshly Israel  (being of its two Epochs) 
It is these specific leaders who drive out the respective  physical/spiritual  enemy within  Canaan/{planet Earth}. 
102nd Warning – During these two Epochs of Israel,  the  absolute vast majority  of religious prophets and leaders  are 
wholly rejected by Yahweh  because they scam off their deluded devotees (‘blowing smoke up their behinds’).   It is only  
“The Early Adopters”  as solely determined by Yahweh who have The Tent covering their mind,  and thus appointed to 
rule in The Millennium.  These “Early Adopters” take nothing off their recipients,  and are The Last/Least in The World. 
220th Comment – King David wanted a fixed physical temple,  but there was too much other people’s blood on his hands. 
55th Prophecy – King JC  (Rev.19v16)  was to become the fixed spiritual temple  (John.2v19)  by forming The 144000 
white stones (1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-9),  because he gave his blood for other people! 
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213th Reasoning – Yahweh was righteously  “closing The Circle”  between these two events.   Yahweh firstly shows The 
Physical  (David physically establishing Israel)  to show the human problems with this approach,  and then Yahweh 
secondly shows The Spiritual  (JC spiritually establishing Israel)  to show this is the only way forward for all humans. 
All this can be righteously viewed by all resurrected people in The Millennium  (Luke.12v3,  when all is explained). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v45 og whom/which/that  also  (they were) {brought into}/{led unto}/introduced  
Acts.  7v45 og (the having) {through receiving}/{succeeded after}/{come after}  the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  
Acts.  7v45 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   (of the) Joshua  
Acts.  7v45 og in  to the  {holding down}/occupancy/property/possession  of the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples   
Acts.  7v45 og whom/which/that  (he) {pushed/expelled/propelled}/{drove out}/{thrust in}  the  {specific god}   
Acts.  7v45 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  
Acts.  7v45 og of the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us},   
Acts.  7v45 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  of the  days/{periods of time}  (the) David, 
Acts.  7v45 Which  also  our fathers  were  {brought into}/{led unto}                   (Yahweh's physical for Jews,  spiritual for Christians)  

having  {through receiving}/{succeeded/come after}  together/with  of the  Joshua  (Joshua / Jesus   both same name to Yahweh's goal) 
within the  occupancy/property  of the  gentiles/nations                    (physically Canaan then,  physically The Earth in Millennium) 
whom  The  “Specific God”  expelled/{drove out}                         (local nations under Joshua,  all nations under JCg) 
off/away/from  of the  {frontal visage}/appearance/face  of our  fathers,         ([1] Jewish,  [2] Christian) 
until/{as long as}  of the  days/{periods of time}  the  (King)  David.         (unto 1st physical king David,  unto 2nd physical king JCg) 

 

Which also our fathers were led unto   (The Promised Land   [1] Canaan for The Jews   [2] The Millennial World for The Christians) 
                 (The Crux being this   It is  “The Early Adopters”  from out of  [1] Jews and then  [2] Christians who are  “The Rulers”  of The Millennium) 
having  {successively received}  together/with  Joshua   (“Joshua”  and  “Jesus”  have  the same meaning  “Yahweh is Salvation”) 
                 (The Crux being this   It is through  both  these people of  the respective Epoch of Israel,  “Joshua and Jesus”  we attain  “Yahweh's Goal”) 
within the occupancy of the gentiles   (“The Heathen”  to Yahweh's Desire per  “Epoch of Israel”  [1] physically and  [2] spiritually) 
whom  The 'Specific God'  expelled   (Yahweh does this  [1] physically,  for Jews,   and then  [2] spiritually,  for Christians) 
off/away/from  the  {frontal visage}  of our fathers   (being what The Heads represented   “12 Tribes of Israel”,  “12 Apostles of JC”) 
until of the days  (of)  the  (King) David   (His hands too dirty to build The Temple,  JC's clean hands enabled him to became The Temple) 
 

The 1st Epoch Israelites  (Jews)  were led  (by Joshua [= Yahweh is Saviour])  into The Physical Canaan. 
The 2nd Epoch Israelites  (Christians)  were led  (by Jesus  [= Yahweh is Saviour])  into The Spiritual Millennium  (Luke.17v21). 

“The Early Adopters”  of both Israels become The Rulers of The Physical Millennium as The Spiritual Leaders over fleshly 3rd Epoch Israel. 
Yahweh  (through His Capability)  physically expelled the heathen people from out of that physical land. 
Yahweh  (through His Capability)  spiritually expelled the heathen  myths/”Religion”  from out of our mind  (to spiritually live in The New World)   

This occurred  physically  to The Jews  (through Moses  [Law giver]  and then Joshua  [taking them into The New Land]),   
This occurred  spiritually  to The Christians  (through Jesus  [Law giver]  as “The Word of God”  [taking our mind into The New Land]) 

This occurred until King David,  for The Jews to then  become at peace  (by  physically  ruling Canaan/Israel)  from The World around about. 
This occurred until King Jesus,  for The Christians to  become at peace  (by  spiritually  ruling our mind)  from The World around about  (but physically 
occurring in The Millennium). 
Please see  some  of the allegories between King David and JC  

 King David               1000 years pass and then Jesus Christ 
1. David was born in Bethlehem.    1. JC was born in Bethlehem. 
2. David was a Shepherd.    2. JC was a Shepherd. 
3. David demonstrated inherent love to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 3. JC demonstrated inherent love to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
4. David was anointed King before receiving kingship.  4. JC was anointed King before receiving Kingship 
5. David was a mighty Warrior.    5. JC was a mighty Warrior (to remove Satan). 
6. David respected The Powers ruling when in waiting’. 6. JC respected The Powers ruling when in waiting’ 
7. David was second to rule “Israel” after Saul (turned to Satan). 7. JC was second to rule “Israel” after Satan. 
8. David taught in prophecies and fulfilled prophecies.  8. JC taught in prophecies and fulfilled prophecies. 
9. David was too “blooded”  to build the Temple.  9. JC spilt his own blood to build The Temple. 
10. David was the King of Old Fleshly “Israel”.  10. JC will be the King of The New Spiritual “Israel”. 
11. David will be the  fleshly King  of The World “Israel”. 11. JC will be the  spiritual King  of the  kings/priests (TCs). 

(Where item 11 will occur in The Millennium) 
 
221st Comment – Interestingly,  the “Seven”  comes-up  again for  “complete” and “perfect”  according to an oath. 
Acts.  7v46 og who/which/that  (he) found/obtained/seen/perceived  
Acts.  7v46 og (the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}  
Acts.  7v46 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God,  
Acts.  7v46 og also  (he) asked/begged/craved/desired/required  (to) find/obtain/see/perceive  
Acts.  7v46 og (the) {an encampment}/{temple (as God’s residence)}/{the body (with HS)}/tabernacle  to the  God  (the) Jacob. 

Old Testament reference located at  2Sam.7v2-17, 1Chron.22v7-9, Psm.132v1-5. 
Acts.  7v46 Who  (= king David)   he  found/obtained  the  {divine gratuity}/{religious qualification}  in the  midst/sight  of the  God, 

also  he  (= king David)   asked/begged/craved  to  find/obtain  the  {religious encampment}/temple/tabernacle 
to the  God  (= Yahweh)    (of)  the  Jacob  (cum “Israel”) 

 

Who  (= king David)   found/obtained  the  {divine gratuity}/{religious qualifications}  in the  midst/sight  of the God  (= Yahweh) 
               (= King David held Yahweh in the utmost respect,  hence Yahweh worked through him,  but King David was a great  physical  warrior … ) 
               (= JC held Yahweh in the utmost respect,  hence Yahweh worked through him,  and JC was a great  spiritual  warrior … ) 
also he  (= king David)  begged/craved  to  find/obtain  the  ([1] fixed  [2] stone)  {religious encampment}/temple  
               (= JC begged/craved  by his actions  ([1] mobile  [2] everlasting  144000 TCs for The Millennium [ruling The New Jerusalem] over The World) 
to the God  (= Yahweh)  of the Jacob   (to be  “Israel”,  being  [1] physical  and then  [2] spiritual through JC). 
 

As my comparison in parenthesis shows -   
David was a great physical warrior,  but had too much of other peoples’ blood on his hands to build The Physical Temple  (1Chron.22v8). 
JC was a great spiritual warrior,  but he shed his perfect blood for all people and thus was fit to build The Spiritual Temple. 
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It is essential for The Reader to understand the swap from  physical to spiritual  between The  Old and New  Testament teaching. 
Virtually  EVERYTHING  of note by instruction that The Jews physically did in  people/places/times/customs  is a  prophetic representation  
of what is to occur in The Gospel Age that leads unto The Millennium.  It is this  “Knowledge”  of which The Jews have,  means they can 
become great Christians;  they can readily see how  “Christianity”  through JC,   answers  what Yahweh laid down by prophecy within The 
Tanakh.  Jews have such a head start in understanding this,  because of their customs,  being those  originally laid down by Yahweh,  all of 
which shall demonstrate His Omnificence in The Culmination.   That is why   “To The Jews first and then to The Gentiles”  (Rom.1v16, etc.).  

Yahweh gave this knowledge that becomes like a bright beacon of light shining forth before us,  that underwrites The Bible more than a billion’ of levels 
of magnitude greater than what is taught by Satan through “Religion”  in all its manifestations of disjointed  “half-truths”  being how Satan operates to 
confuse and mislead through his agents  filling their own pockets.   
It must be clearly understood    

Leaders of “Religion”  do not actually think Satan exists,  but also,  they do not think The Almighty God  “Yahweh”  exists either! 
Hence the interesting comment at James.2v19,  all of which is demonstrable through their actions and by the  “confusion”  in their taught 
message  (counter to 1Cor.14v33),  however while not believing Satan exists,  they make Satan their god,  because  they operate according to 
his methodology  which is  “to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt”  being  “to fleece their devotees”! 

How can I be so certain about this? 
Where is my evidence? 

Because when I can demonstrably show through  “The Word of God”  as recorded in The Bible    
How Yahweh operates in His unquantifiable vastness to demonstrate His Omnificence,  and yet - 

They have  absolutely no  interest in  “running with this Knowledge”.  
Then they have shown their inner nature,  because how can any person reject what is so demonstrably magnificent in Yahweh’s operations?     

All of which cripples any supposed  validity’  of  “Religion”! 
But we have had some two millennia for our leaders of “Religion”  to present what I have,  and yet they have  not  done so! 

Surely,  that speaks volumes about their inner diver? 
And when I show this – will they change?    

The Good News is  
Yes,  a very few  will change  –  that is why I have consumed some 50,000+ hours in writing the contents for “FutureLife.Org”. 

The Bad News is  
The  vast majority  will  behave precisely as did The Pharisees and Sadducees in The Day of JC,  and become wrathful due to exposure! 

It is interesting to note  
“The Early Adopters”  did/do  “The Very Best”  they  could/can  at their own specific slot in time   within The Gospel Age,  and it is  because of them,  
that I only see what I now see because  “I stand on the shoulders of Giants having gone before me”  to paraphrase Sir Isaac Newton.   
Yahweh is steadfastly and progressively incrementing forward The Millennium  NOW  towards us,  and  The Door is  almost  open  to  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  to make The Millennium both physically and spiritually possible.   

Then,  why should  YOU  not help push open that door by actively trying to become a TC yourself   (Rev.3v20)? 
This is what the verse means  

We are to personally  beg/crave  to become a new stone in  “The New Spiritual Temple”  of which JC became  “The Corner Stone”. 
(1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, 2v17, 3v12, 7v15, 11v1-2, 19, 14v15-17, 15v5-8, 21v22, Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18) 
Please read all my local cited commentaries to those verses given above,  that thoroughly explain what The Bible  truly means. 

And the above is to  beg/crave  not  just with  vain hypocritical words,  but rather we  put our back into it’  to make for what we  beg/crave  a physical 
reality within The Environment by  actively and accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  -  being  ALL of it  (and hence truly magnifying Yahweh 
within a recipient’s mind)!   What I hear today  (2017 CE)  in virtually all public sermons  is an abomination to Yahweh  and of what He represents! 
We are to pray and supplicate to ask Yahweh to  “make us more efficient and effective in our ministerial work”  (by helping in  what we cannot do). 

Thereby we make The Millennium an  “Expectation”  because we  work at making it possible! 
People who do  not  put work in to make possible a future reality only have a vain and blind  “Hope”  (being a word,  religious leaders use)! 

The things we cannot do by ourselves for example would be  
Protecting us from “Religious Leaders  trying to kill us  (see later in Acts.)  or  opening doors around us to be more effective in our ministry 
work  (again see later in Acts.). 

This we personally do  (as did Peter here with Cornelius)  to be given freely by us,  to  bring-on  the next generation of TCs to Yahweh in our sacrificial 
service as  “a living sacrifice”  (Rom.12v1, Phi.2v17, 4v18, etc.). 
Then by the usual contrast  

It is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders state in their  “useless and groundless prayers”  of  vanity! 
I give some examples   We pray for our  leaders/{persecuted people in far off lands}/etc. … …  

We pray for You to help us to become good people … … etc.” 
These prayers are  an abomination  for what Yahweh really wants us to pray  and  then do in our life! 
Yahweh detests what these leaders teach and do  –  all supposedly in His  “Name”  (but certainly  not  in His  “Character and Authority”)! 

Hopefully I have given enough material here for The Reader to begin the  all-important  contemplation required to start  “The Thinking Process”  that 
causes  internal reform  (to then become expressed within  “works”),  so that we together can move forward with a sane,  educated and thinking mind. 

That is  the last thing  our leaders of “Religion”  want in their devotees,  being  a sane devotee   that  “thinks and reasons”  –  because such 
a devotee would become a dangerous person,  asking  “difficult and searching questions”! 

But Yahweh wants a purified mind that can only occur by  “questioning and reasoning”  its way out of The Mire of our present worldly methodology. 
Yahweh does  not  want  unquestioning zombies’  –  He could have made us that,  but no,  He wants humans who ultimately reform  to become like Him  
(to reason in His Image Gen.1v26).  And likewise, TCs search and find (Matt.7v7-8)  and are  only too eager  to  freely  teach and explain what they have 
gained about  “The Kingdom of Heaven”  that first operates in their mind and will become a physical reality in The Millennium.   So soon now – Amen! 
 
222nd Comment – Solomon having  ‘clean hands’  was able to build Yahweh’s physical temple  (1Kings.5v3, etc.). 
104th Allegory – King David’s son building the physical temple  =  JC’s sons build the spiritual temple (as themselves). 
214th Reasoning – Just as King David cleared The Path in blood,  then JC cleared The Path in blood,   so that the pure 
144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age become The New (Spiritual) Temple of The Millennium (1Pet.2v5-9). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v47 og (the) Solomon  And  (he) {built-up}/constructed/confirmed/emboldened/edified  (to the) him  
Acts.  7v47 og (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family. 
Acts.  7v47 And  (David's son,  the king)   Solomon,  he  {built-up}/constructed  the  Temple  (/household)   to the  Him  (= Yahweh) 
 

And  (King) Solomon constructed the  (physical)  Temple  (and thus becomes a “household”)  to Him  (= Yahweh). 
                    (But JC becomes  “The Spiritual Temple”  to bring forward a  “household”  to Yahweh  [1] leaders  [2] followers,  for/in  The Millennium) 
 

Solomon’s hands were clean,  his father King David had physically subdued opposition  (to Yahweh’s Methodology)  and made the country peaceful. 
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Noting that this is specifically what JC was able to do spiritually  -  by dropping-dead  all opposition (Matt.22v46).  Then physically,  he was then able to 
become The Temple foundation  (through his ransom sacrifice),  to raise The Temple up within three days  (through his disciples becoming The First 
Stones to be laid upon The Foundation of Personal Sacrifice  [as martyrs, imitating JC]). 
The temple was built , and in Solomon’s inauguration speech  (1Kings.8v12-53)  a very important theme is expressed,  being that wherever The Israelites 
may be within The World and in distress,  then if they prayed towards this place then   You,  “Yahweh”,  shall hear them and positively respond to them. 
(1Kings.8v34, 39, 45, 49).   The obvious analogy becomes  “The Link”  with JC being  “The Template”  for  “The New Spiritual Temple”  being created 
during The Gospel Age  (1Pet.2v5-9)  ready for The Millennium.  The 144000 TCs  (elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  pray towards  “The 
Temple Template”  (= JC)  and  personally fulfil  for what they prayed  in supplication,  to then be fulfilled in their personal sacrifice away from what 
The World tries to yield by way of  inducement to fail’  against what we have pledged to Yahweh  (Matt.13v19-22). 
Then during The Millennium,  The Members of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= The Resurrected World)  shall request assistance and help from JCg and the 
144000 TCs,  who themselves are  “Sons of God”  (who themselves form  “The New Spiritual Temple”  of The Millennium). 
Therefore, to clarify present worldly misunderstanding - 
“The Temple” definitions  

Temple (worldly definition) =  Supposedly 'where Yahweh resides’,  but practically it is  “a place to have a self-indulgent time”  of whatever. 
Temple (spiritual definition) = a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (fulfilled by the TCs during the 1st part of their physical life). 
Temple (ultimate definition) = The 144000 TCs resurrected into 2nd part of their physical life to teach The Resurrected World righteousness. 
Temple of God = The future resurrected 144000 TCs  (with JCg as The High Priest officiating). 

From this prophetic future understanding,  we link in nicely with the next suit of verses - 
 
151st Instruction – Yahweh does not reside in physically made constructions.  Yahweh’s Word through what JC gave us 
exists within The Mind – that is ideally to control our physical works. 
215th Reasoning – This occurs first within  “The Early Adopters”  now during Satan’s tenure,  and then afterwards within  
“The Late Adopters”  in the Millennium during JCg’s tenure  (that then stretches out into “The Culmination of Eternity”). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v48 og But  no/not/none  the  Highest/{the Supreme (God)}/heavens/{most high}  
Acts.  7v48 og in  to the  {hand-made}/manufactured/{human construction}  
Acts.  7v48 og (he) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabits}/{persistently dwells}   
Acts.  7v48 og just/as/that/how/when  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  (he) states/exclaims: 
Acts.  7v48 But  The  Highest/Supreme/Heavens/{Most High}   (Absolute Ruler  [= Yahweh]  of The Universe) 

not  He  (= Yahweh)  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwells}  within  {hand-made}/{human construction};   
just/as  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  he  states/exclaims: 

 

But The  Highest/Supreme   (= The Absolute Ruler of The Universe   [= “Yahweh”  =  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”]) 
not He  (= Yahweh)  {persistently dwells}  within  {human construction}; 
just/as  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  (Isaiah)  he states: 
 

Yahweh created  “The/His  Universe”  some 13.5 billion years ago   (and thus  inside and  outside  it). 
Yahweh created  His  “Sons of God”  (who operate  inside  our Universe). 
His  “Sons of God”  operate within Yahweh's Universe to  (ideally)  fulfil His Desire by creating  “Life”  throughout Yahweh's Universe. 
This  “Life”  then creates physical buildings to house themselves from The Elements that prevail on their meniscal planet. 

So,  I ask The Question - 
Why does Yahweh require the habitat created by “Life”  (“Kosmos” = “Adornment” StrongsTM 2889)  within which He has a need to live? 

The answer is obvious and is given in the next verse. 
So,  a further question - 

Why did Yahweh request a temple to be built  –  if He has no need for it? 
Quite simply  “Life”  required  The Temple  -  not  Yahweh. 

Why does  “Life”  require The Temple? 
I gave the answer in my earlier commentary. 

“Life” that operates on  any  methodology,  other than  Yahweh's Methodology,  requires a physical object in front of their eyes to help direct 
their thoughts through various customs and regular teaching unto what should be done to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Therefore idols are created  (in their various forms,  as we witness within all “Religion”  especially  worldly  “Christianity”)! 
This was the position of which The Jews occupied within their mind. 

Actually,  Yahweh wants our  mind,  and  not  our physical works operating worthless customs  (if the mind is not correct). 
When  “The Physical Temple”  is there,  then The Mind is being trained to learn how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by customs with teaching -  as  “The Key”  
to righteously try and unlock our mind into  thinking/considering  why  these customs are being done to supposedly bring our mind to Yahweh,  through 
the accurate teaching that we are  supposed to be receiving.   Certainly  not  that   The religious leaders are to be parasitic to their devotees! 

But ideally,  we should require  NONE  of this! 
Ideally  our mind should be operating  solely  upon Yahweh's Methodology,  and we will then require  no  external physical building  (hence 1Cor.3v16, 
1Pet.2v5-9),   because Yahweh operates within us by  “The Word of God”  (= “JC”, Rev.19v13)  operating as a  presence/parousia  to  wholly control  
our mind  (to be  exactly like  JC).  

Can the reader see where I am going with this? 
We need absolutely  nothing  physical upon which to feed our senses! 
It all comes in through  “The Word of God”  as only contained in a  reliable/trustworthy  “Bible”  (sadly only a  very few  are available). 

All this is  diametrically opposed  to what our leaders of “Religion”  naturally  teach us,  because they want to keep us  “ignorant”  (and  below them)! 
        (Actually, it is because they do not understand themselves,  and just follow what their peers before them did without thought,  every generation!) 
They do  not  want knowledgeable people like me,  with their congregations – because I would expose their incompetence and dereliction to duty! 
Our leaders want us to keep going to them in a central place,  because it becomes a convenient place to  (1) indoctrinate the mind to ensure conformity  
(2) confer a sense of solidarity,  where these leaders and then able to  (3) feed upon these hapless and deluded devotees.   It is all an abomination! 

But this is where  “The 2nd Covenant”  steps-in  to lift our mind up to  “The Ideal”  (where  “The Physical Temple”  is  not  required). 
This is where our  direct  (and thus intermediator to Yahweh)  “Creator”  to become  “the specific god”  of us  steps-in  to make this possible. 
JC as  “the specific god”  of us  (in a sinful state, Rom.3v23)  as The Exemplar,  showed us how a perfect mind  should behave  and thus what it delivers 
into The Environment,  that wholly operates with the  one/same  mind as  “The Specific God”  of JC  and  of those forms of  “Life”  who become  “The 
Early Adopters”.   Why?    

Because they  can  successfully make  The Transformation to Yahweh's Methodology  away from  “any form of methodology that is  not  
Yahweh's Methodology”  while everyone around them  chooses not  to do this  (being trapped under  “herd mentality”)! 

It is  “The Early Adopters”  of  “Life”  who successfully make The Transformation during the 1st part of their physical life,  proven as such in small 
things  can be given much greater responsibility in the 2nd part of their physical life  (Matt.25v19-23, Luke.18v29-30, 19v16-19).  Sadly,  it has to be like 
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this because most of  “The Early Adopters”  are murdered to terminate the 1st part of their physical life by  “The Religious Leaders”  around about 
disliking their own hypocrisy exposed  (John.16v1-4)! 
The point behind this is that these  “Early Adopters”  become  “The New Spiritual Temple”  in the 2nd part of their physical life  to teach  “The Rest of 
the World”  whose members are ideally to  “Transform their Mind”  after  their resurrection  (when taught at  “The New Temple”  [= 144000 TCs]). 

Thus,  Yahweh lives  by  His  “Word of God”  within  “The New Spiritual Temple”  (as “Revelations”  tells us).    Why? 
Because  “The Early Adopters”  chose to make this precisely so,  in the 1st part of their life,  and  continue to do so  in the 2nd part of their life. 

In the 2nd part of their physical life,  these  “Early Adopters”  are positioned to correctly teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  with  all  
authority/power/capability  entrusted to them by Yahweh to underwrite their  “Authority”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).   Thereby  “The Early Adopters”  
are able to yield  “The Late Adopters”  who are hearkening to their spiritual parents  (JCg and The 144000 TCs)  hence the citations below. 
This is precisely what Yahweh did to JC  (already having a purified mind)  when he came to this planet within a fleshly body to  “Lead the Way”  for his 
future bride  (of 144000 TCs,  John.3v28-30, Matt.22v1-9, 25v10, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9, etc.). 

Are you taught this by your  'Christian leader'? 
If not,  –  then ask them   “Why not?” 

Their answer will speak volumes about what they understand concerning  “Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”,  and whether they truly represent 
Yahweh's Interests on this planet! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators seem 
to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
105th ‘Allegory’ – throne = The Seat of power  (in this instance “All Power” = “Yahweh’s Throne”). 
Allegory – repeat - earth = systems/mechanism/protocol – being what  supports  Mankind. 
106th Allegory – footstool = under complete subjection  (no opposition) 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
49th Good News – It is so pleasing to have The Assurance that The Almighty God having our best long term interests in 
mind,  is ultimately in complete control of all The Universe. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v49 og The  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  {to me}/mine  (the) {stately seat}/throne,  
Acts.  7v49 og the  and  Earth/land/province/country/region  the  {under the feet}/{foot rest}/footstool  
Acts.  7v49 og of the  feet  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,   
Acts.  7v49 og {characterising of type}/{what sort of}/{what manner of}  (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  
Acts.  7v49 og (you will) {build-up}/construct/confirm/embolden/edify  {to me}; 
Acts.  7v49 og (he) states/exclaims  (the) Lord/Master  or/than/either/rather  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Acts.  7v49 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  
Acts.  7v49 og of the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest  {of me}/I/me/mine/my? 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.66v1. 
Acts.  7v49 The   heaven/sky  (singular)   (is)   My  {stately seat}/throne, 

also  the  Earth/land  (is)  the  {foot rest}/footstool  of My  feet, 
{what sort of}  dwelling/temple/household  will  you  (as humans)   {build-up}/construct  to Me  (= Yahweh); 
He  states/exclaims  the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  
or  what  spot/place/location  of  My  (= Yahweh)   {settling down}/abode/rest? 

 

The  heaven/sky   (singular in prophetic allegory  always  represents  “The Authority over The Earth”  [as it  will be  in The Millennium]) 
is My Throne   (= Yahweh's Methodology operating through  “JCg and The Early Adopters”  ruling in The Millennium) 
also the Earth   (in prophetic allegory  always  represents  “The Systems/Protocols/Procedures/Mechanisms”  that  “support Mankind”)  
is the footstool of My feet   (= What  (1) “supports Mankind”  becomes subject to  “The Rule of Yahweh”   (2) through JCg) 
                 (The Crux is that  “JCg and The Early Adopters”  establish  “The  Systems/Protocols/Procedures/Mechanisms”  for human survival) 
 

From the previous verses the reader can see how the prophetic allegories are greatly amassing and aimed  specifically at  us  of The Gospel Age as both 
“The Invitation and Exhortation”  for us to make  “The Mental Transformation/Transfiguration”  away from  worldly methodology unto Yahweh's 
Methodology,  ready for  “The Ideal Physical Transformation/Transfiguration”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

Yahweh speaks through His  “Angel/Messenger/{Bringer of tidings}”,  “Isaiah”  The Prophet,  about what shall ultimately occur. 
This is Yahweh expressing  “The Goal”  of what is to become  “The Means”  of Mankind's Salvation  (through  “The New Temple”).   

At the Millennium start,  The Old Heaven (singular)  of Satan's methodology over The World would have passed away,  having been replaced by 
Yahweh's Methodology operating through JCg and the 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3)  as  “The New Heaven” (singular)  then to be the  one/same  
as  “The Existing Heavens (plural)”  being Yahweh's Methodology operating  throughout The Universe. 

Thus,  “Yahweh's Throne”  is best described as  “The Methodology which operates  within  His  hearkening  subjects”. 
(Because Yahweh needs nothing physical  [see later in Acts],  but only desires our mind to become like His through JC!) 

“Earth”  in prophetic allegory  always  means   “Systems/Procedures/Protocols/Mechanisms  that support Mankind”  (as does The Earth physically). 
And thus,  we are taught here that Yahweh's Methodology ruling The Environment will ensure that the  new  systems/procedures/protocols/mechanisms  
will be brought into place by JCg and The 144000 TCs ruling  (as the  “heaven/sky”)  over  “The Resurrected World”. 
Isaiah speaking as  “The Word of God”  has now justified the original postulation in the previous verse - 

Why does Yahweh require a physical place,  when He rules by His  “Word of God”  that wholly operates through His  “Sons of God”? 
No  physical place is required for Yahweh in the future Millennium,  because Yahweh is actively operating through His  new  proven faithful Rulers  
(1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8, Rev.1v6)  as  “The Word of God”.  It is they who shall express His  infinite  capability as miracles as  'minimally'  shown by JC 
during his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago,  to bring  “The (3rd) Remnant of  (The 3rd Epoch of)  Israel to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 
 
107th Allegory – hand = The means to do work  (thus  create/do  something). 
152nd Instruction – Yahweh created all the building blocks within The Universe,  out of which His sons  (JCg being one of 
many,  Job.1v6-12, 2v1,)  then created forms of  “life”  within The Universe. 
153rd Instruction – Yahweh sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into The Universe. 
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Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v50 og {not indeed}/{did not}  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts.  7v50 og (it) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  these (things)   (the) all/whole/every (things). 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.66v2. 
Acts.  7v50 {Not indeed}  My  hand  made/produce/provided  all  these  things? 
 

Not indeed My  (= Yahweh's)   hand  made/produced/provided  all these things? 
                   (Inasmuch   Yahweh sources  all  “intrinsically ideal/good”  things into The Universe;  but Adversarial Entities turn this into  pain/hurt) 
 

Yahweh is  “The Source”  for  all  “intrinsically  good/ideal”  things into The Environment of The Universe. 
Where  “The Ultimate Goal”  to yield  “Mankind's Salvation”  is  an  “intrinsically  ideal/good  thing”  in The Universe. 

This shall occur in The Millennium under Yahweh's heaven  (singular). 
This shall  not  occur  this side  of The Millennium under Satan's heaven  (singular). 

That is why Yahweh needs His 144000  new  “sons of God”  first,  before The Next Stage  Operation  Clean-up’  of The Millennium can begin! 
 
108th Allegory – stiff-necked = haughty, refusing to be humble. 
109th Allegory – uncircumcised = not subjecting oneself to an agreement. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
110th Allegory – ears = refusing to listen to advice  (to then hearken [= listen and then do]). 
223rd Comment – The above wholly describes worldly leaders  (especially political and religious)  in their present form. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
103rd Warning – Stiff-necked, uncircumcised heart, non-listening leaders of politics and religion exist generation after 
generation,  because they grow to take that position over people – because they like to “Control People” for worldly gain. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v51 og (the) {dry/hard/stiff necked}/obstinate/hardnaped  also  uncircumcised  to the  hearts/{seat of motivation}  
Acts.  7v51 og also  to the  ears!   {specifically yourselves}  {continual duration}/ever/regularly/earnestly/always   
Acts.  7v51 og to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  7v51 og to the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  7v51 og (yourselves) {contrasting fall}/{falling against}/opposing/resisting  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts.  7v51 og the  fathers/forebears  {of yourselves},  also  {specifically yourselves}. 
Acts.  7v51 The  {Stiff-necked}/obstinate  (people)  also  uncircumcised  in  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  also  in the  ears! 

{Specifically yourselves}  {continual duration}/{ever regularly}/always   {contrasting fall}/{falling against}/opposing/resisting 
to the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character) 
{in that manner}/as  your  fathers,   also  specifically yourselves  (today). 

 

The  {stiff-necked}/obstinate  also uncircumcised in the  hearts/{seat of motivation}  also in the ears! 
                 (= not “prepared to bend”,  nor “able to cut our motivation away from worldly methodology”,  nor “listen”   to Yahweh's Methodology)  
Specifically yourselves  (principally   “Professional leaders of Religion”)  continually/always  opposing/resisting  
to the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
in that manner as your  (physical DNA)  fathers,  also specifically yourselves   (today). 
                 (= In that manner  “Professional leaders of Religion”  of today,  have the  one/same  spiritual 'DNA' as those people of The Sanhedrin.) 
 

It is an unrepentant “heart”   (= rebellious “seat of motivation”)   that creates a person who does not wish to listen. 
They  (incorrectly)  reason - 

“What is wrong with me – I know everything!”    
Principally this means   “I know everything,  that  I want to know!”   

(Having conveniently forgotten the things that we do not want to know”  Rev.22v19.)      
Because of  “agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50  (= “preferring not to know”, “rather be ignorant”  -  else of the consequences otherwise). 

And while this occurs throughout society,  the lowest person to the highest person in the land,  this is a strong trait within educated people because in 
many (not all) cases,  people in this educated position presume themselves  better’  than people who have not that type of capacity to  mentally excel’.  
As I state elsewhere,  there is a huge difference between what the words  “intelligence”  and  “educated”  mean,  but many people assume the two to be 
the same.   

“Intelligence”  means  “the ability to  manipulate  data within the mind”,  while  
“Educated”  means  “the  amount  of data that can be retained in the mind”. 

While the two are generally closely associated,  it must be clearly understood,  there is a third key factor that must operate within the mind for ultimate 
success into The Eternity,  and that is one of “humility”  which is  “The Most Essential Quality”  for our personal success  within Yahweh’s Judgment. 
Ideally,  the reader can see how these three qualities interact and can yield the different type of humans in The Midst of Yahweh’s Judgement. 

Preferably,  with TCs,  they start with humility,  and have the intelligence to become educated in  “The Word of God”  (to guide their 
direction)  so they become empowered to  accurately  represent Yahweh within The Environment  (and thus become filled with the HS). 
In this manner,  they become  “The Wisdom of God”  because they  manipulate their data correctly  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  in works. 

Most people are  not  humble,  certainly  NOT  our  worldly leaders  (of politics, religion and commerce,  by definition of  “worldly”)  –  because  
worldly leaders want to  control  people  (for the worldly return this brings)  which is an  opposite  trait to  “lowliness/humility/contriteness”.   
Enabling us to consider the people of  “Religion”  making a worldly income out of  “Religion”  as its leaders  (Matt.6v24)  who are thus demonstrably  
not humble,  though they will feign it for public acclaim and hence the worldly return  (being their bread and butter’).  But ask of their valet or family 
relatives what these leaders are like,  and they will know otherwise  -  precisely as does Yahweh  (1Sam.16v7)  during His audit of their private life.    

“Humility”  and the  “desire to control people”  for  “a leader”,  are two totally  competing  mindsets,  like  chalk and cheese’! 
Thus, Yahweh  rejects  worldly leaders of today  (in the three bastions of Mankind)  from being given a position of leadership in The Millennium. 

A new broom sweeps clean! 
JCg sweeping out Satan’s methodology  (Rev.20v1-3)  shall sweep out  “The Old Guard”  (Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-13, Luke.20v16, etc.). 
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Precisely the same occurs within The World after a  take-over  by one  institution/company  of another! 
The new boss wants the new leaders who follow the new  (successful)  methodology,  and thus not retain the old  (unsuccessful)  methodology. 

So,  I ask the reader,  again - 
Can you understand this? 

Hence this verse is  not  aimed at  “non-religious people”,  but aimed  specifically at  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  taking  (for themselves)  
“The First/Most”  within society now,  who shall be  given  (by Yahweh)  “The Last/Least”  within society in The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, 
Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.).  The  very worst  are the  charlatan Christian leaders  (beloved by  'billions' of deluded followers),  some in their 
caravans’  rolling around the country performing their circus acts to illicit much money from their duped devotees precisely as JC warned at 

Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc. 
So,  we reason about these leaders    

The Decision for  “Rejection”  by Yahweh  is  NOT  because these people have The First/Most  now,  but rather  
It is  The Desire/Affection  to  take  The First/Most  (2Tim.6v10)  that leads to the works required to fulfil this position.    

This is the  wrong  mindset to rule in The Millennium,  where  The Kings/Priests  shall be proven  true slaves  to The Populace   (having  taken 
nothing  that rightfully belongs to The Master  [being what the charlatan Judas took, John.12v6]). 

So,  this verse is telling us - 
While on the  outside  these leaders appear to be representing  “The Almighty God’s Interests”  (for the worldly return this brings),  yet - 
Internally  these leaders are rebelling against  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  to cause internal reform  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

Consequently,  their hearkening fruitage operates likewise  (Matt.7v16-20,  as do their flocks John.10v2-6),  which becomes  “The Key”  to deciphering 
their true motivation. 
We can also see within this verse how the accurate definition of the HS  (as defined by “FutureLife.Org”)  perfectly fits in this verse. 

“Yahweh’s  perfect/pure  desire/traits  to be made manifest within The Environment” - 
Which is solely -  “To yield a perfect society within a perfect Environment in The Culmination.” 

And this will  not  occur if present day religious leaders are  resisting  (adversarial/satanic to)  this future requirement by  persistently rebelling against  
this future ideal by mixing themselves within The World and of its methodology  (hence the warning at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)! 

Obvious,  is it not? 
Then Stephen goes on to say in precisely the  one/same  manner,  as does “FutureLife.Org” - 

This occurs in every generation,  generation after generation throughout all  “Time”  under Satan’s present worldly  system/methodology. 
Same mindset,  but different names and faces rise to fill these slots within  “Religion”  when  the old one is replaced’. 

It does not matter if the religion is   “Fairies at the bottom of your garden”,   the  same type  of person would rise within the edifice as in  any  religion. 
The  “religion”  itself can be anything,  being  just a tool  to be used by these people to make a worldly living,  because  moving the mouth’  “to control 
people”  is preferred to  physical/manual  work  (Luke.16v3)  for this type of person.   

So like parasites they prefer to live on the backs of  working people  below!   Just like a pyramid structure of  “Control”. 
Because we must ask the question  

How do they  personally  increment forward  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”? 
Likewise,  they should ask the question themselves,  and hopefully,  this commentary becomes  “The Spur”  to cause that necessary reform in truly 
repentant and hearkening individuals!   As an external auditor,  I cannot and will not  “impose reform”,  but can only  “advise  how to reform”! 

How people respond  (positively or negatively)  is ultimately between them and Yahweh  -  not  me  (I can only sow and water, 1Cor.3v6)! 
 
224th Comment – Stephen poses the rhetorical question:- 

Who of you religious leaders have not in some manner made difficult the life of people who you do not like?! 
104th Warning – This occurs generation after generation – because these people cannot help themselves from behaving 
like this behind their publicly polished,  professional warm and endearing smile. 
225th Comment – Stephen also states:- 

Who of you religious leaders have not in some manner killed Yahweh’s Spokespersons?! 
105th Warning – By logical deduction,  if as The Bible tells us here  (and at John.16v1-4)  certain religious leaders are not 
physically killed  (or spiritually by slander)  by other religious leaders then the former are  not  Yahweh’s Spokespersons. 
Warning – repeat - As JC taught us:  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are hypocritical,  and thus oppose exposure! 
Reasoning – repeat - “Professional leaders of Religion”  in their seminaries are taught to:  “Contest The Word of God”  
and  not  to  truly  “Submit to The Word of God”,  this establishes a rebellious mind and not a contrite hearkening mind! 
This forms  “The Foundations of Hypocrisy”  exemplified within leaders of “Religion”,  hence rejected by Yahweh! 
Instruction – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion”  murder JC  (as “The Word of God”).  It was Caiaphas and his 
cronies murdering The Physical JC,  and now ever since,  they have murdered The Spiritual JC (= “The Word of God”). 
106th Warning – “Professional leaders of Religion”  are  “betrayers to what they claim to represent”. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v52 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  no/not/none   
Acts.  7v52 og (they) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffered  the  fathers/forebears  {of yourselves}?    
Acts.  7v52 og Also  (they) kill/{put to death}/slay (intention to destroy)  the  (ones = prophets)   
Acts.  7v52 og {calling forth to oneself}/predicting/promising/foretelling/ 

/{having notice}/{showing before}/proclaiming (middle voice)  
Acts.  7v52 og over/upon/concerning  of the  {flying out}/extending/{stretching forth}  
Acts.  7v52 og of the  (one = person = JC)  equitable/innocent/righteous/just,  
Acts.  7v52 og {of whom/which}  now/present/immediate  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts.  7v52 og (the) {giving forward (into another’s hands)}/{to surrender}/betrayers/traitors  
Acts.  7v52 og also  (the) murderers/homicides  (yourselves have) {become to be}. 
Acts.  7v52 Who  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}  not  your  fathers  {followed after (negatively)}/persecuted? 

Also  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   kill/slay  the ones  (= prophets)   personally   predicting/foretelling/proclaiming 
over/upon/concerning  of the  extending/{stretching forth}  of the  one  (= JC)   equitable/righteous/just, 
{of whom}  specifically yourselves  (as professional leaders of “Religion”)   have  {become to be}  now/presently 
the  betrayers/traitors  (to what you claim to represent)  also  the  murderers   (to JC as  “The Word of God”). 

 

Who of the Prophets,  not  your  (physical [Jewish] DNA)  fathers  persecuted? 
                 (= All  “The Early Adopters”  were persecuted by our spiritual  [Religious]  'DNA'  “Professional leaders of Religion”!) 
Also they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  kill/slay  the ones  (= the prophets)  personally  predicting/foretelling/proclaiming 
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concerning of the stretching forth  (= “the invitation”  to all people)  of the  equitable/righteous  one  (= JC), 
of whom specifically yourselves  (as  “Professional leaders of Religion”)  have become to be now  
the  betrayers/traitors  (to what you claim to represent)  also the murderers   (to JC as  “The Word of God”  Rev.19v13). 
                 (“Leaders of Religion”  claim to represent  “The Almighty God”,  but they murder His Word  [being what it means for our edification]) 
 

Stephen asks the pertinent and rhetorical question -  
Who  (as “The Early Adopters”)  have you  “professional leaders of Religion”  as a collective,  not persecuted during your lifetime? 

The same holds true throughout  all  “Time”  (in the same manner as JC taught at Matt.23v27-32),  while we are under Satan’s present  stranglehold  
over this planet  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4).  Importantly,  Yahweh is  righteously  undermining  “Religion”  by JC through the required time period  
(Dan.2v35, 45)  of The Gospel Age,  to exhibit Rom.1v16-32  amongst the Religious Fraternity.  But moreover,  in parallel,  He is making  “The 
Election”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  of  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs to occur during The Gospel Age  (which is so close to 
occurring,  there are only a  few  more spaces of the 144000 positions are yet to be filled,  at 2017 CE). 
Most of this verse I have explained in my previous commentaries,  but Stephen makes the specific point that - 

“Professional leaders of Religion”  
Are  betrayers  to what they claim to represent  (inasmuch they have  not  made the required internal reform). 
Murderers  to what  “The Word of God”  is to yield within The Environment. 

This endorses what JC stated in his day about  “Professional leaders of Religion”  at Matt.23v13  (and including all the context of that chapter). 
Let me explain again - 

Betray  “Yahweh”,   being  “The Character and Authority”  of what Yahweh is supposed to be within them. 
Betray  “The Congregational Members”,  by pretending to be  “The Route to Salvation”  (in return for a worldly living). 

Also  
Murder  “JC”  as  “The Word of God”,  by killing off at birth what  “The Word of God”  should yield within congregational members. 
Murder  “The Congregational Members”  possible future prospect of becoming future  “sons of God”. 

So,  I ask the obvious question  
How bad is that?! 

That is why most of JC’s parables and allegories were written specifically about the  future  Christian leaders by means of copious warnings  (so that 
Yahweh remains  holy/pure/blameless/innocent  of all charges)  when these professional leaders  are  rejected  from holding office in The Millennium as 
so many of JC’s parables and prophetic allegories testify.  Hence Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28  because of  “The Dawn of 
Realisation”  shall personally occur upon their resurrection,  that they had  “Sonship to Yahweh”  in the palm of their hand’  during the 1st part of their 
physical life,  and yet they cast it aside without a care! 
I repeat  

How bad is that?! 
 
107th Warning – “Professional leaders of Religion”  claiming to represent Yahweh have  “taken away The Law”  that 
leads to what  “Life”  shall be like in The Millennium. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Angel = messenger – either of celestial or terrestrial source  (both physically and spiritually). 
216th Reasoning – Yahweh spoke via His Spokespersons of both celestial and terrestrial bodied messengers (= “angels” 
and prophets)  to give The Requirements unto which  “Humans”  must ascribe themselves.  If they do this with fidelity now 
within the 1st part of their physical life,  then they are worthy of being positioned with authority in The Millennium. 
108th Warning – And yet  “Professional leaders of Religion”  claiming to represent Yahweh  (as supposedly being His 
Spokespersons)  have comprehensibly  not  obeyed what Yahweh has told us through His  Authentic  Spokespersons! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v53 og whosoever/whatsoever (persons)   (yourselves) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  
Acts.  7v53 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Acts.  7v53 og into/unto  (the) arrangement/ordinance/institution  (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  
Acts.  7v53 og also  no/not/none  (yourselves) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserved/obeyed/avoid/beware/kept. 
Acts.  7v53 Whosoever  yourselves  (= leaders of “Religion”)   {got hold of}/{took up/away}  the  regulation/law         (sourced by Yahweh) 

unto  the  arrangement/institution  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers                  (= The Prophets [and Apostles]) 
also  not  yourselves  {watched upon}/{guard (God's Word)}/preserved/obeyed/kept.     (= they did  not  fulfil Yahweh's Word) 

 

Who  yourselves  (= “Professional leaders of Religion”)  {got hold of}/{took away}  the  law   (as sourced by Yahweh,  as His Word) 
unto the  arrangement/institution   (= being what  “The Millennium  shall be like,  and deliver,  to Mankind”) 
of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers   (= The Prophets  pre  JC's ministry and The 144000 TCs  post  JC's ministry  teaching of The Millennium) 
also not yourselves  {guard  (to protect God's Word)}/obeyed/kept   (what God's Word is supposed to mean within a recipient’s mind). 
 

Again, this verse is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders choose to read into it  (to push  “The Responsibility”  as far away as possible from themselves)! 
Yahweh’s angels are equally  “The Early Adopter”  humans  proving themselves worthy  “messengers”  with  “The Word of God”  that wholly operates 
within their mind,  to further The Desire of Yahweh to operate within The Environment. 
The sole responsibility of Yahweh’s angels is to teach  normal humans’  how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,   and that is precisely what The Prophets and the 
144000 TCs do  (as “The Early Adopters”,  displayed in works – by teaching),  while Satan is presently in charge.  Where Satan’s methodology is 
allowed  to rule  while the  selection/election  process occurs  made  only  by Yahweh to yield His Proven  “Early Adopters”  elected from out of The 2 
Epochs of Israel  (Matt.20v16, 22v14),  ready for The 3rd Epoch of Israel. 

Yahweh speaks through these  “Early Adopters”  (= hearkening humans)   who personally become  “Yahweh’s messengers”. 
(Where  “hearkening messengers”  are “Appointed to tell”  [= “Apostles”]  by Yahweh.) 

I ask the reader to carefully reason through all the points being made here before they move-on  -  because it is a conceptual leap that must be realised. 
Thus,  Stephen is stating what has occurred in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  which becomes a  prophetic allegoric warning for us  of The Gospel Age) - 

You,  religious leaders,  who claim to represent The Almighty God  (by taking upon yourselves The Law  [to become a religious leader]). 
Being  “The Law”  (ultimately over 2 covenants)  that Yahweh has instituted to ultimately yield a perfected environment. 
Of which  “The Early Adopters”  (rejecting worldly methodology)  have embraced within themselves to become leaders of The New Order. 
But you,  professional leaders of “Religion”,  choose not to embrace   (but rejected it)  and then persecute people who try to keep The Law! 

So I ask again - 
Can the reader understand  why  Stephen’s witness was specifically recorded for  our  edification and must  not  be dismissed as being    

Not relevant to us of The Gospel Age’? 
Stephen was speaking in prophetic allegory  using what occurred in “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  as a warning for it  not  to occur in “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 
And as the verse tells us,  the same minded people  who take these positions in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= The Christian Nation)  cut and paste what  
“they like to read”  and what  “they do not like to read”  (called “editing”  of which I cite Rev.22v18-19,  just in case this has been equally cut out of 
their mind)!   This witness by Stephen is cut out of their sermons for two reasons - 
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1.   Deemed to have no relevance for us of The Gospel Age – who are so  'sophisticated'  and  knowledgeable’  in these matters! 
2.   And if our  “Religious Leaders”  did understand it  (as I have explained)  then it is too close for comfort to be publicised! 

I write to warn unto personal reform. 
Yet,  how the reader responds,  is between  him/her self  and Yahweh  -  and not with me   (I am only a messenger and interpreter)! 
“Do not shoot The Messenger!” 

But for this phase to be publicly recognised,  then we must realise this occurs,  and is exactly what occurred to Stephen! 
 
226th Comment – “Professional leaders of Religion”  were  eaten-up  with hate when exposed as being hypocrites! 
They detested Stephen  -  because he shone  “The Light”  of God’s Word upon them! 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Acts.  7v54 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  and  these (things),  
Acts.  7v54 og (they were) {through sawn asunder}/{cut to the heart}/exasperated  to the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  
Acts.  7v54 og {of them},  
Acts.  7v54 og also  (they) {grated the teeth (in pain or rage)}/gnashed  the  teeth  over/upon/concerning  (the) him. 
Acts.  7v54 And  the  hearing/listening  these  (things),   

they  (leaders of “Religion”)   were  {sawn in two}/{cut to the heart}  in their  hearts/{seats of motivation},   
also  they  {grated in rage}/gnashed  their  teeth  over/concerning  the  him  (= Stephen). 

 

And  (upon)  hearing these things   (that Stephen,  a demonstrable TC had just spoken)  
they  (= the professional leaders of “Religion”)  were  {sawn in two}/{cut to the heart}  in their  hearts/{seats of motivation} 
also they gnashed  their teeth  (in rage)  over/concerning  him   (= Stephen as an  “angel”  giving his testimony about God's Plan). 
                  (Where  everything  Stephen said was to be mirrored during The Gospel Age,  as my commentaries show  –  hence of its recording in Acts.) 
 

Likewise, during The Gospel Age when all things have been explained so succinctly  -  it will bring the normal and natural response  (under Satan’s 
present regime)  for “The Leaders”  “to attack” (in an attempt to defend the present methodology,  being only  too fearful  to leave what is known).   
Rather,  it is much better to  “carefully consider”  what has been said by a concerned individual trying to  get the house in order’! 
I take no pleasure in writing like this;  it is only written so that perhaps the odd  “Nicodemus”  (John.3v1-16)  who  is  prepared to listen,  contemplate,  
repent and wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  to make  “The Required Transformation”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  If I can make that occur in perhaps 
1 in 50,000 people who read any of these commentaries,  then I have done my bit to further Yahweh’s Desire.  I have therefore been instrumental in 
perhaps enabling just that one person to validate  his/her  credentials to be on  “The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life”  as a future  “Son of God” –  if 
Yahweh so deems this to be. 

This is what Yahweh’s Angels are doing   (“to further Yahweh’s Pure Desire within The Environment” [= the “HS”])! 
Naturally this does not accord to those people who feign concern on the one side,  while making a worldly profit on the other side  (Matt.6v24)! 
It is all a pretence  within “Religion”  at the “Top Level”,  with  “the professional leaders”  masquerading themselves as representing  “The Almighty 
God”,  and yet their qualifications to accurately represent Yahweh are  non-existent  when we examine their fruitage!   A fruitage that is spiritually 
starving by only living on useless myths and worldly customs  (Matt.23v23)  that will yield  no  “Salvation”  (without The Millennium,  operating under   
New Leaders who  genuinely care  for their people)!    
The  'exegesis'  worldly religious leaders give is completely  worthless,  and can be exposed and undone by  three  levels of   “Why”! 

That is why they are  'cut to the heart'  and  'gnash their teeth'  when their delinquency is publicly exposed. 
This is such a truism  

There is nothing such an  “Irritant”,  as is a  “Genuinely Good Person”  to a person who is   “not such a Good Person”! 
 
227th Comment – Stephen gave his witness because he was full of the HS. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus, singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators seem 
to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
217th Reasoning – In this instance Stephen is looking skyward,  his has The Local Authority of Yahweh driving his mind 
(Luke.17v21)  because he is anticipating what  (= The Millennium)  Yahweh shall bring to The World through JCg. 
218th Reasoning – His witness has brought Yahweh’s Glory  (being how Yahweh has manipulated the previous 2000 years 
[and beforehand]  to righteously increment forward His Plan for Human Salvation)  out into The Open,  in the midst of all 
the political and religious leaders trying their upmost to suppress Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
219th Reasoning – His witness has brought JC’s Glory  (being how JC has been The Faithful boy-slave to Yahweh,  to 
righteously increment forward Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation)  out into The Open,  in the midst of all the political 
and religious leaders trying their upmost to suppress Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
50th Good News – Because of what JC has done then he deserves to be The 2nd in Command over this planet. 
154th Instruction – There are two distinct and separate Entities  (1) Yahweh and  (2) JCg at Yahweh’s right-hand side. 
155th Instruction – The glue between  (1) Yahweh,  (2) JCg and  (3) Stephen  is  (4) the HS,  because Stephen thinks, 
reasons and behaves in the  one/same  manner as does  both  Yahweh and JC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  The supposed 3rd 
personage is actually  any  “entity”  who precisely fulfils The Desire of Yahweh.   Very simple, is it not?   No “mystery”! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  7v55 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  And   
Acts.  7v55 og  (of the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  
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Acts.  7v55 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  7v55 og (of the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  
Acts.  7v55 og (the) {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  into/unto   
Acts.  7v55 og the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived 
Acts.  7v55 og (the) glory/honour/dignity/worship  (of the) God,   
Acts.  7v55 og also  (the) Jesus  (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  
Acts.  7v55 og {from/out of}  (of the) {right (hand side)}  of the  God, 
Acts.  7v55 And  the  {beginning under}/{coming into existence}  of  complete/full   

of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character), 
the  {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}   into/unto  the  heaven/sky  (singular)    
he  (= Stephen)   knew/saw/{was aware}  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  God, 
also  the  Jesus  {standing staunch}/establishing/abiding  {from/out of}  of the  right-hand side  of the  God  (= Yahweh), 

 

And the  {beginning under}/{coming into existence}  of  complete/full 
of the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits  = character) 
the  {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}  into the sky   
he  (= Stephen)  knew/{became aware}  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the God  (= Yahweh), 
also the Jesus  {standing staunch}/abiding  from/out  of the  right-hand side  of the God  (= Yahweh). 
 

Stephen has  “spoken his mind”  to these professional leaders  (fronted by Caiaphas as The Leader of “Religion”),  he has in this witness - 
Presented himself  (to Yahweh's Judgment)  as having - 

“Expressed Yahweh's  Pure/Perfect  Spirit/Personality  made manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”). 
Thus,  as recorded here,  Stephen  is  full of the HS,  being a  “blameless character”  that is identical to that of JC's character. 
In this manner,  he was able to  think/reason  in the manner of Yahweh,  being that of Yahweh's  glory/honour/dignity  operating through him. 
Also, through what  “1st Century Christianity”  had taught Stephen  (being what is  never  taught today)  then Stephen is able to picture within his mind   
precisely what he has been taught  by JC during his association with JC’s 3.5 year ministry. 

This is what it will be metaphorically like in The Millennium. 
It is interesting to read about the  separate  identity of Yahweh,  with JCg standing  at the side  of Yahweh.  Hardly  “The Triune God-Head”  which is a 
wholly errant translation of the original Greek words  StrongsTM 2304, 2305 and 2320.   I explain everything elsewhere.   

It is interesting to note within this verse of the split between  (1) the HS  (in Stephen)  and  (2) of the two physical Entities of Yahweh and JC. 
We have the HS  operating within  Stephen,  and yet no mention of the HS as a third physical  personage/entity  alongside Yahweh and JC,  but the HS 
equally works  within  The Individual Entities  (Yahweh and JCg)  because  They have the  one/same  mind  as do  “The Early Adopters”  (John.14v20, 
17v21-26).   

This observation is true throughout the entire New Testament  in  every  instance!  
To the rational thinking mind this would scream out in condemnation of the Trinity myth,  and yet  no one sufficiently cares  for  “The Absolute Truth”  
to even question  the utter nonsense  that leaders of “Religion”  give out in such vacuous prattling and worthless writings  (wasting  billions’  of man-
hours supposedly trying to justify  “a nonsense Manmade concept”)!    
People should be working together by using this time more profitably to be truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  which is to generate people like JC,  so that 
Yahweh can bring forth The Millennium.  They should  not  by excusing away this requirement  (Matt.23v13, etc.)  because  “humans are only human”! 
Again, it is very safe to say  

The construction of this verse fully validates precisely what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches about  (1) Yahweh,  (2) JC and  (3) the HS. 
And yet,  by counter Trinitarians use Rev.22v19 to cut these verses out of their mind and apply Rev.22v18 to other verses! 
 
228th Comment – Stephen publicly declares what he sees! 
Instruction – repeat - There are two distinct and separate Entities  (1) Yahweh and  (2) JCg at Yahweh’s right-hand side. 
Instruction – repeat - The glue between  (1) Yahweh,  (2) JCg and  (3) Stephen  is  (4) the HS,  because Stephen thinks, 
reasons and behaves in the  one/same  manner as does  both  Yahweh and JC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  The supposed 3rd 
personage is actually  any  “entity”  who precisely fulfils The Desire of Yahweh.   Very simple, is it not?   No “mystery”! 
Acts.  7v56 og also  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted: 
Acts.  7v56 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  (I) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive   
Acts.  7v56 og the  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens  (the having been) {opened up},   
Acts.  7v56 og also  the  son  of the  countenance/{human-being}/man  {from/out of}  (of the) {right (hand side)}  
Acts.  7v56 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  of the  God. 
Acts.  7v56 Also  he  (= Stephen)   said/commanded: 

Behold/Look   I  discern/{look on}/perceive  the  heavens  (plural = universe)  having been  opened up 
also  the  son  of the  man  {standing staunch}/establishing/abiding  {from/out of}  of the  right-hand side  of the  God. 

 

Also he  (= Stephen)  said: 
Behold,  I  discern/perceive  the heavens  (= Universe)  having been opened up 
also the son of the man  (= JCg)  {standing staunch}/abiding  from/out  of the  right-hand side of the God  (= Yahweh). 
 

Again, we must understand what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and then realise Stephen is seeing this vision  in his mind,  because - 
1.   This was seen  inside  the Sanhedrin building. 
2.   The leaders could not see this vision. 

And this would have riled the leaders even more,  that this  'no-body'  is  'presumptuously'  claiming to see Yahweh,  and JC whom they had just 
murdered,  and yet they could not see  (physically  or spiritually)! 
We see the use of plural heavens,  being an indication of what JC taught to differentiate Yahweh's Authority over The Universe  and that of  “The 
Authority”  of which presently exists over The World  (during the respective eras of human history,  as typified here within The Sanhedrin).  Stephen 
correctly recognises The Scene in his mind,  where  “The Authority”  lays,  and of  The  Two  Entities  (= Yahweh and JCg)  pertinent to Mankind,  
because Stephen has the  HS  operating  within him. 
All wholly concordant to what we are taught in this verse  and  on “FutureLife.Org”,  but yet,  a million miles away from what our  worldly (and worse, 
charlatan)  Christian leaders  errantly  teach us  in their half-truths,  where they operate with  “zero precision”  in their output as my commentaries 
elucidate! 

Who therefore truly represents Yahweh? 
The answer to that question should be obvious! 
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229th Comment – Stephen’s witness is like a guided missile and strikes precisely at the target:  “The serpent’s heart”. 
(Noting the allegories,  “motivated to deceive by cunning”  –  for the expressed aim to  “control people”  for gain.) 
230th Comment – The professional leaders of Religion”  internally driven to terminate the life of  “The Whistle Blower”. 
Acts.  7v57 og (the) screaming/shouting/shrieking/exclaiming/entreating/{crying out} (plural)  And  
Acts.  7v57 og (to the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,   
Acts.  7v57 og (they) {held together}/compressed/crowded/arrested/compelled/perplexed/afflicted/preoccupied/ 

/constrained/held/{kept in}/{lie sick of}/straitened/{been taken with}/thronged  
Acts.  7v57 og the  ears  {of them},  
Acts.  7v57 og also  (they) {from start}/{spurred/urged on}/dashed/plunged/rushed/{run (violently)}  
Acts.  7v57 og unanimously/{with one accord}  over/upon/concerning  (the) him; 
Acts.  7v57 And  the  screaming/shouting  in the  large/great  disclosure/noise/voice,   

they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   {held together}/compressed  their  ears, 
also  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   dashed/rushed/{ran violently}  unanimously/{with one accord}  over/upon  the  him  (= Stephen); 

 

And  screaming/shouting  in the great  noise/voice,  they  (= professional leaders of “Religion”)  compressed their ears, 
also they  (= professional leaders of “Religion”)  rushed with one accord upon the him   (= Stephen,  a demonstrable TC); 
 

“The Absolute Truth”  spoken by Stephen about  “Professional leaders of Religion”  throughout The Ages  was too much for them! 
It had struck home with the accuracy of a guided missile right into the reasoning part of their brains! 

“Exposed hypocrisy”  is perhaps the most painful of all mental experiences within the world,   and Stephen had blown The Lid completely off! 
They had no place to hide from this exposure,  and thus they reasoned    

“We must destroy The Messenger (= “Angel”)  Stephen.” 
Precisely as they did to JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  to be  “Yahweh’s Mighty Mouthpiece”  (hence   “Mighty Angel”  by strict definition,  
please see my commentaries to “Revelations”  of some 770,000+ words explaining precisely what JCg is teaching us through John). 

Hence as we read throughout all of history,  “leaders”  having taken a position of  “leadership”  over society operating  under/within  the present  
“heaven (singular)”  shall  think/reason  to  “The Ruling Methodology”  of  “The Local Heaven”  (else  “they would  not  be leaders”  [seems an 
obvious conclusion])  of which we know is presently  “Satan’s methodology”  =  “worldly methodology”  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.). 
This occurs throughout all society  (up and down)  and across the three structures of society  Politics, Commerce and the most hypocritical, “Religion”.  
These worldly leaders could do no other than follow their natural  (unreformed)  driving instincts  -  and thus  set-upon  the  innocent/blameless  (= holy)  
Stephen,  to silence him!    Yahweh’s Ambassador is physically mutilated  (because they had no answer to Stephen’s Testimony)  as is similarly done  
throughout  all  time and throughout  all  societies  to  “whistle-blowers”   -  for the sole reason to suppress  “The Evidence”  from being publicised and 
thereby exposing  “cover-ups and hypocrisy”  under what The Bible calls  “Darkness”  (to  “Cover”)! 
 
231st Comment – “The leaders of Religion” followed the same route with Steven as they did with JC a few months earlier! 
232nd Comment – It is interesting to note the argument the leaders of “Religion”  used with JC to The Romans 
(John.18v31)  is in  direct contrast  to what they did here to Stephen!   
Reason:   JC was too popular with  The People  for them to kill JC in the manner they did to Steven,  thus they had to shift 
“The Blame”  to The Romans for  “their dirty work”,  so that The Romans were blamed by The People and not the leaders 
of “Religion”.  But this is how leaders of “Religion”  operate  (hence “deception by cunning”)  in whatever they do! 
The leaders of “Religion”  had to remove Stephen  before  he became too popular with The People! 
233rd Comment – The leaders of “Religion”  followed the tradition of their spiritual fathers  (precisely as Stephen told 
them),  they killed  “The Whistle Blower”,  Stephen! 
234th Comment – An ardent student from the highest Rabbinic School/Seminary  in Jerusalem agreed with the judgment 
and the execution of The Judgement.  His name was Saul.  He only reasoned as he had been taught,  and he had been 
taught by  worldly-thinking  leaders of “Religion”!   Yahweh knew  “The Potential”  of Saul and hence JCg personally 
intercepted Saul later,  so that he could then wholly change his thinking,  and become  “The 12th Disciple/Apostle of JC”. 
Paul became  “The Official 12th Apostle of JC”  replacing Matthias of Acts.1v26 because of 1Cor.15v8. 
Acts.  7v58 og also  (the) ejecting/{casting/driving forth/out}/expelling/{sending/thrusting away}  (Stephen)   
Acts.  7v58 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  of the  {town large/or with walls}/city,  
Acts.  7v58 og (they) {threw stones}/lapidated/{cast stones}  (him).   
Acts.  7v58 og Also  the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  (they) {to put away}/{cast off}/{lay apart} (mid. voice)   
Acts.  7v58 og the  {dresses (inner or outer)}/apparel/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiment/robes/vestures  {of them}   
Acts.  7v58 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  feet  (of the) {a youth (under forty)}/{young man}  
Acts.  7v58 og (of the being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (of the) Saul. 
Acts.  7v58 Also  the  ejecting/expelling  (Stephen from out of the Sanhedrin and then … ) 

outside/{away from}  of the  city  (of Jerusalem), 
they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   {threw/cast stones}/lapidated  (him,  Stephen). 
Also  the  witnesses  (of Stephen's testimony),   
they  (leaders of “Religion”)   personally  {put away}/{cast off}  near/beside  the  feet  of the  {young man}  being  called/named  Saul. 

 

Also ejecting  (Stephen from out of the Sanhedrin and then)  outside of the city   (= Jerusalem), 
they  (= professional leaders of “Religion”)  threw stones  (at Stephen,  to kill him). 
Also the witnesses   (of Stephen’s testimony,  and thus they shall be   “Called to account”) 
they  (professional leaders of “Religion”)  personally cast off  (their tunics)  near the feet of the young man being called Saul. 
                 (Later,  Saul was to become  The 12th Apostle,  personally invited  by JCg  [1Cor.15v8]  and renamed to Paul by the other apostles.) 
 

The witnesses of Stephen's testimony in The Sanhedrin  (a total of 71 members,  plus the support staff and the false witness  [one of whom would be Saul 
cum Paul])  would have come out as a lynch mob.  It should be realised that not all these people would be able to throw stones at the same time,  so most 
would be watching,  and this verse is  equally  condemning them in Stephen's murder. 
It should be noted  (according to my research)  before a stoning commences then it is a requirement that a family member must cast  “The First Stone”  
to endorse and legitimise The Sentence.  It is obvious this did not occur because  

1.   The Populace  (including his family members)  loved and respected Steven for what he did for them. 
2.   The Religious Leaders hated and detested Stephen for his evidential witness! 
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It should be further noted,  these leaders  thought and stated the same thing about JC,  but by contrast,  they hypocritically used  the opposite argument  
(John.18v31)  when it suited them!   In the instance of JC,  they were too afraid of The Public’s response,  being so widely known throughout Israel,  they 
felt impotent and had to strike in darkness during a festival where The Populace would be preoccupied with facilitating their customs,  and by early 
morning JC would already be on The Wooden Post,  beyond any Public influence.  In this manner,  they are stamping their authority on the matter,  but 
this is hidden behind The Façade of JC’s murder apparently performed by the foreign Roman Army  (= outsiders doing such a horrible thing to the 
person beloved by the populace)!   Now that  is  hypocrisy and deceit to  “throw the blame”  onto someone else  –  especially after   a gun was placed at 
the head’  of Pontius Pilate by  “The Leaders of Religion”  as we read at  John.19v12! 
These religious leaders wanted to  neutralise/eradicate  Stephen  before  he became too famous,  they certainly did not want the problems that JC 
brought to their comfortable lifestyle from another person! 
An important observation is the comment Luke puts in the text for us  (see also Acts.22v20,  where Saul [as Paul]  confirms this). 

The comment is regarding  “Saul”  (Hebrew name meaning  “Asked /Inquired”  [of God])  who was later to become  “Paul”  (Roman name 
meaning  “Little/Small”)  and  “The 12th Apostle”  personally invited  by JCg to  replace  Judas as we are to read later in Acts.9v1+  (and 
within Acts. chapters 22 and 26).  We assume  “Saul”  changed his name to  “Paul”  because he was The Apostle who went out unto The 
Gentiles to preach The Good News of - 

1.   Sonship to Yahweh is possible for the ideal candidates. 
2.   Explain about The Millennium being available to all of us. 

Saul had a misguided zeal to support a twisted Judaism,  was consenting to the murder of Stephen having converted to  “1st Century Christianity”. 
 
Comment – repeat - The leaders of “Religion”  followed the tradition of their spiritual fathers  (precisely as Stephen told 
them),  they killed  “The Whistle Blower”,  Stephen! 
235th Comment – Stephen knew these leaders of “Religion”  wanted his blood  -  an execution.  He now asks JC to speak 
to Yahweh on his behalf for a future Resurrection  -  in the manner that Yahweh did to JC to become JCg.   
111th 'Allegory' – spirit = desires/traits/personality/habits/character =  “The Synapse Construction Mapping” in a human 
51st Good News – Yahweh writes Stephen's name on the 1st line of The Scroll of Guaranteed Life to be a future son of God. 
This scroll (Rev.5v1) has 144000 place positions that need to be filled over the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Acts.  7v59 og Also  (they) {threw stones}/lapidated/{cast stones}  the  Stephen,  
Acts.  7v59 og (the) entitling/{invoking decision/aid}/appealing/{calling upon} (middle voice)   
Acts.  7v59 og also  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  7v59 og Lord/Master (vocative)  (of the) Jesus  (you) receive/accept/take/welcome (middle voice)   
Acts.  7v59 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of me}/I/me/mine/my. 
Acts.  7v59 Also  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   {threw/cast stones}/lapidated  the  Stephen, 

(he)  personally  appealing/{calling upon}  also  the  stating/exclaiming: 
Lord/Master,  Jesus  you  personally  received/accept/welcome  my  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

Also they  (= professional leaders of “Religion”)  {threw stones}/lapidated  Stephen, 
(he = Stephen)  personally appealing also exclaiming: 
   Lord/Master,  Jesus you personally  receive/welcome  my spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character). 
                  (Yes! -  Stephen has the  Holy Spirit,  the  one/same  as JC,  of which Yahweh was to collect,  having moulded it upon JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
 

Stephen anticipated his likely death because these leaders were so enraged at their exposed hypocrisy to be ensuring that Stephen's death ensued after 
their efforts!   In contrast to Paul surviving three occasions of stoning,  2Cor.11v25,  and we are to read later in Acts,  where perhaps these attempts 
were more  half-hearted’  because exposed  “hypocrisy”  was not the driver behind these appalling actions of mob-rule.   
While still conscious,  Stephen showed his continual attachment to Yahweh by appealing for his  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  to be retained 
by Yahweh for the future  awakening/resuscitation/resurrection  into The Millennium.   Stephen was relying upon  The Expectation  as had JC,  where 
Yahweh has shown what was possible for us,  by what He did for JC.   That is why JC became the forerunner  “First-Fruit,  Barley”  of another 144000 
future sons of God as the  “First-Fruit, Wheat”  (Lev.23v5-27)  to be elected from out of The Christian Nation during the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age.     
       Stephen would be  “The First Name”  placed upon “The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v2)  placed there by Yahweh as a future “Son of God”. 
(Noting that Yahweh knew Stephen would be one of the 144000 TCs  before  The Creation of Mankind.) 
 
236th Comment – As Stephen loses consciousness, he makes a plea to Yahweh through JC: 

Do not hold this offence against these leaders of “Religion”. 
220th Reasoning – Stephen is absolutely  not  saying:   “Unconditionally forgive these leaders of Religion”. 
Stephen is simply stating:- 

Do not apply Your sanction of  “annihilation”  upon them but give them a 2nd part of their physical life in The 
Millennium where they have The Last Opportunity to imitate JC's lifestyle/deportment,  thus achieving salvation. 

221st Reasoning – The Crux being is that these leaders of Religion are living through  “The Transition Stage”  between  
The 1st and 2nd Covenants,  where they could possibly become charlatans and thus annihilated. 
112th Allegory – Asleep = a future awakening is possible,  thus  “The 1st Death”  resulting in a resurrection afterwards. 
Note:  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  is personal “annihilation”  (= non-existence for an eternity).  
237th Comment – Stephen died with a valid expectation of an awakening at  “The 1st Resurrection”  in a body like JCg. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  7v60 og (the) {to be placing}/ordaining/settling/{sinking/laying down}/purposing/appointing  And  the  knees, 
Acts.  7v60 og (he) screamed/shouted/shrieked/exclaimed/entreated/{cried out}  
Acts.  7v60 og (to the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great:   
Acts.  7v60 og Lord/Master (vocative),  not  (the) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  {to them}  
Acts.  7v60 og the  sin/fault/offence  this/that (specifically).   
Acts.  7v60 og Also  that/this/there/here  (the having been) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts.  7v60 og (he) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/{fell asleep}/slumbered/{1st Death}.   
Acts.  7v60 And  settling/{sinking/laying down}  the  knees, 

he  (= Stephen)   shouted/exclaimed/{cried out}  in  the  great  disclosure/voice: 
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Lord/Master,  not  establish/appoint  this  sin/fault/offence  to them  (= leaders of “Religion”) 
also  this  having been  said/uttered,  he  {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/{fell asleep}  (= The 1st Death). 

 

And the knees  {sinking/laying down},  he  (= Stephen)  shouted/{cried out}  in the great voice: 
   Lord/Master,  not  establish/appoint  this  sin/offence  to them   (= professional leaders of “Religion”) 
Also this having been said,  he fell asleep   (= The 1st Death). 
 

This verse does  not  mean what is normally attributed to it  -  by our  worldly Christian leaders in their very chaotic and scrambled  reasoning’! 
Everything must be  “Righteous”  in  “The Judgement of Yahweh”.   
Not  “unrighteous”  as that which comes out of the mouths of our  worldly Christian leaders! 

So,  after my usual attestation about our leaders of “Religion”,  then perhaps I should explain myself,  to justify what I claim about them. 
It all goes back to what JC taught as    

“1st Century Christianity”  which is righteously built upon The Tanakh. 
Because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  understand that simple statement then they just do  not  get   “Yahweh”! 
I state   “Yahweh is constant”  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17),  in direct contrast to our  worldly Christian leaders stating   “God”  changed between The Old 
Testament and The New Testament.   They truly operate  in spiritual darkness  and  speak  unrighteous nonsense! 

As I state elsewhere    “JC righteously answered The Tanakh”  (being its prophecies enacted by Yahweh). 
The Tanakh and JC go  hand in glove’  with each other to ultimately and  righteously  yield Mankind’s Salvation. 

After getting that off my chest,  then how do I answer? 
Stephen is  not  saying   “Unconditionally forgive them”. 

Rather  
Stephen is saying   “Do not apply Your sanction of  “annihilation”  unto them,  because this is still only the 1st part of their life!” 
Because these leaders have  not  taken upon themselves  “Christianity”  then they  cannot  be  “Iniquitous”  to what JC represents. 

It is specifically for this reason that Stephen makes this  “Righteous”  Request. 
(Noting by contrast what we are taught at the end of 1John.5v16,  hence the next reasoned lines below ) 

However,  Stephen could  not  righteously make this request  if  these leaders were declared Christian Leaders. 
Because these Christian leaders would have been baptised and publicly taken upon themselves to accurately represent JC. 

This would have made The Christian Leaders  “Iniquitous”  and thus  unable  to be forgiven. 
Where Stephen would have been taught by JC’s Ministry that  “Rejection of him as The Word of God”  would ultimately mean  “annihilation”,  based 
upon  “The Example”  of Judas Iscariot that would have been copiously discussed between themselves  (= disciples)  after  The Event. 
Stephen thoroughly understanding  “1st Century Christianity”  as precisely explained on  “FutureLife.Org”  would have understood the difference within 
our  “2 part life”  consisting of both  “2 part physical”  and  “2 part spiritual”.    
These leaders had  not  even accepted JC was  “The Word of God”  (even though exposed to his teaching)  and thus they were like  “The Gentiles”  as 
regards  “The New Nation of  (2nd Epoch)  Israel”  (= “Christians”)  and thus they will be resurrected into The Millennium.   
However,  by contrast,  Judas Iscariot will  never  be resurrected,  having been annihilated at the end of his existence because he publicly took upon 
himself   “The Responsibility, Ownership and Accountability”   of a  (supposedly)  accurately representing JC as  “The Word of God”  and yet he 
personally betrayed what it truly means within himself.   

He did this by  (surreptitiously under cover)  selling  “The Word of God”  and ultimately betraying what it means internally,  and this is what  
charlatan  Christian leaders are doing today and thus by so doing,  are making themselves   “Iniquitous”! 

It may be useful to understand as a  “Warning”  
Judas was perhaps  “The Most Liked Disciple”  by  The Public  because he would have  “bought favours”  (John.12v6)  as  “a charmer”  
behind the warm handshake and pleasing smile,  with all the wonderfully flowing rhetoric out of his mouth! 

By contrast,  the eleven other disciples would be teaching the  all-important  internal reform,  and that people must precisely imitate what JC was doing 
and be rejecting what The World is able to deliver,  which would be distasteful to many people having to forsake what they like doing today! 

(Hence of Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13.  People want to  do their own thing’;  they do not want to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle!) 
So, I ask the obvious question  

Does this postulated scenario sound familiar to the reader,  –  when we look around ourselves today? 
And the resounding answer comes back  

Yes, it does! 
That is  precisely why  during The Gospel Age perhaps  millions’  of  charlatan Christian leaders are falling over themselves to get into  
“The 13th Tribe of Israel”,  being The Tribe of  “Annihilation”  at the end of their present existence!    

Why?    
Because JC  cannot righteously  cover someone after they have  comprehensibly rejected  what  “It Means to have JC ruling our mind”   
(Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  while  still pretending to represent JC.   Thereby  “Living a Lie”  for a worldly return! 

If we clearly understand The Bible  (and how Yahweh’s Mind righteously operates according to His Rules),  then  
It is wholly  “unrighteous”  in The Midst of what JC has done for us,  for Yahweh to be positioned to resurrect these type of people. 

Can any person please contact this website and produce a coherent and reasoned argument based solely upon what we are taught 
in The Bible,  to contradict what I have carefully reasoned? 

However,  while  charlatan Christian leaders  (as only judged by Yahweh)  cannot  righteously be resurrected and are thus  “annihilated”,  these leaders 
of  “Religion” murdering Stephen  can be righteously  resurrected.  Why?  Because they have  never  taken upon themselves JC as  “The Word of God”  
in the 1st part of their physical life,   to then internally reject  (by blaspheme)  what  “The Power”  of God’s Word is supposed to bring about within us.  
The religious leaders of Judaism  always  rejected JC during the 1st part of their life,  so that JC can righteously cover them during The Millennium in the 
2nd part of their physical life,  while they then learn how to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life based upon  “The Word of God”  (please see my 
commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13). 
Now,  it will  not  be easy for them,  and perhaps many will fail at The End of The Millennium,  but they will  righteously  have that opportunity. 
However,  returning to our supposed  millions’  of  charlatan Christian leaders,  they have effectively  burnt their bridges,  and scuppered their boats’  
by rejecting  what JC means internally  while  fraudulently claiming to represent him on the outside  for financial gain  (as did Judas, John.12v6). 

Can the reader understand this righteous exegesis? 
Being light-years away from the unrighteous nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders who demonstrably do  not  understand their subject matter! 
Rather,  “They choose not to understand”  (“agnoeo”)  because of the resultant ramifications to their life style if they were  “forced to understand”! 

We read that Stephen was murdered by  “ignorant  religious leaders”  not understanding,  in like manner as did Saul at the time  (1Tim1v13). 
However,  charlatan Christian leaders  have  The Knowledge , -  but they  internally  reject what JC  truly  represents  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16).  

Note   JC did not say these same words during his murder  (Luke.23v34).  This phrase is a copyist addition  –  perhaps errantly thinking this is something 
Luke  likes to write’  and copied what was recorded here,  and errantly added it within “Luke’s Gospel”.   
This practice of  “Copy and Paste”  activity even occurred in the first millennia and repeated within several places of The Bible,  all of which I discuss 
thoroughly within my local  inter-verse  commentaries of all The New Testament. 
 
 
109th Warning – Saul was taught  “Religious Knowledge”  in a seminary,  but it was a worldly interpretation,  totally ‘out 
of step’ with what Yahweh had intended  “The Knowledge”  to mean,  when originally recorded by His faithful scribes. 
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110th Warning – Religious leaders throughout the ages are taught at seminaries to likewise have a  completely  wrong  
understanding of what Yahweh Desires to be taught to The World.   They are taught how:  “Not to think  (but only in a 
worldly manner)”,  else be thrown out!   Thus, only taught:  “How to think as would a  worldly person  think!”   
Because that is what The World wants to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4, etc.)  moreover,  will pay to hear  (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22, etc.). 
238th Comment – Saul was genuinely misguided.  Saul sincerely wanted to keep Judaism pure,  but he errantly reasoned 
that JC had  ‘twisted’  what Judaism meant,  not realising that:  “1st Century Christianity”  truly answered  “Judaism”. 
111th Warning – Worldly Christianity  (subset of “Religion”)  answers  nothing,  and  hides  what Yahweh truly desires! 
239th Comment – Because of  “The Persecution”  orchestrated by the leaders of “Religion”  against  “1st Century 
Christians”  within Jerusalem,  then these True Christians of  “The Calling Out”  had to abandon their homes and spread 
out into the districts of Judea,  and Samaria  (= northern Israel).   
Acts.  8v1 og (the) Saul  And  (he) was  
Acts.  8v1 og (of the) {thinking well of in common}/assenting/allowing/{being pleased}/consenting  
Acts.  8v1 og to the  {(the act of) killing}/death  (of the) him.  
Acts.  8v1 og (it) {became to be}  And  in  {that one}/those  to the  day/{period of time}  
Acts.  8v1 og (the) persecution  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  8v1 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  the (one = ecclesia)  in  (to the) Jerusalem,  
Acts.  8v1 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  both   
Acts.  8v1 og (they were) {sown throughout}/{distributed (in gentile lands)}/{scattered abroad}   
Acts.  8v1 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts.  8v1 og the  {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coasts/countries/fields/grounds/lands/regions  
Acts.  8v1 og of the  Judea  also  (the) Samaria,  moreover/besides/nevertheless/notwithstanding  
Acts.  8v1 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}. 
Acts.  8v1 And  the Saul  he was  assenting/consenting  to the  killing/death  of the  him  (= Stephen) 

And it  became to be  within  that  day/{period of time} 
the  large/great  persecution  over/upon/concerning  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  within  the  Jerusalem, 
the  all  people  they were  {sown throughout}distributed/{scattered abroad} 
both  accordingly to  the  territories/lands/regions  of the  (1) Judea  also  the  (2) Samaria,   
moreover/besides/notwithstanding  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}. 

 

And it became to be within that  day/{period of time} 
the great persecution  over/concerning  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  within Jerusalem, 
all the people they were scattered abroad   (this would be  ordinary people  [= you and me]  who were  genuinely trying to  imitate  the apostles) 
accordingly,  to both the  territories/regions  of the  (1) Judea  also the  (2) Samaria, 
moreover/besides  (= in addition to)  the  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh [and not the world])  to tell} 
 

Saul was genuinely misguided  (1Tim.1v13-18). 
Saul wanted to keep Judaism pure,  to genuinely magnify what Yahweh meant to The Jews. 

His thinking was clearly conditioned by his older peers  (in seminaries,  Matt.23v15). 
Saul was trained   “To accept”  and   “Not  to think”. 
He was trained to be  “a clone”  to  “The Establishment of worldly Religion”,  so he could support the pension of the older leaders! 

This is the  opposite  to what Yahweh desires.    
Yahweh,  through His  “Early Adopters”,  does  not  want  'zombies'.   

Yahweh wants  thinking people  who  freely choose  to precisely imitate JC to become worthy leaders of The Millennium. 
These people become  proven trustworthy  not  to  defraud/cheat/lie  (in anything),  but only to  help/aid/guide  in  everything  they do! 

TCs want to fulfil  Yahweh's  Desire   “To make His Pure Desire manifest in The Environment” (= the “HS”). 
Satan through his religious agents want  'zombies'  to mechanically do their bidding  (under  “the control”  of The Religious Leaders). 

Satan wants people  not  to precisely imitate JC so that he is  not  confined at Rev.20v1-3 when 144000  trigger threshold  occurs! 
Charlatan Christian leaders want to fulfil their  own  desire  “to make personal gain,  to their neighbours' ultimate hurt”. 
Thus, these people  defraud/cheat/lie  either occasionally or often   (not only in teaching,  but also in their private life). 
     And they can only do this by behaving as  Conmen/Conwomen  with a smile – to manipulate the environment to suit their aims! 

Now we understand the two internal drivers  (all precisely as The Bible tells us)  then we can understand why  Saul (cum Paul)  switched sides! 
Saul  (cum Paul)  was internally driven to  “truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  but did  not  know how to do it! 
He went off in the wrong direction  (having been directed as such by worldly seminaries [Matt.23v15, Acts.22v3, 26v3-5])! 
However,  Yahweh reading Paul’s mind  (1Sam.16v7-13)  knew that Paul was  genuinely  motivated to serve Him as a truly faithful slave. 

Therefore,  JCg intercepted him and  personally  invited him to become  “The Official 12th Disciple”  to replace Judas Iscariot  (Acts.9v1+),  
and JCg straightened out his reasoning,  enabling him to face in the correct direction within which to move forward for the rest of his life. 

The important thing to understand is - 
Paul was  genuinely, internally motivated  to  wholly fulfil  Yahweh's  Desire  (and  sacrificed  his lifestyle to imitate JC). 
Charlatan Christian leaders are internally motivated to  fulfil their own desire  (by using God's Word as tool to extract worldly gain). 

Moreover,  it is equally important to understand - 
Paul will be resuscitated at  “The 1st Resurrection”  alongside Peter to be future sons of God  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4). 
Charlatan Christian leaders will be ignored at  “The 1st and 2nd Resurrections” to become “Annihilated”  at the end of their present existence 

Because  
Paul cared about his future  and  the future of  all  humans to bring about Yahweh's Millennium. 
Charlatan Christian leaders (and their flock)  only care to indulge themselves for  “the here and now”  having  no  interest in the Millennium,  
being what The Millennium  really entails  to  righteously  bring about Mankind's Salvation. 

Therefore,  I ask - 
Can the reader understand this,  to then be positioned to recognise this occurring throughout The World today? 

Standard  high-level  interpretation is that Saul fulfilled Yahweh's Desire to  kick-start  Christianity into The World. 
I rather understand it more deeply - 

1.   Saul would have not been the only person carrying out The Persecution,  so The Spread would have occurred  without  Saul. 
          (The Religious Leaders would have found someone else to do their dirty work for them!) 
2.   The Crux of what is written in  “The Acts of The Apostles”  is that  

Saul demonstrated his zeal to get The Job done to  (supposedly)  fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
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Saul  (1) understood his mistake and  (2) truly repented,  and then  (3) did something about it  (as repentant payback), 
(1Tim.1v13-16) 

Now we can understand why  worldly Christian leaders ignore  “The Crux”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  and  what I give in  (1), (2) and (3)  above! 
They ignore the above because it is painful - 

1.   Personally. 
2.   For their devotees. 

We can approximate,  Yahweh obtains  perhaps  half the remaining 144000 TCs in  the last generation  of TCs at The Close of The Gospel Age,   due to 
the exploding population of mature people within the last century,  over and above that of the last some 2000 years.  From this,  we can reasonably 
postulate that perhaps 72,000 TCs exist today in a population of just over 2 billion Christians,  within a world of near 7 billion people. 
Just do The Math on these basic assumptions - 

2,160,000,000  /  72,000   ~=    30,000  1 
7,000,000,000  /  72,000   ~=  90,000  1   (or thereabouts). 

Worldly Christian leaders are  not  going to become  (worldly)  fat   (to feed their fleshly body)  on those ratios  -  are they? 
In addition, it tells us that  most  congregational members will  NOT  have a TC amongst them! 

And  (as the worldly professionals heading up these congregations)  will  certainly  NOT  have TCs leading them! 
Useful references are - 

Gen.25v29-34  ( The Deal’  of which our  worldly Christian leaders completely ignore in their sermons  –  being quite natural for them). 
Matt.6v24  (what The World gives for The Immediacy is more important than what Yahweh is to yield in The Millennium). 
Matt.22v21  (being unable to separate between the two methodologies,  therefore cannot be objective when having a  conflict of interests). 

This becomes  “The Separator”  between Saul  (with his 143,999 spiritual siblings)  and  worldly Christian leaders,  as we are to read throughout Acts. 
We are now primed to read about  Saul (cum Paul)  in the remainder of  “Acts”. 
 
240th Comment – True Christians (TCs)  recognise TCs and greatly morn over their loss. 
Worldly Christians recognise TCs as being different and want to remove them – because TCs  illuminate the erroneous 
thinking and deportment  of  worldly Christians.   Worldly Christian leaders are pleased when TCs are extinguished! 
Inasmuch the TCs are shining  “Stars of Knowledge”  accurately  representing Yahweh’s Interests on this planet.  
Acts.  8v2 og (they) {conveyed together}/{collected/transported in company}/carried  And  the  Stephen  
Acts.  8v2 og (the) {taking hold of wellness (carefully/warily/cautious)}/{circumspect (religiously pious)}/devout  (people),  
Acts.  8v2 og also  (they) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts.  8v2 og (the) mourning/{beating the breast}/lamentation  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great   
Acts.  8v2 og over/upon/concerning  (to the) him. 
Acts.  8v2 And  the  {religiously circumspect}/devout  people   

they  {conveyed together}/{transported in company}  the  Stephen,  
also  they  did/made/performed  the  large/great  mourning/lamentation  over/concerning  to  him. 

 

And the devout people they conveyed together the Stephen   (= a demonstrable TC), 
also they  made/performed  the great  mourning/lamination  over/concerning  to him. 
 

It caused great distress that an  innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  (= holy)  person should be murdered by   “The Leaders of  
Religion”,  precisely as they did to Stephen's spiritual leader,  JC,  a few months earlier. 
And likewise,  repeated throughout The Gospel Age,  leaders of “Religion”  cause similar distress to family and friends of the 144000 TCs while the 
congregational members are instructed by these leaders to  'look the other way'  (by a  '1001'  different ploys and excuses)  while  'blowing smoke up 
their behinds'! 
It is an abomination – and Yahweh shall righteously respond in the Millennium as JC told us at   Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc. 
 
241st Comment – Saul with a driving passion to defend “Judaism”,  went out to make the lives of TCs a misery.  They 
were arrested and put in jail.   What is new?   It has occurred throughout all of history  - leaders exercising their power to 
control people,  and  ‘fill the world with like-minded people’!    Actually means:  “Do what I,  as your leader,  tell you!” 
Acts.  8v3 og (the) Saul  And  (he) {caused grief}/{made sad}/{be in heaviness}/{be/made sorry}  
Acts.  8v3 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,   
Acts.  8v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the (plural)  dwellings/temples/houses/households/families  
Acts.  8v3 og (the having) {unto/into the entrance}/{come/gone into}/entered   
Acts.  8v3 og (the) {trailing}/dragging/drawing/hauling  both  (the) men/husbands/fellows  also  (the) women/wives  
Acts.  8v3 og (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   (them)    
Acts.  8v3 og into/unto  (the) {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch. 
Acts.  8v3 And  the  Saul  he  {caused grief}/{made sad/sorry}  the  {calling out}/ecclesia,   

the  having  {into the entrance}/{gone into}/entered  {against to}/intensity  the  households/families              (= from  families to families) 
both  the  dragging/hauling  the  (1) men/husbands  also  the  (2) women/wives   
he  (= Saul)   {yielded up}/delivered/{cast over}  (the men/women)   into  the  cage/prison/jail. 

 

And the Saul he  {caused grief}/{made sad/sorry}  the  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
having  {gone into}/entered  (in)  the  households/families  to  households/families   
both the  dragging/hauling  the  (1) men/husbands  also the  (2) women/wives 
he  (= Saul)  delivered/{cast over}  (the  men/husbands  also  the  women/wives)  into the  prison/jail. 
 

Saul had The Information,  and yet he did  not  understand it, - but importantly   He  thought  he understood it  (as many religious people think likewise). 
At least Saul had “The Information”,  many leaders of “Religion”  have not even got that far,  therefore not even positioned to understand it! 

Saul  “blasphemed in ignorance”  (1Tim.1v13)  =  he worked against  “Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest in the environment”  (= against the HS)   
because he did  not  understand how  to correctly fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  even though he  honestly  tried to fulfil  Yahweh's Desire. 

His elder peers  (= leaders of “Religion”  operating in a seminary, Matt.23v15)  had twisted his reasoning into  an  unrighteous  mess. 
Because of this,  Saul was not thinking correctly and thus going off in the wrong direction  (but  driven hard  by the zeal of his heart). 

Yahweh was going to - 
1.   Use  “The Accurate Information”  Saul had within his head as sourced by Yahweh through The Tanakh, 
2.   Straighten Saul's mind through what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
3.   From  (1) and (2)  Saul would become  “The Foremost Apostle”  for The Gentiles,  and to undermine any form of Jewish opposition. 

We are to read how Saul entirely reforms,  because he has personally reasoned through what he knew when JCg intercepted him  (Acts.9v1+). 
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Very important note    
Why have I included  “men/husbands  and  women/wives”? 

Because I want to draw the reader's attention to the universal  deliberate  mistranslation  (by men)  which has embedded itself within Christendom over 
the last millennia and then been  errantly used  by the media today,  to  falsely  beat  God's Word at  “The Close”  of The Gospel Age! 

This is seen at 1Cor.14v34-35. 
Please see my local commentaries that untangle the universal confusion created by men long ago with an ulterior motive! 

And that is precisely why I had to generate my  most accurate  translation to expose the  miss-translations  embedded within our  faulty  translated  
worldly  bibles that  proliferate within  the families throughout all The World. 

It is the  “half-truth”  and  “half-lie”  riddled throughout Christendom,  being an utter lack of “Precision”  in what they output to The World! 
It is a constant battle of mine, –  to counter the plethora of dangerous nonsense of which they teach! 

Just as I heard today on The Radio  (06 Apr.2018 [while carrying out a final proof read of Acts])  the output by The Archbishop of York,  you would think 
he would  know his stuff’,  but it was riddled with deceptive errors and false assumptions – given to please the ear!   I shall take the week’s transcripts 
and carry out a line by line audit on his output to show where he is at variance to what The Bible distinctly teaches us!   Nevertheless,  it takes time for a 
single person like me to analyse  “error upon error”  heaped  “upon error”  that millions of religious leaders  (like this worldly prestigious “Religious 
Leader”)  output to The World  –  every day,  and thus cover over in darkness what Yahweh wants to hear  (hence Rev.8v12)!    

It is an abomination  -  “The Anti-Christ”! 
“The Anti-Anointing”  for Yahweh to achieve His future 144000  “Sons of God”  by religious leaders “excusing a human lifestyle”, Jude.v4! 

 
242nd Comment – These True Christians (TCs)  were scattered throughout the land of Israel,  and in the process,  they 
taught in the same manner as did the apostles:  “1st Century Christianity”. 
156th Instruction – It must be clearly understood that these True Christians (TCs)  did  not  teach  “worldly Christianity”  
that covers the planet today,  that is why they  were  persecuted by  “The Leaders of Religion”  and  not  the secular state! 
Though it is true,  leaders of “Religion”  had their tentacles firmly within The Political Matters of the secular state! 
Acts.  8v4 og The (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts.  8v4 og (the being) {sowed throughout}/{distributed (in gentile lands)}/{scattered abroad}  
Acts.  8v4 og (he/she) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through},  
Acts.  8v4 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
Acts.  8v4 Therefore  truly/indeed  the  people  (= early Christians trying imitate The Apostles)   

being  {sowed throughout}/distributed/{scattered abroad}  he/she  traversed/{passed through}, 
the  {preaching the Good News}  (of)  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 

 

Therefore  truly/indeed  the people   (= the early Christians  [= ordinary people]  trying to  imitate  The Apostles) 
being scattered abroad,  he/she  (at a personal level)  traversed   (through these new regions) 
the preaching of The Good News of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   (= “The Word of God”  via  The Prophets, JC and the 144000 TCs). 
                 (This is  “1st Century Christianity”  of  The Millennium  and how Yahweh  through  JC  righteously  get us into it) 
 

Let us reason through this verse by some useful questioning  
Why were these  “1st Century Christens”  forced to scatter? 
Was it because The Jewish Authorities did not like “Christians”  (as we know of “Christians” today)? 

Absolutely not! 
The answer is given by the fact that    “1st Century Christians”  were  NOT  like  “21st Century Christians”! 
The reason is    “1st Century Christians”  did  not  “think and reason”  like  “21st Century Christians”! 

Why? 
Because they were taught  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  taught  “worldly Christianity”  (as is only taught today). 

If  the people 2000 years ago were taught  “worldly Christianity”  then  they would  not  have been persecuted! 
After that reasoning,  we may continue. 
There was occurring over these few months a seismic shift in public opinion. 

The public had been taught by JC  (and the apostles)  that  “Religion”  is  wholly fraudulent  at several levels. 
(It could  not  yield salvation,  the leaders were corrupt in their actions,  and  arresting/murdering  many innocent people). 

“1st Century Christianity”  was about to displace  “Religion”  (being how Judaism had been turned into “Religion”,  by “you know who!”). 
“The Early Adopters”  were avidly publicising  “The Word of God”  around Jerusalem. 
The leaders of “Religion”  had to move quickly,  and stop this haemorrhaging of Judaism,  that was morphing into  “1st Century Christianity”. 
This was only occurring because  “1st Century Christianity”  was built upon Judaism,  inasmuch it  answered  Judaism  (being  “the given Allegoric 
Prophecies”),  and it was publicly evident these Religious Leaders had no control over the miraculous events  springing-up  all around Jerusalem,  in the 
same manner that JC had done,  publicly murdered and yet supposedly physically arisen  (against what they taught).   
              Was he around in Jerusalem causing these miracles,  or new people of  “This Christianity”  equally having  “God”  working through them? 
It was under this climate that these  “Christian Early Adopters”  were rounded up by  “The Instruments”  of “Religion”  the foremost being Saul,  
sincerely doing his utmost to underwrite the legacy of Judaism in the face of its  imminent collapse,  because he  sincerely  thought he was fulfilling 
Yahweh's Desire  (because he did  not  understand Yahweh's  Real  Desire). 
 
243rd Comment – Philip as an apostle taught  “1st Century Christianity”  to a city in Samaria. 
157th Instruction – “1st Century Christianity”  teaches of  How/Why/What  to  achieve/{expect in}  The Millennium. 
It also explains the two levels of salvation for  “The  (1) Early Adopters (now),  and  (2) Late Adopters” (Millennium). 
112th Warning – None of the above has been taught in The World for the last some 1800+ years by religious leader. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v5 og (the) Philip  And  (the) {to came/went down}/departed/descend/alighted  into/unto  
Acts.  8v5 og (the) {town large/or with walls}/city  of the  Samaria,   
Acts.  8v5 og (he) heralded/proclaimed/publicised  {to them}  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Acts.  8v5 And  the  Philip  {went down}/descended  into/unto  the  city  of the  Samaria, 

he  proclaimed/publicised  the  Christ/Anointed  to them   
 

And the Philip descended into the Samarian city,  he  proclaimed/publicised  the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

Philip one of the original 12 Disciples  (Matt.10v3, Mark.3v18, Luke.6v14, John.1v43-48)  went to a Samarian city to  “proclaim The Anointed”. 
What does this verse  really  mean? 
Is it likely to mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Based upon past performance,  then we realise that this verse does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us! 
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All the copious waffle  (often hours of  silver-tongued  comments,   extolling the virtues of being “Christian Humans” and as such [supposedly] beloved 
by God,  to be supported by disjointed Bible readings [randomly] plucked out of context)  to please the devotees' ears (2Tim.4v3-4),  all of which 
ultimately condenses down to the following - 

JC lived a good life. 
JC said good things about Christians,  and non-Christians should beware because they are in for a painful judgment! 
JC died for us, 
Because JC died for us,  and we as Christians  'believe in him',  then we shall live forever! 

That is about the  sum total  of what is taught! 
Yet these Christian leaders applying Rev.22v18-19 have heavily conditioned what has been taught in this synopsis. 

What has been presented by these  worldly Christian leaders  (2Tim.3v5),  is precisely  “The Sales Spiel”  a  conman  would deliver    
To present  ONE side  of  “The Contract”. 

Being  “The Contract”  we have with Yahweh through JC. 
I may ask - 

Do these Christian leaders explain  “The Contract”  we have with Yahweh? 
Do they even mention there  is  a contract that we,  as Christians,  have with Yahweh? 

Of course,  they will not! 
Because quite simply they teach  “worldly Christianity”  so  they  may have  “the  worldly  return”  from the quantity of bums on the seats’. 
This is  “The New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4),  that  worldly Christian leaders were constructing  (1John.2v18-19)  because of   2Cor.11v13-15. 
Being a  “Gospel of Excuses”  as Jude warned at Jude.v4,  “We can do whatever we like,  because as Christians we believe in JC”! 
Having no exegesis and what is taught is full of loose ends,  having as many holes in the unrighteous reasoning as does a colander! 
Simply,  all this is unsupported  “hearsay”  that  ignores  huge swaths  of The Bible! 

However,  by contrast  
The Apostles taught  “1st Century Christianity”  so that  Yahweh  has  “The Heavenly Return”  (of people who imitate JC). 
This is of  “The Original Jesus”  that JC taught himself –  being what Yahweh wanted to hear taught –  being of  “The Contract”  so that 
Yahweh could achieve His 144000 future sons of God over the next some 2000 year Gospel Age.   To rule alongside JC in The Millennium. 
Being people who precisely imitate JC  (1Corr.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  as we are instructed to fulfil his commands  (John.15v14-17). 
This uses The Whole Bible to construct a 3 dimensional picture through  “Time”  of -   

Wholly  righteous  reasoning for  all  humans! 
This is what  “FutureLife.Org”  freely  teaches on The Internet  (to fulfil Matt.24v14). 

Now having this background,  then we are mentally prepared to enter this verse. 
The verse simply states  

“And Philip descended into the Samarian city,  he publicised the Anointed” 
So, what could be hidden within it? 

In my exhaustive investigation of The New Testament of some 50,000+ man-hours,   including generating  “The Most Accurate New Testament English 
Translation”  on this planet,  then I have discovered an interesting repetitive theme throughout The Epistles. 

When the scribes were specifically writing about JC  at a personal level,  then  “Jesus”  would be near to the word  “Christ/Anointed”. 
But if the context is more general to be  “The Invitation”  for  us,  then the word  “Jesus”  is  not  alongside the word  “Christ/Anointed”. 

Therefore,  this observation set my mind thinking. 
I realised this was telling us something,  being  “The Something”  that our  worldly Christian leaders were  not  telling us! 

This understanding reinforced what I was learning elsewhere through my comprehensive searching of The New Testament  
Our Christian leaders were  not  teaching what The Bible taught us,  but  “a highly  filtered  version”  (passed through Rev.22v18-19)! 

Putting all this together and  carefully reasoning upon it,  has yielded what I now teach on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Which is  

Philip and The Apostles where teaching about  “The Invitation  of  The Anointing” 
This was  “The Principal Teaching”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  so that Yahweh could  righteously  then  bring-in   “The Millennium”,  being  “The 
Second Thing Taught”  for  all  people who cannot personally achieve  “The Anointing”  (by Yahweh for future Sonship).     

So,  what does this mean in reality? 
Quite simply  “The Invitation”  comes with a  “Contract”,  in precisely as we have read earlier with Stephen's Testimony about  “The Contract”  that 
was between Abraham and Yahweh to  initiate  “The Birthright”.   This is why Stephen's Testimony was recorded for us, who reason upon such things. 

We are taught in The Epistles,  we are to precisely imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16. 11v1, etc.),  and The Epistles give us instruction  how  we are to 
precisely imitate JC in a physical sense as a  “Job Specification”.  This first comes by  teaching our mind  how to operate in  The  One/Same  
Manner  as would JC,  so that we  instinctively  behave like JC without the need of any  pre-thought. 

Nevertheless, as I explain in my dissertations,  what was written in The Epistles was  not  “The Primary Thing”  taught by  “word of mouth”! 
The Epistles were written as  'crib notes',  back-up  explanations,  to  underwrite and support  “The Primary Thing”  predominantly only  
spoken by mouth! 

“The Thing”  taught by  “Word of  Mouth”  was of  “The Anointing of possible future Sonship”,   if  and  only if   “we became like JC in The Mind”. 
Now we must understand that it is very,  very difficult to  precisely imitate  JC within this present worldly system  (operating under Satan's methodology 
to self-indulge),  as one notable atheist stated    “The Last Christian died on The Cross”.     

This is an over simplification  (from someone making public that he was a victim of sodomy as a choirboy by his priest)! 
It is a simplification,  because actually  144000  individuals  will  ultimately demonstrate to The World they  truly have  imitated JC in the 1st part of their 
life,  so that Yahweh rewards them  (Matt.20v1-12, 22v1-9, 25v1-12, etc.)  with Sonship  (Matt.20v23).   They demonstrate their worthiness during  The 
Gospel Age,  because not only do they  spiritually  “sacrifice their life”  to Yahweh by imitating JC;  but it is because leaders of “Religion”  respond by 
murdering many of these individuals  (John.16v1-4),  therefore demonstrating these individuals also  physically  “sacrifice their life”  to Yahweh by 
equally imitating what occurred to JC. 

Can the reader understand what I am teaching here? 
Because it then explains  why  “a new Jesus”  had to be taught,  being  “the methodology  that we are taught today”  for  worldly Christian leaders to 
then make worldly gain out of it  (by internally operating to worldly methodology, 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  as I have carefully explained by introduction at 
the beginning of this commentary!   Where “The Thing”  is  not  accurate taught,  but only a  worldly Christian  “Religion”  based upon a motive to gain 
a large following that yields a “Worldly Return”  of whatever The Christian Leader desires,  but not to teach people how to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle.  What is taught today is a  “New Jesus” (actually,  for us of today it is an  “old Jesus”  of some 1700+ years)  being a  “Gospel of 
Excuses”  for us to  “remain human”  because apparently  “God loves us as we are”!    “That is a crass nonsense”  –  “He detests us as we are”,  that 
is why we needed JC to come and  (1) teach us how to behave,  also  (2) become a ransom sacrifice,  where for the vast majority of us  (being not “The 
144000 Early Adopters”)  we need The Millennium to learn how to imitate JC’s lifestyle.   The reason for this confusion is  worldly Christian leaders 
deliberately confuse the Greek words  “agapao” (edifying love) and “phileo” for “Love”  (attractively love).   The former means,  “we must put some 
personal work into reciprocating what Yahweh is doing for us”,  while the latter implies  “business as usual to remain human”  as we witness within  
“The World of Christians”!   Our millions of  worldly Christian leaders have much explaining to do,  if fortunate enough to be resurrected! 

I have prised open  “The Subtlety”  between what was taught then as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and by contrast,  what has been taught from 
about 60 CE onwards as  “worldly Christianity”  (1John.2v18-19, Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.)  in all its various  forms/schisms,  of 
which we have taught today. 
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It is now for  YOU  to continue through with this reasoning  for yourself  to gain  “The Inner Understanding” of what JC taught,  or reject it in favour for 
“The Glossy Titivation”  of what is taught today from our millions’ of  worldly Christian leaders  (having  no  desire for  “The Inner Understanding”). 

Quite a long commentary for such a  'simple'  verse! 
 
244th Comment – The crowds positively responded to  “1st Century Christianity”  accurately  taught by an apostle,  
because it  (1) made righteous sense and  (2) they saw the benefits within society having this knowledge.  
222nd Reasoning – “The Knowledge”  contained within  “1st Century Christianity”  clears out worthless  “Religion”  and 
yields a strong mind to  (1) face,  and then  (2) the mental tools to overcome present worldly problems. 
158th Instruction – “The Word of God”  correctly taught  (not as is done in Christendom)  sets our mind free  (John.8v33-
36)  from the stench of “Religion”.   The  signs/indications  (= lifestyle of the teacher imitating JC)  [1] underwrite the 
teaching and further,  [2] The Knowledge in hearkening recipients motivates them to start imitating JC's deportment. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Indications/signs = Yahweh's Methodology is taking hold over The Community signalling that a new 
era is occurring to replace worldly methodology operating within these newly minded people. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of charlatan Christian leaders twisting God's Word to  'gain a following'  of captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to become TCs. 
Acts.  8v6 og (they) {held in the mind}/{paid attention}/{applied oneself}/{had regard}/heeded  both   
Acts.  8v6 og the (plural)  {(from) vehicle}/{throngs borne (along)}/rabbles/{classes (of people)}/riots/crowds   
Acts.  8v6 og the (plural,  words)   (the being) stated/exclaimed  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Philip  
Acts.  8v6 og unanimously/{with one accord}  in  to the  (words)   (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  them   
Acts.  8v6 og also  (to) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  the  indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders   
Acts.  8v6 og who/which/that  (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced. 
Acts.  8v6 The  throngs/crowds,   

{with one accord}  they  {paid attention}/{had regard}/heeded  the  (words)  being  stated/exclaimed  by  the  Philip 
both   (1)  to  hear/listen  within  the  words   also   (2)  to  behold/see  the  indications/signs  
which  he  (= Philip)  did/made/produced/practiced. 

 

The crowds with one accord  {paid attention}/heeded  the words being stated by Philip 
               (Philip principally taught of  “The Good News”  of  “The Millennium”  and how we  righteously  get into it   [as did JC at Mark.1v38]) 
both  (1) to listen within the words  (of The Gospel)  also  (2) to behold the  indications/signs   (that  supported  “The Gospel”  content) 
which he  (= Philip)  did/produced/practiced   (by both  [1] the teaching for The Mind  and  [2] physical assistance for The Body). 
               (Yahweh underwrote  “The Spiritual Good News of The Millennium”  with what it will be  “physically like in The Millennium”) 
 

An interesting question  
Why did they heed Philip with one accord? 

Because in context,  they heard of what I explained in my previous commentary! 
Also,  look at specifically what is written in this verse and of the order,  being of significance. 

1.   They paid attention to  “The Words”  spoken. 
2.   They listened to  “The Words”. 
3.   They saw  “The Works”  done. 

“Words”  mentioned twice,  and lastly  “works”  singularly. 
This reminds me of what JC spoke at Mark.1v38 and said at Matt.8v4. 
This is the  direct opposite  to how some  charlatan Christian leaders behave in their hype and razzmatazz! 
They publicly announce the  (supposed miraculous)  works as would any circus advertise of their performing acts/works! 
Thus,  they give the  (feigned) miraculous hype,  and a string of emotional words having zero depth  (as regards to what Yahweh truly desires). 

Surely,  this would ring alarm bells within our minds? 
We must understand - 

The order of words taught us to edify the mind (first),  and the works to edify the body  (second),  then underwrote this teaching. 
This was to teach of The Millennium for The Mind to ideally become purified within perfected DNA fleshly body  given  in trust  upon resurrection. 
And explaining what  “works”  means -  
“The Works”  would have been unfeigned genuine works to help people escape from the spiritual maladies that  “The Word of God”  can conquer! 
These  “works”  are  not  feigned miracles  -  as we witness in certain charismatic assemblies  -  given for personal showmanship  to scam filthy lucre! 
Please read my commentaries at 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18  (as by warning).   
I understand these people as perhaps having suffered things like  “Chronic Fatigue Syndrome”  where the people lose all physical strength,  being under 
the mental depression  caused by “Religion”  (being its hopeless lack of any rational credibility).   
Thus,  it is  “The Word of God”  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”  that caused mental healing,  to then bring the sufferer back to health. 

Why do I specifically make this claim? 
Because quite simply    

Distinct physical cures were carried out by a distinct reporting of environment and circumstances,  then rounded off by stating This was The 
First Cure’,  or of a name change to “apostle”  or  Yahweh’s Spokespersons were together when one performed the cure  (to endorse the 
physical miracle).   

By contrast,  these  bland incidents’  given here,  advocate  “a mental cure”  being  what was taught first  then led to the cures of ailments thereby 
implying the cleansing of The Mind came first and then the cure came second,  suggesting the primary problem was of the mind,  and not of the physical 
ailment.  Noting that it is often said,  that   “Heal The Mind first,  which then heals The Body”! 
For instance,  I heard a report a few days ago (ref 06/Apr./2018)  that people who have gone through “Bankruptcy”  are much more likely to die within 
the succeeding years than those people of similar outlook on life of similar age,  where it is the mental pressure that harms the body. 
Thus, if we do not get  “The Spiritual” correct then “The Physical”  suffers -  which is exactly what JC teaches us  (and why we need The Millennium)! 
 
245th Comment – These people suffered from “Religion”  causing them distinct depression,  because “Religion” offers 
zero comfort to the  sane/reasoning  mind,  “Religion”  being based upon useless unsubstantiated “hearsay”.  These 
people needed  “The Word of God”  as  only  contained in  “1st Century Christianity”  to bring about mental relief. 
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223rd Reasoning – “The Mind leads the body”,  get The Mind correct on wholesome Knowledge,  and Body becomes 
repaired to become like  The Mind! 
Instruction – repeat - It must be understood the only things being cured would be  influencer, colds, and mentally related 
things e.g.  “Chronic Fatigue Syndrome”, depression, etc.   Physical things are normally recorded as specific miracles. 
'Allegory' – repeat - “Unclean spirits” =  “Anti-social  personality/habits”.   
Warning – repeat - “Unclean spirits”  does  not  mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders tell us.  They teach such 
nonsense because they want to create hype and sensationalism amongst their deluded devotees -  to control their thinking. 
Why should there be more demons (supposed 'unclean spirits') per head of population within a grouping of physical Israel 
than there is today?   Obviously, there was not!   And thus  “unclean spirits”  is different  to what we are errantly taught! 
Instruction – repeat - “God's Word”  accurately  taught calms the mind and removes all the problems described above. 
Reasoning – repeat - “God's Word”  gives direction and expectation to take our mind away from the problems of The 
World knowing that Yahweh has a Righteous Plan that is steadily unfolding,  and He is inviting us to take part within it! 
This gives us active participation in making Yahweh's Plan a physical reality to become an “Expectation”.    
Warning – repeat - “Religion”  cannot  do any of this!   It is all  “hearsay”  yielding a vain baseless 'Hope'  and thus 
spiritual depression,  which is exactly why these people were in this state,  before Philip came to explain The Good News! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v7 og (of the) many/much/plenteous  For  of the (ones = persons)   holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
Acts.  8v7 og also  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (the) impure/unclean/foul   
Acts.  8v7 og (the) hullabaloo/shouting/{crying out}  (to the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts.  8v7 og (to the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   
Acts.  8v7 og (they) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded,  
Acts.  8v7 og (the) many/much/plenteous (persons)   and   
Acts.  8v7 og (the having been) {loosened beside}/relaxed/paralysed/enfeebled/{sick of the palsy}   
Acts.  8v7 og also  (the) halt/limping/cripple/lame  
Acts.  8v7 og (they were) {waited upon menially}/{adored (God)}/{relieved (of disease)}/cured/healed/worshipped. 
Acts.  8v7 For  many/plenteous  of the  (people) 

possessing/having  the  impure/unclean  (= not  'normal')   spirit/personality/desires/traits   (= character) 
also  the  large/great  hullabaloo/shouting  in  disclosure/noise/voice  they  issued/{went forth}/departed, 
and  the  many/plenteous  (people)   having been  paralysed/enfeebled  also  the  limping/cripple/lame,  
they were  {waited upon menially}/cured/healed. 

 

For many of the people having impure  (= not 'normal')  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character)   
also the great  hullabaloo/shouting  in  noise/voice  they  issued/{went forth}, 
                (= these people would shout out with joy,  when relieved of their mental stress  [do  not  automatically  assume  as per Mark.1v26, etc.) 
and the many people having been enfeebled  also the limping,  they were  cured/healed. 
                 (= mental illness and depression does precisely this   be enfeebled and cause a halting gait.) 
 

It must be clearly understood - 
This verse does  not  mean what our Charismatic and certain Evangelical religious schisms teach us! 
“Spirit”  absolutely does  NOT  mean  “demon”. 

They have completely different definitions,  and thus it is wholly bogus to insinuate  “spirit = demon”  in their sermons,  and makes reasoning people 
question why they should do this?   The answer is obvious   It is for  “The Hype”  and  “Sensationalism”  this  perversion  delivers. 

I explain the differentiation between these two words in much detail elsewhere and thus not repeat it here. 
Let us understand what is being said here. 

“Unclean”  means  “Unacceptable social habits” 
“Spirit”  means  “Personality/desires/traits”  =  “Character”. 

Simply the terminology used in the verse means     
People having  unacceptable social maladies,  or  anti-social behaviour.  

Therefore, Yahweh was working through Philip to cure both the mental and physical afflictions present within these people through  “The Word of God”  
healing their minds to see and understand clearly their place in society,  to underwrite the  “1st Century Christianity”  that the apostle was teaching. 
See my earlier commentary -  perhaps covered by  “Chronic Fatigue Syndrome”  caused solely by a reliance upon groundless  “Religion”. 
Philip taught  “1st Century Christianity”  for The Mind  (never taught today)  and The Body followed the cured mind,  by being physically cured itself! 

Doctors of today,  often state   “Heal the mind and the body will heal itself”  -  underwrites my stated assertion. 
Noting that many doctors have elderly people coming to see them supposedly about a physical complaint,  when actually these people desire social 
intercourse to work within the mind. 
 
246th Comment – “1st Century Christianity”  brings real,  wholesome joy to the recipients! 
224th Reasoning – Because  “1st Century Christianity”  makes perfect sense and its teaching of The Millennium is 
supported by centuries of prophetic allegories being steadily fulfilled,  thereby underwriting Yahweh’s Omnificence. 
Acts.  8v8 og Also  (it) {became to be}  (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  
Acts.  8v8 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  in  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  {that one}/those. 
Acts.  8v8 Also  it  {became to be}  the  large/great  cheerfulness/gladness/joy  within  that one  city. 
 

Also the  gladness/joy  became to be  large/great  within that one  (Samarian)  city. 
                   (Because Yahweh through Philip,  showed what it will be like within The Millennium to underwrite his teaching of The Mind for it) 
 

Quite naturally,  these people would be overjoyed! 
            1.   They have been taught about Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  which made  complete and logical sense  (unlike “Religion”). 
            2.   Moreover  (1) above,  is underwritten by people being cured of their maladies,  both  spiritual and the supposed physical’.  
Thereby showing what both  “society” and  “The Environment”  will be like in The Millennium for  all  resurrected humans. 
All quite understandable  –  especially when this individual was  not  trying to defraud them out of their money  (as do our leaders of “Religion”,  
especially those in their  lookalike’  mobile circuses  [Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.]  scamming off their deluded devotees)! 
Now we meet someone behaving like a  “Professional Religious Leader”  in the next verse! 
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247th Comment – Con-artists are skilled in determining what is fake and what is real  (because they know what is fake and 
what is real – unlike the generally deceived public [= deluded devotees]).  
113th Warning – Con-artists are skilled craftspeople in deceiving The Public -  just as are  charlatan Christian leaders,  
who put on  “The Performance”  and the people just come running – precisely like moths to a light!   These charlatan 
Christian leaders become like great  men/women  and are revered by their deluded devotees! 
The Real  “God’s Word”  is  never  taught,  but  ‘nice things’  with  “God” and “Jesus”  ‘thrown in for good measure’! 
Acts.  8v9 og (the) man/husband/fellow  And  {some/any/certain person}  (to the) name/character/authority  Simon   
Acts.  8v9 og (he had been) {existing before}/{been or doing (something) previously}/{before (in time)}  
Acts.  8v9 og in  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  (the) {practicing magic}/{using sorcery}   
Acts.  8v9 og also  (the) {putting out of wits}/astounding/insanely/amazing/bewitching/wonder  
Acts.  8v9 og the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  of the  Samaria,  
Acts.  8v9 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  {to be}  {some/any/certain person}   
Acts.  8v9 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)   (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great. 
Acts.  8v9 And  {some/certain  person}  the  man/husband  to the  name/character  Simon 

he had been  {existing before}/{doing previously}  within  the  (Samarian)  city  {practising magic}/{using sorcery}/illusionist 
also  the  {putting out of wits}/astounding/amazing  the  Samarian  heathen/people, 
the  stating  himself  to be  the  mighty/great  certain person. 

 

And the certain man to the name Simon   
he had been  {practising magic/illusions}   ([1] as is done  throughout Christendom in the last some 100 years  by  charlatan Christian leaders)   
also  astounding/amazing  the Samarian people   ([2] in the same manner as do professional  magicians/illusions  stating themselves to be atheists) 
              (Group [1] people are  hypocrites/charlatans  to what they claim - to represent God;  Group [2] are honest in what they claim – it is an illusion) 
the stating himself to be the  mighty/great  person. 
              (Group [1] people  pretend  to be great representatives of God;  Group [2] honestly show  they can deceive our eyes and hence our mind) 
 

Perhaps a series of questions would be beneficial - 
Why did Luke consider it important to write about Simon? 

Very simply   “Luke was driven by the HS!”   
Why should that be important? 

Because the HS is sourced by Yahweh,  which means   “Yahweh has an input within what Luke was about to write.” 
Why would Yahweh desire Luke to write about Simon? 

By virtue,  that Yahweh is  “blameless/innocent/pure”  so that  no accusation  can be laid against Him in The Culmination. 
Why is this important? 

Because without this written  evidence/warning  then many Christians in both camps would state the following - 
            1.   Camp 1 = The Devotees  

We never realised during the 1st part of our life that our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders put  “money and fame”  before  
“The Word of God”  being accurately taught. 

            2.   Camp 2 = The Leaders  
It becomes a personal and salutary warning  - “Do not even go there!”   Learn from   “The Example” of Simon! 

In addition,  my next question - 
Do the members of either camp think it is  “relevant to take note”,  or be even  “sufficiently interested to read these verses”? 

Generally, the answer is - 
No!  -  And   No!   

The members of both camps have absolutely  no  interest in  “The Warning”  that Yahweh gives  –  which    Underwrites His Holiness. 
How do we know this is true? 

Because there are  billions  of devotees  not  auditing their leaders  (by  not  realising they are being  'taken for a ride').  
In addition, there are  millions  of leaders thinking   “They can get away with it!”    
They are ignoring another verse   1Sam.16v7,  Yahweh gave us for  “The Goal”. 

How foolish is that! 
Now we are positioned to treat the contents of this suite of verses containing God's Word with the greatest of   “Due diligence”  of which they deserve! 
 
248th Comment – All types of people falsely think that Simon represented Yahweh,  and supposedly,  Yahweh worked via 
Simon in  'miracles'.   Under this deception.  these deluded people would flock to see him. 
114th Warning – All types of people falsely think  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders represent Yahweh,  and 
Yahweh works via these  charlatan Christian leaders in works.  Under this deception,  deluded people flock to see them. 
159th Instruction – The Bible consistently tells us in its many different ways:  “Do not follow the crowd”.  The Crowd is 
worldly and follows worldly methodology  (Matt.7v12-14, 24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23,  as these obvious examples tell us,  
and these examples are  only  speaking about  “Christians”  following their  'millions'  of respective Christian leaders! 
Acts.  8v10 og {to whom/which}  (they) {held in the mind}/{paid attention}/{applied oneself}/{had regard}/heeded  
Acts.  8v10 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  8v10 og (of the) small/least/less/little  until/while/{as long as}/unto  (of the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts.  8v10 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts.  8v10 og this/that (specifically) (one)   (he) is  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  of the  God  
Acts.  8v10 og the  big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great. 
Acts.  8v10 {to whom}  (= Simon)   

all  people  off/from  of the  small/least  until/unto  the  mighty/great   they  {held in mind}/{had regard}  the  stating: 
this  specific  one  (= Simon),   he  is  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  mighty/great  God. 

 

to whom   (= Simon performing these illusions for money) 
all people from the least  (person)  up to the great  (person),  they  {held in mind}/{had regard}   (of Simon)   (they)  stating: 
this specific one  (= Simon),  he is the  {miraculous force}/{mighty work}  of the  mighty/great  God  (= Yahweh). 
                  Precisely as do our Charismatic,  charlatan Christian leaders claim,  as they collectively scam off their deluded devotees) 
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I ask the reader to  very carefully  reason upon this verse when considering my previous commentary in context. 
Do I need to add any more words? 

Acts.  8v11 og (they were) {admitting (into some intercourse of  hospitality/credence/endurance)}/awaiting/allowing/ 
/accepting/{looking for} (middle voice)   

Acts.  8v11 og And  (to the) him  through (reason of)  the  {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient   
Acts.  8v11 og {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time   
Acts.  8v11 og to the  {practicing magic}/{using sorcery}/conjuring  
Acts.  8v11 og (to) {put out of wits}/astound/insane/amaze/bewitched/wonder  them. 
Acts.  8v11 And  they were  personally  awaiting/accepting/{looking for}  to him  (= Simon) 

through (reason of)  the  opportunity/time  {to arrive}/{coming season} 
to the  {practicing magic}/conjuring/illusions  to  {put out of wits}/amaze/bewitch  them. 

 

And they  (= the populace)  were personally  awaiting/{looking for}  to him   (= Simon) 
through reason of the opportunity to arrive  (for Simon)  to  {practice magic/illusions}  to  amaze/bewitch  them. 
 

Precisely the same occurs today  throughout The Whole World. 
The devotees cannot wait for the next Sunday to become bewitched by  The Ambience/Performance  given by  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders. 
The devotees all flock to the  “Public Arenas”  (for example the O2 Centre in London)  for  The Spectacular Evangelism and Miracles  put out by the  
charlatan Christian leaders scamming off and defrauding the devotees with the  supposed  'Word of God’  suitably manipulated  (Rev.20v18-19)!  
All this is done,  when yet,  we are very clearly and specifically told  not  to associate ourselves with these type of performances  (either producing or 
receiving)  precisely as JC told us  Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc. 
I ask the reader - 

Have I stated  anything  that is   Not true? 
I have only  quoted  what The Bible tells us,  and I  explain  precisely what The Bible tells us. 

It now becomes incumbent on both the devotees and religious leaders to give  “The Evidence”  that this practice  “does not occur”,  in direct contrast to 
what The Bible tells us  will occur!    Otherwise we must assume it absolutely  is  occurring,  unless  proved  otherwise  –   else Yahweh would  not  warn 
us in the very many places as my future  “Electronic Concordance of Topics”  will clearly show to The World. 

Because Yahweh  is  “Holy”  (= blameless/innocent of any charge)   then   Yahweh  has warned us! 
He really cannot be any fairer than that! 

Moreover,  it now becomes  our  responsibility  to take  personal  note  -  if  we are at all interested! 
That responsibility now rests upon our shoulders  -  if we have now been warned! 

Does the reader understand this righteous logic?    
Because our  worldly Christian leaders will  choose  not to understand,  –  behaving as their cited spiritual fathers some 2000 years ago! 

 
249th Comment – Now  The Real “Word of God”  shows itself,  and  ‘pops the balloon’  of  “Religion”! 
160th Instruction – Philip explains  “The Under-structure”  as given in The Tanakh to  (1) “The Kingdom of God” and 
also of  (2) “JC making The Kingdom of God possible”  (through his “character and authority”).  
225th Reasoning – Importantly,  when specific people understood the whole structure as contained within  “1st Century 
Christianity”  then they became baptised to enter into  “The Bilateral Agreement”  with Yahweh for  “The Birthright”  to 
“precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  to the very best they were able  -  based upon The Knowledge taught by Philip. 
Acts.  8v12 og {at which too}/when  And  (they) committed/believed/entrusted  to the  Philip   
Acts.  8v12 og {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel},   
Acts.  8v12 og the (things)  concerning/about  of the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  
Acts.  8v12 og also  of the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus   (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  
Acts.  8v12 og (they were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  (the) men/husbands/fellows  both   
Acts.  8v12 og also  (the) women/wives. 
Acts.  8v12 And  when  they  committed/entrusted  to the  Philip  {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}, 

the things  concerning/about  of the  kingdom/realm  of the  God                     (= The Millennium) 
also  of the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed            (= being  how to succeed  in The Millennium) 
they were  {made overwhelmed}/baptised  both  the  men/husbands  also  the  women/wives. 

 

And when they  (= the public)  committed/entrusted  to the Philip  {preaching The Good News}   (of our  “2 part life”) 
the things  concerning/about  of the kingdom of God   (= The Millennium under JCg's  [and 144000 TCs']  rule,  under Yahweh’s Methodology) 
also of the  name/character/authority  of the Jesus  Christ/Anointed   (= how we are to be  personally successful  in The Millennium) 
                  (Where JC is  “The Goal”  for the 144000 TCs to achieve  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh to rule alongside JCg) 
they  (= many people)  were baptised,  both the  men/husbands  also the  women/wives. 
 

Now Simon has a rival for the public's attention! 
However,  there is a difference between Simon and Philip! 

Shall we discuss what it is? 
It is based upon  “The Internal Driver”. 

Simon's driver is for  “The Self”  =  “to self-indulge to his neighbour's hurt”    (= worldly methodology). 
Philip's driver is for  “Yahweh” =  “to edify his neighbour to Philip's own hurt”    (= Yahweh's Methodology). 

Where Philip's driver is to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  which is to - 
1.   Bring-on  the next generation of TCs to Yahweh to become the future sons of God. 
2.   Explain everything about The Millennium. 

This was exactly JC's mission  -  of which Philip and The Apostles imitated,  along with the other apostles throughout The Gospel Age. 
So I ask the reader:- 

Does your religious leader do  (1)  or/and  (2)? 
I suggest  “neither”  as an  “OR”  function,  and  certainly not  as an  “AND”  function! 
Nevertheless,  I should ask - 

What are  you  personally doing? 
Is your Christian leader  correctly  explaining  “The Invitation”  (= “1st  Century Christianity”)? 
How do you know  (when presently,  “The Invitation”  is so well hidden by our religious leaders by both word and deed)? 

“The Invitation”  is for all of us claiming to be  “Christians”  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to the very best of our ability. 
For us to be in this position,  then we must gain  “accurate knowledge”  (which is  impossible  to gain from leaders of “Religion” –  having  bent  it)! 
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If  your leader of “Religion”  is not explaining this,  then  they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (but their  own  desire)! 
I ask the reader to carefully read through this verse. 

It is all about  “education”,  and there is  no  mention of  “miracles”. 
It is  “The Teaching”  of  (1) and (2)  above  as  “1st Century Christianity”  (never  taught today)  of which Philip and The Apostles taught. 
Because  “1st Century Christianity”  (A)  was taught,  and  (B) so  infinitely superior  to  “Religion”  then these people were immediately convinced by 
“Strength of Argument”.   This does  not  occur today because  only  “worldly Christianity”  as a schism of  “Religion”  is taught today!  
Again,  the same Greek Word  “gune”  (StrongsTM = 1135)  is used here to mean  both  “woman/wife”.   Please see my commentary at  Acts.8v3. 
 
250th Comment – And Simon the Sorcerer  “believed”. 
115th Warning – This does not mean what it seems to say!   It means:  Simon “believed”  in  “The  Authenticity/Credibility  
of what Philip taught”.  But he  “believed”  in precisely the  one/same  manner that Judas “believed”,  and we know what 
JC thought of Judas’ “belief”  (John.6v64)!   This is the  one/same  “Belief”  of  “worldly Christians”  by definition! 
52nd Good News – Philip’s teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  gave positive results in the hearkening recipients. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v13 og the  And  Simon  also  he  committed/believed/entrusted   
Acts.  8v13 og also  (the being) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  
Acts.  8v13 og (he) was  {earnestly toward}/persevere/{attending continuously}/{continually steadfastly}  to the  Philip,   
Acts.  8v13 og (the) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive  both  
Acts.  8v13 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Acts.  8v13 og also  the  indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  (the) {becoming to be}  
Acts.  8v13 og (he was) {put out of wits}/astounded/insane/amazed/bewitched/wondered.   
Acts.  8v13 And  the  Simon  also  he  committed/entrusted       (in that what Philip did,  it was genuine and  not  a pretence) 

also  the  being  {made overwhelmed}/baptised                 (with the hope of obtaining what Philip had) 
he  (= Simon)   was  {earnest toward}/{attending continuously}  to the  Philip               (supposedly learning how Philip 'did it' … ) 
the  spectator/beholder/perceiving  both  (1) {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  also  (2) the  indications/signs   
he was  {becoming to be}  {put out of his wits}/amazed/bewitched/wondered. 

 

And the Simon  also he  committed/entrusted   (in what Philip did as being  “Truthful”  and  not  “Deceitful”) 
also  (he)  being baptised   (as the first  'supposed step'  in attaining  'what Philip could do'  [noting it was  only  for Simon’s self-interest]) 
he  (= Simon)  was  {earnest toward}/{attending continuously}  to the Philip   (trying to  ascertain/learn  'how Philip did these things') 
the  spectator/beholder  both  (1) miraculous work  also  (2) the  indications/signs 
he was becoming to be  amazed/bewitched   (= Simon could not internally rationalise how Philip could do these miraculous things). 
 

A curious verse! 
What was Simon committed to,  and entrusting within? 

Everyone may take this at face value and think   “Simon became a Christian”  because  “he believed in JC”! 
What do these  two  phrases  really  mean?    
Especially in the manner,  of which we are taught today  (within  worldly Christianity)  as to what they mean! 
Please read my detailed commentary at John.6v64 that explains the two types of  “believe”  and why most Christians believe in the manner 
Judas Iscariot  “believed”  and certainly  not  in the manner that Peter  “believed”  at John.6v68 and Matt.19v27. 

Thus,  could it be more likely that Simon thought   “Philip has some good tools here which I can use to boost my position in society!” 
I suggest Simon thought in the manner of using God’s Word as a tool to gain worldly return  (as we are to read later). 

Inasmuch Simon was committed to what these tools could deliver for his gain,  and entrusting in their capability to fulfil his worldly desire! 
Further,  I propose - 

That is precisely what  charlatan Christian leaders think when I examine their fruitage  (Matt.7v16-20,  and of its relevant context). 
However,  as we will read later,  there  is  an important difference between Simon and the  millions’  of  charlatan Christian leaders coming afterwards! 
Simon the magician using  “sleight of hand”  as a craft to gain from The Public,   studied Philip and could not understand how Philip was doing these 
miracles by himself,  so he wanted  part of the action’,  to become part of the existing  “Twosome”  and make it a  “Threesome”. 

Where,  it seemed to Simon,  that Philip must be  “The Puppeteer”  and this other Entity  “The Puppet”. 
So,  I now ask - 

Of what does this remind the reader? 
Moreover   What must be occurring within their minds? 
Also,  why is what they deliver into The Environment  not  beloved by Yahweh? 

We are back to our  charlatan Christian leaders all around The World  –  milking the proceeds from their  fraudulent  craft! 
We realise their hardened mind  'set to this state over years',  this could be where Simon’s mind was going,  believing/entrusting  in this same manner. 
We also realise that the fruitage  (= congregational members)  do not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  even though they are  “beloved”  by each other - 

1.    The leaders  “love” (eros)  their devotees for the worldly return their instruction  (of worldly hype)  gives. 
2.    The devotees  “love” (eros)  their  ears being tickled’  and of  “The Experience”  given at these gatherings! 

They symbiotically  support each other  for what  “the other”  gives by  worldly return  on the back of God’s Word’ somewhere! 
Both sides personally operate to satisfy an  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting after  “The Immediacy”   (= “eros/love”)! 

Yahweh  detests the above -  because it does  not  “righteously”  increment forward His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  
Just  “believing JC died for us”  does  not  increment forward Yahweh’s Plan,  but only makes us hypocrites if we do not positively respond! 
Please can any person on this planet  righteously  explain precisely why that    What they do  “Increments forward Yahweh’s Plan”? 
However, “FutureLife.Org”  thoroughly explains how all this links together in The Most Righteous Manner, that I ask any person to question! 
Why?   Because  unlike  leaders of “Religion”  fearful of  “questioning”,   I relish  “questioning”  because it means  people are  “thinking”! 

But  
We are hardly likely to be taught any of this by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
They prefer such  “questioning people”  to be ejected out of  “The Community”  or even to be murdered  (Matt.23v27-32, John.16v1-4)! 
That is specifically why Yahweh detests them  –  as many of JC’s parables and prophetic allegories teach us! 

I can only tell it  –  “As it is!”   
I have not invented anything – it is precisely as The Bible tells us  by righteous warning,  hence  “holy/innocent/blameless”.  

I am not trying to make worldly gain out of what I write,  but only the result of some 50,000+ hours of personal study of  ONLY  The Bible 
has led me to these righteous conclusions,  of which I can use The Bible  in context  to wholly justify! 

Importantly I ask the reader - 
How many hours do you think any of your religious leaders have studied The Bible  itself   (and not Man’s misguided ruminations,  noting 
what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12)? 

So,  who do you think is more qualified to speak on  The Subject? 
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Where,  and who is their  “Authority”? 
Finally, we should ask    

What  “return”  do I gain by writing like this,  in comparison to what they gain by doing what they do? 
What is wrong in only asking  “The Question”  about the validity of our future   –  for us to personally  self-check  where we are going? 

Surely,  it seems a sensible thing to do;  being  “The Most Important Thing”  is  (1) our and  (2) our neighbour’s   “Life”! 
Unquestionably,  there cannot be anything more important than of our  (and our neighbour’s)  “Eternal Life”? 

It all makes for careful consideration. 
That is assuming the reader is interested in considering these  “important”  things about  “The Future of  all  humans”? 

I only write like this to  “wake people up”,  to initiate  “personal reasoning and thought”. 
But certainly   not  to condemn  any  person,  even leaders of “Religion”  who I know  are  intelligent people else they would not be in their position,  but 
I know they certainly do  not  believe what  “they say they believe”,  because being intelligent people,  then they internally know that what they teach  is  
unrighteous nonsense!   Yet,  presently they do not know unto  what ship to jump’,  because they assume  all  ships are sinking  like their own,  and  
“better the devil one knows than the one they do not know”  (which seems such  an appropriate maxim’  in this instance)  from which to gain a fleshly 
living  (Luke.16v3)!  

And yet,  I am trying to  logically explain  there is just  ONE  ship that is  not  sinking  –  so  please come aboard  -  I implore of you! 
 
251st Comment – These Samarians having been cut off from  ‘Jerusalem Judaism’  were hungry for The Truth. 
53rd Good News – Philip was able to use  “Pure Judaism of the Tanakh”  to underwrite what JC taught and represented. 
In this manner Philip was able to “set free” (John.8v33-36)  these former prisoners of  “Religion”. 
54th Good News – Philip’s success spread back to his fellow apostles in Jerusalem and two of them came up to help him. 
Acts.  8v14 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  the (ones = apostles)  in  (to the) Jerusalem  
Acts.  8v14 og (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  because  
Acts.  8v14 og (it has) received/accepted/taken/welcomed (middle voice)  the  Samaria  
Acts.  8v14 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God,  
Acts.  8v14 og (they) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them   
Acts.  8v14 og the  Peter  also  (the) John, 
Acts.  8v14 And  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  within  the Jerusalem   

the having  heard/listened  because  “The Word/Sayings/Reasoning of God”  has  personally  received/welcomed  (in)  the  Samaria, 
they  {set apart}/{put forth}/commissioned  the Peter  also  the John  towards them  (= Samarians), 

 

And the  apostles/{appointees (by Yahweh [and not The World]) to tell}  within the Jerusalem 
the having heard because  “The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of God”  has  (been)  personally  received/welcomed  (within)  the Samaria,  
they  (= The Jerusalem Ecclesia)  {set apart}/{put forth}  the Peter  also the John towards them   (= the Samarians). 
 

It should be understood that  “The (pure) Jews”  of Judah  (centred at Jerusalem)  had cut off  “The Samarians”,  by considering them spiritually as  
“second-hand  goods”  having supposedly mixed within the fleshly DNA of the worldly gentiles  (of previous generations)! 
Consequently,  the Samarians wanted to worship God  “Yahweh”,  but had no official place to do it  (please see the essential reading at John.4v9-20,  
together with my exhaustive commentaries for each cited verse)  having been rejected by  “The Official Jews”. 

Now that reminds me of what occurs within Christendom between  unreasoning  sects of Christendom! 
The point of this opening is that The Samarians were  “primed empty vessels”  lusting for  “Righteous Teaching”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and 
they  lapped-up   “the righteous information, knowledge and understanding”   of which  “1st Century Christianity”  was able to give. 
Because of the pioneering work of Philip,  then Peter and John went up into Samaria to support his work amongst these  spiritually starving  people. 

Most importantly, unlike  The (pure) Jews,  these Samarians  (1) knew they were spiritually starving and  (2) wanted to do something about it! 
There is something else we can gain out of this. 

We know that JC was teaching Samaria,  on many occasions during his trips to and from Jerusalem to Capernaum. 
So,  we must ask - 

Why these people were not already converted to  “1st Century Christianity”? 
The simple answer is that humans are sometimes fickle,  and it takes time  to come around’. 
Often because,  quite simply,  they are   “Once bitten,  twice shy”. 

“Religion”  bites hard and deep within sincere people,  and when these people come to their senses,  they become scarred from the 
experience.  Being protective,  having learnt not to become beholden to a  religious fraudster  taking a lead over their life! 

What we learn from this is that we must not dismiss people who reject our teaching the first time around,  but we must  worthily present  ourselves and 
our information,  and leave it with them to consider and upon which to reflect.  We must present ourselves as  “an oasis of clean knowledge”  within a 
parched desert,  and not as a fireman’s hose producing a pressurised jet of water at 200 psi.     

Yahweh is after a mind that freely comes to The Pure Water,  not a person who becomes beaten up by high-pressure water! 
Yahweh wants people who precisely imitate JC now in both ministry and lifestyle to become  “The Rulers”  of  “The Resurrected World”. 
These people must demonstrate their credentials to rule responsibly in small matters,  to be given greater responsibility in The Millennium. 

This is what JC teaches us. 
This is  not  what leaders of “Religion”  teach us in both words and deeds!   

That is,  precisely why leaders of “Religion”  do  not  represent Yahweh’s Interests!    
It really is not that difficult to rationalise upon these matters! 
Nevertheless, we are,  “Taught not to”  by   “You know who!” 

 
161st Instruction – True Christians (TCs)  pray in supplication with a vow,  regarding their future work. 
226th Reasoning – True Christians (TCs)  invoke Yahweh to make efficient  “The Planned Future Work” they are to put in 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  prayed for  help/guidance  from Yahweh to aid them in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation” of “Early Adopters”  enabling Yahweh to gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do 
not teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
116th Warning – By contrast,  worldly Christians vainly pray they are concerned about this, that and the other;  now over 
to “You – God”  to do something about it!    That is absolute hypocrisy when knowing what The Bible really teaches us! 
Instruction – repeat - The HS is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
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The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
'Allegory' – repeat - spirit = desires/traits/personality/habits/character  =  “Synapse Construction Mapping”  in a human 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v15 og whosoever/whatsoever  (the) descending/{going down}/falling  
Acts.  8v15 og (they) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly} (middle voice)  concerning/about  {of them},  
Acts.  8v15 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (they may) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive   
Acts.  8v15 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin};   
Acts.  8v15 Whosoever  (= Peter and John)   descending/{going down}                     (into the city within Samaria) 

they  personally  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}  concerning/about  of them            (= the baptised people resulting from Philip's ministry), 
{whatever how}/{so that}  they may  {get hold of}/{take up}   
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate form this world of sin}  the   spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character); 

 

Who  (= Peter and John)  the descending   (into the Samarian city) 
they  (= Peter and John)  personally  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}  concerning about them   (= the baptised people of Philip's ministry) 
so that they may  {get hold of}/{take up}   
the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character)  
                 (Therefore,  these people had  not  yet attained the HS –    thus something else must occur first  –  please see my commentary) 
 

What does this tell us? 
Is it likely to be what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Based upon disclosed precedence,  then most  “unlikely”! 
It is essential to have a number of things occurring first,  before  we can gain the HS. 
Given in order of importance - 

1.   Have a desire to precisely imitate JC. 
(This means we hold our neighbour in high regard and behave in an  unfeigned  cordial manner to  all  people  [1Pet.2v18-24]) 

2.   We must repent from our old lifestyle. 
(This means  never  to return to how we use to think and what we use to do). 

3.   We must gain  wholly  “accurate  knowledge”  from a  proven reliable  source. 
(This is  not  to be found within  “worldly Christianity”  -  by definition,  because  [1] and [2]  are demonstrably  not  present in  the leaders) 

4.   We must carefully reason upon our  “knowledge”  to ensure that it  is  sourced by Yahweh  (and not by Man, Gal.1v10-12). 
(This is  not  done in  worldly Christianity  –  by definition,  because  [1] and [2]  is demonstrably  not  present within  the individuals). 

5.   From [4] we gain  assurance, confidence and competence  by thoroughly  assaying/testing/proving  our knowledge. 
(This is  not  done in  “worldly Christianity”  -  by definition,  because of confusion, contradictions, fear of questioning, etc.)  

6.   From [5] we practice with fidelity what  “The Word of God”  has taught us. 
(This is  not  done in  “worldly Christianity”  as The Records throughout The Gospel Age clearly show  [Rom.1v16-32]). 
When and only when we have  personally  travelled through the required six stages outlined above,  then we are in the position to operate in The Manner 
of which the HS  (sourced through “The Word of God”)  shall direct us  (as individuals,  according to our gifts and abilities).     
Noting  “The Correct Definition”  of the HS as given by  “FutureLife.Org”,  and not the nonsense as taught by   “You know who!” 
We have read what the earlier verses have told us. 

1.   These people desire to imitate JC  (being what they have been taught of JC,  and keep coming back for more). 
2.   They clearly have been taught to sincerely repent of their old lifestyle  by Philip  (that means  “entirely leave the old lifestyle”). 
3.   Philip has been teaching  “wholly accurate knowledge”  =  “1st Century Christianity”  (never  taught today). 
4.   These people have been instructed to carefully consider all the implications of what  “1st Century Christianity”  means to an individual. 
5.   These individuals have gained assurance, confidence upon what they have been taught and tested within their mind to become competent. 
6.   They are eager to get out and start working  free of charge  to their neighbours who have not yet embraced  “1st Century Christianity”. 

This is where we are with this population of people. 
Within a period of perhaps 2 weeks under the instruction of  “1st Century Christianity”,  these people have progressed  far beyond  what most Christians 
today have achieved within 40+ years under the teaching of   “Worldly Christianity”!  

So,  what does that tell us about our leaders of “Religion”  today? 
Moving on. 

For what is Peter and John praying to achieve? 
Is it in the same manner as do our  worldly Christian leaders  (and how they teach their devotees)? 

As usual,  the same dismal answer resoundingly returns! 
No! 

The Bible teaches us that these  “supplications/prayers”  are actually  “prayers with a vow”,  inasmuch we personally pray about which we have the 
intention  to follow through with our practical works to edify our  brethren/neighbour  within our local environment. 
This is what we read here! 

It is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders fraudulently teach by both word and deed. 
As these examples illustrate  

We pray for   …   people in a distant land,    …    our leaders in their elevated position,  etc. 
Inasmuch we recognise these problems in society,  –  we have let You (Yahweh) know  (just in case You did not know already!),  and we have 
done our bit by letting You know,  and now over to You to sort it out! 

We deduce from these examples that   
(1) There is absolutely nothing we can physically do for people in foreign lands  (I could greatly expand upon this for those people who want 
to take issue with this statement)  and  
(2) our leaders have absolutely  no  intention of imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  because they worldly like it too much at the top of society! 

Therefore,  we can understand why these are hypocritical prayers  without a vow! 
Thereby,  showing a feigned concern,  but deliberately choosing subjects about which,  we have no intention of following through! 

This is precisely how and about what we do  NOT  pray;  there is absolutely  no  instruction in The Bible to pray in this manner. 
Please read my commentaries given at 1Tim.2v1-4,  that untangle  “the nonsense taught”  by   “You know who!” 

We must understand that we pray for external assistance to help us  (to overcome things that would otherwise flaw us)  in our fulfilling of 
Yahweh’s Desire. 
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Thus,  we ask for  'doors to be opened' (or closed)  accordingly to bring forth “Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”,  where we are the active 
participants going through these doors to hearkening recipients on the other-side,  listening to our dispensing of  “The Word of God”  by us imitating 
JC.  Finally,  if our  fellow brethren  (as missionaries)  are in danger beyond our  influence/control  then we ask Yahweh to work with and around them 
to    “Bring forth Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Can the reader start to see the differentiation between what Peter and John are doing when compared with what only occurs today? 
This is what Peter and John are doing here,  in this specific instance. 
They are asking Yahweh for these people to gain the HS. 

Is this a nebulous request without any supportive backup from the apostles? 
No!    

These apostles are praying to Yahweh,  for Him to assist them in convincing,  by  “strength of argument”,  the recipients to God's Word  
accurately  taught. 

Some recipients may be wavering,  and these apostles are praying for Yahweh to be both in the Apostles’ minds to say the correct things,  and within the 
environment to ease the transfer of knowledge,  so that these recipients are  then positioned  to gain the HS. 

It is all proactive with these apostles of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
It is  not  a lethargic or inactive approach as it is with  worldly Christian leaders  (being just a  “Paid job”)! 

The HS operates within a person who has a mind like JC   (made-so, by becoming hearkening recipients of God's Word given by TCs). 
The HS is non-existent in a mind that does  not  precisely imitate JC  (James.1v6-8,  “The Word of God” does not come from a worldly Christian leader). 
These apostles were going to this Samarian City to underwrite as best they could,  what Philip had been laying down earlier,  which is to bring as many  
“next generation TCs”  unto Yahweh in the most efficient manner possible  through their own personal efforts  (1Cor.3v6). 
In doing this,  then as this verse teaches us - 

While Peter and John were going down to this city,  they were praying to Yahweh concerning these recipients having been taught so much by 
Philip.  Insofar,  Yahweh would physically assist in taking the recipients to the level of  reasoning/understanding  God's Word so that they too 
could become like JC and thus  “get hold of”  (being an  active action on our part)  the HS. 
Where  “The Goal”  is to   “Think and reason like JC”  and to therefore,  “Deliver works accordingly”.  

The Crux of thus verse is  “Understanding the Context”  and what  “Supplications/Prayers”  within this context really mean. 
As usual     

It is absolutely  not  what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us! 
Because quite simply   They demonstrably do  not  know!    
They  “choose  not  to understand”  their subject matter  (= “agnoeo”),  because this would necessitate  repugnant’  personal reform! 

 
252nd Comment – The HS  (noting its correct definition see previous bullet points)  was not fully operational within these 
early recipients of Philip’s teaching of  “The Word of God”. 
227th Reasoning – To gain the HS needs  “The 3 stages to obtain real faith”  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
These recipients had only gained  “accurate knowledge”  (this does  not  occur today),  they having only progressed to  
(1) “The 1st Stage”  for “Real Faith”,  these recipients now needed to  (2) gain “assurance”  and then be motivated to  (3) 
operate with “fidelity”  to what was known and tested. 
55th Good News – Peter and John were coming to assist in the next  two stages  (to promote “assurance” and “fidelity”)  
for these people to obtain  “Real Faith”,  and then afterwards it would be possible for the recipients to gain the HS.   
253rd Comment – And that is specifically why Peter and John were  coming in the HS,  to  deliver the HS,  because they 
were practising “fidelity” to what they knew and rigorously  tested/assayed.  All of which was to precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle,  by helping these new recipients to The Word of God with assaying what Philip taught and then how to 
practise it with fidelity! 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Acts.  8v16 og {not/as yet}/{hitherto not}  For  (it) was  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  8v16 og (to the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  {of them}  
Acts.  8v16 og (the) {to embrace/seize}/{fall into}/{lie on}/{press upon},   
Acts.  8v16 og merely/alone/only  and  (the being) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised 
Acts.  8v16 og (they) {began under}/{came into existence}/after/live/behave  
Acts.  8v16 og into/unto  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus. 
Acts.  8v16 For  concerning  it  (= the HS)   was  {as yet}  in  {not even one}  of them             (= the baptised populace) 

and  they  only  {began under}/{came into existence}  being  {made overwhelmed}/baptised  
into  the  name  (but not yet in the character/authority)  of the  lord/master  Jesus. 

 

For concerning it  (= HS)   (the  true/correct  translation is  “it”  being  “neuter”  and  absolutely not  the  mistranslation masculine  “he”) 
was  {as yet}  not  in even one of them   (because they had not gone through  the required next 2 stages  of assurance and fidelity) 
and they only came into existence of being baptised   (= they accepted The Knowledge being only the 1st stage to gaining  “Real Faith”) 
into the name  (but not yet the  authority/character)  of the  lord/master  Jesus. 
           (Sadly, this is where our leaders of Christendom cannot even get this far,  because they do not teach The Knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

We must read the verse correctly and understand the context. 
We must  not  glibly read over it  –  in the manner we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

Peter and John were coming to assist Philip. 
Why?   

Is it because Philip was not good enough? 
No! 

Philip had done the groundwork as best he could  in his  own  style. 
He needed support in the form of different faces  and character  (still moulded on  “The Word of God”  that yielded a  common  “HS”  operating within 
these apostles).  While some people were attracted to Philip’s presentation and fully convinced,  there would be other people requiring a different 
interface for God’s Word to provide the required  interaction/traction  pertinent to the recipient’s specific character  (hence 1Cor.3v6). 

That is why Peter and John were coming,  to  bring-up  to the required level all people who had the inward disposition to fully hearken to  
“The Word of God”  and thus become positioned to personally gain the HS  (when and only when -  thinking/reasoning/behaving  like JC). 

As we have been told here  
These people had been baptised. 

Obviously, these people believed to the 1st level that JC was something worthy to become part of his Methodology. 
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Based upon the faithful work that Philip had done. 
However,  they had not fully traversed through the required 3 stages to gain  “Real Faith”. 
This is where Peter and John were to come onto the scene  -  to remove any areas of doubt and questioning at a  one to one  level. 
Therefore,  the reason  specifically why  Peter and John were praying in the previous verse in the form of supplication –  to make this occur. 

It is through the  two-way  bidirectional discourse of  question and answering  at a  one to one  level that someone with  “The Knowledge”  (in whatever 
subject)  is able to help the recipient understand the subject matter.   This is what I find when I talk to people about their knowledge on The Bible. 
Sadly,  when we listen to what comes out of the mouths of our leaders of “Religion”,  it is anything other,  than what Yahweh Desires to hear! 
Being of  (1) confusion, (2) worthless high-level waffle  (it is the detail that gives “understanding”),  (3) fraudulent expressions of  “God loves you”, God 
is with the poor people,  or with the prisoners,  etc. 

It is  all  nonsense! 
It requires someone to  stand-up  and shout  The Obvious   “The Emperor has no clothes!” (To quote a line in one of Aesop’s Fables). 

More importantly   “Everyone  knows what they teach is  nonsense!”    
However,  we let these leaders  have their day’,  –  because  they make us feel happy’! 

Moreover,  (supposedly)  it must be  a good thing’  for us to be  happy’  in such a horrible world! 
This is such a  useless  argument  and does  absolutely nothing  to get us out of the mire within which we apathetically sink! 

We must look towards  “The Wonderful Vista of The Millennium”  of which  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us. 
We can  only  get to The Millennium  when  Yahweh has His  “Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  out of The Gospel Age  (Rev.14v1-4). 

And,  it is precisely where we come full circle back to this verse.   
This is what  “1st Century Christianity”  is actively achieving through Peter and John! 

Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders of the last 1700+ years  have been  killing  “1st Century Christianity”  by replacing it with  “worldly 
Christianity”  (2Cor.11v4, 13-15,  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, Jude.v4).  This  actively  delays  the onset of The Millennium by the nonsense 
teaching and useless dribble that comes out of their mouth,  driven by a brain that that is so  very poorly educated  in a  (worldly)  seminary! 

Ideally,  my frustration comes out within my writings to implore the reader to open out  his/her  mind to  see/hear  what Yahweh is really teaching us! 
Please read my commentaries to the  whole  of The New Testament that thoroughly explains Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation.” 
Now an important observation that continues to vex me  

An important comment on  “(it) was”  in your bible translation.    
The chances are,  it is written as  “he was”,  where there is  absolute zero  justification to substitute  “it”  (correct translation)  with  “he”  (false 
translation),  especially when the associate verb  “fall into”  as written in the Greek is “neuter”  and  not  “masculine”.   

Can the translators please contact me in their vain attempt to justify their wholly  “unprofessional”  translations!    
They have so much for which to answer when spinning The Truth regarding the HS  into a  Lie ,  only done to continue a  deliberate systematic  error  in 
worldly bibles,  throughout their pages!   It is an  abomination  to pass God’s Word through Rev.22v18-19 to prop up a defunct  “Trinity”  myth rather 
than change Man’s  dogma/creed  to what  “The Word of God”  really teaches us  in  “The Original Language”! 

One day   “The Truth will Triumph and Conquer!”  –  “Roll-on  the Millennium!”   Amen! 
It is our  personal responsibility  to make those statements prevail  –  to Yahweh’s Glory  (and  not  to our glory’,  we as mere cretins)! 

“Cretin” is hardly a word virtually all people in academia would use about themselves!   And that is why they are not “The Babes”  and have a problem! 
 
254th Comment – It must be recognised:  Peter and John were here for several weeks  before  they laid hands upon wholly 
worthy recipients,  being of their adoption into The Role of  “Precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
117th Warning – It is  not  as inferred by our  charlatan Christian leaders:  Peter and John came to ‘lay hands on people’! 
228th Reasoning – This is why we have the contrast of Simon given within the text to show it was not universal even 
though ‘he believed’!   Also,  Philip was of equal ability to lay the hands upon people”  if it was justified.   Thus,  this 
verse means far more than what is carelessly inferred by a casual reading of it! 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
'Allegory' – spirit = desires/traits/personality/habits/character  =  “The Synapse Construction Mapping”  in a human. 
56th Good News – People are able to gain the HS  when  they have gained  “Real Faith”  by  the  required 3  stages! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v17 og then/{at the time}  (they) {placed upon}/imposed/laid  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands   
Acts.  8v17 og over/upon/concerning  them,   
Acts.  8v17 og also  (they) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  8v17 og (the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}.        
Acts.  8v17 Then  they (= Peter and John)   {placed upon}/imposed  the  hands  upon/concerning  them,    

also  they  (=  the appropriate recipients)   {got hold of}/{took up}   
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

Then they  (= Peter and John)  placed upon their hands concerning them   (= the appropriate recipients) 
               (Apostles would absolutely  not  place their hands upon people who have  not  gone through  the required 3 stages  to gain  “Real Faith”) 
also they  (= people who have demonstrated  “Real Faith”)  got hold of  
the  holy (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits  =  character) 
               (= it became universally recognised  that these individuals had entered  the next stage  within their development = recognised  as new apostles) 
 

A pertinent question - 
Why could Philip,  an  equal apostle  to Peter and John,  not  just do this’  “laying the hands upon them”? 

Because as I am to explain,  Peter and John did not only come all the way to just   “Lay hands upon these people”  as a very simplistic reading of this 
verse may imply!   Because  “Phillip”  could have done this  –  if  he felt the recipients were worthy of this procedure. 
Where  The Laying of Hands’  is naturally blown out of context by our  charismatic Christian leaders for the hype their very  falseness  generates! 
Peter and John first spent several weeks here  alongside  Philip to give these people both  assurance  through personal  assay/test  and to direct them in  
fidelity  to  “The Word of God”  previously taught by Philip!   And by consequence  -  being the deliberate separation made in the recorded text between 
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Simon and certain members of the public,  there would be some  “Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  from the results of Peter’s and John’s work 
who would gain  “Real Faith”. 
Therefore,  there would be specific people who had - 
        1.  Gained  “The Accurate Knowledge”. 
        2.  Actively  assayed/tested/proved  its  validity/righteousness  consequently gained  assurance/confidence/capability  to fight for it  (Eph.6v13-17). 
        3.  Were actively operating with fidelity based upon (1) and (2)  to teach their neighbours,  and equally had a deportment like JC. 
Then the Mature Apostles  “Behaving Responsibly”  to what  “The Word of God”  had taught them,  would have personally checked the credentials of 
these new Christians,  and then laid their hands upon them  ONLY  when having deemed them worthy  to start the  next  phase of their life.  This  new 
phase in their life,  to be as new apostles who would correctly come in “The Name of JC”  by correctly exercising both JC’s “Character and Authority”! 

This  “laying of hands”  is  not  done correctly  (but very irreverently)  in our Charismatic groupings today! 
Contrary to specifically what The Bible teaches us with regard to  “The laying of hands”   (see  guidance at 1Tim.5v22, Acts.13v3, etc.). 

So,  we may then ask  
Why these specific people had the apostles’ hands laid on them,  and  not  Simon  (because he  “believed”)? 

Because Simon and perhaps  many other people  in his position  (and yet not quite as vocal and bold as was he,  see next verse)  had  not  demonstrably 
achieved  the required 3 stages  to achieve  “Real Faith”.    

We see Simon has  zero  “Real Faith”  because he does  not  understand what is required  before  he can attain the HS. 
And yet we are told  “He believed”  (Acts.8v13,  like millions upon millions of Christians  “believe”  today)! 

So,  we may ask    
What is  The Driver  within Charismatic assemblies,  whose members demonstrably have  zero  “Real Faith”  based upon what The Bible 
teaches us and is as defined on  “FutureLife.Org”? 

Yet they have so much demonstrable    “Blind Faith”  when  spiritually challenged!  
The answer is twofold,  depending whether the person is a leader or congregational member! 

1.  “The Leader”  wants  “worldly return”  (as did Simon).  Hence,  he/she  is like Simon and has  zero  HS. 
2.  “The Congregational member”  wants  “The Thrill” of “The Immediacy”  within an  animalistic/carnal  mind  (and hence has  zero  HS)! 

Neither  participant fulfils Yahweh's Desire  to personally increment forward  “His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Because I simply ask  

Please could a representative of these Charismatic assemblies logically explain    How  they  personally  “fulfil Yahweh's Desire”? 
It should be difficult for them,  because all these people have  not  the faintest idea of what is   “Yahweh's Desire”  (except  “to have a good time”)! 

This  “Good Time”  is furnished by The Leaders for a worldly return,   just as would a drug pusher to his paying clients!    
There is  no  intrinsic difference! 

Let me explain at the high level,  “Yahweh’s Desire”  is - 
To  righteously  purify Mankind into The Eternity! 
Yahweh  righteously  does this through  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  (to gain  The Remnants that return back to The Lord’,  Isa.10v20-22). 
Yahweh  righteously  requires  “The Proven Perfect  (To His Requirements under Satan’s heaven)  Early Adopters”  (= prophets + TCs). 
“The Early Adopters”  (Heirs/Sons as kings/priests)  are required to teach  “The Resurrected World”  (= The Inheritance)  “Righteousness”. 
From this activity,  then  “The Early Adopters”  are able to generate  “The Late Adopter”  who also precisely imitate JC. 
For all this to  righteously  operate – required JC to become  (1) “The Teacher/Standard”   and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice. 
We are  righteously  required to achieve  “The Required Standard”  over our  “2 part life”  (by The Millennium close,  else be annihilated). 

Simply stated    “The Required Standard”  for us to fulfil Yahweh's Desire is  “to personally imitate JC”  into The Eternity. 
This is the very high-level overview,  and my commentaries thoroughly explain everything at the low level,  and how all this  righteously  operates. 

This  is  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  (and is yet  NEVER  taught today). 
What I teach is  not  a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (contrary to what leaders of Christendom teach  –  because it gives a worldly return). 

I repeat,  -  all this is a million miles away from the unrighteous nonsense that our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us! 
Whose present deportment  actively  delays  “The Onset of The Millennium”  and thus  prolongs  the present pain and suffering in The World! 

They have so much for which to answer in The Millennium  -  if fortunate enough to be resurrected! 
That is Yahweh’s Decision,  not mine! 

However, it  is  my responsibility  “to warn”  (Eze.33v1-30)  and to explain,  at  “The present close  of the Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14). 
 
118th Warning – This verse does not mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders infer it means! 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
229th Reasoning – The true apostles of Yahweh were sufficiently diligent to ensure that public recognition of someone 
having the HS  only  occurred when they had  proved themselves worthy of it,  inasmuch the recipient had truly gained  
“Real Faith”  through  the  required 3  stages. 
162nd Instruction – Public recognition of the HS must  not  be done in a frivolous and feigned manner as we witness in 
charismatic assemblies,  whose leaders bring  “The Name/Character/Authority”  of Yahweh into wholesale disrepute! 
119th Warning – We must understand the reason why The Apostles behaved as they did,  and by contrast,  the reason why 
charlatan Christian leaders behave in the manner that they do today!   This unlocks the reason for their actions! 
230th Reasoning – The true apostles of Yahweh were driven  “to edify their neighbour to the apostles own hurt”,  and by 
consequence ultimately yield Mankind’s Salvation.  By contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders are motivated by money  
(thinking: ‘money talks’ – as did Simon here)  and that becomes their motivation  “to self-indulge to their neighbour’s 
hurt”  that does  not  yield Mankind’s Salvation  (use the tool JC gave us at Matt.7v16-20  [to reform The Mind])! 
255th Comment – Simon thought:  “Invest a small amount of money now,  for a rich payback in the future”;  very much as 
did Ananias and Sapphira reason.  This is also how our charlatan Christian leaders reason.  They all have a worldly mind 
Acts.  8v18 og (the) {looking closely at}/perceiving/visiting/beholding/{looking upon}  because  through (reason of)   
Acts.  8v18 og of the  {imposition (of hands officially)}/{laying/putting on}  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands   
Acts.  8v18 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (it is) given/bestowed/granted   
Acts.  8v18 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Acts.  8v18 og (he) {bore toward}/{led to}/{tendered/given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/ 

/do/{offered (unto/up)}/{presented unto}/{put to}   
Acts.  8v18 og them  (the) {(something) useful or needed}/wealth/price/riches/money. 
Acts.  8v18 Because  the  {looking closely at}/perceiving  through reason  

of the  {official imposition of hands}/{laying on}  of the  apostles'/{appointees to tell}  hands 
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is  given/bestowed,  
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he  (= Simon)   {bore toward}/tendered/offered  them  (= Peter and John)   the  wealth/riches/money. 
 

Because the  (Simon)    
looking closely at the  holy (= pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
is  given/bestowed  through reason of the official imposition of the apostles'  hands, 
he  (= Simon)  tendered/offered  them  (= Peter and John)  riches/money. 
 

I repeat  
The apostles were  sufficiently diligent to ensure  “The Imposition of Hands”  would  only occur  in recognition of  a life changing event. 
This is what The Bible specifically tells us by illustration  (Acts.13v3, 1Tim.5v22, etc.,  there are  no  examples to the contrary). 

These apostles took upon themselves  “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  upon  “The Word of God”  to  only  give public recognition of a  
life-changing  event of a recipient to enter into  “The Role of Apostleship”  (or  “on a mission of apostleship”). 

They did  not do this on a whim,  thereby devaluating what it truly means -  as that, which regularly occurs within Charismatic congregations! 
That is  precisely why  Simon was ignored,  rejected  by Peter and John,  along with perhaps many other  unsuitable  candidates to become new apostles. 

Simon reasoning in a worldly manner  (as do Charismatic leaders through their illusions)  could earn significantly more money and fame for 
an initial upfront outlay  (as Ananias and Sapphira tried earlier in Acts.5v1+).  Seems like a good investment  (from a worldly point of view)! 

But  not  from Yahweh's Point of View,  where He requires demonstrably proven 144000 kings and priests  to responsibly lead  The Millennium  
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).  These people have no need to prove their credentials to Yahweh  (because He knew who 
they were  before  the creation of Mankind),  but  “The Early Adopters”  must prove themselves to The World now,  to justify  (in the minds of their future  
charges/children)  of their  future  position as  worthy  kings/priests  in The Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.) 

Hopefully the reader can understand why Charismatic Christian leaders  (as “The Charmers”  for Worldly Applause)  like Simon  are wholly 
rejected  by Yahweh for this future position,  irrespective of how much they  “talk the talk”  about the HS! 
We all know that we cannot trust  “A Charmer”,  and yet that is what these  charlatan Christian leaders are to us  (as deluded devotees)! 

It is interesting that  “Rogue Traders”  speak much about their  presupposed  'competence'  because they have  no  real work to substantiate “The Talk”! 
However,  “Good Traders”  never  speak about their capability,  because their works demonstrate their competence! 

Likewise,  with the HS. 
“Spiritual Paedophiles”  (Luke.17v2)  acting as  “Rogue Traders”  with  “The Word of God”  will always  'talk-up'  the HS because  they have  none! 
The genuine 144000 TCs will  never  keep speaking of the HS,  because it quietly  (without hype)  shows within their ministry and works! 

The reader should  very carefully reason  upon what I have stated as  a useful parallel,  and  wake-up to reality! 
Moreover  

Any  Christian leader who  remains silent  on the above practice is determined by Yahweh to be as  equally culpable,  because  he/she  is too 
ashamed to  speak-up  about what  “The Word of God “ (= JC)  really  means  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26),  and is to yield in The Environment. 

Nevertheless, in these matters I intelligently assume regarding these silent leaders,  that    
“When living in glass houses,  it is wise not to cast the first stone”! 

As  “The Unwritten Code”  seems to be    One Religious Leader should never publicly  question/expose  as fellow Religious Leader,  in case of payback! 
Which shows   “Just how  weak  is their  (blind)  faith!” 

I welcome  “The Challenge”  to go into battle for  “The Word of God” (Eph.6v13-17)  –  and offer myself to be locked up in a room with perhaps of the 
world’s five most acclaimed Christian Theologians for a month having the key thrown away so they could not escape,  and I thoroughly interrogate their  
reasonings’  against specifically what The Bible tells us.  At the end of the month,  they would either,  be fully convinced with what I teach – or be 

quivering wrecks! 
However,  I would suggest that they read my commentaries having consumed some 50,000+ of my man-hours to generate,  before they enter – and thus 
be fully prepared with what they are about to encounter in such a personal dialogue! 
 
256th Comment – Simon wants to buy  “The Capability”,  being  “Yahweh’s Authority to make occur”  operating through 
His proven perfect apostles.   However,  -  this is not going to happen! 
231st Reasoning – Yahweh requires His proven perfect  “Early Adopters”  to become  “The Instruments”  for the 
purification process operating within The Millennium upon  “The Resurrected World”.  Someone with a worldly mind,  
thinking in a worldly manner has not perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  to be given a commensurate purified 
celestial and incorruptible physical body,  as that which JCg now inhabits.  This is why we know charismatic leaders have 
“Lost the plot”  because their actions only titivate an  animalistic/carnal  mind within their congregational members that 
is not instructed to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)  for absolutely  no worldly return  (Matt.10v8)! 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
Acts.  8v19 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   (You) give/bestow/grant  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  
Acts.  8v19 og the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  this/that (specifically),  
Acts.  8v19 og that  {to whom/which}  if/whenever  (I) {place upon}/impose/lay  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands   
Acts.  8v19 og (he/she may) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  8v19 og (the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Acts.  8v19 (Simon)  the  stating: 

You  (apostles)   give/bestow  {I also}/{even me}  this  specific  privilege/competency/authority   
that  to whom  whenever  I  {place upon}/impose  the  hands   he/she  may  {get hold of}/{take up}   
the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   the   spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

(Simon)  stating: 
   You  (recognised apostles)  give even me  (Simon)  this specific  privilege/competency/authority 
   that whenever to whom I place upon the  (my)  hands  (then)  he/she  (as the recipient)  may get hold of  
   the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character). 
 

Peter and John have demonstrated their diligence and competence to  correctly represent  Yahweh's Interests on this planet. 
Simon was  not  a worthy candidate to represent Yahweh's Interests on this planet because he would act like  charlatan Christian leaders,  inasmuch he 
and they  (charlatan Cristian leaders)  would  not  accurately represent Yahweh's Interests on this planet  (to  righteously  yield Mankind's Salvation). 
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These poor representatives would only trade this  “Responsibility”  for worldly return (Matt.25v25)  -  all of what we witness within these travelling 
Christian  'circuses'  peddling the  supposed  'Word of God'  to the ecstatic people flocking to have their  animalistic/carnal  senses titivated  (ignoring 
JC's warning given at Matt.24v23-26, Mar.13v21-23, etc.).  But how do these people know they are being  conned  out of their money by  professional 
tricksters  touting  “The Word of God”  for  'donations'  running into the  Millions  of  dollars/pounds  per session  from their thousands of devotees 
filling these arenas!   Because they do not read nor understand what God's Word means! 

This is an absolute and complete abomination!    
Yahweh shall  never  resurrect these  charlatan Christian leaders upon their forthcoming death,  to become their personal  annihilation. 

But what do they care? 
They believe  nothing  of which they teach,  given only for an immediate worldly return  (because  “FutureLife”  has no relevance to them)! 

 
257th Comment – Money only buys  “opportunity”  that either edifies or corrupts the user. 
232nd Reasoning – The driver to obtain money is generally for  self-indulgence  that ultimately corrupts.  Simon's driver is 
to obtain more money after a small initial outlay.  His driver is not to edify the recipient in the manner that true apostles 
chose to edify their neighbour,  he wants to nourish his worldly reasoning – that drives him further away from Yahweh. 
113th Allegory – sacrificial gift = JC's [1] ministry [2] ransom sacrifice.  It is absolutely not the HS. 
233rd Reasoning – The sacrificial gift is what JC gave to us that enables us to be purified over our 2 part life.  Within this 
process,  “The Early Adopters”  obtain the HS to make Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation possible. 
234th Reasoning –  “Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”)  is to make possible 
Mankind's Salvation.   This cannot be bought by money,  but only by human sacrifice.  JC first and then the 144000 TCs 
following later throughout The Gospel Age. 
120th Warning –  Worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders  think this means the HS.   They are just:  Wrong! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v20 og (the) Peter  And  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him   
Acts.  8v20 og the  silvery/{cash (drachma or shekel)}/money/{piece of silver}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you (singular) 
Acts.  8v20 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy/you (singular)   
Acts.  8v20 og {might (could/would/should) be}/was/were  into/unto  (the) ruin/destruction/perish/lost/perdition,   
Acts.  8v20 og because  the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}  of the  God  
Acts.  8v20 og (you) accustom/deem/regard/suppose/consider/think  through (reason of)  
Acts.  8v20 og {(something) useful or needed}/wealth/price/riches/money  (to) {to get}/acquire/obtain/possess. 
Acts.  8v20 And  the  Peter  said/commanded  towards  the  him: 

Your  silver/money  {united as companions}  {might be}  with  you  unto  the  ruin/destruction/perdition, 
because  you  accustom/deem/regard  the  {sacrificial gratuity/gift}  of the  God 
to  acquire/obtain  through  reason of  wealth/price/money. 

 

And Peter commanded towards the him  (= Simon): 
   Your money united as companions be with you unto the  ruin/destruction, 
   because you  accustom/deem/regard  the  {sacrificial gratuity/gift}  of the God  (via JC as  “The Word of God”  and  of his ransom sacrifice) 
   to  acquire/obtain  through reason of  wealth/price/money. 
 

Perhaps our  charlatan Christian leaders should read this verse when they hawk  “God's Word”  around as a tool to extract money off their devotees. 
But they do not care for these verses – because they comprehensibly  “believe none of The Bible”,  -  but only use bits as  “sales spiel”  that can be 
exercised to extract worldly return from out of the gullible people who want personal enjoyment and titivation.   The Bible teaches us that within this 
present world under Satan’s local  heaven/authority,  then the life of a TC  will be hard and difficult  (1Cor.4v9-13,  because  [1] taking the  last/least  
within The World and  [2] of worldly abuse from leaders of  “Religion”  inciting revenge).  Yet,  “The Yoke with JC will be light”,  inasmuch the TC will  
avoid  all  the worldly secular problems  that would otherwise occur from what an unreformed  animalistic/carnal  mind would deliver.   
 
258th Comment – Peter states:  Simon will  not  (1) have a share  nor  (2) The Inheritance. 
114th Allegory – share = to be a co-inheritor  (= a future son of God,  Rom.8v17). 
115th Allegory – inheritance = The Resurrected World  (= a future son of God,  as an heir of The Inheritance). 
259th Comment – “these same words”  truly expose Simons inner intentions,  but at least Simon is honest in his proposed 
transaction,  by contrast our  charlatan Christian leaders are wholly dishonest in their transaction with their punters! 
235th Reasoning – Simon has  not  the correct heart condition to become an  “Early Adopter”  in the midst of Yahweh's  
Special/Greater 1st Judgment to only be made upon Christians during The Gospel Age.  This is a Judgement that can go 
one  of  three  ways for any specific Christian over the approx. 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v21 og no/not/none  (there) is  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (the) portion/province/share/participation   
Acts.  8v21 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  
Acts.  8v21 og (the) {drawing bits together}/acquisition/patrimony/heritage/inheritance/lot  
Acts.  8v21 og in  to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}.   
Acts.  8v21 og the  For  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  no/not/none  (it) is  
Acts.  8v21 og {well placed}/straight/level/true/{at once}/forthwith/immediately  
Acts.  8v21 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God. 
Acts.  8v21 Not  there is  to you the  portion/share/participation               (in apostleship with us) 

neither  the  heritage/inheritance       (of becoming a ruler over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 
within  these  same  words.              (that you have just spoken) 
For  your  heart/{seat of motivation}  is  not  {well placed}/straight/level           (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
in  the  face/midst/sight  of the  God  (= Yahweh)                  (= in The Special/Greater 1st Judgement of Christians) 

 

There is not the  portion/share  neither the inheritance to you within these same words. 
For your  heart/{seat of motivation}  is not  {well placed}/straight  in the  face/midst  of the God  (= Yahweh). 
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What does this verse  really  mean? 
I will not state my usual about   “You know who!”  Because it is becoming so repetitive  (especially so repeated throughout  all  The New Testament)! 
However,  I will teach what this verse really means. 

Yahweh is  actively seeking out  His 144000 Future Sons of God to rule The Resurrected World  (Rev.14v1-4, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6). 
The Bible speaks of  The Heirs  (= Sons of God  who inherit  what belongs to God). 
The Bible speaks of  The Inheritance (else why “the heirs”?)  which is “The Resurrected World”  of people who have  not become The Heirs! 

We know that - 
JC is The  Chief (= ruler, Rev.19v16),  Only (at the time the epistles were written),  First  (of more to follow)  Begotten  “son of God”. 
“Begotten” inasmuch he was  generated/created  from a fleshly DNA body to a heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body as a  “Son of God” 
(Please see my commentaries and glossary that correctly explain this term – it does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us). 
Notwithstanding that,  JC truly had a previous existence  before  “The Creation of all Life”  on this planet  starting some 3 billion years ago. 

Some Bible FACTS  upon which to base our reasoning,  thus wholly disregard the nonsense  given from our  worldly Christian theologians  (Luke.6v39). 
Yahweh  “will be”  and  “must be”  seen/shown  to be   “All-Righteous”  in  all  His dealings within The Universe,  so that  no  fault can be 
justifiably laid against  “The Most Perfect Entity”  of The Universe.   Hence,  Yahweh is “Holy/Innocent/Blameless  of any accusation. 

That is an  inviolate statement  –  upon which hangs  “The Future of the Universe”  and  all that exists within it. 
So,  with this understanding  –  then how do we understand this verse  -  which itself is teaching us of   “1st Century Christianity”? 
We understand,  as I profusely state everywhere - 
“The Goal”  of which the Apostles taught is twofold  (out of which [3] is ultimately fulfilled) - 

1.   Personally aim for Sonship  (= precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  driven by a likewise thinking mind). 
2.   By Invitation bring unto Yahweh the next generation of TCs  (who prove themselves worthy for Sonship [as (1) above],  hence Matt.7v16-20). 
      (Where  “The Invitation”  also includes detailing  “The Reason for The Invitation”  which is for the  greater  “Responsibility”  to teach   
      “The Resurrected World”   “Righteousness”  in a perfected society of equality,  within a wonderful environment  [with  no  pollution,  – both  
      physical  and  spiritual]). 
3.   (1) and (2) continue infinitum  until  Yahweh achieves His 144000 TCs to be elected from out of the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age. 

That sums up  “1st Century Christianity”  at a very high level in those three numbered idents over about 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Interestingly  worldly Christianity teaches  none  of the above,  but all manner of nonsense in customs, myths and unsubstantiated musings (Matt.23v23)! 
Yahweh's Standard  is very high,  that is why the 144000 TCs  “Trigger Threshold”  has  not  yet occurred,  but we are in the last generation because 
this number is almost filled,  by virtue The Gospel Age is almost complete!   All of which we are told by Paul in Heb. Chapter 4,  and after correctly 
deciphering Revelations,  of which I have freely done in some 770,000 words for The World to now  clearly understand,  having removed  all  mystery 
within it  (generated by   “You know who”  throughout two millennia). 

While  “Yahweh's Standard”  is very high,  but it is  not  impossible!    
The Bible also tells us that all invited people are  not  equal  (Matt.25v16-20, Luke.19v16-19)  in what we need to do to achieve The Goal,  but  “The 
Invitation”  to  “The Resultant Goal”  is  the same  for  all  Christians  (Matt.20v1-12).  We all have different loads placed upon us as individuals,  and 
thus we can only do so much in how we imitate JC,  noting what Paul advised at  1Cor.7v28-37.  It would be most unwise to commit oneself entirely to 
copying JC,  and in the process,  one's own family falls apart because of this,  noting again what Paul teaches at 1Tim.3v1-13. 
All this is a complete mystery to our  worldly Christian leaders,  which becomes obvious when we foolishly listen to their  useless  waffling sermons! 

Please read all my cited commentaries that fully explain everything in  “The Most Righteous Manner”. 
Now the reader understands  “The Framework”  of Yahweh's Plan  -  which I  'flesh out'  through all my commentaries to The New Testament in its 
entirety,  then I can explain what Peter is saying to Simon. 
Peter is saying to Simon - 

We apostles are giving you  “The Invitation for Sonship”,  to become an heir over  “The Resurrected World”  and  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
But you shall  not  achieve  “heirship”  with your  present  attitude based upon worldly methodology. 
Being that  “worldly methodology” (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  is expressed within the words of which you have just spoken. 
Then you  must change  your driver,  because you have  “The Knowledge”  (being what we have taught you as “1st Century Christianity”). 
Now you have  “The Knowledge”,  then  “The Responsibility”  now rests upon your shoulders to  repent and reform! 

This verse does  not  mean - 
You will never be resurrected,  but only that    

You shall personally forfeit  “The Invitation”  if no change in attitude is forthcoming. 
However,  if  Simon became a  charlatan Christian leader of which we seem to have  'millions'  today,  then  he would  never  be resurrected. 
This is Peter's warning plea to Simon    

Change yourself and personally aim for  “The Goal”  of which we teach as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
 
260th Comment – Peter instructs Simon to  (1) repent away from his badness  and  (2) beseech Yahweh to pardon the 
purpose of his  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
163rd Instruction – We must wholly repent away from thoughts to  “make gain out of our neighbour”,  it is wholly wrong 
to self-indulge ourselves to the  (inevitable)  hurt of our neighbour. 
121st Warning – If we have the minutest of intention to make gain out of our neighbour,  then we shall be rejected by 
Yahweh from being anointed as a future son of God.   We must have the  one/same  mind as JC to spiritually sacrifice 
ourselves within this world  (that sadly may become a physical sacrifice made so by leaders of “Religion”,  John.16v1-4). 
Acts.  8v22 og (you) {think  differently/afterwards}/{reconsider (feel remorse/compunction)}/repent  therefore/then   
Acts.  8v22 og off/away/separated/from  of the  badness/depravity/malice/evil/trouble/naughtiness  
Acts.  8v22 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  this/that (specifically),   
Acts.  8v22 og also  (the) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} (middle voice)  of the  God  
Acts.  8v22 og if  therefore/thus/consequently  
Acts.  8v22 og (he/it will be) sent/{go forth}/forgive/{lay aside}/leave/{yield up}/pardoned/excused  
Acts.  8v22 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  the  {upon/concerning the mind}/attestation of the mind}/purpose/thought   
Acts.  8v22 og of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you. 
Acts.  8v22 Therefore/Then  you  {reconsider in remorse}/repent   off/away/from  of  this specific  badness/depravity/evil  of you, 

also  personally  {beg as binding yourself}/beseech  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
if  consequently  it will be  {laid aside}/pardoned/excused  {to you}  the  purpose/thought  of your  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

 

Therefore/then  you  (Simon)   {reconsider in remorse}/repent  away/from  of  your  specific  badness/depravity, 
also   (you)   personally  {beg as binding yourself}  of the  God  (= Yahweh)   
if  consequently  it will be  {laid aside}/pardoned  to you  the  purpose/thought  of your  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
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Hence,  Peter's plea continues to Simon - 
Change your thought processes away from The Self and consider how  “you can best edify your neighbour”  -  freely. 
Grow your thought processes upon Yahweh's Methodology  -  which comes in the form of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13). 
So that if you reform and build your mind entirely on the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  (of “1st Century Christianity”),  then perhaps 
Yahweh shall  over-look  your past reasoning processes that occurred in your old self   (and you shall achieve  “The Goal”). 

Noting what Paul said of himself at 1Tim.1v13-16. 
 
261st Comment – Peter continues:  I clearly see the poison of bitterness,  also the bond of unrighteousness. 
116th Allegory – Poison of bitterness = harshness  (of thought)  that leads to death. 
117th Allegory – Bond of unrighteousness = many different thoughts of which,  each is alien to what Yahweh Desires. 
236th Reasoning – Peter sees that Simon is continually scheming new ideas and concepts to deceive and hoodwink his 
neighbour so that he can make worldly gain out of his neighbour.  A practice that is against Yahweh's Desire and will 
ultimately lead to Simon's annihilation over his 2 part life  (unless he repents and reforms). 
Acts.  8v23 og into/unto  For  (the) {(from) greenish (hue)}/gall/bile/poison/{anodyne (wormwood/poppy/etc.)}  
Acts.  8v23 og (of the) {acridity (poison)}/bitterness  also  (the) {joint tie}/ligament/{uniting principle}/control/band/bond   
Acts.  8v23 og (of the) unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity   
Acts.  8v23 og (I) {stare at}/{discern clearly}/behold/perceive/see/{take heed}  thee/thy/thou/you  being/having. 
Acts.  8v23 For  unto the  gall/poison/anodyne  of  acridity/bitterness 

also  the  {joint tie}/{uniting principle}/bond  of  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness 
I  {stare at}/discern clearly}  thou/you  having. 

 

For I clearly discern you having unto the  gall/poison  of bitterness,  also the uniting principle of  unrighteousness/injustice. 
 

Peter lets Simon know that he,  Peter,  has Simon fully assayed.    
The implication being,  that if a mortal man,  Peter,  is able to fully discern Simon's true motive,  then so shall Yahweh even more so  (1Sam.16v7).  
Primarily  

It is Yahweh,  Who is making  “The All-Important Judgment”  on Sonship  (and possible annihilation for  charlatan Christian leaders). 
 
262nd Comment – Simon replies:  You apostles make request to Yahweh that this future does not occur to me. 
237th Reasoning – It is interesting:   

1. Simon recognises these TCs are representing Yahweh  (and gave respect to them). 
2. Simon understands and recognises The Future Reality of Yahweh's Plan. 
3. Simon is repentant and desires to reform  (and thus to be part of Mankind's future). 

122nd Warning – It is interesting:   
1. Leaders of Christendom choose  not  to recognise TCs are representing Yahweh  (but eradicate them). 
2. Leaders of Christendom have  zero  understanding or recognition of The Future Reality of Yahweh's Plan. 
3. Leaders of Christendom have  no  desire to repent or to reform  (and thus be no part of Mankind's future). 

238th Reasoning – This shows:  The Apostles were teaching “1st Century Christianity” explaining all the support structure 
given in The Tanakh which becomes righteously answered by JC's ministry/lifestyle,  none  of which is taught today,  but 
wholly ignored,  or worse,  argued against as not being written by Yahweh's elected spokespersons!   How crass is that! 
Acts.  8v24 og (the) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering  And  the  Simon  
Acts.  8v24 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  8v24 og (Yourselves) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} (middle voice)  
Acts.  8v24 og {specifically yourselves}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of me}/mine   
Acts.  8v24 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  lord/master,   
Acts.  8v24 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  {not even one}/{no one}/none  
Acts.  8v24 og (it may) {come in upon (to influence)}/supervene/arrive/influence  over/upon/concerning  I/me/myself  
Acts.  8v24 og {of whom/what}  (yourselves have) said/uttered/spoken. 
Acts.  8v24 And  answering,  the  Simon  said/uttered: 

Yourselves  (= apostles)   personally  beseech/{make request}  towards  the  Lord/Master  for the  sake/behalf  of me, 
so that  not  it may  {come in upon to influence}/supervene  myself  {of what}  yourselves have  said/spoken. 

 

And answering  (to Peter),  Simon said: 
   Yourselves  (= Peter and John)  personally make request towards the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh,  referenced upon Peter)   
   for the  sake/behalf  of me  (= Simon),  so that it may not come in upon to influence myself of what yourselves have spoken. 
                  (Being what is taught as 1st Century Christianity – inasmuch “annihilation”  if deemed  “iniquitous”). 
 

This is an interesting verse,  because it has several aspects encompassed within it! 
Firstly, and most importantly - 

Simon recognises that Peter and John  (as TCs)  are true representatives  of Yahweh. 
This means that Simon  listens/hearkens  and thus respects what these TCs state as being wholesome  (compare that,  with what occurs today). 
With this being so,  then Simon realises that  Yahweh shall hearken to Peter and John  ([as TCs]  compare that,  with what occurs today). 

Secondly  
Simon truly had  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as  correctly taught  by the apostles. 
Though not stated here in the last line,  Simon's knowledge told him that he could be ignored by Yahweh at  both  of  only  two  resurrections! 
Therefore,  Simon had much more  useful  “head knowledge”  than most  “Christians”  have today  (especially our religious leaders). 

And thirdly  
Simon had  a true awe and reverential respect for Yahweh  -  for him to ask Peter and John to speak upon his behalf. 
We should reflect upon Simon's response and perhaps compare him with our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders of today. 
When we carefully analyse the activities and shenanigans of our religious leaders today,  then we realise that they have  absolutely zero  awe 
and reverential respect for Yahweh  (behind the hypocritical charade)  -  especially when they ignore  all  the warnings Yahweh gives in The 
Bible written  specifically for them  (reminds me of an interesting observation at James.2v19)!    
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Also,  what JC said at Matt.4v7 is wholly ignored when they appear to treat Yahweh as a  puppet on a string’  to do their bidding! 
They equally ignore warnings given by TCs,  and further,  want to  silence them’  by whatever  convenient’  method. 
That shows their crass stupidity  (and makes them far guiltier than The Jews with JC,  hence leaders today are following Judas Iscariot)! 
Quite simply they could not care less  -  because they only live for “The Here and Now”  which is expressed in their speech and deportment. 

 
263rd Comment – The Apostles continue to hortatively witness by  “strength of argument”  because they thoroughly know 
their subject matter. 
164th Instruction – All TCs throughout The Gospel Age witness by  “strength of argument”  because they thoroughly know 
their subject matter. 
123rd Warning – Christian leaders pretend to be authoritative on matters regarding Yahweh,  but sadly,  they  believe 
none  of it  and thus  understand  none  of it  -  that is why Yahweh and His Plan,  still remains a  “mystery”  to them! 
57th Good News – The Apostles preached  “The Good News”  of  “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  
(never taught today)  that enabled their recipients to thoroughly recognised Yahweh's Righteousness and that of His Plan. 
Acts.  8v25 og The (ones = apostles)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts.  8v25 og (the having) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemn affirmation/charge}/{protest earnestly}/hortatively   
Acts.  8v25 og also  (the having) spoken/uttered/said  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master  
Acts.  8v25 og (they) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts.  8v25 og (the) many/much/plenteous  both  hamlets/villages  of the  Samaritans  
Acts.  8v25 og (they) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel} (middle voice).  
Acts.  8v25 Therefore   the (ones = apostles)   truly  having  {through witnessing}/{solemn affirmation}/hortatively 

also  having  spoken/uttered  the  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  of the  Lord/Master   
they  returned/{came back}  unto  the  Jerusalem,   both  (1) many/plenteous  hamlets/villages  (2) of the  Samarians 
they  personally  {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel} 

 

Therefore,  the apostles truly having  {through witnessing}/hortatively   (=  to convince  by  “strength of argument”) 
also having spoken the  words/sayings/reasonings  of the  Lord/Master   (= Yahweh,  reference is to the Apostles)  
they returned unto Jerusalem, 
both  (1) many villages  (2) of the Samarians they personally preached The Good News   (of The Millennium and how JC gets us into it). 
 

This verse simply means    
They had done everything they could for the specifically receptive and hearkening people within the city.    

Peter and John had thoroughly taught them during both day and night about Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (which 
had about 2000 years to run under Satan’s present heaven  [up to sometime in the 21st Century],  and then has a further 1000 years of The 
Millennium under Yahweh’s Heaven operating through JCg). 

Now they returned to their centre of operations,  Jerusalem,  and not wasted their travel time because they taught in the villages on their return. 
We must understand that these were unlikely to be new people hearing this,  because JC would have taught during his travels between Capernaum and 
Jerusalem in these  self-same  villages,  and likewise Peter and John perhaps on the way up to support Philip  (noting it would be perhaps in more haste  
to reach Philip). 

So,  what about us? 
We hear the same message,  again!   

However,  are we this time ready to positively respond,  and give it a bit more than just a passing thought? 
That is why TCs will never give up on people and will give just sufficiently while The Interest is there within The Recipient  (so as never to drive away). 
A TC's Goal is  not  to   

(1)  defraud by falsehood or  
(2)  to press-gang the mind,  but to give “The Disclosing Truth”  impartially and for no worldly return. 

It is The Responsibility of The Recipient to freely choose on  “neutrally presented information”. 
However,  it is  “The Responsibility”  of The TC to give freely, impartially and accurately  (none of these three truly occurs in “Religion”). 

So,  we may ask  
Why does a TC behave like this? 

The answer is twofold. 
1.   The TC knows    
      All people have a 2nd opportunity in The Millennium when the environment will be more conducive for reform  (when Yahweh’s 
      Methodology prevails,  and society shall become perfected  [= “edify our neighbour to our own hurt” – being wholly mutual). 
2.   The TC also knows    
      Yahweh only wants “The Early Adopters”  now  as wholly reformed and fully compliant slaves proving themselves faithful in small 
       matters,  by  taking nothing  from  (1) Yahweh (being of His Position within our minds)  or  (2) from society  (of 
       money/power/leverage/glory/etc.  of either a person or institution or authority  [through deception/fraud/lies/etc.]). 

This type of person is moulded from within by consciously building their mind upon  “The Word of God”.  This cannot be  press-ganged  from outside but  
can only grow from within  (being our new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  growing on the spiritual RNA of “The Word of God”  (Gal.6v15,  hence the 
specific use of  “ho theos”  in 1Cor.3v6).   
Nevertheless,  all this is unintelligible exegesis to our religious leaders when we  audit  what they teach and how the behave! 
That explains  “The Driver”  for a TC,  however  “The Driver”  for a professional religious leader is different. 
Their driver is equally twofold - 

1.   Religious leaders  pretend  there is some type of future,  but the concern is for  “The Here and Now”  because they  do not understand  
      The Future and how it is to pan out.  The Millennium and  how it  righteously  operates  does not mentally exist for them,  and hence  
      cannot teach of it  (as proven in their words).  Thus, their present existence is of more importance – being   “How to prolong it!” 
(Hence JC's teaching at Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, ,  which is  never  taught by them,  in  word/deed). 

Which to them means   “How do we live off other people during the time being?”  – Because how else can they survive,  being they do nothing useful for 
society except speak what are ultimately,  worthless worldly platitudes!   And perhaps can only offer supposed physical actions’,  because their  “mental 
services”  are  wholly worthless  for  “The Salvation of Mankind”  -  in  “The Great Scheme of Things”! 

2.   To Facilitate (1) then they need to  “Control People”  now  -  else   “How can they live off them  (noting Luke.16v3, Matt.7v15)?” 
      They must  farm’  to live off  “The Farm”  (controlled by a spiritual falsehood)!   The devotees are their  “farmed animals”! 
For instance, I watched a TV program entitled  “Secrets of Brother XII” (08/Dec/2018 on “Expedition Unknown”)  describing  precisely this! 
I am inventing  nothing  –  but reporting precisely what I see,  and moreover – what The World sees of  “Religious Leaders”! 

So,  I ask  
Can the reader start to comprehend  “The Difference”  between a TC  (representing Yahweh,  of His Methodology)  and a religious leader 
(representing The World,  of its methodology)? 
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If the response to that statement is a vain    
“It is not like that!”   Then I ask - 

“Prove it!” 
Because the xome 4,000,000+ words on  “FutureLife.Org”  fully explains Yahweh’s View on The World and of its future return to Yahweh. 
And yet our worldly religious leaders  cannot  even put together some 4,000 words of  coherent reasoned sanity  (but only useless  “worldly 
waffle”)!   And I have read some of their material – before  I gave up,  realising it was  senseless waffle  and I was  wasting my time! 

Just as Elijah had to prove it to The People in 1Kings.18v5-40,  during a  physical famine then,  in the same manner as there is a  spiritual famine today! 
Wake-up now,  because The Gospel Age is very soon to close at some time in  “The 21st Century”;  be prepared for 2Pet.3v8-13 and carry out Rev.8v4. 
 
264th Comment – Yahweh uses his celestial messenger to communicate to Philip to intercept a willing recipient to  “The 
Word of God”  travelling on the desert road from Jerusalem to Gaza. 
Acts.  8v26 og (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  And  (of the) lord/master  (he) spoke/uttered/said   
Acts.  8v26 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) Philip,  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  8v26 og (You) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  also  (you) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)   
Acts.  8v26 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) {middle day}/{(by implication =) south}/noon    
Acts.  8v26 og over/upon/concerning  the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means/road  
Acts.  8v26 og the  {to throw down}/{cast down}/descend/{lay down}  off/away/separated/from  (the) Jerusalem   
Acts.  8v26 og into/unto  Gaza,  this/that (specifically)   (it) is  (the) lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness. 
Acts.  8v26 And  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  lord/master  he  spoke towards the Philip  stating: 

You  {stand/rise up}  also  you  personally  traverse/travel/journey  down  south 
upon  the  way/means/road   {thrown/cast/running down}/descending  away/from  the  Jerusalem  unto  Gaza. 
This  (way/road)  specifically  is  the  waste/desert/wilderness. 

 

And the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  spoke towards the Philip,  stating: 
   You stand up also you personally  travel/journey  down south 
   upon the  way/road  running down  away/from  Jerusalem unto Gaza. 
This is the  desert/wilderness  road/way. 
 

Philp has a further instruction,  which is perhaps  40 miles (64 km)  south  from the previous work as described in the earlier passage. 
 
265th Comment – Philip,  a TC,  follows instructions from Yahweh and then espies an Ethiopian eunuch travelling to the 
Queen Candace,  having come from worshipping at The Temple in Jerusalem. 
Acts.  8v27 og Also  (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (he) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice),   
Acts.  8v27 og also  behold/lo/look/see!  
Acts.  8v27 og (The) man/husband/fellow  (the) Ethiopian  (the) {castrated person}/eunuch  
Acts.  8v27 og (of the) {ruler/officer (of great authority)}/mighty/potentate  (of the) Candace  of the  queen  (of the) Ethiopia   
Acts.  8v27 og who/which/that  (he) was  over/upon/concerning  (of the) all/whole/every  treasure  (of the) her,   
Acts.  8v27 og who/which/that  (he had) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  
Acts.  8v27 og (to) {kiss (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawn/crouch/{prostrate in homage}/ 

/{reverence to}/adore/worship   
Acts.  8v27 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem, 
Acts.  8v27 And  the  {standing/rising up}  he  personally  traversed/travelled/journeyed,  also  behold/look! 

The Ethiopian  Man,  the  eunuch  of the  ruler/officer/potentate  of Candace,  the queen  of the  Ethiopia 
who  he was  over/upon  of  all  her  treasure, 
who  he  had  appeared/come  unto  Jerusalem  to  fawn/{prostrate in homage}, 

 

And standing up he  (= Philip)  personally  travelled/journeyed,  also behold! 
The Ethiopian Man,  the eunuch of the ruler of Candace,  the queen of the Ethiopia, 
who he was over all of her treasure,  who he had come unto Jerusalem to prostrate in homage, 
 

The eunuch was thought to be the chamberlain to a queen in the Ethiopian direction,  inasmuch Candace is the Latinised name for  Kandake or Kadake 
given in the Meroitic language to be the name for  “Queen”  in the land of Kush south of Egypt,  having recorded several queens of this name or generic 
title as  “Queen”. 
The term  “Queen of the Ethiopia ”  can mean   “in the direction of Ethiopia”  rather than specifically The Land that we now call “Ethiopia”. 

Hence it should read    “Queen of the Ethiopian direction”  being relative to Luke writing in Israel! 
Thus, we understand Luke is telling us that Philip had told him through The Apostles about this encounter,  and the eunuch was heading in the direction 
of Ethiopia under Candice – being the generic title of “Queen”.  We should read no more than this into this event! 
The point behind this event is that all people  (including representatives of rich rulers)  from around The World were truly interested in “The Word of 
God”  outside  Israel and thus this text is preparing us for Paul’s role  (to teach The Gentiles)  which is to become operational in the next chapter! 

However, it must be clearly understood,  this specific Eunuch would have been of Jewish birth hence his devotional visit to Jerusalem. 
 
266th Comment – The eunuch was journeying in the chariot and reading the scroll written by the prophet Isiah. 
Acts.  8v28 og (he) was  both  (the) {turning under}/returning/{coming again}/{turning back}   
Acts.  8v28 og also  (the) {sitting down}/remaining/residing/dwelling  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  8v28 og of the  {raised (platform) and fitted together}/chariot  (of the) him, 
Acts.  8v28 og (he) {to know again}/read  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  
Acts.  8v28 He  (= the eunuch)  was  both  returning  (to Ethiopia)  also  the  sitting down  upon  of  his chariot, 

he  read  (the scroll of)  the  prophet  Isaiah. 
 

He  (= the eunuch)  was both  
  (1) returning  (to Ethiopia)  also  (2) the sitting down upon his Chariot, 
he read  (the scroll of)  the prophet Isaiah. 
 

The Isaiah gave perhaps more allegoric information about JC than most of the other prophets  (except king David)   hence it was most appropriate that 
the eunuch should be reading Isaiah ready for Philip to intercept him. 
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267th Comment – Philip reasoned that he should approach the chariot,  being that there was no one else on the road! 
'Allegory' – repeat - spirit = desires/traits/personality/habits/character =  “Synapse Construction Mapping”  in a human. 
Acts.  8v29 og (it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  to the  Philip: 
Acts.  8v29 og (You) {come near}/approach/consent/assent/{draw close}   
Acts.  8v29 og also  (you) stick/glue/cleave/adhere/bond/join   
Acts.  8v29 og to the  {raised (platform) and fitted together}/chariot  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}. 
Acts.  8v29 And  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  said  to the  Philip: 

You  {come near}/approach  also  you  bond/join  to this  same  chariot. 
 

And the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  said to the Philip:     (= “Philip had the thought in his mind” … ) 
   You approach  (the chariot)  also you join to this same chariot. 
 

What does this mean? 
In those days,  the roads were not quite as congested as they are today,  especially in  “The Wilderness”! 
By consequence,  Philip had perhaps been walking along this road for a few hours without seeing anyone,  and then this chariot  came over the hill’  
and Phillip may have thought to himself     

“Maybe Yahweh wants me to speak with this specific rider,   - therefore I will flag him down with my arms and see. 
And if this person stops then I will do what I normally do – which is to teach  “The Word of God!” 

This passage means no more than that! 
 
268th Comment – Philip ran to the eunuch and asked:  Do you really understand what you are reading? 
269th Comment – A question that can be equally asked of our religious leaders,  today! 
Acts.  8v30 og (the) {running towards}/{hastening (to meet or join)}  And  the  Philip  
Acts.  8v30 og (he) heard/listened/understood/responded  (of the) him  (the) {knowing again}/reading  
Acts.  8v30 og the  prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  Isaiah, 
Acts.  8v30 og also  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  8v30 og {(interrogation to which a negative answer is assumed) therefore}  
Acts.  8v30 og (emphasis/qualification)/besides/doubtless/{at least}/yet  
Acts.  8v30 og (you) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  whom/which/that  
Acts.  8v30 og (you are) {knowing again}/reading? 
Acts.  8v30 And  the  Philip  {running towards}   (The Eunuch on the chariot) 

he  (= Philip)   heard/understood  him  (= the eunuch)  reading  the prophet  Isaiah,  also  he said: 
Therefore  doubtless  you  certainly know/understand  what  you  are  reading? 

 

And the Philip running towards   (The Eunuch on the now stationary chariot) 
he  (= Philip)  heard him  (= the eunuch)  reading  (the  scroll of)  the prophet Isaiah,  also he  (= Philip)  said:  
   Therefore  (expecting a negative answer),  doubtless you  (= the eunuch)  certainly understand what you are reading? 
 

Philip,  as with all apostles,  is very keen to be given the opportunity to correctly expound The Scriptures,  to counter the  all-pervasive  “Religion”. 
Because  “1st Century Christianity”  then,  and today,  is  virtually unknown  to The Public,  hence then Philip’s rhetorical question to the eunuch. 
Likewise,  I could go to  The World’s most acclaimed Christian theologian and ask in the same manner,  but the answer would not be as honest as was 
the eunuch’s answer of which we are to now read.  However,  after a few levels of  “why”  by question,  would soon expose the fraudulent façade of 
those people claiming to know today  (for an easy living),  but evidently   “Do not know”! 
 
270th Comment – The eunuch asks for guidance,  and thus invites Philip to ride with him in the chariot. 
Acts.  8v31 og the (one = he)  And  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  8v31 og {in what manner}/how  For  wish/suppose  (I be) able/possible/capable (middle voice)  if  not (= except)  
Acts.  8v31 og {some/any/certain person}  (he/she may) {to show (the way)}/teach/guide/lead  I/me/my?  
Acts.  8v31 og (he) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts.  8v31 og both  the  Philip  {go up}/arise/ascend/climb  (to) {sit down}/settle/tarry/contemplate  
Acts.  8v31 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him. 
Acts.  8v31 And  the one  (= the eunuch)   he  said:- 

For  how  wish/suppose  I be  able  if not  (= except)  some person  he/she  may  guide/teach  me? 
He  {called near}/urged  the Philip  to  both  (1) {go up}/ascend  (and)  to  (2) {sit down}/tarry  {united as companions}  to the  him. 

 

And the eunuch said: 
   For how  wish/suppose  I be able  (to understand)  except some person  he/she  may  guide/teach  me? 
He  (= the eunuch)  urged Philip to both  (1) ascend  (and)  to  (2) sit down  united as companions  with him. 
 

This eunuch is coming as  a (spiritual) child’  to Philip,  eager to learn. 
Sadly,  this generally does not occur today,  except perhaps  1  50,000  people,  where this one person is like Nicodemus,  in about the same ratio as in 
Israel eager to learn  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that JC and the apostles taught.  Of which  “FutureLife.Org”  now readily 
teaches throughout The World on The Internet,  to close The Gospel Age (Matt.24v14),  and by expectation,  to bring forth The Millennium.   Amen. 
 
271st Comment – The eunuch was reading Isaiah's prophecy. 

And asks:  Was this passage speaking about the prophet Isaiah,  or concerning another person? 
56th Prophecy – He was led away for sacrifice like a sheep. 
57th Prophecy – Like a voiceless sheep he did not open his mouth to the shearers. 
118th Allegory – Sacrificial sheep = representative of The Passover Lamb”  (to physically release the Israelites out of 
Egypt,  noting the obvious allegoric prophecy of JC  spiritually  releasing Christians out of worldly methodology). 
119th Allegory – Voiceless = did not argue with the religious leaders in the kangaroo court with trump-up charges. 
120th Allegory – Shearers = people with authority fulfilling their desire over the sheep. 
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12th Fulfilled Prophecy – JC became The Ransom Sacrifice to give all of us a 2 part life  (being a free gift, without favour) 
Acts.  8v32 og the  And   
Acts.  8v32 og {being held around}/{a passage (of scripture) as circumscribed}/ 

/{place of restriction/encompassed}/content   
Acts.  8v32 og of the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures  whom/which/that  (he was) {knowing again}/reading  
Acts.  8v32 og (it) was  this/that (specifically):   
Acts.  8v32 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {something that walks forward}/quadruped/sheep   
Acts.  8v32 og over/upon/concerning  (the) butchery/sacrifice/slaughter  
Acts.  8v32 og (he was) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced,  
Acts.  8v32 og also  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {something that walks forward}/quadruped/sheep  
Acts.  8v32 og {in the presence (view) of}/before/midst  of the (one = person)  shearing/{cutting with scissors}  
Acts.  8v32 og it/same  (the) voiceless/mute/unmeaning/dumb/{without significance},   
Acts.  8v32 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  no/not/none  (he) {opens up}  
Acts.  8v32 og the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (of the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.53v7 
Acts.  8v32 And  the  {defined passage}/{content of interest}  of the  document/scripture  he  (= the eunuch)  was  reading 

it was  specifically this: 
In that manner  as  the  sheep  concerning  the  sacrifice/slaughter  he  (= JC)   was  {led away}/induced, 
also  in that manner  the  voiceless/mute  sheep  in the presence /midst  of the  one (= person)  shearing  it/same, 
in this manner  not  he  (= JC)   opens up  his  mouth  (to protest against his treatment). 

 

And the defined passage of the scripture he  (= the eunuch)  was reading,  it was specific this: 
   In that manner as the sheep concerning the  sacrifice/slaughter  he  (= JC)  was led away   (by the leaders of “Religion”), 
   also in that manner  (of)  the mute sheep in the presence of the person shearing it   
                (= JC did not protest against the leaders of  “Religion”  forcing their  will/desire  upon him  [= to murder him]) 
   in this manner not he  (= JC)  opens up his mouth.   (= JC did not protest against this maltreatment against him) 
                (= JC allowed himself to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for our sins,  to give  all  of us  [including non-Christians]  a “2 part life”) 
 

Isaiah gave this prophecy about 650 years before it was to be fulfilled by JC. 
Clearly,  people of the in-between times within Israel would not have understood this part of Isaiah's prophecies  (if not any of the prophecies)! 
But with hindsight we,  who are interested in such matters,  can see how Yahweh fulfils what He has given through His faithful spokespersons as  “The 
Early Adopters”  during Satan's present tenure which shall  soon  be terminated  (Rev.20v1-3)  when  Yahweh attains His 144000 future Sons of God. 
It must be recognised - 

JC could have  “Done a Jonah”  (Jon. chapter 1)   and walked away from becoming  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 
However,  JC had planned it,  perhaps  since the age of 20 years old,  specifically what year he was to become baptised  (Matt.3v15)  and start his 
ministry at the age of 30 years,  to last 3.5 years so that he could become The Ransom Sacrifice.  By which means to personally  cover  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”  (Mark.3v28-29,  John.19v31, 20v1,  that would occur approximately once every 7 years)  all of which typifies The Millennium  (as The 7th 
Day,  2Pet.3v8, Heb.4v4, etc.)  of which I copiously explain within my cited commentaries. 
Thus, he held back from his disciples  of what would occur to him’  until his last journey back to Jerusalem,  about six months before his murder by the 
leaders of “Religion”   (Matt.16v22-23, Mark.8v32-33)  hence the disciples surprise! 
All of which makes for interesting reasoning that seems to elude our Christian members as to what JC was teaching for 3 whole years,  because it was 
certainly  not  of his death!   Which seems to be the only thing that  “Christians”  know about JC when I ask them  

What did JC teach and do,  also what does all this mean to us? 
All of which is a very sad state of affairs,  especially if we claim to be  “Christians”!    
As made so by our millions of  worldly Christian leaders! 

Yahweh takes a very dim view of this! 
Particularly of  worldly Christian leaders who teach  “worldly worthless waffle”  noting what JC said of warning to  specifically them  at Luke.12v46-48. 
Thus,  we understand how this prophecy becomes fulfilled,  because JC  allowed  leaders of “Religion”  to fulfil their  own  worldly desires so that - 

Yahweh's Methodology operating through JC,  conquered Satan's methodology operating through his cohorts. 
It must be clearly appreciated by the reader  
It was  not  specifically JC giving of his body in death,  that gives us a resurrection,  but rather it was  

The Conquering of  “The New Methodology”  (in JC)  over  “the existing methodology”  that had enslaved Mankind  (through its leaders). 
Where it is The Methodology operating within Entities that yields what they do in works! 

Moreover,  it is of specifically this understanding,  of which our  worldly Christian leaders just cannot comprehend when they so very errantly state - 
“God loves you,  but not your works!” 

Which is such an  absurd and very dangerous  lie,  and perfectly shows how Satan's cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  twist  “Truth” into a “Lie”, John.8v44! 
Thereby showing these  “leaders of Christendom”  clearly do  not  understand - 

1.  The  four  Greek forms of  “Love”. 
2.  “The Works of The Body”  are driven by  “The Methodology operating within The Brain”  (being what defines  “us”  as  “individuals”)! 

These  “leaders of Christendom”  have  failed  their audit,  yielding serious non-conformities  -  and thus  wholly rejected by Yahweh  (Luke.20v16)! 
I explain all this elsewhere and have no need to repeat the righteous and logical reasoning given within my many other commentaries. 
In summary  -  what we must take from this verse is that our mind must become purified upon  “The Word of God”  accurately ingested and digested! 
 
58th Prophecy – Within his humiliation,  justice was removed from him. 
59th Prophecy – And  “The World”  will ask of this generation:  “Why take his life from this Earth?” 
13th Fulfilled Prophecy – JC was arrested as a criminal,  tried in a kangaroo court,  having no justice. 
14th Fulfilled Prophecy – We ask the rhetorical question:  Why refuse JC as  “The Word of God”  and kill him? 
60th Prophecy – The same question will be asked in The Millennium to the  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age! 
Acts.  8v33 og In  to the  {depression (in rank/feeling)}/humiliation/{be made low}/vile  (of the) him  
Acts.  8v33 og the  {decision (either for or against)}/tribunal/justice/judgment  (of the) him  
Acts.  8v33 og (it was) {lifted/taken  up/away}/carried/taken.  the  And   generation/age/nation/time  (of the) him   
Acts.  8v33 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (he/she) {relate fully}/declare/tell/recount (middle voice)?    
Acts.  8v33 og Because  (he/she/it is) {lifted/taken  up/away}/carried/taken  off/away/separated/from   
Acts.  8v33 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  the  life/existence  (of the) him. 
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Old Testament reference located at  Isa.53v8 
Acts.  8v33 Within  his  (= JC's)   humiliation/{made low},  the  justice/judgement  was  {carried/taken  away}  (from)   the him. 

And  what  he/she  personally  declare/recount  of  his  generation/age/nation?   
Because   his  (= JC's)    life/existence   it is   {lifted/taken away}  off/from  of the  Earth/land. 

 

Within his  (= JC's)  humiliation,  the justice was taken away from him.   (= JC was sentenced in a kangaroo court’). 
And what  he/she  (viewing this situation)  personally declare of his  (= JC's)  generation? 
                  (= What will an external  observer/auditor  state about the leaders of “Religion”  who murdered JC?) 
Because his  (= JC's)  life is taken away  from/off  of the Earth. 
                (= JC  [as “The Word of God”]  was murdered by the  “Leaders of Religion”) 
 

JC was humiliated,  treated in an unrighteous manner,  and accused as being a criminal,  all as prophesied by Isaiah at Isa.53v12. 
“Justice”  was removed from JC by  “Leaders of Religion”  operating according to Satan's methodology  (John.11v47-53). 

This also occurs to  all  TCs throughout The Gospel Age by virtue they imitate their Master JC controlling their mind  (Matt.10v24-25, John.15v18-20). 
So, Isaiah asks the obvious question to our leaders of Religion”  (appropriate to the respective generation) - 

What will external observers say about  “leaders of Religion”  who personally  (1) murder  “The Word of God”  and  (2) defraud their devotees? 
Being what occurs throughout  all  generations - 

1.  Before JC's ministry. 
2.  During JC's ministry. 
3.  After JC's ministry. 
4.  It occurs today  –  throughout “Religion”,  the most hypocritical being “Christendom”  (whose members  should  'know better')! 

(Only because they have  “The Real”  “Word of God”  and yet they  never  correctly read it!  -  How bad is that!) 
All this  will be disclosed in The Millennium  (Matt.10v26, Luke.12v3, etc.)  to explain  why  Yahweh rejected our leaders of “Religion”  from positions of 
responsibility  (some examples Luke.19v22, 20v16,  Matt.25v26,  but so many more citations could be given to fill this page). 
“Leaders of Religion”  became responsible for - 

1.  Removing the 1st part of JC's  life/existence. 
2.  Removing the 1st part of The Early Adopters’'  life/existence  (because they are  truly  driven by  “The Word of God”). 

Carefully think  why  Yahweh ensured all this had to be written in  “The Acts of The Apostles”  –  as was  “Stephen's Testimony”! 
(Clue   To be ready for  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”,  where everything was to be repeated with a new set of religious leaders.) 

 
272nd Comment – repeat - The eunuch was reading Isaiah's prophecy. 

And asks:  Was this passage speaking about the prophet Isaiah,  or concerning another person? 
Acts.  8v34 og (the) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering  And  
Acts.  8v34 og the  {castrated person}/eunuch  to the  Philip  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts.  8v34 og (I) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} (middle voice)   (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  8v34 og concerning/about  whom/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether (person)  
Acts.  8v34 og the  prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  (he) states/exclaims  that/this/there/here?    
Acts.  8v34 og Concerning/About  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself),  
Acts.  8v34 og or/than/either/rather  concerning/about  other/different/altered  {some/any/certain person}? 
Acts.  8v34 And  the  eunuch  answering  to the  Philip,  he said: 

I  personally  {beg as binding himself}/beseech  of you  (Philip)  concerning/about  what  the  prophet  he  (= Isaiah)   states   here? 
Concerning/About  of the   himself  or  concerning/about  other/different  {some  person}? 

 

And the eunuch answering to the Philip,  he said: 
   I personally beseech of you  (Philip)  concerning what the prophet  (= Isaiah)  states here? 
   (Is it)  Concerning of himself  (= Isaiah)  or concerning some other person  (= JC)? 
 

The eunuch as a spiritual child genuinely wants to learn and asks    “What”  and  “Why”? 
This is what we  all  should  be doing  -  following the example here. 
But  

How many Christian's during their life have specifically asked   “This Question”  of Isa.53v7-8? 
How many Christians even know that these two verses exist in The Bible? 

Therefore,  we must ask  
What have leaders of  “Religion”  been teaching over the last 1700 years? 
So that the devotees should become positioned to even ask these questions? 

That is my specific point!   Our leaders of  “Religion”  are wholly despised by Yahweh  and are  not   “Beloved”! 
All these things,  all of which are given in The Bible,  specifically  magnifies  Yahweh in a  “Learned and Hearkening Mind”. 

In direct contrast to worldly, worthless commentaries that seem  not  to magnify Yahweh,  but supposedly,  only the commentary writers themselves! 
Which actually,  when all is examined in  “The Light”,  shall condemn these writers of such useless commentaries! 
This is why I have written  “FutureLife.Org”  to shine a very bright light  upon such worldly musings by our worldly theologians! 

The eunuch asks of Philip - 
Of whom does this quotation speak? 
Is it written about Isaiah or of someone else? 

The point of this is that the eunuch is enquiring about the prophecies written about JC,  and how JC came to fulfil them. 
Inasmuch  “The Attention”  becomes focussed upon Yahweh operating through JC in words and deeds,  to understand  “Why”. 

By doing this,  we train our mind to  “think and reason like Yahweh”. 
Then from this,  we  “behave in the manner that Yahweh Desires”  -  rather than  “behaving how our religious leaders what us to behave” 
(merely as their playthings’,  upon which to feed)! 

Therefore,  we become driven from within rather than being driven from without  (= outside). 
What do I mean? 

We become driven by  “accurate knowledge that has been assayed and tested”,  rather than  “external paper thin and worthless information”. 
That is the significant difference between  “1st Century Christianity”  and  “Religion”  (that also includes  worldly Christianity). 

 
273rd Comment – Philip explains that the prophecy is written some 650 years ago and fulfilled by JC about a year ago. 
165th Instruction – Philip would then go on to explain  “1st century Christianity”  over the next few hours to the eunuch. 
Acts.  8v35 og (the) {opening up}  And  the  Philip  the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  
Acts.  8v35 og (of the) him,  
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Acts.  8v35 og also  (the) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/began (middle voice)  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  8v35 og of the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures  this/that (specifically)  
Acts.  8v35 og (he) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel} (middle voice)   (to the) him  the  Jesus. 
Acts.  8v35 And  the  Philip  opening up  his mouth, 

also  personally  began  from  specifically  this  document/scripture  
he  (= Philip)   personally  preached  The Good News  (of)  the  Jesus   to the  him  (= the eunuch). 

 

And the Philip opening up his mouth, 
also personally began from this specific scripture 
he  (= Philip)  personally preached The Good News of the Jesus to him  (= the eunuch). 
 

“The Good News”  is not specifically  “JC died for us”  being  “The Resultant”,   but rather  it is all the support background  behind this very 
painful and personal sacrifice for us by our agapao JC.   It is this additional information that gives us  “Real Faith”! 

Worldly Christian leaders only teach   “JC died for us”  and virtually nothing else! 
“1st Century Christianity”  teaches of The Background behind this event that truly magnifies The Depth of what Yahweh and JC provides for us. 

From the latter we then understand  “Specifically Why”  we should truly reform our life from within,  based upon  an educated mind! 
If Philip was a  worldly Christian,  then what would have occurred at this occasion? 

“This prophecy was about JC who died for us.”     
And then stop! 

That is about  the limit  of their knowledge! 
At which point the  worldly Christian leader would then say  

“Be well,  have a lovely day.  I will pray for you that God shall make you become a better person … … ! 
Now I had better go because I have nothing more to say on the subject!”   

 (Except perhaps a load of worthless worldly things,  that an atheist could equally state!) 
However,  Philip was a teacher of  “1st Century Christianity”,   and by consequence,  he would have taught concerning - 

“The Depth  of Yahweh's  “Most Majestic and Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  throughout millennia”. 
In the manner as does  “FutureLife.Org”. 

Now to do this then Philip would need to stay with The Eunuch for perhaps  many hours  (see JC of Mark.8v2)  rather than about  10 seconds! 
Can the reader begin to  understand where I am going with this? 

Further,  we should ask  
Who is responsible for this? 

Actually,  it is  both  (1) the leader and  (2) the congregational member as we are told at Luke.12v46-48. 
But our  worldly Christian leaders will  never  teach of this  (for many worldly derived reasons)! 
That is why Yahweh rejects them to become  “The Early Adopters”  because they rejected  “The Exemplar”  JC  (noting that JC taught for up 
to three days  continuously  to the  one/same  congregation  about  “1st Century Christianity”  Mark.8v2, Matt.15v32). 

Thus JC  (and the 144000 TCs) was not giving a sermon in vain hypocritical words  but encouraged the recipients to take upon themselves  “The 
Personal Responsibility”  to gain  “Real Faith”  that comes when claiming to be a  “Christian”  to The World. 
 
274th Comment – The basics of  “1st Century Christianity”  had been explained,  and the eunuch understood that he must 
be baptised to enter into  “The Bilateral Agreement with Yahweh”  and by consequence requested Philip to baptise him. 
Acts.  8v36 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they were) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)    
Acts.  8v36 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  way/journey/progress/mode/means,   
Acts.  8v36 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came (middle voice)   over/upon/concerning  {some/any thing}  
Acts.  8v36 og (the) {water (as if splashing/rainy)},  
Acts.  8v36 og also  (he) showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said  the  {castrated person}/eunuch:   
Acts.  8v36 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  (the) {water (as if splashing/rainy)}!    
Acts.  8v36 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether 
Acts.  8v36 og (it) estops{prevents (by word or act)}/forbids/{keeps from}/withstands/halts  I/me/my  
Acts.  8v36 og (to be) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised? 
Acts.  8v36 And  in that manner   they were  personally  travelling/journeying  accordingly to  the  way/progress, 

they  personally  came  upon  some  water,   also  the  eunuch  {made known his thoughts}/affirmed: 
Behold  the  water! 
What  stops/prevents  me  to be  baptised? 

 

And in that manner,  they  (= Philip and the eunuch)  were personally journeying according to the way, 
they personally came upon some water,  also the eunuch made known his thoughts: 
   Behold the water! 
   What stops me to be baptised? 
 

Philip would have taught about  “The Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  that comes with becoming a “Christian”,   which must be 
recognised  before  we become baptised.  Baptism is to become a truly  life-changing  event,  not for  “just the day”,  –  but for  the rest of our existence. 
Charlatan Christian leaders teach none of this except I see the  fall-out  from Charismatic and some Evangelical assemblies,  whose congregational 
members bring shame to  “What Yahweh Represents”  within The Environment. 

What do I mean? 
The Bible teaches us to be sane and sensible  (Tit.2v2-8),  law abiding and educated (Rom.13v1-5, Heb.5v12-14),  respectful and honourable in 
everything we do  (I could almost fill this page with citations,  see my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”). 
Yet I witness the very opposite with  some  of the members of these congregations. 
      People who mutter unintelligible things,  in supposed tongues. 
      People who speak about The Lord Coming tomorrow to kill everyone outside their congregation. 
      People who  contest the law of the land',  disrespect secular authority,  battle with other people outside their clique. 
      People who speak about JC being physically in them,  seeing JC at the end of their bed,  seeing JC in other people. 
      People who fall about the ground in a supposed spiritual stupor, seeing supposed visions of God talking to them. 
      People who physically separate themselves from The World in a wholly irresponsible manner  (when The Bible means   spiritually). 
      People who believe anybody outside their grouping have demons in them and should be ostracised. 
      People who behave as masochists, under the delusion they fulfil Yahweh's desire – not understanding what Paul taught at 1Cor.9v23-26. 
      People who are publicly shown to be obviously guilty in a court of law,  and yet they curse the plaintiff in  'The Name of God'  after the verdict! 
      People who go through ceremonies of supposedly baptising their dead relatives. 
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These are some examples of very dangerous concepts and behaviour that are taught,  which distorts and warps the mind of these millions upon millions 
of deluded devotees. 

Their unreasoned antics  bring shame to Yahweh  within the  sane, reasoning  minds of  atheists. 
The  charlatan Christian leaders who propagate the above within their devotees for their own gain,  shall  never  be resurrected. 

I write this only because of  “The Responsibility to correctly represent Yahweh's Character”  that comes from becoming baptised. 
It is of this  “Responsibility”  that Philip would have also taught this eunuch. 

Why? 
Because Philip truly represented Yahweh. 
Moreover,  worldly Christian leaders in their apparent millions do not! 

All this will be accurately explained in The Millennium that will cause much  personal reflection  and  'soul searching'  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
 
275th Comment – Philip agreed to the baptism,   because he recognised the sincerity of the eunuch. 
Acts.  8v37 [And Philip said: If you believe with all your heart, you may. And he said: I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God = CA and 

thus ignore] 
Acts.  8v38 og Also  (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  
Acts.  8v38 og (to) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  the  {raised (platform) and fitted together}/chariot,   
Acts.  8v38 og also  (they) descended/{went down}/fell  (the) both/dual/two  into/unto  the  {water (as if splashing/rainy)},  
Acts.  8v38 og the  both  Philip  also  the  {castrated person}/eunuch,  
Acts.  8v38 og also  (he) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  (the) him. 
Acts.  8v38 Also  he  (= eunuch)   ordered/commanded  to  {stand staunch}/{hold up}  the  chariot, 

also  they  both/two  descended/{went down}  into  the  water,  both  the  Philip  also  the  eunuch,    
also  he  (= Philip)   baptised  the him  (= the eunuch). 

 

Also he  (= the eunuch)  commanded to hold up the chariot, 
also both the  (1) Philip  also the  (2) eunuch both descended into the water, 
also he  (= Philip)  baptised him  (= eunuch). 
 

Philip would not have baptised the eunuch unless the recipient was worthy  –  else it would disrespect Yahweh  (in the minds of on-lookers). 
Equally,  because of what occurred to Peter later  (Acts. Chapter 10,  and then importantly Acts.11v1-3),  then the Eunuch must have been Jewish,  and 
thus  thoroughly known The Tanakh  to be worshiping in Jerusalem and reading Isaiah,  and sufficiently interested to then be asking these questions. 
It must be thoroughly recognised that  “Baptism”  must not be  taken-up  lightly,  because it places the future of the recipient into the position of possible 
jeopardy of being righteously ignored by Yahweh at  both of only  two resurrections. 

All the above is  wholly incomprehensible  to our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  (they, ignoring these warnings)! 
 
276th Comment – After the baptism of the eunuch,  “The Word of God”  operating within Philip to preach  “The Word of 
God”  caused Philip to realise that his mission with the eunuch was satisfactorily complete and now it was time for Philip 
to move to his next ministerial task.   Philip and the eunuch now parted company,  never to see each other again. 
121st Allegory – The Lord's spirit = Mentally driven to teach  “The Word of God”  (Mark.1v36)  which is to teach  “1st 
Century Christianity”  to The World  (Matt.24v14)  and thus counter “Religion”.   It is nothing more than that statement. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  8v39 og {at which too}/when  And  (they) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  {from/out of}  
Acts.  8v39 og of the  {water (as if splashing/rainy)}  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) lord/master 
Acts.  8v39 og (it) seized/{caught (away/up)}/plucked/pulled/{took (by force)}  
Acts.  8v39 og also  no/not/none  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  (the) him  
Acts.  8v39 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  the  {castrated person}/eunuch,  
Acts.  8v39 og (he) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)  for  the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts.  8v39 og (of the) him  (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{being well (salutation)}/rejoicing/greeting.   
Acts.  8v39 And  when  they  {went up}/ascended   from/out  of the  water, 

the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  lord/master  it  seized/snatched  (Phillip), 
also  {no more/longer}  the  eunuch  he   knew/saw  the  him  (= Philip) 
for  he  (= eunuch)   personally  travelled/journeyed  his  way/journey,   cheerful/rejoicing. 

 

And when they  (= Philip and the eunuch)  ascended  from/out  of the water, 
the  lord's/master's  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  seized/snatched  (Philip)   
also no longer the eunuch saw him  (= Philip) 
for  cheerful/rejoicing  (because of understanding the scriptures)  he  (= eunuch)  personally travelled  (on)  his journey. 
 

What does this verse mean? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach us? 
Obviously not! 

To correctly understand this verse then we must get in Luke's mind and how he writes. 
Luke has  “much to write”  (another 20 chapters in his head)  and thus he quickly skips over what is not important,  and moves onto what he must next 
write,  because he has so much of importance that he must put on paper! 
The crux of what Luke has written is now concluded and he wants to move onto  Saul (cum Paul)  being an important figure in the rest of Acts. 
Consequently,  Luke terminates with a quick conclusion of this account with - 
           1.   Philip  immediately had  the Lord’s desire  to travel unto Ashdod and then onto his hometown  (of Caesarea, Acts,21v8)  after this account. 
                  (By being of  one mind with JC and Yahweh  [John.14v20, 17v21-26]  then he felt moved to travel west towards The Mediterranean Sea.) 
           2.   The eunuch was  going in a very different direction to a remote country  (away from Philip)  and thus they would never see each other again! 
           3.   The eunuch was cheerful at now having understood the contents of Isaiah and of its prophetic application to JC. 
Noting all the support information would have been explained by Philip over a course of many hours. 
The verse means no more than this,  irrespective of what  charlatan Christian leaders may try to promote for sensationalism and hype. 
 
277th Comment – Philip continued to operate within the Lord's  spirit/personality/desire/traits  to continue teaching  “The 
Word of God”  as he went his way onto his hometown,  Caesarea. 
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Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  8v40 og (the) Philip  And  (he was) found/obtained/seen/perceived  into/unto  (the) Azotus,  
Acts.  8v40 og also  (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  
Acts.  8v40 og (he) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  the  {towns large/or with walls}/cities  
Acts.  8v40 og (the) all/whole/every,   
Acts.  8v40 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  of the  accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)  
Acts.  8v40 og (the) him  into/unto  (the) Caesarea. 
Acts.  8v40 And  the  Philip  he was  found/seen  into/unto  the  Azotus, 

also  the  traversing/{passing through}  he  preached The Good News  (to)  all  the  towns/cities, 
until/unto  the him  personally  appearing/coming  into/unto  the  Caesarea. 

 

And the Philip was seen into the Azotus   (= a town  [also called Ashdod]) 
also traversing  (the area northwards)  he preached The Good News   (to)  all the towns, 
unto he personally  appeared/came  into the Caesarea   (= Philip’s home in Palestine,  Acts.21v8). 
 

Azotus was the Greek name for Ashdod  (= its Hebrew name)  and was situated about 3 miles inland from Mediterranean coast.  It was then a major 
Philistine city located some 20 miles north of Gaza (today)  and almost due west of Jerusalem   
We understand from these passages    

Philip intercepted  “The Eunuch”  and then after his ministry he was  “moved by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  (= “internally 
instructed”  by Yahweh imposing upon Philip’s mind)  to journey unto the main city of  Azotus/Asdod  near the coast. 

Then he moved northwards along the sea front to the coastal town of Caesarea  (not the “Caesarea Philippi”)  located some 20 miles south of Haifa. 
This was Philip's hometown as we are to read later in Acts.21v8. 
 
 
278th Comment – Paul is sincerely motivated to defend  “Worldly Judaism”  as taught in seminaries  (noting Matt.23v15)  
and systematically  rounded-up  known  “1st Century Christians”  in Jerusalem for the intention to kill them,  -  but he 
wanted to extend his actions to wider areas outside Jerusalem. 
239th Reasoning – “1st Century Christianity”  was growing rapidly growing,  far beyond the control of the Jewish leaders 
to snuff it out,  and worried,  because these early Christians were fearless of the personal threats and religious murders. 
240th Reasoning – For  “1st Century Christianity”  to grow in such a manner means there must be so much more within it 
than presently taught today as  “Worldly Christianity”  (having as many holes in its  'exegesis'  as a colander)! 
Acts.  9v1 og the  And  Saul  yet/still/more  
Acts.  9v1 og (the) {taking in breath}/inhaling/{being animated by (bent upon)}/{fiercely breathing in}  
Acts.  9v1 og (the) menaces/threats  also  (of the) murder/killing/slaughter  into/unto  the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts.  9v1 og of the  lord/master,  (the having) {come near}/approached/consented/assented/{drawn close}  
Acts.  9v1 og to the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}, 
Acts.  9v1 And  the  Saul  yet/still/more  fiercely breathing in  the  menaces/threats   

also  of the  murder/killing  unto  the  learners/pupils/disciples  of the  lord/master, 
the having  {come near}/approached  to the  high priest. 

 

And Saul  (cum Paul)  still fiercely breathing in the  menaces/threats 
also of the  murder/killing  unto the  learners/disciples  of the  lord/master   (= JC as   “The Word of God”  to be controlling their mind) 
(Saul)  having approached to the high priest   (Saul obviously had connections in very high places!) 
 

Saul was highly motivated,  but had his mind warped by the twisted teaching of God’s Word of which he had been taught at the seminar,  based upon the 
unquestioning loyalty  to  a flawed reasoning process  that  bore no resemblance  to  “The Original Source”  of  “The Knowledge”.  This occurs to 
varying degrees throughout  ALL  the seminaries propping-up  “Religion”  throughout The World where reasoned  “thought and sanity”  is scorned  (all 
questioners are to be culled,  expelled/excommunicated  or even killed)  as we can discern through a competent audit. 
This is precisely what JC taught us at Matt.23v15 within a useful context of Matt. chapter 23  (and John.16v1-4)  teaching us of the leaders within these 
seminaries who 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16 etc.  Therefore,  we are instructed to Rev.18v4 because of Rev.22v18-19  occurring within these seminaries.   

I can speak like this because I truly  have questioned  the output  (= the people)  from such institutions,  and I find of them as  
People having  never  seriously questioned  “The Unrighteousness”  of what has been taught but have been culled into accepting what they 
have been taught    'Hook, line and sinker'!   And by consequence,  become  “spiritually blind”  like their tutors  (and of the generations 
before them),  all of which JC profusely warned in his many parables and teaching unto us. 

So, I recognise  
These people become very defensive when I question their beliefs into those areas,  they rather shy away from! 
Because they have such a  weak  knowledge base,  and understand none of it,  but repeat it on rote without thought! 

Now many of these people consider it as just another worldly job  (the older they become)  and knowingly perpetuate unrighteous myth! 
But a younger person in their 20’s and 30’s is perhaps more sincerely motivated to promote what they have been taught thinking that they are truly 
representing their (blind) faith,  being spiritually  “blind”  because they have  never  questioned  “The Righteousness”  of what they believe for  every 
human who has existed on this planet.  That is why I  can be  so adamant in what I write because I  have tested and assayed  all  religious knowledge and 
I  can  undermine every crotchety support under  “Religion”  with carefully reasoned  question/argument,  and that is why I have felt motivated to 
reintroduce  “1st Century Christianity”  back into The World over The Internet  (Matt.24v14). 
Now Saul was a product from a Seminary of Judaism,  having been taught under Gamaliel  (Acts.5v34, 22v3)  in  “The Art of Debate”  and a scholar of 
Jewish Scripture (Tanakh).  Therefore,  Saul  intimately knew  his subject matter,  but he was only  “taught to think and discuss  in a worldly manner”. 
Where interestingly,  JC’s warning at Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42 would  not  have been taught,  which instructs us to  first  “thoroughly question what we 
do into its prime components”  and of our works that become the consequential  spin-offs  into society with regards to  Yahweh’s Ultimate Aim  to  
“Righteously”  achieve “The Salvation of Mankind”  into  “The Eternity”.    

It is by  “understanding  these concepts”  and  having  “The Bible Content”  in our head,  that gives us  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
Saul had all the basic building blocks within his head,  having been accurately taught The Tanakh,  but these building blocks had been strewn around in 
such a haphazard and chaotic manner within his mind,  that he could  not  rationalise within his reasoning   “Yahweh’s Righteousness”. 

His elder peers had done a very good job for  “Satan”  to  “oppose”  what Yahweh desired  “The Information  to Yield  within us”. 
By contrast,  with JC  not  going to a seminary had not this disadvantage  (John.7v15)  and was able to  align God’s Word correctly. 
Likewise with the 11 apostles as we read at Acts.4v13,  having learnt from The Good Teacher  (and  not  from a seminary). 
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However,  there was  one thing  that made Saul  different  to all his peers,  of his age and of his teachers. 
While his  peers/teachers  had no care to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  they only cared to fulfil their own desire,  being how they could use their knowledge to 
cream off from the world,  Saul had an impassioned desire to  “ fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  and  not  his “own desire”. 

Saul  cared to receive  nothing  from The World  he was  only focused to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (all of which,  as we are to read later). 
This is what made him unique amongst  “Leaders of Religion”. 

At this point in time he  “blasphemed in ignorance”  (1Tim.1v13). 
Not  ignorant of  “Information”.   
But  “ignorant”  in how to  correctly align  this  “Information”  into  “Yahweh’s Rational Knowledge”. 

Like today,  we  supposedly’  have  “The One Bible”,  and yet we have thousands upon thousands of different  “Christian”  schisms. 
Of which I can carefully show by using The Bible  (in context)    

Virtually everything they teach  specific to  “1st Century Christianity”  is  WRONG! 
We have this situation because quite simply  

Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders   “Divide and rule”  (John.10v2-12),  by  robbing  to form  new flocks! 
They teach their devotees  

“Not to question”,  but  only  “To accept”  else  “be damned”! 
This becomes an accepted action by their culled devotees,  only because supposedly,   “The Religious Leaders”  have  “Big Daddy”  on their side! 

All of which is a  load of unrighteous nonsense,  because we are personally taught in The Bible to  “seek and to find”,  Matt.7v7-8, etc.  
Yahweh does  not  want zombies’  created by religious leaders,  but people who thoroughly know their subject matter,  which is thoroughly 
questioned and then correctly acted upon!   It is only by travelling this route are we able to yield a perfected society into The Culmination! 

Religious leaders have  “No Care”  for The Culmination,  they are  only  interested in  “the here and now”  being what feeds them now in a  fleshly  
manner,  using their  (supposed)  spiritual  knowledge  as a tool! 

So,  this is the background from whence Saul had come! 
His mind was different,  and Yahweh recognised this,  as recorded in the crucial verse of  Acts.9v15  (see my local commentary). 

As I stated;  “Saul wholly desired to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”,   –  with no care about his own life.  Saul was part of The Vanguard! 
At present,  he was misguided,  by a mind that had been completely twisted out of shape by his religious peers in the seminary,  but this was to change 
when the risen JCg  personally intercepted  him on  “The Road to Damascus”. 
At the time of this verse,  Saul thought,  “he was correct”   and sought  the  (supposed)  highest authority’  to underwrite his objectives that,  at the time,  
were alien to what Yahweh Desired. 
 
279th Comment – Saul requested  The High Priest  to exercise his authority over the Jewish communities outside 
Jerusalem enabling Saul to interrogate Jewish congregational members to  'dish the dirt'  on fellow  “1st Century 
Christians”  that may be within these assemblies teaching God's Word within their local community. 
241st Reasoning – Saul wanted the authority from  The High Priest   to question Jewish people to produce evidence 
exposing the new  “1st Century Christians”  boldly teaching within the Jewish family members and associated friends. 
Acts.  9v2 og (he) asked/begged/craved/desired/required (middle voice)  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (of the) him   
Acts.  9v2 og (the) {written messages}/epistles/letters  into/unto  Damascus  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  9v2 og the  assemblages/{meetings of religious people}/synagogues,  
Acts.  9v2 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  if  {some/any thing}  (he) found/obtained/seen/perceived   
Acts.  9v2 og of the  way/journey/progress/mode/means,   (the) men/husbands/fellows  both  also  (the) women/wives   
Acts.  9v2 og (the) binding/{being in bonds}/knitting/tying/winding  (he may) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce   
Acts.  9v2 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem. 
Acts.  9v2 He  (= Saul)   personally  asked/begged/desired  beside/from/alongside  of the  him  (= the high priest) 

the  {written messages}/letters  towards/near  the  assemblages/synagogues  unto  Damascus, 
{so that}  if  some/any thing  he  found/obtained  of the  way/means  (= evidence of  “1st Century Christianity”  being practiced) 
the  binding/{being in bonds}  both  the  men/husbands  also  the  women/wives   
he  (= Saul)    may  {lead away}/induce  into/unto  Jerusalem. 

 

He  (= Saul  [to later become “Paul” the great apostle])  asked/desired  from/alongside  of him   (= The High Priest) 
the  {written messages}/letters   (of recommendation from the top  “Leaders of Religion”)  towards the synagogues unto Damascus   
so that if he  found/obtained  some/any thing  of The  Way/Means   (= The Evidence of  “1st Century Christianity”  being practised) 
(then)  the  binding/bonding  both the  men/husbands  also the  women/wives 
he  (= Saul)  may  {lead away}  (them)  unto Jerusalem. 
 

Saul did not want to be stopped by the local Jewish priests,  he wanted  “The Authority from Jerusalem”  (hence JC’s impassioned exclamation at 
Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  for him to traverse wherever possible,  unimpeded,  to root-out  all opposition to what he considered to be  “The Pure Word of 
God”  as contained within The Tanakh.    
What Saul could not rationalise at the time is the following - 

Yes;  “The Word of God”  was Pure  in The Tanakh  (and  rightfully defended by skilled reasoning  by  “Strength of Argument”  [as used by 
JC,  and  not  by physical force]).  Yahweh is only after “The Mind”  that requires personal questioning of  “The Knowledge Base”  to deliver 
a righteous solution  (else  “Our Knowledge Base”  is flawed,  and we need to personally collect  different “Knowledge”)  to yield a perfected 
person for The Eternity.   Yahweh has no interest in “The Body” -  because we will be given a much better body upon our resurrection.  
In Satan’s present worldly system,  only “The Body”  (that is destined for destruction)  seemingly has any importance with humans (see 
fashion models, body builders, doctors for the body, creams/lotions, etc.)   that uninformed members of The World are only interested in what 
the body can yield  (that gratifies a worldly reasoning mind  [that itself is destined for destruction]). 
  -  But - 
1.  It had been scrambled into  “unrighteous nonsense”  by leaders of  “Religion”  that could  not  bring forward Mankind's Salvation. 
2.  It was  “A Statement of Prophetic  Requirements/Prospects”  –  to be righteously fulfilled  “by answer”. 
3.  “1st Century Christianity”  actually  righteously answers  item  (2) above  
4.  It  is both  (2) and (3) that ultimately validates Yahweh’s Righteousness into The Culmination. 

Furthermore,  “Yes”,  even today,  the above is  wholly incomprehensible  to  “leaders of Christendom”,  and they have had some 1700+ years to work it 
out to a logical and righteous conclusion. 

How do we know this? 
Because they still teach their present  “unrighteous nonsense”  in some 42,000+ Christian schism  (2014 CE)  as shown to The World  (Rom.1v16-32)  
that these leaders have  not  the slightest interest in reconciling the above  (hence their differences),  especially when some of them come out with    

“The God of the New Testament is a different God to the Old Testament!”  (They are ignoring Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 
They are  completely clueless  about  (2) to (4)  above,  because they are lost in (1)  above!     
Quite simply    
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“They do  not  care!” 
Else, surely,  they would do something about it in the last some 1700 years!   Rather than presently teaching   “Unrighteous waffle”! 

In  “The Science Community”,  if something does not make sense,  then investigate it,  assay it until it  does make sense! 
Quite simply    

Scientists  care  about their subject matter;  worldly religious leaders  care  not! 
Scientists have a difficult job,  because they need to  “hunt out the solution”. 
By contrast,  religious leaders have everything written on a piece of paper,  and yet they do  NOT  “read to understand”  with  “a mind of Yahweh”! 
By consequence  

Religious leaders  screw-it-all-up’  within their minds  (because they are burdened by a worldly reasoning mind,  which is precisely why we  
must repent  [hence the significance of John the Baptist going  before  JC as “The Word of God”]  and then  open our mind  to  “New 
Reasoning”,  being  “Yahweh’s Way”  of doing things,  Luke.5v37-39, etc.)! 

So again,  I ask this question  
Can the reader understand all this? 

Because our  worldly  (by definition)  leaders/scholars/theologians  understand  none  of this  (and have  not  done so for the last 1700+ years)! 
That is why they have taken upon themselves to become  leaders of this present world  (being of its god  [1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4] and of his methodology),  
having  no  interest in becoming  “Leaders of The Millennium”  (by being  “The Last/Least”  now,  which does  not  define a  “worldly leader”)! 

That is how we righteously know they do  not  represent Yahweh and of His interests  (but hide behind a  “veil of hypocrisy”, Luke.12v1)! 
 
280th Comment – On Saul's journey to arrest  “1st Century Christians”  in Damascus,  Yahweh intercepted Saul through 
JCg to  'light a spark'  within Paul,  to personally question what he was doing,  and where he was taking his life. 
242nd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:  Saul was  sincerely motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  -  but he had 
been blinded by what he had been taught in seminaries (Matt.23v15).   It must be clearly stated:  The Material sourced by 
The Tanakh was accurate,  but  “worldly reasoning religious scholars”  had completely bent it out of shape  (Rev.22v18-
19)  and then fed this  “worldly twisted version”  to their students  (again,  hence JC's observation at Matt.23v15). 
124th Warning – It is no different today!  Seminaries are perhaps  the worst places to learn how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
Soft minds are moulded by callous minds.  Notice what was said about JC and the apostles  (John.7v15, Acts.4v13). 
243rd Reasoning – Yahweh knew:   Saul was  sincerely motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  -  and also,  Saul had The 
Tanakh  'stored'  in his brain from his personal study,  and of some 15+ years under Gamaliel’s teaching.  Saul was to 
become a wonderful ambassador to Yahweh in the future,  when JCg as  “The Word of God”  operated within Saul's brain 
166th Instruction – Yahweh will assert His Authority onto The Environment to ensure the recipients take notice! 
281st Comment – In this instance Yahweh shone a bright light onto Saul and his entourage. 
122nd Allegory – illumination/light = to show how we must safely walk  (avoid worldly traps)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Also those persons in “The Light” have no fear of open public scrutiny of their private life  –  they have nothing to hide. 
167th Instruction – The Ministry (God’s Word)  is an illumination which comes directly from Yahweh through His son JC. 
168th Instruction – The light sourced by Yahweh through His son JC as “The Word of God” means there is no darkness in 
how we must proceed!  Thus we must avoid the man traps put out by worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.23v23).   “The Word 
of God”  drives our mind so that we operate in a manner where we fear no public scrutiny of our private lives. 
244th Reasoning – Therefore there is only ONE route to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
That is why JCg personally intercepted Saul,  to personally invite Saul to become The 12th Disciple to replace Judas 
Iscariot,  it was  not  Matthias (Acts.1v26)  who was only invited  by lots  (as a  stand-in  to show how important to 
Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  are  “The 12 Disciples”). 
Acts.  9v3 og in  And  to the  traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)   (he) {became to be}   
Acts.  9v3 og (the) him/it/same   (to) {make near}/approach/{draw close}/{be neigh}  to the  Damascus   
Acts.  9v3 og also  (the) suddenly/unexpectedly  
Acts.  9v3 og {through a flash (of light)}/{bright light all around}/{enveloped all around}/{shone round (about)}  
Acts.  9v3 og (the) him  (the) shining/illumination/fire/light  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  9v3 og of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky; 
Acts.  9v3 And  to the  him  in   personally  travelling/journeying                   (= And while he was personally travelling) 

he  became to be  to  {make near}/approach  to the  Damascus 
also  suddenly/unexpectedly  the  {bright light all around}/{enveloping shining flash}  the  shining/illuminating   
off/from  of the  heaven/sky. 

 

And while he  (was)  personally  travelling/journeying   he  (= Saul)  {became to be}  near/{draw close}  to the Damascus 
also suddenly the  {bright light all around}  the shining from of the sky, 
 

Yahweh through JCg was going to appear as He did to Elijah at 1Kings.19v11-13  (noting how our  worldly Christian leaders completely get hold of the 
wrong end of the stick at this event,)  to impress His Majesty upon the recipient who will actively further His Desire  into the future. 

In the case of Elijah,  he was just  worn-out  from what he had done previously and needed to be galvanised back into action. 
Here with Saul,  he needed to be  “Straightened Out”  and headed off into  the  correct  direction! 

Thus, Yahweh impressed upon these truly hearkening individuals what they must do next. 
It is important to understand that Yahweh foreknowing of the 144000 TCs,   will  intercept an  “Early Adopter”  (= a wholly compliant and submissive 
[in the mind] person)  and commandeer a willingly wholly humble and compliant mind to  “The Word of God”.  Why?   Because it is in His Interests to 
do this,  to further His Desire to achieve  “The Salvation of Mankind”  in  “The Most Righteous Manner”   (as will be demonstrated in The Culmination). 

Yahweh will  “press-gang”  NO  person;  however,  He will readily come to a future slave of His Methodology  (that is “Righteousness”). 
This is one method how we can differentiate between “Religion”  and  what Yahweh Desires. 
(Because certain religious leaders will  press-gang  people for  “quantity of devotees”  to yield more worldly return from culled minds). 

Saul was confidently striding to  “Achieve Yahweh’s Desire”  (as he supposedly thought). 
This type of person needed to be quickly broken down to show the error of their ways! 
Show enormous capability,  to make the recipient come down from their pedestal and then ask a simple,  but most penetrating question! 

“Why …?” 
A simple penetrating question  (of three letters)  can cause more fire within a mind than 1000 words of prose! 
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282nd Comment – Saul capitulated in the midst of such an imposition by Yahweh.  He knew it was from Yahweh,  The God 
whom he was sincerely serving  -  or as he so believed! 
169th Instruction– Always ask:  “Why”,  to get behind an obstacle located within the mind.  This question forces the 
recipient to:  “Think  (about the topic)!” 
This is how TCs must operate when  (1) assaying  “God's Word”  and  (2) “The Nonsense”  sourced by religious leaders. 
283rd Comment – Yahweh asks through JCg as  “The Word of God”:- 

Saul,  Saul,  why persecute me? 
245th Reasoning – Saul is persecuting the  “1st Century Christians”  who are spreading  “The Word of God”  first to the 
Jews and then 3.5 years later,  to the gentiles.   “The Word of God”  is 2 fold:- 

1. Yahweh's primary aim is to achieve His 144000 future sons of God  (= “The Early Adopters”). 
    To rule and teach righteousness in The Millennium over  “The Resurrected World”. 
2.Yahweh's secondary aim is to righteously explain to The World through allegoric prophecy that there is  
   a future for all humans in a perfected world,  where all successful humans are to imitate JC's deportment. 

125th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  (specifically of  worldly  Judaism/Christianity  and Islam)  wholly oppose the 
above and thus persecute JCg as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13),  Yahweh's  Primary  Ambassador/Angel  to us, humans 
Acts.  9v4 og also  (the) alighting/{gently falling down}  over/upon/concerning  the  Earth/land/province/country/region   
Acts.  9v4 og  (he) heard/listened/understood/responded  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts.  9v4 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  (to the)  him:  
Acts.  9v4 og Saul,  Saul  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  I/me/my  
Acts.  9v4 og (you) {follow after}/{pursue (to hurt)}/ensue/{press forward}/persecute?   
Acts.  9v4 also  (Saul)   gently falling down  upon  the Earth/land   

he  heard/listened  the   disclosure/address/voice  stating  to the  him  (= Saul): 
Saul,  Saul  wherefore  me  (= JCg)   you  {pursue (to hurt)}/persecute? 

 

also  (Saul)  gently falling down upon the  earth/land  he heard the voice stating to him: 
  Saul,  Saul  wherefore you persecute me   (= JCg,   as  “The Word of God”  accurately taught within The Environment  by faithful stewards)? 
 

Saul/{cum Paul}  had to immediately admit  “defeat of purpose”  before  “The Imposing Might of Yahweh”  through JCg. 
“Saul’s Purpose”   had been humbled,  and then the question - 

Why … ? 
“Saul,  Saul,  why  are you persecuting me?” 

Saul had  “to reason”  upon his actions,  and follow through to the logical conclusions. 
Being something,  he had been taught  not  to do  at a religious seminary  (creating zombies’  [= an unreasoning mind]  beholden to  “Religion”). 

This was a  “new mind”  being created in an instant. 
To begin  “Questioning”  all the theology imposed upon his mind for the previous some 20 years! 

Some questions would be - 
How am I persecuting what I  'know to be correct'  (with the inference   What he knew [by application] was  not  correct). 
Where am I going wrong? 
Why am I being targeted for this  extra-terrestrial  intervention? 
What is my next duty  (because I  am  the recipient of this special  extra-terrestrial  intervention)? 

The important thing to understand is that Yahweh knew He could work with this individual as an  “Early Adopter”,  because Saul was beginning  “to 
prove himself”  (albeit in the wrong direction)  but having been built on  some 20 years of  educating  himself in  “The Word of God”  (= The Tanakh).  

Hence the call for us likewise at 2Tim.2v15, 3v15-17  (also Titus chapter 2 is very useful for us),  that JC showed by example Luke.2v46-50. 
It would be wonderful if leaders of Religion would do this,  but they do not,  as we witness in their sermons  (of which I have 100s of transcripts). 
That is why Yahweh  rejects them  to represent Him,  because they are only interested in representing themselves,  in direct contrast with what Paul 
teaches us by both word  (e.g. Gal.1v9-12, etc.)  and deed in his specific epistles  (all as I explain within my inter-verse commentaries to all the epistles). 

This will all be disclosed in The Millennium – when   “All will be explained”  (Luke.12v2-3)  by  “The Early Adopters”,  then ruling us! 
We understand - 

Saul was persecuting  “The Word of God”  being  accurately  communicated to The World. 
That is precisely what leaders of  “Religion”  wholly do   –   by definition! 
Inasmuch  “leaders of Religion”  are demonstrably  adversarial/oppose/satanic  to Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest within The Environment - 
Which is for The Gospel Age  

1.   To gain the 144000 TCs so that Yahweh can increment forward His next stage for Human Salvation. 
2.   To teach of The Vista  (and of its support structure)  of The Millennium and what  “Life”  will be like in that environment. 

And  
“Leaders of Religion”  do  none  of the above,  therefore  by definition  they  are   adversarial/oppose/satanic  to what Yahweh Desires! 

Perhaps they could send me an email to  explain their actions? 
Then I will have more material with which to publicly use against them – not to criticise, –  but only to inform and edify in a  two-way  discourse! 
 
284th Comment – Saul replies:-    Who are you,  Lord/Master? 
246th Reasoning – Saul has capitulated into submission - he knows  “The Master”  is present,  but he assumes “Yahweh”. 
170th Instruction – Saul does not yet realise that it is  “The Word of God”  that must rule his mind as  “The Lord/Master”  
before  he can come to Yahweh  (as a future son of God).  Saul is a human,  like us,  and thus we too must learn to be like 
Saul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  and have  JC as  “The Word of God”  as  The Lord/Master  to ultimately  control our mind. 
285th Comment – JCg replies:-    I exist  -  Jesus,  whom you persecute. 

The hard for you to kick against what hurts! 
247th Reasoning – JCg explains:  Saul is persecuting  “The Word of God”  whom he supposedly supports! 
Saul does not realise that it is  “The Word of God”  (= JC)  that answers  “The Word of God”  given by  The Prophets  
within The Tanakh.  JC is required to make  “The Word of God”  in The Tanakh  (of which Saul knows)  a reality! 
123rd Allegory – hard = difficult. 
124th Allegory – kick = be recalcitrant. 
125th Allegory – sting = being what hurts. 
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248th Reasoning – JC states  “the obvious”,   but it is only obvious to a TC,  not  to a  worldly  reasoning person.   
Why?   Because:  “The Goals are different!”    

The Goal for a TC is  “The Future Millennium”  in the 2nd part of our life  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire).   
The Goal for a worldly person is  “this present life”  and of our pension  (to fulfil 'our' desire)! 
This is what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches  in direct contrast  to  “Religion”  (that includes  worldly Christianity). 
249th Reasoning – What is JCg really telling Saul?     
JCg is telling Saul that he cannot fulfil Yahweh's Desire by fighting “The Word of God”,  this is based upon JC's teaching 
at  Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18.   Yahweh knows Saul wants to do the correct thing,  but is presently doing it badly! 
Thus Saul is  hurting his future prospects  and  cannot become a future son of God,  by behaving as he presently is! 
Saul must change his reasoning processes away from being worldly,  and start thinking like JC. 
171st Instruction – This is a direct call to – especially   (virtually all)  “Christians”;  most of whom think precisely in the  
one/same  manner as did Paul about the apparent ‘correctness’  of what he presently believes!   He was taught by Jewish 
Religious Leaders to think upon God’s Word,  just as we are today taught by Christian leaders to think upon God’s Word! 
126th Warning – Virtually all Christians  (2017 CE)  do not  understand  “The Word of God” and yet errantly,  most think 
they do,  just as Saul thought: “He knew God’s Word” and yet he did not know;  then like virtually ALL  Christians today! 
Why?  Because they are taught “not to think”  by their fearful (of exposure)  and equally blind, worldly Christian leaders! 
Acts.  9v5 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And:   
Acts.  9v5 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {thou art}/{you are}  lord/master (vocative)?   
Acts.  9v5 og the  And  lord/master  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  9v5 og (Emphatic) I/me  am/exist  Jesus  whom/which/that  thou/you  
Acts.  9v5 og {follow after}/{pursue (to hurt)}/ensue/{press forward}/suffer/persecute. 
Acts.  9v5 og (The) dry/hard/tough/harsh/severe/fierce  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Acts.  9v5 og (the) pricks/points/stings  (to) heelwise/recalcitrant/kick. 
Acts.  9v5 And  he  (= Saul)   said/uttered: 

Who  are you  Lord/Master? 
And  the  lord/master  he  (= JCg)   said/uttered: 
(Emphatic)  I  am/exist  Jesus  whom  you   {pursue (to hurt)}/persecute. 
The  dry/hard/tough  {to you}  to  heelwise/kick  toward  the  pricks/points/stings. 

 

And he  (= Saul)  said:     
   Who are you  lord/master?       (Therefore, Paul knew this supernatural event had Yahweh's Authority  behind it) 
And the  lord/master  (as “The Word of God”  to  control  our mind)   he  (= JCg)  said:   
    (Emphatic)  I exist,  Jesus whom you persecute   (= Stop opposing  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]). 
   The  hard/tough  to you to kick toward the  pricks/stings.    
              (= It will be  difficult  [= hard]  to be  recalcitrant  [= kick toward]  to what is  ultimately  painful  [= pricks/stings]) 
                             (Inasmuch the  “prick/sting”  is  “The Resultant”  of  “a previous foolish action”.) 
 

Saul knows that this event can only come from Yahweh,  being  'The Supposed God'  that he was  (supposedly)  serving! 
And yet he,  Saul,  is being admonished,  told to stop hurting himself,  being where his operating methodology shall ultimately take him  (= annihilation). 

He must bend his mind unto  “The Word of God”  and start to operate upon it. 
That is specifically why it is JCg speaking,  and not Yahweh,  even though Yahweh has organised and made possible everything.  

         (1) JC is “The Word of God”  and  (2) it is JC of the  “1st Century Christians”  whom Saul is directly trying to suppress in his actions. 
Saul thinks it is Yahweh speaking,  but he must understand that it is JC as  “The Word of God”  that  must control our mind  as  “The Lord/Master”  for 
us to become an  “Early Adopter”  before  we can become a future son of God.  This can  only  occur by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  in  
pure sacrifice  (spiritually and for  some/most  “Early Adopters”,  physically by martyrdom),  hence Paul's exhortation at  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.  (and 
ultimate execution).  
Therefore  
The  “The Stinging Statement”   follows    -  I am JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  speaking to you,  being The One whom you are persecuting!’ 
This is a painful blow to Saul because he sincerely thought he was fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by keeping  “Judaism Pure”  throughout The World. 

Unto which he thought  “1st Century Christianity”  a dangerous heretical  spin-off  from Judaism that must be exterminated. 
He did  not  comprehend that  “1st Century Christianity”  completely and  righteously answers  “Judaism”. 

The Reader must clearly understand that  “worldly Christianity”  as taught today and for the last some 1700+ years is  wholly  adversarial/opposed  to 
“1st Century Christianity”  having been  “moulded to suit the minds of its leaders”   -  and the devotees dutifully and unquestioningly  “lap it up”! 
They are taught to question   “Nothing”,  but only think what the leaders want them to think  -  else be seriously reprimanded by them,  supposedly 
representing  “Big Daddy”  and yet  “The Almighty God”  has  wholly rejected  these leaders of “Religion”  as to be representing Him!  
And by consequence  all  these people of  “worldly Christianity”  will feel the pain  to various levels   (in both the 1st and 2nd part of our life)  as JCg 
warns here  (noting Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18)  -  unless we personally care  to repent and take note  –  by hearkening unto  “The Word of God”. 
For us to be in this position,  to intelligently know  “The Word of God”,  –  then like Paul,  perhaps we should study it for 20 years (full time),  rather 
than just turning up at a church every week for a few hours to have our ears and sentiments flattered  (2Tim.4v3-4)  with  worldly teaching.   
Being a teaching,  that itself has been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19! 

This is absolutely  NOT  worshipping Yahweh! 
Nonetheless,  “naturally”  our  worldly Christian leaders will not tell us this and teach otherwise.    
Then we are back to   They are being  “wholly  adversarial/opposed  to 1st Century Christianity”  as I mentioned earlier! 
 
286th Comment – The Shock of  “Realisation”  is rapidly spreading throughout Saul’s mind! 
250th Reasoning – Saul personally realises he is wrong,  and yet,  for this momentous thing to have occurred specifically 
to him,  means that he must positively respond to discover what Yahweh wants of him;  else why this interception? 
287th Comment – Saul receives instructions,  which he will duly follow. 
126th Allegory – stand up = Prepare yourself for some work. 
251st Reasoning – Why must Saul wait several days before receiving instructions?     
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Quite simply:   Yahweh wants Saul to meditate over everything he has been taught for the last 20 years during these 3 
days,  so that his mind starts rebuilding again,  afresh  away from  the  unrighteous nonsense he has been taught at 
seminary.  His mind must be come malleable again,  built upon  “God’s Word”,  and not  ‘Man’s Word’ at seminaries!  
Acts.  9v6 og (the) dreading/terrified/trembling/fearing/{being very afraid}  Both   
Acts.  9v6 og also  (the) {stupefied (with surprise)}/astounded/amazed/astonished  
Acts.  9v6 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  9v6 og Lord/Master (vocative)  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  I/me/my  
Acts.  9v6 og (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practise?    
Acts.  9v6 og Also  the  lord/master  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him:  
Acts.  9v6 og (You) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  also  (you) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  the  city  
Acts.  9v6 og also  (it will be) spoken/uttered/said  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy   
Acts.  9v6 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  thee/thy/thou/you (singular)  
Acts.  9v6 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practise. 
Acts.  9v6 Both  the  dreading/terrified/fearing  also  the  astounded/amazed/astonished  he  said/uttered: 

Lord/Master  what/wherefore  your  determination/desire  me  to  do/produce/perform/practise? 
Also  the  lord/master  (= JCg)   (said)  towards/near  the  him: 
You  {stand up}/arise  also  you  enter/{go in}  into  the  city 
also  it will be  spoken/said  to you  what  behoves/must  you  to  do/produce/practise. 

 

(Saul)   Both the  (1) dreading/fearing  also the  (2) astounded/astonished  he  said/uttered: 
   Lord/Master  (JCg as “The Word of God”)  what  (is)  your  determination/desire  (for)  me to  do/perform/practise? 
Also the  lord/master  (= JCg)  (said)  towards him  (= Saul): 
   You stand up  also you enter into the city  (of Damascus) 
   also it will be said to you what you must  do/produce/perform. 
 

Saul knows   “The Source and Authority over The Environment”  to be  “Yahweh”. 
“Yahweh”  “The Almighty God”  whom he,  Saul,  sincerely reveres  and is doing his utmost to fulfil what he thought was correct. 

As I stated earlier    That is what specifically separates Saul from leaders of “Religion”  -  Saul truly cared  (they do not). 
Because Saul truly cares,  then he honestly asks     

What am I to do? 
He sincerely wants to turn around and be redirected by this  extra-terrestrial  imposition. 

Importantly  
Yahweh knows this! 
Yahweh knew  before  “The Creation of Mankind”  some 4000 years earlier,  that Saul  would be a  willing slave  to Him. 
(Where “Mankind”  is the  “Super humanoid Species”,  being a new brain put in  “a proven”  [for some 100,000 year]  physical frame,  
hence the comments in The Bible at Gen.4v14-17  are dismissed by our supposedly  learned’  theologians.)  

That is specifically why  
JCg intercepted Saul under Yahweh's instruction and involvement. 

What I am trying to explain is that we  “as individuals”  are to become like Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  when having  re-evaluated  our life as 'Saul'! 
We must become  

Educated in God's Word  (as was Paul,  since a young child). 
Sincerely motivated to be internally driven to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (as Paul showed us in his works). 
Sensibly  put ourselves  'out on a limb'  (as a sacrifice from The World)  and then Yahweh will intervene. 

(As we read concerning  all  “Early Adopters”  both  before and after JC's 1st Advent). 
Moreover  

If  we are sincerely motivated,  then  we shall personally test and assay everything that comes our way,  to hone ourselves towards Yahweh. 
If  we do  not  care,  then  we shall  not  bother  (and remain  technically ignorant  to  “The Fulfilling of Yahweh's Desire”)! 

It is all very simple and most obvious! 
 
288th Comment – Saul’s entourage  (henchmen)  see the light,  also hear the disclosure -  and become speechless! 
252nd Reasoning – These men understand the disclosure to be a recognisable voice,  because it states:  They saw no one. 
Acts.  9v7 og the  And  men/husbands/fellows  the (ones = persons)   
Acts.  9v7 og {standing in union}/{convening together}/{introducing favourably}/exhibiting/ 

/{standing near}/constitute/commending/consisting/approving  
Acts.  9v7 og (to the) him  (they had been) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  
Acts.  9v7 og (the) {dumb (as) making signs}/{silent (from astonishment)}/speechless  
Acts.  9v7 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  truly/indeed/{that one}  
Acts.  9v7 og of the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice,  
Acts.  9v7 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  and  
Acts.  9v7 og (the) {(to be a) spectator of}/discerning/experiencing/beholding/considering/{looking on}/perceiving.   
Acts.  9v7 And  the  men/husbands  the persons  {standing in union}/{convening together}  to the  him  (= Saul) 

they had been  {standing staunch}/abiding  the  silent/speechless   
the  hearing/listening  truly/indeed  of the  disclosure/address/voice  and  the  discerning/beholding  no one  person. 

 

And the  men/husbands  (= Saul's henchmen)  the persons convening together with the him  (= Saul) 
they had been standing staunch,  the speechless   (= the support staff around Saul were speechless with astonishment)  
(they)  truly hearing of the  disclosure/voice  and beholding no person. 
 

Saul's henchmen witnessed the event,  and clearly heard the  disclosure/voice,  but saw on one. 
Whether they understood what was specifically stated or not,  I do not know,  but it would have been a human voice  –  else the statement  “beholding no 
person”  would not have been added to the text. 
They,  like Saul,  recognised it to be a supernatural event,  because they too,  were speechless. 
 
289th Comment – When Saul collected his senses and lifted himself up from the ground,  he was blind. 
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290th Comment – Saul’s henchmen guided him into Damascus. 
253rd Reasoning – While the light was bright,  it did not affect the eyes of Saul’s henchmen and thus we should conclude 
Yahweh made Saul’s optic nerve (or similar)  temporally dysfunctional to isolate Saul’s attention away from The World. 
127th Allegory – blind (physically) = Cannot knowledgably interact with the environment = blind (spiritually) means that 
we cannot knowledgeably  interact/understand  Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).   
Acts.  9v8 og (he was) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  And  the  Saul  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  9v8 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region,  
Acts.  9v8 og (the having been)  {opened up}  And  of the  eyes/vision/sight (plural)   (of the) him,   
Acts.  9v8 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (he) beheld/saw/looked/beware/{took heed},  
Acts.  9v8 og (the) {hand leading}/{guiding (a blind person)}/{leading by the hand}  and  (the) him  
Acts.  9v8 og (they) {brought into}/{led unto}/introduced  into/unto  (the) Damascus. 
Acts.  9v8 And  the  Saul  was  {collected the senses}/roused/resuscitated  off/from  of the  earth/land, 

and  the having  been  {opened up}  of  his  eyes/vision   he  beheld/saw  nothing. 
And  the  {guiding (as a blind person)}/{leading by the hand}  the  him  (= Saul)  
they  (= Saul's assistants)   {brought into}/{led unto}  into  the  Damascus. 

 

And the Saul was  roused/resuscitated  off/from  of the  earth/land, 
and his  (= Saul's)  eyes the having been  {opened up}  he saw nothing.   (= Saul had become temporally blind for the next three days) 
And the leading by the hand,  they  (= Saul's cohorts)  brought him  (= Saul)  into Damascus. 
 

It could be reasoned the light was so bright to cause temporary blindness,  or perhaps Yahweh shut down the optic nerve into Saul's brain for three days. 
I tend to steer to the latter because  only  Saul was blinded,  and his cohorts had sight to lead Saul into Damascus. 
As an incidental  follow-on,  it is interesting to consider what these henchmen on their return,  may have said to  (1) their bosses  (religious leaders back 
in Jerusalem)  and  (2) their families,  after leaving Saul in Damascus.   Which shows the incredible arrogance operating within the  “Religious leaders 
of Jerusalem”  (read “Religious leaders of Christendom”,  because there is absolutely no difference in the mindset of both groupings),  (1) having the 
information from these men,  (2) seeing Saul (their best advocate)  swap sides and to be working for  The Opposition’  with great authority of oratory. 
And yet,  these religious leaders would attempt to destroy Saul  -  who is  demonstrably working for  “The Almighty God”  even after the advice of 
Acts.5v34-39  was given.    These leaders of “Religion”  just cannot help themselves,  really  bunkered-down  in worldly methodology! 
Where leaders of “Religion”  can be of  ANY  religion  (even a religion advocating  “Fairies at the bottom of the Garden”)  and  all  these leaders 
“process data”  within their mind in the  one/same  manner  -  that being    

I earn a living from what I sell,  any person who exposes me to be a fraudster shall be exterminated! 
Yahweh,  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  does not come into their reasoning  –  except as  a tool’  to extract worldly gain! 

This is  NOT  how it should be! 
 
291st Comment – Saul did not eat or drink for three days – he was in a state of meditation upon what he knew. 
Reasoning – repeat - Why must Saul wait several days before receiving instructions?     
Quite simply:   Yahweh wants Saul to meditate over everything he has been taught for the last 20 years during these 3 
days,  so that his mind starts rebuilding again,  afresh  away from  the  unrighteous nonsense he has been taught at 
seminary.  His mind must be come malleable again,  built upon  “God’s Word”,  and not  ‘Man’s Word’ at seminaries! 
Acts.  9v9 og Also  (he/it) was  (the) days/{periods of time}  three  not  
Acts.  9v9 og (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed},  
Acts.  9v9 og also  no/not/none  (he) ate  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (he) imbibed/drunk. 
Acts.  9v9 And  he/it  was  three  days  not  the  beholding/seeing, 

also  not  he  ate  neither  he  drank. 
 

And he was three days not the seeing,  also not he ate,  neither he drank. 
 

What does the reader think was occurring with Saul during these three days? 
Alternatively,   perhaps never asked the question,  when previously read this account and dismissed out of mind as an irrelevant passage? 

No,  we should not disregard this verse. 
Let us consider  

Paul was a highly educated man  –  he  intimately  knew The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament)  and other writings. 
He had memorised much of the text within The Tanakh – so he did not require  “external sight”  to distract the  “internal sight”  of his mind. 
Paul had just received  “The Most Traumatic Experience”   –  that would shake him to his core. 

Physically   He was blinded. 
Spiritually   He had just been told,  he was  fighting  against  Yahweh! 

(This is the very last thing Saul wanted to be told!   He held  “Yahweh”  as being most dear to him.) 
He would not be resting and being at ease! 
His mind would be in the utmost turmoil! 
His mind would be racing through everything he knew of The Tanakh,  turning everything upside down  to make sense of God's Word. 
He was not interested in The Body  (food and drink),  –  but  only  in The Mind  (to resolve the mental conflicts),  hence Acts.9v11. 

Yahweh knew all this -  so He would interject as we are to read - 
 
292nd Comment – Yahweh calls upon an “Early Adopter” (= a TC = an angel/messenger),  to communicate to Saul. 
And Ananias duly responds in slavish manner,  responding to his Master’s call. 
Acts.  9v10 og (there) was  And  {some/any/certain person}  (the) learner/pupil/disciple  in  to the  Damascus  
Acts.  9v10 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Ananias,   
Acts.  9v10 og also  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  
Acts.  9v10 og the  lord/master  in  (to the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)},   
Acts.  9v10 og the (one = Ananias)  and  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  9v10 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  (emphatic) I/me  Lord/Master (vocative). 
Acts.  9v10 And  there was  some/certain  person  the  learner/disciple  within  the Damascus  to the  name  Ananias, 

also  the  lord/master  (= JCg)  said/uttered  towards  the  him  (= Ananias)   within  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}. 
And  the one  (= Ananias)   said/uttered: 
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Behold/Look   (emphatic)  I  (Ananias)   Lord/Master.    
 

And there was  (a)  certain  learner/disciple  named Ananias within Damascus, 
also the  lord/master  (= JCg)  said towards the him  (= Ananias)  within  the supernatural spectacle. 
And the one  (= Ananias)  said: 
   Behold/Look  (emphatic)  I  (Ananias)   (am here)  Lord/Master.    (= I await Your instruction)  
 

Yahweh intervenes through JCg. 
The reader may ask; 

Why is JCg directly involving himself   (and not Yahweh)? 
Quite simply JCg had  proved himself worthy  to  'take The Front Seat',   to be at  “The Right Hand Side of Yahweh”  (with regard to this planet)! 
JC had delivered  “The Ministry”,  proved himself perfect to  “The Law of Moses”  and remained faithful until death,  to be  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 

Yahweh was therefore allowing JCg as  “The Future Leader”  (Rev.19v16)  to roll forward The Millennium during The Gospel Age. 
Something unique occurred  –  to make Ananias realise that this communication was  extra-terrestrial. 
Ananias is pleased to positively respond  –  realising that he must do something,  if he is the recipient of this supernatural event. 

But he is in for a shock! 
As we are to now read  

 
293rd Comment – What a shock for Ananias!  Commanded to go and visit the very person arresting 1st Century Christians! 
294th Comment – Saul is supplicating! 
254th Reasoning – Saul is asking for advice on how he is able to personally move forward Yahweh’s Work on this planet. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  prayed for  help/guidance  from Yahweh to aid them in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation” of “Early Adopters”  enabling Yahweh to gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do 
not teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
Acts.  9v11 og the  And  lord/master  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him:   
Acts.  9v11 og (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  
Acts.  9v11 og (you) {walk/transpire together}/concur/{take place}{happened unto}/{pass along}  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  9v11 og the  {an alley or avenue (as crowded)}/lane/street  
Acts.  9v11 og the  (having been) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  
Acts.  9v11 og {well placed}/straight/level/true/{at once}/forthwith/immediately,  
Acts.  9v11 og also  (you) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  in (to the) residence/house/household/family  (of the) Judas  
Acts.  9v11 og (the) Saul  (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Tarsian;   
Acts.  9v11 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  For  (he is) supplicating/worshipping/{praying earnestly with a vow}. 
Acts.  9v11 And  the  lord/master  towards  the him  (= Ananias): 

The  {standing up}/{rising up}  you  {walk together}/{pass along}  upon  the  avenue/street  the having been  called/named  Straight, 
also  you  seek/search  within  the  residence/household  of the  Judas,  by the  name  the Saul  a Tarsian; 
for  behold/look  he is  supplicating/{praying earnestly with a vow}. 

 

And the  lord/master  (said)  towards him  (= Ananias): 
   The standing up you pass along upon the street the having been called Straight, 
   also you seek within the household of the Judas,  by the name Saul,  a Tarsian  (from Tarsus); 
   for behold he is  supplicating/{earnestly praying with a vow}. 
 

JCg  as  “The Word of God”  instructed Ananias to seek out Saul,  -  the same  “Saul”  who was arresting Christians to imprison them! 
Not a pleasant instruction! 

Interestingly we read that Saul was  “supplicating/{earnestly praying with a vow}”  to Yahweh. 
This shows us that Saul was earnestly trying to make sense of his knowledge. 
He knew Yahweh was allowing him to  'soak on the matter'  -  else he would not have been intercepted  (and physically blinded). 
He knew that Yahweh would respond at some time in the future,  –  but when,  he did not know. 
Saul was continually churning through everything he knew with his  'spiritual eyes'! 

Saul was supplicating -  which as I have explained elsewhere,   “supplication”  is absolutely  not  the  self-indulgent  prayers we are taught today by our  
worldly Christian leaders,  but rather it means   “Yahweh edify us within things that we  cannot  physically do ourselves  (without Your help)”. 
It does  not  mean     Ask Yahweh to edify us on things that we are  too lazy  to do ourselves! 

TCs teach and do the former,  worldly Christian leaders teach and do the latter. 
Therefore,  Saul is earnestly trying to make sense of his knowledge and asking Yahweh for external assistance to  straighten out  what he had been taught 
at a seminary.  
I would not be surprised that Yahweh chose to express His Omnificence by ensuring everything came together for The Street to be named “Straight”  (as 
that used in Matt.3v3, Mark.1v3, Luke.3v4-5, John.1v23, Heb.12v13)  to hammer it home  into Saul,  and to us who are prepared to give Yahweh the 
credit in having the capability to behave in this manner.   But our leaders of Christendom have no interest in this  -  it is  'beneath them'! 

Else quite simply   They would teach about it,  and yet they do not!    That shows as to where their internal driver points! 
 
295th Comment – Yahweh continues through JCg:  Saul is expecting you,  because I have shown this in a vision for him. 
You will be laying your hands upon him! 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
Acts.  9v12 og also  (he has) known/understood/{became aware}/seen/perceived  
Acts.  9v12 og in  (to the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)}  (the) man/husband/fellow  
Acts.  9v12 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Ananias  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  
Acts.  9v12 og also  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  (to the) him  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand,  
Acts.  9v12 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that} 
Acts.  9v12 og (he may) {to look up}/{recover/receive sight}/{able to perceive}. 
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Acts.  9v12 also  he  (= Saul)   has  known/seen  within the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle} 
the  man/husband  by the  name  the  Ananias  the  entering/{going in}   
also  the  {placing upon}/laying  the  hand  to the  him  (= Saul) 
so that  he may  {recover sight}/{able to perceive}. 

 

also he  (= Saul)  has seen within the supernatural spectacle,  the man by the name Ananias the entering  
also the laying the hand to him  (= Saul)  so that he may recover sight. 
 

JCg as  “The Word of God”  continues speaking to Ananias - 
Saul is expecting you, Ananias  -  he has seen a vision where you are to come and restore his sight. 

(See an interesting contrast at Acts.13v11, and my local commentary.) 
It is interesting to consider  The Physical  being metaphoric of  The Spiritual. 
And Saul would also be recognising this metaphor during his deep meditation upon what he knows  -  expecting things  “to be made  straight  for him”. 

Can the reader understand what would be going through Saul's mind? 
 
Comment – repeat - What a shock for Ananias!   Commanded to visit the very person arresting “1st Century Christians”! 
296th Comment – Ananias is now  ‘back-peddling’  from his initial eager offer to respond as a slave to The Master. 
Did he hear correctly?   Just making sure The Master knows these things,  Ananias speaks of his concerns! 
255th Reasoning – Clearly The Master knows these things (having made them possible),  but Ananias is naturally showing 
worldly concerns for his future safety!   TCs are  not  masochistic,  but Yahweh’s Desire supersedes all other things! 
Acts.  9v13 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  And  the Ananias:  
Acts.  9v13 og Lord/Master (vocative)   (I have) heard/listened/understood/responded  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  9v13 og (the) many/much/plenteous  concerning/about  of the  man/husband/fellow  
Acts.  9v13 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout   
Acts.  9v13 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  (things)  
Acts.  9v13 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised  to the  blameless/{holy persons} 
Acts.  9v13 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  in  (the) Jerusalem. 
Acts.  9v13 And  the  Ananias  he  responded/answered: 

Lord/Master  -  I have  heard/understood  off/from  of the  many/plenteous  (persons)   
concerning/about  of the  man/fellow  {concerning this}/thereabout  {as/how many}/whatsoever  worthless/hurtful/wicked  (things)    
he  did/produced/practised  to the  blameless/{holy persons}  of you  in the  Jerusalem. 

 

And the Ananias answered:- 
   Lord/Master  -  I have heard from of many  (people)  concerning this man  (= Saul) 
   how many  worthless/hurtful  (things)  he  did/practised  to your holy people in Jerusalem.  
 

Ananias is verbally going through what he has heard! 
Just to ensure that he has heard correctly – and is effectively    Requesting JCg to  change the instruction! 

And Ananias continues in the next verse - 
Acts.  9v14 og Also  {in this same spot}/hither/here  (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has  
Acts.  9v14 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Acts.  9v14 og of the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)   
Acts.  9v14 og (to) bind/{be in bonds}/knit/tie/wind  all/whole/every  the  (ones = persons)  
Acts.  9v14 og (having) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)  
Acts.  9v14 og the  name/character/authority  (of) thee/thy/thou/you. 
Acts.  9v14 Also  in this same place  he  (= Saul)   possesses/has  the  privilege/authority  with/alongside  of the  high priests  

to  bind/bound  all  the  persons  having  personally  {invoked aid}/appealed/{called upon}  of  your  name/character/authority. 
 

Also in this same place  (= Damascus)  he  (= Saul)  has the authority alongside  (= from)  of the high priests 
to bind  (= arrest and imprison)  all the people having personally called upon your  name/character/authority. 
 

Ananias is continuing his plea  –  for anything else to be asked of him,  but not of this instruction! 
Ananias is still trying to underwrite his desire for an alternative instruction! 
Ananias is effectively stating to JCg  

Do you not realise that I will be arrested and possibly killed! 
Do you really want me dead? 
How can I advance your cause when I am dead? 

 
297th Comment – Yahweh is in full control and knew the outcome  before  Mankind existed. 
128th ‘Allegory’ – Selection/election (always) = to become a future son of God  (= be part of  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
61st Prophecy – Saul will become a  “future son of God”  and part of  “The Bride of Christ”. 
62nd Prophecy – Saul will take upon himself  the  name/character/authority  of JC  and accurately represent Yahweh. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh is seeking likewise people who truly come in the  character/authority  of JC,  so that He 
may state of them that:  “They came in the name of JC”  when He resurrects them at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Each TC has  “The  Character/Authority  of JC”  that is to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  
which firstly is to:  “Bring forth The Next Generation of TCs”,  until Yahweh attains His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold” 
Warning – repeat - From the above we understand that professional leaders of “Religion”  are  not  TCs! 
They just frustrate and oppose Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (by hiding The Goal, Matt.23v13). 
Instruction – repeat - TCs speak about  “The Things”  to explain  “The Word of God”  to hearkening recipients. 
Reasoning – repeat - Each TC has  “The  Character/Authority  of JC”  that is to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire so the 
recipients  likewise  gain  “The One/Same Mind  (= Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits)  as that of JC”  so that Yahweh  can  
gain His 144000 future sons of God,  having minds that are  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
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Reasoning – repeat - Because quite simply they do  not  have  “The One/Same  Mind as JC”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
298th Comment – In the midst of Kings and Sons of Israel.  This is a two-part fulfilment. 
256th Reasoning – Saul will prove himself accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  “in the midst of kings/sons of Israel”  
now in the 1st part of his physical life.  But then secondly,  repeat this in the 2nd part of his physical life when he is 
alongside the kings and ruling over the sons of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (hence Paul’s comments at 2Cor.12v1-3). 
Acts.  9v15 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  
Acts.  9v15 og the  lord/master:   
Acts.  9v15 og (You) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  because  (the) implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  
Acts.  9v15 og (of the) selection/election/choosing  {to me}/mine  (he) is  this/that (specifically),  
Acts.  9v15 og of the  (one = person)   (to) {(idea of) removal}/{take up}/bears/lifts/endure/sustain  
Acts.  9v15 og the  name/character/authority  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}   
Acts.  9v15 og (the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  also  (the) {foundations of power}/sovereigns/kings  
Acts.  9v15 og (the) sons  both  (the) Israel. 
Acts.  9v15 And  the  Lord/Master  he  said/uttered  towards  the  him  (= Ananias): 

You  personally  travel/journey  because    
this specific one  (= Saul)   he  is  the  implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  of the  selection/election/selection  to Me  (= Yahweh), 
of the  person  (= Saul)   to  {take up}/bear/sustain  My  name/character/authority   
in the  face/midst  of the  gentiles/nations  also  both  the  kings  (and)  sons  (of)  the  Israel. 

 

And the  Lord/Master  he said towards him   (= Ananias): 
   You personally journey because this specific one   (= Saul)   
   he is the  implement/apparatus  of the  selection/election/selection  to Me   (see below) 
               (“Me”  could be JCg speaking as Yahweh in the 1st person,  gathering by election  His Sons  to be alongside JCg) 
               (“me”  could be JCg directly being the recipient of  his future bride  of 144000 people as selected for him by Yahweh) 
   of the one  (= Saul)  to  {take up}/bear  My  name/character/authority   
   in the  face/midst  of the  gentiles/nations  also both the kings  (and)  sons  (of)  the Israel. 
 

JCg knowing Ananias' inner state of terror explains something most important for both Ananias  and  us who reason upon  “The Word of God”. 
JCg instructs  

Go to Saul,  –  trust me as  “The Word of God”  and meet your terror! 
He has reformed and will become an implement for me as a  “Word of God”  to use. 
Of the  selection/election  to Me   (to yield 144000 TCs as the future sons [= neuter children]  of God). 
To bear my  name/character/authority  (in the manner I thoroughly explain elsewhere) 
Hence,  he  (and all TCs)  will over their two-part life - 

Accurately represent God's Word to all people of The World during The Gospel Age. 
Stand  alongside  the kings  over  The 3rd Epoch Israel  teaching  the  sons [neuter children]  of  The 3rd Epoch Israel. 

This prophetic verse explains Yahweh's Requirement and Plan in a few words. 
 
299th Comment – JCg will forewarn Saul how much he must suffer on behalf of JC's  name/character/authority. 
257th Reasoning – Saul/Paul  as a TC will suffer on behalf of JC's  character/authority  because he exactly imitates JC. 
This is how The World will see TCs,  and specifically what makes them  “righteous”  to lead “The Resurrected World”. 
129th Allegory – Personally shown = The personal  “Invitation”  has been given  (specifically to be “The 12 Disciple”). 
130th Allegory – will personally show self = (1) Paul will understand God's Word, (2) is The Bride at The 1st Resurrection 
127th Warning – TCs will suffer persecution during The Gospel Age by  ONLY  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  
which makes them an irritant to leaders of “Religion” exposed as hypocrites.  However, TCs will be respected and blessed 
by members of The Public,  because they are perfect, law-abiding secular citizens,  freely  helping people for no return.  
Acts.  9v16 og (emphatic) I/me  For  (I will) {to exhibit under (the eyes)}/exemplify/instruct/admonish/show/forewarn  
Acts.  9v16 og (to the) him  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must   
Acts.  9v16 og (the) him  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  name/character/authority   
Acts.  9v16 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (to) {experience/feel (usually pain)}/passion/vex/suffer. 
Acts.  9v16 For  (emphatic)  I will  {exhibit under (the eyes)}/show/forewarn  to the  him 

(as/how many/much{/whatsoever   {it is necessary}/must  the  him  to  {experience pain}/suffer  
for the  sake/behalf  of  my   name/character/authority. 

 

For  (emphatic)  I  (= JCg as “The Word of God”)  will  exhibit/show/forewarn  to him   (= Saul  [and all the other 143,999 TCs]) 
how  many/much  he must suffer for the  sake/behalf  of my  name/character/authority. 
             (“Sake of”  means  operate in  “The Character”  to  achieve “The Authority”,  and thus  receive “The Name”  [it is not the other way around!]) 
 

Therefore,  like Saul,  we are to - 
Gain  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (Saul did this over perhaps 20+ years continuously)    
Spend time  assaying/testing/proving  this knowledge to gain  assurance/confidence  in its reliability and authenticity  (Saul did this now). 
Then operate with fidelity to what is accurately known and proven righteous  (Saul as Paul would do this for the rest of his existence). 

It is by doing this,  Paul then gained  “Real Faith”  and truly  “Believed in JC”  and by consequence,  had the HS operating within and around him. 
We can become like Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  if, and  only if  we personally go through those three stages above. 
If we do  not  go through the three stages above  (and some 99.99+% Christians do  not  [from   3 billion – 144000,  ref. The Bible Rev.14v1-4])  then  

We do  not  have “Real Faith” and we do  not  “believe in JC” and we do  not  have the HS operating within and around us  (James.1v6-8). 
Naturally this is all contrary to what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders will tell us,  but The Bible tells us of their future in so many 
places,  but this is edited out of their mind! 
The point is    

These places are ignored because  “Christians”  (especially the leaders)  pass God’s Word through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19. 
Where we are taught by them    

You only have to accept JC existed  (noting John.6v64, James.2v19, Matt.19v27, Jude.v4,  please read my local commentaries),  to come in 
his  “name”  and then wholly ignore the Epistles teaching us to  (1) precisely  imitate his  “character”  (1Pet.2v18-24)  and  (2) thus  exhibit 
his  “authority”  to our neighbours by being well educated in  “The Word of God”  that is  practiced with fidelity. 
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Let me repeat what  worldly Christian leaders’ state   
“You only have to accept JC and he is my God and that he died for me and is my saviour”. 

There are almost as many errors and implied errors in that statement as there are words.  
(Not quite – but I want you to think about that statement)! 

It is a classic set of  half-truths  that Satan and his cohorts are so capable of smearing over  “The Truth”  to bend it into a heinous lie!  
I greatly expand all these topics elsewhere,  but give bullet point answers to expose The Half-Truths,  which are fraudulent lies as they stand! 

1.  “Accept”  is  not  good enough  –  we must ultimately  “precisely imitate JC”  to be granted  “eternal life”. 
2.  JCg is only “the specific god” of us (as humans),  Yahweh is “The Specific God”  of JCg and all  “The Early Adopters”. 
3.  JC died to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life –  it is only a  backwards covering  for what  Adam/Eve  did  (1Cor.15v45). 
     (To give us a  personal experience  of  “What Not to Do”,  enabling us to learn from our personal mistakes.) 
4.  Ultimately,  we are  to  save ourselves  into The Eternity  (after The Millennium)  by  wholly hearkening  unto his Ministry   
     (and not by making excuses)  unto the  “saving our  spirit/personality/desires/traits”   
     that Yahweh kindly placed into perfected physical bodies  only  because of JC’s  “enabling”  Ransom Sacrifice. 

Our  worldly Christian leaders will explain  none  of the above  –  because they  intrinsically detest  “The Outcome  for their short term gain”   by 
teaching of the above,  by virtue they cannot physically live  (as “Professionals”)  on a ratio of  “30,000  1” (Christian to TC)  “take-up acceptance”. 
Thus they must open up with a New Jesus  (2Cor.11v4)  upon which they can make a fleshly living –  by appealing to  “human sensitivities”! 
Hence JC’s teaching at Matt.6v24, 22v20-22,  and of his similes of The Pharisees of Matt. chapter 23  as a warning of what was to come  throughout The 
Gospel Age!   JC was certainly  not  “Shutting the gate after The Horse had bolted”  by speaking about The Jewish religious leaders,  but by prophetic 
warning,  JC was teaching of The Future Christian Nation  -  so that the specific people hearkening can  protect themselves  from  “distortion! 
The Reader must understand that  “The New Testament”  is projecting The Future in answer to The Past as laid down in  “The Old Testament”. 
Again – I repeat  

None  of this will be taught by our  worldly Christian scholars and theologians because they  “choose  not  to understand” (“agnoeo”)  of it  
–  else  they would teach it! 

Because amid Yahweh’s Judgement  they are beholden to teach it  –  else be  doubly culpable  for remaining silent! 
They logically have nowhere to go in answer to these charges,  caught whichever way they choose to flee  (and are thus  not  “holy”)! 

Therefore,  returning to this verse - 
Paul  “will suffer for the sake of precisely imitating JC’s name/character/authority   (2Cor.11v24-28)  just as JC told us that TCs will be 
persecuted and killed  (John.16v1-4, etc.)   

TCs  (as was Paul)  (1) precisely imitate JC,  (2) remain  wholly neutral  in world politics  and  (3) edify one’s neighbour to the givers own hurt. 
They will suffer and be persecuted because these people  expose the hypocrisy of religious leaders! 
Persecution cannot come from any other source – because there is  no driver  in other people  (outside the religious community)  to hurt TCs! 
Police detectives always look for  “A Motive”  for a crime,  else people would not commit crimes!   Simple to understand, is it not? 

By  absolute contrast  worldly Christians may suffer persecution,  because as individuals they fall afoul of any one or more of the three points above. 
And importantly their persecution will  not  come from  worldly Christian leaders,  because  worldly Christian devotees  “feed their leaders”,  and the 
leaders will  not  “bite the hand that feeds them”! 

Can the reader understand all this? 
It becomes obvious,  that we will  not  be taught any of this by   “You know who!”    
However,  this is  precisely what The Bible teaches us,  as my 1000s of  inter-verse  commentaries of The Whole New Testament  clearly teach us! 
All the above is an important extension to what this verse teaches us  –  so that we,  as individuals,  personally  understand that externally sourced 
persecution will occur when aiming to become  “The Early Adopters”.   We must be  personally  active in bringing forth The Millennium  (to foreshorten 
this present evil world)  thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus by having the HS  demonstrably operating within us.    
We must  not  be generating excuses  – “We are only human”  -  because this is  not  good enough  once having  “The Word of God”! 

Can the reader see the virtuous and righteous circle in all of this? 
We must  not  passively  sit on the fence’  claiming to be  “Christians”!   This does  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  nor  close Satan’s present system! 

Yahweh needs His Proven 144000 TCs  before  He can progress to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
You are invited to actively make this a reality!  –  What is stopping you? 
This is what was going though Saul’s mind during these three days of physical blindness! 

Yes!   I am talking about  “The Big Elephant in The Room”  that  “Christians”  refuse to mention in their deliberations and  1001’  excuses! 
 
300th Comment – Ananias now reassured goes as instructed to visit Saul and lays his hands upon Saul. 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders twisting God's Word to  'gain a following' of captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
301st Comment – Ananias calls Saul:  “Brother”  
258th Reasoning – Think how this word  “Brother”  cuts through the mind of Saul!   Saul driven by indignant hate 
persecuting  ‘these people’,  and for them by reply,  to call him: “Brother”.  This would have finally  ‘sealed the deal’  
within Saul’s mind that he must change and learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire -  by imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
131st Allegory – see (physically) = Able to knowledgably interact with the environment = see (spiritually) means that we 
are able to knowledgeably  interact/understand  Yahweh’s Desire and thus edify ourselves.   
172nd Instruction – Jesus as “The Word of God”  (and not the self-indulgent nonsense  that comes out of religious 
leaders’ mouths)  becomes The Instruction to turn us around,  away from The World unto a lifestyle laid down by JC’s 
deportment (1Pet.2v18-24).   It is JC as  “God’s Word”  that knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  and we are to wholly 
meditate upon it when supping with JC by opening our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  to  precisely imitate JC  for our 
ultimate Salvation.  
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
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Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  9v17 og (he) {gone off}/departed/{become apart}/followed/{come/gone/went away}  And  (the) Ananias   
Acts.  9v17 og also  (he) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  the  residence/house/household/family  
Acts.  9v17 og also  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  over/upon/concerning  (the) him  
Acts.  9v17 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands,  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted: 
Acts.  9v17 og Saul  Brother (vocative)  the  lord/master  (he has) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned   
Acts.  9v17 og I/me/my  (the) Jesus  the (one = person = JCg)  {gazing wide eyed}/{showing self}/appearing (middle voice)    
Acts.  9v17 og  (to) thee/thine/own/thou/thy  in  to the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means  {to whom/which}  
Acts.  9v17 og (you) accompanied/appeared/brought/came,   
Acts.  9v17 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  
Acts.  9v17 og (you may) {look up}/{recover/receive sight}/{able to perceive}  
Acts.  9v17 og also  (be) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/furnished  
Acts.  9v17 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Acts.  9v17 And  the  Ananias  he  departed/{went away},   also  he  entered/{went in}  into/unto  the  residence/household  

also  the  {placing upon}/laying  the  hands  upon  the him  (= Saul),  he  (= Ananias)  said/uttered: 
Brother  Saul,  the  lord/master  Jesus  he has  {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  me  (Ananias) 
the one  (= JCg)   personally  {showing self}/appearing  to  you  (= Saul)   within  the  ways/journey/mode   
to  (= by)   which  you  (= Saul)   accompanied/came, 
so that  you  (= Saul)   may  {recover sight}/{able to perceive}   
also  be  filled/imbued/supplied  of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

And the Ananias went away,  also he entered into the household   (of Judas,  nursing Saul) 
also the  (Ananias)  laying the hands upon the him  (= Saul),  he  (= Ananias)  said: 
   Brother Saul,  the  lord/master  Jesus he has  {set apart}/{put forth}  me  (Ananias) 
   the one  (= JCg)  personally  {showing self}/appearing  to you  (= Saul)  within the  journey/road  by which you  (= Saul)  came, 
   so that you  (= Saul)  may recover sight  also be  filled/imbued  
  of the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   of the  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character). 
 

Ananias knew JCg was insistent and would not be placing his life in jeopardy, - but this was an instruction for  “The Greater Cause”  and Ananias would 
be only too pleased to be an active part in  “The Greater Scheme of Things”  enacted around him  (of which he was,  but a small and yet useful cog). 
Ananias came to Saul and called him   “A brother”! 

What warm words these would have been,  and be of great poignancy to Saul,  now cum Paul  (the swap occurring at Acts.13v9,14). 
Saul going out to persecute  “1st Century Christians”  having perhaps Ananias on his list for arrest,  and now to have Ananias call him   “Brother”! 

This would have been the last cut to his old ties unto  “Religion”. 
“The Hunted”  calling his former  “Hunter”   “Brother”! 

Ananias explains he has been called to open Paul’s eyes from  both  the physical and  spiritual  darkness  (of “Religion”). 
This becomes The Fulfilment to the prophecy that Paul had received while as Saul during the former three days. 
We must understand that  “humans”  require  “The Human Contact”  to  “Enter into The New Community”  as by physical invitation,  and here it was 
for  “The Mind of Paul”  to enter Yahweh’s Methodology that supports  “1st Century Christianity”. 
This is of what we read here,  and later,  when Barnabas drags Paul into an unenthusiastic and pensive Christian gathering later  (Acts.9v27). 
 
259th Reasoning – The word “Brother”  said with true sincerity by a TC,  to invite Saul into Yahweh’s Family became The 
Trigger for Yahweh to unlock Saul’s mind to  “see reason”  and his eyes could then  “see a new vista”  of The Millennium 
promised by JC’s ministry.  All this was made physically possible by JC’s ransom sacrifice  given freely to ALL people,  
because JC was not a respecter of people  (being of what they had done earlier)  Matt.22v16, Mark.12v14, Luke.20v21. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life,  by entering into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in spirit = Spiritual  growth  for a new mind to ideally become a future son of God. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in spirit ideally becomes the new mind that imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Acts.  9v18 og Also  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  (they) {to fall off}/{fell away}   
Acts.  9v18 og off/away/separated/from  of the  eyes/vision/sight  (of the) him  {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}   
Acts.  9v18 og {to flake}/peel/flake,  
Acts.  9v18 og (he) {looked up}/{recovered/received sight}/{able to perceive}/{saw again}  both   
Acts.  9v18 og {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon 
Acts.  9v18 og also  (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (he was) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised,   
Acts.  9v18 Also  directly/immediately  they  fell off  away/from  of  his  eyes/vision  as if like   peel/flake, 

both  he  {received sight}/{saw again}  instantly/immediately  also  the  {standing/rising  up}  he was  baptised. 
 

Also immediately they  (= impediment to vision)  fell off from of his eyes as if like  peel/flake, 
both  (1) he received sight immediately  also  (2) the rising up he was baptised. 
 

The analogy given is to indicate it was sudden,  having Yahweh’s direct involvement within all of this,  hence I maintain it was Yahweh bringing the optic 
nerve  (or similar failure mode)  back into commission  –  to establish a Heavenly Bond with Paul into The Future. 
Paul became baptised to publicly express the change in his life based upon his knowledge that had been  constantly assayed  over the last three days. 
He had publicly died to his  “Old Self”  and embraced  “The New Self”  of  “The Word of God”  as  “The Brain of JC”  yielding  “The Deportment of 
JC”  to our neighbour,  thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to bring forth a total of 144000 TCs,  that unleashes The Millennium. 
 
302nd Comment – Saul was now interacting with TCs rather than persecuting them! 
132nd Allegory – food (physically) = nourishing the body = food (spiritually)  means that we are to feed The Mind with  
accurate  knowledge that is sourced by Yahweh  (through JC as The Goal)  for our ultimate long term edification. 
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260th Reasoning – “Knowledge”  sourced by The World (= worldly methodology)  gives  “short term gain,  but long term 
pain”,  and that is what we must  live-out  in the 1st part our life – to learn from our mistakes!   By contrast,  “The Bread 
of JC”  (Matt.26v26, Mark.14v22, 22v19)  means  “a deportment that precisely imitates JC’s lifestyle”   
Acts.  9v19 og also  (the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  (the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food     
Acts.  9v19 og (he was)  invigorated/strengthened,  
Acts.  9v19 og (he) became to be  And  the  Saul  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts.  9v19 og of the (ones = persons)  in  (to the) Damascus  (of the) learners/pupils/disciples  (the) days/{period of days}   
Acts.  9v19 og {some/any/certain things}, 
Acts.  9v19 Also  the  {getting hold of}/{taking up}  the  nourishment/food   he (= Saul)  was  invigorated/strengthened, 

and  the  Saul  he  {became to be}  together/with   of the  (ones = persons)   within  the  Damascus   
of the  learners/disciples  some/certain  days/{periods of time}.    

 

Also getting hold of the food he  (= Saul cum Paul)  was strengthened, 
and Saul became to be  together/with  of the  learners/disciples  some days within Damascus   
 

Paul would use this time to avidly learn what he could from these disciples and be meticulously  jig-sawing  all the pieces together within his brain to see 
The Vista and then understand Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  -  which is thoroughly and righteously explained today on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
303rd Comment – Paul started preaching of  “The Anointed”  within synagogues,  explaining:  JC was  “The Son of God” 
173rd Instruction – “The Anointed”  is  “The Goal”  that JC showed us:  “How to personally become a son of God”. 
261st Reasoning – It must be clearly realised:  Saul had all the head knowledge (of The Tanakh),  but it was all scrambled 
into an  “unrighteous nonsense”  by the leaders of “Religion”  within seminaries.  However,  JC as  “The Word of God”  
spoken through the TCs  unscrambled  this Knowledge  (in The Tanakh)  so that we know how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in 
the 1st part of our physical life,  and thereby achieve  “The Goal of The Anointing”  as shown,  and achieved,  by JC. 
304th Comment – That is why Saul was able to so quickly launch into teaching  “The Word of God”,  noting it was in the 
synagogues,  because  “JC as The Word of God”  righteously answers Judaism.   To The Jew first and then to The Gentile 
Acts.  9v20 og also  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  in  to the  synagogues  
Acts.  9v20 og (he) {heralded (of divine truth)}/{preached (of The Gospel)}  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  
Acts.  9v20 og because  this/that (specifically)  (one = person)   (he) is  the  son  of the  God. 
Acts.  9v20 Also   directly/immediately  he  (= Saul)   preached  (of the Good News)   the  Christ/Anointed  within the  synagogues, 

because  this  specific one  (= JCg)   he is  the  son  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 
 

Also immediately he  (= Saul)  preached  (of the Good News)  the  Christ/Anointed  within the synagogues, 
because  this specific one  (= JC)  he is the son of the God  (= Yahweh). 
 

After this encounter with JCg and then with Ananias,  Saul cum Paul completely switched sides from being adversarial to JCg,  to now becoming wholly 
supportive of JCg.   However, he felt distinctly moved to inform the Jewish Christians in Damascus of this complete change of heart,  because the last 
they heard of Saul was that he was  “Coming to arrest them and take them off as prisoners back to Jerusalem!”   
So, we read of him going out  (with Ananias)  to tell them   He is now a changed man and they are safe with him – because of  “The Good News”  
regarding his miraculous experience a few days earlier had convinced him of JC having been resurrected as JCg and personally invited him to become a 
future TC  (1Cor.15v8). 
Most importantly though,   he still did not know of all the intricacies of how JC was to fit in with the Tanakh,  he was internally  breaking new ground’  
within his mind,  having not personally gone out to listen to JC accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  because of his seminary background! 
He therefore had to go out on his own away,  far away  from The Jewish Religious Leaders who knew where to find and arrest him,  so that he could 
personally contemplate by himself upon everything he knew. 
This is where we enter Gal.1v17 not recorded by Luke because it is  “only noise”  to yet a much greater document that has so much more important data 
about Paul’s life where he starts to become very proactive in The Ministry work. 
For completeness I include Paul’s personal account as written by him to The Galatians explaining this specific part of his background to them. 
KJV  
     Gal.1v17   Neither went I up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles before me;  but I went into Arabia,  and returned again to Damascus. 
     Gal.1v18   Then after three years I went up o Jerusalem to see Peter,  and abode with him for fifteen days   (as described at Acts.9v26). 
We do not know for how much time Paul was away from Damascus,  perhaps about a few months to allow for everything to  slot into place’  within his 
mind and then he returned to Damascus and stayed there for three years  (Acts.9v21-25)  actively preaching about JC righteously answering everything 
he knew as written in The Tanakh. 
Paul has so much head knowledge gathered over the last 20+ years,  also he has had time to thoroughly reconsider what he knew to become a point 
where everything had clicked together within his mind,  he could go out into The Public courageously and boldly to explain how Yahweh’s “ Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  operated. 

Paul was now teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World! 
He was trained as a skilled debater while a teenager of which he was now able to use in positively serving Yahweh,  thereby enabling Paul to become one 
of The Foremost Apostles to spearhead  “1st Century Christianity”  into The World. 

Notice where Paul taught –  “in the synagogue”  -  we will come back to discuss this later! 
 
305th Comment – The populace was amazed by Saul’s teaching!  This person was previously persecuting “Christians”! 
262nd Reasoning – ‘Word had got out’  a few weeks earlier that Saul was making representations to The High Priests to 
continue his  ‘murderous onslaught’  outside Jerusalem.   This had spread throughout the  “1st Century Christians”  like 
wild-fire  and they had to be guarded to whom they spoke  (very much as today in countries with despotic leaders). 
263rd Reasoning – These  “1st Century Christians”  were reasoning:   Perhaps Saul was acting as a spy to infiltrate The 
Ecclesia and discover The Ring-Leaders,  who could then be arrested and executed  (as done to Stephen,  Acts.7v58-60)! 
Acts.  9v21 og (they were) {put out of wits}/astounded/insane/amazed/bewitched/wondered  And  
Acts.  9v21 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the  (ones = persons)  hearing/listening/understanding/responding  
Acts.  9v21 og also  (they) stated/exclaimed:    
Acts.  9v21 og No/Not/None  this/that (specifically)   (one = person)   (he) is  the (one = person)  ravaging/destroying/wasting 
Acts.  9v21 og in  (the) Jerusalem   the (ones = persons)   
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Acts.  9v21 og (having been) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)  
Acts.  9v21 og the  name/authority/character  that/this/there/here  also  {in this same spot}/hither/here  into/unto   
Acts.  9v21 og that/this/there/here  (purpose)    (he had) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  that  
Acts.  9v21 og (the) binding/{being in bonds}/knitting/tying/winding  them  (he may) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce   
Acts.  9v21 og over/upon/concerning  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)? 
Acts.  9v21 And  they were  astounded/amazed/bewitched   all persons  the  (ones = persons)   hearing/listening   

also  they stated/exclaimed: 
Not  this specific  (one = person = Saul)   he is  the  (one  person)  ravaging/wasting  in  the  Jerusalem  
the  (ones = persons)   personally  having  {invoked aid}/appealed/{called upon}  this   name/character/authority   (of JC) 
also  he had  accompanied/come  {in this same place}/here   unto  this  (purpose)    
that  the  binding/bounding  them  (= “1st Century Christians)   he  (= Saul)   may  {lead away}/drive/induce   upon  the  high priests?   

 

(Paul was now beginning his 3 year ministry within Damascus before he went to Jerusalem to see The Apostles ) 
And all the people were  astounded/bewitched  hearing/listening   (to Saul's teaching in the synagogue) 
also they exclaimed  (to themselves):- 
   Not this specific person  (= Saul)  he is the person  ravaging/wasting  the ones  (= the  “1st Century Christians”  living)  in the Jerusalem   
  having personally called upon this  name/character/authority  (of JC)   
   also he had come to this same place  (= Damascus)  unto this   (purpose  = to arrest more Christians) 
   that the binding them  (= the  “1st Century Christians”)  he  (= Saul)  may lead away upon the high priests? 
 

This would be quite a natural fearful response! 
Saul was infamous,  that is perhaps why he later changed his name to  “Paul”  (Acts.13v9)  -  to leave behind his errant past! 

These people would be wondering if this was a complot on his part,  to become an infiltrator by pretending to be a  “1st Century Christian”,   enabling 
him to discover all the people belonging to this  'sect',  and once known   –  to arrest everyone in one big dragnet operation! 
Naturally,  they were perplexed and very concerned! 
 
306th Comment – Saul angered The Jews (= religious leaders)  because he had switched sides,  their foremost advocate 
was now  very actively  ‘working for the opposition’! 
264th Reasoning – People become personally fearful of the future when people  “switch sides”.   Quite simply:  They 
become insecure and wonder who will be next,  perhaps the exodus will be wholesale and ‘I’  will be the only one 
remaining to defend  ‘what I  (irrationally)  believe in’  (irrespective of supposed absolute validity,  that reality does not 
come into the reasoning process)!   That is why the  ‘remaining pack’  will resolutely attack a  ‘turncoat’. 
174th Instruction – Saul thoroughly knew his subject matter,  and having communicated with the TC’s enabled him to 
speak with absolute authority on the subject matter.   That is precisely how we  as individuals  should be likewise,  to stand 
on the 1st of three squares to attain  “Real Faith”  and be then,  only then,  in the position to wholly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
Acts.  9v22 og (the) Saul  And  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better 
Acts.  9v22 og (he was) empowered/enabled/{(increased in) strength}/{be (made) strong}/{acquired power},  
Acts.  9v22 og also   (he) {poured together}/{commingled (promiscuously)}/{threw (an assembly) into disorder}/ 

/{perplexed (the mind)}/confounded/confused/{stirred up}/{be in an uproar}   
Acts.  9v22 og the  Jews,  
Acts.  9v22 og the (ones = persons)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  
Acts.  9v22 og in  (to the) Damascus,  
Acts.  9v22 og (the) {driving together}/uniting/inferring/showing/teaching/compacting/intrusting/gathering  
Acts.  9v22 og because  this/that (specifically)   (he) is  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Acts.  9v22 And  the  Saul  the  {greater degree}/{more than}  he was  empowered/{increased in strength}, 

also   he  {threw an assembly into disorder}/confounded/{stirred up}  the  Jews, 
the  (ones = persons = Jews)   {housed permanently]/{persistently dwelling}  within  the  Damascus, 
because   the  uniting/compacting/intrusting  (= proving)   this specific one  (= ?)  he is  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

And Saul the greater degree he was  empowered/{increased in strength}   (= his  confidence/capability  grew in his ministry over these 3 years) 
also he  confounded/{stirred up}  the Jews persistently dwelling within Damascus, 
because the  uniting/compacting  (within the minds of these Jews)  this specific one  (= ?)  he is  he Christ/Anointed. 
 

The answer to understanding this verse could be two-fold based upon the interpretation of the given wording. 
Which itself exposes two aspects for consideration. 
Aspect 1:   The demarcation being established within The Jews themselves. 
Where   The “Upsetting and confounding”  is twofold. 

1.  There are the Jews who  became converted  (being the point of Saul’s teaching to yield potentially new sons of God to Yahweh). 
2.  There are the Jews who  feel threatened  (exhibiting themselves as being  unreasoning  and entrenched in worldly methodology). 

Aspect 2:   To whom the verse is specifically pointing. 
Where    “The specific one”  could be - 

1.  Underwriting that  Jesus was Anointed  (= given pride of place)  by Paul’s exhaustive and comprehensive teaching of God’s Word. 
2.  Underwriting that  Saul was Anointed  in that position to speak as The 12th Disciple/Apostle  because he spoke with Authority (Mark.1v22) 

(See how Paul described himself at Gal.4v14 in their mind.) 
Actually,  it is a moot point because I accept that all four itemised considerations are equally applicable. 
As I stated within my commentary of Acts.9v20,  Paul was very quickly becoming a foremost apostle,  very accomplished in debate and had an enormous 
grasp of The Tanakh to underwrite everything he said.    

The Jews (= The Jewish Leaders)  just did not stand a chance,  Paul knew The Tanakh much better than did they! 
Because some of their number would have known how JC taught perhaps only 3 to 6 years earlier in Israel,  where,  JC knew The Tanakh better than his 
opponents and  explained Judaism  by answer  with  “1st Century Christianity”  (Mark.1v22)  then they equated Paul with JC,  being a comparable 
competence of teaching with  “authority”  over the subject matter. 
 
307th Comment – It was not long before  “The Jews”  (= The Religious Leaders)  conspired to eradicate Saul. 
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128th Warning – When a TC moves into The Area controlled by Religious Leaders,  then they will do exactly the same as 
The Religious Leaders did to JC, Stephen, and Saul here!   This occurs  at any time,  throughout all time,  in any location. 
Acts.  9v23 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they were) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished   
Acts.  9v23 og (the) days/{periods of time}  (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient,  
Acts.  9v23 og (they) {gave/received advice jointly}/recommended/advised/consulted/{gave/took counsel together}   
Acts.  9v23 og the Jews  (to) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay  (the) him, 
Acts.  9v23 And  {in that manner}  the  ample/many  days/{periods of time}  they were  {made replete}/fulfilled/accomplished, 

the  Jews  consulted/{took counsel together}  to  {take away violently}/murder/slay  the  him  (= Saul), 
 

And in that manner  (as things naturally occur)  the many days were  fulfilled/accomplished  (after a culmination of 3 years in Damascus), 
the Jews   (being a different grouping to that in previous verse)   
took counsel together to  murder/slay  him  (= Saul) 
 

Well of course,  they would! 
They were only operating,  as would any leader of  “Religion”  having been faced with  “1st Century Christianity”! 
In addition,  this has occurred for the last 2000 years! 

What the reader must understand is that when a leader of  “Religion”  is beaten by  “Strength of Argument”  then they have absolutely no place to go! 
I ask the reader - 

What can  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  –  if it has been  publicly shown  by reasoned argument that   “Their Job is Fraudulent”? 
No one is going to come and give them  money/fame/glory/honour!    Are they? 
Moreover,  they certainly do not want to do manual labour  (Luke.16v3)  to earn  a respectable living! 

By consequence  
They must  physically  remove  “the opposition”  because they  failed  to  spiritually  remove the opposition  (by “Strength of Argument”)! 

“Religion”  (which also includes “worldly Christianity”)  always  collapses in The Face of  “1st Century Christianity”,  -  it can do  no  other! 
Why? 

Because  “Religion”  is  unrighteous  and sourced by Satan,  while  “1st Century Christianity”  is  righteous  and sourced by Yahweh! 
This travesty of  “Unrighteousness”  is allowed to continue through the ages because - 

Leaders of  “Religion”  have demonstrably  zero  interest in  “Righteousness”  (else they would actively do something about it)  and thus they 
perpetuate  “Unrighteousness”  (in what they teach about Mankind's  [supposed route to]  Salvation). 
Devotees of  “Religion”  just do what their leaders tell them for  “a good time”  (in all its guises)! 

It is a cosy symbiotic relationship! 
Loved by Satan,  while detested by Yahweh  (inasmuch Rev.20v1-3  is being delayed). 

The reader must really  “get to grips”  with what is occurring around us within The World today! 
This may be a good point to continue my commentary left off at Acts.9v20. 
My point was the following observation as to  where  JC and Paul taught  

“They taught in The Synagogues!” 
Now why is this   “A Problem”? 

Easily explained by saying it is like a - 
Christian teaching in a Mosque! 
Muslim teaching in a Cathedral! 

It really did not go down very well with the Rabbis! 
What the reader must understand is this - 

“1st Century Christianity”  is  'almost'  like Judaism. 
Where actually,  “1st Century Christianity”  is made possible by JC,  who himself becomes  'the  other half'  to Judaism! 
Where  both   (the Tanakh and JC)  are  “God’s Word”  of  “Part 1 and Part 2”. 

However  
Worldly Christian leaders over the last some 1700+ years have made  “Christianity”   very different  to  “Judaism”  to divide and rule! 

By  “dividing and ruling”,  means more pyramids with new leaders at the top are possible,  each to be supported by everyone underneath them! 
This  is  occurring within The World  –  and is  directly against  what The Bible teaches us! 

And yet,  the billions of devotees do not know  –  because they do not read The Bible intelligently,  and the leaders will not undermine their position by 
teaching of these passages  (hence Matt.23v13)!   But it is all there  -  if we only care to read of them  -  because Yahweh wants us in The Millennium! 

By contrast,  leaders of Religion”  do  not  want The Millennium  (neither does Satan  because of Rev.20v1-3,  hence 1Cor.11v13-15)! 
All this wholly demonstrates  “Yahweh’s Righteousness”  in “The Selection Process”  for  “The Early Adopters”  to yield a perfect future society. 
And the reason why  “1st Century Christianity”  was so successful within the Jews  (at The Populace level)  is that  “1st Century Christianity”  answered 
all  the  'open questions'  (as allegoric prophecies)  within Judaism  -  made so by Yahweh,  so that JC could  'plug them'! 

Can the reader understand all this? 
I realise that it is difficult  –  it is like learning a new language,  – but study The Bible with this new insight and  “all becomes so very clear”! 
 
308th Comment – Saul was informed of this conspiracy upon his life:  The gates of Damascus being watched day and night 
so that Saul could be arrested and then murdered by The Leaders of “Religion”. 
129th Warning – Standard procedure for devout religious people (egged-on by their leaders):   Kill TCs accurately 
teaching  “The Word of God”  -  this has occurred throughout all of The World during all of The Gospel Age. 
265th Reasoning – Why?  Because when devout religious people  “lose the spiritual argument”,  then rather than 
repenting away from The World,  they operate as does The World:  “Resort to physical means and kill the opposition”. 
Because quite simply:  They  ‘love’  “The Indulgent World”  more than Yahweh’s  “Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Acts.  9v24 og (it was) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}  and  to the  Saul  
Acts.  9v24 og the  {upon the will}/{plan against someone}/plot/{lying in wait}  {of them}  
Acts.  9v24 og (they) {inspected alongside}/{noted insidiously/scrupulously}/observed  both   
Acts.  9v24 og the  gates/{(folding construction at an) entrances}  (of the) day/{period of time}  both  
Acts.  9v24 og also  (of the) night  {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (the) him  
Acts.  9v24 og (they may) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay. 
Acts.  9v24 And  it was  {certainly known/understood}  to the   Saul  of their  plot/{plan against him}   

and  they  {inspected  alongside}/observed  the  gates/entrances   (of Damascus)   
both  of the  day/{periods of time}  also  of the  night  {so that}  they  may  {take away violently}/murder/slay  the  him  (= Saul). 

 

And their plot  (to murder Saul)  was certainly  (made)  known to Saul 
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and they  (= the religious leaders instructing their cohorts to)  observed the gates   (of Damascus) 
both of the day  also of the night so that they may  murder/slay  him  (= Saul). 
 

'Friends of families'  and  'friends of other friends'   would have leaked out what the leaders of “Religion”  were plotting,  and the word eventually 
reached Paul. 
Nonetheless,  this is a typical response of murder,  from people having had their hypocrisy exposed  -  irrespective within whatsoever quarter it may have 
occurred,  and in this instance,  it was  “Leaders of  Religion”  plotting the death of a TC! 
 
309th Comment – At night,  the disciples lowered Saul through the city wall in a basket to escape the city gate guards. 
Acts.  9v25 og (the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  and  (the) him  the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts.  9v25 og (of the) night  (they) {sent against/down}/lowered/{let down}  through (reason of)  of the  wall,  
Acts.  9v25 og (the) lowering/{letting down}/striking  in  (to the) {(from) as woven}/hamper/{lunch receptacle}/basket. 
Acts.  9v25 And  of the  (= during)   night  the  learners/disciples   the  {getting hold of}/{taking away}  the  him  (= Saul)   

they  lowered/{let down}  (him)   through  of the  wall,  the  lowering/{letting down}  (him)   within  the  hamper/basket. 
 

And  (during)  the night,  the disciples getting hold of him  (= Saul), 
they lowered  (Saul)  through the wall,  the lowering  (him)  within the basket. 
 

Houses were often built into the city wall,  and likewise here,  thereby enabling a useful escape route. 
Paul intimately knowing the scriptures could well have suggested this escape plan by copying Rahab's action for the two spies  (Joshua.2v15). 
 
310th Comment – Saul returned to Jerusalem,  but the  “1st Century Christians”  thought he was a spy to obtain names 
and addresses of safe houses for him to then arrest and raid. 
Acts.  9v26 og (the having) {become near}/approach/arrived/{appear publicly}/come  And  the  Saul  into/unto  
Acts.  9v26 og (the) Jerusalem  (he) tested/attempted/assayed/tried  (to be) stuck/glued/cleaved/adhered/bonded/joined  
Acts.  9v26 og to the  learners/pupils/disciples,   
Acts.  9v26 og also  (the) all/whole/every (persons)   
Acts.  9v26 og (they were) frightened/alarmed/awed/revered/afraid/feared/respected/deferred  (the) him,   
Acts.  9v26 og not  (the) committing/believing/entrusting  because  (he) is  (the)  learner/pupil/disciple. 
Acts.  9v26 And  the  Saul  the having  approached/arrived/come  into  the  Jerusalem   

he  attempted/tried  to be  bonded/joined  to the  learners/disciples, 
also  all  the  persons  they were  frightened/alarmed/feared  the  him  (= Saul), 
because   he is  not  the  committing/entrusting  learner/disciple. 

 

And Saul having arrived into Jerusalem   
he attempted to be joined to the disciples   (remaining in Jerusalem), 
also all the people  (= 1st Century Christians)  were frightened  (of)  him  (= Saul), 
(presupposing)  because he is  not  the  committing/entrusting  disciple. 
 

This is a journey of about 170 miles  (270 km)  taking perhaps seven days by foot. 
When he reached  “The 1st Century Christians” of Jerusalem,  they were too frightened of him to give hospitality! 
Like the people of Damascus,  they distrusted Paul's motives  –  believing him to be an infiltrator to gain names and addresses for later arrest. 
I have already mentioned Paul’s interesting comment given in Gal.1v17 in my commentary at v20. 
He tells us that he left Damascus and went to Arabia for some time to himself for internal contemplation,  before returning to Damascus to give extensive 
teaching for about 3 years  (of which he never then forsook). 
He needed this personal time to be alone because JCg’s personal invitation proved to be a severe shock to Saul’s metal state having to completely 
reappraise what he had known and supposedly interpreted  by instruction,  thus he could trust  no  human  after being taught  “nonsense conclusions”  
within a seminary for at least 15+ years.   

He needed time by himself to reflect upon what he knew in The Tanakh,  relying upon Yahweh to piece it all together in Paul’s head. 
Paul may have been quite au fait with JC’s teaching – having perhaps tried  to reason against it,  while he was still in the seminary. 
Paul needed  “Time-out”  away from  “humans”  bending his mind’,  -  he wanted to sort it out himself  -  by his own reasoning. 

In addition,  as we have just read,  “The 1st Century Christians”  needed a break from  Saul/Paul  and it seemed that 3 years was not long enough -  
Saul’s past had still not died within the minds of these Jerusalem Christians even after 3 years away from them,  thereby showing what fear they still had 
of him!   Reports must have come back from Damascus about this person Saul teaching about JC for 3 years,  and yet this had not convinced them!  
 
311th Comment – Barnabas was prepared take Saul  ‘under his wing’  and  “plead his case”  for him in the midst of the  
“1st Century Christians”  living in Jerusalem. 
58th Good News – Barnabas was able to publicly report about Saul’s conversion and of subsequent fine speaking about JC 
answering The Allegoric Prophecies as given in The Tanakh  (of which The Jews thoroughly knew  [and yet,  is  unknown  
today by Christians  all around The World – how bad is that!   That responsibility rests on the shoulders of our leaders]). 
130th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders today  (and of the last some 1800+ years)  have so much for which to answer 
in The Millennium  –  if fortunate enough to be resurrected  -  all as JC’s parables and allegoric prophecies teach us! 
I really would not want to be  ‘in their shoes’,  in the 2nd part of my life  (Matt.8v12, etc.)! 
Acts.  9v27 og (the) Barnabas  And  (the) {took hold upon}/{seized (for any purpose)}/caught/{laid hold} (middle voice)  
Acts.  9v27 og (the) him  (he) {led away}/brought/drove/went/induced  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  9v27 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell},  
Acts.  9v27 og also  (he) {related fully}/declared/told/recounted (middle voice)  {to them}  {in what manner}/how   
Acts.  9v27 og in  to the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  
Acts.  9v27 og the  lord/master,  also  because  (he) spoke/uttered/said  (to the) him,  
Acts.  9v27 og also  {in what manner}/how  in  (to the) Damascus  
Acts.  9v27 og (he) {spoke frankly/honestly}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{preached/spoke  evermore boldly}   
Acts.  9v27 og in  to the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus. 
Acts.  9v27 And  the  Barnabas  personally  {took hold upon}/seized  the  him  (= Saul)   
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he  (= Barnabas)   {led away}/drove/induced  (him - Saul)   towards  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}, 
also  he  (= Barnabas)   personally  {related fully}/recounted  to them  how  within  the  way/journey  (to Damascus) 
he  (= Saul)   knew/saw  the  lord/master  (= JCg)    
because   also  he  (= JCg)   spoke/said  to the  him  (= Saul) 
also  how  within  Damascus  he  (= Saul)  {spoke frankly/honestly}/{preached evermore boldly}   
within  the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus. 

 

And Barnabas personally seized him  (= Saul) 
(and)  he  (= Barnabas)  led away  (Saul)  towards the  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh [and not the world])  to tell}, 
also  he  (= Barnabas)  personally related fully to them how within the  way/journey   (to Damascus) 
he  (= Saul)  knew/saw  the  lord/master  (= JCg  [a little more than 3 years earlier) 
because also  he  (= JCg)  spoke to him  (= Saul)  
also how within Damascus  he  (= Saul)  spoke/preached  honestly/boldly  (for 3 years)  
within the  name/character/authority  of the Jesus. 
 

This is to be expected from  “Barnabas”  having been given this name to mean  “Son of  Consolation/Comfort”  by fellow Christians because they 
recognised his inner nature of caring for people.  Barnabas having previously heard of Paul’s recent history was prepared to accept what had occurred 
at face value in  “good faith”  that Yahweh had operated within and around Paul to encourage him to  switch sides’. 

Why? 
As I stated earlier   Paul was honestly and sincerely trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the very best of his ability,  as a true faithful slave. 
It is my opinion that Barnabas had this  6th sense’  about people,  being an ability to read their inner intentions and motives  (as we are later to read 
about the temporary  disagreement/fallout  between Mark and Paul,  Acts.15v39),  and thus he stepped in here to speak up in defence of Paul. 
Barnabas recounted what had occurred to Paul and how he had demonstrably shown himself to be a competent speaker for JC answering Judaism. 
It was perhaps this pairing up of the two people at such a crucial stage in Saul’s life that endeared each other sufficiently so,  for them both to begin and 
continue further missionary journeys together in the future  (as we are to read later). 
 
312th Comment – Saul showed his true credentials by teaching of JC’s  Authenticity and Provenance  to all the visitors 
coming to Jerusalem  (possibly in their worship at The Temple of Jerusalem  (as did The Jewish Eunuch,  Acts.8v27). 
266th Reasoning – Saul justified in the minds of his recipients  The Credibility  of JC to be worthy of glory,  in the manner 
he glorified Yahweh.  This is absolutely not done in the manner as do our leaders of Christendom teach  “Religion”  being 
all based upon  unreasoned  “hearsay”  that would be thrown out in a court of Law  (of our judgment before Yahweh). 
Acts.  9v28 og Also  (he) was  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  {of them}  
Acts.  9v28 og (the having) {unto/into the entrance}/{come/gone into}/entered  
Acts.  9v28 og also  (the having) {unto/into the entrance}/{come/gone out}/exited  in  Jerusalem,   
Acts.  9v28 og also  (the having) {spoken frankly/honestly}/{been confident in spirit/demeanour}/ 

/{preached/spoken  evermore boldly}   
Acts.  9v28 og in  to the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus. 
Acts.  9v28 Also  he  (= Saul)   was  together/with  of them  in  Jerusalem,   

the having  {come into}/entered  also  the having  {gone out}/exited   
also  the having  {spoken frankly/honestly}/{preached/spoken  evermore boldly   
within  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  Jesus. 

 

Also he  (= Saul)  was  together/with  of them   (= people,  Jews/visitors) 
having entered also having exited Jerusalem, 
also the  (Saul)  having  spoken/preached  honestly/boldly   (to the  Jews/visitors  entering/exiting  Jerusalem) 
within the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  Jesus.   
 

Paul is able to illustrate his credentials over the next few days speaking to all hearkening people entering and exiting Jerusalem. 
Just my usual interjection - 

“Speaking within the  name/character/authority  of Jesus”  does not mean what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us 
it means  (as usual)!   Inasmuch Paul did not teach   JC died for us,  we should be good people like JC and  love everyone’ (being about the 
complete sum we get from our leaders of Christendom,  with the supposed inference,  “Christians” have the monopoly on “Love”)! 

It means that Paul had  “The Background Knowledge of The Tanakh”  and explained  JC’s  Authenticity and Provenance  to underwrite  “Real faith”  
1. How JC was able to fulfil what Yahweh had carefully laid down in righteous prophecy  (John.17v1). 
2. How JC was righteously able to balance our sinful  past  life  (1Cor.15v45). 
3. How JC laid down  “The Required Standard”  (1Pet.2v18-24)  that we must  all  achieve to have a future eternal existence. 
4. How JC enabled The Millennium as spoken by Isaiah to righteously occur  (Isa.65 onwards). 
5. How JCg will become The King of kings and Lord of lords  (Rev.19v16)  over this new future Regime. 
6. How JCg will require “The Early Adopters” to be elected from out of The Gospel Age to become sons of God alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23). 
7. How JCg will appoint these  “Early Adopters”  as  co-rulers/heirs  (Rom.8v17,23)  over “The Resurrected World”  to teach “Righteousness”. 
8. How  “The Early Adopters”  must prove themselves unto The World as being a worthy companion to be alongside JCg. 

The above does two other things  
          1.   Most importantly it wholly demonstrates  Yahweh’s Majesty/Omnificence  to credibly make all this occur over millennia upon millennia. 
          2.   Underwrites what JC originally taught for 3 years  (which was absolutely  nothing  about his forthcoming  death/murder)! 
When  we understand the above,  then  we realise what a  lousy job  our  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders are doing! 
All of which wholly demonstrates their utter  delinquency  to  the call of duty’  when they teach  none  of the above  –  because  “they do not believe any 
of it”,  thereby denuding Yahweh of His  deserved  “Majesty/Omnificence”  in the minds of the recipients to their useless teaching. 
All of which despoils what JC taught into becoming the worthless teaching of “Religion”,  a term that sucks any glory away from Yahweh and 
supposedly glorifies the messenger!   That is sequestration of the highest order! 

They shall be varyingly punished in The Millennium,  if fortunate enough to be resurrected  (as much of JC’s teaching tells us)! 
An important aside  

To  “glorify someone”  absolutely does  not  mean just  “say nice things about someone”. 
(In the manner worldly leaders like to have their vanity glorified,  Yahweh is  not  like this) 

Why? 
Because  hearsay words’  or  invented phrases/words’  have  no  basis/support  -  and are  readily dismissed! 

But  
To give  “verifiable examples of what has been done”  to  “underwrite The Claims”  give much more support  and credence. 
Thereby,  this  “taught knowledge”  is able to rebuff  “Religion”  in all its forms as being  so grossly inferior  to  “1st Century Christianity”! 
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Worldly Christian leaders following the example of their peers in  “Religion”  to teach the former  nonsense  (that would be thrown out of a court)! 
JC,  Paul and the apostles taught the latter under the title of  “1st Century Christianity”  (as admissible evidence to support Yahweh’s Majesty)! 

Our “Christian scholars/theologians”  assay/prove/contest  God’s Word  to oppose it  (in their minds)!   To find excuses as  “not to believe”! 
By contrast  

“The Early Adopters”  assay/prove/contest  God’s Word  to understand it  (in their minds)!   To find the way to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
It is  all about  “mental attitude”. 

Yahweh demands of people to  repent  and  take  “The Last/Least”  position within society for themselves.   
They prove themselves   “Worthy” in the mind! 

Worldly methodology drives people to  take  “The First/Most”  position within society for themselves.   
These people prove themselves   “Not worthy” in the mind!  

Then in The Millennium - 
Yahweh  gives  The First/Most  position over society for   “The Proven Early Adopters”  exhibiting themselves as  worthy slaves. 
Yahweh  gives  The Last/Least  position within society for   “The Rebellious People”  proving themselves to be  insidious thieves!  

It is righteously logical  (to yield a future “perfect society”)  and  precisely what The Bible tells us throughout its pages. 
Yet those people who fraudulently claim to represent Yahweh  (having no care for The Millennium)  never  of teach it! 

Nevertheless,  they need to  “prove themselves [not worthy]”  (Rom.1v16-32)  -  else they would always deceptively claim   “We were not like that!” 
Again,  can the reader start to understand what is occurring within the world,  and has occurred for the last 6000 years? 

That is  why  we need The Millennium,  and  why  Yahweh needs his 144000 TCs to become  “The Trigger Threshold”  to close present pain and misery! 
Else,  under the present leadership of Christendom this present pain and suffering will  continue unabated,  demonstrably showing  The World  that they 
support Satan’s present system  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.)  because they are doing  nothing  about making The Millennium a physical reality but 
continuing the status quo of Satan's methodology operating within their minds! 

Does the reader fully understand the layered reasoning of what I am saying here? 
Yahweh is asking  YOU  to turn this sorry state of affairs around and become personally accountable to  “The Word of God”! 
 
313th Comment – Saul thoroughly knew The Tanakh,  far better than did the devout Jews from Greece,  and he could  ‘run 
rings around them’  in any theocratic debate  -  they just did not stand a chance of succeeding through spiritual argument. 
314th Comment – These Grecian Jews conspired to murder Saul. 
Warning – repeat - Standard procedure for devout religious people (egged-on by their leaders):  Kill TCs accurately 
teaching  “The Word of God”  -  this has occurred throughout all of The World during all of The Gospel Age. 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  Because when devout religious people  “lose the spiritual argument”,  then rather than 
repenting away from The World,  they operate as does The World:  “Resort to physical means and kill the opposition”. 
Because quite simply:  They  ‘love’  “The Indulgent World”  more than Yahweh’s  “Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Acts.  9v29 og (he) spoke/uttered/said  both  also  
Acts.  9v29 og (he) {sought (negatively) together}/{investigated jointly}/disputed/ 

/discussed/controverted/enquired/discussed/debated   
Acts.  9v29 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Hellenists/{Greek speaking Jews}/Grecians,  
Acts.  9v29 og the (ones = persons)  and  (they) {(put the) hand upon}/undertook/{went about}/{took in hand (upon)}  (the) him   
Acts.  9v29 og (to) {to take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay. 
Acts.  9v29 Both  he  spoke/said  also  he  disputed/debated  towards  the  Hellenists/Grecians, 

and  the  (ones = persons)   they  {put the hand upon}/undertook/{went about}   
to  {take away violently}/murder/slay  the  him  (= Saul). 

 

He  (= Saul)  both spoke  (= taught)  also he disputed   (= challenged their nonsense exegesis  [reminds me of  “worldly Christianity”]) 
towards the  Hellenists/Grecians 
and the persons  (= Hellenists)  they  undertook/{went about}  to  murder/slay  him  (= Saul) 
 

We must understand who these Hellenists were. 
They would have been devout Jews coming in from Greece to worship at The Temple of Jerusalem  (being rather like  Mecca is for Muslims’  today).   
Saul would have intercepted these devout Jewish visitors and taught them about JC,  whom they probably heard as being a thoroughly wretched apostate 
to Judaism and worthy of his execution by The Romans  (as errantly taught  by The Jewish Religious Leaders in Jerusalem).  By consequence,  they 
would have been most indignant to be told about JC,  they having the background I have painted,  imprinted upon their  unreasoning “Religious” mind! 
As I stated earlier - 

These Hellenists  (Grecian Jews)  did not stand a chance against Paul’s competence,  by virtue of  
1.   Paul thoroughly knowing The Tanakh,  much better than did they! 
2.   Paul was able to answer the  open questions’  within Judaism with  “1st Century Christianity”. 

So,  leaders of “Religion”  resort to the only thing they know how to do when having  lost  “The Reasoned Argument” - 
They set out to  physically  kill the opposition’s  fleshly body! 
Only because they were killed in the  spiritual  argument for the  heavenly mind! 

This is  “standard procedure”  throughout The Ages within  “Religion”  (particularly so within monotheism).. 
Today this has panned out into both the physical in some countries,  and others will resort to  “character assassination”  (in perhaps the same manner as 
was used with JC,  being supposedly a drunkard, king of demons, accepter of prostitutes, etc.  all carefully twisted to kill  The Public positive regard’  
for JC).  Sadly this is done because  “The Collective Mind”  of our religious leaders has  not  repented to become  humble/contrite,  by reason they 
generally prefer The World now,  and have  absolutely no  regard for The Millennium operating under Yahweh’s Methodology,  especially when they  
never  teach of it!    

This action of theirs speaks volumes,  does it not? 
I am  not  inventing this!   Just as JC taught of The Tree  (Matt.7v16-20)  becomes such a  powerful tool  to  look deep into someone’s mind! 
 
315th Comment – The TCs hearing of this conspiracy to murder Saul,  led him to a safe house in Caesarea,  and then 
organised Saul’s safe passage to his home town of Tarsus in Cilicia. 
Acts.  9v30 og (the) {knowing upon some mark}/recognising/{full acquaintance}/acknowledging/perceiving  and  
Acts.  9v30 og the  {The Brethren}/brothers  (they) {led/tied down}/landed/touched  (the) him  into/unto  Caesarea,  
Acts.  9v30 og also  (they) {off/from/out  set apart}/{went forth (on mission)}/dispatched  (the) him  into/unto  Tarsus. 
Acts.  9v30 And  the  {The Brethren}/brothers   recognising/perceiving   (of this plot to kill Saul) 

they  {led down}/landed  the  him (= Saul)  into  Caesarea,  also  they  {set apart}/dispatched  the him  unto  Tarsus. 
 

And the  (spiritual)  brothers recognising  (of this plot to kill Saul)   
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they led down him  (= Saul)  into Caesarea   (possibly under Philip’s temporary hospitality,  Acts.8v40, 21v8), 
also they dispatched him unto Tarsus   (= Saul’s home town). 
 

The TCs organised safe passage for Paul from out of Jerusalem,  through Philip’s safe house in Caesarea and then onto Paul’s home town,  Tarsus in 
Cilicia presently located in southern most part of Eastern Turkey. 
So, we may ask  

Why was there so much attention against Saul by  “The Religious Authorities”,  in all these different places? 
Quite simply - 

He was  “One of their own”! 
He had become a  “turncoat”  and was working for  “The Opposition”. 
He was a twofold threat - 

1.     He knew their inner workings  (and this could be used against them) 
2.     He could become The First of many others to copy his example by leaving  “The Fold”. 

Most importantly he was very competent  (that is why Yahweh intercepted him through JCg in Acts.9v3-7) - 
1.     He thoroughly knew his subject matter. 
2.     He was a superb debater and presented his argument well. 
3.     He had a reasoning mind  (as we can read within his epistles)  

Paul had become a threat to their way of living  (as was JC,  John.11v47-53). 
Their way of life was more important than fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

Where  “Leaders of Religion”  use  “God”  as a tool  “to fund their way of life”  (Luke.16v3)! 
Where  “1st Century Christianity”  blows the lid off all that,  to make everything public  (in  “The Light” shining into  “The Darkness”)! 

“1st Century Christianity”  teaches of  “The Opposite”  to what we see taught and done in  “Religion”  (as my commentaries expose). 
And we only know this when we read The Bible now  (because we will  never  see/hear  all this explained in “Religion”,  but the opposite behind a façade 
of  The Tinsel’  on the outside giving a pretence of what The Almighty God wants  –  with all  the caveats and excuses’  of  “The Human Condition”). 

“The Early Adopters”  personally  leave  “The Human Condition”! 
That is why Yahweh elects them to become  “The Early Adopters”  and be  “The Leaders of The Resurrected World”. 
And precisely why there is  only  144000 TCs out of an approx. 2000 year Gospel Age able to achieve  “The Required Trigger Threshold”! 

The  “144000”   does not mean the  101’  nonsense  excuses/claims  as made by our  worldly Christian leaders who demonstrably do  not  understand 
their subject matter  –  all as I explain elsewhere  (please see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-12, 14v1-4 and elsewhere,  that I delineate in a logical 
manner by using  what The Bible teaches us). 
I really welcome their contestations so that I may have more material to publicly expose the farcical and unrighteous exegesis’  of their worldly musing! 
 
316th Comment – Through the work of  “1st Century Christians” (TCs)  teaching The Jews of Israel,  then “1st Century 
Christianity”  rapidly grew,  because it was firmly rooted upon a solid foundation  (unlike  worldly Christianity of today). 
267th Reasoning –“1st Century Christianity” is firmly rooted in Judaism, JC answers everything laid down in Judaism,  so 
the Jews are very privileged to have their background because they are uniquely positioned to easily understand how JC 
was able to righteously answer all the open questions posed by Yahweh through His faithful scribes in The Tanakh. 
That is why  (amongst other reasons):  “To the Jew first and then to the Gentile”  Rom.1v16, etc.   Because in reality,  The 
Jews are best placed to teach The World  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Acts.  9v31 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts.  9v31 og (the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church         [“churches” plural = CA thus ignore] 
Acts.  9v31 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  whole/all/completely/throughout  of the  Judea   
Acts.  9v31 og also  Galilee  also  Samaria  (they) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  
Acts.  9v31 og (the being) {built-up}/constructed/confirmed/emboldened/edified,  
Acts.  9v31 og also  (the) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)  
Acts.  9v31 og to the  alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence  of the  lord/master  
Acts.  9v31 og also  to the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty   
Acts.  9v31 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  9v31 og (they were) increased/multiplied/abounded. 
Acts.  9v31 {Therefore/Then  truly/indeed  the  {calling out}/ecclesia          (= as a  single united entity  of  “1st Century Christianity”) 

the  being  {built-up}/edified/emboldened 
accordingly/intensely  all/throughout       (=  all/throughout  to  all/throughout  = everywhere  =  “throughout all”)   
of the  Judea,  also  Galilee,  also  Samaria   
they  had/possessed   peace/prosperity/rest                    (from the nonsense “Religion” had taught) 
also  the  personally  traversing/journeying  in the  alarm/fear/awe/reverence  of the  lord/master 
also  in the  imploring/exhortation/comfort/entreaty   
of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
they were multiplied. 

 

Therefore  truly/indeed  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  being  edified/emboldened   
throughout all of the Judea,  also Galilee,  also Samaria   
they  (= “1st Century Christians”)  possessed  peace/prosperity/rest   (having forsaken nonsense  “Religion”) 
also they personally journeyed   (spiritually)   
in the  awe/fear/reference  of the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling their minds) 
also they  (= the people)  where multiplied. 
in the  imploring/exhortation/comfort/entreaty   (being  all  aspects of what having the HS operating within us really means) 
of the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  of the  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
 

This rapid expansion occurred because  “1st Century Christianity”  is so close to  “Judaism”  (if taught correctly). 
Because quite simply - 

Both  come from  “The One/Same  Source”  =  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)! 
It is only  leaders of men  who  force a wedge between the two,  to  “divide and rule”  for gain out of their minions – being alien to what Yahweh desires! 
This is what we have seen throughout The Gospel Age  -  human leaders of  “Religion”  driven by worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to our 
neighbour’s hurt)  forcing a dichotomy between  “The Two Strands of Methodology”  that  “Righteously yields Mankind’s Salvation”! 

How bad is that! 
That shows what our leaders of “Religion”  are  really like  behind their painted public smile,  and  ever-so  warm embrace! 
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If  they personally,  truly desired to  “Fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  then  they would personally do something about their   “Demonstrable  Ignorance”! 
But they choose to do nothing  (“agnoeo”),  and therefore compound their sin in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgement upon them  (James.3v1)! 

Notice the copyist addition being the plural of  “Church”  given in our  worldly bible translations.  We know this is a copyist addition,  added by a 
worldly reasoning mind,  because in  “1st Century Christianity”  there would have been only  one church by virtue they would have all had the  one/same  
mind  -  having been taught by The Apostles for there to only be  “One Ecclesia”.  But when the copyist addition was added, centuries later,  there would 
have been many  church’  factions having their  own  interpretation of  “The Bible”  and hence many  “churches”  would be  worldly  reasoned. 
 
317th Comment – Peter decided to visit TCs living in Lydda during his overseeing travels around Israel. 
Acts.  9v32 og (it) {became to be}  And  (the) Peter  
Acts.  9v32 og (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  through (reason of)  
Acts.  9v32 og (of the) all/whole/every (areas)   (to) {come/go down}/depart/descend/alight   
Acts.  9v32 og also  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  blameless/{holy persons}  the (ones = persons)  
Acts.  9v32 og (the) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  (the) Lydda. 
Acts.  9v32 And  it  {became to be}  the  Peter  travelling/{going abroad}/{passing by}  through  all   (areas of the country) 

to  {come down}/descend   also  towards/near  the  holy persons, 
the ones  (= holy persons)   {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (in)  the Lydda. 

 

And Peter became to be  travelling/{passing by}  through all   (areas of the country) 
to  {come down}/descend   also  towards/near  the  holy people, 
the persons  (= holy people [aiming to become TCs])  persistently dwelling  (in)  the Lydda. 
 

The history and location of Lydda can be discovered on The Internet,  it has had several names throughout history  “Lod”,  “Lydda”  and now is called 
“Ludd”.  It was originally laid down by a Benjamite called Shemed  (1Chron.8v12) and mentioned later,  during the return of the Hebrews from Babylon 
(Ezra.2v33, Neh.11v35).  It lies on the main road between Joppa and Jerusalem;  at a distance of about 9 miles from Joppa  (see later Acts.9v38). 
Peter was the leader of  “The 1st Century Christians”   (Matt.16v18) and made it his business to travel around Israel to ensure they kept faithful to  “The 
Core Teaching of JC”.  We read later,  various Christian schisms were starting to occur within only 30 years of JC’s ministry as  “The Principle of 
Decay”  (“Falling away”  [from “1st Century Christianity”]  2Thes.2v3)  behind the methodology of what we now have as  “worldly Christianity”  
(along with  “Gnostic teaching”  in the 2nd and 3rd centuries,  as a separate entity in its own right). 
 
318th Comment – Peter found Aeneas,  who being lame for 8 years,  was enforced to lay down on a mattress. 
Acts.  9v33 og (he) found/obtained/seen/perceived  And  there/thither  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  
Acts.  9v33 og {some/any/certain person}  Aeneas  (to the) name/character/authority,   
Acts.  9v33 og {from/out of}  (of the) years  eight  (the having) {lain down}/{reclined (at a meal)}/settled/sat   
Acts.  9v33 og over/upon/concerning  (the) mattress/bed  who/which/that  (he) was  
Acts.  9v33 og (the having been) {loosened beside}/relaxed/paralysed/enfeebled/{sick of the palsy}. 
Acts.  9v33 And  he  found/seen  there  (in Lydda)  the  certain   man  to the  name   Aeneas, 

from/out  of the  eight years  who  he was  the having  {lain down}/reclined/settled  over/upon  the  mattress/bed 
the having been  paralysed/enfeebled/{sick of the palsy}. 

 

And he  (= Peter)  found/seen  there  (in Lydda)  the certain man by the name Aeneas, 
from/out  of the eight years who he was the having  {lain down}/settled  upon the mattress  
the having been  paralysed/{sick of the palsy}.  
 

It is interesting to consider these things. 
This man would have been in this paralysed state when JC was  doing the rounds’  during his ministry  (even more so with the account at Acts.3v2),  so 
perhaps we should ask   Why did these people  slip through the net’  during JC’s operations?   
A question,  which also sheds a possible light on what JC, was really doing and why he behaved as he did. 

We should consider this,  especially with the man in Acts.3v2 sitting outside The Temple every day,  why JC should have missed’ him? 
Two people positioned every day in the places where JC would have been during his whole ministry period should raise a few questions. 
If it was one person,  then it could be explained,  but two people being  missed’  by JC then suggests something else was occurring. 
I reason upon it in this manner. 
The occasion:- 
There was always an underlying reason as to why the specific recorded accounts of miraculous healing occurred  –  and I go into that detail within my 
commentaries of The New Testament  (especially the accounts in John’s Gospel). 
Secondly,  the individual accounts also show there was some commitment on the recipient beforehand that led towards the healing. 
Thirdly,  in the early days,  JC avoided public notoriety regarding miraculous healing especially the physical. 
Fourthly,  many bland accounts of healing were  'spiritual'  forms of healing that can be read as,  having come from his ministry. 
Fifthly,  based upon the above it could be reasoned that JC was not instructed by Yahweh to heal these people,  where we must understand it was  not  JC 
specifically healing these people,  but rather it was Yahweh  working through  His front-man JC  (see my commentary at Luke.8v45). 
And if Yahweh had not instructed JC,  then JC fulfilling Yahweh's Desire would not position himself around these people.  There are numerous accounts 
of JC’s specific interaction with people,  where JC has deliberately gone forth to meet with them –  if they had not first moved to him.  It is very important 
to understand that,  both physically  and spiritually. 
This leads me to my last point. 
These people were perhaps not receptive to healing  (I suggest spiritually – noting what JC said in some instances   “Your sins are forgiven”  before  the 
physical cure was made).   I discuss all this within my local commentaries to these very specific recorded events. 
This becomes  “The Lead-In”  to both this case,  and the one I cite at Acts.3v2+ of which I cover with my associated commentaries. 
People change in their life:- 
It could be that these two people had changed over the intervening time,  and thus became  more receptive  to  “The Word of God”  to cure  “The 
Spiritual Mind”,  upon which a physical cure may have been forthcoming for the fleshly physical body. 
Now naturally,  there will be people who would dispute the link I make between the spiritual and physical. 
Nevertheless,  these specific people have not carefully reasoned through their exegesis,  they have no Bible scripture to support what they state,  and yet I 
have so many citations I could use to defend what I state.  All of this shows that these people repeat  sound-bites  (as “hearsay” only)  without returning 
to The Bible to substantiate what is effectively  “Unrighteousness”  and therefore they cannot represent  “The Righteous Yahweh”.   
This is true  -  irrespective of the worthless  worldly  'doctorates of divinity'  they may have, –  but they demonstrably do  not  have the mind of Yahweh! 

They just  “like to repeat”  what they  “like to hear”  and their recipients  “like to hear”!    
This is a very unwise thing to do,  if we are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!    
It shows our mind is  not  prepared to leave The World! 
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319th Comment – Peter states:   “JC personally cures.  You arise and make your bed.”   -    Aeneas obeyed. 
175th Instruction – JC as  “The Word of God”  cures The Mind away from  worldly methodology,   and to house this  
“new mind”  for an eternity requires a perfected physical body  (else this cannot occur),  and when both combined,  then  
(and only then)  the operating combination  becomes  “a soul”. 
Acts.  9v34 og Also   (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  (to the) him  the  Peter:  
Acts.  9v34 og Aeneas  (he) cures/heals/{makes whole} (middle voice)  thee/thy/thou  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Anointed  
Acts.  9v34 og (you) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  
Acts.  9v34 og also  {position (something)}/strew/{spread (as a carpet or couch)}/{make a bed}/furnish  
Acts.  9v34 og (to the) {thyself}/{your own self}.   
Acts.  9v34 og Also  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  (he) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}. 
Acts.  9v34 Also  the  Peter  he  said/uttered  to the  him  (= Aeneas): 

Aeneas,  the  Jesus   the  Christ/Anointed  he  personally  cures/heals/{makes whole}   
thee/you  {stand up}/arise  also   {position (your mattress)}/spread/{make bed}  thyself/{your own self}. 
Also  directly/immediately  he  {stood up}/arose 

 

Also Peter  said/uttered  to him: 
   Aeneas,  the Jesus  Christ/Anointed   he personally  cures/heals/{makes whole} 
   You  {stand up}/arise  also  {make bed}  your own self. 
Also immediately he  (= Aeneas)  {stood up}/arose. 
 

What does this verse really mean? 
Does it contradict what I state in my previous commentary? 
If we think in the same manner as do  worldly Christians,  at a very superficial level,  then it may appear to be so. 
We should  dig around’  into  “The Depth”  of The Bible,  particularly Rev.19v13  (and using a concordance to search under  “word”  to see all the 
references of which The Emphasis is on  “The Word of God”  originally given by JC to us,  and subsequently through The Apostles).  If we do this then it 
becomes clear that actually  “The Thrust”  is for The Mind,  from which,  the physical healing becomes possible as a secondary thing. 

This reasoning then holds together what we are righteously taught in The Bible. 
By consequence,  this also adds support to what I postulate regarding the change in the personality of these receptive people during the in-between time. 
The  Greek word  for  “cure/heal{makes whole}”  is also  “middle voiced”  which means it is an  internal action,  to occur  from within. 
So, Peter suggests this physical cure  is from within  made possible by JC,  it starts from within us as  “The Word of God”  that  heals/{makes whole}  
our mind  away from  worldly methodology when built upon the  'metaphoric RNA'  of JC as  “The Word of God”. 
This is naturally all contrary to what our  charlatan Christian leaders  fraudulently state  when using these phrases  so very glibly  in front of their 
bewitched and adoring audiences feeding upon the hype generated when pushing forth the  physical  illusions,  instead of what  “The Word of God”  is 
supposed to be doing from  within us. 

We must recognise the differential subtlety between what the  'millions'  of  fraudulent  Christian leaders promote and what I explain here. 
Yahweh is after “The Reformed Mind”,  Satan and his cohorts are only interested in the external fleshly body  (behind the pretence  of God's Word). 
It is by understanding  “The Undertones”  behind this form of teaching and spectacle,  and  to where it all leads  that exposes  The Fraud  committed by 
these specific Christian leaders. 
 
320th Comment – The people knew Aeneas was a  real  cripple before his cure,  and then after his  real  cure they became 
motivated unto “1st Century Christianity”.  He was  not  a stooge as used in charismatic assemblies! 
Acts.  9v35 og Also  (they) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  (the) him  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts.  9v35 og the (ones = persons)   (the) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  
Acts.  9v35 og (the) Lydda  also  the  Saron/Sharan/{a district in Pal}  who/which  
Acts.  9v35 og (they)  reverted/{came/went  again}/converted/{re/turn  around}  over/upon/concerning  the  lord/master. 
Acts.  9v35 Also  they  knew/understood/saw  the  him  all  persons  

the persons  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (in)  the Lydda  also  the  Saron  who 
they  reverted/converted/{returned around}  upon/concerning  the  lord/master.                    (= JC as “The Word of God”) 

 

Also all the persons persistently dwelling  (in)  the Lydda  also the Saron who  knew/saw  him   (= Aeneas,  before and after his cure)  
they  converted/{returned around}  (away from “Religion”)  upon the  lord/master.   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  to control their minds) 
 

All the people living in this small town of perhaps some 1000 people would have known each other,  and of this paralysed man within their midst. 
They were all knowledgeable before and after the event,  therefore become wholly convinced on what Peter represented by both word and deportment. 
 
321st Comment – In a nearby village to where Peter was staying,  the lady, Tabitha, showed the qualities existing in TCs.  
176th Instruction – TCs source intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational labours  to edify their neighbours  (for no return). 
Acts.  9v36 og in  Joppa  And  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) was  (the) {female learner/pupil/disciple}  
Acts.  9v36 og (to the) name/character/authority  Tabitha/{(from) gazelle}  who/which/that  
Acts.  9v36 og (the being) {explained thoroughly}/translated/expounded/interpreted  (the) Dorcus/{(from) gazelle}.  
Acts.  9v36 og she  was  replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  (of the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal  
Acts.  9v36 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   
Acts.  9v36 og also  (of the) {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms/{merciful deeds}   
Acts.  9v36 og {of whom/which}  (she) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced. 
Acts.  9v36 And  in  Joppa  the  certain person   

she was  the  {female learner/disciple}  by the name  Tabitha,  being  translated/interpreted  Dorcus. 
She was  complete/full  of the  {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal   of the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds 
also  of the  {compassionateness (to help the poor)}/{merciful deeds}  {of which}  she  did/produced/performed. 

 

And in Joppa the certain female disciple by the name Tabitha,  being translated Dorcus. 
She was full of the  {intrinsically  good/ideal}   {occupational efforts}/works/labours 
also of the  compassionateness/{merciful deeds}  of which she  did/produced/performed. 
 

Joppa is now known as Jaffa today and lies directly on the Mediterranean coast due northwest of Jerusalem. 
Tabitha demonstrates the qualities of someone who  will be successful  in The Millennium! 
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322nd Comment – It transpired Tabitha died while young,  and her washed body was laid in the upper room by attendants. 
Acts.  9v37 og (it) {became to be}  And  in  to the  days/{periods of time}  {that one}/those  
Acts.  9v37 og (the having) {been feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}  her  died/death/slain.   
Acts.  9v37 og (the having) {bathed (the whole person)}/{whole body washed}  And  her   
Acts.  9v37 og (they) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  
Acts.  9v37 og in  (to the) {higher part (of the house)}/{room in the third storey}/{upper room}. 
Acts.  9v37 And  it  {became to be}   within  those  days/{periods of time} 

her  having  {been feeble/weak}   (she then)  died. 
And  the  having  {bathed (the whole person)}/{whole body wash}  her   
they  placed/{laid down}  (her dead body)  within  the  {higher part (of the house)}/{upper room}. 

 

And it became to be within those days,  her having been  weak/feeble  (she then)  died. 
And the having  {whole body washed}  her,  they placed  (her dead body)  within the  {upper room}. 
 

Yes,  we all know it occurs,  –  and it occurred to Tabitha,  –  but far too early for her close-knit friends! 
 
323rd Comment – The disciple friends of Tabitha having heard of Peter in a neighbouring village,  sent men to implore 
Peter to come and see what he can do for Tabitha. 
Acts.  9v38 og squeeze/throttle/restrict/{near at hand}/ready/{close by}  And  (the) being/have  Lydda  (to the) Joppa  
Acts.  9v38 og the  learners/pupils/disciples  (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  because  (the) Peter  
Acts.  9v38 og (he) is  in  it/same,  
Acts.  9v38 og (they)  {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  dual/both/two  
Acts.  9v38 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him,  
Acts.  9v38 og (the) {to set beside}/{calling near}/{invoking by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/ 

/entreating/urging/comforting  
Acts.  9v38 og not  (to) {(from) hesitation}/{(to be) slow}/loath/delay  
Acts.  9v38 og (to) traverse/come/depart/go/abroad/{pass by/over/through}  until/while/{as long as}/unto  {of them}. 
Acts.  9v38 And  because  Lydda  {near at hand}/{close by}  to the  Joppa   (where Tabitha had just died)  

the  learners/disciples  having  heard/listened  the  Peter  he is  in  it/same  (= Lydda) 
they  {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  two  men/husbands  towards/{near to}  the him  (= Peter), 
the  {calling near}/beseeching/exhorting  not  to  {be hesitant/slow}/delay  to  traverse/come/{pass through}  unto  of them. 

 

And because Lydda  (was)  close by to the Joppa   (where Tabitha had just died) 
the  disciples having heard Peter is in it   (= Lydda   [= the disciples having heard that Peter was staying over in Lydda]) 
they  {set apart}/dispatched  to  men/husbands  towards him   (= Peter  [staying in Lydda]) 
the  beseeching/exhorting  (him = Peter)  not to delay to come unto them. 
 

I mentioned in v32 Joppa was only 9 miles away from Lydda and the news of the paralysed man being healed in Lydda would have quickly reached them,  
provided by Yahweh through His front-man,  Peter.    
The friends of Tabitha would think that Peter's access to Yahweh  (by the HS,  the definition given by FutureLife.Org)  would enable a miracle to occur. 
 
324th Comment – Peter came quickly to the upper room where the widows were weeping alongside the dead Tabitha. 
They showed Peter the tunics and garments Tabitha had made for them,  when she was alive. 
Instruction – repeat - TCs source intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational labours  to edify their neighbours  (for no return) 
Acts.  9v39 og (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  And  (the) Peter  
Acts.  9v39 og (he) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled  {to them};   
Acts.  9v39 og whom/which/that  (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came  
Acts.  9v39 og (they) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched   
Acts.  9v39 og into/unto  the  {higher part (of the house)}/{room in the third storey}/{upper room},  also  
Acts.  9v39 og (they) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented   
Acts.  9v39 og (to the) him  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the  deficiency/{lacking husband}/widow (plural)  
Acts.  9v39 og (they) sobbing/{wailing aloud}/weeping  also  (the) {over showing (physical/mentioning)}/exhibiting  
Acts.  9v39 og (the) tunics/shirts/coats/garments  
Acts.  9v39 og also  {dress (inner or outer)}/apparels/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiment/robes/vestures  
Acts.  9v39 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (she) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced   
Acts.  9v39 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  {of them}  
Acts.  9v39 og being/having  the  Dorcus/{(from) gazelle}. 
Acts.  9v39 And  the  Peter  {standing up}/arising  he  {departed in company}/{associated with}  to them; 

Whom  the having  {become near}/arrived/came  they  {led up}/{set forth}  into  the  {higher (part of the house)}/{upper room}, 
also  they  {stood beside}/showed/exhibited/presented  to the  him (= Peter)  all  the persons  the  widows  
they  sobbing/weeping  also  the  {over showing}/exhibiting  the  tunics/garments  also  the  apparels/cloaks/garments 
which  the Dorcus  she  did/made/produced  (while)   being  together/with  {of them}. 

 

And Peter standing up he departed in company with them; 
whom  (= Peter and the two men)  the having arrived,  they led up  (Peter)  into the upper room, 
also all the  sobbing/weeping  widows  showed/presented  to the him  (= Peter) 
also they  (= the widows)  {over showing}/exhibiting  the  tunics/garments  also the  apparels/cloaks 
which Dorcus  made/produced  (when)  being  (alive)  together/with  of them. 
                 (Obviously the widows were showing Paul that Tabitha was  “worthy of help”  because of what she had freely done in the community) 
 

On hearing The Request for some form of help,  from Peter’s friends  (“holy persons”, v41),  he felt duty bound to leave quickly with them. 
Not recorded here,  but during those 9 miles of travel,  Peter would internally be continually in supplication with Yahweh for guidance on what to do. 
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Because Peter would have the  one/same  mind as JC,  as that of Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  then Yahweh would be  sowing the seed’  within 
Peter’s mind on how best to proceed when he arrived at the house of the deceased Tabitha. 
Upon reaching this close-knit community of  “1st Century Christians”  he witnessed the distress of the widow recipients of Tabitha’s help and assistance 
while she was alive  -  a true person who was deserving of  “life”  rather than being untimely cut short.  This is why we have The Millennium,  to 
continue The Existence of all people  who over their 2 part life  are positioned to  learn  how to become like Tabitha themselves! 

She was a lady truly worthy of  “life”  now  (in Satan’s world)  and in The Millennium  (in Yahweh’s World under JCg’s rule). 
 
325th Comment – Peter commanded all people out of the room,  and then  “prayed with a vow”  in the midst of Tabitha. 
Peter then turned and commanded:  “Tabitha stand up”.   -   She sat up,  opened her eyes and saw Peter. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
326th Comment – It must be clearly understood:  Peter would not have put himself in this position unless he was directed 
by Yahweh beforehand,  that something special would occur when he supplicated in the midst of the dead Tabitha. 
268th Reasoning – Peter would have had 2 way communication with Yahweh beforehand, especially on the some 9 miles of 
his travel between the two villages.  Yahweh would have instructed Peter:  To repeat what JC had done at Luke.8v51-54 
No more would need to be communicated,  Peter had only to call upon his memory and  repeat what JC had done. 
This would have been circulating around and around in his mind – and he faithfully fulfilled what JC had shown. 
269th Reasoning – Peter was supplicating with the vow:  “To progress  The Word of God”  through what Yahweh was 
about to do with Tabitha.  This is borne out by what we read in the next two verses. 
Acts.  9v40 og (the) ejecting/{casting/driving forth/out}/expelling/{sending/thrusting away}  And  
Acts.  9v40 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the  Peter   
Acts.  9v40 og {to be placing}/ordaining/settling/{sinking/laying down}/purposing/appointing  the  knees  
Acts.  9v40 og (he) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly}  
Acts.  9v40 og also  (the) reverting/{coming/going  again}/converting/{re/turning  around}  
Acts.  9v40 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
Acts.  9v40 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  9v40 og Tabitha/{(from) gazelle}  (you) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}   
Acts.  9v40 og the (one = person = Tabitha)  And  (she) {opened up}  the  eyes/vision/sight  her,  
Acts.  9v40 og also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  the  Peter  (she) {set up}/{sat up}. 
Acts.  9v40 And  the  ejecting/{casting out}/expelling  all  persons  outside/without/outward, 

The Peter  settling/{sinking down}  the knees,  he  supplicated/{prayed earnestly} 
also  the  reverting/{turning around}  towards/{near to}  the  {whole body}  he  said/commanded: 
Tabitha,  you  {stand up}/arise. 
And  the person  (= Tabitha)   she  {opened up}  her  eyes/sight   
also  the  knowing/seeing  the  Peter  she  {sat up}. 

And  (Peter)  expelling all persons outside   (the upper room), 
The Peter sinking down the knees,  he  supplicated/{prayed earnestly with a vow} (= begging supplication with commitment to follow through) 
also the turning around towards the whole body he commanded: 
  Tabitha,  you stand up! 
And she opened up her eyes also seeing Peter she sat up. 
 

Obviously,  there was the hullaballoo around about,  and Peter  copied  what JC did at Luke.8v51, 54,  as taught  in a near identical situation. 
Peter ejected all people from the room and spoke to Yahweh in humble  supplication/{earnest prayer},  being the true definition  (and not the nonsense 
taught by our  worldly Christian leaders).   Peter had done everything possible up to this situation;  firstly, he had shown himself worthy to Yahweh for 
perhaps the last 6+ years  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27, etc.)  for Yahweh to be working with him as  “The Rock”  upon which the ecclesia was to be built 
(Matt.16v18).  Now,  he made it his business to come here as quickly as he could,  to be  “The Human Interface”  between Tabitha and Yahweh by which 
the correct supplication was made,  and  extended by commitment,  as we are to read in v43.  Peter was now entrusting upon Yahweh to take  “The 
Matter”  beyond where Peter could take it,  to open doors around Peter,  of which Peter alone could not open by himself.   

Yahweh would have communicated to Peter beforehand about what Peter was to do  (by sowing  “suggested seeds of thought”  within Peter's 
mind)  –  and Peter reciprocated as best he could,  upon a body of which rigor mortis would have fully set-in. 

This is what he did alongside the deceased Tabitha,  as we are to read here. 
Naturally,  Yahweh responded by showing His Omnificence to Peter and then to Tabitha’s family and friends. 
 
327th Comment – Peter took her hand and guided her into a standing position.  He then called to the widows to enter the 
room and he exhibited the living Tabitha. 
Acts.  9v41 og (the) giving/bestowing/granting  And  {to her}  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  
Acts.  9v41 og (he) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}  her,  
Acts.  9v41 og (the) {emitting a sound (animal/human/instrumental)}/{addressing (in words/name/imitation)}/calling/ 

/crowing/crying   
Acts.  9v41 og and  the  blameless/{holy persons}  also  the  deficiency/{lacking husband}/widow (plural),  
Acts.  9v41 og (he) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented   
Acts.  9v41 og her  (the) living/existing. 
Acts.  9v41 And  the  giving/bestowing  to her  the  hand  he  (= Peter)   {stood/raised up}  her, 

and  (Peter)   the  addressing/calling  the  holy persons  also  the  widows   (to come into the upper room) 
he  exhibited/showed/presented  her  living/existing. 

 

And giving to her the hand he  (Peter)  raised up her  (Tabitha/Dorcus), 
and  (Peter)  calling the holy persons  also the windows   (to come into the upper room) 
he  exhibited/presented  her  living/existing   (to them). 
 

This was beyond the expectations of Tabitha’s friends and family! 
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328th Comment – What Paul did  (by “supplication”)  became well known to all people living around Joppa. 
And many of these people become fully convinced within what  “1st Century Christianity”  taught. 
270th Reasoning – And this is what becomes the fulfilment of The Vow,  being that Peter would now teach to the interested 
recipients,  being all the very important background behind this incident to righteously underwrite both Yahweh and JC. 
Acts.  9v42 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  And  (it) {became to be}   
Acts.  9v42 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  whole/all/completely/throughout  of the Joppa,  
Acts.  9v42 og also  (the) many/much/plenteous (people)   (they) committed/believed/entrusted  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  9v42 og the  lord/master. 
Acts.  9v42 And  it  {became to be}   the  {well known}/notable   

intensely/accordingly  all/throughout  of the  Joppa,         (= all/throughout  to  all/throughout   [= throughout all]   of the  Joppa) 
also  the  many/plenteous  people  they  committed/entrusted   upon  the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”) 

 

And it  (= Tabitha's recovery)  became to be well known throughout all of Joppa. 
also the many people they  committed/entrusted  upon the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”). 
 

These things occurred through  the 1st Generation Apostles to  kick-start  “1st Century Christianity”  throughout Israel. 
These events were given as a demonstration  to underwrite The Teaching of The Millennium,  and to show  what The Millennium will be like. 
Yahweh is  (1) perfectly able to resurrect humans into the 2nd part of their life   (2) into what will then be a  “New World Order”  (3) to purify their mind 
on  “The Word of God”  ruled by JCg  (Rev.19v13, 16)  and  (4) therefore be  righteously able to live beyond  “JC’s Covering of The Great Sabbath 
Day”  of The Millennium. 
 
329th Comment – Peter follows through with the vow he made regarding Tabitha  -  to further Yahweh's Desire which is to 
accurately publicise  “The Word of God”  to willing recipients,  of which Tabitha and the respondents in the local area 
(after hearing of Tabitha's recovery)  would gladly welcome  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught to them. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
59th Good News – Peter,  behaving as a TC,  stays in the locality to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to underwrite his vow he made 
regarding Tabitha,  to teach new people of  “1st Century Christianity”  (which is  never  taught today). 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  9v43 og (it) {became to be}  And  (the) days/{periods of time}  
Acts.  9v43 og (the) arrive/{come into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient (plural)   
Acts.  9v43 og (to) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue  (the) him  in  (to the) Joppa   
Acts.  9v43 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {some/any/certain person}  Simon  (to the) {(from a) hide}/tanner. 
Acts.  9v43 And  it   {became to be}   the  ample/great/many/sufficient  days/{periods of time}   

the  him  to  stay/remain/abide/continue  within  Joppa   
near/beside/alongside  the  certain  person  Simon  the  tanner. 

 

And it became to be  many/sufficient  days the him  (= Peter)   
to  stay/remain/continue  within Joppa alongside the certain person,  Simon the tanner. 
 

Yes – a supplication is just this   A  “prayer with a vow”,  being a personal commitment to follow through with,  for what we have personally asked. 
It is  not  a fraudulent  'show of concern'  about something that we personally have  'absolutely  no  interest in fulfilling'  –  as almost continuously we 
hear by instruction from our  worldly Christian leaders!   All of which they do is a total abomination of the term   “Supplication”! 
Here we read of Peter staying in Joppa with Simon,  so that he could be alongside the  (1) “holy people”  (2) Tabitha  and  (3) local recipients positively 
responding to the hearing of Tabitha's healing,  to further their spiritual growth,  being  “the personal answer” to “The Supplication”  originally made. 

It is so very important to understand this. 
 
 
330th Comment – There was a centurion named Cornelius in Caesarea in charge of an Italian squad of men. 
Acts.  10v1 og (the) man/husband/fellow  And  {some/any/certain person}  in  (to the) Caesarea  
Acts.  10v1 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Cornelius,  
Acts.  10v1 og (the) {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  {from/out of}  
Acts.  10v1 og (of the) {mass of men}/{(military) cohort}/squad  
Acts.  10v1 og of the  (having been) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (of the) Italian, 
Acts.  10v1 And  the  certain  man/husband  within  Caesarea  to the  name  Cornelius, 

the  centurion  from/out  of  the  {mass of men}/squad  of the  having been  called/assigned  of the  Italian, 
 

And the certain  man/husband  within Caesarea by the name Cornelius, 
the centurion  from/out  of the squad having been assigned the Italian  (squad). 
 

It is generally recognised this event occurred about 3.5 years after JC’s murder and subsequent resurrection. 
It becomes the reference point in time where  “1st Century Christianity”  made its transition from  “The Jews first and then The Gentiles” (Rom.1v16). 
Caesarea was about 35 miles  (56 km, as the crow flies’)  north of Joppa  (todays “Jaffa”),  directly along the Mediterranean coastline. 
This man was a centurion,  a leader of 100 solders,  all of whom were Romans – hence locally known as  “The Italian Squad”! 
The question should be asked - 

Why write this  incidental information’  within the text? 
The answer is given within my commentary at Acts.10v46. 
 
331st Comment – This specific centurion behaved in a manner worthy to become a TC. 
177th Instruction – We must lead by example,  and incite our family to edify our neighbour for no worldly return,  and be 
asking Yahweh for constant direction in our deportment,  not vainly or hypocritically,  but  constantly/sincerely  motivated 
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60th Good News – There are people like this  in positions of responsibility  who are genuinely motivated to edify their 
neighbour for no gratuitous worldly return  (either by  ‘forced leverage’ or by  ‘implied donation’,  as done in “Religion”) 
Acts.  10v2 og (the) {well reverent}/pious/{very devout}/godly   
Acts.  10v2 og also  (the) {being frightened/alarmed}/{in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting/deferring  the  God  
Acts.  10v2 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) all/whole/every  
Acts.  10v2 og to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him,  
Acts.  10v2 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  both  
Acts.  10v2 og (the) {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms/{merciful deeds}  
Acts.  10v2 og (the) many/much/plenteous  to the  populace/{grouping of people},  
Acts.  10v2 og also  (the) {begging, as binding oneself by commitment}/petitioning/ 

/beseeching/praying/{making request} (middle voice)  
Acts.  10v2 og of the  God  through (reason of)   (of the) all/whole/every (things). 
Acts.  10v2 The  (one = centurion)   pious/{very devout}/godly   also  the  revering/fearing/respecting  the  God  (= Yahweh) 

{united in companions}/together/with  to the  all  to the  household/family  of the  him   (= Cornelius), 
both  the  many/plenteous  {compassionateness (to help the poor)}/{merciful deeds}  to the  populace  
also  the  personally  {begging,  as binding himself by commitment}/petitioning/beseeching  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
through  (reason of)  of the  all   (things that he did). 

 

The  (one = Cornelius)  pious/godly  also  revering/fearing  the God  (=  Yahweh) 
united as companions with all his  family/household, 
both  (1) the many merciful deeds to the populace   
also  (2) the personally begging as a binding commitment  of the God  (= Yahweh), 
through reason of all   (the things that he did in helping other people). 
 

Being a Roman officer does not preclude this person from becoming a TC. 
In fact,  to become a TC,  as we are told in The Bible,  we must be entrusted with  “Responsibility”  over people  (see the example of,  and JC’s response 
at Matt.8v5-13)  to prove ourselves worthy of this position as a future Heir over  “The Resurrected World”.   Further,  while in this position we must 
demonstrably  act honestly  in  ALL  our dealings and have the utmost respect for  “The Rights”  of individuals around us.  Where this is to be balanced 
by  “The Rights of Society”  (being a distinction lost today within modern politics – exemplified by Phil Shiner’s exposed activities, 2016/7 CE,  all very 
pertinent here,  over about 3 different levels).  This is what John the Baptist effectively said at Luke.3v14 and later underwritten by JC’s future 
interaction with a centurion at Luke.7v2-10. 
At that time in Israel,  the centurion here and the one a Capernaum would have been likened to the local  “Police Chiefs”  stationed to maintain law and 
order within the local community.  These specific centurions of authority would have not been on the front line in battle -  different characters for 
different tasks,   The Romans required all shades of people for their different roles in The Roman Empire,  no point in  forcing a square peg in a round 
hole’,  it would not be the most efficient use of personnel! 
So,  let us look at this person as we would look at  “A Police Chief”,  trying his utmost to maintain a perfect operating society as best he could! 

Not much different to what is required in The Millennium by the future 144000 future sons of God! 
This  police chief’  set the correct example both for his family and for the local community  -  a worthy example for Yahweh’s future world. 

By consequence of what Cornelius had done in his life,  Yahweh  “Heard Him”  as we are to read later. 
It should be noted that Yahweh does  not  “hear people”  who do  not  behave like JC,  and thus  ignores  most  “Christians”  (of  “The 2nd Epoch 
Israel”),  especially the leaders.  All as The Bible profusely tells us in JC’s and the apostles’ teaching,  just as Yahweh did to the Israelites  (of the 1st 
Epoch Israel”),  of which we can read at Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, etc. 
This is  all  true,  irrespective of the fraudulent nonsense taught about this subject today by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders,  
(noting the instruction given at Ecc.12v13-14)!   Actually,  because The Bible tells us this will profusely occur,  then it becomes  “The Responsibility”  of  
“Leaders of Religion”  to publicly prove  that it does  not  personally occur!   
They really have so very much for which to answer  –  if fortunate enough to be resurrected in The Millennium  (and thus having been deemed by Yahweh 
as  not  being  “charlatan Christian leaders”,  of which there seem to be  'millions'  parading around today to the applause of their devotees)! 
 
332nd Comment – One day Yahweh responded by dispatching His messenger to Cornelius at 15:00 hr. 
271st Reasoning – Over  many years  of living like an  “Early Adopter”  Yahweh  then  responded. 
131st Warning – Yahweh (and JCg)  do  not  respond in the manner as taught by our  worldly (worst, charlatan) Christian 
leaders  (because they do not have His mind)!   We must prove ourselves to live in a worthy manner of demonstrable 
commitment  (as have done  ALL  “The Early Adopters”  as given by illustration in The Bible)  by exhibiting traits that 
Yahweh can use to further His Desire to achieve The Salvation of Mankind  (the counter given at James.1v6-8). 
None  of which is taught by our charlatan Christian leaders – in their worthless sales spiel  (after ‘a free lunch’)! 
Acts.  10v3 og (He) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  
Acts.  10v3 og in  (to the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)}   
Acts.  10v3 og (the) plainly/clearly/publicly/evidently/openly  {as if}/{as (it had been; it was)}/{like (as)}   
Acts.  10v3 og (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  (the) ninth  of the  day/{period of time}   
Acts.  10v3 og (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of the  God  
Acts.  10v3 og (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him   
Acts.  10v3 og also  (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting  (to the) him:  Cornelius (vocative)! 
Acts.  10v3 He  knew/saw/perceived  the  plainly/clearly/openly  within  the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}   

{as if}/like  the  {portion of time  (hour of day)}  the  ninth  of the  day  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  God  (= Yahweh)   
the  entering/{going in}   towards/{near to}  the  him  (= Cornelius)   also  the  saying/commanding  to the  him:  Cornelius! 

 

He  (= Cornelius)  saw/perceived  plainly/openly  within the supernatural spectacle 
as if the  {portion of time  (hour of the day)}  the ninth of the day the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the God  (= Yahweh)  
the entering towards the him  (= Cornelius)  also the commanding to the him:   Cornelius! 
 

Yahweh  “heard”  Cornelius and responded towards him. 
Yahweh sent a  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  to engage with Cornelius. 
This messenger became  “The Means of Communication by Reply”  between Yahweh and Cornelius. 
It should also be noted that Cornelius had  proved himself worthy over  many  years before this occurred! 
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Just as did Abraham,  and  all  those people who have from come out of his  (spiritual)  loins of both  1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel of some 4000 years. 
The members of Charismatic and certain Evangelical assemblies should take  specific note of this,  –  but as usual many will  dismiss what The Bible 
teaches us  when their leaders teach them to pass The Bible through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  (as I have explained by reasoned argument, earlier).   
And further,  all  Christian leaders who remain silent on these matters shall be  equally condemned by Yahweh  as being complicit in this fraud of a  
“New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  where,  supposedly we are covered irrespective of what we do,  provided we believe’  (Jude.v4).   These leaders are 
complicit in this teaching of a  “New Jesus”  that fulfils worldly leaders' desires  (2Cor.11v13-15 and hence 2Thes.2v3-12 covering The World at The 
Gospel Age close)  and  NOT  Yahweh's Desire,   over their compliant and unquestioning minions,  thereby being demonstrably ashamed of  “The Word 
of God”  to cause internal reform  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
But when they live in their worldly glasshouses of blind faith,  they presume it is not wise to cast the first stone!   Please read my cited commentaries. 
Note   The Jewish New Day,  begins at 18 00 hr European time,  firstly of  “12 hours of  Night  time”  being the first 12 hours of  “The New 24 hr Day”,  
and the second half of 12 hours of  “The New 24 hr Day” would be the  “12 hours of  Day  time”.  So,  when Luke writes in Jewish time the term  “ninth 
hour of the day”  would be reference to  “The Daylight Hours”  in  “The Second Half  (= Day light)  of The Full Day”.  Thus  “ninth hour  of the day”  
would  be referenced upon  06 00 hr (= the start of the new daylight day)  European time  in the morning,  and then  a count from this reference point by  
9 hours  would yield 15 00 hr in the afternoon (European time). 
 
333rd Comment – Yahweh’s messenger stated that Cornelius’ actions of supplications and deeds had ascended to Yahweh. 
133rd Allegory – ascended = reached Yahweh – presently ‘remote’ from this planet,  pushed aside by Mankind’s thoughts. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
272nd Reasoning – In this instance,  Cornelius as a gentile would have been learning all he could of the local Jewish and 
Christian  “Knowledge”  and tried to implement it as best he could – having understood The Righteous Nature of Yahweh. 
Acts.  10v4 og the (one = person)  And  {gazed intently}/{beheld earnestly}/stared/{fixed eyes upon}  (to the) him  
Acts.  10v4 og also  (the) {in fear}/alarmed/affrighted/afraid/tremble  (the) {becoming to be}  
Acts.  10v4 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:    
Acts.  10v4 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (it) is  lord/master?   
Acts.  10v4 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  (to the) him:   
Acts.  10v4 og The  supplications/{earnest prayers}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  10v4 og also  the  {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms/{merciful deeds}   
Acts.  10v4 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (they) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  into/unto  
Acts.  10v4 og (the) reminder/memorandum/record/memorial  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}   
Acts.  10v4 og of the  God. 
Acts.  10v4 And  the  (one = Cornelius)   {gazed intently}/{fixed eyes upon}  to the  him  (= the messenger of God) 

also  the  {becoming to be}  fearful/affrighted/afraid  he (one = Cornelius)   said/uttered: 
What  is it  lord/master? 
And  he  (= the messenger of God)   said/commanded  to the  him  (= Cornelius): 
The  supplications/{earnest prayers}  of  thee/you  also  the  merciful deeds  of  thee/you   
they  {went up}/ascended  into  the  reminder/memorandum/record   {in the  face/midst  of}  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

And the  (one = Cornelius)  gazed intently to the him  (= Yahweh's messenger) 
also the becoming to be  fearful/afraid  he  (= Cornelius)  said: 
   What is it  lord/master? 
And he  (= Yahweh's messenger)  said to the him  (= Cornelius): 
   Your  supplications/{earnest prayers with a vow}  also your merciful deeds  
   they ascended into the  reminder/record   in the  face/midst  of the God  (= Yahweh). 
 

It becomes explicit that  “Lord/Master”  stated by Cornelius,  is  not  directed to the messenger,  but rather to  “The One”  who sent the messenger. 
The messenger is the mouthpiece of  “The One”  instructing/driving  the interface  (= the angel/ambassador). 
Cornelius knows it is   “The Almighty God”  (= “Yahweh”)  pulling the strings’  and responds accordingly. 
The messenger confirms to Cornelius that his  demonstrated worthiness  in  “works driven by his mind”  have been witnessed and accepted by Yahweh,  
thereby making Cornelius worthy of moving on to the next stage in Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
That last sentence is all contrary to what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  -  and yet it is precisely what The Bible  teaches us! 

However,  what do we expect,  when their focus is demonstrably  (by what they teach is)  upon  “worldly things”  (Matt.6v24)? 
 
334th Comment – Cornelius was instructed to send men to ask by invitation for Simon Peter  (“The Rock” of “1st Century 
Christianity”)  who was personally located in Joppa  (some 35 miles due south from Caesarea along the coastline). 
Acts.  10v5 og Also  now/present/immediate  
Acts.  10v5 og (the) {dispatch (from the point of departure)}/transmit/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}  into/unto  Joppa  
Acts.  10v5 og (the) men/husbands/fellows,   
Acts.  10v5 og also  (you) {send (from) elsewhere}/summon/invite/{call/send for} (middle voice)   Simon   
Acts.  10v5 og who/which/that  (he is) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   (the) Peter. 
Acts.  10v5 Also  now/immediately  dispatch/send  into/unto  Joppa  the  men/husbands, 

also  you  personally  summon/{call for}  Simon  who  he is  personally  entitled/{called upon}  the  Peter.  
 

Also immediately send into Joppa the men   (from your household/squad) 
also you personally summon Simon who is personally entitled Peter   (also known as “Simon Peter”  [also “Cephas”]  in The Bible)   
 

The instruction is to travel south along the coast unto Joppa  (= today's “Jaffa”)  of some 35 miles distance from Caesarea. 
Yahweh is bringing together two things here. 

1.  It becomes a tool to open Peter's eyes to  “The Greater Extension”  of  “The  New (2nd)  Epoch Israel”  that is to now include  'The World'. 
2.  Yahweh answers Cornelius'  habitual  {occupational efforts}  of the many previous years. 

 
335th Comment – Stating:  Simon Peter is lodging with Simon the Tanner next to the sea,  and he will instruct you. 
Acts.  10v6 og this/that (specifically)  (one = person)   (he is) {be a host}/{made/appear strange}/entertained/lodged   
Acts.  10v6 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {some/any/certain person}  Simon  (to the) {(from a) hide}/tanner  
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Acts.  10v6 og {to whom/which}  (it) is  (the) residence/house/household/family   
Acts.  10v6 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) sea,  
Acts.  10v6 og this/that (specifically)  (one = person)   (he will) speak/utter/say  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy   
Acts.  10v6 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  10v6 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
Acts.  10v6 This  specific  one  (= person = Simon Peter)  

he is  entertained/lodged  with/alongside  the  certain person  Simon  to the  tanner   
to whom  it is  the  residence/house  beside/alongside  the  sea, 
this  specific  one  (= Simon Peter)   he will  speak/say  {to thee/you}  what  thee/you  behoves/must  do/yield/perform. 

 

This specific one  (= Simon Peter)  he is lodged with the certain person,  Simon the tanner 
to whom  (= Simon the tanner)  it is the  residence/house  beside the sea, 
this specific one  (= Simon Peter)  he will  speak/say  what you must  do/perform. 
 

Cornelius must continue to show his  “Real Faith”  by working through  (1) knowledge,  (2) assay/test,   and then  (3) operate with fidelity  to find,  and 
then bring Peter towards him.  Very much as did the recipients to JC’s cures had to demonstrate their  (Real)  faith  -  which JC then publicly recognised 
by remark. 
Also notice something that is wholly ignored by virtually everyone at these junctures    “He will speak what you must do”. 

What does this  really  mean? 
It means    Cornelius has  already demonstrably shown himself to be an intrinsically worthy person for many years! 

Moreover,  this is the subtlety that is persistently missed! 
Yahweh requires  more  than just being  “Good People”  as Paul explains of Abraham in Rom.4v1-5. 

Yahweh requires  “Good People”  to then  become  “Righteous People”  -  being  “equitable to what He Specifically Desires of them”! 
And  this  is a completely different dimension to what we are taught in  worldly Christianity,  being a subset of  “Religion”! 

Yahweh wants  “Good People”  to  “step out and  put their life in jeopardy”  (Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25),  not 
recklessly by  taking-on  secular risks,  but rather  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”  that will inevitably bring upon themselves  “The Wrath”  
sourced by leaders of  “Religion”.   Where those religious leaders who claim to represent  “The Almighty God”  are exposed as being fraudsters to what 
Yahweh truly desires from all humans,  they specifically receive the greatest wrath from Yahweh! 

And this mission of Apostleship is fraught with hardship,  where our life is  put on the line’  to only promote Yahweh  (and  not  ourselves, 
because we must prove ourselves as  “true and faithful slaves”  (1) fulfilling what The Master Desires and who  (2) take absolutely nothing 
from The Master  (by insidious sequestration). 

This is what these seven words mean   “He will speak what you must do”. 
Where  “he”  is Peter,  who shall come and explain The Scriptures  -  being what Cornelius  “Must do”  which is to imitate JC. 
This necessity is ignored by Christians when they read,  “must do”  (as did I when I was spiritually naive)! 

 
336th Comment – Yahweh’s messenger now departed,  and Cornelius called two godly servants and a solder to him. 
Acts.  10v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  
Acts.  10v7 og (he) {gone off}/departed/{become apart}/followed/{come/gone/went away}  
Acts.  10v7 og the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  the  speaking/uttering/saying  (to the) Cornelius,  
Acts.  10v7 og (the having) {emitted a sound (animal/human/instrumental)}/{addressed (in words/name/imitation)}/ 

/called/crowed/cried   
Acts.  10v7 og dual/both/two  of the  {fellow residents}/{menial domestics}/servants  (of the) him,  
Acts.  10v7 og also  (the) {a camper out}/{a (common) warrior}/soldier  (the) {well reverent}/pious/{very devout}/godly   
Acts.  10v7 og of the (ones = persons)  {earnestly toward}/persevere/{attend continuously}/{continually steadfastly}  
Acts.  10v7 og (to the) him,  
Acts.  10v7 And  {in that manner}/as  the  speaking/saying  to the  Cornelius 

the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger   he  departed/{went away}, 
the  having  addressed/called  two  of  his  servants  also  the  soldier   
the  pious/godly  of the  (ones = persons)   {earnestly towards}/{continually steadfast}  to the  him  (= Cornelius) 

 

And in that manner saying  (these things)  to the Cornelius the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger departed, 
(Cornelius)  the having called two of his servants  also the soldier 
the  pious/godly of the  (ones = servants)  {(serving)  continually steadfast}  to the him  (= Cornelius). 
 

Cornelius is internally motivated to discover the next step of which he must do. 
It should be noted that Cornelius is  blind’  about what to do next  -  not having the hindsight as we do today  (of The New Testament). 
However,  I comprehend he may have applied for a position in Israel so that he could become closer to understanding The Tanakh,  having already read 
it with his family,  so that they were all motivated to become part of The Jewish Faith.  He had shown great commitment to learn and then do,  to even get 
to this stage in life,  and was now frustrated about what to do next! 
So, Cornelius has shown Yahweh  (and to us)  that he was internally driven to move to  “The Next Stage” from  the many years of intrinsically good work  
and earnest supplication to personally further what he must  physically  do to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It must be noticed by the reader that I have not 
used waffle words pandemic in  worldly Christianity like  “improve his relationship to Yahweh”  of which we can read  whatever we like’  into that 
statement. 
Which sadly occurs,  when supported by the sentiments of  “worldly Christianity”  teaching us to worship in the manner our  worldly Christian leaders 
instruct of us  -  in direct contrast  to what JC and The Apostles taught us by both word and deed! 

Do they get anything correct? 
Virtually  nothing  with regard to  “1st Century Christianity”  -  but they are so  very good  at teaching  “Religion”! 
 
337th Comment – Cornelius explained what occurred to his three faithful assistants and dispatched them to Joppa. 
Acts.  10v8 og also  (the having) {considered out (aloud)}/rehearsed/unfolded/declared/told/explained/related  {to them}  
Acts.  10v8 og (the) all/whole/every (things),  (he) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  them   
Acts.  10v8 og into/unto  the  Joppa. 
Acts.  10v8 Also  (Cornelius)   the having  unfolded/declared/related   to them  the  all  things         (that occurred) 

he  {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  them  into/unto  the  Joppa. 
 

Also  (Cornelius)  unfolded /related  to them  (= two servants and soldier)  all the things,   
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he  {set forth}/dispatched   them unto Joppa   (some 35 miles due south of Caesarea). 
 

This they duly did. 
 
338th Comment – While the three men from Cornelius were approaching Joppa to invite Simon Peter to Cornelius,  Peter 
climbed to the roof about midday to supplicate to Yahweh. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
273rd Reasoning – Peter instrumental in healing a lame man, preached and stayed in Lydda;  then instrumental in healing 
Tabitha, preached and stayed in Joppa. Now he realised it was time to move on to another location  for more preaching 
work and was asking Yahweh for future guidance in what he must do to further Yahweh’s Desire in The Environment to 
increment forward Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  He cannot stay in one place forever! 
Acts.  10v9 og the  And  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}  
Acts.  10v9 og (the) {traversing on a journey}/wayfaring/{travelling on expedition} (plural)   {that one}/those/these   
Acts.  10v9 og also  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts.  10v9 og the {making near}/approaching/{drawing close}/{being neigh},  
Acts.  10v9 og (he) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  (the) Peter  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  10v9 og (the) {(from) 'demo'/build}/edifice/{(especially) roof/housetop}  (to) supplicate/worship/{pray earnestly},   
Acts.  10v9 og concerning/about  (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  (the) sixth; 
Acts.  10v9 And  the  {following/next day}  these  (persons)   {travelling on a journey}/{passing along the road}   

also  {making  near}/approaching/{drawing close}  to the  {walled town}/city,  
the Peter  he  {went up}/ascended  over/upon  the  edifice/roof/housetop  to  supplicate/{pray earnestly}, 
concerning/about  the  {portion of time (hour of the day)}  the  sixth; 

 

And the next day these people  (= the two servants and soldier)  travelling on the road  also approaching to the city  (Joppa), 
about the sixth  (hour of the day [= noon])  Peter ascended upon the housetop to supplicate. 
 

The very first question we should ask is - 
What does this mean? 

Again,  my usual refrain is that  
“Supplicate/{Earnest praying}”  absolutely does  not  mean what we are taught in  “worldly Christianity”  and most importantly does not 
endorse the useless and thus  self-indulgent  prayers that are regularly performed in monasteries and nunneries for the last millennia around 
the globe. 

Where,  they have completely wasted  “their time”  (= “their life”)  with regard to   “The Fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire”. 
However,  they do  not  understand why,  because they are  not  taught to think and reason like Yahweh.    
Because  none  of them  understand His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
By consequence they have  no  the HS,  though obviously they would state  “They have much HS”  in the same manner as rogue traders state 
about their attributes!   Sadly, these people have become institutionalised,  and will need The Millennium to untangle their mind! 

In direct contrast with the very poor example above,  Peter would have been speaking along the following lines to Yahweh - 
“Yahweh,  You know I am most fervent about spreading  “The Word of God”  to The World  (as shown at John.6v68, Matt.19v27, etc.).    
What can I do today,  to further the teaching of Your Word to another person?   
I  (perhaps)  was not very successful yesterday;  I only brought one person to You to  fully understand  what it means to fulfil Your Desire. 
Please will You  open doors’  for me today  (of which I presently know nothing about what these  doors’  may present)  so that I may be 
more successful in  accurately  teaching Your Word?” 

This prayer given above  is  the type of prayer of which Yahweh attentively listens and responds accordingly. 
Yahweh does  not  listen to  self-indulgent  and hypocritical prayers of vanity that we so often hear said today  (James.4v3-4,  because of James.1v6-8) - 

“Lord,  help me to be a better person … (being a  1001’  things that could be put here). 
“Lord,  we think of those people suffering  war/famine  in far off lands … (wherever).” 
“Lord,  we pray for our politicians and leaders of the land … (whatever).” 

Where the expectation is   “We have done our bit,  and now over to You!” 
This type of prayer is an  abomination  “of the highest order”  and yet the people who practice such things do not actually reason upon what they are 
doing  –  they are just unquestioningly doing what their peers have done before them.   However,  the people who are to be  “The Most Greatly 
Condemned”  are their  worldly Christian leaders  –  precisely as The Bible teaches us at Luke.12v46-48,  which is why  (if)  upon their resurrection then  
“Matt.8v12, 22v13, etc.”  will be going through their mind for a very long time  (if fortunate to live forever)! 
But by virtue,  Peter  “asked correctly”  as I showed above,  (and noting by contrast James.4v3-7 for  “worldly Christians”  today praying in the manner 
they do and becomes the reason why  nothing changes  in The World)  then Yahweh answered Peter as we are to read in the next few verses. 
It must be understood that TCs  “make The Change”  occur  within The World  through their action  (= “work”, such a dirty’ word today)  in bringing 
forth the next generation of TCs.  Where the next generation of TCs shall personally  (by their physical works driven by a purified mind that  
thinks/reasons  like Yahweh)  make  “The Trigger Threshold”  of  “144000”  occur so that Yahweh  can  righteously  (according to His Prophecy 
through His slaves,  Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4).  These TC slaves bring forth The Millennium;  -  to end  “The Pain and Suffering”  that our  worldly Christians  
“vainly ask in hypocrisy”  to remove  (by someone else,  which to them, is Yahweh).   They completely ignore that in reality,  it is  Yahweh working 
through His 144000 TCs over The Gospel Age  –  that shall make this occur in The Millennium,  of which requires 144000 sons of God to administer it. 

Can the reader understand  “the subtle difference”  of what is occurring here? 
Being how one course of action is  “vainly for the self”  -  and the other  “actively edifies The World into The Culmination”? 

This is explicitly why The Apostles were speaking about  “The Anti-Christ”  being  “The Anti-Anointing”  of the 144000 TCs.   
Where  “The Anti-Christ”  was/is  The Methodology of  “worldly Christianity”  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-4)  springing up within The World after only about 
30 to 60 years of JC’s ministry given  to oppose  (hence “anti”)  Yahweh from achieving His future  Anointed Sons of God  (as  “Christ/Anointed”). 
Yahweh requires these specific people  (proven in  “spiritual battle” by their displayed works)  to rule over The Millennium  (as  “The Heirs”  [= Sons of 
God]  over  “The Inheritance”  [= The Resurrected World]).   
And  worldly Christianity  opposes this  (= “anti”)  through its  vain  teaching of  “Religion”  that excuses our mind and behaviour to apparently  “only 
remain human”  (where Yahweh does  NOT  want a  “human reasoning mind”  to become a  “Son of God”  [but a mind like JC]),  and of an acceptance 
of a  “vain repentance”   with supposed caveats,  excuses and mitigating circumstances (Jude.v4).  This is done,  because our religious leaders want  
“The Masses”  upon which to  farm like animals’  for the worldly returns that  worldly Christianity delivers to its leaders taking  “Control over People”  
(and thus these leaders are demonstrably  not  servants to Yahweh or The People,  as they fraudulently tell us)! 
This is:  “Religion” (hence the instruction at Rev.18v4)! 

Where neither the leaders,  nor the congregational masses are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
Hence  “The Anti-Christ”  =  “The Anti-Anointing”  (of the 144000 TCs  [required for The Millennium,  to then gain  “The Late Adopters”]). 
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Again, I must ask - 
Can the reader understand this? 
How much do I need to write to explain this,  before the recipient mind starts to understand what is occurring around  him/her  self? 

It is all  smoke and mirrors’  being what is taught to us in  “worldly Christianity” -  wholly detested  by Yahweh  (as being  “The Great Harlot”  of 
Rev.19v2),  because our  worldly Christian leaders  having all the knowledge as given in The Bible,  and yet they defecate upon it  (within their minds).  
They defecate upon it by spiritually passing it through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  (of their mouth)  before they give it out behind a seductive and warm 
smile to their spiritually starving  devotees of  “their flocks”,  and  not  of  “The Single Flock  (of 144000 TCs)  of JC”  (John.10v1-10). 

We must  wise-up  to what is occurring around us! 
As explained at the end of my commentary to Acts.10v3 about the Jewish  “time of day”  the  “sixth hour of the day”  would be “noon/midday”. 
 
339th Comment – Peter became to be intensely hungry and he desired to eat.  And as the servants were preparing food 
downstairs,  Simon Peter went into a trance  (= a state of seeing a vision). 
Acts.  10v10 og (he) {became to be}  and  (the) {hungering further}/{intensely hungry}   
Acts.  10v10 og also  (he) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}  (to) taste/eat/{to experience},  
Acts.  10v10 og (of the) {furnishing aside}/{getting/being/making ready}/preparing (plural)  and  {that one}/those/these  
Acts.  10v10 og (it) {embraced/seized}/{fell into}/{laid on}/{pressed upon}  over/upon/concerning  (the) him  
Acts.  10v10 og (the) {displacement (of the mind)}/bewilderment/'ecstasy'/trance, 
Acts.  10v10 And  he  (= Peter)   {became to be}  the  {hungering further}/{intensely hungry}  also  he  delighted/desired  to  taste/eat,   

and  (as)  those  (people/servants)   {making ready}/preparing  (the food) 
the  bewilderment/ecstasy/trance  seized/{pressed upon}  upon  the  him. 

 

And he  (= Peter)  became to be intensely hungry  also he desired to  taste/eat, 
and  (as)  those  (servants)  the preparing  (the food),  the  ecstasy/trance  seized upon him  (= Peter). 
 

The reference  “to eat”  should not be dismissed,  but most important about what Peter is to experience. 
“Eat”  always  means   “Take within oneself”   (“to assimilate”). 

This phraseology operates at several levels within The Bible - 
1.  Knowledge  (Rev.2v17, 10v6). 
2.  JC’s  deportment/lifestyle  (Matt.26v26, Mark.14v22). 
3.  Bring people into your way of thinking  (as we are to read here). 

This verse becomes the  lead-in  to unravel Peter’s mind,  being  “The Translation”  of Yahweh’s Plan moving from  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to  “The 2nd 
Epoch Israel”  that names  “The Gospel Age” and of “The Invitation”  to become future Sons of God extended out to The Gentiles for about 2000 years. 
 
340th Comment – Peter saw the sky open up and a large constrained sheet being lowered to the Earth. 
Acts.  10v11 og also  (he)  {(be a) spectator of}/discerns/experiences/beholds/considers/{looks on}/perceives   
Acts.  10v11 og the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  (the having been) {opened up},   
Acts.  10v11 og also  (the) descending/{going down}/falling  over/upon/concerning  (the) him  
Acts.  10v11 og (the) implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  {some/any/certain thing}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts.  10v11 og (the) {linen cloth}/sail/blanket/sheet  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,  
Acts.  10v11 og (the) four  {commencement/chiefs (in order/time/place/rank)}/extremities/{beginning corners} 
Acts.  10v11 og (the being) bound/{in bonds}/knitted/tied,  
Acts.  10v11 og also  (the being) {sent against/down}/lowered/{let down}  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  10v11 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region, 
Acts.  10v11 Also  he  (= Peter)   discerns/beholds/perceives  the  heaven/sky  the having  opened up, 

also  the  some/certain  implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  {in that manner}/as    
the  {linen cloth}/sail/sheet  descending/{go down}  upon/concerning  the  him   
the being  bound/tied  the  four  commencements/extremities/{beginning corners} 
also  the being  {sent/let down}/lowered  over/upon  of the  Earth/land. 

 

Also he  (= Peter)  discerns/beholds  the  heaven/sky  the having opened up, 
also the certain  apparatus/vessel  in that manner as the  {linen cloth}/sheet  descending upon him  (= Peter) 
the four  extremities/corners   being  bound/tied   also the  (apparatus/vessel)  being lowered upon the  Earth/land. 
 

The terminology here being  “The Four Corners”  always represents  “The Whole Earth”  being  “all humans”  (= “The World”  StrongsTM 2889 = 
“Kosmos”  = “decoration/adornment”,  being what  “Life”  is,  upon what was once,  a barren and plain planet,  some 4+ billion years ago). 
Thus,  Peter understood this vision to be all creatures of The Earth,  though not presently recognising these are to represent all the different types of 
people living in The World,  but he would understand the full analogy in a few days’ time  (Acts.10v34-35). 
“Heaven/sky”  visually is  “The Local Zone”  pertinent to  “The Planet Earth”,  but metaphorically,  and  always  in Prophecy it means  “The Local 
Authority/Methodology”  that covers The Earth,  being   “The Prevailing Methodology that operates within people living on The Earth”  (Eph.2v2).   
Presently over the last 6000 years  “The Heaven”  (singular = local)  is Satan’s Methodology,  but in The Millennium,  it shall be Yahweh’s 
Methodology operating through JCg and the 144000  “sons of God”  (= the 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years). 
That is why JC speaks as he does at Luke.17v21,  being specifically the  “Very Local”  “Authority of Yahweh”  prevailing within  “The Minds of The 
TCs” (overriding what is occurring around them, Eph.2v2)  being specific people who have  “truly  repented”  (most sincerely,  see my previous 
commentary).  This becomes the  “Real Significance”  of John the Baptist  coming first  to  “Prepare the Way of The Lord (= JC)”  as  “The Word of 
God”  to wholly transform our mind to become a future son of God (= to yield the 144000 TCs).  This is  “The Goal”  of The Gospel Age  which becomes  
“The Invitation”  to all people,  for them to become Christians and work at ideally achieving  “The Same Standard”  that JC laid down for “Sonship”.   
The Invitation is  absolutely  not  to  “be a Christian”  (and presupposed 'everlasting life'),  but rather it is  “The Anointing/Christ”,  hence the 
continuous exhortation through The Gospels and Epistles to personally achieve  “The Goal”  of becoming  “Elected by Yahweh”  (Matt.20v23)  as a 
future Son of God. 

That is why  “worldly Christianity”  is  “anti-Christ”,  because its leaders  stop us  half-way  (Matt.23v13)! 
They want us to become  “Christians”  to support their  (= the leaders')  lifestyle  in a worldly manner! 
They do  not  teach us how to personally become future “Sons of God”  –  because they know most devotees would run away! 
Moreover,  by so doing,  then the leaders’  bread and butter’  would disappear  (Matt.6v24)! 

It is specifically this  -  that becomes  “The Half-Truth and Half-Lie”!  
Also, because everything is smothered in  “confusion”  then  no-one  can extract themselves from out of the quagmire of  “confused  thought”! 
Thus hiding  “The Goal”  of what Yahweh Desires,  hence  the requirement of   personally  “To Seek and Find”  (Matt.7v7-8). 
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The teaching should be getting us onto  (1) “The 1st Square”  and  (2) “facing the correct direction”,  -  but our  worldly Christian leaders are so 
confused themselves,  being  “wholly spiritually blind”  that they all face 360 degrees of direction  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  and not even knowing where  
“The 1st Square”  is located,  because they read  everything else,  -  other  than The Bible  (Gal.1v10)! 

It is an appalling state of affairs  within  “The Christian Community”  made  “precisely so”  by their leaders  (evermore so today)! 
Especially an appalling situation,  with our supposedly  eminent’  scholars trying to prove the opposite of what The Bible teaches!   
I was watching a TV program on “Blaze” 28 Mar. 2017 called “Bible Secrets Revealed”  given by Christian  academics/scholars  trying to throw  
question and doubt’  on  “The Authenticity of The Bible”  and why certain apocrypha books should be in The Bible.  One topic was of the  male/female  

aspects of  “God”.  Clearly Yahweh is neuter  (because masculine and feminine are  attributes to enable DNA breeding  of higher forms of  “Life”  on 
this planet)  and only given a masculine title for our appreciation of  “family  headship/responsibility”.  However,  these scholars tried to  “sow 
confusion”  (with the aim to belittle “God”  by stating God can be male or female depending how humans want to take God.  The implied inference was  
“God”  is  “a creation”  of Man,  by claiming that even in The Old Testament  “God” was stated as being a  “Queen of Heaven”  giving the very  “out 
of context”  reference of Jer.44v17 and left it at that!   However,  they deliberately  'failed'  to put the quote back into context,  where Jeramiah was 
specifically stating    This is what  you were doing by rebellion  to what Yahweh Desires,  and it was repugnant to Yahweh,  and caused you to suffer for 
it!   However,  this critical background was wholly ignored in their discussions! 
And  (I felt moved to add this later)  on the following week  01 April 2017  they  “Examined the 'accuracy' of The Four Gospels”  -  which was  'kind of 
strange'  because on many occasions within the program,  the scholars could  not  even quote  “The Content of The Gospels”  accurately!   They 
persistently bent The Truth in an attempt to  'make a straw man,  of which they could then beat'!   I could recognise this,  because I intimately know The 
Bible and instinctively knew their quotations were  “inaccurate”  and able to attain the correct chapter and verse  to show they were wrong! 
Importantly,  how could the vast populace know  -  when entirely ignorant of the given citations and importantly of their context? 
It was sadly demonstrable,  in every manner these  worldly  acclaimed Christian scholars had  absolutely zero  understanding of what FutureLife.Org 
teaches as  The Core  of JC's Teaching  – being  nowhere  in their mind.   And yet they are “Paid Professionals”  doing the work of Satan! 

Therefore,  by this example,  Christian scholars  just cannot help themselves  -  twisting “The Word of God”,  to  deceive  the recipients! 
In addition,  they  hide  “The Core”  of what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  away from their students and of their peers! 
That is why Yahweh  wholly  detests them  (hence Rom.1v16-32),  when they pass God’s Word through  “The Mincer”  of  Rev.22v18-19! 

Most  unprofessional  (to Yahweh, hence His wholesale rejection)   –  and yet they are paid much worldly lucre for being  “worldly professional”! 
You  cannot trust  what comes out of their mouth,  the best thing is to  completely dismiss  what they state as being  wholly irrelevant  to us  (as Yahweh 
has done for millennia),  they and their teaching shall become a mere  “byword”  of history  (Deut.28v37, 1Kings.9v7, 2Chron.7v20, Psm.44v14, etc.)! 
I suppose they are happy  “in their little club at the top of an ivory tower”  (of maladministration over their new recruits in seminaries,  Matt.23v15)! 
By contrast  

That is why I have created  “The Prime Reference Standard” -  because we,  as “Babes” of The Public  cannot trust their fraudulent output! 
My output becomes a testimony and record  against  their  useless  worldly output! 

 
341st Comment – This large sheet contained all the creatures of the Earth,  four-footed animals, wild beasts, creeping 
things,  birds of the sky. 
134th Allegory – Four footed animals = ‘clean’ animals,  = average member of the public – not offensive. 
Allegory – repeat - Earth =  the  systems/protocols/procedures  that support Mankind  (as does the physical Earth to Man) 
135th Allegory – Wild beasts = predatory animals,  = people who prey upon other people. 
136th Allegory – Creeping things = snake-like = deceptive/sly  people =  leaders of “Religion” (misrepresenting Yahweh). 
137th Allegory – Birds of the heaven/sky  = Authority over =  world leaders having authority over The World. 
138th Allegory – Heaven (singular) =  The Authority over The World  (in this instance it is Satan’s methodology  [= self-
indulge to our neighbour’s hurt]  that operates within people  taking  positions of  power/authority  over  The World). 
274th Reasoning – Yahweh is showing  all types of humans to Peter,  for Peter to view and thus outwardly,  visually assess 
Acts.  10v12 og in  {to whom/which}  (it) {began under}/{came into existence}/after/living/behaving  
Acts.  10v12 og (the) all/whole/every  the  quadrupeds/{four-footed beasts}  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region,   
Acts.  10v12 og also  the  {dangerous animals}/{(venomous/wild) beasts}   
Acts.  10v12 og also  the  reptiles/{(small) animals}/{creeping things}/serpents   
Acts.  10v12 og also  the  {flying animals}/birds/fowls  of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 
Acts.  10v12 within which   it  {began under}/{came into existence}  the all  quadrupeds/{four-footed beasts}  of the  Earth/land, 

also  the  {dangerous animals}/{wild beasts},  also  the  reptiles/{creeping things},   
also  the  {flying animals}/birds  of the  heaven/sky. 

 

within which it came into existence all the  four-footed  beasts of the  Earth/land, 
also the wild beasts,  also the creeping things,  also the birds of the  heaven/sky. 
 

This is allegoric for the following - 
Four footed beasts  =  “general humans”  (= non-offensive animals,  generally “The Public”  [as clean’ animals]) 
Earth  =  “systems/protocols/procedures/mechanisms”  (that support humans in the same manner as The Earth physically supports humans). 
Wild beasts  =  “humans who physically hurt”  the peaceful existence of  “general humans”  (= and thus are Criminals to “The Public”). 
Creeping things  =  “deceptive/sly/evasive  humans”   (from “snake”, thus “fraudsters”,  a suitable description for leaders of  “Religion”).  
Birds  =  “humans taking an authoritative control”  over  “general humans”  (as “over-seers”).  
Heaven  =  “Authority” over humans. 

Now we have the translated allegories,  we can understand what Yahweh is showing both  (1) Peter and  (2) Us who are interested in God's Word. 
Peter is therefore presented with  all types  of  “humans”  on this planet. 
 
342nd Comment – Peter heard a voice:  “Rise up and Eat!” 
139th Allegory – Stand up = Be prepared for action – do something. 
140th Allegory – Sacrifice = severe personal hurt,  life threatening  (we consciously put ourselves into danger). 
141st Allegory – Eat  = take into ourselves = to affect our  lifestyle/deportment,  being our future existence. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh is showing  all types of humans unto Peter,  for Peter to view and outwardly, visually assess 
275th Reasoning – You, Peter,  must go out and give  “The Invitation”  of  “The Real Gospel”  that means personal 
sacrifice during the 1st part of our physical life of any respondent within the collection of people on the sheet presented.  
Those specific people who  ‘run with’  “The Invitation”  can be like you,  Peter,  assimilated as a co-heir of The 
Millennium  (Rom.8v17, 22). 
178th Instruction – We too,  are to be like Peter,  given The Instruction to  ‘go out,  sacrifice and eat’! 
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If we are to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  by giving an  accurate  rendition of God’s Word in  both word and deed! 
Acts.  10v13 og Also  (it) {became to be}  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   
Acts.  10v13 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him:   (The) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  Peter (vocative),   
Acts.  10v13 og (you) {to rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate/slay  also  (you) eat. 
Acts.  10v13 Also  it  became to be  the  disclosure/address/voice  towards/near  the  him  (= Peter): 

The  {standing/rising up}  Peter,  you  sacrifice/immolate  also  you eat. 
 

Also it became to be the  disclosure/voice  towards him   (= Peter): 
   The rising up Peter,  you  sacrifice/immolate  also you eat.   
 

Peter heard a voice within his head stating - 
“You stand up and sacrifice,  also you eat.” 

It must be very clearly understood by the reader that Peter at the time,  would have taken this very much at face value. 
Only later would he fully understand the allegories within this suite of verses,  as I have explained,  and will explain. 
We should ask ourselves  

What does this really mean? 
To understand this then we must put our mind into allegoric mode. 

Stand up  =  be active and start doing something. 
Sacrifice  =  always means  “severe  personal hurt”   (in this instance,  our life is  consciously  put in danger to aid someone else). 
Eat  =  take into our  “very being”  =  affects our  lifestyle/deportment  (because without it,  we die). 

Now we have the allegories for the two verses,  then we can now put everything together. 
Peter was brought up as a Jew and would still hold dear to the instruction given in The Torah about what should be eaten,  and by implication,  he 
adhered to what was acceptable to The Jews. 
Our  worldly Christian theologians have made the obvious step to realise that Yahweh is here opening up  “The Invitation”  to all people of The World 
who are not part of  “The Jewish Religion”    (but only a step made to presumptuously substantiate their present position,  for a worldly return)!   

That is where and  why  they stop! 
They do not know what  “The Invitation”  really means,  -  though Peter knew what it meant   (being what JC taught as “1st Century Christianity”). 
Further,  they have  no  understanding of the various allegories I give within these commentaries  (because they have  no  interest in these allegories and 
what they should  mean to us as individuals). 
So,  let me put these allegories together to explain Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Yahweh is presenting to Peter  “all humans”  of The World. 
Many of these humans are disgusting to what Peter represents. 
“Sacrifice”  means  “Baptism” to  “The Bilateral Covenant between us and Yahweh”. 

Where  “Baptism”  is a  “personal sacrifice”  away from worldly methodology  (= a painful  reform/commitment). 
“Standing up”  means  Peter must  “make possible”  The Personal Sacrifice of The Recipients through The Work of which Peter does. 
“Eat”  means  “take within oneself”  =  “become part thereof”  =  “assimilate”  (with what is imbued). 

Therefore,  Yahweh is instructing Peter to go out and teach to The Gentiles about  “The Invitation”  through  “The Word of God”. 
Where  “The Invitation”  is to  (1) “precisely imitate  JC's  ministry/lifestyle”   to   (2) achieve  “The One/Same Goal”  as that which JC achieved. 

Verse 15  closes the loop   -  as we are soon to read. 
 
343rd Comment – Peter with a  ‘Jewish reasoning mind’  to reject gentiles for Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  
refuses to eat (= to assimilate)  anything that is not to:  ‘Jewish custom’. 
276th Reasoning – Peter had up to now,  assumed JC gave  “1st Century Christianity”  only to The Jews  (Matt.7v6,  
Mark.7v27-28)   to answer what Yahweh had given by allegoric prophecy in The Tanakh  (originally given to The Jews). 
Peter did not understand was that JC opened up a new covenant to The World  (Jer.31v31-33, Heb.8v6-10)  where 
Yahweh draws out His  “Early Adopters”  as  “His People”  (1Pet.2v5-9)  to become The Heirs  over  The Inheritance. 
This is  “The Goal”  to be of  “The Anointing”  by  “The Invitation”  that is to be exhibited to all people of The World. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
344th Comment – Peter speaks with a ‘Jewish Mind’:  “I have never eaten anything unclean!” 
277th Reasoning – Peter speaks like  “worldly Christians”:  “We only go out to,  and associate with  like-minded  people,  
who think and reason like us”!    “We have not contaminated ourselves with people:  ‘Who are not like us’!” 
Acts.  10v14 og the  And  Peter  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  10v14 og {may someone}/{by no means}/{absolutely not}  Lord/Master (vocative)  
Acts.  10v14 og because  {not even at any time}/{never at all}/never/{nothing at any time}  
Acts.  10v14 og (I) eaten  (the) all/whole/every (= any)  (thing)  
Acts.  10v14 og (the) {commonly shared}/{belonging equally to several}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy   
Acts.  10v14 og or/than/either/rather  (the) impure/unclean/foul. 
Acts.  10v14 And  the  Peter  he  said/uttered: 

{By no means}/{Certainly not}  Lord/Master! 
Because  {not even once}/{never at all}  I  eaten  the  any thing  profane/defiled  or  the  impure/unclean/foul. 

 

And Peter  said/uttered: 
   Certainly not  Lord/Master! 
   Because never at all I eaten the anything  profane/defiled  or  impure/unclean. 
 

Peter naturally defends his pious position before Yahweh  -  thinking that he is   “Doing a pleasing thing to Yahweh”! 
Peter is underwriting what Yahweh has taught him in The Torah  (= The Law part of The Tanakh). 

Peter deems himself as being -   “a good boy”,   and thus confidently states his position to Yahweh! 
 
345th Comment – Yahweh states:  “Who/What  I  make clean,  you must not deem to be unclean”. 
278th Reasoning – JCg as  “The Word of God”  (as sourced by Yahweh)  is able to purify a  humble/contrite/reasoning  
mind,   through what JC has done for us,  to get us into a state ideally worthy to become a future son of God.   
Yahweh knows who is able to reform and become a future son of God;  we are  not  in that position.  We must  not  make 
decisions about a person’s future prospects of becoming a future son of God,  based upon how we see  him/her  now!   
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We are instructed to go out to  any  person  prepared to listen,  irrespective of their present status  (high or low, clean or 
dirty)  and  accurately  teach “The Word of God”  without favour  (being exactly what JC did,  Matt.22v16, etc.) 
Acts.  10v15 og Also  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
Acts.  10v15 og {from/out of}  (of the) {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  10v15 og (the) him:   
Acts.  10v15 og Who/What/That  the  {specific god}  (he) cleansed/cleaned/purged/purified,  
Acts.  10v15 og thou/you  not  {make/consider profane}/{render common/defile/pollute/unclean}. 
Acts.  10v15 Also  the  disclosure/address/voice   furthermore/again  from/out  of  the  second/afterward  towards/near  the him: 

Who/What  the  {specific god}  he  cleansed/purged/purified,    
not  thou/you  {make/consider profane}/{render  unclean}, 

 

Also the  disclosure/voice  again  from/out  of the second towards him  (= Peter): 
   Who/What  “The Specific God”  cleansed/purified,  not you  render/consider  profane/unclean, 
 

But Yahweh responds with an obvious statement that Peter cannot internally refute,  and yet,  it appears to be contradictory to what he has been taught! 
Nonetheless,  both statements have clearly come from  “The  One/Same  Unchanging  Source”  =  “Yahweh”  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 

Now,  Peter is perplexed,  he cannot resolve what appears at face value,  to be two contradictory statements. 
Let me explain it to the reader. 

Virtually  every instruction laid down in The Torah  at the  physical level  for The Jews is metaphoric to the  spiritual level  for The Christians 
This is explicitly what JC explained in his ministry to become  “1st Century Christianity”  (hence Mark.1v22)  to herald The Millennium. 

“The Instruction”  Yahweh gave regarding the eating of animals was  two-fold  (physically and then spiritually  [as always in The Bible]) - 
1.   The  “clean animals”  were safe meats  (by contrast,  pork fouls quickly,  carrion eaters could have tainted meat,  shellfish spoil quickly). 
2.   So Yahweh could use this allegory,  now some 1500 years later! 

Yahweh is telling Peter that  “The Word of God”  wholly operating with The Mind of  any  human who  (1) completely repents  away from worldly 
methodology to have  (2) Yahweh's Methodology operating within their mind to  “precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  has been purified by Yahweh. 
And this shall only become a reality  if - 

Peter  “stands up”  and  starts  to make  “The Sacrifice”  occur,  being that of  “The Personal Repentance”  within  The Recipient,  to whom 
Peter is actively teaching  “The Word of God”,  so The Recipient  becomes assimilated with Peter  as a  “future son of God”  (all as Paul 
equally taught us at Rom.8v17, 23). 

We now understand why  “ho theos”  (as a relative pointer)  is used to be  “the specific god”  within this verse  –  precisely as I explain elsewhere. 
JC becomes  “the specific god”  of us  (as The Intercessor)  while we are humans operating with worldly methodology in our minds. 
Yahweh becomes  “The Specific God”  of all entities who operate their mind  solely/unequivocally  upon Yahweh's Methodology   

(And not of James.1v6-8,  describing a  “worldly Christian”.) 
JC is  “The Word of God”  to purify our minds  through his ministry  truly representing Yahweh's Interests. 
Yahweh is  “The Source of all Intrinsically  Ideal/Good  Things”  that are introduced into The Universe. 
Where  

JCg as a  “Son of God”  created  “Life”  on this planet. 
Yahweh as  “The Author”  created  “The Building blocks of The Universe”  and the  “Sons of God”  administrating it  (Job.1v6, 2v1, etc.). 

Finally,  JC becomes  “The Solution  to The Mystery of God”,  for us becoming  “The Early Adopters”  by  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
In addition,  “Yahweh”  “makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”  the new 144000 sons of God  (Matt.20v23). 
The above is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  –  because they teach  none  of this,  but only  “unrighteous nonsense”. 

Why?    
Because the consequences of understanding the above would seriously affect their  present  existence  (“agnoeo”,  StrongsTM=50)! 
Little realising that by  not  doing this will seriously affect their  future  existence! 
 
346th Comment – This occurred three times in total,  and then the sheet returned into the sky. 
142nd Allegory – Three (times) = “Take note”.  This nomenclature is highly significant and standard practice in The Bible 
Acts.  10v16 og that/this/there/here  And  (it) {became to be}  over/upon/concerning  three,  
Acts.  10v16 og also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (it was) {taken up}/{received up}/{taken in/unto/up}   
Acts.  10v16 og the  implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  into/unto  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 
Acts.  10v16 And  this  {became to be}  upon/concerning  three  (times), 

also  furthermore/again  the  implement/apparatus/vessel  was  {taken/received up/unto}  into/unto  the  heaven/sky. 
 

And concerning this  (event)  became to be three   (times in occurrence) 
also furthermore the  apparatus/vessel  was taken up into the  heaven/sky. 
 

“Three times”  is significant terminology in The Bible to mean  “intensity/certainty”  and thus   “Not to be ignored”  (see also my commentary at 
Rev.13v18,  because as usual,  it does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  tell us,  -  best to  ignore  what they teach’ us!). 
Peter would understand this to be a  “Significant Instruction”  from Yahweh  -  heralding something important  in response  to Peter's Supplication. 
Being what  “supplication/{earnest prayer}”  really means  (and not  “the nonsense”  presently taught by   “You know who!”). 
In addition,  his mind would have jumped back to what JCg had said to him after his resurrection at John.21v15-17  (please see my local commentaries). 
 
347th Comment – While Peter was considering this vision,  three men from Cornelius knocked at the door,  downstairs,  
and were asking if this was the house of Simon the tanner! 
279th Reasoning – Yahweh sent this vision for Simon to personally consider and ponder over its full significance.  Yahweh 
wants to work from the inside by setting  “The Requirements”  and we then  attune our mind to The Requirements. 
We best learn when mentally struggling to personally work at achieving The Requirements from inside. 
Acts.  10v17 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  in  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)   
Acts.  10v17 og (he was) {through having no way out}/{to be thoroughly nonplussed}/perplexed/ 

/{doubting what is seen}/puzzled   
Acts.  10v17 og the  Peter  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  wish/suppose  
Acts.  10v17 og (it) {may (could/would/should) be}/was/were  the  {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)} 
Acts.  10v17 og whom/which/that  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived,  
Acts.  10v17 og also  behold/lo/look/see  the  men/husbands/fellows  the (ones = persons)   
Acts.  10v17 og (having been) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  off/away/separated/from  
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Acts.  10v17 og of the  Cornelius,  
Acts.  10v17 og (the having) {questioned throughout}/{ascertained by interrogation}/{made enquiry for}  
Acts.  10v17 og the  residence/house/household/family  (of the) Simon,  
Acts.  10v17 og (they) {stood upon}/{were present}/{thrust onto}/{came upon}/{at hand}/imminent/insistent/urgent   
Acts.  10v17 og over/upon/concerning  the  {gate/door-way (of building/city)}/portal/vestibule/gate/porch, 
Acts.  10v17 And  {in that manner}/as  the Peter  he was  perplexed/puzzled  within  himself,   

what/wherefore  wish/suppose   the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}  {may be}/was  the  whom/which  he  knew/saw, 
also  behold/see  the  men/husbands  the persons  having been  {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  off/away/from  of the  Cornelius, 
the having  {questioned throughout}/{made enquiry for}  the  residence/household  of the  Simon, 
they  {stood/came upon}/{were present}  upon/concerning  the  doorway/gate/porch. 

 

And as Peter was  perplexed/puzzled  within himself what suppose the supernatural spectacle which he saw may be,   
also behold the men  (= two servants and soldier)  having been  {set apart}/dispatched  away/from  Cornelius  
the having made enquiry for the residence of Simon they stood upon the doorway. 
 

At the time,  Peter was perplexed and confused;  -  he could not personally resolve what initially seemed to be contrary instruction! 
Then suddenly,  there were strangers knocking at the door of where Peter was staying!   This would have galvanised Peter's mind to link these strangers 
with Yahweh's message given to Peter in his vision  (in particular  to his original supplication,  for his next mission). 
Where  

Peter prayed for Yahweh to  open doors for him to continue Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation   
and  not  to titivate worldly minds,  or to excuse ourselves,  as is done today in a  'circus act'  that defames Yahweh! 

That is the  essential difference  between a TC and a  worldly Christian in their prayers! 
 
348th Comment – Having confirmed this was the correct house,  they then asked to see Simon Peter. 
Acts.  10v18 og also  (the) {emitting a sound (animal/human/instrumental)}/{addressing (in words/name/imitation)}/ 

/calling/crowing/crying  
Acts.  10v18 og (they) {ascertain (by enquiry)}/{learn by question}/asked/enquired (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v18 og if  Simon  (the having been)  entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)  
Acts.  10v18 og (the) Peter  within/here/hither  (he is) {a host}/{made/appeared strange}/entertained/lodged.   
Acts.  10v18 also  addressing/calling   they  personally  asked/enquired  if  Simon   

the having been  entitled/called   the  Peter   he is  entertained/lodged  within/here. 
 

Also calling,  they personally enquired if  Simon,  (has)  the  (man)  having been called Peter is lodged here. 
 

These strangers were operating with  “Real Faith”,  having  (1) accurate knowledge,  (2) assayed with Cornelius  and  (3) operated with fidelity to the 
assayed knowledge to be at this location,  specifically asking for Peter. 
 
349th Comment – While Peter was considering vision,  his mind thought:  Those men downstairs are asking for you. 
'Allegory' – repeat - spirit = desires/traits/personality/habits/character =  “Synapse Construction Mapping”  in a human. 
280th Reasoning – It is so important to understand that a TC’s mind is so aligned to Yahweh’s Mind, -  to think and reason 
as Yahweh does regarding what occurs on this planet.  The context is that Paul has just had this startling vision which has 
greatly shaken his philosophy,  and his mind is working hard to understand it,  looking for any clues to decipher what has 
been seen.  In this state,  he hears of people downstairs asking for Simon.  His next reaction would be:  Go and see them! 
132nd Warning – Beware of the dangerous nonsense our  charlatan Christian leaders try to attribute to such things.  Done 
only for them to make claim over the way we think and reason upon things;  they want control over us,  to defraud us! 
To defraud us of  (1) money also time,  and the very worst  (2) to remove the possibility of us attaining Sonship to Yahweh! 
And therefore  (1) delaying the onset of The Millennium,  and thus  (2) propping up this present evil system of Satan’s! 
Acts.  10v19 og of the  And  Peter  (of the) {in passion}/{be inspirited}/pondering/thinking  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  10v19 og of the  {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)},  
Acts.  10v19 og (it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  (to the) him  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits:   
Acts.  10v19 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  (the) men/husbands/fellows  three  
Acts.  10v19 og (they are) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring  thee/thy/thou. 
Acts.  10v19 And  the Peter  of the  pondering/thinking  upon/concerning  of the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}, 

the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (operating within Peter)  said /spoke  to the  him  (= Peter): 
Behold/Look   the  three  men/husbands  they are  seeking/inquiring  thee/you.  

 

And Peter  pondering/thinking  upon the supernatural spectacle   (= the vision of the various types of animals presented to him) 
the  spirit   (= personality/desires/traits = character,  operating within Peter,  being at  one/same  with JC and Yahweh,  John.14v20, 17v21-26) 
(internally)  said/spoke  to the him   (= Peter): 
  Behold/Look  the three men they are  seeking/inquiring  of you. 
 

These strangers were specifically asking for Peter  (lodging with a spiritual brother,  Simon). 
Let us understand how Peter’s Spirit operated  (being the  one/same  HS as that which operates within JCg and Yahweh) - 
Peter reasons    

For these strangers to be  specifically asking  for  “Peter”  at a temporary lodging house,  meant to him these people must have been 
instructed and guided by Yahweh to enquire for Peter and thus be linked to The Vision given immediately earlier,  with Yahweh being the 
common denominator between these two events. 

It must be clearly understood by The Reader,  Peter has  “The  One/Same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  as Yahweh ,  and thus he thinks like 
Yahweh  {in direct contrast}/{with respect to}  “The Ways of the World”  (and  prepared to learn more  as we now witness),  and of his intercourse with 
The World,  especially immediately after his  “Supplication”  for him to personally  “do ministry work”. 
So let us   “Get inside Peter’s mind!”   Noting John.14v20, 17v21-26. 

Peter has just supplicated to Yahweh  (we now knowing what  “Supplicate”  truly means,  see my commentary at Acts.10v9). 
Peter is intently desirous to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to anyone  who  knocks at the door’  24/7 (hours/days/week). 
It is this quality that separates Peter from  “Christians”,  –  particularly our professional leaders  (paid by The World,   not  to teach “it”). 
Peter has The Vision sourced by Yahweh directly imprinted into his brain. 
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In addition,  while Peter is wondering what this seemingly contradictory vision means  –  he hears a  “knock on the door”. 
Having  “The Correct Definition”  of the HS as only given on  “FutureLife.Org”  and  not  the nonsense as taught by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  
Christian leaders,  then we understand that Peter’s mind cognitively runs through the presented input data for a solution to what it all means. 
He logically reasons  (as something voicing to him)  when looking out of the upper room window,  this must be  the  answer  from Yahweh  “Behold three 
men they are seeking you” 

All perfectly logical and certainly not   “mysterious”! 
We could extend it and state  

Because Peter’s mind  is  the  one/same  as JC as Yahweh  (to make The Millennium  “a physical reality”  -  “Bring it on!”)  as we are told at 
John.14v20, 17v21-26,  then Yahweh would put that voice into Peter’s mind – just as He did the vision,  because Paul was  not  a two minded 
person  (James.1v6-8)  having previously  eradicated in its entirety any vestiges of worldly methodology  some  4 to 7  years previously! 
Peter’s mind is exclusively fixed upon bringing The Millennium  (as taught by JC, Luke.4v16-19)  ever closer to a fulfilment. 

It must be thoroughly understood by The Reader - 
Peter does  NOT  think like   “a human”! 
Peter  ONLY  thinks like   “Yahweh and JC”! 

Thus,  we cannot  “think like Peter”  until we have gone through  “The Required 3 Stage Process”  to gain  “Real Faith”. 
Then with  “Real Faith”  we can start thinking like Peter! 

I cannot over emphasise this   “Most Important Requirement”! 
Equally,  I cannot overstress  

“Professional leaders of Religion”  have  NOT  gone through  “The Required 3 Stage Process”  else, they would  not  be in that position!   
However,  they pretend to have gone through it for the easy worldly return this brings to them  (money/power/leverage/glory/honour/etc.). 

This is a fact – because  if  they read The Bible  “to understand it”  in the manner that Yahweh wants His Word understood,  then  they would realise 
they must  not  put themselves in that position  “as leaders of Religion”  because of what JC taught us  

Matt.6v24, 22v20-22, 19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30,  plus all the references about  “The Babes given to understand”, etc. 
All this reasoning then cuts right through  “the slimy nonsense”  as taught by  Charismatic Leaders to their congregational members as my many 
commentaries are so able to competently unravel their teaching!   They are just providing a  worldly service  for a  personal worldly return  to millions of 
worldly minds lapping up  “the entertainment”  to  “titivate a worldly reasoning mind”,  but it does  nothing  to bring forth Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”  -  except  delay  it!   Hence prolonging Rom.8v22! 

Perhaps they could kindly send me an email explaining their shenanigans. 
Thus, providing me with more material to publicly audit,  line by line  –  to expose their nonsense  exegeses’  to The World,  by example! 

It must be clearly understood    
Charlatan Christian leaders  (of which we appear to have millions’ today)  shall  never  be resurrected by Yahweh,  they must repent  NOW,  
and turn away from their public fraudulent activity  (see Luke chapters 15 and 16 –  in context,  specifically written about them)! 

They are  now  on  “Public Notice”  as  having been warned  -  they are  now  without  excuse  to feel The Wrath of Yahweh's Judgment! 
 
350th Comment – Peter reasons with the aid of Yahweh:  Go down and greet these people,  because  “I”  have sent them. 
Do not hesitate or consider their background  -  because  “I”  am behind this encounter. 
Acts.  10v20 og But  (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (you) descend/{go down}/fall,   
Acts.  10v20 og also  (you) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  
Acts.  10v20 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to them}   
Acts.  10v20 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts.  10v20 og (the) {separating thoroughly}/{withdrawing from}/hesitating/doubting/wavering/ 

/considering/discerning/discriminating;   
Acts.  10v20 og inasmuch/{because that}  
Acts.  10v20 og (emphatic) I/me  (have) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  them. 
Acts.  10v20 But  the  {standing/rising up}  you  descend/{go down}  to them  the  {withdrawing from}/wavering/discriminating  nothing; 

inasmuch  (emphatic)  I  (= Yahweh)   have  {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  them. 
 

But rising up you descend to them the  wavering/discriminating  nothing   (= do not hesitate about teaching gentiles “The Word of God”); 
inasmuch  (emphatic)  I  (= Yahweh)  have  {set apart}/dispatched  them   (to learn about  “The Word of God”). 
 

I began to explain the HS in my previous commentary. 
Let us ask  “The Question”    

Did this event occur because of the actions of  
The HS,  or Yahweh   (or even the Angel)  was speaking to Peter,  because  Peter has the HS operating  within him? 
See Acts.10v2-4.      

Or perhaps extending  “The Question”  into another - 
Was it the HS that gave the supernatural vision,  or was it,  Yahweh,  because  Peter has the HS operating  within him? 

It is all back to  “The Mind”. 
Yahweh demands   “Contrite/Humble/Penitent  Minds”  for His future leaders of The Millennium  (as taught by  “1st Century Christianity”). 

This is  “The  Opposite  Mind”  to that found within  “A Leader's Mind”  of  Politics, Commerce and the worst  “Religion”  (in The World). 
The Leaders of  “Commerce”  are not hypocritical – “What you see is what you get”,  but that is not true in  “Politics”  and the worst   “Religion”. 
Leaders of the former at least offer  something useful  in return for  money/leverage,  however the latter two offer nothing but   “vain  promises”! 

Where am I going with this? 
The Crux of this is to understand  “The Mind”  and how it operates,  being either for  “The Self”,   or  genuinely/sincerely  for “The Neighbour”. 
Where we either  

“Live for The Moment”  for  “The Self”    or for:  
“The Future as we  self-sacrifice  ourselves”  to  “Edify our neighbour”  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
(Matt.10v39, 16v25, 20v28, Mark.8v35, 10v45, Luke.9v24,12v22, 17v33, John.10v10-17, 12v25, 13v37-38, Rev.2v10, etc.) 

We realise that  “leaders of The World”  can by definition only  “live by The World”  to  be in their present positions,  therefore they can  never  do 
what The Bible instructs of them without going through  “The Mind Change”  required to take them  away from  their present  desired  position to  
“Control People”  for  “The Worldly Gain”  of  “The Immediacy”. 
And  charlatan Christian leaders perform in precisely the  one/same  manner  (as described above),  to give what their congregational members want  
“For the Immediacy”  which is all again operating according to  “worldly methodology”  and  not  “Yahweh's Methodology”.   This is an 
animalistic/carnal  mind operating for  “The Immediacy”  that emotional hype yields  (being a dangerous unreasoned driver),  but  cannot  yield The 
Millennium  (being Yahweh's required 144000 TCs to  first  trigger  “The 1st Resurrection”). 

Does  “The Reader”  understand this,  and the righteous logic behind it? 
Just because it  (= anything)  is an  “emotionally nice thing to do”  does not mean it is the correct thing to do  (1Cor.6v12, 10v23). 
And further by what we witness in the world,  for instance in one extreme –  “talking drugs”,  emotionally nice,  but ultimately,  it kills us! 
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Think very carefully through all the different aspects of what I am teaching here! 
Yahweh  only  wants  humble/contrite  minds like JC to become the future  “Sons of God”  (= The 144000 TCs to trigger  “The 1st Resurrection”  of 
whom  only  Yahweh  choses/elects  Matt.20v23,  hence Matt.24v36,  and why we are taught of Matt.20v16, 22v14, 7v12-14, etc.). 

This is  “The Background”   –  never  taught by   “You know who”,  and now we understand  why  they choose not to teach this  (“agnoeo”)! 
We need to understand this background to realise what is occurring here in this verse  -  to answer my initial rhetorical questions. 

Peter,  as I have explained,  has a  demonstrable  humble/contrite  mind  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27). 
He has truly repented – following on from what John the Baptist had  “prepared the way”  for  “The Word of God”  (Matt.3v3, Mark.1v2-3, Luke.3v4). 

Peter was  not  a leader of this world  (being how this world  thinks/reasons,  – but - 
Peter is  “A Leader”  of  “The New World”  (= The Millennium,  being how Yahweh  thinks/reasons). 

Peter had built his mind upon the metaphoric spiritual  RNA of  “The Word of God”  (= JC's ministry/deportment),   and by consequence  Yahweh's 
Mind  becomes infused  (assimilated)  within Peter's mind  (thereby gaining “Real Faith” through the requisite 3 stages).  From this position,  Peter now 
has the HS operating within him  because   “he  thinks/reasons  precisely like Yahweh”,  so Yahweh chooses to work through him,  and speaks to him.  

Why? 
Because  (unlike  leaders of “Religion”)  Peter wholly represents Yahweh’s Qualities and he shall not malign Yahweh in a worldly manner! 

Peter does not bring into question Yahweh's Character and Authority within a  sane/reasoning  mind of an Atheist! 
Thus, Yahweh speaks to Peter,  because  Peter's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)  has been truly built upon  “The Word of God”  by Peter 
himself going through a painful reform process to personally make his mind like JC,  and then hence like Yahweh  (John.14v5-15, etc.) 
The reason why I am forced to work overtime on explaining this,  is because our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders are so  professionally  
skilled in  “The Craft of Deception”  to win over the minds of billions of people throughout The World  (Matt.7v12-15, 24v23-26  by the use of  
1Thes.2v3-6, etc.). 
Where,  these billions of people  “come in the spirit of delusion”  to what Yahweh truly desires  (2Thes.2v9-11 for the intention of 2Tim.4v3-4)  believing 
in a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4),  sincerely thinking they are doing the correct thing,  but they are  not,  hence Matt.20v16, 22v14  because of the 
deception coming from the mouths and writings of these leaders of “Religion”  (2Cor.11v13-15). 

This is  specifically why  we need The Millennium  to straighten out their mind  under the control of JCg and the 144000 TCs  (Peter as one)! 
And precisely why leaders of Christendom do  not  teach of this,  because they do  not  want their minds  “straightened out”! 
Because they like The World as it presently stands!   So, they represent its core values  (= self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)! 

Again,  I must ask  
Does the reader understand this? 

And from this we can understand why Peter  has the HS  because his mind is wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  (of  both  New and Old Testaments)  
personified in JC as his ministry and deportment unto sacrifice. 
Therefore,  Peter has the HS personalised within him because his mind  is  the  one/same  as Yahweh's Mind sourcing the HS  (John.14v20, 17v21-26) - 

1.   Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desire/traits/character,  which is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} 
2.   Yahweh's Pure Desire  (of the above)  made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

All of which becomes  “personalised within an entity”  who gains  “The Word of God”  and acts upon it to build internal  “Real Faith”. 
A righteous and virtuous circle. 

I know I am working very hard belabouring The Point,  but that is only to awaken the reader from the induced coma that  worldly Christianity,  as a 
subset of “Religion”,  brings onto hapless devotees  –  unable to see  how  Yahweh's Plan pans out into The Culmination. 

I feel so impassioned to  speak-out  against  “The Mass Corruption”  imposed  against  Yahweh,   that  “Religion”  brings to The World. 
 
351st Comment – Peter as a TC follows Yahweh’s sourced instruction: 
Peter greets the three strangers sent by Cornelius and states:  “I am Simon,  why do you come here?” 
Acts.  10v21 og (the) descending/{going down}/falling  And  (the) Peter  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  10v21 og the  men/husbands/fellows  the (ones = men)   
Acts.  10v21 og (having been) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  10v21 og of the  Cornelius  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him,  
Acts.  10v21 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  10v21 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  (emphatic) I/me  am/exist  whom/which/that  (you)  seek/search/endeavour/inquire   
Acts.  10v21 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  the  cause/{as if asked for}/{reason for}/accusation/case/fault   
Acts.  10v21 og through (reason of)  whom/which/that  (you are) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present? 
Acts.  10v21 And  the  descending/{going down}  towards/{near to}   the  men/husbands, 

the  ones  ( = persons = three men)   having been   {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  off/away/from   
of the  Cornelius  towards/{near to}  the him  (= Peter),   he  said/spoke; 
Behold/Look   (emphatic)  I  (= Peter)   am/exist  whom  you  seek/inquire, 
what  the  cause/{reason for}   through (reason of)  that  you are  {to be near}/present? 

 

And  (Peter)  descending towards the men,   
the people  (= two servants and soldier)  having been  {set apart}/dispatched  away/from  Cornelius towards the him  (= Peter),   
he  (= Peter)  said/spoke: 
   Behold/Look   (emphatic)  I  (= Peter)  am/exist  whom you  seek/inquire; 
   through what  reason/cause  that you are to be near? 
 

Peter having the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  -  is personally motivated to go down the stairs and introduce himself to these strangers,  because Peter 
knows this action will further Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  -  as we are to read. 

Why? 
Because it is  “The Answer”  to Peter's  “supplication”,  being  the type of  “supplication”  that Yahweh desires to hear,  inasmuch Peter puts himself in 
the position to  work-out  by  “occupational effort”  for what he has asked Yahweh to help him do. 

As we can see this is a far cry from what professional  worldly Christian leaders teach us by both word and deed! 
Being their  “Gospel of Excuses”  to remain  “Human”  (Jude.v4)! 

 
352nd Comment – These three messengers stated an overview of the  good/ideal  works done by Cornelius to other people. 
Then they asked Peter to come with them unto Cornelius and his family,  to teach them what to do next. 
Acts.  10v22 og the (ones = persons)  And  said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  10v22 og Cornelius  (the) {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  (the) man/husband/fellow   
Acts.  10v22 og (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just   
Acts.  10v22 og also  (the having) frightened/alarmed/awed/revered/afraid/feared/respected/deferred  the  God,  
Acts.  10v22 og (the having been) witnessed/reported (= the person giving the evidence)  both  under/through/inferior/below/by  
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Acts.  10v22 og (of the) whole/all/completely/throughout  of the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  of the  Jews. 
Acts.  10v22 og (He/It was) {uttered an oracle}/{(divinely) intimate}/{bear (as a) title}/called/ 

/{be admonished (warned) of God}/revealed/spoke  
Acts.  10v22 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  
Acts.  10v22 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  10v22 og (to) {send (from) elsewhere}/summon/invite/{call/send for} (middle voice)  thee/thy/thou  into/unto  
Acts.  10v22 og the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him,  
Acts.  10v22 og also  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  (the) utterances/topics/narrations/words   
Acts.  10v22 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (of) thee/thy/thou/you. 
Acts.  10v22 And  the  (ones = three men)   said/uttered: 

Cornelius  the  centurion,  the  equitable/just/righteous  man/husband   
also  the having  feared/revered/respected  the  God  (= Yahweh) 
the having been  witnessed/reported  (by the local people)   both    
through/by  of the  all/whole  of the  nation  of the Jews. 
He was  {uttered an oracle}/revealed/{spoken to by God}  through/by   
of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  {bringer of tidings}/messenger 
to  personally  summon/invite  thee/you   into/unto  his  house/family  
also  to  hear/listen/understand/respond  the  topics/narrations/words  near/alongside  of  thee/you  (= Peter). 

 

And the persons  (= two servants and soldier)  said: 
   Cornelius the centurion,  the  equitable/righteous  man  also he having  feared/revered  the God  (= Yahweh) 
   both  (1) having been  witnessed/reported  (by the local people,  and)  (2) by all of the Jewish nation. 
   He was uttered an oracle by the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   messenger   
   to personally summon you unto his  house/family  
   also to  hear/understand/respond  of your  topics/words. 
 

We read of Cornelius having  “proved himself in works”  driven by The Methodology operating within his mind  for many years!   (As did Abraham.) 
This quality presented by Cornelius is recognised by  'the world'  around about him  (being  “The Local Environment” – as  “The Respective Altar to 
Yahweh”  for people imitating JC). 
This procedure as exemplified by Cornelius exposes a nonsense that our  worldly Christian leaders state about  “we are saved by faith and not works!” 

They clearly do  not  understand their subject matter,  and further shows that they are  not  true representatives of Yahweh! 
Cornelius is likely to become a TC and thus a suitable leader for The Millennium.    
His works shows the correct mindset for salvation,  and if he learns “The Word of God”  and continues with fidelity to it,  then his works become  “The 
External Proof”  of his operating mind  (as exhibited to The World).  These works visibly demonstrate to The World that he  is  worthy of  (guaranteed)  
“Salvation”  by becoming one of the 144000 TCs  (= future sons of God)  to rule over us in The Millennium. 

All this is a  foreign language  to the  worldly Christian leaders stating   “You are not saved on works,  but only faith!” 
(All contrary to what James teaches at James.2v16-26,  or have our Christian leaders ignored these verses by practising Rev.22v19?) 

They really have  not  any clue about what they pretend to know  –  for the worldly return this brings to them from their duped admirers! 
“Words”  are so easy to say,  but  “The Evidence”  of what is in the mind,  is to be read from  “The Work”  (Matt.7v16-21)! 

However,  these  charlatan Christian Leaders only speak  “The Words”  “to please The Ears” (2Tim.4v3-4)  and thus  hold their devotees hostage to The 
World,  because these devotees do not understand how to  truly please Yahweh  (hence JC’s warning at Matt.23v13, 7v15 [noting the local context]). 
 
353rd Comment – The three messengers stayed overnight,  then the party of ten people journeyed north to Caesarea. 
Consisting of Cornelius' two servants and soldier,  Peter and six spiritual brethren  (Acts.11v12). 
Acts.  10v23 og (the having) entered/{entered (go) into}  therefore/then  them  
Acts.  10v23 og (he) {be a host}/{made/appeared strange}/entertained/lodged.   
Acts.  10v23 og to the  And  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}   
Acts.  10v23 og (the) Peter  (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   
Acts.  10v23 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to them},  
Acts.  10v23 og also  {some/any/certain persons}  of the  {The Brethren}/brothers   
Acts.  10v23 og of the (ones = persons)   off/away/separated/from  of the  Joppa  
Acts.  10v23 og (they) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled  (to the) him. 
Acts.  10v23 Therefore/Then   the having  entered/{gone into},   he  (= Peter)   hosted/lodged   them  (= the three guests) 

And  to the (= in/with)   {upon the morrow}/{following day}  the  Peter  he  {went forth}/departed 
{united as companions}/together  {to them}  (= the three people)  also  {some/certain persons}  of   {The Brethren}/brothers, 
of the  (ones = brethren)   off/away/from  of the  Joppa  they  {departed in company}/assembled  to the  him  (= Peter). 

 

Then the  (three guests)  having entered  (into the house),  he  (= Peter)  hosted them   (= the two servants and soldier). 
And in the next day the Peter departed together with them   (= the two servants and soldiers) 
also some of the  (spiritual)  brothers  (from Joppa), 
of the ones  (= spiritual brothers)  away/from  Joppa they departed in company with him  (= Peter). 
 

We are to read later in Acts.11v12,  there were  “six spiritual brothers”  who accompanied Peter,  bringing the total party to ten people travelling 35 
miles northwards along the coast to Caesarea where Cornelius was living. 
 
354th Comment – In the next day they all reached the house of Cornelius,  where he,  his family and friends were waiting. 
281st Reasoning – This was a very important moment for Cornelius,  his family and friends.  They were waiting 
expectantly for Peter to teach them the details of  “1st Century Christianity”  -  because they were certainly  not  going to 
receive that knowledge from the professional leaders of “Religion”  around them! 
Acts.  10v24 og Also  to the  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}   
Acts.  10v24 og (they) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  the  Caesarea  the  and  Cornelius  (he) was   
Acts.  10v24 og (the) {(from) to watch}/{anticipating (in thought, hope or fear)}/{awaiting (in expectation)}/ 

/{looking (for)}/{when looking}/tarrying/{waiting for}  
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Acts.  10v24 og them,  (the having) {called together}/convoked  the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen/{country-men}  (of the) him   
Acts.  10v24 og also  the  necessary/needful/required  dears/friends/fond.   
Acts.  10v24 And  to the (= in/with)   {upon the morrow}/{following day}  they  entered/{went in}  into/unto  the  Caesarea, 

and  the  Cornelius   he was  anticipating/awaiting/{looking for}  them, 
the having  {called together}/convoked  his  {blood relatives}/kinsmen  also  the  necessary/needful   friends. 

 

And in the next day they  (= a party of 10 people, Acts.11v12)  entered into Caesarea   (= a 35 mile journey north along the coast), 
and Cornelius was  anticipating/awaiting  them, 
the  (Cornelius)  having called together his relatives  also the needful friends. 
 

This was a very big event for Cornelius! 
He was certain that Yahweh has orchestrated this whole event and Cornelius reciprocated in  “Real Faith”,  firstly by sending the three people to invite 
Peter,  and secondly,  he had brought his family and friends,  all of whom were fully convinced  “The Almighty God”  existed.   However,  now they were 
stuck,  not knowing how to move further forward in the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  hence the invitation to Paul to  explain  The Scriptures to all of 
them,  being what   “Was to be  instructed/commanded  of them”! 

This means to  actively do something  (through works)! 
Let us consider this. 

This grouping of people did  not  contain,  “Any people”! 
These specific people were  “Converts”  to  what Cornelius had taught them  through his  actions/work  (to include his  “deportment”). 
They believed in him as being representative of  “The Almighty God”  and thus  greatly interested in discovering  more  about  “Yahweh”. 

We can now start to appreciate  why  Cornelius was worthy of becoming a possible future son of God. 
Cornelius had proved himself faithful over many years in what he knew and was most desirous to learn more -  as were his family and friends. 

It is crucial that we recognise The Environment comprising of the background to this grouping of people before we continue. 
For us to understand this,  then we must remember the start of this section Acts.10v1 troops being called  “The Italian Squad”. 
They would have been nicknamed this because the solders and the relatives would have  mainly spoken  in  “Italian”  (being Roman Soldiers and the 
relatives thereof)  perhaps being grouped together in their own location  –  to continue speaking  “Italian”  of their  natural tongue,  see Acts.10v46). 
 
355th Comment – As Peter met Cornelius,  Cornelius fawned down in front of Peter. 
282nd Reasoning – Cornelius knew Peter was Yahweh's premier Ambassador coming to visit him,  Peter was like a King! 
Cornelius was emotionally moved to treat Peter as royalty and felt personally honoured to have Peter in his company. 
Acts.  10v25 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (he) {became to be}  (to) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  the  Peter  
Acts.  10v25 og (the) {together against (contrasts)}/{meeting with}/occurring/befalling  (to the) him  
Acts.  10v25 og the  Cornelius  (the) alighting/{gently falling down}  over/upon/concerning  the  feet,  
Acts.  10v25 og (he) {kissed (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawned/crouched/ 

/{prostrated in homage}/{revered to}/adored/worshipped. 
Acts.  10v25 And  as  the Peter  he  {became to be}  to  enter/{go in}   (to the house of Cornelius)   

the  Cornelius   {together against}/{meeting with}  to the  (= with)   him  (= Peter) 
(he)  the  {gently falling down}  upon/concerning  the  feet  (of Peter)   
he  (= Cornelius)   fawned/crouched/{prostrated in homage}   (to Peter). 

 

And as Peter became to be to enter  (into the house of Cornelius) 
the Cornelius meeting with him  (= Peter) 
he  (= Cornelius)  fawned/{prostrated in homage}  falling down upon the feet  (of Peter). 
 

Cornelius has a  sub-serving  mind  (not to control,  but to truly serve)  and recognises Peter's authority  “appointed  by Yahweh  to tell”. 
Cornelius,  likened to  “The Police Chief”  (of 100 men)  of the area,  is motivated to truly serve The People to maintain law and order for everyone's 
benefit.  He recognises  “Authority”  (just as do all future 144000 TCs,  see also Matt.8v5-13)  and shows it to Peter,  in his utter deference to Peter's 
“Authority”  as an  “apostle”  (“appointed to tell”  by Yahweh  [and not by The World of “Religion”]). 
 
356th Comment – When Peter had collected his senses to the situation having just occurred,  he instructed Cornelius to get 
up,   being that he, Peter,  was equally a man and not deserving of such treatment. 
283rd Reasoning – It is very unlikely that this type of greeting would have previously occurred to Peter,  so it was quite a 
shock,  because for much of the time Peter was evading the leaders of “Religion”  trying to kill him!  
133rd Warning – Worldly leaders have  “The Mind”  that likes to be elevated above other people  (for the worldly return 
this brings to them),  and thus they relish this type of adoration! 
284th Reasoning – By contrast  “The Early Adopters” (= TCs of The Gospel Age) have absolutely no desire to be elevated 
in the public mind,  but take the lowly places now,  because they are enforcing a mind to become  “The New Type of 
Leaders for The Millennium”  as  complete slaves  to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire to yield The Salvation of Mankind 
It is very important for the reader to understand this differentiation between the two types of leader (now and the future)! 
This is how we are able to recognise who represents Yahweh,  and who represents Satan, the present god of this world. 
Acts.  10v26 og the  And  Peter  (the) him  (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/arisen 
Acts.  10v26 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  10v26 og (You) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}!   
Acts.  10v26 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  he  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  am/exist. 
Acts.  10v26 And  the  Peter,   the him  {collected the senses}/resuscitated/awakened  the  stating/exclaiming: 

You  (Cornelius)   {rise/stand up}/arise! 
{I  also}/{And me}    he  (= myself)   the man   am/exist. 

 

And Peter,  he collected his senses exclaiming: 
   You  (Cornelius)  stand up! 
   I myself also,  the man  am/exist. 
 

Peter after a second or so,  understands what is occurring  –  felt motivated to respond accordingly  to what is expected from a TC. 
“Stop revering me – I am only like you!” 
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Hardly what we see occurring today by our  “Leaders of The World”  -  particularly in  “Politics and Religion”  taking  “The First/Most”  
from their devotees within the various parties and schisms  (while leaders of both pretend  “The Opposite”  as supposed  'serving ministers')! 
    (See an example at Acts.12v21-23,  being how Yahweh views this type of attitude!    Yet this attitude is pandemic within The World today.) 

I need not say any more about the contrast between the two groupings  (TCs taking The Lowest and  Political/Religious leaders operating in hypocrisy)? 
It is worthwhile noticing,  this was a shock to Peter’s sensibilities,  because leaders  (being people with “Authority”,  as was Cornelius)  of The World,  
especially “Religious Leaders”  wanted to kill Peter,  rather than give homage to Peter! 
 
357th Comment – Peter explained there is no need to treat him like this,  and after the initial heartfelt greeting, Cornelius 
would be giving copious praise and much thanks for Peter coming to his humble abode. 
285th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:  Cornelius recognised Peter's  “Rank and Dignity”  within  “1st Century 
Christianity”  and thus Cornelius felt so honoured to have Peter's presence with him to explain  “The Details”. 
358th Comment – Peter would have been even more shocked to see a large gathering of people having expressly come to 
be specifically taught  “1st Century Christianity”.   Family members and friends,  all so very eager to learn. 
286th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:  These people were  not  press-ganged to come here,  they came here 
freely because of Cornelius' deportment meant so much to them,  and that if Peter's visit was good for Cornelius,  then it 
must be good for them likewise! 
61st Good News – Cornelius must have had a  wonderful/genuine  deportment to impress so many people to imitate him! 
Acts.  10v27 og Also  the  {conversing mutually}/{talking with}  (to the) him  (he) entered/{arose into}/{went in},  
Acts.  10v27 og also  (he) found/obtained/saw/perceived  (the having) {convened/departed in company}/ 

/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled   
Acts.  10v27 og (the) many/much/plenteous 
Acts.  10v27 And  the  {mutually conversing}/{talking with}  to the  him  (= Cornelius)   he  (= Peter)   entered/{went in}, 

also   he  (= Peter)   found/saw  the having  {convened in company}/associated   the  many/plenteous  (persons), 
 

And mutually talking with him  (= Cornelius)  he  (= Peter)  entered  (into the house of Cornelius) 
also he  (= Peter)  found/saw  many/plenteous  (persons  = relatives and friends)  having convened in company. 
               (These people were eager and expectantly waiting to directly hear God’s Word directly from Yahweh’s Ambassador.) 
 

Peter explains to Cornelius that  “TCs”  (= Elders of  “1st Century Christianity”)  take   “The  Last/least”  within The World and most certainly should 
not be revered.   This first act shows  “the commonality”  between Peter and Cornelius  - being true  “servers”  and  not  “takers”! 
Peter was surprised to see so many people  –  foreigners  speaking to themselves in their  own  natural language about Peter's entrance the building. 

All these people are here eagerly awaiting Peter to expound  “1st Century Christianity”  to them! 
Being Yahweh Premier Representative as  “The  (firm/stable/steadfast)  Rock of The Ecclesia”  coming to them. 

Peter is beginning to realise Yahweh has placed him in this position,  amid all these very interested people ready to  lap-up  his  “Knowledge”. 
Where it must be clearly understood  

Perhaps Cornelius and a few other people within the company  would need to be Italian interpreters  for the remaining members of the 
grouping  (being that these remaining people could  only  speak  “Italian”  -  as is the case with many migrants to a new country). 

It is  essential  for the reader to understand this  very likely scenario  before we move onto the next few verses. 
 
359th Comment – Peter opens up to them,  in an honest manner:- 
I  (ignorantly)  thought that Jewish people should not be intimate with gentiles.   But  “The Specific God”  has instructed 
me that this is not the correct thing to do;  no person is too unclean or too impure to be given  “The Invitation”. 
179th Instruction – Peter is now  (and all TCs are likewise)  instructed to freely give  “The Word of God”  to  all receptive 
humans irrespective of race,  or what these people may have done in the past.  TCs do  not  teach/practice  “Religion”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
287th Reasoning – JCg as  “The Word of God”  is to be freely given,  to become  “the specific god”  of humans while still 
in an unreconciled state with Yahweh  -  it is  only  “The Early Adopters”  have become reconciled to Yahweh,  for 
Yahweh to become  “The Specific God”  of them  (noting my commentary of Acts.10v35). 
Acts.  10v28 og (he) showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said  Both  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them   
Acts.  10v28 og {specifically yourselves}  {put the mind upon}/comprehend/{acquainted with}/understand (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v28 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {not statute}/illegal/flagitious/abominable/{unlawful thing}  
Acts.  10v28 og (it) is  (the) man/husband/fellow  the  Jew  (to) stick/glue/cleave/adhere/bond/join  
Acts.  10v28 og or/than/either/rather  (to) {come near}/approach/consent/assent/{draw close} 
Acts.  10v28 og (of the) {another offshoot}/{different race}/{separate nation},  
Acts.  10v28 og also  {to me}  the  {specific god}  showed/presented  {not even one}/{no one}/none  
Acts.  10v28 og (the) {commonly shared}/{belonging equally to several}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy   
Acts.  10v28 og or/than/either/rather  (the) impure/unclean/foul  (to) state/exclaim  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man. 
Acts.  10v28 Both  (points of view)   he  (= Peter)   showed/{made known his thoughts}  towards/{near to}  them  (= the assembly): 

{Specifically yourselves}   personally  {put the mind upon}/comprehend/understand  {in that manner}/as    (I previously thought) 
(1)  it is  illegal/abominable/{unlawful thing}   the  Jewish  man/husband   
to  adhere/join/bond  or  to  {come near}/approach  of the  {different race}/{separate nation}, 
also  “the specific god”  showed/presented  to me   (= Peter)    
(2) to  state/exclaim   not even one   the man  the  profane/defiled/unclean   or  the  impure/foul. 

 

Both  (points of view)  he  (= Peter)  made known his thoughts towards them   (= Cornelius' family and friends): 
  Specifically yourselves personally  comprehend/understand  as   ( I had previously and errantly thought)   
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   (1) it is unlawful thing   (according to The Old Covenant)  (for)  the Jewish man 
        to join or to come near the different race   (= the gentiles),    (but) 
        also  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  showed/presented  to me  (= Peter) 
   (2)  to state not even one man  (to be)  the  profane/defiled  or the  impure/foul. 
 

Peter states honestly before them what he thought about foreigners!   
Up to this moment in time he was xenophobic,  believing Yahweh only wanted  “Jews”,  and allowed gentiles to fail into obscurity and thus annihilated  
(because surely they had an opportunity to  buy-into  Judaism’  as the Tanakh instructs,  and thus as he had originally thought as  a youngster’)! 
However,  Peter continues to them - 
But  “The Almighty God”  (“Yahweh”  to Peter)   has obviously invited people who are  not  “Jews”  to become part of  “1st Century Christianity”. 

And it is for this reason that Peter has come to them as we are to read in the next verse - 
 
360th Comment – Therefore I freely came to your invitation and ask why you personally summoned me? 
Acts.  10v29 og therefore/consequently  also  (the) promptly/{without objection/gainsaying}/{positively responded}  
Acts.  10v29 og (I) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  
Acts.  10v29 og (the being) {sent (from) elsewhere}/summoned/invited/{called/sent for} (middle voice).  
Acts.  10v29 og (I) {ascertain (by enquiry)}/{learn by question}/ask/enquire (middle voice)  therefore/then   
Acts.  10v29 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (to the) word/sayings/topic/reasoning  
Acts.  10v29 og (you) {send (from) elsewhere}/summon/invite/{call/send for} (middle voice)   I/me/my? 
Acts.  10v29 Also  consequently  I  accompanied/came  the  promptly/{without objection}, 

the being  personally  summoned/invited. 
Therefore/Then  I  personally ask/enquire  what  to the  topic/reasoning  
you  personally  summon/invite  me? 

 

Also consequently  I  (Peter)  came without objection,  the being personally summoned. 
Therefore,  I personally ask to what  topic/reason  you  (Cornelius)  personally summon me? 
 

Notice how Peter asks    
About what subject can I help you with? 

It is an interesting choice of words. 
These words can be dismissed at face value by stating - 

The topic is  “Jesus”,  -  so why ask the question? 
That is  not  how TCs operate!  
They do  not  operate like  “Leaders of Religion”! 

TCs  invite  the recipients to  ask  about what concerns them,  and by response,  the TCs  answer the questions  as Yahweh Desires to hear. 
This is  “The Best Method”  to  transfer  “Knowledge”  to The Recipient. 

By contrast  
 “Leaders of Religion”  impose  a doctrine,  and woe to any person who dares to ask difficult and searching questions!  
“Leaders of Religion”  do  not  want people to  “ask questions”  because it  exposes  the leader’s  lack  of  “Real Knowledge”,  being the 
application of  “computed thought Knowledge”  rather than repeating on rote  “regurgitated untested knowledge”  invented by sages of old! 

This  is  what separates TCs and leaders of  “Religion”  inasmuch that TCs  are  able to  accurately  answer  any  question in the manner Yahweh 
Desires because  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  all  questions in a manner that  “Religion”  is wholly unable to answer. 
That is why Peter begins as he does  

What is on your mind so that I can personally unravel in  “The Way”  consistent to Yahweh's View for Mankind's future? 
 
361st Comment – Then Cornelius made known his thoughts: 
He explained of his encounter with Yahweh's messenger in white apparel about four days ago,  after his supplication. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
Acts.  10v30 og Also  the  Cornelius  (he) showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said: 
Acts.  10v30 og off/away/separated/from  (the) {fourth (in time/place/rank)}fourthly/4th   day/{period of time}  
Acts.  10v30 og {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  this/that (specifically)  
Acts.  10v30 og of the  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}   
Acts.  10v30 og (I) was  (the) abstaining/{lacking of sustenance/indulgence}/fasting,  
Acts.  10v30 og also  the  ninth  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  
Acts.  10v30 og (the having been) supplicating/worshipping/{praying earnestly} (middle voice)  
Acts.  10v30 og in  to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  {of me}/I/me/mine/my.   
Acts.  10v30 og Also  behold/lo/look/see!   
Acts.  10v30 og (The) man/husband/fellow  (he) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  
Acts.  10v30 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts.  10v30 og in  (to the) {to clothe}/dress/apparel/raiment/robe  
Acts.  10v30 og (the) radiant/limpid/magnificent/{sumptuous (in appearance)}/bright/clear/goodly/gorgeous/white. 
Acts.  10v30 Also  the  Cornelius   he   showed/{made known his thoughts}: 

Away/From  the  fourth  day/{period of time}  {as far as}/{up to}  this  specific  of the  {portion of time  (hour of the day)}  
I was  the  abstaining/fasting, 
also  the  ninth  {portion of time  (hour of the day)}   the having been  personally  supplicating/{praying earnestly} 
within  my  house/family. 
Also  behold/look! 
The  man/husband  (= messenger)   he  {staunchly stood}/abided  in the  face/midst  of  me  (= Cornelius)   
within  the  radiant/bright/white  dress/apparel/raiment. 

 

Also Cornelius made known his thoughts: 
   From the fourth day up to this specific  {portion of time (hour of day)}  I was fasting, 
   also  (at)  the ninth  {portion of time (hour of the day)}  the having been personally  supplicating/{earnest praying}  within my house. 
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   Also  behold/look! 
   The man  (= messenger)  he staunchly stood in the  face/midst  of me  (= Cornelius)  within  radiant/bright  dress/apparel. 
 

In answer to Peter's request of    
What is on your mind,  what is troubling you,  –  so that I can explain  “The Solution”  to you? 

By answer,  Cornelius explains  “The Background”  to his request for Peter's presence to  “Explain the Solution”  to what Cornelius has been doing for 
the previous  many years  -  specifically  “yielding the family and friends”  around Peter now,  themselves  equalling searching  for  “The Solution”. 
 
362nd Comment – Cornelius repeats what Yahweh's messenger stated:   

Yahweh heard your supplications;  also,  He remembered your merciful deeds  
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
Reasoning – repeat - Cornelius as a gentile would have been learning all he could of the local Jewish and Christian  
“Knowledge”  and tried to implement it as best he could – having understood The Righteous Nature of Yahweh. 
Acts.  10v31 og Also  (he) showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said:   
Acts.  10v31 og Cornelius (vocative),  (it was) {into listen/heard}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts.  10v31 og the  supplication/{earnest praying},  
Acts.  10v31 og also  the  {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms/{merciful deeds}  
Acts.  10v31 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (they were) {fixed within the mind}/recollected/remembered/{be mindful}  
Acts.  10v31 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God. 
Acts.  10v31 Also   he  (= messenger)   showed/{made known his thoughts}:   

Cornelius  it was  {into listen/heard  of  thee/you  the  supplication/{earnest praying}, 
also  the  compassionateness/{merciful deeds}  of  thee/you  they were  recollected/remembered  in the  face/midst  of the  God. 

 

Also he  (= the messenger)  made known his thoughts: 
   Cornelius it was  heard of you  (by Yahweh)  the  supplication/{earnest praying}, 
   also your merciful deeds,  they were remembered  in the  face/midst  of the God  (= Yahweh). 
 

Cornelius continues as I explained at Acts.10v4. 
 
363rd Comment – Cornelius continues to repeat what Yahweh's messenger stated:  Dispatch men unto Joppa and summon 
Simon Peter,  he is staying with Simon the Tanner next to the sea,  and he will instruct you. 
Acts.  10v32 og (the) {dispatch (from the point of departure)}/transmit/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}  therefore/then   
Acts.  10v32 og into/unto  (the) Joppa  also  (you) {call  amid/elsewhere}/summon/{come hither} (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v32 og (the) Simon  who/which/that  (he is) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v32 og (the) Peter,  
Acts.  10v32 og this/that (specifically)  (one = person)   (he is) {be a host}/{made/appear strange}/entertained/lodged  
Acts.  10v32 og in  (to the) residence/house/household/family  (of the) Simon   
Acts.  10v32 og (the) {(from a) hide}/tanner  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) sea,  
Acts.  10v32 og who/which/that  (the having) {become near}/approach/arrived/{appear publicly}/come  
Acts.  10v32 og (he will) speak/utter/say  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy. 
Acts.  10v32 Therefore/Then  the  dispatch/transmit/send  into/unto  the  Joppa 

also  you  personally  summon/{come hither}  the  Peter, 
this specific  one  (= person = Peter)   he is  entertained/lodged  within the house/family  of the  Simon the tanner  near/beside  the  sea, 
who (= Peter),   the having  {become near}/come  (to you)    he (= Peter)  will  speak/say  to  thee/you. 

 

Then  dispatch/send  into Joppa,  also you personally summon Peter, 
this specific one  (= Peter)  he is  entertained/lodged  within the house of Simon the tanner beside the sea, 
who (= Peter),  the having come  (to you)  he  (= Peter)  will speak to you  (Cornelius). 
 

Cornelius continues as I explained at Acts.10v5-6. 
 
364th Comment – Cornelius states:  I immediately responded to the command from Yahweh.  And now we are all together 
here for you to teach us  (“1st Century Christianity”)  as commanded by Yahweh  (because we reject “Religion”)! 
Acts.  10v33 og {from that hour}/instantly/immediately/presently/straightaway  therefore/then   
Acts.  10v33 og (I) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestowed/wield/ 

/sent/{thrust in}   
Acts.  10v33 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  thee/thy/thou  both  {(appears/looks) well/worthily/honestly}  
Acts.  10v33 og (you) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts.  10v33 og (the having) {led near/far}/{gone/come along/away}/departed/{passed away/by/forth}.   
Acts.  10v33 og Now/Present/Immediate  therefore/then  (the) all/whole/every (persons)   {we ourselves} 
Acts.  10v33 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God  
Acts.  10v33 og (we are) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond   
Acts.  10v33 og (the) all/whole/every (things)   (the being) {arranged toward}/enjoined/bided/commanded  
Acts.  10v33 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God. 
Acts.  10v33 Then  {from that hour}/immediately/straightaway  both  

(1)  I  dispatched/sent   towards/{near to}  thee/you, 
(2)  you  did/performed  well/worthily  the  having  {led near}/{gone along}. 
Now  then,   {we ourselves}  are  all  persons  {to be near}/present  to  hear/understand/respond   
the  all  things   being  {arranged toward}/commanded  to  thee/you  under/by  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

Then immediately both  (1) I sent towards you,  (2) you did worthily having come along. 
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Now then,  we ourselves are all people  (= my family and friends)  to be near  (to you)  to  hear/understand/respond 
all the things being  {arranged toward}/commanded  to you by the God  (= Yahweh  [through JC as “The Word of God”]).   
 

Cornelius faithfully responded,  and in like manner,  Peter faithfully responded to Yahweh in bringing the two people together. 
Moreover,  this is the point - 

These  “foreigners”  both by physical DNA and spiritually to  “1st Century Christianity”  want to learn more! 
They are coming as  “Children”  asking   Why, Why, Why? 

(This practice is  illegal  within “Religion”,  else be  on the look-out’  -  cover your back!) 
Hence,  Peter's opening question   “What do you ask of me?” 

By coming as  “Children”  they want to learn how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and ask of a TC to help them.   
The TC comes as  “The Word of God”  (as JC)  knocking at the door  (Rev.3v20)  wanting to sup with  “hearkening spiritual children”. 
 
365th Comment – Peter explains  “the most crucial thing”  never  taught by leaders of Christendom  (because quite 
simply: they  {do not}/{choose not to}  understand it  [“agnoeo”  =  “preferring to be ignorant”]).  

“I  (Peter)  realise  “T/the  S/specific  G/god”  is not a respecter of persons”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
Reasoning – repeat - JCg as  “The Word of God”  is to be freely given,  to become  “the specific god”  of humans while 
still in an unreconciled state with Yahweh  -  it is  only  “The Early Adopters”  have become reconciled to Yahweh,  for 
Yahweh to become  “The Specific God”  of them. 
Reasoning – repeat - JCg as  “The Word of God”  (as sourced by Yahweh)  is able to purify a  humble/contrite/reasoning  
mind,   through what JC has done for us,  to get us into a state ideally worthy to become a future son of God.   
Yahweh knows who is able to reform and become a future son of God;  we are  not  in that position.  We must  not  make 
decisions about a person’s future prospects of becoming a future son of God,  based upon how we see  him/her  now!   
We are instructed to go out to  any  person  prepared to listen,  irrespective of their present status  (high or low, clean or 
dirty)  and  accurately  teach “The Word of God”  without favour  (being exactly what JC did,  Matt.22v16, etc.) 
288th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:   
JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Seed”  which is  accurately  spread by the TCs  (and  not  by professional 
leaders of “Religion” noting Matt.13v25)  to  any person  interested in listening to  “The Word of God” (= JC).   
Yahweh becomes The Judge,  judging in  “The Special/Greater 1st Judgment” (James.3v1)  only  made upon Christians 
who are demonstrably worthy to be  “The Sons of God”  (being of  any person  hearkening/imitating  JC)  who are then  
resurrected/transformed  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be positioned as  “The Future World Leaders”  to teach  
“Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”.   We are  not  to be personally judging, – but  freely  giving to all people. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
134th Warning – The above is The Crux of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  absolutely  not  in the interests of 
professional religious leaders to be teaching,  because they would be  “teaching themselves out of a  worldly  income”! 
Acts.  10v34 og (the) {opening up}  And  (the) Peter  the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  
Acts.  10v34 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  10v34 og over/upon/concerning  (the) truth/verity  (I) {take eagerly}/seize/apprehend/grab/grasp (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v34 og because  no/not/none  (he/it) is  
Acts.  10v34 og (the) {accepter of a face (individual)}/{exhibiting partiality}/{respecter of persons}  the  {specific god}. 
Acts.  10v34 And  the  Peter  the  {opening up}  the   (his)   mouth  he  said/uttered/commanded: 

Upon/Concerning  The Truth/Verity  I  personally  {take eagerly}/seize/grasp 
because   “the specific god”  he is  not  the  {accepter of a face}/{exhibiting partiality}/{respecter of persons}. 

 

And Peter opening  (his)  mouth he  said/uttered: 
   Concerning  The Truth,  I personally  seize/grasp   (this knowledge) 
   because  “the specific god”  he is not the  {exhibiting partiality}/{respecter of persons}. 
 

This verse is most important to understand,  and it operates at numerous levels. 
With our Deities - 

1.  JC  as  “The Word of God”  being dispensed by  “The Early Adopters”  to  any  person who may be interested in  imbuing God's Word. 
2.  Yahweh  as  “The Judge”  determining who shall become His  “sons of God”  available to  any  person who  precisely imitates JC. 

 (Where  “The Judgment”  by Yahweh is based upon  “The Standard”  as given by  “The Word of God”  [= JC's ministry and of 
his deportment].) 

Regarding ourselves - 
1.  How we present ourselves to potential members of Yahweh’s Family: 
We must be law abiding,  respectful,  speak without  guile/malice/swearing,  clean and presentable,  so that no charge can be laid against us. 
In this manner we show to The World how we personally reflect JC's and Yahweh's Qualities in the best possible light to our neighbour. 
2.  To people we like or dislike! 
Whether we like or dislike a person,  we must present Yahweh's Word in an equal manner to each,  so that no charge can be laid against us,  
of a supposed pre-decision about someone’s potential future prospects about being a future son of God,  –  only  Yahweh is in that position. 
It is our responsibility  “to make known”  to  any  person who asks  –  irrespective of their background or relationship to us as individuals. 

Regarding other people's position in society,  (we have The Bible's teaching at James.2v1-10 on this) - 
1.  The High  -  we do not give these people preferential attention and teaching  (for a supposed worldly kickback). 
2.  The Low -  we do not reject these people as not being worthwhile to have God's Word carefully taught and explained to them. 

Importantly,  we must not to be derogatory or disrespectful to  “Authority”  at any level.   However,  we must defend The Word of God  “respectfully”. 
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While we may seriously dislike a person  (= their character/actions)  in high office,  it is essential that we hold  “The Position of Office”  with respect, 
noting specifically what JC and Paul taught at Luke.13v1-5, and Rom.13v1-7.  In this manner,  we do not bring The Wrath of Secular Power upon us.   
We  are  instructed to boldly battle  (spiritually by “strength of argument”)  on  one  front  -  being against “Religion”  (ultimately sourced by Satan,  
through his 'angels'  [= men/women  operating according to his methodology,  as  “religious leaders”  scamming  off their deluded devotees]),  and 
absolutely we must  not  battle against secular authority  (see Luke and Romans, 13v1-5).  

This is  “The Precise Opposite”  to what we are taught by our leaders of “Religion”! 
They teach us to battle against secular authority of whom we do not like,  and yet  cuddle-up  with all the different strands of “Religion”,  all supposedly 
representing different facets of “God”!   

That is  “The Teaching”  of  Satan! 
I expand this elsewhere within my commentaries. 

 
366th Comment – Peter now realises:  That within every nation there are specific individuals who  (1) truly revere Yahweh 
(by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and,  also who  (2) personally toil as an occupation  for  
righteousness/equality/justification  (to Yahweh's Requirements).  Because of this,  then  he/she  is personally approved by 
Yahweh to become future  “sons of God”/heirs  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.19v28, 20v23, etc.). 
180th Instruction – This is The Resultant to The Crux given in the previous verse.  That is specifically why Yahweh 
requires the progressive increasing number of TCs throughout The Gospel Age as a chain reaction to bring forth  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of  144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  so that Yahweh can then righteously  (according to His 
fulfilled prophecy)  bring forth The Millennium.   
181st Instruction – What does “truly revere”  really mean?   It absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian 
leaders  fraudulently  tell us!   It does  not  mean a  “blind belief,  spouting words of vain worship”  as that which occurs 
in “worldly Christianity”.   That is straight forward “hypocrisy”,  of which JC decried operating within The Pharisees! 
It simply means:  “Precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  and to be in this position,  we must personally gain  “Real 
Faith”  through its  “required 3 stages”  (Heb.5v12-14, etc.),  for us then to give  accurate knowledge  freely/simply. 
182nd Instruction – Yahweh makes  “The Judgment for future kingship”  (1Sam.16v7-13, noting its allegoric prophetic 
context)    by analysing  “The Mind/Heart”  (= Knowledge/Motivation)  of those people who claim to represent Him.  Only 
the specific people having “a  mind/heart  of JC”  are beloved by Yahweh to become anointed as future sons of God. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Warning – repeat - The above is The Crux of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  absolutely not  in the interests of 
professional religious leaders to be teaching,  because they would be  “teaching themselves out of a  worldly  income”! 
Acts.  10v35 og but  in  (to the) all/whole/every  gentile/nation/heathen/people   
Acts.  10v35 og the (one = person)  {being frightened/alarmed}/{in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting/deferring  (the) Him  
Acts.  10v35 og also  (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{being engaged with}/{labouring for} (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v35 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification,  (the) approved/propitious/accepted  (to the) Him  (he/she) is. 
Acts.  10v35 But  within  every  nation/people  

the  (one = person)   {being frightened}/revering/respecting  the  Him  (= Yahweh) 
also  the   personally  {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{labouring for}  the  righteousness/equality/justification, 
he/she  is   the  approved/accepted  to the  Him. 

 

But  (the knowledge I now understand is that)  within every  nation/people   
the one  (= person)  {being frightened}/revering/respecting  the Him  (= Yahweh) 
also the personally  {toiling as occupation}/{labouring for}  the  righteousness/equality/justification, 
he/she  is the  approved/accepted  to the Him  (= Yahweh). 
 

This is  “The Crux Verse”! 
Please also read Eccl.12v13-14 which says almost the same thing. 

Now how does this verse  (and that of Eccl.12v13-14)  align with what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us? 
They tell us perhaps  'almost  the very opposite'  to what The Bible tells us,  which shows who they represent  (Satan),  because they wholly ignore what 
The Bible teaches us by passing God’s Word through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19! 
Perhaps I should justify what I state! 
Let me take various parts of the verse in turn. 

“Within every nation”   
     That does not mean a nation in its entirety,  – but  only an element within it  that fulfils  “The Criterion” – of which we are to read  
“The person  {being frightened}/revering/respecting  Him.” 
    A useful read is James.2v19 to start with.  Then we can ask   What do these words  really  mean?   
    They refer to a person who wholly reads The Bible to know  how  to  “truly revere”  Yahweh,  and thereby keep His  “Holy Statutes”. 
    Else,  how can a person to know how to please Yahweh if we do not know  all  “The Word of God”  -  which means knowing The Bible? 
    It means this person becomes knowledgeable to know how to truly respect what Yahweh requires from those specific people for  “Sonship”. 
    It is  utterly impossible  to fulfil these requirements by turning up at a church  once/twice  a week!   (Being the wrong place to start with!)  
“Personally  {toiling as an occupation}/{labour for}  the  righteousness/equality,” 
    A person who takes upon themselves  “Responsibility/Accountability/Ownership”  for  “The Word of God”. 
    They  “make it their business”  to keep  “labouring for”  Yahweh's Desire to be fulfilled on this planet. 
    This requires  on-going  work in imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to edify our neighbour,  so they know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
    Where  “The Righteousness/Equality”  is to  Yahweh's Requirement of us as individuals  (see my commentary at Rom.4v1-5) 
“(only then)  is the person approved by Yahweh” 
    This person has shown themselves to be an  “Early Adopter”  and is thus  elected/chosen  by Yahweh to become a future  “Son of God”, 

Nowhere do I see the terms   
Say vain words of  'worship'  accompanied with much singing and led by the most emotional music  (Isa.1v11-20, etc.)! 
Self-indulgently pat each other on the back vainly stating   “We are children of God!”  (Ignoring Matt.20v23). 
That is the sum of what occurs at these gatherings,  except give much  credence/cash  to the circus ringmaster  (Ignoring Matt.10v8)! 

I write like this  not  to chide,  but only to cause serious personal reflection on what Yahweh is teaching us to ultimately yield  “Mankind's Salvation”. 
Then our religious leaders state   “We are only saved by faith and not works”  (1) not explaining what  “faith” and “believe”  really mean  
(John.6v64, James.2v14-26)  and  (2) ignore many verses like this one that states,  “works are required”  to be approved by Yahweh! 
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Hence validating Jude's condemnation (v4) of  “The New Christianity”  (being our today's “Christianity”)  where what Jesus represents is 
reduced to excuse brazen misconduct!  This is an absolute abomination committed by our religious leaders  against what JC really did for us! 

And being  “against”  JC,  then it is  “Anti-christ”  being  “against”  Yahweh achieving His 144000  “Sons of God”,  all of which 
John saw beginning to occur then,  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.,  but today,  this methodology  covers  The Entire Planet! 

Can the reader start to understand why  “the half-truths”  generating  “gross deception”  within the minds of sadly  (kept)  “ignorant people”  is 
precisely how Satan operates  (see Gen.3v3-5, Matt.4v1-12)  to mislead,  so that  only  a person who is highly knowledgeable in  “The Subject Matter”  
can separate  “the half-truth”  and  “the half-lie”.  Sourced by Satan's cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  behaving like their master  (John.8v44)  teach/preach  
of a  “new Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  to delude their devotees,  so they too,  become incapable of fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.23v13).  This fulfils Satan’s 
desire because it holds-off Rev.20v1-3,  if Yahweh cannot achieve His prophesied 144000 TCs who have demonstrably imitated JC,  because Satan’s 
Cohorts teach  (by inference)  that it is acceptable  “not  to imitate JC”  (= “anti–Christ”)  because we are only human’!   

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Can any disputer put forward a Bible based  “Wholesome Argument”  against this?   Rather than the customary    

“I believe  … …  (for example,  the world is flat’ –  only because I say so – without any presented evidence)”!? 
That is only untested  “hearsay”  which would be thrown out of a  Court of Law  (in Yahweh's Judgment)! 

As  “The Knowledgeable Auditor”  if  I keep quiet about my  audit reports’,  then  Yahweh would accuse me of being faithless to His Word and  hold me 
personally accountable  (Eze.33v1-15);  and at my old age ,  I fear Yahweh far more than I do Man  (Luke.12v4-5).    

Therefore,  I must boldly speak out,  else be accursed by Yahweh! 
I only write like this because I genuinely care about our long-term future,  our worldly Christian leaders demonstrably do not,  but their immediate gain! 
 
183rd Instruction – Yahweh put forth JC as  “The Word of God”  to instruct the sons of Israel. 
184th Instruction – JC became  The Reason (Example)  for the preaching of  “The Good News”  of  peace/prosperity/rest. 
135th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders:  “Just do not get it!”   This applies to virtually  all  Christian leaders! 
185th Instruction – JC did not preach  'The Good News'  of his Death!   But he taught of The Millennium being a period of 
time when all humans shall be at  peace/prosperity/rest  from the present horrible system of some 6000 years.  JC 
explained all the prophecies and teaching as given by The Prophets of The Tanakh during his ministry period. 
186th Instruction – Because JC proved himself perfect to The Requirement, as demanded by Yahweh to yield our salvation  
then Yahweh anointed him as a future son of God and to be The King of kings and The Lord of lords  (Rev.19v16). 
187th Instruction – JC set The Route  (John.14v5-15)  for  “The Early Adopters”  to achieve  “The Anointing”  by 
Yahweh,  when Yahweh judges  “The Sons of Israel”  (over its two Epochs)  against  “The Standard”  as laid down by JC. 
63rd Prophecy – JCg shall become  The King of kings and The Lord of lords  in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Warning – repeat - The above is The Crux of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  absolutely not  in the interests of 
professional religious leaders to be teaching,  because they would be  “teaching themselves out of a  worldly  income”! 
Acts.  10v36 og The  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  whom/which/that   
Acts.  10v36 og (he) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  to the  sons  (the) Israel,   
Acts.  10v36 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  
Acts.  10v36 og through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  
Acts.  10v36 og this/that (specifically)   (one = person)   (he) is  (of the) all/whole/every   (the) lord/master. 
Acts.  10v36 The  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  which  He  (= Yahweh)   {set apart}/{put forth}  to the  sons   (of)   the Israel, 

the  {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}  (of)  the  peace/prosperity/rest 
through  reason of  the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointing/Messiah, 
this specific one  (= person = JC)   the  lord/master  he is  of the  all   (people,  in all nations). 

 

The  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (= JC, Rev.19v13)  which He  (= Yahweh)  {set apart}/{put forth}  to the sons  (of)  Israel, 
(JC)  preaching The Good News  (of)  peace/prosperity/rest   (= for  [1] the TC today,  and  [2] all people in The Millennium) 
through reason of the Jesus of the  Christ/Anointed   (to be The Goal for us to personally achieve over our “2 part life”) 
this specific one  (= JC)  the  lord/master   (of our mind  [1] for  “The Early Adopters”, Luke.17v21)    
he is of the all  (people of  [2] in all the nations in The Millennium,  Rev.19v16,  to gain  “The Late Adopters”). 
 

This is a verse that thoroughly confuses our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  because they do not understand  “ho theos”  and completely get  
muddled-up  in the Trinity nonsense  (of which they only give lip-service,  because internally they do  not  believe either Entities exist,  but  “The Show”  
brings forth an easy worldly income by  moving the mouth’). 

Especially supported by the fact they consider it to be  “a mystery”!    
How can someone claim to represent  (= to teach of something)  that they consider is  “a mystery”  -  It is a nonsense position to take!  

Some religious leaders hope The Millennium exists,  some dismiss it out of hand,  while others even ridiculously think it has already occurred! 
But let me righteously explain  

JC gives  “The Word of God”  that Yahweh instructs to The Sons of Israel,  actually this  only  yields   “The Early Adopters”  (= the TCs). 
Yahweh made possible JC's  ability/capability  to be positioned to teach and ultimately yield his future bride  (= 144000 TCs). 
JC physically became  “The Means”  also  “proven perfect”,  thus he is  “The Reason”  why he can become  “Anointed”. 
JC becomes  resurrected/anointed  as JCg and thus  The  Lord/Master  over  all  wholly reformed  humans over their 2 part life. 
Virtually  all  humans require The Millennium for the 2nd part of their physical life to learn righteousness and become  “The Late Adopters”. 

JC  volunteered  himself  (he was  NOT  “sent”)  to  rescue  his Creation from  “annihilation”  that its ancestors brought upon it when questioning 
Yahweh's  “Right to Rule our mind”,  and this situation has continued ever since by people preferring to operate according to Satan's methodology  
(thereby continuing to  contest  Yahweh's “Right to Rule our mind”).  A situation that must be shown to fail  (Matt.24v22),  else people will always claim 
“Give us enough time and we can sort out our ills by worldly methodology”  -  (which shall  never  lead to a  “perfected society)!   

Satan’s methodology presently covering this planet  (Ephe.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  must be shown to fail  –  to aid dissenters  in their 
repentance  over what is to become their 2 part physical life  (in The Millennium)  only made righteously possible by JC’s ransom sacrifice. 

JC came to  (1) reform our mind and  (2) provide the ransom sacrifice  for Mankind. 
While JC righteously came to fulfil prophecies  through  The Vehicle of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 
However,  Mankind becomes perfected  through  The Vehicle of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  by the 144000 TCs as  “The Future Christs”  
    These 144000 TCs righteously  (1) yield JCg's return at their (1st) Resurrection,  and  (2) teach Righteousness to The Resurrected World. 

Thus  “The Term”  “Sons of Israel”  becomes an extension to prophetically mean  “The  Spiritual  Israel”  (as The Head)  being formed in The Gospel 
Age through what is The Christian Nation as  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (generally The Fleshly Israel). 
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Yahweh is working to attain His future 144000 TCs to become  “The Sons of God”,  and the offspring of  (spiritual)  Jacob/Israel (Gen.32v28)  having  
demonstrably  “persevered  positively  with Subjector/God”  during the 1st part of their physical life having evidently purified the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life ready for greater responsibility in The Millennium  (Matt.25v17-21, Luke.19v16-19). 
Where,  JC’s ministry taught us of  two  basic things  (from out of which,  comes a third) - 

1.   The invitation to become a TC and thus ideally become a future son of God. 
2.   The Wonderful news that  when  Yahweh has His 144000 TCs,  then  The Millennium shall begin for  “The Resurrected World”. 

Out of the above comes - 
3.   Peace and security  (1) spiritually in the mind,  because humans work together  (and not against),  also  (2) physically for society. 

The above can only occur through what JC did by - 
A.    The ministry for our spiritual mind  for us  to personally purify the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
B.    The ransom sacrifice for our physical body,  for Yahweh  to righteously give us a purified body for the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 

Without JC,  then  (A) and (B)  would not have occurred,  and thus  (1) to (3)  could not have righteously occurred,  either! 
Because of all the above  (hence John.17v1-2)  then  

Yahweh rightfully assigns  all  glory/honour/dignity  to JCg  (Rev.19v16)  over this planet into The Culmination of The Eternity. 
“His People” operates at two levels - 

1.   “The Early Adopters” as  “The First-fruits Harvest”  inviting JC as  “The Word of God”  to become their  Master/Lord   
       wholly controlling their mind and resulting in the commensurate works  (Luke.17v21). 
2.   “The Late Adopters”  as  “The Main-Harvest”  repenting to become  “sons of JCg and of his bride” (= the 144000 TCs)  and thus  
       grandsons  of Yahweh  (Mark.2v19, Luke.5v34-35, Matt.9v15, 22v1-9, 25v1-12, John.3v29, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 

Just repeating “sons” is only terminology  –  both  men/women  upon resurrection shall have no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36). 
 
367th Comment – You Gentiles,  must understand that JC as “God's Word”  was taught throughout all of Judea. 
368th Comment – JC started his ministry in Galilee after his baptism by John the Baptist. 
62nd Good News – God's Word was taught throughout all of Judea after JC's baptism by John. 
Acts.  10v37 og {specifically yourselves}  know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the  {became to be}  
Acts.  10v37 og (the) utterance/topic/narration/word  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts.  10v37 og (of the) whole/all/completely/throughout  of the  Judea,  
Acts.  10v37 og (the) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/beginning (middle voice)   
Acts.  10v37 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Galilee, 
Acts.  10v37 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptism   
Acts.  10v37 og whom/which/that  (he) heralded/proclaimed/publicised  (the) John. 
Acts.  10v37 {Specifically yourselves}  know/understand  the  utterance/topic  {became to be}  

{accordingly to}/intensely  of the  all/completely/throughout  of the  Judea,         (=  throughout/all  to  throughout/all   of Judea) 
the  personally  commencing/beginning  off/away/from  of the  Galilee,  
after  the  baptism  that  John  (the Baptist)   heralded/proclaimed/publicised. 

 

Specifically yourselves  know/understand  the  utterance/topic   (= “The Word of God” became personalised as JC) 
became to be throughout  all/whole  of the Judea, 
the personally beginning  off/from  of the Galilee 
after the baptism that John  (the Baptist)  proclaimed/publicised.    
 

“The Baptism”  of John the Baptist was that of  “Repentance”. 
Because  without  “Repentance”,  then it is  wholly impossible  to start  “a new life”  –  being  “the 2nd part of our spiritual life”. 

“Repentance” as I state elsewhere does  not  mean   “I am sorry I got caught”,  neither  does it mean,  “I am sorry for the moment”! 
“Repentance”  means  “I will  never  do it again”  and  “I will make restitution for past wrongs that I have done”! 

“Repentance”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders  dumb-it-down  to mean    
“We are only human with mitigating excuses,  but God loves us … … ”! 
(As referenced to  “Prayer for the day”  BBC radio 4, 02 March 2017 – I heard this morning taught by a lady priest.) 

This priest chose not to understand  (agnoeo)  the difference between  “agapao”  and  “phileo”  forms of  “love”! 
Of which their teaching yields the usual form of  half-truth  generating a  half-lie  in its wake! 
Being a most deceptive and insidious technique to befuddle the minds of innocent victims!     

All this is just a sad and abysmal joke played against Mankind by our  worldly professional  religious leaders! 
These people claim to be  “professionals”,  – but of what?    Just  “worldly Christianity”  –  to give succour to Satan  (clearly their god)! 
They have  ZERO precision  in what they teach,  –  just fractions of truth and greater fractions of lies! 

Moreover,  they have the cheek to call themselves  “Representatives of  God”   (of which I assume they mean  “the god of this present world”  to whom 
they pray, 1John.5v19. 2Cor.4v4)! 
Let me explain in the context of the previous verse - 

“Agapao”  is an  “edifying love”  –  being  “love by principle”. 
“Phileo”  is  “attractively love” -  being  “of the same mind and motivation to join together  (as a close friend)  – with same ideals”. 
“Storge”  is  “family love”  -  where  “blood is thicker than water”   comes to mind. 

In addition,  for further clarification - 
“Eros”  is a  “self-indulgent love”  –  pandering to an  animalistic/carnal  mind  (running on hype and emotion,  as occurs in many Christian 
assemblies under the direction of the  circus ringmasters’) 

Based upon that understanding then we realise that Yahweh - 
“Agapao” Mankind to  edify  its members from out of the present mess into which they have freely taken themselves. 
Nevertheless,  Yahweh  detests  us,  presently as individuals,  unless we repent and make JC our  Master/Lord  controlling our mind. 
If  and only if  we do this,  then Yahweh will  “attractively love”  us as individuals. 

Now it all makes righteous sense – rather than the illogical and unrighteous nonsense that our  worldly Christian leaders  persistently  teach us! 
Else,  there is no driver for us to change – if we are told  we are loved as we are’!   So who is fulfilling Yahweh’s or Satan's desire? 

Yahweh wants a  “perfect society”  and that  requires  “Change”  (because we are demonstrably a long away from there now).   
Satan says, “stay as it is”  (for the last 6000 years)  through his cohorts (of “Religion”) saying,  “we are loved as we are”! 

Can the reader recognise what I am saying? 
So who is representing Yahweh and who is representing Satan? 

This is precisely why The Bible teaches us in many places that our  worldly Christian leaders will be  wholly ejected  from  “The Responsibility”  of 
Ruling/Teaching  “The Resurrected World” –  because of their  gross incompetence and delinquency  practiced during the 1st part of their physical life,  
as proven reprobates to  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire being made manifest in the environment” (= “HS”). 

They only teach what Satan likes to hear and what Yahweh detests to hear! 
Because the point is, Yahweh needs His 144000 TCs to bring forth The Millennium.  Yet Satan does not want this to occur  (else Rev.20v1-3). 
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This is essential critical exegesis  -  and a must,  for the reader to understand this  -  because it clarifies what is required! 
I welcome  any  Christian theologian to dare challenge what I state,  and I will throw The Bible at them through quotations by reply! 
I suggest they first read the four gospels with  all  my commentaries  –  to see what a battle they will have on their hands before they attempt to write! 
Thus returning to this crucial verse  
We must  “repent”  first,  to condition ourselves into a  “correctly formed”  state of mind to then be positioned to wholly imbue  “The Word of God”. 
Where  “wholly imbue The Word of God”  means  to inculcate it into our minds  through the  required  3 stage process to gain  “Real Faith”,  so that we 
think and reason  only  precisely like JC –  without any excuses that   “We are only human”.    

“Being human”  is  NOT  good enough to become an  “Early Adopter”  and thus to become beloved by Yahweh,  as was JC  (Matt.3v17, 
17v5)   – where,  we must  think/behave/operate  only  like JC in his  ministry/deportment! 
       (Where “Beloved” means  “agapao/edifying  +  phileo/attractively  +  storge/family   love”.    There is  no  eros/self-indulgent  love”!) 

Our  worldly Christian leaders will invent  'every excuse under The Sun'  to  “excuse themselves”  from this requirement  (Jude.v4)!  
Which is why Yahweh rejects them as being delinquent children  –  irrespective of how many  worldly  “Doctorates of Divinity”  are assigned to them! 

They   “Just do  not  get it!” 
They want  “popularity”  and all the trappings that come with this from a large worldly following – and mutually give accordingly,  -  but Yahweh  
detests them  (as they presently are – and  if  not  charlatan Christian leaders,  then  they have an opportunity to reform their mind in The Millennium)! 
 
369th Comment – Jesus living in Nazareth had his ministry work underwritten by Yahweh because JC had the  one/same  
mind as that of his Father,  and thus Yahweh anointed JC with the HS by working around him with physical miracles. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  is  “The Goal”  that JC showed us:  “How to personally become a son of God”. 
63rd Good News – The Specific God,  Yahweh,  anointed JC with the HS operating around him with physical miracles to 
underwrite his ministry,  because JC's mind was the  one/same  mind as that which operated in his Father, Yahweh. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them has any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits,  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
370th Comment – Yahweh underwrote JC's ministry with the HS operating around JC to provide miracles that removed 
the physical ailments hurting the people around him within Israel.  Caused by Satan's methodology being practiced that 
took Mankind away from Yahweh's protection and assistance at Gen.3v1-5 when Satan challenged Yahweh's: “Right to 
Rule our mind”  (Yahweh  not  to control to hurt us;  but only to edify us as individuals and society as a whole). 
289th Reasoning – Yahweh via JC showed what  “Life”  will be like within The Millennium,  when Yahweh's Methodology 
rules by being practiced wholesale within The Environment.  Humans will be in perfected genome DNA bodies. 
188th Instruction – Satan  (= opposer/adversary/resistor)  is The Devil  (= traducer/slanderer/{false accuser}).  Satan 
false accuses what Yahweh represents to Mankind,  and thus Satan by opposing Yahweh's Methodology  misrepresents  
what Yahweh means to Mankind and thus harms our future prospects.   This all occurred because Satan  “self-indulged to 
his neighbour’s (= us) hurt”,  he became  'big-headed'  and wanted personal glory by sequestrating what was due to 
Yahweh as we are told by allegory at Eze.28v1-15.   
Acts.  10v38 og (the) Jesus  the  (one = person)   off/away/separated/from  (the) Nazareth,   
Acts.  10v38 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (he) {(idea of) contacted/smeared/rubbed (with oil)}/consecrated/anointed  
Acts.  10v38 og (the) him  the {Specific God}  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  10v38 og (to the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  10v38 og also  (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work},  
Acts.  10v38 og who/which/that  (he) traversed/came/departed/{went about}/abroad/{passed by/over/through} 
Acts.  10v38 og (the) philanthropic/altruistic/{doing good}  
Acts.  10v38 og also  (the) curing/healing/{making whole}  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the (ones = persons)   
Acts.  10v38 og (the having been) {exercised dominion against}/oppressed  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Acts.  10v38 og of the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer,   
Acts.  10v38 og because  the  {specific god}  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   (of the) him. 
Acts.  10v38 The  Jesus  off/away/from  the  Nazareth, 

{in that manner}/as  “the specific god”  He  {contacted/smeared (with oil)}/consecrated/anointed  the  him  (= JC) 
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to the  (= in/with)   holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
also  to the  (= in/with)   {miraculous strength}/{mighty work}, 
who  he  traversed/{passed through}/{went about}  the  philanthropic/altruistic/{doing good} 
also  the  curing/healing/{making whole}  the  all  persons   
the ones  (= persons)   having been  {exercised dominion against}/oppressed  under/by  of the  {false accuser}/devil/slanderer. 

 

              (“The Word of God”  having  started in Galilee is … ) 
The Jesus from Nazareth, 
in that manner  (as stated)  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  He  consecrated/anointed  the him  (= JC) 
with the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
also with  {miraculous strength}/{mighty work}, 
he  (= JC)  who went about doing good also  curing/{making whole}  (physically and spiritually)  all people 
the persons having been oppressed by the  {false accuser}/devil/slanderer   (= Satan sourcing worldly methodology). 
             (It should be noted   “People who were  conscious they had been oppressed by The Devil were cured” - most people do not,  hence  NOT  cured!) 
             (That is why to many specific healings JC was able to say first   “Your sins are forgiven”  – because these recipients recognised their sins!) 
 

“The Specific God”  (= “ho theos”)  is related to JC and thus points directly to Yahweh. 
Peter starts by explaining about JC who personally fulfils The Prophecies given in The Tanakh previously read by the interested Centurion   (in perhaps 
the same manner as that of The Eunuch,  having some Jewish ancestry,  Acts chapter 8).  This centurion would have heard of the entire furore over the 
execution of JC some 3.5 years earlier,  which would have kindled a spark of interest within Cornelius regarding The Jewish History.  Perhaps,  before 
his move to Caesarea,  he  may  have been the very same individual at Luke.23v47,  where Luke as equally the scribe of Acts,  is deliberately linking the 
two!   Whatever the past,  it was this background that may have been The Spur which caused him to personally investigate all these matters especially 
driven to read The Tanakh,  and had now come to the stage where he required external assistance from Peter to move him further forward.   All these 
investigations would have caused him to tell his family and friends about the Tanakh and tried to link them to JC who was murdered some 3.5 years 
earlier,  and that is why his house was full of family and friends to discover more from  “The Rock of The Ecclesia”,  Peter himself. 
Thus Peter explains that for the last some 4000 years Satan is in charge of The World and oppressing humans  (being The Public)  by allowing other 
humans  (from the street gang leader to the highest official leader of the land)  taking a position of power over their neighbour respectively. 
“Satan”  (meaning  “opposer, resister, adversary”  to Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest in The Environment  [= HS])  is not mentioned here,  but 
rather,  Luke in his quoting Peter uses the word  “devil”  which means  “slanderer, false accuser”.  This terminology shows how Satan through his  
“religious cohorts”  misrepresent JC as  “The Word of God”  within The Minds of The Public,  so that the members of The Public have the wrong idea 
about what Yahweh is doing for us!   This occurs today throughout  all  Christendom,  as we witness when listening to their  (wholly useless)  sermons 
and prayers  (which I suggest  is  not  an advisable thing to do,  for our own sanity and long term prospects)! 
 
371st Comment – We  (as TCs)  become  {The Witness}/{The Record/Cause}  for JC,  to explain what he did in both the 
land of Israel and specifically in Jerusalem,  where leaders of “Religion” murdered him as “The Word of God”  on a pole 
189th Instruction – We  (as TCs)  accurately  explain  “The Word of God”  given as  “1st Century Christianity”  to counter 
“Religion”  in its plethora of schisms that  wholly covers  the planet Earth today. 
Warning –  repeat - This does not let The Leaders of Christendom  'off the hook'  because they wholly murder  “The Word 
of God”  in their teaching and are thus  doubly worse  than The Jews.  Because  (1) they have The Example of The Jews 
showing what not to do and  (2) they profess to represent Jesus,  and yet it is a  different “Jesus”  they really represent! 
That is true hypocrisy on a grand scale  (hence Luke.12v46-48 and 20v16, etc.)! 
Warning –  repeat - “Professional Leaders of Religion”  choose a methodology of rebellion and consequential murder! 
Warning –repeat - Religious leaders are only qualified by The World to teach “for The World”, not by The Almighty God 
Warning – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion” are  not  reliable sources of Bible understanding  (Matt.23v15)! 
Warning – repeat - The leaders of “Religion”  pretend to represent “Big Daddy”,  but Yahweh is nowhere near them,  
having forsaken them – because they had initially forsaken Yahweh’s Methodology to be practised from within. 
Warning – repeat - Worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders  “lie, deceive and defraud”  their congregations. 
Worldly Christian leaders are  genuinely ignorant;  by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders are  deliberate fraudsters! 
Worldly Christian leaders will have a resurrection.   Charlatan  Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected! 
Warning – repeat - Professional leaders of “Religion”  will bring the condemnation of Yahweh upon them for killing  
“The Essence of Life”  that  “The Word of God”  brings to Mankind. 
Acts.  10v39 og Also  {we ourselves}  {we are/being}  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  
Acts.  10v39 og (of the) all/whole/every (things)  {of whom/which}  
Acts.  10v39 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  in  both  
Acts.  10v39 og to the  {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region  
Acts.  10v39 og of the  Jews  also  in  (the) Jerusalem  {of whom/which}  
Acts.  10v39 og (they) {took up again}/adopted/{took away (violently) abolished/murdered}/slayed  
Acts.  10v39 og (the) hanging  over/upon/concerning  (of the) timber/stick/club/tree/stocks/wood/post. 
Acts.  10v39 Also  {we ourselves}  are/being  the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause} 

of the  all  things  {of which}   he (= JC)  did/produced/performed  in  both   
(1) to the  (= in)  country/land/region   of the  Jews  also   (2) in  the  Jerusalem   
{of whom}  (= JC)   they  (= leaders of “Religion”)   abolished/murdered/slayed  the  hanging  upon  of the  timber/wood/post. 

 

Also we ourselves   (as The Apostles of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
are/being  the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}   (= laying our  “Life upon The Line”  in public sacrifice) 
of all the things of which he  (= JC)  did/produced/performed  in both 
(1)  in the  country/land  of the Jews,  also 
(2)  in the Jerusalem,  of whom  (= JC)  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  murdered/slayed,  the hanging  (him = JC)  upon the  timber/post. 
 

It is interesting how so very selective are the readers of The Bible! 
At one level  
They read  “us/we”  as  “themselves”  when The Bible speaks of Yahweh  'working with us'  and  'loving what we do',  thereby claiming to be  
“children of God”  (being wholly out of context with what John was inclusively saying to  his  educated pupils  [taught with  “1st Century 
Christianity”]  at 1John.3v2). 
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By contrast,  at the other level  
They immediately distance  “themselves”  from the  “us/we”  when it comes to being martyrs and the  accurate  teaching God's Word! 

I call that    
“Selective reading”  and to be passing God's Word of The Bible through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19! 

What is worse is that our  worldly Christian leaders  actively endorse  this wholly blinkered and very  self-indulgent  view! 
Which is the  absolute opposite  to what Paul and Peter taught us at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc. 

This is  “The Basic Problem”  of which we all face    
It is the  wholly delinquent nature  of our professional leaders of “Religion”  behaving as reprobates! 
Paid by The World,  to give to The World,  what The World wants to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 

They falsely and fraudulently claim to represent Yahweh and virtually  none  of them represents Yahweh,  but only themselves on the back of God's 
Word,  where God's Word is being used as a tool to extract worldly profit  (money/fame/glory/leverage/pension/sex/power/etc.,)  from The World! 
However,  we see that  “The 1st Century Christians”  becoming the early TCs  were wholly different  to the religious leaders following in the some 1700+ 
years later.  These early Christians spoke out about  “The Ministry of JC”  that exposed the shenanigans of the religious leaders of their day,  that is 
precisely why they were so heavily persecuted!  This occurred  because  they exposed the hypocrisy of their worldly leaders,  predominantly “Religious”! 
Naturally because JC  was  “The Prime Mover”  of  “God's Word”  (which is automatically  “anti-Religion”  by virtue the latter is sourced by Satan)  
then JC was the target of abuse and persecution from the leaders of “Religion”  being exposed as parasites to the community! 
They chose their time to minimise Public opposition  (public feast of The Passover and in the dead of night [on The Eve of the Passover])  to very quickly 
arrest and then murder him  (within 8 hours over a further 6 hours)  before The Public could raise a valid objection  (Matt.21v46, Mark.12v12, 
Luke.20v19, etc.).  However,  initially they had not wanted to do it during The Passover  (Matt.26v5),  because there would have been too many 
international people of The General Public at This Great Feast time who could witness and rebel.  Yet after given the opportunity by Judas (Matt.26v14) 
it dawned upon them that they could capitalise on The Great Sabbath as removing The Evidence early (John.19v31) and dispose of JC’s body under the 
pretext it was The Roman’s fault! 

An  “open and shut case”,  all within 1 day,  before The Public knew what was going on,  to give The Public any chance of rebelling! 
 
372nd Comment – Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC  awakened  (= resurrected)  JC to become JCg  within  a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body on the 3rd day,  and thus Yahweh made JCg become revealed to the TCs. 
143rd Allegory – awakened = This indicates  “the translation”  from the 1st to the 2nd part of our life. 
144th Allegory – revealed =  (physically) become recognised,  (spiritually) imbue God's Word and then imitate JC. 
290th Reasoning – It can only be TCs who have JC revealed unto them,  because it is only they who precisely imitate JC!  
136th Warning  – Irrespective of all the words stated by leaders of Religion,  if  a human does not imitate precisely JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  then  they have refused to  (spiritually)  open their eyes to what JC should mean to an individual. 
291st Reasoning – It is only when we have gained “Real Faith” by the required route of  (1) gaining  accurate knowledge  
(2) vigorous  assay/testing  to gain  assurance  and finally  (3) operate with  fidelity  to what is known and tested,  does JC 
become revealed within us through our works  (driven by a mind that  now  only operates like JC).   See next verse! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  10v40 og (of the) this (specific)  (one = JC)   the  {specific god}  (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused  
Acts.  10v40 og to the  third  day/{period of time},  
Acts.  10v40 og also  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  (the) him  (the) {apparent in self}/manifest/openly/revealed  
Acts.  10v40 og (to) {become to be}. 
Acts.  10v40 of this  specific  one  (= JC)   “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh) 

he  {collected the senses}/resuscitated/awakened/roused  to the  (= in)  third  day/{period of time}, 
also  He (= Yahweh)  gave/bestowed  the him  (= JCg)  to become to be  manifest/revealed. 

 

Of this specific one  (= JC)  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)   
He  (= Yahweh)  {collected the senses}/resuscitated/awakened  (this specific one  as JCg)  in the third  day/{period of time}, 
also He  (= Yahweh)  gave/bestowed  the him  (= JCg)  to become to be  manifest/revealed   (to “The Early Adopters”,  see next verse). 
 

Paul continues in  “The Overview”  of what had occurred to validate what Cornelius,  his family and friends had surmised may have occurred,  but 
required The Leader of this  new  “Christian Movement”  (replacing “Religion”)   to state   “For The Record”  of these things. 
We must clearly understand the  two  separate Entities in this  (wholly ignored in the Trinity myth created by Man for  man to wallow within’). 

“Yahweh”  is  “The Adjudicator”,  “The Righteous Referee”  (having  “All-Capability”)  over  “All-Matters”  pertaining  “The 
Righteousness to His Standards”  as laid down in  The/His Universe. 
“JC”  is demonstrably  “a separately reasoning entity”  (as  “the specific god”  of us  [mediating for us as sinful humans towards Yahweh]). 

Yahweh cannot  “Judge Himself”  when he is  “Demonstrably Perfect in  ALL  matters”.   
The Bible teaches us Yahweh cannot call upon  “A Higher Entity”  upon which to make an oath,  because He  is  “The Highest Entity”  (Heb.6v13-18). 
Therefore,  JC calls upon his Father as  “The Separate Entity”  as  “The Specific God”  of JC  . 

Where,  JC having glorified Him  (in his ministry and sacrifice)],  then Yahweh returns the glory  (John.17v1-2, etc.)  by means of  The 
Resurrection to become  “The King of kings and The Lord of lords”  (Rev.19v16,  “in waiting” , Matt.22v44,  as was David after his 
anointing by The High Priest,  Samuel,  1Sam.16v7-13).   

Therefore,  Yahweh as a  “Separate Reasoning Entity”  makes  “Judgment”  upon the works  (driven by a purified mind)  of another  “entity”  JC 
proving himself  “Righteous/Equitable”  against  “The 1st Covenant”  (= The Laws of Moses”).  The 1st Covenant,  of which  only  JC could pass  (not to 
condemn Man,  noting Rom.3v23),  but that JC could righteously lay down a  New  “Law for The Mind”  that humans  can pass  if  given  “The 
Opportunity”  to learn  how  to pass  “The 2nd Covenant”! 
This  “Opportunity”  becomes   

1.   “The Gospel Age”  for  “The Early Adopters”  (= “144000 TCs”  elected from out of  “The Christian Nation”). 
2.   “The Millennium”  for  “The Late Adopters”  (= “The reformed people”  drawn from out of  “The Resurrected World”). 

All the above is wholly and completely  unintelligible  to our professional  worldly Christian   leaders/scholars/theologians!   
This must be true,  because they  never  teach what Yahweh  demands to be taught  as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Nevertheless,  they are so  “fantastically”  good at teaching  “Religion” (like “a serpent”)   of which we are exhorted  to leave  (Rev.18v4)! 

Which  sort of’  says  “something”  about them! 
Thus as we read here  (and endorsed throughout The Bible),  JC was in an  “unconscious state”/”asleep”  (= “Dead”, John.11v11-15)  and he required 
by necessity a  “Conscious Entity” (= Yahweh)  outside  his  “unconscious state”  to make  “The Formal Decision”  that JC was  “Unrighteously” 
murdered by professional leaders of “Religion”.   

Why?   
JC was  innocent/blameless (hence holy),  because JC had done  no  wrong against  “The Law of Moses”,  and thus  “Undeserving of Death”! 
Yahweh was pleased to be   “Righteously”  forced  (according to Yahweh’s Rules)  to resurrect JC to become JCg. 

JCg = the separate  reasoning/cognitive  JC  spirit/personality/desires/traits (= character)  placed in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
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“Yahweh” = “I make become  who/what I choose to become”  ensured JC was made whole as JCg for future rulership. 
The copious Evidence given by The Bible  (wholly ignored by Trinitarians operating to Rev.22v18-19)  shows the Trinity to be a myth of  “Confusion”  
sourced by Satan through his cohorts to  waste  valuable  “Time”  ruminating upon something that  does not exist  (as they state)!   Instead of wisely 
using this time to accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World,  for Yahweh to ultimately  (and He will)  gain His 144000 TCs. 
JCg  physically  revealed himself to his  “Early Adopters”  to endorse what he had personally taught them for the 3.5 years before his murder,  this being 
possible for them too,  because they  spiritually  took him on within their minds  (to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle)  –  likewise  (1Cor.15v35-55 when 
Matt.20v23 occurs and hence Matt.24v36 at  “The Trigger Threshold”  of Rev.14v1-4). 

As we are to read in the next verse  
 
373rd Comment – JC did not come to all the people of Israel  (noting The 2 Epochs of Israel),  but only to the martyrs. 
190th Instruction – JC only came to The Elected  (= “The Early Adopters”)  within Israel  (of its 2 Epochs). 
292nd Reasoning – JC was not a respecter of people and thus made himself available to  all  people of  The 2 Epochs of 
Israel.  But it was  only  the  humble/contrite/hearkening  people actually saw JC  for who he really was  (as God's Word)  
being worthy to imbue,  and that is precisely why they exactly imitated his  ministry/lifestyle  in their deportment to The 
World,  which is precisely why  “The Early Adopters”  become  “martyrs/{witnesses for The Cause}”. 
293rd Reasoning – And that is why Yahweh judges them to be  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh's Methodology operating 
with fidelity inside them,  making them worthy to teach  “The Resurrected World  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  
(being something that professional leaders of “Religion” are unable to do,  hence Luke.20v16 because of Matt.6v24). 
137th Warning – As usual,  contrary to what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us,  JC  only  
came to  “The Early Adopters”  and  not  to all of The Christian Nation  (as The 2nd Epoch Israel). 
294th Reasoning – Yahweh and JCg require  “The 144000 demonstrably proven Early Adopters”  first  before Yahweh 
can  then  bring forth The Millennium,  that is why “The Early Adopters”  are  resurrected at “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Rev.20v26)!   After which  all  people are resurrected in  “The 2nd Resurrection”  (in stages)  to learn “Righteousness”  
in The Millennium under the stewardship of  “The Early Adopters”,  being The Heirs over The Inheritance. 
191st Instruction – The Elected  (= “The Early Adopters”)  were  already foreknown by Yahweh  (before  “The Creation 
of Mankind”).  It is only that  “The Generations of Mankind”  must occur to  'spit out'  “The Early Adopters”  to  “prove 
themselves to The World”  that they  are  demonstrably worthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
And by contrast,  professional leaders of “Religion”  are  not  worthy to rule us in The Millennium  (Rom.1v16-32)! 
374th Comment – “The Early Adopters”  took food and drink with JCg after his resurrection. 
192nd Instruction – “The Early Adopters”  took  spiritual  food and drink with JCg after his resurrection  (Rev.3v20). 
295th Reasoning – It is “The Early Adopters”  taking themselves through  “The Required 3 Stages”  to gain  “Real Faith”   
are  “eating and drinking with JCg”  as  The Word of God operating within their mind”  to yield commensurate works  
(hence James.2v16-26,  wholly ignored by leaders of “Religion” in their sermons perpetuating “blind faith”). 
193rd Instruction – JC truly died!   Yahweh can  never  die  and thus Yahweh and JCg are  TWO  very separate Entities,  
but united  in  one  purpose of mind,  which is to righteously bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  comprising of all 
those people who  ultimately reform to precisely imitate JC  over their 2 part life within The Respective Epochs of Israel. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  10v41 og no/not/none  (to the) all/whole/every  to the  populace/{grouping of people},   
Acts.  10v41 og but  (to the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  to the (ones = persons)   
Acts.  10v41 og (having been) {elected in advance}/{chosen before}  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God   
Acts.  10v41 og {to us}  who/which (plural)   (we) {took food in company with}/{ate with/alongside}   
Acts.  10v41 og also  (we) {took drink in company with}/{drunk with/alongside}  (to the) him  
Acts.  10v41 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (the) him   
Acts.  10v41 og {from/out of}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers.  
Acts.  10v41 Not  to the  all/whole  to the   populace/{grouping of people}, 

but  to the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause} 
to the  (ones = persons)   having been  {elected in advance}/{chosen before}  under/by  of the  God   (= Yahweh) 
{to us}  who  (= us)   we  {took food in company}/{ate alongside} 
also  we  {took drink in company with}/{drunk alongside}  to the (= with)   him   (= JCg as  “The Word of God”) 
after  the  {standing/rising up}/arising  the  him  (= JCg)   {from/out of}  of the  {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers. 

 

Not  (JCg came)  to all the populace   (of Israel), 
but  (JCg came)  to the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause} 
to the people  (= The Early Adopters)  having been  {elected in advance}/{chosen before}  under/by  of the God  (= Yahweh), 
who to us we took food in company,  also we took drink in company with him   (= JC as “The Word of God”) 
after the  {standing/rising up}  the him  (= JCg)  from/out  of the  {dead persons}/corpses. 
 

We are directly informed;  JCg  only  came to  “The Early Adopters”  after his resurrection! 
This is a  very significant allegory  of future prophecy. 
It represents JCg coming to collect his future bride at  “The 1st Resurrection”  -  being of  their  resurrection and  not  the people of The World. 

JCg comes  only/first  to  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age,  being  “The Entrants”  dying  (in spiritual sacrifice and often physical 
martyrdom)  after  his resurrection  –  hence JC’s comment at Matt.11v11 about  “John the Baptist”. 
This is why the word  “parousia”  is specifically used at these occasions to mean  “presence”  and then  “come”  (as explained lower down). 

“The Early Adopters”  are specifically  “the people elected by Yahweh”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  and  not  just  any person/Christian’! 
At this stage of  “Mankind’s Salvation”,  Yahweh has rejected 99.99+%  of The World  (that includes  “worldly Christians”  to almost the same ratio),  
and JCg is  only  coming  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to  “The Specific Individuals”  who Yahweh deems as having  precisely imitated  JC’s  
ministry/lifestyle  by personal sacrifice. 
This is specifically why  “Parousia”  (= “presence/coming”)   is used in The New Testament regarding  “The Early Adopters”  all as I precisely explain 
elsewhere,  but very quickly covered here  

1.  JC as  “The Word of God”  operates  spiritually  as a  parousia/presence  within The Mind  of The 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters” 
     living  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  during of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 
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2.  JCg as the returning  “King of kings and Lord of lords” (Rev.19v16)  physically  parousia/comes  to collect The 144000 TCs at   
     “The 1st Resurrection”  (to begin the 2nd part of their physical life  [that is guaranteed everlasting life]).  JCg collects these people to be 
       his bride  (as we are told in so many places,  see given citations earlier)  in the manner described at 1Thes.4v13-17  and 1Cor.15v50-55. 

Again,  I must state     
All the above is wholly and completely  unintelligible  to our professional  worldly Christian leaders,  because they  never  teach it!   

Thus,  we must conclude  –  precisely as it states in this verse - 
JCg  only  comes to the martyrs  (all  in a conscious manner,  who spiritually die away from worldly methodology,  and many become 
physical martyrs,  made so by professional leaders of “Religion”)!   JCg physically comes at  “The 1st Resurrection” 
JCg does  not  physically come to people who operate according to worldly methodology  (presently some 99.99+% of The Population)! 
JCg certainly does  not  come to  worldly  (by definition)  professional leaders of “Religion”  (falling afoul of Matt.6v24, 22v20-22, etc.)! 

 
194th Instruction –  “The  Martyrs/{Witnesses for The Cause}”  are commanded to publicly proclaim to The World by 
hortative witness that JC is The One having been appointed by Yahweh to become  “The Lord/Master  of our Minds”. 
296th Reasoning – For  “The Martyrs/{Witnesses for The Cause}”  to accurately represent JCg as the master controlling 
their mind,  then these people must have a  ministry/lifestyle  that exactly exhibits JCg to be our master,  else by definition 
JCg is not our master  -  irrespective of how much we may publicly declare:  “We believe in JC”  and are:  “Christians”! 

Just “knowing and saying” – is not “doing”!   Does the reader fully understand what all this really means? 
64th Good News –  There are humans who truly imbue  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
195th Instruction –  JC is to become  “The Lord/Master  of our Minds”  and we can only show this by precisely imitating 
JC's ministry/lifestyle,   where he gained  “The Knowledge”,  tested it and acted with fidelity to it  (1Pet.2v18-24),  to 
become  “The Word of God” practiced with fidelity to become “The Wisdom of God”.  And we are to do exactly likewise! 
196th Instruction –  Yahweh has assigned JCg to be the judge over Mankind. 
197th Instruction –  Yahweh judges all people to become  “The Early Adopters”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
297th Reasoning – JCg  (as The Barley)  was the first of The First-fruits,  and the 144000 TCs  (as The Wheat)  follow 
through as The First-fruits  (Lev.23v5-25).  They are thus judged by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  to become  “bridegroom and 
wife” (Rev.21v2, 9)  so that from this special union  (Eph.5v30-32)  they may yield their spiritual children from out of  
“The Resurrected World”  in the Millennium,  where it will be the  husband/wife  judging  “The Resurrected World”  
(John.5v30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3). 
65th Good News –  “The Early Adopters”  prove themselves worthy to be positioned alongside JCg (their bridegroom). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  10v42 og Also  (he) {transmitted a message}/enjoined/{(gave in) charge}/declared/ordered  {to us}  
Acts.  10v42 og (to) herald/proclaim/publicise  to the  populace/{grouping of people},  
Acts.  10v42 og also  (to) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemnly affirmation/charge}/{protest earnestly}/hortatively   
Acts.  10v42 og because  he  (he/it) is  the (one = person)  
Acts.  10v42 og (had been) {to mark (out or) bound}/’horizon’/{appointed/decreed/specified}/ 

/declared/determined/limited/ordained   
Acts.  10v42 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God  
Acts.  10v42 og (the) judge  (of the) living/existing  also  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers. 
Acts.  10v42 Also  he  (= JCg)   enjoined/declared/ordered   {to us}  to  herald/proclaim/publicise  to the  populace/{grouping of people}, 

also  to  {through witnessing}/{solemnly charge}/hortatively   
because  he  is   the  one  (= person = JCg)   had been  appointed/decreed/determined   under/by  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
the  judge  of the  living/existing  also  of the  {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers. 

 

Also he  (= JCg)   enjoined/ordered  to us   (= “The Early Adopters”  as  judged by Yahweh  for this position,  Matt.20v23, James.3v1)   
to  proclaim/publicise  to the populace   (= [1] Israel for 3.5 years,  and then  [2] The World for the next some 2000 years), 
also to  {through witnessing}/hortatively   
because he  (= JCg)  is the one  (= person = JCg)  had been  appointed/decreed  by of the God  (= Yahweh) 
the judge  (= JCg)  of the  living/existing  also of the  {dead persons}/corpses   (during The Millennium,  John.5v30, Rev.20v12-15). 
 

Just rewriting this - 
After JCg's resurrection,  he ordered us  (= as spiritual [and many to become physical] martyrs)  to publicise to The World;  
also through our teaching, we are to proclaim  

He (= JCg)  had now been appointed by Yahweh to be The Judge of the  “living also of the dead persons”. 
Now does this mean … … - 

What our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 
Obviously not,  because how can it be,  if they  never  teach of  “The Millennium”  (being  “The Core”  of  “1st Century Christianity”)! 

Moreover,  if  our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  teach of this,  then  it is hardly likely the congregational members are going to teach of it either! 
So how can either side of this  'motley lot'  be able to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and thereby comply with JCg's instruction to us? 

The Bible teaches us that JCg will be judging alongside the 144000 TCs  (John.5v22, 27, 30,  2Tim.4v1, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.),  but we are also 
told that JCg judges no one  (John.8v15, 50),  but  The Father  (= Yahweh),  Rom.2v16, 3v6, Matt.20v23, etc.  
It becomes obvious when looking at these citations that  “the Trinity myth is absurd”,  because we see  two  different  “Entities judging”! 

However,  if we  bring-in  The Millennium,  and of  two  different  “Judging occasions”  then everything makes  perfect righteous sense! 
The Bible teaches us of  

1.  Yahweh judges for “The First-fruits” (= the 144000 TCs)  to be elected at the end of The Gospel Age to be The Heirs over The Millennium 
2. JCg  (and the 144000 TCs)  judge  for  “The Main Harvest”  (= purified Resurrected World )  at the end of The Millennium. 

All completely consistent to what is stated within this commentary. 
Can our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders present anything near comparable to what is presented here? 

Obviously not! 
They  “choose not to know”,  “prefer to be ignorant”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM 50)  because they cannot support a worldly lifestyle on this form of teaching! 

A ratio of about 1  30000,  that being of TCs to  worldly Christians  (does not yield much worldly return)!    
So our “Religious Leaders”  go for  “The Quantity”  (29999 in 30000)  because that brings more Worldly Return to satisfy  “The 
Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind  (of which they nurture  for this sole reason). 
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But by contrast   Yahweh is seeking out  “The Quality”  to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  into The Eternity to yield a 
perfected mind like our saviour and justified ruler   “Christ Jesus” 

Let me explain for consistency   “Judges  the living persons  also  the dead people”. 
JCg is explaining quite simply - 

The dead people  are  to be considered in the future judgment,  and  are  not to be ignored. 
A statement that is relative  to any point of time  during The Gospel Age. 

Therefore  “The Dead People”  are to be resurrected into The Millennium,  ideally to learn  “righteousness”  while alive,  and are then to be judged at  
The End of The Millennium when  all  people have personally experienced  both  societies being of  

“the bad society”  (under Satan's methodology of some 6000 years  now)  and of   
“the good society”  (under Yahweh's Methodology during  The Millennium  starting in the  very near future).   

It will be true to say    
All  people shall be in  “The Educated Position”  to personally select  “the bad society”  or  “the good society”  as we read at Rev.20v10-15. 

That is true righteousness! 
But all the above  “righteousness”  is  unintelligible  to our  “unrighteous”  leaders of Christendom,  refusing to teach  of the above  “righteousness”! 

How bad is that?! 
Again,  we must ask  

Who represents Yahweh,  and who represents Satan? 
Certainly obvious  -  is it not? 

 
64th Prophecy – The prophets gave words in prophecy to what JC would be like and what he would do for Mankind. 
This is what JC was able to do during his 1st Advent,  and will do  in/after  his 2nd Advent. 
65th Prophecy – It was through reason of JC's demonstrable  name/character/authority  (being how he operated)  that 
shall enable all those people who ultimately learn to precisely imitate him over their 2 part life,  who shall achieve 
everlasting life by having our previous sins forgiven. 
298th Reasoning – The prophets gave words in prophecy to what JC would be like and what he would do for Mankind. 
375th Comment – repeat - Committed/Entrusting  occurs when people have gained  “Real Faith”.  It absolutely does not 
mean what  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (being a complete devaluation of what “Believe” truly means)! 
138th Warning – Worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do NOT understand what the word  “believe”  means! 
They understand  “believe”  to mean in the same manner as did Judas Iscariot,  and JC said this is:  “not believing”! 
198th Instruction – It is essential to understand:  To have eternal life means we must:  “Believe in JC”. 
“Believe in JC”  means  “think, reason and behave precisely like JC,  having wholly thrown away worldly methodology”. 
299th Reasoning – For the majority of people (= 99.9+ % of The World),  they will only understand what  “Real Belief”  
means  in The Millennium,  during which time they will be taught how to make an  educated  decision on their future. 
And that is precisely why professional religious leaders of today are rejected  from teaching what  “real belief”  means in 
The Millennium,  because they could  not  teach it correctly now!   And that is why Yahweh puts in place The New Leaders 
(= The Early Adopters)  who truly understand what  “real belief”  means now,  and correctly teach it in The Millennium. 

Does the reader understand this righteous exegesis?   Being specifically what The Bible tells us! 
Acts.  10v43 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  (One)   (the) all/whole/every (persons = prophets)   
Acts.  10v43 og the (ones = persons)  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  witness/reporting (= the person giving the evidence)   
Acts.  10v43 og (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission  (of the) sins/faults/offences  
Acts.  10v43 og (to) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  through (reason of)  of the  name/character/authority  
Acts.  10v43 og (of the) him  (the) all/whole/every (person)  the  committing/believing/entrusting  into/unto  (the) him. 
Acts.  10v43 To this same  (person = JCg)   the  all  (persons = prophets) 

the  prophets/{inspired teachers}  witnessing/reporting  (as the person giving the evidence) 
through reason  of  his  name/character/authority  the  every (one = person)   
the  committing/believing/entrusted  into/unto  the him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  exemplified in his deportment) 
to  {get hold of}/have  the  freedom/pardon/remission  of the  sins/faults/offences. 

 

To this same one  (= JC)  all the  prophets/{inspired teachers}  witnessing/reporting   (in the Tanakh) 
through reason of his  (= JC)  name/character/authority   (as exemplified within  “The Early Adopters”) 
every person   committing/believing/entrusting  into/unto  him   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  exemplified in his deportment) 
              (This means    [1] “The Early Adopters” as judged by Yahweh  and  [2] The Reformed People  as judged by JCg  out of The Resurrected World) 
to get hold of the  freedom/pardon/remission  of the  sins/faults/offences. 
 

All the Prophets of The Tanakh were able to proclaim about this one  (= JC)  of whom they wished to see,  and be part thereof of what JC was able to 
deliver to  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10, etc.),  but they could  not.   
However,  they told us in their writings of a wonderful everlasting future was possible for all those people who  “wholly  entrusted/committed  
themselves to JC”  as  “The Word of God”  (= have  “The Word of God”  “wholly ruling our mind”).  From this position we think and reason like JC 
as an  instinctive  reaction  (without any hesitation or second of thought,  being  intrinsically  natural within us),  because JC - 

1.  Has released us from the 1st part of our spiritual life,  by his ministry  of which we must wholly imbue  to imitate our saviour! 
2.  Has freely given all humans a 2nd part of our physical life  by his ransom sacrifice  (to wholly imitate JC’s deportment,  driven by [1]). 

(Importantly,  Yahweh gives us  “The 2nd Part of our Physical Life”  “in Trust”  within which for us to  personally reform our mind  over 1000 years.) 
It is JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  that becomes  “The Means to set us free”  (John.8v33-36)  from  “The Father of the Lie”  (John.8v44)  
operating through his agents  (2Cor.11v13-15),  noting specifically the context -  being the leaders of “Religion”.    

Where it is the leaders of “Religion”   presently teach of   “a new Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  so that  “apparently”  we do  not  need to  “truly 
believe  by precisely imitating JC”.   
By consequence, this teaching becomes  “a new Jesus of excuses”  because supposedly  “we are only human”,  Jude.v4,  being what the 
apostle John equally warned at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3,  etc.  that severely inhibits Yahweh from achieving  “people by election”  to become 
Christ/Anointed  as future sons of God  (who did  “precisely imitate JC”). 

“Believe” does  NOT  mean what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us what this word  “believe”  supposedly means! 
They only understand the word  “believe”  in the manner that Judas Iscariot understood the word  “believe”  means  (and teach it as that)! 
And yet JC said Judas did  “not believe”  -  please see my most detailed commentary explaining a  “hollow belief”  at John.6v64 and understand why 
Peter truly did  “believe”,  please read my commentaries at John.6v68 and Matt.19v27  (and under the word “faith”  in my glossary). 

That is precisely why we need The Millennium – for  “righteousness”  to prevail within The Environment through a  re-education process! 
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376th Comment – This was only  an overview  of what Peter was teaching in depth to them  -  else the 35 mile  one-way  
trip taking almost two days of walking is rather a long time to deliver a 3 minute speech!  So obviously,  Peter was giving 
an  in-depth  understanding to underwrite what has been written here!    
377th Comment – Cornelius,  his family and friends had shown much  “Real Faith”  to be assembled together at that point 
in time,  to take upon themselves  “a  new  knowledge”  which had not yet at that time  been consolidated by writing. 
300th Reasoning – Cornelius,  his family and friends were primed to receive the HS,  having  personally worked very hard  
on their  homework  before Peter visited them.   It only needed Peter to  fill-in  the  loose ends  to underwrite the overview 
given here by Luke,  for everything to then drop into place within their mind.   
378th Comment – These ardent recipients were primed ready for Peter to explain  “1st Century Christianity”  which he did 
and thus they were able to receive the HS when understanding the words given by Peter, because their mind was motivated 
to become like Peter,  who was personally filled with the HS  (having a mind the  one/same  as that of JC). 
66th Good News – These people were  “switched-on”  to receive the HS,  and Peter was able to “throw the switch”! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  10v44 og yet/still/more  (the) speaking/uttering/saying  of the  Peter  the  utterances/topics/narrations/words  
Acts.  10v44 og these (things)   (it) {embraced/seized}/{fell into}/{laid on}/{pressed upon}  
Acts.  10v44 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Acts.  10v44 og over/upon/concerning  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts.  10v44 og the (ones = persons)  hearing/listening/understanding/responding  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
Acts.  10v44 Still   (as)   the  Peter   the  speaking/uttering  these  utterances/topics, 

the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
it  embraced/seized/{fell on}   upon/concerning  the   all  (persons)   
the  (ones = persons)   hearing/listening/understanding/responding  (to)  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 

 

(And)  Still  (as)  Peter  (was)  speaking these  utterances/topics, 
the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
it  embraced/seized  upon all the people  hearing/listening/understanding/responding  (to)  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
 

It must be clearly understood what we have been given here by Luke is very much an overview of what Peter would have been explaining in much greater 
depth to them.  Peter would have been carefully explaining specifically what the prophets had taught within The Tanakh  (all of which we can read in The 
Old Testament if we have an enquiring mind to do so (Matt.7v7-8, 2Tim.3v15-17),  and therefore be in this educated position  [hence “to The Jew first”])  
as this verse indicates. 

All these people had come to learn from Peter. 
That is why they had all collected under Cornelius’ invitation – both to them and to Peter! 
Peter was giving an  in-depth  Bible study to clarify what these  “Gentiles”  were  craving/lusting  to learn  –  concerning  

“Judaism  being answered  by 1st Century Christianity” 
It is interesting to truly understand what is occurring here,  because ruthless wolves in sheep’s clothing insinuate something mystical is happening 
towards these people,  of which leaders today pretend to replicate themselves, by hijacking this verse and the following verses! 
They do this by taking a phrase  out of context  to “The Subject Matter”  being presented  -  and thus ignoring the warning given at  Rev.22v18-19. 

We must understand    
What these religious leaders of today do  is an abomination  to what Yahweh Desires to occur! 
The fact is these leaders and their congregational members have no real idea about what Yahweh Desires to occur! 

We must hold in our mind to what Yahweh wants - 
Yahweh wants 144000 TCs so that He can righteously move forward His Plan for Human Salvation  (= to  bring-on  The Millennium). 

Yahweh works through  “His Apostles”  to make the next generation of TCs  (= martyrs)  -  we have just been told that in the earlier verses! 
Then we use  “The Tool”  of which JC so kindly gave us at Matt.7v16-19,  to carefully analyse  “The Fruit”  of these religious leaders operating today,  
and equally compare with  “The Fruit”  generated by Peter and Paul of  “The 1st Century CE”. 

We realise that  “The Fruit”  of which Peter and Paul generated were  “new fruit”  that  behaved like Peter and Paul,  the notable fruit being  
Barnabas, Timothy, Aquila, Apollos and many similar suchlike people.   
Then we look at  “The Fruit”  generated by our religious leaders who are nothing like  Barnabas, Timothy, Aquila, Apollos,  in fact the 
congregational members created by our religious leaders today are  excused  NOT  to be like these aforementioned named people! 

Therefore, we must ask ourselves  
Is the HS  really  going to be operating within the  'millions'  of church congregations of today? 

Especially when we know - 
1.  What the correct definition of the HS really means  (see my commentaries at Acts.1v6, 2v38, 5v3, 7v51, 55, 9v5, 10v20, etc.). 
2.  When  “1st Century Christianity”  is  never  taught today,  but only  “Religion”  in the same manner as might an atheist! 

(“We should be a good person!”   With  “God”  and  “Jesus”  tossed in’  for  good measure’  (to make a living)!) 
3.  Where the congregational members are excused from precisely imitating JC  –  because  we are only human’  (Jude.v4)! 

The whole thing is an abomination to what Yahweh wants taught as  “The Goal”,  so that He can  righteously  increment forward His  “Most Righteous 
Plan to ultimately yield Mankind’s Salvation”  through His 144000 TCs  (to become sons of God to lead “The Resurrected World”). 
Note   I am only writing like this  “to shake the mind”  and  “cause some serious thinking”,  certainly not to be offensive for the sake of being offensive. 

Therefore,  let us consider  “The Reality of these people listening to Peter expounding The Scriptures”. 
We have a grouping of people seriously affected by Cornelius having done the very best he was able  –  as  “a heathen”! 

He had no “New Testament”  as by contrast to us  “being so very fortunate”  to have today! 
He obviously had heard of JC’s ministry,  public murder and of a possible resurrection. 
He was motivated to read and to try to understand what was occurring by reading The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament). 
He was convinced by what he had read,  and  passed-on  The Knowledge he had personally worked out for himself to his family and friends. 
“The Witness”  (equally of character and lifestyle)  underwrote what Cornelius had  taught/ministered  unto them also convinced them. 
Therefore,  he practiced what he had learnt,  by being hospitable,  caring to the people over whom he was responsible,  and taught them! 
He could go  no further  –  he was stumped!      
He had  tried his very best,  and was now at an impasse to progress any further! 

But yet,  he wanted to do so very much more! 
During all this time,  he had supplicated to  “The Almighty God”  for further instruction how to further,  personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
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Yahweh recognised the humility, contrition, determination, fortitude and steadfastness of which Cornelius had shown to Yahweh’s Methodology over at 
least the 3.5 years since hearing of JC’s public murder and of a movement called  “Christians”  springing forth from out of  “Judaism”. 
Yahweh recognised Cornelius’  “Real Faith”  comprising of the  3 required stages  of  “accurate knowledge” + “assurance” + “fidelity”  and thus 
responded;  to bring Peter and Cornelius together,  –  so that Cornelius  (and his  entrusting/committed  family and friends)  could  “make complete”  
what they presently knew and had demonstrably put into practice  (for them to reach this point in their lives). 

Nothing  was  “handed-on-a-plate”  to Cornelius  -  he worked very hard  by  self-motivation  to get where he was at this point in time. 
These ardent people were primed to fully understand,  when Peter unlocked the cloudy parts within their eager minds of which he did by detailed 
exegesis in explaining,  “Why/How  JC  personally answered  The Tanakh”  over many hours of ministry.       

Now we reach this verse. 
In addition,  I have given  “The Contextual Background”  to this verse. 

Further,  now we are educated  
We are equally positioned to  intelligently compare this background to the background operating in our  worldly Christian churches! 

We are able to see  “The Difference”  is like  Chalk and  Cheese’! 
A condition made precisely so by our  

Leaders of “Religion”  who themselves,  do  not  behave like  “The 1st Century Christians”,  but wholly like  “The 1st Century Pharisees”! 
Therefore,  we logically reason  

Because  these people  had  demonstrated  “Real faith”  through the  “required 3 stages”  (and Cornelius over years)  and having Peter now 
with them to explain all the  loose ends’,   being how  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  (the prophecies of)  Judaism through 
what JC taught and did through his ministry and ransom sacrifice; 
Then  the people within Cornelius’ residence came to have the  one/same  mind as Peter,  because they  were  “in-tune”  and  wholly 
receptive  to what Peter was explaining to them  (= of  “1st Century Christianity”),  all the previous mysteries,  were  no longer  mysteries -  
all was made clear. 

We now realise   (1) why the 2nd part of this verse occurred to this specific grouping of people. 
And by contrast,  (2) why it fundamentally  cannot  occur today in the  worldly Christian churches  (by definition)! 
By consequence,  we understand  

What is stated here   “the HS seized upon these people”   does not mean  
The HS was with these people as fraudulently stated by our  charlatan Christian leaders behaving like rogue traders  carping-on  
about what they supposedly have  (but cannot truly demonstrate).  Something certain Christian leaders do who are operating as  
spiritual paedophiles  (Matt.7v15)  over their  “spiritually poor”  congregational members.  Where these congregational members 
do  not  realise they are  “spiritually poor”  as regards to Yahweh,  because they are  “a washed in hype/emotion”  for  “The 
Immediacy”  to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind!   

What it does mean is this. 
This was a grouping of people having pushed themselves to the limit,  to discover for themselves how to proceed to the next step in  
gaining  “Real Faith”.  They could not go any further without  “The Input from a TC”  who thoroughly knew his subject matter 
and was prepared to spend much time to explain Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  as given in The Tanakh,  
of which JC became  “The Lynchpin”  to make all this righteously possible.   
They were like a tightly coiled spring expectant for  “The Knowledge”  to be carefully explained to them  -  for everything to then 
make sense within their minds,  when as the coil is  sprung/released! 

So we have the two groupings of people with fundamentally different backgrounds and expectations. 
The  first  grouping above is taught to be self-indulgent – for a “good time” pleasuring The Emotions,  (which is always dangerous). 
The  second  grouping working hard together,  personally learning all they could from The Tanakh and yet like The Eunuch (Acts.8v31),  they 
could not understand,  and yearned for  “Competent Guidance”  to be given from some quarter,  of which they supplicated to  “The God”! 

That is why  
Yahweh ignores  “The First Grouping”  and answered  “The Second Grouping”  by supplying a TC. 

Importantly  
“The First Grouping”  would  not  want a TC teaching them,  “The Second Grouping”  lusted  for a TC to teach them! 

As I state elsewhere with this simplistic example to explain the above - 
A person of  “The First Grouping”  may think  he/she  is a mathematician by recognising  1 + 1 = 2. 
But I could  correctly  state   1+ 1 = 10,  or perhaps I could also correctly state   1 + 1 = 1,  and this person think I am mad. 
A person of  “The Second Grouping”  would want me to explain how the other two alternatives are equally correct. 

My point is this    
People think they are sufficiently educated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  when they are  not! 
It is the people who recognise they are ill who need a physician,  not  people who think they are well  (Matt.9v12, Mark.2v17, Luke.5v31).  

We are to continuously drive ourselves forward in our  (1) learning,  so that we become more empowered to  (2) freely give.  
Because our  worldly Christian leaders  “perform”  “to be paid”  (by some worldly return)  then they  are  rejected by Yahweh,  and so  are  
their congregational members for acquiescing to such an arrangement  (2Tim.4v3-4). 
The very last thing our religious leaders want us to become is  “truly educated”,  else we would recognise them in their true colours! 

(Clarifying my examples above   The supportive examples are firstly,  to a binary base,  and the second is Boolean algebra,  where “1” on one input 
represents a variable in an OR function.)  
 
379th Comment – The six Jewish disciples having travelled up with Peter were amazed at how quickly these gentiles were 
able to grasp The Knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  that supposedly only The Jews could understand!   
301st Reasoning – Clearly Yahweh was working within The Environment for the immediate  take-up  within these gentiles. 
Therefore,  Yahweh's Desire was being fulfilled within The Environment for these gentiles to be so responsive. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Acts.  10v45 og Also  (they were) {put out of wits}/astounded/insane/amazed/bewitched/wondered  
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Acts.  10v45 og the (ones = persons)  {from/out of}  (of the) {cutting around}/circumcision   
Acts.  10v45 og (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true,   {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever   
Acts.  10v45 og {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled  to the  Peter,  
Acts.  10v45 og because  also  over/upon/concerning  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/people  
Acts.  10v45 og the  gratuity/{gift (especially sacrificial)}  of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  10v45 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  10v45 og (it was) {poured forth}/{gushed out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}. 
Acts.  10v45 Also  the ones  (= persons)   as many  {departed in company}/assembled  to the  (= with)   Peter    

trustful/faithful/sure/true  {from/out of}  of the  circumcision  they were  astounded/amazed/bewitched,   
because  the  gratuity/{gift (especially sacrificial)}  
of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
it was  {poured forth}/{gushed out}/{shed (abroad/forth)}   also  upon/concerning  the  gentiles/nations. 

 

Also the people as many (= all six)  departed in company with Peter   (from Joppa to Caesarea with the two servants and soldier) 
trustful/faithful/sure  from/out  of the  circumcision  (= Jews)  they were  astounded/amazed/bewitched, 
because the  gratuity/gift  of the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits) 
it was poured forth also  upon/concerning  the  gentiles/nations. 
 

A verse,  which completely confuses our worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  having befuddled minds wholly,  lost in the Trinity myth. 
As usual,  it does  not  mean what our aspiring  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us,  by taking  everything out of context  within 
their futile and vain deliberations! 
Let us go through the context again  

Firstly    Please read my previous commentary again. 
Now we realise what these  foreign  'heathen'  people were like!  (Similar to the centurion at Matt.8v5-9, and JC's response at Matt.8v10). 
We therefore realise these people had  “great chunks”  of  disconnected  Knowledge as contained in The Tanakh. 

They  needed  someone to explain how supposed discordant pieces of  “Knowledge”  linked together  to form Yahweh's Plan for Mankind's Salvation. 
Before Peter came,  these people would be talking to each other in their natural language of birth,  being   Italian  (hence called  “The Italian Squad”,  
Acts.10v1),  and being a  foreign language  to most of the seven present Hebrews,  themselves only speaking Aramaic or Greek. 

Then what would have occurred after perhaps a few hours of Peter explaining  “1st Century Christianity” based upon The Tanakh? 
Where,  Peter would be having a “Two-Way” discourse within them,  by means of  “question and answer”  to  clarify  all things! 
Remembering these people  thoroughly knew The Tanakh  –  being the reason behind why they came together to meet Peter. 
They originally  knew  (The Tanakh),  as did The Eunuch  (but he did  not understand  until Philip came and  explained everything to him.). 
They as of yet,  did not understand how JC fitted into The Scriptures of The Tanakh,  until Peter came and explained it all to them. 

Then  
Suddenly  'the penny dropped'  (= “understanding”  suddenly came to them),  everything slotted into place within their minds. 

What would then occur? 
They would explosively talk  in what would come  natural  to them  as their primary language,  excitedly and feverously talking to one 
another within the group in  “Italian”  as  “The Understanding”  rippled throughout the grouping of  'heathen'. 
Their excitement would rapidly grow as more things dropped into place within their mind. 

Why? 
Because they would have expended much time and effort to achieve  this position  in their lives. 

Anything that takes much effort to achieve brings great joy when The Goal of such effort is realised. 
And this is precisely what we have here. 
It is  absolutely not  what occurs in  worldly Christian congregations  -  especially those congregations who operate in hype and sensationalism! 

Can the reader understand this? 
Now we return to what the HS really means  (and not the nonsense as taught by   “You know who”!),  it is  

“Yahweh's Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment.” 
That is precisely what we have here! 

These people have  made the effort  (over numerous years)  to realise The Culmination at this point in their time - 
“Yahweh's Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment.” 

Moreover,  as we read here  
The six Hebrew disciples and Peter were amazed at how quickly  “The Knowledge”  was untangled in the minds of these supposed 'heathen'! 
These  'heathen'  had truly worked hard themselves to reach this position in their lives  (precisely as we are taught to do in The Bible). 

Rationalising  
This  “common sense”  is  wholly ignored  by  charlatan Christian leaders  “spinning a yarn”  to take control over the minds  of their deluded devotes  
'loving the moment'  -  being bewitched with the hype and emotion created by  fraudsters  taking money under  false pretences  off their devotees 
enthralled by  “The Presented Spectacle”. 

This is  not  how it should be  Matt.4v7. 
As I state elsewhere    

Good Tradesmen do  not  boast of their capability – their work  (Matt.7v16-19)  can be audited against  “The Perfect Standard”  (= JC). 
Bad traders (vainly) boast about supposed capability – their work cannot support their claims  (hence, the devotees do  not  imitate JC). 
Bad traders  cover-up  their bad works behind a performance of words and showmanship,  but ultimately all is exposed  (in The Millennium). 

(All as Paul states at 1Cor.3v13-14). 
It is by understanding all this,  and what Yahweh is really aiming to do -  exposes these  charlatan Christian leaders for what they truly are! 
But  millions upon millions  of deluded Christians  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.,)  do  not  understand what Yahweh is doing  –  because their leaders do  not  
know either,  and vainly bump around in  “The Darkness”  of  “The Blind leading the blind and both fall in the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
Yet because The Spiritually Blind Leaders  choose  to have no knowledge of  “The Goal”  then they use God's Word as a means to make a fleshly living! 

Can the reader understand this? 
Most humans with a worldly mind  prefer  “The Spectacle”,  but by contrast the TCs imitating JC  avoid “The Spectacle”  and teach deep understanding 
that is  not  glamourous now  (1Cor.4v10-15),  but only of The Future,  that is why  only a  few  people enter the tight gate  (Matt.7v12-14)  unto Sonship,  
likewise as given at Matt.20v16, 22v14, etc. 
This is why JC spoke as he did at Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32 about The Israelites;  because JC and TCs of like mind do not behave as do  worldly Christians. 
 
380th Comment – The Jewish disciples heard these many gentiles speaking each another in their mother tongue of 
“Italian”,  being the language of these gentiles from birth. 
And because there were many gentiles, then they were speaking together in many tongues!   All very easy to understand! 
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139th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders  “spinning a tale”  of unrighteous hokum in a vain attempt to 
justify a false religious practice of speaking in tongues – being what The Oracles/Sibyls of ancient times and Shamans do 
today in “Religion”,  under the guise of supposedly being closer (or a channel) to ‘God’.  It is wholly Satanic/Adversarial! 
302nd Reasoning – Why should Yahweh wish to speak in an unknown tongue to convey knowledge?   Did the angels speak 
in an unknown tongue to the recipients of their message?   Did JC or the apostles speak in unknown tongues?   What did 
Paul think about speaking in tongues when in the same assembly  (1Cor.14v23)?   Only  Satanic/Adversarial  (to Yahweh’s 
Desire)  worshippers speak in tongues to have a mystic hold over the devotees ‘loving the moment’! 
This is  not  how Yahweh operates – just read The Bible to discover how Yahweh operates  (and the counter, Satan)! 
Warning – repeat - Yahweh's Pure Desire does  not  operate in charismatic church members,  self-indulging themselves. 
This is  not  the type of person Yahweh is seeking to rule The Resurrected World  (= The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire). 
Warning – repeat - Yahweh does  not  speak through charismatic leaders – because they do  not  have His Character!   
We only need to read through The Bible to see that  non  charismatic/{self-assuming}  people represent Yahweh's Interests 
Warning – repeat - This is  the exact opposite  to the  “nonsense gibberish”  emitted from the mouths of people pretending 
to have the HS done in their own assemblies requiring a supposed ‘interpreter’  of  “garbled noise”  in direct opposition 
to what Paul stated at 1Cor.14v23 -  written specifically for these people passing God’s Word through  Rev.22v18-19! 
Reasoning – repeat – Ask yourself:  Why should Yahweh want this to occur?  And;  How does this advance The Salvation 
of Mankind if only done inside the congregations?   However, if done outside to speak  “The Word of God”  to strangers 
from distant lands,  then that is precisely what The Apostles were doing to  accurately  spread God’s Word to people of  
different counties so that Yahweh can gain the next generation of TCs to reach the Prophesied 144000 Trigger Threshold.   
Who is putting in the effort to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (1) self-indulging a  carnal/animalistic  mind in a warm room 
amongst hyped-up friends with a full belly,  or  (2) facing the extreme cold or heat amongst enemies trying to kill you 
while hungry for months on end (2Cor.11v24-28)?   The answer is obvious,  and have no need to write it here! 
Warning – repeat - It is a heinous crime to spin God’s Word to  (1) blacken what Yahweh represents to  sane/reasoning  
minds of the atheists,  and  (2) mislead their devotees so that they cannot have a mind that truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire 
(hence missing  “Sonship to Yahweh”).  That is why they have no HS,  but much pretended HS in a convincing sales spiel! 
Warning – repeat - Charlatan Christian leaders practising this will never to be resurrected after their forthcoming death! 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh has a purpose to communicate  “knowledge”.  Where, this “Knowledge” is used to educate 
The Recipient to fully learn about JC  (as God’s Word)  directly without any intermediator – by  two-way communication! 
199th Instruction – These gentiles were very excited as Peter put all the missing pieces together in their knowledge and 
thus they were bubbling over,  joyfully explaining to each other the  new-found  knowledge as it locked into their minds,  
and thus finally,  wholly displacing  the former  “Religion”  within which they were  brought-up,  as youngsters! 
303rd Reasoning – I ask the reader:  You had spent months, perhaps years, trying to understand what Judaism was all 
about,  also trying to link it with what JC did some 3.5 to 7 years earlier and it seemed like two separate religions.   Then 
Peter comes and explains everything – first-hand knowledge enters directly into their heads and  ‘clears the fog’,  ‘joins 
all the dots’  within their minds!   A complete revelation -  no wonder they were excitedly talking to each other in their 
natural language which was different to that of Peter and the six disciples!   No mystery – just common sense,  explained! 
200th Instruction – I ask the reader:  Now you understand what was occurring,  logically explained without mystery,  and 
then consider what your  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leader speaks about “tongues”,  and then read James.3v11-12. 
They only do it for  ‘a hold over you’,  “to control your mind” – for worldly return  -  this is an abomination to Yahweh! 
We shall read of another person driven to behave like these religious leaders later in Acts,  at Acts.13v6-12. 
Acts.  10v46 og (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  For  {of them}  (the) speaking/uttering/saying  
Acts.  10v46 og (to the) tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages},  
Acts.  10v46 og also  (the) {making/declaring great}/increasing/extolling/enlarging/magnifying/{showing great}  the God.    
Acts.  10v46 og Then/{At the time}  (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  the  Peter: 
Acts.  10v46 For  they  (= Jews)   heard/listened  of them  (= foreigners of Cornelius' family) 

the  speaking/saying  to the (= in)   tongues/{naturally acquired languages}, 
also  the  {declaring great}/extolling/magnifying  the  God  (= Yahweh). 
Then  the  Peter  he  {began to speak}/answered. 

 

For they   (= The six Jewish disciples having convened on the journey with Peter from Joppa to visit Cornelius)   
heard/listened  of them   (= foreign members of Cornelius' family having visited him to meet Peter and to  “learn to understand”  from him) 
the speaking in the naturally acquired languages   (as spoken  within their mother country,  from out which they had come) 
also the  extolling/magnifying  the God  (= Yahweh).   (Inasmuch they  now  had  “reasoned head knowledge”  that  could  magnify Yahweh)  
Then Peter began to speak: 
 

Should I even need ask the question  
Why this? 

When I have carefully explained  (1) The Background and  (2) what the HS really means  -  in my previous commentaries! 
The Italian people who were bilingual are speaking  in their own mother tongue  to their friends precisely what Peter had just explained ! 

The people having just grasped of  “The Word of God”  (previously disjointed in their minds)  were excitedly  making intelligible  the nuances 
that Peter had just explained to them,  to their friends who were coming to the reasoned points more slowly! 
And in particular,  perhaps many of these Italians could not speak the local language,  being new immigrants to Judea. 

Thus, they would be speaking in Italian  (hence the mention of  “The Italian Squad” Acts.10v1,  because they were  always speaking in Italian  while in 
Palestine,  and all the locals nicknamed them as “The Italian Squad”!).   The Bible brings everything together without any holes within its logic;  only 
wayward and deviant men  twist and distort God’s Word,  to  “Control People”  for their  own  ill-gotten  gain  –  for which they  will  be chastised! 
At which point it is worth mentioning the people who use this account to errantly support their  “speaking in tongues deviancy”. 
The whole point of the contestation raised in Acts.11v2-3 was that Peter  (and Paul later in his missionary journeys)  “went to outsiders”,  who being 
outsiders  would  speak in  “outside tongues”  and  not  “the local tongue”  (see my many commentaries to 1Cor. chapters 12 to 14). 
I boldly ask   
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Do our certain  charlatan charismatic Christian leaders  ignore the context again  (Rev.22v18-19)?    
In  EVERY  instance where  “tongues”  is mentioned in The Bible,  the context  is about  foreigners  speaking in their  own  mother tongue  as all my 
local commentaries elucidate to clarify and clear the stench given by our  worldly (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders having the same future as 
Judas!  Unless,  of course,  they wholly repent and change what they presently teach,  to be in line with that which is taught on “FutureLife.Org”! 
It is absolutely  not  the outrageous nonsense smeared across The Bible text as suggested by  “wholly deviant Christian leaders”  who choose to remain 
ignorant about  “The Thrust”  of what The Bible is teaching us  -  they are  wholly condemned  unless  “they completely repent away from their sin”! 
Again, I implore the reader to carefully reason through  what is done  and  why it is done  in these very worldly  “Christian Assemblies” (Rev.2v9,13). 

Because  “The Crux”  of what they do,   opposes  “what Yahweh requires to yield”  (hence anti-christ)  to enable The Future Millennium! 
 
381st Comment – Peter asks:  Who should stop us from baptising these gentiles?   For they think and reason like us! 
We have the HS,  and so must they,  if they have  taken-up  “1st Century Christianity”  so quickly within their mind! 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life,  by entering into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in spirit = Spiritual  growth  for a new mind to ideally become a future son of God. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in spirit ideally becomes the new mind that imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Reasoning – repeat - Because of the above reasoning,  then the apostles took it upon themselves to continue JC’s work. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Instruction – repeat - We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but 
through “1st Century Christianity” that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent  teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
382nd Comment – Cornelius was to become The First Gentile accepted into  “1st Century Christianity”  and marks  “The 
Dawn of a New Era”  =  “The Invitation for The Anointing unto Sonship”  was opened up to The Gentiles for about 2000 
years,  that becomes an invitation still running for us today.   However it will be closed soon at  “The 1st Resurrection”!  
Acts.  10v47 og {whether at all}/not (always expressed as a question)   the  {water (as if splashing/rainy)}  
Acts.  10v47 og (to) estop{prevent (by word or act)}/forbid/{keep from}/withstand/halt  
Acts.  10v47 og (he/she is) able/possible/capable (middle voice)  {some/any/certain person},    of the  not  
Acts.  10v47 og (to) {make overwhelmed}/{be fully wetted}/baptise  {such these} (persons)   who/which  
Acts.  10v47 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  10v47 og (I/they) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  just/as/that/how/when  also  {we ourselves}? 
Acts.  10v47 Not  {some/any person}  he/she  able/capable  to  estop/forbid/withstand  the water, 

of  such these  persons  not  to  baptise  which  they  {got hold of}/{took up}/had  
the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
just/as/that  also  {we ourselves}? 

 

                (Is … ) 
Not  some/any  person  he/she  able to forbid the water, 
of such these persons  (= gentiles speaking in their foreign  [Italian]  language)  not to baptise   (them), 
which they got hold of   (because  [1] they learnt  “The Word of God”  and  [2] had it carefully explained to them by Peter) 
the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits) 
just/as  also we ourselves   (in earlier years,  having gone through  The Same Process of learning The Tanakh and then having it explained by JC)? 
 

Peter and the six Hebrew disciples,  up to this present time had considered  “The Heathen”  (speaking in different tongues)  as  “outsiders”  who must by 
necessity,  come into Judaism as slaves!   Now it was the other way around!   It almost seemed that The Hebrews had to go out to  “The Heathen” (= 
Gentiles),  where it was The Hebrews going out  as  slaves  themselves  (being what God's Word teaches us)  to invite them into  “1st Century 
Christianity”. 

Can the reader see what a  “culture shock”  this was to  “The  Jews/Hebrews”? 
(Noting what remote fellow Jewish brethren thought of this at Acts.11v1-3 in context to this verse.) 

They had to do a complete  “mind change”  to fulfil what Yahweh Desired of them! 
These  'heathen'  were taking up  “The Word of God”  faster and more competently than The Jews roundabout! 
These  'heathen'  had done their homework better than perhaps most Jews! 
These  'heathen'  had collected together waiting in anticipation of what this unknown stranger Peter was about to tell them! 

And now they were talking excitedly together in an infectious manner  linking all The Scriptures together,  being  “The Old Testament”  and what JC 
explained as being  “1st Century Christianity”  (all of which is  never  taught today,  –  nor has been for the last some 1700+ years)! 
They could clearly understand  “The Righteousness” and “The Obviousness”  of how Yahweh's  “Most Wonderful Plan of Human Salvation”  operated! 

Peter and the six Hebrew disciples were shaken at  “The Rapid Take-Up”  (as an “Understanding”)  of this knowledge. 
They realised that that Yahweh intended to spread  “This Knowledge”  to The World  -  and it was starting here! 
They realised that Yahweh was infectiously working within these demonstrably  eager  recipients to God's Word. 

So  
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What was the next stage? 
The next stage was to invite these original  'heathen'  into  “The Promise”  of  “The 2nd Covenant”  -  being  “The Invitation to The Birthright”,  to 
become  personally responsible  to   “Make Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation righteously possible”. 

Not only  “Responsible”,  but also  “Accountable”  because we have personally taken upon ourselves  “Ownership”  to make this possible. 
And yes!   

We do become  personally  “Accountable”  if we do  not  precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle! 
We must  not  become a  “Leader of Religion”  where it becomes our  “Profession”  to  take money off the recipients  (Matt.6v24, 10v8, 22v20-22). 
Peter was freely inviting these people who clearly had a far better grasp of God's Word,  being what it truly meant,  than do  “Leaders of Religion”. 
Therefore,  The Apostle  (appointed by Yahweh to tell)  clearly identified these people as being worthwhile candidates for  “The Invitation”  to 
accurately  teach God's Word and therefore  personally  increment forward Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

In public recognition that these people were to wholly change their life based upon  “The New Knowledge”,  being  “a spiritual death to 
worldly methodology”  and  “The Public Proving”  of their execution of  “The Old Self”  –  these people could become baptised. 
These people would not be baptised merely in water,  but because of The Effort they had previously shown to get to this point in their lives,  
they had been baptised in the HS,  inasmuch they  (1) had God's Word,  (2) understood it and  (3) were personally going to be like JC for the 
rest of their life. 
Acts.1v5 had occurred because JC as  “The Word of God”  had  (1) been explained to  (2) demonstrably hearkening people. 

Hence Peter's comment - 
“Just like ourselves  (collectively).” 

Importantly noting what Peter had done at John.6v68 and Matt.19v27,  also Paul was to do at 2Cor.11v24-28,  where  “The Requirement”  is as both 
these apostles instructed of us at  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.   This  is  “The Goal”  of  “Baptism”  –  never  taught today! 
 
383rd Comment – Peter instructed them to be baptised in the  name/character/authority  of JC. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life,  by entering into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in spirit = Spiritual  growth  for a new mind to ideally become a future son of God. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in spirit ideally becomes the new mind that imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh is seeking likewise people who truly come in the  character/authority  of JC,  so that He 
may state of them that:  “They came in the name of JC”  when He resurrects them at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Each TC has  “The  Character/Authority  of JC”  that is to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  
which firstly is to:  “Bring forth The Next Generation of TCs”,  until Yahweh attains His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold” 
Warning – repeat - From the above we understand that professional leaders of “Religion”  are  not  TCs! 
They just frustrate and oppose Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (by hiding The Goal, Matt.23v13). 
Instruction – repeat - TCs speak about  “The Things”  to explain  “The Word of God”  to hearkening recipients. 
Reasoning – repeat - Each TC has  “The  Character/Authority  of JC”  that is to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire so the 
recipients  likewise  gain  “The One/Same Mind  (= Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits)  as that of JC”  so that Yahweh  can  
gain His 144000 future sons of God,  having minds that are  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because quite simply they do  not  have  “The One/Same  Mind as JC”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
384th Comment – These gentiles were so pleased to have  “God’s Word”  explained to them,  they invited Peter and the six 
Jewish disciples to stay with them,  so more of The Scriptures could be explained that wholly explained  “Yahweh’s Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  as given in The Tanakh and then answered by JC. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  10v48 og (he) {arranged toward}/enjoined/bided/commanded  Both  them  
Acts.  10v48 og (to) {make overwhelmed}/{be fully wetted}/baptise  in  to the  name/character/authority  
Acts.  10v48 og of the  lord/master.   
Acts.  10v48 og Then/{At the time}  (they) {interrogated by request}/asked/beseeched/entreated/urged  (the) him   
Acts.  10v48 og (to) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain  (the) days/{periods of time}  {some/any/certain thing}.   
Acts.  10v48 He  (= Peter)  {arranged toward}/commanded  them  both: 

(1)  to be  baptised   in   (2)  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  (= JC). 
Then  they  (= Cornelius + family + friends)  beseeched/entreated/urged  the  him  (= Peter) 
to  {stay over}/abide/remain/tarry  some/certain  the  days/{periods of time}. 

 

He  (= Peter)  commanded them  (= Cornelius + family + friends)  both: 
(1) To be baptised   (as a public declaration to each other,  that they are each taking upon themselves  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh) 
(2) In the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master.   (= JC, “The Word of God” to control our minds as taught by “1st Century Christianity”) 
Then they  (= Cornelius + family + friends)  beseeched/urged  him  (= Peter)  to  abide/tarry  some days. 
              (To give  constant instruction  on the finer points of Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  –  that is  never  taught today,  2017 CE) 
Now for both commands from Peter. 

1.   To be Baptised into  “The Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  of  “Personally moving forward Yahweh's Plan”. 
     (The question must be today is this   How can we move forward Yahweh's Plan, if we do not know what it is?  [As describes Christendom]) 
Where to do this,  we must repent by  “dying away from worldly methodology”  which means  

(1) progressively learn more  “Knowledge”  (= God's Word from The Bible  [and absolutely  not  from leaders of Christendom]), 
(2) rigorously  assay/test  it to thoroughly understand it  and   
(3) then practice with fidelity what Yahweh's Word teaches us  -  in precisely the  one/same  manner,  as did JC and The Apostles. 

2.   In the  (1) Name  (2) Character and  (3) Authority  of the  lord/master  JC,   to wholly control our mind and of its thinking. 
      Anyone can supposedly claim to come in the  “Name”  of something,  but do they - 

Have the  “Character”  (= a deportment)  of what they claim to represent? 
Demonstrate the  “Authority”  (= thoroughly knowing The Subject Matter)  of what they claim to represent? 

Especially when  “The Judge” of these things is  “Yahweh”,  Who is quite able to discern within the intimacy of our mind  (Sam.16v7-13). 
Yahweh is  “The Auditor”  infinitely  knowledgeable,  and  infinitely  capable to do this. 
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The  'billions'  of devotees  “loving it”  in wholly deceived congregations are  (1) not knowledgeable,  and thus  (2) not capable to be auditors,  thereby 
not positioned to correctly audit their fraudster leaders,  keeping them in “Darkness”  to what Yahweh really wants from these congregational members! 

This all makes for salutary and depressing reading! 
However,  because these specific people recognised Peter as having  “The Knowledge, Assurance and Fidelity”  yielding  “Real Faith”,  and thereby 
having  “The Name, Character and Authority”  of JC,  they asked him to stay for a few days to infuse more knowledge and understanding to them. 
 
 
385th Comment – The Jewish apostles and Jewish brethren remaining in Judea heard about Peter’s visit to Cornelius,  his 
family and friends.  Also that Peter had baptised them and stayed with them for serval days! 

This news did not go down well with them! 
Acts.  11v1 og (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  And   
Acts.  11v1 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  also  the   {The Brethren}/brothers   
Acts.  11v1 og the (ones = persons)  being/having  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the Judea   
Acts.  11v1 og because  also  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples 
Acts.  11v1 og (they) received/accepted/taken/welcomed (middle voice)   the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God.   
Acts.  11v1 And  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also  the  {The Brethren}/brothers 

being  the ones  (= persons)  accordingly/intensely  the Judea                (= those brothers  specifically within  Judea) 
because  they  heard/listened  also  the  gentiles/nations  they  personally  received/accepted/welcomed  
the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the God            (= Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”) 

 

And the  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh [and not The World])  to tell}  also the  (spiritual)  brothers, 
being the people  (= apostles and brethren)  specifically within Judea,    
because they heard  also the  gentiles/nations  personally  accepted/welcomed  the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the God  (= Yahweh). 
                (Then … ) 
 

We now read of Peter's fellow apostles and disciples who were firmly holding up  “1st Century Christianity”  to The Jews in Judea centralised around 
Jerusalem.   These individuals quite simply,  reasoned in this manner    

JC was a Jew and he only taught to The Jews  (Matt.15v24,  please read my local commentaries to this event).   
So why on Earth was Peter going to  “The Heathen”  and giving them  “The Word of God”  in the form of  “1st Century Christianity”?! 
Especially when JC had expressly told them that,  he was  only  going to The Jews to teach of  “1st Century Christianity”! 

 
386th Comment – When Peter returned back to Jerusalem,  the Jewish  apostles/disciples  contended with him! 
Acts.  11v2 og Also  {at which too}/when  (he) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  (the) Peter  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts.  11v2 og (they) {separated thoroughly}/{withdrew from}/hesitated/doubted/wavered/ 

/considered/discerned/discriminated (middle voice)   
Acts.  11v2 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  the (ones = persons)  {from/out of}  (of the) circumcision. 
Acts.  11v2 Also  when  the Peter  {went-up}/ascended  into/unto  the  Jerusalem   

they  (= Jewish  apostles and brethren)  {from/out of}  of the  circumcision  
personally  {separated thoroughly}/discerned/discriminated  towards/near  the  him  (= Peter). 

 

Also when Peter ascended into Jerusalem they  (= Jewish brethren)  from out of the circumcision   (= The Brethren Jews) 
personally  {separated thoroughly}/discriminated/contended  towards him  (= Peter). 
          (=  They asked    Why have you brought The Gentiles into  What is Jewish’  -  given by  “The Jewish  Christ/Anointed”  [= JC]?) 
 

This verse wholly underwrites my assertion as given within my commentary to Acts.10v47. 
These Jews had a  rigorous Jewish background  that posed the  questions/prophecies  of which  JC was able to answer  with  “1st Century Christianity”! 
They were indignant with Peter inviting  “The Gentile Heathens”  to what was supposedly  'exclusively Jewish'  –  being supposedly  “The Next Phase”  
of  “Judaism for The Jews”,  supposedly having   “Nothing to do with Gentiles”! 
 
387th Comment – These Jewish apostles/disciples  asked:- 

Why did you enter a gentile’s house and eat with them?    
And by inference:   Teach  “1st Century Christianity”  and also baptise them? 

201st Instruction – JC had stated  “1st Century Christianity”  should only go to The Jews ,  and these  apostles/disciples  
were concerned as to why Peter was now taking  “1st Century Christianity”  to the Gentiles and baptising them. 
304th Reasoning – These Jewish  Apostles/Disciples  were not seeing  “The Bigger Picture”  of how Yahweh’s Plan was 
righteously moving unto its next stage. 

1.  To The Jew first was to answer The Jewish Law and prophetic allegories. 
    The Law had been laid down,  which man had failed;  but JC passed,  to inaugurate The 2nd Covenant. 
    Prophetic Allegories had been posed, – which must be righteously answered! 
2.  Logically, The Answer must go the people with the prophetic allegories written in their teaching! 
    There is no point in going to the gentiles first,  not having The Law or prophecies! 
3.  People must be given a chance to prove themselves  (1) for or  (2) against! 
    Else,  they will always say:  You did not give me a chance! 
4.  What was given as The Physical (just works)  was now translated to The Spiritual (the mind driving works). 
    This is what Peter stated at Acts.10v34-35,  because of Acts.10v15. 

However,  the professional leaders of “Religion”  (physically) rejected JC,  by  (spiritually) rejecting “The Word of God”. 
They had their opportunity,  and now Yahweh was opening  “The Invitation”  to the gentiles,  because there was now an 
adequate body of TCs  (Jews)  who intimately knew The Tanakh sufficiently well to then teach  “1st Century Christianity”  
to the gentiles not having The Tanakh and needed to be taught how JC answered The Tanakh for true righteousness. 
Acts.  11v3 og (The) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  because  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Acts.  11v3 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) uncircumcision  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  
Acts.  11v3 og (you) entered/{arose into}/{went in},  also  (you) {took food in company with}/{ate  with/alongside}  
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Acts.  11v3 og {to them}. 
Acts.  11v3 The stating:- 

Because  you  entered/{went in}  towards/near to}  the  men/husbands  the  holding/having  the  uncircumcision, 
also  you  took food in company  with  them! 

 

The  (Jewish brethren)  stating: 
   Because you  (Peter  [as The Chief of us])  entered towards the  men/husbands  having the uncircumcision   (= The Gentiles), 
   Also you took food in company with them! 
 

Why endorse their heathen habits by eating with them! 
Inferring that    We suppose you even  'ate pork'  with them! 

They could not understand why their  leader  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (having become  'the best worldly replacement'  of Jesus Christ)  was now 
cohabiting with The Heathen Gentiles!   Had Peter gone completely mad?! 

On the face of it,  this was  (supposedly  [reasoning with a worldly mind])  completely alien to what JC had taught them! 
 
388th Comment – Peter explains what recently occurred to him,  for him to change his ‘Jewish attitude towards gentiles’ 
Acts.  11v4 og (the) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/begin (middle voice)  And  the  Peter  
Acts.  11v4 og (he/it) {from/out of  place/purposed/advised}/exposed/declared/expounded/{cast out} (middle voice)  
Acts.  11v4 og {to them}  thereafter/consecutively/{subsequent (person or time)}/{by (in) order}  
Acts.  11v4 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming: 
Acts.  11v4 And  the  Peter  (from)  the  commencement/beginning  

he  personally  exposed/declared/expounded  (what had occurred to him)   
{from/out  of purpose}/{subsequently over time}/{by in order}  (of the last 10 days [or so])  the  saying: 

 

And Peter  (from)  the beginning he personally expounded   (what had occurred to him) 
subsequently over time  (of the last 10 days or so)  the saying: 
 

Peter now explains to these very irate and exceedingly indignant fellow brethren what had occurred to him over the last some 10 days. 
 
389th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v9-11. 
Acts.  11v5 og (emphatic) I/me  {I was/being}  in  (to the)  {town large/or with walls}/city  (the) Joppa  
Acts.  11v5 og (the) supplicating/worshipping/{praying earnestly},  
Acts.  11v5 og also  (I) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  
Acts.  11v5 og in  (to the) {displacement (of the mind)}/bewilderment/'ecstasy'/trance  
Acts.  11v5 og (the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)},  
Acts.  11v5 og (the) descending/{going down}/falling  (the) implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  
Acts.  11v5 og (the) {some/any/certain thing}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {linen cloth}/sail/blanket/sheet  
Acts.  11v5 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great   
Acts.  11v5 og (the) four  {commencement/chiefs (in order/time/place/rank)}/beginning/extremities/{beginning corners} 
Acts.  11v5 og (the having been) {sent against/down}/lowered/{let down}  {from/out of}  
Acts.  11v5 og of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky,  
Acts.  11v5 og also  (it) accompanied/appeared/brought/came (middle voice)  {up to}/{as far as}/until  {of me}/mine, 
Acts.  11v5 (Emphatic)  I  (Peter)  was  within the  {walled town}/city  (of)  the Joppa      (= now modern day “Jaffa”) 

the  supplicating/{praying earnestly}        (= how I can personally move forward Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” … ) 
also  I  (Peter)   knew/saw  within  the  ecstasy/trance  the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}, 
the  descending/{coming down}  the  implement/apparatus/vessel   
the  {some/certain  thing}  in that manner as  the  large/great  {linen cloth}/blanket/sheet 
the having been  {sent down}/lowered  {from/out of}  of the  heaven/sky  (by)  the  four  corners/extremities 
also  it  personally  accompanied/came  {up to}/{as far as}  {of me}. 

 

(Emphatic) I (Peter)  was within the city  (of)  Joppa  (= today’s “Jaffa”)  supplicating/{praying with a vow} 
              (= Peter was praying for guidance on how to  personally move forward  Yahweh’s  “Plan for Mankind’s Salvation” –  and Yahweh answered … ) 
              (“Supplicating”  does  not  mean the  “hypocritical nonsense”  we are taught today by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders.) 
also I  (Peter)  saw within the  ecstasy/trance  the supernatural spectacle: 
   The  some/certain  apparatus/vessel  descending in that manner as the large  {linen cloth}/sheet 
   the having been lowered  from/out  of the  heaven/sky  (by)  the four  corners/extremities 
   also it personally came as far as to me. 
 

Peter now explains The Background behind his staying over with the supposed  'heathen'. 
The terminology here   “The Four Corners”  always represents  “The Whole Earth”  being  “all humans”  (= “The World” StrongsTM = 2889 
“Kosmos”  = “decoration/adornment”  being what  “Life”  is,  to what was once,  a barren planet). 
Heaven/sky  visually is  “The Local Zone”  pertinent to  “The Planet Earth”,  but metaphorically,  and  always  in Prophecy it means  “The Local 
Authority/Methodology”  that covers The Earth,  being   “The Prevailing Methodology that operates within people living on The Earth”  (Eph.2v2).   
Presently over the last 6000 years  “The Heaven”  (singular = local)  is Satan’s Methodology,  but in The Millennium it shall be Yahweh’s Methodology 
operating through JCg and the 144000  “sons of God”  (= the 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age comprising of some 2000 years). 
 
390th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v12. 
Acts.  11v6 og into/unto  whom/which/that  (the) {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}/staring/{fixing eyes upon},  
Acts.  11v6 og (I) {observed fully}/beheld/considered/discovered/perceived,  
Acts.  11v6 og also  (I) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  the  quadrupeds/{four-footed beasts}  
Acts.  11v6 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  also  the  {dangerous animals}/{(venomous/wild) beasts}  
Acts.  11v6 og also  the  reptiles/{(small) animals}/{creeping things}/serpents  also  the  {flying animals}/birds/fowl  
Acts.  11v6 og of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 
Acts.  11v6 I  considered/perceived   unto  which  (= the lowering sheet)   the  {gazing intently}/staring   (in this vision) 
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also  I  knew/saw  the  quadrupeds/{four-footed beasts}  of the  Earth/land 
also  the  {dangerous animals}{wild beasts}  also  the  reptiles/{creeping things} 
also  the  {flying animals}/birds  of the  sky/ 

 

I considered unto which  (= the lowering sheet)  the gazing intently   (within this vision) 
also I  knew/saw  the  four-footed beasts  of the  Earth/land 
also the wild beasts  also the creeping things  also the birds of the sky. 
 

A copy and paste of my commentary to Acts.10v12. 
This is allegoric for the following - 

Four footed beast  =  “general humans”  (= non-offensive animals,  generally “The Public”  [as clean’ animals]) 
Earth  =  “systems/protocols/procedures/mechanisms”  (that support humans in the same manner as The Earth physically supports humans). 
Wild beasts  =  “humans who physically hurt”  the peaceful existence of  “general humans”  (= and thus are Criminals to “The Public”). 
Creeping things  =  “deceptive/sly/evasive  humans”   (from “snake”, thus “fraudsters”,  a suitable description for leaders of  “Religion”).  
Birds  =  “humans taking an authoritative control”  over  “general humans”  (as “over-seers”).  
Heaven  =  “Authority” over humans. 

Now we have the translated allegories,  we can understand what Yahweh is showing both  (1)  Peter and  (2) Us who are interested in God's Word. 
Peter is therefore presented with all types of humans on this planet. 
 
391st Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v13. 
Acts.  11v7 og (I) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts.  11v7 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  {to me}/mine:   (The) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  Peter (vocative). 
Acts.  11v7 og (You) {to rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate/slay  also  (you) eat.   
Acts.  11v7 And  I  heard/listened  the  disclosure/address/voice  the  exclaiming/stating  to me: 

The  {stand/rise up}   Peter! 
You  sacrifice/immolate   also  you  eat. 

 

And I heard the  disclosure/voice  the stating to me: 
   Stand up Peter! 
   You  sacrifice/immolate  also you eat. 
 

A copy and paste of my commentary to Acts.10v13. 
Peter heard a voice within his head stating - 

“You stand up and sacrifice,  also you eat.” 
It must be very clearly understood by the reader that Peter at the time,  would have taken this very much at face value. 
Only later would he fully understand the allegories within this suite of verses,  as I have explained,  and will explain. 
We should ask ourselves  

What does this really mean? 
To understand this then we must put our mind into allegoric mode. 

Stand up  =  be active and start doing something. 
Sacrifice  =  always means  “severe  personal hurt”   (in this instance,  our life is  consciously  put in danger to aid someone else). 
Eat  =  take into our  “very being”  =  affects our  lifestyle/deportment  (because without it,  we die). 

Now we have the allegories for the two verses,  then we can now put everything together. 
Peter was brought up as a Jew,  and would still hold dear to the instruction given in The Torah about what should be eaten,  and by implication,  he 
adhered to what was acceptable to The Jews. 
Our  worldly Christian theologians have made the obvious step to realise that Yahweh is here opening up  “The Invitation”  to all people of The World 
who are not part of  “The Jewish Religion”    (but only a step made to presumptuously substantiate their present position,  for a worldly return)!   

That is where and why they stop! 
They do not know what  “The Invitation”  really means,  -  though Peter knew what it meant   (being what JC taught as “1st Century Christianity”). 
Further,  they have  no  understanding of the various allegories I give within these commentaries  (because they have  no  interest in these allegories and 
what they should  mean to us as individuals). 
So let me put these allegories together to explain Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Yahweh is presenting to Peter  “all humans”  of The World. 
Many of these humans are disgusting to what Peter represents. 
“Sacrifice”  means  “Baptism” to  “The Bilateral Covenant between us and Yahweh”. 

Where  “Baptism”  is a  “personal sacrifice”  away from worldly methodology  (= a painful  reform/commitment). 
“Standing up”  means  Peter must  “make possible”  The Personal Sacrifice of The Recipients through The Work of which Peter does. 
“Eat”  means  “take within oneself”  =  “become part thereof”  =  “assimilate”. 

Therefore,  Yahweh is instructing Peter to go out and teach to The Gentiles about  “The Invitation”  through  “The Word of God”. 
Where  “The Invitation”  is to  (1) “precisely imitate  JC's  ministry/lifestyle”   to   (2) achieve  “The One/Same Goal”  as that which JC achieved. 
 
392nd Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v14. 
Acts.  11v8 og (I) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And:  {may someone}/{by no means}/{absolutely not},   
Acts.  11v8 og Lord/Master (vocative)   because  (the) all/whole/every (thing)  
Acts.  11v8 og (the) {commonly shared}/{belonging equally to several}/{render profane/defiled/unclean/unholy}   
Acts.  11v8 og or/than/either/rather  impure/unclean/foul   
Acts.  11v8 og {not even at any time}/{never at all}/never/{nothing at any time}  (it) entered/{arose into}/{went in}   
Acts.  11v8 og into/unto  the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  {of me}/I/me/mine/my. 
Acts.  11v8 And  I   said/uttered:    

{By no means}/{Certainly not}  Lord/Master! 
Because  {not even once}/{never at all}  the  any thing  profane/defiled  or  the  impure/unclean/foul 
it  entered/{went into}   into/unto  the  mouth  {of me}. 

 

And Peter  said/uttered: 
   Certainly not  Lord/Master! 
   Because never at all the anything  profane/defiled  or  impure/unclean  it entered into my mouth. 
 

A copy and paste of my commentary to Acts.10v14. 
Peter naturally defends his pious position before Yahweh  -  thinking that he is   “Doing a pleasing thing to Yahweh”! 
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Peter is underwriting what Yahweh has taught him in The Torah  (= The Law part of The Tanakh). 
Peter deems himself as being -   “a good boy”,   and thus confidently states his position to Yahweh! 

 
393rd Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v15. 
Acts.  11v9 og (it) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering  But  {to me}/mine   
Acts.  11v9 og (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  {from/out of}   
Acts.  11v9 og (of the) {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  {from/out of}   
Acts.  11v9 og (of the) {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky,   
Acts.  11v9 og who/which/that/what   the  {specific god}  (he has) cleansed/cleaned/purged/purified   
Acts.  11v9 og thou/you  not  {make/considered profane}/{render common/defiled/polluted/unclean}; 
Acts.  11v9 But  the  disclosure/address/voice  responding/answering  {to me}   

{from/out of}  of the  second  (occasion)   {from/out of}  of the  heaven/sky, 
Who/What  “the  specific god”  he has  cleansed/purged/purified 
not  thou/you  {consider profane}/{render defiled/polluted/unclean}; 

 

But the  address/voice  answering to me from out of the second  (occasion)  from out of the sky: 
  Who/What  “the specific god”  cleansed/purified,  not you  render/consider  profane/unclean, 
 

But Yahweh responds with an obvious statement that Peter cannot internally refute,  and yet,  it appears to be contradictory to what he has been taught! 
Nonetheless,  both statements have clearly come from  “The  One/Same  Unchanging  Source”  =  “Yahweh”  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 

Now,  Peter is perplexed,  he cannot resolve what appears at face value,  to be two contradictory statements. 
Let me explain it to the reader. 

Virtually every instruction laid down in The Torah at the  physical level  for The Jews is metaphoric to the  spiritual level  for The Christians. 
This is explicitly what JC explained in his ministry to become  “1st Century Christianity”  (hence Mark.1v22)  to herald The Millennium. 

“The Instruction”  Yahweh gave regarding the eating of animals was  two-fold  (physically and then spiritually  [as always in The Bible]) - 
1.   The  “clean animals”  were safe meats  (by contrast,  pork fouls quickly,  carrion eaters could have tainted meat,  shellfish spoils quickly). 
2.   So Yahweh could use this allegory,  now some 1500 years later! 

Yahweh is telling Peter that  “The Word of God”  wholly operating with The Mind of  any  human who  (1) completely repents  away from worldly 
methodology to have  (2) Yahweh's Methodology operating within their mind to  “precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  has been purified by Yahweh. 
And this shall only become a reality  if - 

Peter  “stands up”  and  starts  to make  “The Sacrifice”  occur,  being that of  “The Personal Repentance”  within  The Recipient,  to whom 
Peter is actively teaching  “The Word of God”,  so that The Recipient  becomes assimilated with Peter  as a  “future son of God”  (all as Paul 
equally taught us at Rom.8v17, 23). 

We now understand why  “ho theos”  (as a relative pointer)  is used to be  “the specific god”  within this verse  –  precisely as I explain elsewhere. 
JC becomes  “the specific god”  of us  (as The Intercessor)  while we are humans operating with worldly methodology in our minds. 
Yahweh becomes  “The Specific God”  of all entities who operate their mind  solely/unequivocally  upon Yahweh's Methodology   

(And not of James.1v6-8,  describing a  “worldly Christian”.) 
JC is  “The Word of God”  to purify our minds  through his ministry  truly representing Yahweh's Interests. 
Yahweh is  “The Source of all Intrinsically  Ideal/Good  Things”  that are introduced into The Universe. 
Where  

JCg as a  “Son of God”  created  “Life”  on this planet. 
Yahweh as  “The Author”  created  “The Building blocks of The Universe”  and the  “Sons of God”  administrating it  (Job.1v6, 2v1, etc.). 

Finally,  JC becomes  “The Solution  to The Mystery of God”,  for us becoming  “The Early Adopters”  by  precisely imitating JC. 
In addition  “Yahweh”  “makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”  the new 144000 sons of God  (Matt.20v23). 
The above is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  –  because they teach  none  of this,  but only  “unrighteous nonsense”. 

Why?    
Because the consequences of understanding the above would seriously affect their  present  existence  (“agnoeo”,  StrongsTM=50)! 
Little realising that by  not  doing this will seriously affect their  future  existence! 
 
394th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v16. 
Acts.  11v10 og that/this/there/here  And  (it) {became to be}/occurred  over/upon/concerning  three,   
Acts.  11v10 og also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (it was) {taken up/extricate}/{drawn up}/{pulled out}  
Acts.  11v10 og (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)}  into/unto  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 
Acts.  11v10 And  this  (procedure)   {became to be}/occurred   over/concerning  three  (occasions) 

also  furthermore//again   the  {absolutely all}/{all things}  it  was  {taken/drawn  up}  into/unto  the  heaven/sky. 
 

And this  (procedure)  occurred over three  (occasions)   
also furthermore,  absolutely all  (on the sheet)  was taken up into the sky. 
 

“Three times”  is significant terminology in The Bible to mean  “intensity/certainty”  and thus   “Not to be ignored”  (see also my commentary at 
Rev.13v18,  because as usual,  it does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  tell us,  -  best to  ignore  what they teach’ us!). 
Peter would understand this to be a  “Significant Instruction”  from Yahweh  -  heralding something important  in response  to Peter's Supplication. 
Being what  “supplication/{earnest prayer}”  really means  (and not  “the nonsense”  presently taught by   “You know who!”). 
In addition,  his mind would have jumped back to what JCg had said to him after his resurrection at John.21v15-17  (please see my local commentaries). 
 
395th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v17. 
Acts.  11v11 og Also  behold/lo/look/see!    
Acts.  11v11 og {from that hour}/instantly/immediately/presently/straightaway  three  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts.  11v11 og (they) {stand upon}/{be present}/{thrust onto}/{comes upon}/{at hand}/imminent/insistent/urgent   
Acts.  11v11 og over/upon/concerning  the  residence/house/household/family  in  {to whom/which}   {I was/be},  
Acts.  11v11 og (the having been) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  off/away/separated/from   
Acts.  11v11 og Caesarea  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my. 
Acts.  11v11 Also  behold/look! 

Immediately/Straightaway  the  three  men/husbands   
they  {stand upon}/{be present}   upon/concerning  the  residence/house  within which  I was, 
the having been  {set apart}/{put forth}  off/away/from  Caesarea  toward/{near to}  me. 
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Also  behold/look! 
Immediately three men be present upon the house within which  I  (Paul)  was  (staying with Simon the Tanner), 
the having been set apart  away/from  Caesarea towards me  (Paul). 
 

Please see my commentary at Acts.10v17. 
 
396th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v20. 
Acts.  11v12 og (it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  {to me}/mine  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  11v12 og (to) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assemble  {to them}   
Acts.  11v12 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts.  11v12 og (the) {separating thoroughly}/{withdrawing from}/hesitating/doubting/ 

/wavering/considering/discern/indiscriminating,  
Acts.  11v12 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  And   
Acts.  11v12 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to me}   
Acts.  11v12 og also  the (ones = persons)  six  {The Brethren}/brothers  these/those (specifically),   
Acts.  11v12 og also  (we) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  the  residence/house/household/family   
Acts.  11v12 og of the  men/husbands/fellows. 
Acts.  11v12 And  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  it  said/commanded  {to me}   

to  {depart in company}/assemble/with  {to them}  wavering/discriminating  nothing. 
And  they  accompanied/came  {united as companions}/together   {to me} 
also  the ones  (= persons)   these specific  six  {The Brethren}/brothers, 
also  we  entered/{went into}  into  the  residence/house  of the  men/husbands                (as messengers from Cornelius) 

 

And the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character)  it  said/commanded  to me  (Peter) 
to depart in company with them  wavering/discriminating  nothing. 
And they  (= two servants + soldier)  came united as companions to me  also these specific six  (spiritual)  brothers, 
also we entered into the house of the men  (= the house of Cornelius). 
 

A copy and paste of my commentary to Acts.10v20. 
I began to explain the HS in my previous commentary. 
Let us ask  “The Question”    

Did this event occur because of the actions of  
The HS,  or Yahweh   (or even the Angel)  was speaking to Peter,  because  Peter has the HS operating  within him? 
See Acts.10v2-4.      

Or perhaps extending  “The Question”  into another - 
Was it the HS that gave the supernatural vision,  or was it Yahweh,  because  Peter has the HS operating  within him? 

It is all back to  “The Mind”. 
Yahweh demands   “Contrite/Humble/Penitent  Minds”  for His future leaders of The Millennium  (as taught by  “1st Century Christianity”). 

This is  “The  Opposite  Mind”  to that found within  “A Leader's Mind”  of  Politics, Commerce and the worst  “Religion”  (in The World). 
The Leaders of  “Commerce”  are not hypocritical – “What you see is what you get”,  but that is not true in  “Politics”  and the worst   “Religion”. 
Leaders of the former at least offer  something useful  in return for  money/leverage,  however the latter two offer nothing but   “vain  promises”! 

Where am I going with this? 
The Crux of this is to understand  “The Mind”  and how it operates,  being either for  “The Self”,   or  genuinely/sincerely  for “The Neighbour”. 
Where we either  

“Live for The Moment”  for  “The Self”    or for:  
“The Future as we  self-sacrifice  ourselves”  to  “Edify our neighbour”  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
(Matt.10v39, 16v25, 20v28, Mark.8v35, 10v45, Luke.9v24,12v22, 17v33, John.10v10-17, 12v25, 13v37-38, Rev.2v10, etc.) 

We realise that  “leaders of The World”  can by definition only  “live by The World”  to  be in their present positions,  therefore they can  never  do 
what The Bible instructs of them without going through  “The Mind Change”  required to take them  away from  their present  desired  position to  
“Control People”  for  “The Worldly Gain”  of  “The Immediacy”. 
And  charlatan Christian leaders perform in precisely the  one/same  manner  (as described above),  to give what their congregational members want  
“For The Immediacy”  which is all again operating according to  “worldly methodology”  and  not  “Yahweh's Methodology”.   This is an 
animalistic/carnal  mind operating for  “The Immediacy”  that emotional hype yields  (being a dangerous unreasoned driver),  but  cannot  yield The 
Millennium  (being Yahweh's required 144000 TCs to  first  trigger  “The 1st Resurrection”). 

Does  “The Reader”  understand this,  and the righteous logic behind it? 
Just because it  (= anything)  is an  “emotionally nice thing to do”  does not mean it is the correct thing to do  (1Cor.6v12, 10v23). 
And further by what we witness in the world,  for instance in one extreme –  “talking drugs”,  emotionally nice,  but ultimately,  it kills us! 

Think very carefully through all the different aspects of what I am teaching here! 
Yahweh  only  wants  humble/contrite  minds like JC to become the future  “Sons of God”  (= The 144000 TCs to trigger  “The 1st Resurrection”  of 
whom  only  Yahweh  choses/elects  Matt.20v23,  hence Matt.24v36,  and why we are taught of Matt.20v16, 22v14, 7v12-14, etc.). 

This is  “The Background”   –  never  taught by   “You know who”,  and now we understand  why  they choose not to teach this  (“agnoeo”)! 
We need to understand this background to realise what is occurring here in this verse  -  to answer my initial rhetorical questions. 

Peter,  as I have explained,  has a  demonstrable  humble/contrite  mind  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27). 
He has truly repented – following on from what John the Baptist had  “prepared the way”  for  “The Word of God”  (Matt.3v3, Mark.1v2-3, Luke.3v4). 

Peter was  not  a leader of this world  (being how this world  thinks/reasons,  – but - 
Peter is  “A Leader”  of  “The New World”  (= The Millennium,  being how Yahweh  thinks/reasons). 

Peter had built his mind upon the metaphoric spiritual  RNA of  “The Word of God”  (= JC's ministry/deportment),   and by consequence  Yahweh's 
Mind  becomes infused  (assimilated)  within Peter's mind  (thereby gaining “Real Faith” through the requisite 3 stages).  From this position,  Peter now 
has the HS operating within him  because   “he  thinks/reasons  precisely like Yahweh”,  so Yahweh chooses to work through him,  and speaks to him.  

Why? 
Because  (unlike  leaders of “Religion”)  Peter wholly represents Yahweh’s Qualities and he shall not malign Yahweh in a worldly manner! 

Peter does not bring into question Yahweh's Character and Authority within a  sane/reasoning  mind of an Atheist! 
Thus Yahweh speaks to Peter,  because  Peter's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)  has been truly built upon  “The Word of God”  by Peter 
himself going through a painful reform process to personally make his mind like JC,  and then hence like Yahweh  (John.14v5-15, etc.) 
The reason why I am forced to work overtime on explaining this,  is because our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders are so  professionally  
skilled in  “The Craft of Deception”  to win over the minds of billions of people throughout The World  (Matt.7v12-15, 24v23-26  by the use of  
1Thes.2v3-6, etc.). 
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Where,  these billions of people  “come in the spirit of delusion”  to what Yahweh truly desires  (2Thes.2v9-11 for the intention of 2Tim.4v3-4)  believing 
in a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4),  sincerely thinking they are doing the correct thing,  but they are  not,  hence Matt.20v16, 22v14  because of the 
deception coming from the mouths and writings of these leaders of “Religion”  (2Cor.11v13-15). 

This is  specifically why  we need The Millennium  to straighten out their mind  under the control of JCg and the 144000 TCs  (Peter as one)! 
And precisely why leaders of Christendom do  not  teach of this,  because they do  not  want their minds  “straightened out”! 
Because they prefer The World as it presently stands!   So they represent its core values  (= self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)! 

Again,  I must ask  
Does the reader understand this? 

And from this we can understand why Peter  has the HS  because his mind is wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  (of  both  New and Old Testaments)  
personified in JC as his ministry and deportment unto sacrifice. 
Therefore,  Peter has the HS personalised within him because his mind  is  the  one/same  as Yahweh's Mind sourcing the HS  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  

1.   Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desire/traits/character,  which is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.   Yahweh's Desire  (of the above)  made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

All of which becomes  “personalised within an entity”  who gains  “The Word of God”  and acts upon it to build internal  “Real Faith”. 
A righteous and virtuous circle. 

I know I am working very hard belabouring The Point,  but that is only to awaken the reader from the induced coma that  worldly Christianity,  as a 
subset of “Religion”,  brings onto hapless devotees  –  unable to see  how  Yahweh's Plan pans out into The Culmination. 

I feel so impassioned to  speak-out  against  “The Mass Corruption”  imposed  against  Yahweh,   that  “Religion”  brings unto The World. 
 
397th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v3-5. 
Acts.  11v13 og (he) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  both  {to us}  {in what manner}/how  
Acts.  11v13 og (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  
Acts.  11v13 og in  to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him  
Acts.  11v13 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding,  
Acts.  11v13 og also  (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting  (to the) him:   
Acts.  11v13 og (the) {set apart}/send/{put out/forth}/dispatch/commission  into/unto  Joppa  (the) men/husbands/fellows   
Acts.  11v13 og also  (you) {send (from) elsewhere}/summon/invite/{call/send for} (middle voice)  
Acts.  11v13 og (the) Simon  the (one = person)   
Acts.  11v13 og (having been) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   (the) Peter, 
Acts.  11v13 He  (= Cornelius)   announced/declared/reported  {to us}  both 

(1)  in what manner  he  knew/saw  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  {standing staunch}/abiding  within  his  dwelling/house 
also  the  saying/commanding  to the  him: 
(2)  The  {set apart}/{put forth}  the  men/husbands  into/unto  the  Joppa   
also  you  personally  summon/invite  the  Simon  the one  (=  person)   having been  personally  entitled/called  the  Peter, 

 

He  (= Cornelius)  announced/reported  to us  (= Peter + 6 spiritual brethren)  both, 
(1) in what manner he saw the messenger standing staunch within his house  also  saying/commanding  to the him  (Cornelius): 
(2) Set forth men  (= two servants + soldier)  unto Joppa  also you personally summon Simon having been personally called Peter, 
 

Peter continues to explain to the incredulous Jewish brethren how Yahweh operated within The Environment to both Peter and Cornelius. 
Noting there were six other brethren  (see previous verse)  accompanying Peter who could also substantiate all this as having occurred at the house of 
Cornelius.  It is interesting to note that Yahweh sent  “7”  Brethren  (including Peter)  to Cornelius  (being “Complete/Perfection by Oath”)  for such an 
important mission as  “The Official Invitation”  formally given to The Gentiles! 
 
398th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v6. 
Acts.  11v14 og who/which/that  (he will) speak/utter/say  (the) utterances/topics/narrations/words   
Acts.  11v14 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  thee/thy/thou,  
Acts.  11v14 og in  {to whom/which}  (you will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
Acts.  11v14 og thou/you  also  (the) all/whole/every  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of) thee/thy/thou/you. 
Acts.  11v14 Who  (= Peter)   he will  speak/say  the  utterances/topics/words  towards/{near to}   thee/you, 

within  which  you will be  delivered/healed/{made whole}/preserved  thee/you 
also  the  all  the  household/family  of  thee/you. 

 

Who  (= Peter)  he will speak the  utterances/topics/words  towards you   (Cornelius), 
within which you will be  delivered/healed/preserved  also all of your household. 
               (Peter speaks  “1st Century Christianity”  which causes internal personal  reform/healing  that preserves us into The Eternity) 
 

Peter continues explaining what Yahweh's messenger said to Cornelius    
Peter would elucidate how  “1st Century Christianity”  will unlock the cognitive spiritual doors within their minds. 
When all the loose ends are joined together then these people will understand how  “The Word of God”  can  heal/save/preserve  themselves. 
But importantly,  it is the further work that  consolidates The Knowledge within us  and  keeps us focussed on  perpetually  fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Goals for us,  by  not  being  side-tracked  into fulfilling worldly aims and concerns  (Matt.13v18-23)! 

This absolutely does not mean what our  worldly Christian leaders fraudulently teach us,  wholly ignoring what The Bible really teaches us about this. 
Where the fraudulent teaching today started to come in to the world about 30 years after JC's resurrection,  it being of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4),  
where we only supposedly need to just  (vainly)  'believe in Jesus'  without truly understanding what this statement  really  means! 
Please see 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, 2Thes.2v3-13, Jude.v4  (where Jude  [the half-brother of JC] warned against people preaching that the  “grace” 
[gift/favour]  given by JC becomes an excuse for  licentiousness/{brazen conduct})  for example    

“Doesn't matter what you do,  JC covers you!”   
This becomes  “The New Jesus”  now  pandemic  in Christendom,  as taught today by our  wholly delinquent  leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15)  “choosing not 
to understand”  (“agnoeo”)  what JC  really taught us! 

“Believe in JC”  means  (1) learn everything  about Jesus,  (2) understand it,  and then  (3) precisely imitate him  with  the utmost fidelity. 
This is  the last  thing  our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders will teach  (hence “never”)  to their  'billions'  of deluded devotees. 
They teach of a  “Gospel of Excuses”  

“We are only  Human’,  but Jesus covers us to be like this forever with no change on our part  -  except of course  'perform all the 
(supposedly) necessary customs'  that  (supposedly)  makes us a  'good'  Christian”!    

This is all  (1) nonsense,  and  (2) a lie,  to what Yahweh really desires for  “The Perfect Society”  to roll out into The Culmination!   
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399th Comment – See my bullet points at Acts.10v45-46. 
Acts.  11v15 og in  And  to the  {commencement/chief (in order/time/place/rank)}/beginning  I/me/my  (to) speak/utter/say  
Acts.  11v15 og (it) embraced/seized/{fell into}/{laid on}/{pressed upon}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  11v15 og the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  over/upon/concerning  them,  
Acts.  11v15 og {just as}/{exactly like}  also  over/upon/concerning  us/our/we  
Acts.  11v15 og in  (the) {commencement/chief (in order/time/place/rank)}/beginning. 
Acts.  11v15 And  within  my  commencement/beginning  to  speak/say   

the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
it  embraced/seized/{fell on}  upon/concerning  them   (= Cornelius’ household and friends), 
{just as}/{exactly like}  also  upon/concerning  us  (= Paul and spiritual brothers)   in the  commencement/ beginning. 

 

And within my beginning to speak  (about what to do next,  after  my  teaching/explaining  [as we have been told  in context]) 
the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
it  embraced/seized  upon them   (= Cornelius + Family + friends), 
exactly like  also  upon  us  (Paul and the spiritual brethren)   in the  beginning   (of  “our”  commission to apostleship). 
 

Peter continues   As he was beginning to speak then the HS clasped the company,  as it had equally occurred to the apostles. 
Does this mean what our worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

As usual the answer is   “No!” 
Why? 

Because they deliberately take things  out of context,  to  bend God's Word  so they may extract worldly return  from a twisted version! 
Analyse precisely what the local context tells us at this verse. 
Nowhere here does it say the HS at the beginning caused these people to speak in Italian   (see  Acts.10v45-46),  being their local tongue. 

However,  what it does say,  being  “The Whole Point”  of Peter's  reasoning/discourse  with these questioning Jewish disciples,  is why he  
(Peter)  went to these people  –  which was to  teach/explain  “The Word of God”  and to give them direction on what they must do next.  

(Then  the HS is mentioned in the text,  when Peter was wondering what to do next!)   
Thus,  Peter is speaking about what occurred at  “The End  of his explanation to Cornelius  (family and friends)”. 

Yet Peter realises the HS must have been within The Local Environment in the beginning   (being Yahweh’s Desire expressed  to set this up). 
Peter is explaining these people were eager to  listen/hear/understand  “The Word of God”  as were  “The Original Disciples”  when JC explained 
everything to them  (JC certainly  never  spoke in  “tongues”  to the Jews  -  which should speak volumes as to why Paul spoke regarding tongues in his 
first letter to The Corinthians,  see my local commentaries).   
However,  from The Beginning,  the presence of  The HS  (as defined by FutureLife.Org)  was working within The Vicinity of this grouping being so very 
receptive to  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”.  Once having what they knew explained by Peter,  and hence fully understood  The Scriptures,  then 
they were able to speak in languages that were different to Aramaic for the sole reason to spread  “The Word of God”  to other nations,   which becomes 
The Point of what we  all  should be doing  (Matt.24v14).   

Nowhere  in The Bible are we instructed to speak unintelligible gibberish for  self-indulgent  vanity to please the  animalistic/carnal  minded 
members of the congregation,  of which Paul speaks at  1Cor.14v23,  and our  charlatan Christian leaders  naturally  wholly ignore! 

(Moreover, by consequence they are falling afoul of Rev.22v18-19.) 
Yet it is to be the very opposite!  –  We are to be of  sober mind,  coherent and  clear in speech  (so the recipient  [1] respects and  [2] understands us)! 
In this manner,  we truly reflect the qualities of Yahweh.   This does  not  occur in charismatic groups,  who bring  shame to Yahweh in a  sober  mind! 
JC and the apostles  never  behaved in the manner as we witness today in many of our modern Christian groupings! 
But by contrast,   “The Context”  is always ignored,  that tells us  “tongues”  was  ALWAYS  used in a  “international”  background! 

So how can they be imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v16, etc.)  in  everything  we do? 
(Considering these congregational members today,  speak in gibberish to people  of their  own/same  natural tongue living next door.) 

So I ask the obvious question  
Can the reader understand this  “righteous logic”? 
 

 
400th Comment – Peter states:  I remember what JC said to me:- 

John the Baptist baptises in water and yourselves will be baptised within the HS. 
305th Reasoning – The Physical  (baptism in water)  comes first,  The Spiritual  (Baptism within the HS)  comes second. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life,  by entering into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in spirit = Spiritual  growth  for a new mind to ideally become a future son of God. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in spirit ideally becomes the new mind that imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
202nd Instruction – John was using The Physical to represent washing away repentance to the mind ready for JC as  “The 
Word of God”  to put in its place The Spiritual washing of our mind with  “The Thoughts/Reasoning of Yahweh”  so that 
we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  freely given to edify other people without charge.  And thus actively bring forth 
the conclusion of The Gospel Age when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs. 
Acts.  11v16 og (I) {fixed within the mind}/recollected/remembered/{was mindful}  And   
Acts.  11v16 og of the  utterance/topic/narration/word  (of the) lord/master  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts.  11v16 og (he) stated/exclaimed:  (The) John  truly/indeed/{that one}  
Acts.  11v16 og (he) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  (to the) {water (as if splashing/rainy)}  
Acts.  11v16 og {specifically yourselves}  and  (you will be) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  
Acts.  11v16 og in  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 

New Testament reference located at Acts.1v5,  given by John at Matt.3v11, Luke.3v16, John.1v33.  
Acts.  11v16 And  I  (Peter)   recollected/remembered  of the  utterance/topic/word  of the  lord/master  (= JC) 

in that manner  as  he  (=  JC)   stated/exclaimed: 
The  John  (the Baptist)   truly/indeed  he  baptised  to the  (= in)   water 
and  {specifically yourselves}   will be  baptised  within  
the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

And  I (Peter)  remembered of the  topic/word  of the  lord/master   (= JC as “The Word of God”) 
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in that manner as he  (= JC)  stated: 
John  (the Baptist)   truly/indeed  he baptised in water,  and specifically yourselves  (= “The Early Adopters”)  will be baptised  
within the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character). 
 

Just confirms what I was stating in my previous commentary. 
This act of baptising occurred at  The End  of the initial learning process and  NOT  at the beginning. 
Knowing the HS would have been operating within The Environment at the beginning  because  all these receptive people  had  voluntarily convened 
together,  brought together by their actions to further Yahweh’s Desire   (see the definition of “HS” given by FutureLife.Org). 

Does the reader understand the  subtleties  behind all this,  as we  untangle  the  twisted  message given by our leaders of Christendom? 
Now for three other points twisted by   “You know who”! 
Firstly  

“specifically yourselves”  does  NOT  mean  “Christendom”. 
“Specifically yourselves”  means  “The Early Adopters”  who are likely to become  “The 144000 TCs”. 

Secondly  
Notice the switch from  “in”  (for water)  to  “within”  (for the HS).  

Thirdly  
Peter states   “JC used to say”,  -  but as recorded in The Bible,  he only said it  the once  at Acts.1v5,  thus JC must have been saying  much 
more regularly  than what has been recorded for us!   

As with many things – especially to be considered when certain  informed scholars’  use the rather silly argument about stating   Actions and things are 
out of context with each other as recorded in the four gospels,  and therefore  falsely  concluding  'the Gospels are wrong'!    

What a  ridiculous  argument when we understand that JC would  repeat himself  many  times  to  different  audiences,  and the disciples 
recorded  specifically  different  incidents! 

Can the reader start to see and recognise the  hocus-pocus  and ridiculous musings that come from our  pathetic  Religious Scholars in their prattling? 
 
401st Comment – Peter concludes:  If  T/the  S/specific G/god  H/he  gave to the gentiles the same spiritual gift as also to 
us (now as TCs)  having equally  entrusted/committed  to JC,  then how can  “mere me”  forbid Yahweh? 
306th Reasoning – Obviously:  “Man is infinitely puny when compared with Yahweh”,  and Peter has absolutely no 
intention to  “contend with Yahweh”.  Peter is flexible and changes his view when Yahweh directly intervenes  (unlike 
other types of leaders,  as we only need to read in The Bible  -  and it occurs today,  especially in “Religion”,  when they 
read the contents of  “FutureLife.Org”). 
307th Reasoning – However it must be understood:  JC as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  was  “no respecter of 
persons” (Matt.22v16)  and thus he,  as  “The Word of God”,  must be given to all people without distinction on our part  
(noting James.2v1-12)  to be in the position for JC to become  “the master/lord”  of our minds. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
Acts.  11v17 og If  therefore/then  the  {to be seeming}/{similar (in kind or amount)}/agree/{as much}/likeness  
Acts.  11v17 og (the) {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}   (he) gave/bestowed/granted  {to them}  the  {specific god}  
Acts.  11v17 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  {to us}  (the having) committed/believed/entrusted   
Acts.  11v17 og over/upon/concerning  the  lord/master  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/anointed/Messiah,  
Acts.  11v17 og (emphatic) I/me  and  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {I was/be}  
Acts.  11v17 og (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  
Acts.  11v17 og (to) estop{prevent (by word or act)}/forbid/{keep from}/withstand/halt  the  God? 
Acts.  11v17 Therefore/Then  if   “the  specific god”   he  gave/bestowed  {to them}   

the  {similar kind}/likeness  gratuity/{gift sacrificial}   
in that manner as  also  {to us}  the  having committed/entrusted  upon/concerning  the  lord/master  the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed, 
and  (emphatic)  I  (Peter)  who  I  be  the  powerful/capable  to  estop/forbid/withstand  the   God? 

 

Therefore if  “The Specific God”   (= Yahweh,  through what JC had done   [see commentary]) 
He  gave/bestowed  the similar kind  gratuity/{spiritual gift}  to them   (= gentiles,  who speak  foreign  languages) 
in that manner as  also to us having  (equally)  committed/entrusted  upon the  lord/master  the Jesus the  Christ/Anointed, 
and  (then)   (emphatic) I (Peter),   who I be the capable to  forbid/withstand  (the purpose of)  the God  (= Yahweh)? 
 

Peter poses this conclusion to the contending Jewish disciples. 
If  Yahweh has done this -   Cornelius and I having been brought together in the manner as described, 

(In the same manner that I and JC were brought together,  Matt.4v20-22) 
Then  how can I,  as an infinitely weaker entity than Yahweh,  attempt to stop what Yahweh ordains? 

 
402nd Comment – when hearing of Peter’s account,  the Jewish  Apostles/Disciples  deceased their contention,  and 
praised Yahweh:  T/the  S/specific  G/god  has given reformation of  “Life”  to The Gentiles. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
203rd Instruction – It must be clearly understood:  JC as  “The Word of God”  gives “Life”  to all people at TWO levels: 

1.   The Ransom Sacrifice that only gets us into the 2nd part of our physical life,  it absolutely does  NOT  give us  
      “eternal life”  (irrespective if we are a “Christian”, or not),  ONLY  section (2) below gives that! 
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2.   The Ministry for us to  personally change our mind,  so that we can live forever only  after  having purified the 2nd  
      part of our spiritual life  (through  [1] repentance and  [2] inculcating God’s Word),  where  “The Cut-off”  is at 
      The End of The Millennium  (1000 years covered by JC in his death over The Great Sabbath Day, Mark.2v27-28) 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
204th Instruction – It must be clearly understood:  Yahweh as “The Source”  of  all  “intrinsically  good/ideal  things”,  
“Righteously Adjudicates”  and  “Enforces Justice”  throughout The Universe.  He underwrites what JC as  “The Word of 
God”  has done to ensure that all Entities are able to have  “Physical Life”  provided they fulfil His Desire by living a 
“Spiritual Life”  driven by JC as  “The Word of God”  in our mind and thus the  master/lord  of us. 
308th Reasoning – The above is righteously enacted by Yahweh gaining  “The Early Adopters”  (by His Judgement)  from 
out of  “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  and then  “The Late Adopters”  gained  (judged by JCg and “The Early 
Adopters”)  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”)  during  The Millennium. 
Warning – repeat again - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because quite simply they do  not  have  “The One/Same  Mind as JC”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
Warning – repeat - The above is The Crux of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  absolutely not  in the interests of 
professional religious leaders to be teaching,  because they would be  “teaching themselves out of a  worldly  income”! 
Acts.  11v18 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  And  these (things)   
Acts.  11v18 og (they) {kept still}/{refrained from labour/meddlesome/speech}/ceased/{held peace}/{be quiet}/rested   
Acts.  11v18 og also  (they) {rendered glorious honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  the  God,  
Acts.  11v18 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  11v18 og Therefore/Thus  also  to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  the  {specific god}  
Acts.  11v18 og the  {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  
Acts.  11v18 og (he has) given/bestowed/granted  into/unto  (the) life/existence. 
Acts.  11v18 And  the  hearing/listening/understanding  these things 

they  {kept still}/{refrained from speech}/{held peace}  also  they  {rendered glory/honour}/magnified  the  God,  the stating: 
Therefore  to the  gentiles/nations  “the specific god”  he has  given/granted the  reformation/repentance  unto the  life/existence! 

 

And  (after)  hearing/understanding  these things   (having occurred to Peter over the last 10 days or so) 
they  (= the initially contending Jewish disciples)  held peace  also they magnified the God  (= Yahweh)  the stating: 
   Therefore  “The Specific God”  (see commentary)  has given the reformation unto  life/existence  to the  gentiles/nations! 
 

What does this conclusion tell us about the Jewish thinking  (including the Disciples)  regarding the future of the  gentiles/nations  upon their 
death after this event? 

Moreover,  a further question should be asked   
Does this mean that no gentiles before this event are saved? 

Absolutely not! 
This is where  worldly Christianity as a subset of  “Religion”  wholly falls apart  as errantly taught by our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders! 
Quite simply - 

They misquote  (by ignoring the context)  'Believe in JC to be saved'! 
Therefore,  I ask the simple question - 

What happens to people who died  before  they had an opportunity to  “Believe in JC to be saved”? 
Especially the people of Sodom and Gomorrah,  please see my  important  commentaries at Matt.10v15, 11v23-24, Mark.6v11, Luke.10v12. 

I repeat  
Just about, everything that comes out of the mouths of our  worldly Christian leaders is  completely flawed  when it comes to teaching what JC  
really  taught us in The Gospels!   Their postulations have as many holes as does a colander,  and likewise their supposed exegeses! 

Again,  I further ask  
Can they get anything correct? 

Virtually  nothing!    
When it comes to explaining Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Today they  never  teach of  “1st Century Christianity”,  because they have the  one/same  mind as those  worldly Christian leaders  (1John.2v18-19)  of 
long ago who started to teach of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)   effectively  we can do whatever we like,  because JC covers all Christians’  (Jude.v4)! 
Being of an  “all-inclusive Jesus”  engulfing the aspects of “Religion”  to gain “Quantity” (upon which to defraud),  rather than “Quality” (to yield 
Yahweh’s future Sons of God).  We of Mankind need the 144000 TCs who proved themselves worthy  “To Lead”  “The Resurrected World”  in The 
Millennium,  by imitating JC in the 1st part of their physical life. 

Please read my very many commentaries and dissertations to discover what JC  really  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
We can understand why Yahweh specifically used Peter to inaugurate The Gentiles into  “1st Century Christianity”  by this one action with Cornelius, his 
family and friends.   It was a seismic change of direction in  “The Early Christian Movement”  being a change from  “only The Jew”,  to now  “include 
The World”!   It required  The Acclaimed Leader  of this New Movement,  “The Rock”  (Matt.16v18)   upon which JC was going to build The Ecclesia in 
The World,  to make  “The Invitation”  given to The World acceptable to his fellow brothers,  if it had been any other person,  then disagreement may 
have been more sustained.  The  apostles/disciples  recognised Yahweh had spoken through their new leader,  Peter  ( replacing’ JC)! 
 
403rd Comment – The True Christians (TCs),  being ordinary members of The Jewish Public,  were displaced by the 
persecution brought about by leaders of “Religion”  (as has been done throughout The Ages).  In this instance, it was the 
murder of Stephen causing these people to go out into the surrounding countries. 
404th Comment – But these displaced True Christians (TCs),  being ordinary members of The Jewish Public,  were only 
teaching Jewish people within the Jewish communities in these surrounding countries. 
309th Reasoning – Because  “1st century Christianity”  answered “Judaism”  then  “The Jewish Christians”  simply 
thought that  “1st Century Christianity”  was:   “Only good for people who knew and understood  The Bedrock  as given 
in The Tanakh”   that  supported/underwrote  “1st Century Christianity”. 
205th Instruction – Things have changed now with  “The Invitation of Sonship”  extended to Cornelius representing The 
Gentiles  (noting Cornelius, family and friends had done their homework with Judaism).  Where  (today)  it becomes The 
Responsibility of the persons with  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Old and New Testament”  to teach  both  aspects to fully 
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underwrite Yahweh’s Omnificence within the mind of the recipient  (only  this truly glorifies Yahweh  and  not  the 
nonsense of vain words out the mouths of our religious leaders  -  they have so much for which to answer)! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
But they are so wonderfully good and accomplished at teaching “Religion”  to scam off their devotees! 
Acts.  11v19 og the (ones = persons)  truly/indeed   Therefore/Then 
Acts.  11v19 og (they were) {sowed throughout}/{distributed (in gentile lands)}/{scattered abroad} (plural)   
Acts.  11v19 og off/away/separated/from  of the  affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution  
Acts.  11v19 og of the  (having) {become to be}  over/upon/concerning  (the) Stephen, 
Acts.  11v19 og (I/he/she/it) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through}   
Acts.  11v19 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  (of the) Phoenicia  also  (of the) Cyprus  also  (of the) Antioch,  
Acts.  11v19 og {not even one}/{no one}/none  (the) speaking/uttering/saying  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts.  11v19 og if  not (= except)  merely/alone/only  (to the) Jews. 
Acts.  11v19 Therefore/Then  the ones  (= persons)   truly/indeed  they were  {sowed throughout}/{scattered abroad} 

off/away/from  of the  affliction/persecution  of the  having  {become to be}/occurred  upon/concerning  the  Stephen, 
(the persons)  he/she  traversed/{went abroad}/{passed through}  {as far as}/unto   
of the  Phoenicia  also  of the  Cyprus  also  of the Antioch, 
the  speaking/saying  the  word/saying/topics/reasoning  (to)  none  except  merely/only  to the  Jews. 

 

Therefore the people  (= “1st Century Christians”)  truly/indeed  they were  scattered abroad   
away/from  the  affliction/persecution  having  occurred concerning  Steven   (being of his martyrdom,  Acts.7v58) 
he/she  (as the individuals of  the exodus of people’)  traversed/{went abroad}  unto Phoenicia  also of Cyprus  also Antioch, 
speaking  the  word/saying/topics/reasoning   (of “1st Century Christianity”)  to none,  except only to the Jews. 
 

It is interesting how after this incident Luke then moves to the Jewish disciples having left Judea to escape the local persecution brought about by leaders 
of “Religion”  centred in Jerusalem,  initially shown to Stephen,  but spread further because to the actions of Saul cum Paul  (Acts.9v1-3). 
Clearly they were teaching  “1st Century Christianity”,  but  only  to The Jewish Communities within these other countries,  leaving the Gentiles alone to 
their  'own fate'  (as deemed by a  worldly interpretation’  of what JC taught).  Which is interesting,  because that is what our  worldly Christian leaders 
do today regarding people outside Christendom,  and these leaders have done so for the last some 1700+ years  choosing to ignore  Yahweh's 
“Righteousness”. 
Phoenicia was a long strip of land  about 48 km  (30 miles) wide that ran up along the Eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea,  broadly where Lebanon 
is located now,  but extending north and south by about another 80 km (50 miles) either side.  Antioch was a major city just north of the northern border 
of Phoenicia,  and Cyprus is the important island in the Eastern side of The Mediterranean Sea.   

Luke mentions these places,  because they have significant importance later in Acts,  as we shall read. 
An interesting question  

Would we be prepared to move from our local home and friends  while teaching of a “future ideal” as did these “1st Century Christians”  OR  
Acquiesce to the prevailing methodology for an easier life  -  of not being persecuted? 

 
405th Comment – The Jewish True Christians (TCs)  as ordinary members of The Jewish Public having been exiled from 
Judea  accurately  taught  “1st Century Christianity”  to  Grecian Jews living in these foreign lands. 
Acts.  11v20 og was/were  And  {some/any/certain  persons}  {from/out of}  {of them}  (the) men/husbands/fellows   
Acts.  11v20 og Cypriots  also  Cyrenians,  who/which  (the having) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  (the) Antioch,   
Acts.  11v20 og (they) spoke/uttered/said  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Hellenists/Grecian/{Greek speaking Jew},  
Acts.  11v20 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)   
Acts.  11v20 og the  lord/master  (the) Jesus. 
Acts.  11v20 And  {some/certain persons}  {from/out of}  {of them}  were    

the  Cypriot  also  Cyrenian  men/husbands  who  the having  entered/{went into}  the  Antioch, 
they spoke/uttered  towards/{near to}  the  Hellenists  personally  preaching The Good News  (of)  the  lord/master  the  Jesus. 

 

And some people from out of them   (= “1st Century Christians”)   were Cypriot also Cyrenian men who having entered Antioch, 
they spoke towards the  Hellenists/Grecians  personally preaching The Good News  (of)  the  lord/master  the Jesus. 
 

These would be Jewish  “1st Century Christians”  spreading from within these localities and teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to other Jews. 
 
406th Comment – Yahweh was working in The Background with these Jewish True Christians (TCs)  accurately  teaching  
“The Word of God”,  and because  “God’s Word”  was driving their mind,  then they became very successful to  “win 
over”  by  “Strength of Argument”  their Jewish neighbours within these foreign lands. 
Acts.  11v21 og Also  (it) was  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) lord/master  
Acts.  11v21 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  {of them},  
Acts.  11v21 og (the) many/much/plenteous  both  (the) summed/number  the  committing/believing/entrusting  
Acts.  11v21 og (they) reverted/{came/went  again}/converted/{re/turned  around}  into/unto  the  lord/master. 
Acts.  11v21 Also  the  hand  of the  lord/master  it was  together/with  {of them}, 

both  (1) the  many/plenteous  summed/number the  committing/entrusting  (and) 
(2) they  converted/{returned around}  unto  the  lord/master. 

 

Also the hand of the  lord/master  was  together/with  of them   (= “1st Century Christians”  forced to move because of  The Persecution) 
both  (1) the many  (in)  number  (of people)  committing/entrusting   (in what was  accurately taught  as  “1st Century Christianity”) 
(also)  (2) they converted unto the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  to control their minds and works). 
 

These  “1st Century Christians”  were very successful in converting these specific Grecian Jews over to  “1st Century Christianity”  because it  
righteously answered  the prophecies and provided a  righteous means  for Mankind’s Salvation to occur in a perfect environment. 
And because these  “1st Century Christians”  truly taught  “1st Century Christianity”  then Yahweh was working with them to make this occur through 
the HS  (= Yahweh's Pure Desire made manifest in The Environment [by whatever required means]). 
They were not press-ganged  'into believing'  as that which occurred and still occurs within many denominations for instance the RCC for the last some 
1700 years,  for only to  'increase bums on seats'  for a larger population to tithe  (by implied force),  certainly not  “to save people”  in the future!   
Behind  “The Threat”     
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If you do not belong to our group then you shall be eternally damned!   
Hence both  'the stick and the stick'  with no carrot!    Hence people are “press-ganged” now to be taxed,   and later  “eternally damned”! 

Seems  “worldly Christianity”  has covered both  “this life”  and our  “future life”! 
It is a complete  “Fraudulent scam”  perpetrated by  “Rogue traders”  and  “Spiritual paedophiles”! 

That is why Yahweh completely  despises  “worldly Christianity”  because it represents Satan's teaching behind a superficial mask! 
Basically  “a teaching”  full of unrighteous holes and having  zero  exegesis  that I can  completely destroy by logical reasoning,  based upon The Bible. 
By direct contrast; 

“1st Century Christianity”  taught of  “The Goal of Sonship”  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness “  in The Millennium. 
Nothing was coerced because  

Yahweh does  not  want conscripts as  “The Future World Leaders”  -  but people  self-motivated  to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
There was always The Millennium to capture  “The General Public”  to become  “The Late Adopters”! 
This is what JC taught to his disciples  (Matt.10v14, Mark.6v11, Luke.9v5, 10v11)  and later  (Acts.13v51). 

Everything makes for logical and righteous sense! 
 
407th Comment – The success of these displaced  “Jewish Christians”  behaving as TCs in personally  accurately  
teaching  “1st Century Christianity”   particularly in Antioch reached the ears of the  apostles/disciples  of the ecclesia 
based in Jerusalem.  These people took upon themselves:  Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility with God’s Word. 
And because of this,  Barnabas was dispatched to support this growth. 
310th Reasoning – There is much more to this  “dispatching of Barnabas”  to Antioch!   It must be clearly understood 
these Jewish Christians  (teaching “1st Century Christianity”)  were  only  teaching Jewish people.  They made absolutely 
no attempt to teach the gentiles alongside,  because the gentiles were considered unclean.  However,  after Peter’s 
experience this was to change!  And that is specifically why Barnabas was sent,  to explain Yahweh has opened  “The 
Invitation for The Anointing”  to all people of The World. 
311th Reasoning – Not obviously understood,  we must ask ourselves:  Why did these Christians behave as they did,  to 
teach fellow Jews resident in these regions outside Israel to such an extent that  “1st Century Christianity”  grew so very 
rapidly in perhaps a year,  within these new locations outside Jerusalem (and outside Israel)?! 
It would not occur today if people were forcibly ejected from their home country as exiles,  for them to teach a  “New 
Understanding”  to have such a marked effect upon the listeners,  and for this  “Knowledge”  to multiply as it did. 
The Solution to this observation is that:  “1st Century Christianity”  answers all the loose ends posed in  “Judaism”.   
Jewish people have all the loose ends in God’s Word  “begging to be tied together”  so when JC answered all these loose 
ends then these educated recipients were only too please to tell other people of what they have discovered! 

Barnabas visited them to explain  (1) The Gentiles were now included and  (2) to ensure the purity of what had 
been taught. 

140th Warning – Worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders give such a poor rendering of God’s Word for it to 
have no intrinsic meaning within peoples’ mind  (in direct contrast to what “The 1st Century Christians” taught).  Sadly,  
the recipients are not gaining the internal drive to go out as  “The Ecclesia”  to accurately proclaim  “The Gospel”  that 
explains Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  operating over millennia,  but instead today,  they are instructed to fulfil 
their own emotional desire  (to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind).   How bad is that?!   Where is The Focus? 
Acts.  11v22 og (it was) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  into/unto  the  ears  
Acts.  11v22 og of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the (one = ecclesia)  in  (to the) Jerusalem   
Acts.  11v22 og concerning/about  {of them};  
Acts.  11v22 og also  (they) {off/from/out  set apart}/{went forth (on mission)}/dispatched  (the) Barnabas   
Acts.  11v22 og (to) {to traverse}/come/depart/go/abroad/{pass by/over/through}   
Acts.  11v22 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  (the) Antioch; 
Acts.  11v22 And  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning concerning/about  of them  (= the positive progress in Antioch) 

it was  heard/understood  into/unto  the  ears  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  one (= ecclesia)  within  Jerusalem; 
also  they  {off/from set apart}/{went forth (on a mission)}   the Barnabas 
to  traverse/depart/{go abroad}  {as long/far as}/unto  the  Antioch; 

And the word  concerning/about  of them   (= the  success of the  Cypriot/Cyrenian  men bringing forth many  “1st Century Christians”) 
it was heard into the ears of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  within Jerusalem; 
also they  (of the Jerusalem ecclesia)  {put forth (on a mission)}  Barnabas to go abroad unto Antioch; 
 

The success in Antioch was heard by the Jerusalem Ecclesia and the members choose to elect Barnabas to help these exiled Jewish Christians.   
“1st Century Christianity”  had grown so rapidly within the Jewish communities because The Message was eagerly transmitted to fellow Jews,  by virtue 
of the stupendous content that  righteously answered  all the posed unanswered allegories and prophecies written within God’s Word as contained within 
the Tanakh  (all made possible by JC becoming  “The Key”  to resolve everything).   The exiles were  self-motivated  to transmit this  “Knowledge”  to 
their brethren in the Jewish Communities.   Needless to say;  none  of this depth is taught today in  “Christianity”,  but a wholly worthless  (when 
compared with what  could  be taught),  it is all at one level  “hearsay”  without any supportive evidence to give credence and authority to Yahweh’s 
Word.  What is taught today is just  mindless  “Religion”  based upon hearsay,  having zero depth and no credibility! 
I compare it with meaningless soundbites that politicians give to  catch the ear’,  but signifying nothing of substance! 

How bad is that?!   Our worldly Christian leaders are in for  a roasting’  if fortunate enough to be resurrected into The Millennium! 
Returning to this verse. 
Barnabas was  “a caring man”  (= “Son of Comfort”,  Acts.4v36)  and thus a great ambassador for  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Also noting the sequence of chapter contents,  then Barnabas would be able to explain to these pioneering Jewish Christians that  “1st Century 
Christianity”  should now become  “The Invitation”  to  also  The Gentiles. 
Note the copyist addition of plural  “churches”  when it  should be singular  “ecclesia”. 

How do we know that it is a copyist addition? 
Because during these early days,  “Christianity”  was pure  and  singular,   having not then been defiled by the tens of thousands of  worldly Christian 
schisms of which we have today,  for the myriad of leaders to  “divide and rule”  (as JC warned about the thieves and hirelings at John.10v1-12)! 

The copyist under instruction,  thought at a local level  (many churches)  at some 600+ years after this event,  thinking with a worldly mind! 
The ancient city of Antioch rested on the eastern edge of the river Orontes,  and its ruins lay very close to modern day Antakya,  positioned in the most 
eastern side of Turkey close to the boarder of Syria. 
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It should be noted that history records some 16 Antiochs throughout The Roman Empire,  but only  two  are mentioned in The New Testament,  this one 
and the other at Pisidia some 350 miles due West North West of this one  (Chapter 13). 
 
408th Comment – Barnabas was greatly pleased with the rapid growth given by these  ordinary  public members having 
taken upon themselves  “The Accountability/Ownership/Responsibility”  of  “The Word of God”   to behave in the  
one/same  manner as did JC,  and thereby be gaining  gifts/favours/benefits  by their uptake of  “1st Century Christianity” 
409th Comment – Barnabas also had to go there and straighten out a few issues starting to creep into what was taught,   
hence the exhortation for them to be:  “Setting forth in being driven by The Master”  of JC as  “The Word of God”. 
410th Comment – These people had  gifts/favours/benefits  towards all people;  – what does this mean? 
312th Reasoning – It is what makes  “The Early Adopters”  different  to The World.  “The Word of God”  had rewired 
their synapse construction  (= changed their personality and thinking)  so that they worked together to edify each other.  
Nothing was done to hurt their neighbour  (scamming, defrauding, stealing, hurtful comments, finding excuses not to help, 
gossip, etc.)  being all the things we see operating within the members of  “Religion”  at some time in their life. 
Good News – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  
that requires all three attributes,  else it becomes merely a self-indulgent ego trip – and the  ‘gifts’  are merely vanity. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
141st Warning – Gifts/favours/benefits  is not The Physical  (of money)  being what certain charlatan Christian leaders 
state:  Give more (money to the Christian leader)  so that Yahweh will give you more (money)!   This is an abomination! 
206th Instruction – People who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire will go out into The World and  accurately  teach God’s Word for 
no worldly return (except persecution)  so that the recipients will gain  gifts/favours/benefits  for the mind that is outputted 
in unfeigned works to the community,  and this shall bring forth The Millennium  (when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs). 
207th Instruction – We must gain an accurate rendition of God’s Word and maintain it by  daily  study of a Good Quality 
Bible  (of at least pre 1950 CE translation,  later ones are normally heavily twisted).  We will  not  obtain an accurate 
rendition of God’s Word through Christendom  (praying to a worldly god,  being a  “Gospel of Excuses”)  –  as my  
thousands  of  inter-verse  commentaries on  “FutureLife.Org”  demonstrably show. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Acts.  11v23 og who/which/that  (the having) {become near}/approach/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come   
Acts.  11v23 og also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   
Acts.  11v23 og the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God  
Acts.  11v23 og (he) cheered/{was calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoiced/greeted,  
Acts.  11v23 og also  (he) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/ 

/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts.  11v23 og  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  to the  {setting forth}/purpose/{proposal of intention} 
Acts.  11v23 og of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (to) {stay further}/{remain (in place)}/{adhere to}/persevere/continue 
Acts.  11v23 og to the  lord/master, 
Acts.  11v23 who  (= Barnabas)   the having  {become near}/arrived/come   

also  the  knowing/seeing the  gifts/favours/benefit  of the  God  (= Yahweh)   he  cheered/rejoiced, 
also  he  {called near}beseeched/exhorted/urged  the  all persons  
to the (= in)  {setting forth}/purpose/intention  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to  remain/persevere/continue  to the  lord/master. 

 

Who  (= Barnabas)  the having arrived   (into Antioch)   
also seeing the  gifts/favours/benefit  of the God  (= Yahweh)   he  (= Barnabas)   rejoiced, 
also he  beseeched/exhorted/urged  all the people   
in the  purpose/intention  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (which is)  to  remain/persevere  to the  lord/master   (= JC as God’s Word). 
 

Barnabas was greatly cheered to see the success of the early  exiled/pioneering  Jewish Christians in Antioch. 
Now the interesting part - 

What does this verse  really  mean?    
It is especially worth asking this question,  when we have the  incorrect  dumbed-down’  translations of  “comfort”  being given in many  worldly  bible 
translations! 

“Comfort ”  is  “a  nonsense  translation”! 
Because we should ask ourselves  

“Comfort from what?”    
Was it  “comfort”  by escaping from the  “Religious Leaders trying to murder them”? 

(Being a plausible interpretation!) 
Which certainly happened,  because that is specifically why these Jewish Christians  fled from Judea for their lives! 

So we should ask  
Is that what our translators are really teaching us? 
Hardly,  -  being  hand-in-glove  with their  paymasters  (having a similar mind as those leaders orchestrating such heinous activity)! 

We must understand that importantly - 
Barnabas was  strengthening their inner fortitude  by building up their knowledge base and assurance through  “1st Century Christianity”. 

(In like manner as we are taught by Paul at 1Cor.3v6). 
Therefore,  Barnabas went to explain the finer details of  “1st Century Christianity”  to make firm by exhortation,  and to explain that  “The Real 
Gospel”  was also further extended to include The Gentiles! 
He absolutely did  not  go to  'comfort them',  because they were already settled and  most happy  where they were,  because  they  had  escaped  the 
leaders of  “Religion”  operating in Judea trying to kill them  (see Acts 12v2-4)!   In addition,  even happier because the people in Antioch were far more 
receptive of  “1st Century Christianity”  than in many other places,  as we read here and in later verses! 
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The readers must be very careful of  worldly  bible translations,  where  most of them  have  serious errors  scattered throughout,  to skew understanding,  
all of which I expose in my thousands of  inter-verse  commentaries of my  “Most Faithful New Testament Translation”  freely available  on this planet! 
It should also be noted the following phase - 

“In the setting forth of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to  remain/persevere  in the  lord/master.” 
Where  “The Lord/Master”  is JC as  “The Word of God”  to be controlling our minds. 

This is quite important and is always dismissed;  so we may ask  
Why should this phrase be added? 

Quite simply  
Because already it could be seen, that  “deviation”  was already occurring  in what was taught! 
People were starting to add frills onto what was taught,  changing things away from “The 1st Century Christianity”  as taught by the apostles. 

Barnabas went up to Antioch to straighten out a few little things starting to creep into what JC had originally taught perhaps only 5 years earlier. 
Now that started to occur within about 1 year of the persecution originated by leaders of “Religion”  beginning to bear down upon  “1st Century 
Christianity”,  which brings forth interesting inductive reasoning.   
Let us consider almost  2000 years have passed  thereby enabling our leaders of “Religion”  to have more than sufficient time to  fully twist  God’s Word 
into something completely  far adrift  from what Yahweh originated through His Prime Representatives  (The Apostles). 

Is that not a fair conclusion? 
Why should this  not  be a fair conclusion when Satan is the god of this present world  (for the time being –  and soon to be deposed). 
We only need look around us to see that this world is  far removed  from Yahweh’s mode of operations! 

Therefore,  we may ask a reasonable question  
To whom do leaders of “Religion” pray,  when they confidently state   “They pray to the “god” of this world”? 

(1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4 seems to answer that question!) 
We know the answer to that question,  when we analyse their sermons against what The Bible specifically tells us,  and then decipher their deportment! 
The apostles had started to see this drift occurring  in their time,  and they warned of it many times in their epistles  -  occurring then! 

This  perversion  yielding  “worldly Christianity”  now fully covers The Planet  (as an  excuse  to  “remain human”)  to fill the coffers! 
 
411th Comment – Barnabas truly had the HS operating within (and around)  him,  he was a TC having  “Real Faith”. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Instruction – repeat - Both JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Reasoning – repeat - Because of the above reasoning,  then the apostles took it upon themselves to continue JC’s work. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Instruction – repeat - We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but 
through “1st Century Christianity” that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
313th Reasoning – Barnabas had the  “accurate knowledge”  from the 12 Disciples,  gained  “assurance”  by personally 
assaying/testing  The Knowledge (to ensure that it was righteous,  hence sourced by Yahweh)  and then he operated in  
“fidelity”   to gain “Real Faith”.  It was  only  by this route,  he gained the HS  (expressed as Yahweh’s Favour). 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests  and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
412th Comment – Because Barnabas had the HS operating within (and around)  him  and demonstrated  “Real Faith”  
then he was able to rapidly increase the number of  “1st Century Christians”  in Antioch. 
Acts.  11v24 og because  (he) was  (the) man/husband/fellow  (the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal   
Acts.  11v24 og also  (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  11v24 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  11v24 og also  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.  
Acts.  11v24 og Also  (it was) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annexed/repeated/{gave more}/increased/ 

/proceeded/furthered/added  
Acts.  11v24 og (the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  
Acts.  11v24 og (the) arrived/{came into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  to the  lord/master. 
Acts.  11v24 Because  he  (Barnabas)  was  the  {intrinsically good/ideal}   man/fellow  also  the  complete/full  

of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
also  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Also  the  {class of people}/crowd  was  {placed additionally}/grew/increased  the  great/many/much  to the  lord/master. 

 

Because he  (= Barnabas)  was the intrinsically  good/ideal  man  also the  complete/full 
of the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character) 
also of the  (Real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity   as only gained from  “1st Century Christianity”). 
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Also the crowd was much increased to the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling the mind unto Yahweh’s Methodology). 
 

Barnabas exuded a character like JC  (1Pet.2v18-24)  and was wholly motivated to explain the finer points of  “1st Century Christianity”  to a much 
larger audience,  because now he was presenting  “The Invitation”  to The Gentiles,  as equally to The Jews. 
Because Barnabas is almost certainly to become a future Son of God by virtue he precisely imitated JC's  ministry/deportment  and thoroughly knowing  
“1st Century Christianity”  thereby having  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).  By consequence, he truly had the HS;  -  
inasmuch his mind  thought/reasoned/acted  precisely as would JC,  having the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

Our  millions’  of  worldly Christian leaders  by definition  do  NOT  have the HS. 
We can make that  accurate  determination,  when we understand what the HS personally means within an entity - 

“A mind that  thinks/reasons  precisely like Yahweh to make His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment.” 
And because of this,  then Yahweh reciprocates to physically  move The Environment’  around the TCs,  to make the TCs more efficient in  
their ministry to make the above occur.  It is a symbiotic relationship  (noting the counter at James.1v6-8, 4v3-4) 

From this definition,  and by a detailed audit of what our  worldly Christian leaders do,  then clearly they have  NO  “HS”,  by virtue they do  not  even 
know what is Yahweh's Desire  (because they  never  teach of  “1st Century Christianity”,  but only  proven competent’  to teach  “Religion”,  of which 
we are taught to leave,  Rev.18v4)!   Of which JCg calls  “Babylon”,   and yet our leaders of Christendom want to get into bed with  “Religion”! 

They are an utter abomination and detestation to Yahweh! 
 
413th Comment – Barnabas searched out  Saul (cum Paul)  in his home town of Tarsus  (lying near to Antioch),  because 
the pair of them made a formable team to push forward Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Acts.  11v25 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  And  into/unto  (the) Tarsus  
Acts.  11v25 og the  Barnabas  (to) {repeatedly seek}/{search out}/{intensely investigate}  (the) Saul, 
Acts.  11v25 And  the  Barnabas  he  {went forth}/proceeded  into/unto  the  Tarsus  to  {search out}/{intensely investigate}  the  Saul. 
 

And the Barnabas went forward unto Tarsus to search out Saul  (= Paul). 
 

Barnabas went to find Saul in his home town of Tarsus in Cilicia,  about 65 miles due north-west from Antioch, 
Why? 
Has anyone considered asking that question? 
Perhaps many people have,  but what answer came back by return? 

From what I know of Saul,  being of his education from a child and of his epistles,  then we understand Saul was multilingual. 
He could speak many  languages/tongues,  and I have read somewhere that he could fluently speak at  least  four  languages,  Greek, Hebrew, 
Aramaic, Italian.   

Because Saul was accomplished in many natural  languages/tongues,  together with his extensive knowledge of The Tanakh and having been taught 
under Gamaliel to be a skilled  debater/orator  then Barnabas would find Saul a very useful colleague to work alongside in the Gentile lands. 

This was now,  “The Known Requirement”  after Peter’s experience with Cornelius a little earlier. 
And there is also the remembrance that it was Barnabas who  took Saul under his wing’  and spoke up for him when Saul returned to Jerusalem from his 
conversion to Damascus  (Acts.9v27)  and this action by Barnabas then,  would have cemented a  long-lasting  friendship and a sense of indebtedness on 
Saul’s part unto Barnabas.   
 
414th Comment – Both Barnabas and Saul worked together in Antioch for a year and brought many more people unto  “1st 
Century Christianity”.  So much so,  that this became the first Ecclesia of Christians and disciples outside Israel. 
67th Good News – The Power of God’s Word to change the way people think,  was now branching out into  ‘The Heathen 
World’  of The Gentiles,  being  “The Invitation of The Anointing (by imitating JC)”  was made public outside Israel. 
314th Reasoning – It is only by imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  that  “The Word of God”  is able to transform minds 
to become like  “Jesus”  ourselves  (hence Matt.7v16-19)  to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 
144000 TCs”  over The Gospel Age,  for Yahweh to then righteously (according to prophecy)  bring forth The Millennium. 
Acts.  11v26 og also  (the) finding/obtaining/seeing/perceiving  (the) him  (he) {led away}/brought/drove/went/induced   
Acts.  11v26 og (the) him  into/unto  (the) Antioch.   
Acts.  11v26 og (it) {became to be}  And  them  (the) year  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  
Acts.  11v26 og (they were) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered   
Acts.  11v26 og in  to the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  also  (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train   
Acts.  11v26 og (the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  
Acts.  11v26 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable. 
Acts.  11v26 og (they were) {to utter an oracle}/{(divinely) intimate}/{bear (as a) title}/{be called}/ 

/{be admonished (warned) of God}/revealed/speak   
Acts.  11v26 og both  first/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  in  (to the) Antioch 
Acts.  11v26 og the  learners/pupils/disciples  (the) Christians. 
Acts.  11v26 Also  the  finding/seeing   the  him  (= Saul/Paul) 

he  (= Barnabas)   {led away}/drove/induced  the  him  (= Saul/Paul)   into/unto  the  Antioch. 
And  it  {became to be}   them  (= Barnabas and Paul)   the   whole/complete  year   
they  (= Barnabas and Paul)   were  collected/gathered  within  the  {calling out}/ecclesia 
also  to  teach/train  the  many/considerable  {class (of people)}/crowd.    
They were  {bourn the title}/called  both: 
(1) the first/chief  Christians  within the  Antioch  (also)  (2) the  learners/disciples. 

 

Also finding the him  (= Saul cum Paul),  he  (= Barnabas)  drove/induced  him  (= Paul)  unto Antioch. 
And them  (= Barnabas and Paul)  became to be the whole year gathered within the  {calling out}/ecclesia 
also to  teach/train  the considerable crowd. 
They  (= these new “1st Century Christians”)  were called both 
(1) the first Christians  (also)  (2) (became to be)  the disciples within Antioch. 
 

Paul and Barnabas arrived at Antioch and both stayed there for about a year,  firmly establishing the ecclesia of Antioch,  so much so,  that this city 
became known as bearing  “The First Christians”  and  “The First Disciples”  outside the land of Israel,  and later in the context  “from The Heathen”  
rather than only  “The Jews”.  
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415th Comment – During the year in which Barnabas and Saul were  teaching/training in Antioch,  inspired teachers from 
Jerusalem came to see  ‘how the job was done’  in gentile lands,  giving them an opportunity to appreciate the  up-take  by 
the gentiles  not having  “Judaism”  that itself underpinned  “1st Century Christianity”  (that answered  “Judaism”). 
Acts.  11v27 og In  {to these/those (specifically)}  And  the  days/{periods of time}  
Acts.  11v27 og (they) {came/went down}/departed/descended/alighted  off/away/separated/from  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts.  11v27 og (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  into/unto  (the) Antioch. 
Acts.  11v27 And  within  those specific  days/{periods of time}  the  prophets/{inspired teachers} 

they  {came down}/departed  off/away/from  the  Jerusalem   into/unto   the  Antioch. 
 

And within those specific days   (= during the year,  Barnabas and Paul were  teaching/training  in Antioch) 
inspired teachers departed  away/from  Jerusalem unto Antioch. 
 

These would be Jewish Christians coming from Jerusalem to visit Barnabas and Paul within Antioch to see the amazing work for themselves. 
 
66th Prophecy – One of these inspired teachers called Agabus gave by reason through prophecy,  of a famine to come into 
the area during the reign of Caesar Claudius. 
Acts.  11v28 og (the having) {stood up}/arose/{risen up}  And  one/singularly  {from/out of}  {of them}  
Acts.  11v28 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Agabus,  
Acts.  11v28 og (he) indicated/signified  through (reason of)  (of the)  spirt/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  11v28 og (the) destitution/{scarcity of food}/dearth/famine/hunger  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts.  11v28 og (to be) occurring/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  11v28 og (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world},   
Acts.  11v28 og who/which  also  (it) {became to be}   over/upon/concerning  (of the) Claudius  (of the) Caesar. 
Acts.  11v28 And  one/singularly  from/out  of them  to the  name/character/authority  (of)  the  Agabus  the having  {stood/risen up, 

he  indicated/signified  through reason  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
the  large/great  destitution/famine/hunger   to be  occurring/expecting/coming  upon/concerning   
the  all/whole/throughout  the  {inhabited world}, 
which  also  it  {became to be}  over/concerning  of the  Claudius  Caesar  (time in power). 

 

And one  from/out  of them to the name  (of)  Agabus the having stood up, 
he indicated through reason of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
the large destitution/famine  to be occurring upon all the inhabited world, 
which  also it became to be concerning the Caesar Claudius  (reign). 
 

Agabus certainly had the HS operating within him,  because he predicted of a great famine within the reign of Caesar Claudius  (his reign lasting from 
41 to 54 CE),  of which Josephus also writes in his  “Jewish Antiquities”  XX, 51 (ii.5) and at XX, 101 (v.2). 
We also read later in Acts.21v8-11,  Paul meeting Agabus again at the end of his 3rd Missionary Journey,  where Agabus prophesies of Paul's future 
arrest in Jerusalem.  
 
416th Comment – These  “1st Century Christians”  having been taught about The Millennium and what it will be like,  felt 
motivated to behave as it will be like in The Millennium,  where all people will be expected to share everything equally 
between each other. 
Prophecy – repeat - In The Millennium all goods and property shall be shared to all people,  no person shall be without. 
Instruction – repeat - While all things shall be shared out equally in The Millennium, all people then in perfected physical 
bodies shall be expected to equally work for their sustenance.  The Bible is very explicit in stating that:  If we do not work 
then we shall not eat!   All  people shall be expected to work for their equally shared sustenance.  Skivers, shirkers and 
slackers not pulling their weight to aid society shall not be tolerated in The Millennium  (and will starve in fleshly bodies)! 
417th Comment – The requirement for these gifts is only they only go to  “Brethren/Sisters” to “The Real Faith”.  There is 
no mandate in The Bible to give physical aid to people outside “The Real Faith”.  JC said: ‘There are always The Poor,  
but you will not always have me (physically next to you)’ - the inference being: We direct ourselves to people of “The Real 
Faith”  when giving out physical gifts – but spiritually we teach to any person  (read my commentaries Luke.10v30-36) 
142nd Warning – Beware of  “The Commercial Industry”  operating around  “supposed Charity”  where everyone takes  
“their cut”  out of what was freely given by The Public  (and only a fraction is received by an entity in  “Real Need”). 
By contrast:  “The Brethren giving to The Brethren”  means 100% of the donation is received by  “The Really Needy”. 
Acts.  11v29 og of the  And  learners/pupils/disciples  just/as/that/how/when  
Acts.  11v29 og (he/she was) {preparing/providing very much more}/{good for passing through}/ 

/{have (pecuniary) means}/{ability to supply} (middle voice)   
Acts.  11v29 og {any/some/certain person}  
Acts.  11v29 og (they) {marked (out or) bound}/’horizon’/{appointed/decreed/specified}/declared/ 

/determined/limited/ordained   
Acts.  11v29 og each/any/every (person)  {of them}  into/unto  (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  
Acts.  11v29 og (to) {dispatch (from the point of departure)}/transmit/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in} 
Acts.  11v29 og  to the (ones = persons)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  
Acts.  11v29 og in  to the  Judea  (to the) {The Brethren}/brothers, 
Acts.  11v29 And  of the  learners/disciples   

{some/any  person}  he/she  was  personally  {providing very much more}/{ability to supply}, 
they  {marked out}/specified/determined/ordained  every  person  of them  unto  the  attendance/{servicing in the world} 
to  dispatch/bestow/send  to the  {The Brethren}/brothers  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  within  the  Judea. 

 

And of the disciples   (= new Christians living in Antioch,  when alerted by the prophecy given by Agabus),    
some/any  person  (= every new Christian)  he/she  was personally able to supply   (in  food/goods/clothes/money), 
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they  (= new Christians collectively)  determined every person of them  (= new Christians)  to  dispatch/send   (food/goods/clothes/money)    
unto the  attendance/ministry  to the  (spiritual)  brothers housed permanently within Judea. 
 

As we read here,  any disciple having excess of the barest need felt moved to personally offer  “the excess”  to be sent due south from Antioch into Judea  
(Jerusalem)  some 300 miles due south,  taking about 15 days of walking  (perhaps travelling about 20 miles a day).  They thought and reasoned in 
precisely  the  one/same  manner as did  “The New Christians”  in Jerusalem  (Acts.4v34-35)  to show what The Millennium will be like,  as JC taught 
us,  but is  never  taught within Christendom!   This shows  “The Disconnect”  between Christendom and  “1st Century Christianity”. 
These gifts where not for general circulation in Judea,  but  only  to the spiritual brethren who offered their services to Yahweh,  inasmuch they offered 
their time freely  over and above their daily secular work  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12)  and should therefore be supported for this personal sacrifice in 
their time and labour. 
It should be noted there was  not  “A ‘Charity’ Industry”  then,  but today no one really knows how much truly  ends-up  with the suffering person at the 
end of the chain  (with so many people leeching off the proceeds before it reaches its supposed  'claimed recipient').  By contrast,  here in Antioch,  it was 
personally known who was to receive the aid,  and all 100% of what was offered reached the truly destitute recipient in need. 
Further,  we should beware of  “feigned charity”  not following the teaching as taught by JC at Matt.6v1-6,  where charitable things are done in public,  
for the public recognition of what is done!   That is  not  “Real Charity”  as defined by Yahweh  (Matt.6v16-18),  “Real Charity”  is done  in secret,  not 
given public recognition,  and this shows the true  {heart condition}/motive  of the giver   (of which Yahweh reads)! 
See also JC's observation in The Temple regarding  “The Rich Men and The Widow”  (Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3)  and my cited commentaries make 
for very useful read. 

Yahweh is after  “The Mind”,  being The Mind of  “The Early Adopters”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
This is what we are taught by allegoric prophecy at 1Sam.7v16-23,  where David was a  “king in waiting”  (just as is JCg now,  Luke.19v12). 

Where,  JCg is waiting  
For his bride comprising of 144000 TCs  to close  The Gospel Age  when  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” is reached  (Rev.14v1-4). 

It is all so blindingly obvious when coherently explained!  
Yet by contrast,  our  “Leaders of Religion”  hide it ,  hence being  “Anti-Christ” (”anti-Anointing of the 144000 TCs, 1John.2v28-29, 4v1-3). 
Thereby delaying  “The Onset of The Millennium”,  and are thus  “fulfilling Satan's desire”  for him not to be restrained  (Rev.20v1-3, 10) 
They are also  actively prolonging the present pain and suffering  on this planet for the last some 2000 years  (Rom.8v22-23)! 
All done behind  a supercilious smile and a  'loving embrace of fatuous words'   that signify nothing,  except  'the pleasing of emotions'! 
Self-congratulation of both parties living in a self-indulgent world,  ignoring the pain and suffering  caused by a spiritually blind world! 

This is  not  “The Representation”  that Yahweh wants to take forward His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation! 
 
418th Comment – These disciples  (= “1st Century Christians”)  in Antioch entrusted their gifts with Barnabas and Saul 
upon the return of these two apostles to Jerusalem,  to report back on the success of their ministry lasting for about a year. 
These gifts would be given to the elders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia for distribution to  “The Really Needy”. 
143rd Warning – - Beware of  “The Commercial Industry”  operating around  “supposed Charity”  where everyone takes  
“their cut”  out of what was freely given by The Public  (only a fraction is received by an entity in  “Real Need”). 
By contrast:  “The Brethren giving to The Brethren”  means 100% of the donation is received by  “The Really Needy”. 
315th Reasoning – Everyone in  “the chain of giving”  were motivated to ensure the people at the end of this  real  charity 
chain received everything that was given.   This is not true today – and thus “Charity” today has lost its original meaning!   
Worldly leaders taking their place over and within “Charity”  have now made it a  very dirty  (worldly)  word! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  11v30 og Who/which/that  also  (they) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts.  11v30 og (the) {setting apart}/sending/{putting out/forth}/dispatching/commissioning   
Acts.  11v30 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (plural)  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  
Acts.  11v30 og through (reason of)   (of the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  of the  Barnabas  also  (of the) Saul. 
Acts.  11v30 Which  also  they  did/yielded/performed/provided   

the  {setting apart}/sending/{putting forth}/dispatching  toward/{near to}  the   {elders (of the ecclesia)} 
through reason  of the  hand  of the  Barnabas  also  of the  Saul  (cum Paul). 

 

Which also they  (= the brothers at Antioch)  did/provided   (the  food/goods/clothes/money) 
the  sending/dispatching  (food/goods/clothes/money)  towards the elders   (of the ecclesia)  
through reason of the hand of the Barnabas also of the Saul   (later to be called “Paul”  [transition occurs at Acts.13v9, 13]). 
           (=  At the end of the year in Antioch,  Barnabas and Saul returned to Judea with  alms/charity  gifts to help the ecclesia in Judea) 
 

Barnabas and Saul would most likely to have commissioned a donkey or more to carry the goods,  and been responsible to ensure that  all  the donated  
goods/proceeds/gifts  reached the various elders of the ecclesia within Judea for the local distribution.   This is in direct contrast of what occurs today,  
where  more  than half of the donations freely given are creamed off  before  they reach the recipient.  In some instances, barely 5% reaches the intended 
target!   It is a  “Professional”  charity swindle  -  behaving just like leaders of  “Religion”  -  of which The Public has to bear! 
 
 
419th Comment – During the time of the famine in Judea,  The Political Leader,  King Herod  ordered the arrest and  
harm/hurt  to certain members of the Judean Ecclesia. 
316th Reasoning– Why?   Because both he and the leaders of “Religion”  were having a stressful time! 

1.  The famine was upsetting The Public and its members were demanding some form of state assistance. 
2.  “1st Century Christianity” was exposing the hypocrisy of the religious leaders to The Public. 

So this became a  'marriage of convenience'  between Politics and Religion,  –  blame  “The 1st Century Christians”! 
What is new? 

Acts.  12v1 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   {that one}/those  And  the  time/season/occasion   
Acts.  12v1 og {threw upon}/{cast on}/fell/{laid/think on}/{stretched forth}  (the) Herod   
Acts.  12v1 og the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  
Acts.  12v1 og (to) {to injure}/exasperate/{entreat evil}/harm/hurt/vex  {some/any/certain persons}  
Acts.  12v1 og of the  (ones = persons)  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  12v1 og of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church. 
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Acts.  12v1 And  according to  that one   time/occasion   Herod  the  king  {threw upon}/{laid on}  the  hands 
to  exasperate/{entreat evil}/harm/hurt  {some/certain persons}  of the  ones  (= persons)    
off/away/from  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 

 

And according to that one  time/occasion  the King Herod  {threw upon}/{laid on}  the hands 
to  harm/hurt  some people  off/from  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
 

We conclude this period would be during  “The Prophesied Famine”  occurring in Judea,  because gifts would be soon sent southwards into Jerusalem,  
which concurs with Josephus' writings speaking of King Herod Agrippa born 11 BCE,  died 44 CE,  choosing to severely persecute the spiritual brethren 
of the ecclesia in the last year or so of his life. 
Now,   “We know how politicians work”  

When there is a problem beyond their control  (or they have been instrumental in initially  causing the problem  that has escalated beyond 
their control)  then they seek to find  an escape goat’  to divert The Public’s gaze away from the real source of the problem! 

That is what occurred here! 
There was a famine,  and Herod used the excuse of the  “Christians”  worshipping some form of  (supposed)  distorted God’  rather than the 
true  “Judean God”  as having caused the problem,  and therefore Herod's public postulation    

God was angry with  'The Jews’  to be allowing a  heathen form of worship’  (inasmuch why would a Judean God be inviting the 
Gentiles!)  -  Therefore,  It is a preposterous audacity to mix the purity of the Jewish God with the Gentiles!’ 

It is so obvious this is what occurred,  because this type of rhetoric by our worldly leaders has occurred in every generation throughout  “All Time”.   
Generally,  leaders of Politics and Religion are   “Masters of spinning The Truth  into a Lie”  (as history teaches us),   they just cannot help themselves 
– because that is  precisely how their mind operates  – being so very well practiced to achieve their position to have   “Control  over other people”!    
That is precisely why Yahweh rejects these type of people from future Sonship  (taking  “The First/Most”  as worldly leaders),  having proved themselves  
“delinquent”  in the 1st part of their life for any form of  “Responsibility of Office”  over The People  (Rom.1v16-32)  to edify the populace. 
Just a few notes on King Herod  (taken off The Internet, via a search engine)    
He was the grandson of King Herod the Great, and the son of Aristobulus IV and Berenice,  originally named as Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa.   
Paraphrasing Josephus   After the murder of his father  (by his grandfather),  young Agrippa was sent by Herod the Great to the imperial court in Rome. 
There, Tiberius conceived a great affection for him, and had him educated alongside his son Drusus, who also befriended him, and future emperor 
Claudius. On the death of Drusus, Agrippa, who had been recklessly extravagant and was deeply in debt, was obliged to leave Rome. 
In 37 AD Caligula made him king of the former realm of his uncle,  Philip the Tetrarch,  and much intrigue occurred between Antipas, Agrippa and 
Caligula after which,  Agrippa found favour with Caligula and gained Antipas’s territory. 
 
420th Comment – Herod ordered the murder of James by sword,  the brother to John,  both were members of The Original 
12 Disciples and JC's cousins on their mother's side,  also JC's childhood friends  (see my commentary at Matt.4v22). 
317th Reasoning – We read of it in the next verse!   Herod (political leader)  was in league with The Leaders of “Religion” 
and thus worked together to eradicate  “The Word of God”  being taught to The Public,  but together nourish  “Religion”. 
Acts.  12v2 og (he)  {took up again}/adopted/{took away (violently) abolished/murdered}/slayed  And  (the) James   
Acts.  12v2 og the  brother  (of the)  John  (to the)  knife/dirk/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword. 
Acts.  12v2 And  he  abolished/murdered/slayed  the James,  the  brother of John  to the  (= with)   knife/sword. 
 

And he  (= king Herod)  murdered James,  the brother of John with the sword. 
 

Please see my commentary at Matt.4v22,  where I show James and John to be cousins of JC through Mary’s physical DNA. 
This was the first murder of one of the  original disciples  of JC in the year of about 44 CE,  and as we are to read later,  in a month or so,  Herod would 
be dead  (44 CE). 
This action would have been very painful for Peter,  – James was a  life-long  friend  (as explained at Matt.4v22,  why and how),  and it is Peter who now 
becomes the subject of Herod’s focus,  as we are to read. 
 
421st Comment – Herod knowing that murdering James pleased The Leaders of “Religion”,  moved to arrest Peter  (the 
lifelong friend of the  just-murdered  James)  during Week of the Unleavened Bread immediately following The Passover). 
422nd Comment – 'Working hand in hand with each other'  these leaders thought that Yahweh had deserted the TCs,  and 
proceeded to completely eradicate  “The Word of God”  from being taught to The Public.   They were in for a shock! 
Acts.  12v3 og Also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   
Acts.  12v3 og because  (the) agreeable/fitting/{(things that are) pleasing}/reasonable  (it) is  to the  Jews,   
Acts.  12v3 og (he) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annexed/repeated/{gave more}/ 

/increased/proceeded/furthered/added 
Acts.  12v3 og (to) {to clasp}/seize/arrest/conceive/aid/help/take  also  (the) Peter,   
Acts.  12v3 og were/was  and  (the) days/{period of times}  of the  unleavened/uncorrupted. 
Acts.  12v3 Also  the  knowing/seeing  because  the  agreeable/pleasing  it  (= this murder)  is  to the  Jews, 

he  proceeded/further/added  to  seize/arrest/take  also  the  Peter,    
and  the  days/{periods of time}  were  of the  unleavened. 

 

Also because seeing it  (= James’ murder)  was pleasing to the Jews   (we should read here it to mean   “The Religious Leaders”), 
He  (= king Herod)  proceeded to  also arrest Peter,  and the days were of the unleavened   (bread;  = the week following The Passover) 
 

This action was pleasing for  “The Jews”  (actually = “The Religious Leaders”),  because their authority was being undermined by The Hellenistic Jews 
from outside,  along with The Gentiles coming onto  “The Patch of Ground”  that  “The Jewish Leaders”  wanted to occupy  -  as they did some 11 years 
earlier with JC  (John.11v47-53). 
Leaders want  “Power”,  -  they want to  “Control People”  for  The Worldly Return and Satisfaction this brings to them. 

That is their  “raison d’etre”  -  and absolutely  not  the smoke screen’  to make the lives of The Public's members any better!    
It is The Public that feeds their insatiable appetite,  – as USA's ex-president Bush stated    (Worldly)  “Power is addictive and corrosive”! 
And another maxim   “Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely”  when operating with a  worldly mind   (but JC was to show 
that when having a  “heavenly mind”  then this does  not  occur,  but the very opposite   “Absolute Power brings Righteousness”!). 

It shows us that a mind operating to worldly methodology  grabs power now  (and inevitably abuses people below them). 
By contrast,  a mind build built upon Yahweh’s Methodology humbly takes the low seat and is elevated  to lead in The Millennium,  
by Yahweh.   (Luke.14v10-11). 

There is no escaping these truisms,  Leaders of today in Politics, Religion and Commerce want to  “control people for worldly gain”! 
They have  entirely the wrong mind  to rule as leaders in The Millennium,  and that is why Yahweh shall resurrect them to  become The Least! 
The reader must consider the full ramifications of all these statements  –  in conjunction with what  “FutureLife.Org”  exhaustively teaches. 
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And that is what was occurring here,  “The Jews”  (a term in  The Gospels/Epistles  to mean  “The Religious Leaders”  of The Jewish Nation)  were 
most pleased that The Secular Leader was doing their dirty work for them  (as likewise,  the final leverage at John.19v12)  to remove  The Opposition”! 
We are told of Peter’s arrest was during the period of  “The Unleavened Bread”. 

This gives us a date during the year of 44 CE. 
Nisan/Abib 14 is The Eve of Passover  (Num.28v16, Lev.23v5),  when the lamb is slaughtered,  and the lamb must be consumed before the daylight hours 
of Nisan 15 so that The Passover (occurring during the night [being the first hours of Nisan 15]) is covered,  being The Enforced Sabbath.  This Enforced 
Sabbath is the 1st day in The Week of Unleavened Bread that ends with a Sabbath thus this is a week from 15th to 21st of Nisan  -  giving a total festival 
time of seven days (Ex.12v6-20, Lev.23v5-8, Num.9v2-5).   
       The people were not to go out in The Passover Night (Ex.12v22,  being  the early hours  of Nisan 15 Jewish time  [yet still Nisan 14 European time]). 

They are to be eating The Lamb during this period of  “The Passover”  Night,  and remaining parts of the lamb must be burnt by sunrise 
(Ex.12v10)  that becomes Nisan 15  both  European and Jewish time. 

Thus, the Lamb was to be slain at the end of the 14th  and eaten  during the start of 15th  ([at 18 00 hr European time],  being when the 1st day of  “The 
Unleavened Bread”  commences [= an enforced Sabbath]).  Where,  JC as  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  (Mark.2v27-28)  is  covering’  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (while The Resurrected World imbues  “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13]).  It is by consuming  “The Word of 
God”  that is to yield their future existence into  “The Culmination  of no hypocrisy”  as represented by  “The Unleavened Bread”  (as The Eternity),  
where  “The Bread of JC's Body”  digested within us means  “we copy his deportment”. 
Bible references for  “Unleavened Feast”,  Ex.12v15-20, 23v14v15, Lev.23v6-8, Num.28v17-25, Deut.16v3-4,8,16, 2Chron.30v23-27,  
We read from the next few verses that Paul was to be held in prison for a day until the feast of the Passover  (being all eight days)  had been completed,   
so Peter would have been arrested and held in custardy on the 20th Nisan. 
Note   “Nisan”  has Hebrew root for the word  “Miracle”  and begins the Jewish New Year of Spring  -  being the  “spring-growth”  from seed. 
JC was The Seed for our miraculous growth,  and also ties in together what JC was to do for  “The Resurrected World” built upon  “The Seed”  of  “The 
Word of God”  (see the two very important parables at Matt.13v18-23  and then  Matt.13v24-30. 
Furthermore,  The Moon always reflects the Sun’s rays of light,  and in prophecy The Moon represents JCg reflecting The Glory of Yahweh.   
The Passover is on the night of  “Full Moon”  showing JCg’s full glory as he covered our sins! 

Does the Reader understand  why/how  Yahweh set in motion all these  thousands  of prophetic allegories  (as given in The Bible)? 
So that in The Culmination,  we who succeed,  feel secure fully knowing that  “The Omnificent Yahweh”  has proved Himself  “reliable and all-
knowing”  by what He has shown in the past  (period of 6000 years)  to make our future,  wonderfully secure from any further attack from  “up and 
coming”  possible future satans’! 
 
423rd Comment – Herod ordered Peter to be placed in prison with four solders to keep watch over him,  intending to bring 
him out on the next day to the  (selected)  baying crowd  -  in the same manner as done to JC. 
Acts.  12v4 og whom/which/that  also  
Acts.  12v4 og (the) squeezing/seizing/arresting/capturing/apprehending/catching/{laid hand upon}/taking  
Acts.  12v4 og (he) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  into/unto 
Acts.  12v4 og (the) guarding/cage/hold/prison/watch  
Acts.  12v4 og (the) {yielding up}/surrendering/delivering/betraying/{casting over}  
Acts.  12v4 og (to the) four  'tetrad'/quaternion/{squad of four  (Roman)  soldiers}   
Acts.  12v4 og (of the) {camper outs}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers  
Acts.  12v4 og (to) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep  (the) him,  
Acts.  12v4 og (the) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intending/purposing  
Acts.  12v4 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  Passover  
Acts.  12v4 og (to) {lead up}/{bring out}/{set forth}/sail/depart/launch  (the) him  to the  populace/{grouping of people}. 
Acts.  12v4 Whom  also  the  arresting/capturing/apprehending  (Peter)    

he  (= king Herod)   placed/settled/{sunk down}  (Peter)   into/unto  the  cage/prison 
the  {yielding up}/delivering  (Peter)   to the  four  quaternion/{squad of four soldiers}  of the  warriors/soldiers 
to  {be on guard}/watch/keep  the him  (= Peter),   
the  intending/purposing  after  The  Passover         (= after  “the week of unleavened bread” following the Sabbath after The Passover Day) 
to  {lead up}/{bring out}/launch  the him  (= Peter)  to the  populace   (= to a “selected populace”,  as they did to JC). 

 

Whom  (= Peter)  also  arresting,  he  (= Herod)  placed  (Peter)  into  prison,   
delivering  (Peter)  to four quaternion of soldiers  to  {be on guard}/keep  him  (= Peter),   
intending after The Passover  (week of unleavened bread)  to  {bring out}  him  (= Peter)  to the populace. 
 

Herod certainly did not want Peter to escape and positioned many guards,  both physically chained to Peter inside the cell,  and guards outside the cell. 
Herod was then going to make a public spectacle of Peter to  “The Selected Crowd”,  very much as did The Jewish Religious Leaders arranged for JC on 
the day of his murder to pressurise Pontius Pilate into acquiescing to The Religious Leaders’ demands. 
Note    
The translators of the KJV  incorrectly  insert  “Easter”  for  “Passover”,  where sadly “Easter” is a transmutation of a goddess called  “Eostre”  
having prominence before Christian times in the Anglo-Saxon myth to supposed represent “Spring”,  and similarly the Germanic myth of  “Fertility”  
where  both  are  linked together  as  “The Fertility of Spring”  as a common bond.  From which link springs  “prolific eggs”  that  “naturally begin in 
spring”  (not that it occurs now because  “The Environment is engineered”  around hens to give eggs all the year around)  and  “rabbits”  were a highly 
prolific food source for the masses in ancient times.  Consequentially,  just as  “The Feast of Saturnia”  is hijacked for  “Christmas”,  then likewise  
“Eostre”  was hijacked for “Easter”,  and likewise with other dates throughout the year.  The natural reason is that  “humans like to celebrate”  and the 
easiest thing for pioneers to do is replace an existing festival with another – else there would be a mass rejection of “The New Faith”  - because the 
recipients have an innate desire to  “celebrate something”!   This reasoning behind this is just so obvious,  and therefore have no verbose need to expand 
on it further! 
 
424th Comment – Peter was therefore very well guarded,  and the Jerusalem Ecclesia were all supplicating to Yahweh for 
his release,  knowing that he too would be murdered like his close friend,  James. 
Comment – repeat - The Disciples began  “supplicating”. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  prayed for help and guidance from Yahweh to aid in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation”  of  “Early Adopters”  so that Yahweh can gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do 
not teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
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318th Reasoning – In this instance the disciples could do no other than supplicate to Yahweh for the release of Peter so 
that he could bring more TCs to Yahweh.  Yahweh with  infinite  capability will positively respond to thwart Herod. 
However,  Yahweh will  not  respond to  worldly Christians  (especially their leaders)  to  self-indulge  spoilt children! 
Acts.  12v5 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  (the) Peter  
Acts.  12v5 og (he was being) {watched/guarded over loss/injury}/detained/maintained/{held fast}/kept  
Acts.  12v5 og in  to the  {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch.  (the) supplication/{earnest prayer}  And  
Acts.  12v5 og (it) is  (the) intent/{without ceasing}/fervent  (the) {becoming to be}  under/through/inferior/below/by  
Acts.  12v5 og of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God   
Acts.  12v5 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) him. 
Acts.  12v5 Therefore/Then  the Peter  truly/indeed/{that one}  he was being  watched/guarded  within the  cage/prison/jail. 

And  the  supplication/{earnest prayer}  it is  {becoming to be}  {without ceasing}/fervent   
under/by  of  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  towards/{near to}  the  God  (= Yahweh)  for the sake/behalf  of the  him  (= Peter). 

 

Therefore,  Peter was  truly/indeed  being guarded within the prison   (= being with all those men and truly having no means of escape). 
And the  supplication/{prayer with a vow}  was becoming to be fervent by the  {calling out}/ecclesia  (in Jerusalem) 
towards the God for the sake of him (= Peter). 
 

This verse states   There was no human means for Peter to escape! 
And because of this,  then the whole ecclesia after hearing of what occurred to James,  then feared likewise was to occur to Peter. 
The point of this statement was  

Everything was  out of their control  -  The Ecclesia had no worldly entity towards which to turn, -  but only to  Extra-Terrestrial  “Yahweh”! 
This was  “true  supplication”  and not  “a fraudulent 'help' for what they could already personally do”  (as profusely done today),  but only a request 
for a direct intervention from the  Infinitely Capable  Yahweh to satisfactorily resolve this issue  (beyond what they could physically do  to  increment 
forward  Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  that at the time required Peter’s input).    

Hence,  Yahweh would intervene – because:  “It furthered  His Righteous Plan  for Human Salvation”. 
That is the specific point of  why  this verse was written in this manner.  It was to separate the difference between  “Supplication”  to  (1) assist in what 
we are supposed to be  personally doing,  and yet here,  where it was  (2) beyond The Ability of any human,  and thus required  “Omnificent Yahweh”  to 
Personally  step-in  to intervene with  “extra-terrestrial muscle”  to increment forward His Righteous Plan for our Salvation. 

Which Yahweh does  -  as we are about to read. 
I have deliberately overstressed Yahweh’s Motive to show the reader  “supplication”  is  not  done to  self-indulge  the fantasy of  spoilt children’ (= 
worldly Christians)  as many of our  worldly Christian leaders presumptuously and falsely claim  (because Yahweh already has The Safety Net of The 
Millennium through what JC has done for us).  This is specifically why I  can  state with  all certainty   Yahweh ignores  “The Prayers of  worldly  
Christians” (= 99.9+ % of Christians)  and  only  responds to  “The Prayers of The Early Adopters”  because it is only,  they who ask correctly  being  
to  further  His Desire  (James.4v2-4, etc.)! 

Nevertheless,  obviously it is not in the  self-interests  of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders to teach of that  reality! 
It is essential to understand The Bible,  because it enables us to  get into The Mind’  of a religious leader,  enabling us  to know how they tick’  (noting  
“The Standard Gaussian Distribution of Thought”  that prevails within that population)! 
 
425th Comment – Peter was to go before King Herod on the next day,  unto certain death.  He was sleeping manacled to 
two soldiers and there were two further guards stationed outside the prison cell. 
319th Reasoning – Worldly reasoning would state:  Peter has no chance!   Physically chained to two powerful guards 
within a locked room and two guards stationed outside the locked cell.   This is how Herod reasoned! 
Acts.  12v6 og {at which too}/when  And  (it was) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts.  12v6 og (the) him  (to) {to lead forward}/precede/{go before}  the  Herod,  
Acts.  12v6 og to the  night  {that one}/those  (he) was  the  Peter  
Acts.  12v6 og (the) sleeping/{losing consciousness}/{fallen asleep}/slumbering/{1st Death}  
Acts.  12v6 og betwixt/{in-between}/adjoining/next/meantime/intervening  dual/both/two  
Acts.  12v6 og (the) {camper outs}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers,  
Acts.  12v6 og of the (ones = soldiers)   (having been) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  
Acts.  12v6 og (to the) {fetters/manacles}/bonds/chains  (the) dual/both/two,  
Acts.  12v6 og (the) watchers/sentries/keepers/guards  both  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  
Acts.  12v6 og of the  door/portal/entrance/gate  
Acts.  12v6 og (they were) {watching/guarding over loss/injury}/detaining/maintaining/{holding fast}/keeping   
Acts.  12v6 og the  guarding/cage/hold/prison/watch.   
Acts.  12v6 And  when  it was  expecting/intending  the  him  (= Peter)   to precede/{go before}  the   (King)  Herod, 

to the  (= in)   night  {that one}  the Peter  he was  the  sleeping/slumbering  betwixt/{in between}  two soldiers, 
of the  ones  (= soldiers)   having been  bound/tied  to the  fetters/chains  the  two  (soldiers), 
both  the  sentries/guards  fore/before  of the  gate  they were  {watching/guarding over  loss}/detaining/keeping  the  cage/prison. 

 

And when it was expecting him  (= Peter)  to go before  (King)  Herod   (the next day), 
in that one night Peter was sleeping  in-between  two soldiers, 
(Peter)  having been  bound/tied  in  fetters/chains  to the two  (soldiers), 
Both  (sets of guards  [1] with Peter and)   [2] the guards before of the gate they were  watching/guarding  the prison. 
 

This is the night before Peter was to be taken before Herod and then presented to  “a selected crowd”  of people,  to become The Witnesses of one king 
(Herod) lording himself over  “The leader of The Christians”  who would be killed in their midst to bring an end to “Christians”! 
The verse explains how Peter was physically manacled and chained to two guards  (one either side of Peter)  within the cell. 
Then outside  The Locked Cell  were another two guards stationed to stop people entering or leaving. 
Just put yourself in Peter's position  (when knowing of The Background),  what would going through your mind? 

Now we are to read of an amazing spectacle and a truly miraculous event - 
 
426th Comment – Yahweh’s messenger appeared shining a bright light into the darkened prison cell,  and rapped Peter on 
the side to awaken him,  and command him:  “Quickly arise!”  And the manacles fell away from Peter’s wrists. 
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320th Reasoning – Yahweh sends His communicator unto Peter to physically instruct him what to do next.  It is Yahweh’s 
infinite capability that releases Paul’s manacles,  and not Yahweh’s messenger. 
68th Good News – When Yahweh has more work for His faithful slaves,  then He will actively  step-in  to remove adversary 
to “His Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  through His  dependable  “Early Adopters”. 
Acts.  12v7 og Also  behold/lo/look/see  (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (of the) lord/master,  
Acts.  12v7 og also  (the) shine/illuminate/fire/light  (it) beamed/{radiated brilliantly}/{shone out} 
Acts.  12v7 og in  to the  tenement/{(especially) jail/prison},  
Acts.  12v7 og (the) {knocking (gently or with a weapon or fatally)}/smiting/striking  and  the  rib/side  of the  Peter,  
Acts.  12v7 og (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  (the) him  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  12v7 og {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  in  (to the) {brief space (of time)}/haste/quickly/shortly/speedily!    
Acts.  12v7 og Also  (they) {dropped away}/{become inefficient}/failed/{fell from}  (of the) him  
Acts.  12v7 og the  {fetters/manacles}/bonds/chains  {from/out of}  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands.   
Acts.  12v7 Also  the {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  lord/master  (= Yahweh), 

also  the  illumination/light  it  {radiated brilliantly}/{shone out}  within the  jail/prison, 
and  {gently smiting/striking}  the  rib/side  of the  Peter,  he  (= the messenger)   awakened/roused  him  (= Peter)   the stating: 
{Stand/rise up}  within  haste/quickly/speedily! 
Also  the  fetters/chains  they  {dropped away}/{fell from}  of the  hands  of the  him  (= Peter) 

 

Also the  {bringer of tidings}/{messenger}  of the  Lord/Master  ( = Yahweh), 
also the light  radiated brilliantly  within the prison,  
and gently striking the  rib/side  of Peter,  he  (= the messenger)  awakened him  (= Peter)  the stating: 
   Stand up within  haste/speedily! 
Also the fetters fell from his  (= Peters’)  hands. 
 

Yahweh sends His representative  (= messenger),  to be  a communicator  unto Peter as to show him what to do next  (i.e. to awake, guide and instruct). 
The ability to make occur of what we read does  not  come from the messenger,  but rather,  the operations  (of manacle release,  putting the guards into 
a deep sleep,  opening the doors, etc.)  came from Yahweh  directly intervening within  The Environment,  and therefore Yahweh could have done all the 
above  without  the use of the messenger,  but Peter needed the  human appearance’  interface to receive instruction and direction  (hence “messenger”) 
 
427th Comment – Yahweh’s messenger instructs Peter  (which he duly does)  of the following allegories:- 
145th Allegory – Fasten your belt  =  prepare yourself for your next job. 
146th Allegory – Put on the sandals  =  go forth and do something. 
147th Allegory – Throw your garment upon you  =  protect yourself from future difficulties. 
Noting the spiritual aspect.  “Garment” = “personality”,  thus protect your personality from worldly methodology. 
148th Allegory – Follow me  =  precisely imitate me   ([as determined by a 3rd party]  and not think: ‘I am following’)! 
Acts.  12v8 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  Both  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   
Acts.  12v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him:  
Acts.  12v8 og (You) {to gird all around}/{to fasten one’s belt}/{gird (about/self)} (middle voice)  also  
Acts.  12v8 og (you) {bind under one’s feet}/{put on shoes/sandals}/{bind on}/{be shod} (middle voice)   
Acts.  12v8 og the  'sandals'/slippers/{sole pads}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you.   
Acts.  12v8 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  And   
Acts.  12v8 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so.  
Acts.  12v8 og Also  (he) states/exclaims  (to the) him:  
Acts.  12v8 og (You) {throw all around}/{invest (with palisade or clothing)}/array/{cast about}/clothe  
Acts.  12v8 og the  {dress (inner or outer)}/apparel/cloak/clothes/garments/raiment/robe/vesture  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,   
Acts.  12v8 og also  (you) {in the same way with}/accompany/follow/reach  {to me}/mine. 
Acts.  12v8 Both  (things)  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  he  said/commanded  towards/{near to}  the  him  (= Peter): 

(1)  You  personally  {gird all around}/{fasten your belt}  also   
(2)  You  personally  {bind under the feet}/{put on the sandals}  of  thee/you. 
And  he  (= Peter)  did/performed  {in this manner}/likewise. 
Also  he  (= the messenger)   states  to the  him  (= Peter): 
You  {throw all around}/clothe  the  cloak/garments  of  thee/you,  also  you  accompany/follow  to me.   

 

Both  (things)  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger   commanded towards him   (= Peter): 
   (1)  You personally fasten your belt  also  (2) you personally put on your sandals. 
Also he  (= Peter)  did/performed  likewise   (to this command from the messenger). 
Also he  (= the messenger)  states to him   (= Peter): 
   You  (Peter)  throw all around your  cloak/garment,  also you accompany to me. 
 

Yahweh’s Messenger now gives  “The Instruction”  to guide Peter on what to do next,  because at this present moment in time Peter thinks he is 
dreaming  (about what he desires)  while still asleep,  inasmuch this is not  “Reality”  and would thus stand completely dumb folded and not moving! 
Certain allegories are given here – which are equally applicable for us aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

“Fasten your belt”  is allegoric to  “Prepare yourself for your next job”. 
“Put on the sandals”  is allegoric to  “Go forth and do something”. 
“throw your garment upon you”  is allegoric to  “protect yourself from future difficulties”. 
“follow me”  is allegoric to  “imitate me”. 

This is what Peter duly does over his next 20  (or so)  years unto his murder;  we are likewise to do the same,  for us to entirely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Which is to ultimately yield a perfected environment through Yahweh’s Early Adopters and The Millennium process. 
 
428th Comment – This was like a dream to Peter  -  he was entirely stupefied and merely followed orders! 
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321st Reasoning – It must be understood:  Peter was awakened in the middle of the night,  not fully cognitive,  and in this 
state he could only respond to commands  -  he could not think and reason for himself,  especially when  “The Laws of 
Physics”  (as he knew them)  seemed to be breaking apart around him! 
Acts.  12v9 og Also  (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  
Acts.  12v9 og (he was) {in the same way with}/accompanying/following/reaching  (to the) him,  
Acts.  12v9 og also  no/not/none  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  because  
Acts.  12v9 og (the) {true (as not concealing)}/verified/truth  (it) is  the  {becoming to be}   through (reason of)   
Acts.  12v9 og of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel,  
Acts.  12v9 og (he) thought/{became accounted}/deemed/supposed/presumed  and  
Acts.  12v9 og (the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)}  (to) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}. 
Acts.  12v9 Also  the  issuing/{going forth}/departing  he (= Peter)  was  accompanying/following  to the  him  (= the messenger), 

Also  not  he  (= Peter)  knew/understood  the  verified/truth              (of what was occurring around him)   
because  it  (being the events)  is  {becoming to be}/occurring  through reason  of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger, 
and  he  (= Peter)  thought/deemed/supposed  to  behold/see  the  {something gazed at}/{supernatural spectacle}. 

 

Also he  (= Peter)  {going forth}/departing  was  accompanying/following  him   (= the messenger) 
also he  (= Peter)  not  knew/understand  the  truth   (of what was happening around him) 
because  it  (= the events happening around him)  is occurring through reason of the messenger   (as  the frontman’  making it all possible), 
and he  (= Peter)  thought/supposed  to  behold/see  the  supernatural spectacle   (as a  vision/dream  in his sleep!) 
 

Peter follows the messenger precisely as instructed  (he was stupefied,  not knowing otherwise,  and just  “following orders”). 
He has never been in this position before,  and thus can only follow  “instruction”  like a child. 
The messenger becomes  “The Operator”  of The Environment,  and Peter can only follow under orders  -  thinking everything is all,  but a dream. 
In summary - 

Bright light in The Prison Cell. 
Two guards chained to either side of Peter remain asleep. 
The chained fetters fall away from the limbs of Peter. 
The locked cell door opens at a touch from Yahweh’s messenger. 
The two guards outside are also fast asleep. 

Would that not make any human weak in the mind and assume everything is a dream  -  being entirely counter to supposed physical reality?! 
 
429th Comment – Yahweh’s messenger led Peter past the first confinement (= prison walls)  and then the second 
confinement,  and then to the final gate that freely opened up into the city street.   The messenger then departed. 
322nd Reasoning – Yahweh to prove a point to The Environment  (comprising of various humans)  will allow an  
‘impossible’  situation to arise to demonstrate unto The World,  His Complete Omnificence.  To make His adversaries 
cower and His supporters rejoice! 
Acts.  12v10 og (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  And  
Acts.  12v10 og (the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch/guard  
Acts.  12v10 og also  (the) {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd,  
Acts.  12v10 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  12v10 og the  gate/{(folding construction at an) entrance}  the  {made of iron}  
Acts.  12v10 og the  enduring/{bearing/carrying}/{going on}/upholding/leading/moving/reaching/bringing  
Acts.  12v10 og into/unto  the  {town large/or with walls}/city,  
Acts.  12v10 og who/which  {self-moved}/'automatic'/spontaneous/{of own accord}/{of itself}  
Acts.  12v10 og (it) {opened up}  {to them}.  
Acts.  12v10 og Also  (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  
Acts.  12v10 og (they) {go onward}/proceeded/{went before/forward}/outgo/{passed on}  
Acts.  12v10 og (the) {an alley or avenue (as crowded)}/lane/street  first/certain/one,  
Acts.  12v10 og also  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  
Acts.  12v10 og (it/he) {to remove}/{instigated (a revolt)}/desisted/deserted/departed/withdrew/{drew away}  
Acts.  12v10 og the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  off/away/separated/from  (of the) him. 
Acts.  12v10 And  the  traversing/{passing by/through}   first/former   prison/guarding  also  the second  (prison/guarding), 

they  (= Peter + messenger)   came  upon/concerning  the  gate/entrance  leading/reaching  into/unto  the  {walled town}/city, 
which  automatically/spontaneously  it  {opened up}  {to them}. 
Also  the  issuing/{going forth}/departing  they  proceeded/{went forward}  the  first/certain  avenue/street, 
also  {at once}/immediately  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger   he  deserted/departed/withdrew  of/away/from   the him  (= Peter). 

 

And passing through the first guarding  (= prison walls)  also the second  (guarding), 
they  (= Peter and the messenger)  came upon the gate leading into the city,  which it automatically opened up to them. 
Also going forth they proceeded to the  first/certain  avenue/street, 
also immediately the messenger departed  away/from  him  (= Peter). 
 

The messenger leads Peter from his prison cell of one locked door,  past another two guards,  opens another locked door of a second layer of guarding 
and then to a third locked door to the outside world onto the first street outside  -  where the messenger now departs from the scene! 

Several concurrent miracles that would leave a professional escapologist mystified and incredulous! 
Yahweh will occasionally make a specific point to The Environment  (comprising of the local inhabitants)  to show His indisputable dominance while 
making His Desire manifest within The Environment.  It was shown on several occasions in The Old Testament,  and likewise in The New Testament  -  
and this is of one such occasion,  where He had more work for Peter to do for Him  –  to progress forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”.  Yahweh will 
physically express His Desire to make His adversaries cower  (James.2v19 as an example in the spiritual realm)  and His supporters rejoice! 
 
430th Comment – Peter comes to his senses and recognises this is not a dream and that Yahweh has:- 
Sent His messenger to me,  provided release from Herod and the anticipated affliction from the leaders of  “Religion”. 
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69th Good News – If Yahweh has more work for us during the 1st part of our physical life,  then Yahweh will provide 
release from personal affliction – from whatever quarter it may come. 
Acts.  12v11 og Also  the  Peter,  (the having) {become to be}  in  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself),  
Acts.  12v11 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  now/present/immediate  
Acts.  12v11 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) truly/indeed/surely/verily  because  
Acts.  12v11 og (he) {off/from/out  set apart}/{went forth (on mission)}/dispatched  (the) Lord/Master  
Acts.  12v11 og the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (of the) him,  
Acts.  12v11 og also  (he) {tore out}/selected/released/delivered/rescued/{plucked out} (middle voice)   I/me/my  
Acts.  12v11 og {from/out of}  (of the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) Herod,  
Acts.  12v11 og also  (of the) all/while/every   
Acts.  12v11 og of the  {apprehension (of evil)}/{infliction anticipated}/expectation/{looking after}   
Acts.  12v11 og of the  populace/{grouping of people}  of the  Jews. 
Acts.  12v11 Also  the  Peter  the having  {become to be}  within  himself    (= Peter having collected his senses) 

he  said/uttered   (unto himself):     Now  I  know/understand  truly/indeed   
because  the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   He  {from/out set apart}/dispatched  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  Him, 
also  He  personally  {tore/plucked out}/released/rescued  me  {from/out of}  of the  hand  of the  Herod, 
also  of the all  of the  {apprehension (of evil)}/{infliction anticipated}  of the  populace  of the  Jews  (= “The Religious Leaders”). 

 

Also Peter having become to be within himself   (= Peter having collected his senses,  realising it was not a dream!) 
He said  (unto himself): 
   Now I truly know,  because the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh,  because Peter’s  “Specific God”  is Yahweh) 
   He dispatched His messenger  also He personally  released/rescued  me  from/out  of Herod’s hand, 
   also  (rescued me from)  all of the anticipated affliction of the Jewish Populace   (this means   “Jewish Religious Leaders”  and henchmen). 
 

When Peter is outside and must have pinched himself several times to check that he was awake,  then Peter correctly realised Yahweh must have  more 
work for him to do in The World,  for him to personally increment forward Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

It was  not  to self-indulge himself.  Christians please take note - that is why The Millennium has  not  yet begun  (because most Christians are  
“worldly”  in a ratio of about 30000 to 1)! 

 
431st Comment – Regaining his composure,  Peter then calls upon the house of Mary,  the mother of  “John Mark”. 
There were many disciples here  “praying with a vow”  for Peter’s release. 
Comment – repeat - The Disciples began  “supplicating”. 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  prayed for help and guidance from Yahweh to aid in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation”  of  “Early Adopters”  so that Yahweh can gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do 
not teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
Reasoning – repeat - In this instance the disciples could do no other than supplicate to Yahweh for the release of Peter so 
that he could bring more TCs to Yahweh.  Yahweh with  infinite  capability will positively respond to thwart Herod. 
However, Yahweh will  not  respond to  worldly Christians  (especially their leaders)  to  self-indulge  spoilt children! 
Acts.  12v12 og (the) {seeing completely}/understanding/{becoming aware}/{informing of}/considering  both 
Acts.  12v12 og (he) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  over/upon/concerning  the  residence/house/household/family   
Acts.  12v12 og (of the) Mary  of the  {from mother}/womb  (of the) John   
Acts.  12v12 og of the (one = person)  entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   (of the) Mark,  
Acts.  12v12 og {of whom/which}  were/was  
Acts.  12v12 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable (persons)   
Acts.  12v12 og {to hoard}/convened/{call (gathered) together}  also  (the) supplications/worshipping/{praying earnestly}. 
Acts.  12v12 Both   (1)  {seeing completely}/understanding   (what had just occurred to him) 

(2)  He  (= Peter)   came  upon/concerning  the  residence/house  of the  Mary,    
the mother  of the  John  of the  one  (= person)   entitled/called  Mark, 
{of which}   (house)   the  great/considerable  (persons)  convened/{called together}   also  the  supplicating/{praying earnestly}. 

 

(Peter)  Both  (1) completely understanding   (what had just occurred to him,  is that his release was  “reality”  and not a  “dream”) 
(2) He  (= Peter)  came upon the house of Mary,  the mother of John,  of the person  (John,  who was also)  called Mark, 
of which  (within the house)  the considerable  (number of)  people convened,  also  (they were)  the supplicating   (for Peter’s release). 
 

Paul recognises  “This is Reality”  and goes to his closest friends to give them  “The Good News”  that Yahweh has directly released him through 
seemingly impossible means.  Notice that he does not stay here  –  because this would be the very first place The Authorities would search. 
Importantly this is one of several links (in Acts)  that ties the name Mark to the name John in the epistles,  where Mark is the writer to Mark’s Gospel,  
writing about himself as the teenager running away nude  Mark.14v51-52.  This is not The Original Apostle who was called “John”,  being the fleshly 
brother of James  (recently murdered). 
I also understand this is the house of JC’s  “Last supper”  unto which Peter has come knocking.  
 
432nd Comment – Peter duly knocks on Mary’s door and the servant girl Rhoda draws near to open the door. 
Acts.  12v13 og (the) raping/knocking  And  of the  Peter  the  door/portal/entrance/gate  
Acts.  12v13 og of the  {gate/door-way (of building/city)}/portal/vestibule/gate/porch   
Acts.  12v13 og (she) {came near}/approached/consented/assented/{drew close} 
Acts.  12v13 og (the) {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid  
Acts.  12v13 og (to) {attentively hearken}/comply/obedient/submissive/respond   
Acts.  12v13 og (to the) name/character/authority  Rhoda. 
Acts.  12v13 And  the  Peter  the  rapping/knocking  (upon)  the  door/gate  of the  doorway/porch, 
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the  female  servant  to the  name  Rhoda,  she  {came near}/approached/{drew close}  to  comply/obedient/respond   (open the door). 
 

And  Peter  knocking   (upon)   the  door  of the  porch, 
the  female servant  by the  name  Rhoda,   she  approached  to  respond/answer   (and open the door). 
 

Peter comes to his friends to give them  “The Good News”  -  knowing that they would have been supplicating incessantly for his safe release. 
 
433rd Comment – Upon hearing Peter’s voice,  Rhoda immediately runs back to the distressed people inside,  saying she 
has heard Peter knocking at the door,  without opening the door! 
323rd Reasoning – Rhoda is so elated that she wants to be the first to tell these weeping people:  The Good News:  Peter is 
here,  come and see him!   Leaving Peter still locked outside!   
Acts.  12v14 og Also  (the) {knowing upon some mark}/recognising/{fully acquainted}/acknowledging/perceiving 
Acts.  12v14 og the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  of the  Peter,   
Acts.  12v14 og off/away/separated/from  of the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   
Acts.  12v14 og no/not/none  (she) {opened up}  the  {gate/door-way (of building/city)}/portal/vestibule/gate/porch,  
Acts.  12v14 og (the) {hastening inward}/{running in}  and  (she) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told   
Acts.  12v14 og (to) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  the Peter  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  
Acts.  12v14 og of the  {gate/door-way (of building/city)}/portal/vestibule/gate/porch! 
Acts.  12v14 Also  the  recognising/perceiving  the  disclosure/voice  of the  Peter, 

off/from  of the  cheerfulness/gladness/joy  not  she  {opened up}  the  doorway/porch, 
and  the  {running inward}  she  announced/declared/reported   (to everyone inside the house) 
the Peter  to  {stand staunch}/abide  {in front of}/before  of the  doorway/porch, 

 

Also recognising Peter's voice   (on the other side of the door) 
from of  (her)  gladness not she opened up the doorway,    
and the running inward she declared   (to all the people supplicating inside the house for Peter's release): 
   The Peter to  (be)  standing staunch in front of the doorway! 
 

Clearly,  Rhoda is within a house full of people tearfully  supplicating/{praying with a vow}  for Peter's release for many, many hours;  all are seriously 
thinking that unless Yahweh directly involved Himself ,  then Peter would be murdered in the same manner as was his very close  life-long  friend,  
James. 

Her first reaction would be to run to these praying people and let them know they can stop  supplicating! 
She had heard his voice,  and as a servant,  was seeking directions from The Master of The House,  on what should happen next. 

When I was younger,  I could never understand why she just did not  “open the door”! 
Now I am much older,  I can fully understand her position and being very conscious of The Environment within the house,  also if being quite young then 
I fully understand precisely why she acted in the manner that she did.   
Something impossible seemed to have occurred and she reasoned  

I must stop this  number  (weighing upon her mind)  of tearful people praying  –   because they have no need to continue. 
I want to make them all very happy  –  by informing them,  to know their prayers are now answered! 
A servant  once having given  “The Knowledge”  to The Masters,  means  “Responsibility has been transferred to the correct authority”  and 
“The Masters”  of the house can then act as appropriate to  “The Knowledge”  given. 

However,  in saying the above,  the simple reason may have been    
Paul could not physically come in – because the door may have been locked to protect the people inside from prying religious officials trying 
to  break-up  the  “1st Century Christian”  gatherings,  and this house address  would have been known  to The Authorities as being a 
residence that supports supposed  “apostates to Judaism”! 

 
434th Comment – The first reaction was to reject  “The Good News”  Rhoda brought to the people,  who themselves were 
actively supplicating for Peter’s release!   And when  “for what they prayed”  occurred,  they did not believe it! 
424th Reasoning – It shows the contradictions that occur within worldly peoples’ minds.  Showing a lack of  “Real faith”  
in understanding Yahweh’s Mind.  However, Yahweh is working with these people and has more work for them all to do,  
and thus supports their requests – and shall embolden them much further by answering their supplication. 
70th Good News – Yahweh answers their supplications and by result He will embolden even further to fulfil His Desire. 
Acts.  12v15 og the (ones = persons)  And  toward/nearness/{accession to}  her  
Acts.  12v15 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  12v15 og (You are) {to long for}/{insensate craving}/{rave as a maniac}/mad (middle voice)! 
Acts.  12v15 og the (one = person = Rhoda)  And  
Acts.  12v15 og (she) {to stout it through}/asseverated/insisted/{confidently/constantly affirmed} 
Acts.  12v15 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
Acts.  12v15 og the (ones = persons)  And  (they) stated/exclaimed:   
Acts.  12v15 og The  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (of the) him  (it) is! 
Acts.  12v15 And  the ones  (= persons)   they  said/uttered  towards/{near to}  her:  

You are  personally  {insensate craving}/mad! 
And  the one  (= person = Rhoda)   she  insisted/{constantly affirmed}  {in this manner}  to  hold/have. 
And  the  ones  (= persons  [inside the house])   they  stated/exclaimed: 
The  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  him  it is! 

 

And the people  (inside the house)  said towards her   (= Rhoda): 
   You are personally mad! 
And the person  (= Rhoda)  she insisted in this manner to hold   (to her attestation). 
And the people  (inside the house)  they stated: 
   It is his  (= Peter's)  angel. 
 

The first reaction was to dismiss the news from the servant  -  it was too impossible! 
But Rhoda vigorously holds to her attestation. 

Then the people inside think it must be Peter's messenger  (i.e.  Someone speaking on his behalf)! 
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It is an interesting contradiction for consideration.   These people were actively supplicating for Peter’s Release and when The News comes that he is 
released,  then it is not believed by the very people supplicating for his release!   This shows the fallibility of human nature,  sadly our fallibility in 
accepting  “The Awesome Capability of Yahweh”  to ensure that  “His Desire is made manifest within The Environment”.  These are people who are  
not  wholly  in-tune  with His Mind,  but at least these people were  actively trying to attain this knowledge,  and work to achieve it.    
The upshot of this event would be   Their minds shall become much closer and  in-tune  for The Future Work in yielding the next generation of TCs to 
increment forward The Millennium. 
 
435th Comment – Peter continues knocking at the door,  and finally when opening the door,  they are astounded! 
325th Reasoning – If they had the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  then they would  not  be astounded!   However,  they are 
actively learning how to obtain the  one/same  mind as Yahweh with  penitent/hearkening  minds/hearts  and thus Yahweh 
chooses to work with them. 
Acts.  12v16 og the  And  Peter  (he) {stayed over}/persevered/abided/continued/remained/{kept on}  
Acts.  12v16 og (the) raping/knocking,   
Acts.  12v16 og (the having) {opened up}  and  (they) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  (the) him,  
Acts.  12v16 og also  (they were) {put out of wits}/astounded/insane/amazed/bewitched/wondered.   
Acts.  12v16 And  the  Peter  he  continued/remained/{kept on}  the  rapping/knocking,   

and  the having  {opened up}  (the door)   they  knew/saw  the  him  (= Peter), 
also  they were  astounded/amazed/bewitched. 

 

And Peter continued knocking   (on the front door) 
and having opened up  (the front door)  they  (= all the people inside the house)  saw him   (= Peter in the flesh). 
also they were  astounded/amazed. 
 

Peter must have heard a commotion inside,  being Rhoda's protestations  (if nothing else)! 
He continued knocking on the door,  hoping for it to be answered! 
The Master of the House taking control of the situation would go to  unlock/open  his/her  door,  to  “The Mystery”  outside! 
As soon as the door was opened,  they were all astounded;  -  their fervent prayers had been miraculously answered! 
Interestingly,  if  they  truly  had the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  then  they would  not  be astounded,  because JC was not astounded when Yahweh 
worked alongside him,  and of his requests.  We must understand,  that  if  we actively aim to make possible His Desire,  then  Yahweh will work with us,  
and we will  not  be astounded by what is done around us  -  it is “business as usual”.   It is only by achieving a mind that does  not  think like The World 
that enables us to think like Yahweh,   but we must completely change our mind away from  “Lusting for The Self”  and change it to be  “Lusting for the 
long-term edification of The World”  that shall occur in The Millennium.   When  we do this,  then  what occurs around us become  “side issues” 
occurring outside our peripheral vision,  because our vision is firmly fixed upon The Vista of The Millennium.   We are to be part of making this occur by 
working with Yahweh in moving The Environment around us to make this a future reality.  In this manner we are not astounded,  –  but  persistently 
march forward to make it a reality  (and in that manner we have  “The Kingdom of God operating within us”  Luke.17v21). 

I hope that clarifies things,  rather than still being mysterious’.    
It is essential to  “gain knowledge”  to  “become educated”.  It seems obvious and logical,  but humans generally are  not  logical,  but  only irrational. 
We must gain  “The Wisdom of Yahweh”,  by  “operating with fidelity to The Knowledge of Yahweh”,  showing that  “we have The Mind of Yahweh”. 

If we do  not  read a  good quality  Bible  every day  and  assay to hearken unto its contents,  then we shall  not  gain  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
And how we respond to that exhortation – shows to everyone whether we are interested in edifying ourselves ready for The Millennium! 
I cannot do that part for you -  it is  your own personal responsibility  (it cannot  [and I advise not to]  be  farmed out’  to a  [worldly] religious leader,  
because that is about  the  worst  thing you can do regarding your future prospects  –  precisely as The Bible tells us throughout its pages)! 
 
436th Comment – Peter carefully explains to them what occurred to him,  being how Yahweh released him. 
Peter asks them to let JC’s brother, James,  and other spiritual brethren know of his release and then he leaves them. 
326th Reasoning – Peter wants to let them know he is alive and has escaped from prison in the most miraculous manner.   
However,  he must leave because he knows the religious henchmen will be at this house searching for Peter and be asking 
of his whereabouts.   He did not want to place a too heavy burden upon them,  or be recaptured! 
Acts.  12v17 og (the) {swaying downwards}/{making a signal}/beckoning  And  {to them} 
Acts.  12v17 og to the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (to be) {kept silent/closed}/{held as peace or secret},  
Acts.  12v17 og (he) {related fully}/declared/told/recounted  {to them}  {in what manner}/how  the  lord/master  
Acts.  12v17 og (the) him  (he) {led forth}/{brought forth (out)}/{fetched (lead) out}  {from/out of}  
Acts.  12v17 og of the  {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch.  
Acts.  12v17 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And   
Acts.  12v17 og (yourselves) announce/{bring word again}/declare/report/tell  (to the) James   
Acts.  12v17 og also  to the  {The Brethren}/brothers  these (things).   
Acts.  12v17 og Also  (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  
Acts.  12v17 og (he) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)  into/unto  other/different/altered 
Acts.  12v17 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room. 
Acts.  12v17 And  (Peter)   the  {making a signal}/beckoning  {to them}  to the (= by)   hand  to  be  silent/quiet, 

he  {related fully}/recounted  {to them}  how  the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh) 
He  {led forth}/{brought out}  the  him  (= Peter)   {from/out of}  of the  cage/prison. 
And  he  (= Peter)  said/commanded: 
Yourselves  announce/declare/tell  to the  James  (= JC's half-brother)   also  to the  {The Brethren}/brothers  these  things. 
Also  the  issuing/{going forth}/departing  he  (= Peter)   personally  traversed/travelled/journeyed   
into/unto  other/different  spot/{place of occupancy}/location. 

 

And  (Peter)  beckoning to them by the hand to be silent,  he fully related to them how The  Lord/Master   (= Yahweh)   
He  (= Yahweh through the messenger)  brought out him  (= Peter)  from/out  of the prison. 
And he  (= Peter)  commanded: 
   Yourselves announce to James  (= JC's half-brother)  also to the  (spiritual)  brothers  these things   (= of Peter's release). 
Also the departing,  he  (= Peter)  personally journeyed for another location   (so as not to be recaptured  in this known locality). 
 

Peter was only too pleased to explain precisely what occurred to him  -  thereby consolidating their  “Real Faith”  in Yahweh. 
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Peter was keen that James,  JC's  half-brother  to JC  (son of Joseph and Mary),  Mark.6v3, Gal.1v19  having written the Bible Book bearing his name  
(James.1v1).  This was not James the brother of John  (and life-long friends of Andrew and Peter)  having just been murdered. 
Peter had to leave,  because he did not want to  

Be recaptured by the religious henchmen searching the property in a few hours’ time. 
Then by consequence,  incriminate his friends. 

 
437th Comment – When daybreak occurs and the Prison  ‘comes to life’  there is an uproar  -  Peter has disappeared! 
327th Reasoning – Just imagine the shock when people there, realise Peter has disappeared!   Yahweh would have ensured 
The Manacles remained locked,  the doors and gates would have remained locked – to show Yahweh’s Omnificence. 
208th Instruction – Yahweh will always demonstrate His Omnificence to adversaries trying to thwart His Plans! 
Acts.  12v18 og (the having) {become to be}  And  (the) day/{period of time}  
Acts.  12v18 og (it) was  (the) disturbance/{(popular) tumult}/stir  
Acts.  12v18 og no/not/none  (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  
Acts.  12v18 og in  to the  {campers out}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers,   
Acts.  12v18 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  therefore/thus  the  Peter  (he had) {become to be} (middle voice). 
Acts.  12v18 And  the having  {become to be}  the  day/{period of time}  

it was not  the  puny/little  the  disturbance/{popular tumult}/stir  within  the  warriors/soldiers: 
What,  therefore  the  Peter  he had  personally  {become to be}? 

 

(Meanwhile back at the prison … ) 
And having become to be the day,  it was not a little disturbance within the soldiers: 
  What,  therefore had personally become to be  (of)  the Peter?  
 

Luke’s narration returns to the prison upon the following morning,  to explain the activity there! 
As he states     

“The Big Question”  on all the peoples' minds was   “Where was Peter?” 
 
438th Comment – Herod inquired of Peter’s whereabouts from The Guards and ordered them to be punished. 
Herod then went from Judea to Caesarea for worldly business  and/or  self-gratification. 
Acts.  12v19 og (the) Herod  And  (the) searching/inquiring/demanding/craving  (the) him   
Acts.  12v19 og also  not  (the) finding/obtaining/seeing/perceiving, 
Acts.  12v19 og (the) scrutinising/investigating/interrogating/determining/questioning/examining  
Acts.  12v19 og the  watchers/sentries/keepers/guards,  
Acts.  12v19 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  
Acts.  12v19 og (to be) {take off}/brought/{taken/carried/led  away}.  
Acts.  12v19 og And  (the) {coming/going down}/departing/descending/alighting  off/away/separated/from  of the  Judea   
Acts.  12v19 og into/unto  the  Caesarea  (he) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried. 
Acts.  12v19 And  the  Herod  the  searching/inquiring/demanding   the him  (= Peter)   also  not  the   finding/obtaining  (Peter), 

(then Herod)   the  scrutinising/interrogating/questioning  the  watchers/sentries/guards, 
he  ordered/commanded   (the guards)   to be  {taken /led away}. 
And  (Herod)  the  departing/descending  off/away/from  of the  Judea  into/unto  the  Caesarea  he  remained/stayed. 

 

And  the  Herod searching  (for)  him  (= Peter)  also not the finding   (Peter), 
(then Herod)  interrogating the guards,  he ordered  (the guards)  to be taken away   (to  imprisonment/punishment  or even  death). 
And  (Herod)  departing  away/from  Judea unto Caesarea  (where)  he stayed. 
 

Herod came with his entourage to personally take charge of Peter,  being one leader gloriously  'lording it'  over another,  King Herod  'lording it'  over  
The Leader of the Christian Movement,  -  but he was in for a shock because his carefully laid plans had gone awry! 

Peter was gone,  and nobody knew where he was! 
It was more intriguing because Peter was chained to two guards within a cell,  kept secure from outside by another two guards,  and there were three 
locked doors to the outside world!    Nobody knew anything,  and yet to a worldly person this would have looked like an   “Inside Job”! 
These guards would have been dealt with in some manner  -  of which we can only,  but guess. 
Wholly dissatisfied,  Herod went onto to his next planned event on his itinerary listing. 
 
439th Comment – There was a serious disagreement between Herod and the local leaders of Tyre and Sidon. 
The famine forced a form of reconciliation through an intermediator, Blastus,  the king’s chamberlain. 
328th Reasoning – Obviously there was much more occurring behind the scenes.  No king would give a  free hand-out  of 
money to make life easier for the local leaders of Tyre and Sidon unless he was going to get something in return! 
The King was using public money as a supposed cash injection into the area  (for  The Public Acclaim,  as we are to read 
later),  but in reality – he was buying a large parcel of land,  and/or  having a building named after him, etc. 
As usual in this social strata and position of responsibility:  Use other people’s money to buy something for yourself! 
Acts.  12v20 og (he) was  And  the  Herod  (the) {to be in a furious fight}/{be exasperated}/{be highly displeased}  
Acts.  12v20 og (to the) Tyrians  also  (to the) Sidonians.   
Acts.  12v20 og unanimously/{with one accord}  And  
Acts.  12v20 og (they) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him,  
Acts.  12v20 og also  (the) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confidently/assuring/trusting  (the) Blastus  
Acts.  12v20 og the (one = person)  into/unto  of the  (the) bedroom/chamberlain   
Acts.  12v20 og of the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king,  
Acts.  12v20 og (they) asked/begged/craved/desired/required  (the) peace/prosperity/rest,  
Acts.  12v20 og through (reason of)  the  {stiffening/fattening}/{cherishing (with food)}/pampering/rearing/{bringing up}   
Acts.  12v20 og {of the}  
Acts.  12v20 og the  {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region   
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Acts.  12v20 og off/away/separated/from   
Acts.  12v20 og of the  {regal (in relation)}/{(belonging/befitting to the) sovereign}/courtier/ 

/preeminent/{king’s nobleman}/{of royalty}. 
Acts.  12v20 And  the  Herod   

he was  {to be in a furious fight}/exasperated/{highly displeased}  to (= with)  the  Tyrians  also  to (= with)  the  Sidonians. 
And  unanimously/{with one accord}   they  {to be near}/present  toward/{near to}  the him  (= Herod), 
also  the  pacifying/persuading/assuring/befriending  the  Blastus  the  one (= person)   unto  of the  King’s  chamberlain, 
they  asked/desired  the  peace/prosperity/rest,  through reason of  the  nurturing/investing/{bringing up} 
of the  ground/land/region  off/away/from  of the  king’s  (resources/supply). 

 

And Herod was  exasperated/{in verbal dispute/fight}  with the Tyrians  also with the Sidonians. 
(But to clear this dispute then … ) 
And with one accord they became near toward him  (= Herod)  also the  pacifying/befriending  Blastus the king’s chamberlain, 
they  (= Tyrians and Sidonians)  asked/desired  peace/rest   (because they wanted  by return … ) 
through reason of the  nourishing/investing   (= financial input)  of the  land/region  from of the  regal/king’s  (resources/coffers). 
 

We must remember this period was during a severe famine and this region was seeking some money from  “The Royal Coffers”. 
The local leaders were perhaps under Public Notice to sort something out,  else there would be mass riots from the local starving people! 
We do not know specifically what the argument was about,  but the local leaders were keen to quieten public unrest,  so they engineered the situation to 
extract money from the king Herod for some kind of favour by return  -  a  “tit for tat”  agreement for  “you to scratch my back if I scratch your back”! 
The agreement was done,  and King Herod went to this area to receive the Public Acclaim for supposedly rescuing them with a  “cash injection” into the 
local area for some undisclosed gratuity  (hidden from the public,  being  so very typical  of how these things operate between worldly leaders). 
 
440th Comment – The deal had been done,  and The King Herod was now  dressing-up  to receive  “The Public Acclaim”  
that he was their  ‘saviour’  in a time of crisis  (being the physical famine)! 
209th Instruction – Only JC is our saviour in our present time of crisis  (while presently in our spiritual famine – made so 
by our leaders of “Religion”  excusing us and themselves).  We are to wholly imbue JC’s mind for our ultimate salvation. 
329th Reasoning – The only “Royal” clothing Yahweh desires us to put on, is “The Royal Clothing” of “JC’s Personality”  
so that ideally, we can become one of the future 144000 sons of God,  physically transformed at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  
because we proved ourselves perfect in the 2nd part of our spiritual life by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Acts.  12v21 og (to the) {(from) arranged}/appointed/stated/set  And  (the) day/{period of time}  the  Herod  
Acts.  12v21 og (the having) {sunk into a garment}/endued/{put on}  (the) {to clothe}/dress/apparel/raiment/robe  
Acts.  12v21 og (the) {regal (in relation)}/{(belonging/befitting to the) sovereign}/courtier/ 

/preeminent/{king’s nobleman}/{of royalty}. 
Acts.  12v21 And  to the (= in/on)  arranged/appointed   day/{period of time}    

the  Herod  the having  {sunk into a garment}/{put on}  the  regal/kingly   clothes/dress/apparel/robe. 
 

And on the appointed day,  Herod having put on the kingly clothes. 
 

When  “The Deal was Done”,  then Herod dressed up to receive his public acclamation -  to become as “The Saviour”  to the region in its time of crisis! 
Noting there is  only  one  savour in Mankind’s Crisis,  and that being JC.  Yahweh will  not  take kindly to  any  human claiming to be a peoples’ saviour 
when it was  only  the Act of His Beloved Son  “JCg”  showed himself competent to become the peoples’ saviour! 
 
441st Comment – The people all shouted out with one accord:  “Herod speaks as a god and not as a man!” 
144th Warning – This is  not  good news for King Herod!   He must publicly,  immediately revoke that claim else Yahweh 
will intervene at some time in the future – to nullify that preposterous claim!   This will occur to all  men/women. 
330th Reasoning – Only JC becomes  “the specific god”  of us,  during our process of  required  reform.  
If  we perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  as  only  deemed by Yahweh  
in His  “Special/Greater 1st Judgment”  (made only upon Christians)  then  we do not need JC as our intercessor to 
Yahweh,  but we become JC’s bride (of 144000 TCs)  and a son of God (Yahweh).    Can the reader understand this? 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  12v22 og the  And  {(from) bind/knot (applied to people)}/{public (joined together socially)}/{mass of (like-minded) people}   
Acts.  12v22 og (they) {called/addressed  over/concerning/at (something)}/exclaimed/{cried out (against)}/{gave a shout}:  
Acts.  12v22 og (of the) God  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   
Acts.  12v22 og also  no/not/none  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men! 
Acts.  12v22 And  the  {united people}/{public of one mind}  they  {called upon}/exclaimed/{gave shout}: 

The  address/voice  of the  God  not  of the  men! 
 

And the united people they exclaimed   (in unison): 
   (King Herod has)  The voice of God,  not of men! 
 

The Crowd had been groomed to this state of mass hysteria  (as that which occurs in certain worldly political and religious assemblies today). 
This is  not  a good position to be within  - for  (1) the people giving  or  (2) the leader soaking up this  undeserved  praise! 

All of which should  only  be reserved for Yahweh through what JCg has so wonderfully done for us. 
(And absolutely  not  performed in religious assemblies of hype and emotion – noting Titus.2v2-8 and other suitable citations). 

 
442nd Comment – Herod  lapped-up  this unjustified applause,  and Yahweh had enough of Herod  -  time to remove him! 
Herod substituted himself in the position of  Yahweh/JC  (of Their respective positions)  and did not give the due 
acknowledgement to Yahweh or JC  (being what They had respectively done for Mankind).   
Herod was only fit for The Grave  (food for maggots)  and Yahweh removed his  “life”  (= conscious existence = soul). 
Acts.  12v23 og {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon   
Acts.  12v23 og And  (he/it) {to knock (gently or with a weapon or fatally)}/smite/struck  (the) him  
Acts.  12v23 og (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (of the) Lord/Master,  
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Acts.  12v23 og (in contrast/substitution/correspondence)/for/instead  who/what/which/that  no/not/none  
Acts.  12v23 og (he) gave/bestowed/granted  the  glory/honour/dignity/worship  to the  God,  
Acts.  12v23 og also  (the) {becoming to be}  (the) {worm eaten}/{diseased with maggots}/{eaten of worms}  
Acts.  12v23 og (he) {from/out of breath/spirit}/expired/{gave up the spirit/breath}. 
Acts.  12v23 And  instantly/immediately  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger  of the  Lord/master  he  smite/stuck  the  him  (= Herod), 

{by  contrast/substitution  instead}  that  not  he  (= Herod)  gave/bestowed  the  glory/honour/dignity  to the  God, 
also  the  {becoming to be}  the  {worm eaten}/{diseased with maggots}  he  {from/out of breath/spirit}/expired/{breathed no more}. 

 

And immediately the messenger of the  Lord/master  (= Yahweh)  struck him  (= Herod)    (with a heart attack,  because … ) 
{by substituting  (himself)  instead},  that not he  (= Herod)  gave the  (requisite)  glory/honour  to the God   (= Yahweh)   
also  (his mind)  becoming to be the  {worm eaten}  (= having no worthwhile future)  he expired. 
 

Yahweh had enough of King Herod,  because after murdering James,  then King Herod’s time was numbered,  and Yahweh chose The Most Public of 
Arenas to exact vengeance upon this pipsqueak pretending to be  “The Saviour of the People”  during their physical famine  (while still in spiritual 
famine made more acute by the religious leaders). 

Herod gave no glory to Yahweh  -  either physically or spiritually  -  and certainly not now! 
He had been  “weighed and found wanting”,  just as had been Belshazzar at Dan.5v22-27. 
He had no future in Yahweh’s scheme of things – it was time for him to be removed in a most public fashion at the age of 55 years with many years of  
fine living  behind him. 
 
443rd Comment – Luke makes the comment that after this event,  “The Word of God”  increased without ceasing. 
331st Reasoning – The point to be made is:  King Herod tried to snuff-out “God's Word”,  and Yahweh would have none 
of it,  the embryonic  “1st Century Christianity”  would grow through  “The Early Adopters”,  and Herod be snuffed-out!   
145th Warning – Do not oppose  “The Word of God”  -  it will be like trying to stop the tide from coming in! 
Acts.  12v24 og the  And  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  (it) grew/enlarged/{gave increase}  
Acts.  12v24 og also  (it) increased/multiplied/abounded. 
Acts.  12v24 And  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  (= Yahweh)   it  grew/enlarged  also  it  increased/multiplied. 
 

And the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the God    (= “1st Century Christianity”  and  absolutely  not  the  worldly Christianity  of today) 
it  grew/enlarged  (as a knowledge base)  also it  increased/multiplied   (in the number of people adhering to it). 
               (The point of context,  being that Herod was suppressing it,  and with his  “worthless future”  removed,  “1st Century Christianity”  flourished) 
 

Luke now goes on to make the point that with Herod dead,  then by consequence a successor must now be found and then instituted,  the religious leaders 
having lost a friend to do their dirty work for them,  brought about a pause in persecution.   This would yield a breathing space,  a rest bite for  “1st 
Century Christianity”  to grow more so during 44 to 45 CE. 
 
444th Comment – Barnabas and Saul return from their  year-long  ministry at Antioch and bring back the gifts,  freely 
given by the disciples within Antioch for distribution within Judea by the Elders.   
445th Comment – Barnabas and Saul  'took under their wing'  the younger  “John Mark”  and returned back to Antioch. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  12v25 og (the) Barnabas  And  also  (the) Saul  (they) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto   
Acts.  12v25 og (the) Jerusalem  (the having) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  
Acts.  12v25 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world},  
Acts.  12v25 og (the having) {taken along with in company}  also  (the) John  
Acts.  12v25 og the (one = person)   (the being) entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} (middle voice)   (the) Mark. 
Acts.  12v25 And  the  Barnabas  also  the  Saul (= Paul)   they  returned/{came back}  into/unto  the  Jerusalem 

the  having  fulfilled/accomplished  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}, 
the having  {taken along in company}  also  the  John,  the person  the being  personally  entitled/called  the Mark. 

 

And Barnabas  also Saul  (= Paul)  they returned unto Jerusalem having accomplished the servicing in the world, 
               (They had been  accurately  teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  the nonsense we are taught today as  “worldly Christianity”) 
(they)  also having taken along in company  (with them)  John,  the person being personally called Mark. 
 

The return of Barnabas and Paul from Antioch to the ecclesia of Judea with the offerings of  food/goods/clothes/money  donated by the disciples in 
Antioch occurred during this incident with Herod Agrippa. 
After which they then went to Jerusalem,  collected John Mark and went to  catch-up’  with Peter and the other original disciples,  to give by report  on 
their work in Antioch. 
 
 
446th Comment – The Antioch Ecclesia had competent Prophets and Instructors: 

Barnabas,  Simon Niger,  Lucius (the Cyrenian),  Manaen (step brother to Herod)  and Saul. 
Acts.  13v1 og (there) was/were  And  {some/any/certain persons}  in  (to the) Antioch   
Acts.  13v1 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  being/having  
Acts.  13v1 og (the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   
Acts.  13v1 og also  (the) instructors/doctors/masters/teachers,  the  both  (the) Barnabas  also  (the) Simon,   
Acts.  13v1 og the (one = person)   (having been) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  Niger,   
Acts.  13v1 og also  (the) Lucius  the  Cyrenian,  (the) Manaen  both  (of the) Herod  
Acts.  13v1 og of the  {ruler of the fourth part of the country}/tetrarch  
Acts.  13v1 og (the) {fellow nursling}/comrade/{brought up with}/{foster/step brother}  and  (the) Saul. 
Acts.  13v1 And  the  {calling out}/ecclesia   within  the Antioch,  having  some/certain  persons  accordingly/intensely 

(= persons who were wholly committed to “1st century Christianity” operating with absolute fidelity to what they knew) 
the  prophets/{inspired teachers}  also  the  instructors/doctors, 
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both  (1)  the  Barnabas  also  (2)  the  Simon,  the one  (= person)   having been  named/called  Niger,    
also  the  Lucius  the  Cyrenian,   
both  (1)  the  Manaen  the  foster/step  brother  of the  tetrarch Herod  and  the  Saul  (= Paul). 

 

And the  {calling out}/ecclesia  within  Antioch having some specific  (= competent)  prophets and instructors 
both  (1) Barnabas  also  (2) Simon,  the person having been named Niger,   
also the Lucius the Cyrenian, 
both  (1) Manaen the  foster/step  brother of the tetrarch Herod and  (2) Saul  (= Paul). 
 

A little time would pass,  and Barnabas and Paul returned back to Antioch to strengthen the ecclesia growing within that city. 
It is interesting that Peter’s troubles with Herod had influenced Manaen,  a  foster/step  brother to Herod  (noting Luke.3v19),  and thus he had distanced 
himself from the regime of Herod and taken upon himself  “1st Century Christianity”.  An important step in any person’s life to  root-out  worldly 
methodology  (to  self-indulge  to our neighbour’s hurt)  from out of our brain and replace it with Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our 
own hurt). 

This transformation is one of the  prime outward showings  of a TC. 
 
447th Comment – The Background:  The True Christians (TCs)  were performing charitable functions and also fasting. 
332nd Reasoning – These True Christians (TCs) had a mind that was operating in the  one/same  manner as JC,  being The 
Lord/Master of their mind  -  because we are told:  “These functions were to The Lord.” 
448th Comment – The HS communicated to these specific individuals – that Barnabas and Saul should begin a missionary 
journey out into The World rather than just remain in Antioch. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Reasoning – repeat - Because of the above reasoning,  then the apostles took it upon themselves to continue JC’s work. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Instruction – repeat - We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but 
through “1st Century Christianity” that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent  teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
333rd Reasoning – By understanding  (1) They were performing to the Lord  and  (2) HS means having a mind that 
reasons in an identical manner to that of  The Lord/Master,  tells us that these individuals thought in exactly the  one/same  
manner as Yahweh and JC  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26).  This means that they thought together and spoke to one 
another as with  one mind  which was this:-   We have been so successful here in Antioch with The Jews and Gentiles,  
then:  Why should we remain here,  but go around The World to teach  “The Word of God”. 
210th Instruction – There is nothing  “mystic”  when the term “HS” is used in The Bible.  It just means:  Entities who have 
wholly imbued  “The Word of God”  and  completely hearken unto it  so that the entity  thinks and reasons like Yahweh 
and JC  tells us that these thoughts are sourced by Yahweh through JC made possible by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
that is the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh and JC. 
71st Good News – These TC Apostles felt motivated that it was the correct thing to do  -  to go and teach The World about 
“1st Century Christianity”  else perhaps we would not have Paul's Epistles now teaching us how to think and behave. 
211th Instruction – We are taught to imitate The Apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.). 
146th Warning – Worldly Christianity teaches us  not  to imitate The Apostles,  but  venerate/prostrate/kiss  
idols/{supposed relics}  of  them  (noting Peter's reaction at Acts.10v25-26)  and that they are supposedly 'alive in heaven',  
but  “The 1st Resurrection”  has not yet occurred  (noting Paul's warning at 2Tim.2v18 and nothing has changed since). 
How bad is all that!   Virtually everything  they teach is  against  what  The Bible teaches us  -  hence: “Anti-christ”!    
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v2 og (of the) {public servants}/{performing charitable functions}/ministering  And  {of them}  
Acts.  13v2 og to the  lord/master  also  (of the) {abstaining from food}/fasting  
Acts.  13v2 og (it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  13v2 og the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  
Acts.  13v2 og (yourselves) {set off by boundary}/limit/exclude/appoint/divide/separate/sever/{set aside}   
Acts.  13v2 og now/then/doubtless/therefore  {to me}/mine  the  both  (the) Barnabas  also  the  Saul  into/unto  
Acts.  13v2 og the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  whom/which/that  
Acts.  13v2 og (I have) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   them.    
Acts.  13v2 And  of their  {performing charitable functions}  to the  lord/master  also  of the  {abstaining from food}/fasting, 

the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  it  said/uttered: 
Therefore/Now  yourselves  set aside   to me  (= for me)   the both  the Barnabas  also  the  Saul  (= Paul)   
unto  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  which  I have  personally  summoned/invited  them. 
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And of their performing charitable functions to the  lord/master  also of the fasting, 
the  holy  (pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   the  spirit  (personality/desires/traits)  it said: 
   Therefore/Now  yourselves  (of the ecclesia)   set aside for me both the  (1) Barnabas  also  the  (2) Saul  (= Paul) 
   unto the  {occupational effort}/labour  which I have personally summoned them. 
 

This is an interesting verse,  and ripe for discussion! 
Most importantly  

“Charitable function”  does not mean  “being paid”  and therefore we  cannot  use the misnomers of  “{public servants}/ministering”   
“Charitable function”  means  “NOT being paid”.  Interestingly,  behind the scenes well-known celebrities are paid to attend charitable functions! 

I smell “hypocrisy”  here,  as applied today!    
Nevertheless,  it is not new,  however it has become so very brazen in the last few decades through The Media,  to become an outright stench! 
Now I have exposed the difference between  “Charitable Function”  as it means in The Bible  (freely done without strings attached)  and how it has been  
twisted  by The World  (to receive hidden return),  then we can move onto the next part of the verse! 

I will blast out my usual refrain because of the nonsense presently taught by   “You know who!” 
Let us get to grips with the contents of this verse before we sink into  “the mire of confusion”  taken there by our  millions’  of spiritually blind  worldly 
Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  –  themselves demonstrably  not  having the HS because of  the nonsense they  invent  about the HS! 
It is solely because these people within this specific verse  have  truly had their mind changed by  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  modifying a 
repentant/hearkening  mind,  then  “they think and reason”  like Yahweh.  This can only occur through what JC has given to us by  “The Word of God”  
and they imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  (and ideally, we likewise –  if  we go through the same process). 
Because    

If  we have been through this process  (by completely changing away from how our mind thinks and reasons  [as a  “human”]),   
Then  we certainly  think/reason  like Yahweh  (like an  “anointed”),  to attribute what we do by the HS operating within us   
because  “we think and reason like Yahweh”   –  by virtue of what JC did for us.   

Therefore,  people who  truly have   “The Word of God”  wholly driving their actions to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle,  by consequence,  have 
the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)  that fulfils  “Yahweh's Pure Desire that is to be made manifest within The Environment”  
(= the “HS”).  Because of this,  they have the HS  “speaking within them”,  “to be personally driving them”  

because  “their mind thinks and reasons to fulfil Yahweh's desire”  –  just as did JC,  who was  “filled with the HS”  (Luke.4v1).  
All of which is shown in their works of agape  (= Real charity”,  Matt.6v1-8)  having no strings attached  (to be pulled later). 

Apologies to the atheist who may be reading this and thinking I have needlessly gone to extreme lengths in explaining  'the blindingly obvious',  but sadly 
I was not writing  “the blindingly obvious”  here to only atheists,  but also to certain  “Religious People”  who find the HS a  “mystery”! 
Now that is very clearly explained,  we can understand specifically why  worldly Christian leaders absolutely do  not  have the HS! 

Quite simply they do  not  “think and reason like Yahweh”,  because rationally,  they do  not  have a  humble/hearkening  mind and therefore 
are  not  allowing  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  to reform their  worldly  thinking mind!    
That is why they  “take power”  today over The Masses,  with  “The Word of  The World”  driving their mind  (as seen in their output)! 
That is why they  invent  “nonsense”  about the HS because they  cannot  “think with it”!    
It has  not  become  “personalised within them”  –  because  “their mind does  not  think like Yahweh’s Mind”  (as seen in their output)! 

Nonetheless,  leaders are quite able  to act  pious and supposedly humble when  “The Public Need”  arises for a show  (but talk to their closest aids)! 
They  are  intelligent people and have  a  professional  interest  (Matt.6v24)  to masquerade as being presumed servants of God   (2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16) 
having just enough  head knowledge’  to be  superior’  and trained in a worldly manner  to use it in a worldly way.  Because of this,  then they are 
competently able through copious words to  “feign having the HS”  unto their deluded devotees  equally not  understanding  “The Word of God”  as 
taught by JC to be  “1st Century Christianity”!    Who likewise have no HS themselves! 

All this is what  “1st Century Christianity”   truly means to Mankind   (and yet  unintelligible  to our  “professional religious leaders”). 
It is  not  in their worldly  professional  interests to truly understand “1st Century Christianity”  because they  cannot  make a worldly living out of it! 
And that is  “The Defining Separator”  between  “1st Century Christianity”  and  “Worldly Christianity”  (being that of a  “New Jesus”  1Cor.11v4  out 
of which the leaders can make some  money/{a living}  from this teaching of the   “New Jesus”,  where supposedly  we become excused’  [to do our own 
thing]  because JC covers us  –  supposedly because  “we believe in him”  Jude.v4). 
“The Old Jesus”  is about  selflessly  serving others  (= Yahweh’s Methodology),   but  “The New Jesus”  is  self-serving  (= worldly methodology). 

What do I mean? 
The New Jesus provides an income of  money/favours/prestige/honour/leverage  for the leaders  (Matt.6v24,  22v20-22). 
The New Jesus provides a euphoric mindset that enables us to  “excuse our behaviour”  for the recipients  (Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3). 

Please read my local cited commentaries to explain  the hidden aspects behind what is presented. 
All excused by the popular simple phrase   “We are only human!” 

And that is precisely  The Problem!   
We are instructed in The Bible to become  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The New Society”  by  NOT  “just being human”  (of  “the present society”). 
When Yahweh gains His 144000 TCs over the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age to  bring-in  The Millennium,  then we will be taught  NOT  “to be human”! 

Can the reader understand the important subtlety behind all this and what is twisted into deliberate error by our  “Leaders of Religion”? 
We will be taught  none  of this because it is  not  in their worldly interests to do so  -  hence Yahweh  wholesale rejects them  (as JC’s parables tell us)! 
With this understanding,  then we are in the correct frame of mind to understand this verse and positioned to apply it unto Barnabas and  Saul/Paul. 
 
449th Comment – Fellow TCs,  as the elders of  “1st Century Christians”,  laid their hands upon these missionaries before 
starting their journey  'into the unknown'  to  actively/accurately  preach  “The Word of God”  to The Jews and Gentiles. 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
147th Warning – It is  not  as inferred by our  charlatan Christian leaders:  These leaders ‘laid hands on people’! 
148th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word to  'gain a following'  of  captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Acts.  13v3 og then/{at the time}  (the having) {abstained from food}/fasted  
Acts.  13v3 og also  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  {to them}  
Acts.  13v3 og (they) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}.   
Acts.  13v3 Then  the having  {abstained from food}/fasted    

also  the  {placing upon}/laying   the hands   {to them},   they  {freed fully}/released/{set at liberty}. 
 

Then having fasted  also placing the hands upon to them   (= the missionaries before their journey to foreign lands), 
they  (= the elders and congregational members)  {freed fully}/dismissed   (these missionaries). 
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This is an important verse because it speaks loudly about something! 
Whenever a person in The New Testament embarks on a  life-changing  event  then the  “1st Century Christians”  laid their hands upon the specific 
people who are entering upon this  life-changing  journey  (noting specifically Paul’s teaching given at 1Tim.5v22). 

That is what The Bible specifically teaches us! 
It must  not  be done in a frivolous manner nor in the hype we witness in charismatic assemblies,  where in some applications of this  laying of hands’  
we see the recipient falling backwards supposedly  “slain in the spirit”!   This is an  utter abomination  to what Yahweh represents and desires! 

This is the  absolutely opposite  to how we are taught in The Bible to behave at several levels! 
We must extract ourselves from such fraudulent activities  –  given  not  in  “The Spirit of Yahweh”,  but given in  “The Spirit of the World” (Eph.2v2),  
being the methodology sourced by Satan  to oppose  what Yahweh Desires  “to be achieved  in The Environment”,  and thus  against  the HS  
(Mark.3v28-28, Matt,12v31-32).   
Which becomes obvious when we know precisely what the HS means as given on this website “FutureLife.Org”,  and what Yahweh desires to occur unto 
The Culmination to  righteously  bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
They teach of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  given by the leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15 in context)  to fraternise the worldly,  animalistic,  carnal mind lusting 
for  “The Immediacy”  and  not  for the long term  good/edification  of Mankind.   
But there is worse to come,   it  actively delays  (thus “opposes/satanic”)  Yahweh’s Plan to yield His 144000 TCs and  “The 1st Resurrection”  of these  
“Early Adopters”,  after which then comes The Millennium,  thereby  prolonging the present pain and suffering in The World!   

And yet hypocritically,  our  worldly Christian leaders speak against the pain in The World,  while yet ironically,  they actively prolong it! 
I repeat again,  what I state in many places elsewhere - 

Any Christian leader,  who does not actively condemn this type of activity,  actually condones it and is judged by Yahweh,  as doing likewise. 
Noting what JC said at Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26.  But they reason   When living in glass houses then do not cast the first stone’! 

All of which shows the  strength’  of their  “(blind) faith”! 
 
450th Comment – The Background:  The True Christians (TCs)  were about to enter a charitable function of  accurately  
teaching  “The Word of God”  to The Jews and Gentiles of foreign lands.  It would be almost a 2 year missionary journey. 
334th Reasoning – These True Christians (TCs) had a mind that was operating in the  one/same  manner as JC,  being The 
Lord/Master  of their mind  - we are told:  “They went out to teach The World”  (JC's primary aim for Israel, Mark.1v38) 
Comment – repeat - The HS communicated to these specific individuals – that Barnabas and Saul should begin a 
missionary journey out into The World rather than just remain in Antioch. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Reasoning – repeat - Because of the above reasoning,  then the apostles took it upon themselves to continue JC’s work. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Instruction – repeat - We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but 
through “1st Century Christianity” that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent  teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Reasoning – repeat - By understanding  (1) They were teaching of the Lord  and  (2) HS means having a mind that 
reasons in an identical manner tells us that these individuals thought in exactly the  one/same  manner as Yahweh and JC  
(hence John.14v20, 17v21-26).  This means that they thought together and spoke to one another as with one mind which 
was this:-   We have been so successful here in Antioch with The Jews and Gentiles,  then:  Why should we remain here,  
but go around The World to teach  “The Word of God”. 
Instruction – repeat - There is nothing  “mystic”  when the term “HS” is used in The Bible.  It means:  Entities who have 
wholly imbued  “The Word of God”  and  completely hearken unto it  so that the entity  thinks and reasons like Yahweh 
and JC  tells us that these thoughts are sourced by Yahweh through JC made possible by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
that is the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh and JC. 
Good News – repeat - These TC Apostles felt motivated that it was the correct thing to do  -  to go and teach The World 
about “1st Century Christianity”  else perhaps we would not have Paul's Epistles now teaching us how to  think/behave. 
Instruction – repeat - We are taught to imitate The Apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.). 
Warning – repeat - Worldly Christianity teaches us  not  to imitate The Apostles,  but  venerate/prostrate/kiss  
idols/{supposed relics}  of them  (noting Peter's reaction at Acts.10v25-26)  and that they are supposedly 'alive in heaven',  
but  “The 1st Resurrection”  has not yet occurred  (noting Paul's warning at 2Tim.2v18 and nothing has changed since). 
How bad is all that!   Virtually everything  they teach is  against  what  The Bible teaches us  -  hence: “Anti-christ”!      
Acts.  13v4 og these/those (specifically)  truly/indeed  therefore/then 
Acts.  13v4 og (the) {from/out of dispatch/departure}/{sent away} (plural)  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Acts.  13v4 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  13v4 og of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts.  13v4 og (they) {came/went down}/departed/descended/alighted  into/unto  the  Seleucia,  
Acts.  13v4 og thence/{from that place}  both  (they) {from/away to sail}/{set sail}/{sailed away}  
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Acts.  13v4 og into/unto  the  Cyprus. 
Acts.  13v4 Then  those specific  (ones = persons)   truly/indeed   {from/out of dispatch/departure}/{sent out/forth} 

under/through/by  the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
they  (= Barnabas and Saul)  {came down}/departed  into/unto  the  Seleucia, 
{from that place}  they  both  {set sail}/{sailed away}  into/unto  the  Cyprus. 

 

Then those specific persons  (= Barnabas and Saul)  truly/indeed  sent forth  under/through/by   
the  holy  (pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   the spirit  (personality/desires/traits), 
they  (= Barnabas and Saul)  descended into the Seleucia,  from that place they both sailed away unto the Cyprus. 
 

Paul now begins his 1st Missionary Journey. 
This  “1st Missionary Journey”  (of three journeys,  before the enforced, fourth Journey to Rome)  started in about 47 CE. 
The sea port of Seleucia is about 15 miles southeast of Antioch,  and the sea journey to Cyprus is about 90 miles. 
Again, this terminology  “sent forth under the HS”  means  “Barnabas and Saul  thought precisely like JC and Yahweh”  to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
In thinking like JC and Yahweh,  then they considered it best to promote  “The Word of God”  within Cyprus,  being a centre of sea trade,  and therefore 
a useful place to  build-up  “The Word of God”,  because from here it could spread more rapidly within the sea faring people intermingling with an 
established ecclesia on Cyprus. 
Also,  as we read earlier,  there was a sizeable grouping of Jewish Christians  (Acts.11v19),  and thus seemed a logical place to start! 

The terminology means nothing more than this. 
They would have prayed to Yahweh about the best place to travel,  and because they had the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  (as explained above),  then 
Yahweh would have  “sowed the seed”  within their hearkening minds to travel first to Cyprus  (based upon the above reasoning). 
It simply means    

They thought about The Task and Reasoned upon The Task with a mind like Yahweh – thinking how He would want them to proceed. 
All very simple to understand,  with no mystique and mystery – showing how the HS  (as defined by FutureLife.Org)  operates within and around TCs. 
 
451st Comment – These missionaries travelled to the port of Salamis (eastern coast of Cyprus) with an understudy  “John 
Mark”  and they preached God's Word  (as given by JC teaching “1st Century Christianity”)  to the Jewish Synagogues. 
Comment – repeat - That is why Saul was able to so quickly launch into teaching “The Word of God”, noting it was in the 
synagogues,  because  “JC as The Word of God”  righteously answers Judaism.   To The Jew first and then to The Gentile 
Reasoning – repeat - “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  the prophecies and prophetic allegories laid down 
by Yahweh within The Tanakh to holistically “Establish His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Warning – repeat - “Religion” (and its schism worldly Christianity [as only told today])  righteously answers  “Nothing”  
regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”!   “Religion” is only based upon  unsubstantiated and worthless  “hearsay”! 
All of which would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which all humans are presently within  [for “Sonship”]). 
Acts.  13v5 og Also  (the having) {become to be}  in  (to the) Salamis  (they) proclaimed/promulgated/declared/preached  
Acts.  13v5 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  in  to the  synagogues  of the  Jews.  
Acts.  13v5 og (they) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  And  also  (the) John  
Acts.  13v5 og (the) {under  worker/servant}/subordinate/deputy. 
Acts.  13v5 Also  the  having  {become to be}  within  Salamis  they  proclaimed/preached 

the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  within  the  Jewish synagogues. 
And  they  had/taken  also  the  {under worker}/subordinate  John. 

 

Also having become to be within Salamis they  proclaimed/preached  
the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the God within the Jewish synagogues. 
            (This means accurately  explaining  Yahweh's  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  [not  worldly Christianity]) 
And they had  also the  under-worker  John. 
 

Salamis was the largest Cypriot city located on the eastern coast,  while the capital city,  Paphos, laid about 140 miles west-southwest of Salamis. 
This understudy would be  John-Mark  the writer of Mark’s Gospel.  
As an aside  
For our sanity, we should just ignore the nonsense our  worldly Christian scholars speak about a  “Q gospel”  and of Mark’s Gospel,  being the first 
from which the other gospels were supposedly copied!   It is  all  nonsense,  but they need something to occupy their minds to gain worthless worldly 
paper doctorates that mean  nothing  to Yahweh,  John.7v15, Acts.4v13,  and the counter at Matt.23v15  (their motive is wrong). 
Continuing  
It is interesting to note the apostles taught in The Jewish Synagogues even though by this time they knew  “The Invitation”  was given to all humans. 

So why is this so? 
For two reasons - 

1.   The Jewish groupings were firmly established communities and are a  “base of people”  having  core knowledge  of  “The Scriptures”. 
2.   “1st Century Christianity”  answered the prophecies  within The Tanakh,  making righteous Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 

It was from these communities The Ecclesia  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)  could then expand  (to The Jew first and then The Gentile, Rom.1v16). 
However,  as I explain elsewhere,  this is like a  “Christian giving a lecture in a Mosque”,  or a  “Muslim giving a lecture in a Cathedral”!  

It really did not go down too well for the local Rabbis! 
They could not counter this  “1st Century Christianity”  –  knowing their religion Judaism had  many  unanswered  holes within it  (primarily  “waiting 
for The Messiah”  to  plug them’),  and they could see their powerbase diminish  (losing members to The New Ecclesia)  because of these strangers 
coming onto  their patch’   and upsetting the status quo! 

It really did not go down too well! 
The point is this  

Leaders of “Religion”  are  only  focussed on  “the here and now”  being how it affects their pocket and advantage within the community. 
They have  zero  interest in The Millennium  –  because they do  not  believe in it,  to teach it!    It has  no  immediate impact on them! 
Let the reader be my witness    

When was The Millennium,  and of its  structure/operations,  last taught in a Christian Sermon? 
And yet,  this is  “The Core”  of  “The  {Good News}/Gospel  of JC”  (being that it was he who enabled this to occur)! 

By contrast  
“The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  are  only  focussed upon The Millennium  (true in both Epochs of Israel). 
They have no interest in  “the here and now”  being how it effects their pocket and advantage in the community.    
The Millennium has directly impacted upon The Minds of  “The Early Adopters”  -  it is  “The Wonderful Future of Mankind”  – they want to 
make it occur as soon as possible  (the present worldly reality has no impact upon their work – being merely a transient unpleasant 'mist')! 
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That is why  
“The Early Adopters”  personally  take  “The Last/least”  within the 1st part of their life,  to be  given  by Yahweh  “The First/Most”  within 
the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium. 

By contrast  
“The Leaders of Religion”  personally  take  “The First/Most”  within the 1st part of their life,  to be  given  by Yahweh  “The Last/Least”  
within the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium. 
This is all precisely, what JC taught us at  Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc. 

But our  “Leaders of Religion”  “choose to be ignorant”  (“agnoeo”)  regarding this  because  they are  only  interested in the  “here and now”! 
Can the reader see how this reasoning is all so very self-supporting? 

 
452nd Comment – After teaching 1st Century Christianity”  in Salamis,  the missionaries travelled westwards to Paphos. 
They found a Jewish false prophet called Bar-jesus  (= Son of Jesus),  whose stage name was Elymas (= Magician). 
335th Reasoning – The reason why people are  “false prophets”  is  “they make worldly gain”  for  self-gratification that 
ultimately is to their neighbour's hurt.  This occurs throughout “Religion” by leaders taking upon themselves this role. 
149th Warning – False prophets exist to make personal gain out of our loss!   Do not patronise or fraternise with them! 
These type of people are commonplace within “Religion”,  taking their place within the established structure. 
Acts.  13v6 og (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  And  the  island  
Acts.  13v6 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  (of the) Paphos  (they) found/obtained/saw/perceived   {some/any/certain person}   
Acts.  13v6 og (the) {spurious prophet}/{false teacher}/{erroneous foreteller},   
Acts.  13v6 og (the) Jew  {to whom/which}  (the) name/character/authority  (the) Bar-jesus. 
Acts.  13v6 And  the   traversing/{going abroad}/{passing through}  the island  {up to}/{as far as}  of the  Paphos, 

they  found/saw  {some/certain  person}  {spurious prophet}/{false teacher},   
the  Jew  to whom  the  name/character/authority  (was)  the  Bar-jesus. 

 

And traversing the island up to Paphos,  they found a certain  {spurious prophet}/{false teacher}, 
the Jew to whom the name  (was)  Bar-jesus. 
 

Bar-jesus  means  “Son of Jesus”  and he took upon himself a  professional stage name’  of  “Elymas”  as we are to read later. 
However,  he had gained a close rapport with Sergius,  becoming the court magician and  the priest  of a  “divination cult”  with power and influence. 
Now clearly a person in this position as a  “Leader of Religion”  has absolutely no desire to lose  power/money/leverage/glory  and thus he would 
automatically oppose  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught to  “The Source” (Sergius)  that nurtures Bar-jesus’  position within society.    

That is true for  all  leaders of  “Religion”  (for example John.11v47-53)  by definition of  “worldly”. 
By consequence,  as with all people in his position,  he would  naturally  oppose the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  as given by TCs. 
The reader must understand   Under the inspiration of Yahweh,  Luke wrote this account  for us to learn from it  –  it is of direct relevance to us! 
 
453rd Comment – Bar-jesus was closely united to the prudent Roman proconsul Sergius Paulas. 
336th Reasoning – Sergius was a powerful, moneyed man,  Bar-jesus would cling to him like a leach! 
Reasoning – repeat - The reason why people are  “false prophets”  is  “they make worldly gain”  for  self-gratification 
that ultimately is to their neighbour's hurt.  This occurs throughout “Religion” by leaders taking upon themselves this role 
Warning – repeat - False prophets exist to make personal gain out of our loss!   Do not patronise or fraternise with them! 
These type of people are common place within “Religion”,  taking their place within the established structure. 
454th Comment – Sergius was interested in  “The Word of God”  and desired to hear it taught directly by  Barnabas/Saul. 
This is the very last thing a Bar-jesus,  a false prophet,  would want to occur! 
Acts.  13v7 og Who/Which/That  (he/it) was  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts.  13v7 og to the  {(instead (of) highest (officer)}/{(Roman) proconsul}  Sergius Paulus,  
Acts.  13v7 og (the) man/husband/fellow  (to the) {assembled mentally}/sagacious/prudent.  
Acts.  13v7 og this/that (specifically)  (one = person)   
Acts.  13v7 og (the) {calling toward oneself}/summoning/inviting/{calling (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   
Acts.  13v7 og (the) Barnabas  also  (the) Saul  
Acts.  13v7 og (he) {to place jointly}/consented/bargained/stipulated/concurred/agreed/covenanted  (middle voice)  
Acts.  13v7 og (to) search/inquire/demand/crave  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  
Acts.  13v7 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God. 
Acts.  13v7 Who  he was  {united as companion}/together  to the  {Roman proconsul}  Sergius Paulus,  the  sagacious/prudent  man. 

This specific one  (person, Sergius Paulus)  the personally  summoning/inviting  the Barnabas  also  the   Saul (Paul)   
he  personally  consented/concurred/covenanted  to  search/inquire/crave   
to  hear/listen/understand  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

(Bar-jesus)  who was united as companions to the Roman proconsul,  Sergius Paulus,  the  sagacious/prudent  man. 
Personally,  inviting the Barnabas  also Saul,  this specific person   (= Sergius Paulus)   
personally  consented/covenanted  to  search/inquire  to  listen/understand  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the God  (= Yahweh). 
 

“Bar-jesus”  (= “Son of Jesus”  =   “Son of Yahweh Saves”)  was very close to the Roman Proconsul,  a Roman governor of Cyprus. 
Obviously  

Sergius Paulus was an influential man with plenty of money and leverage,  and Bar-jesus wanted some of that,  so he stuck to him like a leach! 
By consequence  

Bar-jesus was most concerned when the teaching of Barnabas and  Saul/Paul  caught the attention of Sergius Paulus. 
So,  we have the following  

Bar-jesus was a representative of “Religion”,  also a powerful and moneyed political leader was nurturing him. 
Barnabas and Paul as TCs duly arrive and teach  “1st Century Christianity”  freely and simply into the local environment. 
This powerful and moneyed political leader shows a  genuine  interest in  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Bar-jesus as a representative of “Religion”  is frightened of  (1) being exposed as a  fraudster/hypocrite  and  (2) losing money and leverage! 
Bar-jesus as a representative of “Religion”  will ensure this shall not occur. 

It happened then,  and a  million’  times or more around the world ever since! 
As I stated earlier   People like this just cannot help themselves,  –  that is the  only  course an  unrepentant  mind takes a human  (= to oppose Yahweh)! 
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This is precisely what we read in the next verse - 
 
455th Comment – Bar-jesus, called Elymas (the magician)  opposed  Barnabas, Saul and Mark  teaching God's Word. 
337th Reasoning – Bar-jesus desired to retain the control of Sergius' mind to maintain the money and power flowing back 
to The Controller, Bar-jesus.  In this manner Bar-jesus sought to keep Sergius corrupted,  away from the  “Real Faith”. 
Reasoning – repeat - The reason why people are  “false prophets”  is  “they make worldly gain”  for  self-gratification 
that ultimately is to their neighbour's hurt.  This occurs throughout “Religion” by leaders taking upon themselves this role 
Warning – repeat - False prophets exist to make personal gain out of our loss!   Do not patronise or fraternise with them! 
These type of people are commonplace within “Religion”,  taking their place within the established structure. 
Instruction – repeat - “Real Faith”  =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
Without  all  of the  three terms on the right hand side,  then it becomes only  “blind faith”  pandemic in “Religion”  based 
solely on  “hearsay”  that would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which we are all under “Yahweh’s Judgement”)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Acts.  13v8 og (he) {stood against}/resisted/opposed  And  {to them}  (the) Elymas,  
Acts.  13v8 og the  'magian'/{oriental scientist}/magician/sorcerer/{wise man}/conjurer   
Acts.  13v8 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  for  (it was) {explained over}/translated/interpreted   
Acts.  13v8 og (the) name/character/authority  (of the) him,   
Acts.  13v8 og (the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring  (to) distort/misinterpret/corrupt/perverse/{turn away}  
Acts.  13v8 og the  {instead (of) highest (officer)}/{(Roman) proconsul}  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  13v8 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Acts.  13v8 And  he  {stood against}/resisted/opposed  {to them}  (= Barnabas, Saul and Mark)   the  Elymas,  

for  the  name/character/authority  of the  him  (Elymas)   was  translated/interpreted  {in this manner}  the  magician/sorcerer, 
the  seeking/endeavouring  to  distort/misinterpret/corrupt  the  {Roman proconsul}   
off/away/from  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

And Elymas  resisted/opposed  to them   (= Barnabas, Paul and Mark) 
for the  name/character/authority  of him  (= Elymas)  was translated in this manner the  magician/sorcerer, 
the  seeking/endeavouring  to  distort/misinterpret/corrupt   (being  “The Standard Procedure”  for leaders of “Religion”) 
the Roman proconsul  off/away/from  of the  (Real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  that  “1st Century Christianity”  gives). 
 

Bar-jesus,  having  a stage name’  of  “Elymas”  (means  “Magician/Sorcerer”)  opposed the TCs  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”. 
He was inventing all forms of lies  (hence the terminology in  v10)  about these TCs to undermine their credibility to represent Yahweh  (in precisely the  
one/same  manner as did  “The Leaders of Religion”  conspire against JC). 

“The Real Faith”  of  “thoroughly understanding wholly accurate knowledge and then operating with fidelity upon what we know”  becomes 
“The Wisdom of God  (= Yahweh)”  operating within us.    

If we fail the above in  any  manner,  then we operate according to  “The Wisdom of the World”. 
And it was precisely this process to attain “The Wisdom of God”,  that  “leaders of Religion”  do their utmost to impede  (Matt.23v13)  as we read here. 
 
456th Comment – Saul (now called Paul)  having the HS, thought exactly like Yahweh and JC,  stared directly at Bar-jesus 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Instruction – repeat - JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
150th Warning – That is why they are “false prophets”,  like “Bar-jesus”,  being “sons of (a new) Jesus” (1John.2v18-19,  
2Cor.11v4,  hence 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
Acts.  13v9 og (the) Saul  And  the  also  Paul,  
Acts.  13v9 og (the being) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/furnished  
Acts.  13v9 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts.  13v9 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin},  
Acts.  13v9 og also  (the) {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  into/unto  (the) him. 
Acts.  13v9 And  the  Saul  also  (called)  Paul,  the being  filled/imbued/furnished   

of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
also  the  {gazing intently}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  unto  the him. 

 

And the Saul also  (called)  Paul,  the being  filled/imbued/furnished 
of the holy  (pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   of the spirit  (personality/desires/traits), 
also the  {gazing intently}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  unto him   (Elymas). 
 

It was not a wise thing to do  -  to contend with Yahweh’s True Representatives on this planet -  Yahweh will  always  have  “The Last Word”! 
Bar-jesus was in for a very rude awakening!  
The  proven apostle  Paul having a mind that only  thinks/reasons/acts  like JC and Yahweh is,  by consequence,  fully sated with the HS and thus forced 
to contend with Bar-jesus,  operating as a representative of  “Religion”. 
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Notice the switch in Luke’s writings  - it is at this point he switches from the name   “Saul”  to  “Paul”. 
 
457th Comment – Paul states:  Oh son of the  slanderer/{false accuser},  completely full of  wile/craft/guile/cunning  also  
of  malignity/mischief,  the  hateful/enemy  of  all  righteousness/equality,  will you not personally stop  
distorting/perverting  the  true/correct  ways of  The Lord/Master? 
149th Allegory – Bar-jesus = leaders of “Religion”  (taking upon themselves a mystic representation of “God”). 
150th Allegory – son = same  spiritual  DNA as the one they imitate = they think and reason like their spiritual father. 
338th Reasoning – These people take upon themselves the  one/same  methodology as The One that rules their mind  
(John.8v44, noting local context)  being the  one/same  methodology that covers the present world  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19). 
339th Reasoning – When a TC teaches  “The Word of God”,  then leaders of “Religion”  go into  'over-drive'  to slander 
what both the TCs represent and teach,  they blacken The Messenger's character,  in an attempt to deride The Message. 
Because quite simply  “1st Century Christianity”  cannot be derided,  its exegesis is solid  (unlike  “Religion”). 
151st Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  are full of  wile/craft/guile/cunning  also of  malignity/mischief. 
340th Reasoning – Why?   For two reasons:- 
            1.  By self-indulging and thus sequestrating from both Yahweh and their devotees,  they show these characteristics. 
            2.  When exposed,  they go out of their way to twist the situation to  inhibit/rebuff  exposure. 
152nd Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  are an enemy of  righteousness/equality. 
341st Reasoning – An enemy to what?   An enemy to  “The Way”  Yahweh chooses to do things! 
The reason why they do not understand  “The Way Yahweh chooses to do things”  is because they do  not  have the  
one/same  mind as Yahweh,  and that is why they do  not  have the HS  (see elsewhere what all this means). 
153rd Warning – We ask our leaders of “Religion”  When will you stop opposing the correct ways  The  Lord/Master? 
212th Instruction – “Correct ways of The Lord/Master”  means  “The Ways that fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  which is only to 
yield “The Salvation of Mankind”,  it is not to titivate vain minds in a  self-indulgent  manner  (as is done in “Religion”)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
342nd Reasoning – Leaders of “Religion”  oppose  what  “The Word of God”  teaches us,  which is  “The Means and 
Route that Yahweh teaches us (through JC)”  to ultimately yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  through  (1) The Early 
Adopters and  (2) The Millennium.   Leaders of “Religion”  do not  teach of  (1) or (2),  and  oppose  “The Word of God”. 
Acts.  13v10 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  13v10 og Oh (exclamation)   (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full   
Acts.  13v10 og (of the) all/whole/every  decoy/{a trick (to bait)}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/cunning  
Acts.  13v10 og also  (of the) recklessness/malignity/mischief,    
Acts.  13v10 og Son (vocative)   (of the) traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer, 
Acts.  13v10 og hateful/hostile/adversary/opposer/enemy (vocative)  (of the) all/whole/every   
Acts.  13v10 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification,   
Acts.  13v10 og no/not/none  (you will) pause/restrain/quit/desist/leave/refrain/cease/stop (middle voice)    
Acts.  13v10 og (the) distorting/misinterpreting/corrupting/perverse/{turn away}  the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts.  13v10 og (of the) lord/master  the  {well placed}/straight/level/true/{at once}/forthwith/immediately/right? 
Acts.  13v10 He  (= Paul)   said/commanded: 

Oh (exclamation)   Son  of the  {false accuser}/devil/slanderer,   
the  replete/complete/full  of the  all/whole/every  decoy/{trick to bait}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/cunning 
also  of the  malignity/mischief,   the  hateful/hostile/adversary/opposer/enemy  of the  all/every  righteousness/equality/justification, 
not  you will  personally  pause/restrain/cease/stop  the  distorting/misinterpreting/corrupting/perverting   
the  {well placed}/straight/true/right  ways/progress/means  of the  lord/master? 

 

He  (= Paul)  commanded   (of Elymas): 
   Oh Son of the  {false accuser}/slanderer/devil, 
   the  complete/full  of the  all/every  decoy/{trick to bait}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/cunning 
   also of the  malignity/mischief,  hateful/hostile/adversary/opposer/enemy  of the  all/every  righteousness/equality/justification: 
   Not you will personally  pause/cease  the  distorting/misinterpreting/corrupting/perverting 
  the  {well-placed}/straight/true/right  ways/progress  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)? 
                 (= Yahweh's  “straight progress”  to  righteously  yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over our  “2 part life”.) 
 

What else can I say,  other than  
This verse perfectly describes  professional  (thus “worldly” by definition)  “Leaders of Religion”  over the last some 4000 years! 

No different to what JC and the Apostles describes of them throughout The New Testament! 
All as my dissertations and commentaries of this subject matter  (comprising of several million words)  very carefully discuss within the exegesis 
presented. 
Some examples of my writings    

“What did JC and The Apostle’s really teach?”,  “What is 1st Century Christianity?”,  “What does Yahweh really want?”,  “Why Yahweh 
detests leaders of Christendom!”  etc. 

Let us go through what Paul says regarding leaders of “Religion”  as represented by Bar-jesus - 
“Son” = having the same  spiritual DNA  as that of  “the devil/slanderer”  (John.8v44),  driven by the  one/same  worldly methodology  (= self-indulge 
to the neighbour's hurt)  as that sourced by Satan and the  one/same  as that which also operates within leaders taking  “The First/Most”  in society. 

Clearly,  Bar-jesus had been  slandering  the character and teaching of both Barnabas and Paul to Sergius Paulus. 
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This is what all leaders of “Religion”  do by  naming specific “Early Adopters”  as  personal targets,  in order to make false accusations. 
“full of every  decoy/wile/trick/craft/guile/cunning” = to gain  one-upmanship  over their neighbour  (= self-indulge to the neighbour's hurt),  whose 
minds are  “skilled in deception”  to wriggle and weave against external probing enquiry.   
“malignity/mischief” = having  “a teaching that works against what Yahweh Desires to occur within The Environment”. 
The result of their teaching is harmful, hurtful, hostile, destructive,  because  “it perpetuates this present worldly system”,  it does  absolutely nothing  to 
yield Yahweh's 144000 future sons of God,  inasmuch it  “excuses human behaviour”  so that Yahweh  cannot  gain His required “Early Adopters”! 
“adversary/opposer/enemy” (= “Satanic”)  because their teaching opposes The Righteous Plan that Yahweh must use to bring forth Mankind's Salvation 
I could take a major prop from out of every religion on this planet and show how it  opposes  what  “1st Century Christianity”  specifically teaches! 
“of every  righteousness/equality”  under  “1st Century Christianity”  no entity in The Universe is able to point a finger and state   'Yahweh, You were 
unrighteous to that specific individual during their existence'.   No religion on this planet can withstand that specific test of  “Righteousness”! 
Moreover,  now this question for our leaders of “Religion”  

When will you stop  distorting/corrupting/perverting  the  straight/true/correct  ways/progress  of Yahweh? 
Yahweh explains everything in  “1st Century Christianity”,  but leaders of “Religion”  wholly oppose  “The Route”  that Yahweh uses to  righteously  
bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  as I thoroughly explain on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
458th Comment – Paul continues:  Take note,  the  “The Hand of The Lord”  is upon you,  also you shall be blind,  also 
not seeing the sun until the occasion.    
Bar-jesus became blind and darkness seized him,  also he required hand leaders to lead him about. 
Allegory – repeat - hand = The means to do work  (thus  create/do  something). 
Allegory – repeat - blind (physically) = Cannot knowledgably interact with the environment =  blind (spiritually) means 
that we cannot knowledgeably  interact/understand  Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).   
Allegory – repeat - illumination/light = to show how we must safely walk  (avoid worldly traps)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Also those persons in “The Light” have no fear of open public scrutiny of their private life  –  they have nothing to hide. 
151st Allegory – darkness = Wayward  ‘self-indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour’  and thus opposing Yahweh’s Desire, 
because knowing this methodology is hypocritical to what we espouse,  we then prefer to  hide  our shameful actions.  
Thus representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
152nd Allegory – sun (always) = Yahweh  (showing The Light for all entities to see how to correctly deport themselves). 
153rd Allegory – the occasion = The Most Important Thing for all humans is the rejection of worldly methodology (= self-
indulging the self)  and wholly imbuing Yahweh's Methodology  (= edifying our neighbour [often to our own hurt]). 
154th Allegory – hand-guiders = To  physically/spiritually  show the way forward  (for lost people).  Ideally, it should be 
TCs showing hearkening people within The World how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
343rd Reasoning – What does all this mean?   Paul is telling Bar-jesus  (read: “Leaders of Religion”,  specifically leaders 
of Christendom  [“sons of {a new} Jesus]):  Yahweh shall impose His displeasure upon you,  because you are falsifying 
what Yahweh represents within The Environment,  and  opposing  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”  (= Anti-christ). 
Because of this,  you shall remain in spiritual darkness until you  (1) repent and then  (2) reform to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Until then,  these leaders must have external leaders (sadly, being of The World),  but that ideally should be TCs. 
154th Warning – We must not become like Bar-jesus by  (1) opposing the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire made manifest in 
The Environment,  (2) being led by worldly  reasoning/advisers  (and refusing TCs fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
Acts.  13v11 og Also  now/present/immediate  behold/lo/look/see!    
Acts.  13v11 og (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  of the  lord/master  over/upon/concerning  thee/thy/thou   
Acts.  13v11 og also  (you) {shall be}/{come to pass}  (the) {opaque (as if smoky)}/blind/unseeing,  
Acts.  13v11 og not  (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed}  the  {light ray}/sun  {up to}/{as far as}/until   
Acts.  13v11 og (of the) time/season/occasion.  
Acts.  13v11 og {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon    
Acts.  13v11 og And  (it) {embraced/seized}/{fell into}/{laid on}/{pressed upon}  over/upon/concerning  (the) him  
Acts.  13v11 og (the) {dimness (of sight)}/cataract/mist  also  (the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness,  
Acts.  13v11 og also  (the) {to take around}/{walk around}/compass/{go/lead about}  
Acts.  13v11 og (he) sought/searched/endeavoured/inquired   
Acts.  13v11 og (the) {hand leaders}/{guides (a blind person)}/{leaders by the hand}.   
Acts.  13v11 Also  now  -  Behold/Look! 

The hand   (= the means of intervention)   of the  Lord/Master  (is)  upon/concerning  thee/you 
also  you  {shall be}  the  blind/unseeing,   (= the  physical  to metaphorically represent the  spiritual  to the  ‘watching’  Sergius) 
not  the  beholding /seeing  the  {light ray}/sun         (always  represents  “Yahweh”  within prophecy) 
{up to}/until  of the  time/season/occasion.                 (= the time when you repent and spiritually open your eyes to Yahweh’s Methodology) 
And  the  {dimness of sight}/cataract  also  the  obscurity/darkness  it  embraced/seized/{pressed upon}  upon/concerning  the  him, 
also  he  sought/searched  the  {hand leaders}/{guides (for the blind)}   {to take around}/{go/lead about}. 

 

                 (Paul continues … ) 
And now  -  Behold/Look! 
The hand  (= work  [of intervention])  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   (is)  upon you 
also you shall be blind   (= Yahweh uses the  physical  to express the  spiritual  –  specifically to  unlock Sergius’  receptive mind) 
not seeing the sun   (= means  “not able to  [spiritually]  view  [= understand/practice]  Yahweh’s Methodology”) 
until of the  time/occasion.   (= Bar-jesus would need to wholly repent and turn to Yahweh’s Methodology and by return,  receive his physical sight) 
And the dimness of sight   also the darkness it seized upon him   (= Bar-jesus / Elymas), 
also he sought the hand leaders to take  (him)  about. 
 

Paul having the  one/same  mind  as JC and Yahweh,  exposes the spiritual side of Bar-jesus to Sergius Paulus in the form of  “physical blindness”. 
Yahweh shows The World  “the spiritual blindness”  that leaders of “Religion”  wallow within,  specifically at Rev.11v11-13  (please read my local 
commentaries,  because as usual,  our worldly translators  get the translation wrong  -  for the word  “seismos”  in that specific context)! 
“Sun” in allegoric prophecy always means “Yahweh”,  and  “Moon” always means  “JCg”  reflecting  “The Image of Yahweh”  (John.14v9-10)  to us 
while we are in  the night’  of Satan's present worldly methodology.  When we are in The Millennium then we shall be in  “The Daylight”  of Yahweh! 
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Thus, Paul is telling Bar-jesus by metaphor,  he shall not  see  (= understand)  Yahweh's Methodology  until  The Season/Occasion,  being the time  when 
Bar-jesus wholly repents away from his present worldly methodology controlling his mind and personally embraces Yahweh's Methodology. 

Bar-jesus now becomes physically blind,  to represent his  spiritual  blindness  to all those people whom he enthralled in his  'circus acts'! 
No more could he  'guide'  other people in his  “corrupting religious mystique”,  but now he must rely upon other people to guide him! 
By inference,  he should be turning to  “The Early Adopters”  for spiritual guidance to then receive his sight! 

Our  millions  of religious leaders throughout The World should do likewise;  else, they are in for a  “Rude Awakening”  (in The Millennium)! 
 
459th Comment – Sergius upon discovering Yahweh blinded Bar-jesus,  truly entrusted in Paul,  and became amazed when 
Paul  taught the depth of  “1st Century Christianity”,  as sourced by Yahweh explained by JC in both word and deed. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
213th Instruction – Sergius (and we likewise)  must learn  “The Word of God”  that is to rule the mind as  “The 
Lord/Master”  before  he/we  humans can come to Yahweh  (as a future son of God).  Ideally, we learn to be like Saul  
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  and have  “The Word of God”  as  The Lord/Master  to ultimately  control our mind. 
344th Reasoning – The analogy would not have been lost on Sergius.  The physical blindness represented Bar-jesus' 
spiritual blindness as a leader of “Religion”,  be it:  shaman, witch doctor, sibyl, sadhu, druid, guru, imam or  the very 
worst  “charlatan Christian leaders”  because they claim to be  'all knowledgeable',  but actually very knowledgeable 
regarding the things of man,  but have almost  “zero knowledge”  regarding the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire. 
460th Comment – I have not included  “Rabbi”  in the above listing because they are fairly knowledgeable about The 
Tanakh,  even though they foolishly ignore “1st Century Christianity”  that righteously answers what they know! 
72nd Good News – Sergius now has uninterrupted access to an  accurate  rendition of  “The Word of God”. 
214th Instruction – “1st Century Christianity”  is astounding and awe inspiring,  but sadly,  it is  never  taught today! 
Any person who states:  This is not so,  have clearly  not  been taught  “1st Century Christianity”.  Only when a person  
knows  both,  can the  enormous distinction  be determined! 
Acts.  13v12 og then/{at the time}  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  
Acts.  13v12 og the  {(instead of) highest (officer)}/{(Roman) proconsul}  the (thing)  {becoming to be}  
Acts.  13v12 og (he) committed/believed/entrusted,  
Acts.  13v12 og (the being) {from/out of inflicting (by calamity)}/{struck with astonishment}/amazed/astonished   
Acts.  13v12 og over/upon/concerning  to the  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}  of the  lord/master. 
Acts.  13v12 Then  the  {Roman proconsul}   

the  knowing/understanding/seeing/perceiving  the  thing  (= Bar-jesus’  blindness)   {becoming to be}  he  committed/entrusted, 
the being  {struck with astonishment/amazed  upon/concerning  to the  instruction/doctrine  of the  lord/master. 

 

Then the Roman proconsul  understanding/perceiving  the thing becoming to be  
               (= recognising Bar-jesus’  physical  affliction to be metaphoric of  spiritual  affliction of  “faulty methodology” = “Religion”) 
he  entrusted/committed   (to what Paul and Barnabas  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  [and  not  the  “worldly Christianity”  of today]) 
the being  amazed/astonished  concerning to the  instruction/doctrine  of the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  to control minds). 
                (=  It must be  clearly understood  that what  “Bar-jesus  [New “son of Jesus”]  taught”,   would be  worldly Christianity as taught today) 
 

Yahweh for a specific reason required Sergius Paulus to become  committed/entrusting  to what Barnabas and Paul had to teach about  “1st Century 
Christianity”  and thus removed  Bar-jesus'  influence over the Roman proconsul. 
This will occur over the whole world in The Millennium when all is made crystal clear  (after “Religion” has been  wholly removed out of society). 

It is important to understand  “The All-Important Allegory”  behind this,  and perhaps  becomes  the very reason  why Luke included this in 
his writings  and excluded other  people/events  from the text,   as I now explain -  

“Bar-jesus”  means  “son of Jesus”  and can be attributed to what will occur within The World during the next some 1900+ years. 
We have had the  “son of Jesus”  as represented by  “Bar-jesus”,  to be  “The New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4)  as represented by  “worldly Christianity”  that 
presently covers the whole Earth as a pariah to what Yahweh truly wants from Mankind.   
In like manner as Jude tells us  (Jude.v4)   To use the  gift/favour  given by JC  as an excuse  to continue our licentiousness  (= brazen unrepentant 
behaviour)  against what Yahweh requires to continue into The Culmination. 

Our  worldly Christian leaders are  “full of excuses”  behind  fine words of supposed praise’  to JC and Yahweh!   It is all vanity! 
And yet,  it is also like a poisonous  'fog of chlorine'  to  “kill”  Mankind,  because it  impedes  Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation. 

While having the examples of  
The Jewish Religious Leaders holding firm to  “The Corrupted Judaism”  were  fighting against  “1st Century Christianity”, 

then likewise today this action will be repeated against what I teach  
The Christian Religious Leaders holding firm to  “The Corrupted Christianity”  will fight against  “1st Century Christianity!” 

It is as true as  “night follows day”   because they have no intrinsic interest in  “The Future”,  but only in what they can attain  “Now”! 
And we are then back to Matt.6v24, 22v21,  they find it impossible to separate Yahweh from Mammon! 
 
461st Comment – Paul and Barnabas sailed from Paphos to Perga (southern coast of Asia/Turkey),  and Mark departed 
from their company and made a return to Jerusalem. 
345th Reasoning – There was a definite  falling-out  between Paul and the youngster, Mark  -  as we are to read later at 
Acts.15v37-40  at what was to be the beginning of Paul's 2nd Missionary Journey. 
Acts.  13v13 og (the) {leading up}/{bringing out}/{setting forth}/sailing/departing/launching  And   
Acts.  13v13 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Paphos  the (ones = persons)  concerning/about  the  Paul  
Acts.  13v13 og (I/they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Perga  of the  Pamphylia,  
Acts.  13v13 og (the) John  And  (the) {off/from a place/land}/{going away}/departing  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  13v13 og {of them}  (he) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem. 
Acts.  13v13 And  the  {setting forth}/launching/sailing  off/away/from  of the  Paphos   

the  ones  (= persons)   concerning/about  (= {working alongside with)  the Paul   
they  accompanied/came  into  the  Perga  of the  Pamphylia. 
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And the  John (Mark)  the  {going away}/departing  off/away/from  {of them} 
he  returned/{turned back}  into/unto  the  Jerusalem. 

 

And the Paul sailing  off/from  Paphos with the people  (= fellow disciples),  they came into Perga of the Pamphylia. 
And the John  (= John Mark)  the departing  away/from  of them,  he returned unto Jerusalem. 
 

Paul and Barnabas leave Cyprus and travel northwards across the Mediterranean Sea for some 150 miles to reach Perga of the Pamphylia,  today 
located in the Antalya province on the south-western Mediterranean coast of Turkey.  John-Mark  leaves the party and returns to Jerusalem,  we are not 
sure why,  but he may have been disgruntled about Paul taking the lead over Barnabas and preaching  “The Invitation”  principally to The Gentiles  (see 
Acts.14v12 where Paul was doing the speaking’).  Underwritten by Saul changing his name to Paul at the incident with Bar-jesus.   
We should note,  John-Mark the writer of his gospel  “Mark”  was presently a young man,  barely out of his teens and still learning about  “Life”.   
It is interesting that Mark returned to Jerusalem and not to Antioch  (being the start of the journey)  and this  (sudden)  departure was to cause some 
friction between Paul and Barnabas at the start of The Proposed 2nd Missionary Journey  (as I explain at Acts.15v36-40).   
We must appreciate that while Paul was  “understanding”,  he was very  “strident and forthright”  -  he would pull no punches,  “and tell it as it is”!   
However,  Barnabas  (= “Son of Comfort”, Acts.4v36)  having a different character,  was much softer and more compassionate  (Paul and Barnabas 
perfectly balanced each other,  and importantly   Both  worked together to strive for  “The  One/Same  Goal”,  knowing of each other’s strengths and 
weaknesses). 
 
462nd Comment – Paul and Barnabas  (plus disciples)  travel northwards into the hinterland by about 90 miles and reach 
Antioch of the Pisdian.  On the Sabbath day,  they entered into the synagogue  (1) to listen  and if invited  (2) to teach. 
Acts.  13v14 og they  And  (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}   
Acts.  13v14 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Perga  
Acts.  13v14 og (they) {became near}/approached/arrived/{appears publicly}/came (middle voice)   
Acts.  13v14 og into/unto  (the) Antioch  of the  Pisidian.   
Acts.  13v14 og Also  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto  the  synagogue  to the  day/{period of time}  
Acts.  13v14 og of the  Sabbaths  (they) {sat down}/settled/tarried/contemplated. 
Acts.  13v14 And  they  the  traversing/{going abroad}  off/away/from  of the  Perga 

they  personally  {became near}/approached/came  into/unto  the  Antioch  of the  Pisidian. 
Also  the  entering/{going in}  into/unto  the  synagogue  to the  day/{period of time}  of the  Sabbaths  they  {sat down}/settled/tarried. 

 

And they traversing  off/from  Perga they personally approached into Antioch of the Pisdian. 
Also entering into the synagogue in the day of the Sabbaths they settled. 
 

This is a different Antioch to the one of chapter 11,  this Antioch being some 350 miles west-northwest’  to that of chapter 11 and about 90 miles in a 
northerly direction of Perga,  thus in the western half of today’s Turkey.  They had travelled from the coastal town of Perga up to Antioch in Pisidia some 
100 miles north inland.  Plural Sabbaths suggests it was the week of The Passover (Nisan/Abib 15th to 21st). 
Paul and Barnabas sat down and listened to what was taught within the Jewish Synagogue. 
 
463rd Comment – The Rabbis gave a traditional reading out of The Tanakh and spoke a wholly uninspired sermon of what 
the scriptures supposedly meant  (very much as our  worldly Christian leaders do today,  throughout The World). 
464th Comment – The Rabbis invited the guests  Paul/Barnabas  to speak,  if they wished to say something to the listening 
congregation.    These Rabbis did not know what they were about to unleash  – they were in for an electrifying sermon! 
Acts.  13v15 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  the  {the act of reading}/reading  
Acts.  13v15 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Acts.  13v15 og also  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers,  
Acts.  13v15 og (they) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  the  {heads/chiefs/rulers of synagogue}   
Acts.  13v15 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them,  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts.  13v15 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  (the) brothers,  
Acts.  13v15 og if  (it) is  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  in  {to yourselves}  
Acts.  13v15 og (of the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts.  13v15 og the  populace/{grouping of people}  (yourselves) state/exclaim.   
Acts.  13v15 And  after  the  {act of reading}  of the  regulation/law  also  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}, 

they  {set apart}/{put forth}  the  {heads/chiefs  of the synagogue}   towards/{near to}  them,  the  stating/exclaiming: 
The  men/husbands  the  brothers,   
If  it is  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  within  yourselves  of the  imploring/exhortation/entreaty  towards/{near to}  the  populace  
(then)  yourselves  state/exclaim. 

 

And after the act of reading of The Law  (= Torah)  also of The Prophets  (= Nevi’im), 
the heads of the synagogue  {set apart}/{put forth}  towards them  (= Paul and his co-workers),  the stating: 
   Men,  brothers   (as our  guests/visitors);   
   if  (there)  is  word/sayings/topics/reasons  within yourselves of the  imploring/exhortation  towards the populace 
   (then)  yourselves state  (freely what you would like to teach to the listening congregation). 
 

The religious leaders  did/(do)  their bit,  as they best they  could/(can),  every  religious/Sabbath  day,  in the manner as might  any reporter  reading a 
book,  give some worldly interpretation  (as is done today throughout The World – signifying “nothing”),  and then in a friendly manner they invited 
these guests  (Paul and Barnabas)  to speak. 

From a worldly point of view,  these leaders of “Religion”  would come to regret giving that invitation to speak unto Paul! 
Paul was perhaps  the most competent and authoritative speaker  to represent Yahweh  on the planet  at that time! 

These religious leaders and the congregation were in for a shock of a lifetime! 
 
465th Comment – Paul stands up and beckoning with the hand  (as an opening invitation to all members),  he begins:   
Israelite men,  also those persons who revere The God of the Israelite people,  listen to me. 

Paul's sermon is going to shake these people to the core! 
Acts.  13v16 og (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  And  (the) Paul,  
Acts.  13v16 og also  (the) {swaying downwards}/{making a signal}/beckoning  to the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand   
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Acts.  13v16 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts.  13v16 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  (the) Israelites,   
Acts.  13v16 og also  the (ones = persons)  {being frightened/alarmed}/{in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting/deferring  
Acts.  13v16 og the  God,  (yourselves) hear/listen/understand/respond. 
Acts.  13v16 And  the  Paul  the  {standing/rising up}, 

also  the  {making a signal }/beckoning  to the  hand  he  said/uttered: 
The men/husbands  the  Israelites, 
also  the ones  (= persons)   {being frightened}/{in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting  the  God  (= Yahweh)   
yourselves   hear/listen/understand/respond. 

 

And Paul the standing up,  also the beckoning the hand he said: 
   Men, Israelites  (of the congregation) 
   also the people  (= interested Gentiles sitting alongside)  {being frightened}/revering/respecting  the God  (= Yahweh)    
   yourselves  hear/understand/respond   (positively  to what I about to say … )!   
 

As always and sensibly,  Paul begins by addressing his audience in a respectful manner,  and waves his hand across the congregational members as an 
act to embrace them all in his opening address.  He speaks to The Jews and also the gentiles interested in Judaism having come to the synagogue that 
day,  when he states  (1) “Israelites” (= Jews)  and  (2) “all those people who revere The God (= gentiles)”.  

What our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  understand,  is that Paul is  NOT  speaking directly to The Jews! 
He is speaking directly to  “us”  of The Gospel Age as by invitation.   
Initially,  he is inviting The Jews to become Christians,  and once we are “Christians”,  then we must  personally move further on  -  to look upon the 
past metaphors of The Jews  Physical  “experience and customs”  as to become  The  Spiritual  “Experience and Customs”  for  “us”  as  “Christians”  
to then faithfully execute within our deportment   (= “The Mind driving The Body”). 
This requirement is  wholly unknown today,  as we become aware when we are foolish enough to read our scholars’ commentaries of this passage  (of 
which I tend to fall asleep with boredom in the middle of such an exhausting and  spiritually unfulfilling  enterprise)! 
The reader must understand    

Under the inspiration of Yahweh,  Luke wrote this account  for “us” to learn from it  –  it is of direct relevance to   “Us”! 
 
466th Comment – The Specific God of the Israelite people,  He selected our Fathers;  also He elevated the people as 
sojourners within a foreign land, Egypt.  Then in the strength of The High, Yahweh led forth the people from out of Egypt 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
346th Reasoning – In the context it is Yahweh physically operating in The Environment making these things to occur,  
operating through His “Early Adopters” by promise:  Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (as we read later). 
Allegory – repeat - Egyptians/[Heathen] (always) =  The World  (in prophecy,  there is no exception to this rule). 
347th Reasoning – Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”,  given by JC as  “The Word of God”  leads The Israelites (= 
Jews/Christians of the 2 Epochs of Israel)  presently serving  The Egyptians (= The World, pre and post JC's ministry)  
are being Judged by Yahweh for  their competence  to then rule  The World in The Millennium.  It is  only  “The Early 
Adopters” who succeed in Yahweh's Judgement,  as being:  “truly faithful”. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v17 og The {specific god}  of the  populace/{grouping of people}   
Acts.  13v17 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  (the) Israel   
Acts.  13v17 og (he) selected/{made choice}/chose/elected (middle voice)  the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us},   
Acts.  13v17 og also  the  populace/{grouping of people}  (he) elevated/exalted/{lifted up}   
Acts.  13v17 og in  to the  {foreign residence}/sojourning/{as strangers}  
Acts.  13v17 og in  (to the) Earth/land/province/country/region  (to the) Egypt,   
Acts.  13v17 og also  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) {to wield the arm}/strength/arm  
Acts.  13v17 og (of the) lofty/high/esteemed  (he) {led forth}/{brought forth (out)}/{fetched (lead) out}  them  
Acts.  13v17 og {from/out of}  her/(it/same). 
Acts.  13v17 “The Specific God”  of the  populace/{grouping of people}   {concerning this}/{such manner of}  the  Israel. 

He  Personally  selected/chose/elected  the  fathers  of us, 
also  He  elevated/exalted  the  populace  within  the  {foreign residence}/sojourning/{as strangers}   
within the  land/country  to the  Egypt, 
also  amid/together/with  the  strength/arm  of the  lofty/high  He  {led forth}/{fetched out}  them  from/out  of  her/same  (= Egypt). 

 

“The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  of the populace concerning this the Israel   (= The Israelites). 
He  (= Yahweh)  personally  selected/chose/elected  our fathers   (= “The Ancient Worthies”  of  Abraham, Isaac, Jacob  and then later … ) 
also He  (= Yahweh)  elevated/exalted  the populace within the foreign residence   (= “not their home”)   within  the  country  Egypt, 
also  (this populace = the Israelites)  together/with  the strength of The High   (= Yahweh providing The Plagues over The Egyptians) 
He  (= Yahweh)  {led forth}/{fetched out}  them  from/out  of  her/same   (= Egypt). 
 

We can read the above as  “The Physical”  for The Jews – and there is little point in me repeating it,  but to underwrite my accusation against our  
spiritually blind  scholars of the previous commentary. 
I would like to draw our attention  at the  next level as an exhortation for us  “Christians”  to achieve  “The Goal”  that Yahweh has laid down for each 
of us,  in our attempt to achieve  “Sonship to Yahweh”  –  where    

“Sonship to Yahweh”  is  “The Specific Point/Goal”  of  “The New Testament”! 
“The Specific God of Israel”  –  is directed to  “The Spiritual 2nd Epoch of Israel”  gathered by election  of  “The Early Adopters”. 
This is “The Goal”  that Yahweh Desires and thus  “ho theos”  is relative to  “The Early Adopters”  and therefore points directly to Yahweh. 
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But for there to be a  “spiritual half”  to “Israel”,  then  there must be a  “fleshly half”  to “Israel”  from out of which to  elect/choose  (Matt.20v16, 
22v14)   the  spiritual  part  (as the  head,  that becomes  “The Heirs”)  to rule  over the  fleshly  part  (as the body,  that becomes  “The Inheritance”). 

So how does this overview pan out in what Paul is teaching us  “by invitation”  (as he was to the Jews in Antioch  [and elsewhere])? 
Also precisely why Steven gave his witness in the manner he did in Acts chapter 7. 

And it almost goes without saying that Yahweh  (with infinite  Capability/Authority)  ensured all this was recorded  for us  in Acts here,  –  specifically 
as I now explain  (thereby showing Yahweh’s  true righteousness,  by giving us  all  the information up front to become  “The Means of Selection”  –  for 
those people who  personally  seek and find,  Matt.7v7-8,  during The Gospel Age). 
Yahweh selected  “The Ancient Worthies”,  starting with Abraham (Yahweh),  Isaac (JC),  Jacob/Israel  (The Methodology for  “The Early Adopters”),  
12 tribes of Israel  (The Heads of the “Early Adopters” of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel” [Jews and then Christians]).   Please read all my commentaries 
that thoroughly explain and wholly underwrite these analogies to their lowest detail,  –  but please  “take it as given”  here,  else I have need to add 
another 10,000+ words to this single verse commentary to substantiate what I categorically state. 
Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  taught  “1st Century Christianity”  to explain the links in the same manner as Paul starts here  (but the 2nd 
part is not recorded – being the part that Luke instinctively knew   [having been taught so many times – deemed it as being   “Obvious”]). 
The point of all this is that it becomes  “The Introduction by Analogy”  to what  Yahweh is achieving. 
His Desire is to bring forward  “The New Christian Nation”  built wholly upon what JC taught  (before our  worldly Christian leaders of the last some 
1700+ years got their hands on it,  and made it into a  “New Jesus”  [2Cor.11v4]  and a  “New Christianity”  to then became  “part of The World”  [= 
“Religion”]  as a liturgy of  “Excuses”  to remain “Human”). 
Yahweh exalted  “Christianity”  (as originally taught by JC)  above  “The Nations of The World”  as  “The Means”  to become reconciled to Him  
(through what JC taught and did),  so that we precisely fulfil what He Desires of us,  as  “Individuals”.  That is why  “each one of us”  must precisely 
learn what He Desires from  “each one of us”,  noting that  “each one of us”  is different  (1Cor.12v12-22, etc.).  But if we do not even start this process,  
then we  cannot  ultimately become reconciled to Him  –  irrespective of  “The Unrighteous Nonsense”  our  worldly Christian leaders teach  (being that 
of a  “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4,  noting what Jude said at Jude.v4  and John at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3,  please see all my local cited commentaries)! 
Consequently   “The New Christian Nation”  (= ideally “1st Century Christianity”)  grows up in a  (spiritually)  foreign land,  being that of  “worldly 
methodology”  that has always covered the planet under the guise of  “Religion”  badly infecting  our minds  away from  what Yahweh  shall ultimately 
achieve  in The Culmination after The Millennium. 
Where  “Egypt”  in allegoric prophecy  always  represents  “The World”  (being its foreign practices headed–up by “Pharaoh”  representing both The 
Religious and Political Head of  “The System”  [as does Satan, through his  religious/political  cohorts] – against what Yahweh Desires to occur within 
The Environment). 
With  “The Strength of Yahweh”  wholly underwriting  “The Most Faithful Servant,  JC”  then Yahweh established  “1st Century Christianity”  within 
The World by drawing  “Christians”  spiritually from out of The World  (ideally to become as JC taught us at Luke.17v21)  as  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  
precisely as He did to  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  physically from out of Egypt.   
Then  
Out of  both  “Epochs of Israel”  Yahweh selects His two groupings of  “The Early Adopters”  (to “The Word of God”)  -  they being  

(1)  The Prophets  and   
(2)  The 144000 TCs,  who shall then personally close The Gospel Age. 

It is  essential  that the reader fully understands  all  this righteous exegesis before we move on to the next verses,  because it is  never  taught! 
If necessary,  carefully read this commentary again,  to understand how everything links together. 
 
467th Comment – Paul continues:  Also likewise  (Yahweh working with the Israelites)  for 40 years,  Yahweh suffered 
their bad manners  (with respect to what Yahweh desired)  within the wilderness. 
Comment – repeat - Moses operated as Yahweh's Messenger physically led The Israelites (Jews) out of the physical Egypt 
Prophecy – repeat - By allegory,  JC operating as Yahweh's Messenger spiritually leads The Israelites (Christians) out of 
the spiritual world  (being Satan's methodology)  in The Gospel Age. 
468th Comment – Moses operating as Yahweh's Messenger physically led The Israelites (Jews) through the  Reed/Red  Sea 
Prophecy – repeat - By allegory,  JC operating as Yahweh's Messenger spiritually leads The Israelites (Christians) 
through the sea of Mankind in The Gospel Age. 
Comment – repeat - Moses operating as Yahweh's Messenger physically led The Israelites (Jews) physically having 
nothing  (when having irritants undermining him,  Num.12v1-15, 16v1-49, etc.). 
Prophecy – repeat - By allegory,  JC operating as Yahweh's Messenger spiritually leads The Israelites (Christians) 
spiritually having nothing  (when being led by worldly religious leaders,  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39, Luke.16v1-4,  etc.). 
Allegory – repeat - wilderness = away from human  involvement/interaction  (spiritually confined,  positive or negatively). 
Allegory – repeat - 40 units of time = often used in The Bible to set defined boundaries between certain events. 
348th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  by allegory, Yahweh suffers “Christians’ bad manners”  inasmuch they 
profusely state  “they love God”,  and yet they  reject  His commands as issued through JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
“Christians” egged-on  by their leaders,  behave as worldly people behind a false interpretation of  “love” and “JC”,  
being a life of excuses: “We are only human”!   Yahweh wants people who are  NOT “human”  as “The Early Adopters”! 
Acts.  13v18 og Also  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {forty years}  
Acts.  13v18 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts.  13v18 og (he) {endured one's habits}/{suffered the manners}/{tenderly bore}  them 
Acts.  13v18 og in  to the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness.   
Acts.  13v18 Also  {in that manner}/likewise  forty years  the  {space of time}/period   

He  {endured our habits}/{suffered the manners}  them  (= their)   within the  waste/wilderness. 
 

Also in that manner  (= Yahweh staying with them)  the period  (of)  forty years   
He  (= Yahweh)  {endured their  (bad)  habits}/{suffered their  (bad)  manners}  within the  waste/wilderness   (of Sinai). 
 

Importantly Paul states  
Yahweh continued supporting  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  as a nation,  while the faithless individuals perished in The Wilderness  (being the 
equivalent to the  physical  “no-man's land”)  before they reached Canaan to become  “their Rest”  (Heb. chapter 4). 

The point of this is that Paul will later explain to them  (but not recorded by Luke)  
And precisely the analogy continues with  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christians)  during The Gospel Age while they are in  spiritual  “no-man's 
land”  awaiting  “Yahweh's Rest”  (Heb. chapter 4)  of The Millennium  under  “The Comprehensive Spiritual Teaching”  we shall receive 
there.   

As I so very carefully explain in Stephen's account at Acts.7v23 this time of  “40 units”  has  special significance  in The Bible as a defining separator 
between important events,  and likewise with The Christian Nation between the JC giving The Announcement and of its subsequent fulfilment. 
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But in  both  “Epochs of Israel”  the general populace led by its leaders  force/d  Yahweh to  “suffer their bad habits”  while at the same time the two 
populaces through “Time”  considered they were doing what Yahweh wanted  (but it was merely a figment of their imagination  [that of a  “delusion”])! 

“A delusion”  carefully nurtured  by the leaders of “Religion”  both of  pre JC (of The Jews)  and post JC (of The Christians). 
It should be noted that just as Yahweh nourished The Israelites in The Wilderness  (by Manna)  then likewise Yahweh nourishes “Christians”  in The 
Wilderness of The Gospel Age,  having extracted them out of worldly methodology (= as represented by “Egypt”).  Yahweh nourishes “Christians”  by 
JC as “The Word of God”,  which is what JC and The Apostles teach us in their epistles likened to “Manna”.  Manna  (likened to JC’s body as The 
Bread,  Matt.26v26, Mark.14v22, Luke.22v19)  becomes the allegory of  “The Deportment of JC” upon whom we  must feed  -  which means,   we must 
imitate him to live  (importantly we are to be driven by  “The Word of God”  as  “The Lord/Master”  of our mind). 
 
469th Comment – Yahweh demolished seven heathen tribes within Canaan,  he apportioned an inheritance to them. 
Comment – repeat - Interestingly,  the “Seven” comes-up  again for  “complete” and “perfect”  according to an oath. 
In this instance it is mentioned because Yahweh  completely removes  all worldly opposition in Canaan, 
67th Prophecy – Yahweh shall  completely remove  all worldly opposition in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-2). 
Allegory – repeat - Canaan  =  (1) The Goal (of salvation) during Satan’s rule.  (2) The World in JCg’s millennia rule. 
Reasoning – repeat - By prophetic allegory,  Christians of The Gospel Age between the boundaries of JC’s 1st and then 2nd 
Coming,  we  (as led by our leaders)  have chosen  (just as did the Jews – by being fearful of The Future Canaan)  to 
wander in the spiritual wilderness of Satan’s methodology  (“to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the three epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

349th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood that it was the children of “1st Epoch Israel”  who occupy Canaan, being 
people who were  not  part of Egypt  (except “The Early Adopters”,  Joshua and Caleb who rule).  Likewise,  it is the 
children of  “2nd Epoch Israel”  not  part of Egypt who are to occupy The Millennium  (where it is  “The Early Adopters”,  
144000 TCs who rule).  The Resurrected World are to forsake worldly methodology  (as represented by “Egypt”)  to be 
successfully residing in The World during The Millennium. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v19 og Also  (the having) lowered/demolished/{cast/pulled/taken down}/destroyed   
Acts.  13v19 og (the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  seven  in  (to the) Earth/land/province/country/region  (the) Canaan,   
Acts.  13v19 og (he) {to be a giver of lots (to each)}/{apportion an estate}/{divide by lot}/{give out an inheritance}  
Acts.  13v19 og {to them}. 
Acts.  13v19 Also  the having  demolished/{pulled down}  the  seven  gentiles/heathens  within the  country/region  (of)  the Canaan, 

He  {gave of lots to each}/{apportioned an estate}/{gave out an inheritance}  to them. 
 

Also having  demolished/{pulled down}  the seven  (groupings of)  the heathens  (previously living)  within the land  (of)  Canaan, 
He  (= Yahweh)  apportioned out as an inheritance  (Canaan,  now the land called “Israel”)  to them   (= “The 1st Epoch Israel”). 
 

This closes The Prophetic Allegory of our extraction from Worldly Methodology  during The Gospel Age  and now we are to enter The Millennium. 
Yahweh shows by allegory of the critical word  “Seven”  that always means  “complete by oath”  and when related to Yahweh it also means “Perfect” 
based upon The Hebrew  “Shaba/Sheba”  (StrongsTM = 7650/1),  made so for a purpose  (as I explain elsewhere).   See also the seven ecclesia described 
in Rev. chapters 2 and 3 to signify  “completely by oath”  all the different types of congregations that shall occur during The Gospel Age. 
Thus from this allegory of  “Seven”  we understand that Yahweh  “completely”  clears all The World  (Rev.19v16-21)  of the heathen worldly 
methodology  (as presently polluting The World)  at the threshold change of The Gospel Age ending to start of The Millennium.  This Threshold Change,  
makes The Earth ready for “The Resurrected World”  to be educated correctly upon  “The Word of God”  administered by  “The Early Adopters”  (= 
prophets + 144000 TCs)  extracted by election from out of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  (while under Satan's heaven [singular]). 
Thus Yahweh shall give  “The Land of the Earth”  as an inheritance to  “The Resurrected World”,  where  “The Resurrected World”  itself becomes  
“The Inheritance”  administered by  “The Heirs”  (being  The 144000 future Sons of God). 
Where  “World”  in The New Testament is given by the Greek word   “Kosmos” (StrongsTM = 2889)  that means  “Decoration/Adornment”  of which  
“Life”  is,  when it covers an initially barren planet called  “Earth”. 

Can the reader start to see how all this links together? 
 
470th Comment – When the (1st Epoch) Israelites were in Canaan they were ruled by Judges  (JC stated: Is it not written 
in the law 'I have called gods', John.10v34-35)  until the prophet (and high priest)  Samuel. 
350th Reasoning – What is Paul  really  about to teach them?   He is not giving a history lesson,  they already know that,  
– but he is starting with the allegory for  the greater extension  of The Gospel Age and of The Millennium. 
Allegory – repeat - Canaan  =  (1) The Goal (of salvation) during Satan’s rule.  (2) The World in JCg’s millennia rule. 
Reasoning – repeat - By prophetic allegory,  Christians of The Gospel Age between the boundaries of JC’s 1st and then 2nd 
Coming,  we  (as led by our leaders)  have chosen  (just as did the Jews – by being fearful of The Future Canaan)  to 
wander in the spiritual wilderness of Satan’s methodology  (“to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the three epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood that it was the children of “1st Epoch Israel”  who occupy Canaan, 
being people who were  not  part of Egypt  (except “The Early Adopters”,  Joshua and Caleb who rule).  Likewise,  it is 
the children of  “2nd Epoch Israel”  not  part of Egypt who are to occupy The Millennium  (where it is  “The Early 
Adopters”,  144000 TCs who rule).  The Resurrected World are to forsake worldly methodology  (as represented by 
“Egypt”)  to be successfully residing in The World during The Millennium. 
155th Allegory – Judges (gods over men)  =  The 144000 TCs as future  “sons of God”  ruling  “The Resurrected World”. 
These sons of God are to be judges over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (John.5v30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.) 
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156th Allegory – Samuel  =  The High Priest who appoints two kings over  The Israelites  (1st mirroring 3rd Epoch Israel). 
In this manner it is representative of  the appointment of  TWO  methodologies in The Millennium. 
351st Reasoning – Samuel was gifted to Yahweh as was JC,  and thus he represents in The Millennium the two types of 
kings appointed over The Resurrected World when its members must all make an  educated decision as to their future. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v20 og Also  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  these (things)  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Acts.  13v20 og years  {four hundred}  also  fifty.  
Acts.  13v20 og (He) gave/bestowed/granted  (the) judges  until/while/{as long as}/unto  (the) Samuel  
Acts.  13v20 og of the  prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller. 

Old Testament reference located at Judges.1v1+ 
Acts.  13v20 Also  after  these things  {in that manner}/as  four hundred also fifty  years  

He  (= Yahweh)   gave/bestowed  the  judges  until/{as long as}  the  Samuel  of the  prophet/{inspired teacher}. 
 

Also after these things   (= rescuing the Israelites from Egypt,  nourishing them in the wilderness,  giving Canaan as an inheritance) 
in that manner  (= Yahweh staying with them)  four hundred and fifty years 
He  (= Yahweh)  gave/bestowed  the judges until  (the time of)  the prophet Samuel  (= a good High Priest  [a rare occasion for Israel]). 
 

We now enter the various levels of allegory of what is to occur in The Millennium. 
By  allegory, when in The Millennium  “The Heirs”  (as The Sons of God)   as  “gods appointed over men”  (John.10v34-35)  shall judge  “Israel”,  
precisely as we are told by JC and Paul  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  this shall occur in  The Millennium. 
It must be clearly understood by the reader that  “The Resurrected World”  becomes  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  to be purified,  precisely as Paul explains 
of his responsibility at 2Cor.12v1-3,  where,  as I so very carefully explain in many places how these  three  “Epochs of Israel”  split into the respective 
groupings of people who  “Persevere  (positively/negatively)  with  Subjector/God”.  Please read all my cited commentaries to understand how all this 
slots together. 
Samuel,  whose name means  “Name of God”,  was bequeathed to Yahweh by his mother  (1Sam.1v9-11, 24-28)  and he took upon himself  “The 
Mantle”  as being  “The  Very Good  High Priest”  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (after Yahweh  invited  him at 1Sam.3v1 onwards). 
By allegory, Yahweh is teaching us through Paul's recital of Jewish history that becomes specifically pertinent to our future within The Millennium.  
Where JC was initially bequeathed by Mary to Yahweh,  and JC who was the  “name of God”  as  “ho theos”  being  “the specific god”  of us  as  “The 
Interface”  to Yahweh  (being The High Priest)  as was both Samuel and also JC  (but JC more perfectly so  [Heb.7v15-17, 9v11-16]). 

Then what was Samuel to deliver?    
This is what we are to read in the next  two very important  verses given by prophetic allegory  
 
471st Comment – The Israelites begged to have a worldly king ruling over them (to be like the nations),  and  “The 
Specific God”  gave to them Saul.   Son of Kish and the man from out of the Tribe of Benjamin. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
157th Allegory – Saul = worldly methodology  (turned to mediums/witches)  in The Millennium,  and was killed. 
Acts.  13v21 og {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  
Acts.  13v21 og (they) asked/begged/craved/desired/required  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king,  
Acts.  13v21 og also  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  {to them}  the  {specific god}  the  Saul  (the) son  (the) Kish,  
Acts.  13v21 og (the) man/husband/fellow  {from/out of}  (of the) offshoot/tribe/race/kindred/clansman  (of the) Benjamin,   
Acts.  13v21 og (the) years  forty. 

Old Testament reference located at 1Sam.8v4-20,  9v2-27. 
Acts.  13v21 {Likewise from that point in time}/{And afterward}   they  asked/begged/craved  the  sovereign/king, 

also  “The Specific God”  He  gave/bestowed  {to them}  the  Saul  the  son  of the  Kish, 
the  man/husband  from/out  of the  tribe/kindred  of the  Benjamin. 

 

And afterwards they  (= the Israelites)  begged/craved  (for)  the king   (to rule over them) 
also  “The Specific God”   He  (= Yahweh)  gave/bestowed  to them Saul,  the son of Kish, 
the man  from/out  of the tribe of the Benjamin. 
 

We now begin the  “The Call”  for a sovereign to rule over us that goes  one  of  two  ways! 
Paul is  explaining by simile  what will occur within The Millennium  (being Yahweh's Rest of The New World given by the allegory of Israel in Canaan).  
It is during this  “Teaching Process”  given by  “The Judges”  (as was The Old Israel),  and of JCg as  “The High Priest”,  then  “The 3rd Epoch of 
Israel”  shall split and go its two  separate  ways in seeking their respective king - 

The First  are those people rejecting Yahweh's Methodology and clamouring after a king for their worldly methodology  (being a return to the 
1st part of their physical and spiritual life). 
The Second  are those people learning to inculcate Yahweh's Methodology and take upon themselves the king of whom King David represents 
as JCg to lead into The Eternity  (being a continuation of perfecting the 2nd part of their physical and spiritual life). 

Where,   both are covered  by what  Samuel specifically represents. 
This is what we are to read in the following verse. 

Can the reader start to see how  “1st Century Christianity”  is being taught by Paul  (and “The 1st Century Apostles”)?    
Being what Paul would move onto in his explanation after this introduction  (in his further teachings to this congregation)! 

And to further strengthen this argument,  we had  Adam/Eve  calling  Satan to be their  first  king’  (Gen.3v6,  being his methodology)  for 6000 years,  
and then we have a  second  king being that of JCg taking  “The Place of Kingship”  over our minds  (and works)  in The Millennium.  
 
472nd Comment – Saul was removed,  Yahweh awakened King David to The Israelites,  about whom Yahweh stated:  I 
have Jesse's son David the man according to My own  heart/{seat of motivation},  David will do My whole desire. 
Allegory – repeat - Saul = worldly methodology  (turned to mediums/witches)  in The Millennium and was killed. 
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Allegory – repeat - awakened = This indicates  “the translation”  from the 1st to the 2nd part of our life. 
158th Allegory – - David = Yahweh's Methodology  (turned to Yahweh)  in The Millennium and is blessed in his seed. 
352nd Reasoning – Saul and David represent The Two Methodologies that the  “then to be educated”  “3rd Epoch Israel”  
in the  2nd part of their physical life,  its members can make a personal decision as to which methodology they would like 
to choose to rule over them.  Those persons who freely return to worldly methodology shall be annihilated. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
215th Instruction – Paul would  move-on  to teach of this analogy as part of “1st Century Christianity” to The Jews and 
Gentiles within this congregation.  This is what would make this sermon so different and the gentiles wanted to hear more! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v22 og Also  (the) transferring/{carrying away}/removing/deposing/moving/translating/{turn away}  (the) him,  
Acts.  13v22 og (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  {to them}  the  David  
Acts.  13v22 og into/unto  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  {to whom/which}  
Acts.  13v22 og also  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  (the) witness/reporting (= the person giving the evidence):  
Acts.  13v22 og (I) found/obtained/seen/perceived  (the) David  the (one = son)  of the  Jesse,  
Acts.  13v22 og (the) man/husband/fellow  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  
Acts.  13v22 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my,  
Acts.  13v22 og who/which/that  (he will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  
Acts.  13v22 og (the) all/whole/every  the  determinations/decrees/purposes/choices/will/desires  {of me}/I/me/mine/my. 

Old Testament reference located at 1Sam.31v4-6,  16v7-15, 2Sam.2v11, 5v3-4. 1Sam.13v14. 
Acts.  13v22 Also  the  transferring/removing/deposing/moving  the  him  (= Saul), 

He (= Yahweh)  {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated  to them  the David  into/unto  the  sovereign/king 
to whom  (= David)   also  He  (= Yahweh)   said/uttered  the  witnessing/reporting  (= Yahweh speaking of David's pre-worthiness)   
I  (= Yahweh)  found/seen  the  David  the one  (= person = son)   of the  Jesse  (= David’s father), 
the  man/husband  {accordingly to}  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of Me  (= Yahweh), 
who  he (= David)  will  do/produce/perform  the  all/whole  the  decrees/purposes/desires  of Me  (= Yahweh). 

 

Also  removing/deposing  the him  (= Saul),   
He  (= Yahweh)  awakened/resuscitated  (from “in waiting”)  the David unto king to them   (= the Israelites)    
to whom  (= David)  also He  (= Yahweh)  said reporting   (about David's demonstrable worthiness of many previous years) 
I  (= Yahweh)  found/perceived  David the son of the Jesse   (= David's father), 
the man according to My  (= Yahweh)  heart/{seat of motivation},    
who  (= King David)  he will  do/produce/perform  all My  (= Yahweh)  decrees/purposes/desires. 
 

We must understand what King Saul represents,  and equally of his followers ,  both of which will be  “done away with”  at the end of The Millennium 
(Rev.20v12-15).  Yet by contrast,  of what King David represents,  and equally of his followers,  both of which shall  continue after  The Millennium and 
into The Culmination of the Eternity. 

This is  why  Paul now moves onto the subject matter in the next verse. 
This is all part of  “1st Century Christianity”  given to underwrite what Yahweh is doing within The Environment to  exhibit  His  Glory/Omnificence! 
 
473rd Comment – From the appointment of King David,  “The Specific God”  gave in David's seed according to The 
Promise,  Yahweh awakened to the Israelites the deliverer Jesus. 
'Allegory' – repeat - The Promise = is of several layers,  where all layers together righteously yields Mankind's Salvation 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 

Reasoning – repeat - In this instance The Promise was that Yahweh will work with David and through his loins,  yield the 
means of Mankind's Salvation.  Thus fulfilling (1), (2)  and (3) above. 
Reasoning – repeat - “The Promise” is of  “The Birthright”  (over The Inheritance).  To become Heirs  (= sons of God)  
over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   This is  “The Goal of The Anointing”  (of which JC led The Way). 
Good News –  repeat - Yahweh remains faithful to  “The Early Adopters”  -  in the  one/same  manner that JC showed The 
Way for us,  precisely as he told his Disciples at John.14v5-15  (of which we are to precisely imitate). 
Good News –  repeat - This offer of becoming Heirs over The Inheritance is available to all people around The World,  to 
all succeeding generations until Yahweh achieves “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs” (Rev.14v1-4),  and 
then ‘The Brakes are off”.   JCg will come at “The 1st Resurrection” to collect his bride and then 3.5 years later,  to return 
and cleanse The Earth through a great tribulation  (mainly to worldly leaders throughout all society around The World). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
353rd Reasoning – JC becomes  The Means  to make all the above possible. 

1.  He fulfilled The Law of Works and thus able to inaugurate The 2nd Covenant for The Mind. 
2.  He became The Exemplar for us to imitate for us to personally achieve salvation over our 2 part life. 
3.  He was The Barley first-fruit for The Wheat first-fruit to follow afterwards. 
4.  He was  “The Word of God”  exemplified in his works to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
5.  He righteously enabled Yahweh to select “The Early Adopters to rule The Resurrected World” alongside JCg 
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Instruction – repeat -  It is all conditional  -  “whosoever may”.   “The Invitation”  goes out to all people to aim for  “The 
Goal of Sonship to Yahweh”  (1) first by becoming Christians and then  (2) precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Reasoning – repeat - It is so simply stated,  -  but:  How many Christians over The Gospel Age of about 2000 years’ 
duration are able to successfully complete the second part:  “To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”?       
It is likewise simply stated:  “144000 people are able to do it”. – Being precisely what The Bible tells us  (Rev.14v1-4). 
However, it is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us,  being  anything other  than what The Bible tells us! 
They are so expertly capable to operating  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19 upon “God’s Word”  (Luke.6v39, etc.)! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v23 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  the  {specific god}  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  13v23 og of the  seed/offspring/issue  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts.  13v23 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  
Acts.  13v23 og (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  to the  Israel  (the) deliverer/saviour  (the) Jesus, 
Acts.  13v23 {From concerning this}  “The Specific God”   off/away/from  of the  seed/offspring/issue   (of Abraham and then king David) 

{accordingly to}  the  announcement/pledge/promise   
He  (= Yahweh)   {collected the senses}/awakened/roused  to the  Israel  the  deliverer/saviour  the  Jesus, 

 

From this  (appointment of King David)  “The Specific God”  off/from  of the  seed/offspring  according to The Promise 
               (= The Promise to Abraham,  to yield  from his loins  The Saviour  [through King David]  and be blessed by the nations in The Millennium) 
He  (= Yahweh)  awakened/roused  to the Israel the  deliverer/saviour  the Jesus. 
 

The subject matter to make this allegoric prophecy possible is what JC did for us at his 1st Advent  (some 2000 years,  relative to The 21st Century CE.) 
Thus  “The Link”  for  “This Future Promise that shall occur in The Millennium”,  is through King David some 1000 years earlier,  and further forward,  
another some (approx.) 1000 years  before  King David with  “The Original Promise”  given to Abraham.  This teaches us of  “The Early Adopters”  
(elected from out of the following 2 Epochs of Israel)   coming from out of Abraham’s  (spiritual)  loins who as  “The Heirs and administrators”  as a 
nation  (1Pet.2v9)  become blessed  (= spoken well of)  by  “The (Resurrected)  Nations”  of The Millennium.   
For all this to righteously occur,  then we need JC in the middle of all this  (as “The Lynchpin”  upon which all The World depends).  This he did at his  
“1st Advent”  to set all the  “Righteous Wheels”  in motion to enable The Prophecy to occur equitably to Yahweh’s Requirements so that  no  blame of  
“Unrighteousness”  can be laid at His door!   Hence making both Yahweh and JC  “holy/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”. 
JCg agreed with Yahweh  before  “The Creation of Mankind”  that he would  volunteer  his existence to  cover  The Errors made by his Top Creation  
“while ignorant of  The Resultant  of its actions”  and then teach its members  “Righteousness”  so that they can then stand or fall  upon an educated 
mind  in the 2nd part of their spiritual  (and physical)  life.    

“Stand”  by becoming “perfected”,  or  “Fall”  by becoming “iniquitous”! 
“A Free Choice”  based upon  “an educated mind”  of  “The Facts”,  that JC made possible for all of us during his  “1st Advent”. 

Sadly,  worldly Christianity teaches  none  of  “The Righteous Facts”,  but  only  “Unrighteous Religion”  based upon  “Fiction”  that is ultimately 
sourced by  “Satan”  to  “oppose”.  what Yahweh through JC is achieving. 

However,  it is  only  by becoming thoroughly educated in  “1st Century Christianity”  that brings all this into stark relief! 
JC taught  “1st Century Christianity”  of which Peter and Paul promulgated,  but Satan through his cohorts teaches  “Religion”. 

Thus,  Paul is teaching us here - 
Yahweh made possible for JC to volunteer himself to become  “The Deliverer for Israel”  (being ultimately over its  three  Epochs of “Time”) 
Hence the word  “apostello”  (StrongsTM = 649)  “{set apart}/{put forth}”  (implies Yahweh “makes possible”),  and  NOT  “sent”  as so  
very badly  translated in our  worldly bibles,  to give a completely wrong interpretation of what truly occurred!   Falsely implying JC was 
forced to do Yahweh's  “Dirty Work” for Him  (inasmuch, JC was forced to go through pain for Yahweh's Creation – yielding  two  basic and 
unrighteous errors in that statement as  falsely  taught by Christendom,  equally  not  understanding  “ho theos”  as given in The Bible)! 

Where JC - 
(1)   Gave  The Ministry of  “The Word of God”  so that   we could personally   purify the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
(2)   Gave his  Ransom Sacrifice  so that   Yahweh was righteously positioned   to give us a perfected body for the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 

Ideally  (aiming for  “The Goal”,  then)  we become  “The Early Adopters”  by purifying our minds on  “The Word of God”  in the 1st part of our 
physical life.  Upon which,  if deemed by Yahweh as having imitated JC,  then we shall be elected by Him  (in  “The 1st Special/Greater Judgment”,  
James.3v1,  based upon  “The Exemplar”  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  to be resurrected in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical bodies that can  never die  
[1Cor.15v35-55]).  We shall thus be given a body worthy  (= “incorruptible”  1Cor.9v925, 15v52, 1Pet.1v4, 23)  of our proven purified mind! 
The  ‘not so ideal’  (but still OK)  for some 99.9+%  of all humans,  we shall be resurrected in perfected  (but still corruptible, like that of Adam/Eve)  
DNA fleshly bodies  (given in trust)  within which to learn how to purify our mind upon  “The Word of God”  in The Millennium.  It is during this period 
that we shall be  still covered by JC over The Great Sabbath Day,  Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1.  After which we  may/possibly  achieve salvation  
(when we are then educated on experiencing both a bad [now]  and good [in The Millennium]  society).  This will occur if  we choose  “The Correct 
King”  in the metaphor of the previous two verses  in context  during their Judgement/Crisis  (StrongsTM = 2920)  Day  lasting of some 1000 years  
(2Pet.3v8,  said “twice”  so that  we have no excuse to be ignorant  of this fact!).  Thus, we shall have purified our mind upon  “The Word of God” 
during this period,  to show that we have  truly  “Believed in JC”  and thus continue to live for an eternity within our purified fleshly body! 

It is all so  perfectly obvious  -  and yet is  NEVER  taught by our leaders of Christendom  –  because - 
“They do  NOT  believe what The Bible  (as God’s Word)  specifically tells them!”    

(And yet,  they are supposedly duty-bound to teach it)! 
So  how  can they truly represent Yahweh’s Interests,  if they  never  teach what He  wants them  to teach us  (Matt.24v14)?! 

Obviously, they do not,  and therefore they represent  “The Other Side”,  being that of  “The Opposition”  to be  “Adversarial/Satanic  to Yahweh”! 
I have invented  nothing  in this commentary,  nor within my 1000s of other commentaries  –  I just explain what The Bible  specifically  tells us! 

Can someone please state an objection to my explanations,  and further,  underwrite their objections with what The Bible tells us? 
Equally,  to propose a counter alternative  –  also underwritten by The Bible as sourced by Yahweh!  
Until  he/she  does,  then like in The Science Community   “The Best Hypothesis that fits The Facts”  -  holds supreme! 

And that  “Explanation”  becomes  “The One”  taught by  “The Science Community”. 
But  the opposite  seems to occur in  “Religion”! 

Everyone seems to ignore  “common sense”  and these  self-same  people  kill those objectors who expose errors  (in trying to achieve Truth)! 
No wonder atheists  (and Yahweh)  hold  “Religious People”  in the  “utmost contempt”! 

This is precisely what Revelations chapter 17 to 19v2 tells us  (of  “Religion”  being destroyed by a secular world ready for The Millennium)  -  please 
read all my local commentaries.    Where  only  “1st Century Christianity”  will flourish throughout all The World  into  “The Eternity”. 
 
474th Comment – John the Baptist taught  “repentance”  and gave  “baptism”  to all Israelites before JC's ministry. 
216th Instruction – It is absolutely essential for all humans to  fully repent  away from  worldly methodology. 
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This means we must absolutely remove our old personality to be positioned to  (1) wholly imbue  “The Word of God”,  
then  (2)  assay/test  this knowledge to gain assurance  and then finally  (3) act with fidelity to “The Knowledge”. 
Instruction – repeat - We must go through the required three stages to gain “Real Faith”  before we can obtain the HS. 
Naturally, this is all contrary to what our leaders of  “Religion”  teach us – but demonstrably:   

“What do they know that is  worthwhile  for our future survival?”   Absolutely “Nothing”! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith”  -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the three epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

217th Instruction –  “Real Repentance”  is required in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to yield  “The 144000 Early Adopters”  
who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus gain  guaranteed  eternal life in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
physical bodies.  Likewise, “Real Repentance”  is required in  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  to yield  “The Remnant of Israel 
that returns back to The Lord” (Isa.10v20-22)  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  to gain everlasting life in a 
perfected genome DNA physical body while continuing to imitate JC's lifestyle.  Else death  (= annihilation)  is still 
possible – see what occurred to  Adam/Eve  in perfected genome DNA bodies. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v24 og (the) {before heralding}/{prior proclamation}/{preaching in advance}  (of the) John  
Acts.  13v24 og fore/{in front of}/prior/before  (of the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  
Acts.  13v24 og of the  entrance/coming/entering  (of the) him  (the) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptism  
Acts.  13v24 og (of the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  (to the) all/whole/every   
Acts.  13v24 og to the  populace/{grouping of people}  (of the) Israel. 

New Testament reference located at Matt.3v1-12, Luke.3v2-21,  John.1v6-28. 
Acts.  13v24 The  {prior proclamation}/{preaching in advance}   of the  John  (the Baptist) 

{in front of}/{going before}  of the  {frontal visage}/face  of the  him  (= JC)   
(John giving)  the  baptism  of the  reformation/reversal/repentance  to the  all  populace of the  Israel. 

 

John  (the Baptist)  going before of the  {frontal visage}/face  of his  (= JC)  entering   (of his ministry), 
(John the Baptist was)  preaching in advance  (of)  the baptism of the repentance to all the populace of Israel. 
                 (= A repentance,  being  a compunction  [of guilt]  and a complete reversal away from a previous methodology sourced by Satan.) 
 

Paul now explains what we must personally do first! 
We  must  “personally repent”  first! 
We  must  – wholly  change our ways,  gain a  harkening/contrite/humble  mind  before  we are positioned to truly gain God’s Word. 

What does  “truly gain God’s Word”  really mean? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Obviously not!  - because they have  demonstrably  not  done it themselves,  made evidential by what they teach and do! 
Anyone can take in  “Knowledge”,  but most importantly    

It is what they do with  “Knowledge”! 
Everyone knows that smoking  “brings-on”  death more quickly than non-smoking  –  on an otherwise given  like for like’  lifestyle. 

That is  “The Knowledge”,  –  but people still smoke! 
Likewise,  precisely the same can be said for  “drugs”,  they  “bring-on”  a more depressed lifestyle and an earlier death! 

That is  “The Knowledge”,  –  but people still take drugs! 
In addition,  precisely the same can be said about  “The Word of God”. 
Our  worldly Christian leaders take in  “The Word of God”   (actually, only a  little  bit of it [Rev.22v18-19],  being the bits they want to read)! 

They have  (access to)  “The Knowledge”,  –  but they still operate according to Satan’s  “worldly methodology”. 
Therefore,  they have  not  truly  “Repented”! 

Now we come full circle back to what Paul is teaching us here about Yahweh’s  “Righteousness”. 
In Yahweh’s “Righteousness”,  He showed us through John the Baptist  

What we must  personally  do first,  before  we can fully inculcate  “The Word of God”. 
John the Baptist  led The Way   

First  for us of  “Israel”  being that of  Epoch “2 and 3”  (following after John the Baptist – for The Mind Reform),  to then be positioned to - 
Secondly  for us of  “Israel”  to inculcate what JC  was/is/shall  (to)  give us.  
(“was/is”  for  “The Early Adopters”  now of 2nd Epoch Israel,  and “shall” for  “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium of 3rd Epoch Israel) 

Again,  I must reinforce everything by my usual question  
Does the reader understand this? 

It is so important to recognise these very important milestones on  “The Road to our personal Salvation”  -  else it will  not  “personally occur”! 
This is all true,  irrespective of the nonsense that comes out the mouths of our  worldly Christian leaders  (being full of every form of  human excuse’)! 

Of which,  I can recognise at least two to three scriptural errors in perhaps every minute of sermon that comes out of their mouths! 
It really would be best if they kept their mouth shut and worked in a secular occupation – 1Tim.1v20,  yet Luke.16v3 is applicable to them! 

Nevertheless,  you  can  be like me,  if  you gain  “The Knowledge”  directly from The Bible and  not  that out of their mouths  (Matt.15v17-18)! 
Thus,  we are to cover ourselves in  “The Baptism of Repentance”  to prepare ourselves for  “The Word of God”  (= JC’s teaching)  perhaps 
with the enthusiasm of Peter at John.13v9  (please see my important commentary at that cited verse). 

 
475th Comment – When John the Baptist was approaching the end of his  teaching/baptising,  he stated:   
I am not The One  (anointed),  but  “The Anointed” (by Yahweh)  follows me,  of whom  I  (as a slave)  am not worthy to 
undo the sandals of  “The Anointed One”  (= JC,  as  “The First”  of  “The [144000 following] First-fruits”). 
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354th Reasoning – John is explaining by prophetic allegory of the two  levels/groupings  of  “The Early Adopters”,  one 
either side of JC's Ransom Sacrifice.  The Bible teaches of  “princes”  (= The {Ancient Worthies}/Prophets),  
“bride/queen”  (= The 144000 TCs)  and of the  “bridegroom/king”  (= JCg),  all of which is to occur in The Millennium,  
ruling over  “The Resurrected World”. 
Acts.  13v25 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (he) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished 
Acts.  13v25 og the  John  (the) race/course/career,  (he) stated/exclaimed:   
Acts.  13v25 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  I/me/my  
Acts.  13v25 og (yourselves) {to think under (privately)}/surmise/conject/suppose/deem  {to be/exist}?    
Acts.  13v25 og No/Not/None  (I) am/exist  (emphatic) I/me.   But  behold/lo/look/see!   
Acts.  13v25 og (He) accompanies/appears/brings/comes  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  I/me/myself   
Acts.  13v25 og {of whom/which}  no/not/none  (I) am/exist  
Acts.  13v25 og (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  
Acts.  13v25 og the  {bound under foot}/sandal/shoe  of the  foot  (to) loosen/{break-up}/dissolve/{put-off}/unwrap/undo.   

New Testament reference located at John.1v25-28. 
Acts.  13v25 And  in that manner  (of John providing a  “baptism of repentance”  before  JC as “The Word of God”)    

the  John  (the Baptist)   he  fulfilled/accomplished  the  race/course/career,   he  stated: 
Who  me   yourselves  (= leaders of “Religion”)   surmise/conject/suppose  to  be/exist? 
Not  (emphatic)  I  (John)  am/exist.   But  behold/look! 
He  (= JC)   accompanies/comes  after  me  (= John the Baptist) 
{of whom}  (= JC)   not  I  (= John the Baptist)   am/exist  the  {deserving of}/worthy  the  sandal  of the  foot  to  loosen/undo. 

 

And in that manner  (of John the Baptist completing  “preparing The Way”  [repentance first]  for JC as  “The Word of God”  to  change  our mind) 
the John  (the Baptist)  he  fulfilled/accomplished  the  race/course/career,  he stated: 
   Who me  (John)  yourselves  (= leaders of “Religion”)  surmise/suppose  to  be/exist? 
   Not  (emphatic) I (John)  am  (the Anointed).   But  behold/look! 
   He  (= JC)  comes after me   (= John the Baptist) 
   of whom  (= JC)  not  I  (= John the Baptist)  am the worthy to undo  (as a slave)  the sandal of the foot   (of JC). 
 

John the Baptist  (a cousin of JC through the mothers,  Mary and Elizabeth, Luke.1v36)  had been preaching for more than a year  (I would suspect for 
perhaps almost 3 years)  a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)   of  “Repentance”  as described in the early parts of The Gospels.  Where he 
readily accepts he is  “The Inferior” of what is to come,  but he was most important for what is to come  (as JC said at Matt.11v11). 
He poignantly states at John.3v30  that he must decrease and JC increase,  and further,  much more importantly just before at v29 he gives by prophecy 
of  “The Bride of Christ”  in the form of  “The Disciples, as The Bride”  with  “JC, as The Bridegroom”  -  being a prophecy of what is to occur in The 
Millennium  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9, etc.)  to yield  “The Spiritual Children”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  because of this  special union. 

All very pertinent to what Paul  will  be teaching later  (after this introduction)  to the recipients of his sermon in this Synagogue at Antioch. 
So an equally pertinent question - 

Is this the type of sermon we are taught in our  “churches”  by our  worldly Christian leaders? 
Obviously not! 
The subject matter is  not  even on their radar screens,  they having  'put a hammer through the radar screens'  years earlier in their seminaries! 

Yahweh is most wrathful against these people,  Luke.12v46-48,  and will remove them from office  (Luke.20v16)  in The Millennium. 
It should be noted what JC said about John the Baptist  (JC's cousin)   'John the Baptist was the greatest of all the prophets,  but he shall be the least in 
the heaven'  (Matt.11v11, etc.).    

What does this really mean?   
In addition  

Is it what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us?    
Obviously not! 

They have  not  the faintest idea what JC is teaching us  (if we are foolish enough to listen to their near  useless  sermons,  which have some 
many things wrong and wholly contrary  by means of deception  to what Yahweh would want taught to us)! 

The Crux is this - 
John was murdered  before  JC was murdered by the leaders of “Religion”  and thus John  remains with The Old Covenant,  and was  not  positioned to 
be part of  “The 2nd Covenant”  which is  “The Invitation”  to become a future son of God  (provided we precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle).   
Therefore,  we can reason,  by consequence   John is speaking of  “The Anointing”  that is  “to come after him”  -  where JC is  The Barley  and 50 days 
later the beginning of  The Wheat  of the 144000 TCs who themselves are to be part of  The Anointing”  as  only  determined by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23).  
All of which was given to The Temple of Yahweh  (Lev.23v5-27)  to be  “The New Spiritual Temple of The Millennium”.  Because it is  only  Yahweh Who 
is making the selection  (Matt.20v23),  then it is  only  Yahweh Who knows when He has 144000 TCs to bring about  “The Close”  to The Gospel Age,  
and hence Matt.24v36. 
            All the above is  unintelligible  to our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  (as witness the sermons,  of which I have hundreds)! 
I only write like this out of sheer frustration that they have been allowed to  “get away with it”  over millennia  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
 
476th Comment – Paul states The Physical:   Sons of Abraham (= Jews),  also the persons (= gentiles)  revering The God 
(= Yahweh),  it was to yourselves The Word yielding Salvation that JC was put forth (by Yahweh). 
Allegory – repeat - Abraham  = The Loving Father,  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy. 
159th Allegory – Sons of Abraham  =  The Physical are Jews,   The Spiritual are  “The Early Adopters” of both Epochs of 
Israel,  noting that for us,  The Prime consideration is for us as individuals to ideally become one of the 144000 TCs. 
355th Reasoning – Paul states The Physical with the invitational link to The Gentiles (those persons referring Yahweh). 
The Crux  of this is that Paul is  not  really speaking about The Physical (it was only to The Jew first),  but rather he is 
speaking of  “The Invitation”  going out to  ALL  people.  This is about:  “The Spiritual Sons of Yahweh”,  by becoming 
part of the 144000 TCs,  so that Yahweh  can  then bring forth The Millennium,  and save The Remnant from out of The 
Resurrected World.   Hence,  “specifically to all of you”  –  being  “The Early Adopters”  required first! 
218th Instruction – The  ultimate  Rescue/Salvation  can only occur if we,  over our 2 part life,  learn to precisely imitate 
our saviour JC,  however JC has ‘only’  given us physical rescue from  “The 1st Death”  to make it  “asleep”.  For us to 
be saved from  “The 2nd Death” (of annihilation)  requires us to have a mind like JC that exudes his works. 
219th Instruction – JC gave to  “us”  (“his creation”, Gen.1v26, John.1v1-4, etc.) two things:- 
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1.  “The Ministry”  for us to personally reform  the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
2.  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for Yahweh to be righteously enabled to freely give us  a 2 part physical life. 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v26 og (The) men/husbands/fellows,  (the) brothers,  (the) sons  
Acts.  13v26 og (of the) kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock/race  (the) Abraham,  
Acts.  13v26 og also  the  (ones = persons)  in  {to yourselves}  
Acts.  13v26 og (the) {being frightened/alarmed}/{in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting/deferring  the  God,  
Acts.  13v26 og {to yourselves}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  rescue/deliverer/salvation/health/safety   
Acts.  13v26 og this/that (specifically)  (one = JC)   (he was) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned. 
Acts.  13v26 The  men,  the brothers  (= Jews of Israel)   the sons  of the  kin/countrymen/offspring/race  (of)  the Abraham, 

also  the  ones  (= persons)   within  yourselves  the  {being frightened}/{in awe}/revering/respecting  the  God  (= Yahweh) 
{to yourselves}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of  this  specific   rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety 
he  (= JC)   was  {set apart}/put forth}/commissioned. 

 

Men,  brothers  (Jews),  sons of the  kin/offspring  (of)  the Abraham, 
also the persons within yourselves   revering/fearing/respecting  the God  (= Yahweh), 
to yourselves the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of this specific  rescue/salvation/health   (occurs by rejecting  “worldly methodology”)   
he  (= JC)  was  {set apart}/{put froth}   (from Yahweh to us, humans  -  JC  first  to reform our minds,  second  to give us a new body). 
                 (This is  the  preferred  sequence  of which  “The Early Adopters”  achieve,  but for 99%+ of people it is the other way around!) 
 

Paul now makes  “The Exhortation”  to these Jews  
You are  (supposedly)  the  Physical DNA of Abraham  (by being “Jews” through Isaac),  also you  (claim)  to be revering Yahweh and it was 
to yourselves that JC was  “{set apart}/{put forth}”  (not “sent”)  to make available of this specific  rescue/salvation/health. 

Hence,   What are you  (as Jews)  going to  personally  do about it? 
Moreover,  I likewise make  “The Exhortation”  to  “us”  of The Gospel Age - 

You are  (supposedly)  the  Spiritual DNA of Yahweh  (by being “Christians” through JC),  also you  (claim)  to be revering Yahweh and it 
was to yourselves that JC was  “{set apart}/{put forth}”  (not “sent”)  to make available of this specific  rescue/salvation/health. 

Hence,   What are you  (as Christians)  going to  personally  do about it? 
I can only take you to The Water  (= The Knowledge)  and freely give it to you,  I cannot make you drink it,  -  that is your choice! 

But if I did not show and freely give you the water  (1Cor.3v6)  then I would be held accountable by Yahweh  (Eze.30v1-20)  as being 
delinquent,  and at my age of 60+ years I fear Yahweh far more than I do of Man  (Luke.12v4-5). 

I do care for The World  –  hence my call for us to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to actively bring forth The Millennium,  to  remove all  pain and suffering,  
However,  our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  “love”  (= “agapao” to edify)  their Christian devotees  (irrespective of what they say),  nor do they 
care for their future welfare,  because they do  not  teach  “The Word of God”,  but all manner of  “excuses  not  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”. 
And  by consequence,  they freely choose  to  prolong  the pain and suffering for The World  (Rom.8v22) because they  “eros love”  themselves! 

This does  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
And it becomes obvious unto whose side they work (2Cor.11v13-15),  and the  “hypocrisy”  behind their words of  feigned  concern! 

 
477th Comment – Paul continues:  For the persons inhabiting Jerusalem following the instruction from their leaders of 
“Religion”  they preferred to be ignorant  (agnoeo)  about what JC really represented. 
While they read The Scriptures teaching of JC every Sabbath,  they choose to judge him (as a criminal)  and thus they 
fulfilled The prophecies within The Scriptures.  
155th Warning – Likewise today,  the leaders of “Religion” (leaders of Christendom)  read the scriptures every Sunday 
and they fulfil the Scriptures in The New Testament  (parables given by JC and the warnings in The Epistles)  speaking 
directly about JC  (and the TCs).  In addition, they murder what  “The Real Jesus”  means by teaching of a  “New Jesus” 
(1Cor.11v4),  being a  “Jesus of Excuses”  so that humans can continue unabashed (Jude.v4)  to remain worldly! 
156th Warning – And likewise today,  the  “inhabitants of Jerusalem” (read “inhabitants of Christendom” [supposed ‘city 
of peace’])  follow the instruction given by their leaders of “Religion” (leaders of Christendom)  and likewise murder  
“The Word of God”,  being what it should mean in our deportment  (1Pet.2v18-24). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 

Naturally in context! 
Acts.  13v27 og the (ones = persons)  For  (the) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  
Acts.  13v27 og in  (the) Jerusalem  also  the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers/leaders  {of them},  
Acts.  13v27 og (of the) this (specific)  (one)   (the) {inclining not to know/understand}/{preferring to be ignorant},  
Acts.  13v27 og also  the  disclosures/tones/addresses/noises/sounds/voices  
Acts.  13v27 og of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  
Acts.  13v27 og the (ones = prophets)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every  Sabbath  
Acts.  13v27 og (the being) {to know again}/read,  
Acts.  13v27 og (the having) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  (him = JC)   
Acts.  13v27 og (they) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  (the prophecies in the  Scriptures). 
Acts.  13v27 For the  (ones = persons)   {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  in  the Jerusalem 

also  their  magistrates/rulers/leaders, 
the  {inclining not to know/understand}/{preferring to be ignorant}  of this specific  (one = person = JC),    
also  the  addresses/voices  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers} 
the ones  (= prophets)    being  {to know again}/read   intensely/accordingly  the every  Sabbath, 
the having  {mentally decided}/tried/judged  (him = JC)   they  fulfilled/accomplished   (the prophecies in the scriptures). 

 

For the persons persistently dwelling in Jerusalem,  also their leaders, 
(they all)  preferring to be ignorant of this specific person  (= JC),    (being what JC  really means  –  exactly the same today for “Christians”!) 
also  (preferring to be ignorant of)  the voices of the prophets being intensely read every Sabbath   (and  not  read today by  “Christians”), 
having judged  (him = JC)  they fulfilled   (the prophecies in the Tanakh of JC being murdered by  The Leaders  [principally of “Religion”]). 
 

Now Paul comes to speak about professional  “Leaders of Religion”  who make a worldly living out of  “touting  God’”. 
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From that statement alone,  we realise that they  cannot  represent Yahweh,  by what we are taught in The New Testament  (see some citations below). 
What is Paul actually saying here for the  Jews? 

The people of Jerusalem  (represented by The Leaders),  being the centre of supposed  “Knowledge”  in these matters,  have read The Prophets,  being 
what they wrote down about this specific person as  “The Servant of God”  and thus paradoxically,  they ignored The Scriptures being the teaching of 
JC,  and yet personally fulfilled The Scriptures because they did this! 

Inasmuch  if - 
The people of Jerusalem  “read to understand”  The Scriptures,  then they would have recognised who JC was and have  not  fulfilled The Prophecies! 

Let me repeat what Paul is actually saying here for  us (Christians)! 
The people of Christendom (represented by The Leaders),  being the centre of supposed  “Knowledge”  in these matters,  have read The Bible,  being 
what was written down about this specific person as “The Servant of God”   and thus paradoxically,  they ignored The Scriptures being the teaching of 
JC,  and yet personally fulfilled The Scriptures because they did this! 

Inasmuch  if - 
The people of Christendom  “read to understand”  The Bible,  then they would have recognised who JC was and have  not  fulfilled The Prophecies! 
Now the reader may be asking  

What prophecies?  
(Which precisely endorses what I say about the  [very limited]  depth of  “Knowledge”  regarding these matters!) 

Let me give only a  few  prophetic references  (from memory)  directed specifically to leaders of Christendom - 
Matt.7v12-20, 12v33-37, 13v20-22, 18v33-34, 21v30, 41, 44, 22v3,5,7, 10-12, Chapter 23,  25v3,8,11, 24-26, 41-45, Mark.9v45-48, 11v13-14, 20-
21,12v1-12, 38-40, 12v1-3, 45-48,  Luke. Chapter 16, 19v20-23, 20v16, 45-47, John.8v42-47, 10v8,10,12, 16v2-3, etc. 
Please read  all  my local cited commentaries to the above because it is  not  as we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders,  for obvious reasons! 

And what? 
After saying all this,  members of  “Christendom”  do not   “Read to Understand”  The Bible  -  and thus are falling afoul of Rev.22v18-19. 
I can very confidently state,  virtually  NONE  of them read The Prophets (of The Old Testament) and yet that  is  what these Jews  were reading! 

So who is worse? 
The Jews who only had  half  “The Knowledge”  (and yet  read  all  of it)  or   
The Christians who have  all  “The Knowledge”  and  refuse to read any of it?! 

Furthermore,  what is worse,  if it could get worse,  our leaders of “Christendom”  not only condone this passivity,  they  actively encourage  it! 
And  The Very Worst  (to add insult to injury [unto Yahweh])  is that they teach  the very opposite  to what The Bible actually teaches us,  as 
many of my commentaries exhibit by  detailed reasoning! 
That is why they actively encourage their members  not  to read  The Bible daily,  nor  to explain what it all means! 

While our Christian scholars  (with  useless  [as determined by Yahweh] worldly doctorates)  try to find  any  (errant/worldly)  excuse  (of supposed 
Bible inconsistency)  as to  “not to believe”!   But when I listen to them, –  I find it sadly  laughable  at  “What they  invent”,  in such a  rebellious  
manner to  deliberately take an obtuse or twisted understanding  to separate themselves away from  “The Requirement:  To (truly) believe”.    

Their mind demonstrably does  not  want to be humble to Yahweh,  hence a  puerile series of  excuses  are raised  (because feeling educated 
over  'The Masses'  they want to justify themselves Matt.23v15)! 

How does the reader think Yahweh views this  appalling and diabolical  situation? 
The best thing  for us  to do is to  wholly ignore them  (as does Yahweh)  and allow them to  degenerate into their own base muses  (and flights of fancy)! 
Interestingly,  I can take these examples  worldly Christian scholars vainly use,  and rip them apart with my detailed knowledge on the subject,  but they 
are having their day now to show their  profound ignorance  in  “Yahweh's Matters”  (Rom.1v16-32)!   Because their mind  is rebellious – like Satan's! 

Nevertheless,  the reader  can  be like me by  gaining   “The Knowledge”  to  thoroughly interrogate their  deadly/poisonous  output by audit! 
 
478th Comment – And having found no just reason for his execution,  the leaders of “Religion”  craved/forced  Pilate  
(head of the secular state)  to murder him. 
157th Warning – Likewise the religious leaders finding no fault in “The Word of God” that ultimately leads to our 
salvation,  they choose to murder what  “The Word of God”  should mean within our minds!   Generating so many excuses 
to make God’s Word seem ridiculous and to have no meaning within The World,  so that  “The Secular State”  sees no 
reason for its existence,  except to become  “a manipulated sham”  upon which to beat the populace! 
68th Prophecy – Just as it was prophesied JC would be murdered,  then likewise it is prophesied in The New Testament, 
both by JC and The Apostles that  “The Word of God”  shall be murdered,  and that ultimately The Secular State shall 
beat down upon “Religion”  having become  “a curse within The World”  (as we are now witnessing)  hence:  Rev.18v4. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 

Naturally in context! 
Acts.  13v28 og Also  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts.  13v28 og (the) cause/{as if asked for}/{the reason for}/accusation/case/fault  (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality   
Acts.  13v28 og (the having) found/obtained/seen/perceived,  (they) asked/begged/craved/desired/required  (the) Pilate  
Acts.  13v28 og (to) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay  (the) him. 

New Testament reference located at Luke.23v14, 21-23,  John.18v38, 19v4, 12. 
Acts.  13v28 Also  the having  found/obtained  not even one   cause/reason   of the  death, 

they  (= the religious leaders)   craved/required  the Pilate  to  abolish/murder/slay  the him  (= JC). 
 

Also having found not even one  cause/reason  of the death   (= JC remained perfect), 
they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  craved/required  the Pilate  (of secular society)  to  murder/slay  the him  (= JC). 
 

“The Knowledgeable”  professional leaders of  “Religion”  had no justified reason to murder JC. 
These professional leaders of  “Religion”  'held a gun to the head'  of Pilate  (John.19v12)  after Pilate had said on three separate occasions   'I find no 
fault in JC'  (John.18v38, 19v4, 6). 

Why does the reader think Pilate absolutely knew JC was  “faultless”  when only standing in front of him for 30 minutes,  or so,  in duration? 
It is simply explained in this manner. 

Pilate did  NOT  have the 30 minutes to determine if JC was guilty or not! 
Pilate had at least  3 years  to determine if JC was guilty or not! 

What do I mean? 
Any leader wanting to ensure they are fully on top of any opposition will have spies and infiltrators close to the heart of  “The Opposition “  feeding  
“intelligence”  back to the secular leader  (actually,  in likewise manner The Religious leaders, – to incriminate JC on any  'slip-up', Matt.15v1-12, etc.). 
JC was producing a large movement within The Public  (of which the religious leaders were certainly very fearful)  and Pilate would ensure that he had 
his ears and eyes within the many people flocking to hear of JC's teachings. 
These spies would have fed back information to the effect    
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JC is of absolutely  no  danger to The Romans  (as “The Occupying Force”). 
In fact,  JC in certain matters actually supports them  (as we read at Matt.8v5-13, Luke.7v6-10, 13v1-5).    

However,  all this is  unintelligible  to our religious leaders  (as I explain elsewhere in my commentaries)! 
 
479th Comment – And in that manner as described in The Scriptures:  The Religious Leaders  and the secular authorities 
(hand in glove with each other)  finished absolutely all the things having been written concerning JC. 
It was JC’s supporters who took the dead body down from the timber post and laid his carcass in a tomb. 
158th Warning – Likewise leaders of “Religion”  driven by worldly methodology behind the façade of  “Love”  actually 
murder what Yahweh gave as  “1st Century Christianity”  being  “The Goal and Means to personally achieve salvation”. 
It is through twisted reasoning that leaders  bend The Truth into a lie  (Rev.22v18-19)  so that the listener needs to be an 
expert of The Scriptures  to separate fact from fiction.  
356th Reasoning – It is  “The Early Adopters”  who treat with respect what  “The Carcass of The Word of God”  
represents within a society that has zero  awe/reverence/respect  that Yahweh through His son represents.  They have been 
entrusted to have  The Presence/Parousia  operating within their ‘tomb of their minds’  during The Gospel Age to make JC 
alive with them,  by precisely imitating him,  and that makes JC their Master/Lord! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 

Naturally in context! 
Acts.  13v29 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And   
Acts.  13v29 og (they) completed/executed/discharged/accomplished/paid/fulfilled/finished  
Acts.  13v29 og (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)}  the (things)  concerning/about  (of the) him  
Acts.  13v29 og (the having been) written/scribed/engraved,  
Acts.  13v29 og (the) lowering/demolishing/{casting/pulling/taking down}/destroying  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  13v29 og of the  timber/stick/club/tree/stocks/wood/post,  
Acts.  13v29 og (they) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  into/unto  
Acts.  13v29 og (the) cenotaph/{place of internment}/grave/sepulchre/tomb. 

New Testament reference located at  Matt.27v59-60,  Luke.23v50-55,  John.19v28-42. 
Acts.  13v29 And  {in that manner}  they  (= the religious leaders and Roman soldiers)   

completed/finished  the  {absolutely all}  the things  the having been  written/scribed  concerning/about  of the  him  (= JC), 
they  (= JC's supporters)   lowering/{taking down}   (him = JC)   off/away/from  of the  timber/wood/post 
they  (= JC's supporters)   placed/settled/{laid down}  (him = JC)   into/unto  the  grave/sepulchre/tomb. 

 

 
finished absolutely all the things having been written  (in prophecy)  concerning of the him  (= JC), 
(and then afterwards)  they  (= JC's supporters)  taking down  (him [= JC])  off/from  of the  timber/post 
they  (= JC's supporters)  laid down  (him [= JC])  into the tomb. 
 

Paul states - 
The Knowledgeable professional leaders of  “Religion”  completely finished everything prophesied  up to  JC's murder, 
then it was left to the disciples  (TCs)  to treat  “JC's body”  (being of what it meant in their minds)  with the honour and dignity that it 
deserved. 

Likewise precisely the same can be said during The Gospel Age  (unto today as you read this)  
The Knowledgeable professional leaders of  “Religion”  completely finished everything prophesied  after  JC's murder, 
then it was left to the disciples  (TCs)  to treat  “The Word of God”  (being of what it meant in their minds)  with the honour and dignity that 
it deserved. 

Perhaps we should ask  
Can the reader see any difference in the above? 

Read with the following understanding  
1.  “Disciples”  are people aiming to become  “The Early Adopters”  =  TCs. 
2.  While the Sadducees and Pharisees only killed The Body of JC,  by contrast our leaders of Christendom physically killed  “The Early 
Adopters”  (for example William Tyndale)  and worse  (ultimately for the Christian Leaders)  they spiritually killed  “The Word of God”  by 
forcing it through  “The Mincer/Shredder”  of Rev.22v18-19  over the last some 2000 years! 
3.  JC as  “The Word of God”  is to  “find a home”  within our minds for our  long-term  survival! 

Let me ask the reader  
Do I really need to supply citations here to fully justify my assertions? 

Being  “Professional” leaders of  “Religion”  they may already know where they are  (but I doubt it,  because they only read what Man sources)! 
 
480th Comment – Paul states:  The Specific God  (= Yahweh)  awakened JC from out of the dead corpses. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets),  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation)  =  The Premier Son of Almighty God. 
357th Reasoning – If JC is unconscious and ‘asleep’ (= “dead”, John.11v11-15),  then how can he do anything to 
resurrect himself?   However, there is  “The  Conscious/Undying Yahweh”  being  “The Specific God”  of JC  able to 
resurrect JC to become JCg and “The King in waiting”  for the next some 2000 years (as was David anointed king and 
had to wait,  1Sam.16v7-13),  tells me of  “Two separate Entities”.   This obviousness seems to be beyond the wit of 
Trinitarians lost in their  self-imposed  “mystery”  of lunacy! 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  of JC  automatically teaching us of:  “Two separate  Entities”! 
Evidence was out in The Public!   The Evidence was claimed to be based upon The Resurrected JCg. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
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Acts.  13v30 og the  And  {specific god}  (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  (the) him   
Acts.  13v30 og {from/out of}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers. 

New Testament reference located at Luke.24v3-7,  John.20v1-18. 
Acts.  13v30 And  The  “Specific God”  He  (= Yahweh)   {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated  the  him  (= JC) 

from/out  of the  {dead persons}/corpses. 
 

And  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  He  awakened/resuscitated  him  (= JC to become JCg)  from/out  of the  {dead persons}/corpses. 
 

JC had committed  no  sin against   “The Law of Moses”. 
He was judged  perfect  against   “The Law of Moses”. 

Importantly,  it required  “a heathen”  to state it  “three times”  (hence Biblically to mean  “of absolute note”)    John.18v38, 19v4, 6. 
Yahweh had said    

Abide by My Laws and you shall live … (by analogy to be The World in The Millennium)  Deut.4v1-2, 5v33, 30v16, etc. 
This is what JC precisely did to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,   and thus  'The Grave could not hold him',  Yahweh was  righteously forced  to resurrect JC,  
from a fleshly DNA body into an incorruptible  (= incapable of dying)  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
 
481st Comment – JCg showed himself only to The Early Adopters  (= the true supporters)  after his resurrection. 
They were to become  “The Witnesses for The Cause”/Martyrs  who lay their life down to The Populace,  in the  one/same  
manner as did JC to The World.   
358th Reasoning – It is only by this means that  “the Early Adopters”  demonstrate themselves  “worthy to Rule”  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,   else certain members of  “The Inheritance”  (The Resurrected World)  will 
always try to find an excuse as to why  ‘positions were not to be swapped’!   Inasmuch why were some of the members of 
“The Inheritance”  not made  “The Heirs”  over  “The inheritance”?   This is what must be demonstrated now! 
Instruction – repeat - JC is resurrected as JCg to become  “The Leader”  of  (1) “The Early Adopters”  and then  (2) The 
Reformed People from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 
Instruction – repeat - JC is resurrected as JCg to become  “The Saviour”  of all those hearkening people with  
humble/contrite  minds who ultimately invite and then inculcate The Word of God,  driven to imitate their saviour  (JC). 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh has elevated JCg to become at His right-hand side with regard to This Planet (Rev.19v16). 
Reasoning – repeat - JC did two things:- 

1.  The Ransom Sacrifice covers the 1st part of our physical life, Yahweh gives us the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2.  The Ministry to reform our mind and thus for us to personally purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 

359th Reasoning – Just as Yahweh awakened JC to become The First of The First-fruits,  then likewise Yahweh shall 
resurrect  “The Early Adopters”  as The Following Frist-fruits  at The 1st Resurrection who accurately followed their 
master JC in both words and works,  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to the very best they are able). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v31 og who/which/that  (he) {gaze wide eyed}/{showed self}/appeared (middle voice)   over/upon/concerning  
Acts.  13v31 og (the) days/{periods of time}  (the) more/greater/many  
Acts.  13v31 og to the (ones = people)   (having) {ascended in company with}/{gone/come up with}  (to the) him   
Acts.  13v31 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Galilee  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem,   
Acts.  13v31 og who/which  {they are/be}  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  (of the) him   
Acts.  13v31 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  populace/{grouping of people}. 

New Testament reference located at Luke.24v13-31,  John.20v14-29. 
Acts.  13v31 Who  he  (= JCg)   personally {showed self}/appeared  to the  ones  (= people = JC's disciples)    

having  {ascended in company with}/{come up with}  to the  him  (= JC)   off/away/from  of the  Galilee  into/unto  the  Jerusalem, 
who  they are/be  the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  of the  him  (= JC as  “The Word of God”) 
towards/{near to}  the  populace. 

 

Who  (= JCg)  personally showed self  (after his resurrection)  to the people   (= JC's disciples)    
having come up in company with him  (= JC,  a few weeks before his murder)  from of the Galilee unto Jerusalem, 
 

This JCg,  whom Yahweh raised from out of  “The Dead Persons”,  showed himself as being alive to all the people  (= “The Early Adopters”)  who had 
come up with him from Galilee,  and these people are The Witnesses to The Public that JCg's resurrection truly did occur! 
Noting what Paul had said about this subject himself to the Corinthians at 1Cor.15.6, 7  and most importantly at v8,  being his  personal invitation  to 
become  “The Official 12th Disciple”  replacing  Judas Iscariot  (representing the 13th Tribe of Israel for  charlatan Christian leaders unto annihilation). 
 
482nd Comment – Once having “Real Faith”  the  onus/responsibility  falls upon  our  shoulders of preaching  “The Good 
News”  of  (1) “The Invitation”  (to become “The Heirs”)  and  (2) of  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”),   
all of which is to occur in The Millennium that righteously fulfils Yahweh’s Desire.  
383rd Comment – Yahweh promises that  if  we demonstrate  “Real Faith”  then  we have the possibility of becoming The 
Heirs over The Inheritance  (Rom.8v17,23, etc.).  In this manner,  we become  “The Spiritual Sons”  of  Abraham/Yahweh. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Good News of JC”  is  not  that he  'just'  “died for us”  -  because  many  people die for other 
people!   Rather, it is  “The Whole of Yahweh's Plan”  from start to finish  of which JC is  “The Key Player”  within “The 
Whole Plan”;  the background substantiates JC's position within it!   It is by having this knowledge that gives us  “Real 
Faith”  to then precisely imitate JC and The Apostles.  It is  not  the  “blind faith”  of “Religion”  (that includes “worldly 
Christianity”)  which has  no  substructure and is  only  based upon  useless unsubstantiated  “hearsay”! 
Good News – repeat - The Apostles truly imitated JC by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  gained  real  disciples! 
'Allegory' – repeat - The Promise = is of several layers,  where all layers together righteously yields Mankind's Salvation 

1.  Principally of The Birthright of The Anointing  (to become The Heirs). 
2.  Filling The Earth  (to become The Inheritance). 
3.  Providing The Means (= JC)  to righteously purify Mankind  (comprising of its two layers:  [1] + [2] above). 
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Reasoning – repeat - “The Promise” is of  “The Birthright”  (over The Inheritance).  To become Heirs  (= sons of God)  
over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   This is  “The Goal of The Anointing”  (of which JC led The Way). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v32 og Also  {we ourselves}  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts.  13v32 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)   
Acts.  13v32 og the (one = promise)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  fathers/forebears  
Acts.  13v32 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  (the having) {become to be}. 
Acts.  13v32 Also  {we ourselves}   personally  preaching The Good News  (to)  {specifically yourselves} 

the  pledge/promise  the having  {become to be}  toward/{near to}  the  fathers. 
 

Also we ourselves personally preaching The Good News  (to)  specifically yourselves 
(of)  the promise  (of “Heirship”  as  shown/led  by JC)  the having become to be  (given)  towards the fathers   (= The Ancient Worthies). 
 

This is  “The Crux”  of The Good News that is  never  taught today.    
It is of The Promise of  “The Birthright”  to become future  “Sons of God”. 

By contrast,  all of  “Religion”  speaks about   “Belong to us to be saved for eternal life  –  of this, that or the other”. 
But  none  of them,  (to include “Worldly Christianity”  that covers the planet today),  teach of  “The Possibility”  of becoming a future  “Son 
of God”  provided we  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  NOW! 
We need 144000 of these type of people  (Rev.14v1-4)  to prove themselves to The World,  before  The Millennium can start! 

Then  worldly Christianity completely messes it all up with the Trinity myth thereby doing Satan’s work in stopping Rev.20v1-3  (and v10)  from 
occurring!   They suggest we cannot be like “god”  (ignoring John.10v34-35),  but we,  as supposed  “Christians”  are  “Children of God”  -  which is 
another nonsense statement that clearly shows they do  not  understand their subject matter ,  but operate within a  “mind of confusion and  half-truths”! 

Let me untangle their collectively confused  minds  (that operate  to oppose  [= satanic]  Yahweh through their  half-truths)! 
1.  It is  fraudulent  to call ourselves  “Children of God” -  that is  only  Yahweh's Call  (Matt.20v23).  But we are taught to  actively to aim  for this 
position by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  and hence become  “beloved”  by Yahweh  in His Judgment  
(and not ours,  for unjustified  self-indulgent  complacency).   Worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders  fraudulently  use the term  “Children of 
God”  because  (1) they are  not  Yahweh to make this decision,  and  (2) deliberately do it to gain a hold over their devotees for a worldly return this 
fraudulent claim gives  –  thereby  (3) showing they do  not  have a mind like Yahweh!   Hence,  around the loop we go again for another generation! 
2.  The Bible teaches us that  only  144000 people throughout the some 2000 year Gospel Age are able to become “Children of God” (= “Sons of God”).  
These individuals,  as we are specifically told in The Bible,  are  persecuted for precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  and the  only  people who feel 
motivated to persecute and kill these 144000 TCs are  “Professional Religious Leaders”  having their  “hypocrisy”  exposed.  144000 people does  not  
equate to some 3 billion Christians  (hence the teaching at Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
3.  JCg is absolutely  not  Yahweh  (= The Supreme God of The Universe),  but JCg is a  “Son of God”  and  “the specific god of us”  because he is   (1) 
“our specific creator”,    (2) our  interface/intermediator  to Yahweh as  “The Word of God”  and  (3) our saviour from  “The 1st Death”,  being  “The 
Curse of Satan”.   The correct definition of  “ho theos”  as applied within The Bible teaches us specifically this information. 
4.  Because we  are  fraudulently  taught that we are  “Children of God”  when clearly we  (collectively as 3 billion Christians)  are not,  this leads to a 
self-righteous  complacency for us  not  to keep working to imitate JC!   Why?   Because we consider that we have already achieved  “The Goal”  when 
clearly by auditing what 3 billion Christians do,  clearly have  NOT  reached  “The Goal”  as demanded by Yahweh to be classed as being of His Sons! 
5.  By logical and inductive reasoning,  we realise that  worldly Christian leaders through their teaching of  half-truths  are  actively delaying  the onset 
of The Millennium  (of which they never teach),  and are thus  “deliberately”  (I see no other word fits here)  prolonging  the  “pain and suffering”  
within this world  (Rom.8v22).   Because it is  only  Yahweh through JCg  (and the fully equipped 144000 TCs)  having  infinite  capability/authority  who 
shall remove pain and suffering at Rev.19v16-21.  Because our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  demonstrably show  themselves to 
oppose Yahweh from gaining His 144000 TCs,  show themselves to be  “hypocrites”  when they hide behind the crafted sales spiel of supposedly  
opposing pain and suffering’  in their worthless prattling! 

6.  Because our worldly Christian Leaders are  not  actively making possible the 144000 TCs who are anointed by Yahweh to become future sons of God,  
then they are described by John in The Bible as being  “Anti-Christ”  (1John.2v18-29, 4v1-3)  by being “Anti-Anointing”  of the 144000 TCs! 
7.  Therefore our  'millions'  of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders today are  judged by Yahweh  as being  “unqualified to teach”  and 
are thus  to be removed  from this position of  “authority”  in The Millennium,  as most of JC's parables and illustrations teach us!   All of which I very 
carefully explain within my many hundreds of commentaries to The Four Gospels! 
8.  Because of  all  the above,  then The World  (comprising of its leaders of Politics and Commerce)  treat Yahweh with  “unwholesome disdain”  and 
effectively  'null Him out'  within their mind  “by excuse”,  to allow them to  “Continue Business as usual”!   All of which fulfils Satan's present aims to 
oppose Yahweh's Desire  (to achieve a perfected society,  that can  only  occur in The Millennium,  because of our present day leaders). 

That is my  Audit Report  as  “a pre-audit warning”  given before Yahweh “Gets hold of them” in His “End of Life Audit”,  hence Matt.8v12, 
etc. is directed specifically to people taking this position of supposedly representing Yahweh and yet by consequence fail under His Judgment!    
I strongly suggest they repent and start imbuing what The Bible really teaches as explained on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
The Problem is    They  “Claim to Know,  and yet  “Demonstrably  do  NOT  know”!  –   That is a definition of a  “Fraudster”! 

As I state elsewhere    I am that little boy in the crowd shouting out   “The Emperor has no clothes!” 
I therefore challenge  any  Christian  leader/theologian/scholar  to contest what I state above,  solely using scriptural evidence!   
However,  they should be  very careful  in exposing their delinquency;  else, I shall have more material with which to publicly expose their hypocrisy and 
adversarial mind!   Please use this  warning  as a wake-up,  because I would much rather they repent and start learning what The Bible  really teaches  
them,  by  abandoning  the  unrighteous and unsupported nonsense  taught in our  “very worldly seminaries”  (Matt.23v15)! 
And returning to this verse – after that very necessary  “call to arms”  (1Cor.14v8)  interjection  (which almost reads as a follow-on … … ). 
JC taught these specific eight points above,  along with The Millennium that shall be made available for  all  humans  (without distinction, Matt.22v16, 
1John.2v2, etc.,)  to be resurrected and learn how to live within a perfect society,  made  “precisely so”  by the then ruling 144000  “Sons of God”. 
This was  “The Promise”  as given to The Fathers by Yahweh,  who themselves yielded what was to become  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  of which  JC closed  
at his resurrection!   At which point of time JCg inaugurated  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  of The Christian Nation,  of which it shall be  very shortly 
closed  (within a couple of decades [ref 2017 CE])  by  “The 1st Resurrection”  (and  “The Millennium”  shall follow about 3.5 years later,  all as I 
explain elsewhere).   Amen! 
 
484th Comment – Paul now starts to gel the two halves together,  regarding “The Good News” (as I explained previously) 
JCg stands up to us,  as children of  The {Ancient Worthies}/Prophets  (being “us”,  who spiritually recognise JC  [as 
foreseen by The Prophets]  by  precisely imitating him,  else logically they cannot be our spiritual fathers,  out of whom 
[being their prophecies]  came JC). 
The 2nd Psalm  (penned by a spiritual father, King David)  states:   

You (= JC)  are My (= Yahweh)  son,  on this day I (Yahweh)  begotten you (= JCg).  
220th Instruction – It is essential to understand:  This is speaking directly of:  JC’s resurrection to become JCg. 
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This is where JC is glorified by Yahweh to become  “The Premier Son of God”  (with regard to this planet)  who shall lead 
a further 144000 future sons of God as  elected/determined  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  as having demonstrably  (to The 
World),  precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age. 
159th Warning – It is absolutely  not  the unrighteous nonsense  (= not supported anywhere  in The Bible)  that this event 
means that JCg was The First Created living thing of The Universe (some 13.7 billion years ago),  but certainly JCg may 
have been created  before anything relating to this planet (some 4.5 billion years ago).  Sadly,  people  not  wholly 
understanding their subject matter will make unsupported claims about which they know not! 
221st Instruction – “The Subject Matter”  of  “The Good News”  is  “Yahweh’s Goal”  being two-fold:- 

1.  Yahweh needs by necessity – His 144000 future sons of God. 
2.  When Yahweh has His 144000 future sons of God,  then  He can start The Millennium. 

Yahweh requires  “The Proven Leaders”  for  “The Resurrected World”  to  replace  present day  “worldly leaders”. 
360th Reasoning – Yahweh therefore gives the 144000 TCs an incorruptible physical body commensurate to the proven 
incorruptible mind – as specifically shown by JC and likewise,  Paul explains in 1Cor.15v35-55. 
Yahweh firstly regenerated  “The Spiritual Mind”  and then regenerates  “The Comparable Physical Body”  -   this is 
given to  “The Early Adopters”  of which JC was  “The First”  of what was to follow  (by allegory, Lev.23v15-25).  
361st Reasoning – Paul is trying to link the two halves together to explain  “The Invitation”  that has now gone out into 
the whole world,  originally to The Jew first,  because The Invitation answered Judaism.  Now it is The Responsibility of  
“The Early Jews”  to teach of  “The Link”  between Judaism, and of  “1st Century Christianity”  to wholly underwrite The 
Righteousness of Yahweh’s Plan stretching through millennia  (until The World is full, Gen.1v28, 9v1). 
362nd Reasoning – Paul is stating:  The {Ancient Worthies}/Prophets were Jews,  You are Jews,  JC was a Jew, that part 
of The Plan is Completed,  now you as Jews go out into The World and educate The Gentiles with your knowledge,  based 
upon The Tanakh and answered by JC,  to give  “The Completeness of Yahweh’s Plan”  to The Whole World! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v33 og because  this/that (specifically)  (one = promise through Jesus)   the {specific god}  
Acts.  13v33 og (he has) {accomplished entirely}/{completely fulfilled}  to the  children/daughters/sons  {of them} 
Acts.  13v33 og {to us}  (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (the) Jesus,   
Acts.  13v33 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  in  to the  {set piece of music}/{sacred ode to music}/psalm  
Acts.  13v33 og to the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved:  
Acts.  13v33 og (The) son  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  {thou art}/{you are}  thou/you,   
Acts.  13v33 og (emphatic) I/me  {on the/this day or the/this night just passed}/now/present/hitherto  
Acts.  13v33 og (I have) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  thee/thy/thou. 

Old Testament reference located at Psalm.2v7. 
Acts.  13v33 Because  this specific one  the Jesus  (= major part of The Promise)   the  {standing/rising up}/arising  to us  their children 

{in that manner}  also  within  the  second  {sacred ode to music}/psalm  it has been  written/scribed: 
{Thou art}  You  (= JC)   My  (= Yahweh)   Son,   {on this day}/hitherto   (emphatic)  I  (Yahweh)   have  procreated/begotten  thou/you. 

 

Because this specific one,  the Jesus   (fulfilling the major part of the promise,  because without him – there is  no  future for us) 
the standing up  (from out of the corpses)  to us   (=  [1] “The Early Adopters” now,  and then  [2] to  “The Resurrected World”  later)   
their  (= The Ancient Worthies personally fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)   (spiritual)  Children  (= us, equally fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
In that manner as also,  it has been written in the second Psalm: 
  (Specifically)  You  (= JC)  are My  (= Yahweh)  Son,  on this day  (emphatic) I (Yahweh)  have begotten you  (= JC). 
 

The usual question  
Does this verse mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 

And as usual,  the answer is a resounding   “No!” 
And in this instance  “No!”   -   To  several aspects  within this verse that they  persistently get wrong! 
Do they get anything correct? 

Sadly,  very little  when it comes to  “1st Century Christianity”,   but they are so very good at teaching  “Religion”  in  ALL  its aspects! 
1.   They teach Jesus comes to us today,  when this is a lie.  The Bible tells us   Presently he is physically in a distant 'country'    
      (Matt.25v12-14, Luke.19v13-15),   but he truly has left his  parousia/presence  in the form of  “The Word of God”  acting within   
      “The Early Adopters”  having JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  controlling their mind  to precisely imitate his  
       ministry/deportment  (Luke.17v21, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  to be gaining more profit  (= more TCs, as “Sons”)  for The Master  (Yahweh). 
2.   These leaders tell their congregational members that they are  “children of God”,  when this is a lie.  The Bible tells us that  only  
      Yahweh makes The Decision who are to be His  “Sons of God”  (Matt.20v23)  hence the reason why we are told of Matt.24v36. 
3.   They teach us that JC was the first born of all creation,  and thereby completely  'screw-up'  what The Bible is really teaching us on this 
       subject!   I will only  briefly  untangle this below, –  because I discuss it all so very much more deeply elsewhere with much Bible citation. 

3.1  The Bible was written for  “humans”,  thus  when reference to  “first of all creation”  means  “what is on planet Earth”,  and  not  in The Universe. 
3.2  In the context where this phraseology is used,  it is  always  referenced to JC's Resurrection  (for example – see next verse). 
3.2  Because they take this phraseology out of context,  then the full significance of  “Sonship”  being possible for us becomes removed out of our minds! 
3.4  Finally,  because of their  gross incompetence  displayed in the above,  then they  are  “adversarial”  to Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
3.5  The above shows them to be  “Anti-Christ”  being  Anti-Anointing  what Yahweh requires  (as The Leaders/Heirs)  to make possible The Millennium. 
As the reader can see -  our  worldly Christian leaders  and scholars  being  wholly  spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  just   “Do not get it”! 

They have  “The Wrong Mind”  (to  “get it”),  being an “Unrepentant Mind”!    That is why Yahweh  wholly rejects  them for any future 
responsibility as to representing His Interests in The Millennium,  as we are  so often told  in The Bible! 

 
485th Comment – Yahweh stood JC up again from out of the dead corpses to be JCg,  never to be returning JCg again to 
corruption  (being what a fleshly body can yield if subjected to a mind that is not perfected). 
363rd Reasoning – At a  physical  level JC has done  two  righteous things for Mankind:- 
(Ignoring physically teaching  “The Word of God”  by  ministry/lifestyle). 

1.  Allowed himself to be physically murdered by the leaders of “Religion”  (demonstrating his Methodology). 
2.  Covered  “The Great Sabbath Day”  directly instituted by Yahweh to follow The Passover. 
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364th Reasoning – The point behind this is that JC has  only  died  “The Once”  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  and  
only  covered  us  “The Once”  over a pre-determined time of One Sabbath Day  (of The Lord = 1000 years, 2Pet.3v8, 
Mark.2v27-28).  JC has  not  died two or more times to cover more than a 2 part life  (for example a 3 part life),  and he 
has  not  covered us beyond  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (of The Millennium). 
Thus, we must get ourselves correct in The Midst of Yahweh by the end of this period –  else it is personal annihilation. 
160th Warning – Just wholly ignore what our leaders of “Religion” speak about a ‘2nd life’: “If you only believe in them”! 
Of course they would state this,  to control our mind,  so that can live off us during the 1st part of our life (Matt.7v15)! 
It must be clearly understood:  Only JC gave us The Means to save ourselves! –  Not  “Leaders of Religion”!  
They only teach their nonsense,  so they can live off us during the part of their life of which they are interested = “Now”! 
486th Comment –For Yahweh has spoken through His Representative the Prophet Isaiah by prophecy:   
I have given to you (hearkening people [1] Early and then [2] Late adopters)  the  correct things of the  faithful David. 
365th Reasoning – King David truly tried to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and yet he failed on a few occasions,  but while JC 
likewise had a mind that truly desired to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  JC did  not  fail,  and thus  remained perfect. 
And it is  “The Early Adopters”  who demonstrably try to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the very best they are able. 
73rd Good News – JC fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire and thus righteously proved himself perfect. 
74th Good News – “The Early Adopters”  of the  one/same  mind as JC equally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to their very best. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v34 og because  And  (he) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}  (the) him  
Acts.  13v34 og {from/out of}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  {no longer/further}/{not anymore}  
Acts.  13v34 og {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to} 
Acts.  13v34 og (to) {to turn under}/return/{come again}/{turn back}  into/unto  (the) decay/rot/corruption 
Acts.  13v34 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (he/it has) said/uttered/spoken:   
Acts.  13v34 og Because  (I will) give/bestow/grant  {to yourselves}  
Acts.  13v34 og the (things)  {right/correctness/proper (by intrinsic or divine character)}/pious/sacred  (of the) David  
Acts.  13v34 og the  trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true. 

Old Testament reference located at Isaiah.55v3. 
Acts.  13v34 And  because   He  (= Yahweh)   {stood/raised up}  the  him  (= JC to become begotten as JCg) 

{from/out of}  of the  {dead persons}/corpses  {not anymore}  expecting/intending  to  return/{turn back}   
into/unto  the  decay/rot/corruption  {in this manner}/as   He  (= Yahweh)   has  said/spoken:   
Because   I  (= Yahweh)   give/bestow   to yourselves   the  right/correct/sacred  things   
of the  trustful/faithful/sure/true  (King)  David. 

 

And because He  (= Yahweh)  stood up him   (=  JC to become  “The Begotten Son”  from a Fleshly Body unto a Heavenly Body as JCg) 
from out of the dead people not anymore intending to return unto the  decay/rot  (body)  in this manner He  (= Yahweh)  has said: 
                (JC will  not  die for us again – He has  only  covered the 1st part of our life  and only  over The Millennium,  and absolutely  not  beyond it)  
  Because  I  (= Yahweh)  give to yourselves  (= hearkening people)  the  correct/sacred  things of the  faithful/sure/true  (King) David. 
                 (“Hearkening people”  are those people who gratefully receive something,  rebellious people reject  “The Good Things”.) 
 

Most Important   -  JC will  never  return unto the grave in The Future. 
What does this mean? 

It means  “what our  worldly Christian leaders ignore”,  and then  twist  into  “Unrighteousness”  to make Yahweh appear to be  “Unrighteous”! 
Now we should state     -  “How bad is that!” 

In the nonsense they teach,  they hide what The Bible  really  teaches us. 
I really have no need to teach it –  because I most comprehensibly teach it elsewhere,  but I should now,  only to clarify of what I speak to the novice. 
The point Paul is teaching his listener,  and to us   -  to be faithfully recorded by Luke  for us  is the following  “Righteousness”  

JC dying  “The Once”  only  (see also my commentaries at Heb.6v4-6, Heb.10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  means he will  not  die for us again! 
Thus, logically,  JC can righteously  only  cover a  singular death  for an individual and  not  multiple deaths for any specific individual! 
Hence of the condemnation at Jude.v4, being of what occurs today simplistically  I believe in JC and I am saved!’   Is nonsense  as implied! 
Further,   JC can  only  righteously cover us while we learn for  “The Period he covered us in death”  = “1000 years of The Millennium”. 
Where,  “The Millennium”  is  “The Day of The Lord”,  and “The Day of The Lord is as a 1000 years”  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8). 
After  the two events  (1) our resurrection and  (2) an existence of 1000 years  -  then we  must have made ourselves perfect  within this time,  
else as  “individuals”,  “we”  shall be annihilated  (at what is termed  “The 2nd Death”  of which JC has  not  covered). 

The above righteous logic,  as only precisely described in The Bible is  wholly unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians! 
Quite simply     

What they  'understand'  operates at such a  simplistic and puerile  level within their mind,  at a sufficient level to only  peddle  “Religion”! 
That is to say,  they only know enough  (being  just that bit more  than are their duped devotees)  to appear sufficiently authoritative to gain  
money/leverage/power  “to control”  and thus  “extract”  a worldly return from their duped devotees! 

That covers the first part of the verse;  now let us consider the second part. 
“The  correct/right/sacred  things operated within King David's mind”,  means King David truly held Yahweh highest within his mind for the absolute 
vast majority of time.  Yes,  being human,  he did fail three  (recorded)  times in his life and he sincerely repented afterwards,  never to repeat them. 
             But he always held Yahweh in The Highest Esteem – and promoted His Interests first to all The People  =  The Israelites  (Jews). 
Likewise  
This is exactly what JC equally did and yet he  never  sinned during his Assay of 3.5 years ministry  (hence Matt.3v15)  being specifically why Satan 
came in hard with some very  deceptive  tests immediately after his baptism (Matt.4v1-12),  thereby  proving himself  (= JC)  perfect. 
            JC always held Yahweh in The Greatest Esteem  (John.17v1-2)  and promoted His Interests first to all The People  =  The Israelites  (Christians). 
Noting what the word  “Israelites”  really means as determined by Yahweh  and  not  by men of The World and of its thinking! 
Yahweh wants The Things that are  Correct/Right/Sacred  and He  shall  attain 144000 individuals who demonstrably have  The One/Same  Mindset as 
JC,  that Yahweh Personally elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= The Christian Nation). 

This is  “The Goal”  JC established to The Israelites  (Christians)  so that Yahweh  (JC's Father)  will ultimately achieve His future  (NEW 
into The Universe)  144000  “Sons of God”  during the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age elected from out of JCg's Creation. 

That is also another thing  (as to who created us)  they get completely wrong,  -  but I explain all that elsewhere in my many righteous commentaries. 
 
487th Comment – Paul reaffirms by using another scripture that JCg will not see Corruption. 
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366th Reasoning – JC proved himself perfect and thus:- 
1. “Death” could not hold him in the grave – JC had not violated  “The Law of Moses”. 
2. We all now have a 2 part life  freely given without liability  –  and thus  ALL  people have this  (1John.2v2). 

(Because JC is  “not a respecter of persons”  Matt.22v16, etc.  for a 2 part life). 
(While Yahweh is  “not a respecter of persons”  Acts.10v34-35, etc.  for the election unto Sonship). 
367th Reasoning – We all have a 2 part life within which to  truly  “believe in JC” (= precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v35 og therefore/consequently  also  in  (to the) other/different/altered  (he/it) stated/exclaimed:   
Acts.  13v35 og No/Not/None  (you will) give/bestow/grant   
Acts.  13v35 og the  {right/correctness/proper (by intrinsic or divine character)}/pious/sacred  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  13v35 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) decay/rot/corruption. 

Old Testament reference located at Psalm.16v10. 
Acts.  13v35 Also  consequently  within  another/different  (scripture)   He  (= Yahweh)   stated:  

Not   you will  give/bestow  right/correct/sacred  (one = person = JC)   of  thee/you   to  know/perceive/see  the  decay/rot. 
 

Also consequently within another  (scripture reference)  He  (= Yahweh)  stated:- 
   You will not give your  right/correct/sacred  one  (= JC)  to  know/see  decay/rot. 
 

Again,  with our knowledge of the previous verse we can understand the  allegoric significance  of this verse regarding  “The Goal”  for ourselves. 
Yes!   This verse was directed specifically to JC,  but also being  “The Goal”  for us,  then we too have the opportunity to receive likewise  if  we are part 
of the 144000 TCs as  only  deemed as such by  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”). 

Can the reader see how the scriptures overlay one another,  prophecy over prophecy? 
 
488th Comment – King David served the Israelites according to Yahweh's council,  afterwards he truly fell asleep (= 
died),  also he was laid beside his  (dead)  fathers;  also he rotted away in the grave. 
222nd Instruction – King David followed Yahweh's Advice when ruling The Israelites,  but he died and was not resurrected 
368th Reasoning – The Crux behind this verse is that Paul sets “The Standard Outcome” for humans.   
The next verse is then  The Contrast  with JC,  who also followed Yahweh's council,  but JC not having a worldly mind,  
made  no  mistakes and becomes  “The Required Standard”  to become a future  “son of God”  driven by Yahweh’s 
Methodology.  Which if we imbue The Word of God and endeavour to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle with full commitment,  
then if we make  genuine  mistakes,  we can be forgiven because we are  wholly driven  by Yahweh’s Methodology. 
223rd Instruction – The Point should be made:  King David is still dead – he was not resurrected!   Likewise,  all  people 
are dead when they die.  They are not:  “in heaven”  ‘in some conscious state’  as our wholly errant  worldly Christian 
leaders fraudulently state!   Only  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  do people enter into a  “conscious existence”  (= have a 
“soul”)  and that has not yet happened  (but will occur at sometime within the 21st Century CE)!  
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v36 og David  truly/indeed/{that one}  For  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately   
Acts.  13v36 og {a generation}/{an age}/nation/time  (the having) {been a subordinate}/subserved/{ministered (unto) serve}   
Acts.  13v36 og to the  of the  God  (to the) volition/advice/purpose/counsel   
Acts.  13v36 og (he) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/{feel asleep}/slumbered/{1st Death},   
Acts.  13v36 og also   (he was) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annexed/repeated/ 

/{gave more}/increased/proceeded/furthered/added   
Acts.  13v36 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  fathers/forebears  (of the) him,   
Acts.  13v36 og also  (he) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  (the) decay/rot/corruption. 
Acts.  13v36 For  the having  {been a subordinate}/subserved  the  generation/nation/age  to the   advice/council  of the  God, 

(King)  David  truly/indeed/{that one}  he  {fell asleep}/slumbered/{The 1st Death}, 
also  he was  {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/added  towards/{near to}  his  fathers, 
also  he  knew/perceived/saw  the  decay/rot. 

 

For  (David)  having subserved the generation/nation  to the  advice/council  of the God   (= Yahweh), 
(King) David  truly/{that one}  he  {fell asleep}/slumbered   (= The 1st Death), 
also he was  {laid beside}/added  near to his fathers   (within their tombs), 
also he knew/saw  the  decay/rot   (= his fleshly body returned back to the soil of the earth). 
 

I use the word  “Subserved”  here in my translation,  because for The Record  
I detest the word  “minister” and thus not used it in the above verse,  not because there is anything specifically wrong with the word,  but 
because it has been ruthlessly mauled over the centuries.  Leaders of Mankind have  fraudulently  taken this name  “minister”  upon 
themselves in Politics and Religion,  an action that has flagrantly corrupted its meaning over so many years! 
Where normally,  it is these people calling themselves “minister”  (of this, that or the other)  who are swindling off their deluded supporters! 

Paul makes the point that King David being only part of  “The 1st Covenant”  is dead,  and he knew  rot/decay; and importantly, he had not been 
resurrected   (he was still  “asleep”  awaiting a resurrection). 
The reason why Paul starts here is to make The Comparison to his listeners upon which he shall expand later. 
The reader must understand   Paul  must start somewhere  upon which to build when teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  that explains  “The Link”  
between The Tanakh and The Gospel Age yielding The Millennium,  all of which explains Yahweh's Careful Plan  operating over millennia. 
This all righteously occurs under  “The 2nd Covenant”  where JC became  “The Means”  to make the subject matter in my commentaries possible. 
“The Comparison”  given here and the next verse is obvious,  but it is a  lead-in  to  “The Goal”  that JC has made available to  all  Christians as  “The 
Invitation”  (but only 144000 Christians  achieve The Goal),  which is obviously open to  any  Jew today to become a Christian and thus partake in this 
“Invitation”.    
Actually I feel very jealous of The Jews,  inasmuch their  Tanakh given customs  being The Physical then,  to become  - of The Spiritual now  gives them 
such a head start!   If I had the full knowledge of all these things then I would have known far more about The Gospel Age and then of The Millennium to 
follow,  because everything is based upon The Tanakh  (almost  NEVER  read by Christians,  and that is why they know  nothing  about  “1st Century 
Christianity”  and what it  really teaches us)!   Hence “To The Jew first and then to The Gentile”  (mentioned on numerous occasions in The Bible. 
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And not only to  “The Jews”,  but to all  “non-Christians”  of The World,  and that is why it is an essential prerequisite for  all  “Christians”  to behave 
exactly like JC,  so that  “non-Christians”  are internally moved to become Christians.  Sadly,  only  144000 TCs behave like this over the some 2000 
years Gospel Age,  and thus this result sheds a very poor light upon all The Christians  (to varying degrees)  who choose to act in a worldly manner 
towards their neighbour!   That is precisely why Yahweh rejects them for a position of Sonship,  and thereby they are  not  “Children of God”  
irrespective of the irrational and unsupported claims of  “rogue traders”  behaving as  “spiritual paedophiles”   (in “Religion”)! 
I ask for The World’s very best  scholars/theologians  to contend with what I have stated,  noting they shall be stingingly attacked with very detailed 
exegesis wholly supported by Bible citations by return if they try!   After more than 50,000 man-hours of  only  studying The Bible  (and not Man’s  
unrighteous waffle, Gal.1v10),  I know its contents,  but more importantly,  I thoroughly understand Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation,  
demonstrably unknown to The World’s  scholars/theologians  when we  audit  their output unto The World for a worldly return! 
Returning to this verse.   
The point should be made again,  Paul is stating   “King David is dead”  – and remained so,  even during this sermon that Paul is giving to these 
congregational members  (else he would not be making the comparison between David  [unconscious and dead]  and JC  [resurrected and alive]).   
Paul some 18 years later makes the same point to Timothy to  beware  of the people who have claimed The Resurrection has taken place  (2Tim.2v18) – 
so  no  “resurrection unto consciousness”  had occurred even then.   
So I may ask    

What has changed since 2Tim.2v18 and now in 2017 CE that informs us of a resurrection having taken place,  or is continuously taking place 
for humans to be  conscious in heaven’?   All as supposedly taught by our  fraudulent  worldly Christian leaders,  who seem so very capable 
to pass The Bible with considerable deftness through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19! 

I categorically state    
The 1st  (First)  Resurrection has  NOT  yet occurred,  –  but it  WILL  occur at some time during  “The 21st Century”  CE. 
Moreover,  when it does occur – it shall be very evident to Mankind  (Matt.24v27, 40-44, 1Cor.15v35-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 

So we may ask of our  ever so eminent’  scholars and theologians  
Has the above yet occurred during the last some 2000 years?   
Can any person show me that this event has occurred? 

Of course,  those things have  not  been witnessed,  and thus it  (as  “The First” Resurrection)  has  not  yet occurred! 
             If “The First” has not occurred  (for “The Early Adopters”),  then obviously  “The Second” has not occurred  (for “The General Population”)! 
Therefore,  we must take note of Paul’s Advice  

“Beware  of the people who have said the resurrection has already occurred  (for our loved ones,  or saints to be  'looking down on us')!” 
In addition,  “Beware”  with virtually everything else they state about what JC and the apostles supposedly taught  (noting James.3v11-12)! 

Nevertheless,  they are so very good at teaching “Religion”  to  make a nice little earner’  from out of their duped devotees! 
 
224th Instruction – The Specific God  (= Yahweh)  stood up JCg so that JC would not see decay. 
Peter confirms his attestation that JC did  not  rot away like King David,  but JC regained consciousness again. 
Reasoning – repeat - JC proved himself perfect and thus:- 

1. “Death” could not hold him in the grave – JC had not violated  “The Law of Moses”. 
2. We all now have a 2 part life  freely given without liability  –  and thus  ALL  people have this  (1John.2v2). 

(Because JC is  “not a respecter of persons”  Matt.22v16, etc.  for a 2 part life). 
(While Yahweh is  “not a respecter of persons”  Acts.10v34-35, etc.  for the election unto Sonship). 
Reasoning – repeat - We all have a 2 part life within which to  truly  “believe in JC” (= precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle). 
Acts.  13v37 og whom/which/that  And  the {specific god}  (he) {stood up}/arose/{raised up},   
Acts.  13v37 og no/not/none  (he) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) decay/rot/corruption. 
Acts.  13v37 And  whom  (= JC)  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)   He  (= Yahweh)   {stood/raised up}  (JC), 

not  he (= JC being raised as JCg)   know/perceive/see   the  decay/rot. 
 

And whom  (= JC)  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  He stood up   (JC as JCg  “The Begotten Son”  of God resurrected  from  a fleshly body), 
(so that)  not he  (= JC)  know/see  decay/rot.  
 

We are told  One  Entity  (= Yahweh)  resurrected  Another  entity  (= JCg)  so that he should not see decay. 
There are so many situations like this example in The Bible where Yahweh and JC are shown to be  two  very  separate  Entities and thus wholly destroys 
the Trinity myth! 

I really wonder   What bible do the Trinitarians read?    
I can only assume it is one that has been passed through Rev.22v18-19 within their mind  (through selective editing)! 

Paul is telling his attentive listeners  (and us likewise)  of a resurrection that JC received from Yahweh because,  JC had a mind for the  
correct/right/sacred  things that made his mind pure,  and by having a pure mind,  yielded pure works  “to edify his neighbour to his own hurt”  because 
his mind was the  one/same  as Yahweh’s Mind. 

Paul is not randomly stating these things,  but they have been deliberately chosen to become  “The Goal”  for us,   as individuals. 
Paul is explaining by example of what is available for us  if  we learn how to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and  if  we want to have what 
Yahweh gave to JC,  then  we  must  do the following  

Wholly inculcate  “The Knowledge”  (= first learn it)  and then assay it,  to prove it within our mind so we may gain  “assurance 
and competence”,  and then to have acted with  “fidelity”  upon what we have known and tested  (which means Heb.5v12-14). 

If  we do this,  then  Yahweh shall have  “begotten us”  (both  spiritually [for The Mind to become perfected]  and physically  [within 
heavenly/celestial bodies])  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  to sit alongside JCg as future  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium  
(Matt.20v23, Rom.8v17, 23,  etc.). 

Inasmuch - 
“shall have”  begotten the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life upon  “The Word of God”  to be like JC. 
“will” begotten  the 2nd part of our  physical  life  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies like that within which Yahweh raised JCg. 

If  we go through this route,  then  we shall  never  personally  see/know  decay/rot  in the 2nd part of our physical life because we shall be resurrected at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  into bodies that cannot die,  hence  “guaranteed Life”  (1Cor.15v35-55).  Because simply stated   “Life”  is  not  “a promise of 
life”  if there is  “Death”  at some time in the future  (however many  millions/billions/trillions/…/zillions  of years later)! 

Do our  worldly Christian leaders  in their millions  actually understand all this? 
We all should know the answer to that question by now,  by auditing their output against what The Bible specifically states! 
 
489th Comment – Paul states:  Let you all realise it is through JC that the  freedom/pardon of sins/faults  is proclaimed to 
yourselves!  Also freedom/pardon away from what was required for you to be justified (for life) under The Law of Moses 
369th Reasoning – There is much more within this verse than initially meets the eye! 
Who is proclaiming – is it JC or Paul?   The point is that  BOTH  did  “The Proclaiming”! 

“Proclaiming”  requires:  “Occupational effort”  (and for a TC this  “effort”  must be given  freely/simply). 
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JC initially taught and explained  “The Word of God”  that is to ultimately yield a perfected society. 
Paul is likewise doing the work to make this proclamation occur – and we too,  must imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

The question is:  “Do we?”   And further:  “Do our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders?” 
225th Instruction – JC is  “The Means”  for our freedom from sin to then occur!   “The Means”  because we have been set  
“The Example”  to know how we must behave,  for us to then achieve  “Life”,  being  “The Point”  of Paul’s teaching. 
161st Warning – JC is  NOT  “The Means”  for us to  “excuse our habits”  and continue ‘business as usual’  (Jude.v4)!   
On the presumption:  Because JC has supposedly done it all for us and we have no need to change our worldly behaviour!   
This shall lead to our annihilation,  because we have refused to precisely imitate JC! 
162nd Warning – Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders only teach  HALF  ‘of the story’,   and this is 
precisely how Satan operates to  “bend The Truth”  so that the resultant is  “a Lie”.   This is how he operates,  and how 
people with his methodology operate,  because they want to  “self-indulge to their neighbour’s ultimate hurt”! 
Our worldly Christian leaders have “Zero Precision” in what they teach and thus fraudsters to what Yahweh represents! 
226th Instruction – The Law of Moses on works actually condemned us,  because no one could pass this law  (Rom.3v23)  
because humans operate according to worldly methodology,  except JC,  because he had a mind that operated according 
to Yahweh’s Methodology,  and thus he could righteously inaugurate “The Law of JC”,  being  “The Law for The Mind”. 
370th Reasoning – Get The Mind correct,  and The Body following The Mind will deliver good  unfeigned  works. 
This is what JC teaches us,  and precisely why John the Baptist had to  come first  with  “Repentance” in The Mind! 
75th Good News – JC was able to set  “The Standard”  that we must imitate to be successful in Yahweh’s Universe over 
our 2 part life that JC was able to give us through his  (1) Ministry for The Mind,  and  (2) Ransom Sacrifice for The Body, 
and both operating together is defined as  “The Soul”. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v38 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  therefore/then  {let it be}/{let them be}   
Acts.  13v38 og {to yourselves}  (the) men/husbands/fellows,  (the) brothers,   
Acts.  13v38 og because  through (reason of)  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  (one = JC)   
Acts.  13v38 og {to yourselves}  (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission   
Acts.  13v38 og (of the) sins/faults/offences  (it is) proclaimed/promulgated/declared/preached.   
Acts.  13v38 og Also  off/away/separated/from  (the) all/whole/every (things)  {of whom/which}  
Acts.  13v38 og no/not/none  (yourselves) able/possible/capable   
Acts.  13v38 og in  to the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  (of the) Moses  
Acts.  13v38 og (be) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}. 
Acts.  13v38 Therefore  {let it be}   the  {well known}/notable   {to yourselves}  the  men/husbands,  the  brothers, 

because  through reason of   {concerning this}  one  (= JC)    
the  freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness  of the  sins/faults  it is  proclaimed/preached  {to yourselves}. 
Also  off/away/from  the  all  things  {of which}  not  yourselves  able/possible  be  {rendered righteous/justified} 
within  the  regulation/law  of the  Moses. 

 

Therefore let it be well known to yourselves men,  brothers   (= Jews), 
because through reason of concerning this one   (= JC  as  “The Word of God”  to wholly reform our mind away from worldly methodology) 
the  freedom/pardon/deliverance  of the  sins/faults  it is  proclaimed/preached  to yourselves   (provided we repent and then imitate JC). 
Also  off/away/from  the all things   (being The Works driven by a mind operating according to  “worldly methodology”) 
of which not yourselves  (are)  able/possible  (to)  be rendered  righteous/justified  (for “life/existence”)    
within the law of Moses   (based only upon works). 
 

Now  “The Twist”  of  “The New Jesus”   (1Cor.11v4)  of which the apostles warned some 10 to 30 years later within their writings  (1John.2v18-19, 
Gal.1v6-8, 3v1,  1Thes.2v3-6, Jude.v4, etc.)  . 
This is  “The New Jesus”  our  worldly Christian leaders spin out of all recognition to what The Whole Bible teaches,  where this verse is the one that 
survives being passed through Rev.22v18-19  within their mind! 

Why? 
Because  worldly Christian leaders can make a substantial worldly living by  twisting  The Bible to suit their  own  aims,  yet it is  not  Yahweh's Aims! 
All the congregational members come running towards a person,  if this  (charismatic)  leader teaches of the following - 

“JC has freely died so that you may live! 
You only need to  believe’  that he did this for you! 
Come to me to know  (and I will be your passport to God  [for a fee])!” 

Because I tell you,  what you want to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
That is about the  sum total  of what is taught  (together with being a  Good person’, -  being what  atheists equally teach  [to be a “good person”])! 

Yes,  the above is true  -  but it is only  HALF  of The Bilateral Agreement! 
“A Covenant”  is always a  “Two-Way Agreement”  and most certainly not  a  “One-Way Agreement”! 
“Believing without works”  to support  “a belief”  makes the person a  “hypocrite”  of which JC regularly decried in his ministry! 

Moreover,  beware of their  “half-truths”,  because “half-truths”  will save  no  person! 
It is exactly how Satan likewise operates  -  upon  “half-truths”   (please see The Bible examples for example Gen.3v1-5, Matt.4v1-12). 
So that the recipients must be  “highly educated in their subject matter”  to separate  “Fact from Fiction”. 
The vast majority  (including our Religious Leaders)  do  not  know  (and most certainly do  not  understand)  the  “Fact from Fiction”. 

They being  The Blind leading the blind into the ditch’  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
Therefore,  people operating according to his worldly methodology only give   “half  the requirement”,  and therefore what is stated becomes a  greater 
lie  than if nothing was said at all,  but because  “Deception”  is used,  then people who act like this are  “Fraudsters  to The Truth!” 

Thus  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  are fraudsters  to  “The Righteous Means”  that Yahweh is using to bring forth  
“The Salvation of Mankind”  over a period of some 7000 years  being a  “week of days”  (a “Lord’s Day”  being as a thousand man years)! 

Thus,  they are defrauding  what Yahweh means within The Minds of their devotees! 
Clearly,  they do  not  have Yahweh’s Mind,  because Yahweh defrauds  no  entity within The Universe! 

That is precisely why Paul later,  within his second letter to The Corinthians calls them   “Angels of Satan”  (2Cor.11v11-13),  and likewise the apostle 
John some 30 years later calls  “their  methodology”  “The Anti-Christ”  (1John.4v1-3)  because it  “works against  what JC was doing”!    
With them it is all  “smoke and mirrors”  in their confused output to The World  (falsely representing Yahweh’s Interests)!  
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For The Record - 
JC was working to yield  “The Anointing”  of 144000 TCs as future  “Sons of God”  (Rev.14v1-4)  for his Father’s Pleasure into The 
Culmination through The Millennium  (for the rest of us to be saved by personal effort learning  “how to imitate JC in our life”  and thereby 
then truly  “believing in JC”  to be personally saved). 

After getting that off my chest,  then let me continue to explain what this verse really means within  “The Context”  of The Bible. 
Paul states in this verse the following - 

JC has made possible a pardon from the sins  (of the 1st part of our spiritual life that yielded faulty physical works). 
JC has made possible an extraction from  “The Law of Moses”  (that condemned all people based upon works,  Rom.3v23). 

This is  all  that The Verse states. 
It does  not  state anything else  (see next verse for the caveat that I shall explain later). 

We need to look  elsewhere  in The Bible that becomes  “The Instruction for Us”  to complement  what JC has done for us. 
It is best to read all four Gospels to understand what we must do,  and likewise pointer instructions at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc. and 
what was stated by a very close friend of JC,  given at 1Pet.2v18-24.  In addition, there is so much more written down to us for our instruction. 
However, interestingly,  all  these places including my citations given above are  wholly ignored  by our leaders of Christendom  ([1] in what they teach  
and by   [2] personal works). 
I ask the reader to do one thing for me - 

Write down the number of occasions that this verse  (or the equivalence)  is taught in sermons and then compare it with the number of times 
my citations are taught! 

I can give the answer now - 
There is an over proportionate of teaching of this verse  (relative to how many times it is given in The Bible)  to almost zero occasions being 
taught about The Bible exhorting us  “to imitate JC” (relative to the number of times this instruction is given in The Bible)! 
That is  skewing  “The Message”  (from Yahweh about what we should know)  when  “weighting”  is given to  “The Frequency”  of  

1.   Occurrence of subject matter as given in The Bible! 
2.   Occurrence of subject matter as that which comes out of the mouths of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 

That is  “Fraudulent Teaching”  on  a grand scale! 
So why is it done? 

That is so easy to answer and I give the reason in many places within my commentaries. 
1.   Christian leaders want  “numbers”,  because the bigger  “the quantity”,  then the more  “worldly return”  is possible. 
2.   It is easy to teach about what someone else has done for us,  but so difficult to teach  what we must do  by reply  (especially if it requires 
personal reform)! 

It is so easy to teach - 
JC died for us so that we can live again. 
Because we have  no  need to do anything! 

By Contrast it is so difficult to teach - 
We shall  only  “live again”  into The Eternity  -  if   “we precisely imitate JC’s deportment to our neighbour”! 
This however is  “painful reform”  and shall  not  be taken kindly  (certainly not in our present world)! 

And we can make  “The Obvious Conclusion”,  this teaching given by our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  is  adversarial/satanic  to 
Yahweh’s Requirement which is to yield  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of  144000 TCs who demonstrably imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the 
face of abuse,  persecution and opposition from    Guess who?     
Naturally it is … …  

“Leaders of Religion”  being exposed as  “hypocrites”! 
All this is precisely what The Bible teaches us throughout its many pages! 

Yet,  it is  never  taught by   “You know who!”   For obvious reasons  -  of which we go back to (1) above,  being   “The Numbers Game”! 
“Leaders of Religion”  want  “Quantity”  upon which to gorge  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)  by “self-indulging to their neighbour’s hurt”. 

(Thereby expressing  “eros love” =  “to self-indulge an  animalistic/carnal  mind”.) 
Yahweh wants  “Quality”  to become The Heirs to teach  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  “to edify their neighbour”  into The Eternity. 

(Thereby expressing  “agapao love”  =  “to edify our neighbour,  to know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”.) 
It reminds me of a verse in The Bible,  paraphrasing -  

Hard are these words – who can do them?’   (John.6v60). 
Yes, they are!  –  But 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age  can do them! 

That  is   “The Point”!   
You and I,  should  aim  to become one of the 144000 TCs,  so that Yahweh can bring forth The Millennium  ever-sooner!    Amen! 

It was of  “This Goal”  The 1st Century Christians”  taught,  that became  'stamped upon'  by  “Professional leaders of Religion”  ever since! 
 
490th Comment – Every person  “committing/entrusting  in JC”  is then rendered  righteous/innocent. 
227th Instruction – Every person  “imitating  JC”  is then rendered  righteous/innocent. 
163rd Warning – Every person  “believing JC existed”  is  not  rendered  righteous/innocent  (John.6v64). 
164th Warning – Every person claiming  “to believe in JC”  and  not  imitating JC is a hypocrite! 
228th Instruction – Think very carefully on the above statements! 
371st Reasoning – You will not be taught those above truths in “Christendom”,  because the leaders only teach  HALF  
‘of the story’!   They are incapable  (as leaders of Christendom)  to teach The Whole Truth,  because it is  not  in their 
worldly interests to teach  “The Whole Truth”,  so they teach  “half-truths”  to embolden worldly methodology in society! 
229th Instruction – We are to  (1) wholly change our mind so that we  (2) imitate our savour,  and in this manner Yahweh 
considers us as having achieved  “The Respective Goal”  for the specific Epoch of Israel,  and therefore allowed to 
survive in  His Environment of The Universe into The Eternity. 
Good News – repeat - JC set  “The Standard”  that we must imitate to be successful in Yahweh’s Universe over our 2 part 
life that JC was able to give us through his  (1) Ministry for The Mind,  and  (2) Ransom Sacrifice for The Body, 
and both operating together is defined as  “The Soul”. 
Instruction – repeat - JC gave to  “us”  (“his creation”, Gen.1v26, John.1v1-4, etc.) two things:- 

1.  “The Ministry”  for us to personally reform  the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
2.  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for Yahweh to be righteously enabled to freely give us  a 2 part physical life. 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  because they teach none of the above 
correctly,  but they are so  ‘competently’  able to teach the bit that has no impact on our personal reform! 
Warning – repeat - Our worldly Christian leaders are absolutely useless in  accurately  representing Yahweh’s Interests! 
However, at “The Close of the Gospel Age” they have now been given notice: “To Reform”,  and are thus without excuse! 
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Reasoning – repeat - JC has shown us The Way unto reform;  for us to achieve “Salvation”  then we  must  ultimately:  
“precisely imitate him”,  else be personally annihilated over what has now become our  “2 part life”. 
Acts.  13v39 og In  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  (the) all/whole/every (person)  the  committing/believing/entrusting   
Acts.  13v39 og (he/she is) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}. 
Acts.  13v39 The  every person   the  committing/entrusting  in this one  (= JC,  being what he specifically taught us by  ministry/deed) 

(then)  he/she  is   rendered righteous/innocent/justified. 
 

Every person  committing/entrusting  (= to precisely imitate)  in this one   (= JC being what he taught by both word  and deed) 
(then)  he/she  is  rendered  righteous/innocent/justified   (in The Midst of Yahweh's  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgment”,  James.3v1). 
 

Following on from the previous verse,  then we have this verse,  which actually provides  “The Answer”  as I explained within my early commentary. 
But  

I should ask the question  
Why do I not include the word   Believing”? 

To make the reader think very deeply about what this terminology really means. 
It is essential to  “reason our minds”  out of the sickening  “worldly Christianity”  full of excuses  that covers The Whole Planet today,  and 
bring our mind back to start reasoning upon  “1st Century Christianity”  and what it should  truly mean within our mind.  

Read Rom.4v1-5 to understand what made Abraham  “Righteous”,  being what he did for 25 years  before  Yahweh responded with  “Isaac”. 
Are we like that  (constantly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  - which is to  imitate JC for 25 years  before  Yahweh responds with The Promise)? 

I only write like this to get our minds thinking,  –  rather than relying on the  “dangerous and unrighteous nonsense”  taught by   “You know who!” 
Moving on  

“He/she  is rendered  righteous/innocent/justified”  to  “What”? 
The scriptures  “Scream out” - 

“Righteous/Innocent/Justified  to  The Goal”  which is to fulfil  “The Promise of The Birthright”. 
“The Promise”  of  “The Birthright”  is to become an  “Heir”  (= Son of God)  over  “The Resurrected World”. 
So that all nations will bless  “The Christ/Anointed”   (as  “The Great Nation” [1Pet.2v9]  of  “The Early Adopters”)  which is - 

1.  JC who  led The Way  as The First-fruit  Barley  brought to The Temple  (Lev.23v5-25). 
2.  144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age as The First-fruit  Wheat  brought to The Temple  ([beginning] 50 days later). 

Where The Prophet Isaiah foresaw the event in his mind’s eye of  “The 1st Resurrection”  of  “The Great Nation”  (Isa.66v8). 
I repeat - 

This is what The Scriptures   “Scream out”  to us! 
This is  “The Invitation”  of which it is  our responsibility  to teach of this,  to exhort the recipient to  become part of fulfilling  “The Invitation”! 
It is absolutely  not  the  “passivity”  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders preaching as  “the antichrist”  =  “anti-anointing”  to  “The Goal”  that 
Yahweh desires for us to  “individual strive to personally attain”.  This started at the end of “The 1st Century” CE   (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3,  Jude.v4)  
and continued with great gusto by our  worldly Christian leaders to maintain  “antichrist” (= anti-anointing  “for Sonship”  teaching)  throughout The 
World,  by making a  “professional  worldly  living out of it”,  contrary to what The Bible specifically teaches us  (Matt.6v24, etc.)! 

The crux of this verse is that we  “believe”  -  which are all the  three  components of “Real Faith”!  
It is  not  the fraudulent nonsense we are taught by our leaders of  “Religion”,  where their definition of  “belief”  is that we become 
convinced  (justly or unjustly)  “of something”  (where this  unquestioned/untested  conviction could be  “a flat earth”  or  “fairies at the 
bottom of our garden”)! 
This is just unsupported “hearsay”,  which would be rejected in a Court of Law!   That is where we all are now,  before Yahweh’s  Judgment! 

That is  “The Limit”  of their  teaching’ -  and be giving  none  of  “The Foundations”  to yield  “Real Faith”  that  truly underwrites Yahweh’s 
Majesty, Dignity and Omnipotence throughout The Universe  (of which we are presently,  but  small cretins  in  “The Grand Scheme of Things”). 

Please read my exhaustive commentary given at John.6v64 that explodes these religious leaders’  “hopeless  belief”! 
 
491st Comment – Because these prophesied things occurred then let yourselves also:  “Be on notice”  that the other 
things of which they taught should not befall yourselves! 
230th Instruction – Read The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament)  so that you are aware of what could befall you! 
165th Warning – Beware of our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders who teach of  (1) a different God exists 
between The Old and New Testaments  (2) that The Old Testament is not required to be a Christian   (3) The Old 
Testament is not to be relied upon.   All the above  are lies  -  given by  spiritually blind  religious leaders who are  
absolutely rejected by Yahweh  to be representing Him!  They shall be exposed as wanton in The Millennium (Luke.12v3) 

Wholly reject them and what they teach – they are discredited apostates generating feckless ‘exegesis’! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v40 og (yourselves) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  Therefore/Then   
Acts.  13v40 og not  (it) {come in upon (to influence)}/supervene/arrive/influence   
Acts.  13v40 og over/upon/concerning  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts.  13v40 og the (one = thing)   (being) said/uttered/spoken  in  to the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers. 
Acts.  13v40 Therefore/Then  yourselves  behold/look/beware  (that)  not  the  one (=  thing)   

being  said/uttered  within  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}   (writings) 
not  it  {come in upon to influence}/supervene  over/upon  specifically yourselves. 

 

Therefore/Then  yourselves  behold/beware  (that)  not the thing being said  (see next verse)  within the prophets   (writings) 
not it come in upon to influence upon specifically yourselves   (hence The Warning … ). 
 

Therefore, the previous verses were  
V38  -  JC made eternal salvation possible. 
V39  -  We personally can obtain salvation  if  we precisely demonstrate in our life what JC taught us as   “The Word of God”. 

And because The Prophets  accurately  foretold of JC coming and fulfilling what they taught about him,  then let yourselves  not  forget    
They also taught of other things of which I should also make you aware  

And then this verse  
V40  -  Else beware – if you do not precisely harken with a  contrite/humble  repentant mind to imitate JC then  

The next verse  
V41 … …  

 
231st Instruction – Yourselves being despisers,  then learn of what may befall you! 
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Also you marvel  (at yourselves standing proudly now,  but you)  can disappear by destruction!   
Because I  (Yahweh)  labour in your midst  (to make Mankind’s Salvation occur)  during your existence!   
Working through My  “Early Adopters”  teaching yourselves;  of whom,  yourselves do not  {commit upon}/entrust.    
492nd Comment – “Very powerful content!”    Paul spoke to them,  and he likewise  speaks to us of today! 
232nd Instruction – We must take personal note of what Yahweh is doing around us, and personally do something about it! 
166th Warning – If we do not read The Old Testament,  then we shall not know and respect what Yahweh is able to do! 
And if we do not care,  then why should He care about us?   It is always a  two-way  binding agreement. 
Remember this truism:  Yahweh does not need us for His survival,  but we need Yahweh for our personal survival. 
233rd Instruction – Thus we must do something about our long-term survival by learning and then doing  “The Word of 
God”  a process in which we are able to magnify Yahweh’s Glory in our minds and works to fully publicise our 
appreciation in what He has done,  and He will do for us at an individual level into The Culmination. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v41 og (yourselves) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the  contemnors/despisers,  
Acts.  13v41 og also  (yourselves) {to wonder}/{have in admiration}/marvel  
Acts.  13v41 og also  (yourselves) {to render unapparent}/{consume (as to be a cloud)}/ 

/{disappear (to be destroyed)}/corrupt/disfigure/{vanish away (into nothing)},   
Acts.  13v41 og because  (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  
Acts.  13v41 og (emphatic) I/me  {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} (middle voice)   
Acts.  13v41 og in  to the  days/{periods of time}  {of yourselves}  (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
Acts.  13v41 og {to whom/which}  {of whom/which}  not  (yourselves) {commit upon}/believe/entrust,   
Acts.  13v41 og if  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {narrates through wholly}/discusses/declares/{fully relates}  
Acts.  13v41 og {to yourselves}. 
Acts.  13v41 Yourselves  the  contemnors/despisers   know/understand/perceive   

also  yourselves   wonder/admire/marvel  
also  yourselves   {render unapparent}/{disappear (by being destroyed)}/{vanish away (into nothing)}, 
because  (emphatic) I (Yahweh)  Personally  {toil as occupation}/{labour for}  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour 
within  your  days/{periods of time}  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour   
{to which}  {of whom}  not  yourselves  {commit upon}/entrust, 
if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  {narrates through wholly}/discusses/{fully relates}  {to yourselves}.   

 

                (The Warning of The Prophets  [= “The Early Adopters”  before JC,  giving warning for people  of  The Gospel Age - NOW]  … )  
Yourselves  (being)  the despisers  know/understand   (what can occur to yourselves)  
also yourselves  wonder/marvel   (at  what  can  occur to yourselves) 
also yourselves  {render unapparent}/{vanish away into nothing}   (= yourselves can become non-existent), 
because  (emphatic) I (Yahweh)   Personally  {toil as occupation}/{labour for}  the  {occupational effort}/work 
               (= Working in The Background to support  “The Early Adopters”  of both Epochs of Israel  [1] Jews  [2] Christians  to yield My Plan) 
within your days  (per generation)  the  {occupational effort}/work   (to steadily bring forth My “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
to which  (My Plan)  {of whom}  (= JC and The Early Adopters)  not yourselves  (= Jews, then worldly Christians)  {commit upon}/entrust, 
if  some/certain  person  (= JC or any of the 144000 TCs)  he/she  {fully relates}/discusses  to yourselves   (= Jews, then worldly Christians). 
 

Let us go through this verse in order. 
We come into this verse with an   “Else - The Warning of … … ”  

Yourselves are part of the grouping who despise what JC has done by  not  truly imitating JC  (and thus  not  “believing”) 
Also  

Yourselves as part of this grouping should marvel  (being a personal surprise)  at what could become your future  
because yourselves  (will)  vanish away unto nothing  (= become “annihilated”). 

A very pertinent question - 
Why should Paul be saying specifically this verse to these Jewish people who are apparently very pious people? 

For the  very  SAME  reason  as to why  “Christians”  turn-up  every week to their church,  as did these Jews who went to this Synagogue! 
What is the point I am making? 

The Jews (of 1st Epoch Israel),  just as do The Christians  (of 2nd Epoch Israel)  turn-up  each week to give  verbal  gratuities to Yahweh and  little else! 
They  “think they are already saved”  because they  turn-up  each week to their assemblies of  like-minded  people  (hence  “The Grouping”)! 

They operate under the delusion,  falsely thinking that because they pray – then  'Yahweh is listening to them'!    
However,  this is a  complete fabrication put out by leaders of “Religion”  to make it appear  “they are needed by the devotees as a conduit to God”!   
This is their deceptive instruction  -  ignoring the commands and warnings given in The Bible that teach us   Yahweh will  only  listen,   if  and  only if  
“we personally fulfil His Desire”,  which is certainly  not  by saying words of vanity  (as might a  worldly  political/religious/commercial  leader enjoy 
hearing said about themselves)!    

Yahweh does  not  “think worldly”,  Yahweh’s Goal is  “The Most Righteous Means to achieve Humans who imitate their Saviour,  JC”. 
By contrast,  the religious leaders obviously perpetuate their sophism  (which is anti the above goal)  because   “the larger the assembly”  then  “the 
larger the worldly return”! 
This is precisely what Paul knew! 

He was  coming-in  with a body blow to unsettle their very contented lifestyle! 
They were completely oblivious to the fact that presently,  they were  not  pleasing Yahweh! 

(In the same manner 650 to 400 years before as we read in the prophets’ writings  Isa.1v11-21, Amos.5v21-23, etc.) 
(In exactly the manner,  this has occurred all through the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  even more so today,  where 
deception is most rampant!) 

Paul is saying  
You have this knowledge given in The Tanakh of Prophecy and how JC answered these prophecies. 

What are you going to do with your lives? 
Are you going to show  “Real Belief”  being the result of  “Real Faith”  after having passed through the  three  required stages? 

Paul is using this verse as a wake-up call - 
To urge his listeners into action. 

Now the second part of the verse,  which shows the usual problem! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders   “Do not  get it!” 
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Actually,  “They  choose  not  to get it!”  (“Agnoeo”, StrongsTM = 50) 
This verse contradicts what our  worldly Christian leaders state that Yahweh is in His rest day  (by misquoting Gen.3v3)  which shows they do  not  
understand what they read!   What we must do is tie that statement,  and this verse all together with what Paul teaches us at Hebrews chapter 4,  to 
understand what The Bible is  really  teaching us about   “Rest”. 
“The 7th Day of The Lord”  means He is resting from introducing more “kinds”  (not “species”)  onto this planet.  However,  Yahweh through JC  (as 
“The Word of God”)  is  actively working  within The Environment on this planet via  “The Early Adopters”  by giving them strength,  encouragement 
and local support within their environment  “To make His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= the HS,  which is  to bring forth The 
Millennium). 
And  “The Rest”  of which Paul speaks in Hebrews  is  of  “The Millennium”,  being  “The Rest”  humans receive  away from  Satan’s present  all-
invasive  methodology (Eph.2v2 in his rule 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  operating within people taking power over other people  (throughout all  
structures/strata  of society). 
Also this period becomes  “The Rest”,  of which Yahweh receives from having to contend against Satan’s  machinations for the last 6000 years,  because 
in The Millennium it is a joy for Yahweh to be working through His Son JCg and of His  NEW  (into The Universe)  144000 Sons of God to teach 
“Righteousness to The Resurrected World”.  In this manner,  Yahweh is pleased to be putting to rights what Satan had previously done to cause so much  
pain and suffering through world leaders  having  their  self-indulgent  way over humanity for the previous 6000 years! 
I hope that clears the confusion,  made so by our  worldly Christian leaders by promoting what Satan wants to hear,  inasmuch promote Yahweh is not 
interfering to yield The Millennium  (= purification process for Mankind,  after Rev.20v1-3, which Satan does not want to occur). 

Then they contradict what they state by calling upon Yahweh to involve Himself within The World in mass prayers!    
Obviously Yahweh  closes  His Ears to such  insufferable nonsense  taught,  and of their  prayers of vanity,  having no real humility,  but He  is  working 
through His  “Early Adopters”  (of both Epochs of Israel)  to  righteously increment forward  The Millennium  (precisely as The Bible tells us). 
Now for the third part of this verse  

It must be understood,  this was  not  the only thing Paul said  –  it was only his  “opening speech”   (as recorded by Luke). 
He would have expanded upon it in  precise detail  over perhaps the next hour or so with much supportive text from The Old Testament  (= Tanakh)  to  
underwrite  his  “opening speech”  given here within Acts.   
Hence,  the next verses in context  (following on from how JC taught,  Mark.1v22). 
This question should be asked  

Do our  worldly Christian leaders expound The Old Testament  (of  “The Knowledge”)  to support what Jesus Christ did and fulfilled? 
Of which,  if  they did,   then  they would truly magnify Yahweh and JC within the recipient’s mind! 

Of course,  they will not,  because they are  not  interested in it!   They are  not  interested in  “The Word of God”  and its application thereof! 
They are  only  interested in what they can  personally get out of God’s Word for themselves  (of  glory/money/honour/leverage/etc.). 
In fact,  many are so proud to claim that The People,  of whom God’s Word states as to having written these books,  did not write The Bible! 

How bad is that!   
That is why we  must  turn our back upon them   and let them  (as progenies of Matt.23v15)  sink into the cesspit of their own creation! 
I give these Bible  scholars/theologians  the same amount of credence as the space between a finger and thumb  pressed tightly together! 

In addition,  Yahweh thinks likewise  –  and will show us like so in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)! 
However,  like  “a dog having his day”  Yahweh is allowing them  “to have their day”  (Rom.1v16-32)  within Satan's present world. 

 
493rd Comment – While the Jews were leaving the synagogue,  the Gentiles urged for more explanation of what God’s 
Word really means for Mankind going forward into The Gospel Age,  by asking Paul to speak again at the next Sabbath. 
372nd Reasoning – What do we learn from this?   Paul obviously spoke very much more than what Luke wrote down here;  
because at the time of writing: “1st Century Christianity” abounded,  so only The Overview need be given,  by virtue all 
the support structure was known!    This is absolutely not The Case today;  virtually no one knows the support structure! 
The Jews knew it  (but did not understand nor have much interest in its relevance), The Gentiles never heard of it and yet 
Paul was able to bring both halves together to explain how Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”  is operating in  “Time”. 
234th Instruction – It is The Support Structure that underwrites Yahweh’s Majesty and Omnificence,  absolutely not words 
of vain  worship/songs/chants  that only please worldly minds and worldly leaders!  And it is this support structure that 
wholly separates  “1st Century Christianity”  away from “Religion”  itself based  only  on  “unsubstantiated hearsay”. 
167th Warning – Christian leaders,  like the Jews here,  have The Knowledge in The Reference Book (= The Bible),  but 
they have absolutely no interest in it - however,  they use all their time trying to find holes in it - how pathetic!  And shows 
where their real interests lie  (money and paper doctorates of Divinity,  and no interest in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v42 og {(from) to go/issue}/{leave (a place)}/{escape (to a shore)}/depart/{get (to land)}/{go out}  And   
Acts.  13v42 og {from/out of}  of the  synagogue  of the  Jews,   
Acts.  13v42 og (they) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts.  13v42 og the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  into/unto   
Acts.  13v42 og the  {betwixt (of place or person)}/{intervening (time)}/adjoining/between/mean/while/next   
Acts.  13v42 og Sabbath  (to be) spoken/uttered/said  {to them}  the  utterances/topics/narrations/words  these (things). 
Acts.  13v42 And  (when)  the Jews  issuing/leaving  from/out  of the  synagogue, 

(then)  the  gentiles/heathens  {called near}/beseeched/exhorted/urged  these  utterances/topics/words 
to be  spoken/said  {to them}  the  adjoining/next  Sabbath. 

 

And  (while)  the Jews leaving from out of the synagogue,  the gentiles   (present within the congregation,  milling around’ afterwards) 
beseeched/exhorted  these  topics/words  to be spoke  to them the next Sabbath. 
            (“1st Century Christianity”  gives  [1] The Target  and hence  [2] The Direction to which we,  as most humans,  truly want to go for our salvation) 
            (The problem is that leaders of “Religion”  work overtime’  to  stop  us from both  [1] and [2]  above,  Matt.23v13,  and  as we are to read …) 
 

Paul spoke with  “Authority”. 
He  thoroughly knew  his subject matter,  also  he understood it,  being  The Full Ramifications  of what Yahweh is seeking out as  “The Early Adopters”,  
unlike the leaders of “Religion”  who occupied that space every week,  reciting in the manner as  “The Readers”  of The Tanakh,  precisely like our 
worldly Christian leaders who actually are worse than this at numerous levels! 

1.   They do  not  understand what they read! 
2.   But they give  “a pretence”  of  “understanding”  (to supposedly justify their position and worldly income). 
3.   The Pretence comes in a  worldly interpretation of what is in their mind,  and bears  no  resemblance as to what was in the scribe’s mind! 
4.   Quite simply they teach  “Religion”.  
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What we must understand is that Yahweh  utterly detests  “Religion”  and we are told to get out of  her/Babylon  (Rev.18v4),  because The Methodology 
operating within “Religion”  is  to oppose  what Yahweh is working in parallel,  where Yahweh is working to righteously yield Mankind’s Salvation. 
“Religion”  with its customs,  distractions and excuses  cannot  yield  “The Early Adopters”  that Yahweh  needs to bring forth The Millennium. 
In fact,  “Religion”  therefore tries to smoother and thus oppose what Yahweh is doing,  and hence “Religion”  can only be sourced by  “The Opposer”  
(= Satan)  operating through his cohorts  (leaders of Religion” by the definition given earlier)! 
Obviously Satan supports  “Religion”  (being what it teaches to The World)  because he is so fearful of his nemesis of Rev.20v1-3,  which shall  only  
occur  when  Yahweh  has  His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  which must be righteously fulfilled  first,  before  Yahweh can 
righteously move forward with  “The 1st Resurrection”.   Then,  The Millennium automatically follows some 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12). 
Therefore,  let us imagine the scene  (in general terms) - 

The Jews being very contented that  Yahweh was with them’  and because of that  they will live forever’  –  had been rudely awakened! 
They left The Synagogue with sober  (and disgruntled)  mind! 

The Gentiles,  on the other hand  (as “the outsiders”),  could see that Yahweh was  “inviting”  them  -  they were excited! 
They left The Synagogue wanting more! 

Can the reader see this dichotomy between the two groupings? 
Precisely  the same occurs today  within  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”! 

The Christians being very content that  “God”  is with them  -  would be rudely awakened to hear a sermon that I would give. 
The non-Christians  (as new wineskins, Luke.5v37-39)  -  would be excited to hear of  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught! 

Can the reader  REALLY  understand  this,  and  why  there would be these two groupings today? 
It is because Judaism then  at its close,  had become so far away from what Moses gave. 

Likewise  
It is because Christianity now  (2017 CE)  at its close,  has become so far away from what JC gave. 

The Mass of Christians today,  as were The Jews in the day of JC,  are falling over themselves by trying to pile through  “The Large Inviting Gate”  as 
directed by their leader guides!    But it is only  “The Early Adopters”  who are  personally  pushing through  “The Tight Gate”  (against much external 
opposition)  to become  “The Heirs”  and administrators of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (Matt.7v12-15). 

It is all about  “The Mind”! 
 
494th Comment – People interested in  “The New Knowledge”  of  “JC answering The Tanakh”  wanted to learn more 
from Paul and Barnabas after the sermon was given by Paul.  And to this end of gaining more knowledge, these interested 
people invited Paul, Barnabas and the few disciples to stay with them during the week thereby gaining the  gifts/favours  
from Yahweh. 
373rd Reasoning – The people were spiritually starving,  and these specific individuals inviting the apostles  “knew of 
their spiritual famine”!   They had seen through “Religion”  in all its various guises and realised it was sourced from 
Satan to oppose  “1st Century Christianity”  now operating within The World. 
76th Good News – There are people recognising they are spiritually starving and are motivated to do something about it! 
Comment – repeat - These people had  gifts/favours/benefits  towards all people;  – what does this mean? 
Reasoning – repeat - This makes Early Adopters different to The World.  “The Word of God”  had rewired their synapse 
construction  (= changed their personality and thinking)  so that they worked together to edify each other.  Nothing was 
done to hurt their neighbour  (scamming, defrauding, stealing, hurtful comments, finding excuses not to help, gossip, etc.). 
Good News – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  
that requires all three attributes,  else it becomes merely a self-indulgent ego trip – and the ‘gifts’  are merely vanity. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
Warning – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  is not The Physical  (of money)  being what certain charlatan Christian leaders 
state:  Give more (money to the Christian leader)  so that Yahweh will give you more (money)!   This is an abomination! 
Instruction – repeat - People who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire will go out into The World and  accurately  teach God’s Word 
for zero worldly return  (except persecution)  so the recipients will gain  gifts/favours/benefits  for the mind that gives out 
unfeigned works to the community,  and this shall bring forth The Millennium  (when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs). 
77th Good News –God’s Word accurately taught brings  gifts/favours/benefits  unto people that then spreads out into The 
Community,  where people go out of their way to edify their neighbour  (often to the giver’s own hurt). 
Acts.  13v43 og (the being) loosened/{broken-up}/dissolved/{put-off}/unwrapped/undone  And  of the  Sabbath,  
Acts.  13v43 og (they) {in the same way with}/accompanied/followed/reached  (the) many/much/plenteous  of the  Jews   
Acts.  13v43 og also  of the  revere/adore/devout/religious/worship (middle voice)   
Acts.  13v43 og (of the) {arrivers (from another religion)}/{acceders (convert) to new religion}/'proselytes'  to the  Paul   
Acts.  13v43 og also  to the  Barnabas;   
Acts.  13v43 og who/which  (the) {towards/near talk/speak}/{conversing with}/{speaking to}/discussing  {to them} 
Acts.  13v43 og (they) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  them  
Acts.  13v43 og (to) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain/{keep on}   
Acts.  13v43 og in  (to the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God. 
Acts.  13v43 And  the Sabbath  (congregational meeting)  the being  loosened/{broken up}, 

many  of the  Jews  also  of the  personally revering/devout/religious  proselytes  to the  Paul  also  to the  Barnabas; 
who  the  {speaking towards}/{conversing with}  {to them},   they  agreed/persuaded  them  (= Paul and Barnabas)  
to  {stay over}/abide/remain  within  the  gifts/favours/gratitude/benefit  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

And the Sabbath  (congregational meeting)  being broken up   (= Paul had finished explaining  Part 1’  of The Scriptures over several hours) 
many of the Jews  also the personally  devout/religious  proselytes  (= new converts to Paul’s teaching)  to Paul  also to Barnabas; 
who conversing with them,  persuaded them  (= new converts)  to remain within the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the God. 
 

It must be understood  “humans”  are  starving  for “The Word of God”  to be  analytically and faithfully taught,  and not the  “senseless and nonsense”  
“Religion”  as presently taught throughout all The World today.   “Humans”  want  “1st Century Christianity”  that is crammed full of  “The Most 
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Wonderful News”  and wholly underwritten by millennia of prophecies that have been fulfilled.  And yet,  the best prophecies are so soon to be fulfilled,  
being only  “just around The Corner”  (in the 21st Century CE),  but our  “Leaders of Religion”  turn their noses up at God’s Word as contained within 
The Bible,  and preach their  “human generated  unrighteous nonsense”  (Gal.1v10-12)!    
It makes me cringe and writhe up inside when I hear some of their sermons repeating the same pandemic  useless content,  and then righteous anger 
whelms up inside me,  hence my continued writing to expose the  world-wide  wantonness of our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders! 
The reader should notice  “in general terms”  of the previous commentary  (in the same manner as did JC teach about The Pharisees),  because outside 
this geniality,  there are  a few  people within any population  (as was Nicodemus,  John.3v1-12)  who are  “questioning”  and thereby  “seeking”.   

This is what it means  “To Question”;   where   “The Originator of The Question”  is  “Seeking to find”  (Matt.7v7-8)  “The Solution”. 
Most people are  not  interested  “in seeking”,  but are only content  “in following”. 

I say this  not  to criticise,  because we are all different,  but Yahweh  is  seeking out His  “New Leaders”  to  prove themselves worthy to lead  
The World of The Millennium.  And those people  “who follow”  shall not be destroyed,   but be  carefully nurtured and helped  by  “The New 
Leaders”  (as opposed to the leaders of today’s world,  taking for themselves’   [and thus  not  “ministers” of its original definition]). 

The Crux is that those people who claim to  “Represent The Truth”  (as “Religion”)   only  “Represent a Lie”  (John.John.8v44). 
Yahweh must have His Leaders for The New World and thus He is exhorting all possible candidates to apply for   “The Job”. 

“The Credentials”  for this new job of The Future is  to prove themselves now  in small matters  (thereby  “proving a pure mind”)  by 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  NOW!   And in this manner they become  innocent/blameless/holy  to Yahweh's Requirements.  
This means    

We must  not  lie/cheat/defraud  any person, organisation, institution, or any authority,  and thus gain a perfect mind. 
We must gain The Knowledge of  “The Word of God”,  assay it to gain assurance and teach it with fidelity to The World. 

It is so simply stated,  in just two lines – without any ambiguity!   Yet is this wholesome knowledge taught in  “Religion”? 
If  we do this,  then  Yahweh shall  “select/elect/chose  us”  from out of  “the many Christians invited”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
This is  “The Thrust” of what Paul was teaching  after  his  lead-in  “Introduction”  to  “1st Century Christianity”  as recorded here. 
All this is  the last thing  leaders of “Religion”  will want to teach  -  and that is  why  they do  not  teach it,  as their sermons testify! 

They teach snippets of the above -  with a whole list of  “excuses”  as to  (supposedly)  why we have no need to be beholden to the above! 
By consequence,  show themselves unfaithful in small matters,  and hence  rejected  for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium! 

The  “questioning”  people are the ones interested in gaining  “The Knowledge”  and will be only too pleased to stay with people  exuding  
“The Knowledge”  to gain more knowledge,  because  “The Knowledge”  answers their questions.   

This is why Timothy stuck to Paul as we are to read later in Acts. 
People who are  not  interested in  “The Knowledge”  will  not  ask the questions! 

It is only by  asking questions  that  Knowledge can be transferred! 
And that is the problem in “Religion”,  people are  not  “invited to ask questions”,  because religious leaders  know  their  “subject matter”  is  
“fundamentally flawed”  (being  “unrighteous”  to  some/any  human who has existed)  and thus they do  not  take kindly to  “probing questions”  -  
because it exposes the leaders’ hypocrisy! 
However,  the people with  “1st Century Christianity”  are like  “Good Tradesmen”  inasmuch they  want  people to ask questions  and to show them 
their work,  because their work  is intrinsically good  and  they are proud  (in its ideal sense)  to exhibit their work! 
That is what is occurring here! 

Paul and Barnabas were  “The Good Tradesmen”  eager to continue and explain their work to any person sufficiently interested in asking 
and be questioning of their work! 
It is from The Work they produced of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  that yields  gifts/favours/benefits  within a repentant and 
hearkening mind  -  to change a mind around from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology to bring forth a much better society. 
All the problems of hurt that spinout from   Greed, debt, immorality, gossip, drunkenness, fraud, slander, deception, stealing, and another 
1001 things’  are removed from people who have taken upon themselves Yahweh’s Mind through an  accurate  rendition of God’s Word. 

It was these additional things that The Apostles would be explaining to these new people hearkening to  “The Word of God”. 
However,  there was,  “The Usual Problem”  about to present itself! 
Whenever  “1st Century Christianity”  surfaces,  then there is an immediate backlash from leaders of “Religion”  protecting their worldly patch! 

Why? 
Because leaders of “Religion”  demonstrably operate according to  “worldly methodology”  –  else they would  not  behave as they do  (John.16v1-4)! 
 
495th Comment – During the week,  news of Paul teaching on the next Sabbath in The Synagogue went around the city like 
a wild fire,  and nearly half the city came to hear him teach  “1st Century Christianity”  that  “answered Judaism”. 
374th Reasoning – What does the reader think about how the leaders of “Religion” (in this instance the Rabbis)  would 
take to Paul's occupational effort?   Would they be happy that The Almighty God is having His Plan explained? 
We shall see how and what they think about Yahweh's Word being taught to the people in the next verse! 
78th Good News – About half the city wanted to hear something that was so much better  (inasmuch  it made righteous 
sense)  than what was served up by leaders of “Religion”  (milking their devotees for a worldly return).  
Acts.  13v44 og to the  And  accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)   Sabbath  
Acts.  13v44 og (the) nigh/nearly/almost  (the) all/whole/every  the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts.  13v44 og (it was) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  
Acts.  13v44 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God. 
Acts.  13v44 And  to the (= in/with/on)  personally  accompanying/coming  Sabbath 

the  nearly/almost  all/whole  {walled town}/city  it was  {led together}/convened/gathered  to  hear/listen/understand  
the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

And on the coming Sabbath,  nearly all the city was  convened/gathered 
to  hear/listen/understand  the  words/topics/sayings  of the God  (= Yahweh)    (as taught by Paul and Barnabas). 
 

Paul’s teaching had caused quite a stir! 
“1st Century Christianity”  has this effect wherever and whenever it shows itself! 
It is  “a breath of fresh air”  within a  much-polluted  environment made so by  “Religion”  created by its leaders. 

The Spectacle of Paul’s teaching in the previous Sabbath had gone around the city like  wild-fire  and excited all the people to come and hear of what  
“1st Century Christianity”  means to The Whole World  (past, present and future,  something that “Religion”  is unable to righteously do,  with it being 
so partisan). 

They all wanted to come to hear Paul’s subsequent teaching on this matter on the next Sabbath day! 
 
496th Comment – The Jewish leaders of “Religion”  understanding how the crowds felt about this new teaching of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  were impassioned against Paul,  and they were continuously disputing and vilifying the apostles. 
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375th Reasoning– What is new?  Leaders of “Religion” just cannot help themselves,  but attack God's Word from being 
accurately taught!   If disputing is shown to be fruitless (of which it shall always be so,  against  “the righteousness”  of  
“1st Century Christianity”,  then leaders of “Religion” resort to vilifying and defaming the character of any person who  
accurately  publicises  “The Word of God”!  
168th Warning – The leaders of “Religion”  will first try to dispute and when shown to be foolish,  they turn to defaming 
and finally persecution.  This is what we will see within the next few verses! 
497th Comment – The problem with professional leaders of “Religion”  is that they are like  any  worldly leader,  they live 
off their underlings and must demonstrate  (in some fashion)  'they are needed'  (ignoring Jer.10v23)  to justify their 
apparent position.   Now because apostles  (1) thoroughly  know/understand  their subject matter and  (2) give everything 
freely for no charge,  professional leaders of “Religion”  are beaten at two levels and that is why they behave as they do! 
169th Warning – It must be clearly understood that leaders of “Religion”  always put on the most wonderful facade,  
because that is  “The Public Face”  that  brings in a worldly return,  but  “cross swords with them”  and they will turn 
very aggressive,  because they become exposed and their livelihood (noting Luke.16v3)  is at stake  (hence falling afoul of 
Matt.6v24)!   It is so logical -  that is why they take their position as worldly leaders over “their subjects”! 
498th Comment – Quite simply:  The Apostles are like the little boy shouting out:  “The Emperor has no clothes!” 
Acts.  13v45 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  And  the  Jews   
Acts.  13v45 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throngs borne (along)}/rabbles/{classes (of people)}/riots/crowds   
Acts.  13v45 og (they were) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/furnished  
Acts.  13v45 og (of the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation,  
Acts.  13v45 og also  (the) disputed/refused/contradicted/gainsaid (plural)   the (things)  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Acts.  13v45 og of the  Paul  (the being) stated/exclaimed,  
Acts.  13v45 og (the) disputing/refusing/contradicting/gainsaying  also  vilifying/{speaking impiously}/defaming/reviling. 
Acts.  13v45 And  the  Jews   (= specifically:  “The Leaders of Religion”)   

the  knowing/understanding/perceiving  the  {class of people}/crowds  they were  filled/imbued  of the  zeal/passion/ardour, 
also   the  disputed/contradicted  the things  the being  stated  under/by  Paul, 
the  disputing/contradicting  also  vilifying/defaming/reviling. 

 

And the Jews   (this terminology  always  means  “The Jewish  Religious Leaders”  -  see my commentaries to John's Gospel  e.g. Chapter 9) 
the  knowing/understanding  the crowds   (were desiring to know more about  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by a TC,   Paul),    
they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  were  filled/imbued  of the  zeal/passion/ardour   (= being full of  wrath/indignation), 
also the  (leaders of “Religion”)  disputed/contradicted  the things being stated by Paul, 
(and continuously)   the  (leaders of “Religion”)  disputing/contradicting  also  vilifying/defaming/reviling   (Paul and Barnabas). 
 

To understand precisely what this verse means then - 
Best put yourself in the minds of the Jewish Religious Leaders of this community. 
For years  they had been doing  precisely the  same  thing  as that of which our leaders of Christendom equally do,  and then suddenly some 
strangers come into town,  give a  3 hour’  sermon of  new  material that  ties-up  all the loose ends within the minds of the Jewish listeners -  
being that  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “Judaism”!    It was electric to the minds of the recipients  (Mark.1v22). 
Then quite naturally, by consequence, these leaders had their  nose put out of joint’  inasmuch they were shown to be inadequate to The Job! 

These strangers had a  comprehensive understanding  of The Bible  -  and accurately explained it  without  any mysteries or contradictions. 
The resident Jewish leaders would be most indignant and thoroughly upset  -  having been exposed as wholly delinquent in their duties! 
In similar manner as JC was able to expose the delinquency of the Jewish leaders to a point they dare not question him again  (Matt.22v46, etc.). 

It is like me going into  any  Christian Church or Cathedral on Sunday and giving one of my sermons! 
The  worldly Christian leaders would  never  want me back because they would have been exposed as being  wholly useless and fraudulent! 
And they would subsequently contradict what I taught,  to  cover-over  what I had taught,  so they could appear correct and I was wrong! 

That is precisely what we read about being explained here! 
 
499th Comment – Paul and Barnabas confidently spoke evermore boldly: 
“The Word of God”  was first given to you,  Jewish leaders,  and since you now reject God's Word,  then you also judge 
yourselves not worthy of the  “everlasting life”.  Behold we,  as TCs,  turn quite around to invite the gentiles. 
376th Reasoning – True Christians are always  confident/bold  in their public witness because they:  “Thoroughly  
know/understand  their subject matter”. 
160th 'Allegory' – “everlasting life”  =  “Guaranteed everlasting life”  and this can only occur if  (and  only if)  we are 
resurrected as future sons of God in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical bodies. 
377th Reasoning – “life”  cannot be  “everlasting life”  if we are able to be annihilated at some time in the future,  albeit a 
billion, trillion, etc.  years later  (The Universe is 'only' 13.7 billion years old)!   It is only  “everlasting life”  if we can 
never  die for an eternity,  and that is  only  “guaranteed”  to sons of God,  as  only selected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Reasoning – repeat - These Jewish  Apostles/Disciples  were not seeing  “The Bigger Picture”  of how Yahweh’s Plan was 
righteously moving unto its next stage. 

1.  To The Jew first was to answer The Jewish Law and prophetic allegories. 
    The Law had been laid down,  which man had failed;  but JC passed,  to inaugurate The 2nd Covenant. 
    Prophetic Allegories had been posed – which must be righteously answered! 
2.  Logically, The Answer must go the people with the prophetic allegories written in their teaching! 
    There is no point in going to the gentiles first,  not having The Law or prophecies! 
3.  People must be given a chance to prove themselves  (1) for or  (2) against! 
    Else, they will always say:  You did not give me a chance! 
4.  What was given as The Physical (just works)  was now translated to The Spiritual (the mind driving works). 
    This is what Peter stated at Acts.10v34-35,  because of Acts.10v15. 
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However,  the professional leaders of “Religion”  (physically) rejected JC,  by  (spiritually) rejecting “The Word of God”. 
They had their opportunity,  and now Yahweh was opening  “The Invitation”  to the gentiles,  because there was now an 
adequate body of TCs  (Jews)  who intimately knew The Tanakh sufficiently well to then teach  “1st Century Christianity”  
to the gentiles not having The Tanakh and needed to be taught how JC answered The Tanakh for true righteousness. 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul was linking the two halves together to explain  “The Invitation”  that has now gone out into the 
whole world,  originally to The Jew first,  because The Invitation answered Judaism.  Now it is The Responsibility of the 
Early Jews to teach of The Link between Judaism, and of  “1st Century Christianity”  to wholly underwrite The 
Righteousness of Yahweh’s Plan stretching through millennia  (until The World is full, Gen.1v28, 9v1).  
378th Reasoning – Paul realises that The Task will be harder than even he had expected,  understanding that leaders of 
“Religion”  have their head buried so far into worldly methodology that they have no desire to repent and become TCs. 
They have  absolutely no interest in righteous logic,  but only from where their next meal comes (Gen.25v29-32)! 
Acts.  13v46 og (the) {being frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/ 

/{preaching/speaking  evermore boldly}   
Acts.  13v46 og And  (the) Paul  also  the  Barnabas  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts.  13v46 og {to yourselves}  (it) was  necessary/needful/required  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  
Acts.  13v46 og (to be) spoken/uttered/told  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God,   
Acts.  13v46 og {since now}/when/whereas  and  (yourselves) {shoved/pushed off}/{thrust away}/rejected  (the) him/(it)   
Acts.  13v46 og also  no/not/none  (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  
Acts.  13v46 og (yourselves) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge   
Acts.  13v46 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= yourselves)   of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  (of the) life/existence.   
Acts.  13v46 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  
Acts.  13v46 og (we) {(strengthened form of) twist}/{turn (quite around)}/{(completely) reverse}/convert/{turn (again/back/self/about)}   
Acts.  13v46 og into/unto  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples. 
Acts.  13v46 And  the Paul  also  the Barnabas  the  being  {frank/honest in speech}/{preaching/speaking evermore boldly}  they said: 

To  yourselves  (= The Jews)   it was  necessary/required   firstly/{at the beginning}   
to be  spoken/told  the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God, 
and  {since now}/whereas  yourselves  {pushed off}/{thrust away}/rejected  the  him/it   (= JC / {The Word of God}) 
also  {mentally decide}/conclude/judge  yourselves  not the  {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/worthy   
of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  of the  life/existence. 
Behold/Look   we  (TCs)  {turn quite around}/{completely reverse}  into/unto  the gentiles/heathens/nations. 

 

And Paul also Barnabas being  {frank/honest/bold  in  speech/preaching}  they said: 
    To yourselves   (= The Jews,  being principally  “The Religious Leaders”  taking this responsibility upon themselves to represent “God”) 
    it was required firstly to be told the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the God  (= Yahweh), 
    and since now yourselves  (= self-proclaimed Religious Leaders)  rejected  him/it   (= JC / {The Word of God},   Rev.19v13) 
    also judge yourselves not worthy of the everlasting  life/existence   (= “guaranteed”  as given to 144000 TCs as future sons of God) 
    Behold/Look  we  (as TCs)  turn quite around unto the  gentiles/nations   (of The World,  Rom.1v16, Gal.3v28, etc.). 
 

Why did JC and Paul say to The Jews first  (and then to The Gentiles,  Rom.1v16, etc.)? 
For several reasons - 

1. “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  what Yahweh gave to The Jews  by prophecy  (to establish JC’s credentials). 
2. Because of (1) the Jews could teach the Gentiles the Background Prophecies to substantiate what JC taught by answer to The Tanakh. 
3. It gave an opportunity for The Jews (leaders)  to  come on board’  into  “The Mind of Yahweh”  (by forsaking worldly methodology). 

     The Crux being   “Do religious leaders  [and their subjects]  really want The Truth,  –  or not?” 
4. If  people are  not  given the opportunity  (to show “delinquency”)  then  they will always moan they were not given a fair chance to 

prove themselves  not delinquent’! 
What we must understand is  “leaders of Religion”  must make a distinct mind change,  to leap away from what gives them a worldly return. 
It was  “The Jews”  (as “Jewish Leaders”)  in this instance,  but it could be leaders of  any  religion  (for instance   Fairies at the bottom of the 
garden’)  and the leaders would behave in  exactly the  one/same  manner  –  because they are too wedded to  “worldly methodology”  that brings them 
their comfort,  and being too old to change! 

Moreover,  precisely the  one/same  thing will occur with  “leaders of Christendom”  regarding the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  at 
the close of The Gospel Age! 

They will oppose it through every means available,  because that is how their mind works within today’s climate  (Eph.2v2),  because they are  not  really 
interested in “The Future of The Millennium”,  but only of  “The Here and Now”  being how their income from The World is affected  (John.11v47-53)! 
We read of this when  “The Two Witnesses”  give their witness  (Rev.11v1-13)  to The World.    
Worldly leaders  (particularly religious)  just cannot help themselves  -  their mind is too far impregnated with worldly methodology,  to leave what it 
means to their lifestyle;  -  “The Comfort”  is presently too great!   However,  that is not to say,  in The New World of The Millennium,  then many new 
people will come over to The Methodology of  “1st Century Christianity”,  but they  need  “The Reality  of The Environment”  (under JCg and his bride 
of the 144000 TCs)  to realise they must entirely drop  “worldly methodology”  from out of their mind! 

What is Paul actually saying here? 
Is he condemning these leaders to annihilation? 

No,  he is not! 
He is telling them this  

They are rejecting  “The Invitation”  that gives  (guaranteed)  “Life”  as  a future  “Son of God”   (because “Life” does not mean  
“everlasting life”  if we personally die at some time in the future,  albeit a  thousand/million/billion/trillion/…/zillion  years from now). 
“Guaranteed life”  is  only  available to entities in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  and are  not  in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (see 
Adam and Eve,  because they were initially in perfected DNA fleshly bodies which then died  [because of restricted access to the required 
precursor enzymes to keep the genome functioning indefinitely, Gen.3v24]). 

That is why Paul is effectively stating to them - 
JC came to The Jews first – to give them  “The Invitation”   (of which there were a few Early Adopters  [Peter, James. John, Paul, etc.]) 
But this is not enough,  because to gain 144000 TCs,  then the  take-up  rate was  too slow  to be  only  including  “Jews”! 
Therefore, Paul realises  (especially after Peter’s experience with Cornelius)  he must go out to The Gentiles  -  for Yahweh to gain His 
144000 future Sons of God,  before  The Human Species annihilated itself and destroyed The Planet in perhaps the year 2100 CE. 
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500th Comment – Paul states:  He (and fellow TCs)  have been commanded to become shining lights of  “The Knowledge”  
to the gentiles,  where these TCs become The Means of Salvation for The World. 
379th Reasoning – Yahweh through JC has  directly appointed  by  prior judgment  “The 144000 TCs”  throughout The 
Gospel Age to become the shinning lights in accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  as a fulfilment of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  within their life that shall become  “The Means of Salvation”  to The World over its 2 part life. 
Allegory – repeat - illumination/light = to show how we must safely walk  (avoid worldly traps)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Also those persons in “The Light” have no fear of open public scrutiny of their private life  –  they have nothing to hide. 
235th Instruction – It is  “The Early Adopters”  demonstrably imitating JC who become anointed by Yahweh as was their 
exemplar JCg,  who in their own manner are able to bring Salvation to The World by becoming  “The Heirs”  over  “The 
Inheritance  (= The Resurrected World)  when taught righteousness. 
170th Warning – While leaders of Judaism and Christianity have been  “Commanded”,  they  ignore  “The Instruction”! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  13v47 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  For  
Acts.  13v47 og (he has) enjoined/{(given)  charge/command}  {to us}  the  lord/master:  
Acts.  13v47 og (I have) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  thee/thy/thou (= JC)  into/unto  
Acts.  13v47 og (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts.  13v47 og of the  {to be/exist}  thee/thy/thou  into/unto  (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety  
Acts.  13v47 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  (of the) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost/last  
Acts.  13v47 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 
Acts.  13v47 For  {in this manner}/as  the  lord/master  he has  enjoined/{given command}  {to us}: 

I have  placed/purposed/appointed  thee/you  (= JC/TCs)  into/unto  the  shining/illumination/light/radiance  of the  gentiles/nations 
of the  thee/you  into/unto  the  rescue/salvation/health/safety  {as long as}/unto  of the  furthest/uttermost/{ends of}  the  Earth/land.   

 

For in this manner the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh through JC, Matt.24v14)  has given command to us   (= Apostles): 
I have  purposed/appointed  you   (= first JC as “The Word of God”,  and then 144000 TCs  as individuals  continuing this requirement) 
unto the  shining/illumination/light/radiance  of the Gentiles   (to show  hearkening/receptive  individuals how to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
                 (Why?   To become the  next  generation of TCs,  until Yahweh achieves His 144000 future sons of God over the approx. 2000 year Gospel Age) 
of you  (first JC and then individually the TCs)  unto the  rescue/salvation/health   (that God’s Word  ultimately  brings to The World)   
{as long as}/unto  (implies “Time” hence over 6000 years)  the  furthest/uttermost  of the  Earth/Land   (hence requires  “The Millennium”). 
                 (Righteously,  “JC and the 144000 TCs”  teach The Resurrected World,  for its hearkening listeners to personally achieve “salvation”.) 
 

My parenthesis righteously explains what this verse means,  that is gobbledygook to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians. 
And yet,  I expect most  non-religious  humans to understand this,  hence The Bible stating,  “the knowledge is made known to babes”  and  not  to people 
who have studied The Bible  in an academic sense  at seminaries  (Matt.23v15,  noting by contrast Yahweh's advocates  John.7v15, Acts.4v13).   
Because quite simply,  the vast majority do  not  have the correct mindset for The Lord  (that is why it  is  a like foreign language to them).   They do  not  
want to learn  to understand it  (John.11v47-53)  being of  its  full  implications  hence  “agnoeo”  (StrongsTM 50,  “preferring to remain ignorant”). 
But they try to think of every excuse under the Sun,  as for any reason  (however implausible)  not  to  “believe”  (in its strict sense)  because of the 
consequences it would mean to their present lifestyle if they publicly acknowledged The Bible is  “The Word of God”  given through His faithful scribes!     

They trust in Man more than they trust in Yahweh! 
Quite simply it can be  generally  stated  

Academics  “criticise to condemn”  to find excuses –  to vainly justify their position  over  The Public,  to personally  replace  Yahweh! 
Non-Academics  “criticise to learn”  to edify themselves  -  to  help  any member of The Public wishing to  come  to Yahweh. 

The best thing to do is  wholly IGNORE  scholars of “Religion”,  their  worldly  education has  negatively  affected their brain and reasoning processes! 
Because this is what Yahweh  has already done –  “by-passed  them”  and is actively seeking  “The Early Adopters”  from out of The Christian Nation,  
to prove themselves entirely worthy with  “The Word of God”  (being the internal transformation)  to rule  “The Resurrected World”! 
I am not being unrighteous and horrible in stating this about them  -  they have brought it upon themselves,  as we will all be told in The Millennium!   

After  'Getting that off my chest'  then let us continue with this verse. 
Paul states  

It is  mandated  upon  “The Early Adopters”  to  accurately  explain  “The Word of God”  to any person interested in hearing it! 
Where  “The Word of God”  is  only  given in  “1st Century Christianity”  (as  taught/practised)  during The Gospel Age. 

On what  “Authority”  can I make that claim? 
Quite simply - 

“1st Century Christianity”  is  righteous  to  every  human who has existed on this planet throughout  all  “Time”! 
“Religion”  is  unrighteous  to virtually  all  humans who have existed  (even in one generation,  let alone to include those in all “Time”)! 

In addition,  I challenge  any  “Leader of Religion”  to contest me over what I have just stated! 
Paul can speak with the  one/same  authority here in this verse  –  because he    “Fully  knows and understands  his subject matter”! 

“Leaders of Religion”  do  not!   
Ask them a searching question regarding our salvation and they state   “It is a mystery to mere humans  –  only God knows!” 

Upon hearing that,  then I immediately think of Matt.13v11-13, 15v14, Luke.6v39, etc.   They really are  so useless  in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
Paul states he is mandated to become a shining light to The Gentiles. 

What does  “shining light”  mean? 
“Shining light”  physically means  “expelling by expending energy”  (see Matt.25v1-12)  -  which means  “actively  doing  something” 
“Shining light”  by allegory means - 

1.  Able to correctly see our steps through our life  (= make the correct decisions)  to express  “The Wisdom of God”  in our deportment. 
2.  Have no fear of public  scrutiny/examination  within our private lives,  knowing that all will be revelled in The Millennium  (Luke.12v3). 
This is what makes TCs  “innocent/blameless”  of any charge made by another  (disgruntled)  human;  hence,  a TC is “holy”. 

We can now see why Paul  (and all the other 143,999 TCs)  are able to state they are  “The Shining Light”  by imitating JC as  “The Brightest Light”!  
We can also understand why leaders of “Religion”  are  not  “shining lights”  (but  Black holes’)  even though they will vainly state they are  'The Light 
of God'! 
Restating   This is  “The Command”  that Yahweh gave to us through JC    

“Go out and  accurately  teach”  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World  (Matt.24v14). 
Therefore  
We are appointed to  redo  this all again  today  -  to counter what  worldly Christian leaders have done over millennia in an attempt to wholly  destroy 
The Word of God’,  being  what it really means,  rather than the twisted  “excuse us because we are only human”  attitude promulgated over the last 
some 1700+ years! 
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However, in the meantime  
Just  “pay us”  (Religious Leaders)  the money for telling you that  “You are OK”   -  because  “You do what we tell you”! 

We must recognise  
Yahweh does  NOT  want  'humans'  as  “The Early Adopters”. 

(JC had a mind of Yahweh,  hence “Son of God”  and was beloved,  Matt.3v17, 17v5.) 
Yahweh wants people who  “think/reason/behave  precisely like  JC”! 
Yahweh wants people who  “precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle”   

(As did Paul, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1,  and read what he did  2Cor.11v24-28)! 
And most certainly,  Yahweh has  absolutely no  interest in people turning up every week spouting the most wonderful things about Him,  singing praises 
to the most exhilarating and upraising music and all the other  paraphernalia/trappings  that occurs within Christian assemblies,  if  the people then go 
home and behave like  worldly people  (= not  behaving like JC)!    

This is absolutely true,  irrespective of the  “nonsense weasel words”  that come out of our religious leaders’ mouths! 
 
501st Comment – The gentiles within the city (and a few Jewish converts)  were cheerful and glorified  “The Word of 
God”  originally taught by JC and now  accurately  relayed by these apostles.  Many of these people turned their life 
around to become TCs and could achieve everlasting life by becoming future sons of God. 
236th Instruction – “Glorified  The Word of God”  means,  “live out what God’s Word teaches us in our deportment”.  It 
does  not  mean say vain words that  ‘something is nice and good’   and then promptly ignore what it demands of us! 
As we witness within “Religion”  whose converts are so quick to wear two (or more) hats,  as the occasion takes them! 
79th Good News – There were certain people who truly took upon themselves to  “live out The Word of God in their 
deportment”  and become TCs,  because these people indeed repented and hearkened upon what was taught. 
Acts.  13v48 og (the) Earth/land/province/country/region  And  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts.  13v48 og (they) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoiced/greeted   
Acts.  13v48 og also  (they) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified   
Acts.  13v48 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master,  
Acts.  13v48 og also  (they) committed/believed/entrusted  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  
Acts.  13v48 og (they) were  (the) arrangement/assigned/determined/ordained/set  into/unto  
Acts.  13v48 og (the) life/existence  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
Acts.  13v48 And  (when)  the  gentiles/nations  (of)  the  Earth/land   (as visitors in the city having come to hear this sermon,  v44) 

They  (were)   cheerful/{calmly happy}/rejoiced    
also  they  {rendered  glory/honour}/magnified  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  Lord/master   
also  {as many}/whatsoever   they  committed/entrusted  they were  the  assigned/determined/ordained/set 
unto  the  eternal/everlasting  the  life/existence. 

 

And  (when)  the gentiles  (of)  the  Earth/land   (having swarmed to hear Paul and Barnabas on the following Sabbath, v44) 
they  (were)  cheerful/rejoiced   (in the new found  “Knowledge”  that righteously explained things that  “Religion”  could not) 
also they  {rendered glory/honour}/magnified   (in their minds,  [rather than in the razzmatazz and hype of  “Religion”  subsequently of today])   
the  word/sayings/topics/reasonings  of the  Lord/Master   (= “1st Century Christianity”  explained everything  “Righteously”) 
also as many  (people)  they  committed/entrusted   (= [1] hearing,  [2] testing,  [3] understanding  and then  [4] practising what was taught) 
they were  assigned/ordained/set  unto the eternal  life/existence   (of The Millennium and there afterwards). 
 

We must truly understand precisely what was occurring here. 
These people had been rejected by The Jews  (= Jewish Religious Leaders)  inasmuch they taught - 

You must become a Jew to even stand a chance in being possibly’  saved  –  provided you were very good and followed all the Jewish 
customs  (pretty much describes “Religion”  naturally under the control of the leaders of  “Religion”  for which we must pay them with  
tithes/favours/honour, etc.). 

This was  “The Ethos”  then and  has been so ever since  in  “Religion”  wherever it has sprung up in The World,  made  “precisely so”  by its leaders,  
thereby showing to The World that they should  not  be leaders for a future perfect society in The Millennium! 
However,  JC introduced the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  which threw away all this  “Unrighteous  Religion/Nonsense  Mumbo-jumbo”! 

It taught of  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  and how ultimately it was to  replace  worldly methodology  (driving the leaders of “Religion”) 
It taught of  (1)  “The New World Order”  (= The Millennium)   and that all subsequent humans  (of The Gospel Age)  were  (2) “Invited”  to become  
“Stewards of The New World Order”,  proven now in small things,  to then make reformation and transformation possible in The Millennium. 
Where  

If  demonstrably proven to be a  “Faithful Steward”  in small things now  (= purify our mind in  “The Small Matters”  today by  not  
stealing/defrauding/cheating  and thus become a  {good wholesome character}/{respected by all people}/etc.),  during The Gospel Age   
Then  we shall be given responsibility of  “The Big Things”  (= over many cities of millions of people)  in The Millennium  (Matt.25v18-24, 
Luke.19v16-19, etc.) 

“The Invitation”  was now open to The World of people,  without belonging to  “Religion”  and of its  “nonsense customs”  that  cannot  save anything! 
Therefore, these people  were  rejoicing  –  it was like  “the big oppressive burden”  of farcical  “Religion”  had been removed! 

This is what  “1st Century Christianity”  does to people  -  hence John.8v33-36. 
But there is a big problem! 
Leaders of  “Religion”  will  not  be appreciative of this  “Knowledge”  being taught  –  because their  bread and butter’  would walk out of the door! 
Moreover,  the first people  'To Shoot' the TCs,  would be Jewish Religious Leaders,  because  “1st Century Christianity” was “The Answer”  to  
“Judaism”. 

It had to grow  (within people)  as  “The Answer”  to  “What was taught in The Synagogues”.  
That is why   “First to the Jews and then to The Gentiles”  (Rom.1v16, etc.)  -  It could do no other,  especially when  both  were sourced by Yahweh! 
Inasmuch we required  both  halves  (“Judaism” +  “JC”)  to yield  “1st Century Christianity”  to righteously provide  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
It is all so  blindingly obvious  –  being how everything righteously slots into place like a jigsaw puzzle and yet incomprehensible to   “You know who!” 
Quite simply   They do  not  want to know  –  being too fearful of  “The Required Consequences”   -  if having to  personally/publicly  admit they know! 
 
502nd Comment – “The Word of God”  -  (1) sourced by Yahweh.  (2) taught by both  word/deed  through JC as  “The 
Word of God”  and  (3) now publicised by TCs in both  word/deed  spread throughout the local region. 
380th Reasoning – “The Word of God”  when  accurately  taught  will  wholly displace “Religion”  that sadly covers the 
planet in all its  ‘millions’  of schisms.  Presently,  very little of God’s Word is taught anywhere on The Planet having been 
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wholly covered by Christendom for the last some 1800+ years,  but it is just now being discovered and broadcast by small 
groupings  to finally close The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14)  when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs. 
80th Good News – “The Word of God”  when  accurately  taught will wholly displace “Religion”  -  to close  The Gospel 
Age and bring forth The Millennium,  when finally,  all The World in its resurrected state will be  accurately  taught God’s 
Word by  “The Proven Dependable Early Adopters”  (as “Sons of God”,  ruling as “The Heirs” over “The Inheritance”). 
Acts.  13v49 og (it was) {borne through/apart (as transport)}/{driven up/down}/differ/{to surpass}/ 

/{made more (excellent)}/{made matter}   
Acts.  13v49 og And  the   word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master  through (reason of)   
Acts.  13v49 og (the) whole/all/completely/throughout   
Acts.  13v49 og of the  {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region. 
Acts.  13v49 And  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of  The  Lord/Master   

it  was  {borne through}/{driven up}/{made more extensive}  through reason of    
the  all/completely/throughout  of the  territory/country/land/region. 

 

And the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  Lord/Master   (= Yahweh speaking through  [1] JC and  [2] “The Early Adopters”) 
It was  {borne through}/{made more extensive}  through  completely/all  of the  country/land/region. 
 

In the  Advertising/Marketing  business it is well known that -  
The best way to genuinely promote something  into the long term  is through contented customers by word of mouth and  not  through adverts  
(for the short term)  -  because it  costs nothing   (further knowing that only  20%’  of marketing costs,  yields sales –  but which 20% is it)! 

Being both the upside and downside to that statement! 
1.   A repentant  mind having  left  “bad knowledge”  when having been given  “accurate knowledge”  in a land of  “worthless knowledge” 
      becomes self-motivated  to personally teach the newfound  “accurate knowledge”  which is what  “1st Century Christianity”  instils. 
      This is for  “The Long Term”  of The Millennium and on into The Eternity. 

By contrast  
2.   An unrepentant mind  (still wedded to existing  “bad knowledge”)  will run with what titivates the unrepentant and  animalistic/carnal   
      mind lusting after  self-gratification  of  “The Immediacy”  which is what  “Religion”  instils. 
      This is for  “The Short Term”  of the first part of our spiritual life during Satan’s tenure of this planet  (about 6000 years). 

This is precisely what we witness today! 
It is essential for the reader to   “Get your head around what is occurring within The World today”. 
I can only explain it,  -  but ultimately the responsibility rests upon  YOUR  shoulders to  get-in  and understand all this,  by reasoning  behind  the 
painted façade so  carefully crafted  by skilled  professional  people operating throughout  “The Edifice”  of  “Religion”  all employed to   “Extract the  
maximum worldly return  out of you”!   “It is a Commercial Industry”  in its own right! 
Such a true statement,  because I simply ask - 

How often have you been taught of  “The Millennium”  –  being  “The Requirement  Yahweh Desires”  through both  “Judaism”  and  “1st 
Century Christianity”? 

I know the answer already!    It will be   “Never”! 
Clearly then,  these people have  no  interest in The Millennium  of the future if they  never  teach of it  (being what Yahweh  wants to be taught),  and 
thus by consequence they are demonstrably only interested in  “the here and now”  (Rom.1v16-32),  being how much  they can profit out of us  for  “the 
here and now”  under the present worldly methodology! 

It is all so  “blindingly obvious”! 
 
503rd Comment – The (Jewish) Religious Leaders stirred up  “The Other Half”  of The City comprising of the People who 
had  not  taken upon themselves “1st Century Christianity”  for various reasons, namely:- 
(1) The Wives  (to the converted men),  (2) The Decorated/Respectable men,  (3) The Leaders  of the city. 
The Religious Leaders raised up persecution against  Paul and Barnabas,  ejecting them from their locality! 
381th Reasoning – The (Jewish) Religious Leaders where spiritually defeated in their attacks against “1st Century 
Christianity”,  and having zero intention of repenting away from worldly methodology (being what it yielded for its 
“Immediacy”),  they went on  “The Physical Attack”  by stirring up  “a mob”  of people to gain physical strength by 
numbers.  They went to The Wives (of converted men) to verbally attack them in the home,  to  Decorated/Honourable  
people having worldly gain and not wishing to loose position their over society,  also finally,  to the Leaders having 
“Power to Control People”,  not themselves desiring to be slaves with God’s Word. 
171st Warning –Religious Leaders are intelligent people,  their only  real problem  is that they do not wish to repent and 
hearken to God’s Word  (because they lose worldly return),  so they mobilise  “Opposition/Adversaries/satans”  to  “The 
Word of God”  within people who have something specific to lose if they convert to God’s Word. 
Acts.  13v50 og the  And  Jews  {beside/near to spur}/{to urged along}/{stimulated (to hostility)}/{stirred up}   
Acts.  13v50 og the  revering/adoring/devoted/religious/worshipping (middle voice)   women/wives   
Acts.  13v50 og also  the  well-formed/decorous/noble/comely/honourable/presentable/respectable (persons)   
Acts.  13v50 og also  the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former (persons)  of the  {town large/or with walls}/city,   
Acts.  13v50 og also  (they) {over/upon  resuscitate/awaken}/{rouse upon}/{excited against}/{raised up}  (the) persecution   
Acts.  13v50 og over/upon/concerning  the  Paul  also  the  Barnabas,   
Acts.  13v50 og also  (they) ejected/{cast/drove forth/out}/expelled/{sent/thrust away}  them  off/away/separated/from   
Acts.  13v50 og of the  {bound/limit}/{boundary (line)}/frontier (region)}/board/coast  {of them}. 
Acts.  13v50 And  the Jews  (= religious leaders)   {urged along}/{stimulated hostility}/{stirred up}   

the  personally  revering/adoring/devoted  women/wives   
also  the  decorous/honourable/respectable  (persons)   also  the  foremost/chief/leader  (persons)   of the  {walled town}/city, 
also  they  (= religious leaders)   awakened/{excited against}/{raised up}  the persecution  over/upon  the Paul  also  the Barnabas, 
also  they  (= religious leaders)   ejected/expelled/{thrust away}  them  (= Paul + Barnabas)  away/from  of their  boundary/frontier. 

 

And the Jews  (= leaders of “Religion”)  stimulated hostility  the personally  revering/devoted  women/wives 
also the  decorous/honourable  people  also the  foremost/leader  people of the city, 
also they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  awakened/{raised up}  the persecution upon Paul  also Barnabas, 
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also they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  expelled them  (= Paul and Barnabas)  away/from  of their frontier. 
 

They  (= leaders of “Religion”)  really cannot help themselves! 
As soon as there is a possibility of losing worldly  income/power/prestige/leverage  then they feel  duty-bound  to  stop  God’s Word from being known!  
Therefore,  wholly refusing what  “The Word of God”  really means - 

Being  “The Power”  to reform a  penitent/humble/hearkening  mind  to wholly imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  that shall yield a resultant of a 
perfected society,  when  all  members  “imitate JC”! 

(But leaders of “Religion”  cannot do this  -  hence   2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.) 
They  (= leaders of “Religion”)  just cannot (choose not to) grasp this within their mind – because their mind is  not  receptive to what Yahweh requires! 

That is why Yahweh moves out unto  “The Early Adopters”  of both  “Epochs of Israel”   (Jews and then Christians)! 
Let us go through the listing presented within this verse - 

1.   Wives. 
2.   Honourable people  (taking upon themselves this supposed position within society). 
3.   Leaders. 

It is interesting to see  specifically who  the leaders of “Religion”  targeted! 
It was  not  “The Men”  (= the general men of the public)  who had been at the congregational meeting on The Sabbath,  but rather,  these leaders of 
“Religion”  choose to target the other people who would  not  likely to have been at this Sabbath meeting! 
They deliberately went to people who were unlikely to have gone to this Sabbath meeting  (being  supposedly  of a  “new methodology”) - 

1.   Wives  (of the men)  who were  revering/devote/religious  to  The Old Doctrine  as taught by the leaders of “Religion”. 
2.   Honourable people who have no driver to reform – from what they presently obtain from The World – The Old Doctrine  seems to be OK. 
3.   Leaders being the people ruling according to  The Old Doctrine,  because that is what gives them their power base and income!  

As we can see there is  no driver  in these three groupings  to change  -  and certainly they would  not  be at a meeting that  brings-in  “Change”! 
Thus,  we can see the other half of the city would be mobilised against The Men (of the masses)  namely,   (1) The Wives,  (2) (worldly) Respected people 
and  (3) The Leaders  were used as  another arm’  of  “The Leaders of Religion”.   This second arm was used to  snuff-out  the growing interest in  “The 
Word of God”  before it  “became out of control”  for the leaders of  “Religion”  to finally quash,  knowing that they could not do it themselves without 
help from the other three sections of the community within that city. 
It must be realised    

“Religious Leaders”  are very intelligent people who carefully plan and use  “The Resources at hand”  to protect what they hold dear,  and 
Yahweh is almost  at the  bottom  of their listing!    Just audit their output to see if this statement is true! 

However,  we must intimately know our subject matter to be competently positioned to  audit  their output! 
  
504th Comment – Paul, Barnabas and other disciples (learning)  shook the dust off their feet to those persons who had 
rejected them  (The Mob led by the leaders of “Religion”)  and journeyed to Iconium. 
237th Instruction – This is specifically what The Bible instructs of us and is  “The Opposite”  to what Religion practices! 
382th Reasoning – Why the difference?  Yahweh only wants: “The Early Adopters”  who freely change their mind to 
become wholly Christ-like  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  and  to teach  its inhabitants  “Righteousness”  by example. 
Leaders of “Religion”  on the other hand,  want the opposite!   They have  zero  interest in what Yahweh wants,  they only 
want  “numbers”  (of devotees)  because  “the larger the number,  then the greater worldly return  (for The Immediacy)”! 
Leaders of “Religion” have zero interest in the 2nd part of  our  life,  but only the present 1st part of  their  life! 
Acts.  13v51 og the (ones = persons)   (having) {from/out of swinging}/{shaken (violently) off}  
Acts.  13v51 og the  {pulverulence, as blown  (about)}/dust  of the  feet  {of them}  over/upon/concerning  them,  
Acts.  13v51 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Iconium. 
Acts.  13v51 Concerning them  (= Paul and Barnabas)   the ones  having  shaken off  the  dust  {of them}, 

they  (= Paul and Barnabas)   accompanied/appeared/came  into/unto  the  Iconium. 
 

Concerning them  (= Paul and Barnabas)  having shaken off the dust of their feet, 
they  (= Paul and Barnabas)  appeared/came  unto the Iconium.  
 

There is a most important lesson to be learnt here! 
Being a lesson that separates  “1st Century Christianity”  from much of  “Religion”. 

“1st Century Christianity”  is almost  unique  in this respect:- 
Freely give  “The Knowledge”  in the most interesting and  accurate  manner to any person. 
If the recipient is  not  interested  -  then walk away! 

However,  “Religion”  on the other hand is most belligerent and contentious  (behind the crafted facade  [for the conformists  within it])! 
Many advocates of  “Religion”  will try to impose their will upon their  victims  (in particular,  to keep people already within it)! 
In addition,  these  “Religious People”   pursue supposed heretics  (presumed as deviants’)  to persecute them! 
The extreme examples would be certain members of Scientology and Islam coercing other people to conform to  perceived requirements’. 

What the reader must understand is that during Satan’s present reign of 6000 years  (almost at a close now)  Yahweh is seeking out His  “Early 
Adopters”  who   “Stand apart from Religion”  ready to lead  “The New World of The Millennium”  based solely upon  “1st Century Christianity”.   

Yahweh wants people who  freely and demonstrably  prove themselves worthy (= imitate JC)  while being pressurised by the prevailing 
Satan’s World  (as emphasised by “Religion”,  1John.5v19, Eph2v2)  during the 1st part of their life   (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.).    

Yahweh does  not  want recalcitrant people  press-ganged  into service to rule  “The Resurrected World”,  because they are  
inherently unreliable!   They do  not  have  “The Correct Mind”  for this position of responsibility! 

Therefore,  Yahweh wants  “The Knowledge”  accurately  taught to all The World and then The End of The Gospel Age will occur  (Matt.24v14). 
Has the reader understood  why  Yahweh specifically commanded this requirement through JC? 

There are very important reasons as to why this  was/is  required. 
Quite simply,  as I state in many places,  the following  three  things  must  occur  together  to  “righteously  close”  The Gospel Age. 

1.   Yahweh  must  achieve His 144000 TCs  (a number specifically chosen because Yahweh foreknew when the next two items would occur). 
2.   The World becomes full of humans to live comfortably into The Culmination  (after  The Selection process of The Millennium). 
3.   The World comes to the point where Mankind proves it is about to annihilate itself  (living under Satan’s methodology – Matt.24v22). 

The point of giving the  accurate  “knowledge”  to The World  (Matt.24v14)  is so that The People of the last generation of (3) above can see there  is  “a 
future”  beyond the imminent abyss,  the abyss made precisely so by Man,  and by contrast of The Wonderful Future made possible by Yahweh working 
through JCg! 
And sadly,  we  also  need (3)  to occur for the  die-hards  of the present worldly system to realise that everything will  not  be OK under Mankind’s Rule 
(operating according to Satan’s methodology)  -  because until that time of the immediate abyss occurring,  they will always keep stating    

“Everything will be alright,  just give Mankind enough time to sort it out!”    
Sadly,  these people presently beholden to such a fallacy need to learn from  the mistake of their own convictions. 
And worse,  in this process of mental rebellion,  they drag everyone else down within the general pain and suffering of The World! 
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Nonetheless,  this is the  only  route to demonstrate true  “righteousness”,  –  Yahweh is giving them an opportunity to see  the error of their ways  and 
thus attain a better chance  to personally reform  within The Millennium,  by realising  “The Former Error of their thinking”! 

Can the reader understand this reason? 
Moreover, can the reader suggest a better solution to achieve a perfected society for all people who have lived over the last some 6000 years? 

 
505th Comment – The disciples accompanying Paul and Barnabas were filled with joy and with the HS. 
383th Reasoning – Why?   They have just been ‘kicked out’ of Antioch and their two leaders had been persecuted! 
Quite simply they could see the separation occurring between people who truly reformed,  and those who refused reform.  
Obviously they were saddened by the latter grouping,  but it was The Tenacity and Growth of the former grouping 
personally running with God’s Word based upon  “The Strength of Argument”  that had wholly destroyed “Religion”. 
Instruction – repeat - HS means  “having a character that is  innocent/blameless  of all external  charge/accusations”. 
The Character is externally witnessed by  “output into The Environment”  that cannot be criticised by another entity.  
Instruction – repeat - Both JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Reasoning – repeat - Because JCg and the apostles thought in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh,  where Yahweh is 
holy/perfect/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and  “how an Entity thinks”  is defined as the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  of The Entity”.  Then if JCg and the apostles think like Yahweh,  we realise 
that JCg and the apostles have the  one/same  spirit/etc. that is  holy/etc.  as Yahweh  (= the HS).   Hence:  No mystery! 
Reasoning – repeat - Because of the above reasoning,  then the apostles took it upon themselves to continue JC’s work. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” is the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His mind. 
Instruction – repeat - We too are instructed to do likewise,  not in the manner of “hearsay” given by “Religion”,   but 
through “1st Century Christianity” that is based upon The Tanakh giving allegoric prophecy and then answered by JC. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (or charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching and action),  (2) 
excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  having no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  13v52 og the  (ones = persons)  And  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts.  13v52 og (they were) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  
Acts.  13v52 og (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  also  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts.  13v52 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Acts.  13v52 And  the  learners/disciples  (travelling with Paul and Barnabas)   they were  imbued/{filled-up}  (with)  the  gladness/joy 

also  of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
 

And the disciples   (travelling with,  and thus to be learning off Paul and Barnabas)   
they were filled-up  (with)  the  gladness/joy   (by knowing that many people had been convinced by Paul's teaching,  v44) 
also of the  holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   spirit  (= personality/desires/traits = character). 
 

Because quite simply the disciples learning off Paul,  had personally seen many people convinced by the   “Strength of Argument”  and become  “1st 
Century Christians”. 
It must be clearly understood these people were  not  “Christians”  as we know of  “Christians”  today! 

They were  wholly different  to the plethora of Christian groupings we have today! 
These people were taught - 

1.    How The Tanakh was righteously answered by JC to yield  “1st Century Christianity”. 
2.   How to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Future Goal”  of  “The Anointed”. 

Sadly , “Religion”  (specifically including  worldly Christianity,  we have taught today by our  “professionals”  “living off the world”)  teaches  none  of 
the above,  except useless customs,  rituals and unsupported myths  (Matt.23v23)  that help no one  (except their leaders  in a worldly sense)! 
And the  only  virtuous things  “Religion”  teaches  –  are equally taught  by  atheists! 

So  “How”  can  any  of them represent  “The Almighty God”  (ignored by atheists  only  because of what they see practised in “Religion”)? 
“Religious people”  clearly do  not  represent Yahweh  (by both external assay and audit)! 
 
 
506th Comment – The same grouping of missionaries  (Paul, Barnabas and disciples)  as who went to Antioch,  went into 
the Synagogue of Iconium to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  and many congregational members  committed/entrusted,  
both Jews and Gentiles.   
Comment – repeat - “The Word of God”  -  (1) sourced by Yahweh.  (2) taught by both  word/deed  through JC as  “The 
Word of God”  and  (3) now publicised by TCs in both  word/deed  spread throughout the local region. 
Reasoning – repeat - “The Word of God”  when  accurately  taught  will  wholly displace “Religion”  that sadly covers 
the planet in all its  ‘millions’  of schisms.  Presently,  very little of God’s Word is taught anywhere on The Planet having 
been wholly covered by Christendom for the last some 1800+ years,  but it is just now being discovered and broadcast by 
small groupings  to finally close The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14)  when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs. 
Good News – repeat -“The Word of God” when  accurately  taught will wholly displace “Religion” - to close  The Gospel 
Age and bring forth The Millennium,  when finally,  all The World in its resurrected state will be  accurately  taught God’s 
Word by  “The Proven Dependable Early Adopters”  (as “Sons of God”,  ruling as “The Heirs” over “The Inheritance”). 
Reasoning – repeat - What does the reader think about how the leaders of “Religion” (in this instance the Rabbis)  would 
take to Paul's occupational effort?   Would they be happy that The Almighty God is having His Plan explained? 
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We shall see how and what they think about Yahweh's Word being taught to the people in the next verse! 
Good News – repeat - About half the city wanted to hear something that was so much better  (inasmuch it made righteous 
sense)  than what was served up by leaders of Religion  (milking them for a worldly return).  
Acts.  14v1 og (it) {became to be}  And  in  (to the) Iconium,  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts.  14v1 og the  it/same  (to) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  them  into/unto  the  synagogue  of the  Jews,   
Acts.  14v1 og also  (to) speak/utter/say  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  thus/{insomuch that}  
Acts.  14v1 og (to) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  (the) Jews  both   
Acts.  14v1 og also  (the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks  
Acts.  14v1 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude. 
Acts.  14v1 And  it  {became to be}  within  Iconium,  {accordingly to}/intensely  the same   

them/they  (= Apostles together)  
to  enter/{go in}  into/unto  the  synagogue  of the  Jews,   
also  to  speak/say  {in this manner}/as   thus/{insomuch that}  the  large/plenteous  the  throng/company/multitude 
both  (1) the Jews  also  (2) the Gentiles/Greeks  to  {commit upon}/entrust. 

 

                 (The standard worldly bible translation - ) 
 

And it became to be  (= at a time later)  within Iconium accordingly the same them   (= the grouping of Paul, Barnabas and disciples) 
to enter into the Jewish Synagogue  also to speak in this manner   (= in the normal way of extensive preaching of God’s Word) 
insomuch that the large  throng/multitude  both  (1) Jews  also  (2) Gentiles  (were)  to  commit/entrust   (upon “1st Century Christianity”) 
 
 

               (An alternative rendering given by  “FutureLife.Org”  [and is  more likely  when considering the local context either side of the verse] - ) 
 

And it became to be  (= at a time later)  within Iconium accordingly the same  (situation occurred,  as that which had occurred in Antioch), 
they   (= the grouping of Paul, Barnabas and disciples) 
to enter into the Jewish Synagogue  also to speak in this manner   (= in the normal way of extensive preaching of God’s Word) 
insomuch that the large  throng/multitude  both  (1) Jews  also  (2) Gentiles  (were)  to  commit/entrust   (upon “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

A repeat performance! 
We must conclude,  there was something  intrinsically unique  about what was taught to separate  “1st Century Christianity”  from the  all-pervading  
“Religion”. 

And to be  “intrinsically unique”  does  not  only mean  “differently named Entities”  within the teaching  (being perhaps the only thing that 
separates the different strands of  “Religion”  containing God[s])! 

We really must  “wise-up”  to what is occurring  -  and the best thing is to  absolutely IGNORE  what our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  say! 
By virtue,  Yahweh only works through The Babes of  non-academics  –  because by contrast,  academics are  not  “babes”  in their subject matter,  all 
as The Bible tells us throughout its pages – Psm.8v2, Isa.3v4, Matt.21v16, Luke.10v21, 1Cor.3v1, 1Pet.2v2 – noting John.7v15, Acts.4v13.  The reason is 
that academia often  (not always)  screws up the head’  in its output,  inasmuch people from academia come out with a presupposed  “superior mindset”  
of being  educated over the masses’.  It is because of this unhealthy presumption,  only a very few  of them have the  “correct humble mindset”  required  
“to  accurately  represent Yahweh’s Interests”  on this planet and further,  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

I know,  because I have been through  “academia”  and personally interacted within its output! 
 
507th Comment – “Leaders of Religion”  being  “true to form”  stirred up  opposition to what was taught,  also  they 
entreated harm within the gentiles against the apostles and disciples.   
508th Comment – “Leaders of Religion”  driven by worldly methodology do not what their  ‘bread and butter’ walking out 
of The Door.  They need to retain a captive audience upon which to feed  (Matt.7v15) -  hence “The Showman” approach! 
By contrast,  rationally thinking devotes whose income is  not  dependent upon  ‘bums on seats’   would be interested in  
“1st Century Christianity”  because they are truly searching,  while professional religious leaders have ‘found the money’! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why the difference?  Yahweh only wants: “The Early Adopters”  who freely change their mind to 
become wholly Christ-like  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  and  to teach  its inhabitants  “Righteousness”  by example. 
Leaders of “Religion”  on the other hand,  want the opposite!   They have  zero  interest in what Yahweh wants,  they only 
want  “numbers”  (of devotees)  because  “the larger the number,  then the greater worldly return  (for The Immediacy)”! 
Leaders of “Religion” have zero interest in the 2nd part of  our  life,  but only the present 1st part of  their  life! 
Comment – repeat - The Jewish leaders of “Religion”  understanding how the crowds felt about this new teaching of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  were impassioned against Paul,  and they were continuously disputing and vilifying the apostles. 
Reasoning– repeat - What is new?  Leaders of “Religion” just cannot help themselves,  but attack God's Word from being 
accurately taught!   If disputing is shown to be fruitless (of which it shall always be so,  against  “the righteousness”  of  
“1st Century Christianity”,  then leaders of “Religion” resort to vilifying and defaming the character of any person who  
accurately  publicises  “The Word of God”! 
Warning – repeat - The leaders of “Religion”  will first try to dispute and when shown to be foolish,  they turn to 
defaming and finally persecution.  This is what we will see within the next few verses! 
Comment – repeat - The problem with professional leaders of “Religion”  is that they are like  any  worldly leader;  they 
live off their underlings and must demonstrate  (in some fashion)  'they are needed'  (ignoring Jer.10v23)  to justify their 
apparent position.   Now because apostles  (1) thoroughly  know/understand  their subject matter and  (2) give everything 
freely for no charge,  professional leaders of “Religion”  are beaten at two levels and that is why they behave as they do! 
Warning – repeat - It must be clearly understood that leaders of “Religion”  always put on the most wonderful facade,  
because that is  “The Public Face”  that  brings in a worldly return,  but  “cross swords with them”  and they will turn 
very aggressive,  because they become exposed and their livelihood (noting Luke.16v3)  is at stake  (hence falling afoul of 
Matt.6v24)!   It is so logical -  that is why they take their position as worldly leaders over “their subjects”! 
Comment – repeat - Quite simply:  The Apostles are like the little boy shouting out:  “The Emperor has no clothes!” 
Acts.  14v2 og the (ones = persons)  And  disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitting  (the) Jews  
Acts.  14v2 og (they) {over/upon  resuscitate/awaken}/{roused upon}/{excited against}/{raised up}/{stirred up}   
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Acts.  14v2 og also  (they) {to injure}/exasperated/{entreated evil}/harmed/hurt/vexed   
Acts.  14v2 og the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples   
Acts.  14v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   of the  {The Brethren}/brothers. 
Acts.  14v2 And  the  disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  Jews  (= the religious leaders) 

they  awakened/{excited against}/{stirred up}  also  they  exasperated/{entreated evil}/vexed   
the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of the gentiles/nations  down/against  of the  Brethren/brothers. 

 

And the  disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious  Jews   (= the  “Leaders of Religion”  leading The Revolt against “1st Century Christianity”) 
                (This was of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  revolting,  to represent  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [of worldly]  Christians to follow over some 2000 years) 
They  (= leaders of “Religion”)  excited against  also they  {entreated evil/harm}  the  souls/lives/{conscious existences}   (= the minds) 
of the Gentles against the  (spiritual)  brothers   (= Paul, Barnabas and the  [spiritually]  young disciples). 
 

Interesting things to note within this verse  
1.  The Term  “Jews”  means  “Religious leaders preserving their position over the masses by maintaining  (in this instance)  Judaism”. 
2.  The Religious Leaders were working hard to quash  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught to  the/their  community. 
3.  The Term  “Soul” is correctly used here yet hidden in our  faulty  bible translations because the translators want to maintain  “mystery”! 

Based upon the fact that worldly leaders like having  “a hold over other people”  by  “keeping something back”  so the recipient must keep coming back! 
This is the same stance taken throughout The World by its leaders,  with  “Knowledge”  as the common maxim states - 

“Knowledge is power”. 
So,  do not give it all out,  –  but just enough,  to keep the punters dangling on a piece of string! 
Very much,  as drug pushers do to their clients! 

Leaders only give on a   “Need to know basis”! 
This also occurs throughout all “Religion”,  but critically question  ANY  religious leader and they just wither under a determined spiritual assault! 
Because “Religion” is flawed then it is more important to hide knowledge,  else the religious leaders become exposed as charlatans to  “The Truth”! 

However,  that is the  precise opposite  with  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Its protagonists  (= The Apostles)  want to freely  give everything  so that the recipient becomes an apostle as  “the giver”,  and likewise become a 
knowledgeable teacher to other people  (Heb.5v12-14),  thereby forming a very effective  'chain reaction'  (to achieve Matt.24v14)! 
And further,  critically question a person representing  “1st Century Christianity”,  then they shall  not  wither under an external spiritual assault but be 
most pleased to answer  all  questions posed! 
So,  with that background,  then we can understand the repeated backlash,  that is  inherently inevitable  against Yahweh’s true representatives  (who  
also  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and do  not  operate in a worldly manner). 

Leaders of “Religion”  absolutely detest  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught! 
Because it exposes their  “inadequacies”  to The Public  (being the very people who pay them in one manner or another)! 

 
509th Comment – The apostles remained  boldly preaching  about  The Lord/Master  in the  reporting  of  His Word  
yielding  the  gifts/favours/benefit,  also  giving  signs also  prodigies  occurring  through reason of their hands. 
238th Instruction – In the midst of hostile intentions by leaders of “Religion”,  TCs continue to boldly teach God's Word. 
Comment – repeat - These people had  gifts/favours/benefits  towards all people;  – what does this mean? 
Reasoning – repeat - This makes Early Adopters different to The World.  “The Word of God”  had rewired their synapse 
construction  (= changed their personality and thinking)  so that they worked together to edify each other.  Nothing was 
done to hurt their neighbour  (scamming, defrauding, stealing, hurtful comments, finding excuses not to help, gossip, etc.). 
Good News – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  
that requires all three attributes,  else it becomes merely a self-indulgent ego trip – and the ‘gifts’  are merely vanity. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
Warning – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefits  is not The Physical  (of money)  being what certain charlatan Christian leaders 
state:  Give more (money to the Christian leader)  so that Yahweh will give you more (money)!   This is an abomination! 
Instruction – repeat - People who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire will go out into The World and  accurately  teach God’s Word 
for zero worldly return  (except persecution)  so the recipients will gain  gifts/favours/benefits  for the mind that gives out 
unfeigned works to the community,  and this shall bring forth The Millennium  (when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs). 
Good News – repeat - God’s Word accurately taught brings  gifts/favours/benefits  unto people that then spreads out into 
The Community,  where people go out of their way to edify their neighbour  (often to the giver’s own hurt). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - lord/master = “Controls our mind and actions”  (this is not specifically an allegory,  but a required 
explanation because  ‘lord’  is said glibly with so little understanding of what this really means in the given context)! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Instruction – repeat - The populace  (and we likewise)  must learn  “The Word of God”  that is to rule the mind as  “The 
Lord/Master”  before  he/we  humans can come to Yahweh  (as a future son of God).  Ideally we learn to be like Saul  
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  and have  “The Word of God”  as  The Lord/Master  to ultimately  control our mind. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh wants the next generation of TCs who  think/reason/behave  like JC,  to learn and then  
accurately teach  “The Word of God”  to new people  (Heb.5v12-14,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.).  This will not occur by 
leaders scamming off their deluded devotees and keep them ignorant of what Yahweh is truly seeking for The Millennium! 
'Allegory' – repeat - Prodigies/wonders = The new people taking upon themselves  “The Reform/Commitment”  required 
to change their life around to become entirely Christ-like by hearkening to what is taught. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Indications/signs = Yahweh's Methodology is taking hold over The Community signalling that a new 
era is occurring to replace worldly methodology operating within these newly minded people. 
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Warning – repeat - Beware of charlatan Christian leaders twisting God's Word to  'gain a following'  of captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to become TCs. 
Acts.  14v3 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable   
Acts.  14v3 og truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time   
Acts.  14v3 og (they) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried  
Acts.  14v3 og (the) {being frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{preach/speak  evermore boldly}   
Acts.  14v3 og over/upon/concerning  to the  lord/master  to the  witnessing/reporting (= the person giving the evidence)   
Acts.  14v3 og to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) him,   
Acts.  14v3 og also  (to the) giving/bestowing/granting  (to the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  
Acts.  14v3 og also  (to the) prodigies/omens/wonders  (to) {become to be}  through (reason of)   
Acts.  14v3 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  {of them}. 
Acts.  14v3 Therefore/Then  truly/indeed  the  ample/sufficient/considerable  the  {period of time}/while  they  remained/stayed/tarried  

the  personally  {being frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{preaching/speaking evermore boldly} 
upon/concerning  to the  lord/master  to the (= in/with)  witnessing/reporting  (as the person giving the evidence) 
to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  gifts/favour/benefit  of the  him, 
also  to the  giving/bestowing to the  indications/signs  also  to the  prodigies/omens  to  {become to be}  through reason of  their hands. 

 

Therefore,  truly  (for)  the considerable period of time they remained   (to continue  “The Teaching”  against a barrage of abuse) 
personally  honestly/frankly/boldly  preaching/teaching  concerning the  Lord/Master   (= Yahweh through JC driving their minds) 
with  witnessing/reporting  (as the person doing these things)  in the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   (of “1st Century Christianity”) 
of the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the Him   (= what Yahweh’s Methodology yields to a  contrite/hearkening  person  [= “peace of mind”]), 
also in the giving  (of)  the  indications/signs  also in the  prodigies/omens  to become to be through reason of their hands. 
               (= Paul and Barnabas would bring  comfort/peace  to the mind after teaching God’s Word and then laying hands for recipients’ future success) 
 

The apostles had interested receivers of  “The Knowledge”  freely given. 
We must clearly understand   “1st Century Christianity”  is so  vastly different  to what  “Religion”  teaches. 

“Religion” teaches us to  “excuse our human nature”!   
Where  we are supposedly saved by customs and myths pertinent to the specific religion and of its leaders. 

“1st Century Christianity”  teaches us that we must  NOT  be  “human”!   
But are ultimately saved by   “personally imitating JC’s deportment driven by  a mind like his”! 
(Where our saviour, JC,  [1]  set The Example how to be saved  from  “The 2nd Death”  and  [2] saved us  from  “The 1st Death”. 

That is   “The Simple Difference”  between the two! 
The former is sourced by Satan. 
The latter is sourced by Yahweh. 

It really cannot be said any simpler! 
Because what The Apostles taught made the people very interested,  being so  vastly different  to the  101’  different religions around at the time! 

Everything of which The Apostles gave,  was done freely and simply  (without strings attached,  to be pulled later). 
This was a revelation to The Populace,  because leaders of “Religion”  do  nothing  freely and simply  (there are  always  strings attached). 

The Apostles’ teaching of simplicity  yielded  prodigies/omens/signs,  being  “new people”  of  “great capability”  to commence the further teaching and 
expanding of God’s Word into The Environment of which the apostles enrolled them into  “The Real Faith”  by laying their hands upon them as a sign of 
a new path in their life.  These  “new people”,  as  prodigies,  became  the  omens/signs  of  “1st Century Christianity”  taking a hold  within the 
community brought about by the actions of Paul, Barnabas and the fellow disciples from Antioch  (learning  “on the job”). 
Naturally, this Greek word for  “prodigies/omens”  does  not  mean what  charlatan Christian leaders state it to mean,  because they are only interested 
in hype and sensationalism.  By contrast,  The Apostles were only trying to make possible  “the next generation of TCs to follow them”,  so that Yahweh's 
Trigger Threshold of future Sons of God could be attained,  to bring forth The Millennium as soon as possible! 
Thus, we can recognise  

Charlatan Christian leaders teach to gain  a worldly return  (on emotional hype and sensationalism  [that only lasts for 'The Moment']). 
By contrast  

TCs teach so The World may gain  release from the present pain and suffering  (by making possible The Millennium  [that lasts Forever]! 
Hence,  the obvious question  

Can the reader now see the difference when knowing and understanding what was truly being taught in The Gospels and Epistles? 
Therefore  

Satan plays to the emotions for  “The Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
By contrast  

Yahweh is edifying The Mind to yield  “The Perfect Society”  that shall last into  “The Eternity” 
It is by examining The Fruitage of the respective leaders of these groupings can we then determine which leader represents Satan or Yahweh! 
The derived conclusion underwrites my explanation of what The Apostles were doing is correct while that given by our  millions’  of  charlatan 
Christian leaders is wrong! 
We also understand precisely why these apparent  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders behave as they do,  and why we should beware of then! 
(Hence of JC's warnings  Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.) 
 
510th Comment – (Just as in Antioch)  the population in Iconium was divided,  half supporting the Jewish leaders of 
Religion and the other half supporting The Apostles. 
384th Reasoning – The two groups split in the following manner:- 

1. People having more interest in what The World can yield,  rather than how Yahweh is able to edify The World. 
2. People having more interest in improving The World,  rather than self-indulging off The World. 

And we can guess who falls into which grouping without too much trouble,  based upon precedence,  and likewise today! 
Acts.  14v4 og (it was) split/severed/broken/divided/opened/{made a rent}/tore  And   
Acts.  14v4 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  of the  {town large/or with walls}/city,   
Acts.  14v4 og also  the (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  
Acts.  14v4 og (they) were  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  Jews,   
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Acts.  14v4 og the (ones = persons)  and  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts.  14v4 og to the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}. 
Acts.  14v4 And  the  throng/company/multitude  of the  {walled town}/city  it was  split/severed/divided, 

also  truly/indeed  the (ones = persons)  they were  {united as companions}/together/with  to the  Jews, 
and  the (ones = persons)  {united as companions}/together/with  to the  apostles/{appointees to tell}. 

And the  throng/multitude  of the city was  split/divided,  
also truly  (the split was)  the people were united as companions with the Jews 
and the persons united as companions with the  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh,  and not The World)  to tell}. 
After some 60 years of personal social intercourse I find it interesting how people split,  where “society”  splits between  “The Thinkers”  and  “The 
Followers”. 
Where  “The Thinkers”  question  “Their Environment”  while by contrast,  “The Followers”  do not deeply care  -  just liking the status quo! 

There must be  “a driver”  for people to change,  else they have no personal interest,  and the teaching of Paul and Barnabas became the 
catalyst for  “The Thinkers”  to question what they knew,   while  “The Followers”  could not care  (for various reasons)! 

Now I realise that  is  an over simplification,  but it does make for a very good first approximation! 
Behind this would be The Leaders driving their followers,  The Leaders being  “The Thinkers”  having  “a  different  motive”  that is universally  “To 
Control People”  unique to  “a leader”,   a driver to ensure  self-indulgent  gain of their social standing and income from out of society.   

Thus, The Leaders would organise their  followers  into mass opposition to quash  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught. 
And by contrast,  for the  few  “Thinkers”  (of a pure mind)  having  no  clandestine motive  (of a specific driver to gain over one’s neighbour  [as does a 
worldly leader]),  but only a motive of simplicity to learn about Yahweh and  not  to be part of The World,  would be fully supportive of the revolutionary 
teaching as given by The Apostles. 
It is interesting to note this is the first time Paul is called  “an apostle”  –  perhaps related to the fact he changed his name from Saul to Paul at the 
beginning of the previous chapter,  it was by now he had showed himself to be worthy of this title! 
 
511th Comment – The leaders of “Religion”  mobilised an opposition against the TC's accurately teaching  “1st Century 
Christianity”.   They  drag-in  any person who has a  worldly interest  in subduing  “1st Century Christianity”  either 
within The Jews or from out of The Gentiles.  In this instance to abuse and stone TCs. 
385th Reasoning – The leaders of “Religion”  do not wish to lose their control over people's mind  -  they want to be  the  
lord/master  of people's minds  (for worldly return of some examples:  money/power/glory/leverage/etc.)  rather than be 
explaining  why  Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  should be  The Master/Lord  of our mind  (to edify members 
of Mankind over their 2 part life,  yielding a perfected society into The Culmination). 
172nd Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will use whatever convenient means at their disposal to silence an active TC  
accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  to the people.  Perhaps by exciting worldly reasoning people via the teaching of 
falsehoods to take the law into their own hands,  or maybe by using false witness – in a court of Law,  because it must be 
remembered a TC is holy person  (= innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  of any charge). 
Acts.  14v5 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (it) {become to be}  (the) {a (violent) impulse}/onset/assault   
Acts.  14v5 og of the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  both   
Acts.  14v5 og also  (the) Jews  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Acts.  14v5 og to the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers  {of them}   
Acts.  14v5 og (to) {exercise violence}/abuse/{use despitefully}/reproach/{entreat shamefully}/insult   
Acts.  14v5 og also  (to) {throw stones}/lapidate/{cast stones}  them. 
Acts.  14v5 And  {in that manner}  it  {became to be}  the  onset/assault 

both  (1)  of the  Gentiles/nations  also  (2) the Jews  {united as companions}/with  to the  {first in rank}/ rulers/leaders  {of them} 
to  {exercise violence}/abuse/insult  also  to  {throw stones}/lapidate/{cast stones}  them.    (= Implies this was sourced by Jewish leaders) 

 

And in that manner  (= over time)  it became to be the  onset/assault   (= a lynching party was formed) 
both  (= consisting of … )   (1) of the gentiles  also  (2) the Jews  (being)  united as companions with their  rulers/leaders 
                 (= The Jewish Leaders  [of Religion]  had mobilised their henchmen and commandeered the local gentile supporters … ) 
to  abuse/insult  also to throw stones at them   (= Paul, Barnabas and the disciples).   
 

Naturally,  “The Leaders”  (during any “Time”)  became so very worried about  “1st Century Christianity”  taking away  “Their Means of Income”  
derived from their position over The Followers  (likewise, John.11v47-53, because of Matt.6v24)  and thus they organise a revolt against The Apostles!    
It should be noted,  “both the Jews and Gentiles”  refers only to the half of the city’s populace who are motivated to attack The Apostles. 
The other half agreeing to  “1st Century Christianity”  would  also  comprise of  “both the Jews and Gentiles”,  being those people who were converted. 
It should always be observed  
           People who teach  “1st Century Christianity”  aim to  “Spiritually win”  by  “Strength of Argument”   (never  having any need to use  “force”). 

Because if people reject the teaching,  then TCs walk away  (being entirely neutral,  having freely offered advice,  then they remain blameless) 
           People who teach  “Religion”  aim to  “Physically win”  by  “Strength of the Fist”  (when having  lost  “the spiritual argument”). 

Because if people reject the teaching,  then Religious People generally force their will to keep gaining from the deluded devotees  (being 
partial to what The World can deliver,  and thus affects their position,  then they become guilty). 

The reason is that    
“1st Century Christianity”  is so  righteously logical  that it  “spiritually beats down hard”  upon  “Religion”  and decimates it. 

And the leaders of “Religion”  preferring  not  to repent  (for the resultant consequences),  and thus to maintain their  (hypocritical)  standing above the 
people have only one recourse,  and that is to  physically  remove the opposition by force,  because their spiritual reasoning  is useless!    

I include  “worldly Christianity”  that covers The World today as a schism of “Religion”  (equally “useless”). 
A person who thoroughly knows their subject matter can burrow under the surface and get into  “The Spiritual  Soft/Weak  Spot”  of their opposition. 
An Atheist can  only  spiritually  punch and hit’   a Religious Person from outside –  because they do not know how a  “Religious Person”  thinks inside. 
However,  I am like a virus,  I can spiritually burrow deep down inside a  “Religious Person”  and know specifically their weak spot and hit hard with a 
very  pertinent question  being like a  'spiritual exploding bullet'  that decimates their whole spiritual standing!   After that experience,  the  “Religious 
Person”  has no recourse except one of two options,  (1) capitulate to Yahweh’s Methodology or  (2) rebel against this shock revelation and revert back 
to a firmly entrenched worldly methodology  (which invariably means  physically  remove  “The Source of Revelation”). 
If it is a Religious Leader whose only income is through teaching  “demonstrable nonsense”  regarding our future salvation,  then they will return to 
what holds them in good stead  (for “The Immediacy”,  but  not  into “The Eternity”)  being that of worldly methodology behind the face of “Religion” 
and try to remove the person teaching “1st Century Christianity”.  This is what we read at John.11v47-53  –  as precisely described! 
Equally,  this is also,  what we read here within this verse  (and shall do on any part of the planet throughout  “Time”  regarding these polar opposites). 
We now read of the very  “natural”  (to The World)  backlash from leaders of  “Religion”. 
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They organise a revolt against the apostles   “To  physically  kill the Apostles/TCs”! 
Why? 

Because leaders of “Religion” could not  spiritually  kill them through   “Strength of Argument”. 
The action by leaders of “Religion”  should cause us to carefully consider what  was/is  taught as   “1st Century Christianity”. 
Effectively  “1st Century Christianity” - 

1.  Gives  “The Most Righteous Solution”  to yield  “The Route for The Perfection of Mankind”  into The Eternity. 
What is intrinsically wrong with this “Goal”  for it to cause so much resentment within “Leaders of Religion”?   
Unless they have something to lose?  Being that it must be for the present time now,  if  “The Goal”  is supposedly common to all people then 
you would think Leaders of Religion”  would be on the same side a  “1st Century Christianity”,  which clearly they are not -  if they oppose it! 

Can the reader understand the righteous logic within those few lines?   Moreover, of its logical resultant conclusion? 
From which,  “1st Century Christianity”  then - 

2.  Exposes the unrighteousness within the supposed  'exegesis'  generated by leaders of “Religion”  (and apparently  only saved if you 
     belong to our group’  -  well of course they would say that  [for personal worldly gain extracted from out of their deluded devotees])! 
3.  Shows leaders of “Religion”  are intrinsic fraudsters because what they teach  is  “unrighteous”,  and they  know  it! 
4.  Leaders of “Religion”  are intelligent people,  and by consequence become hypocrites to what they profess  (knowing that what they teach  
     is worthless regarding Mankind's Salvation,  hence they return to worldly methodology,  being the common denominator with  all  of them,  
     having no internal driver to deliver works  [in their private life]  consistent to what they assumedly teach). 
5.  It  brings-in  an easy income by  'just moving the mouth',  and the devotees pay to have their ears' flattered  (you are all good people by  
     belonging to our group and  [ostensibly] saved  by   listening to  'me'  and doing what I say)! 
6.  Leaders of “Religion”  'gain a buzz'  by  controlling people unto their submission  (and ultimately to their long-term harm). 
7.  etc. 

All these things are wholly against what JC taught us when he explained The Prophets teaching of The Millennium,  and the type of people who will  (1) 
be ruling it and  (2) be successful within it. 
The important thing to understand is that leaders of “Religion”  (1) will  not  be ruling in The Millennium,  and  (2) will  not  be successful in The 
Millennium unless they  completely repent and turn away from worldly methodology  (within their 2 part life)  presently driving their mind. 

In addition,  it is these two things that motivate  “The Leaders of Religion”  to attack any person who teaches of The Millennium,  and of what 
this wonderful future will be like for all people  (irrespective if they belong to their religion  – or not)! 

“Religion”  is  “A Great Pretence” given “lip service”  by  worldly leaders  (Politics/Religion)  for the control over deluded devotees sincerely trying to 
come to  The Lord/Master,  and sadly,  being blocked and mauled by their leaders  (Matt.23v13, 7v15).  That is why these leaders  (if not repenting now)  
will become  The Last/Least  within The Millennium,  because they  demonstrably  (in the 1st part of their life)  do  not  “Have a mind fit to rule people in 
The Millennium”  (in the 2nd part of their life).  All precisely as JC taught us in The Gospels  –  which is why leaders of “Religion”  detested him! 

And equally leaders of Christendom would detest JC if he came today and started to teach amongst them! 
 
512th Comment – Yahweh ensured that these TCs,  Paul, Barnabas and their disciples  heard of this plot concerning their 
intended murder and they escaped from this city,  traveling unto other cities within the land called Lycaonia  (Wolf-land). 
Acts.  14v6 og (the) {seeing completely}/understanding/{becoming aware}/{being informed of}/considering  
Acts.  14v6 og (they) {flee down (away)}  into/unto  the  {towns large/or with walls}/cities  of the  Lycaonia,  
Acts.  14v6 og (the) Lystra  also  (the) Derbe,   
Acts.  14v6 og also  the  {around the region}/circumjacent/vicinity/{country/region around about},   
Acts.  14v6 The  {seeing completely}/{becoming aware}{being informed of}                 (this immediate threat) 

they  {fled down/away}  into/unto  the  {walled towns}/cities  of the  Lycaonia.    
The  Lystra,  also  the  Derbe,   also  the   {the round about}/circumjacient/{country around about}. 

 

                 (The apostles … ) 
Being informed   (of the imminent threat of murder organised by the  “Leaders of Religion”  to suppress  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught,  … ) 
they  (= the apostles)  fled away unto the cities of Lycaonia  (= “wolf land”  area).   
(Namely the towns of)  Lystra also Derbe,  also the country around about. 
 

Yahweh ensured His Spokesmen would not be  killed-off  so quickly in their ministry and arranged  (within The Environment)  for the news of this plot to 
reach the apostles,  enabling the facilitation of their immediate escape. 
Lystra was some 18 miles in a  southwest south  direction from Iconium,  and Derbe about 30 miles due east of Lystra. 
 
513th Comment – TCs being true to form,  will start teaching of  “The Good New”  ( = “1st Century Christianity”)  in a 
new place of occupation to edify its inhabitants that shall ultimately yield a perfected environment,  and to ideally replace  
“Religion”  in its  'millions'  of schisms.  The  raison d'etre of all these schisms is for the leaders to live off their devotees. 
Comment – repeat - Nothing could stop the Apostles imitating JC,  certainly not the professional leaders of “Religion”. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Good News of JC”  is  not  that he  'just'  “died for us”  -  because  many  people die for other 
people!   Rather,  it is  “The Whole of Yahweh's Plan”  from start to finish  of which JC is  “The Key Player”  within “The 
Whole Plan”,  the background substantiates JC's position within it!   It is by having this knowledge that gives us  “Real 
Faith”  to then precisely imitate JC and The Apostles.  It is  not  the  “blind faith”  of “Religion”  (that includes “worldly 
Christianity”)  which has  no  substructure and is  only  based upon  useless unsubstantiated  “hearsay”! 
Good News – repeat - The Apostles truly imitated JC by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  gained  real  disciples! 
386th Reasoning – The raison d'etre of TCs is to  (1) promote Yahweh's Majesty by explaining  specifically why  He 
deserves our devotion  (thus it is not a vain devotion,  but a devotion  with backbone)  and  (2) to explain how Yahweh will 
righteously yield Mankind's Salvation over our 2 part life. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  14v7 og {likewise in that place}/{and there}/{there also}  
Acts.  14v7 og (they) were  (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice). 
Acts.  14v7 Likewise in that place  they  were  the   personally  preaching  The Good News. 
 

Likewise,  in that place they  (= the apostles)  were personally preaching The Good News. 
 

The Motive is clear. 
Freely teach  “The Good News”  for  no  worldly return except the  (to be expected  [2Tim.3v11-13])  “abuse and persecution”! 

Unlike leaders of “Religion”  who  
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“Teach to receive  (the things of The World)!”   
In  every  “Religion”  this is true  –  I can find examples wherever,  and whatever direction I care to look. 

However,  look at what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us at  Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12  as a couple of examples.   
Then by means of a contrast,  look at  “Christendom”,  –  and we return back to  “Religion”! 

Moreover,  if it could get any worse than that,  Christendom does  not  even teach  “The Good News”  correctly. 
So,  Christendom   “Charges for a  corrupted/bent  message”  (because of Rev.22v18-19,   hence the advice at Rev.18v4)!   
How fraudulent is that! 

Quite simply reasoned - 
If  Yahweh can  only  achieve 144000 True Christian Leaders   (who  are  The  Last/Least  within The World)  over the last some 2000 years, 
    and there has been  'millions'  of Christian leaders  (of some description)  over the last 2000 years; 
Then  we reason  “The Probability” is almost of  absolute certainty  that Yahweh has  rejected  your  Christian leader as representing His 
    Interests upon this planet,  and this leader will  NOT  be in the position to teach  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16). 

Think very carefully on what The Bible  specifically teaches us!   And compare The Bible with what our  worldly Christian leaders  'teach'  us! 
But to be positioned to do this then we will need to  thoroughly know  God’s Word  –  which means   “Read it”.  But we must only use a  good quality 
Bible and absolutely  not  the NIV, Good News Bible – or similar such bibles  (that seem to cover the planet today,  for obvious reasons  [it fulfils Satan’s 
desire for a fraudulent God’s Word to be loved by worldly people,  and keeping people like that]) – they are completely  twisted  worldly  interpretations  
at key doctrinal places  to skew God’s Word. 

Why is this done? 
Because we are taught  “to seek and you shall find”  (Matt.7v7-8) -  this requires  hard work  -  specially  to navigate our way past  “deception”! 

And it is this  “hard work”  to achieve  “The Goal”  that becomes  “The Distinguishing Separator”  that Yahweh  righteously uses  as  “a 
qualifier tool”  to gain His sons to become  “The Heirs”  for  “The Next Stage”  of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

People  (1) only appreciate something if  they work at it  -  and are also  (2) the  correctly  motivated people for that position! 
Any organisation knows that there is no point in giving a job to a person having no motivation to complete it! 
It is well known that to “get a project finished”,  requires a  “Project Champion”  running with  “The Responsibility”! 

This is the same type of character of whom Yahweh wants to lead in The Millennium  (as we saw in  “The 1st Century Apostles”)! 
Now this is all  contrary  to what we are taught by the leaders of Christendom  (even though we know this relationship between “work and gain”  holds 
true)  thereby showing them to be adversarial both to  (1) what The Bible teaches us and  (2) common sense!   And by consequence,  their delinquent 
nature badly reflects upon Yahweh’s “Righteousness”  in what He is doing within The Environment!    

They really   “Do  not  get it!” 
Because   They do  not   “Want to get it”! 

 
514th Comment – Within Lystra was a man crippled from birth and had never walked in his life. 
Acts.  14v8 og Also  {some/any/certain person}  (the) man/husband/fellow  in  (to the) Lystra  
Acts.  14v8 og (the) powerless/unable/weak/impotent  to the  feet  (he) {sat down}/sat/remained/resided/dwelt 
Acts.  14v8 og (the) halt/limping/cripple/lame  {from/out of}  
Acts.  14v8 og (the) {(Chest) cavity}/{(figurative) organs}/{heart/kidneys/womb/belly}  
Acts.  14v8 og (of the) {from mother}/womb  (of the) him 
Acts.  14v8 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving, 
Acts.  14v8 og who/which/that  {not even at any time}/{never at all}/never/{nothing at any time} 
Acts.  14v8 og (he had) {trod all about}/walked/{deported oneself}/{as once occupied one’s life}. 
Acts.  14v8 Also  the  {certain person}  the  man/husband  within  the  Lystra 

he  {sat down}/remained/dwelt  the  powerless/weak/impotent  to the  (= in)   feet 
the  {beginning under}/{coming into existence}  limping/cripple/lame  {from/out of}  of  his  mother's  womb, 
who  {not even at any time}/{never at all}  he had  {trod all about}/walked. 

 

Also,  the certain man within Lystra he sat down  powerless/weak  in the feet,    
the coming into existence lame  from/out  of his mother's womb,  who never at all he walked. 
 

We enter a very similar situation as that which occurred to Peter at Acts.3v1-4. 
 
515th Comment – This lame man was intently listening to Paul teaching  “The Good News”  of The Millennium. 
Paul recognised this man's  intense/genuine  interest and discerned he had the faith to be  delivered/saved/{made whole}. 
387th Reasoning – This lame man,  considering his present position,  was obviously thinking about the 2nd part of his 
physical life where his body would be completely repaired  -  being a perfected genome DNA physical body.   
His mind was in tune to this future scenario,  understanding that he would ultimately require a purified mind for eternal 
life commensurate with his purified physical body  given in trust.  This man would be asking detailed questions of this 
future reality to Paul,  and Paul would be answering his intelligent, searching questions. 
239th Instruction – Because Paul had the  one/same  mind as JC,  as that of Yahweh,  then Yahweh would have 
communicated to Paul that He would directly intervene in this specific instance matter to heal this lame man. 
Acts.  14v9 og this/that (specifically)   (one)   (he was) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  of the  Paul  
Acts.  14v9 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying   
Acts.  14v9 og who/which/that  (the) {gazing intently}/{beholding earnestly}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  (to the) him   
Acts.  14v9 og also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  
Acts.  14v9 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has  of the (one = faith)   
Acts.  14v9 og (to be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved. 
Acts.  14v9 This  specific one   he was  hearing/listening  of the  Paul  the  speaking/saying, 

who  the  {gazing intently}/staring/{fixing eyes upon}  to the  him   
also  because  the  knowing/understanding/seeing  he  has/possesses  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to be  delivered/saved 

 

This specific one  (= the lame man)  he was  hearing/understanding  of the Paul speaking, 
who  (= Paul)  {gazing intently}/staring  to the him   (= the lame man)    
also because  (Paul)  knowing/seeing  he  (= the lame man)  has the  (Real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
to be  delivered/{made whole}/saved   (both  [1] spiritually,  and  [2] physically). 
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This lame man was intently  lapping-up  Paul's teaching of The Millennium,  the content of which was teaching us about all humans are to be resurrected 
in perfected genome DNA bodies  (given  in trust,  within which “to perfect The Mind”  over a 1000 years),  and this lame man was considering by 
contrast his present situation.  Paul was teaching that ultimately a purified mind will be required to live into the eternity that is commensurate to the 
perfected physical body  given  in trust  (by Yahweh)  at our resurrection,  noting how  Adam/Eve  died when they had been given a perfected DNA 
physical body.  This man would be asking intelligent questions regarding Paul's teaching,  thereby showing to Paul this person was genuine in 
demonstrating his faith in what Paul was explaining to him. 
The very first question we should ask is - 

How did Paul know this? 
To which we may ask  

What? 
Being that    Paul knew beforehand,  this man had  “the real faith to be delivered”! 

This is quite an important question to ask. 
Especially when the background and content is almost identical to that of Peter’s first  (recorded)  miracle  (Acts.3v1-12),  of which I have no need to 
repeat the similarities here,  but only those of specific interest - 

1.   The two accounts show that The Apostles knew The Recipient was worthy of healing   
      (while by implication the other infirmed people around, were not). 
2.   The pair of apostles are together,  where one of them becomes involved as The Front Person to Yahweh working  
      The First Physical Miracle through the respective Apostle. 

This tells us of three things  (especially when in the context of the whole of Acts) - 
1.   This was  infrequently  done. 
2.   They  specifically knew  this healing would occur  (to yield a 100% success rate). 
3.   Yahweh would use  “The Event”  to demonstrate something about The Apostles. 

We conclude that at both events  (Acts.3v1-12,  14v9)  Yahweh must have simultaneously told the apostles from within to   “Heal this specific person”! 
The apostles effectively  “followed orders”  (as they had been doing since they first received  “The Word of God”  as  “1st Century Christianity”). 
We should continue this reasoning into the discussion I make within my commentary to v11  (in the next, but one, verse)  regarding item (3). 

Perhaps now we should continue our line of reasoning upon another theme - 
What we read here also becomes a differentiator to separate out the  charlatan Christian leaders  working their magic’  to a bewitched and  paying  
clientele by means of a contrast to how the apostles behave. 
The  charlatan Christian leaders can seem to  'manage Yahweh'  to produce at least 2 healings and perhaps up to 10 on a good night in their showings! 
In addition,  a few other things to consider that differentiate the apostles from the very many  charlatan Christian leaders of today  

1.   These healings by the apostles were  not  done in a public razzmatazz,  -  but in dignity and solemnity,  in a circumspect manner. 
2.   In no manner was money or favours solicited from the recipient or witnesses for the healing. 
3.   Yahweh makes specific useful gain,  and specifically His  Name/Character/Authority  is  not  defrauded/maligned  in any manner. 

Surely when considering these important differentiators,  then alarm bells must ring in our heads regarding the actions of these obvious  charlatan 
Christian leaders having a  different motive  to the specific motive driving both Peter and Paul!   Especially when it seems these  charlatan Christian 
leaders appear to have Yahweh at their beck and call,  being like puppet masters  'controlling Yahweh on a string'  –  wholly ignoring Matt.4v7. 

Then we recall JC's warning at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23  and realise that we too must  not  go to such  gatherings/assemblies! 
Further,  we can make a useful comparison at Acts.14v14-15  (and the commentary to v11)  between what The Apostles did and what our  charlatan 
Christian leaders do! 
 
516th Comment – Paul commanded in a mighty voice:  You  stand-up  straight upon your feet! 
And the lame man  jumped-up,  stood upon his feet and walked about!   
388th Reasoning – This lame man was not vainly seeking immediate physical help,  but he showed a genuine spiritual 
interest in what Paul was teaching by asking detailed questions of this future reality of The Millennium.  Yahweh would 
respond to this person's genuine spiritual interest by physically making him whole.  Also how Yahweh would use this 
incident to  play-out  in a greater manner as we are to later read.  
81st Good News – When a person shows real interest in  “The Good News of The Millennium”,  Yahweh shall positively 
operate within The Environment to ensure that  His Desire  will be fulfilled  (as discussed in the commentary). 
Acts.  14v10 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  (to the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great   
Acts.  14v10 og to the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice: 
Acts.  14v10 og (You) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  over/upon/concerning  the  feet 
Acts.  14v10 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts.  14v10 og (the) {right (as rising)}/{(perpendicular) erect (thus) honest}/{(horizontal) level (thus) direct}/straight/upright.   
Acts.  14v10 og Also (he) {to jumped}/{gushed/sprung up}/leaped (middle voice)   
Acts.  14v10 og also  (he) {trod all about}/walked/{deported oneself}/{as once occupied one’s life}. 
Acts.  14v10 He  (= Paul)   said/commanded  to the (= in)  mighty/great  to the  disclosure/address/voice: 

You  {stand/rise up}/arise  erect/straight/upright  upon/concerning  the  feet  of  thee/you! 
Also  he (= the lame man)  personally  jumped/{sprung up}/leaped  also  he  {trod all about}/walked. 

 

He  (= Paul)  commanded in the  great/mighty  voice: 
   You stand up  erect/straight  upon your feet! 
Also,  he  (= the lame man)  personally jumped up  also he walked. 
This was a true miracle sourced by Yahweh operating through an apostle of  “The 1st Century CE”. 
 
517th Comment – This dramatic healing was witnessed by many members of The Public,  and The Report of this 
stupendous event spread throughout community within the area of Lycaonia.  These people exclaiming: 

The gods have descended unto us,  having the appearance of men. 
389th Reasoning – The lame man was publicly known not to be a stooge (unlike the stooges used in fraudulent charismatic 
faith 'healings')  and by consequence The People confidently knew this was the result of  extra-terrestrial  intervention.   
Paul was Yahweh's Spokesperson,  the frontman for Yahweh's Methodology,  and it was to Paul these people turned. 
518th Comment – How would Paul react?   Would it be like our  charlatan Christian leaders? 
Acts.  14v11 og the (ones = crowds)  And  {(from) vehicle}/{throngs borne (along)}/rabbles/{classes (of people)}/riots/crowds   
Acts.  14v11 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  who/which/that  
Acts.  14v11 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  the  Paul  
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Acts.  14v11 og (they) {raised up}/{exulted self}/{poised (lift/take) up}   the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   
Acts.  14v11 og {of them}  (to the) Lycaonian  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts.  14v11 og The gods  (the having) assimilated/{become similar}  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men 
Acts.  14v11 og (they having) descended/{come down}/fallen  toward/nearness/{accession to}  us/our/we. 
Acts.  14v11 And  the  throngs/crowds  the  knowing/understanding/seeing  that/which  the  Paul  he  did/performed, 

they  {raised/poised up}/{exulted self}  their  disclosure/address/voice  to the (= in)  Lycaonian   the stating/exclaiming: 
The  gods  they having  descended/{come down}  towards/{near to}  us  assimilated/{become similar}  to the  men. 

 

And the crowds  knowing/seeing  what Paul  did/performed,  they raised up their voice in Lycaonia the exclaiming: 
   The gods having descended towards us,  the having become similar to the men  
 

This becomes the first physical healing miracle that Yahweh works  through  Paul to underwrite him as an official apostle. 
It is absolutely  not  as we are told in Christendom this was Paul’s first miracle. 
Nevertheless,  as I stated in my first sentence,  it is  “The First Miracle that Yahweh works through Paul”  (as the front man). 

There is a great difference between the two statements inasmuch   “As to Whom is the miracle assigned”! 
Moreover,  this is where leaders of Christendom  deliberately twist things into a hopelessly mess!   For the specific reason to misdirect people’s attention 
unto the wrong source,  thereby  creating a means to extract money  out of their duped devotees through  (1) as charlatan Christian leaders performing 
on the stage  'working the religious devotees'  or  (2) through supposed  'saints'  (and the sequence of designed failings that follow on from this  [to 
misdirect for sequestration]). 
An interesting concept - 

It could be a test to Paul   (but in actuality,  a test and example for us). 
What do I mean? 

Quite simply - 
How will Paul take this sudden accolade? 

Will it go to his head,  as it did to Herod?  –  As we read at Acts.12v22. 
Or will Paul show a TC's response at v14,  being that of  “The Last/Least”  within The World? 

Importantly,  a likewise comparison can be made between  charlatan Christian leaders and TCs of today. 
That is the point of my parenthesis above  -  Yahweh knew Paul would pass this test,  and hence allowed it to occur as a demonstration to specifically us,  
being how  we should behave in similar situations. 

Then we only need look around in “Religion”  and see how its  ministers’  behave on the rostrum! 
The crowds of people in adornment of the leader and the spectacle,  driven by hype and emotionally drunk  (contrary to the instruction at Titus.2v2-8)  
often with music being played in the background,  all made  “just so”  by the organisers of the event,  and then again,  I think of Herod at Acts.12v22,  
and of JC’s warnings at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23.   
We realise these  are  charlatan Christian leaders  “anointing”  themselves as supposed representatives of Yahweh  -  and it makes me feel righteously 
wrathful,  and by consequence,  motivated to write  “FutureLife.Org”  to expose these  fraudsters,  thereby redirecting  “The People”  (in renewed  
sane/educated  minds)  back to Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  accurately presented and righteously explained. 

But  “Yes!”   In the fullness of  “Time”  these people  are  correct! 
“How?” – You may ask! 

Am I contradicting myself? 
TCs who  prove  themselves like Paul in the 1st part of their life –  shall come back as  “gods”  - like JCg,  being the son of The Almighty God  (Yahweh),  
noting what JC said in his defence at John.10v34-35. 
The 144000 TCs demonstrably  (to the world)  proving  themselves  demure/humble/contrite  (and thus  NOT  leaders of The World  [through the three 
bastions of  politics/religion/commerce  operating within society])  shall be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as future  “Sons of The God” (= sons 
of Yahweh).  These 144000  TCs shall be  gods in their own right as  “The Heirs”  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8, 
1Pet.5v4, Matt.20v23, etc.)  being  “The Ideal Goal”  taught as  “The Invitation”  of  “1st Century Christianity”.    
           But to achieve this then we  must  have a mind like JC  (1Pet.2v18-24)  and an education like JC  (ideally starting early  -  Luke.2v46-50). 
 
519th Comment – The members of The Public believing Yahweh's Spokespersons to be gods,  assigned Barnabas with the 
name of “Zeus”,  and Paul with the name of “Hermes”,  since Paul was speaking most of the time. 
390th Reasoning – Based upon the original Greek words given,  we realise these people were beholden to Grecian myths 
and legends all based upon “hearsay”,  having no structural support  (as is “Religion” in its 'millions' of schisms today). 
Acts.  14v12 og (they) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  both   
Acts.  14v12 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  Barnabas,  (the) {Zeus (Greek)}/{Jupiter (Roman)},   
Acts.  14v12 og the  and  (the) Paul, (the)  {Hermes (Greek)}/{Mercurius (Roman)},  {since now}/when/whereas  he  was  
Acts.  14v12 og the (one = person)  leading/commanding/deeming/considering/accounting/{ruling over}/thinking (mid. voice)   
Acts.  14v12 og of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
Acts.  14v12 They  announced/assigned  both  truly/{that one}  the  Barnabas  the  Zeus,  and  the  Paul  the  Hermes, 

{since now}/when  he was  the  (one = person)  personally  leading/commanding/thinking  of the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
 

They  (= the crowds of Lystra)  assigned both  (apostles)  that one  (1) Barnabas the Zeus,  and  (2) Paul the Hermes, 
since now he  (= Paul)  was the person personally  leading/commanding/thinking  of the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
                (= Paul was doing most of the talking  -  because he thoroughly knew The Tanakh and explained it relative to JC and The Future Millennium) 
 

From the words given in the original Greek Text  (rather than using a Roman translation within the Greek text)  and together with the Temple to Zeus 
mentioned in the next verse,  all tells us these people were beholden to the Grecian myths and legends  (all being a schism of “Religion”).   

In addition.  then why the specific names as allocated? 
Barnabas felt more at ease in the support role to Paul,  because Paul was schooled under Gamaliel for many years in the art of debate and could take 
The Lead Role in teaching The Good News.  Barnabas would be  “The Support Teacher”  to explain nuances and answer questions at a one-to-one level 
to interested people. 
Paul was also thoroughly schooled in The Tanakh  (as we are to read later),  he knew it like the back of his hand and moreover he understood it in 
conjunction with what JC had taught  –  being what he had gained by detailed discussion with the original disciples subsequent to his conversion at Acts. 
chapter 9  (honed during the 3 year teaching period in Damascus  [Gal.1v17]). 
 
520th Comment – The priest of the Temple of Zeus being a leader of the city,  was at the gateway of the city bringing bulls 
for sacrifice,  also garlands for the apostles to wear. 
391st Reasoning – The inhabitants of the city knew that a genuine miracle had transpired – wholly spectacular, because 
nothing like this had occurred within the city's history  (and they had never heard of Jesus and of his miracles). 
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Question: 
Would you behave like a  charlatan Christian leader soaking up the praise and adoration? 
Or behave like the apostles,  of whom we are about to read? 

173rd Warning – Beware of religious leaders who  (as do political leaders)  incite,  and then run with the crowd as The 
Leader absorbing the glory given out by The Crowd.   
174th Warning – Beware of religious leaders who  (as do political leaders)  try to befriend more powerful entities so that 
they can be used as rungs in the ladder upon which the worldly leaders can then tread! 
Acts.  14v13 og the  And  priest  of the  Zeus  of the  (one)   being/having  fore/{in front of}/prior/before   
Acts.  14v13 og of the  {town large/or with walls}/city  {of them},  
Acts.  14v13 og (the) bulls  also  (the) {wreaths (for show)}/garlands  over/upon/concerning   
Acts.  14v13 og the  {gate/door-ways (of building/city)}/portals/vestibules/gates/porches  
Acts.  14v13 og (the) enduring/{bearing/carrying}/{going on}/upholding/leading/moving/reaching/bringing,  
Acts.  14v13 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Acts.  14v13 og to the  {(from) vehicle}/{throngs borne (along)}/rabbles/{classes (of people)}/riots/crowds  
Acts.  14v13 og (he/it) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}  
Acts.  14v13 og (to) {to rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate/slay. 
Acts.  14v13 And  the  priest  of the  Zeus  of the  (one = person)  being  fore/before  of their  {walled city}/town, 

(he)  the  bringing/bearing  the bulls  also  the  {showy wreaths}/garlands  upon/concerning  the  {gate/door ways} 
he  (= priest)   determined/desired/{be pleased}  {united as companions}/together/with  to the  throngs/crowds  to  sacrifice/immolate. 

 

And the priest of the Zeus the one person being  fore/before  (person = a leader)  of their city, 
(he)  bringing/bearing  bulls  (as sacrificial gifts)  also the garlands upon  (= at)  the gate ways   (of the city,   to be given to the apostles) 
he  (= the priest/leader)   desired  to  sacrifice/immolate   (the bulls)   together/with  the  crowds   (as recognition of a momentous event). 
 

As with all leaders,  when they see an opportunity to  “run a favour with the crowd”,  then they grasp it with both hands! 
But,  in a moment later’  they are only too pleased to do the opposite  ('drop the credo like a hot potato')  when the public mood changes! 
Particularly religious leaders behaving like leaches  living off the public’,  running with the sentiments  of the moment’  -  instead of  “Leading in the 
manner to specifically fulfil  what Yahweh Desires to be taught”,   they really just cannot  help themselves’  (other than unto  “The Immediacy”  to fulfil 
the lusts of an  animalistic/carnal  mind)!   This is  not  how The Bible instructs of its leaders to behave! 
So, to elevate himself on the back of this public outcry,  the priest  (for the [mythical god] Zeus)  proposes to offer sacrifices to these apostles! 
And the priest  ignorant himself,  desires to assume a favourable position with these  (supposed)  gods’  for a future elevation in power over the 
community on the back of these  (supposed)  gods’,  and thus attempts to gain a likable standing with these apostles for the future spin-offs. 
These worldly leaders really cannot help themselves  -  they can only  “think worldly”  and grasp the opportunity to  “act worldly”,  –  it is buried so 
deep in their psyche,  to use everyone else as a rung in the ladder upon which they can tread!    

But Yahweh knows this -  and that is why He has this behaviour  “of theirs”  written in The Bible  for our warning! 
That is specifically why it is so important to  truly repent;  else,  the person will always be two minded,  hence the warning at James.1v6-8. 
 
521st Comment – The Apostles  (= TCs)  wholly reject these offers of adoration and tear off their clothes to show they are 
only human underneath – just like the members of The Public. 
392nd Reasoning – This is a characteristic of a TC:   They  never  take a position over other people from which to attain 
praise or adoration.  They always take  “The Least Position” in a grouping of people  in all matters,  except in expounding 
or defending  “The Word of God”  where their knowledge and confidence takes  “The Fore”  in any grouping of people. 
Acts.  14v14 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  And   
Acts.  14v14 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (the) Barnabas  also  (the) Paul,  
Acts.  14v14 og (the) {through breaking/wrecking}/{tearing asunder} (plural) 
Acts.  14v14 og the  {dresses (inner or outer)}/apparels/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiments/robes/vestures  {of them}  
Acts.  14v14 og (they) {unto/into leapt}/{rushed in}/{ran/sprung in}  into/unto  
Acts.  14v14 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd   
Acts.  14v14 og (the) screaming/shouting/shrieking/exclaiming/entreating/{crying out}, 
Acts.  14v14 And  the having  heard/listened,  the apostles/{appointees to tell}  the Barnabas  also  the Paul   

the  {through breaking}/{tearing asunder} (plural = they)   of their  clothes/garments   
they  leapt/{rushed/sprung in}  into/unto  the  throng/crowd  the  screaming/shouting/crying out}: 

 

And the  apostles/{appointees  (by Yahweh [and not The World])  to tell},  Barnabas  also Paul having  heard/listened,   
they,  the tearing apart their  clothes/garments,  they leapt into the  crowd  shouting: 
 

A pertinent question  
What would I,  the reader,  do in this situation? 

Would it be to - 
Soak up the praise and receive the gifts? 

Or 
Copy what Barnabas and Paul did? 

So  
What do you think Yahweh would prefer? 

Moreover,  a further question  
What would your Christian leader do? 

That begs a supplementary question  
Do you know your Christian leader sufficiently well enough,  to  accurately  forecast what  he/she  would do?  

These are all very important and sobering questions! 
Compare this with the actions of King Herod in Acts.12v21-22  and of Yahweh’s response in Acts.12v23. 

All this shows us the difference between a worldly leader’s mind and that of a TC’s mind,  and specifically why  all  worldly  leaders  are  brought down 
by rejection from a position of Sonship to Yahweh and why TCs  are  to be elevated unto a position of Sonship  (Luke.14v8-11). 
 
522nd Comment – Paul states:  Do not give us praise and adoration!    And goes on to explain:- 
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We are only human like yourselves,  having come to teach The Good News  (of how Mankind can be  righteously saved)  
that guides us away from the  worthless things  of  “Religion”;  to guide yourselves to  The Living God   (rather than a 
non-existent god, Zeus).  It is Yahweh who is The Foundation and Author of all intrinsically  ideal/good  things. 
175th Warning – “Religion”  in all its  'millions'  of schisms creates only worthless things,  being the myths, customs, 
rituals,  etc.,  will  not  save even one single person.   Only  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC  “saves people”! 
82nd Good News – Yahweh created all intrinsically  ideal/good  things,  and because of this He ensures that all things will 
ultimately come to a successful and righteous conclusion,  so that no charge can be levelled against Him. 
Acts.  14v15 og also  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts.  14v15 og (the) men/husbands/fellows,  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts.  14v15 og these (things)   (yourselves) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice?    
Acts.  14v15 og Also  {we ourselves}  (of the) {similar experiences}/{of (subject to) like passions/feelings}  {we are/being}   
Acts.  14v15 og {to yourselves}  (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts.  14v15 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)    
Acts.  14v15 og {specifically yourselves}  off/away/separated/from  {from/concerning these persons/things}   
Acts.  14v15 og of the  empty/profitless/vanity/worthless (things)   (to) revert/{come/go  again}/convert/{re/turn  around}  
Acts.  14v15 og into/unto  the  God  the  living/existing,   
Acts.  14v15 og who/which/that  (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced   
Acts.  14v15 og the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  also  the  Earth/land/province/country/region   
Acts.  14v15 og also  the  sea  also  (the) all/whole/every  the (things)  in  {to them}. 
Acts.  14v15 Also  (Paul)   the exclaiming: 

The  men/husbands;  wherefore  yourselves  do/perform  these  things? 
Also  {we ourselves}  are/being  the men  of the  {similar experiences}/{subject to same passions/feelings}  {to yourselves} 
the  personally  preaching  The Good News  (to)  {specifically yourselves}  off/away/from  {concerning these things} 
of the  empty/profitless/worthless  (things)   (to)  revert/convert/{turn around}  into/into  the  living/existing  God  (= Yahweh) 
which  He (= Yahweh)  did/made/produced/performed  the  heaven/sky  also  the  Earth/land  also  the  sea 
also  all  the things  within  them.  

 

Also  (Paul)  exclaiming: 
   Men,  wherefore yourselves  do/perform  these things   (of gifts and sacrifice to us)? 
   Also we ourselves are men of the  {similar experiences}/{subject to same feelings}  to yourselves, 
   The personally preaching The Good News  (of Mankind's Route to Salvation)  to specifically yourselves  off/away/from   
   concerning these  empty/worthless  things  (= “Religion”)  to  revert/{turn around}  unto the  living/existing  God  (= Yahweh) 
                (Being specifically what  The Leader/Priest  of Lystra represented  [Zeus, Hermes, etc.].   This would  not  be received well!) 
   which He  (= Yahweh)  did/made/produced/performed  the  heaven/sky   also the  Earth/land   also the sea, 
   also all the things within them. 
 

Put yourself in the various of places of peoples’ minds  –  and think with that specific person's mind - 
1.   The Apostles. 
2.   The people. 
3.   The Priest of Zeus. 

All three groupings would have  totally different  thought processes going through their minds! 
Moreover  –  how they were going to respond,  because of it! 
The point is this - 

The Apostles are stating  “The Invitation”  
You,  “people",  can become like  “us”  -  to have Yahweh working through you! 

By contrast,  worldly  leaders absolutely do  not  want members of The Populace to be like them  (and be taking their “spoils”)! 
Can the reader understand the difference between the two groupings? 

Understanding this verse. 
The Good News is not only that  “JC died for us  (The Once only)”  -   because many people die for each other within The World and throughout time! 

That specifically is  not  going to convince any person  (to imitate these people dying for other people),  nor give  The Required  
Glory/Honour  to Yahweh. 

Rather,  it is  “The Most Wonderful Plan”  that Yahweh has put in place from Gen.3v15 onwards of which we are able to read in The Tanakh that then 
yields  “The Key Stone”,  “JC”,  to make this wonderful plan possible.   It is when we have this knowledge,  do we then realise that we must emulate JC 
in his  ministry/lifestyle  to exhibit  “Real Faith”  to The World in the manner as did Paul and Barnabas.  If we do not have all this knowledge,  then we 
have  no  internal driver to imitate JC  (even though outwardly we may feign a rejection for an allegiance to money, leverage and adulation,  but it would 
be hypocritical – hence  Luke.12v1).   

It is this  “state of mind”  that Yahweh is examining in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  for Sonship made  only  upon Christians. 
Now for the 2nd part of the verse. 
The point of Paul’s speech is to turn our mind away from the worthless things sourced by  “Religion”,  being all its various customs, myths, rituals, 
relics, chants, feasts,  all of which takes our eye off the real ball in the air!   That is why we must turn to Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  = “JC”  
(Rev.19v13),  in a most unfeigned manner,  because it is JC that sets us free from all this entanglement sourced by Satan through  “Religion”  that 
ultimately leads to our death  (John.8v33-36). 
Now we move to the last part of the verse. 
The text is  not  speaking in prophecy,  hence  “heaven (singular)”  means  “sky”,  “Earth/land”  and  “sea”  are to be taken literally,  and thus  “the 
things”  within these three separate zones refers to  “Life”  in all its forms  (birds,  animals [and Mankind]  and fish). 
While it must be clearly understood that JCg physically created all life  (Kosmos StrongsTM = 2889,  = adornment/decoration)   on this planet,  and 
absolutely  not  Yahweh,  but it was Yahweh Who established  “The Fundamental Building Blocks”  of both The Laws of Physics and Chemistry.  It was 
from these Laws that established  (1) a planet for JCg,  upon which JCg could place “Life”   and  (2) the building blocks that JCg could manipulate to 
form DNA and the vastness of  “Life” in its  “kinds”.  In this manner,  all  intrinsically good/ideal  things are ultimately referenced back to Yahweh,  
because without Yahweh then  none  of this would be possible. 
There is no contradiction here,  except only the contradictions that come out of the minds of our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars! 
It must be clearly understood – it is essential for The Reader to ignore virtually  everything  emitted from our  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians/scholars  (Mark.7v20 and noting Matt.7v21)  supporting  “Religion”,  because by definition of  “worldly”,  they are wholly 
adversarial to Yahweh's Desire being fulfilled within The Environment!   This is precisely as The Bible tells us in  so very many places  (if  we only care 
to read it for our edification,   because leaders of Christendom will certainly not teach us of these places)! 
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393rd Reasoning – Yahweh has “The Means”  already planned  (1) JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice,  also  because of 
what JC has done then  (2) enables all humans to have a  “2 part life”  (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical).  This is what  
“1st Century Christianity”  teaches us in the utmost detail to give Yahweh credibility, hence worthy of all glory. 
176th Warning – “Religion”  in its  'millions'  of schisms as taught,  cannot righteously save people outside their own 
specific grouping and this fact alone condemns it as being  “Unrighteous”  and thus not sourced by  “The Almighty God”  
(this fact also includes “worldly Christianity”  that has covered the Earth like a plague for the last some 1800+ years). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Acts.  14v16 og who/which/that  (singular)   in  to the  (having) {near/beside departed}/{escaped along}/{be gone/past}  
Acts.  14v16 og (the) generations/ages/nations/times  (he) {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/committed/allowed 
Acts.  14v16 og (the) all/whole/every  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts.  14v16 og (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)   the  ways/journeys/progress/modes/means  {of them}. 
Acts.  14v16 Who  (= Yahweh)   within  (= during)   the  generations/nations/times   having  departed/{be gone/past} 

He  (= Yahweh)   {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/allowed  the  all/whole/every  gentiles/nations/heathens   
to  personally  traverse/travel/journey  of their  ways/progress/means. 

 

Who  (= Yahweh)  during the  generations/times  having been past   (=  all  the peoples  outside  “Israel” in The World  before  JC's ministry) 
He  (= Yahweh)  left alone  all the  gentiles/nations  to personally traverse  (in)  their  (own)  ways/progress. 
                (= Yahweh allowed all heathens to    “Do their own thing”.  =  Live by their own laws,  away from Yahweh) 
 

Paul is effectively telling them  
1.  Yahweh allowed yourselves to go your own way within spiritual darkness until now. 

Paul will be telling them  
2.  Now JC has come as The Light,  and we as his emissaries,  are coming to tell you about  “The Spiritual Light”  of  “The Word of God”. 
3.  You have been wasting your time with the priest of Zeus! 

Where,  we know that  “Religion”  is a complete and utter waste of time regarding our future personal salvation. 
In fact, “Religion”  is  wholly parasitic to our salvation,  and further,  “Religion”  is such a  bad  “parasite”  that it ultimately  kills  its host! 

Now   -  “How bad is that!” 
 
523rd Comment – Paul continues:  And yet  “The Almighty God”  has not been without a good witness to the nations.   
Yahweh has made possible the rain to fall from the sky,  also the fruit bearing seasons to our nourishment and to the joy of 
our heart. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
Good News – repeat - Yahweh created all intrinsically  ideal/good  things and because of this He ensures that all things 
will ultimately come to a successful and righteous conclusion,  so that no charge can be levelled against Him. 
Acts.  14v17 og Also  {and yet indeed}/{although really}  no/not/none  
Acts.  14v17 og (the) {anti-martyr/witness}/unattested/{without witness/reporter}  
Acts.  14v17 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)    
Acts.  14v17 og (he)  sent/{went forth}/forgave/{laid aside}/left/{yielded up}/pardoned/excused  
Acts.  14v17 og (the) {well doer (as a favour or a duty)}/{(when) doing good (well)}  {from the sky/heaven}  {to us}  
Acts.  14v17 og (the) rain/{shower (water)}  (the) giving/bestowing/granting  also  times/seasons/occasions  
Acts.  14v17 og (the) {fruit bearing}  (the) {filling in/up}/{being satisfied}  (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food   
Acts.  14v17 og also  (of the) joyfulness/gladness/joy  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of/from us}. 
Acts.  14v17 Also                (during this time to The Peoples  outside  Israel)   

{and yet indeed}/{although really}  not  Himself  the  {anti/without  martyr/witness/reporter}                    (= Yahweh expressed Himself) 
the  {well doer}/{doing good}  He  sent/yielded  the  giving/bestowing  rain/shower  from the  heaven/sky  to us  (collectively as humans) 
also  the  {fruit bearing}  seasons/occasions   the  {filling up}/{being satisfied}  of the  nourishment/food 
also  of the  joyfulness/gladness  of our  hearts/{seats of motivation}              (= the driver of gladness to personally succeed in what we do) 

 

Also   (during this period before JC's ministry within the nations of The World  [outside Israel, while itself  is  being taught God's Word]) 
and yet indeed not Himself  (= Yahweh)  (was)  without  witness/report   (= Yahweh exhibited His Omnificence in  “Nature”  and  “its cycles”.) 
He  (= Yahweh)  doing good  sent  (= made possible)  the giving  (of)  rain from the sky to us   (collectively as humans) 
               (= The Physical  representing  The Spiritual  now of  “Yahweh's Authority of The Heaven”  controlling  “The Mind”  of  “The Early Adopters”) 
also  (made possible, [= “sent”])  the fruit bearing seasons   (= the opportunistic occasions were fruit can grow) 
filling up our  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (= allegoric for  The Internal  Self-Driver  to wholly grow upon God's Word,  Matt.1v18-23) 
of the nourishment  also of the joyfulness   (= allegoric for  The Growth on God's Word  that leads to  in-depth  [not vain]  joy). 
 

Beware of many bible translations twisting the original Greek and thereby losing the secondary understanding buried within the text. 
It must be asked    

Why is this verse written in  “Acts”? 
As I explained previously  –  it is written  for us  of  The Gospel Age  “To Personally Grasp”  the  allegoric  understanding. 
It is  “The Physical”  of times past given in The Tanakh,  being representative as  “The Spiritual”  of  “The Knowledge”  being  “The Word of God”  (= 
“1st Century Christianity”)   of what Paul is bringing to The World for The Gospel Age start,  where the allegories are - 

1.  “Rain”  =  “Knowledge”  =  “The Word of God”  accurately taught as  “The Word of God”  (it is  NOT  “worldly Christianity”) 
2.  “Sky”  =  “Heaven”  =  “Yahweh's Authority”  over  “The Early Adopters”   of The Gospel Age. 
3.  “Us”  =  “The Early Adopters”  =  the persons who  “actively grow spiritually”  upon  “The Word of God”  [= actively use The Rain] 
4.  “Fruit bearing Seasons”  =  “some 2000 years”  yielding the 144000 TCs  “Early Adopters”. 
5.  “Hearts”  =  “Internal personal  motivation/driver/zeal”  to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
6.  “Nourishment”  =  “Spiritual Growth”  we  “build our mind”  upon the allegoric spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”. 
7.  “Joyfulness”  =  “bringing other people to understand how they too can fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  (it is  NOT  a  self-indulgent  emotion). 

Thus,  at the  primary physical level Paul is saying  “Yahweh made Himself known to  “The Thinking Members”  of yourselves”  by  “the physical gifts”  
that He made possible in the various Earth Natural Cycles,  Rock, Carbon, Water, Nitrogen, Energy, etc.  that sustains  “Life”  in all its forms upon this 
planet. 
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At the  secondary spiritual  level,  we can read into what Paul is saying by extension for us of The Gospel Age  -  being what these recipients were being  
“Invited”  into grasping at  “The Word of God” for  “the spiritual gifts”  if they are so personally interested. 

Are we likewise? 
 
524th Comment – After Paul gave his witness,  the people took a long time to accept the content of what Paul taught them. 
394th Reasoning – The situation now becomes  very dangerous  for Paul and Barnabas. 

(1)  They have lost their protection of supposedly being 'gods'! 
(2)  The people feel  'let down',  the earlier  'emotional rush'  must now be dissipated in some manner. 
(3)  The leaders  (principally, The Priest to Zeus)  look like idiots  (especially if he cannot recognise his god)! 

177th Warning – When a leader is made to look like an idiot,  then  he/she  will use whatever influence  he/she  has within 
The Environment to inflict vengeance upon the person exposing  his/her  fraudulence. 
Acts.  14v18 og Also  these (things)   (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming,  
Acts.  14v18 og (the) {with difficulty}/hardly/scarcely/{with much work}   
Acts.  14v18 og (they) {settled down}/colonised/{(caused to) desist}/ceased/{(took) rest}  
Acts.  14v18 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throngs borne (along)}/rabbles/{classes (of people)}/riots/crowds  
Acts.  14v18 og of the  not  (to) {to rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate/slay  {to them}. 
Acts.  14v18 Also   (after)   the  exclaiming  these things; 

the  throngs/crowds  the  (people)  {with difficulty}/{after much work}  they  {settled down}/ceased/{took rest} 
of the  (act)  not  to  sacrifice/immolate  {to them}   (= Paul,  Barnabas and the accompanying disciples). 

 

Also  (after)  the exclaiming these things   (that the apostles were only the same as the people  [trying to worship these apostles]); 
The people  (of)  the crowds with difficulty they settled down not to sacrifice  (the bulls)  to them. 
                 (= After much convincing,  the people accepted the Apostles were only ordinary humans,  but having Yahweh working alongside them.) 
 

The Crux is that the apostles had the HS operating within and around them  (not to be like demi-gods),  but only that their mind operates precisely like 
JC to respond accordingly. 
Let us now carefully consider the minds of such people in this city - 

The People were in such fervour that they are emotionally  very unstable. 
(Which is just how charlatan Christian leaders  like to position their devotees,  being  'easy meat'  to manipulate for personal gain) 

The Priest  (and his religious cronies)  would be severely rattled  (by this disclosure)! 
Why? 

For several reasons - 
He has been shown to be an idiot in  hyping-up  the crowd into thinking some strangers are the specific gods he supposedly worships! 
From which falsehood,  it shows that he does not know his subject matter,  if he cannot recognise his god's representatives! 
He is exposed as a representative of a false god,  when The Almighty God Yahweh has been pulling all The Natural Strings on the Earth. 

Thus,  we have a very dangerous situation here for the apostles,  of which leaders  (having a  worldly thinking  mind)  can  naturally  'smell-out'  (like 
wolves),  and then spin to their own worldly advantage! 

This is of what we are now to read. 
 
525th Comment – The Jews (= religious leaders  [and/or  their henchmen])  from Antioch and Iconium,  following The 
Apostles on their travels saw their opportunity to strike!   They persuaded the crowd to stone Paul,  and afterwards 
assuming him to be dead,  they dragged him outside the city. 
Comment – repeat - The Religious and Political Leaders joined together to oppose Yahweh’s Methodology represented by 
the  pure/innocent  “boy-slave”  JC,  whom Yahweh appointed as The King  (in waiting, as was David)  over The World. 
Reasoning – repeat - These Religious and Political Pillars of Society, (having the common goal to “Control People”  
thereby driven by worldly methodology)  naturally oppose  Yahweh’s Methodology which is to:  “Edify People”.   
JC represented Yahweh’s Methodology  (as “The Word of God”)  and this naturally ran counter to worldly leaders! 
Reasoning – repeat - Most people do not consider what they know – that is to say,  “assay knowledge,  to test its validity”! 
The leaders do not care – only interested in what they can make out of their deluded devotees!   Every farmer knows that 
an  intelligent/educated  animal is a dangerous animal – so keep them stupid,  much easier to farm and corral!   
Warning – repeat - The leaders of “Religion”  pretend to represent “Big Daddy”,  but Yahweh is nowhere near them,  
having forsaken them – because they had initially forsaken Yahweh’s Methodology to be practised from within. 
Warning – repeat - Professional Leaders of “Religion”  have absolutely  no  desire for any person to  proclaim/teach  in 
“The Character/Authority”  of JC,  even though millions will espouse to represent JC’s “Name”! 
Reasoning – repeat - It exposes their hypocrisy!   JC had truly altruistic reasons in the way he behaved – to righteously 
bring forth The Millennium,  professional Leaders of “Religion”  by contrast,  are only interested in  “the here and now”! 
Reasoning – repeat - Likewise the two apostles had  “the  one/same  character/authority  of JC”  and that is why  other  
people are able to accurately state of these apostles: “They come in the name of JC”. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh is seeking likewise people who truly come in the  character/authority  of JC,  so that He 
may state of them that:  “They came in the name of JC”  when He resurrects them at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Acts.  14v19 og (they) {coming in upon (to influence)}/supervene/arrival/influence  And  off/away/separated/from  
Acts.  14v19 og (the) Antioch  also  (of the) Iconium  Jews,  
Acts.  14v19 og also  (the) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confidently/assuring/trusting   
Acts.  14v19 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throngs borne (along)}/rabbles/{classes (of people)}/riots/crowds,   
Acts.  14v19 og also  (the) {throwing stones}/lapidating/stoning  the  Paul,  
Acts.  14v19 og (they) {to trail}/dragged/drawn/hauled  outside/{away from}/without/outward   
Acts.  14v19 og of the  {town large/or with walls}/city,  
Acts.  14v19 og (the) accustoming/deeming/regarding/supposing/considering/thinking  (the) him  (to have) {(definitely) died}. 
Acts.  14v19 And  they  (= Jews = the religious leaders’ henchmen)  off/away/from  the Antioch  also  of the  Iconium  Jews, 

also  the   (the religious leaders’ henchmen)   persuading/assuring  the  {classes of people}//crowds   (that these apostles were infidels) 
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also  the  lapidating/stoning  the  Paul  they  dragged/hauled   (him)   outside/{away from}  of the  {walled town}/city, 
the  regarding/supposing considering  the him to have  definitely died. 

 

And they  (= mercenaries of  “The Religious Leaders”)  off/from  Antioch  also of the Iconium Jews   (having followed the apostles), 
also the  (= The Religious Leaders’ henchmen)  persuading the crowds   (that these apostles were a minority clan acting to  steal by stealth’) 
also then stoning Paul,  they  (= the henchmen and some of the crowd)  dragged  (Paul)  outside the city   
regarding/supposing  him to have definitely died   (from the lynch mob stoning). 
 

As having occurred to Paul some 15 years after JC’s ministry,  then the same occurred to William Tyndale about 1500 years after JC’s ministry,  we read 
of  “The Religious Authorities”  hounding him around Europe to murder him in the most horrible manner,  half garrotting and then burnt at the stake. 
Then we read of what JC said of the religious authorities in his day  (Matt.23v27-32)  and the same actions repeated generation after generation  
(John.16v1-4)  unto the present day!    From which observation,  then our only conclusion is the  one/same  mindset of person  takes those positions 
within  any  Religious Establishment  daily  around The World  (irrespective of the crafted,  painted public charade for  “The Professional Image”  
[being what those words truly mean])! 

We must understand what had occurred - 
Earlier,  back in Antioch,  The Jewish Leaders had not realised what  a monster’  (for their future)  they had unleashed through their simple invitation - 

“Would you like to speak to the congregation on that Sabbath  (Acts.13v15)?” 
(Being of  supposed kind words’  of a welcoming invitation  [think very carefully upon this hypocrisy’,  that is now world-wide].) 

The Resultant of which,  the whole city was excited to hear  “1st Century Christianity”  Acts.13v42-43. 
The Religious Leaders had become paranoid,  working out how they could  put the genie back into the bottle’  -  because like The Religious Leaders in 
Jerusalem  (John.11v47-53),  their livelihood was at stake,   and  likewise ever since,   whenever  “1st Century Christianity”  in any shape or form  
raised its head’  into The Public Mind! 

That is why they responded in as they did at Acts.13v50. 
Now they had followed Paul, Barnabas and the apostles here to Lystra in a brazen  attempt to nobble the work also being done here. 
Obviously,  they could not move forward with their plans when the people of Lystra thought these apostles to be  'gods on Earth',  but as soon as Paul 
begged the people to see him as  “a person”  (for the sole reason Paul wanted these people to  become like him),  then these Religious Henchmen  knew 
they could strike on  The Rebound’  of  “public emotion”  (because they were only’ human). 
The People felt embarrassed,  suckered’,  been  taken for a ride’  (as is done throughout all  “Religion”),  and as an automatic emotional defensive 
move,  the people felt they should remove  “The Embarrassment”  from out of their midst.  Immediately,  in  The Heat of The Moment’  “The Religious 
Henchmen”  pounced,  seizing the opportunity to manipulate the crowd against these apostles,  especially against  “The Vocal Leader”,  Paul  
(Acts.14v12)  -  which is precisely what we read here. 
The Religious Representatives of  both  groups,  “The Jewish Leaders”  and  “The Priests of Zeus”   (working on the principle   “The enemy of my 
enemy is my friend”)  of these two  (theoretically)  opposing  religious movements worked together against a common goal,  being to excite The Crowd  
against  The Apostles teaching  “1st Century Christianity”.   The Goal from The Religious Leaders’  point of view was to   Snuff-out  “1st Century 
Christianity”  and continue  “Business as usual”  living off the backs of their congregational members as parasitic leaches!    

What has changed throughout history? 
But importantly,  the leaders recognise they must outwardly support the activities of  genuinely motivated  individuals  (as The Religious Establishment’s 
“pawns”,  and yet it will  never  be The Leaders  'getting their hands dirty')  to help people  (Matt.23v4).   Because the Leaders use this facade as  “The 
Excuse by Pretence”  for  “The Existence of The Religious Establishment”  of which its leaders  (supposedly the closest to  “Big Daddy”)  can exploit for 
their worldly living! 

The whole thing from Yahweh’s point of view  is an abomination  -  and has occurred throughout the last some 6000 years of Mankind! 
A  “Minute of Mankind”  has  not  existed where this has  not  occurred somewhere within The World! 

Therefore,  Yahweh has been and  is  still presently searching out  “The Demonstrably Proven Early Adopters”  elected/chosen  from out of  “The 2 
Epochs of Israel”  in  “The Special/Greater Judgement”  (made only by Yahweh)  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
These  “Early Adopters”  have  NO  need to prove themselves to Yahweh,  –  because Yahweh foreknew who they would be,  long before they existed,  
but they are  to  prove  themselves to The World!   The reason why  “The Proof”  must be exhibited is so that no claim of  “unrighteousness”  can be laid 
at their feet  (by disgruntled resurrected people)  –  when these  “Early Adopters”  are made by Yahweh  “The Rulers”  and thus  “Heirs”  of  “The 
Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”). 
This  is  presently occurring during The Gospel Age,  Yahweh is seeking 144000 TCs for this position of future rulership and that number is  almost 
complete  because  “The 1st Resurrection”  shall occur at some time during  “The 21st Century”  to close  The Gospel Age comprising of some 2000 
years  (Heb. Chapter 4). 
The Reader must recognise    

Leaders of  “The Religious Establishments”  all around The World,  and people within many of the lower tiers of  “The Pyramid Structure”  
are  wholly rejected  by Yahweh for future rulership in The Millennium,  all as precisely taught by JC in his many parables and illustrations 
on this subject matter. 

It is by understanding the thought processes of all the people involved and of their emotional state,  then we can see precisely what would occur now. 
As I stated much earlier  

Yahweh  knew this would occur,  that is why He prompted it  (with  “the healing”  at the very beginning of this event)! 
However, it was all done to - 

1.  Validate the Credentials of The Apostles to The World  (to you and I reading of this account). 
2.  To teach us by example,  how to personally behave  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
3.  Expose the leaders of Religion to be precisely like those of John.11v47-53  (and thus  the same-minded people in  any  place/time   
     of The World over the last some 2000 years). 
4.  To show the very fickle nature of humans generally under the leadership of worldly leaders  manipulating the situation for their own 
      worldly gain  (to show  “the counter”  in The Millennium,  under a wholly new and of the very worthiest administration). 

Yahweh's Mind is for  “The Long-Term Gain”,  sadly  “human uneducated minds”  are only in  “the short term transient  self-indulgent  gain”. 
And for  “all righteousness”  to occur,  then all this  needs to be demonstrably proven  into and unto The Culmination  -  of which  “All Righteous” 
Omnificent Yahweh quite naturally,  duly does. 
 
526th Comment – The disciples rallied around Paul,  helping him to his feet and then he was assisted back into the city of 
Lystra to have his badly bruised body nursed.  On the next day Paul and Barnabas went to the next city of Derbe. 
240th Instruction – The Apostles (= TCs)  are motivated to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The World,  
irrespective of what may befall them,  because their internal driver is  not  for this world  (as it is for religious leaders).  
The TC’s motivation is that of The Millennium  (never  taught by religious leaders),  and it is in this manner the TCs 
throughout the generations make The Millennium an ultimate reality  when Yahweh has  His 144000 TCs. 
Good News – repeat - When Yahweh has more work for His faithful slaves,  then He will actively  step-in  to remove 
adversary to “His Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  through His dependable  “Early Adopters”. 
Acts.  14v20 og (the having) encircled/surrounded/{compassed (about)}/{come (stand) round about}  And  (the) him   
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Acts.  14v20 og of the  learners/pupils/disciples  (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  
Acts.  14v20 og (he) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  the  {town large/or with walls}/city, 
Acts.  14v20 og also  to the  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}   
Acts.  14v20 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   
Acts.  14v20 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  Barnabas  into/unto  (the) Derbe. 
Acts.  14v20 And  the  learners/disciples  having  encircled/surrounded/{round about}  the  him ( = Paul),   

(Paul)  the  standing/rising  up,  he  entered/{went in}  into/unto  the  {walled town}/city, 
also  to the  (= in)   {day following}/{next day}   he  issued/{went forth}/departed  {united as companions}/together/with   
to the  Barnabas  into/unto  the  Derbe. 

 

And the disciples having encircled him  (= Paul),   (then)  the standing up,  he  (= Paul)  entered into the city, 
also in the next day he departed united as companions with Barnabas unto Derbe. 
 

Clearly  if  Yahweh  'engineered the situation'  as a proving display to us,  then  He would  not  allow Paul to die,  when Paul had so much more to do! 
Yahweh was  “proving Paul to us”,  inasmuch are we prepared to -  1Cor.4v16, 11v1 ? 

If we cannot,  then we are  unlikely  to be TCs  (noting John.6v60).  We must be prepared to put ourselves out on a limb for Yahweh's sake. 
Not that Yahweh needs us to personally do it  “for His sake”  (inasmuch He needs  nothing  specifically from us for His benefit),  but rather  “to fulfil His 
Desire”  which then becomes  “our sake”  =  “Mankind's Salvation”. 
       “Mankind”  needs  The 144000 TCs  to fulfil Yahweh's Prophecy  (Rev.14v1-4)  before  “Mankind”  can become resurrected into The Millennium. 

Can the reader see and understand  “The Virtuous Circle”  in this righteous logic? 
This is  “1st Century Christianity”  explained,  and it becomes obvious when explained like this;  and specifically,  why leaders of “Religion” - 

1.   Chose not to understand it  (because they do not personally want to go out on a limb, as did  “1st Century Martyrs”). 
2.   Suppress anyone else from teaching it  (because it exposes these religious leaders as being hypocrites, Luke.12v1). 
3.   Cannot earn a worldly living by teaching what Yahweh wants to hear  (too few takers, John.6v60,  [in the order of 1 90,000  people]). 

Where  “The Worst”  are  worldly Christian leaders,  because they have  “The Knowledge”  and yet hide it  (counter to Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, 
Luke.11v33,  said three times because it  will  occur and thus we are to take  note/warning),  all very much as did 1st Century Jewish Leaders  “hide The 
Knowledge”  by murdering JC and the following TCs. 
From the above we realise that our  “Professional leaders of Religion”  are  so very unlikely  (unless they completely reform)  to be TCs because their 
mind is wrongly motivated  (Matt.6v24)!    That is why it is only to be  lay-preachers  (Acts.18v1-3)  who only earn money from a secular living to feed 
The Physical Body and teach  “The Word of God”  in their  other  time to feed The Spiritual Mind,  specifically that of The Recipients.  Noting that  
“teaching”  does help our own mind  –  because by correctly working at our teaching,  enables us to  test/prove  what we know and gives us experience 
in making ourselves more competent teachers  (now,  and more importantly,  in The Millennium)! 

So,  we now understand  why  JC taught us about what will befall TCs  (John.16v1-4). 
Yahweh needs people who prove themselves  “reliable and trustworthy”  -  NOT  to Yahweh  (He already knows they  are  “trustworthy”,  even before 
they were to be born)  but - 

1.   To the martyrs,  themselves as individuals. 
2.   To the rest of us,  validating the martyrs' credentials as being worthy leaders over us in The Millennium. 

The above also proves leaders of  “Religion”  are  not  to be  “worthy leaders”  in The Millennium. 
But please dear reader,  do not be misled by  “The Smoke and Mirrors”  leaders of “Religion”  use  to mask  their  (1) inappropriate activities and  (2) 
lack of activities Yahweh wants them to do  (for Mankind's Salvation). 

There is a huge gulf between what  “Religion teaches”  and what  “Yahweh wants to be taught”  (by both word and deed)!  
Therefore,  with that very important background explained,  then we can understand  “The Full Picture”  of what is occurring here. 
Quite simply - 

Yahweh shows us how leaders of “Religion”  behave to  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Yahweh shows us how TC martyrs are to be the  “worthy leaders”  of The Millennium! 

All this  validates  Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
In addition,  sadly,  it  has  to be like this,  else dissatisfied humans will always say    

“Prove it to me – else I will not believe  (in like manner Matt.12v38, 16v1, etc.).” 
When in The Culmination  (after The Millennium)  then    All  of us who  are  successful shall be positioned to look back and say  

“Yes,  we now understand  why  it all had to occur like this!” 
“We also fully appreciate Your Righteousness,  Yahweh,  because we originally having recalcitrant minds could learn in no other manner!”  

Paul had proved himself here worthy of 2Tim.4v6-8,  and likewise so shall Peter for 1Pet.5v4 because of their wholly selfless activity (Matt.19v27). 
Yahweh had more work for Paul and ensured that he would not die until it was time for him  to rest from his pain  (made so,  by leaders of “Religion”).   
 
527th Comment – The apostles (= TCs)  taught in Derbe and were very successful in making many disciples in that city. 
528th Comment – Importantly, the leaders of “Religion”  were not so entrenched within Derbe to mount an effective 
opposition against  “The Word of God”  being  accurately  taught!   Therefore, the population would be more receptive to 
the apostles giving an accurate ministry  -  that truly glorifies Yahweh  (and not the nonsense given today in Christendom). 
529th Comment – The apostles (= TCs)  were bold enough to retrace their steps through the cities,  half of whose 
inhabitants had been incited by leaders of “Religion”  to attack these apostles! 
395th Reasoning – The apostles (= TCs)  entrusted upon Yahweh to protect them,  and wanted to make steadfast what was 
taught within these very immature  “1st Century Christians”.  To answer their questions which may have surfaced when 
the apostles had moved on to the next city.  The raison d’etre of these TCs was to edify Yahweh and not of themselves  
(within the minds of the recipients)!   “God’s Word”  was  not  being used as a tool for worldly self-gain! 
178th Warning – The Primary Aim for mature “Leaders of Religion”  is to pretend they are needed for salvation and to 
supposedly be the conduit to “The Almighty God”,  this being a ruse to scam a worldly living off deluded devotees,  and 
‘the more devotees’,  then ‘the better upon which to filch’!   Because we must ask: How do they freely help our salvation? 
Acts.  14v21 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)  Both   
Acts.  14v21 og the  {town large/or with walls}/city  {that one}/those,   
Acts.  14v21 og also  (the having) {become pupils}/{made disciples}  
Acts.  14v21 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  
Acts.  14v21 og (they) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto  the  Lystra  
Acts.  14v21 og also  (the) Iconium  also  (the) Antioch,   
Acts.  14v21 Both  
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(1)  personally  {preaching the Good News}  (in)  that  city  (Derbe)   also  
(2)  the having  many/considerable  (persons)   become disciples 
they  (= Paul,  Barnabas and fellow  ‘hard core’  disciples)   returned/{turned back}   
into/unto  Lystra,  also  the  Iconium  also  the  Antioch. 

 

Both  (1) personally preaching The Good News  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)   (in)  that city  (Derbe)  also   
(2) the many  (people)  having become disciples   (after hearing  “1st Century Christianity”  taught,  that is  wholly different  from “Religion”)   
they  (= Paul, Barnabas and fellow disciples)  returned unto Lystra,  also Iconium  also Antioch. 
 

Even being thoroughly battered and bruised from a stoning,  within two days Paul was teaching and preaching  “The Word of God”  in the form of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  (and  not  the wholly  twisted  [to “excuse ourselves”]  'God's Word'  as taught today throughout Christendom). 
We understand from the account,  Paul received no opposition here in Derbe,  perhaps because the  “Leaders of Religion”  (termed “Jews”)  having 
done their job’  thought they had murdered him in Lystra by stoning and had no need to follow the TC party through onto the next city of Derbe. 
We read the uptake was very good here in Derbe,  perhaps having a population with a more open and questioning mind -  and importantly,  less offensive 
religious leaders scared of losing their control over people!   Perhaps most were atheists – with not much  “Religion”  soaking up the local resources! 
The Disciples retraced their steps and returned to Antioch of the Pisidia to answer questions and strengthen any possible wavering recipients. 
 
530th Comment – The apostles returned back through the cities to consolidate “The Knowledge Base”  within the minds of 
these very early  “1st Century Christians”  to take their reasoning very much away from “Religion” (just as I must do with 
“worldly Christians”  entrenched within “Religion”). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know, –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
396th Reasoning – The apostles explained that the recipients must persevere in  “Real Faith”  consisting of its 3 required 
stages of  “accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity”  to be able to maintain integrity during the persecution that 
leaders of “Religion”  shall bring forth upon TCs during The Gospel Age. 
179th Warning – The TCs  (as “The Early Adopters”)  can only but be persecuted by leaders of “Religion”  within this 
present worldly system,  because the two groupings have two  opposing  objectives! 
397th Reasoning – The TCs are demonstrably driven to ultimately yield a perfected environment in The Millennium,  they 
receive no income from this present world,  but only persecution,  thereby showing their  motivation is genuine! 
By contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  are driven to maintain the present worldly conditions  (customs and methodology)  
from which is derived their income  (and thus source the persecution to uphold their position from being exposed)!” 
Instruction – repeat - “Real Faith”  =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
Without  all  of the three terms on the right-hand side,  then it becomes only  “blind faith”  pandemic in “Religion”  based 
solely on  “hearsay”  that would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which we are all under “Yahweh’s Judgement”)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and, charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Instruction – repeat - It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh used His infinite power to work through His True Representatives. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith” -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh's Pure Desire shall operate on fleshly people – being  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 
Respective Epochs of Israel”  (First to The Jews and then to The Gentiles,  Rom.1v16, etc.).  Which is always:  To 
increment forward His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  of which these  “Early Adopters”  fulfil. 
Warning – repeat - Yahweh's Desire does  not  operate in charismatic congregational members, self-indulging themselves 
This is  not  the type of person Yahweh is seeking to rule The Resurrected World  (= The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire). 
161st ‘Allegory’ – Kingdom of God = operates at two levels depending upon which Epoch of Israel we are within. 
First 2 Epochs of Israel (Jews + Christians)  is  Spiritually.  God’s Word becomes The Master and controls our mind. 
The 3rd Epoch of Israel (Resurrected World)  is  Physically.  God’s Word is imposed upon The Environment  (Rev.2v27, 
12v5, 19v15)  through JCg and the 144000 TCs in The Millennium. 
398th Reasoning – The Kingdom of God”  operates within The Mind of  “The Early Adopters”  (faithfully [= with absolute  
fidelity],  are allowing Yahweh to rule their mind and behaviour)  and hence Luke.17v21 for TCs.  This can only occur 
spiritually within these TCs,  because Satan presently rules The World  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19)  for some 6000 years and  
only  “physically”  through the works of  “The Early Adopters”  whose mind is driven by Yahweh’s Methodology. 
By contrast,  this all changes in The Millennium.  JCg and the 144000 TCs having INFINITE authority and power to 
physically do whatever Yahweh desires to occur,  they shall enforce Yahweh’s Methodology upon The Environment.  This 
becomes a training period for all people of  “The Resurrected World”  to  “spiritually”  change their mind by the physical 
works of the ruling  “Early Adopters”. 
The Bible teaches us that some people will reform and change  (to edify our neighbour [often to our own hurt]),  while 
some people will rebel to this new system,  preferring the old system (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt),  these 
people will fail (Rev.20v12-15).   Then after The Millennium into The Culmination  “The Kingdom of God”  shall reign 
supremely both spiritually and physically into The Eternity.   That is  “The Real Gospel”  of which JC taught us! 
241st Instruction – Paul explains  “The Under-structure”  as given in The Tanakh to  (1) “The Kingdom of God” and 
also of  (2) “JC making The Kingdom of God possible”  (through his “character and authority”).  
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399th Reasoning – Importantly,  when specific people understood the whole structure as contained within  “1st Century 
Christianity”  then they became baptised to enter into  “The Bilateral Agreement”  with Yahweh for  possibly/maybe  (as 
determined by Yahweh)  “The Birthright”  to “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  to the very best they were able  -  
based upon The Knowledge taught by Paul. 
Acts.  14v22 og (the) {upon setting fast}/{concerning confirmation}/{to support further}/{re-establish}/strengthen   
Acts.  14v22 og the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of the  learners/pupils/disciples,  
Acts.  14v22 og (the) {setting beside}/{calling near}/{invoking by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/ 

/entreating/urging/comforting  
Acts.  14v22 og (to) {stay in (in the same place)}/persevere/continue  to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Acts.  14v22 og also  because  through (reason of)   (of the) many/much/plenteous  
Acts.  14v22 og (of the) afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts.  14v22 og (to) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God. 
Acts.  14v22 The  {upon setting fast)/consolidating/strengthening      (by answering questions and giving warnings about religious predators) 

the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of the  learners/disciples    (= those persons permanently living in these cities) 
the  beseeching/exhorting/entreating/urging/comforting  to  persevere/continue 
to the (= in)  faith  (= knowledge + assurance + fidelity)                   (= must remain steadfast in  “1st Century Christianity”) 
because  also  through reason  of the  many/plenteous  of the  afflictions/burdens/persecutions              (sourced by leaders of “Religion”) 
{it is necessary}/behoves  to  enter/{go in}  unto/into  the  kingdom  of the  God (= Yahweh). 

 

(The Apostles returning back through these cities … ) 
The  consolidating/strengthening  the breaths  (= lives/souls/{conscious existences})  of the disciples   (staying with their families in the city) 
                 (= By answering questions of  “1st Century Christianity”  and be giving warnings of future religious leaders  [coming in as wolves]) 
beseeching/exhorting/urging  to persevere in  (Real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  that “1st Century Christianity”  gives)  
because  also through reason it is necessary of the many  afflictions/persecutions   (by disgruntled people) 
                 (Mainly sourced by leaders “Religion”  rejecting  “1st Century Christianity”  cramping their lifestyle) 
to enter into the kingdom of the God  (= Yahweh).   (= We must gain a mindset that  “thinks and reasons like JC”,  Luke.17v21) 
 

We all must clearly understand and recognise the following  
Affliction/burden/persecution/tribulation  is  ONLY  sourced by disgruntled leaders of “Religion”  exposed as being  “Anti-Anointed/Christ”. 
Affliction/burden/persecution/tribulation  Must NOT  be sourced by  “us”  being stupid  –  operating against  “The Laws of The Land”! 
(Where  “being stupid”  also means doing things to needlessly hurt our neighbour  -  by  saying/doing  unthoughtful/{self-indulgent}  things!) 

(Thereby showing ourselves not to be worthy as future leaders of The World,  if we cannot even control our behaviour!) 
Interestingly,  when we analyse what  worldly  Christians do in their millions upon millions,  then we realise the following - 

Affliction/persecution/tribulation  is  NOT  sourced by leaders of “Religion” on their devotees because the devotees do  not  expose  “fraud”! 
Affliction/persecution/tribulation  IS  sourced on religious devotees by  “being stupid”   –  when operating  against  The Laws of The Land! 
(Where  “being stupid”  also means doing things to needlessly hurt our neighbour  -  by  saying/doing  unthoughtful/{self-indulgent}  things!) 

(Thereby showing themselves not to be worthy as future leaders of The World,  if they cannot even control our behaviour!) 
So,  I ask - 

Can the reader understand  precisely  what I am saying here? 
Can the reader understand  “The Differentiation”  between  “1st Century Christianity”  taught then,  and  “worldly Christianity”  of today? 

Our  worldly Christian leaders are  competently  able to teach   “Religion” but are personally  unable  to teach   “1st Century Christianity”! 
Where - 

“Religion”  is built on a few lures  (equally taught by atheists),  plus many customs and full of personal excuses,  but by contrast - 
“1st Century Christianity”,  teaches of The Millennium and of its rules,  with  zero  customs  and of  no  personal excuses  (where the 
instruction is for us to totally change away from being “Human” and become “Christ-like” as  “The Image of God/Yahweh”  John.14v5-15)! 

This is obviously  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us in their wholly confused message on this subject matter! 
Inasmuch they do  not  understand Gen.1v26 and muddle it up with what Satan changed us to become at Gen.3v6,  where it required JC to show us how 
we must  PERSONALLY change ourselves  to become like JC.   By consequence,  they are so completely  tied-in  with The World and of its methodology,  
therefore,  they become lost in The World and of its methodology sourced by Satan  (and  “naturally”  fulfil his desire,  to push-away Rev.20v1-3)! 
So,  I ask again - 

Does the reader precisely understand the very distinct differences between  “Religion”  and  “1st Century Christianity”? 
To quote one of Aesop’s Fables   “The Emperor’s New clothes”  -  (whose fables are so wonderfully constructed to express human failings)  

I am merely that little boy in the crowd shouting out   “The Emperor has no clothes!” 
One other aspect that must be considered  (as I have mentioned earlier). 
The person behaving exactly like JC will have  no  enemies  in the general populace  –  because The Public love the person behaving like JC in precisely 
the  one/same  manner as they  appreciated/beloved  JC during his active ministry.   There is  no  “Driver”  for the members of The Public to persecute 
people  (= TCs)  behaving like JC.   It is  only  people who are directly affected financially  or  “The  Image/Standing”  that becomes impaired through 
exposed hypocrisy,  who react by sourcing persecution against TCs  (initially through “slander”, to give a defiling image,  hence “devil”).   
The Bible tells us in many, many places that it is  “The Leaders of Religion”  who are  “The Primary Source”  of  “persecution”  made towards the 
people who accurately represent Yahweh's Interests,  because The Bible mentions professional leaders of “Religion”  are  not  able to fulfil His Desire!   
They have entirely the  wrong  mindset when they  grow into that position  within  “Religion”  (made more so within seminaries)! 
With that background,  we can now understand why the apostles must - 

1.   Strengthen the conscious existences of these  “1st Century Christians”  (when faced by the barrage of attacks from leaders of “Religion”). 
2.   To persevere in  “The Real Faith”  (by not becoming influenced through the  teaching/practices  of  “Religious Methodology” ) 

And if we can do all this,  then we are able to enter into The Kingdom of God that operates within our mind as an “Early Adopter” (Luke.17v21). 
This absolutely does  not  mean in  “The Physical”  (because that reality is  freely given  to  all  people,  1John.2v2). 
But it means  “The Spiritual”  because this  will  lead to  “Guaranteed Salvation”  by becoming an “Early Adopter”. 

We can understand why leaders of “Religion”  choose to  'screw all this up'  in their musings and teaching because  
1.   They cannot do this spiritually within their own minds and thus  hide it  as  “a requirement”  for other people  (Matt.23v13). 
2.   It becomes a useful ploy as a twisted lure to supposedly underwrite their errant teaching to an uneducated recipient. 

In this manner,  the leaders of “Religion”  can  
1.   Enforce all things that makes their strain of “Religion” unique  (to “Divide and Rule”, contrary to what The Bible teaches us throughout) 
2.   To remove the very necessary requirement of The Millennium  (being the only means for true righteous salvation,  never  taught today). 
3.   Effectively make themselves  “the supposed conduit to God”  and  extract the worldly returns  for  “the supposed privilege”! 

But they will  never  teach of  “The Prime Requirement” which is   -  “We must change  absolutely  from our old self”   (= to have  no  excuse for  not  
“precisely imitating JC”  in our deportment)  to yield our ultimate salvation over what becomes our 2 part life. 
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The Vast Majority  of people  (= some 99.99+% of the population of all “Time”)  will  require the 2nd part of our physical life to make this 
most important change in our spiritual life.   

This tells us that 99.99+% of people today have  not  yet made  “The Required Change”  as required by Yahweh for us   “To precisely imitate JC”. 
It is absolutely  not  good enough to state   “I am better than my neighbour,  so I am safe”  (noting Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42).  
The question is   

“Am I as good as was JC during his 1st Advent?” 
Moreover,  to answer that question then we must do the very best we can to  (1) Learn what JC did and then  (2) “Do it”. 
Also,  we must not forget that we must learn what  “he did not do”,  and then we must  not  do the things that  “he did not do”  (Charismatics – beware)! 
Then Yahweh makes  “The Decision”  (Matt.20v23)  as to whether we really did  “the very best we were able”,  noting that we all are  not  like the 10 
talent steward,  but may only be the 5 talent steward  (Luke.19v16-19).  We must  NOT  be like  “the 1 talent steward”  (= Worldly Christian Leaders)! 

We must have a deportment that does  not  become intoxicated by anything,  never given to excess in anything,  nor deceive, lie, cheat, 
defraud any person, institution, organisation, government authority,  or any recipient of our actions.   Never  be “hypocritical”!  
We must  always  be of sane, pure thinking mind, wholesome and respectable character, polite and well spoken, and freely  (without strings 
attached)  help to  EDIFY  people  (in the manner Yahweh Desires)  if it is in our capability. 

Then we look around The World today and  understand why  about 99.9+% of people require the 2nd part of their physical life to become like this! 
 
531st Comment – The apostles appointed overseers to administer these fledgling  “1st Century Christians”.  The Apostles  
(and accompanying disciples)  prayed over these individuals and put them forth to  The Lord/Master,  being Whom they 
had  entrusted/committed. 
Comment – repeat - The Apostles began  “supplicating”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - supplication = asking for assistance to further our ability in exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
Warning – repeat - “Supplication”  does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders vainly teach and do! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  prayed for help and guidance from Yahweh to aid in their work to bring 
more people to Yahweh as  “The Next Generation”  of  “Early Adopters”  so that Yahweh can gain  His  “Sons of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - We can now see why  worldly Christian leaders cannot understand  “Supplication”  because they do 
not teach by word or action of the above  “instruction”. 
400th Reasoning – The apostles would need to leave these ecclesia  'to their own devices'.   The Apostles sincerely chose  
“The Very Best”  according to  “The Guidance”  Paul gave in his letters to Timothy and Titus.  These apostles were 
motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire which is firstly:  To achieve 144000 TCs,  and then secondly:  The Millennium. 
180th Warning – By contrast,  The leaders of “Religion”  choose the most  inappropriate  overseers as regards to Paul's 
instruction  (cited above)  to administer the churches today  (with regard to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire),  but they are so 
very capable of appointing administrators to fulfil their own worldly desires for  'the here and now'.   How so very sad! 
242nd Instruction – These overseers had truly imbued  “The Word of God”  and wanted to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.  
They had witnessed what occurred to Paul,  his stoning and ejections from the cities!   These overseers were required to 
live within this:  “Such a hostile environment”  and were yet prepared to imitate Paul to administer these ecclesiae. 
That exhibits “Real Faith”  and hence demonstrated an intense  commitment/entrusting  in The Master. 
181st Warning – Given this background -  now compare these administrators of  “The Ecclesia”  living then,  with those 
administrators of  “The Church”  today!   Chalk and Cheese in the difference of mentality! 
Acts.  14v23 og (the having) {hand-reached}/{raised the hand}/voted/selected/appointed/chosen/ordained  And  {to them}   
Acts.  14v23 og (the) {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts.  14v23 og (the) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
Acts.  14v23 og (the having) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly}   
Acts.  14v23 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts.  14v23 og (the) abstinence/{lack of sustenance/indulgence}/fasting  
Acts.  14v23 og (they) {placed alongside}/{presented things}/{put forth}/{set before}  them   
Acts.  14v23 og to the  lord/master  into/unto  whom/which/that  (they had) committed/believed/entrusted. 
Acts.  14v23 And  the  (apostles)   having  selected/appointed  the  {Elders (of the ecclesia)}   {to them}   (= to each congregation) 

against/intensely to  (= for every)   the  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
the  (apostles)   having  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}   together/with   the  abstinence/fasting   
they  (= apostles)   presented/{put forth}/committed  them   (= the new Elders) 
to the  lord/master  into/unto  whom  they had  committed/entrusted. 

 

And the  (apostles)  having  selected/appointed  the  (1st Generation)  Elders to them  (= to each congregation) 
for the every  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
the  (apostles)  having  supplicated   (= a prayer with a vow to edify and support these new elders within their demanding role) 
together/with  abstinence/fasting  they  (= apostles)  presented/committed  them   (= the new Elders)    
to the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”)  unto whom they had  committed/entrusted   (= controlling their mind). 
 

The Apostles had allowed time for the various people to show their character of suitability for leadership in the manner Paul advised of Timothy  (in his 
letters of advice for an appointment to be an elder)  specifically at 1Tim. Chapter 3. 
Hence,  Paul on his return was able to speak to all the various new disciples,  visit their homes also  analyse  their behaviour,  and then  choose/elect  the 
most suitable people for the demanding role of  “Eldership”  over the respective congregations. 
This would have been done with supplication  (= asking Yahweh to intervene with something that we are wholly  incapable  of making occur)  being of  
“The Decision Making”  where Yahweh can see the inside of a person  (1Sam.16v7-13)  and of their future worthiness of that role. 
It is so important to understand - 

The Apostles who  truly represented Yahweh  -  “selected wisely”  to spread Yahweh's Methodology.  This absolutely does  NOT  occur today,  
being chosen only to  “endorse and magnify worldly methodology”  within Christendom  (collectively detested by Yahweh)! 

 
532nd Comment – The apostles return through Antioch of Pisidia to embolden the ecclesia they established earlier and 
then moved south unto the sea port town called Perga. 
Acts.  14v24 og Also  (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  the  Pisidia   
Acts.  14v24 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Pamphylia. 
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Acts.  14v24 Also  the  traversing/{passing through}  the  Pisidia  they  accompanied/came  into/unto  the  Pamphylia. 
 

Also the passing through Pisidia they  (= Paul, Barnabas  and the traveling disciples)  came unto Pamphylia, 
 

Pamphylia district is the western side of the southernmost bulge of present-day Turkey that protrudes into The Mediterranean Sea. 
Paul,  Barnabas and fellow disciples went to Antioch of Pisidia,  and after spending time with the  “1st Century Christians”  to consolidate their  “Real 
faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity),  then this party of TCs moved down into the region of Pamphylia unto the sea port of Perga. 
 
533rd Comment – These apostles stayed in the seaport town of Perga to strengthen the  “Real faith”  of the  “1st Century 
Christians”  converted just over a year earlier when Paul and his party first arrived here. 
Acts.  14v25 og Also  (the having) spoken/uttered/said  in  (to the) Perga  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,  
Acts.  14v25 og (they) descended/{went down}/fell  into/unto  (the) Attalia, 
Acts.  14v25 Also  the  (apostles)   having  spoken/uttered  the  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  within  the  Perga 

they went down  into/unto  the  Attalia. 
 

Also the  (apostles)  having spoken the  words/topics  within Perga they  (= Paul and Barnabas)  went down into Attalia. 
                  (Paul and his party giving exhortation and encouragement to the newly formed ecclesia  [of Acts.13v13-14]  on his return.) 
 

Paul and Barnabas taught again in Perga to embolden the  “1st Century Christians”,  being those of whom he had converted just over a year earlier 
when having first landed in Asia Minor from Cyprus.  After spending time here,  Paul, Barnabas and the accompanying disciples then moved about 20 
miles west unto Attalia that is now called Antalya in Turkey. 
 
534th Comment – The Grouping of apostles and disciples departed from the sea port of Attalia and sailed directly to the 
sea port of Seleucia to return to the main “1st Century Christian”  Ecclesia of Antioch,  second only to The Ecclesia 
headed-up by Peter in Judea. 
Acts.  14v26 og {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  
Acts.  14v26 og (they) {from/away to sail}/{set sail}/{sailed away}  into/unto  (the) Antioch,  
Acts.  14v26 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore  (they) were  
Acts.  14v26 og (the) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   
Acts.  14v26 og to the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God  into/unto   
Acts.  14v26 og the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  who/which/that 
Acts.  14v26 og (they) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished. 
Acts.  14v26 {Likewise  from that place}/{And afterwards}  they  {set sail}/{sailed away}  into/unto  the  Antioch, 

{from which place}/wherefore  they were  the  {yielded up}/committed/commended  to the  (= in)   gifts/favour/benefits  of the  God   
into/unto  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  which  they  fulfilled/accomplished. 

 

And afterwards they  (= Paul, Barnabas and the mature disciples)  sailed away unto Antioch, 
from which place they were  committed/commended in the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the God  (= Yahweh) 
                  (= The ecclesia of Antioch  [Acts.11v23]  was very successful and shared the  gifts/favours/benefits  sourced by Yahweh) 
unto/for  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  which they  (= the apostles [Paul and Barnabas])  fulfilled/accomplished. 
 

Then after some fifteen months in Asia Minor,  establishing ecclesiae of  “1st Century Christians”  within the main cities within that area,  the Apostles 
left the sea port of Attalia and directly sailed Seleucia.  This was a trip of about 320 miles,  and then a further 15 miles reach Antioch,  being  “The 1st 
Ecclesia”  of  “1st Century Christians”  outside Judea from whence they started about 2 years earlier. 
This verse is very interesting as to understand what  “grace”  =  “gifts/favours/benefits”  really means,  being what our  worldly Christian leaders do 
not  tell us.   

We understand that  “The Word of God”  yields  “gifts/favours/benefits”  into The Environment. 
This means  “The Good Life”  (from edifying our neighbour)  that can  only  materialise  away from  The Problems brought about by worldly 
methodology operating within our  (animalistic/carnal)  mind that lusts for  “The Immediacy”  to  self-indulge  to our neighbour's hurt.   

“The Word of God”  is to change our mind away from worldly methodology. 
By combining the above,  we see that  “gifts/favours/benefits”  comes from  a  new mind  having been  built upon  “The Word of God”. 

Moreover,  the Ecclesia of Antioch gave to The Apostles  “The Gifts/Favours/Benefits”  in the laying of hands upon them by giving them an 
endorsement of future success in their mission. 
This means The Ecclesia were wishing The Best for The Apostles to make  “The Word of God”  manifest to where The Disciples were to go! 

We can now understand why our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  tell us this  -  because they do  not  correctly teach  “The Word of God”  to us,  and 
by consequence are not interested in conferring  gifts/favours/benefits  upon us resulting from a purified mind!   Being a  “purified mind”  that is wholly 
built upon  “The Word of God”  (as we only need witness within The Environment,  particularly within people who call themselves “Christians”  [and 
most certainly  -  the leaders,  especially those of paedophilia and subsequent cover-ups])! 

Can the reader see how circular is this reasoning  -  to underwrite all of what it states? 
We see that Paul,  Barnabas and the support disciples bypassed Cyprus and sailed directly back to Antioch from whence they had originally started this 
first missionary journey. 
 
535th Comment – The Apostles and disciples arrived at Antioch and gave report to The Ecclesia of all the things that  
T/the S/specific G/god  had done for them,  because having worked through them,  Yahweh and JCg had enabled the 
opening of the door to yield  “The Real Faith”  unto the gentiles. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  ‘The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
162nd Allegory – door = an opening to the mind,  being that of “Reasoning”.  Where the recipient has opened their mind 
to carefully consider the  accurate knowledge,  assay it and then operate with fidelity upon what is known and tested. 
Instruction – repeat - “Real Faith”  =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
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Without  all  of the three terms on the right-hand side,  then it becomes only  “blind faith”  pandemic in “Religion”  based 
solely on  “hearsay”  that would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which we are all under “Yahweh’s Judgement”)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that thinks and reasons like Yahweh and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Warning – repeat - The HS is  not  the  self-indulgent  nonsense as taught by  worldly (and, charlatan) Christian leaders! 
That is precisely why  none  of them have any HS,  even though they profess to have so much (because words are cheap)! 
Instruction – repeat - It is by understanding God’s Word that protects us from worldly (and charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh used His infinite power to work through His True Representatives. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh works through His Representatives who have  “Real Faith” -  because they  can  be trusted 
to  accurately  represent  His Interests and His Character.   He will operate correctly through them to gain  the next 
generation of TCs  -  so ultimately,  The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs is achieved in The Gospel Age. 
401st Reasoning – The Gentiles have now been offered  “The Invitation”  for  “Sonship to Yahweh,  which is to precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the  one/same  manner as did Paul here  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 
1Pet.2v22),  that may enable then to achieve The Goal of Sonship to Yahweh and become The Heirs in The Millennium. 
To be placed upon the short list means that we must gain  “Real Faith”  and absolutely leave  “blind faith”  pandemic  in 
“Religion”  (Rev.18v4)  that itself is only based upon useless “hearsay”  promulgated by leaders  who do not care! 
Else quite simply:  They would do something about what they teach!    But they rather kill  “The Whistle-blower”  than 
change their mindset  –  as we read throughout The New Testament and have witnessed throughout history! 

So who is their “god”?   Satan or Yahweh?    
What they teach (publicly),  compared to how they act (privately)?   That is what makes them hypocrites  (Luke.12v1)! 
Acts.  14v27 og (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come  And   
Acts.  14v27 og also  (the having) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered   
Acts.  14v27 og the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
Acts.  14v27 og (they) announced/declared/reported/showed/spoke/told  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever (things)   
Acts.  14v27 og (he had) done/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  the {specific god}   
Acts.  14v27 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  {of them},   
Acts.  14v27 og also  because  (he) {opened up}  to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  (the) door/portal/entrance/gate   
Acts.  14v27 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Acts.  14v27 And  the having  approached/arrived/come   

also  the having  collected/convened/gathered  the  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
they  announced/declared/reported  whatsoever  things   “The Specific God”   He had  done/produced/yielded  together/with  them, 
because  also  He  opened up  the  door/entrance  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to the  gentiles/nations/peoples. 

 

And  (Paul, Barnabas and disciples)  having arrived   (in Antioch)   
also they reported whatsoever things  “The Specific God”  had  done/produced/yielded  together/with  them, 
because  also He opened up the door of  (Real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity;  of which “1st Century Christianity” yields) 
 

The apostles were so pleased about the number of people who had been released away from “Religion”  that shackled their mind to the crippling worldly 
methodology.  Yahweh's Methodology gives release from the underlining depressions and anguish that occur beneath The Veneer of the supposed 
wonderful trappings that come from acting according to worldly methodology  -  quite simply stated    “The Word of God”  gives   “Peace of Mind”! 

Of knowing  “Our Future”  is assured by Yahweh,  and our present existence is merely gust of wind,  here and then gone! 
Where our future as assured by Yahweh is given by four most wonderful verses at Rev.21v1-4. 
But for us to be in this position then we must thoroughly know it! 
This means setting time aside and studying it.   This  cannot  occur by listening to  worldly Christian leaders or going to seminaries!  
For two reasons  

1.  We only learn something by putting the effort in through personal hard work  (this is true of anything). 
2.  We will  NOT  learn anything useful from Christendom (source by Man),  but much that will hurt our future prospects! 

However, if you are fortunate enough to find a TC  (because they are actively searching for you)  then it is a very different matter! 
“Religion” cannot give Rev.21v1-4,  it only “Takes”  from “Mankind”  through its cohorts promoting lusts of  “The Immediacy”! 
The classic example of worldly trappings would be the adverts for lotteries.   
They show  a fake world  of supposed splendour that maybe possible for a single individual,  but they never advertise the millions of people who never 
win,  but pour their money  into a bottomless pit,  and by consequence become ever poorer on  a vain promise.  And further,  you always hear   “Buy a 
lottery ticket – it is for good causes!”   But you never hear   “Buy a lottery ticket,  most of the money fills the pockets of the organisers!” 
Also  “online gambling”  companies always promote a free £10 to spend  (as The Lure),  but  hide away  all the restrictions  to receiving  any  winnings! 
Likewise,  with  “Religion”  a twisted message is given,  so its leaders   “Live off The Back off The Workers”. 

It will  NOT  be like this in The Millennium!   
A  completely different  culture and Environment  will be imposed  over The World  by  JCg and the 144000 TCs! 

That is precisely why our leaders of “Religion”  never  teach of it  -  because evidently,  they do  not  want it,  -  else logically  –  they would teach of it! 
In any respect,  they clearly do  not  represent Yahweh's Interests on this planet  (but  their own)! 

Or  -  Have I missed something? 
Because I ask the reader this simple question  

Have you  ever heard  of your Christian leader  speak in detail  of The Millennium  (ruled by Yahweh through JCg)  –  if at all? 
That surely speaks volumes about what they teach  -  inasmuch they speak most profusely about The World today under Satan’s rule! 
Regularly quoting supposed gurus, poets, etc. of The World,  but  never  do they quote and explain The Prophets upon which The New Testament hangs! 

So,  who  (being the “G/god” of which system)  do they represent? 
Noting  1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc. 

I exhort the reader to  read behind what is taught  to  understand the driver  inside the mind of the  messenger/angel  (2Cor.11v13-15). 
Noting - 

They will only tell you  what  they want  you to know  (after passing it through Rev.22v18-19 for their own worldly gain and to your hurt)!   
They will  not  teach you  what  Yahweh wants  you to know  (that comes directly from JC John.8v33-36 via faithful, persecuted stewards)! 

I cannot do it for you,  but only show you  “The Way Forward”  for YOU to start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
The onus is now upon YOU   (Eze.33v1-20)  to be   “Accountable and Responsible”  by taking upon yourself  “Ownership”  of God’s Word! 

This is what separates  “1st Century Christians”  from the Christians of the following 19 centuries under the control of their  self-seeking  leaders! 
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Can the reader recognise the difference?    
And understand upon specifically what Yahweh is making His Special/Greater Judgment  (James.3v1 for Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9)? 

Now within your mind’s eye,  place yourself at some time in The Future Millennium  (living in the 2nd part of your physical life)  and then,  while you 
contemplate upon what you did in the past,  during the 1st part of your physical life. 

What changes would you have wished to have made in the past,  when knowing you had been rejected from a position of Sonship (Matt.8v12)? 
This all makes for very salutary consideration and reflection  (especially when you may  have an  eternity  to contemplate upon it,  having then  shut the 
gate after the horse has bolted’).    I can only exhort and warn,  but ultimately  “The Choice”  is YOURS and YOU  must live with  “The Consequences”! 
 
536th Comment – The Apostles and travelling disciples remained in Antioch for a long time with the new disciples formed 
in the established Ecclesia of Antioch. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1 30,000 Christians) . 
Acts.  14v28 og (they) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried  And  there/thither  
Acts.  14v28 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts.  14v28 og no/not/none  (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  
Acts.  14v28 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  learners/pupils/disciples. 
Acts.  14v28 And  they remained/stayed  there  not  the  short/small  while/time,  united as companions  to the  learners/disciples. 
 

And they  (= the apostles)  stayed there  (in Antioch)  not the little time,  united as companions with the disciples. 
 

In summary to  “The 1st Missionary Journey”  for Paul and Barnabas - 
1.   Antioch to Derbe was about 605 miles  (through Cyprus)  and thus a round trip of near twice this distance. 
2.   They both established some twelve ecclesia congregations. 
3.   Total time of about 2 years. 

Note Paul’s comment to Timothy at 2Tim.3v10-11 written some 20 years after these events! 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


